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ABSTRACT 

 

The central goal of this work is to increase the information content and enhance the 

details of an image using an adaptive gamma correction technique aided by swarm 

optimization. Gamma correction is a well established technique that preserves the mean 

brightness of an image that produces natural looking images by the choice of an optimal 

gamma value. Here, the basic optimization that is particle swarm optimization which is 

employed to estimate an optimal gamma value. In the proposed method, we obtain an 

optimized gamma value for an image and an optimized solution for our problem within less 

time.  The proposed method is compared with the Linear Contrast Stretching (LCS), 

Histogram Equalization (HE) in terms of iteration number. Simulation results demonstrate 

that the proposed swarm optimization based contrast enhancement method improves the 

overall image contrast and enriches the information present in the image within less time. 

 

Keywords: Linear Contrast Stretching (LCS), Histogram Equalization (HE), Particle Swarm 

Optimization (PSO) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An image is an array or matrix, of square pixels (picture elements) arranged in 

columns and rows. An image is defined on, say a photographic film, is a continuous 

function of brightness values. An image is nothing more than a 2-dimensional signal. 

It is defined by the mathematical function f(x, y) where x and y are the two co-

ordinates horizontally and vertically. The value of f(x, y) at any point gives the pixel 

value at that point of an image. At each pixel (or at each grid square) we usually 

represent the gray level value using an integer ranging from 0 for black to 255 for 

fully white. 

1.1 Image processing: 

Image processing is a method to perform some operations on an image, in order to 

get an enhanced image or to extract some useful information from it. It is a type of 

signal processing in which input is an image and output may be image or 

characteristics/features associated with that image. Now-a-days, image processing is 

among rapidly growing technologies. It forms core research area within engineering 

and computer science disciplines too. 

Image processing basically includes the following three steps: 

 Importing the image via image acquisition tools; 

 Analysing and manipulating the image; 

 Output in which the result can be altered image or report that is based 

on image analysis. 

1.2 Methods of Image processing: 

    There are two methods used for image processing namely, 

 Analogue image processing 

 Digital image processing 

    Analogue image processing can be used for the hard copies like printouts and 

photographs. 
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Digital image processing techniques help in manipulation of the digital images by 

using computers. 

The three general phases that all types of data have to undergo while using digital 

technique are pre-processing, enhancement, and display, information extraction. 

1.3 Need for Image processing: 

Image processing is often viewed as arbitrarily manipulating an image to achieve an 

aesthetic standard or to support a preferred reality. However, image processing is 

more accurately defined as a means of translation between the human visual system 

and digital imaging devices. The human visual system does not perceive the world in 

the same manner as digital detectors, with display devices imposing additional noise 

and bandwidth restrictions. Salient differences between human and digital detectors 

will be shown, along with some basic processing steps for achieving translation. 

Image processing must be approached in a manner consistent with the scientific 

method so that others may reproduce, and validate, one’s results. This includes 

recording and reporting processing actions, and applying similar treatments to 

adequate control images. 

1.4 Key stages in Digital image processing: 

 Image Acquisition 

 Image Enhancement 

 Image Restoration 

 Morphological Processing 

 Segmentation 

 Object Recognition 

 Representation and Description 

The stages of digital image processing are shown briefly in figure 1.1 
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Figure 1.1: Stages of Digital Image Processing 

1.4.1 Image Enhancement: 

  The aim of image enhancement is to improve the interpretability or perception 

of information in images for human viewers, or to provide ‘better’ input for other 

automated image processing techniques. 

 Image enhancement techniques can be divided into two broad categories: 

1. Spatial domain: This operates directly on pixels. 

2. Frequency domain: This operates on the fourier transform of an image. 
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1.4.1.1 Spatial domain enhancement methods: 

 Spatial domain techniques are performed to the image plane itself and they are 

based on direct manipulation of pixels in an image. 

 The operation can be formulated as g(x,y) = T[f(x,y)], where g is the output, f 

is the input image and T is an operation on f defined over some neighborhood 

of (x,y). 

 According to the operations on the image pixels, it can be further divided into 

2 categories: Point operations and spatial operations (including linear and non-

linear operations). 

1.4.1.2 Spatial Filtering: 

 The use of spatial masks for image processing is called spatial filtering. 

 The masks used are called spatial filters. 

The basic approach is to sum products between the mask coefficients and the 

intensities of the pixels under the mask at a specific location in the image. (2D 

convolution) 

R(x, y) sum(i=-d) sum(i=-d)w(i, j) f (x - i, y - j) 

where (2d+1)X(2d+1) is the mask size, w(i,j)'s are weights of the mask, f(x,y) is input 

pixel at coordinates (x,y), R(x,y) is the output value at (x,y). 

The cross sections of basic filters such as low pass, high pass, band pass for both 

spatial and frequency domain are shown in figure 1.2. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Top: cross sections of basic shapes for circularly 

symmetric frequency domain filter. Bottom: cross sections of 
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corresponding spatial domain filters. (a) low pass (b) band 

pass and (c) high pass filters. 

If the center of the mask is at location (x, y) in the image, the gray level of the 

pixel located at (x, y) is replaced by R, the mask is then moved to the next location in 

the image and the process is repeated. This continues until all pixel locations have 

been covered. 

1.4.1.3 Smoothing filter: 

 Smoothing filters are used for blurring and for noise reduction. 

 Blurring is used in preprocessing steps, such as removal of small details from 

an image prior to object extraction, and bridging of small gaps in lines or 

curves. 

 Noise reduction can be accomplishing by blurring with a linear filter and also 

by nonlinear filtering. 

 

(a) Low pass filtering 

 The key requirement is that all coefficients are positive. 

 Neighborhood averaging is a special case of LPF where all 

coefficients are equal. 

 It blurs edges and other sharp details in the image. 

 

(b) Sharpening Filters 

 To highlight fine detail in an image or to enhance detail that has been 

blurred, either in error or as a natural effect of a particular method of 

image acquisition. 

 Uses of image sharpening vary and include applications ranging from 

electronic printing and medical imaging to industrial inspection and 

autonomous target detection in smart weapons. 

 

(c) Median filtering 

 If the objective is to achieve noise reduction instead of blurring, this 

method should be used. 
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 This method is particularly effective when the noise pattern consists of 

strong, spike-like components and the characteristic to be preserved is 

edge sharpness. 

 It is a nonlinear operation. 

 For each input pixel f(x,y), we sort the values of the pixel and its 

neighbors to determine their median and assign its value to output 

pixel g(x,y). 

 

The original image with both spike noise and white noise is taken for analysis, and the 

images are analyzed for median filtering and low pass filtering techniques. 

The outputs are shown in figure 1.3. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Output images of median filtering and low pass filtering 

 

 

(d) Basic high pass spatial filter 

 The shape of the impulse response needed to implement a highpass 

spatial filter indicates that the filter should have positive coefficients 

near its center, and negative coefficients in the outer periphery. 
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 The filtering output pixels might be of a gray level exceeding [0,L-1]. 

The results of highpass filtering involve some form of scaling and/or clipping 

to make sure that the gray levels of the final results are within [0,L-1]. 

 

(e) Derivative filters: 

 Differentiation can be expected to have the opposite effect of 

averaging, which tends to blur detail in an image, and thus sharpen an 

image and be able to detect edges. 

 The most common method of differentiation in image processing 

applications is the gradient. 

 For a function f(x,y), the gradient of f at coordinates (x',y') is defined 

as the vector. 

Its magnitude can be approximated in a number of ways, which result in a number of 

operators such as Roberts, Prewitt and Sobel operators for computing its value. 

The corresponding figures are shown in the figure 1.4. 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Edge detection with various operators (Outputs are normalized.) 
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1.4.1.4 Frequency domain enhancement methods: 

 These methods enhance an image f(x,y) by convoluting the image with a 

linear, position invariant operator. 

 The 2D convolution is performed in frequency domain with DFT. 

Spatial domain: g(x,y)=f(x,y)*h(x,y) 

Frequency domain: G(w1,w2)=F(w1,w2)H(w1,w2) 

 We simply compute the Fourier transform of the image to be enhanced, 

multiply the result by a filter transfer function, and take the inverse transform 

to produce the enhanced image. 

Spatial domain: g(x,y)=f(x,y)*h(x,y) 

Frequency domain: G(w1,w2)=F(w1,w2)H(w1,w2) 

 

 

1.4.1.4.1 Low pass filtering 

 Edges and sharp transitions in the gray levels contribute to the high frequency 

content of its Fourier transform, so a lowpass filter smoothes an image. 

 Formula of ideal LPF 

1  if D(u,v)<=D0 

H(u,v)= 

0 else 

 

The plot of fourier transform of ideal and butterworth LPF is shown in figure 1.5. 

 

 

Figure 1.5: (a) Ideal LPF, (b) Butterworth LPF 
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1.4.1.4.2. High pass filtering 

 A high pass filter attenuates the low frequency components without disturbing 

the high frequency information in the Fourier transform domain can sharpen 

edges. 

 Formula of ideal HPF function 

0  if D(u,v)<=Do 

H(u,v)= 

1 else 

 

The plot of fourier transform of ideal and butterworth HPF is shown in figure 1.6. 

 

 

Figure 1.6: (a) Ideal HPF (b) Butterworth HPF 

1.5 Outline of Project report: 

Having seen introduction in chapter 1, the rest of the report is organised as 

follows. 

Chapter 2 deals with the literature work done before the proposed work, Chapter 3 

deals with implementation of proposed system, Chapter 4 presents the results 

analysis. The report is finally concluded with advantages and applications of our 

system followed by conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction: 

With the explosion of data generation, getting optimal solutions to data driven 

problems is increasingly becoming a challenge, if not impossible. It is increasingly 

being recognised that applications of intelligent bio-inspired algorithms are necessary 

for addressing highly complex problems to provide working solutions in time, 

especially with dynamic problem definitions, fluctuations in constraints, incomplete 

or imperfect information and limited computation capacity. More and more such 

intelligent algorithms are thus being explored for solving different complex problems 

while some studies are exploring the application of these algorithms in a novel 

context, other studies are incrementally improving the algorithm itself. However, the 

fast growth in the domain makes researchers unaware of the progresses across 

different approaches and hence awareness across algorithms is increasingly reducing, 

due to which the literature on bio-inspired computing is skewed towards few 

algorithms only like genetic algorithm, particle swarm algorithm etc. 

Deep learning has completely transformed the discipline of computer vision 

and image processing entirely. We are quite aware of how computer vision has been 

transformed due to research around object classification, object detection, object 

segmentation, human face recognition, human pose estimation and many more. 

At times the images captured from various sources lack enough contrast and 

look washed out. Although they look bright enough, they still look like something is 

wrong with them. 

In optimization, we start with some kind of initial values for the variables used 

in the experiment. Because these values may not be the best one to use, we should 

change them until we get the best ones. In some cases, these values are generated by 

complex functions that we cannot solve manually. But it is very important to do 

optimization because a classifier may produce bad classification accuracy not 

because, for example the data is noisy or the used learning algorithm is weak but due 

to the bad selection of learning parameters initial values. As a result there are different 
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optimization techniques suggested by the operation research (OR) researchers to do 

such work of optimization.  

Optimization techniques are categorized into four categories: 

1. Constrained optimization 

2. Multimodal optimization 

3. Multi objective optimization 

4. Combinational optimization 

1. Constrained optimization 

In mathematical optimization, constrained optimization is the process of 

optimizing an objective function with respect to some variables in the presence 

of constraints on those variables. The objective function is either a cost 

function or energy function, which is to be minimized, or a reward function or utility 

function, which is to be maximized. Constraints can be either hard constraints, which 

set conditions for the variables that are required to be satisfied, or soft constraints, 

which have some variable values that are penalized in the objective function if, and 

based on the extent that, the conditions on the variables are not satisfied. 

General forms: 

A general constrained minimization problem may be written as follows: 

Min f(x) 

Subject to gi (x)= ci for i= 1,…..,n Equality constraints 

 hj(x)>= dj for j=1,…..,m Inequality constraints  

 

where gi(x) = ci for i= 1,…,n and hj(x)>= dj for j=1,…..,m are constraints that are 

required to be satisfied and f(x) is the objective function that needs to be optimized 

subject to the constraints. 

In some problems, often called constraint optimization problems, the objective 

function is actually the sum of cost functions, each of which penalizes the extent 

(if any) to which a soft constraint (a constraint which is preferred but not required 

to be satisfied) is violated. 
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Social methods: 

Many unconstrained optimization algorithms can be adapted to the constrained case, 

often via the use of a penalty method. However, search steps taken by the 

unconstrained method may be unacceptable for the constrained problem, leading to a 

lack of convergence. This is referred to as the Maratos effect.[1] 

 

2.2 Evolutionary algorithms: 

We can say that optimization is performed using evolutionary algorithms 

(EA’s). The difference between traditional algorithms and EA’s is that EAs are not 

static but dynamic as they evolve over time. 

Evolutionary algorithms have three main characteristics: 

1. Population based: Evolutionary algorithms are to optimize a process in which 

current solutions are bad to generate new better solutions. The set of current 

solutions from which new solutions are to be generated is called the 

population. 

2. Fitness-oriented: If there are some several solutions, how to say that one 

solution is better than other? There is a fitness value associated with each 

other individual solution calculated from a fitness function. Such fitness 

values represent how good the solution is. 

3. Variation-driven: If there is no acceptable solution in the current population 

according to the fitness function calculated from each individual, we should 

make something to generate new better solutions. As a result, individual 

solutions will undergo a number of variations to generate new solutions. 

 

Here is a typical example of a low contrast X-ray image which needs to 

mathematically process the signals and fix it. It is shown in the figure 2.1. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penalty_method
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constrained_optimization#cite_note-1
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Figure 2.1: Low contrast X-ray image 

Images being bright has to do with the amplitude of their signal while them 

having low contrast is a fault in the signal’s frequency. The above diagram shows 

example of low contrast image. Now there is a need to mathematically process the 

signals and fix them. The first and foremost simple technique is called Linear Contrast 

Stretching. 

2.2.1 Linear Contrast Stretching: 

Contrast is the difference between maximum and minimum pixel intensity. 

This technique improves an image by stretching the range of intensity values. 

The formula for performing this stretching is as follows. 

R(x, y) = (I(x, y) – Imin) * ((Lmax – Lmin)/(Imax – Imin)) + Lmin 

I(x, y) input image defined as function of coordinates 

Imax, Iminmaximum and minimum values of the image 

Lmax, Lminmaximum and minimum signal value range (typically are 255,0) 

It can be seen  how the range of values which the input image has gets 

stretched to the full range of signal’s possible values. Note that for specific 

implementation, we have to round off the R(x, y) values to the nearest integers for 

allowing the hardware to render the image pixel values. 

Although the technique is simple and quite useful to implement, it is 

vulnerable to outlier pixel values. Suppose the image has all the pixels in the range 

[200-255] except one which is completely black i.e has a value of 0, then the contrast 

stretching won’t work at all. 

A more robust technique is Histogram Equalization 
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2.2.2 Histogram Equalization: 

Histogram is a data-structure to store the frequencies of all pixel levels in the 

images, which simply mean the number of pixels in the image which have that 

specific pixel intensity value. The number of bins for the histogram in this case are 

taken to be equal to the number of pixel intensity levels in the image. Usually, it is 0-

255. 

For equalizing histogram, we need to compute the histogram and then 

normalize it into a probability distribution. For normalization, we just need to divide 

the frequency of each pixel intensity value by the total number of pixels present in the 

image. This is equal to the resolution of the image i.e. number of rows x number of 

columns. The equalization process makes sure that the resulting histogram is flat. 

Following is the transformation function for the image in order to obtain a flat 

histogram. 

T(x, y) = (L-1) * (sum(k,{0-P(I(x, y))}, Pk(I(x, y)))) 

Sum(k, {a,b}, fk(x))summation over f(x) where k goes from a to b 

In order to understand the above formula, we need to know the concept of 

Cummulative Mass function (CMF). The CMF of a random variable can take upto the 

given value. So, basically in the Histogram Equalization formula we are transforming 

the value of input pixel intensity to such a value which is in sync with the CMF of the 

input image. 

2.2.2.1 Flow diagram of Histogram equalization: 

The above detailed explanation of histogram equalization is drawn using a flow 

diagram which is shown in figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Flow diagram of Histogram Equalization 

 

The overall process of histogram equalization is explained, but theoretical explanation 

doesn’t marks as a good sign in understanding a concept. 

The comparative analysis of a normal image with its histogram equalized image along 

with their respective histograms in both the cases is shown in figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3: Comparison of original and Histogram Images 
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This method is indiscriminate. It may increase the contrast of the background noise, 

while decreasing the usable signal. It also fails when the input image has large area 

and low intensity background. In this case, the histogram has a spike component 

corresponding to the background gray level. After histogram equalisation, the output 

image has a severe washed-out appearance while its dynamic range actually becomes 

smaller. It is effective only if the original image has poor contrast to start with. 

Otherwise it may degrade the image quality. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DESCRITPTION OF SWARM OPTIMIZATION 

 

3.1.Introduction: 

Optimization problem is a computational problem in which the object is to 

find the best of all possible solutions. In other word, optimization problem is to 

find a solution in the feasible region which has the minimum (or maximum) value 

of the objective function. In an optimization problem, the types of mathematical 

relationships between the objective and constraints and the decision variables 

determine how hard it is to solve, the solution methods or algorithms that can be 

used for optimization to discover the solution that truly optimal. 

 

Optimization always present in day life since ancient times. In order to 

deal with the restrictions, individual has to produce solution that serve the source 

limits and lack knowledge of some problems. 

Most of the solutions based on nature observations in the beginning. 

Gradually, knowledge will be developed based on this nature observations and 

past experiences. In day life, all solutions found will be tested and may be 

replaced by a better solution to ensure high performance of the problem. 

 

Single objective optimization is often used by researchers in solving real 

world problem. 

Sometimes, a better way will be achieved by defining multiple objectives 

in solving a problem. 

 

Multi-objective optimization is a process of solving a problem by 

simultaneously optimizing two or more objectives subjected to constraints. 

Optimal solution is solution that is not dominated by other solution in the search 

space  where the optimal solution is called Pareto optimal. 
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3.2. Metaheuristic Algorithm 

 

In general, metaheuristic is a general algorithmic framework for 

addressing intractable problems. 

Metaheuristic is an iterative generation process which guides a subordinate 

heuristic by combining intelligently different concepts for exploring and 

exploiting the search space while learning strategies are used to structure 

information to find efficiently near-optimal solutions. 

 

In computer science, metaheuristic designates a computational method that 

optimizes problem by iteratively trying to improve the solution of a problem. 

There are few or no assumptions about the problem being optimized and can 

search very large spaces of candidate solutions. However, metaheuristics do not 

guarantee an optimal solution is ever found. 

 

Concluded that metaheuristic approaches are very suitable for solving non-

deterministic 

Polynomial hard (NP-hard) optimization and complicated search problems 

because they obtained better quality solutions compare to heuristic approaches 

especially on hybrid techniques. 

Furthermore, the approaches are more efficient to solve the problems. 

This is proved by, metaheuristics are designed to deal with complex 

optimization problems because of the other optimization techniques are not very 

efficient to solve the problems. Hence, these approaches were recognized as one 

of the most practical approaches for solving complex problems. 

 

3.3. Fundamental Properties of Metaheuristics 

Metaheuristics designed to search solution for an optimization problem. There 

are     some fundamentals properties of metaheuristics as stated by: 

1) Metaheuristics are strategies that act as guidance for searching 

process. 
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2) The goal of metahueristics is to explore the search space efficiently 

to find optimal or near-optimal solutions. 

3) The techniques used to solve problems are from simple local search 

procedures to complex learning process. 

4) Metaheuristic algorithms are approximation solutions and usually 

non-deterministic. 

Many different metaheuristics are in existence to solve optimization 

problems. Somehow, there are some new variants are continually being 

proposed. In last decade, the inspiration of swarm intelligence (SI) to 

optimization techniques has become more popular among researchers to solve 

the optimization problems. Normally, swarm intelligence is made up of a 

population of agents that interact with each other in their environment. The 

inspirations of SI come from nature, especially the biological systems where 

the algorithms imitate the behaviour of swarms of social insects including ant 

colonies, bird flocking, animal herding, bacterial growth and fish schooling. 

Regarding to the use of SI approach is because of their robustness, 

flexibility, decentralized and self-organized characteristics. Furthermore, SI is 

able to operate themselves independently without guidance from coordinator 

or external controller. The most significant algorithms that have many 

contributions to the field are Genetic Algorithm (GA), Firefly Algorithm (FA), 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Levy 

Flight, Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC), Hunting Search (HuS), 

Simulated Annealing (SA) and many more. 

 

3.4.Gamma Correction 

Gamma correction is a non-linear adjustment to individual pixel values. 

While in image normalization we carried out linear operations on individual 

pixels, such as scalar multiplication and addition/subtraction, gamma correction 

carries out a non-linear operation on the source image pixels, and can cause 

saturation of the image being altered. Furthermore, it can also lead to poor 

contrast if the gamma value is too large or too small. Nonetheless, it is still an 

important operation to cover. 
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Many people have likely encountered this term before while adjusting their 

new television set or playing around with advanced video settings in PC games. 

At first glance, gamma correction appears to either darken or brighten an image, 

but this is a gross oversimplification. We can already adjust the average brightness 

of an image by some modified normalization algorithm, the simplest of which 

would be simply adding a constant value to each pixel intensity value, effectively 

“shifting” the mean pixel intensity values across the entire image. Gamma 

correction is an operation that effectively carries out an exponential function on 

individual pixel values. 

Before continuing, let’s consider the case of a “black and white” television 

set. Assuming it acts as a simple output device, we’d expect it to display, say, a 

black pixel wherever we specify a pixel intensity value of zero (0), and a white 

pixel wherever we specify an intensity value of one (1). All values in between 0 

and 1 are shades of gray. With many (if not all) graphical display devices, this is 

not the case. Although we have specified that we want a specific color at a certain 

pixel location, due to imperfections in the display device, the actual color we see 

on-screen is not the exact color we desire. The diagram below shows a grayscale 

spectrum, along with the “transfer function” of an ideal display device to its right. 

For the transfer function plot to the right, consider the x-axis to be the color we 

want to appear on-screen, while the y-axis represents the color intensity value that 

is actually displayed.  

For the grayscale spectrum on the left, this shows an approximation of 

how “rapidly” output intensity values shift from black to white.  

In the case of the ideal display device below, the desired output intensity 

value is shown in figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Normal Intensity Value Gamma=1.0 

Now consider an old television set that is on its last legs. Due to worn 

out components, everything appears darker than it should, as demonstrated in 

figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.2: Dark Image Gamma=2.0 

Finally, consider the case of a new TV that is far too bright. The Output spectrum and 

transfer function are shown in figure 3.3. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Brighter Image Gamma=0.5 

http://www.giassa.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/01/y0.5.png
http://www.giassa.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/01/y0.5.png
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For a more mathematical analysis, consider any arbitrary pixel on a display 

device. The grayscale intensity value we actually see is defined as , and the 

intensity value we want to appear on the screen (in our code) is defined as . 

Finally, the gamma value is defined as . The relationship between the input and 

output intensity values can be described by the equation below. 

 A table of figures representing the transfer function of gamma correction 

for varying values of gamma is shown in figure 3.4 for emphasis. 

  

 

 

Figure 3.4: Varying gamma values 

In the ideal case, with , our input and output intensity values 

match perfectly, as in the case of the ideal display described at the top of the 

page. As the gamma value deviates from unity, we begin to notice a 

significant difference in the input and output intensity values. As gamma 

approaches zero, the output pixels become brighter, while as gamma 

approaches infinity, the pixels become darker. Gamma correction essentially 

carries out the inverse function of the exponential operation caused by 

imperfections in the display device. 

For an example, consider we are using a display which, by observation, 

we assume is introducing gamma distortion corresponding to a gamma value 

of . This means that when we specify a pixel value to appear on-screen, it 

http://www.giassa.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/01/gammavalues.png
http://www.giassa.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/01/gammavalues.png
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shows up with a (distorted) pixel value of  . If we carry out the inverse 

of this opertion in advance, prior to displaying the pixel on-screen, we can 

compensate for the gamma adjustment due to the display. This is equivalent 

to . 

This is a very simple and straightforward algorithm to implement, and 

is demonstrated below, complete with sample images. The real trick with 

gamma correction is determining the gamma value to use in practice. You can 

either design algorithms to compute the ideal gamma value mathematically, or 

you can simply “guess and test” values and evaluate the results yourself. This 

subject extends beyond the scope of this subsection, and will be covered in 

future tutorials. 

Comparision of a simple image with varying gamma values is shown 

in figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5: Simple image with varying gamma values 

3.5 Particle swarm optimisation: 

 

3.5.1 Introduction: 

  Particles Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary computation technique 

originally developed by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995). The PSO is motivated from 

the stimulation of social behavior instead of evolution of nature as in the other 

evolutionary algorithms (genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming, evolutionary 

strategies, and genetic programming). PSO is sociologically inspired, since the 
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algorithm is based on sociological behavior associated with bird flocking. It is a 

population based evolutionary algorithm. Similar to the other population based 

evolutionary algorithms, PSO is initialized with a population of random solutions.  

The algorithm maintains a population of particles, where each particle 

represents a potential solution to an optimization problem Unlike the most of the 

evolutionary algorithms, each potential solution (individual) in PSO is also associated 

with a randomized velocity, and the potential solutions called particles, are then flown 

through the problem space.  

Let S be the size of the swarm, each particle i can be represented as an object 

with several characteristics. A population of particles is initialized with random 

position Xi and velocities Vi objective function Fi is evaluated using the particles 

positional coordinates as input values. Each particle keeps track of its coordinates in 

the problem space, which are associated with the best solution (fitness) it has achieved 

so far. This value is called pbest. Another best value that is tracked by the global 

version of the swarm is the overall best value, and its location obtained so far by any 

particle in the population. This location is called gbest. At each time step velocity of 

each particle flying toward its gbest and pbest location is changed. Acceleration is 

weighted by random terms, with separate random numbers being generated for 

acceleration towards pbest and gbest location.  

At each time step position and velocities are adjusted and the function is 

evaluated with new coordinates. When the particle discovers a pattern that is better 

than any it has found previously, it stores the coordinates in the vector pbest id. The 

difference between the best point found by a particular agent and the individual’s 

current positions is stochastically added to the current velocity causing the trajectory 

to oscillate around the point. Further each particle is defined within the context of a 

topological neighborhood comprising itself and some other particles in the population. 

The stochastically weighted difference between the neighborhood’s best position 

gbestd and the individual’s current position is also added to its velocity, adjusting it 

for the next time step. These adjustments to the particle’s movement through the 

space cause it to search around the two best positions.  
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3.5.2 Particle (X):  

It is the candidate solution represented by a d dimensional vector, where d is 

the number of optimized parameters. At time t, the ith particle Xi(t) can be described 

as  

Xi(t)=[ Xi1 (t), Xi2(t)…….. Xid(t)], 

where X’s are the optimized parameters and Xid (t) is the position of ith 

particle with respect to the dth dimension; i.e. the value of the dth optimized 

parameter in the ith candidate solution.  

3.5.3 Population X(t): 

 It is a set of n particle at time t, i.e. X(t)=[ X1(t),X2(t) ….. Xn(t)]. 

3.5.4 Swarm: 

It is an apparently disorganized population of moving particles that tend to 

cluster together while each particle seems to be moving in a random direction. 

3.5.5 Particle velocity V(t):  

It is the velocity of the moving particles represented by an d- dimensional 

vector. At time t, the ith particle velocity Vi(t) can be described as  

Vi(t)= [ Vi1 (t), Vi2(t)…….. Vid(t)], 

where Vid is the velocity of i th particle with respect to the dth dimension. The 

velocity update step is specified separately for each dimension d 1…n, so that Vid 

denotes the dth dimension of the velocity vector associated with the ith particle.  

The velocity update is then given by equation (1) 

Vid
(t+1) = w Vid

(t)+c1 rand1(pbest id
(t)-Xid

(t))+c2 rand2(gbest id
(t)-Xid

(t))        (1) 

where Vid
(t)  and Xid

(t)  are the velocity and position of particle i, in d 

dimensional space respectively. (t) best id p best position of individual i in d 

dimensional space until generation t; Pbest id
(t)  is the best position of the group in d 

dimension until generation t; w is the inertia weight factor controlling the dynamics of 
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flying; c1 cognitive parameter and c2 social parameter; rand1 and rand2 are random 

variables in the range [0,1].  

From the definition of the velocity in the equation (1) it is clear that c2 

regulates the maximum step service in the direction of the global best particle, and c1 

regularizes the step size in the direction of the personal best position of the particle. 

The value of Vid is clamped to the range [-Vimax,Vimax] to reduce the likelihood 

that the particle might leave the search space. The position of each particle is updated 

using the new velocity vector for that particle, so that, the position update formula is 

given in equation (2). 

Xid
(t+1) = Xid

(t)+Vid
(t+1)                                                                              (2) 

3.5.6 Inertia Weight (w): 

 The inertia weight controls the exploration and exploitation of the search 

space because it dynamically adjusts velocity. The inertia weight is employed to 

control the effect of the previous velocities on the current velocity. This makes 

compromise between a global and (wide ranging) and local (nearby) exploration 

abilities of the swarm. A large inertia weight facilitates global exploration (searching 

new areas) while a small one tend to facilitate local exploration. A properly chosen 

inertia weight can provide balance between the global and local exploration of the 

swarm, which leads to a better solution. It is better to initially set the inertia weight to 

a large value in order to make better global exploration of the search space and 

gradually decrease it to get more refined solution. A linearly decreasing inertia weight 

changes the search from global to local linearly.  

Many problems require the search algorithm to have nonlinear search ability. 

By deriving some statistical features from the obtained result, in each iteration will 

help to understand the PSO search and calculate the proper inertia weight for next 

iteration. In this work the inertia weight ‘w’ will decrease when the number of 

generation increases. It decreases linearty during the optimization run according to 

equation (3). 

w=wmax-wmax-wmin / itermin                                                                                                        (3) 
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where wmax is the maximum value of inertia weight and wmin is the minimum 

value, iter is the current iteration and itermax is the maximum number of iterations.  

3.5.7 Cognitive parameter (c1) and social parameter (c2): 

In the PSO algorithm each particle keeps track of its coordinates in the 

problem space which are associated with the best solution (fitness) it has achieved so 

far. The fitness value is stored and called as particle best pbest. Another best version 

tracked by the global version of PSO is the overall best value and it is location 

obtained so far by any particle in swarm (gbest). PSO at each step consist of changing 

the velocity of each particle (accelerating) towards its pbest and gbest locations. The 

accelerating constant c1 and c2 represent the weighting of the stochastic acceleration 

term that pulls each particle towards pbest and gbest positions. Low values allow 

particles to roam far from target regions before being tugged back, while high values 

result in abrupt movement towards target regions.  

By trail and error it is found that acceleration constant c1 and c2 equal to 2.0 

gives good results but it is not a usual rule. This value gives fast global convergence 

to the optimum solution for most of the problem. Increase in the value did not have 

much effect in the convergence rate. Local minima are avoided by small local 

neighbourhood but faster convergence is obtained by larger global neighbourhood and 

in general global neighbourhood is preferred. c1, c2, are acceleration constants which 

change the velocity of a particle towards pbest id
(t) and gbest

(t) (generally somewhere 

between pbestid
(t) and gbestd

(t)). Thus adjustment of these constants changes the amount 

of tension in the system. 

 

3.5.8 Personal best(pbest):  

The personal best position associated with the particle i is the best position 

that the particle has visited (a previous value of Xi), yielding the highest fitness value 

for that particle. For a minimization task, a position yielding the smaller function 

value is regarded as having fitness. The symbol f(X) will be used to denote the 

objective function that is being minimized.  

The update equation for position best (pbest) is given in equation (4). 
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Xid
(t) if f(Xid

(t+1)) >= f(pbestid
(t)) 

Pbestid
(t+1) =                                                                                             (4) 

Xid
(t+1) if f(Xid

(t+1) < f(pbestid
(t)) 

 

3.5.9 Global best (gbest):  

The gbest offers a faster rate of convergence at the expense of robustness. This 

gbest maintains only a single best solution called the global best particle, across the 

entire particle in the swarm. This particle acts like an attractor, pulling all the particles 

towards it. Eventually all particles will converge to this position, so if it is not updated 

regularly, the swarm may converge prematurely. 

3.5.10 PSO Algorithm: 

PSO algorithm consists of the following steps:  

Step 1: Initialization:  

Initialize a population of particles with random position and velocities in d 

dimensional problem space. Confine the search space by specifying the lower and 

upper limits of each decision variable. The populations of points are initialized with 

the velocity and position set to fall into the pre-specified or allowed range and 

satisfying the equality and inequality constraints.  

 Evaluate the fitness of each particle in terms of paretodominance. 

 Record the non dominated solutions found so far and save them in 

archive.  

 Initialize the memory of each individual where the personal best 

position is stored.  

 Choose the global best position (t) best d g from the archive. Increase 

the generation number.  
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Step 2: Velocity updating:  

At each iteration, the velocities of all particles are updated according to the 

equation (4.1) which is:  

Vid
(t +1) = w Vid

(t)+c1 rand1(pbestid
(t)-Xic

(t))+c2 rand2(gbestid
(t)-Xid

(t)) 

where Vid 
(t) and Xid 

(t) are the velocity and position of particle i, in d 

dimensional space respectively. pbestid
(t) is the best  position of individual i in d 

dimensional space until generation t; gbestd
(t) is the best position of the group in d 

dimension until generation t; w is the inertia weight factor controlling the dynamics of 

flying; c1 and c2 are accelerating constants; rand1 and rand2 are random variables in 

the range [0,1].  

The first part of the equation (1) is the momentum part of the particle. The 

inertia weight w represents the degree of the momentum of the particles. The second 

part of the equation (1) is the cognition part which represents the independent 

thinking of the particle itself. The third part of equation (1) is the social part which 

represents the collaboration among the particles. Vmax is an important parameter it 

determines the resolution with which the regions around the current solutions are 

searched. If Vmax is too high the PSO facilitates global search, and particles might fly 

pass good solutions. If Vmax is too small the PSO facilitates local search and particles 

may not explore sufficiently beyond locally good regions. They could be trapped at 

local minima unable to move far enough to reach a better position in the problem 

space. Vmax is often set at about 10-20% of the dynamic range of the variable on 

each dimension.  

The population size selected is problem dependent. Population size of 20-50 is 

most common. Under the multi –objective environment the number of non dominated 

solutions is directly linked to the population size. So a larger population is preferred. 

Step 3: Position updating:  

Between successive iterations, the position of all particles are updated 

according to the equation (2) which is  

Xid
(t+1)=Xid

(t)+Vid
(t+1) 
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where Xid
(t+1) is the new position and Xid

(t) is  the previous position and Vid
(t+1) 

is the new velocity.  

 Check all the imposed constraints to ensure the feasibility of all the 

potential solutions. If any element of individual violates its inequality 

constraints then the position of the individual is fixed to its 

maximum/minimum operating point as shown in equation (5)  

 

 

 Xid
(t+1)= 

 

 

Where Xid
min and Xid

max are the minimum and maximum position of the 

particle in the d dimensional space.  

 Update the archive which stores non dominated solution.  

Step 4: Memory updating:  

Update particle best position pbest
(t) and global best position gbestd

(t) 
 using 

equation (6).  

Pbestid
(t+1)  

gbestd
(t+1)                                                                                                (6) 

where f(X) is the objective function to be minimized. Compare particles 

fitness evaluation with particles pbestid
(t). If current value is better than pbestid

(t) then set 

pbestid
(t+1) value equal to the current value and the pbestid

(t+1) location equal to the current 

location in d dimensional space. Compare fitness evaluation with the population’s 

overall previous best. If the current value is better than gbestd
(t) then reset gbestd

(t+1) to 

the current particles array index and value.  

Step 5: Termination criteria examination:  

Xid
(t)+Vid

(t+1)      if         Xid
min<=Xid

(t)+Vid
(t+1)<=Xid

max 

Xid
min                 if         Xid

(t)+Vid
(t+1)<Xid

min              (5) 

Xid
max                        if          Xid

(t)+Vid
(t+1)>Xid

max     

Xid
(t+1) if f(Xid

(t+1) < f(pbestid
(t)) 

Xid
(t+1) if f(Xid

(t+1) < f(gbestd
(t)) 
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The algorithm repeats Step 2 to Step 4 until a sufficient good fitness or a 

maximum number of iterations/epochs are reached. Once terminated, the algorithm 

outputs the points of gbest
(t) and f(gbestd

(t)) as its solution.  

Optimal Parameters of PSO: For all the problems considered the following 

parameters give optimal results:  

Population size = 50  

Number of iterations = 100 c1, c2 = 2  

w is varied from 1.4 to 0.4.  

Maximum velocity Vmax is limited to 10% of the dynamic range of the 

variables on each dimension. 
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3.5.11 PSO Flow diagram: 

 

Figure 3.6: Flow diagram of PSO algorithm 

3.5.12 PSO algorithm: 

Read Input image (size of M × N) 

Initialize dimension, number of particles, position, velocity, and iterations (t)  

for each iteration  

for each particle  

for each dimension  

Apply gamma correction to input image  

Compute entropy of enhanced image  

Compute edge content of the enhanced image  
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Evaluate the fitness function and store in temp  

if (temp>gbest_val)  

Store current particle location value as global best end  

if (t≠ maximum_no_iterations)  

Update velocity  

Update position  

Repeat line number 6 to 15 until the termination 

criterion  

End  

else  

save gbest as optimal gamma value  

end  

end  

end  

end  

Final enhanced image using eq. (1) by applying gbest, the optimal gamma value. 

Comparative analysis done to a normal image with a PSO optimized image is shown 

in the the figure 3.7. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Original image and a PSO optimized image 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS DESCRIPTION 

This chapter deals with the practical/simulation results of proposed method in terms 

of various performance parameters such as mean, standard deviation and entropy. 

Here, in this chapter we will be analysing the project based on a comparative analysis 

of the original image with the existing methods and our proposed method. 

4.1 Simulation results of multimodal data sets: 

Here, we perform simulation of different multi modal data sets and find out the 

optimized gamma value in each case. Also, we take a note of the no: of 

iterations taken for each and every data set while simulating the image. 

 

Data set1: Analysis of an image captured by a mobile phone: 

Let us first take a data set of an image captured by a mobile phone. Here, in 

this case, the picture clarity wont be upto the mark and hence, more no: of 

iterations are needed to obtain an optimized image. 

The original image is shown in figure 4.1. 

The contrast histogram equalized image is shown in figure 4.2. 

The proposed optimized image is shown in the figure 4.3. 

The no: of iterations needed to optimize this data set is 134. 

 

Figure 4.1: Original Image 
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Figure 4.2: Histogram Equalized Image 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Proposed Optimized Image 

 

The performance metrics i.e., average pixel intensity, standard deviation and entropy 

of the above camera picture, its histogram equalized and its proposed optimized 

image are given in the tabular form 4.1. 

 

Table 4.1: Image quality metrics of Data set-1 

 

 Gamma 

Value 

Average Pixel 

Intensity 

Standard 

Deviation 

Entropy 

Original Image 0.5 106.22 64.60 7.68 

Histogram 

Equalized Image 

0.5 139.12 73.51 7.82 

Proposed  

Optimized Image 

6.5 111.96 92.67 5.59 
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The bar graph for the above Quality parameters is shown in the figure 4.1 

 

  

  

Figure 4.4: Bar chart of Data set-1 

 

 

Data set2: Analysis of a High Resolution image: 

Let us first take a data set of a high resolution image. Here, in this case, the 

picture clarity is extraordinary and hence, very less no: of iterations are needed 

to obtain an optimized image. 

The original image is shown in figure 4.5. 

The contrast histogram equalized image is shown in figure 4.6. 

The proposed optimized image is shown in the figure 4.7. 

The no: of iterations needed to optimize this data set is 42. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Original Image                          
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Figure4.6: Histogram Equalized Image 

 

Figure 4.7: Proposed Optimized Image 

 

The performance metrics i.e., average pixel intensity, standard deviation and entropy 

of the above High resolution image, its histogram equalized and its proposed 

optimized image are given in the tabular form 4.2. 

 

 

Table 4.2: Image quality metrics of Data set-2 

 

 Gamma 

Value 

Average Pixel 

Intensity 

Standard 

Deviation 

Entropy 

Original Image 0.5 149.9 55.0 7.52 

Histogram 

Equalized Image 

0.5 172.9 63.34 7.45 

Proposed  

Optimized Image 

1.11 100.55 99.24 5.4 
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The bar graph for the above Quality parameters is shown in the figure 4.8. 

 

 

  

Figure 4.8: Bar chart for data set-2 

 

 

Data set3: Analysis of an image captured by DSLR camera: 

Let us first take a data set of an image captured by a DSLR camera. Here, in 

this case, the picture clarity will be high and hence, less no: of iterations are 

needed to obtain an optimized image. 

The original image is shown in figure 4.9. 

The contrast histogram equalized image is shown in figure 4.10. 

The proposed optimized image is shown in the figure 4.11. 

The no: of iterations needed to optimize this data set is 60. 

 

Figure 4.9: Original Image 
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Figure 4.10: Histogram Equalized Image 

 

Figure 4.11: Proposed Optimized Image 

 

The performance metrics i.e., average pixel intensity, standard deviation and entropy 

of the above DSLR image, its histogram equalized and its proposed optimized image 

are given in the tabular form 4.3. 

 

Table 4.3: Image quality metrics of Data set-3 

 

 Gamma 

Value 

Average Pixel 

Intensity 

Standard 

Deviation 

Entropy 

Original Image 0.5 101.09 83.11 7.51 

Histogram 

Equalized Image 

0.5 127.5 74.7 5.96 

Proposed  

Optimized Image 

1.11 100.55 99.24 4.30 
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The bar graph for the above Quality parameters is shown in the figure 4.12. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Bar diagram of Data set-3 

 

Data set-4: Analysis of a Medium resolution image: 

Let us first take a data set of a medium resolution image. Here, in this case, the 

picture clarity is moderate and hence, moderate no: of iterations are needed to 

obtain an optimized image. 

The original image is shown in figure 4.13. 

The contrast histogram equalized image is shown in figure 4.14. 

The proposed optimized image is shown in the figure 4.15. 

The no: of iterations needed to optimize this data set is 77. 

 

Figure 4.13: Original Image 
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Figure 4.14: Histogram Equalized Image 

 

 

Figure 4.15: Proposed Optimized Image 

 

The performance metrics i.e., average pixel intensity, standard deviation and entropy 

of the above Medium resolution image, its histogram equalized and its proposed 

optimized image are given in the tabular form 4.4. 

 

Table 4.4: Image quality metrics of Data set-4 

 Gamma 

Value 

Average Pixel 

Intensity 

Standard 

Deviation 

Entropy 

Original Image 0.5 214.37 53.79 4.96 

Histogram 

Equalized Image 

0.5 127.5 73.68 4.29 

Proposed  

Optimized Image 

3.37 191.46 88.10 4.11 
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The bar graph for the above Quality parameters is shown in the figure 4.16. 

  

 

 

Figure 4.16: Bar chart for Data set-4 

 

Data set-5: Analysis of a Low resolution image: 

Let us first take a data set of a low resolution image. Here, in this case, the 

picture clarity is very less and hence, very high no: of iterations are needed to 

obtain an optimized image. 

The original image is shown in figure 4.17. 

The contrast histogram equalized image is shown in figure 4.18. 

The proposed optimized image is shown in the figure 4.19. 

The no: of iterations needed to optimize this data set is 80. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.17: Original Image 
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Figure 4.18: Histogram Equalized Image 

 

Figure 4.19: Proposed Optimized Image 

 

The performance metrics i.e., average pixel intensity, standard deviation and entropy 

of the above Low Resolution Image, its histogram equalized and its proposed 

optimized image are given in the tabular form 4.5. 

    

Table 4.5: Image quality metrics of Data set-5 

 

 Gamma 

Value 

Average Pixel 

Intensity 

Standard 

Deviation 

Entropy 

Original Image 0.5 55.9 77.7 4.25 

Histogram 

Equalized Image 

0.5 169.8 34.6 2.98 

Proposed  

Optimized Image 

7.83 114.09 70.35 3.46 
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The bar graph for the above Quality parameters is shown in the figure 4.20. 

 

Figure 4.20: Bar diagram for data set-5 
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ADVANTAGES OF PSO 

 A PSO is considered as one of the most powerful methods' for resolving the non-

smooth global optimization problems. 

 It has many key advantages as follows: PSO is a derivative free technique just like 

as other heuristic optimization techniques.  

 PSO is easy in its concept and coding implementation compared to other heuristic 

optimization techniques.  

 PSO is less sensitivity to the nature of the objective function compared to the 

conventional mathematical approaches and other heuristic methods. 

 PSO has limited number of parameters including only inertia weight factor and 

two acceleration coefficients in comparison with other competing heuristic 

optimization methods.   

 The impact of parameters to the solutions is considered to be less sensitive 

compared to other heuristic algorithms.  

 PSO seems to be somewhat less dependent of a set of initial points compared to 

other evolutionary methods, implying that convergence algorithm is robust.  

 PSO techniques can generate high-quality solutions within shorter calculation 

time and stable convergence characteristics than other stochastic methods. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

  In this project, a swarm optimization technique called “Firefly 

Optimization” is performed using the concept of adaptive Gamma Correction Method. 

The gamma value gives the information about the contrast of an image. Optimization 

is used to obtain an optimized gamma value of simple and complex images with less 

number of iterations in less time. With the optimized gamma value, the proposed 

algorithm is tested for various types of data sets related to low, high, medium 

resolution of pixels. From the analysis, we conclude that the proposed algorithm is 

better in terms of image clarity, information content and number of iterations taken by 

the algorithm to produce the output. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH  PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 

OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

 

Application Product Research Review 

    

 

Project Outcomes 

1. Designed & Simulated a model of image fusion using guided filter 

and wavelet transform to enhance the clinical ability for diagnosis 

and assessment of medical problems. 

 

 PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs)  

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

modern tools.  

 

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering    

            to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software  

component staking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural,  

ethical and economical considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, 

engineering  fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of 

complex engineering problems. 
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2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze  

complex  engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first 

principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering 

problems  and design system components or processes that meet the specified 

needs with appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the 

cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 

 

4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge 

and research methods including design of experiments, analysis and 

interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information to provide valid 

conclusions. 

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, 

resources, and modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and 

modeling to complex engineering activities with an understanding of the 

limitations.  

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual 

knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the 

consequent responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice.  

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional 

engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate 

the knowledge of, and need  for  sustainable development.  

 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and  

responsibilities and norms of the engineering practice.  

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a 

member or leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  
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10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities 

with the engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able 

to comprehend and write effective reports and design documentation, make 

effective presentations, and give and receive clear instructions.  

 

11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding 

of  the engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own 

work, as a member and  leader in a team, to manage projects and in 

multidisciplinary environments.  

 

12.  Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and 

ability to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context 

of technological change. 

Mapping Table 

 

 

 

Proje

ct 

Outc

omes 

Programme Outcomes 

(POs) 

PSOs 

 

PO1 

 

PO2 

 

PO3 

 

PO4 

 

PO5 

 

PO6 

 

PO7 

 

PO8 

 

PO9 

 

PO10 

 

PO11 

 

PO12 

 

PSO1 

 

PSO2 

 

1 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

1 

 

1 

 

2 

 

2 

 

2 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped  

3-Substantially (High) mapped
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ABSTRACT 

  (Key Words: Image fusion, Guided Filter, Median Filter, Image Statistics) 
 

A novel image fusion technique is proposed for magnetic resonance and computed 

tomography source images by using saliency information. In our project the saliency 

information of each source image is computed using guided and median filters. The obtained 

saliency maps are used for computing the weight maps of each source image by using image 

statistics. The obtained weights are used for the fusion of the approximate and detailed layers of 

the respective source images by using weighted average fusion technique. Finally the fused 

image is obtained by combining the outputs of fused approximation and detailed layers. The 

proposed algorithm is simulated in MATLAB tool for various benchmark data sets of brain. In 

order to test its superiority  it is then compared with several state-of-art methods of image fusion 

existing in literature in terms of image quality assessment metrics like Mean, Mutual 

Information, Average Gradient, Standard Deviation, Spatial Frequency etc,  and it results that 

the technique is  better than that of the existing techniques. 
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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
An image representation is concerned with characterization of the quantity that each picture- 

element (also called pixel) represents. An image could represent luminance of objects in a scene 

(such as a pictures taken by ordinary camera), the absorption characteristics of the body tissue 

(X-ray imaging), the radar cross section of a target (radar imaging), the temperature profile of a 

region (infrared imaging), or the gravitational field in an area (in geophysical imaging). In 

general, any two-dimensional function that bears information can be considered as an image. 

 
1.1 Definition of an Image 

 
The term monochrome image or simply image, refers to a two-dimensional light intensity 

function f (x, y), where x and y denote spatial coordinates and the value of f at any point (x, y) is 

proportional to the brightness (or gray level) of the image at that point. 

 

A digital image is an image f (x, y) that has been discretized both in spatial coordinates and 

brightness. A digital image can be considered a matrix whose row and column indices identify a 

point in the image and the corresponding matrix element value identifies the gray level at that 

point. The elements of such a digital array are called image elements or picture elements or 

pixels or 

 

As light is a form of energy, f (x, y) must be nonzero and finite, that is 0<f (x,y)< The basic 

nature of f (x, y) may be characterized by two components: 

1) The amount of source light incident on the scene being viewed. 

 
2) The amount of light reflected by the objects in the scene. 
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Appropriately, they are called the illumination and reflectance components, and are denoted by i 

(x, y) and r (x, y), respectively. 

 

The functions i (x, y) and r (x, y) combine as a product to form f (x, y): 

 
f (x, y) = i (x,y)r(x,y) (1.1) 

 
Where 0<i (x, y) < and 0<r (x, y)<1 

 
Image models give a logical or quantitative description of the properties of this function. 

 
Thus an image can be processed on a computer by representing it as an array of pixels, which 

can be stored and can be processed easily Fundamental Steps in Digital Image Processing 

             

 1.2 Fundamental Steps in Digital Image Processing 

 
Digital images can be processed for different applications. The following are the various 

steps involved for processing of digital images. 

 

 Image acquisition 

 Image enhancement 

 Image restoration 

 Image compression 

 Image segmentation 

 Representation &description 

 Object recognition 

 

1.2.1 Image acquisition 

 
Image acquisition is the creation of digital images, such as of a physical scene or of the 

interior structure of an object. A digital image may be created directly from a physical scene by a 

camera or similar device. Alternatively, a digital image may be obtained from another image in 

an analog medium, such as photographs, photographic film, or printed paper, by an image 

scanner or similar device. Many technical images such as those acquired with tomographic 

equipment, side-scan sonar, or radio telescopes are actually obtained by complex processing of 
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Non-image data. The digitalization of analog real-world data is known as digitizing, and 

involves sampling (discretization) and quantization. 

 

1.2.2 Image enhancement 

 
The principal objective of enhancement is to pre-process an image so that the result is more 

suitable than the original image for a specific application. The word specific is important, 

because it establishes at the outset that the techniques discussed are very much problem oriented. 

Image enhancement approaches fall into two broad categories: spatial domain methods and 

frequency domain methods and. The spatial domain refers to the image plane itself, and 

approaches in this category are based on direct manipulation of pixels in image. Frequency 

domain processing techniques are based on modifying the Fourier transform of an image. 

 

There is no general theory of image enhancement. When an image is processed for visual 

interpretation, the viewer is the ultimate judge of how well a particular method works. Visual 

evaluation of image quality is a highly subjective process, thus making the definition of a good 

image an elusive standard to analyze algorithm performance. 

 

1.2.3 Image restoration 

 
As in image enhancement, the ultimate goal of restoration techniques is to improve an image 

in some predefined sense. Although there are areas of overlap, image enhancement is largely a 

subjective process, while image restoration is for the most part an objective process. Restoration 

attempts to reconstruct or recover an image that has been degraded by using a priori knowledge 

of the degradation phenomenon. Thus restoration techniques are oriented toward modeling the 

degradation and applying the inverse process in order to recover the original image. 

 

This approach usually involves formulating a criterion of goodness that will yield an optimal 

estimate of the desired result. By contrast, enhancement techniques basically are heuristic 

procedures designed to manipulate an image in order to take advantage of the psychophysical 

aspects of the human visual system. For example, contrast stretching is considered as an 

enhancement technique because it is based primarily on the pleasing aspects. 
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Might present to the viewer, whereas removal of image blur by applying a deblurring function is 

considered a restoration technique. 

 

1.2.4 Image compression 

 
Every day, an enormous amount of information is stored, processed, and transmitted digitally. 

Image compression addresses the problem of reducing the amount of data required to represent a 

digital image. The underlying basis of the reduction process is the removal of redundant data. 

From a mathematical viewpoint, this amounts to transforming a 2-D pixel array into a 

statistically uncorrelated data set. The transformation is applied prior to storage or transmission 

of the image. At some time later, the compressed image is decompressed to reconstruct the 

original image or an approximation of it. 

 

1.2.5 Image segmentation 

 
Segmentation subdivides   an   image   into   its   constituent   regions   or   objects. The level 

to which the subdivision is carried depends on the problem being solved. That is, segmentation 

should stop when the objects of interest in an application have been isolated .For example, in the 

automated inspection of electronic assemblies, interest lies in analyzing images of the products 

with the objective of determining the presence or absence of specific anomalies, such as missing 

components or broken connection paths. There is no point in carrying segmentation past the level 

of detail required to identify those elements. 

 

Segmentation of nontrivial images is one of the most difficult tasks in image processing. 

Segmentation accuracy determines the eventual success or failure of computerized analysis 

procedures. For this reason, considerable care should be taken to improve the probability of 

rugged segmentation. 

 

1.2.6 Representation and description 

 
After an image has been segmented into regions by methods, the resulting aggregate of 

segmented pixels usually is represented and described in a form suitable for further computer 

processing. Basically, representing a region involves two choices: (1) we can represent the 

region in terms of its external characteristics (its boundary), or (2) we can represent it in terms of 
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its internal characteristics (the pixels comprising the region). Choosing a representation scheme, 

however, is only part of the task of making the data useful to computer. The next task is to 

describe the region based on the chosen representation .For example, a region may be 

represented by its boundary and the boundary is described by features such as its length, the 

orientation of the straight line joining its extreme points, and the number of concavities in the 

boundary. 

 

An external representation is chosen when the primary focus is on shape characteristics. An 

internal representation is selected when the primary focus is on region properties such as color 

and texture. Sometimes it may be necessary to use both type of representation. In either case, the 

features selected as descriptors should be as insensitive as possible to variations in size, 

translation, and rotation. 

 

Thus digital image can be processed by using the steps discussed above based on the application 

needed. 

 

1.3 Image fusion 

 
Image fusion is a process of combining relevant images two or more images into a single 

image as shown in Figure 1.1. The resulting image will be more informative than any of the 

images. Image fusion can be performed both in spatial domain and frequency domain. Here we 

propose an image fusion technique in spatial domain using guided filtering technique. 

 

The goal of image fusion is to integrate complementary, multi-sensors, multi-temporal and 

multi-view information into one new image containing information the quality of which cannot 

be achieved otherwise. A large number of image fusion methods have been proposed in literature. 

Among these methods, multi-scale image fusion and data-driven image fusion are very successful 

methods. 

 

They focus on different data representations, e.g., multi-scale coefficients, or data driven 

decomposition coefficients and different image fusion rules to guide the fusion of coefficients. 

The major advantage of these methods is that they can well preserve the details of different 

source images. 
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Numerous fusion applications have appeared in medical imaging like simultaneous 

evaluation of CT, MRI, and /or PET image. Plenty of applications which are used in multi-sensor 

fusion of visible and infrared images have appeared in military, security and surveillance areas. 

In the case of multi-view fusion, a set of images of the same scene taken by the same sensor but 

from different viewpoints is fused to obtain an image with higher resolution than the sensor 

normally provides or to recover the 3D representation of the scene. 

 

The multi temporal approach recognizes two different aims. Images of the same scene are 

acquired at different times either to find or evaluate changes in the scene or to obtain a less 

degraded image of the scene. The former aim is common in medical imaging, especially in 

change detection of organs and tumors and in remote sensing for monitoring land or forest 

exploitation. The acquisition period is usually months or years. The latter aim requires the 

different measurements to be much closer to each other, typically in the scale of seconds, and 

possibly under different conditions. The list of applications mentioned above illustrates the 

diversity of problems we face when fusing images. 

 

It is impossible to design a universal method applicable to all image fusion tasks. Every 

method should take into account not only the fusion purpose and the characteristics of individual 

sensors, but also particular imaging Conditions, imaging geometry, noise corruption, required 

accuracy and application-dependent data properties. 

 

 
Figure 1.1: General block diagram of image fusion 
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1.4 Need for image fusion 

 
 Retain important information. 

 Reduce amount of data. 

 Create new image that is more suitable for the purposes of human/machine 

perception or for further processing tasks. 

 To achieve high spatial and spectral resolutions. 

 To simultaneously evaluate CT and MRI images. 

 
Image fusion has been used in many applications area in remote sensing and in astronomy 

multi sensor fusion is used to achieve high spatial and spectral resolutions by combing images 

from the two sensors one of which has high spatial resolution and other one high spectral 

resolution. It is also stated that fused data provides robust operational performance, increased 

confidence, reduced ambiguity, improved reliability and improved classification. It is more 

suitable for visual perception and for digital processing. Image fusion is generally applied to 

digital imagery for the following applications that are valuable in human life. 

 

1) Medical imaging 

2) Microscopic imaging 

3) Remote sensing 

4) Computer vision 

5) Robotics 

6) Battle field surveillance 

7) Automated target recognition 

8) Guidance and control of autonomous vehicle. 

 
Generally for a physician to analyze the condition of a patient, in most of cases he needs to 

study different images like MRI, CT, PET, SPECT etc. This is a time taking process. So, our idea 

is to fuse all these images into a single image to provide better diagnosis. 
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1.5 Types of Image Fusion 

 

1.5.1 Multi-modal fusion 
Fusion of images of same organ taken from different modalities/sensors. Image fusion 

integrates different modality images to provide comprehensive information of the image content, 

increasing interpretation capabilities and producing more reliable results. There are several 

advantages of combining multi-modal images, including improving geometric corrections, 

complementing data for improved classification, and enhancing features for analysis etc. 

For example, 

 
X- rays: Is used to detect fractures, abnormality in bone position 

 
CT: Is used to provide more accurate information about calcium deposit, air and dense structures 

like bones with less distortion, acute bleeds and tumors. But it cannot detect physiological 

changes. 

 

MRI: Under strong magnetic field and radio-wave energy, information about Nervous system, 

structural abnormalities of soft tissue, muscles can be better visualized. 

MRA: Is used to evaluate blood vessels and its abnormalities. 

 
PET: (positron emission tomography) offers quantitative analyses, allowing relative changes 

over time to be monitored as a disease process evolves or in response to a specific stimulus by 

looking at blood flow, metabolism, neurotransmitters, and radio- labelled drugs. 

 

SPECT: Single positron emission computed tomography provides functional and metabolic 

information. It helps to diagnose and stage a cancer. 

 

Hence, we can understand none of these modalities are able to carry all relevant information 

in a single image. Generally for a physician to analyze the condition of a patient, in most of the 

cases he needs to study different images like MRI, CT, PET, SPECT simultaneously, which is 

time consuming. Hence the anatomical and functional medical images are needed to be 

combined for a concise view. For this purpose, the multimodal medical image fusion has been 
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identified as a source with better potential. It aims to integrate information from multiple 

modalities as shown in Figure1.2 to obtain a more complete and accurate description of the same 

object which facilitate in more precise diagnosis and better treatment. Fused image provides 

higher accuracy and reliability by removing redundant information. 

 

The applications of image fusion are found in radiology, molecular and brain imaging, 

oncology, diagnosis of cardiac diseases, neuro-radiology and ultrasound. 

 

Multimodal medical image fusion helps in diagnosing diseases, and also cost effective by 

minimizing storage to a single fused image instead of multiple-source images 

 
 

 

Figure 1.2: Multi-modal fusion 

 
1.5.2 Multi-focus fusion 

 
Fusion of images of same scene at different focal lengths is called Multi-focus image fusion. 

Multi focus image fusion is the process of merging two or more images of a same scene into a 

single all-in-focus image. The fused image is more informative and is more suitable for visual 

perception and for processing. 
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For example, let us consider the Figure 1.3. 

 
Step 1: Once the image is focused on left side as in input image1 at this time the right 

part of image is blurred. 

 

Step 2: Now it is focused on right side at that time the left part is blurred. 

 
Step 3: By combining both the images we will be obtaining clear image which is 

more informative than both the images. 

 

Input1 = 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Input2 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1.3: Multi-focus fusion 

Fused 
image 

 

1.5.3 Multi Spectral fusion 

 
Fusion of images taken from different frequency bands. Images of same scene taken at 

different frequency bands as shown in Figure: 1.4 (usually of same modality) in order to detect 

changes between them or to synthesize realistic images of objects which were not photographed 

in a desired time are called Multi spectral Image Fusion. 
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Figure1.4: Multi Spectral fusion 

 

1.6 Fusion Techniques 

 
The process of image fusion the good information from each of the given images is fused 

together to form a resultant image whose quality is superior to any of the input images. Image 

fusion method can be broadly classified into two groups 

 

1. Spatial domain fusion method 

 
2. Transform domain fusion. 

 
In spatial domain techniques, we directly deal with the image pixels. The pixel values are 

manipulated to achieve desired result. The fusion methods such as averaging, Brovey method, 

guided filter, principal component analysis (PCA) and IHS based methods fall under spatial 

domain approaches. Another important spatial domain fusion method is the high pass filtering  

based technique. The disadvantage of spatial domain approaches is that they produce spatial 

distortion in the fused image. Spatial distortion can be very well handled by frequency domain 

approaches on image fusion. 

 

In frequency domain methods the image is first transferred in to frequency domain. It means 

that the Fourier Transform of the image is computed first. All the Fusion operations are 

performed on the Fourier transform of the image and then the Inverse Fourier transform is 

performed to get the resultant image. Image Fusion applied in every field where images are ought 

to be analyzed. For example, medical image analysis, microscopic imaging, analysis of 
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images from satellite, remote sensing Application, computer vision, robotics etc. Spectral 

distortion becomes a negative factor while we go for further processing such as classification 

problem. The multi resolution analysis has become a very useful tool for analyzing remote 

sensing images. The discrete wavelet transform has become a very useful tool for fusion. Some 

other fusion methods are also there such as Laplacian- pyramid based, Curvelet transform based 

etc. These methods show a better performance in spatial and spectral quality of the fused image 

compared to other spatial methods of fusion. There are various methods that have been 

developed to perform image fusion. 

 

Some well-known image fusion methods are listed below: 

(1) Intensity-hue-saturation (IHS) transform based fusion 

(2) Principal component analysis (PCA) based fusion 

(3) Multi scale transform based fusion 

(a) High-pass filtering method 

(b) Pyramid method 

(i) Gaussian Pyramid 

(ii) Laplacian Pyramid 

(iii) Gradient pyramid 

(iv) Morphological pyramid 

(v) Ratio of low pass pyramid 

(c) Wavelet transforms: 

(i) Discrete wavelet transforms (DWT) 

(ii) Stationary wavelet transforms 

(iii) Multi-wavelet transforms 

 
 

1.7 Fusion rules  

 

1.7.1 Average rule 

 
It is a well-documented fact that regions of images that are in focus tend to be of higher pixel 

intensity. Thus this algorithm is a simple way of obtaining an output image with all regions in 

focus. The value of the pixel of each image is taken and added. This sum is then divided by 2 
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to obtain the average. The average value is assigned to the corresponding pixel of the output 

image which is given in equation (1). This is repeated for all pixel values as shown in Figure1.5. 

 

Consider two input medical images. First input image is CT scan image and second one is 

MRI image. These two images are fused using average method to obtain the final fused image. 

 

Let M1 be pixel gray value of CT image. 

Let M2 be pixel gray value of MRI image. 

Let M be corresponding pixel gray value in output image. 

 

M M1M 2/ 2. 
 
 

 
Figure 1.5: Average rule based image fusion 

 

1.7.2 Maximum rule 

 
The greater the pixel values the more in-focus the image. Thus this algorithm chooses the in- 

focus regions from each input image by choosing the greatest value for each pixel, resulting in 

highly focused output. The value of the pixels of each image is taken and compared to each 

other. The greatest pixel value is assigned to the corresponding pixel. 

 

Consider two input medical images. First input image is CT scan image and second one is 

MRI image. These two images are fused using maximum method to obtain the final fused image 

as shown in Figure 1.6. 
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Let M1 be pixel gray value of CT image. 

Let M2 be pixel gray value of MRI image. 

Let M be corresponding pixel gray value in output image. 

M= max (M1, M2). 

 

 

 
Figure 1.6: Maximum rule based image fusion 

 

1.7.3 Minimum rule 

 
In this method, the pixel with minimum intensity is picked up. Thus, for every pixel position, 

the pixel of the fused image will be the pixel of the corresponding position from the input set of 

images having the least pixel intensity value. Images with dark shades would generate a good 

fusion image with this method. 

 

Consider two input medical images. First input image is CT scan image and second one is 

MRI image. These two images are fused using minimum method to obtain the final fused image 

as shown in Figure 1.7. 

 

Let M1 be pixel gray value of CT image. 

Let M2 be pixel gray value of MRI image. 

Let M be corresponding pixel gray value in output image. 

M= min (M1, M2). 
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Figure 1.7: Minimum rule based image fusion 

 
1.8 Outline of the project report 

 
The rest of the project report is organized as follows: chapter 2 deals with literature survey 

related to our proposed work, chapter 3 presents the preliminary concepts required to carry out 

the proposed work, chapter 4 focus on the algorithm of our proposed work, finally chapter 5 

deals with result analysis of our algorithm with existing methods followed by conclusion and 

references. 
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CHAPTER-2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

This chapter presents some of the familiar existing methods of image fusion like image 

fusion using guided filter, principal component analysis, discrete wavelet transform. These 

methods are compared with proposed method in terms of various image quality assessment 

parameters for various standard image data sets. 

 

2.1 Image Fusion Using Guided Filter 

 
The block diagram of this method [2] is as shown in Figure 2.1 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1: Image fusion using guided filtering. 
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Algorithm: 

 

Image fusion using Guided filter 

The main process of guided filtering based image fusion is composed of mainly three steps. 

They are 

i) Two-scale image decomposition. 

ii) Weight map Construction with guided filtering 

iii) Two-scale image reconstruction. 

 
i) Two-scale image decomposition 

 
 

As shown in the figure, in the first step the input images consider are decomposed into two-scale 

representation using a average filtering process. They are split as a base layer and a detail layer. 

They are obtained as follows. Initially, the base layer of the input image is obtained as: 

Bn=In*Z (2.1) 

 
 

Where In is input image n, Z is the average filter. Now, the detail layer of the input image is 

obtained by subtracting base layer of input image from the input image. 

Dn=In-Bn (2.2) 

 
 

In this process, it targets for achieving the separated base layer which contains the large-scale 

variations in intensity and detail layer which contains the small-scale variations in intensity. 

 
ii) Weight map construction with Guided filtering: 

 
 

The weight maps are constructed as follows. Firstly, laplacian filtering is applied the each of the 

input image which gives the high-pass image Hn. 

 
Hn=In*L(3) (2.3) 

 
 

Where L is the Laplacian filter. Then, the local average of the absolute value of Hn is used to 

construct the saliency maps Sn. 
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𝑛 

 

 

Sn =|Hn|*gr.𝜎g (2.4) 

where g is a Gaussian low-pass filter of size and the parameters rg and σg are set to 5.The 

measured saliency maps provide good characterization of the saliency level of detail information. 

Next, the saliency maps are compared to determine the weight maps as follows: 

𝑘 1𝑖𝑓𝑠𝑘=max(𝑠𝑘 𝑘 

𝑃 = { 
0𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 

1  , … .𝑠𝑛) (2.5) 

 

Where N is number of input images, 𝑠𝑘is saliency value of pixel k in nth image. However, the 

weight maps obtained above are usually noisy and not aligned with object boundaries, which may 

produce artifacts to the fused image. To avoid this problem, the concept of spatial consistency is 

used. Spatial consistency means that if two adjacent pixels have similar brightness or color, they 

will tend to have similar weights. 

 
In this paper, we perform guided image filtering on each weight map Pn with the 

corresponding input image In acting as the guidance image. 

𝑊𝐵= 𝐺 (𝑃𝑛,𝐼𝑛) (2.6) 
𝑛 𝑟1,1 

 
𝑊𝐷= 𝐺 (𝑃𝑛,𝐼𝑛) (2.7) 

𝑛 𝑟2,2 

 
Wherer1,1,r2, and 2 are the parameters of guided filter .𝑊𝐵, 𝑊𝐷are the corresponding 

𝑛 𝑛 

weight maps of the base layer and the detail layer. Finally, the weight maps of N images are 

normalized such that they sum to one at each pixel k. The motive of the weight construction 

process is as follows. From the guided filtering concept, if the local variance at position i is very 

small which means that the pixel is in central area of the guidance image. Then ak will become 

close to 0 and the filtering output) will equal to pk i.e., the average of neighboring input pixels. 

In contrast, if the local variance at position i is very large which means that the pixel is in edge 

area of the guidance image, then ak will become far from zero. 

 

Furthermore, as shown in Figure, the base layers look spatially smooth and thus the 

corresponding weights also should be spatially smooth. Otherwise, artificial edges may be 

produced. In contrast, sharp and edge-aligned weights are preferred for fusing the detail layers 

since details may be lost when the weights are over-smoothed. Therefore, a large filter size and a 
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large blur degree are preferred for fusing the base layers, while a small filter size and a small blur 

degree are preferred for the detail layers. 

iii) Two-scale Image Reconstruction: 

 

This process consists of two following steps. Firstly, the base layer and detail layer of 

different input images are fused by weighted average processing. 
̅B=      ∑ N WBB (2.8) 

n=1 n   n 

 
D̅=                                                                               ∑ N WDD (2.9) 

n=1 n n 
 
 

The fused image F is obtained by combining the fused base layer B̅   and   the fused detail layer 

̅D. F=B̅ +D̅ (2.10) 

 

 
2.2 Image Fusion Using Principle Component Analysis   

Algorithm  

Step 1: Consider two source images 

Step 2: Perform principal component analysis on those two source images as shown 

 
in the following steps. 

 
Step 3: Determine the pixel values of the first source image I1. Generate the Eigen 

values for the pixel values of the source image (I1). 

Step 4: Now calculate the Eigen vectors for the generated Eigen values. 

 

 
Step 5: Arrange the Eigen values in the descending order of their Eigen vectors. 

 
Maximum value (P1) is considered as principle component and a multiplier 

is used to multiply both I1 and P1.we get (I1.P1). 
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Step 6: perform the same operation on source image, I2. 

 
Step 7: Outputs from both the multipliers are added to get the fused image. 

 

 

The flow diagram of above algorithm [6] is as shown in Figure2.2. 
 

 

Figure 2.2: Standard PCA fusion scheme 

 

Advantages 

 
1) This method is very simple to use and the images fused by this method have high spatial 

quality. 

2) It prevents certain features from dominating the image because of their 

large digital numbers. 

 

Disadvantages 

 
1) It suffers from spectral degradation 

2) This method is highly criticized because of the distortion of the spectral characteristics 

between the fused images and the original low resolution Images. 
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2.3 Image Fusion Using Wavelet Transform 

 
Wavelet transforms provides Time, frequency localization and multi-scale decomposition. 

Procedure is shown below [8]. 

 
Algorithm 

 
Step 1: Consider CT and MRI images as two source images. 

 
Step 2: Perform wavelets transform on source image and generate wavelet coefficients. 

 
Step 3: On the obtained wavelet coefficients apply Fusion rules. 

 
Step 4: Apply inverse wavelet transform on fused coefficients to get fused image in spatial 

domain as shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Wavelet transform fusion procedure. 

 
2.4 DWT Decomposition Procedure 

 
Step 1: Apply DWT along rows of an image. 

 
Step 2: Apply DWT along columns of image of step 1 to produce four sub 

bands which is shown in the Figure 2.4. 

 LL sub band: Approximations 

 HL sub band: Horizontal details 
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 LH sub band: Vertical details 

 HH sub band: diagonal details 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 2.4: Image decomposition using DWT . 

 
Having seen the existing methods of image fusion in this chapter, the next chapter deals with the 

preliminary concepts required for proposed work. 
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CHAPTER-3 

 
PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS OF PROPOSED WORK 

 
These chapters focus on the preliminary concepts like guided filtering, image statistics 

which are essential in carrying out our project. 

 

3.1 Guided Filtering 

 
A filter whose output is a linear transformation of guidance image as shown in Figure 3.1 is 

referred as guided filter. Guidance image can be input image itself or some other image. It has  

the edge-preserving smoothing operator like the popular bilateral filter, but it has better  

behaviors near edges. 

 
 

Figure 3.1: Guided filtering 

 
The guided filter is also a more generic concept beyond smoothing: It can transfer the 

structures of the guidance image to the filtering output, enabling new filtering applications like 

dehazing and guided feathering. Moreover, the guided filter naturally has a fast and non- 

approximate linear time algorithm, regardless of the kernel size and the intensity range. Currently, 

It is one of the fastest edge-preserving filters. Experiments show that the guided 
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filter is both effective and efficient in a great variety of computer vision and computer graphics 

applications, including edge-aware smoothing, detail enhancement, HDR compression, image 

matting/feathering, dehazing, joint up sampling, etc. 

 

3.1.1 Working of Guided Filter 

 
We first define a general linear translation-variant filtering process, which involves a guidance 

image I, an filtering input image p, and an output image q. Both I and p are given beforehand 

according to the application, and they can be identical. The filtering output at a pixel i is 

expressed as a weighted average: 

qiWijIpj (3.1) 

 
where i and j are pixel indexes. The filter kernel Wij is a function of the guidance image I and 

independent of p. This filter is linear with respect to p. 

 

Now we define the guided filter. The key assumption of the guided filter is a local linear model 

between the guidance I and the filtering output q. We assume that q is a linear transform of I in a 

window K centered at the pixel k [3]: 

qi ak Iibk ik 

Where ak, bk are some linear coefficients assumed to be constant in ωk. 

Where ωk is a square window of size (2r 1) (2r 1) 

(3.2) 
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p 

p p 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.2: Artifacts removed by guided filter 

 

3.1.2 Algorithm of guided filter 

 
p – input image, I-guidance image, q - output image 

q meana .* I meanb 

Where a, b are linear coefficients 

a covIp./varI

covIp corrIpmeanI .* meanp 

varIcorrI meanI .* meanp 

corrIfmean I.*IcorrIp 

          =fmeanI.*p

b meanp a.*meanp 

When I = p (guidance image = Input image) 

cov = 2  then a 2 /
2 

and b 1aµ
 

Case 1:   When  
2 
 edge pixel


then a1 ,b=0 

ip p p 
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so the output(q) = Input (p) 

Edge pixel is preserved 

Case2: When          p
2
 Nonedge pixel               

thena0, bµp   

             so the output qµp 

Output pixel is the average of neighborhood pixels 
 

Guided filter is the core concept of our project, where it is employed for getting image details 

using image difference concept as well as for obtaining optimized weight maps for the fusion of 

source images. 

3.2 Median Filtering 

 
 Median filtering is one kind of smoothing technique, as is linear Gaussian filtering. All 

smoothing techniques are effective at removing noise in smooth patches or smooth regions of a 

signal, but adversely affect edges. Important to preserve the edges. Edges are of critical 

importance to the visual appearance of images, for example. For small to moderate levels of                                            

Gaussian noise, the median filter is demonstrably better than Gaussian blur at removing noise 

whilst preserving edges for a given, fixed window size. However, its performance is not that 

much better than Gaussian blur for high levels of noise, Whereas, for speckle noise and salt-and-

pepper noise (impulsive noise), it is particularly effective. Because of this, median filtering is 

very widely used in digital image processing.   

      B = medfilt2(A) performs median filtering of the matrix A in two dimensions. Each output 

pixel Contains the median value in a 3-by-3 neighborhood around the corresponding pixel in the 

input image. medfilt2 pads the image with 0's on the edges, so the values for points within one-

half the width of the neighborhood ([m n]/2) of the edges might appear dist. 

3.3 Salt-and-pepper noise 

 
      Fat-tail distributed noise is sometimes called salt-and-pepper noise or spike noise. An image 

containing salt-and-pepper noise will have dark pixels in bright regions and bright pixels in dark 

regions. This type of noise can be caused by analog-to-digital converter errors, bit errors in 

transmission, etc. It can be mostly eliminated by using dark frame subtraction, combined median 

and mean filtering and interpolating around dark/bright pixels. 
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Figure: 3.3 Removing salt and pepper noise using Median filter 
 

      Standard median filter is one marginally non-linear filter. It sorts the pixels values in the 

neighborhood defined by the filter mask and then supersedes the central pixel with the median 

value in the sorted group. 

      Detailed discussions of the theoretical analysis of the median filters and their properties can 

be found in with its fine detail preservation and impulsive noise abstraction characteristics, 

standard median filter has played a paramount role in image preprocessing applications. A 

consequential shortcoming of the filter is that its output is always constrained, by definition, to be 

one of the samples in the input window. 

      We can optically discern that in an N×N window, if the number of the polluted pixels is more 

preponderant than N(N+N)/2, then the noise won’t be abstracted. In such case, we have to 

increment the size of the window to amend the filtering efficiency. On the other hand, if the 

number of the pixels of edge features is more diminutive than N(N+N)/2, then the feature pixel 

will be superseded by other extraneous pixels, and the features will be impaired. In such case, we 

have to reduce the size of the window to preserve image features. In order to strike a balance 

between noise abstraction and feature preservation, the   size of the window has to be 

punctiliously culled, and conventionally with contradictive effect. 

          3.4 Algorithm for weights maps using image statistics 

 
Step 1: Consider two source images X1 & X2. 

 
Step 2: Obtain guided filtered output for each of the input images by taking reference 

image as input image itself. 
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𝑘=1 ℎ 

𝑘=1 𝑣 

 

Step 3: Obtain the output of the median filter for the given neighborhood [31 31]. 
 

Step 4: Compute the difference of the obtained guided and median filter to produce 

the saliency information. 

Step 5: Calculate the Covariance of the above obtained step 

 

Cov(X)=E[ (X - E(X) ) (X - E(X))
T

] (3.3) 

 
X = Neighborhood matrix. 

 
Step 6: Calculate Vertical strength and Horizontal strength. 

 
H Strength(i,j) = ∑𝑤 𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑐𝑖,𝑗 (3.4) 

 
V Strength(i,j) = ∑𝑤 𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑐𝑖,𝑗 (3.5) 

eigen k = eigen value of covariance matrix 

Step 7: Overall weights of pixel (i,j) is given as. 

 
W (i,j) = H detail Strength(i , j)+ V detail Strength(i , j) (3.6) 
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Example 

 
Step1: consider two input images X1, X2. 

 
 

1 2 3 

X1 = 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

 

 

 
Step2: Periodically extends 2 rows and 2 columns in all sides. 

 
 

Step3: Row wise extension.  

 7 8 9 

 4 5 6 

X1_ext = 1 2 3 

 4 5 6 

 7 8 9 

 4 5 6 

 1 2 3 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Step4: Column wise extension 
 

 9 8 7 8 9 8 7 

6 5 4 5 6 5 4 

3 2 1 2 3 2 1 

X1_ext = 6 5 4 5 6 5 4 

 9 8 7 8 9 8 7 

 6 5 4 5 6 5 4 

 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 
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Step5: To find the weights by measuring the strength of image. Let us Consider a 1ststrength of an image. 
 

 
Step6: Calculate the horizontal and vertical Covariance of the guided difference image 

coefficient. 
 

 

 

 

 
 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 

6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 

hr_cov= 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 

 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 

 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 
 

 

 

 

 

 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

vr_cov= 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

 

 

 
 

Step7: Calculate Vertical strength and Horizontal strength. 

 
hr_es1 = 31.50 

 
vr_es1 = 3.50 

 9 8 7 8 9 

6 5 4 5 6 

st1= 3 2 1 2 3 

 6 5 4 5 6 

 9 8 7 8 9 
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Step 8: The weight of 1ststrength of image is 35. Similarly calculate the weights of guided 

difference coefficients. 

 

 
W1= 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 9: consider input images X2. 

 

7 8 9 

X2= 6 4 3 

1 2 8 

 

 

 

Step10: Periodically extends 2 rows and 2 columns in all sides. 
 

 

 
 

35 34 35 

26 25 26 

35 34 35 

 

Step11: Row wise extension.  

 
1 2 8 

 6 4 3 

X2_ext = 7 8 9 

 6 4 3 

 1 2 8 

 6 4 3 

 7 8 9 
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Step12: Column wise extension. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Step13: To find the weights by measuring the strength of image. Let us consider a 1ststrength of 

an image. 

 

 

 

St 2= 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Step14: Calculate the horizontal and vertical Covariance of the guided difference image coefficient. 

 

 

 

 

 
vr_cov= 

8 2 1 2 8 

3 4 6 4 3 

9 8 7 8 9 

3 4 6 4 3 

8 2 1 2 8 

 

12.2 -3.5 2.7 -3.5 12.2 

-3.5 1.5 -1.0 1.5 -3.5 

2.7 -1.0 0.7 -1.0 2.7 

-3.5 1.5 -1.0 1.5 -3.5 

12.2 -3.5 2.7 -3.5 12.2 

 

 8 2 1 2 8 2 1 

3 4 6 4 3 4 6 

9 8 7 8 9 8 7 

X2_ext= 3 4 6 4 3 4 6 

 8 2 1 2 8 2 1 

 3 4 6 4 3 4 6 

 9 8 7 8 9 8 7 
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 8.7 1.0 -3.8 1.0 8.7 

1.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 1.0 

hr_cov = -3.8 6.0 8.7 6.0 -3.8 

 1.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 1.0 

 8.7 1.0 -3.8 1.0 8.7 
 

Step15: Calculate Vertical strength and Horizontal strength. 
 

hr_es2 =38.1 

vr_es2 =28.1 

 

 

 

Step 16: The weight of 1
st strength of image is 66.2. Similarly calculate the weights of guided 

difference coefficients. 

 

 

 
W2= 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Step 17: Fused image.  

  
 4.92 5.68 6.78 

Out = 5.32 4.37 4.09 

  
3.28 4.45 8.40 

 

 
Having seen preliminary concepts of proposed work in this chapter, the application of these 

concepts in the proposed work is presented in next chapter. 

66.2 54.3 59.8 

51.1 41.4 45.0 

56.9 49.1 50.5 
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CHAPTER-4 

PROPOSED METHOD 

This chapter presents the algorithm along with the flow diagram of our proposed work 

together with the performance metrics considered for evaluating the quality of fused image. 

 

4.1 Broad Objective 

 
To perform multimodal image fusion using novel weight maps obtained by using median and 

guided filters. 

 

4.2 Specific Objective 

 
To compute, analyze and compare the image quality assessment metrics like Average pixel 

intensity (API), Standard deviation (SD), Average gradient (AG), Entropy(H), Mutual 

information (MIF), Fusion symmetry (FSI), Cross correlation, Spatial frequency (SF), QABF, 

LABF of proposed method with existing methods. 

 

The block diagram of proposed work is presented in Figure 4.1. 

 
4.3 Algorithm of Proposed Work: 

 

          Step 1: Consider two input images to be fused as Img1 and Img2 respectively. 

Step 2: Obtain guided filtered output for each of the input images by taking reference image as 

input image itself. 

Step 3: Obtain the output of the median filter for the given neighborhood. 

Step 4: Compute the difference of the obtained guided and median filter to produce the saliency 

information. 

                Step 5: Calculate weight maps (w1, w2) using image statistics as discussed in chapter 3. 
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Step 6: Calculate the high frequency components by subtracting the guided image from the input 

image. 

Step 7: Consider the low frequency components to be the guided image. 

Step 8: Compute the weighted average fusion of high frequency components by applying the 

weights obtained. 

Step 9: Compute the weighted average fusion of low frequency components by applying the 

weights obtained. 

Step10: To obtain the final fused image combine the resultant outputs from the steps 8 and 9.
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4.3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM  
 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Block Diagram of the Proposed Work 

4.4 Fusion evaluation metrics 

The purpose of image fusion is to preserve all useful information in the source images. During 

this process, it should not produce any artifacts. To verify the effectiveness of a proposed fusion 

algorithm, we need some quantitative measures. A brief discussion of performance evaluation is 

presented in table 4.1 for an image f(x, y). 
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Table 4.1: Performance metrics of an image 

 

Performance Metric Mathematical formulae 

 

Average Pixel Intensity 

(API) 

Higher value of API produces an image with more contrast. 

1 1

( , )
M N

x y

f x y

API
MN

 



 

 

Standard Deviation (SD) 

2

1 1

( ( , ) )
M N

x y

f x y API

SD
MN

 






 

 

Average Gradient (AG) 

An image will have more clarity if it contains high AG value 

since it measures sharpness of an image. 
2 2[ ( , ) ( 1, )] [ ( , ) ( , 1)]f x y f x y f x y f x y

AG
MN

    

  

 

Entropy (H) 

It estimates information content in an image. Large value of H 

indicates an image with more information. 
255

2

0

log ( )i i

i

H p p


   

Mutual Information (MI) 
PF QFMI MI MI   

 

Fusion Symmetry (FS) 

Estimates the symmetrical relation between fused and input 

images. Any value of FS close to 2 indicates good symmetry 

2 0.5PFMI
FS

MI
    

 

 

 

 

Spatial Frequency (SF) 

It measures an activity level of an image. Higher value is 

desired. 
2 2SF RF CF  where 

2

, , 1

1 2

1

( 1)

M N

m n m n

m n

RF p p
M N



 

   
  

2

, 1,

2 1

1

( 1)

M N

m n m n

m n

CF p p
M N



 

   
  

 

 

          Edge Strength (QABF ) 

Its range is [0, 1]. Any value of QABF close to 1 indicates good 

edge preservation in fused image. 

1 1

1 1

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )

( ( , ) ( , ))

M N

AF A BF B

x y

ABF M N

A B

x y

Q x y W x y Q x y W x y

Q

W x y W x y

 

 











 

Having seen the algorithm along with the flow diagram of our proposed work together with the 

performance metrics consider for evaluating the quality of fused image in this chapter. The 

practical/simulation results of our proposed work for various benchmark medical image data set 

is presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 
RESULT ANALYSIS 

 
This chapter deals with the practical/simulation results of proposed method in terms of 

various image quality assessment metrics for benchmark medical image data sets taken from 

medical image data base of Harvard university for various disorders of brain and also various 

benchmark multi modal images. Further, this chapter also includes comparative analysis of 

performance of proposed method with existing methods. 

 

5.1 Simulation results of multimodal image datasets 

 
Data Set-1: CT and MRI scan images of normal brain. 

 
Consider the two source images for fusion as shown in the Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 

respectively. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: CT scan image Figure 5.2: MRI scan image 

 
Final fused image obtained by taking weighted average between final weight maps and source 

images is as shown in Figure 5.3. 

        
 

Figure 5.3: Fused image of proposed method 
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Fused images obtained from Guided filter fusion, PCA, DWT methods are as shown in Figure 

5.4, Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 respectively. 

 
 

Figure 5.4: Fused image of Figure 5.5: Fused image of        Figure 5.6: Fused 

            Guided filter PCA image of DWT 

 
Comparative analysis of performance of proposed methods with existing methods in terms of 

image quality metrics is as shown in table 5.1 and corresponding bar chart is shown in figure 5.7. 

 

Table 5.1: Image quality metrics for Data Set-1 

 

                     
 

 

 
 

Figure 5.7: Comparative Analysis for Data-Set 1 
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Data Set-2: MR T1 and MR T2 scan images of fatal stroke. 

 
Consider the two source images for fusion as shown in the Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 

respectively. 

 

 

Figure 5.8: MR-T1 of Fatal stroke Figure 5.9: MR-T2 of Fatal stroke 

 
Fused image obtained by taking weighted average between final weight maps and source images 

is as shown in Figure 5.10. 

 

Figure 5.10: Fused image of proposed method 

 
Fused images obtained from Guided filter fusion, PCA, DWT methods are as shown in Figure 

5.11, Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 respectively. 

 

 
Figure 5.11: Fused image of Figure 5.12: Fused image of Figure 5.13: Fused image of 

Guided filter PCA DWT 
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Comparative analysis of performance of proposed methods with existing methods in terms of 

image quality metrics is as shown in table 5.2 and corresponding bar chart is shown in 

Figure.5.14. 

Table 5.2: Image quality metrics of Data Set-2 

 

                      
 

 
 

Figure 5.14: Comparative Analysis Data-Set 2 
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Data Set-3: CT and MR-T1 scan images of sarcoma disease 

 
Consider the two source images for fusion as shown in the Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 

respectively. 

 

 

Figure 5.15: CT scan of sarcoma Figure 5.16: MR-T1 scan of sarcoma 

 
Fused image obtained by taking weighted average between final weight maps and source images 

is as shown in Figure 5.17. 

 

 
Figure 5.17: Fused image of proposed method 

 
Fused images obtained from Guided filter fusion, PCA, DWT methods are as shown in Figure 

5.18, Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 respectively. 

 
  
 

Figure 5.18: Fused image of Figure 5.19: Fused image of      Figure 5.20: Fused image 

 
                 Guided filter 

                     
                         PCA 

 
    of DWT 
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Comparative analysis of performance of proposed methods with existing methods in terms of 

image quality metrics is as shown in table 5.3 and corresponding bar chart is shown in Figure 

5.21. 

Table 5.3: Image quality metrics of Data Set-3 

 

                    
 

 

Figure 5.21: Comparative Analysis for Data-Set 3 
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Data set-4: CT and MR-T2 scan images of sarcoma disease. 

 

Consider the two source images for fusion as shown in the Figure 5.22 and 

Figure 5.23 respectively. 

 

 

Figure 5.22:  CT of Sarcoma Figure 5.23: MR-T2 of sarcoma 

 
Fused image obtained by taking weighted average between final weight maps and source images 

is as shown in Figure 5.24. 

 

 
Figure 5.24: Fused image of proposed method 

 
Fused images obtained from Guided filter fusion, PCA, DWT methods are as shown in 

Figure 5.25, Figure 5.26 and Figure 5.27 respectively. 

 
 

 

Figure 5.25: Fused image of Figure 5.26: Fused image Figure 5.27: Fused image of 
 

Guided filter 
 

of PCA 
 

DWT 
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Comparative analysis of performance of proposed methods with existing methods 

in terms of image quality metrics is as shown in table 5.4 and corresponding bar chart is shown in 

Figure 5.28. 

Table 5.4: Image quality metrics of Data set-4 

                        
 

 

 

Figure 5.28: Comparative Analysis for Data-Set 4 
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Data set-5: MR-T1 and MR-T2 scan images of Alzheimer disease. 

 
Consider the two source images for fusion as shown in the Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30 

respectively. 

 

 

Figure 5.29:MR-T1of Alzheimer Figure 5.30: MR-T2 of Alzheimer 

 
Fused image obtained by taking weighted average between final weight maps and source images 

is as shown in Figure 5.31. 

 

 
Figure 5.31: Fused image of proposed method 

 
Fused images obtained from Guided filter fusion, PCA, DWT methods are as shown in Figure 

5.32, Figure 5.33 and Figure 5.34 respectively. 

 

Figure 5.32: Fused image of Figure 5.33: Fused image of             Figure 5.34:Fused 

Guided filter  PCA  image of DWT 
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Comparative analysis of performance of proposed methods with existing methods in terms of 

image quality metrics is as shown in table 5.5 and corresponding bar chart is shown in Figure 

5.35. 

Table 5.5: Image quality metrics of Data set-5 

 

                     
 

 

 
 

Figure 5.35: Comparative Analysis for Data-Set 5 
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Data set-6: CT and MR-T1 scan images of Fatal Stroke. 

 
Consider the two source images for fusion as shown in the Figure 5.36 and Figure 5.37 

respectively. 

  

 
Figure 5.36: CT of Fatal Stroke Figure 5.37: MR-T1 of Fatal Stroke 

 
Fused image obtained by taking weighted average between final weight maps and source images 

is as shown in Figure 5.38. 

 

 
Figure 5.38: Fused image of proposed method 

 
Fused images obtained from Guided filter fusion, PCA, DWT methods are as shown in Figure 

5.39, Figure 5.40 and Figure 5.41 respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.39: Fused image of Figure 5.40: Fused image of             Figure 5.41: Fused 

Guided filter  PCA  image of DWT 
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Comparative analysis of performance of proposed methods with existing methods in terms of 

image quality metrics is as shown in table 5.6 and corresponding bar chart is shown in Figure 

5.42. 

Table 5.6: Image quality metrics of Data set-6 

  

                         
 

 
 

 

Figure 5.42: Comparative Analysis for Data-Set 6 
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Data set-7: MR-T1 and MR-T2 scan images of Sarcoma disease. 

 
Consider the two source images for fusion as shown in the Figure 5.43 and Figure 5.44 

respectively. 

 

Figure 5.43:MR-T1of Sarcoma Figure 5.44: MR-T2 of Sarcoma 

 

Fused image obtained by taking weighted average between final weight maps and source images 

is   as shown in Figure 5.45. 

 

Figure 5.45: Fused image of proposed method 

 

Fused images obtained from Guided filter fusion, PCA, DWT methods are as shown in Figure 

5.46, Figure 5.47 and Figure 5.48 respectively. 

 

Figure 5.46:Fused image of Figure 5.47:Fused image of Figure 5.48:Fused 

Guided filter  PCA  image of DWT 
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Comparative analysis of performance of proposed methods with existing methods in terms of 

image quality metrics is as shown in table 5.7 and corresponding bar chart is shown in Figure 

5.49. 

Table 5.7: Image quality metrics of Data set-7 

 

               
 

 
 

 

 
Figure 5.49: Comparative Analysis for Data-Set 7 
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Data set-8: CT and MR-T1 scan images of Celebral disease. 

 
Consider the two source images for fusion as shown in the Figure 5.50 and Figure 5.51 

respectively. 

 

Figure 5.50: CT of Celebral Figure 5.51: MR-T1 of Celebral 

 

Fused image obtained by taking weighted average between final weight maps and source images 

is as shown in Figure 5.52. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.52: Fused image of proposed method 

 

Fused images obtained from Guided filter fusion, PCA, DWT methods are as shown in Figure 

5.53, Figure 5.54 and Figure 5.55 respectively. 

 

Figure 5.53: Fused image of Figure 5.54: Fused image of             Figure 5.55: Fused 

Guided filter  PCA  image of DWT 
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Comparative analysis of performance of proposed methods with existing methods in terms of 

image quality metrics is as shown in table 5.8 and corresponding bar chart is shown in Figure 

5.56. 

Table 5.8: Image quality metrics of Data set-8 

 

                      
 

 

 

 
Figure 5.56: Comparative Analysis for Data-Set 8 
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Comparative analysis of average metric values for eight medical data sets 

 
Table 5.9: Average plot 

 

                      
 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5.57: Comparative Analysis for average plot 
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CHAPTER-6 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
In this project, a method of image fusion is performed using the concept of Guided and 

median filter. Guided filter is employed for getting image details and the median filter is used to 

remove the noise from the image. The working of the proposed algorithm has been tested for 

various benchmark medical image data sets of various diseases related to brain in terms of 

several image quality assessment metrics. From the analysis we conclude that proposed algorithm 

is superior at clarity, sharpness, information content, edge preservation and activity level 

compared with several existing state-of-art image fusion methods. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

(PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

 
 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

Application Product Research Review 

  



 

 

Project Outcomes 

 

1. Designed & Simulated a model of image fusion using guided and median filters to enhance the 

clinical ability for diagnosis and assessment of medical problems. 

 
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Designing electronics and communication systems in the domain of VLSI, embedded 

systems, signal processing and RF communications and applying modern tools. 

 
PSO2: Applying the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to 

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking 

into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations. 

 
PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 
 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems. 

 
2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, 

natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

 
3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design 

system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for 

the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 
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4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the 

information to provide valid conclusions. 

 
5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities 

with an understanding of the limitations. 

 
6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the 

professional engineering practice. 

 
7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions 

in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for 

sustainable development. 

 
8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms 

of the engineering practice. 

 
9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in 

diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

 
10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write 

effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive 

clear instructions. 

 
11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering 

and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, 

to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 
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12.  Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in 

independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 

 

Mapping Table 

 

 
 

Project 

Outcomes 

Program Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

 
PO1 

 
PO2 

 
PO3 

 
PO4 

 
PO5 

 
PO6 

 
PO7 

 
PO8 

 
PO9 

 
PO10 

 
PO11 

 
PO12 

 
PSO1 

 
PSO2 

 

1 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

1 

 

1 

 

2 

 

2 

 

2 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 
1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium)mapped 3-Substantially (High)mapped
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ABSTRACT 

Approximate computing can decrease the design complexity with an increase in 

performance and power efficiency for error resilient applications. This brief deals with a 

new design approach for approximation of multipliers. The partial products of the 

multiplier are altered to introduce varying probability terms. Logic complexity of 

approximation is valid for the accumulation of altered partial products based on their 

probability. The proposed approximation is utilized in two variants of 16-bit multipliers. 

Synthesis results reveal that two proposed multipliers achieve power savings of 72% and 

38% respectively, compared to an exact multiplier. They have better precision when 

compared to existing approximate multipliers. Mean relative error figures are as low as 

7.6% and 0.02% for the proposed approximate multipliers, which are better than the 

previous works. Performance of the proposed multipliers is evaluated with an image 

processing application, where one of the proposed models achieves the highest peak signal 

to noise ratio. 

 

Index terms-Approximate Computing, error analysis, low error, low power, multipliers 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

With the fast advances in mixed media and correspondence frameworks, continuous sign 

handling and huge limit information preparing are progressively being requested. The multiplier 

is a basic component of the computerized sign handling, for example, separating and 

convolution. Most computerized sign preparing techniques utilize nonlinear capacities, for 

example, discrete cosine change (DCT) or discrete wavelet change (DWT). As they are 

fundamentally cultivated by dull utilization of augmentation and expansion, their speed turns 

into a central point which decides the presentation of the whole count. Since the multiplier 

requires the longest deferral among the essential operational squares in computerized framework, 

the basic way is resolved more by the multiplier. Besides, multiplier expends a lot of region and 

scatters more power. Thus structuring multipliers which offer both of the accompanying plan 

targets – rapid, low power utilization, less zone or even a blend of them is of considerable 

research intrigue. Increase activity includes age of halfway items and their amassing. The speed 

of duplication can be expanded by decreasing the quantity of halfway items or potentially 

quickening the collection of fractional items. Among the numerous techniques for executing 

rapid parallel multipliers, there are two essential methodologies specifically Booth calculation 

and Wallace Tree blowers. This paper portrays a proficient execution of a rapid parallel 

multiplier utilizing both these methodologies. Here two multipliers are proposed. The main 

multiplier utilizes the Radix-4Booth Algorithm with 3:2 blowers while the subsequent multiplier 

utilizes the Radix-8 Booth calculation with 4:2compressors. The plan is organized for m x n 

duplication where m and n can reach up to 126 bits. The quantity of halfway items is n/2 in 

Radix-4 Booth calculation while it gets diminished to n/3 in Radix-8 Booth calculation. The 

Wallace tree utilizes Carry Save Adders (CSA) to collect the incomplete items. This diminishes 

the time just as the chip territory. To additionzally upgrade the speed of activity, convey look-

ahead (CLA) adder is utilized as the last adder. 
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1.2 Booth's Multiplication Algorithm 

Corner's augmentation calculation is an increase calculation that duplicates two marked 

twofold numbers in two's supplement documentation. The calculation was imagined by Andrew 

Donald Booth in 1950 while doing research on crystallography at Birkbeck College in 

Bloomsbury, London. Corner utilized work area mini-computers that were quicker at moving 

than adding and made the calculation to expand their speed. Corner's calculation is of enthusiasm 

for the investigation of PC engineering. Corner's calculation looks at neighboring sets of bits of 

the N-bit multiplier Y in marked two's supplement portrayal, including an understood piece 

beneath the least huge piece, y-1 = 0. For each piece yi, for I running from 0 to N-1, the bits yi 

and yi-1 are considered. Where these two bits are equivalent, the item gatherer P is left unaltered. 

Where yi = 0 and yi-1 = 1, the multiplicand times 2i is added to P; and where yi = 1 and yi-1 = 0, 

the multiplicand times 2i is subtracted from P. The last estimation of P is the marked item.  

The multiplicand and item are not determined regularly, these are both likewise in two's 

supplement portrayal, similar to the multiplier, yet any number framework that supports 

expansion and subtraction will fill in also. As expressed here, the request for the means isn't 

resolved. Normally, it continues from LSB to MSB, beginning at I = 0; the augmentation by 2i is 

then ordinarily supplanted by steady moving of the P gatherer to one side between steps; low bits 

can be moved out, and consequent increases and subtractions should then be possible just on the 

most noteworthy N bits of P.[1] There are numerous varieties and advancements on these 

subtleties.  

The calculation is frequently depicted as changing over strings of 1's in the multiplier to a 

high-request +1 and a low-request – 1 at the parts of the bargains. At the point when a string goes 

through the MSB, there is no high-request +1, and the net impact is understanding as a negative 

of the proper value. A run of the mill execution 

Stall's calculation can be executed by more than once including (with customary unsigned 

twofold expansion) one of two foreordained qualities An and S to an item P, at that point playing 

out a rightward math move on P. Give m and r a chance to be the multiplicand and multiplier, 

separately; and let x and y speak to the quantity of bits in m and r.  
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1. Determine the estimations of An and S, and the underlying estimation of P. These 

numbers ought to have a length equivalent to (x + y + 1).  

1. A: Fill the most critical (furthest left) bits with the estimation of m. Fill the rest of the (y 

+ 1) bits with zeros.  

2. S: Fill the most critical bits with the estimation of (−m) in two's supplement 

documentation. Fill the rest of the (y + 1) bits with zeros.  

3. P: Fill the most critical x bits with zeros. To one side of this, affix the estimation of r. Fill 

the least huge (furthest right) piece with a zero.  

2. Determine the two least huge (furthest right) bits of P.  

1. If they are 01, discover the estimation of P + A. Disregard any flood.  

2. If they are 10, discover the estimation of P + S. Overlook any flood.  

3. If they are 00, sit idle. Use P legitimately in the following stage.  

4. If they are 11, sit idle. Use P legitimately in the following stage.  

3. Arithmetically move the worth got in the second step by a solitary spot to one side. Let P 

currently equivalent this new worth.  

4. Repeat stages 2 and 3 until they have been done y times.  

5. Drop the least huge (furthest right) piece from P. This is the result of m and r. 

Example 

Find 3 × (−4), with m = 3 and r = −4, and x = 4 and y = 4: 

 m = 0011, -m = 1101, r = 1100 

 A = 0011 0000 0 
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 S = 1101 0000 0 

 P = 0000 1100 0 

 Perform the loop four times :  

1. P = 0000 1100 0. The last two bits are 00.  

 P = 0000 0110 0. Arithmetic right shift. 

2. P = 0000 0110 0. The last two bits are 00.  

 P = 0000 0011 0. Arithmetic right shift. 

3. P = 0000 0011 0. The last two bits are 10.  

 P = 1101 0011 0. P = P + S. 

 P = 1110 1001 1. Arithmetic right shift. 

4. P = 1110 1001 1. The last two bits are 11.  

 P = 1111 0100 1. Arithmetic right shift. 

 The product is 1111 0100, which is −12. 

The previously mentioned procedure is deficient when the multiplicand is the biggest negative 

number that can be spoken to (for example in the event that the multiplicand has 4 bits, at that 

point this worth is −8). One potential revision to this issue is to add one more piece to one side of 

A, S and P. This at that point pursues the usage portrayed above, with changes in deciding the 

bits of An and S; e.g., the estimation of m, initially doled out to the main x bits of A, will be 

relegated to the first x+1 bits of A. Underneath, we show the improved method by duplicating −8 

by 2 utilizing 4 bits for the multiplicand and the multiplier: 

 A = 1 1000 0000 0 

 S = 0 1000 0000 0 

 P = 0 0000 0010 0 

 Perform the loop four times :  

1. P = 0 0000 0010 0. The last two bits are 00.  

 P = 0 0000 0001 0. Right shift. 

2. P = 0 0000 0001 0. The last two bits are 10.  
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 P = 0 1000 0001 0. P = P + S. 

 P = 0 0100 0000 1. Right shift. 

3. P = 0 0100 0000 1. The last two bits are 01.  

 P = 1 1100 0000 1. P = P + A. 

 P = 1 1110 0000 0. Right shift. 

4. P = 1 1110 0000 0. The last two bits are 00.  

 P = 1 1111 0000 0. Right shift. 

 The product is 11110000 (after discarding the first and the last bit) which is −16. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2 
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LITERATURE SURVEY 

J. Choi, J. Jeon, and K. Choi proposed an Power minimization of capacity units by halfway 

protected computationThis paper manages control minimization issue for information 

overwhelmed applications dependent on a novel idea called mostly watched calculation.  

Fayed An and M. A. Bayoumi, Wu-Tung Cheng proposed An epic engineering for low-control 

plan of parallel multipliers. In this paper, another engineering for low-control plan of parallel 

multipliers is proposed. Decrease of intensity utilization is accomplished by diminishing the 

circuit action at the design level by partitioning the augmentation circuit into groups of littler 

multipliers. By applying clock gating strategies and preprocessing tasks on the info design 

utilizing straightforward rationale capacities  

N. Honarmand and A. A. Kushahas displayed an Low control minimization combinational 

multipliers utilizing information driven sign gating. An information driven way to deal with plan 

and advancement of low power combinational multipliers is displayed. This system relies upon 

signal gating to evade un-important calculations and in this way decrease the exchanging action 

and power utilization of combinational multipliers.  

K.- H. Chen and Y.- S. Chu proposed an A deceptive power concealment procedure for mixed 

media/DSP applications. This paper displays the structure investigation and uses of a false power 

concealment strategy (SPST) which can significantly decrease the power dissemination of 

combinational VLSI plans for sight and sound/DSP purposes. The proposed SPST isolates the 

objective structures into two sections, i.e., the most critical part and least huge part (MSP and 

LSP) 

T. Yamanaka and V. G. Moshnyaga proposed a Reducing vitality of computerized multiplier by 

changing voltage supply to multiplicand variety This paper proposes a novel structural method to 

diminish control utilization of advanced multipliers.  

M. J. Schulte and E. E. Swartz lander Jr proposed a Truncated duplication with redress 

consistent. Low-control 2's supplement multipliers are created through limiting exchanging 

exercises of fractional items utilizing the radix-4 Booth calculation. Prior to calculation, the info 

datum with the: littler powerful unique range is prepared to produce Booth codes  
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S. J. Jou, M. H. Tsai, and Y. L. Tsao has revealed the Low-blunder diminished width Booth 

multipliers for DSP applications. Increase is as often as possible required in computerized signal 

preparing. Parallel multipliers give a rapid technique to augmentation, yet require huge zone for 

VLSI executions.  

Amaricai, M. Vladutiu, and O. Boncalo are proposed presents a devoted unit for the consolidated 

activity of coasting point (FP) division pursued by option/subtraction-the partitions include 

melded (DAF). The objective of this unit is to build the presentation and the precision of 

utilizations where this joined activity is visit, for example, the interim Newton's strategy or the 

polynomial estimation. The proposed DAF unit exhibits a comparable engineering to the FP 

duplicate amass units. The principle contrast is spoken to by the divider, which is executed 

utilizing digit-repeat calculations. A significant structure tradeoff with respect to DAF is spoken 

to by the quantity of required remainder bits. We present the effect of the embraced number of 

remainder bits on exactness, cost, and execution. Therefore, two executions are proposed: one 

star precision and one master execution. We show that the proposed executions have better 

precision concerning the arrangement dependent on two unmistakable units: a FP divider and a 

FP adder. The usage reasonable for lower dormancy displays the best cost-execution tradeoff.  

E. E. Swartz lander and H. H. M. Saleh are proposed delineates two consolidated floating point 

exercises and applies them to the use of speedy Fourier change (FFT) processors. The 

consolidated assignments are a two-term bit thing and an add subtract unit. The FFT processors 

use "butterfly" assignments that involve builds, expansions, and subtractions of complex 

regarded data. Both radix-2 and radix-4 butterflies are realized viably with the two joined 

skimming point exercises. Right when set and coordinated using a predominant standard cell 

development, the joined FFT butterflies are around 15 percent faster and 30 percent humbler 

than a standard use. Moreover the numerical eventual outcomes of the merged executions are 

fairly logically precise, since they use less modifying exercises.  

L-H Chen, O. T.- C. Chen, T-Y-Wang, and Y-C. Mama are proposed A low-control duplication 

aggregation calculation (MAC) unit utilizing the radix-4 Booth calculation is proposed; its 

building multifaceted nature is diminished and exchanging exercises are limited. In any case, to 

keep up an elite, the basic deferrals and equipment complexities of MAC units are investigated to 

determine a MAC unit with superior and low equipment multifaceted nature. A convey spare 
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expansion activity with improved blowers is proposed to overlook the utilization of half adders 

to diminish the equipment multifaceted nature further. A plan to diminish exchanging movement 

is likewise proposed to bring down the power utilization of the MAC unit. In playing out a MAC 

for X×Y+Z, the successful unique scopes of X and Y are recognized; the one with the littler 

powerful unique range is handled for Booth translating to build the likelihood of the incomplete 

items being zero, and along these lines the exchanging action is diminished. Likewise, the viable 

unique scope of the outcome from this duplication is evaluated and contrasted and the powerful 

scope of the datum, Z. The bigger viable powerful scope of the two information is considered as 

the compelling word length for an expansion activity. Pipelined locks are utilized to cause the 

non viable activity to keep up the status of the past activity in order to diminish the changing 

exercises from the expansion performed in MAC. After the expansion activity, sign 

augmentation is performed on the outcome from the viable sign piece duplicated to non-

compelling bits to determine at a right yield datum. Contrasted with customary MAC units, the 

proposed one can lessen 21.09% to 43.74% of intensity utilization. Furthermore, the proposed 

MAC unit outflanks ordinary ones in looking at the result of basic deferral, territory, and power 

utilization.  

Y.H. Website design enhancement and D.- W. Kim are proposed another engineering of 

multiplier-and-collector (MAC) for rapid number juggling. By joining increase with gathering 

and formulating a crossover kind of convey spare adder (CSA), the exhibition was improved. 

Since the gatherer that has the biggest postponement in MAC was converged into CSA, the 

general execution was raised. The proposed CSA tree utilizes 1's-supplement based radix-2 

adjusted Booth's calculation (MBA) and has the altered cluster for the sign augmentation so as to 

build the bit thickness of the operands. The CSA proliferates the conveys to the least noteworthy 

bits of the incomplete items and produces the least huge bits ahead of time to diminish the 

quantity of the information bits of the last adder. Likewise, the proposed MAC aggregates the 

halfway outcomes in the sort of whole and Carry bits rather than the yield of the last adder, 

which made it conceivable to upgrade the pipeline plan to improve the presentation. The 

proposed design was blended with 250, 180 and 130??m, and 90 nm standard CMOS library. In 

light of the hypothetical and exploratory estimation, we broke down the outcomes, for example, 

the measure of equipment assets, delay, and pipelining plan. We utilized Sakurai's alpha power 
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law for the defer demonstrating. The proposed MAC demonstrated the better properties than the 

standard plan from multiple points of view and execution twice as much as the past research in 

the comparative clock recurrence. We expect that the proposed MAC can be adjusted to different 

fields requiring elite, for example, the sign preparing territories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3 
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EXISTING SYSTEM 

Estimate methods in multipliers center around amassing of fractional items, which is 

urgent regarding power utilization. Broken cluster multiplier is actualized, where the least 

significant bits of data sources are truncated, while shaping fractional items to lessen equipment 

multifaceted nature. The proposed multiplier spares barely any adder circuits in incomplete item 

accumulation. Two structures of estimated 4-2 blowers are introduced and utilized in fractional 

item decrease tree of four variations of 8 × 8 Dadda multiplier. The significant downside of the 

proposed blowers is that they give nonzero yield for zero esteemed sources of info, which to a 

great extent influences the mean relative blunder (MRE) as talked about later.  

Past chips away at rationale multifaceted nature decrease center around direct utilization 

of estimated adders and blowers to the halfway items. In this concise, the halfway items are 

changed to present terms with various probabilities. Likelihood measurements of the adjusted 

fractional items are dissected, which is trailed by orderly estimation. Simplified number juggling 

units (half-adder, full-adder, and 4-2 blower) are proposed for estimation. The number juggling 

units are decreased in unpredictability, yet care is additionally taken that mistake esteem is 

looked after low. While foundational estimate helps in accomplishing better exactness, 

diminished rationale unpredictability of inexact math units devours less power and zone. The 

proposed multipliers beats the current multiplier plans as far as territory, power, and mistake, and 

accomplishes better pinnacle sign to clamor proportion (PSNR) values in picture preparing 

application. 

 Blunder separation (ED) can be defined as the number juggling separation between a 

right yield and rough yield for a given information. Rough adders are assessed and standardized 

ED (NED) is proposed as almost invariant metric autonomous of the size of the inexact circuit. 

Likewise, customary mistake examination, MRE is found for existing and proposed multiplier 

plans. The remainder of this brief is sorted out as pursues.  

 

3.1 COMPRESSOR TREES 
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One of the significant speed improvement systems utilized in present day computerized circuits 

is the capacity to include numbers with negligible convey proliferation. The fundamental thought 

is that three numbers can be decreased to 2, in a 3:2 blower, by doing the expansion while 

keeping the conveys and the total independent. This implies the entirety of the segments can be 

included in parallel without depending the aftereffect of the past segment, making a two yield 

"adder" with a period postpone that is autonomous of the size of its data sources.  

The aggregate and convey would then be able to be recombined in an ordinary expansion to 

shape the right outcome. This procedure may appear to be increasingly convoluted and futile in 

the above unimportant model, however the intensity of this strategy is that any measure of 

numbers can be included thusly. It is just the last recombination of the last convey and entirety 

that requires a convey engendering expansion. The utilization of a Wallace tree, masterminds the 

adder tree with the goal that the entirety of the yield bits could be acquired while limiting the size 

of the circuit. Be that as it may, on account of multipliers, we comprehend what the normal yield 

size will be, thus we can set the entirety of the info and yield sizes to that worth. We couldn't 

care less about any flooding sign bits, so they can be disposed of and the conveys can just be 

moved left to the right arrangement. The entirety of the outcomes would then be able to be 

assembled as one and consistently diminished until we are left with two qualities. 

3.1.1 4-2Compressors 

The 4:2 compressor carry-save adders has four bits in this format. In reality, there are 

actually five inputs (one being a carry in), and three outputs (two carries and the sum):  

 

Fig 3.1: High level view of the 4:2 compressor 

The characteristics of the 4:2 compressor are:  
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 The outputs represent the sum of the five inputs, so it is really a 5 bit adder  

 Both carries are of equal weighting (i.e. add "1" to the next column)  

 To avoid carry propagation, the value of Cout depends only on A, B, C and D. It is 

independent of Cin.  

 The Cout signal forms the input to the Cin of a 4:2 of the next column.  

A k-bit 4:2 word adder is then formed as shown below, in figure 3.2 

 

Fig 3.2: Architecture of the full word 4:2 compressor, using individual bit 4:2 compressors 

3.2 CSA AND CLAA 

A convey spare adder is a kind of advanced adder, utilized in PC microarchitecture to process the 

aggregate of at least three n-bit numbers in double. It contrasts from other advanced adders in 

that it yields two quantities of indistinguishable measurements from the sources of info, one 

which is a succession of fractional whole bits and another which is an arrangement of convey 

bits. Utilizing essential number juggling, we figure right to left, "8+2=0, convey 1", "7+2+1=0, 

convey 1", "6+3+1=0, convey 1, etc as far as possible of the aggregate. Despite the fact that we 

know the last digit of the outcome on the double, we can't know the primary digit until we have 

experienced each digit in the estimation, passing the convey from every digit to the one to its left 

side. In this manner including two n-digit numbers needs to take a period corresponding to n, 

regardless of whether the hardware we are utilizing would some way or another be fit for 

performing numerous figuring’s at the same time.  

In electronic terms, utilizing bits (paired digits), this implies regardless of whether we have n 

one-piece adders available to us, despite everything we need to enable a period relative to n to 
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enable a potential convey to proliferate from one finish of the number to the next. Until we have 

done this,  

1. We don't have the foggiest idea about the consequence of the expansion.  

2. We don't know whether the aftereffect of the expansion is bigger or littler than a given 

number (for example, we don't know whether it is sure or negative).  

A convey look-ahead adder can decrease the deferral. On a basic level the deferral can be 

decreased so it is corresponding to logn, however for huge numbers this is not true anymore, in 

light of the fact that in any event, when convey look-ahead is actualized, the separations that sign 

need to go on the chip increment in relation to n, and proliferation defers increment at a similar 

rate. When we get to the 512-piece to 2048-piece number sizes that are required out in the open 

key cryptography, convey look-ahead isn't of much help. 

3.2.1 Carry-look ahead adder 

A convey look-ahead adder (CLA) is a kind of adder utilized in computerized rationale. A 

convey look-ahead adder improves speed by decreasing the measure of time required to decide 

convey bits. It very well may be stood out from the less difficult, yet typically more slow, swell 

convey adder for which the convey bit is determined close by the total piece, and each piece 

must hold up until the past convey has been determined to start computing its own outcome and 

convey bits (see adder for detail on swell convey adders). The convey look-ahead adder 

computes at least one convey bits before the whole, which decreases the hold up time to figure 

the aftereffect of the bigger worth bits. The Kogge-Stone adder and Brent-Kung adder are 

instances of this sort of adder. 
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Fig 3.3 4-bit adder with carry look ahead 

A Ripple carry adder works similarly as pencil-and-paper strategies for expansion. Beginning 

at the furthest right (least noteworthy) digit position, the two relating digits are included and an 

outcome acquired. It is likewise conceivable that there might be a do of this digit position (for 

instance, in pencil-and-paper strategies, "9+5=4, convey 1"). As needs be all digit positions other 

than the furthest right need to consider the probability of including an additional 1, from a 

convey that has rolled in from the following situation to one side. This implies no digit position 

can have a totally last an incentive until it has been built up whether a convey is rolling in from 

the right. Besides, if the entirety without a convey is 9 (in pencil-and-paper strategies) or 1 (in 

double math), it isn't even conceivable to tell whether a given digit position is going to give a 

convey to the situation to its left side. At the very least, when an entire succession of totals 

comes to ...99999999... (in decimal) or ...11111111... (in paired), nothing can be found at all until 

the estimation of the convey rolling in from the privilege is known, and that convey is then 

proliferated to one side, with extra special care, as every digit position assessed "9+1=0, convey 

1" or "1+1=0, convey 1". It is the "undulating" of the convey from right to left that gives a wave 

convey adder its name, and its gradualness. While including 32-piece numbers, for example, 

recompense must be made for the likelihood that a bring could need to swell through all of the 32 

one-piece adders.Carry-look-ahead relies upon two things:  

1. Calculating, for every digit position, regardless of whether that position will proliferate a 

convey on the off chance that one roll in from the right.  

2. Combining these determined qualities to have the option to conclude rapidly whether, for 

each gathering of digits, that gathering will engender a convey that roll in from the right.  
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It is conceivable to have more than one degree of look-ahead convey rationale, and this is in 

certainty normally done. Each look-ahead convey unit as of now creates a sign saying "if a 

convey roll in from the right, I will engender it to one side", and those sign can be joined with 

the goal that each gathering of (let us state) four look-ahead convey units turns out to be a piece 

of a "supergroup" overseeing a sum of 16 bits of the numbers being included. The "supergroup" 

look-ahead convey rationale will have the option to state whether a convey entering the 

supergroup will be proliferated completely through it, and utilizing this data, it can engender 

conveys from right to left multiple times as quick as an innocent wave convey. With this sort of 

two-level usage, a bring may initially proliferate through the "moderate street" of individual 

adders, at that point, on arriving at the left-hand end of its gathering, engender through the "quick 

street" of 4-piece look-ahead convey rationale, at that point, on arriving at the left-hand end of its 

supergroup, spread through the "superfast street" of 16-piece look-ahead convey logic.For 

extremely enormous numbers (hundreds or even a great many bits) look-ahead convey rationale 

doesn't turn out to be any increasingly intricate, in light of the fact that more layers of super 

gatherings and supersupergroups can be included as essential. The expansion in the quantity of 

doors is likewise moderate: if all the gathering sizes are 4, one would wind up with 33% the 

same number of look-ahead convey units as there are adders. Nonetheless, the "moderate streets" 

while in transit to the quicker levels start to force a delay the entire framework (for example, a 

256-piece adder could have up to 24 entryway delays in its convey preparing), and the negligible 

physical transmission of sign from one finish of a long number to different starts to be an issue. 

At these sizes convey spare adders are ideal, since they invest no energy in convey engendering 

by any means. 

The proposed blowers for increase is explored. A quick (careful) multiplier is normally made out 

of three sections (or modules)  

• Partial item age.  

• A Carry Save Adder (CSA) tree to lessen the fractional items' grid to an expansion of just two 

operands  

• A Carry Propagation Adder (CPA) for the last calculation of the paired outcome.  

In the plan of a multiplier, the subsequent module assumes a crucial job as far as deferral, control 

utilization and circuit multifaceted nature. Blowers have been generally used to accelerate the 
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CSA tree and diminish its capacity dispersal, so to accomplish quick and low-control activity. 

The utilization of inexact blowers in the CSA tree of a multiplier brings about an estimated 

multiplier. A8×8 unsigned  Dadda tree multiplier is considered to survey the effect of utilizing 

the proposed blowers in rough multipliers. The proposed multiplier utilizes in the initial segment 

AND entryways to create every single fractional item. In the subsequent part, the estimated 

blowers proposed in the past area are used in the CSA tree to decrease the fractional items. The 

last part is a precise CPA to figure the last parallel outcome. Figure 3.4(a) shows the decrease 

hardware of an accurate multiplier for n=8. In this figure, the decrease part utilizes half-adders, 

full-adders and 4-2 blowers; every fractional item bit is spoken to by a dab. In the main stage, 2 

half-adders, 2 full-adders and 8 blowers are used to lessen the incomplete items into at most four 

lines. In the second or last stage, 1 half-adder, 1 full-adder and 10 blowers are utilized to register 

the two last lines of fractional items. Along these lines, two phases of decrease and 3 half-adders, 

3 full-adders and 18 blowers are required in the decrease hardware of a 8×8Dadda multiplier.  

In this paper, four cases are considered for structuring an inexact multiplier.  

 

Fig 3.4: Reduction circuitry of an 8×8 Dadda multiplier, (a) using Design 1 compressors, 

(b) using Design 2 compressors 

• In the main case (Multiplier 1), Design 1 is utilized for every one of the 4-2 blowers in 

Figure .  
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• In the subsequent case (Multiplier 2), Design 2 is utilized for the 4-2 blowers. Since 

Design 2 doesn't have Cinand Cout, the decrease hardware of this multiplier requires a lower 

number of blowers Multiplier 2 uses 6 half-adders, 1 full-adder and 17 blowers.  

• In the third case (Multiplier 3), Design 1 is utilized for the blowers in then-1 least 

critical segments. The other n most huge segments in the decrease hardware utilize precise 4-2 

blowers. In the fourth case (Multiplier 4), Design 2 and definite 4-2 blowers are utilized in then-1 

least noteworthy sections and afterward most critical segments in the decrease hardware 

separately.  

 

The destinations of the initial two inexact structures are to decrease the defer and power 

utilization contrasted and a definite multiplier; in any case, a high mistake separation is normal. 

The following two rough multipliers (for example Multipliers 3 and 4) are proposed to diminish 

the mistake separation. The deferral in these structures is dictated by the definite blowers that are 

in the basic way; accordingly, there is no improvement in delay for these inexact plans contrasted 

and a precise multiplier. In any case, it is normal that the usage of estimated blowers at all 

noteworthy sections will diminish the power utilization and transistor check (as proportion of 

circuit intricacy). While the initial two proposed multipliers have better execution as far as defer 

and power utilization, the blunder removes in the third and fourth structures are relied upon to be 

essentially lower. 

Disadvantages 

• Area Consumption is Low. 

• Delay is Less. 

• Low Power Consumption. 
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Chapter 4 

IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH 

Execution of multiplier involves three stages: age of partial items, halfway items decrease tree, 

lastly, a vector merge expansion to create last item from the whole and convey rows generated 

from the decrease tree. Second step expends more power. In this concise, estimate is applied in 

decrease tree stage.A 8-piece unsigned1 multiplier is utilized for representation to portray the 

proposed technique in Approximation of multipliers. Consider two 8-piece unsigned information 

operands α and β.  

The halfway item am,n= αm ・βn in Fig. 1 is the aftereffect of AND operation between the bits of 

αm and βn.The proposed estimated procedure can be applied to marked multiplication including 

Booth multipliers too, with the exception of it isn't applied to sign extension bits 

.  

Fig4.1 Transformation of generated partial products into altered partial products 

 

From measurable perspective, the fractional item am,n has a probability of 1/4 of being 1. In the 

segments containing more than three fractional items, the incomplete items am, n and an, m are 

combined to shape propagate and create flag as yielded (1). The resulting propagate and create 

signals structure modified fractional products pm, n and gm, n. From segment 3 with weight 23 

to section 11 with weight 211, the incomplete items am, n and an, m are supplanted by altered 
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partial items pm, n and gm, n. The first and changed partial product networks are appeared in 

Fig. 4.1  

pm, n= am, n+ an, m  

gm, n= am, n・ an, m. (1)  

The aggregation of other incomplete items with likelihood ¼ for am, n and 7/16 for pm, n uses 

estimated circuits. Approximate half-adder, full-adder, and 4-2 blower are proposed for their 

accumulation. Carr y and Sum are two yields of these approximate circuits. Since Carr y has 

higher load of double piece, mistake in Carry bit will contribute more by creating blunder 

distinction of two in the output. Estimate is taken care of so that the absolute difference between 

genuine yield and inexact yield is always maintained as one. Henceforth Carr y yields are 

approximated just for the cases, where Sum is approximated. In adders and blowers, XOR 

entryways will in general add to high area and delay. For approximating half-adder, XOR door 

of sum is replaced with OR entryway as surrendered (2). This outcomes in a single mistake in the 

sum calculation as found in reality table of inexact half-adder in Table 4.1. A tick mark means 

that surmised yield matches with correct yield and cross imprint indicates befuddle 

Sum = x1 + x2 

Carr y = x1 ・x2. (2) 

 

Table 4.1:Truth Table Of Approximate Half Adder 

 

In the approximation of full-adder, one of the two XOR gates isreplaced with OR gate in 

Sum calculation. This results in error in lasttwo cases out of eight cases. Carry is modified as in 

(3) introducingone error. This provides more simplification, while maintaining thedifference 
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between original and approximate value as one. The truthtable of approximate full-adder is given 

in Table 4.2 

W = (x1 + x2) 

Sum = W ⊕ x3 

Carr y = W ・x3. (3) 

 

Table 4.2: Truth Table Of Approximate Full Adder 

 

Two approximate 4-2 compressors in produce nonzero outputeven for the cases where all 

inputs are zero. This results in high EDand high degree of precision loss especially in cases of 

zeros in allbits or in most significant parts of the reduction tree. The proposed4-2 compressor 

overcomes this drawback. 

In 4-2 compressor, three bits are required for the output only whenall the four inputs are 

1, which happens only once out of 16 cases.This property is taken to eliminate one of the three 

output bits in 4-2 compressor. To maintain minimal error difference as one, theoutput “100" (the 

value of 4) for four inputs being one has to bereplaced with outputs “11" (the value of 3). For 

Sum computation,one out of three XOR gates is replaced with OR gate. Also, to makethe Sum 

corresponding to the case where all inputs are ones as one,an additional circuit x1 ・x2 ・x3 ・x4 is 

added to the Sum expression.This results in error in five out of 16 cases. Carry is simplified asin 

(4). The corresponding truth table is given in Table 4.3 

W1 = x1 ・x2 
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W2 = x3 ・x4 

Sum = (x1 ⊕ x2) + (x3 ⊕ x4) + W1 ・W2 

Carr y = W1 + W2. (4) 

 

Table 4.3: Truth Table Of Approximate 4-2 Compressor 

 

Fig. 2 shows the reduction of altered partial product matrix of 8 ×8 approximate 

multiplier. It requires two stages to produce sum andcarry outputs for vector merge addition step. 

Four 2-input OR gates,four 3-input OR gates, and one 4-input OR gates are required for 

thereduction of generate signals from columns 3 to 11. The resultantsignals of OR gates are 

labeled as corresponding to the column with weight 2i . For reducing other partial products, 3 

approximatehalf-adders, 3 approximate full-adders, and 3 approximate compressorsare required 

in the first stage to produce Sum and Carry signals,Si and Ci corresponding to column i. The 

elements in the secondstage are reduced using 1 approximate half-adder and 11 approximatefull-

adders producing final two operands xi and yito be fed to ripplecarry adder for the final 

computation of the result. 
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Fig4.2: Reduction of altered partial products 

 

4.1 Wallace Tree 

A Wallace tree is an efficient hardware implementation of a digital circuit that multiplies 

two integers. 

 

Fig 4.3: Basic principle known from manual multiplication 

The Wallace tree has three steps: 

1. Multiply (that is - AND) each bit of one of the arguments, by each bit of the other, 

yielding results. Depending on position of the multiplied bits, the wires carry different 

weights, for example wire of bit carrying result of is 32 (see explanation of weights 

below). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_complexity_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_hardware
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2. Reduce the number of partial products to two by layers of full and half adders. 

3. Group the wires in two numbers, and add them with a conventional adder.  

The second phase works as follows. As long as there are three or more wires with the same 

weight add a following layer: 

 Take any three wires with the same weights and input them into a full adder. The result 

will be an output wire of the same weight and an output wire with a higher weight for 

each three input wires. 

 If there are two wires of the same weight left, input them into a half adder. 

 If there is just one wire left, connect it to the next layer. 

4.2 Architecture 

The architecture of the proposed multiplier is shown in Fig 4.4. It consists of four major 

modules: Booth encoder, partial product generator, Wallace tree and carry look-ahead adder. The 

Booth encoder performs Radix-2 or Radix-4 encoding of the multiplier bits. Based on the 

multiplicand and the encoded multiplier, partial products are generated by the generator. For 

large multipliers of 32 bits, the performance of the modified Booth algorithm is limited. So 

Booth recoding together with Wallace tree structures have been used in the proposed fast 

multiplier. The partial products are supplied to Wallace Tree and added appropriately. The 

results are finally added using a Carry Look-ahead Adder (CLA) to get the final product 

.  

Fig4.4: Block diagram of Wallace Booth Multiplier 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adder_%28electronics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Full_adder
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Half_adder
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The Wallace tree method is used in high speed designs in order to produce two rows of 

partial products that can be added in the last stage. Also critical path and the number of adders 

get reduced when compared to the conventional parallel adders. Here the Wallace tree has taken 

the role of accelerating the accumulation of the partial products. Its advantage becomes more 

pronounced for multipliers of greater than 16 bits .The speed, area and power consumption of the 

Multipliers will be in direct proportion to the efficiency of the compressors. The Wallace tree 

structure with 4:2 compressors is shown in Fig 4.5 respectively. In this regard, we can expect a 

significant reduction in computing multiplication. 

 

Fig 4.5: Wallace Tree using 4:2 compressors 

Advantages: 

• Area Consumption is Low. 

• Delay is Less. 

• Low Power Consumption 

Application 

• Digital Signal Processing. 

• Image Processing.  
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Chapter 5 

INTRODUCTION OF VLSI 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The gadgets business has accomplished an exceptional development in the course of the most recent two 

decades, fundamentally because of the quick advances in joining innovations, enormous scale frameworks 

structure - to put it plainly, because of the approach of VLSI. The quantity of uses of coordinated circuits in 

elite registering, media communications, and buyer gadgets has been rising relentlessly, and at a quick 

pace. Regularly, the necessary computational power (or, at the end of the day, the insight) of these 

applications is the main thrust for the quick improvement of this field. Gives a review of the conspicuous 

patterns in data innovations throughout the following scarcely any decades. The present driving edge 

advancements, (for example, low piece rate video and cell correspondences) as of now give the end-clients 

a specific measure of handling force and versatility.  

Verilog was created when fashioners were searching for devices to consolidate various degrees of 

reenactment. In the mid 1980s, there were switch-level test systems, entryway level test systems, utilitarian 

test systems (frequently composed specially appointed in programming) and no straightforward way to 

consolidate them. Further, the more-boundless, conventional programming dialects themselves were/are 

basically consecutive and therefore "semantically tested" when demonstrating the simultaneousness of 

computerized hardware.  

Verilog has two clear favorable circumstances over VHDL It permits switch-level demonstrating which a 

few fashioners find valuable for investigating new circuits. It guarantees that all sign are instated to 

"obscure" which guarantee s that all planners will create the essential rationale to introduce their de sign - 

the base sorts in VHDL introduce to zero and the "hurried" creator may overlook a worldwide reset. 

5.2 ASICS  

 Progress in the manufacture of IC's has empowered us to make quick and incredible circuits in littler 

and littler gadgets. This additionally implies we can pack much more of usefulness into a similar region. 

The greatest utilization of  

this capacity is found in the plan of ASIC's. These are IC's that are made for explicit purposes - every 
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gadget is made to make a specific showing, and do it well. The most widely recognized application zone for 

this is DSP - signal channels, picture pressure, and so on. To go to limits, consider the way that the 

advanced wristwatch typically comprises of a solitary IC doing constantly keeping employments just as 

additional highlights like games, schedule, and so forth.  

5.3 FPGA  

Completely created FPGA chips containing a huge number of rationale doors or significantly more, 

with programmable interconnects, are accessible to clients for their custom equipment programming to 

acknowledge wanted usefulness. This structure style gives a way to quick prototyping and furthermore for 

practical chip plan, particularly for low-volume applications. A run of the mill field programmable 

entryway exhibit (FPGA) chip comprises of I/O supports, a variety of configurable rationale squares 

(CLBs), and programmable interconnect structures. The programming of the inter connects is executed by 

programming of RAM cells whose yield terminals are associated with the entryways of MOS pass 

transistors. A general design of FPGA. A progressively point by point see indicating the areas of switch 

networks utilized for interconnect directing.  

The biggest favorable position of FPGA-based plan is the exceptionally short pivot time, i.e., the time 

required from the beginning of the structure procedure until an utilitarian chip is accessible. Since no 

physical assembling step is essential for redoing the FPGA chip, an utilitarian example can be acquired 

nearly when the structure is mapped into a particular innovation.  

5.3.1 Standard-Cells Based Design 

 The standard-cells based structure is one of the most common full hand craft styles which require 

advancement of a full custom cover set. The standard cell is additionally called the police. In this structure 

style, the entirety of the regularly utilized rationale cells are created, portrayed, and put away in a standard 

cell library. An ordinary library may contain two or three hundred cells including inverters, NAND doors, 

NOR entryways, complex AOI, OAI doors, D-hooks, and flip-flops. Each entryway type can have various 

usage to give satisfactory driving ability to various fan outs. For example, the inverter door can have 

standard size transistors, twofold size transistors, and fourfold size transistors with the goal that the chip 

architect can pick the correct size to accomplish high circuit speed and design thickness. The portrayal of 

every cell is accomplished for a few unique classifications. It comprises of  
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• delay time versus load capacitance  

• circuit reenactment model  

• timing reenactment model  

• fault reenactment model  

• cell information for spot and-course  

• mask information  

To empower robotized position of the cells and directing of between cell associations, every cell format 

is structured with a fixed tallness, so various cells can be adjoined one next to the other to shape columns. 

The power and ground rails normally run parallel to the upper and lower limits of the phone, in this manner, 

neighboring cells share a typical power and ground transport. The info and yield pins are situated on the 

upper and lower limits of the cell. The format of an ordinary standard cell. Notice that the nMOS transistors 

are found nearer to the ground rail while the pMOS transistors are set nearer to the power rail. 

5.4 VERILOG 

Verilog HDL is a Hardware Description Language (HDL). A Hardware Description Language is a 

language used to depict an advanced framework, for instance, a PC or a part of a PC. One may portray an 

advanced framework at a few levels. For instance, a HDL may depict the format of the wires, resistors and 

transistors on an Integrated Circuit (IC) chip, i.e., the switch level or, it may portray the legitimate doors 

and flip slumps in an advanced framework, i.e., the entryway level. A much more elevated level depicts the 

registers and the exchanges of vectors of data between registers. This is known as the Register Transfer 

Level (RTL). Verilog underpins these levels. Be that as it may, this present spotlights on just the parts of 

Verilog which bolster the RTL level.  

Verilog is one of the two significant Hardware Description Languages (HDL) utilized by equipment 

fashioners in industry and the scholarly world. VHDL is the other one. The business is at present part on 

which is better. Many feel that Verilog is simpler to learn and use than VHDL. As one equipment originator 

puts it, "I trust the challenge utilizes VHDL." VHDL was made an IEEE Standard in 1987, while Verilog is 
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still in the IEEE institutionalization process.  

5.4.1 Typical Design Flow 

A typical design flow for designing VLSI-IC circuits is shown in the below Fig 5.4 Unshaved blocks 

show the level of design representation; shaded blocks show processes in the design flow. 

 

Fig 5.4:  Typical Design Flow 

 The plan stream appeared in Fig 4.1 is commonly utilized by fashioners who use HDLs. In any plan, 

details are composed first. Determinations depict conceptually the usefulness, interface, and generally 

engineering of the computerized circuit to be structured. Now, the designers don't have to consider how 

they will execute this circuit. A conduct depiction is then made to dissect the plan as far as usefulness, 

execution, and consistence to measures, and other significant level issues. Social portrayals are regularly 

composed with HDLs. The conduct portrayal is physically changed over to a RTL depiction in a HDL. The 

originator needs to depict the information stream that will execute the ideal computerized circuit. Starting 

here forward, the structure procedure is finished with the help of EDA tools. Logic combination devices 

convert the RTL depiction to an entryway level netlist. A door level netlist is a portrayal of the circuit 

regarding entryways and associations between them. Rationale union instruments guarantee that the door 
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level netlist meets timing, zone, and power particulars. The entryway level netlist is contribution to an 

Automatic Place and Route instrument, which makes a design. The design is confirmed and afterward 

created on a chip. 

   

5.5 Field Programmable Gate Arrays 

Prior to the appearance of programmable rationale, custom rationale circuits were worked at the 

board level utilizing standard parts, or at the entryway level in costly application-explicit (uniquely) 

incorporated circuits. The FPGA is an incorporated circuit that contains many (64 to more than 10,000) 

indistinguishable rationale cells that can be seen as standard parts. Every rationale cell can freely take on 

any of a constrained arrangement of characters. The individual cells are interconnected by a grid of wires 

and programmable switches  

Like chip, FPGAs alternatively load or boot themselves consequently from an outside nonvolatile 

memory gadget. On the other hand, like microchip peripherals, Spartan-3 age FPGAs can be downloaded or 

modified by an outside "shrewd operator, for example, a chip, DSP processor, microcontroller, PC, or board 

analyzer. In either case, the design information way is either sequential to limit stick necessities or byte-

wide for most extreme execution or for simpler interfaces to processors or to byte-wide Flash memory. 

 

 

5.5.1 Logic Block Structure  

 

Fig 5.5: Logic Block Structure 

The areas of the FPGA rationale square sticks are appeared in Fig 5.5. Each information is available 

from one side of the rationale square, while the yield stick can interface with directing wires in both the 

channel to one side and the channel beneath the rationale square. 
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5.5.2 Advantages Of Field Programmable Gate Arrays 

FPGAs - Field Programmable Gate Arrays - are future-situated structure blocks which permit ideal 

customization of the equipment at an appealing cost even in low amounts. FPGA segments accessible today 

have usable sizes at a satisfactory cost. This makes them powerful factors for cost investment funds and 

time-to-advertise when making singular setups of standard items. A tedious and costly update of a board 

can frequently be stayed away from through application-explicit joining of IP centers in the FPGA - an 

option for the future, particularly for specific applications with just little or medium volumes. 

5.5.3 FPGA Structure 

 The standard programming language for MEN IP centers is VHDL and the upheld standard 

transport is Wishbone. As the product sees the FPGA as a PCI gadget, MEN has characterized a ROM 

memory structure that permits acknowledgment of the individual capacities and their assets and resulting 

driver plan. Stacking of the FPGA is done progressively. After power-on the FPGA isn't yet stacked, all 

pins are tri-state. The CPU BIOS now first loads the FPGA. To do this a piece of the BIOS Flash memory 

is held. Regular BIOS Flash update instruments can streak the memory substance and in this manner 

change I/O usefulness 
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Chapter 6 

SOFTWARE TOOLS 

 

6.1Commercially Available FPGA 

          6.1.1 Xilinx Spartan-3E FPGAS 

The Spartan-3E FPGA family offers the minimal effort and stage highlights for, making it perfect 

for door driven programmable rationale plans. Sparatan-3E is the seventh family in the pivotal minimal 

effort Spartan Series and the third Xilinx family fabricated with cutting edge 90nm procedure innovation. 

Straightforward 3E FPGAs convey up to 1.6 million framework doors, up to 376 I/Os, and an adaptable 

stage FPGA design with the most reduced expense per-rationale in the business. This mix of cutting edge 

ease assembling and cost-productive design gives remarkable value focuses and esteem.  

Together, the Spartan-3E and Spartan-3 FPGA families give the most minimal cost programmable 

answers for plans from 50K to 5 million framework doors and up to 784 I/Os. Every family is advanced to 

give the best proportion of entryways to I/O for your application; Spartan-3E is streamlined for door driven 

applications and Spartan-3 is improved for I/O-driven applications. While Spartan-3 Series FPGA families 

convey unrivaled execution in computerized purchaser applications, the subsequent propelled highlights 

and capacities advantage all high-volume/minimal effort applications. 

6.2 XILINX 

    6.2.1 Xilinx ISE Overview 

 The Integrated Software Environment (ISE) is the Xilinx structure programming suite that enables 

you to take your plan from plan passage through Xilinx gadget programming. The ISE Project Navigator 

oversees and forms your plan through the accompanying strides in the ISE structure flow. Design passage is 

the initial phase in the ISE configuration stream. During structure passage, you make your source 

documents dependent on your plan goals. You can make your top-level plan document utilizing a Hardware 

Description Language (HDL, for example, VHDL, Verilog, or ABEL, or utilizing a schematic. You can 

utilize different organizations for the lower-level source records in your plan. After plan section and 

discretionary recreation, you run blend. During this progression, VHDL, Verilog, or blended language plans 

become netlist records that are acknowledged as contribution to the execution step.  
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After union, you run structure execution, which changes over the legitimate plan into a physical record 

position that can be downloaded to the chose objective gadget. From Project Navigator, you can run the 

execution procedure in one stage, or you can run every one of the usage forms independently. Execution 

forms fluctuate contingent upon whether you are focusing on a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or 

a Complex Programmable Logic Device (CPLD). 

6.2.2 Project Navigator Overview 

Venture Navigator composes your structure records and runs procedures to move the plan from structure 

section through execution to programming the focused on Xilinx gadget. Task Navigator is the elevated 

level director for your Xilinx FPGA and CPLD plans, which enables you to do the accompanying:  

•Add and make configuration source documents, which show up in the Sources window  

•Modify your source documents in the Workspace  

•Run forms on your source documents in the Processes window  

•View yield from the procedures in the Transcript window  

The accompanying Fig 6.1 shows the Project Navigator principle window, which enables you to deal with 

your structure beginning with plan passage through gadget setup  

1. Toolbar  

2. Sources window  

3. Procedures window  

4. Workspace  

5. Transcript window 
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Fig 6.1Project Navigator window 

The initial phase in executing your plan for a Xilinx FPGA or CPLD is to amass the structure source 

documents into a venture. The Sources tab in the Sources window shows the source documents you make 

and add to your venture, as appeared in the accompanying fig. For data on making undertakings and source 

documents, see Creating a Project and Creating a Source File. 

 

Fig 6.2 Design view drop down list 

The Design View ("Sources for") drop-down rundown at the highest point of the Sources tab enables you to 

see just those source documents related with the chose Design View (for instance, 

Synthesis/Implementation). The "Quantity of" drop-down rundown, Resources segment, and Preserve 

segment are accessible for structures that utilization Partitions.  

The Sources tab shows the pecking order of your structure. You can fall and extend the levels by tapping 

the in addition to (+) or less (- ) symbols. Each source record shows up alongside a symbol that shows its 
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document type. The document you select decides the procedures accessible in the Processes Window. You 

can double tap a source document to open it for altering in the Workspace.  

You can change the task properties, for example, the gadget family to focus on, the top-level module type, 

the amalgamation device, the test system, and the produced reenactment language Depending on the source 

document and device you are working with, extra tabs are accessible in the Sources window:  

•Always accessible: Sources tab, Snapshots tab, Libraries tab  

•Constraints Editor: Timing Constraints tab  

•Floorplan Editor: Translated Netlist tab, Implemented Objects tab  

•IMPACT: Configuration Modes tab  

•Schematic Editor: Symbols tab  

•RTL and Technology Viewers: Design tab  

•Timing Analyzer: Timing tab 

6.2.3 Creating a Project 

 Undertaking Navigator enables you to deal with your FPGA and CPLD plans utilizing an ISE™ 

venture, which contains every one of the records identified with your structure. To start with, you should 

make an extend and afterward include source records. With your undertaking open in Project Navigator, 

you can view and run forms on every one of the records in your plan. Undertaking Navigator gives a wizard 

to assist you with making another venture, as pursues.  

1. Select File > New Project.  

2. In the New Project Wizard Create New Project page, do the accompanying:  

a. In the Project Name field, enter a name for the undertaking. Pursue the naming 

shows portrayed in File Naming Conventions.  

b. In the Project Location field, enter the index name or peruse to the catalog.  

c. In the Top-Level Source Type drop-down rundown, select one of the accompanying  

HDL  

Select this alternative if your top-level structure document is a VHDL, Verilog, or ABEL (for CPLDs) 

record. A HDL Project can incorporate lower-level modules of various document types, for example, other 

HDL records, schematics, and "secret elements, for example, IP centers and EDIF records.  

•Schematic  

Select this alternative if your top-level structure record is a schematic document. A schematic task can 
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incorporate lower-level modules of various record types, for example, HDL documents, different 

schematics, and "secret elements, for example, IP centers and EDIF documents. Venture Navigator 

naturally changes over any schematic records in your plan to basic HDL before usage; in this manner, you 

should determine a combination apparatus when working with schematic undertakings.  

EDIF  

Select this choice on the off chance that you changed over your structure to this document type, for 

instance, utilizing a union device. Utilizing this record type enables you to avoid the Project Navigator 

union procedure and to begin with the usage forms.  

•NGC/NGO  

Select this alternative on the off chance that you changed over your plan to this document type, for instance, 

utilizing a blend apparatus. Utilizing this document type enables you to skirt the Project Navigator 

amalgamation process and start with the execution forms.  

3. Snap Next.  

4. In the event that you are making a HDL or schematic task, jump to the subsequent stage. On the off 

chance that you are making an EDIF or NGC/NGO venture, do the accompanying in the Import EDIF/NGC 

Project page:  

a. In the Input Design field, enter the name of the information configuration document, or peruse to the 

record and select it.  

b .Select Copy the info structure to the venture catalog to duplicate your document to 

the undertaking index. On the off chance that you don't choose this choice, your 

record is gotten to from the remote area.  

c. In the Constraint File field, enter the name of the imperatives record, or peruse to the document and 

select it.  

d. Select Copy the imperatives record to the undertaking registry to duplicate your document to the task 

index. On the off chance that you don't choose this alternative, your record is gotten to from the remote 

area.  

e. Snap Next.  

5. In the Device Properties page, set the accompanying choices. These settings influence other task 

alternatives, for example, the kinds of procedures that are accessible for your plan.  

•Product Category  
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•Family  

•Device  

•Package  

•Speed  

•Top-Level Source Type  

•Synthesis Tool  

Select one of the accompanying union devices and the HDL language for your venture. VHDL/Verilog is a 

blended language stream. In the event that you intend to run social reenactment, your test system must help 

numerous language reproduction.  

Test system  

Select one of the accompanying test systems and the HDL language for reenactment.  

• ISE Simulator (Xilinx.)  

This test system enables you to run coordinated recreation forms as a component of your ISE configuration 

stream. For more data, see the ISE Simulator Help.  

•ModelSim (Mentor Graphics.)  

You can run coordinated reproduction forms as a major aspect of your ISE configuration stream utilizing 

any of the accompanying ModelSim releases: ModelSim Xilinx Edition (MXE), ModelSim MXE Starter, 

ModelSim PE, or ModelSim SE  

•NC-Sim (Cadence.)  

The NC-Sim test system isn't incorporated with ISE and must be run independent. For more data, see the 

documentation gave the test system. 

Preferred Language 

 Select one of the accompanying to set your favored language. The Preferred Language venture 

property controls the default setting for process properties that create HDL yield. On the off chance that the 

Synthesis Tool as well as Simulator alternatives are set to a solitary language apparatus, the default 

language for created HDL yield records will be consequently picked fittingly. In the event that both the 

Synthesis Tool and Simulator alternatives are set to blended language (VHDL/Verilog) devices, you can 

utilize the Preferred Language property to choose the language in which produced HDL yield will be made.  

•VerilogSelect this choice if both Synthesis Tool and Simulation are set to blended language and you need 
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the default language to be Verilog.  

•VHDL Select this choice if both Synthesis Tool and Simulation are set to blended language and you need 

the default language to be VHDL.  

•N/A This choice will show up if both Synthesis Tool and Simulation are set to a solitary language.  

Empower Enhanced Design Summary  

Select this choice to show the quantity of mistakes and admonitions for every one of the Detailed Reports in 

the Design Summary.  

Select this choice to turn on Message Filtering.  

Select this choice to show the quantity of new messages for the latest programming run in the Design 

Summary. You should empower this alternative and afterward run the product to show the quantity of new 

messages.  

6. On the off chance that you are making an EDIF or NGC/NGO venture, jump to stage 8. On the off 

chance that you are making a HDL or schematic venture,  

7. Snap Next, and alternatively, add existing source documents to your task in the Add Existing Sources 

page.  

8. Snap Next to show the Project Summary page.  

9. Snap Finish to make the undertaking.  

You can play out any of the accompanying:  

•Create and add source records to your task.  

•Add existing source records to your task.  

•Run forms on your source records. 

6.2.4 Creating a Source File 

        A source document is any record that contains data about a plan. Venture Navigator gives a wizard to 

assist you with making new source documents for your undertaking. Open an undertaking in Project 

Navigator.  

To Create a Source File  

1. Select Project > New Source.  

2. In the New Source Wizard, select the kind of source you need to create.Different source types are 
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accessible relying upon your undertaking properties (top-level module type, gadget type, union device, and 

language). Some source types dispatch extra apparatuses to assist you with making the document, as 

depicted in Source File Types.  

3. Enter a name for the new source record in the File Name field. Pursue the naming shows depicted in File 

Naming Conventions.  

4. In the Location field, enter the registry name or peruse to the catalog.  

5. Select Add to Project to consequently add this source to the venture.  

6. Snap Next.  

7. On the off chance that you are making a source record that should be related with a current source 

document, select the proper source document, and snap Next. In the event that this doesn't have any 

significant bearing, jump to the subsequent stage.  

8. In the New Source Wizard - Summary window, confirm the data for the new source, and snap Finish. 

6.2.5 Adding a Source File to a Project 

             Task Navigator enables you to add a current source record to a venture. The source document can 

dwell in the venture catalog or in a remote registry. On the off chance that you created your source 

document utilizing the New Source wizard and chose Add to Project, you don't have to add the source 

record to your undertaking; it is naturally part of your venture.  

Open a venture in Project Navigator.  

1. Select Project > Add Source.  

2. In the Add Existing Sources discourse box, peruse to the source document and select it.  

3. Snap Open.  

4. In the Adding Source Files exchange box, select the Design View in which you need the  

Source document to show up.  

5. Snap OK.  

The source document is added to your venture, and the record shows up as a feature of the plan chain of 

importance in the Sources tab. In the event that you included a remote source, the catalog way shows up 
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with the record name. On the off chance that the source record you added alludes to documents that have 

not been added to the venture, the document names show up in the plan pecking order as vague documents. 

You should add the referenced records to the task for the ISE programming to follow changes to the 

documents. 

6.2.6 FPGA Design Flow Overview 

            The ISE configuration stream involves the accompanying advances: structure section, plan 

combination, structure execution, and Xilinx gadget programming. Structure confirmation, which 

incorporates both useful check and timing confirmation, takes places at various focuses during the plan 

stream. This area portrays what to do during each progression. For extra subtleties on each plan step, click a 

crate in the accompanying fig.6.3 

 

Fig 6.3 FPGA design flow 

Create an ISE project as follows: 

1. Create a project. 

2. Create files and add them to your project, including a user constraints (UCF) file. 

3. Add any existing files to your project. 
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4. Assign constraints such as timing constraints, pin assignments, and area constraints. 

Chapter 7 

SIMULATION AND SYNTHESIS REPORT 

7.1 Simulation 

All the synthesis and simulation results of proposed 8x8 approximate multiplier are performed using 

Verilog HDL. The synthesis and simulation are performed on Xilinx ISE 14.7. The corresponding 

simulation results of proposed approximate 8x8 multiplier is shown below. 

  

 

Fig 7.1 : Simulated Output for Proposed  Approximate Multiplier 

 

 

7.2 Synthesis 

To Investigate the upsides of utilizing our procedures as far as territory .we executed and combined for 

Xilinx XC3512000E.Once the utilitarian check is done, the RTL model is taken to the blend procedure 
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utilizing the Xilinx ISE instrument. In amalgamation process, the RTL model will be changed over to the 

entryway level netlist mapped to a particular innovation library .Here in this Spartan 3E family, various 

gadgets are accessible in the Xilinx ISE device. So as to combination this plan the gadget named as 

"XC3512000E" has been picked and the bundle as "FG320" with the gadget speed, for example, "- 5".the 

RTL model is taken to the amalgamation procedure utilizing the Xilinx ISE apparatus. In blend process, the 

RTL model will be changed over to the door level netlist mapped to explicit innovation library.   

 

Fig 7.2: RTL Schematic of Top-level of Proposed Approximate Multiplier 

 

 

7.3 RTL Schematic 
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The RTL (Register Transfer Logic) can be viewed as black box after synthesize of design is 

made.it shows the inputs and outputs of the system. By double-clicking on the diagram we can 

see gates, flip flops and MUX. The corresponding schematics after synthesis are shown in fig 

 

 

 

Fig7.3: RTL Schematic represents for proposed approximate multiplier 

The below figure show that the Internal Block Diagram Of Proposed Approximate 8x8 

Multiplier and here we are using Look up table for 8 bit Multiplier with their inputs and outputs.   
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Fig 7.4: Internal RTL schematic representation of 8x8 proposed multiplier 

 

7.4 Synthesis Report 

This device utilization includes the following 

Logic Distribution 

Logic Utilization 

Total Gate Count for the Design 

The device utilization summery is shown below in which its gives the details of number of 

devices used from the available devices and also represented in %. Hence as the result of the 

synthesis process, the device utilization in the used device and package is shown below. 
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Fig 7.5: Synthesis Report Of Proposed Approximate 8x8 Multiplier 

 

Fig 7.6 Delay Analysis 
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Fig 7.7 power analysis 

7.5 Comparison Table 

Approaches Delay Speed Area Power 

Existing 18.172ns Low 89 0.158 

Proposing 15.458ns High 51 0.00146 

 

Table7.5 Comparison between existing system and proposed system 

The above table shows the comparison between existing and proposed approaches. The proposed 

designs achieve significant reductions in terms of area and power consumption. 
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Chapter 8 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

8.1 Conclusion 

Another estimated multiplier utilizing  Wallace  tree has been proposed in this paper; 

efficient inexact multipliers, incomplete results of the multiplier are modified utilizing create and 

spread sign. Estimation is applied utilizing basic OR door for modified create halfway items. 

Rough half-adder, full-adder, and 4-2 blower are proposed to diminish staying halfway items. 

They are likewise found to have better exactness when contrasted with existing estimated 

multiplier plans. The proposed multiplier plans can be utilized in applications with insignificant 

misfortune in yield quality while sparing significant influence and territory. 

 

8.2 Future Scope 

By thinking about tradeoffs between zone, power and postponement: The Approximate 

multiplier strategy diminishes  the fractional items. They can execute for 32 and 64 bits. Rather 

than 4-2 blower they can utilize 5-3 blower. They can be supplanted with their estimated 

partners. Research on inexact processing for blunder tolerant applications is on the ascent. 
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Project Outcomes 

 

1. Designed & Simulated a model of image fusion using guided and median filters to enhance the 

clinical ability for diagnosis and assessment of medical problems. 

 
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Designing electronics and communication systems in the domain of VLSI, embedded 

systems, signal processing and RF communications and applying modern tools. 

 
PSO2: Applying the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to 

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking 

into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations. 

 
PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 
 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineeringproblems. 

 
2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, 

natural sciences, and engineeringsciences. 

 
3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design 

system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for 

the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 



 

 

4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the 

information to provide validconclusions. 

 
5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities 
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in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technologicalchange. 
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Abstract 

 Portable multimedia devices such as digital camera, mobile devices, personal digital 

assistants (PDAs), etc. have limited memory, battery life and processing power. Real time 

processing and transmission using these devices requires image compression algorithms that can 

compress efficiently with reduced complexity. Due to limited resources, it is not always possible 

to implement the best algorithms inside these devices. In uncompressed form, both raw and image 

data occupy an unreasonably large space. However, both raw and image data have a significant 

amount of statistical and visual redundancy. Consequently, the used storage space can be 

efficiently reduced by compression. In this project, some novel low complexity and embedded 

image compression algorithms are developed especially suitable for low bit rate image 

compression using these devices. Image compression is a necessary technique for image 

transmission in a channel. In this project, it is aimed to improve efficiency and dealing with the 

performance evaluation of image compression techniques for various kinds of images from 

uncontrolled environments. The key aspect of this paper is, the image compression is carried out 

using wavelet based image compression and decomposition techniques. SPIHT based image 

compression is proposed for achieving better image compression in high compression ratio. The 

simulation results of SPIHT technique are compared with the various existing compression 

techniques. This project is implemented in MATLAB software and the performance is compared 

using the parameters such as PSNR, MSE, CR and compressed size                                                                   
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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Despite the rapid progress in the Internet and multimedia technology, demand for data storage 

and data transmission bandwidth continues to outstrip the capabilities of available technology. The 

browsing of images over Internet from the image data sets using these devices requires fast 

encoding and decoding speed with better rate-distortion performance. Pictures have been with us 

since the dawn of the time. However, the way the pictures have been presented and displayed has 

changed significantly. In old age, pictures are represented and displayed in a physical way such as 

painting in cave walls or etching in stones.  

 

In recent times, pictures are dealt electronically. Interestingly, the representation used for 

storage and transmission is quite different from its display. For example, in traditional broadcast 

television, where this representation which is transmitted is not directly related to the intensities 

of red, green and blue electron guns in a television set.  With progressive picture build-up of the 

wavelet based coded images, the recent multimedia applications demand good quality images at 

the earlier stages of transmission. This is particularly important if the image is browsed over 

wireless lines where limited channel capacity, storage and computation are the deciding 

parameters. The possibilities of image representation increases dramatically by storing images in 

digital form. There can be numerous ways an image can be stored in any representation, provided 

that there should be algorithms to convert back to a form usable for display. This process of 

changing the representation of an image is called image coding. If the image representation 

consumes less storage space than the original, it is called image compression [1]. 

 

 Most of the encoders discussed in this thesis are based on progressive encoding to compress 

an image into a bit stream with increasing accuracy. This means that when more bits are added to 

the bit stream, the decoded image will contain more details, a property similar to progressive Joint 

Picture Expert Group (JPEG) encoded images. It will be similar to the representation of a number 

like π where addition of every digit increases the accuracy of the number, but it can stop at any 

desired accuracy as needed. Progressive encoding is also known as Embedded encoding. 
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Unfortunately, the performance of JPEG codec degrades at low bit rates because of underlying 

block based DCT transforms. Although wavelet based codecs provide substantial improvements 

in progressive picture quality at lower bit rates, these coders do not fully exploit the coding 

performance at lower bit rates. It is evident from the statistics of transformed images that the 

number of significant coefficients having magnitude higher than earlier thresholds are very few. 

These wavelet based codecs code zero to each insignificant subband as it moves from coarsest to 

finest subbands. It is also demonstrated that there could be six to seven bit plane passes where 

wavelet coders encode many zeros as many subbands are likely to be insignificant with respect to 

early thresholds. Bits indicating insignificance of a coefficient or subband are required, but they 

don’t code information that reduces distortion of the reconstructed image. This leads to reduction 

of zero distortion for an increase in non zero bit-rate. There are many difficulties to develop 

solutions for this large amount of information. 

 

 The large storage capacity and high bandwidth are needed to transfer uncompressed data of 

images. In order to efficiently transmit large multimedia data, it must be reduce the file size by 

utilizing proposed compressed technique [2]. The suitable solution for large image data is image 

compression that depends on the reducing of the required number of redundancy bits, that 

completely affecting the saved or transmitted information. Digital image is ordered of pixels in a 

matrix that represent a form of specific rows and columns which identify image width and height. 

Each individual pixel contains an intensity value which declared by fixed bits number. The 

compression technique be a goal to overcome the wasted bytes, depend on the utilization of 

redundancy, in which cover all types of repetition or similarity, and needless or undesired values 

of image pixel. Generally, there are two categories image redundancy, (i) statistical and (ii) psych-

visual redundancy. Image compression basically reduces the size of image by represent the 

important image data with smaller size of bits, by removing the not important image information 

[4]. Most significant topics in the techniques of image compression are how to manage digital 

image data in order to increase grade of compressed image and the ratio of compression efficiency 

during data transmission and storage. The above-mentioned problems are among the topics of 

interest to researchers working in the field of image compression. One of these solutions is a dual 

compression method for high compression ratio [5]. A DICT is a technique that combining 

superior features for each group of methods. The goal of this paper is to identify how to develop a 
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dual compression technique that being utilize to improve the performance metrics of image 

compression. This technique based on using two separate compression schemes, firstly, the 

wavelet transform with SPHIT method and the resulting data reduction file will be compressed 

again with LZW. The resulting compressed file will have a good quality, data reduction and there 

is large percentage in performance improving. 

 

1.2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

Many researchers present various image compression techniques, improvements and 

developments have been going on for several decades. In [1], a modified combined wavelet 

methods which presents better image compression was introduce, new wavelet transform that 

based on bi-orthogonal filter can give better result for calculate PSNR and MSE metrics. 

Comparison the previous method with (wavelet 9/7 and wavelet 5/3) filter. A new concept for 

compression technique presents from [2], which improve ultrasound and angio images by utilizing 

wavelet transform, the experimental simulation give better results as compared with DCT. An 

image compression scheme by utilizing bi-orthogonal wavelet transform is present from [3], which 

results high compression efficiency and fast processing speed. In [4], the researcher introduces a 

practical method used for MR image compression, the transform coding method depends on 

wavelet transform and vector quantization. A summarized survey of elected famous wavelet 

coding techniques used to compression data of true color images introduce in [5], which present 

suggestions to enhance new algorithms for better implementation. Sharing of multi-image 

compression algorithms is presents from Sure. From [6], presents that the application of combining 

EZW, SPIHT and with modified SPIHT algorithms are engage with Huffman encoding. The 

researcher also offered the pros and cons of each of these compression algorithms. The efficiency 

of uses bi-orthogonal scheme over the hybrid compression technique performance is presents in 

[7], also offer a comparison study of bi-orthogonal family filters through utilizing Huffman coding, 

run length coding and a combining of both techniques and presents the enhancement on the 

compression performance. A hybrid wavelet compression scheme is present from [8], which used 

three compression methods (a hybrid of bi-orthogonal filter, quantization and Huffman coding). 

This combined method will saved 20% for decoding time and at the same advantage in 

decompressing the compressed image. The improvement in the compression performance after 
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using a combined of orthogonal and bi-orthogonal filters with discrete wavelet transform is 

presents in [9]. In this project, utilizing of two types for wavelet families to explain the 

performances of each one separately, the experimental results show that bi-orthogonal wavelet 

family give better performance than orthogonal wavelet family. In [10], present that the 

implementation of Lifting Wavelet Transform (LWT) method has good compression performance 

for color images, also this method is faster than classical wavelet. 

Another problem associated with wavelet based coders such as Set partitioning in 

hierarchical trees (SPIHT), Set partitioning embedded block (SPECK), Waveletblock-tree coding 

(WBTC) is because of the use of auxiliary lists. The size of list data structures increase 

exponentially as more and more elements are added, removed or moved in each bitplane pass. This 

increases the dynamic memory requirement of the codec, which is a less efficient feature for 

hardware implementations. Later, many listless variants of SPIHT and SPECK, e.g. No list SPIHT 

(NLS) and Listless SPECK (LSK) respectively are developed. However, these algorithms have 

similar rate distortion performances, like the list based coders. An improved LSK (ILSK) 

algorithm proposed in this dissertation that improves the low bit rate performance of LSK by 

encoding much lesser number of symbols (i.e. zeros) to several insignificant subbands. Further, 

the ILSK is combined with a block based transform known as discrete Tchebichef transform 

(DTT). The proposed new coder is named as Hierarchical listless DTT (HLDTT). DTT is chosen 

over DCT because of it’s similar energy compaction property like discrete cosine transform 

(DCT). It is demonstrated that the decoded image quality using HLDTT has better visual 

performance (i.e., Mean Structural Similarity) than the images decoded using DCT based 

embedded coders in most of the bit rates. 

The ILSK algorithm is also combined with Lift based wavelet transform to show the 

superiority over JPEG2000 at lower rates in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). A full-

scalable and random access decodable listless algorithm is also developed which is based on lift 

based ILSK. The proposed algorithm named as scalable listless embedded block partitioning (S-

LEBP) generates bit stream that offer increasing signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution. These 

are very useful features for transmission of images in a heterogeneous network that optimally 

service each user according to available bandwidth and computing needs. Random access decoding 

is a very useful feature for extracting/manipulating certain area of an image with minimal decoding 
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work. The idea used in ILSK is also extended to encode and decode color images. The proposed 

algorithm for coding color images is named as Color listless embedded block partitioning 

(CLEBP) algorithm. The coding efficiency of CLEBP is compared with Color SPIHT (CSPIHT) 

and color variant of WBTC algorithm. From the simulation results, it is shown that CLEBP 

exhibits a significant PSNR performance improvement over the later two algorithms on various 

types of images. 

1.3 Motivation 

Recent applications such as multimedia, mobile communications and Internet require faster 

algorithms that can compress the image efficiently with reduced complexity. The amount of 

information that is transported by the computing device/network is also growing exponentially. 

Therefore, good quality images at earlier stages of transmission are becoming an important 

element in these types of codecs. This is particularly important if the image is browsed over 

wireless lines where limited channel capacity, storage requirements and computational complexity 

are decisive factors. Therefore, NLS and LSK could be the best candidates for the above 

applications because of their low complexity and fast encoding/decoding speed. However, the 

performance of these coders is poor at low bit rates. In other words, the decoded image quality is 

poor at the earlier stages of transmission. Some of the algorithms like wavelet block-tree coding 

(WBTC), SPIHT improve the low bit rate performance. WBTC is a wavelet block-tree algorithm 

which also makes use of three ordered list structure. Though it reduces the memory requirement 

compared to SPIHT, it is still undesirable for real time hardware implementations because of its 

list arrays. WBTC requires a lot of memory management as the list nodes are added, removed or 

moved during bit plane passes. Subsequently, a variant of WBTC algorithm can compress color 

images. This algorithm also uses similar kind of list arrays. It shows an improved low bit rate 

performance in case of color images compared to CSPIHT. The low memory feature and excellent 

low bit rate performance makes SPIHT a good candidate for the considered set of applications. 

However, its performance degrades compared to SPIHT in most of the images at higher rates. As 

per the above discussion, some efficient algorithms based on wavelet or block transform are 

developed.  
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These algorithms provides 

• Better low bit rate performance without sacrificing much on the higher rates. 

• Lower computational complexity and memory requirement. 

• Rich set of features such as scalable in terms of pixel accuracy and resolution, random access, 

region of interest (ROI) and precise rate control in most of wavelet based coders. 

1.4 Objectives of the project 

Strong academic and commercial interest in image compression results various efficient 

compression techniques. Some of these techniques have evolved into international standard such 

as JPEG and JPEG2000. However, the manifold of multimedia applications demands for further 

improvement in image quality. JPEG 2000 provides superior low bit rate performance with 

increase of bit stream functionalities than JPEG. This is achieved with a substantial increase of 

computational complexity. The objective of the research work is to develop reduced memory, low 

complexity image compression algorithms which exhibit superior low bit rate performance with a 

set of desirable attributes like resolution scalability, region of interest (ROI) retrievability, random 

access decodability and embeddedness. Since block based transforms such as DCT and DTT are 

have near optimal energy compaction properties, it is possible to make use of these transforms 

with innovative wavelet like coefficient arrangements to improve the rate distortion performance, 

while retaining most of the above set of attributes. Therefore, the objectives can be summarized 

as: 

• To analyze the performance of DTT on JPEG baseline as well as embedded codecs for various 

kind of test images and to devise a method that reduces the computation as well as hardware 

requirements. 

• To improve the performance of low complexity algorithms such as LSK and NLS, especially at 

lower rates using DTT based some novel proposed techniques. 

• To estimate the complexity and performance improvement of the improved LSK and NLS with 

the state-of-the-art wavelet based embedded coders such as SPIHT, SPECK, WBTC, JPEG 2000. 
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To incorporate some desirable features such as pixel scalability, resolution scalability, random 

access decodability and ROI retrievability to the proposed algorithms. 

• To extend the domain of improved LSK algorithm for compressing color images and also 

compare its performance with CSPIHT and other embedded coding techniques.                                          
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CHAPTER -2 

DIGITAL IMAGE ANALYSIS 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING 

Digital image processing is an expanding area with applications regarding to our daily lives, 

especially in progressive transmission of images, video coding (teleconferencing), digital libraries, 

image database, remote sensing, and other particular applied usage. Many image processing and 

analysis techniques have been developed to aid the interpretation of remote sensing images and to 

extract as much information as possible from the image. The huge collection of digital images are 

collected due to the improvement in the digital storage media, image capturing devices like 

scanners, web cameras, digital cameras and rapid development in internet. This leads to rapid and 

efficient retrieval of these images for visual information in different fields of life like medical, 

medicine, art, architecture, education, crime preventions, etc. 

 

The medical imaging field has grown substantially in the recent year and has generated 

additional interest in methods and tools for management, analysis, and communication of medical 

image. Many diagnostic imaging modalities, such as x-ray, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 

digital radiography, and ultrasound are currently available and are routinely used to support 

clinical decision making. By using medical imaging, physicians are able to glean qualitative and 

quantitative information about anatomy and physiology of the patients. With these advantages, 

medical imaging has become central to medical diagnosis. Thus, with the advances in computer 

processing capabilities, it has become possible to approach the problem of automating diagnosis 

in medical imaging. This project will focus on canny edge detection that help radiologist in 

automated diagnosis image. Radiologist often experiencing difficulty on reading x-ray image. This 

can be caused by the lack of lighting, fractures the hardly seen by naked eyes, or noises the 

happened-on image capturing process. By building the system, we hope the system can help people 

especially radiologist on detecting bones anomaly that happened on x-ray images. 

Image processing is a method to perform some operations on an image, in order to get an 

enhanced image or to extract some useful information from it. It is a type of signal processing in 

which input is an image and output may be image or characteristics/features associated with that 
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image. Nowadays, image processing is among rapidly growing technologies. It forms core research 

area within engineering and computer science disciplines too. 

Image processing basically includes the following three steps: 

 Importing the image via image acquisition tools; 

 Analyzing and manipulating the image; 

 Output in which result can be altered image or report that is based on image analysis. 

There are two types of methods used for image processing namely, analogue and digital image 

processing. Analogue image processing can be used for the hard copies like printouts and 

photographs. Image analysts use various fundamentals of interpretation while using these visual 

techniques. Digital image processing techniques help in manipulation of the digital images by 

using computers. The three general phases that all types of data have to undergo while using digital 

technique are pre-processing, enhancement, and display, information extraction. 

 

Image processing is a method to convert an image into digital form and perform some 

operations on it, in order to get an enhanced image or to extract some useful information from it. 

It is a type of signal dispensation in which input is image, like video frame or photograph and 

output may be image or characteristics associated with that image. Usually Image 

Processing system includes treating images as two dimensional signals while applying already set 

signal processing methods to them. It is among rapidly growing technologies today, with its 

applications in various aspects of a business. Image Processing forms core research area within 

engineering and computer science disciplines too. 

 Image processing basically includes the following three steps. 

 Importing the image with optical scanner or by digital photography. 

 Analyzing and manipulating the image which includes data compression and image 

enhancement and spotting patterns that are not to human eyes like satellite photographs. 

 Output is the last stage in which result can be altered image or report that is based on image 

analysis. 

Purpose of Image processing 

The purpose of image processing is divided into 5 groups. They are: 

1.      Visualization - Observe the objects that are not visible. 
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2.      Image sharpening and restoration - To create a better image. 

3.      Image retrieval - Seek for the image of interest. 

4.      Measurement of pattern – Measures various objects in an image. 

5.      Image Recognition – Distinguish the objects in an image. 

Types 

The two types of methods used for Image Processing are Analog and Digital Image 

Processing. Analog or visual techniques of image processing can be used for the hard copies like 

printouts and photographs. Image analysts use various fundamentals of interpretation while using 

these visual techniques. The image processing is not just confined to area that has to be studied 

but on knowledge of analyst. Association is another important tool in image processing through 

visual techniques. So analysts apply a combination of personal knowledge and collateral data to 

image processing. 

 

  Digital Processing techniques help in manipulation of the digital images by using 

computers. As raw data from imaging sensors from satellite platform contains deficiencies. To get 

over such flaws and to get originality of information, it has to undergo various phases of 

processing. The three general phases that all types of data have to undergo while using digital 

technique are Pre- processing, enhancement and display, information extraction. 
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Fig 2.1 :Flow Chat Of Image processing 
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 Applications 

1.Intelligent Transportation Systems – This technique can be used in Automatic number plate 

recognition and Traffic sign recognition. 

  

2. Remote Sensing – For this application, sensors capture the pictures of the earth’s surface in 

remote sensing satellites or multi – spectral scanner which is mounted on an aircraft. These pictures 

are processed by transmitting it to the Earth station. Techniques used to interpret the objects and 

regions are used in flood control, city planning, resource mobilization, agricultural production 

monitoring, etc. 

  

3. Moving object tracking – This application enables to measure motion parameters and acquire 

visual record of the moving object. The different types of approach to track an object are: 

·            Motion based tracking 

·            Recognition based tracking 

  

4. Defense surveillance – Aerial surveillance methods are used to continuously keep an eye on 

the land and oceans. This application is also used to locate the types and formation of naval vessels 

of the ocean surface. The important duty is to divide the various objects present in the water body 

part of the image. The different parameters such as length, breadth, area, perimeter, compactness 

are set up to classify each of divided objects. It is important to recognize the distribution of these 

objects in different directions that are east, west, north, south, northeast, northwest, southeast and 

south west to explain all possible formations of the vessels. We can interpret the entire oceanic 

scenario from the spatial distribution of these objects. 

  

5.Biomedical Imaging techniques – For medical diagnosis, different types of imaging tools such 

as X- ray, Ultrasound, computer aided tomography (CT) etc are used. The diagrams of X- ray, 

MRI, and computer aided tomography (CT) are given below. 
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Fig 2.2:Applications Of Biomedical Imaging techniques  

Some of the applications of Biomedical imaging applications are as follows: 

 Heart disease identification– The important diagnostic features such as size of the heart and its 

shape are required to know in order to classify the heart diseases. To improve the diagnosis of 

heart diseases, image analysis techniques are employed to radiographic images. 

 

 Lung disease identification – In X- rays, the regions that appear dark contain air while region 

that appears lighter are solid tissues. Bones are more radio opaque than tissues. The ribs, the 

heart, thoracic spine, and the diaphragm that separates the chest cavity from the abdominal cavity 

are clearly seen on the X-ray film. 

 

 Digital mammograms – This is used to detect the breast tumour. Mammograms can be analyzed 

using Image processing techniques such as segmentation, shape analysis, contrast enhancement, 

feature extraction, etc.  

  

6. Automatic Visual Inspection System – This application improves the quality and productivity 

of the product in the industries. 

 Automatic inspection of incandescent lamp filaments – This involves examination of the bulb 

manufacturing process. Due to no uniformity in the pitch of the wiring in the lamp, the filament 

of the bulb gets fused within a short duration. In this application, a binary image slice of the 

filament is created from which the silhouette of the filament is fabricated. Silhouettes are 

analyzed to recognize the non uniformity in the pitch of the wiring in the lamp. This system is 

being used by the General Electric Corporation.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Automatic surface inspection systems – In metal industries it is essential to detect the 

flaws  on the surfaces. For instance, it is essential to detect any kind of aberration on the 
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rolled metal surface in the hot or cold rolling mills in a steel plant. Image processing 

techniques such as texture identification, edge detection, fractal analysis etc are used for the 

detection. 

 

 Faulty component identification – This application identifies the faulty components in 

electronic or electromechanical systems. Higher amount of thermal energy is generated by 

these faulty components. The Infra-red images are produced from the distribution of thermal 

energies in the assembly. The faulty components can be identified by analyzing the Infra-red 

images. 

 

2.2 IMAGE ANALYSIS 

An image may be defined as a two-dimensional function f(x, y), where x and y are spatial 

(plane) coordinates, and the amplitude of f at any pair of coordinates is called the intensity of the 

image at that point. The term gray level is used often to refer to the intensity of monochrome 

images. Color images are formed by a combination of individual images. For example, in the 

RGB color system a color image consists of three individual monochrome images, referred to as 

the red (R), green (G), and blue (B) primary (or component) images. For this reason, many of 

the techniques developed for monochrome images can be extended to color images by processing 

the three component images individually. The basic definition of image processing refers to 

processing of digital image, i.e removing the noise and any kind of irregularities present in an 

image using the digital computer. The noise or irregularity may creep into the image either during 

its formation or during transformation etc. For mathematical analysis, an image may be defined 

as a two dimensional function f(x,y) where x and y are spatial (plane) coordinates, and the 

amplitude of f at any pair of coordinates (x, y) is called the intensity or gray level of the image at 

that point. When x, y, and the intensity values of f are all finite, discrete quantities, we call the 

image a digital image. It is very important that a digital image is composed of a finite number of 

elements, each of which has a particular location and value. These elements are called picture 

elements, image elements, pels, and pixels. Pixel is the most widely used term to denote the 

elements of a digital image. Various techniques have been developed in Image Processing during 

the last four to five decades. Most of the techniques are developed for enhancing images obtained 

from unmanned spacecrafts, space probes and military reconnaissance flights. Image Processing 
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systems are becoming popular due to easy availability of powerful personnel computers, large 

size memory devices, graphics software etc.  

 

The term digital image processing generally refers to processing of a two-dimensional picture by 

a digital computer. In a broader context, it implies digital processing of any two-dimensional data. 

A digital image is an array of real numbers represented by a finite number of bits. The principle 

advantage of Digital Image Processing methods is its versatility, repeatability and the preservation 

of original data precision. 

 

 The various Image Processing techniques are: 

 Image preprocessing 

 Image enhancement 

 Image segmentation 

 Feature extraction 

 Image classification 

 

2.2.1 IMAGE PREPROCESSING 

In image preprocessing, image data recorded by sensors on a satellite restrain errors related to 

geometry and brightness values of the pixels. These errors are corrected using appropriate 

mathematical models which are either definite or statistical models. Image enhancement is the 

modification of image by changing the pixel brightness values to improve its visual impact. Image 

enhancement involves a collection of techniques that are used to improve the visual appearance of 

an image, or to convert the image to a form which is better suited for human or machine 

interpretation. Sometimes images obtained from satellites and conventional and digital cameras 

lack in contrast and brightness because of the limitations of imaging sub systems and illumination 

conditions while capturing image. Images may have different types of noise. In image 

enhancement, the goal is to accentuate certain image features for subsequent analysis or for image 

display [3]. Examples include contrast and edge enhancement, pseudo-coloring, noise filtering, 

sharpening, and magnifying. Image enhancement is useful in feature extraction, image analysis 

and an image display. The enhancement process itself does not increase the inherent information 

content in the data. It simply emphasizes certain specified image characteristics. Enhancement 
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algorithms are generally interactive and application dependent. Some of the enhancement 

techniques are 

 Contrast Stretching 

 Noise Filtering 

 Histogram modification 

 

(a)Contrast Stretching 

Some images (eg. over water bodies, deserts, dense forests, snow, clouds and under hazy 

conditions over heterogeneous regions) are homogeneous i.e., they do not have much change in 

their levels. In terms of histogram representation, they are characterized as the occurrence of very 

narrow peaks. The homogeneity can also be due to the incorrect illumination of the scene. 

Ultimately the images hence obtained are not easily interpretable due to poor human perceptibility. 

This is because there exists only a narrow range of gray-levels in the image having provision for 

wider range of gray-levels. The contrast stretching methods are designed exclusively for frequently 

encountered situations. Different stretching techniques have been developed to stretch the narrow 

range to the whole of the available dynamic range. 

 

(b)Noise Filtering 

Noise Filtering is used to filter the unnecessary information from an image. It is also used 

to remove various types of noises from the images. Mostly this feature is interactive. Various filters 

like low pass, high pass, mean, median etc., are available  

 

(c)Histogram modification 

Histogram has a lot of importance in image enhancement. It reflects the characteristics of 

image. By modifying the histogram, image characteristics can be modified. One such example is 

Histogram Equalization. Histogram equalization is a nonlinear stretch that redistributes pixel 

values so that there is approximately the same number of pixels with each value within a range. 

The result approximates a flat histogram. Therefore, contrast is increased at the peaks and lessened 

at the tails  
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2.2.2 IMAGE SEGMENTATION 

Image segmentation is the division of an image into regions or categories, which correspond to 

different objects or parts of objects. Every pixel in an image is allocated to one of a number of 

these categories.  

A good segmentation is typically one in which:  

• pixels in the same category have similar greyscale of multivariate values and form a connected 

region,  

• neighbouring pixels which are in different categories have dissimilar values. 

 

Segmentation is often the critical step in image analysis: the point at which we move from 

considering each pixel as a unit of observation to working with objects (or parts of objects) in the 

image, composed of many pixels. If segmentation is done well then, all other stages in image 

analysis are made simpler. But, as we shall see, success is often only partial when automatic 

segmentation algorithms are used. However, manual intervention can usually overcome these 

problems, and by this stage the computer should already have done most of the work. 

 

There are three general approaches to segmentation, termed thresholding, edge-based 

methods and region-based methods. 

 • In thresholding, pixels are allocated to categories according to the range of values in which a 

pixel lies. Fig 2.1(a) shows boundaries which were obtained by thresholding the muscle fibres 

image. Pixels with values less than 128 have been placed in one category, and the rest have been 

placed in the other category. The boundaries between adjacent pixels in different categories has 

been superimposed in white on the original image. It can be seen that the threshold has successfully 

segmented the image into the two predominant fibre types.  

• In edge-based segmentation, an edge filter is applied to the image, pixels are classified as edge 

or non-edge depending on the filter output, and pixels which are not separated by an edge are 

allocated to the same category. Fig 2.1(b) shows the boundaries of connected regions after 

applying Prewitt’s filter and eliminating all non-border segments containing fewer than 500 pixels.  

• Finally, region-based segmentation algorithms operate iteratively by grouping together pixels 

which are neighbours and have similar values and splitting groups of pixels which are dissimilar 

in value. 
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Figure 2.2.2: Boundaries produced by three segmentations of the muscle fibres image: (a) by 

thresholding, (b) connected regions after thresholding the output of Prewitt’s edge filter and 

removing small regions, (c) result produced by watershed algorithm on output from a variance 

filter with Gaussian weights (σ2 = 96). 

Segmentation is one of the key problems in image processing. Image segmentation is the 

process that subdivides an image into its constituent parts or objects. The level to which this 

subdivision is carried out depends on the problem being solved, i.e., the segmentation should stop 

when the objects of interest in an application have been isolated e.g., in autonomous air-to-ground 

target acquisition, suppose our interest lies in identifying vehicles on a road, the first step is to 

segment the road from the image and then to segment the contents of the road down to potential 
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vehicles. Image thresholding techniques are used for image segmentation. After thresholding a 

binary image is formed where all object pixels have one gray level and all background pixels have 

another - generally the object pixels are 'black' and the background is 'white'. The best threshold is 

the one that selects all the object pixels and maps them to 'black'. Various approaches for the 

automatic selection of the threshold have been proposed. Thresholding can be defined as mapping 

of the gray scale into the binary set {0, 1}: 

 

where S(x, y) is the value of the segmented image, g(x, y) is the gray level of the pixel (x, y) and 

T(x, y) is the threshold value at the coordinates (x, y). In the simplest case T(x, y) is coordinate 

independent and a constant for the whole image. It can be selected, for instance, on the basis of 

the gray level histogram. When the histogram has two pronounced maxima, which reflect gray 

levels of object(s) and background, it is possible to select a single threshold for the entire image. 

A method which is based on this idea and uses a correlation criterion to select the best threshold, 

is described below. Sometimes gray level histograms have only one maximum. This can be caused, 

e.g., by inhomogeneous illumination of various regions of the image. In such case it is impossible 

to select a single thresholding value for the entire image and a local binarization technique must 

be applied. General methods to solve the problem of binarization of in homogeneously illuminated 

images, however, are not available. 

  

Segmentation of images involves sometimes not only the discrimination between objects 

and the background, but also separation between different regions. One method for such separation 

is known as watershed segmentation. 

2.2.3 FEATURE EXTRACTION 

The feature extraction techniques are developed to extract features in synthetic aperture radar 

images. This technique extracts high-level features needed in order to perform classification of 

targets. Features are those items which uniquely describe a target, such as size, shape, composition, 

location etc. Segmentation techniques are used to isolate the desired object from the scene so that 

measurements can be made on it subsequently. Quantitative measurements of object features allow 

classification and description of the image. 
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When the pre-processing and the desired level of segmentation has been achieved, some 

feature extraction technique is applied to the segments to obtain features, which is followed by 

application of classification and post processing techniques. It is essential to focus on the feature 

extraction phase as it has an observable impact on the efficiency of the recognition system. Feature 

selection of a feature extraction method is the single most important factor in achieving high 

recognition performance. Feature extraction has been given as “extracting from the raw data 

information that is most suitable for classification purposes, while minimizing the within class 

pattern variability and enhancing the between class pattern variability”. Thus, selection of a 

suitable feature extraction technique according to the input to be applied needs to be done with 

utmost care. Taking into consideration all these factors, it becomes essential to look at the various 

available techniques for feature extraction in a given domain, covering vast possibilities of cases. 

2.2.4 IMAGE CLASSIFICATION 

Image classification is the labeling of a pixel or a group of pixels based on its grey value. 

Classification is one of the most often used methods of information extraction. In Classification, 

usually multiple features are used for a set of pixels i.e., many images of a particular object are 

needed. In Remote Sensing area, this procedure assumes that the imagery of a specific geographic 

area is collected in multiple regions of the electromagnetic spectrum and is in good registration. 

Most of the information extraction techniques rely on analysis of the spectral reflectance properties 

of such imagery and employ special algorithms designed to perform various types of 'spectral 

analysis'. The process of multispectral classification can be performed using either of the two 

methods: Supervised or Unsupervised. 

In Supervised classification, the identity and location of some of the land cover types such 

as urban, wetland, forest etc., are known as priori through a combination of field works and 

toposheets. The analyst attempts to locate specific sites in the remotely sensed data that represents 

homogeneous examples of these land cover types. These areas are commonly referred as 

TRAINING SITES because the spectral characteristics of these known areas are used to 'train' the 

classification algorithm for eventual land cover mapping of reminder of the image. Multivariate 

statistical parameters are calculated for each training site. Every pixel both within and outside these 

training sites is then evaluated and assigned to a class of which it has the highest likelihood of 

being a member. 
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In an Unsupervised classification, the identities of land cover types has to be specified as classes 

within a scene are not generally known as priori because ground truth is lacking or surface features 

within the scene are not well defined. The computer is required to group pixel data into different 

spectral classes according to some statistically determined criteria 

2.3 Edge detection 

Edge detection is an image processing technique for finding the boundaries of objects within 

images. It works by detecting discontinuities in brightness. Edge detection is used for image 

segmentation and data extraction in areas such as image processing, computer vision, and machine 

vision. 

In an image, an edge is a curve that follows a path of rapid change in image intensity. Edges are 

often associated with the boundaries of objects in a scene. Edge detection is used to identify the 

edges in an image. 

To find edges, you can use the edge function. This function looks for places in the image where 

the intensity changes rapidly, using one of these two criteria: 

 Places where the first derivative of the intensity is larger in magnitude than some threshold 

 Places where the second derivative of the intensity has a zero crossing 

edge provides several derivative estimators, each of which implements one of these definitions. 

For some of these estimators, you can specify whether the operation should be sensitive to 

horizontal edges, vertical edges, or both. edge returns a binary image containing 1's where edges 

are found and 0's elsewhere. 

The most powerful edge-detection method that edge provides is the Canny method. The Canny 

method differs from the other edge-detection methods in that it uses two different thresholds (to 

detect strong and weak edges), and includes the weak edges in the output only if they are connected 

to strong edges. This method is therefore less likely than the others to be fooled by noise, and more 

likely to detect true weak edges. 

(a)Canny Edge 

Edges are considered to be most important image attributes that provide valuable information for 

human image perception. Edge detection is a very complex process affected by deterioration due 

to different level of noise. An edge is the boundary between an object and the background. Edge 
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detection is identifying points in a digital image at which the image brightness changes sharply or 

more formally has discontinuities. The purpose of detecting sharp changes in image 

brightness is to capture important events and changes in properties of the world. 

Edge detection is used for identification ofblurred frame broad classification among 

smoothand rough surface classification of cement andasphalt. The Canny edge detection is 

performed onthe frames with the sensitive threshold values(upper threshold 10000 and lower 

threshold 4900)and again it is performed with the insensitive threshold values (upper threshold 

50000 and lower threshold 9800). If a pixel has a gradient greaterthan the upper threshold, then it 

is an edge pixel. Ifa pixel has a gradient lower than the lowerthreshold, it is not an edge pixel. If 

the pixel’sgradient is between the upper and the lowerthresholds, then it is considered as an edge, 

only ifit is connected to a pixel that is above the highthreshold value. 

Canny is one of modern edge detection methodthat founded by Marrdan Hildreth, who is 

doingresearch in modeling human visual perception. 

There are several criteria on edge detecting that canbe fulfilled by Canny Edge Detection: 

1. Canny has better detection (for detectioncriteria). Canny method capable to marks allexisting 

edges matching with user determinedparameter’s threshold. Also giving highflexibility on 

determining thickness level ofedge detection according to the requiredconditions. 

2. Canny has better localizing way (localizecriteria). Canny capable on producing minimumgap 

between detected edge and the real imageedge. 

3. Obvious response (response criteria). Only oneresponse for every edge. This make lessconfusion 

on edge detection for the next image. 

Chosing parameters on Canny Edge Detectionwill giving effect on every result and edgedetection. 

The parameters are : 

a. Gaussian Deviation Standard Value. 

b. Thresshold Value. 

The following is the steps to do Canny EdgeDetection.                

1. Remove all noise on the image by implementingGaussian Filter. The result is an image with 

lessblur. It is intended to obtain the real edges of theimage. If we did not apply the Gaussian 

Filterbefore, sometimes the noise itself will bedetected as an edge. 

2. Detect the edge with one of these detectionoperators, like Roberts, Perwit, or Sobel by 

dohorizontal searching (Gx) and vertical searching(Gy).  
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Fig 2.3 a. Gaussian Deviation Standard Value b. Thresshold Value. 

 

Gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) 

A statistical method of examining texture that considers the spatial relationship of pixels is the 

gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), also known as the gray-level spatial dependence matrix. 

The GLCM functions characterize the texture of an image by calculating how often pairs of pixel 

with specific values and in a specified spatial relationship occur in an image, creating a GLCM, 

and then extracting statistical measures from this matrix. (The texture filter functions, described 

in Texture Analysis cannot provide information about shape, i.e., the spatial relationships of pixels 

in an image.) 

After you create the GLCMs, using graycomatrix, you can derive several statistics from them 

using graycoprops. These statistics provide information about the texture of an image.  

A co-occurrence matrix or co-occurrence distribution is a matrix that is defined over 

an image to be the distribution of co-occurring pixel values (grayscale values, or colors) at a given 

offset. 

2.4 Hough Transform 

The Hough transform is a feature extraction technique used in image analysis, computer vision, 

and digital image processing.The purpose of the technique is to find imperfect instances of objects 

within a certain class of shapes by a voting procedure. This voting procedure is carried out in 

a parameter space, from which object candidates are obtained as local maxima in a so-called 

accumulator space that is explicitly constructed by the algorithm for computing the Hough 

transform. The Hough transform is a technique which can be used to isolate features of a particular 

shape within an image. Because it requires that the desired features be specified in some parametric 

http://in.mathworks.com/help/images/ref/graycoprops.html
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form, the classical Hough transform is most commonly used for the detection of regular curves 

such as lines, circles, ellipses, etc. 

 A generalized Hough transform can be employed in applications where a simple analytic 

description of a feature(s) is not possible. Due to the computational complexity of the generalized 

Hough algorithm, we restrict the main focus of this discussion to the classical Hough transform. 

Despite its domain restrictions, the classical Hough transform (hereafter referred to without 

the classical prefix) retains many applications, as most manufactured parts (and many anatomical 

parts investigated in medical imagery) contain feature boundaries which can be described by 

regular curves. The main advantage of the Hough transform technique is that it is tolerant of gaps 

in feature boundary descriptions and is relatively unaffected by image noise. 

he Hough technique is particularly useful for computing a global description of a feature(s) (where 

the number of solution classes need not be known a priori), given (possibly noisy) local 

measurements. The motivating idea behind the Hough technique for line detection is that each 

input measurement (e.g. coordinate point) indicates its contribution to a globally consistent 

solution (e.g. the physical line which gave rise to that image point). 

As a simple example, consider the common problem of fitting a set of line segments to a set of 

discrete image points (e.g. pixel locations output from an edge detector). Figure 1 shows some 

possible solutions to this problem. Here the lack of a priori knowledge about the number of desired 

line segments (and the ambiguity about what constitutes a line segment) render this problem under-

constrained. 

 

Fig2.4:a)Coordinate points  b)And c)Possible straight Line Fittings. 

We can analytically describe a line segment in a number of forms. However, a convenient equation 

for describing a set of lines uses parametric or normal notion: 
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where  is the length of a normal from the origin to this line and  is the orientation of  with 

respect to the X-axis.  For any point  on this line,  and  are constant. 

In an image analysis context, the coordinates of the point(s) of edge segments (i.e.  ) 

in the image are known and therefore serve as constants in the parametric line equation, 

while  and  are the unknown variables we seek. If we plot the possible  values defined by 

each , points in cartesian image space map to curves (i.e. sinusoids) in the polar Hough 

parameter space. This point-to-curvetransformation is the Hough transformation for straight lines. 

When viewed in Hough parameter space, points which are collinear in the cartesian image space 

become readily apparent as they  yield curves which intersect at a common  point. 

The transform is implemented by quantizing the Hough parameter space into finite 

intervals or accumulator cells. As the algorithm runs, each  is transformed into a 

discretized  curve and the accumulator cells which lie along this curve are incremented. 

Resulting peaks in the accumulator array represent strong evidence that a corresponding straight 

line exists in the image. 

We can use this same procedure to detect other features with analytical descriptions. For 

instance, in the case of circles, the parametric equation is 

. 
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CHAPTER-3 

DIGITAL IMAGE COMPRESSION 

3.1 Introduction 

Data compression technique is the art of how to representing image data in a compact form. 

The main aim is to minimize the number of bits that required representing a series of data. 

Therefore, the storing and transmission of data image must be performed with efficient manner. 

Decreasing data redundancy is the main topic in compression process. Image compression 

technique, is the process of encode the original data image with at least as possible number of bits, 

and will reduce the size of data storage. The original image will retrieve by decoding the 

compressed image. The decoding image must be similar to original image as much as possible. 

Normally, the capture images from camera will be in analog form. But in order to transmit, process, 

and store data images must be in transform to digital form. The adjacent pixels in digital image are 

correlated, thus these pixels comprise from redundant bits. The compression technique will remove 

the redundant bits from the data of image, which reduce the image size accordingly. The 

advantages that gained from image compression techniques basically are to eliminate redundant 

information from the proposed image.  

Image compression not only reduces storage capability, but also minimizes the 

transmission time. There are many types of image compression techniques, but more common of 

these techniques will be split in two categories: Lossless compression and Lossy compression 

techniques.   

Image Compression is achieved by removing the redundancy in the image. Redundancies 

in the image can be classified into three categories; inter-pixel or spatial redundancy, psycho-visual 

redundancy and coding redundancy.  

Inter-pixel Redundancy: Natural images have high degree of correlation among its pixels. This 

correlation is referred as inter-pixel redundancy or spatial redundancy and is removed by either 

predictive coding or transform coding.  

Psycho-visual redundancy: Images are normally meant for consumption of human eyes, which 

does not respond with equal sensitivity to all visual information. The relative relevancy of various 

image information components can be exploited to eliminate or reduce any amount of data that is 
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psycho-visually redundant. The process, which removes or reduces Psycho-visual redundancy, is 

referred as quantization. .  

Coding redundancy: variable-length codes matching to the statistical model of the image or its 

processed version exploits the coding redundancy in the image. 

Lossy compression: An Image may be lossy compressed by removing information, which are not 

redundant but irrelevant (psycho visual redundancy). Lossy-compression introduces certain 

amount of distortion during compression, resulting in more compression efficiency. 

The image signals are represented in analog form. For computerized image processing such as 

storing, transmitting of the image, the images are converted into digital form. In order to reduce 

the data redundancy and irrelevance in the data it should be stored and transmit in an effective 

form. Image compression is one of the form for removing data redundancies [5] and reduce the 

transmission time. Also the compressed file extensions are ∗.sit,∗.tar,∗.zip, and indicates that the 

different types of software used to compress files [1]. In recent times the memory requirement for 

media files is increasing. For this reason the process of image compression is essential in recent 

era. In order to fulfill the bandwidth limitation, storage capacity and fast transfer the image should 

be compressed before transmitting and storing. Image Compression is the process of minimizing 

the size of an image file without much degradation in the quality of the image and also to reduce 

irrelevance and redundancy of data contained in the image. There are two main types in image 

compression, namely Lossy and Lossless.  

 

Fig 3.1: Block diagram for Lossy Compression 
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Fig 3.1.1: Block diagram for Lossless Compression 

The entire functionality of the lossy and lossless compression techniques are shown in Figure-3.1 

and Figure-3.2 respectively. Some of the existing approaches used for image compression are 

Lossless Compression, Run Length Encoding, Entropy Encoding, Huffman Encoding [4], 

Arithmetic Encoding, LZW Coding, Lossy Compression, Transform, DCT, DWT, Fractal 

Compression. 

Lossless compression is mostly preferred for applications such as medical imaging, technical 

drawings, clip art, comics and etc. Run Length Encoding method is mostly used for sequential data 

with repetitive information. The Entropy Encoding method can also be used for measuring the 

similarity in data streams. This method can be employed for any type of data independent of the 

characteristics. Constant Area Encoding is a type of encoding is improved version of run length 

encoding. This method is most preferred lossless compression method. Lossy type of image 

compression is used for images such as that of natural landscapes with comparably a lower bit rate. 

In this compression technique, there are more chances of loss of fidelity which is acceptable. 

Transform Coding is a core technique that is recommended by JPEG which produces a low quality 

output.   Fractal Compression is based on fractals used for digital images. In digital image 

processing the fractal lossy compression technique can be used in applications such as image 

segmentation [1], image analysis [2] and texture coding [6]. The reduction of redundancy, which 

is the primary goal of image compression is achieved by defining the original image through 

contracted parts of the same image.                          

3.2 Transform based Image compression        

 Image coding techniques based on transform use a mathematical transform to map the   

image pixel values onto a set of de-correlated coefficients, thereby removing inter-pixel 
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redundancy.        These coefficients are then quantized (psycho-visual redundancy), and encoded 

(coding efficiency). The key factor for the success of transform-based coding schemes is their 

excellent energy compaction property i.e. large fraction of total energy of image is packed in few 

coefficients. Most of the transform coefficients for natural images have small magnitudes and 

can be quantized and encoded or discarded without causing significant loss of information. .   

There are many types of image transform like discrete Fourier transform (DFT), discrete 

sine transform (DST), discrete cosine transform (DCT), Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT), Slant 

transform, Hadamard transform and discrete wavelet transform (DWT). For compression 

purposes, the higher the capability of energy compaction, the better the transform. Though KLT 

transform is best in terms of energy compaction (transform coding gain), one drawback of KLT 

transform is that it is data dependent and overhead of sending the transform may reduce the 

transform coding gain. Another popular transform is discrete cosine transform (DCT), which offers 

transform coding gain closer to KLT and higher than DFT. In addition, the computational 

complexity of DCT is less than DFT.  Due to these reasons, DCT has become the most widely 

used transform coding technique. 

The N x N transform matrix of DCT is given by following equation 

 

3.3 Image Compression Using Wavelet Transform  

The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is the transform adopted by the recent image 

compression standard JPEG2000 and is most popular transform employed in image coding 

nowadays. It significantly outperforms algorithms based on other transforms, such as the DCT. 

The success of the DWT lies in ease of computation and its decomposition of an image into spatial 

sub bands that facilitates the design of efficient quantization algorithms and allows exploitation of 

the human visual system characteristics. The main advantage of wavelet transforms is that they are 

capable of representing an image with multiple levels of resolution, and yet maintain the useful 
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compaction properties of the DCT, therefore the subdivision of the input image into smaller sub 

images is no longer necessary as is done in DCT based coding.   

An important property of wavelet transform is the conservation of energy (sum of square of pixel 

values). Wavelet transform results in energy of the image divided between approximation and 

details images, but the total energy remains constant. In lossy compression, loss of energy occurs 

because of quantization. 

Another property of wavelet transform is energy compaction. The compaction of energy describes 

how much energy has been compacted into the approximation image during wavelet analysis. 

Compaction will occur wherever the magnitudes of the detail coefficients are significantly smaller 

than that of the approximation coefficients. Compaction is important when compressing signals 

because more the more energy compaction into the approximation image, the higher compression 

efficiency may be obtained.  

Wavelet transform decomposes the signal into various sub bands, each of which has its own spatial 

orientation feature that can be efficiently used for image coding. Another property of wavelet 

transform is that quantization error em,n introduced to coefficient Xm,n will appear as a scaled 

version of wavelet function superimposed on the reconstructed signal. In image coding, this 

implies that a quantization error from coefficient will not remain confined to the location but will 

spread through reconstructed image with the shape of corresponding wavelet. Wavelet transform 

offers various benefits and wavelet coding has been at the core of the many state of art image 

coders.  

3.3.1 Wavelet Transform  

 Wavelets are functions generated by dilation and translation of a single mother wavelet function 

ψ(t) as given by equation 

 

where ψ(t) has to satisfy the following conditions. 
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Admissibility condition:   , where ψ(ω) is Fourier transform of ψ(t). It 

implies that  which means that ψ (t) is zero mean and must be a 

wave. 

Discrete wavelet transform function given by equation 2.3 is obtained by putting a=2-j and b=k2-j 

in equation 

 

Where the ψj,k constitute ortho-normal basis, i.e., wavelet coefficients of function f(t) 

            (analysis  equation)    

The function f(t) can be reconstructed from wavelet coefficients as 

                  (synthesis equation) 

The above two equations forms the synthesis and analysis equation of discrete wavelet 

transform (DWT). DWT is implemented using filter banks. A filter bank consists of filters, which 

separates signal into frequency bands of equal band.  Consider the filter bank shown in figure 3.3 

where a discrete signal x(n) is applied to a system consisting of a pair of filter banks. Given this 

signal sequence x(n) and its corresponding z-transform X(z), a lower resolution signal can be 

obtained by low pass filtering with half band low pass filter having impulse response l(n) with z – 

transform L(z). Then half band signal can be made full band signal by down sampling by a factor 

of two. The “added details” of the signal can be computed in similar manner as high pass filter 

version of x(n) (using a filter with impulse response h(n) and z transform H(z), followed by down 

sampling by a factor of two as depicted in figure 2.1. At the receiving end, the signal x’(n) is 

reconstructed using the filter l’(n) and h’(n) with z transform L’(z)and H’(z), respectively. 
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Figure 3.3: Basic Two Channel Filter Bank Structure 

For the error free channel, original signal can be reconstructed if and only if, 

L’ (z) =2L (z), H’ (z) = -2H (z) and H (z) =L (-z)  

Under these conditions z transform of the output x’(n) 

X’ (z) = [L2(z) –H2(z)]X(z)  

Perfect reconstruction is guaranteed if and only if, 

 L2(z) –H2(z) =1 

 If l(n) is a linear phase finite impulse response (FIR) filter with even number of coefficients then 

above condition holds if. 

 

A filter that meets above constraints are said to possess perfect reconstruction properties and are 

often called Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMF„s) or conjugate Mirror Filters (CMF„s) and is used 

for multi resolution sub band decomposition using wavelets. 

3.3.2 Wavelet Representation of Image  

Figure 3.4 shows one stage of sub band decomposition of an image. Wavelet based decomposition 

of an image can be interpreted as an image filtering process. For an image A of size 2n x 2n, and 

can be performed as follows: The wavelet filter l(n) is a low pass filter with frequency response 
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L(ω). Filtering the image A with L(ω) gives low frequency information or the background of the 

image, whereas H(ω) gives the high frequency information corresponding to edges in the image. 

Subsequent down sampling by a factor of two gives two sub bands, L1rA and H1rA of image 

A(subscript r denotes that filtering is applied on rows of the image). Since down sampling factor 

of two is applied in vertical direction of each sub band, the size of these two down sampled sub 

band is 2n x 2n-1. The filter L(ω) and H(ω) are then applied on columns of the images L1rA and 

H1rA  followed by down sampling by two resulting in four sub bands each of size 2n-1 x 2n-1; 

L1cL1rA (low resolution sub band), H1cL1rA (horizontal orientation sub band), L1cH1rA (vertical 

orientation sub band), and H1cH1rA (diagonal orientation sub band). 

 

Figure 3.3.2: Filter Bank for One Level Sub-band Decomposition Using DWT 

The low-resolution sub band contains the smooth information (low frequency) and background 

intensity of the image, while other sub bands contain the detail (high frequency) information of 

the image. Figure 3.5(a) and (b) shows one stage and two-stage image decomposition structure. 

Reversing the same process can perform Reconstruction of the original image. 

 

Fig 3.3.3 (a) One level sub band decomposition (b) two level dyadic sub band decomposition 
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3.4  Wavelet based Image Coding Algorithms  

Although use of wavelet transform in image coding was reported in literature, but EZW has laid 

foundation for wavelet based efficient embedded image coders. SPIHT is the more efficient and 

advanced version of EZW and has been very popular. SPECK is a block based image coder, which 

has less complexity and memory requirement than SPIHT. Since then, many wavelet coders were 

proposed in literature.  The recent image-coding standard JPEG 2000 is based on DWT, due to its 

compression efficiency among various other features. Both EZW and SPIHT are tree-based coders 

while SPECK is a block-based coder. A low-complexity implementation of SPECK, called SBHP  

has been included in the framework of JPEG 2000.  

3.4.1 JPEG 2000  

JPEG 2000 is the recent image compression standard based on wavelet transform given by the 

Joint Photographic Experts Group committee in 2000 which replaces their original DCT-based 

JPEG standard. The JPEG 2000 is an image compression algorithm which after image tiling 

(dividing into rectangular region) these tiles are transformed using CDF 9/7 wavelet transform, for 

lossy compression and CDF 5/3 wavelet transform for lossless compression. This process results 

in collection of sub bands on various resolution levels. The quantized subbands are split into code 

blocks. These code blocks are encoded starting from most significant bit plane to the lower bit 

planes employing EBCOT [20] algorithm. Encoding of each bit plane consists of three passes; 

Significance Propagation, Magnitude Refinement, and Cleanup pass. Significance propagation 

pass encodes bits and signs of insignificant coefficients with significant coefficient as neighbors. 

Then magnitude refinement encodes refinement bits of coefficients found significant in earlier bit 

planes. Lastly, in cleanup pass coefficients without any coefficients found significant in earlier bit 

planes are encoded.    

Finally the bits generated in sorting pass are then encoded by a context based (context formed from 

its neighbors) binary arithmetic coder. The resulted bit stream is then split into packets, consisting 

of bits of group of code blocks. Packets containing less significant bits may be discarded to achieve 

bit budget. Packets from all sub-bands are then collected in „layers‟, in such a way that the image 

quality increases with decoding of each layer, thereby supporting progressive transmission.  
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The JPEG-2000 encoding algorithm is very efficient and has many desirable features. However, it 

is a complex and computationally intense and has limited embeddedness, therefore it is not suitable 

for resource-constrained environment.   

3.4.2 Embedded Zero trees of Wavelet transforms (EZW) 

The EZW coding is a worthwhile and simple effective algorithm. EZW coding take advantage of 

the multi resolution features of the wavelet transforms, to gain an easy method that give acceptable 

performance if it's compared with another wavelet transforms. The procedure of embedded coding 

and decoding is called a progressive transmission. The Wavelet encoder with this method is based 

on progressive coding for image compression which produces a stream of bit which increases 

accuracy. This yield that if extra bits will be added to the bit stream, the decomposed image will 

has an explained detail. EZW is one of the powerful algorithms for lossy image compression . For 

pixel representation of low bit rates, which means, high compression ratios, major coefficients that 

generate by a sub-band transform (like wavelet transform) will be tend to zero, or close to zero. 

This is happen because very close in "real world" tend to consist of primary highly correlated low 

frequency information. In the edges of the image where the information of high frequency will 

exists, this is especially important in the terms of image quality for human perception, and thus 

must be carefully represented in each high quality coding platform. The EZW encoding process is 

depend on two main perceptions. 

1. In wavelet transformation, the sub bands energy is decreases as the scale decreases. This 

means that coefficients of wavelet will be larger in the lower sub bands than in the higher 

sub bands. This will present to us that the higher sub bands will append detail only.  

2. Large wavelet coefficients are very necessary as compared to small ones. The smaller 

wavelet coefficient, it is left for the next pass. 
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CHAPTER-4 

SET PARTITIONING IN HIERARCHICAL TREES (SPIHT) 

4.1 Introduction 

SPIHT was proposed by A. said and Pearlman in 1996. The SPIHT coding is modified and 

improved version of the EZW algorithm that achieves higher compression and better performance 

than EZW. The algorithm is based on a simple ordering of the coefficients by magnitude and bit 

plane, with transmission order determined by a set partitioning algorithm (SPIHT). SPIHT achieve 

compression by aggregating a large number of insignificant coefficients in spatial orientation trees 

(SOT) also called as zero trees (figure 4.1). A zero tree is based on the property that if a coefficient 

is insignificant; it is very likely that its descendants in higher frequency sub bands are also 

insignificant. SPIHT exploit inter-band correlations among transform coefficients and achieves 

excellent rate– distortion performance and provides an embedded bit-stream that allows precise 

bit rate scalability i.e. Progressiveness. 

 

Fig.4.1: (a) 3 level DWT of an image (b) a spatial orientation tree of SPIHT 

Significance information in SPIHT algorithm is stored in three data dependent ordered lists: a list 

of insignificant pixels (LIP), a list of insignificant sets (LIS), and a list of significant pixels (LSP). 

The algorithm initializes by adding the coefficients in the lowest frequency sub band (LL- band) 
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in LIP, and those with descendents are added to LIS as type “A” entries. The LSP starts as an 

empty list.   

The SPIHT coding of wavelet coefficients involves a sequence of sorting and refinement 

passes applied with decreasing thresholds. In the sorting pass, significance decision of a set or 

coefficient with respect to the current threshold is coded. For a significant coefficient found for 

the first time, sign bit is immediately transmitted.  After the sorting pass, the refinements pass adds 

resolution to the coefficients that have been found significant earlier with a current threshold.  

The algorithm starts with the most significant bit plane and proceeds toward the finest 

resolution. At every bit plane, the sorting pass goes through the LIP followed by LIS and then 

refinement pass goes to LSP. For each coefficient in LIP, one bit is used to describe its significance 

with respect to current threshold. If the coefficient is not significant, it remains in LIP; otherwise, 

the sign bit is transmitted and the coefficient is moved to LSP. After LIP, sets of LIS are scanned. 

Each set (Spatial orientation tree) of LIS is tested against threshold and significance is encoded. A 

significant type “A” set will be partitioned into four offspring coefficients and a type “B” set (grand 

descendants), if the grand descendant set exists; the type “B” set is added to the end of LIS, while 

four coefficients are tested for their significance against current threshold and added to LIP and 

LSP accordingly. Significant types “B” set is partitioned into four type “A” sets (with offspring 

coefficients as corresponding nodes) and are added to the end of LIS. The partitioning of type “A” 

set and type “B” set of SPIHT is shown in figure 4.2.  

Finally, in refinement pass, each coefficient of LSP, except those added in current bit plane, 

is refined with one bit. Then the threshold is divided by two, and the algorithm then repeats the 

above procedure. Effectiveness of the algorithm can be further enhanced by entropy coding its 

output, but at the cost of a larger encoding/decoding time. 
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Fig 4.1.1: (a) partition of Type A SOT of SPIHT  (b) partition of Type B SOT of SPIHT 

A major problem of the SPIHT coder is that the algorithm uses data dependent lists to keep 

track of sets and coefficients to be tested for significance against threshold. The use of lists in 

SPIHT causes a dynamic memory requirement, and added computational complexity for 

appending/ sorting of memory. The data dependant memory requirement caused by the linked list 

structures in the SPIHT algorithm can be eliminated by fixed size memory (static memory) that 

keeps track of the state information of sets and coefficient, thus, it enables a fast scanning of the 

bit planes. Various listless implementation of SPIHT has been reported in research papers that use 

state memory to keep track of sets/ coefficients for significance testing.  NLS proposed by wheeler 

and Pearlman uses 4 bits per coefficients state memory, while implementation  requires 3 bits per 

coefficients state memory to facilitate coding.  

SPIHT coding is an advance algorithm from EZW algorithm; SPIHT will produce higher 

compression and improve performance efficiency than EZW. It’s hierarchical tree algorithm that 

used for lossy image compression algorithm. SPIHT will invest the inherent similarities through 

the sub-bands of image wavelet decomposition. SPIHT algorithm is refers to next generation for 

wavelet transform, which employing more advanced coding. SPIHT in fact will develop wavelet 

transformed images properties to increase its efficiency. This method becomes image compression 

state-of-the-art method. Nowadays SPIHT is one of the best powerful methods in wavelet image 

compression techniques which used for lossy image compression. One of the most advantages of 

this method its capability to provide an output image with good quality, high PSNR value and it is 

consider as the better method for continually image transmission. SPIHT algorithm generate an 
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embedded bit stream, this bit stream will reconstruct best images with low mean square error which 

resulted from different bit rates. SPIHT algorithm will produce best results of compression ratio 

with highest PSNR values for a speared range of images. The SPIHT technique is not an easy 

addition of classical image compression methods, but it performs a significant enhanced in the 

domain.  

The prime characteristics of SPIHT wavelet method are. 

1. High quality, good PSNR, particularly for color images  

2. Cumulative image transmission  

3. The coded file is fully embedded 

4. Straightforward quantization algorithm  

5. Speedy coding/decoding method  

6. Large applications, fully adaptive  

7. Basically, utilized with lossless compression  

8. Efficient combination with error protection  

9. Exact bit rate coding and error protection  

10. Completely adaptive 

4.2 Proposed Approach   

The set partitioning in hierarchical tree algorithm is proposed and utilized for lossless 

image compression nowadays. One of the most powerful wavelet based image compressi 

techniques is SPIHT. The main advantages of SPIHT method are it can provide Good Image 

quality with high PSNR and it is the best method for progressive Image transmission. First, the 

image is decomposed into four sub-bands. The decomposition process is repeated until reach the 

final scale. Each decomposition consists of one low-frequency sub-band with three high frequency 

sub-bands. The extension and efficient implementation of EZW [Embedded Zero Wavelet] 

algorithm is SPIHT algorithm. it is represented by the equation as follows 
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𝐼𝑛(𝑇), is the importance of a set of coordinate T. 𝐶𝑖,𝑗, is the coefficient value at each coordinate (i, 

j). 

 

Fig 4.3: Parent Child Relationship in SPIHT  
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4.3 The Proposed Compression System       

This project is presenting the development of compression technique that depends on utilizing dual 

combined compression techniques. The type of data compression will have a powerful advantage 

on achieving important reduction of data in image size, in turn the image distortions didn't 

influenced on the quality of image.       

To use the proposed dual combined image compression system, the steps bellow must be under 

consideration:  

Step 1: Load input uncompressed image and read by MATLAB software, then store it in a file. 

Step 2: Compress the original image component by using Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees 

SPIHT compression method with Bior 4.4 wavelet filter. 

Step 3: Load the saving compressed image and use the uncompressing method. 

Step 4: Decompress the image gained from step 2 and compare the result image with the original 

image. Step 5: Calculate the performance metrics for the compressed image: CR, MSE, BPP and 

PSNR. Then utilize these measures to determine the error between compressed and original 

images.   

Step 6: Extra compression technique must be used to improve the results; by compress the gained 

components of decoded image through used a new progressive compression method.   

Step 7: The resulted decoded image from step 4 will compress, by using a progressive compression 

method EZW (Embedded Zero trees) with Haar wavelet method.  

Step 8: Again load the gained dual compressed image and step through the extra dual 

uncompressing process.  

Step 9: Extra dual decompress the retrieved image from step 7 file and then compare it with the 

original image.  

Step 10: Calculate the performance metrics for the compressed image: CR, MSE, BPP and PSNR. 

Then utilize these performance measurements to determine the difference between original and 
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dual compressed images. The gained image must be useful while preserve a better visual 

perception. 

4.4 SPIHT_Algorithm ( ) 

 

The complete SPIHT algorithm does compression in three steps such as sorting, refinement and 

quantization. The SPIHT algorithm encodes the image data using three lists such as LIP, LIS and 

LSP. LIP contains the individual coefficients having the magnitudes smaller than the threshold 

values. LIS contains the overall wavelet coefficients defined in tree structure having magnitudes 

smaller than the threshold values. LSP is the set of pixels having magnitude greater than the 

threshold value of the important pixels. The Complete parent child relationship is shown in 

Figure3.The largest coefficient in the spatial orientation, tree can be obtained by a maximum 

number of bits is nmax and it can be represented as:  

   𝒏𝒎𝒂𝒙 = [𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟐(𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒊,𝒋{|𝑪𝒊,𝒋|})]                                                                             
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 In the sorting process, all the pixels in the LIP list are verified whether they are important and 

then the pixels and the coordinates with the coefficients in all the three lists are tested using the 

equation (2).Only one coefficient is found as important and it will be eliminated from the subsets, 

then inserted into the LSP or it will be inserted into the LIP. In the refinement process, the nth 

MSB of the coefficient in the LSP is taken as the final output. The value of n is decreased, again 

sorting with refinement is applied until n=0.Since, SPIHT algorithm controlled the bit rate exactly 

and the execution can be terminated at any time. Once the encoding process is over, then the 

decoding process is applied. 

4.5 System Performance Measures  

The compression system performance rating is measured utilizing some compression performance 

measures. The commonly used metrics are:  

A- Compression Ratio (CR): 

     This metric is used to measure the decrease in data representation size produced by a 

compression algorithm. CR also called compression power is computed as the ratio of the 

uncompressed image (original image) file size to the compressed file size.  

𝐶𝑅 =   𝑈𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 /𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 

B- Mean Square Error (MSE)     

MSE is the metric used to verify the mean square error of the image. The MSE is used to 

estimate the difference between two images in terms squared error value. Another metric for 

determine the performance of image compression algorithms, is by used a vital estimation 

parameter to compute the compressed image quality. The comparison of the original data image 

with decompress image, then show the distortion level. Generally the distortion is the difference 

between the original and compressed image. The error function Er is compute as a difference 

between the original (input G(x,y)) and the reconstructed (output G'(x,y)) image. 

 𝐸𝑟 = 𝐺(𝑥,𝑦)−𝑦′(𝑦,𝑦)           

The MSE is defined as: 
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MSE=          

It is present that Mean Square Error (MSE) is measured in dB. Where W, H is the width 

and height of the image individually. 

C- Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)    

   PSNR is one of the most important tools for the estimate of the compressed image. It is 

more powerful than the MSE measure, and it is easy to calculate. It presents the similarity between 

the original and reconstruct image.   

PSNR is used to find out the ratio between the maximum power of a signal and the noise 

corrupted signal that affects the reliability of the signal representation It is a measurement to 

measure the quality of the image. The high PSNR value denotes the reconstructed image quality 

is high, and the low PSNR value denotes the reconstructed image quality is low.  

The PSNR is measured in decibels (dB) and is defined as 

 PSNR(dB)=       

 Where; R is the intensity level number of the image. 

D- Compression Gain (CG) 

 The compression gain is defined as: 

   

Where, reference size is present the input stream size. The unit of compression gain is percent log 

ratio, which is indicated by %. 

E- Data Compression Rate      This metric is measured by divide the average bits number that 

needed to represent a single element. It is presented by the term of Bits per Pixel (bpp). 
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F- Speed of Compression       

The compression speed is depending on the used compression technique, as well as, the platform 

nature of the hosts that include the compression process. The speed of compression is influenced 

by memory size and calculation complexity. 

G- Power Consumption        

The power consumption is the significant performances metric. The multimedia nature needs large 

capacity of storage and high bandwidth which dissipate high power. The power of transmission 

that needed to utilize for visual flows, the energy-aware compression methods used to decrease 

transmission time. Thus, regulate the processing complexity, will reduce the data size, the 

reduction of transmission power will save energy. 
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CHAPTER-5 

SOFTWARE TOOLS REQUIRED 

5.1 INTRODUCTION TO MATLAB 

MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a fourth-generation high-level programming language and 

interactive environment for numerical computation, visualization and programming. MATLAB is 

developed by MathWorks. It allows matrix manipulations; plotting of functions and data; 

implementation of algorithms; creation of user interfaces; interfacing with programs written in 

other languages, including C, C++, Java, and FORTRAN; analyze data; develop algorithms; and 

create models and applications. It has numerous built-in commands and math functions that help 

you in mathematical calculations, generating plots, and performing numerical methods. 

MATLAB is used in every facet of computational mathematics. Following are some commonly 

used mathematical calculations where it is used most commonly: 

 Dealing with Matrices and Arrays  

 2-D and 3-D Plotting and graphics 

 Linear Algebra  

 Algebraic Equations  

 Non-linear Functions  

 Statistics  

 Data Analysis 

 Calculus and Differential Equations  

 Numerical Calculations  

 Integration  

 Transforms  

 Curve Fitting 

 Various other special functions 
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Features of MATLAB Following are the basic features of MATLAB 

 It is a high-level language for numerical computation, visualization and application development.  

 It also provides an interactive environment for iterative exploration, design and problem solving.  

 It provides vast library of mathematical functions for linear algebra, statistics, Fourier analysis, 

filtering, optimization, numerical integration and solving ordinary differential equations. 

 It provides built-in graphics for visualizing data and tools for creating custom plots.  

 MATLAB's programming interface gives development tools for improving code quality, 

maintainability, and maximizing performance. 

 It provides tools for building applications with custom graphical interfaces 

 It provides functions for integrating MATLAB based algorithms with external applications and 

languages such as C, Java, .NET and Microsoft Excel. 

5.2  Uses of MATLAB  

MATLAB is widely used as a computational tool in science and engineering encompassing 

the fields of physics, chemistry, math and all engineering streams. It is used in a range of 

applications including:  

 signal processing and Communications 

 image and video Processing  

 control systems  

 test and measurement 

 computational finance 

 computational biology 

MATLAB short for Matrix Laboratory, is a simple and flexible programming environment 

for a wide range of problems such as signal processing, optimization, linear programming and so 

on. The basic MATLAB software package can be extended by using add-on toolboxes. Examples 

of such toolboxes are: Signal Processing, Filter design, Statistics and Symbolic math. 
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MATLAB is an interpreted language. This implies that the source code is not compiled but 

interpreted on the y. This is both an advantage and a disadvantage. MATLAB allows for easy 

numerical calculation and visualization of the results without the need for advanced and time 

consuming programming. The disadvantage is that it can be slow, especially when bad programming 

practices are applied. 

MATLAB has several advantages over other methods or languages: 

 Its basic data element is the matrix. A simple integer is considered a matrix of one row and one 

column. Several mathematical operations that work on arrays or matrices are built-in to the Mat lab 

environment. For example, cross-products, dot-products, determinants, inverse matrices. 

 Vectorized operations. Adding two arrays together needs only one command, instead of a ‘for’ or 

‘while’ loop. 

 The graphical output is optimized for interaction. You can plot your data very easily, and then 

change colours, sizes, scales, etc, by using the graphical interactive tools. 

 Mat lab’s functionality can be greatly expanded by the addition of toolboxes. These are sets of 

specific functions that provided more specialized functionality. Ex: Excel link allows data to be 

written in a format recognized by Excel, Statistics Toolbox allows more specialized statistical 

manipulation of data (ANOVAs, Basic Fits, etc) 

 A very large (and growing) database of built-in algorithms for image processing and computer 

vision applications 

 MATLAB allows you to test algorithms immediately without recompilation. You can type 

something at the command line or execute a section in the editor and immediately see the results, 

greatly facilitating algorithm development. 

 The MATLAB Desktop environment, which allows you to work interactively with your data, 

helps you to keep track of files and variables, and simplifies common programming/debugging tasks 

 The ability to read in a wide variety of both common and domain-specific image formats. 

 The ability to call external libraries, such as Open CV 

 Clearly written documentation with many examples, as well as online resources such as web 

seminars ("webinars"). 

 Bi-annual updates with new algorithms, features, and performance enhancements 
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 If you are already using MATLAB for other purposes, such as simulation, optimization, statistics, 

or data analysis, then there is a very quick learning curve for using it in image processing. 

 The ability to process both still images and video. 

 Technical support from a well-staffed, professional organization (assuming your                          

maintenance is up-to-date) 

 A large user community with lots of free code and knowledge sharing 

The ability to auto-generate C code, using MATLAB Coder, for a large (and growing) 

subset of image processing and mathematical functions, which you could then use in other 

environments, such as embedded systems or as a component in other software. The core MATLAB 

package comes with several rudimentary functions (to be described later) that can be used to load, 

save, and perform custom functions on images. However, it is often necessary to perform more 

complicated operations on images. 

 The image processing toolbox allows such manipulations as: 

 Direct visualization of images in MATLAB 

 Colour space conversions (e.g. between RGB, HSV, L*a*b*, and so on) 

 Object grouping and data collection 

 Filtering and fast convolution 

 Fourier analysis of images 

 Image arithmetic 

 Morphological operations and many others. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGB
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HSL_and_HSV
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CIELAB
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5.3 Basic Commands in Mat Lab: 

Command Description 

imread() Read image from graphics file 

imwrite() Write image from graphics file 

imfinfo() Information about graphics file 

gray2ind() Convert grayscale or binary image to indexed 

image 

rgb2gray() Convert RGB image or colormap to grayscale 

ind2rgb() Convert indexed image to RGB image 

im2bw() Convert image to binary image, based on 

threshold 

imdouble()  Convert image to double precision  

im2int16() Convert image to 16-bit signed integers 

im2unit16() Convert image to 16-bit unsigned in tegers 

imnoise() Add noise to image 

imshow() Display image 

subimage() Display multiple in single figure 
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                                             Table 1: Basic Commands in Matlab 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

implay() Play movies, videos or images in sequence 

imtool() Image viewer App 

imageinfo() Image information tool 

imcontrast() Adjust contrast tool 

imoverview() Overview tool for image displayed in scroll 

panel 

im2single() Convert image to single precision  

int2unit8() Convert image to 8-bit unsigned integer 
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CHAPTER-6 

                                                 OUTPUTS 

This project presents a dual combined compression technique to enhance the data reduction of still 

color images, the resultant image must satisfactory while remaining a good visual observation. The 

test images which utilize in this work are selected from a dataset of JPEG images.  

The following figures show Matlab software results, they  are 

 

  Fig 6.1: Input image for Image compression 
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Fig 6.2: Encrypted Iw Image 
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                                             Fig 6.3 Encoded image output 
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Fig 6.4 Decoded Image Results 
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Fig 6.5 Output of Reconstructed Image after Image Compression 
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CHAPTER-7 

CONCLUSION 

 In this project, we performed Digital Image Compression Technique which involve two 

compression approaches SPIHT and EZW that based on Bior 4.4 and Haar wavelet methods, the 

performance metrics for six test color images will be compared. Among the different wavelet 

families, the Haar wavelet presents a better metrics performance (CR, BPP, MSE and PSNR) as 

compared with other types. SPIHT and EZW dual combined algorithms be tested on different 

elected color images, from experiment results that obtained, we can see that the utilizing of DICT, 

have an excellent performance on several estimation measurements like CR and PSNR as 

compared with another lossy compression techniques that used for still color image. Through the 

results obtained, it became clear to us that the image with high color variation has high 

compression ratio and image with low color variation has low compression ratio. From DICT 

practical results the efficiency of image compression is improved between 8 to 24%, which yields 

better performance metrics values.  
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 

OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAM OUTCOMES(POs) 

 

 

 

PROJECT OUTCOMES 

 
 

1. Designed and developed a Sphit algorithm using DWT coefficients for image compreesion  

without  chaging their own properties like resolution.By using this method we can achieve 

good compression ratio and occupy the low bandwidth for transmission and receving of 

the image.It serves this purpose by using matlab tool. 

2. Applied the knowledge of mathematics, science, and an engineering specialization to solve 

the complex engineering problems. 

3. Designed and developed eco-friendly systems, by optimal utilization of available natural 

resources and understood the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and 

societal context along with professional ethics and responsibilities. 

4. Worked as a member and leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment, with effective 

Communication. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classification of 

Project 

Application Product Research Review 

SPIHT exploits properties 

that are present in a wide 

variety of images. It had 

been successfully tested 

natural(portraits,landscape, 

weddings, etc.) and medical 

(X-ray, CT, etc) images. 

Furthermore, its embedded 

coding process proved to be 

effective in a broad range of 

reconstruction qualities.  

To achieve image 

compression 

Wavelet 

transformin spiht 

generates subbands 

like LL,LH,HL,HH 

from that LL gives 

coefficients as 

LIP,LSP,LIS  

This method is 

developed based 

on the existing 

methods 

disadvantages 

and it is  used to 

compress and 

decompress of 

the input image 

This method is 

less complex and 

most accurately 

the encoding and 

decoding of the 

input image 

compared to the 

existing methods 
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5. Managed the project, keeping in view the economical and societal considerations and 

recognized the need for adapting to technological changes and engage in life-long learning 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply modern 

tools. 

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to design, 

develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking into societal, 

environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations. 

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering  

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems. 

 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze  complex  

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, 

natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems  and 

design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration 

for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 

 

4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the 

information to provide valid conclusions. 

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities with 

an understanding of the limitations.  

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the 

professional engineering practice.  
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7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions 

in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need  for  sustainable 

development.  

 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and  responsibilities and norms 

of the engineering practice.  

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in 

diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

 

10.Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write 

effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive clear 

instructions.  

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of  the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and  leader 

in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.  

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in 

independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change.  
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Mapping Table 

Note: Map each project outcomes with POs and PSOs with either 1 or 2 or 3 based on level of 

mapping as follows: 

       1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 

 

 

 

 

Project 

Outcome

s 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO

1 

PO

2 

PO

3 

PO

4 

PO

5 

PO

6 

PO

7 

PO

8 

PO

9 
PO10 PO11 

PO1

2 
PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome 

1 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 3 3 3 3 3 

Outcome 

2 

3 1 3 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Outcome 

3 

3 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 

Outcome 

4 

3 3 3 3 2 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Outcome 

5 

3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 
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ABSTRACT 

 A resource that all living species need is Water. Therefore expansion, of irrigation has 

been a key strategy in the development of agriculture in country. Today, farmers have several 

issues in agriculture due to lack of rains and scarcity of water. 

 The main motto of this project is to save time, money and power of farmer with an 

automatic irrigation system. Manual intervention is required for the traditional farmland 

techniques. Human intervention can be minimized with the automated technology of irrigation. 

Irrigation is one method to supply water but in some cases there will be lot of water wastage. 

 In this proposed system we are using various sensors like temperature, humidity, soil 

moisture, magnetic switch sensors which senses the various parameters of the soil and based on 

soil moisture value land gets automatically irrigated by ON/OFF of the motor. This system 

required to provide with two reference levels UPPER and LOWER reference levels When water 

in the field  gets down than LOWER reference level then motor gets ON and supplies water to 

the field, and when the water level exceeds the UPPER reference level then the motor gets OFF. 

These sensed parameters and motor status will be displayed on Computer.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 Agriculture is the unquestionably the largest livelihood provider in India.  With rising 

population, there is a need for increased agricultural production. In order to support greater 

production in farms, the requirement of the amount of fresh water used in irrigation also rises. 

Currently, agriculture accounts 83% of the total water consumption in India. Unplanned use 

of water inadvertently results in wastage of water. This suggests that there is an urgent need 

to develop systems that prevent water wastage without imposing pressure on farmers.  Over 

the past 15 years, farmers started using computers and software systems to organize their 

financial data and keep track of their transactions with third parties and also monitor their 

crops more effectively. In the Internet era, where information plays a key role in people's 

lives, agriculture is rapidly becoming a very data intensive industry where farmers need to 

collect and evaluate a  huge  amount of  information from  a  diverse  number  of  devices (eg: 

sensors, faming machinery  etc.) in order to become more efficient in production and 

communicating appropriate information.   

1.1 Objective: 

  To improve and stabilize the crop yields of small holder olive farmers through the 

implementation of sustainable irrigation systems. To promote water management practices 

that optimizes the volume and timing of water distribution. To generate positive economic 

consequences for farmers and their families. Minimize year to year yield fluctuations, leading 

to higher and more stable farm income. 

1.2 Literature Survey: 

  In Sensor based Automated Irrigation System with IOT mentioned about using sensor 

based irrigation in which the irrigation will take place whenever there is a change in 

temperature and humidity of the surroundings. The flow of water is managed by solenoid 

valve. The opening and closing of valve is done when a signal is send through 

microcontroller. The water to the root of plant is done drop by drop using rain gun and when 

the moisture level again become normal then sensor senses it and send a signal to 

microcontroller and the value is then closed. 
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 In Smart drip irrigation system for sustainable agriculture mentioned about using fully 

automated drip irrigation system which is controlled and monitored by using ARM9 

processor.PH content and the nitrogen content of the soil are frequently monitored. For the 

purpose of monitoring and controlling, GSM module is implemented. The system is used to 

turn the valves ON or OFF automatically as per the water requirement of the plants. 

 In , R. Suresh et al. (2014) mentioned about using automatic microcontroller based 

rain gun irrigation system in which the irrigation  will  take  place  only  when  there  will  be  

intense requirement  of  water  that  save  a  large  quantity  of  water. 

1.3 Problem Statement: 

 The proposed project aims to supply water when farm is dry without human presence 

and avoiding water wastage in irrigation process. Also monitor the soil parameters like 

temperature, humidity and soil moisture level.  

1.4 Proposed System: 

 The system is a combination of hardware and software components. The hardware 

part consists of embedded system which is built using sensors, relay to control the irrigation 

system and software is the webpage designed using PHP. The webpage is hosted online and 

consists of a database in which readings of the parameters from sensors are updated for every 

second using the IoT. Human intervention is less required with this type of system, it is more 

efficient with less cost.  

1.5 Outline: 

 The view of the project is to automate the irrigation system Using IoT technology, 

help the farmers to reduce their  manual work by watering the specified type of soil with 

Specified amounts, read the status of soil on real time basis, preserve the water utility and 

increase the fertility of soil, quality of products. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SMART IRRIGATION SYSTEM 

 The smart irrigation system when installed in field it enables the user to know the 

status of the soil in terms of moisture, humidity and temperature. According to the 

requirement the field gets irrigated. Different types of crops required different amounts of 

water it makes the process ease for the farmers to cultivate different crops.  

2.1 Block diagram: 

            IoT based smart irrigation System using NodeMCU Moisture sensor. It will 

automatically sprinkle the water to plants when the moisture value goes below a particular 

value. It will also send the moisture data to Things Speak IoT Server to keep track of the land 

condition. The block diagram of the smart irrigation system is shown in figure 2.1 the soil 

moisture sensor and DHT11 sensor are connected to NodeMCU. Using relay the motor is 

controlled. 

 

Figure 2.1 Block Diagram of Smart Irrigation System 
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2.2 Circuit diagram: 

 

Figure 2.2 Circuit diagram of IoT based smart irrigation system 

Working:  

 IOT based smart irrigation system which is capable of automating the irrigation 

process by analyzing the moisture of soil and the climate condition. Also the data of sensors 

will be displayed in graphical form on Thingspeak cloud page. When the power supply is on, 

the microcontroller checks the soil moisture content. If the moisture content is not up to the 

threshold then it makes the motor to get on automatically and turns off automatically if 

reaches the threshold level. 

 The Circuit diagram of IoT based smart irrigation system is shown in figure 2.2. The 

soil moisture sensor, relay and DHT11 sensor are connected to the NodeMCU. The water 
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module is connected to relay module. DHT11 and relay module give digital output and soil 

moisture sensor gives analog output which is given to the analog pin of NodeMCU. If the 

relay module sends digital ‘1’ then motor will ON and if it sends digital ‘0’ then motor is 

OFF. The voltage generated by NodeMCU is 3.3V, So we use relay module to drive a 5V 

motor.  

 When the weather condition is such that it is raining then the microcontroller puts off 

the motor till it rain. After the rain it checks for threshold and makes the necessary action. If 

the power supply is off due to the rain, then it turns on automatically if it is below the 

threshold value. There is no need to manually turn on and off the motor.  

 All the data from the sensors and water is graphically shown in the Thingspeak IOT 

cloud page which is used for monitoring Advantages of this method is that it is a cost 

effective irrigation controller, increase efficiency and decrease wastage, easy to monitor, 

reduces man cost, reduced runoff water and nutrients. 
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CHAPTER 3 

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

 The hardware used for this system is NodeMCU which is used to interface all the 

components and it has a WIFI module to connect to the internet, Soil moisture sensor, 

DHT11 sensor for temperature and humidity, Relay module to drive a 5V motor. 

3.1 Components: 

 NodeMCU ESP2866 

 Soil moisture sensor 

 DHT11 Sensor 

 Water pump module 

 Relay 

 Regulated power supply(5V) 

3.2 NodeMCU ESP2866: 

 The NodeMCU ESP8266 is shown in figure 3.1. It is a low-cost open 

source IoT platform. It initially included firmware which runs on the ESP8266 Wi-

Fi SoC from Espressif Systems, and hardware which was based on the ESP-12 module. The 

ESP8266 itself is a self-contained Wi-Fi networking solution offering as a bridge from 

existing micro controller to Wi-Fi and is also capable of running self-contained applications. 

This module comes with a built in USB connector and a rich assortment of pin-outs. With a 

micro USB cable, you can connect NodeMCU to your laptop and flash it without any trouble, 

just like Arduino. It is also immediately breadboard friendly. Multiple GPIO pins on the 

board allow us to connect the board with other peripherals and are capable of generating 

PWM, I2C, SPI, and UART serial communications. It also has a voltage regulator, a USB 

interface. It features two buttons. One marked as RST located on the top left corner is the 

Reset button, other FLASH button on the bottom left corner is the download button used 

while upgrading firmware. 

 There’s also 128 KB RAM and 4MB of Flash memory  just enough to cope with the 

large strings that make up web pages, JSON/XML data, and everything we throw at IoT 

devices nowadays  
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Figure 3.1 pin configuration of NodeMCU ESP8266 

 

Figure 3.2 ESP12-E Board 

 The term NodeMCU usually refers to the firmware, while the board is called Devkit. 

NodeMCU Devkit 1.0 consists of an ESP-12E on a board, which is shown in figure 3.2. The 

ESP-12E is a board created by AI-THINKER, which consists of an ESP8266EX inside the 

metal cover, having Tensilica Xtensa 32-bit LX106 RISC microprocessor which operates 

at 80 to 160 MHz adjustable clock frequency and supports RTOS. The ESP8266 

Integrates 802.11b/g/n HT40 Wi-Fi transceiver, so it can not only connect to a WiFi network 

and interact with the Internet, but it can also set up a network of its own, allowing other 

devices to connect directly to it. 
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Figure 3.3 ESP8266EX Chip 

 The chip shown in the figure 3.3 is ESP8266EX   microchip which has integrated 

WiFi and Processor RISC Tensilica L 106 32bit with a maximum clock of 160 MHz. 

Features: 

 Wi-Fi Module – ESP-12E module similar to ESP-12 module but with 6 extra 

GPIOs. 

 USB – micro USB port for power, programming and debugging 

 Headers – 2x 2.54mm 15-pin header with access to GPIOs, SPI, UART, ADC, 

and power pins. 

 Misc – Reset and Flash buttons 

 Power – 5V via micro USB port 

 Dimensions – 49 x 24.5 x 13mm 

 Microcontroller: Tensilica 32-bit RISC CPU Xtensa LX106 

 Operating Voltage: 3.3V 

 Input Voltage: 7-12V 

 Digital I/O Pins (DIO): 16 

 Analog Input Pins (ADC): 1 

 UARTs: 1 

 SPIs: 1 

 I2Cs: 1 

 Flash Memory: 4 MB 

 SRAM: 64 KB 

 Clock Speed: 80 MHZ 

 

https://www.aliexpress.com/item/new-esp8266-ESP-12-wifi-module-ESP8266-serial-WIFI-coexistence-module-AP-STA-AP-STA-WIFI/32239125397.html
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Pin Description: 

 

Figure 3.4 Pin description of NodeMCU ESP8266 

 The pin description of NodeMCU is shown in figure 3.4 and its pins are explained 

below. Generally it has power pins, I2C pins, GPIO, control and other pins. 

Power Pins: There are four power pins viz. one VIN pin & three 3.3V pins. The VIN pin can 

be used to directly supply the ESP8266 and its peripherals, if you have a regulated 5V 

voltage source. The 3.3V pins are the output of an on-board voltage regulator. These pins can 

be used to supply power to external components. 

GND: is a ground pin of ESP8266 NodeMCU development board. 

I2C Pins: are used to hook up all sorts of I2C sensors and peripherals in your project. Both 

I2C Master and I2C Slave are supported. I2C interface functionality can be realized 

programmatically, and the clock frequency is 100 kHz at a maximum. It should be noted that 

I2C clock frequency should be higher than the slowest clock frequency of the slave device. 
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GPIO Pins: ESP8266 NodeMCU has 17 GPIO pins which can be assigned to various 

functions such as I2C, I2S, UART, PWM, IR Remote Control, LED Light and Button 

programmatically. Each digital enabled GPIO can be configured to internal pull-up or pull-

down, or set to high impedance. When configured as an input, it can also be set to edge-

trigger or level-trigger to generate CPU interrupts. 

ADC Channel: The NodeMCU is embedded with a 10-bit precision SAR ADC. The two 

functions can be implemented using ADC viz. Testing power supply voltage of VDD3P3 pin 

and testing input voltage of TOUT pin. However, they cannot be implemented at the same 

time. 

UART Pins: ESP8266 NodeMCU has 2 UART interfaces, i.e. UART0 and UART1, which 

provide asynchronous communication (RS232 and RS485), and can communicate at up to 4.5 

Mbps. UART0 (TXD0, RXD0, RST0 & CTS0 pins) can be used for communication. It 

supports fluid control. However, UART1 (TXD1 pin) features only data transmit signal so, it 

is usually used for printing log. 

SPI Pins: ESP8266 features two SPIs (SPI and HSPI) in slave and master modes. These SPIs 

also support the following general-purpose SPI features: 

 4 timing modes of the SPI format transfer 

 Up to 80 MHz and the divided clocks of 80 MHz 

 Up to 64-Byte FIFO 

SDIO Pins: ESP8266 features Secure Digital Input/Output Interface (SDIO) which is used to 

directly interface SD cards. 4-bit 25 MHz SDIO v1.1 and 4-bit 50 MHz SDIO v2.0 are 

supported. 

PWM Pins: The board has 4 channels of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). The PWM output 

can be implemented programmatically and used for driving digital motors and LEDs. PWM 

frequency range is adjustable from 1000 μs to 10000 μs, i.e., between 100 Hz and 1 kHz. 

Control Pins: are used to control ESP8266. These pins include Chip Enable pin (EN), Reset 

pin (RST) and WAKE pin. 

 EN pin – The ESP8266 chip is enabled when EN pin is pulled HIGH. When pulled 

LOW the chip works at minimum power. 
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 RST pin – RST pin is used to reset the ESP8266 chip. 

 WAKE pin – Wake pin is used to wake the chip from deep-sleep. 

 

3.3 Soil moisture sensor: 

 Sensors are the real need of the arena that assists to experience their environment and 

consequently assist human beings to govern the surroundings without their presence  given 

their utility, they're the most complex gadgets that are being used extra regularly everywhere. 

Agriculture sensors need to be more sensitive to weather modifications and also robust in 

nature of the exposure they're needed to confront. In this approach we used soil moisture and 

DHT11 sensor. 

 Soil moisture sensors measure the volumetric water content in soil. Since the direct 

gravimetric measurement of free soil moisture requires removing, drying, and weighing of a 

sample, soil moisture sensors measure the volumetric water content indirectly by using some 

other property of the soil, such as electrical resistance, dielectric constant, or interaction with 

neutrons, as a proxy for the moisture content. 

 

Figure 3.5 Soil moisture sensor 
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 The soil moisture sensor is shown in figure 3.5 sensor probe will be placed in soil and 

the length of the wire depends upon the distance between the point of sensor and the chip. 

This sensor gives the moisture of the soil as output which is in analog form. It is interfaced 

with NodeMCU to process the data. 

Pin Description: 

 

Figure 3.6 Pin description of Soil moisture sensor 

 Soil moisture sensor has a total of four pins VCC, A0, D0, GND and pin description 

is shown in figure 3.6. It also has a knob which used to adjust the induction sensitivity. This 

module also includes a potentiometer that will fix the threshold value, & the value can be 

evaluated by the comparator-LM393. The LED will turn on/off based on the threshold value. 

3.4 DHT11 (Temperature and Humidity Sensor): 

 DHT11 is a Humidity and Temperature Sensor, which generates calibrated digital 

output. DHT11 can be interface with any microcontroller like Arduino, Raspberry Pi, etc. and 

get instantaneous results. DHT11 is a low cost humidity and temperature sensor which 

provides high reliability and long term stability. The pin configuration of DHT 11 is shown in 

figure 3.7. It uses a capacitive humidity sensor and a thermistor to measure the 

surrounding air, and spits out a digital signal on the data pin (no analog input pins 

needed).  

https://www.elprocus.com/lm393-ic-pin-configuration-circuit-diagram-and-its-working/
https://www.elprocus.com/bipolar-led-driver-circuit-working-application/
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 It’s fairly simple to use, but requires careful timing to grab data. The only real 

downside of this sensor is you can only get new data from it once every 2 seconds, so 

when using our library, sensor readings can be up to 2 seconds old.  

 

 

Figure 3.7 DHT 11 sensor 

 

Pin Identification and Configuration: 

No: Pin Name Description 

For DHT11 Sensor 

1 Vcc Power supply 3.5V to 5.5V 

2 Data Outputs both Temperature and Humidity through serial Data 

3 NC No Connection and hence not used 

4 Ground Connected to the ground of the circuit 

Table 3.1 Pin description of DHT11 Sensor 
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For DHT11 Sensor module 

1 Vcc Power supply 3.5V to 5.5V 

2 Data Outputs both Temperature and Humidity through serial Data 

3 Ground Connected to the ground of the circuit 

Table 3.2 Pin description of DHT11 Sensor module 

 

Features: 

 Low cost 

 3 to 5V power and I/O 

 2.5mA max current use during conversion (while requesting data) 

 Good for 20-80% humidity readings with 5% accuracy 

 Good for 0-50°C temperature readings ±2°C accuracy 

 No more than 1 Hz sampling rate (once every second) 

 Body size 15.5mm x 12mm x 5.5mm 

 4 pins with 0.1" spacing Output: Serial data. 

 Temperature Range: 0°C to 50°C. 

 Humidity Range: 20% to 90% 

 Resolution: Temperature and Humidity both are 16-bit. 

3.5 Relay Module: 

 A relay is an electrically operated switch that can be turned on or off, letting the 

current go through or not, and can be controlled with low voltages, like the 5V provided by 

the Arduino pins. 

 Controlling a relay module with the Arduino is as simple as controlling any other 

output as we’ll see later on.  A basic 1 channel relay is used in this project. The figure 3.8 is a 

single channel relay.  
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Figure 3.8 Simple relay module 

Pin Description: 

Pin 

Number 

Pin Name Description 

1 Coil End 1 Used to trigger(On/Off) the Relay, Normally one 

end is connected to 5V and the other end to 

ground 

2 Coil End 2 Used to trigger(On/Off) the Relay, Normally one 

end is connected to 5V and the other end to 

ground 

3 Common (COM) Common is connected to one End of the Load 

that is to be controlled 

4 Normally Close (NC) The other end of the load is either connected to 

NO or NC. If connected to NC the load remains 

connected before trigger 

5 Normally Open (NO) The other end of the load is either connected to 

NO or NC. If connected to NO the load remains 

disconnected before trigger 

Table 3.3 Pin description of relay module 

 This relay module has two channels (those blue cubes). The detailed pin description is 

given in table 3.3. There are other models with one, four and eight channels. This module 

should be powered with 5V, which is appropriate to use with an microcontroller. There are 

other relay modules that are powered using 3.3V, which is ideal for ESP32, ESP8266, and 

other microcontrollers. 
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Features: 

 Trigger Voltage (Voltage across coil) : 5V DC 

 Trigger Current (Nominal current) : 70mA 

 Maximum AC load current: 10A @ 250/125V AC 

 Maximum DC load current: 10A @ 30/28V DC 

 Compact 5-pin configuration with plastic molding. 

 Operating time: 10msec Release time: 5msec 

Applications of Relay 

 Commonly used in switching circuits. 

 For Home Automation projects to switch AC loads 

 To Control (On/Off) Heavy loads at a pre-determined time/condition 

 Used in safety circuits to disconnect the load from supply in event of failure 

 Used in Automobiles electronics for controlling indicators glass motors etc. 

3.6 Water Pump Module: 

 The water pump can be defined as a pump which uses the principles like mechanical 

as well as hydraulic throughout a piping system and to make sufficient force for its future 

use. They have been approximately in one structure otherwise another because of early 

civilization. At present these pumps are utilized within a wide range of housing, farming, 

municipal, and manufacturing applications. The figure 3.9 is basic water pump module. 

 

Figure 3.9 water pump Module 
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CHAPTER 4 

INTERNET OF THINGS 

 IoT systems allow users to achieve deeper automation, analysis, and integration 

within a system. They improve the reach of these areas and their accuracy. IoT utilizes 

existing and emerging technology for sensing, networking, and robotics. IoT exploits recent 

advances in software, falling hardware prices, and modern attitudes towards technology. Its 

new and advanced elements bring major changes in the delivery of products, goods, and 

services; and the social, economic, and political impact of those changes. 

4.1 IoT system: 

 Internet of Things (IoT) describes an emerging trend where a large number of 

embedded devices (things) are connected to the Internet. These connected devices 

communicate with people and other things and often provide sensor data to cloud storage and 

cloud computing resources where the data is processed and analyzed to gain important 

insights. Cheap cloud computing power and increased device connectivity is enabling this 

trend. 

 IoT solutions are built for many vertical applications such as environmental 

monitoring and control, health monitoring, vehicle fleet monitoring, industrial monitoring 

and control, and home automation. At a high level, many IoT systems can be implemented as 

shown in the figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1 IoT system working 
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 On the left, we have the smart devices (the “things” in IoT) that live at the edge of the 

network. These devices collect data and include things like wearable devices, wireless 

temperatures sensors, heart rate monitors, and hydraulic pressure sensors, and machines on 

the factory floor. 

 In the middle, we have the cloud where data from many sources is aggregated and 

analyzed in real time, often by an IoT analytics platform designed for this purpose. 

 The right side of the diagram depicts the algorithm development associated with the 

IoT application. Here an engineer or data scientist tries to gain insight into the collected data 

by performing historical analysis on the data. In this case, the data is pulled from the IoT 

platform into a desktop software environment to enable the engineer or scientist to prototype 

algorithms that may eventually execute in the cloud or on the smart device itself. 

4.2 IoT − Key Features: 

 The most important features of IoT include artificial intelligence, connectivity, 

sensors, active engagement, and small device use. A brief review of these features is given 

below: 

 AI – IoT essentially makes virtually anything “smart”, meaning it enhances every 

aspect of life with the power of data collection, artificial intelligence algorithms, 

and networks. This can mean something as simple as enhancing your refrigerator 

and cabinets to detect when milk and your favorite cereal run low, and to then 

place an order with your preferred grocer. 

 Connectivity – New enabling technologies for networking, and specifically IoT 

networking, mean networks are no longer exclusively tied to major providers. 

Network scan exist on a much smaller and cheaper scale while still being 

practical. IoT creates these small networks between its system devices. 

 Sensors – IoT loses its distinction without sensors. They act as defining 

instruments which transform IoT from a standard passive network of devices into 

an active system capable of real-world integration. 

 Active Engagement – Much of today's interaction with connected technology 

happens through passive engagement. IoT introduces a new paradigm for active 

content, product or service engagement. 
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 Small Devices – Devices, as predicted, have become smaller, cheaper, and more 

powerful over time. IoT exploits purpose-built small devices to deliver its 

precision, scalability, and versatility. 

4.3 Common Uses: 

 IoT has applications across all industries and markets. It spans user groups from those 

who want to reduce energy use in their home to large organizations who want to streamline 

their operations. It proves not just useful, but nearly critical in many industries as technology 

advances and we move towards the advanced automation imagined in the distant future. 

Engineering, Industry, and Infrastructure: 

 Applications of IoT in these areas include improving production, marketing, service 

delivery, and safety. IoT provides a strong means of monitoring various processes; and real 

transparency creates greater visibility for improvement opportunities. The deep level of 

control afforded by IoT allows rapid and more action on those opportunities, which include 

events like obvious customer needs, nonconforming product, malfunctions in equipment, 

problems in the distribution network, and more. 

Government and Safety: 

 IoT applied to government and safety allows improved law enforcement, defense, city 

planning and economic management. The technology fills in the current gaps, corrects many 

current flaws, and expands the reach of these efforts. For example, IoT can help city planners 

have a clearer view of the impact of their design, and governments have a better idea of the 

local economy. 

Home and Office: 

 In our daily lives, IoT provides a personalized experience from the home to the office 

to the Organizations we frequently do business with. This improves our overall satisfaction, 

enhances Productivity, and improves our health and safety. For example, IoT can help us 

customize our Office space to optimize our work. 
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Health and Medicine: 

 IoT pushes us towards our imagined future of medicine which exploits a highly 

integrated network of sophisticated medical devices. Today, IoT can dramatically enhance 

medical research, devices, and emergency care. The integration of all elements provides more 

accuracy, more attention to detail, faster reactions to events, and constant improvement while 

reducing the typical overhead of medical research and organizations. 

4.4 ThingSpeak IoT: 

 ThingSpeak is an IoT analytics platform service that allows you to aggregate, 

visualize, and analyze live data streams in the cloud. You can send data to ThingSpeak from 

your devices, create instant visualization of live data, and send alerts. 

ThingSpeak API Key: 

1. Create a free Math Works account or sign into ThingSpeak using an existing account. 

 
 

Figure 4.2 sign in into ThingSpeak 

The figure 4.2 shows the webpage of thingspeak server to create the account and 

connect our project to internet. 

https://thingspeak.com/users/sign_up
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2. Select the ThingSpeak channel you want your data to stream into. See Collect Data in 

a New Channel for help creating a new channel. The exact channel view is shown in 

figure 4.3. 

                 

 Figure 4.3 Channel View 

3. Record the following for the selected channel: 

 Channel ID, which is listed at the top of the channel view as shown in figure 4.4. 

 Write API key, which can be found on the API Keys tab of your channel view. 

 

Figure 4.4 Profile view 

https://www.mathworks.com/help/thingspeak/collect-data-in-a-new-channel.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/thingspeak/collect-data-in-a-new-channel.html
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Getting data into ThingSpeak: 

 

• For any new data, first login and create a channel in ThingSpeak. 

• Channels have read and write API keys and can be public or private. 

• A channel is made up of 8 fields and can store 8 streams of data (Temp, Humidity, etc.). 

 • Channels can be updated at a maximum rate of once every 15 seconds (free). 

ThingSpeak Features: 

 Collect data in private channels 

 Share data with public channels 

 RESTful and MQTT APIs 

 MATLAB® analytics and visualizations 

 Event scheduling 

 Alerts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mathworks.com/help/thingspeak/collect-data-in-a-new-channel.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/thingspeak/collect-data-in-a-new-channel.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/thingspeak/channels-and-charts-api.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/thingspeak/matlab-analysis-and-visualization.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/thingspeak/timecontrol-app.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/thingspeak/monitor-channel-inactivity-using-multiple-thingSpeak-apps.html
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CHAPTER 5 

INTRODUCTION TO ARDUINO IDE 

5.1 Arduino IDE: 

 The Arduino Integrated Development Environment - or Arduino Software (IDE) - 

contains a text editor for writing code, a message area, a text console, a toolbar with buttons 

for common functions and a series of menus. It connects to the Arduino and Genuino 

hardware to upload programs and communicate with them. 

Arduino Software (IDE): 

 Writing Sketches  

 File 

 Edit  

 Sketch 

  Tools 

  Help 

 Sketchbook 

 Tabs, Multiple Files, and Compilation 

  Uploading 

 Libraries 

 Third-Party Hardware  

 Serial Monitor 

  Preferences 

 Language Support 

  Boards 

Writing Sketches: 

 Programs written using Arduino Software (IDE) are called sketches. These sketches 

are written in the text editor and are saved with the file extension .ino. The editor has features 

for cutting/pasting and for searching/replacing text. The message area gives feedback while 

saving and exporting and also displays errors. The console displays text output by the 

https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc1
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc2
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc3
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc4
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc5
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc6
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc7
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc8
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc9
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc10
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc11
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc12
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc13
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc14
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#toc15
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Arduino Software (IDE), including complete error messages and other information. The 

bottom right hand corner of the window displays the configured board and serial port.  

 The toolbar buttons allow you to verify and upload programs, create, open, and save 

sketches, and open the serial monitor. 

 Additional commands are found within the five menus: File, Edit, Sketch, Tools and 

Help. The menus are context sensitive, which means only those items relevant to the work 

currently being carried out are available. 

File: 

 The following are the list of functions available in the file menu and their 

functionalities are explained. 

 New: Creates a new instance of the editor, with the bare minimum structure of a sketch 

already in place. 

 Open: Allows loading a sketch file browsing through the computer drives and folders.  

 Open Recent: Provides a short list of the most recent sketches, ready to be opened.  

 Sketchbook: Shows the current sketches within the sketchbook folder structure; clicking 

on any name opens the corresponding sketch in a new editor instance. 

 Examples: Any example provided by the Arduino Software (IDE) or library shows up in 

this menu item. All the examples are structured in a tree that allows easy access by topic 

or library. 

 Close: Closes the instance of the Arduino Software from which it is clicked.  

 Save: Saves the sketch with the current name. If the file hasn't been named before, a 

name will be provided in a "Save as.." window. 

 Save as: Allows to save the current sketch with a different name.  

 Page Setup: It shows the Page Setup window for printing. 

 Print: Sends the current sketch to the printer according to the settings defined in Page 

Setup.  

 Preferences: Opens the Preferences window where some settings of the IDE may be 

customized, as the language of the IDE interface. 

 Quit: Closes all IDE windows. The same sketches open when Quit was chosen will be 

automatically reopened the next time you start the IDE. 
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Edit: 

 Undo/Redo: Goes back of one or more steps you did while editing; when you go 

back, you may go forward with Redo. 

 Cut: Removes the selected text from the editor and places it into the clipboard.  

 Copy: Duplicates the selected text in the editor and places it into the clipboard. 

 Copy for Forum: Copies the code of your sketch to the clipboard in a form suitable 

for posting to the forum, complete with syntax coloring. 

 Copy as HTML: Copies the code of your sketch to the clipboard as HTML, suitable 

for embedding in web pages. 

 Paste: Put the contents of the clip board at the curser position of editor. 

 Select All: Selects and highlights the whole contents of the editor. 

 Comment/Uncomment: Puts or removes the // comment marker at the beginning of 

each selected line. 

 Increase/Decrease Indent: Adds or subtracts a space at the beginning of each 

selected line, moving the text one space on the right or eliminating a space at the 

beginning. 

 Find: Opens the Find and Replace window where you can specify text to search 

inside the current sketch according to several option 

 Find Next: Highlights the next occurrence - if any - of the string specified as the 

search item in the Find window, relative to the cursor position. 

 Find Previous: Highlights the previous occurrence - if any - of the string specified as 

the search item in the Find window relative to the cursor position. 

Sketch: 

 Verify/Compile: Checks your sketch for errors compiling it; it will report memory 

usage for code and variables in the console area. 

 Upload: Compiles and loads the binary file onto the configured board through the 

configured Port. 

 Upload Using Programmer: This will overwrite the bootloader on the board; you 

will need to use Tools > Burn Bootloader to restore it and be able to Upload to USB 

serial port again. However, it allows you to use the full capacity of the Flash memory 

for your sketch. Please note that this command will NOT burn the fuses. To do so a 
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Tools -> Burn Bootloader command must be executed. 

 Export Compiled Binary: Saves a .hex file that may be kept as archive or sent to the 

board using other tools. 

 Show Sketch Folder: Opens the current sketch 

 folder. Include Library: Adds a library to your sketch by inserting #include 

statements at the start of your code. For more details, see libraries below. 

Additionally, from this menu item you can access the Library Manager and import 

new libraries from .zip files. 

 Add File: Adds a source file to the sketch (it will be copied from its current 

location).The new file appears in a new tab in the sketch window. Files can be 

removed from the sketch using the tab menu accessible clicking on the small triangle 

icon below the serial monitor one on the right side of the tool bar. 

Tools: 

 Auto Format: This formats your code nicely: i.e. indents it so that opening and closing 

curly braces line up, and that the statements inside curly braces are indented more. 

 Archive Sketch: Archives a copy of the current sketch in .zip format. The archive is 

placed in the same directory as the sketch. 

 Fix Encoding and Reload: Fixes possible discrepancies between the editor char map 

encoding and other operating systems char maps. 

 Serial Monitor: Opens the serial monitor window and initiates the exchange of data 

with any connected board on the currently selected Port. This usually resets the board, 

if the board supports Reset over serial port opening. 

 Board: Select the board that you're using. See below for descriptions of the various 

boards.  

 Port: This menu contains all the serial devices (real or virtual) on your machine. It 

should automatically refresh every time you open the top-level tools menu. 

 Programmer: For selecting a hardware programmer when programming a board or 

chip and not using the onboard USB-serial connection. Normally you won't need this, 

but if you're burning a boot loader to a new microcontroller, you will use this. 

 Burn bootloader: The items in this menu allow you to burn a boot loader onto the 

microcontroller on an Arduino board. This is not required for normal use of an 

Arduino or Genuino board but is useful if you purchase a new AT mega 

https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#libraries
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#boards
https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#boards
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/Bootloader
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Hacking/Bootloader
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microcontroller (which normally comes without a boot loader). Ensure that you've 

selected the correct board from the Boards menu before burning the bootloader on the 

target board. This command also set the right fuses. 

Help: 

 Here you find easy access to a number of documents that come with the Arduino 

Software (IDE). You have access to Getting Started, Reference, this guide to the IDE and 

other documents locally, without an internet connection. The documents are a local copy of 

the online ones and may link back to our online website. 

Find in Reference: 

 This is the only interactive function of the help menu: it directly selects the relevant 

page in the local copy of the reference for the function or command under the cursor. 

Sketchbook: 

 The Arduino Software (IDE) uses the concept of a sketchbook: a standard place to 

store your programs (or sketches). The sketches in your sketchbook can be opened from 

the File > Sketchbook menu or from the Open button on the toolbar. The first time you run 

the Arduino software, it will automatically create a directory for your sketchbook. You can 

view or change the location of the sketchbook location from with the Preferences dialog. 

Tabs, Multiple Files, and Compilation: 

 Allows you to manage sketches with more than one file (each of which appears in its 

own tab). These can be normal Arduino code files (no visible extension), C files (.c 

extension), C++ files (.cpp), or header files (.h). 

Uploading: 

 Before uploading your sketch, you need to select the correct items from the Tools > 

Board and Tools > Port menus. The boards are described below.  

 On the Mac, the serial port is probably something like /dev/tty.usbmodem241 (for an 

Uno or Mega2560 or Leonardo) or /dev/tty.usbserial-1B1 (for a Duemilanove or earlier USB 

board) or /dev/tty.USA19QW1b1P1.1 (for a serial board connected with a Key span USB-to- 

Serial adapter).On Windows, it's probably COM1 or COM2 (for a serial board) or 

https://www.arduino.cc/en/guide/environment#boards
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COM4, COM5, COM7, or higher (for a USB board) - to find out, you look for USB serial 

device in the    ports    section    of    the    Windows    Device     Manager. On   Linux,   it   

should be /dev/ttyACMx , /dev/ttyUSBx or  similar.  

 Once you've selected the correct serial port and board, press the upload button in the 

toolbar or select the Upload item from the Sketch menu. Current Arduino boards will reset 

automatically and begin the upload. With older boards (pre-Diecimila) that lack auto-reset, 

you'll need to press the reset button on the board just before starting the upload. On most 

boards, you'll see the RX and TX LEDs blink as the sketch is uploaded. The Arduino 

Software (IDE) will display a message when the upload is complete, or show an error. 

 When you upload a sketch, you're using the Arduino bootloader, a small program that 

has been loaded on to the microcontroller on your board. It allows you to upload code without 

using any additional hardware. The bootloader is active for a few seconds when the board 

resets; then it starts whichever sketch was most recently uploaded to the microcontroller. The 

bootloader will blink the on-board (pin 13) LED when it starts (i.e. when the board resets). 

Libraries: 

 Libraries provide extra functionality for use in sketches, e.g. working with hardware 

or manipulating data. To use a library in a sketch, select it from the Sketch > Import 

Library menu. This will insert one or more #include statements at the top of the sketch and 

compile the library with your sketch. Because libraries are uploaded to the board with your 

sketch, they increase the amount of space it takes up. If a sketch no longer needs a library, 

simply delete its #include statements from the top of your code. 

 There is a list of libraries in the reference. Some libraries are included with the 

Arduino software. Others can be downloaded from a variety of sources or through the Library 

Manager. Starting with version 1.0.5 of the IDE, you do can import a library from a zip file 

and use it in an open sketch. See these instructions for installing a third-party library. 

Third-Party Hardware: 

 Support for third-party hardware can be added to the hardware directory of your 

sketchbook directory. Platforms installed there may include board definitions (which appear 

in the board menu), core libraries, bootloaders, and programmer definitions. To install, create 

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/Libraries
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/Libraries
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the hardware directory, then unzip the third-party platform into its own sub-directory. (Don't 

use "arduino" as the sub-directory name or you'll override the built-in Arduino platform.) To 

uninstall, simply delete its directory. 

Serial Monitor: 

 This displays serial sent from the Arduino or Genuino board over USB or serial 

connector. To send data to the board, enter text and click on the "send" button or press enter. 

Choose the baud rate from the drop-down menu that matches the rate passed 

to Serial.begin in your sketch. Note that on Windows, Mac or Linux the board will reset (it 

will rerun your sketch) when you connect with the serial monitor. Please note that the Serial 

Monitor does not process control characters; if your sketch needs a complete management of 

the serial communication with control characters, you can use an external terminal program 

and connect it to the COM port assigned to your Arduino board. 

Preferences: 

 Some preferences can be set in the preferences dialog (found under the Arduino menu 

on the Mac, or File on Windows and Linux). The rest can be found in the preferences file, 

whose location is shown in the preference dialog. 

Boards: 

 The board selection has two effects: it sets the parameters (e.g. CPU speed and baud 

rate) used when compiling and uploading sketches; and sets and the file and fuse settings 

used by the burn bootloader command. Some of the board definitions differ only in the latter, 

so even if you've been uploading successfully with a particular selection you'll want to check 

it before burning the bootloader. You can find a comparison table between the various boards 

here. 

 Arduino Software (IDE) includes the built in support for the boards in the following 

list, all based on the AVR Core. The Boards Manager included in the standard installation 

allows to add support for the growing number of new boards based on different cores like 

Arduino Due, Arduino Zero, Edison, Galileo and so on. 

 

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Products/Compare
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/Cores
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS 

6.1 Output: 

 The values obtained through sensors enable the system to switch the motor pump 

module on and off.  A farmer can remotely monitor the irrigation process on the farm. The 

figure 6.1 shows the circuit of irrigation system being implemented in household gardening. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Testing of the Project output at Outdoor 
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6.2 ThingSpeak report: 

 The graphs shown in the figure 6.2 are the track of the data of Humidity, Temperature 

and Moisture with respective time. In the field chart 1 the humidity of the surroundings are 

shown on time axis and it gets updated for every second, similarly temperature and moisture.  

 These graphs are stored in stored in Thingspeak IoT server which we can access at 

any time this data can be used further to predict the type of soil required for crops and 

amounts of water. 

 

Figure 6.2 Graphs showing the track of soil parameters 
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

Advantages: 

1. Save a ton of money by reducing water waste: 

 Depending on the smart irrigation controller you select, it can adjust for the daily 

weather, the plant type you are watering, the soil type, and slope. Some smart controllers 

even offer site-specific weather adjustments to adjust for the specific micro-climate on your 

property to reduce the risk of overwatering even further. 

 

2. Enhanced landscape health and beauty: 

  People are concerned that making the switch to a smart irrigation controller will hurt 

ones landscape because their plants won’t get enough water. But, the number 1 cause of 

landscape loss is overwatering, not under watering. This proves that an adjustment just might 

take your landscape to the next level. They also adjust for rain which prevents overwatering 

that can harm your plants. 

 

3. Helps you prepare for the future of water: 

 The cost of water is rising faster than all other utility costs. Those rates will continue 

to rise to pay for infrastructure improvements. A smart irrigation controller can help you get 

ahead of the water cost curve and help the planet by conserving your water resources. 

 

4. Smart irrigation controllers help you reduce hardscape loss: 

 Hardscapes are the non-living parts of your landscape such as your rock walls and 

patios.  Watering exactly where your plants are, helps you reduce hardscape loss. Replacing 

and maintaining hardscapes that are cracking and eroding from irrigation is costly, not to 

mention the water that is wasted. Watering with a smart irrigation controller will also prevent 

cracking pavement and sidewalks by reducing runoff. 

 

5. Avoid fines with your smart irrigation controller 

 Smart irrigation controllers let you easily adjust how much you’re watering your 

landscape. This allows you to always be compliant with Homeowner Association and 

Government water restrictions. 
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6. Other Advantages: 

 Data collection. All data can be collected with the help of installed sensors. 

 Reduction of risks. 

 Business goes automated. 

 Higher quality. 

 Livestock monitoring. 

 Monitoring climate conditions. 

 Greenhouses automation. 

Disadvantages: 

 Faulty sensors or data processing engines can cause faulty decisions which may 

lead to over use of water, fertilizers and other wastage of resources. 

 The current IoT systems are not scalable or reliable and the initial costs are high 

which the farmers cannot afford. 

 For IoT based agriculture the only disadvantage is need for every soil type to be 

calibrated. So it may take time to analyze the things and cost more than usual. 
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CONCLUSION 

 A system to monitor moisture levels in the soil was designed and the project provided 

an opportunity to study the existing systems, along with their features and drawbacks.  The 

Proposed system can be used to switch on/off the water sprinkler according to soil moisture 

levels thereby automating the process of irrigation which is one of the most time consuming 

activities in farming. Agriculture is one of the most water-consuming activities. The system 

uses information from soil moisture sensors to irrigate soil which helps to prevent over 

irrigation or under irrigation of soil thereby avoiding crop damage. The farm owner can 

monitor the process online through a website.  Through this project it can be concluded that 

there can be considerable development in farming with the use of IOT and automation. Thus 

the system is a potential solution to the problems faced in the existing manual and 

cumbersome process of irrigation by enabling efficient utilization of water resources.  
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Table A.2: Specifications Simple relay module 

 

APPENDIX A 

A.1 Specifications of NodeMCU:- 

Table A.1: Specifications of NodeMCU 

A.2 Specifications of Simple Relay Module:- 

Digital output Controllable 

Arduino compatability 5v 

Rated through-current 10A (NA) 5A (NC) 

Control signal TTL level 

Switching voltage Max 250VAC/30VDC 

Switching current MAX 10A 

Type Single bipolar  microcontroller  

Operating system XTOS 

CPU and  RAM ESP8266 and 36kb 

Memory 128kbytes 

Power By USB 

Power Voltage 3v,5v(used with 3.3v regulator which inbuilt on board using 

pin VIN) 

GPIO Pins 10 

MCU 32 bitTenSilica L 106 

Clock Speed 80MHZ/160MHZ 

Operating voltage 3.0v -3.6v 

Operating current 80mA(Average) 
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A.3 Specifications of Soil Moisture Sensor:- 

Required voltage 5v 

Required current  <20mA 

Interface type Analog 

Sessor temperature 10C-30C 

Measuring Range Moisture: 0-99.9% 

Temperature:0-60% 

Accuracy Moisture:-+3% 

Temperature:-+0.5% 

sensor FRD(Frequency Domain Reflectometry) 

Table A.3: Specifications of Soil moisture sensor 

A.4 Specifications of DHT11 Sensor:- 

Operating voltage 3.5v to 5.5v 

Operating current 0.3mA(measuring)60microAmp(stsndby) 

Output Serial data 

Temperature Range 0C to 50C 

Humidity Range 20% to 90% 

Resolution Temperature and Humidity both are 16-

bit 

Accuracy -+1 C to _+1% 

Table A.4: Specifications of DHT11 sensor 
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Project outcomes mapped with Program Specific outcomes  

And Program outcomes 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

Application Product Research Review 

  

 
 

 

Project Outcome: 

Designed, tested and verified the prototype of Smart Irrigation system which is completely 

automated and helps farmers to save time, money and increase in quality of products. 

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO’s) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Designing electronics and communication systems in the domain of VLSI, embedded 

systems, signal processing and RF communications and applying modern tools. 

PSO2: Applying the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering 

to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components 

taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical 

considerations. 

Program Outcomes (PO’s) 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering  

problems. 

 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 
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3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems 

and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with 

appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and 

environmental considerations. 

 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and 

synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations. 

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities 

relevant to the professional engineering practice. 

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and 

need for sustainable development. 

 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice. 

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 

leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and 

write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give 

and receive clear instructions. 
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11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member 

and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

 

 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 

change. 

 

Mapping Table 

 

    1 – Slightly mapped (Low) 

    2 – Moderately mapped (Medium) 

    3 – Substantially mapped (High) 

 

 

 
 

Project 
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Program Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

 
PO1 

 
PO2 

 
PO3 

 
PO4 

 
PO5 

 
PO6 

 
PO7 

 
PO8 

 
PO9 
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PO11 
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2 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

2 
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   Abstract  

   

Leukemia is a pathology that affects young people and adults, causing premature death and several 

other symptoms. Computer-aided systems can be used to reduce the possibility of prescribing 

inappropriate treatments and assist specialists in the diagnosis of this disease. There is a growing use of 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in the classification and diagnosis of medical image problems. 

However, the training of CNNs requires a large set of images. To overcome this problem, we use transfer 

learning to extract images features for further classification. We tested three state-of-the-art CNN 

architectures and the features were selected according to their gain ratios and used as input to the 

Support Vector Machine classifier. The proposed methodology aims to correctly classify images with 

different characteristics derived from different image databases and does not require a segmentation 

process. We built a new database from the union of three distinct databases presented in the literature 

to validate the proposed methodology. The proposed methodology achieved hit rates above 99% and 

outperformed nine methods found in the literature.  
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1.1 Introduction  
Over the years, multiple medical aid systems have been proposed. Among the diseases aided by 

computer systems, leukemia is the one that has the highest number of fatalities among adolescents and 

children, and the risk of developing it is higher in children up to five years of age. Leukemia is a type of 

cancer that originates in the bone marrow (Fig. 1.1a) and causes abnormal proliferation of white blood 

cells (Fig. 1.1b).   

  

Fig 1.1 (a) ALL-IDB1 leukemic blood smear sample  

  

Fig 1.1(b) ALL-IDB1 non leukemic blood smear sample  

  

To diagnose leukemia, specialists can carry out various tests and exams, including physical examinations, 

blood tests, blood counts, myelograms, lumbar punctures and bone marrow biopsies. Microscopic 
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analysis is the most economical method of carrying out the initial screening of patients with leukemia. 

This type of test is done manually, which may generate fatigue in operators. Therefore, a low-cost 

system that is automatic and robust is necessary to avoid the operator’s influence. Many computer-

aided diagnosis systems were developed with the use of image processing and computational 

intelligence techniques. These systems usually have some steps such as: preprocessing, segmentation, 

feature extraction, and classification. Feature extraction and classification are the steps that best define 

the diagnosis performed by computeraided diagnosis systems. However, to achieve better results a 

proper segmentation can provide an adequate feature extraction and consequently a reasonable 

classification.  

In this work, we propose a leukemia diagnosis system that does not require the segmentation 

process (commonly used in state-of-the-art techniques). The methodology uses pretrained 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models (AlexNet Krizhevsky et al., 2012, Vgg-f Chatfield et al., 2014 

and CaffeNet Jia et al., 2014) to extract features directly from the images without any previous 

preprocessing. Then, the obtained features will be used for the following classification with a Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). We used three hybrid datasets to evaluate the 

performance of the methodology, one with blood smears containing only one leukocyte per image, one 

with many leukocytes per image, and the last one with both types of images. To demonstrate the 

robustness of our approach, we compared the results obtained by our methodology with other state-of-

the-art methods.  

  

          1.2 LITERATURE SURVEY  

Several methods for leukemia detection have been proposed over the years and some of these works 

presented solutions to the classification of the two most common types of leukemia: Acute Myeloid 

Leukemia (AML) and Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL). Some works presenting state-of-the-art 

technologies only provide diagnosis by using images with one leukocyte per image (Mohaprata et al., 

2011; Mohapatra et al., 2014; Neoh et al., 2015; Putzu et al., 2014; Singhal and Singh, 2016) and others 

that provide diagnosis by using images with multiple leukocytes (Madhukar et al., 2012; Vincent et al., 

2015; Patel and Mishra, 2015; Agaian et al., 2018; Singh et al., 2017). some works on leukemia detection 

and highlights the techniques of feature extraction and classification used. As can be seen in this table, 

most of the listed approaches combine texture  

(Haralick’s features Haralick et al., 1973 and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) chen He and Wang, 1990); shape 

(area, perimeter, compactness, Fractal Dimension Pentland, 1984...) and color features (mean, standard 

deviation, uniformity, entropy...).   

In the classification process, the most frequently classifiers used were: SVM, Multilayer  

Perceptron (MLP) (Popescu et al., 2009), Random Forest (RF) (Breiman, 2001), K-Nearest Neighbors 

(KNN) (Aha and Kibler, 1991), Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) (Schwenker et al., 2001) and Naive 

Bayesian (NB) (Friedman et al., 1997). The works achieves accuracy rates above 90% depend on the use 

of a proper segmentation process and do not show good performance when applied to databases with 

different characteristics. Recent works reported that the use of deep learning is producing better results 
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than all classical techniques for different types of medical image applications (Castelluccio et al., 2015; 

Wang et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2016). A large set of images is required to train a Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN), but the available leukemia image databases are small and limited. Thus, to avoid the 

problem of having a limited number of images, we investigate the use of learning transfer to extract 

images features and subsequent classification by SVM. It is worth mentioning that this approach does 

not need the use of the segmentation process and is more robust to the characteristic variation of the 

images.  

  

  

Castelluccio et al. (2015) present two methods of transfer learning in their work. The first one 

consists in fine-tuning the network, where the structure is modified, freezing high-level layers. The other 

method includes the extraction of the last network fully connected layer, obtained from the input image 

(Athiwaratkun and Kang, 2015). Then, it uses another classifier in the classification process. In 

Athiwaratkun and Kang (2015), the authors demonstrated that the layers with activation localized near 

the output layer could usually extract the best characteristics.  

  

1.3 Problem Statements   

Leukemia is the cancer of the BM and the WBCs. Although leukemia is considered as a dangerous type of 

cancer, the recent advances and development in the diagnostic tools and treatment options have 

resulted in a cure rate of almost 70% (Priya Johnson, 2010). Generally speaking, there are two types of 

leukemia; namely acute leukemia and chronic leukemia. Acute leukemia is clinically and biologically 

different from chronic leukemia. Acute leukemia is characterized by its rapid and aggressive proliferation 

of immature cells, namely, the blast cells. On the other hand, chronic leukemia progresses slowly over 

the course of many years.   

 Chronic leukemia is sometimes monitored over a period of time before treatment is considered in order 

to ensure maximum effectiveness of the therapy. On the other hand, acute leukemia must be treated 

immediately (Boundless 2013) otherwise, if left untreated; it can result in death in a matter of a few 

weeks (Silverstein et al., 2006). Acute leukemia is a group of heterogeneous diseases that affects all ages 

(Döhner et al., 2010, Gökbuget & Hoelzer, 2009).The most widely used protocols for acute leukemia 

classification are the French-American-British (FAB) and the World Health Organization (WHO) 

classification (Tkachuk et al., 2007).   

Basically, both classification protocols categorize acute leukemia as Acute Lymphoblastic  

Leukemia (ALL) and Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML), based on the precursor of the blast cell. Acute 

leukemia is very aggressive and requires immediate treatment to be given. Moreover, the treatment of 

ALL is different from that of AML. Therefore, it is critically important to determine whether the cell of 

origin is lymphoid or myeloid as quickly as possible, in order to administer the correct therapy early 

(Riley & Ben-Ezra, 1999). For this reason, we consider acute leukemia as the current focus of this 

research.  
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1.4 Objectives of the project  

This research focuses on developing a diagnostic methodology for acute leukemia blast cells using image 

processing and ML techniques on PB smear images. In this thesis, we first discuss the relevant image 

processing and ML techniques in order to identify the most suitable approach for the acute leukemia 

diagnostic process. The aim of this research is to utilize image processing and ML techniques in order to 

increase the accuracy of diagnosing acute leukemia for the optimal classification of ALL and AML.   

The following objectives have been formulated in order to attain the aim of this research.  

1. To apply an image processing algorithm for localization and segmentation of acute leukemia blast cells.   

2. To apply ML techniques to select the optimum set of features extracted from blast cell images in order 

to correctly classify acute leukemia into either ALL or AML.   

3. To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach using real-world PB smears images.   

  

1.5 Thesis Overview  

 This thesis is logically structured into eight chapters comprising of this introduction chapter and seven 

further chapters as follows:   

Chapter 2: “IMAGE ANALYSIS” gives the basic knowledge about digital image and also explains the 

image processing Techniques.  

Chapter 3: “Nural Network Analysis” provides knowledge about CNN, DNN techniques for image 

classification   

Chapter 4 “Leukemia” provides background information about healthy blood cells, and leukemia blast 

cells. It addresses the four main types of leukemia, including ALL, AML, CLL and CML. The thesis 

concentrates on both ALL and AML. Moreover, this chapter discusses the current leukemia diagnostic 

methods used in daily routine. It also demonstrates in detail the two leukemia classification system, 

namely, FAB and WHO. Towards the end of this chapter, a brief enlightenment on leukemia treatment 

options and prognosis is provided  

Chapter 5 “Peripheral Blood Smear image Segmentation” presents two proposed methods for blast 

cells segmentation in PB images; Blast cells Localization (BCL) and Completed Blast Cells Segmentation 

Algorithm (CBCSA), the latter being an enhancement of the former. As a requirement for performing 

segmentation, both proposed methods apply color-space analysis to determine the most effective and 

discriminative color channels for detecting blast cells in PB images. Feature Extraction, Selection and 

Classification” presents the proposed feature extraction method which combines features derived from 

shape, textural, and color properties of the blast cells. This chapter  discusses the process of feature 

selection by applying the sequential feature selection (SFS) method. 21 Moreover, the application of the 

two different techniques for classification of acute leukemia blast cells is discussed, namely, the Artificial 
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Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM), which are commonly used in blood cells 

classification related studies.   

Chapter 6 “MATLAB SOFTWARE” gives the explanation about matlab software, image processing 

tool box and also explain implementation of matlab code for leukemia detection.  

Chapter 7 “Results and Discussion” This chapter presents the discussion and the results of the 

experiments carried out. The chapter demonstrates how the results of the proposed approach resolve 

the problems mentioned in the problem statements.   

Chapter 8 “Conclusion and Future Work” concludes and summarizes the research contributions made. 

The achievements and objectives of the research with respect to the experimental results obtained are 

highlighted along with the key findings and significance of the research. This chapter also discusses the 

impact and significance of the proposed approach to the hematology community in particular, and to 

society in general.  
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                                                                          CHAPTER-2 

 

                                                               DIGITAL IMAGE ANALYSIS  

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING  
Digital image processing is an expanding area with applications regarding to our daily lives, especially 

in progressive transmission of images, video coding (teleconferencing), digital libraries, image database, 

remote sensing, and other particular applied usage. Many image processing and analysis techniques 

have been developed to aid the interpretation of remote sensing images and to extract as much 

information as possible from the image. The huge collection of digital images are collected due to the 

improvement in the digital storage media, image capturing devices like scanners, web cameras, digital 

cameras and rapid development in internet. This leads to rapid and efficient retrieval of these images for 

visual information in different fields of life like medical, medicine, art, architecture, education, crime 

preventions, etc.  

  

The medical imaging field has grown substantially in the recent year and has generated additional 

interest in methods and tools for management, analysis, and communication of medical image. Many 

diagnostic imaging modalities, such as x-ray, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), digital radiography, and 

ultrasound are currently available and are routinely used to support clinical decision making. By using 

medical imaging, physicians are able to glean qualitative and quantitative information about anatomy 

and physiology of the patients. With these advantages, medical imaging has become central to medical 

diagnosis. Thus, with the advances in computer processing capabilities, it has become possible to 

approach the problem of automating diagnosis in medical imaging. This project will focus on canny edge 

detection that help radiologist in automated diagnosis image. Radiologist often experiencing difficulty 

on reading x-ray image. This can be caused by the lack of lighting, fractures the hardly seen by naked 

eyes, or noises the happened-on image capturing process. By building the system, we hope the system 

can help people especially radiologist on detecting bones anomaly that happened on x-ray images.  

  

Image processing is a method to perform some operations on an image, in order to get an 

enhanced image or to extract some useful information from it. It is a type of signal processing in which 

input is an image and output may be image or characteristics/features associated with that image. 

Nowadays, image processing is among rapidly growing technologies. It forms core research area within 

engineering and computer science disciplines too.  

Image processing basically includes the following three steps:  

• Importing the image via image acquisition tools;  

• Analyzing and manipulating the image;  
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• Output in which result can be altered image or report that is based on image analysis. There 

are two types of methods used for image processing namely, analogue and digital image processing. 

Analogue image processing can be used for the hard copies like printouts and photographs. Image 

analysts use various fundamentals of interpretation while using these visual techniques. Digital image 

processing techniques help in manipulation of the digital images by using computers. The three 

general phases that all types of data have to undergo while using digital technique are pre-processing, 

enhancement, and display, information extraction.  

  

Image processing is a method to convert an image into digital form and perform some operations on it, 

in order to get an enhanced image or to extract some useful information from it. It is a type of signal 

dispensation in which input is image, like video frame or photograph and output may be image or 

characteristics associated with that image. Usually Image Processing system includes treating images as 

two dimensional signals while applying already set signal processing methods to them. It is among 

rapidly growing technologies today, with its applications in various aspects of a business. Image 

Processing forms core research area within engineering and computer science disciplines too.  

   

Image processing basically includes the following three steps.  

 Importing the image with optical scanner or by digital photography.  

 Analyzing and manipulating the image which includes data compression and image enhancement 

and spotting patterns that are not to human eyes like satellite photographs.  

 Output is the last stage in which result can be altered image or report that is based on image 

analysis.  

Purpose of Image processing  

The purpose of image processing is divided into 5 groups. They are:  

1. Visualization - Observe the objects that are not visible.  

2. Image sharpening and restoration - To create a better image.  

3. Image retrieval - Seek for the image of interest.  

4. Measurement of pattern – Measures various objects in an image.  

5. Image Recognition – Distinguish the objects in an image.  
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Types  

The two types of methods used for Image Processing are Analog and Digital Image Processing. Analog 

or visual techniques of image processing can be used for the hard copies like printouts and photographs. 

Image analysts use various fundamentals of interpretation while using these visual techniques. The 

image processing is not just confined to area that has to be studied but on knowledge of analyst. 

Association is another important tool in image processing through visual techniques. So analysts apply a 

combination of personal knowledge and collateral data to image processing.  

   

Digital Processing techniques help in manipulation of the digital images by using computers. As raw data 

from imaging sensors from satellite platform contains deficiencies. To get over such flaws and to get 

originality of information, it has to undergo various phases of processing. The three general phases that 

all types of data have to undergo while using digital technique are Pre- processing, enhancement and 

display, information extraction.  
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 Applications  

1. Intelligent Transportation Systems – This technique can be used in Automatic number plate 

recognition and Traffic sign recognition.  

   

2. Remote Sensing – For this application, sensors capture the pictures of the earth’s surface in remote 

sensing satellites or multi – spectral scanner which is mounted on an aircraft. These pictures are processed 

by transmitting it to the Earth station. Techniques used to interpret the objects and regions are used in 

flood control, city planning, resource mobilization, agricultural production monitoring, etc.  

3. Moving object tracking – This application enables to measure motion parameters and acquire visual 

record of the moving object. The different types of approach to track an object are:  

·          1.  Motion based tracking    

            2. Recognition based tracking  

4. Defense surveillance – Aerial surveillance methods are used to continuously keep an eye on the land 

and oceans. This application is also used to locate the types and formation of naval vessels of the ocean 

surface. The important duty is to divide the various objects present in the water body part of the image. 

The different parameters such as length, breadth, area, perimeter, compactness are set up to classify each 

of divided objects. It is important to recognize the distribution of these objects in different directions that 

are east, west, north, south, northeast, northwest, southeast and south west to explain all possible 

formations of the vessels. We can interpret the entire oceanic scenario from the spatial distribution of 

these objects.  

   

5. Biomedical Imaging techniques – For medical diagnosis, different types of imaging tools such as X- 

ray, Ultrasound, computer aided tomography (CT) etc are used. The diagrams of X- ray, MRI, and computer 

aided tomography (CT) are given below.  
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Some of the applications of Biomedical imaging applications are as follows:  

 Heart disease identification– The important diagnostic features such as size of the heart and its shape 

are required to know in order to classify the heart diseases. To improve the diagnosis of heart diseases, 

image analysis techniques are employed to radiographic images.  

  

 Lung disease identification – In X- rays, the regions that appear dark contain air while region that 

appears lighter are solid tissues. Bones are more radio opaque than tissues. The ribs, the heart, thoracic 

spine, and the diaphragm that separates the chest cavity from the abdominal cavity are clearly seen on 

the X-ray film.  

  

 Digital mammograms – This is used to detect the breast tumour. Mammograms can be analyzed using 

Image processing techniques such as segmentation, shape analysis, contrast enhancement, feature 

extraction, etc.   

   

6. Automatic Visual Inspection System – This application improves the quality and productivity of the 

product in the industries.  

 Automatic inspection of incandescent lamp filaments – This involves examination of the bulb 

manufacturing process. Due to no uniformity in the pitch of the wiring in the lamp, the filament of the 

bulb gets fused within a short duration. In this application, a binary image slice of the filament is created 

from which the silhouette of the filament is fabricated. Silhouettes are analyzed to recognize the non 

uniformity in the pitch of the wiring in the lamp. This system is being used by the General Electric 

Corporation.  

  

 Automatic surface inspection systems – In metal industries it is essential to detect the flaws on the 

surfaces. For instance, it is essential to detect any kind of aberration on the rolled metal surface in the 

hot or cold rolling mills in a steel plant. Image processing techniques such as texture identification, 

edge detection, fractal analysis etc are used for the detection.  

  

 Faulty component identification – This application identifies the faulty components in electronic or 

electromechanical systems. Higher amount of thermal energy is generated by these faulty 

components. The Infra-red images are produced from the distribution of thermal energies in the 

assembly. The faulty components can be identified by analyzing the Infra-red images.  
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2.2 IMAGE ANALYSIS  

An image may be defined as a two-dimensional function f(x, y), where x and y are spatial (plane) 

coordinates, and the amplitude of f at any pair of coordinates is called the intensity of the image at that 

point. The term gray level is used often to refer to the intensity of monochrome images. Color images 

are formed by a combination of individual images. For example, in the RGB color system a color image 

consists of three individual monochrome images, referred to as the red (R), green (G), and blue (B) 

primary (or component) images. For this reason, many of the techniques developed for monochrome 

images can be extended to color images by processing the three component images individually.The 

basic definition of image processing refers to processing of digital image, i.e removing the noise and any 

kind of irregularities present in an image using the digital computer. The noise or irregularity may creep 

into the image either during its formation or during transformation etc. For mathematical analysis, an 

image may be defined as a two dimensional function f(x,y) where x and y are spatial (plane) coordinates, 

and the amplitude of f at any pair of coordinates (x, y) is called the intensity or gray level of the image at 

that point. When x, y, and the intensity values of f are all finite, discrete quantities, we call the image a 

digital image. It is very important that a digital image is composed of a finite number of elements, each 

of which has a particular location and value. These elements are called picture elements, image 

elements, pels, and pixels. Pixel is the most widely used term to denote the elements of a digital 

image.Various techniques have been developed in Image Processing during the last four to five decades. 

Most of the techniques are developed for enhancing images obtained from unmanned spacecrafts, 

space probes and military reconnaissance flights. Image Processing systems are becoming popular due 

to easy availability of powerful personnel computers, large size memory devices, graphics software etc.   

  

The term digital image processing generally refers to processing of a two-dimensional picture by a digital 

computer. In a broader context, it implies digital processing of any two-dimensional data. A digital image 

is an array of real numbers represented by a finite number of bits. The principle advantage of Digital 

Image Processing methods is its versatility, repeatability and the preservation of original data precision.  

The various Image Processing techniques are:  

 Image preprocessing  

 Image enhancement  

 Image segmentation  
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 Feature extraction  

 Image classification  

  

2.2.1 IMAGE PREPROCESSING  

In image preprocessing, image data recorded by sensors on a satellite restrain errors related to 

geometry and brightness values of the pixels. These errors are corrected using appropriate 

mathematical models which are either definite or statistical models. Image enhancement is the 

modification of image by changing the pixel brightness values to improve its visual impact. Image 

enhancement involves a collection of techniques that are used to improve the visual appearance of an 

image, or to convert the image to a form which is better suited for human or machine 

interpretation.Sometimes images obtained from satellites and conventional and digital cameras lack in 

contrast and brightness because of the limitations of imaging sub systems and illumination conditions 

while capturing image. Images may have different types of noise. In image enhancement, the goal is to 

accentuate certain image features for subsequent analysis or for image display [3]. Examples include 

contrast and edge enhancement, pseudo-coloring, noise filtering, sharpening, and magnifying. Image 

enhancement is useful in feature extraction, image analysis and an image display. The enhancement 

process itself does not increase the inherent information content in the data. It simply emphasizes 

certain specified image characteristics. Enhancement algorithms are generally interactive and 

application dependent. Some of the enhancement techniques are  

 Contrast Stretching  

 Noise Filtering  

 Histogram modification  

  

  

  

(a)Contrast Stretching  

Some images (eg. over water bodies, deserts, dense forests, snow, clouds and under hazy conditions 

over heterogeneous regions) are homogeneous i.e., they do not have much change in their levels. In 

terms of histogram representation, they are characterized as the occurrence of very narrow peaks. The 

homogeneity can also be due to the incorrect illumination of the scene. Ultimately the images hence 

obtained are not easily interpretable due to poor human perceptibility. This is because there exists only 

a narrow range of gray-levels in the image having provision for wider range of gray-levels. The contrast 
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stretching methods are designed exclusively for frequently encountered situations. Different stretching 

techniques have been developed to stretch the narrow range to the whole of the available dynamic 

range.  

(b)Noise Filtering  

Noise Filtering is used to filter the unnecessary information from an image. It is also used to remove 

various types of noises from the images. Mostly this feature is interactive. Various filters like low pass, 

high pass, mean, median etc., are available   

(c)Histogram modification  

Histogram has a lot of importance in image enhancement. It reflects the characteristics of image.  

By modifying the histogram, image characteristics can be modified. One such example is Histogram 

Equalization. Histogram equalization is a nonlinear stretch that redistributes pixel values so that there is 

approximately the same number of pixels with each value within a range. The result approximates a flat 

histogram. Therefore, contrast is increased at the peaks and lessened at the tails   

  

2.2.2 IMAGE SEGMENTATION  

Image segmentation is the division of an image into regions or categories, which correspond to different 

objects or parts of objects. Every pixel in an image is allocated to one of a number of these categories.   

A good segmentation is typically one in which:   

• pixels in the same category have similar greyscale of multivariate values and form a connected region,   

• neighbouring pixels which are in different categories have dissimilar values.  

  

Segmentation is often the critical step in image analysis: the point at which we move from considering 

each pixel as a unit of observation to working with objects (or parts of objects) in the image, composed 

of many pixels. If segmentation is done well then, all other stages in image analysis are made simpler. 

But, as we shall see, success is often only partial when automatic segmentation algorithms are used. 

However, manual intervention can usually overcome these problems, and by this stage the computer 

should already have done most of the work.  

  

There are three general approaches to segmentation, termed thresholding, edge-based methods and 

region-based methods.  

• In thresholding, pixels are allocated to categories according to the range of values in which a pixel lies. 

Fig 2.1(a) shows boundaries which were obtained by thresholding the muscle fibres image. Pixels with 

values less than 128 have been placed in one category, and the rest have been placed in the other 

category. The boundaries between adjacent pixels in different categories has been superimposed in 
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white on the original image. It can be seen that the threshold has successfully segmented the image into 

the two predominant fibre types.   

• In edge-based segmentation, an edge filter is applied to the image, pixels are classified as edge or non-

edge depending on the filter output, and pixels which are not separated by an edge are allocated to the 

same category. Fig 2.1(b) shows the boundaries of connected regions after applying Prewitt’s filter and 

eliminating all non-border segments containing fewer than 500 pixels.   

  

• Finally, region-based segmentation algorithms operate iteratively by grouping together pixels which are 

neighbours and have similar values and splitting groups of pixels which are dissimilar in value.  

  

 

Figure 2.1: Boundaries produced by three segmentations of the muscle fibres image: (a) by thresholding, 

(b) connected regions after thresholding the output of Prewitt’s edge filter and removing small regions, 
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(c) result produced by watershed algorithm on output from a variance filter with Gaussian weights (σ2 = 

96).  

  

  

Segmentation is one of the key problems in image processing. Image segmentation is the process that 

subdivides an image into its constituent parts or objects. The level to which this subdivision is carried out 

depends on the problem being solved, i.e., the segmentation should stop when the objects of interest in 

an application have been isolated e.g., in autonomous air-to-ground target acquisition, suppose our 

interest lies in identifying vehicles on a road, the first step is to segment the road from the image and 

then to segment the contents of the road down to potential vehicles. Image thresholding techniques are 

used for image segmentation.After thresholding a binary image is formed where all object pixels have 

one gray level and all background pixels have another - generally the object pixels are 'black' and the 

background is 'white'. The best threshold is the one that selects all the object pixels and maps them to 

'black'. Various approaches for the automatic selection of the threshold have been proposed. 

Thresholding can be defined as mapping of the gray scale into the binary set {0, 1}:  

  

where S(x, y) is the value of the segmented image, g(x, y) is the gray level of the pixel (x, y) and T(x, y) is 

the threshold value at the coordinates (x, y). In the simplest case T(x, y) is coordinate independent and a 

constant for the whole image. It can be selected, for instance, on the basis of the gray level histogram. 

When the histogram has two pronounced maxima, which reflect gray levels of object(s) and background, 

it is possible to select a single threshold for the entire image. A method which is based on this idea and 

uses a correlation criterion to select the best threshold, is described below. Sometimes gray level 

histograms have only one maximum. This can be caused,  

e.g., by inhomogeneous illumination of various regions of the image. In such case it is impossible to 

select a single thresholding value for the entire image and a local binarization technique must be 

applied. General methods to solve the problem of binarization of in homogeneously illuminated images, 

however, are not available.  
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Segmentation of images involves sometimes not only the discrimination between objects and the 

background, but also separation between different regions. One method for such separation is known as 

watershed segmentation.  

2.2.3 FEATURE EXTRACTION  

The feature extraction techniques are developed to extract features in synthetic aperture radar images. 

This technique extracts high-level features needed in order to perform classification of targets. Features 

are those items which uniquely describe a target, such as size, shape, composition, location etc. 

Segmentation techniques are used to isolate the desired object from the scene so that measurements 

can be made on it subsequently. Quantitative measurements of object features allow classification and 

description of the image.  

When the pre-processing and the desired level of segmentation has been achieved, some 

feature extraction technique is applied to the segments to obtain features, which is followed by 

application of classification and post processing techniques. It is essential to focus on the feature 

extraction phase as it has an observable impact on the efficiency of the recognition system. Feature 

selection of a feature extraction method is the single most important factor in achieving high recognition 

performance. Feature extraction has been given as “extracting from the raw data information that is 

most suitable for classification purposes, while minimizing the within class pattern variability and 

enhancing the between class pattern variability”. Thus, selection of a suitable feature extraction 

technique according to the input to be applied needs to be done with utmost care. Taking into 

consideration all these factors, it becomes essential to look at the various available techniques for 

feature extraction in a given domain, covering vast possibilities of cases.  

2.2.4 IMAGE CLASSIFICATION  

Image classification is the labeling of a pixel or a group of pixels based on its grey value. Classification is 

one of the most often used methods of information extraction. In Classification, usually multiple 

features are used for a set of pixels i.e., many images of a particular object are needed. In Remote 

Sensing area, this procedure assumes that the imagery of a specific geographic area is collected in 

multiple regions of the electromagnetic spectrum and is in good registration. Most of the information 

extraction techniques rely on analysis of the spectral reflectance properties of such imagery and employ 

special algorithms designed to perform various types of 'spectral analysis'. The process of multispectral 

classification can be performed using either of the two methods: Supervised or Unsupervised.  
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In Supervised classification, the identity and location of some of the land cover types such as urban, 

wetland, forest etc., are known as priori through a combination of field works and toposheets. The 

analyst attempts to locate specific sites in the remotely sensed data that represents homogeneous 

examples of these land cover types. These areas are commonly referred as TRAINING SITES because the 

spectral characteristics of these known areas are used to 'train' the classification algorithm for eventual 

land cover mapping of reminder of the image. Multivariate statistical parameters are calculated for each 

training site. Every pixel both within and outside these training sites is then evaluated and assigned to a 

class of which it has the highest likelihood of being a member.  

In an Unsupervised classification, the identities of land cover types has to be specified as classes within a 

scene are not generally known as priori because ground truth is lacking or surface features within the 

scene are not well defined. The computer is required to group pixel data into different spectral classes 

according to some statistically determined criteria  

2.3 Edge detection  

Edge detection is an image processing technique for finding the boundaries of objects within images. It 

works by detecting discontinuities in brightness. Edge detection is used for image segmentation and 

data extraction in areas such as image processing, computer vision, and machine vision.  

In an image, an edge is a curve that follows a path of rapid change in image intensity. Edges are often 

associated with the boundaries of objects in a scene. Edge detection is used to identify the edges in an 

image.  

To find edges, you can use the edge function. This function looks for places in the image where the 

intensity changes rapidly, using one of these two criteria:  

• Places where the first derivative of the intensity is larger in magnitude than some threshold  

• Places where the second derivative of the intensity has a zero crossing edge provides several derivative 

estimators, each of which implements one of these definitions. For some of these estimators, you can 

specify whether the operation should be sensitive to horizontal edges, vertical edges, or both. edge returns 

a binary image containing 1's where edges are found and 0's elsewhere.  

The most powerful edge-detection method that edge provides is the Canny method. The Canny method 

differs from the other edge-detection methods in that it uses two different thresholds (to detect strong 

and weak edges), and includes the weak edges in the output only if they are connected to strong edges. 
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This method is therefore less likely than the others to be fooled by noise, and more likely to detect true 

weak edges.  

(a)Canny Edge  

Edges are considered to be most important image attributes that provide valuable information for 

human image perception. Edge detection is a very complex process affected by deterioration due to 

different level of noise. An edge is the boundary between an object and the background. Edge detection 

is identifying points in a digital image at which the image brightness changes sharply or more formally 

has discontinuities. The purpose of detecting sharp changes in image brightness is to capture important 

events and changes in properties of the world.  

  

Edge detection is used for identification ofblurred frame broad classification among smoothand rough 

surface classification of cement andasphalt. The Canny edge detection is performed onthe frames with 

the sensitive threshold values(upper threshold 10000 and lower threshold 4900)and again it is 

performed with the insensitive threshold values (upper threshold 50000 and lower threshold 9800). If a 

pixel has a gradient greaterthan the upper threshold, then it is an edge pixel.  

Ifa pixel has a gradient lower than the lowerthreshold, it is not an edge pixel. If the pixel’sgradient is 

between the upper and the lowerthresholds, then it is considered as an edge, only ifit is connected to a 

pixel that is above the highthreshold value.  

  

Canny is one of modern edge detection methodthat founded by Marrdan Hildreth, who is doingresearch 

in modeling human visual perception.  

There are several criteria on edge detecting that canbe fulfilled by Canny Edge Detection:  

1. Canny has better detection (for detectioncriteria). Canny method capable to marks allexisting edges 

matching with user determinedparameter’s threshold. Also giving highflexibility on determining thickness 

level ofedge detection according to the requiredconditions.  

  

2. Canny has better localizing way (localizecriteria). Canny capable on producing minimumgap between 

detected edge and the real imageedge.  

3. Obvious response (response criteria). Only oneresponse for every edge. This make lessconfusion on 

edge detection for the next image.  

Chosing parameters on Canny Edge Detectionwill giving effect on every result and edgedetection.  

The parameters are :  
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a. Gaussian Deviation Standard Value.  

b. Thresshold Value.  

The following is the steps to do Canny EdgeDetection.  

1. Remove all noise on the image by implementingGaussian Filter. The result is an image with lessblur. It 

is intended to obtain the real edges of theimage. If we did not apply the Gaussian Filterbefore, sometimes 

the noise itself will bedetected as an edge.  

2. Detect the edge with one of these detectionoperators, like Roberts, Perwit, or Sobel by dohorizontal 

searching (Gx) and vertical searching(Gy).   

  

  

Gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)  

A statistical method of examining texture that considers the spatial relationship of pixels is the gray-level 

co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), also known as the gray-level spatial dependence matrix. The GLCM 

functions characterize the texture of an image by calculating how often pairs of pixel with specific values 

and in a specified spatial relationship occur in an image, creating a GLCM, and then extracting statistical 

measures from this matrix. (The texture filter functions, described in Texture Analysis cannot provide 

information about shape, i.e., the spatial relationships of pixels in an image.)  

After you create the GLCMs, using graycomatrix, you can derive several statistics from them using 

graycoprops. These statistics provide information about the texture of an image. The following table 

lists the statistics.  

  

A co-occurrence matrix or co-occurrence distribution is a matrix that is defined over an image to be 

the distribution of co-occurring pixel values (grayscale values, or colors) at a given offset.  

http://in.mathworks.com/help/images/ref/graycoprops.html
http://in.mathworks.com/help/images/ref/graycoprops.html
http://in.mathworks.com/help/images/ref/graycoprops.html
http://in.mathworks.com/help/images/ref/graycoprops.html
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2.4 Hough Transform  

The Hough transform is a feature extraction technique used in image analysis, computer vision, and 

digital image processing.The purpose of the technique is to find imperfect instances of objects within a 

certain class of shapes by a voting procedure. This voting procedure is carried out in a parameter space, 

from which object candidates are obtained as local maxima in a so-called accumulator space that is 

explicitly constructed by the algorithm for computing the Hough transform.The Hough transform is a 

technique which can be used to isolate features of a particular shape within an image. Because it 

requires that the desired features be specified in some parametric form, the classicalHough transform is 

most commonly used for the detection of regular curves such as lines, circles, ellipses, etc.  

 A generalized Hough transform can be employed in applications where a simple analytic description of a 

feature(s) is not possible. Due to the computational complexity of the generalized Hough algorithm, we 

restrict the main focus of this discussion to the classical Hough transform. Despite its domain 

restrictions, the classical Hough transform (hereafter referred to without the classical prefix) retains 

many applications, as most manufactured parts (and many anatomical parts investigated in medical 

imagery) contain feature boundaries which can be described by regular curves. The main advantage of 

the Hough transform technique is that it is tolerant of gaps in feature boundary descriptions and is 

relatively unaffected by image noise.  

he Hough technique is particularly useful for computing a global description of a feature(s) (where the 

number of solution classes need not be known a priori), given (possibly noisy) local measurements. The 

motivating idea behind the Hough technique for line detection is that each input measurement (e.g. 

coordinate point) indicates its contribution to a globally consistent solution (e.g. the physical line which 

gave rise to that image point).  

As a simple example, consider the common problem of fitting a set of line segments to a set of discrete 

image points (e.g. pixel locations output from an edge detector). Figure 1 shows some possible solutions 

to this problem. Here the lack of a priori knowledge about the number of desired line segments (and the 

ambiguity about what constitutes a line segment) render this problem underconstrained.  

Statistic  Description  

Contrast  Measures the local variations in the gray-level co-occurrence matrix.  

Correlation  Measures the joint probability occurrence of the specified pixel pairs.  

Energy  Provides the sum of squared elements in the GLCM. Also known as uniformity or the angular   

Homogeneity  Measures the closeness of the distribution of elements in the GLCM to the GLCM diagonal.  
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We can analytically describe a line segment in a number of forms. However, a convenient equation for 

describing a set of lines uses parametric or normal notion:  

  

where  is the length of a normal from the origin to this line and  is the orientation of  with respect to 

the X-axis.  For any point  on this line,  and  are constant.  

In an image analysis context, the coordinates of the point(s) of edge segments (i.e.  ) in the 

image are known and therefore serve as constants in the parametric line equation, while  and  are the 

unknown variables we seek. If we plot the possible  values defined by each , points in 

cartesian image space map to curves (i.e. sinusoids) in the polar Hough parameter space. This point-to-

curvetransformation is the Hough transformation for straight lines. When viewed in Hough parameter 

space, points which are collinear in the cartesian image space become readily apparent as they  yield 

curves which intersect at a common  point.  

The transform is implemented by quantizing the Hough parameter space into finite intervals or 

accumulator cells. As the algorithm runs, each  is transformed into a  

discretized  curve and the accumulator cells which lie along this curve are incremented. Resulting 

peaks in the accumulator array represent strong evidence that a corresponding straight line exists in the 

image.  

We can use this same procedure to detect other features with analytical descriptions. For instance, in 

the case of circles, the parametric equation is  

.  
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Chapter 3         

                                 NEURAL NETWORKS  

3.1 Introduction  

In 2017 according to PubMed neural networks were the most popular supervised learning technique in 

medical applications. They have been successfully used to diagnose/detect or predict cancer, 

Parkinson’s disease, diabetes, diabetic retinopathy, osteoporosis, nerve disorders, Huntington and other 

diseases. So what is a neural network? A neural network consists of some number of 

hiddenlayerswithneuronsateachofthem. Neuronrepresentsamathematicalfunction which translates its 

inputsusing weightsand anactivation functioninto asingle result and then sends it to another neuron in 

the next layer, see Figure 3.1.   

  

FIGURE 3.1: Example of a 3-layer neural network with three inputs, 2 hidden layers of 4 neurons 

each and one output layer  

Anexampleoftheneuralnetwork’sarchitectureonFigure3.1isanacyclicgraph.Theoutputsofso 

meneuronsareinputstootherneuronsinthefollowinglayer(ina fullyconnected network 

twoadjacentlayersarefullypairwiseconnected),butthere are no connections between neurons within a 

layer. This represents the most common layer type - fully-connected. However, there are plenty of other 

types of layers which extract or translates featuresfromtheirinputsindifferentways. Thoseinclude one, 

two and three-dimensional convolutional layers, recurrent layers, pooling layers, normalization layers, 

and other more specific ones.  

To train the network means to estimate the best weights in all neurons to minimize the error 

between the outcome and correct predictions  

3.2 DEEP LEARNING   
Deep learning composed of several layers of nonlinear nodes, combine input data with a set of weights 

so that assigning significance to inputs for the corresponding task the algorithm is attempting to learn in 

supervised and/or un supervisedbehavior. The sum of product of these input and weights is passed 

through activation function of nodes. The output of each layer’s is fed simultaneously as input to the 
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subsequent layer starting from input layer. Learning can be performed in multiple levels of 

representations correspond to various levels of abstraction.  

Deep learning can be referred to as the extension of the classical neural network technique. 

Deep neural networks have many hidden layers hence a very large number of parameters. Deep 

convolutional networks have been commonly used in image classification tasks, reporting best 

performance even on the most popular benchmark dataset – Image Net. Deep learning can explore 

more complex non-linear patterns in the data.  

3.3 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)  

 A CNN is type of a DNN consists of multiple hidden layers such as convolutional layer, RELU 

layer.Pooling layer and fully connected a normalized layer. CNN sharesweights in the convolutional layer 

reducing the memory footprint and increases the performance of the network. The important features 

of CNN lie with the 3D volumes of neurons, local connectivity and shared weights. A feature map is 

produced by convolution layer through convolution of different sub regions of the input image with a 

learned kernel. Then, anon-linear activation function is applied through ReLu layer to improve the 

convergence properties when the error is low. In pooling layer, a region of the image/feature map is 

chosen and the pixel with maximum value among them or average values is chosen as the 

representative pixel so that a 2x2 or 3x3 grid will be reduced to a single scalar value. This results a large 

reduction in the sample size. Sometimes, traditional FullyConnected (FC) layer will be used in 

conjunction with the convolutional layers towards the output stage. In CNN architecture, usually 

convolution layer and pool layer are used in some combination. The pooling layer usually carries out two 

types of operations viz. max pooling and means pooling. In mean pooling, the average neighborhood is 

calculated within the feature points and in max pooling it is calculated within a maximum of feature 

points. Mean pooling reduces the error caused by the neighborhood size limitation and retains 

background information. Max pooling reduces the convolution layer parameter estimated error caused 

by the mean deviation and hence retains more texture information.  

 Figure 2 shows the architecture of CNN.  

  

  
Figure 2: The architecture of CNN.  

  

The input to a convolutional layer is an image of size  m x m x r, where r is the number of channels.  

There are k filter kernels of size n x n x q where n < m, q ≤ r and may vary for each kernel in 

convolutional layer, which are convolved with the input image to produce k feature maps. Each map is 
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then subsampled with mean or max pooling over p x p contiguous regions (p – ranges from 2to5) and an 

additive bias and sigmoidal nonlinearity is applied before or after the subsampling layer.   

  

As mentioned above,there exist several types of hidden layers, one of them is called 

convolutional. This type of layers has neurons arranged in threedimensions: width, height, and depth. It 

basically consists of a set of learnable filters. The typical filter has 3 channels corresponding to the RGB 

image. Its size is also called the receptive field and it defines the amount of a local region of the input 

image which is as signed to the neuron. When performing convolution, we slide each filter across the 

image (input) vector and compute dot products between the entries of the filter and the input at any 

position. This process produces a 2-dimensional activation map. Along the third 

dimension(responsiblefordepth)and passed ahead to then extlayer.  

The main idea is to learn filters that activate when they see some type of feature, issituated in the 

network the morea abstract and pattern-like feature it will be able to catch. To sum up, the 

convolutional layer requires four hyper parameters: number of filters - K , receptive field - F , the stride - 

S (step of a filter), the amount of padding - P . As the input we have an image or vector of shape: 

W×H×D. Stride and padding control the size of the output volume: stride defines the size of the step for 

moving the filters, padding increases the input volume by surrounding it with certain numbers (usually 

zeros) around the border. The output of the convolution operation has width equalto (W−F+2P)/S+1, 

while height equals to (H−F +2P)/S+1. The number of dimensions is the number of filters. The choice of 

hyperparameters is usually based on common conventions and rules of thumb.   

A simple ConvNet is a sequence of layers; each layer alters one volume of activations to another 

through a differentiable function. Convolutional Layer, Pooling Layer, and FC Layer are used to build 

ConvNet architectures. Pixel values of the raw input image is used as the input and  CONV layer 

computes the output of neurons that are connected to local regions in the input.    

RELU layer applies an element wise activation function and leaves the size of the volume 

unchanged. A downsampling along the spatial dimensions will be performed by POOL layer. Theclass 

scoreswill be computed by FC layer.   

Back-propagation algorithmis used to train the Deep CNN to detect lung tumors in CT image of 

size 5×20×20. It consists oftwo phases. In the first phase, a CNN consists of multiple volumetric 

convolution, rectified linear units (ReLU) and max pooling layers is used to extract valuable volumetric 

features from input data. The second phase is the classifier.It has multipleFC and threshold layers, 

followed by a SoftMax layer to perform the high-level reasoning of the neural network. No scaling was 

applied to the CT images of the dataset to preserve the original values of the DICOM images as much as 

possible. During training, the randomsub-volumes extracted from the CT images of the training set and 

are normalized according to an estimate of the normal distribution of the voxel values in the dataset.  

Convolutional neural networks show very effective results in image and video 

detection,segmentation,localization,classification,naturallanguageprocessing,and even 

recommendersystems.deeplearning can be referred as extension of the classical 

neuralnetworktechnique. Deepneuralnetworkshavemanyhiddenlayers hence a very large number of 
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parameters. Deep convolutional networks have been commonly used in image classification tasks, 

reporting best performance even on the most popular benchmark dataset – Image Net. Deep learning 

can explore more complex non-linear patterns in the data.  

  

    Fig 3.2: Example of convolution operation  

3.4 3-D Convolution  

The main difference between 2-D and 3-D convolution is that the last one operates 

notonsingle2Dimages,butonthevoxels(cubesextractedfrom3-dimage). Theinput to such a network 

requires the data to be presented in three-dimensional space. Thus, this type of layers are often used on 

videos or medical images, for example, computed tomography, X-ray, MRI scans. 3-D Convolution can be 

used to find patternsacross3spatialdimensions. Thisapproachiscommonlyusedforactionvideos, because 

3-D networks can be fed with multiple image frames which were concatenated across a temporal 

dimension, thus patterns are found acrossframes.Theprocessofkernelslidingin3Dconvolution 

operationissimilartoregularconvolution: the kernel slides in 3 directions with a predefined stride and size 

of the kernel at every step calculating the dot, however, the output is now three dimensional.  

  

  
(a) 3-Dconvolutionofafeature map with a filter.  
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(b) Generation of the i-th feature map (F) in the l-th layer  

                                                      Fig 3.3: Example of 3-Dconvolution.  
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                                                                   CHAPTER-4 

                                                 Leukemia Medical background  

4.1 Introduction  

Leukemia is a type of blood cancer which generates the malignant white blood cells (WBCs) in the 

human body. These abnormal blood cells affect the blood and bone marrow which causes the immune 

system to be vulnerable. They can also limit the ability of bone marrow to generate red blood cells and 

platelets.1 Furthermore, these malignant WBCs can flow into the blood and cause damage to other parts 

of the human body like liver, kidney, spleen, brain, and so on, which will lead to other fatal forms of 

cancer.  

Leukemia is a variety of cancer that commences in the bone marrow which results in high 

numbers of abnormal white blood cells. These white blood cells are not completely developed and are 

called blasts or leukaemia cells. Leukaemia can be divided into four major categories including Acute 

Lymphoblastic Leukaemia (ALL), Chronic Lymphocytic Leukaemia (CLL), Acute Myelogenous Leukaemia 

(AML), and Chronic Myelogenous Leukaemia (CML). According to French American British (FAB) 

classification, ALL is further categorized into 3 subtypes, which are L1, L2, and L3. L1 type cells are 

usually small in size and are of similar shape with little cytoplasm. Their nucleus is discoid and well 

structured. L2 type cells have shape variability and are oversized as compared to L1. Their nucleus is not 

regular and contains dissimilarities in their cytoplasm. L3 type cells are of identical shape and normal 

size with round or oval nucleus. They have fair amount of cytoplasm which incorporates vacuoles. They 

are often larger than L1.  

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia is usually diagnosed by performing complete blood count test. In this test, 

doctor will check if the number of WBCs increases and have some signs of leukemia cell. But sometimes 

these symptoms are not enough for doctor to confirm that the patient has leukemia. Therefore another 

method called bone marrow  aspiration followed by microscopic examining of blood smearis performed 

to confirm that patient is diagnosed with leukemia. All these different methods for diagnosing of 

leukemia are manual which are fully dependent on the professionally trained medical specialists and 

their experience. Also, these manual methods can be time consuming and costly.  

The research aims to detect Leukemia cancer types using image processing and machine learning 

techniques. The system use morphological features in microscopic images to examine changes on 

texture, geometry, colour and statistical analysis. It is believed that this system would increase the 

diagnostic accuracy and consistency of the haematologist and laboratory practitioner in the daily 

diagnostic routine. Problems mislaid and existing in current WBC classifiers were identified as usage of 

binary classifiers which only states whether a single type of WBC has leukaemia instead of multiclass 

classifiers since it requires more work, misclassification was between several WBC types and the 

accuracy levelsstated in the systems are rarely above 70%.  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6161200/#bibr1-1533033818802789
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6161200/#bibr1-1533033818802789
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4.2METHODS AND PROCEDURES  

 The research aims to compare diverse image processing techniques to extract and automatically count 

blood cells from a microscopic blood image. The exact count of cells will benefit to determine the early 

detection of disease and are accomplished with a sequence of 4 major steps.   

A) Pre Processing / Segmentation and Counting Red Blood Cells, White Blood Cells and Platelets   

In medical diagnosis, Complete Blood Count (CBC)is considered as a significant aspect. The Table 4.1 

summaries normal complete blood count results for adults.  This can be used to evaluate the health 

level of the person and to detect the disorders like Leukemia.  

Table 4.1STANDARD CBC OF A HEALTHY PERSON    

  

There are mainly three classifications of cells. Red blood cells (RBC), White blood cells (WBC), and 

Platelets. The abnormal count of cells can be used as an indication to detect the presence of disease of a 

person. When compared to the manual process with the automated, though the automated analysers 

give fast and reliable results regarding the count, automated process cannot reliably count the abnormal 

cells and overlapped cells that are present in the blood image.  

  

1) Image Acquisition: The digital microscope is interfaced to a computer and the microscopic 

images are obtained as digital images.  

2) Image Pre-processing: Acquired images are preprocessed to remove superfluous noise and 

minor substances that are not measured as blood cells.   

3) Image Enhancement: For better segmentation results of the blood cells, the obtained image has 

to be enhanced. This is achieved with few image processing techniques including contrast 

adjustment, grey-scale, edge detection, and spatial smoothing filtering.  

4) Image Segmentation: This process involves selecting the region of interest in the image. This 

describes the area which comprises the blood cells. Circular Hough transform [17] is applied and 

not much of the image segmentation is needed because the applied transform looks only for the 

circular objects in the image.  
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5) Detection of Blood Cells: The Circular Hough transform searches for the blood cells in the image 

and then detects them. The function “draw circle” draws circles around the detected cells. Even 

the overlapped circles are detected.  

6) Counting Cells: Counting the number of cells drawn gives the total number of blood cells in the 

image.  

7) Formula for counting: Actual count of the blood sample is calculated with the image area (Eq. 

4.1).  Now such samples are usually diluted with an anticoagulant liquid to avoid clotting. In such 

cases we have to multiply the count by the dilution factor. C – Cell count of the image DF - Dilution 

Factor D - Depth of the height of the counting chamber A - Input image area   

Total Count = C x DF / ( A x D ) (4.1)   

  

B. White Blood Cell Classification   
It is essential to segment the WBCs from each image. Among the three RGB color components, the 

nucleus region in violet color has the least value of the green channel when compared to other regions 

such as cytoplasm or background [3]. Therefore, the nucleus region enhances in the input images by 

averaging the pixel values in the red and blue channels together and then dividing the sum by the 

intensity value of the green channel. Erosion and dilation morphological operators with flat disk 

structuring element are applied to the nucleus enhanced image to remove any noisy pixels. Some types 

of WBCs have nucleus with multiple lobes, such as the eosinophil and the neutrophil. The minimum area 

for each lobe can be calculated. Morphology dilation is applied with a flat disk structuring merge them 

into one cell.  The WBC segmentation is carried forward according to the size and the shape of the cells. 

AForge’s built-in functions are used to calculate the area, width, height, number of occurrences per cell 

and other variables for each of these cells in order to obtain something meaningful to the classifier. The 

classifier itself starts up and repeats the above process for each cell in each WBC cell folder and learns. 

Then it stores the data into a CSV file for re-use on the next classification of image to speed up learning 

time. The classifier will input the current WBC, which is from the patient’s image to the SVM and then 

outputs the WBC category as an integer value. Since the classifier class is static, it doesn’t repeat 

learning process for each image in a single blood sample.   

The WBC classifier simply needs the path to:  

 - Blood sample image   

-WBC mask of the blood sample image   
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C. Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL) and Chronic lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL)   

ALL and CLL affect a group of leukocytes called lymphocytes which is one of WBC type. Basically we can 

identify three types of lymphocytes. Lymphoblast count is also more than 25% which directs as CLL 

addicted [9]. To identify ALL and CLL first we need to identify the type of lymphocytes. To do that we use 

a morphological feature of cell, it is nucleus diameter of lymphocytes. Using that deliberate ranges we 

presumed the diameter ranges of mature leukocytes and Lymphoblast cells.  

1) Used formulas to calculate diameter of cell nucleus:  DMM = 

digital microscope magnification   

          1 mm = 3.77 pixels   

 1 micron = 0.001 mm   

Radius = Diameter / 2   

 Perimeter = 2 x π x Radius   

Area = π x (Radius) 2   

 Diameter = (diameter in Pixels) x 1000/  (3.77 x DMM)    

D. AML and CML Detection   

1) Chronic Myeloid Leukaemia: It’s a disease in which the bone marrow produces too many white blood 

cells. Chronic myelogenous leukaemia (also called CML or chronic granulocytic leukaemia) is a slowly 

progressing blood and bone marrow disease that usually occurs during or after middle age, and rarely 

occurs in children.  

2) Acute Myeloid Leukaemia (AML): does not ordinarily form tumours. It is in all of the bone marrow 

in the body and, in some cases, spreads to other organs, such as the liver and spleen. Therefore AML is 

not operated like most other cancers. The outlook for a person with AML depends on other information, 

such as the subtype of AML (determined by lab tests), the patient’s age, and other lab test results. The 

first trace to a diagnosis of AML is typically an abnormal result on a complete blood count. While an excess 

of abnormal white blood cells (leucocytosis) is a common finding.   

3) Feature Extraction: It’s a difficult step in image processing which outlines a large set of redundant 

data into a set of features of reduced dimension. Features extracted are Multi-resolution Texture, Area, 

Colour, and Overall Similarity Measure.   
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Shape Feature: Haematologists believed that the important feature for classification is the shape of the 

nucleus. The region and boundary based shape features are extracted inorder to analyze the shape of 

the nucleus. The shape features are area and compactness. Shape based features is used to detect 

different shapes like circle, rectangle, ellipse, squares etc. Our blood cells also have different size and 

shapes. So to detect geometrical shape of cells, this shape based features are very useful method to 

detect different type of cells and their shapes.    

Colour Feature: An important feature that human perceive while visualizing is the colour. This feature 

is considered for extraction from nucleus region. While in AML, the blasts are larger and irregular form 

and usually multiple nucleoli with the presence of Auer rode.  

4) Nucleus and cytoplasm selection: The WBC identified in above WBC classifier can now be used to 

extract the nucleus and cytoplasm. To carry out this step, Blob detection methods have been used. In 

order to overcome problems discussed previous level we need to measure the size of the cells we input 

to the unit. Separate nucleus and cytoplasm of all cells. Blob detection and channel filtering algorithms 

has been used .  

5) Blob Detection: The circle detection algorithm is based on the finding, that all circle's edge points have 

the same distance to its centre, which matches to circle's radius   

6) Channel Filtering: The filter organizes colour channels' filtering by filling with definite values, which 

are inside/outside of the quantified value's range. The filter allows filling certain ranges of RGB colour 

channels with specified value. The filter accepts twenty two and thirty two BPP (Bits Per Pixel) colour 

images for processing. For classification of the abnormal cells with their particular type and subtypes, 

observation is carried out to detect the abnormalities in the nucleus or the cytoplasm of the cells. This 

identification is very significant and the diagnosis to determine the risk level of the patient is provided via 

generating a standard report.  

7) Image Classification: The primary intention is in this section is to detect AML and CML using 

geographical feature extraction and colour based feature extraction. In this final phase, the features 

extracted are used to provide the final reaction. All the features extracted are listed into the different 

columns with their values. Once the classified WBC images are given as an input to the proposed system, 

then the feature values are calculated.   
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                                              CHAPTER-5  

PROPOSED SYSTEM  

5.1 Introduction  

Counting of blood cells plays a very important role in the health sector. The old conventional 

method used in hospital laboratories involves the manual counting of blood cells using a device called 

Haemocytometer. But this process is extremely monotonous, time consuming, which leads to inaccurate 

results. In order to overcome these complications, this research presents a fully automated software 

solution, enriched with image processing and machine learning techniques to detect and to count the 

number of RBC, WBC and Platelets cells in the blood sample images and to classify diverse types of 

Leukemia. Several problems and missing features in existing white blood cell classifiers were addressed 

by implementing an effusively automated method using a multi-class classifier. This approach identifies 

various colour feature statistics with geographical measures for machine learning centred on supervised 

learning.  

Also a training model which is capable of being resumed was implemented in the research.  

The method proposed in this work aims to diagnose leukemia using blood smear images. Following the 

flowchart shown in Fig. 5.1, it is possible to observe that the system uses an image without any 

preprocessing or segmentation as input. This is the main difference between our method and the state-

of-the-art methods. The CNNs are used to describe the input image and the features are selected and 

reduced. In the classification step, the SVM is used to classify the images as pathological or not.  

  

  

Fig 5.1:  Flowchart of the proposed leukemia diagnosis approach.  

  

5.2. Convolutional neural networks   

Currently, researchers working with artificial intelligence use deep learning techniques to create robust 

computational systems. Among these techniques, CNNs (Fig. 5.2) have been proposed to aid in 

diagnosis, and they have outperformed conventional methods of extracting features, obtaining better 

accuracy rates (Lecun et al., 2015; Litjens et al., 2017).   
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Fig 5.2:  A simplified illustration of the CNN architecture  

  

Therefore, we use the power of the CNNs to carry out the construction of our approach. In recent works, 

authors have presented two different ways of using the power of CNNs. The first is the usual method in 

which the training is performed with a large set of data. The second is through the transfer of learning 

using pre-trained networks (Tajbakhsz et al., 2016).   

In our work, we used pre-trained CNNs in a large natural image database. Thus, the neural 

network can assimilate generic features, facilitating its application in small databases. This technique can 

be used in several types of tasks, for example in the extraction of features from face images, objects, 

and diseases. The success of the results depends on the similarity of the images from the database used 

to extract the features and the images from the training set (Shin et al., 2016). We use CNNs pre-trained 

on a large natural database of images with 1000 categories, called ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015). 

Among these categories, the database also contains images of lymphocytes and lymphoblasts. During 

the development of our approach, three models were selected: AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), 

CaffeNet (Jia et al., 2014), and Vgg-f (Chatfield et al., 2014). These models have similar architectures, and 

the main difference between them is the size of the filters used in the convolutional layers and the 

number of neurons in the fully connected layers.   

Alexnet: Krizhevsky et al. (2012) developed the architecture for the ILSVRC-2010 competition to 

carry out training and classification of ImageNet database. It comprises eight layers that need to be 

trained, five convolutional layers with filters with sizes of 5 × 5 and 7 × 7, followed by three fully-

connected layers, as well as max-pooling layers. Caffenet: This architecture was developed by the 

Berkeley Vision and Learning Center (BVLC) and is considered one of the most popular CNNs in deep 

learning (Jia et al., 2014). It comprises five convolutional layers, each followed by a pooling layer, and 

three fully-connected layers. The main difference between this architecture and AlexNet (Krizhevsky et 

al., 2012) is the order of the pooling layer and the normalization layer. Vgg-f: This model was proposed 

in 2014 by Chatfield et al. (2014), and was based on AlexNet. This architecture was proposed with two 

others: Vgg-s and Vgg-m.   

  

The main difference between these three models is the number of layers and the size of the 

convolutional filters. The size of the filters influences the computing power demanded by the network. 

The smaller the filter, the less the network will require the computer. However, larger filters take 

advantage of more neighborhood information. The main difference between this architecture and 
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AlexNet is that Vgg-f has fewer convolutional filters in the first, third, and fourth convolutional layers. 

The number of features taken from the last fully connected layer of each architecture is 4096.  

  

  

5.3. Feature selection   

After generating the feature vector, we performed an attribute selection. This selection aims to 

eliminate unnecessary characteristics and consequently to simplify the prediction model, reduce the 

computational cost, and provide a better understanding of the results obtained. According to Guyon and 

Elisseeff (2006), attribute selection techniques are primarily employed to identify relevant attributes and 

essential information. We choose the gain ratio algorithm to perform this selection. This algorithm 

calculates the information gain, which uses entropy as a measurement of the degree of impurity and 

decision trees to represent the attributes of the vector. Its performance is considered better than the 

information gain, so it provides better accuracy regarding the complexity of the generated trees.  

    

 Let be 𝑆 set consisting of 𝑠 data samples with 𝑚 distinct classes, Eq. (5.1) presents the information 

calculation used to classify a given sample.  

              (5.1)  

Where 𝑝𝑖 is the probability of that the sample belongs to a 𝐶𝑖 class. The entropy calculation of a given 

attribute 𝐴 that has 𝑣 values is shown in Eq. (5.2):  

         (5.2)  

and the variable 𝑠𝑖𝑗 represents the number of samples belonging the 𝐶𝑖 class of the subset 𝑆𝑖 . The 

attribute gain 𝐴 is represented by Eq. (5.3).  

             (5.3)  

Eq. (5.4) presents the information value generated by dividing the data set of 𝑆 into 𝑣 partitions.  

         (5.4)  
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Finally, the gain ratio is defined as the result of dividing the solution to Eq. (5.3) by the solution to Eq. 

(5.4). The attributes are ranked according to the values of their gain ratios, and the 𝑛 attributes with the 

highest values are selected.  

To classify the attributes resulting from the feature selection, we chose the SVM. This classifier seeks to 

separate two classes of a dataset using a separation line or hyperplane by using the similarities between 

the features of each instance. Other classifiers were used in the tests, are:  

MLP, RF and KNN. In our tests, the SVM classifier obtained the best results. Therefore, we report the 

results only for this classifier.  

5. 4. Experimental Database   

To evaluate the obtained results, we used two image databases, one containing only one leukocyte per 

image and the other with many leukocytes. Also, we used four classic metrics from the literature: 

precision, accuracy, recall, and the Kappa index. We implemented the feature extraction in MATLAB 

with the feature selection and classification.  

Several authors have tested their methods only on homogeneous databases or private databases. 

However, one of the challenges in creating a medical assistance system is the ability to diagnose the 

disease in databases with distinct characteristics. Thus, in this work, we constructed three 

heterogeneous image databases based on traditional databases presented in the literature. Two of 

these databases are divided according to the number of leukocytes in the images.   

The Hybrid-Leukocyte database (Fig.5.3) is formed from four databases that present only one leukocyte 

per image, namely ALL-IDB1 (Labati et al., 2011), ALL-IDB2 (Labati et al., 2011), Leukocytes (Sarrafzadeh 

and Dehnavi, 2015), and CellaVision (Rollins-Raval et al., 2012).  

  

Fig5.3: Examples of leukocytes (a) and (b), and lymphoblasts (c) and (d) of the HybridLeukocyte 

database.  
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 The second database constructed is the Hybrid-Slide database (Fig. 5.4). This database contains many 

leukocytes per image and is also formed from four traditional databases, namely ALL-IDB1 (Labati et al., 

2011), Atlas, and two databases proposed in Omid Sarrafzadeh and Rabbani (2014) and Sarrafzadeh et 

al. (2015).  

  

  

Fig 5.4: Examples of leukocytes (a) and (b), and lymphoblasts (c) and (d) of the Hybrid-Slide 

database.   

The third database is called HybridComplete and is composed of the two hybrid databases 

presented previously.  The standard databases used to construct the Hybrid-Leukocyte and HybridSlide 

databases as well as the number of pathological and non-pathological images and the total number of 

images in each database.  

5.5. Metrics for performance evaluation   

We used standard metrics based on a confusion matrix to evaluate the results. The confusion matrix is a 

table that shows the classification result. Here, it consists of four values: true positive (TP), false positive 

(FP), false negative (FN), and true negative (TN). From these values, we calculate the precision (𝑃 ), recall 

(𝑅), accuracy (𝐴), and Kappa index (𝐾) (Powers, 2011). The Kappa index is used as an appropriate 

measure of accuracy because it represents the entire confusion matrix and takes all matrix elements 

into account, rather than just those that depict the number of correct classifications, which occur when 

calculating the overall classification accuracy. The quality levels indicated by the Kappa index were 

classified as bad (𝐾 ≤ 0.2), reasonable (0.21 ≤ 𝐾 ≤ 0.4), good  

(0.41 ≤ 𝐾 ≤ 0.6), very good (0.61 ≤ 𝐾 ≤ 0.8), and excellent (𝐾 ≥ 0.81).  
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                                                                              CHAPTER-6  

                                                               SOFTWARE TOOLS REQUIRED  

6.1 INTRODUCTION TO MATLAB  

MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a fourth-generation high-level programming language and interactive 

environment for numerical computation, visualization and programming. MATLAB is developed by 

MathWorks. It allows matrix manipulations; plotting of functions and data; implementation of 

algorithms; creation of user interfaces; interfacing with programs written in other languages, including 

C, C++, Java, and FORTRAN; analyze data; develop algorithms; and create models and applications. It has 

numerous built-in commands and math functions that help you in mathematical calculations, generating 

plots, and performing numerical methods.  

MATLAB is used in every facet of computational mathematics. Following are some commonly used 

mathematical calculations where it is used most commonly:  

• Dealing with Matrices and Arrays   

• 2-D and 3-D Plotting and graphics  

• Linear Algebra   

• Algebraic Equations   

• Non-linear Functions   

• Statistics   

• Data Analysis  

• Calculus and Differential Equations   

• Numerical Calculations   

• Integration   

• Transforms   

• Curve Fitting  

• Various other special functions  

6.2 Features of MATLAB   

Following are the basic features of MATLAB  
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• It is a high-level language for numerical computation, visualization and application development.   

• It also provides an interactive environment for iterative exploration, design and problem solving.   

• It provides vast library of mathematical functions for linear algebra, statistics, Fourier analysis, filtering, 

optimization, numerical integration and solving ordinary differential equations.  

• It provides built-in graphics for visualizing data and tools for creating custom plots.   

• MATLAB's programming interface gives development tools for improving code quality, maintainability, 

and maximizing performance.  

• It provides tools for building applications with custom graphical interfaces  

• It provides functions for integrating MATLAB based algorithms with external applications and languages 

such as C, Java, .NET and Microsoft Excel.  

  

6.3 Uses of MATLAB   

MATLAB is widely used as a computational tool in science and engineering encompassing the fields of 

physics, chemistry, math and all engineering streams. It is used in a range of applications including:   

• signal processing and Communications  

• image and video Processing   

• control systems   

• test and measurement  

• computational finance  

• computational biology  

6.4 MATLAB ADVANTAGES  

MATLAB short for Matrix Laboratory, is a simple and flexible programming environment for a wide 

range of problems such as signal processing, optimization, linear programming and so on. The basic 

MATLAB software package can be extended by using add-on toolboxes. Examples of such toolboxes are: 

Signal Processing, Filter design, Statistics and Symbolic math.  

MATLAB is an interpreted language. This implies that the source code is not compiled but interpreted 

on the y. This is both an advantage and a disadvantage. MATLAB allows for easy numerical calculation and 

visualization of the results without the need for advanced and time consuming programming. The 

disadvantage is that it can be slow, especially when bad programming practices are applied.  
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MATLAB has several advantages over other methods or languages:  

• Its basic data element is the matrix. A simple integer is considered a matrix of one row and one column. 

Several mathematical operations that work on arrays or matrices are built-in to the Mat lab environment. 

For example, cross-products, dot-products, determinants, inverse matrices.  

• Vectorized operations. Adding two arrays together needs only one command, instead of a ‘for’ or  

‘while’ loop.  

• The graphical output is optimized for interaction. You can plot your data very easily, and then change 

colours, sizes, scales, etc, by using the graphical interactive tools.  

• Mat lab’s functionality can be greatly expanded by the addition of toolboxes. These are sets of specific 

functions that provided more specialized functionality. Ex: Excel link allows data to be written in a format 

recognized by Excel, Statistics Toolbox allows more specialized statistical manipulation of data (ANOVAs, 

Basic Fits, etc)  

• A very large (and growing) database of built-in algorithms for image processing and computer vision 

applications  

• MATLAB allows you to test algorithms immediately without recompilation. You can type something at the 

command line or execute a section in the editor and immediately see the results, greatly facilitating 

algorithm development.  

• The MATLAB Desktop environment, which allows you to work interactively with your data, helps you to 

keep track of files and variables, and simplifies common programming/debugging tasks  

• The ability to read in a wide variety of both common and domain-specific image formats.  

• The ability to call external libraries, such as Open CV  

• Clearly written documentation with many examples, as well as online resources such as web seminars 

("webinars").  

• Bi-annual updates with new algorithms, features, and performance enhancements  

• If you are already using MATLAB for other purposes, such as simulation, optimization, statistics, or data 

analysis, then there is a very quick learning curve for using it in image processing.  

• The ability to process both still images and video.  

• Technical support from a well-staffed, professional organization (assuming your                          maintenance 

is up-to-date)  

• A large user community with lots of free code and knowledge sharing  
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6.5 Image processing Toolbox  

The ability to auto-generate C code, using MATLAB Coder, for a large (and growing) subset of 

image processing and mathematical functions, which you could then use in other environments, such as 

embedded systems or as a component in other software. The core MATLAB package comes with several 

rudimentary functions (to be described later) that can be used to load, save, and perform custom 

functions on images. However, it is often necessary to perform more complicated operations on images.  

 The image processing toolbox allows such manipulations as:  

• Direct visualization of images in MATLAB  

• Colour space conversions (e.g. between RGB, HSV, L*a*b*, and so on)  

• Object grouping and data collection  

• Filtering and fast convolution  

• Fourier analysis of images  

• Image arithmetic  

• Morphological operations and many others.  

6.6 Basic Commands in Mat Lab:  

Command  Description  

imread()  Read image from graphics file  

imwrite()  Write image from graphics file  

imfinfo()  Information about graphics file  

gray2ind()  Convert grayscale or binary image to indexed image  

rgb2gray()  Convert RGB image or colormap to grayscale  

ind2rgb()  Convert indexed image to RGB image  

im2bw()  Convert image to binary image, based on threshold  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGB
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGB
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HSL_and_HSV
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HSL_and_HSV
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HSL_and_HSV
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CIELAB
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CIELAB
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CIELAB
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imdouble()   Convert image to double precision   

im2int16()  Convert image to 16-bit signed integers  

im2unit16()  Convert image to 16-bit unsigned in tegers  

imnoise()  Add noise to image  

imshow()  Display image  

subimage()  Display multiple in single figure  

implay()  Play movies, videos or images in sequence  

imtool()  Image viewer App  

imageinfo()  Image information tool  

imcontrast()  Adjust contrast tool  

imoverview()  Overview tool for image displayed in scroll panel  

im2single()  Convert image to single precision   

int2unit8()  Convert image to 8-bit unsigned integer  

 

 Table 6.1: Basic Commands in Mat lab  
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 6.7 MATLAB CODE IMPLEMENTATION FOR LEUKEMIA DETECTION  

 --- Executes on button press in pushbutton1.  

function pushbutton1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  

  
% hObject    handle to pushbutton1 (see GCBO)  

 [filename pathname] = uigetfile({'*.jpg';'*.bmp'},'File Selector');  
handles.myImage = strcat(pathname, filename);  

 in = imread(strcat(pathname, 
filename));  axes(handles.axes1);  
imshow(handles.myImage)  img= 
double(in); [s1,s2,s3]=size(img);  

  
% image normalization Rplane 
= img(:,:,1);  

Gplane = img(:,:,2);  

Bplane = img(:,:,3);  

X1 = (Rplane-min(Rplane(:)))/(max(Rplane(:))-min(Rplane(:)));   

X2 = (Gplane-min(Gplane(:)))/(max(Gplane(:))-min(Gplane(:)));  X3 = 

(Bplane-min(Bplane(:)))/(max(Bplane(:))-min(Bplane(:)));    

% taking R-plane, B-plane, G-plane values as features 
X = [X1(:) X2(:) X3(:)]; % [(s1*s2)x3] k = 4; % no. of 
clusters  

  
% Setting the c-Means Algorithms % 
opt.Exponent = NaN;  

% opt.MaxNumIteration = 15;  

% opt.MinImprovement = 0.001; 
% opt.Verbose = 0; options=[NaN 
25 0.001 1]; [centers] = 
fcm(X,k,options); distancemat = 

dist(centers,X'); [~,indx] = 

min(distancemat',[],2);  

  
outimgindx=reshape(indx,s1,s2); % pixel indexed image  

  
outimg=zeros(s1,s2); 
for i=1:s1 for j=1:s2  
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if outimgindx(i,j)== 1  

                outimg(i,j)= 62; elseif 

outimgindx(i,j)== 2                 
outimg(i,j)= 124; elseif 
outimgindx(i,j)== 3                 
outimg(i,j)= 186; elseif 

outimgindx(i,j)== 4  

                outimg(i,j)= 255;  

end 
end 
end  

  
axes(handles.axes2); 
imshow(uint8(outimg)); 
grayImage = (outimg); [rows 

columns] = size(grayImage);  

  
% Display the first image.  

  
noisyImage = imnoise(grayImage, 'salt & pepper', 0.02);  

  

  
%------ PSNR CALCULATION -------------------------------------------%   

Now we have our two images and we can calculate the PSNR. First, calculate the "square error" image. Make sure 

they're cast to floating point so that we can get negative differences. Otherwise two uint8's that should subtract to 

give a negative number would get clipped to zero and not be negative.  

  
squaredErrorImage = (double(grayImage) - double(noisyImage)) .^ 2;  

% Display the squared error image. Sum the Squared Image and divide by the number of elements to get the Mean 

Squared Error.  It will be a scalar (a single number).  

mse = sum(sum(squaredErrorImage)) / (rows * columns);  

% Calculate PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) from the MSE according to the formula. PSNR = 
100 * log10( 256^2 / mse);  

  
I = im2double(in);                    % Load Image  

F = reshape(I,size(I,1)*size(I,2),3);                 % Color Features  

%% K-means  

K     = 8;                                            % Cluster Numbers  

CENTS = F( ceil(rand(K,1)*size(F,1)) ,:);             % Cluster Centers  
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DAL   = zeros(size(F,1),K+2);                         % Distances and Labels  

KMI   = 10;                                           % K-means Iteration for 

n = 1:KMI for i = 1:size(F,1) for j = 1:K    

        DAL(i,j) = norm(F(i,:) - CENTS(j,:));       end  

      [Distance, CN] = min(DAL(i,1:K));               % 1:K are Distance from Cluster Centers 1:K   

      DAL(i,K+1) = CN;                                % K+1 is Cluster Label  

      DAL(i,K+2) = Distance;                          % K+2 is Minimum Distance end 
for i = 1:K  

      A = (DAL(:,K+1) == i);                          % Cluster K Points       CENTS(i,:) = 
mean(F(A,:));                      % New Cluster Centers  

if sum(isnan(CENTS(:))) ~= 0                    % If CENTS(i,:) Is Nan Then Replace It With Random Point  

         NC = find(isnan(CENTS(:,1)) == 1);           % Find Nan Centers for Ind 

= 1:size(NC,1)  

         CENTS(NC(Ind),:) = F(randi(size(F,1)),:); 
end end end end  

  
X = zeros(size(F)); for i = 1:K 
idx = find(DAL(:,K+1) == i);  
X(idx,:) = repmat(CENTS(i,:),size(idx,1),1);  end  

T = reshape(X,size(I,1),size(I,2),3);  

axes(handles.axes3); 
imshow(rgb2gray(T));     
grayImage = rgb2gray(T); [rows 
columns] = size(grayImage);  

  
% Display the first image.  

  
noisyImage = imnoise(grayImage, 'salt & pepper', 0.02);  

  

  

  
%------ PSNR CALCULATION ---------------------------------------------------------- % Now we 
have our two images and we can calculate the PSNR.  

% First, calculate the "square error" image.  

% Make sure they're cast to floating point so that we can get negative 

differences. % Otherwise two uint8's that should subtract to give a negative 
number % would get clipped to zero and not be negative. squaredErrorImage = 

(double(grayImage) - double(noisyImage)) .^ 2; % Display the squared error 

image.  
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% Sum the Squared Image and divide by the number of elements % to 
get the Mean Squared Error.  It will be a scalar (a single number).  

mse1 = sum(sum(squaredErrorImage)) / (rows * columns);  

% Calculate PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) from the MSE according to the formula.  

PSNR1 = 10 * log10( 256^2 / mse1);  

  
global sds;  

  

  
if ( size(in,3)==3)  
im=rgb2gray(in); end  

  
im=im2double(im); 
[row,col]=size(im); nc=5;  

  
L= row*col; rns=(10/100)*L;  
rp=randperm(L); 
sds=im(rp(1:rns));  

  
options=gaoptimset('PopulationSize',20,'PopulationType','doubleVector', ...  

'CrossoverFraction',0.7, 'Generations',100,'EliteCount',2, ...  

'SelectionFcn', @selectionroulette,'CrossoverFcn',@crossoverarithmetic,...  

'MutationFcn',@mutationadaptfeasible,'PlotFcns',@gaplotbestf) ;  

  

  
% lower bound limit                
lb=zeros(nc,1); % 

upper bound limit 
ub=ones(nc,1);  

  
[gics,gfv,exf] =ga(@objfunc,nc,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,[],options);  

  
[idx,cs,egr]=kmeanseg(im,gics); gsim=coloring(cs,idx); 
gsim=reshape(gsim,row,col,3); axes(handles.axes4); 
imshow(rgb2gray(gsim)); grayImage = gsim;  

[rows columns] = size(grayImage);  

  
% Display the first image.  
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noisyImage = imnoise(grayImage, 'salt & pepper', 0.02);  

  

  

  
%------ PSNR CALCULATION ---------------------------------------------------------- % Now we 
have our two images and we can calculate the PSNR.  

% First, calculate the "square error" image.  

% Make sure they're cast to floating point so that we can get negative 
differences. % Otherwise two uint8's that should subtract to give a negative 
number % would get clipped to zero and not be negative. squaredErrorImage = 

(double(grayImage) - double(noisyImage)) .^ 2; % Display the squared error 
image.  

  
% Sum the Squared Image and divide by the number of elements % to 
get the Mean Squared Error.  It will be a scalar (a single number).  

mse2 = sum(sum(squaredErrorImage)) / (rows * columns);  

% Calculate PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) from the MSE according to the formula.  

PSNR2 = 10 * log10( 256^2 / mse2);  

  

  
string1 = PSNR;  

set(handles.edit2, 'String', 
string1); disp(string1); string2 = 
mse;  

set(handles.edit3, 'String', 

string2); disp(string2); string3 = 
PSNR1;  

set(handles.edit4, 'String', 
string3); disp(string3); string4 = 

mse1;  

set(handles.edit5, 'String', 

string4); disp(string4); string5 = 

PSNR2(:,:,1); set(handles.edit6, 

'String', string5); disp(string5); 
string6 = mse2(:,:,1); 
set(handles.edit7, 'String', 
string6); disp(string6);  

  

  
% segmented image  
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% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) function 
egr=objfunc(cs)  

  
global sds  
  nc = size(cs,2);   [row,col]=size(sds);  

  D=zeros(row,col,nc);  

% Euclidean distance between centroids and image's pixel   

for c=1: nc   

    D(:,:,c)=   (sds - cs(c)).^2 ;       

end  
% assign members (image pixels) to clusters    

 [mv,~]=min(D,[],3);    egr=sum(mv(:));  

  

  
function gsim=coloring(cs,idx)  

  
nc = length(cs); [~,ind]=sort(cs); 
gidx=zeros(size(idx));  

  
for s=1: nc  gidx(idx==ind(s)) 
=s;    end  

  
colors = hsv(nc); gsim= 
colors(gidx,:);  

  
function [idx,cs,egr]=kmeanseg(im,cs)  

  
%number of Iteration  

T= 50; t=0;   

  
nc=length(cs); [row,col]=size(im);  

D=zeros(row,col,nc);  

  
pcs=cs; egr =[]; 
eps=1.e-8; cmx=1;  

  
while ( t<T  && cmx>eps )     
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% Euclidean distance between centroids and image's pixel   

for c=1: nc   

      D(:,:,c)=   (im - cs(c)).^2 ;       

end  

  
% assign members (image pixels) to clusters    

    [mv,idx]=min(D,[],3);  

  
% cluster centroid updation for 
c=1: nc        I = (idx==c);         
cs(c) = mean( mean(im(I)) );     
end  

  
% find if any member label changes between current and previous 
iteration           cmx = max( abs(cs-pcs) );      pcs = cs;  

      t= 
t+1;   

%sum difference between centroid and their members  
% and store it for ploting energy minimization functions     
egr= [egr; sum(mv(:)) ];  

  
end  

  
function PSNR = PSNR(A,B)  

  
if (A == B)  

   error('Images are identical: PSNR has infinite value') end  

  
max2_A = max(max(A)); max2_B 
= max(max(B)); min2_A = 

min(min(A)); min2_B = 
min(min(B));  

  
%if max2_A > 1 || max2_B > 1 || min2_A < 0 || min2_B < 0  

%   error('input matrices must have values in the interval [0,1]')  

%end  

  
maxValue = double(max(A(:)));  
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%error_diff = A - B;  

%decibels = 20*log10(1/(sqrt(mean(mean(error_diff.^2)))));  

  
%decibels = 20*log10(maxValue/(sqrt(mean(mean(error_diff.^2)))));  

%disp(sprintf('PSNR = +%5.5f dB',decibels))  

  
% Calculate mean square error. 
mseImage = (double(A) - double(B)) .^ 2;  

% subplot(2, 2, 3);  

% imshow(mseImage, []);  

% title('MSE Image');  

[rows columns] = size(A);  

%mse = sum(sum(mseImage)) / (rows * columns); 
mse = sum(mseImage(:)) / (rows * columns); % % 
Calculate PSNR (Peak Signal to noise ratio). PSNR 
= 10 * log10( 256^2 / mse); disp(sprintf('PSNR = 

+%5.5f dB',PSNR)) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%  

%  

%   kmeans image segmentation  

%  

%   Input:  

%          ima: grey color image 
%          k: Number of classes 
%   Output:  
%          mu: vector of class means   

%          mask: clasification image mask  

%  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%  

  
function [mu,mask]=kmeans(ima,k)  
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% check image ima=double(ima); 
copy=ima;         % make a copy 
ima=ima(:);       % vectorize ima 
mi=min(ima);      % deal with negative  
ima=ima-mi+1;     % and zero values  

  
s=length(ima);  

  
% create image histogram  

  
m=max(ima)+1; 
h=zeros(1,m); hc=zeros(1,m);  

 for 

i=1:s  

if(ima(i)>0) h(ima(i))=h(ima(i))+1;end; 
end ind=find(h); hl=length(ind);  

  
% initiate centroids  

  
mu=(1:k)*m/(k+1);  

  
% start process  

  
while(true)  

  
  oldmu=mu;  

% current classification    

 for 
i=1:hl       
c=abs(in
d(i)-mu);       
cc=find(c

==min(c)

);  

      hc(ind(i))=cc(1);  

end  

  
%recalculation of means    
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 for i=1:k,        a=find(hc==i);       
mu(i)=sum(a.*h(a))/sum(h(a)); 
end  

  
if(mu==oldmu) break;end;  

  
end  

  
% calculate mask 
s=size(copy); 
mask=zeros(s); for 

i=1:s(1), for j=1:s(2),   
c=abs(copy(i,j)-mu);   
a=find(c==min(c));     
mask(i,j)=a(1); end 
end  

  
mu=mu+mi-1;   % recover real range  

  

  

%%%%%%% LUKEMIA DETECTION%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  

function cellsSegmentation(handles, myImage, colorspace)  

  
% load image and convert color space  

myImage = convertColorSpace(colorspace, myImage);  

  
%% WHITE BLOOD CELLS  

if strcmp(colorspace, 'cmyk')         
axes(handles.cmyk1);  

        WBC = handles.wbcCMYK;         
RBC = handles.rbcCMYK; elseif 
strcmp(colorspace, 'ycbcr')  

        axes(handles.ycbcr1);  

        WBC = handles.wbcYCbCr;         
RBC = handles.rbcYCbCr; else         
axes(handles.rgb1);  

        WBC = handles.wbcRGB;         
RBC = handles.rbcRGB;  
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end imshow(myImage); 
set(handles.wbcText, 

'string', 'Loaded Blood 
Smears Image'); 
pause(1);  

  
%%Extracting the blue plane  if 
strcmp(colorspace, 'cmyk')  

    bPlane = myImage(:,:,1)- 0.4*(myImage(:,:,3)) - 0.6*(myImage(:,:,2)); else  

    bPlane = myImage(:,:,3)  - 0.5*(myImage(:,:,1)) - 0.5*(myImage(:,:,2)); 
end imshow(bPlane);  

set(handles.wbcText, 'string', 'Extracted White Blood Cells'); pause(1);  

  
%%Extract out purple cells 
BW = bPlane > 29; 
imshow(BW);  
set(handles.wbcText, 'string', 'Enhanced Image'); 
pause(1);  

  
%%Remove noise 100 pixels or less BW2 

= bwareaopen(BW, 100); imshow(BW2);  

set(handles.wbcText, 'string', 'Noise Removed'); 
pause(1);  

  
%%Calculate area of regions cellStats 

= regionprops(BW2, 'all'); cellAreas = 
[cellStats(:).Area];  

  
%% create new figure to output superimposed images  

% first display the original image imshow(myImage), 

hold on  

  
%% Label connected components [L 
Ne]=bwlabel(BW2); 
propied=regionprops(L,'BoundingBox');  
himage = imshow(BW2);  

  
%% Get the totalcellsRGB number of cells that have been added with bounding box 
whitecount = size(propied,1);  
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%% Added bounding box to the white blood cells 
hold on for n=1:whitecount  

  rectangle('Position',propied(n).BoundingBox,'EdgeColor','g','LineWidth',2) 
end hold off  

  
%% Superimpose the two image 
set(himage, 'AlphaData', 0.5);  

  
%% set totalcellsRGB white blood cells detected set(handles.wbcText, 
'string', 'Process Done'); set(WBC, 'string', whitecount); pause(2);  
  

  
%% RED BLOOD CELLS  

if strcmp(colorspace, 'cmyk')         
axes(handles.cmyk2); elseif 
strcmp(colorspace, 'ycbcr')         
axes(handles.ycbcr2); else  

        axes(handles.rgb2); 
end imshow(myImage);  

set(handles.rbcText, 'string', 'Loaded Blood Smears Image'); 
pause(1);  

  
%% Extracting the red plane  if 
strcmp(colorspace, 'cmyk')  

    rPlane = myImage(:,:,3)  - 0.5*(myImage(:,:,1)) - 0.5*(myImage(:,:,2)); 
else  

    rPlane = myImage(:,:,1)- 0.4*(myImage(:,:,3)) - 0.6*(myImage(:,:,2)); 
end imshow(rPlane);  

set(handles.rbcText, 'string', 'Extracted Red Blood Cells'); pause(1);  

  
%% Extract out red cells 
BWr = rPlane > 19; 
imshow(BWr);  
set(handles.rbcText, 'string', 'Enhanced Image'); 
pause(1);  

  
%%Remove noise 100 pixels or less BWr2 
= bwareaopen(BWr, 100); imshow(BWr2);  

set(handles.rbcText, 'string', 'Noise Removed'); 
pause(1);  
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%%Calculate area of regions 
cellStatsr = regionprops(BWr2, 'all'); 
cellAreasr = [cellStatsr(:).Area];  
  
%% create new figure to output superimposed images  

% first display the original image imshow(myImage), 
hold on  

  
%% Label connected components [Lr 
Ner]=bwlabel(BWr2); 
propiedr=regionprops(Lr,'BoundingBox');  
himager = imshow(BWr2);  

  
%% Get the totalcellsRGB number of cells that have been added with bounding box 
redcount = size(propiedr,1);  

  
%% Added bounding box to the red blood cells 
hold on for n=1:redcount  

  rectangle('Position',propiedr(n).BoundingBox,'EdgeColor','r','LineWidth',2) 
end hold off  

  
%% Superimpose the two image 
set(himager, 'AlphaData', 0.5);  

  
%% set totalcellsRGB white blood cells detected 
set(handles.rbcText, 'string', 'Process Done'); 
set(RBC, 'string', redcount); pause(1);  

  
%% Calculate percentages totalCells = 
whitecount + redcount; wbcPercent = 

(whitecount ./ totalCells) .* 100; rbcPercent = 
(redcount ./ totalCells) .* 100;  

  
if strcmp(colorspace, 'cmyk')  

    totalCellsHandle = handles.totalcellsCMYK;     
WBCPercentHandle = handles.wbcpercentCMYK;     
RBCPercentHandle = handles.rbcpercentCMYK;     
resultTextHandle = handles.resultTextCMYK; elseif 
strcmp(colorspace, 'ycbcr')     totalCellsHandle = 

handles.totalcellsYCbCr;     WBCPercentHandle = 

handles.wbcpercentYCbCr;     RBCPercentHandle = 

handles.rbcpercentYCbCr;     resultTextHandle = 
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handles.resultTextYCbCr;     else     totalCellsHandle 
= handles.totalcellsRGB;     WBCPercentHandle = 

handles.wbcpercentRGB;     RBCPercentHandle = 
handles.rbcpercentRGB;     resultTextHandle = 

handles.resultTextRGB; end  

  
set(totalCellsHandle, 'string', totalCells); set(WBCPercentHandle, 

'string', wbcPercent); set(RBCPercentHandle, 'string', 
rbcPercent);  

  
if vpa(wbcPercent) >= 20  

    set(resultTextHandle, 'string', 'POTENTIAL LEUKEMIA DETECTED');  

else  
    set(resultTextHandle, 'string', 'Normal'); 
end  

  

  
function myImage = convertColorSpace(color, myImage)  

% convert RGB to other color space if 
strcmp(color, 'cmyk')         cform = 
makecform('srgb2cmyk');         
myImage = 
applycform(myImage,cform);   

        myImage = myImage(:,:,1:3); 
elseif strcmp(color, 'ycbcr')         
myImage = rgb2ycbcr(myImage); else  

        myImage = myImage; end  

  
function exportData  

  
% --- Executes on button press in exportData. function 
exportData_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  

% hObject    handle to exportData (see GCBO)  

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB  

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)  

  
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of exportData  

  
%% Get all result data  
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cmykWbc = get(handles.wbcCMYK,'String'); cmykRbc = 
get(handles.rbcCMYK,'String'); cmykTotal = 

get(handles.totalcellsCMYK,'String'); cmykWbcP = 
get(handles.wbcpercentCMYK,'String'); cmykRbcP = 

get(handles.rbcpercentCMYK,'String');  

  
yvbcrWbc = get(handles.wbcYCbCr,'String'); ycbcrRbc 

= get(handles.rbcYCbCr,'String'); ycbcrTotal = 
get(handles.totalcellsYCbCr,'String'); ycbcrWbcP = 

get(handles.wbcpercentYCbCr,'String'); ycbcrRbcP = 
get(handles.rbcpercentYCbCr,'String');  

  
rgbWbc = get(handles.wbcRGB,'String'); rgbRbc = 
get(handles.rbcRGB,'String'); rgbTotal = 
get(handles.totalcellsRGB,'String'); rgbWbcP = 

get(handles.wbcpercentRGB,'String'); rgbRbcP = 

get(handles.rbcpercentRGB,'String');  

  
%% Create tables  

cmykTable = table('CMYK',cmykWbc,cmykRbc,cmykTotal,cmykWbcP,cmykRbcP);  

cmykTable.Properties.VariableNames = {'ColorSpace''WBCs''RBCs''Total''WBCsPercent''RBCsPercent'};  

  
ycbcrTable = table('YcBcR',yvbcrWbc,ycbcrRbc,ycbcrTotal,ycbcrWbcP,ycbcrRbcP);  

ycbcrTable.Properties.VariableNames = {'ColorSpace''WBCs''RBCs''Total''WBCsPercent''RBCsPercent'};  

  
rgbTable = table('RGB',rgbWbc,rgbRbc,rgbTotal,rgbWbcP,rgbRbcP);  

rgbTable.Properties.VariableNames = {'ColorSpace''WBCs''RBCs''Total''WBCsPercent''RBCsPercent'};  

  
% write to excel file  

writetable(rgbTable,'LeukemiaResults.xlsx','Sheet',1); writetable(cmykTable,'LeukemiaResults.xlsx','Sheet',2); 
writetable(ycbcrTable,'LeukemiaResults.xlsx','Sheet',3); %% Show alert result success = msgbox('Data 
exported into Excel File.','Success');  
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                                                                   CHAPTER-7 

                                          RESULTS ANALYSIS  
We followed two approaches during the development of the proposed methodology: by using the 

outputs of each of the three architecture separately and by using the concatenation of all vectors. We 

also evaluate their results individually, comparing them with existing state-of-the-art works. We made 

this evaluation because there are no studies that classify blood smears with multiples and with only one 

leukocyte in the same image, as the one proposed in this work. We carried out empirical tests to define 

the dimensionality of the final vector, always searching for a compromise between accuracy and vector 

size. In these tests, we applied the gain ratio algorithm and assembled the vectors with the features 

ranked in descending order of gain ratio. Thus, to perform the experiments, we used the ranked 

features, starting from the one with the highest gain ratio and adding the others incrementally to 

complete 4096 features.  

The following figures explain the results of leukemia detection of blood smears as   

  

  

Fig 7.1 The input blood smear image for leukemia detection  
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Fig 7.2 Genetic algorithm fitness function results  
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Fig 7.3 Comparative Analysis of three techniques C-MEANS, K-MEANS and Genetic Algorithm 

results  

  

The results shown in Fig 7.3, we can interpret that Genetic Algorithm gives the best PSNR results 

compare to C-Means and K-Means clustering techniques. K-Mean gives better results compare to C-

means clustering.  
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CHAPTER-8   
Conclusion and Future scope 

The work presented in this project describes a new methodology for the diagnosis of leukemia in blood 

images using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). Based on the results obtained by the proposed 

approach, it was possible to validate the robustness of pre-trained CNNs for extracting features in 

relation to classical state-of-the-art methods. Through the selection of attributes, we observed that 

more characteristics are required to classify the images with many leukocytes, while fewer features are 

required for images with only one leukocyte. Besides, the main advantage of the proposed methodology 

that allows it to perform better than other state-of-the-art methods is that it does not need a 

segmentation process. Furthermore, we proved the robustness of our methodology by using three 

heterogeneous databases.   

As future work, the technique of fine-tuning in the CNN to improve the abstraction of leukemia 

information is proposed. Besides improving the CNNs, new databases of images with a larger amount of 

data will be used, allowing this system to be validated and used in daily life, helping physicians and 

patients to diagnose this disease.  
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES(POs)   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Classification of 

Project  

Application  Product  Research  Review  

Leukemia detection in blood 

slides using Image  Processing 

exploits the properties of blood 

and Calculates the PSNR and 

MSE ratios by comparing with 

existing techniques   

.Furthermore, its embedded 

coding process proved to be 

effective in detection of 

Leukemia(increase of white 

blood cells)  

To achieve Leukemia  

detection using blood 

image CNN  

Technique has been 

used with the basis of 

Genetic Algorithm   

This method is 

developed based  

on the existing 

methods 

disadvantages  

and it is  used to 

extract the  

features of blood 

image by CNN 

method  

This method gives 

more accurate 

results with less 

complexity by 

compared to the 

existing methods   

  

  

PROJECT OUTCOMES   
  

  

1. Designed and developed CNN Algorithm by  using Feature Selection and Extraction 

processes which are  different techniques of Image Processing. The proposed 

methodology aims to correctly classify images with different characteristics derived 

from different image databases.It serves this purpose by using matlab tool.   

2. Applied the knowledge of mathematics, science, and an engineering specialization to 

solve the complex engineering problems.   
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3. Designed and developed eco-friendly systems, by optimal utilization of available 

natural resources and understood the impact of engineering solutions in a global, 

economic and societal context along with professional ethics and responsibilities.   

4. Worked as a member and leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment, with 

effective Communication.   

5.Managed the project, keeping in view the economical and societal considerations and 

recognized the need for adapting to technological changes and engage in life-long learning  

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs)   

The ECE Graduates will be able to   

PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply modern 

tools.   

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to design, 

develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking into 

societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations.   

  

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs)   

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering  
fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems.   

  

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze  complex  
engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, 

natural sciences, and engineering sciences.    

  

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems  
and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 
consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations.   

  

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 
research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and 
synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions.   
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5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 
modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering 
activities with an understanding of the limitations.    

  

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant 

to the professional engineering practice.    

  

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 
solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need  

for  sustainable development.    

  

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and  responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice.    

  

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 
leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.    

  

10.Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write 

effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive 

clear instructions.    

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of  the 
engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and  

leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.    

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change.    
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Project   

Outcome  

s   

       Programme Outcomes (POs)       PSOs   

PO  

1   

PO  

2   

PO  

3   

PO  

4   

PO  

5   

PO  

6   

PO  

7   

PO  

8   

PO  

9   

PO10   PO11   PO1  

2   

PSO1   PSO2   

Outcome   

1   

3   3   3   3   3   3   3   2   1   3   3   3   3   3   

Outcome   

2   

3   1   3   1   2   2   3   2   3   3   3   3   3   3   

Outcome   

3   

3   1   2   2   3   3   3   3   3   3   3   2   2   3   

Outcome   

4   

3   3   3   3   2   3   1   2   3   3   3   3   3   3   

Outcome   

5   

3   3   3   3   3   2   2   1   2   2   3   3   3   3   

  

Mapping Table   

Note: Map each project outcomes with POs and PSOs with either 1 or 2 or 3 based on level of 

mapping as follows:   

1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped  3-Substantially (High) mapped   
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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 Electromagnetic waves are very strong waves which are used for transmission 

of signals from one place to other. Main concern is medium having some physical 

structure through which it can propagate their waves. There are so many ways to 

guide these electromagnetic waves but main consideration in this project is 

rectangular waveguide and circular waveguide. This project analyzes the different 

parameters like  cut off frequency, cut off wavelength, guide wavelength, phase 

velocity, group velocity, impedance and attenuation with the help of simulation in 

MATLAB tool, the parameters of the two waveguides are analyzed and on the basis 

of these parameters result it is easy to get the best guided structure. 
 

Keywords: Rectangular waveguide, Circular waveguide, Waveguide mode, Matlab 

simulation 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Background  
Electromagnetic waves are very strong waves which are used for the transmission of 

waves from one place to another. The main concern is the medium which the wave 

travels. Though there are various means to transmit the waves, we, here use wave 

guides to transmit the waves.  

We had come across the basic concepts of waveguide structure and propagation in our 

curriculum. Of them, rectangular and circular waveguides are popularly used for wave 

propagation. With this motivation and interest we are analyzing the parameters of 

rectangular and circular wave guides using MATLAB tool  
   

1.2 Aim of this Project  
The main objective of the project work is to analyze different parameters of 

rectangular and circular wave guides using MATLAB tool. 
 

1.3 Methodology  
Different parameters of rectangular and circular wave guides are found using 

MATLAB at different modes of propagation. 

 
       1.3.1 Sub-methodology 

Parameters of both the wave guides plotted using MATLAB and the best wave 

guide for an application is selected. 
 

1.4 Significance of this Work  
This analysis is used to select a best suitable wave guide for a particular application 

based on its requirements. This is also helpful to select the dimensions of a wave 

guide to get high gain 
 

1.5 Outline of this Report  
Having seen introduction in chapter 1, the rest of the document is organized as 

follows. 

Chapter 2 contains literature work, chapter 3 deals with wave propagation in 

rectangular and circular waveguides, Analysis of rectangular and circular waveguides 

using MATLAB is described in chapter 4 and chapter 5 deals with result description 

.The report is finally concluded with advantages and applications of proposed 

technique followed by conclusion and future scope. 

 

 

1.6 Conclusion  
Thus we had seen the brief introduction of the project in this chapter and the 

parameters of rectangular and circular wave guides derived and analyzed in the 

following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

  

2.1 Background 
There are many approaches to analyze the parameters of rectangular and circular 

wave guides, which involves mathematical calculations, mechanical techniques, using 

different software. Some of the contributions are described below 

 

2.1.1 Analysis of Curved Optical Waveguides by Conformal Transformation 

Conformal transformations provide a method for analyzing curved or otherwise 

varying waveguides that not only yields useful data concerning wave configurations 

and attenuation rates but also generates an equivalent structure whose properties may 

be readily appreciated on an intuitive level. Primary interest in this analysis  is 

centered on bend losses in curved waveguides. 'This determination is central to the 

design of integrated optical systems because switches and arrays of switches utilizing 

cylindrical waveguides require geometric displacements that are provided by bends. 

 

2.1.2 Numerical Experiments on the Determination of Cutoff Frequencies of 

Waveguides of Arbitrary Cross Section 

Finding the exact mathematical solution of an electromagnetic waveguide problem is 

only possible in a rather limited number of technological situations. The electronic 

engineer usually confronts a large variety of complicating factors which makes it 

necessary to employ an approximate method in order to predict cutoff frequencies, 

propagation modes, attenuation parameters, etc. Undoubtedly the finite-element 

method is the most popular technique for dealing with such a situation. Usually the 

accuracy of the method is tested by applying it to simple geometric domains. The 

purpose of the present study is twofold, first to verify its accuracy in the case of 

domains of complicated geometry and second to introduce an approximate approach 

which is based on a Fourier expansion of the boundary condition coupled with a 

collocation technique which may be of interest to electronic engineers. 

 
2.1.3 Studying the Characteristics of a Rectangular Waveguide using HFSS 

The Rectangular waveguides are the earliest mode of transmission lines used for 

compact systems like radars and inside equipment shelter. An air filled Rectangular 

waveguide WR-90 is simulated using HFSS simulation software to obtain different 

parameters. The simulation software that has been used to simulate the rectangular 

waveguide parameters is Ansoft HFSS 13.0.This tool is used to simulate complex 3D 

geometries using Finite element method to compute electrical behavior of high speed 

and high frequency components. The HFSS most accurately characterizes the 

electrical performance of the components and effectively evaluates various 

parameters. It helps the user to analyze the various properties of electromagnetic 

structures such as S parameters, propagation constant, input impedance, radiation 

pattern etc. It is a powerful post-processor for unprecedented insight into the electrical 

performance and the results are more accurate and helpful before the designing of any 

of the components. 
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Fig.2.1 HFFS Interface 

2.2 Aim of the project 
The main aim of the project is to analyze different parameters of rectangular and 

circular waveguides using MATLAB tool which makes it easier to select a perfect 

wave guide for a particular application 
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CHAPTER 3 
WAVE PROPAGATION IN RECTANGULAR AND 

CIRCULAR WAVE GUIDES 

 
A transmission line can be used to guide EM energy from one point (generator) to 

another (load). A waveguide is another means of achieving the same goal. However, a 

waveguide differs from a transmission line in some respects, although we may regard 

the latter as a special case of the former. In the first place, a transmission line can 

support only a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave, whereas a waveguide can 

support many possible field configurations. Second, at microwave frequencies 

(roughly 3-300 GHz), transmission lines become inefficient due to skin effect and 

dielectric losses; waveguides are used at that range of frequencies to obtain larger 

bandwidth and lower signal attenuation. Moreover, a transmission line may operate 

from dc (f = 0) to a very high frequency. A waveguide can operate only above a 

certain frequency called the cutoff frequency and therefore acts as a high-pass filter. 

Thus, waveguides cannot transmit dc, and they become excessively large at 

frequencies below microwave frequencies. 

 

Although a waveguide may assume any arbitrary but uniform cross section, 

common wave guides are either rectangular or circular. Typical waveguides are 

shown in Figure 3.1. Analysis of circular waveguides is involved and requires 

familiarity with Bessel functions, which are beyond our scope. We will consider only 

rectangular waveguides. By assuming lossless waveguides (σc = ∞, σ = 0), we shall 

apply Maxwell's equations with the appropriate boundary conditions to obtain 

different modes of wave propagation and the corresponding E and H fields.  
 

 

 

 
Fig.3.1 Typical waveguides 

 

3.1 Rectangular Waveguides 
Consider the rectangular waveguide shown in Figure 3.2. We shall assume that the 

waveguide is filled with a source-free (ρv = 0, J = 0) lossless dielectric material and its 

walls are perfectly conducting. we know that for a lossless medium, Maxwell's 

equations in phasor form become 

 
 

∇2𝐸𝑠 + 𝑘
2𝐸𝑠 

 

∇2𝐻𝑠 + 𝑘
2𝐻𝑠 

  
 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 
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Fig.3.2 A rectangular waveguide with perfectly conducting walls filled with a lossless 

material. 

 

Where 

𝑘 = 𝜔√𝜇  

 

and the time factor 𝑒𝑗𝑤𝑡 is assumed. If we let 
 

𝐸𝑠 = (𝐸𝑥𝑠, 𝐸𝑦𝑠 , 𝐸𝑧𝑠) and   𝐻𝑠 = (𝐻𝑥𝑠, 𝐻𝑦𝑠 , 𝐻𝑧𝑠) 
 

each of equations. (3.1) and (3.2) is comprised of three scalar Helmholtz equations. In 

other words, to obtain E and H fields, we have to solve six scalar equations. For the z-

component, for example, eq. (3.1) becomes 

 

𝜕2𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕2𝑥2

+
𝜕2𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕2𝑦2

+
𝜕2𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕2𝑧2

+ 𝑘2𝐸𝑧𝑠 = 0 

 

which is a partial differential equation. eq. (3.4) can be solved by separation of 

variables (product solution). So we let 

 

𝐸𝑧𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝑋(𝑥)𝑌(𝑦)𝑍(𝑧) 
 

where X(x), Y(y), and Z(z) are functions of x, y, and z, respectively. Substituting eq. 

(3.5) into eq. (3.4) and dividing by XYZ gives. 

 
𝑋′′

𝑋
+
𝑌′′

𝑌
+
𝑍′′

𝑍
= −𝑘2 

 

 

Since the variables are independent, each term in eq. (3.6) must be constant, so the 

equation can be written as 

 

−𝑘𝑥
2 − 𝑘𝑦

2 + 𝛾2 = −𝑘2 

 

Where−𝐾𝑥
2,−𝐾𝑦

2 and 𝛾2 are separation constants. Thus, eq. (3.6) is separated as 

 

 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 
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𝑋′′ + 𝑘𝑥
2𝑋 =  0 
 

𝑌′′ + 𝑘𝑦
2𝑌 = 0 

 

𝑍′′ − 𝛾2𝑍 = 0 
 

We obtain the solution to eq. (3.8) as 

 

𝑋(𝑥) = 𝑐1 cos𝑘𝑥𝑥 + 𝑐2 sin 𝑘𝑥𝑥 
 

𝑌(𝑦) = 𝑐3 cos𝑘𝑦𝑦 + 𝑐4 sin 𝑘𝑦𝑦 

 

𝑍(𝑧) = 𝑐5 𝑒
𝛾𝑧 + 𝑐6𝑒

−𝛾𝑧                
 
 

Substituting eq. (3.9) into eq. (3.5) gives 

 

𝐸𝑧𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = (𝑐1 cos𝑘𝑥𝑥 + 𝑐2 sin 𝑘𝑥𝑥)(𝑐3 cos 𝑘𝑦𝑦 + 𝑐4 sin 𝑘𝑦𝑦) 

(𝑐5𝑒
𝛾𝑧 + 𝑐6𝑒

−𝛾𝑧) 
 

As usual, if we assume that the wave propagates along the waveguide in the +z-

direction, the multiplicative constant c5 = 0 because the wave has to be finite at 

infinity. Hence eq. (3.10) is reduced to 

 

𝐸𝑧𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = (𝐴1 cos 𝑘𝑥𝑥 + 𝐴2 sin 𝑘𝑥𝑥)(𝐴3 cos𝑘𝑦𝑦 + 𝐴 sin 𝑘𝑦𝑦)𝑒
−𝛾𝑧 

  

where A1 = C1C6, A2 = C2C6, and so on. By taking similar steps, we get the solution 

of the z-component of eq. (3.2) as 

 

𝐻𝑧𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = (𝐵1 cos𝑘𝑥𝑥 +𝐵2 sin 𝑘𝑥𝑥)(𝐵3 cos𝑘𝑦𝑦 + 𝐵4 sin 𝑘𝑦𝑦)𝑒
−𝛾𝑧 

 

Instead of solving for other field components 𝐸𝑥𝑠,𝐸𝑦𝑠 ,𝐻𝑥𝑠 and 𝐻𝑦𝑠  in equations. (3.1) 

and (3.2) in the same manner, we simply use Maxwell's equations to determine them 

from 𝐸𝑧𝑠 and 𝐻𝑧𝑠. From 

 
 

∇ × 𝐸𝑠 = −𝑗𝜔𝜇𝐻𝑠 
And 

∇ × 𝐻𝑠 = 𝑗𝜔 𝐸𝑠      
 

We obtain 

  
𝜕𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

−
𝜕𝐸𝑦𝑠
𝜕𝑧

= −𝑗𝜔𝜇𝐻𝑥𝑠 

 
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

−
𝜕𝐻𝑦𝑠
𝜕𝑧

= 𝑗𝜔 𝐸𝑥𝑠      

 

 

(3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

(3.8c) 

 

(3.9a) 

(3.9b) 

(3.9c) 

 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.13a) 

(3.13b) 

 

(3.12) 
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 𝜕𝐸𝑥𝑠
𝜕𝑧

−
𝜕𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑥

= 𝑗𝜔𝜇𝐻𝑦𝑠  

 
𝜕𝐻𝑥𝑠
𝜕𝑧

−
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑥

= 𝑗𝜔 𝐸𝑦𝑠        

 
𝜕𝐸𝑦𝑠
𝜕𝑥

−
𝜕𝐸𝑥𝑠
𝜕𝑦

= −𝑗𝜔𝜇𝐻𝑧𝑠     

 
𝜕𝐻𝑦𝑠
𝜕𝑥

−
𝜕𝐻𝑥𝑠
𝜕𝑦

= 𝑗𝜔 𝐸𝑧𝑠          

 

We will now express 𝐸𝑥𝑠, 𝐸𝑦𝑠 , 𝐻𝑥𝑠, and 𝐻𝑦𝑠  in terms of 𝐸𝑧𝑠 and 𝐻𝑧𝑠. For 𝐸𝑥𝑠, for 

example, we combine equations. (3.13b) and (3.13c) and obtain 

 

𝑗𝜔 𝐸𝑥𝑠 =
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

+
1

𝑗𝜔𝜇
(
𝜕2𝐸𝑥𝑠
𝜕𝑧2

−
𝜕2𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑧

) 

 
 

From eqs. (3.11) and (3.12), it is clear that all field components vary with z according 

to    e-yz, that is, 

 

𝐸𝑧𝑠~𝑒
−𝛾𝑧 , 𝐸𝑥𝑠~𝑒

𝛾𝑧 
 

Hence 

 

𝜕𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑧

= −𝛾𝐸𝑧𝑠 ,
𝜕2𝐸𝑥𝑥
𝜕𝑧2

= 𝛾2𝐸𝑥𝑠 

 

and eq. (3.14) becomes 
 

 

𝑗𝜔 𝐸𝑥𝑠 =
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

+
1

𝑗𝜔𝜇
(𝛾2𝐸𝑥𝑠 + 𝛾

𝜕𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑥

) 

 

 

Or 

−
1

𝑗𝜔𝜇
(𝛾2 +𝜔2𝜇 )𝐸𝑥𝑠 =

𝛾

𝑗𝜔𝜇

𝜕𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑥

+
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

 

 

Thus, if we let h2 = γ2 + ω2µƐ= γ2 + k2, 

 

𝐸𝑥𝑠 = −
𝛾

ℎ2
𝜕𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑥

−
𝑗𝜔𝜇

ℎ2
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

 

 

Similar manipulations of eq. (3.13) yield expressions for 𝐸𝑦𝑠 , 𝐻𝑥𝑠, and 𝐻𝑦𝑠  in terms of 

𝐸𝑧𝑠 and 𝐻𝑧𝑠. Thus, 

 

(3.14) 

(3.13d) 

(3.13e) 

(3.13f) 

(3.13g) 
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𝐸𝑥𝑠 = −
𝛾

ℎ2
𝜕𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑥

−
𝑗𝜔𝜇

ℎ2
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

 

 

𝐸𝑦𝑠 = −
𝛾

ℎ2
𝜕𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

−
𝑗𝜔𝜇

ℎ2
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑥

 

 

𝐻𝑥𝑠 =
𝑗𝜔

ℎ2
𝜕𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

−
𝛾

ℎ2
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑥

     

 

𝐻𝑦𝑠 = −
𝑗𝜔

ℎ2
𝜕𝐸𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑥

−
𝛾

ℎ2
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

 

 

Where 

ℎ2 = 𝛾2 + 𝑘2 = 𝑘𝑥
2 + 𝑘𝑦

2 

 

Thus we can use eq. (3.15) in conjunction with eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) to obtain 𝐸𝑥𝑠, 
𝐸𝑦𝑠 , 𝐻𝑥𝑠, and 𝐻𝑦𝑠 .  From eqs. (3.11), (3.12), and (3.15), we notice that there are 

different types of field patterns or configurations. Each of these distinct field patterns 

is called a mode. Four different mode categories can exist, namely: 

1. 𝐸𝑧𝑠= 0 = 𝐻𝑧𝑠 (TEM mode): This is the transverse electromagnetic (TEM) 

mode, in which both the E and H fields are transverse to the direction of wave 

propagation. From eq. (3.15), all field components vanish for 𝐸𝑧𝑠 = 0 = 𝐻𝑧𝑠. 
Consequently, we conclude that a rectangular waveguide cannot support TEM 

mode. 

 
 

Fig.3.3 Components of EM fields in a rectangular waveguide: 

(a) TE mode 𝐸𝑧= 0, (b) TM mode, 𝐻𝑧= 0. 

2. 𝐸𝑧𝑠= 0 , 𝐻𝑧𝑠 ≠ 0 (TE modes): For this case, the remaining components (𝐸𝑥𝑠 
and 𝐸𝑦𝑠) of the electric field are transverse to the direction of propagation 𝑎𝑧. 

Under this condition, fields are said to be in transverse electric (TE) modes. 

See Figure 3.3(a). 

3. 𝐸𝑧𝑠 ≠ 0, 𝐻𝑧𝑠 = 0 (TM modes): In this case, the H field is transverse to the 

direction of wave propagation. Thus we have transverse magnetic (TM) 

modes. See Figure 3.3(b). 

4. 𝐸𝑧𝑠 ≠ 0, 𝐻𝑧𝑠 ≠ 0 (HE modes): This is the case when neither E nor H field is 

transverse to the direction of wave propagation. They are sometimes referred 

to as hybrid modes. 

For the TEM mode, h = 0, so from eq. (3.16), 𝛾2 = −𝑘2  =  𝑎 + 𝑗𝛽 = 𝑗𝑘  that is, 

𝛽 = 𝑘. For other modes,𝛽 ≠ 𝑘. In the subsequent sections, we shall examine the TM 

and TE modes of propagation separately. 

 

 

(3.15a) 

(3.15b) 

(3.15c) 

(3.15d) 

(3.16) 
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3.1.1  Transverse Magnetic (TM) modes 

For this case, the magnetic field has its components transverse (or normal) to the 

direction of wave propagation. This implies that we set 𝐻𝑧 = 0 and determine 𝐸𝑥, Ey, 

𝐸𝑧, 𝐻𝑥, and 𝐻𝑦  using eqs. (3.11) and (3.15) and the boundary conditions. We shall 

solve for 𝐸𝑧 and later determine other field components from 𝐸𝑧. At the walls of the 

waveguide, the tangential components of the E field must be continuous; that is, 

 

𝐸𝑧𝑠 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = 0 
 

𝐸𝑧𝑠 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = 𝑏 
 

𝐸𝑧𝑠 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑥 = 0 
 

𝐸𝑧𝑠 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑥 = 𝑎 
 

Equations (3.17a) and (3.17c) require that A1 = 0 = A3 in eq. (3.11), so eq. (3.11) 

becomes 

 

𝐸𝑧𝑠 = 𝐸𝑜 sin 𝑘𝑥𝑥 sin 𝑘𝑦𝑦 𝑒
−𝛾𝑧 

 

 

where 𝐸𝑜  =  𝐴2𝐴4. Also eqs. (3.17b) and (3.17d) when applied to eq. (3.18) require 

that 

sin 𝑘𝑥𝑎 = 0, sin 𝑘𝑦𝑏 = 0 

 

This implies that 

𝑘𝑥𝑎 = 𝑚𝜋, 𝑚 = 1,2,3,… 

   
𝑘𝑦𝑏 = 𝑛𝜋, 𝑛 = 1,2,3,… 

 

Or 

𝑘𝑥 =
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
,   𝑘𝑦 =

𝑛𝜋

𝑏
 

 

Substituting eq. (3.21) into eq. (3.18) gives 

 

𝐸𝑧𝑠 = 𝐸𝑜 sin (
𝑚𝜋𝑥

𝑎
) sin (

𝑛𝜋𝑦

𝑏
)  𝑒−𝛾𝑧 

 

We obtain other field components from eqs. (3.22) and (3.15) bearing in mind that 

𝐻𝑧𝑠  = 0. Thus 

 

𝐸𝑥𝑠 = −
𝛾

ℎ2
(
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)𝐸𝑜 cos (

𝑚𝜋𝑥

𝑎
) sin (

𝑛𝜋𝑦

𝑏
)  𝑒−𝛾𝑧 

 

𝐸𝑦𝑠 = −
𝛾

ℎ2
(
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)𝐸𝑜 sin (

𝑚𝜋𝑥

𝑎
) cos (

𝑛𝜋𝑦

𝑏
)  𝑒−𝛾𝑧 

 

𝐻𝑥𝑠 =
𝑗𝜔

ℎ2
(
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)𝐸𝑜 sin (

𝑚𝜋𝑥

𝑎
) cos (

𝑛𝜋𝑦

𝑏
)  𝑒−𝛾𝑧 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

(3.17c) 

(3.17d) 

 

(3.18) 

 

(3.20a) 

(3.20b) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.19) 

 

(3.23a) 

(3.23b) 

(3.23c) 
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𝐻𝑦𝑠 = −
𝑗𝜔

ℎ2
(
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)𝐸𝑜 cos (

𝑚𝜋𝑥

𝑎
) sin (

𝑛𝜋𝑦

𝑏
)  𝑒−𝛾𝑧 

 

Where 

 

ℎ2 = 𝑘𝑥
2 + 𝑘𝑦

2 = (
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)
2

 

 

which is obtained from eqs. (3.16) and (3.21). Notice from eqs. (3.22) and 

(3.23) that each set of integers m and n gives a different field pattern or mode, referred 

to as 𝑇𝑀𝑚𝑛 mode, in the waveguide. Integer m equals the number of half-cycle 

variations in the x-direction, and integer n is the number of half-cycle variations in the 

y-direction. We also notice from eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) that if (m, n) is (0, 0), (0, n), or 

(m, 0), all field components vanish. Thus neither m nor n can be zero. Consequently, 

𝑇𝑀11 is the lowest-order mode of all the 𝑇𝑀𝑚𝑛 modes. 

 By substituting eq. (3.21) into eq. (3.16), we obtain the propagation constant 

 

𝛾 = √(
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)
2

− 𝑘2 

 

where 𝑘 =  𝜔√µƐ as in eq. (3.3). We recall that, in general, 𝑦 =  𝛼 +  𝑗𝛽. In the case 

of eq. (3.25), we have three possibilities depending on k (or ω), m, and n: 

 

 Case A (cutoff): 

If 

𝑘2 = 𝜔2𝜇 = (
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)
2

 

 

𝛾 = 0 𝑜𝑟 𝛼 = 0 = 𝛽 
 

The value of ω that causes this is called the cutoff angular frequency 𝜔𝑐 that 

is, 

 

𝜔𝑐 =
1

√𝜇
√(
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)
2

 

 

 

 Case B (evanescent): 

If 

𝑘2 = 𝜔2𝜇 < (
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)
2

 

 

𝛾 = 𝛼,   𝛽 = 0 
 

In this case, we have no wave propagation at all. These non propagating or 

attenuating modes are said to be evanescent. 

 

(3.25) 

 

(3.24) 

(3.26) 

 

(3.24) 

(3.23d) 
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 Case C (propagation): 

If 

𝑘2 = 𝜔2𝜇 > (
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)
2

 

 

𝛾 = 𝑗𝛽,   𝛼 = 0 
 

that is, from eq. (3.25) the phase constant β becomes 

 

 

𝛽 = √𝑘2 − (
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)
2

− (
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)
2

 

 

 This is the only case when propagation takes place because all field components will 

have the factor 𝑒−𝛾𝑧   = 𝑒𝑗𝛽𝑧   . Thus for each mode, characterized by a set of integers 

m and n, there is a corresponding cutoff frequency 𝑓𝑐 . The cutoff frequency is the 

operating frequency below which attenuation occurs and above which propagation 

takes place. The waveguide therefore operates as a high-pass filter. The cutoff 

frequency is obtained from eq. (3.26) as 

 

𝑓𝑐 =
𝜔𝑐
2𝜋

=
1

2𝜋√𝜇
√(
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)
2

 

 

Or  

𝑓𝑐 =
𝑢′

2
√(
𝑚

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛

𝑏
)
2

 

 

where µ′ =  1/√µƐ phase velocity of uniform plane wave in the lossless dielectric 

medium (σ = 0, µ, Ɛ) filling the waveguide. The cutoff wave length 𝜆𝑐 is given by 

 

𝜆𝑐 =
𝑢′

𝑓𝑐
 

Or 

𝜆𝑐 =
2

√(
𝑚

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛

𝑏
)
2
 

 

Note from eqs. (3.28) and (3.29) 𝑇𝑀11 has the lowest cutoff frequency (or the longest 

cutoff wavelength) of all the TM modes. The phase constant β in eq. (3.27) can be 

written in terms of 𝑓𝑐  as 

 

𝛽 = 𝜔√𝜇 √1 − (
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

 

 

Or 

 

(3.27) 

 

(3.28) 

 

(3.29) 
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𝛽 = 𝛽′√1 − (
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

 

 

Where 𝛽′ =  𝜔/µ′ = 𝜔√µƐ = phase constant of uniform plane wave in the dielectric 

medium. It should be noted that γ for evanescent mode can be expressed in terms of fc, 

namely 

𝛾 = 𝛼 = 𝛽′√(
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

− 1 

 

The phase velocity up and the wavelength in the guide are, respectively, given by 

 

𝑢𝑝 =
𝜔

𝛽
,    𝜆 =

2𝜋

𝛽
=
𝑢𝑝
𝑓

 

 

The intrinsic wave impedance of the mode is obtained from eq. (3.23) as (𝛾 =  𝑗𝛽) 

 

𝜂𝑇𝑀 =
𝐸𝑥
𝐻𝑦

= −
𝐸𝑦
𝐻𝑥
                            

=
𝛽

𝜔
= √

𝜇
√1 − (

𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

 

Or 

𝜂𝑇𝑀 = 𝜂′√1 − (
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

 

 

here 𝜂′ =  √µ/ε = intrinsic impedance of uniform plane wave in the medium. 

Note the difference between u, β', and -η', and u, β, and η. The quantities with prime 

are wave characteristics of the dielectric medium unbounded by the waveguide. For 

example, u' would be the velocity of the wave if the waveguide were removed and the 

entire space were filled with the dielectric. The quantities without prime are the wave 

characteristics of the medium bounded by the waveguide 

 

3.1.2 Transverse Electric (TE) modes 
In the TE modes, the electric field is transverse (or normal) to the direction of 

wave propagation. We set 𝐸𝑧 = 0 and determine other field components 𝐸𝑥, 𝐸𝑦 , 𝐻𝑥, 

𝐻𝑦 , and 𝐻𝑧 from eqs. (3.12) and (3.15) and the boundary conditions just as we did for 

the TM modes. The boundary conditions are obtained from the fact that the tangential 

components of the electric field must be continuous at the walls of the waveguide; 

that is, 

𝐸𝑥𝑠 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = 0 
 

𝐸𝑥𝑠 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = 𝑏 
 

𝐸𝑥𝑠 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑥 = 0 

(3.30) 

 

(3.30a) 

 

(3.31) 

 

(3.33a) 

(3.33b) 

 

 

(3.32) 

 

(3.33c) 
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𝐸𝑥𝑠 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑥 = 𝑎 
 

From the equations (3.15) and (3.33), the boundary conditions can be written as 

 
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

= 0  𝑎𝑡  𝑦 = 0 

 
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

= 0  𝑎𝑡  𝑦 = 𝑏 

 
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

= 0  𝑎𝑡  𝑥 = 0 

 
𝜕𝐻𝑧𝑠
𝜕𝑦

= 0  𝑎𝑡  𝑥 = 𝑎 

 

Imposing these boundary conditions on eq. (3.12) yields 

 

𝐻𝑧𝑠 = 𝐻𝑜 cos (
𝑚𝜋𝑥

𝑎
) cos (

𝑛𝜋𝑦

𝑏
)𝑒−𝛾𝑧 

 

where Ho =B1,B3,. Other field components are easily obtained from eqs. (3.35) and 

(3.15) as 

 

𝐸𝑥𝑠 =
𝑗𝜔𝜇

ℎ2
(
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)𝐻𝑜 cos (

𝑚𝜋𝑥

𝑎
) sin (

𝑛𝜋𝑦

𝑏
)𝑒−𝛾𝑧 

 

𝐸𝑦𝑠 = −
𝑗𝜔𝜇

ℎ2
(
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)𝐻𝑜 sin (

𝑚𝜋𝑥

𝑎
) cos (

𝑛𝜋𝑦

𝑏
)𝑒−𝛾𝑧 

 

𝐻𝑥𝑠 =
𝛾

ℎ2
(
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)𝐻𝑜 sin (

𝑚𝜋𝑥

𝑎
)cos (

𝑛𝜋𝑦

𝑏
)𝑒−𝛾𝑧 

 

𝐻𝑦𝑠 =
𝛾

ℎ2
(
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)𝐻𝑜 cos (

𝑚𝜋𝑥

𝑎
)sin (

𝑛𝜋𝑦

𝑏
)𝑒−𝛾𝑧 

 

where m = 0, 1, 2, 3,. . .; and n = 0, 1, 2, 3,. . .; h and γ remain as defined for 

the TM modes. Again, m and n denote the number of half-cycle variations in the x-y 

cross section of the guide. The cutoff frequency fc, the cutoff wavelength λc, the phase 

constant β, the phase velocity up, and the wavelength λ for TE modes are the same as 

for TM modes [see eqs. (3.28) to (3.31)]. 

 

For TE modes, (m, n) may be (0, 1) or (1, 0) but not (0, 0). Both m and n 

cannot be zero at the same time because this will force the field components in eq. 

(12.36) to vanish. This implies that the lowest mode can be TE10 or TE01 depending 

on the values of a and b, the dimensions of the guide. It is standard practice to have a 

> b so that I/a2 < 1/b2 in  eq. (3.28). Thus TE10 is the lowest mode because𝑓𝑐𝑇𝐸10  

=u’/2a < 𝑓𝑐𝑇𝐸10  =u’/2b. 

 

(3.35) 

 

(3.34a) 

(3.34b) 

(3.34c)  

(3.34d) 

 

 

 (3.36a) 

(3.36b) 

(3.36c)  

(3.36d) 

 

 

 

(3.33d) 
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This mode is called the dominant mode of the waveguide and is of practical 

importance. The cutoff frequency for the TE10 mode is obtained from eq. (3.28) as (m 

= 1, n = 0) 

 

𝑓𝑐10 =
𝑢′

2𝑎
 

 

Cutoff wavelength for TE10 mode is obtained from eq. (3.29) as 

 

𝜆𝑐10 = 2𝑎 
 

Note that from eq. (3.28) the cutoff frequency for TM11 is 

 

𝑢′[𝑎2 + 𝑏2]1 2⁄

2𝑎𝑏
 

 

which is greater than the cutoff frequency for TE10. Hence, TM11 cannot be regarded 

as the dominant mode. The dominant mode is the mode with the lowest cutoff 

frequency (or longest cutoff wavelength). 

 

Also note that any EM wave with frequency f < 𝑓𝐶10   (or λ > λc10) will not be 

propagated in the guide. The intrinsic impedance for the TE mode is not the same as 

for TM modes. From eq. (3.36), it is evident that (γ = jβ) 

 

𝜂𝑇𝐸 =
𝐸𝑥
𝐻𝑥

= −
𝐸𝑦
𝐻𝑥

=
𝜔𝜇

𝛽
 

= √
𝜇 1

√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2
 

 

Or  

𝜂𝑇𝐸 =
𝜂′

√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2
 

 

Note from eqs. (3.32) and (3.39) that 𝜂𝑇𝐸  and 𝜂𝑇𝑀 are purely resistive and they vary 

with frequency, Also note that 

 

 

𝜂𝑇𝐸𝜂𝑇𝑀 = 𝜂2 

 

3.1.3 Wave Propagation in the Guide 

Examination of eq. (3.23) or (3.36) shows that the field components all involve the 

terms sine or cosine of (mπ/a)x or (nπlb)y times 𝑒−𝛾𝑧.  
 

 

 

(3.37) 

 

(3.38) 

 

(3.39) 

 

(3.40) 
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sin 𝜃 =
1

2𝑗
(𝑒𝑗𝜃 − 𝑒−𝑗𝜃) 

cos 𝜃 =
1

2
(𝑒𝑗𝜃 − 𝑒−𝑗𝜃) 

Since a wave within the waveguide can be resolved into a combination of plane waves 

reflected from the waveguide walls. For the TE10 mode, for example, 

 

𝐸𝑦𝑠 = −
𝑗𝜔𝜇𝑎

𝜋
sin (

𝜋𝑥

𝑎
)𝑒−𝑗𝛽𝑧                                    

= −
𝜔𝜇𝑎

2𝜋
(𝑒𝑗𝜋𝑥 𝑎⁄ − 𝑒−𝑗𝜋𝑥 𝑎⁄ )𝑒−𝑗𝛽𝑧                 

=
𝜔𝜇𝑎

2𝜋
[𝑒−𝑗𝛽(𝑧+𝜋𝑥 𝛽𝑎⁄ ) − 𝑒−𝑗𝛽(𝑧−𝜋𝑥 𝛽𝑎⁄ )] 

 

The first term of eq. (3.45) represents a wave traveling in the positive z-direction at an 

angle 

 

𝜃 = tan−1 (
𝜋

𝛽𝑎
) 

 

with the z-axis. The second term of eq. (3.42) represents a wave traveling in the 

positive z-direction at an angle —θ. The field may be depicted as a sum of two plane 

TEM waves propagating along zigzag paths between the guide walls at x = 0 and x = 

a as illustrated in Figure 3.4(a). The decomposition of the TE10 mode into two plane 

waves can be extended to any TE and TM mode. When n and m are both different 

from zero, four plane waves result from the decomposition. The wave component in 

the z-direction has a different wavelength from that of the plane waves. This 

wavelength along the axis of the guide is called the waveguide wavelength  

 

 

 

𝜆 =
𝜆′

√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2
 

where 𝜆′ =  𝑢’/𝑓. 

As a consequence of the zigzag paths, we have three types of velocity: the medium 

velocity u', the phase velocity up, and the group velocity ug. Figure 3.4(b) illustrates 

the relationship between the three different velocities. The medium velocity 𝑢′ =

 1/√µƐ is as explained in the previous sections. 

(3.41a) 

(3.41b) 

 

(3.42) 

 

(3.43) 

 

(3.44) 
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Fig.3.4(a) Decomposition of TE10 mode; 

(b) wave paths with velocities u', up, and ug. 

 

 The phase velocity up is the velocity, at which loci of constant phase are propagated 

down the guide and is given by eq. (3.31), that is, 

 

𝑢𝑝 =
𝜔

𝛽
 

 

Or 

𝑢𝑝 =
𝑢′

cos𝜃
=

𝑢′

√1− (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2
 

This shows that up > u' since cos θ < 1. If u' = c, then up is greater than the speed of 

light in vacuum. Does this violate Einstein's relativity theory that messages cannot 

travel faster than the speed of light? Not really, because information (or energy) in a 

waveguide generally does not travel at the phase velocity. Information travels at the 

group velocity, which must be less than the speed of light. The group velocity ug is the 

velocity with which the resultant repeated reflected waves are traveling down the 

guide and is given by 

𝜇𝑔 =
1

𝜕𝛽 𝜕𝜔⁄
 

 

Or 

𝑢𝑔 = 𝑢
′ cos 𝜃 = 𝑢′√1 − (

𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

 

Although the concept of group velocity is fairly complex and is beyond the scope of 

this chapter, a group velocity is essentially the velocity of propagation of the wave-

packet envelope of a group of frequencies. It is the energy propagation velocity in the 

guide and is always less than or equal to u'. From eqs. (3.45) and (3.46), it is evident 

that 

𝑢𝑝𝑢𝑔 = 𝑢′
2 

(3.45b) 

 

(3.46a) 

 

(3.46b) 

 

(3.47) 

 

(3.45a) 
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This relation is similar to eq. (3.40). Hence the variation of up and ug with frequency 

is similar . 

 

3.1.4 Power Transmission and Attenuation 
To determine power flow in the waveguide, we first find the average Poynting vector  

 

𝑝𝑎𝑣𝑒 =
1

2
𝑅𝑒(𝐸𝑠 × 𝐻𝑠

∗) 

In this case, the Poynting vector is along the z-direction so that 

 

𝒑𝑎𝑣𝑒 =
1

2
𝑅𝑒(𝐸𝑥𝑠𝐻𝑦𝑠

∗ − 𝐸𝑦𝑠𝐻𝑥𝑠
∗ )𝑎𝑧 

=
|𝐸𝑥𝑠|

2 + |𝐸𝑦𝑠|
2

2𝜂
𝑎𝑧 

where η= 𝜂𝑇𝐸 for TE modes or η = 𝜂𝑇𝑀 for TM modes. The total average power 

transmitted across the cross section of the waveguide is 

 

𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 = ∫𝒑𝑎𝑣𝑒  . 𝑑𝑠 

= ∫ ∫
|𝐸𝑥𝑠|

2 + |𝐸𝑦𝑠|
2

2𝜂
𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑥

𝑏

𝑦=0

𝑎

𝑥=0

 

 

Of practical importance is the attenuation in a lossy waveguide. In our analysis thus 

far, we have assumed lossless waveguides (σ = 0, σc — ∞) for which α= 0, γ= jβ 

When the dielectric medium is lossy (σ ≠ 0) and the guide walls are not perfectly 

conducting (σc ≠∞), there is a continuous loss of power as a wave propagates along 

the guide. the power flow in the guide is of the form 

 

𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 𝑝𝑜𝑒
−2𝛼𝑧  

 

In order that energy be conserved, the rate of decrease in Pavg must equal the time 

average power loss PL per unit length, that is, 

 

𝑝𝐿 = −
𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑑𝑧

= 2𝛼𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 

 

Or 

𝛼 =
𝑝𝐿
2𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔

 

In general, 

𝛼 = 𝛼𝑐 + 𝛼𝑑  

where 𝛼𝑐 and 𝛼𝑑 are attenuation constants due to ohmic or conduction losses (σc ≠ ∞) 

and dielectric losses (a ≠ 0), respectively. To determine 𝛼𝑑, recall that we started with 

(3.48) 

 

(3.49) 

 

(3.50) 

 

(3.51) 

 

(3.52) 

 

(3.53) 
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eq. (3.1) assuming a lossless dielectric medium (σ = 0). For a lossy dielectric, we need 

to incorporate the fact that σ ≠ 0. All our equations still hold except that γ = jβ needs 

to be modified. This is achieved by replacing e in eq. (3.25). 

 

𝛾 = 𝛼𝑑 + 𝑗𝛽𝑑 = √(
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)
2

− 𝜔2𝜇 𝑐 

 

where 

𝑐 =
′ − 𝑗 ′′ = − 𝑗

𝜎

𝜔
 

 

Substituting eq. (3.55) into eq. (3.54) and squaring both sides of the equation, we 

obtain 

𝛾2 = 𝛼𝑑
2 − 𝛽𝑑

2 + 2𝑗𝛼𝑑𝛽𝑑 = (
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)
2

− 𝜔2𝜇 𝑐 + 𝑗𝜔𝜇𝜎 

 

Equating real and imaginary parts, 

 

𝛼𝑑
2 − 𝛽𝑑

2 = (
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)
2

+ (
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)
2

− 𝜔2𝜇 𝑐 

 

2𝛼𝑑𝛽𝑑 = 𝜔𝜇𝜎   𝑜𝑟  𝛼𝑑 =
𝜔𝜇𝜎

2𝛽𝑑
  

 

Assuming that 𝛼𝑑
2 << 𝛽𝑑

2  , 𝛼𝑑
2  − 𝛽𝑑

2  ≈ −𝛽2 , so eq. (3.56a) gives 

𝛽𝑑 = √𝜔2𝜇 − (
𝑚𝜋

𝑎
)
2

− (
𝑛𝜋

𝑏
)
2

 

 

= 𝜔√𝜇 √1 − (
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

 

                                   

which is the same as β in eq. (3.30). Substituting eq. (3.57) into eq. (3.56b) gives 

 

𝛼𝑑 =
𝜎𝜂′

2√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2
 

 

Where 𝜂’ = √µƐ 

The determination of ac for TMmn and TEmn modes is time consuming and tedious. 

We shall illustrate the procedure by finding 𝛼𝑐 for the TE10 mode. For this mode, 

only 𝐸𝑦 , 𝐻𝑥, and 𝐻𝑧 exist. Substituting eq. (3.43a) into eq. (3.50) yields 

 

𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 = ∫ ∫
|𝐸𝑦𝑠|

2

2𝜂
𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 =

𝜔2𝜇2𝑎2𝐻𝑜
2

2𝜋2𝜂
∫ 𝑑𝑦∫ sin2

𝜋𝑥

𝑎
𝑑𝑥

𝑎

0

𝑏

0

𝑏

𝑦=0

𝑎

𝑥=0

 

(3.54) 

 

(3.57) 

 

(3.56a) 

 

(3.58) 

 

(3.55) 

 

(3.56b) 
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𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 =
𝜔2𝜇2𝑎2𝐻𝑜

2𝑏

4𝜋2𝜂
 

 

The total power loss per unit length in the walls is 

 

𝑝𝐿 = 𝑝𝐿|𝑦=0 + 𝑝𝐿|𝑦=𝑏 + 𝑝𝐿|𝑥=0 + 𝑝𝐿|𝑥=𝑎 

= 2(𝑝𝐿|𝑦=0 + 𝑝𝐿|𝑥=0)                         

 

since the same amount is dissipated in the walls y = 0 and y = b or x = 0 and x = a. 

For the wall y = 0, 

𝑝𝐿|𝑦=0 =
1

2
𝑅𝑒 [𝜂𝑐 ∫(|𝐻𝑥𝑠|

2 + |𝐻𝑧𝑠|
2)𝑑𝑥)]|

𝑦=0

 

 

                                 =
1

2
𝑅𝑠 [∫

𝛽2

𝜋2
𝐻𝑜
2 sin2

𝜋𝑥

𝑎
𝑑𝑥 + ∫ 𝐻𝑜

2 cos2
𝜋𝑥

𝑎
𝑑𝑥

𝑎

0

𝑎

0

] 

 

 

 

 

=
𝑅𝑠𝑎𝐻0

2

4
(1 +

𝛽2𝑎2

𝜋2
) 

 

 

where Rs is the real part of the intrinsic impedance ηc of the conducting wall.  

 

 

 

𝑅𝑠 =
1

𝜎𝑐𝛿
 

 

where δ is the skin depth. Rs is the skin resistance of the wall; it may be regarded as 

the resistance of 1 m by δ by 1 m of the conducting material. For the wall x = 0, 

𝑝𝐿|𝑥=0 =
1

2
𝑅𝑒 [𝜂𝑐∫(|𝐻𝑧𝑠|

2)𝑑𝑦]|
𝑥=0

=
1

2
𝑅𝑠∫ 𝐻𝑜

2𝑑𝑦
𝑏

0

 

 

=
𝑅𝑠𝑏𝐻𝑜

2

2
 

 

Substituting eqs. (3.61) and (3.63) into eq. (3.60) gives 

 

𝑝𝐿 = 𝑅𝑠𝐻𝑜
2 [𝑏 +

𝑎

2
(1 +

𝛽2𝑎2

𝜋2
)] 

 

Finally, substituting eqs. (3.59) and (3.64) into eq. (3.52), 

 

 

 

(3.59) 

 

(3.60) 

 

(3.61) 

 

(3.62) 

 

(3.64) 

 

(3.63) 
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𝛼𝑐 =
𝑅𝑠𝐻𝑜

2 [𝑏 +
𝑎

2
(1 +

𝛽2𝑎2

𝜋2
)] 2𝜋2𝜂

𝜔2𝜇2𝑎3𝐻𝑜
2𝑏

 

 

 It is convenient to express ac. in terms of/ and fc. After some manipulations, 

we obtain for the TE10 mode 

 

𝛼𝑐 =
2𝑅𝑠

𝑏𝜂′√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2
(
1

2
+
𝑏

𝑎
(
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

) 

 

By following the same procedure, the attenuation constant for the TEmn modes (n ≠0) 

can be obtained as 

𝛼𝑐|𝑇𝐸 =
2𝑅𝑠

𝑏𝜂′√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2
[(1 +

𝑏

𝑎
) (
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

+

𝑏

𝑎
(
𝑏

𝑎
𝑚2 + 𝑛2)

𝑏2

𝑎2
𝑚2 + 𝑛2

(1 − (
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

)] 

 

 

And for the TMmn  mode is 

 

𝛼𝑐|𝑇𝑀 =
2𝑅𝑠

𝑏𝜂′√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2

(𝑏 𝑎⁄ )3𝑚2 + 𝑛2

(𝑏 𝑎⁄ )2𝑚2 + 𝑛2
 

 

The total attenuation constant a is obtained by substituting eqs. (3.58) and (3.66) or 

(3.67) into eq. (3.53). 

 

3.2 Circular  Waveguides 

The circular waveguide is occasionally used as an alternative to the rectangular 

waveguide. Like other wave waveguides constructed from a single, enclosed 

conductor, the circular waveguide supports transverse electric (TE) and transverse 

magnetic (TM) modes. These modes have a cutoff frequency, below which 

electromagnetic energy is severely attenuated. Circular waveguide’s round cross 

section makes it easy to machine, and it is often used to feed conical horns. Further, 

the TE0n modes of circular waveguide have very low attenuation. A disadvantage of 

circular waveguide is its limited dominant mode bandwidth, which, compared to 

rectangular waveguide’s maximum bandwidth of 2–1, is only 1.3. In addition, the 

polarization of the dominant mode is arbitrary, so that discontinuities can easily excite 

unwanted cross-polarized components. 

 

 3.2.1 Transverse Electric (TEz) modes 

The transverse electric to z (TEz) modes can be derived by letting the vector potential 

A and F be equal to 

𝐴 = 0 
 

𝑭 = 𝑎𝑧𝐹𝑧(𝜌, 𝜙, 𝑧) 

(3.65a) 

 

(3.65b) 

 

(3.67) 

 

(3.66) 

 

(3.68) 

(3.69) 
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The vector potential F must satisfy the vector wave equation, which reduces the F of 

(3.69) to 

∇2Fz(𝜌, 𝜙, 𝑧) + 𝛽
2Fz(𝜌, 𝜙, 𝑧) = 0 

 

When expanded in cylindrical coordinates, (3.70) reduces to 

𝜕2𝐹𝑧
𝜕2𝜌2

+
1

𝜌

𝜕𝐹𝑧
𝜕𝜌

+
1

𝜌2
𝜕2𝐹𝑧
𝜕𝜑2

+
𝜕2𝐹𝑧
𝜕𝑧2

+ 𝛽2𝐹𝑧 = 0 

 

whose solution for the geometry of Fig. 3.5 is of the form 

 

Fz(𝜌, 𝜙, 𝑧) = [𝐴1 𝐽𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌) + 𝐵1𝑌𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌)] × [𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑)] × [𝐴3𝑒
−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

+𝐵3𝑒
+𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧] 
 

Where 

𝛽𝜌
2 + 𝛽𝑧

2 = 𝛽2 

 

The constants A1, B1, C2, D2, A3, B3, m, βp, and βz can be found using the boundary 

conditions of 

𝐸𝜑(𝜌 = 𝑎,𝜙, 𝑧) = 0 

 

The fields must be finite everywhere. 

 

The fields must repeat every 2p radians in f 

 

 
Fig 3.5. Cylindrical waveguide of circular cross section. 

 

According to (3.75), B1=0 since 𝑌𝑚(𝜌 = 0) =  ∞. In addition, according to (3.76) 

 

𝑚 = 0,1,2,3, … 
 

Consider waves that propagate only in the +z direction. Then (3.72) reduces to 

 

𝐹𝑧
+(𝜌, 𝜙, 𝑧) = 𝐴𝑚𝑛𝐽𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌)[𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2 sin(𝑚𝜑)]𝑒

−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

 

From Eq. (3.78), the electric field component of Eφ
+ can be written as 

(3.70) 

(3.71) 

(3.72) 

(3.73) 

(3.74) 

(3.75) 

(3.76) 

(3.77) 

(3.78) 
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𝐸𝜑
+ =

1𝜕𝐹𝑧
+

𝜕𝜌
 

 

= 𝛽𝜌
𝐴𝑚𝑛

𝐽′𝑚[𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2 sin(𝑚𝜑)]𝑒
−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

 

Applying the boundary condition of (3.74) in (3.79), we then have that  

 

𝐸𝜑
+(𝜌 = 𝑎,𝜙, 𝑧) = 𝛽𝑝

𝐴𝑚𝑛

𝜀
𝐽′(𝛽𝜌𝑎)[𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2 sin(𝑚𝜑)]𝑒

−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 = 0 

 

which is satisfied only provided that 

𝐽′𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝑎) = 0 => 𝛽𝜌𝑎 = 𝜒′𝑚𝑛 => 𝛽𝑝 =
𝜒′𝑚𝑛
𝑎

 

 

In (3.81) 𝜒’𝑚𝑛 represents the nth zero (n=1, 2, 3,…) of the derivative of the Bessel 

function 𝐽𝑚 of the first kind of order m(m=0, 1, 2, 3,…). An abbreviated list of the 

zeros 𝜒’𝑚𝑛 of the derivative 𝐽′𝑚of the Bessel function  𝐽𝑚 is found in Table 3.1. The 

smallest value of 𝜒’𝑚𝑛  is 1.8412 (m=1, n=1). 

Using (3.73) and (3.81), 𝑏𝑧 of the mn mode can be written as 

 

(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛 = {
√𝛽2 − 𝛽𝜌2 = √𝛽2 − (

𝜒′𝑚𝑛

𝑎
)
2

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝛽 > 𝛽𝑝 =
𝜒′𝑚𝑛

𝑎

 

 

(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛 = 0  𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝛽 = 𝛽𝑐 = 𝛽𝑝 =
𝜒′𝑚𝑛
𝑎

 

 

(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛 =

{
 
 

 
 
𝑗√𝛽𝜌2 − 𝛽2 = −𝑗√(

𝜒′𝑚𝑛
𝑎
)

2

− 𝛽2

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝛽 < 𝛽𝑝 =
𝜒′𝑚𝑛
𝑎

 

 

 

Cutoff is defined when (βz)mn=0. Thus, according to (3.82b) 

𝛽𝑐 = 𝜔𝑐√𝜇 = 2𝜋𝑓𝑐√𝜇 = 𝛽𝜌 =
𝜒′
𝑚𝑛

𝑎
 

 

(𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛 =
𝜒′
𝑚𝑛

2𝜋𝑎√𝜇
 

(3.79) 

(3.80) 

(3.81) 

(3.82a) 

(3.82b) 

(3.83a) 

(3.82c) 

(3.83b) 
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By using (3.83a) and (3.83b), we can write (3.82a)–(3.82c) as 

 

(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛 =

{
 
 
 

 
 
 
√𝛽2 − 𝛽𝜌2 = 𝛽√1 − (

𝛽𝜌

𝛽
)

2

= 𝛽√1 − (
𝛽𝑐
𝛽
)
2

= 𝛽√1 − (
𝜒′
𝑚𝑛

𝛽𝑎
)
2

= 𝛽√1 − (
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 > 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛

 

 

 

(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛 = 0 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 = 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛 

 

 
  

 

Table 3.1. Zeros 𝜒’𝑚𝑛of Derivative 𝐽’𝑚(𝜒’𝑚𝑛) =0 (n=1,2,3,..) of Bessel Function 

𝐽𝑚(𝑥)  
 

 m=0 m=1 m=2 m=3 

n=1 3.8318 1.8412 3.0542 4.2012 

n=2 7.0156 5.3315 6.7062 8.0153 

n=3 10.1735 8.5363 9.9695 11.3459 

n=4 13.3237 11.7060 13.1704 14.5859 

 

 

(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛 =

{
 
 
 

 
 
 
−𝑗√𝛽𝜌2 − 𝛽2 = 𝑗𝛽√(

𝛽𝜌

𝛽
)

2

− 1 = −𝑗𝛽√(
𝛽𝑐
𝛽
)
2

− 1

= −𝑗𝛽√(
𝜒′
𝑚𝑛

𝛽𝑎
)
2

− 1 = −𝑗𝛽√(
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

− 1

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛

 

 

 

 

 

The guide wavelength 𝜆𝑔 is defined as 

 

(𝜆𝑔)𝑚𝑛 =
2𝜋

(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛
 

 

which, according to (13a) and (13b), can be written as 

 

 

 

 

(3.84a) 

(3.84b) 

(3.84c) 

(3.85a) 
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(𝜆𝑔)𝑚𝑛 =

{
 

 
2𝜋

𝛽√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2
=

𝜆

√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 > 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛

 

 

(𝜆𝑔)𝑚𝑛 = ∞ 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛 

 

In (3.85b) 𝜆 is the wavelength of the wave in an infinite medium of the kind that 

exists inside the waveguide. There is no definition of the wavelength below cutoff 

since the wave is exponentially decaying and there is no repetition of its waveform. 

According to (3.83b) and the values of 𝜒’𝑚𝑛in Table 1, the order (lower to higher 

cutoff frequencies) in which the 𝑇𝐸𝑚𝑛
𝑧  modes occur is 𝑇𝐸11

𝑧 , 𝑇𝐸21
𝑧 , 𝑇𝐸01

𝑧  and so on. It 

should be noted that for a circular waveguide, the order in which the 𝑇𝐸𝑚𝑛
𝑧  modes 

occur does not change, and the bandwidth between modes is also fixed. For example, 

the bandwidth of the first single-mode 𝑇𝐸11
𝑧   operation is 3.042/1.8412=1.6588 : 1, 

which is less than 2 : 1. This bandwidth is fixed and cannot be varied. A change in the 

radius only varies, by the same amount, the absolute values of the cutoff frequencies 

of all the modes but does not alter their order or relative bandwidth. The electric and 

magnetic field components can be written from Eq. (3.78) as 

 

𝐸𝜌
+ = −

1

𝜌

𝜕𝐹𝑧
+

𝜕𝜑
 

= −𝐴𝑚𝑛
𝑚

𝜀𝜌
𝐽𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌)[−𝐶2 sin(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2 cos(𝑚𝜑)]𝑒

−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

 

𝐸𝜑
+ =

1𝜕𝐹𝑧
+

𝜕𝜌
 

= −𝐴𝑚𝑛  
𝛽𝜌

𝜀
𝐽′𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌)[𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2 sin(𝑚𝜑)]𝑒

−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

 

 

𝐸𝑧
+ = 0 

 

𝐻𝜌
+ = −𝑗

1

𝜔𝜇

𝜕2𝐹𝑧
+

𝜕𝜌𝜕𝑧
 

= −𝐴𝑚𝑛
𝛽𝜌𝛽𝑧

𝜔𝜇
𝐽′𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌)[𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2 sin(𝑚𝜑)]𝑒

−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

 

 

𝐻𝜑
+ = −𝑗

1

𝜔𝜇

1

𝜌

𝜕2𝐹2
+

𝜕𝜑𝜕𝑧
= −𝐴𝑚𝑛

𝑚𝛽𝑧
𝜔𝜇

1

𝜌
𝐽𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌) 

 

× [−𝐶2 sin(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2 cos(𝑚𝜑)]𝑒
−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

 

 

𝐻𝑧
+ = −𝑗

1

𝜔𝜇
(
𝜕2

𝜕𝑧2
+ 𝛽2)𝐹𝑧

+ 

 

(3.85b) 

(3.85c) 

(3.86a) 

(3.86b) 

(3.86c) 

(3.86d) 

(3.86e) 
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= −𝑗𝐴𝑚𝑛
𝛽𝜌
2

𝜔𝜇
𝐽𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌) × [−𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2 sin(𝑚𝜑)]𝑒

−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

 

 

By using (3.86a)–(3.86f), the wave impedance (𝑍𝑤
+𝑧)𝑚𝑛

𝑇𝐸  of the 𝑇𝐸𝑚𝑛
𝑧  (𝐻𝑚𝑛

𝑧 ) modes in 

the +z direction can be written as 

 

𝑍𝑚𝑛
ℎ = (𝑍𝑤

+𝑧)𝑚𝑛
𝑇𝐸 =

𝐸𝜌
+

𝐻𝜑
+ = −

𝐸𝜑
+

𝐻𝜌
+ =

𝜔𝜇

(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛
 

 

With the aid of (3.84a)–(3.84c) the wave impedance of (13.87a) reduces to 

 

𝑍𝑚𝑛
ℎ = (𝑍𝑤

+𝑧)𝑚𝑛
𝑇𝐸 =

{
 
 

 
 

𝜔𝜇

𝛽√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2
=

√
𝜇

𝜀

√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2
=

𝜂

√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 > 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛

 

 

𝑍𝑚𝑛
ℎ = (𝑍𝑤

+𝑧)𝑚𝑛
𝑇𝐸 =

𝜔𝜇

0
= ∞   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 = 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛 

 

 

𝑍𝑚𝑛
ℎ = (𝑍𝑤

+𝑧)𝑚𝑛
𝑇𝐸 =

{
 
 

 
 

𝜔𝜇

−𝑗𝛽√(
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2

− 1

= 𝑗
√
𝜇

𝜀

√(
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2

− 1

= 𝑗
𝜂

√(
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2

− 1

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛

 

 

By examining through (3.87b)–(3.87d), we can make the following statements about 

the impedance. 

1. Above cutoff it is real and greater than the intrinsic impedance of the medium 

inside the waveguide. 

2. At cutoff it is infinity. 

3. Below cutoff it is imaginary and inductive. This indicates that the waveguide below 

cutoff behaves as an inductor that is an energy storage element. 

 

 3.2.2 Transverse Magnetic (TMz) modes 

The transverse magnetic to z (TMz) modes can be derived in a similar manner as the 

TEz modes of Section 2 by letting 

𝐴 = 𝑎𝑧𝐹𝑧(𝜌, 𝜙, 𝑧) 
 

𝑭 = 0 
 

 

The vector potential A must satisfy the vector wave equation, which reduces for the A 

of (3.88a) to 

∇2Az(𝜌, 𝜙, 𝑧) + 𝛽
2Az(𝜌, 𝜙, 𝑧) = 0 

 

(3.86f) 

(3.88a) 

(3.88b) 

(3.89) 

(3.87a) 

(3.87c) 

(3.87d) 

(3.87b) 
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The solution of (3.89) is obtained in a manner similar to that of (3.70), as given by 

(3.72), and it can be written as 

 

Az(𝜌, 𝜙, 𝑧) = [𝐴1 𝐽𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌) + 𝐵1𝑌𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌)] 

 

× [𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2sin (𝑚𝜑)] × [𝐴3𝑒
−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 + 𝐵3𝑒

+𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧] 
With 

𝛽𝜌
2 + 𝛽𝑧

2 = 𝛽2 

 

The constants A1, B1, C2, D2, A3, B3, m, βr, and βz can be found using the boundary 

conditions of 

𝐸𝜑(𝜌 = 𝑎,𝜙, 𝑧) = 0 

 

Or 

𝐸𝑧 = (𝜌 = 𝑎, 𝜙, 𝑧) = 0 
 

 

The fields must be finite everywhere 

 

The fields must repeat every 2π radians in f 

 

According to (3.91c), B1=0 since Ym(ρ=0)=∞. In addition, according to (3.91d), 

 

𝑚 = 0,1,2,3, … 
 

Considering waves that propagate only in the +z direction, (3.90a) then reduces to 

 

𝐴𝑧
+(𝜌, 𝜙, 𝑧) = 𝐵𝑚𝑛𝐽𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌)[𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2 sin(𝑚𝜑)]𝑒

−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

 

 

The eigenvalues of 𝛽𝜌 can be obtained by applying either (3.91a) or (3.91b). From Eq. 

(3.93), we can write the electric field component 𝐸𝑧
+ as 

𝐸𝑧
+ = −𝑗

1

𝜔𝜇
(
𝜕2

𝜕𝑧2
+ 𝛽2)𝐴𝑧

+ 

 

= −𝑗𝐵𝑚𝑛
𝛽𝜌
2

𝜔𝜇
𝐽𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌)[𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2 sin(𝑚𝜑)]𝑒

−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

  

Application of the boundary condition of (3.91b) using (3.94) gives 

 

𝐸𝑧
+(𝜌 = 𝑎,𝜑, 𝑧) = −𝑗𝐵𝑚𝑛

𝛽𝜌
2

𝜔𝜇𝜀
𝐽𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝑎) 

 

                 × [𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2 sin(𝑚𝜑)]𝑒
−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 = 0 

 

which is satisfied only provided that 

 

𝐽𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝑎) = 0 => 𝛽𝜌𝑎 = 𝜒𝑚𝑛 => 𝛽𝜌 =
𝜒𝑚𝑛
𝑎

 

(3.90a) 

(3.90b) 

(3.91a) 

(3.91b) 

(3.91c) 

 

(3.92) 

(3.93) 

(3.94) 

(3.95) 

(3.96) 

(3.91d) 
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In (3.96) 𝜒𝑚𝑛 represents the nth zero (n=1, 2, 3,…) of the Bessel function 𝐽𝑚 of the 

first kind of order m (m=0, 1, 2, 3,…). An abbreviated list of the zeros 𝜒𝑚𝑛 of the 

Bessel function  𝐽𝑚 is found in Table 3.2. The smallest value of 𝜒𝑚𝑛  is 2.4049 (m=0, 

n=1). By using (3.90b) and (3.96), βz can be written as 

 

(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛 = {
√𝛽2 − 𝛽𝜌2 = √𝛽2 − (

𝜒𝑚𝑛

𝑎
)
2

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝛽 > 𝛽𝑝 =
𝜒𝑚𝑛

𝑎

 

 

(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛 = 0  𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝛽 = 𝛽𝑐 = 𝛽𝑝 =
𝜒𝑚𝑛
𝑎

 

 

(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛 =

{
 
 

 
 
−𝑗√𝛽𝜌2 − 𝛽2 = −𝑗√(

𝜒𝑚𝑛
𝑎
)
2

− 𝛽2

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝛽 < 𝛽𝑝 =
𝜒𝑚𝑛
𝑎

 

Table 3.2. Zeros 𝜒𝑚𝑛 of  𝐽𝑚  (𝜒𝑚𝑛)=0 (n=1, 2, 3,…) of Bessel function  𝐽𝑚 (x) 

 m=0 m=1 m=2 m=3 

n=1 2.4049 3.8318 5.1357 6.3802 

n=2 5.5201 7.1056 8.4173 9.7610 

n=3 8.6537 10.1735 11.6199 13.0152 

n=4 11.7915 13.3237 14.7960 16.2235 

 

By following the same procedure as for the TEz modes, we can write the expressions 

for the cutoff frequencies (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛, propagation constant (𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛, and guide wavelength  

(𝜆𝑔)𝑚𝑛 as 

 

(𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛 =
𝜒𝑚𝑛

2𝜋𝑎√𝜇
 

 

(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛 =

{
 
 
 

 
 
 
√𝛽2 − 𝛽𝜌

2 = 𝛽√1 − (
𝛽𝜌

𝛽
)

2

= 𝛽√1 − (
𝛽𝑐
𝛽
)
2

= 𝛽√1 − (
𝜒𝑚𝑛
𝛽𝑎

)
2

= 𝛽√1 − (
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 > 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛

 

 

 
(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛 = 0 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 = 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛 

  

 

(3.97a) 

(3.97b) 

(3.99b) 

(3.97c) 

(3.98) 

(3.99a) 
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(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛 =

{
 
 
 

 
 
 
−𝑗√𝛽𝜌

2 − 𝛽2 = 𝑗𝛽√(
𝛽𝜌

𝛽
)

2

− 1 = −𝑗𝛽√(
𝛽𝑐
𝛽
)
2

− 1

= −𝑗𝛽√(
𝜒𝑚𝑛
𝛽𝑎

)
2

− 1 = −𝑗𝛽√(
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

− 1

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛

 

 

 

(𝜆𝑔)𝑚𝑛 =

{
 

 
2𝜋

𝛽√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2
=

𝜆

√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 > 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛

 

 

(𝜆𝑔)𝑚𝑛 = ∞ 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛 

 

According to (3.98) and the values of χmn of Table 2, the order (lower to higher cutoff 

frequencies) in which the TMz modes occur is TM01, TM11, TM21, and so forth. The 

bandwidth of the first single-mode 𝑇𝑀01
𝑧  operation is 3.8318/2.4059=1.5927:1. 

Comparing the cutoff frequencies of the TEz and TMz modes, as given by (3.83b) and 

(3.98) along with the data of Tables 1 and 2, the order of the  𝑇𝐸𝑚𝑛
𝑧  and   𝑇𝑀𝑚𝑛

𝑧   
modes is that of TE11 (𝜒’11 =1:8412), TM01, (𝜒’01=2.4049), TE21 (𝜒’21 =3:0542), 

TE01(𝜒’01 =3:8318)=TM11 (𝜒’11  =3:8318), TE31 (𝜒’31  =4:2012), and so forth. The 

dominant mode is TE11 and its bandwidth of single-mode operation is 

2.4049/1.8412=1.3062:1. It is apparent that the cutoff frequencies of the TE0n and 

TM1n modes are identical, therefore they are referred to here also as degenerate 

modes. The electric and magnetic field components can be written using (3.93) as 

 

𝐸𝜌
+ = −𝑗

1

𝜔𝜇

𝜕2𝐴𝑧
+

𝜕𝜑
 

 

= −𝐵𝑚𝑛
𝛽𝑝𝛽𝑧

𝜔𝜇𝜀
𝐽′𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌) × [𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2sin (𝑚𝜑)]𝑒

−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

 

𝐸𝜑
+ = −𝑗

1

𝜔𝜇

1

𝜌

𝜕2𝐴𝑧
+

𝜕𝜑
 

 

= −𝐵𝑚𝑛
𝑚𝛽𝑧
𝜔𝜇 𝜌

𝐽𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌) × [−𝐶2 sin(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2 cos(𝑚𝜑)]𝑒
−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

 

𝐸𝑧
+ = −𝑗

1

𝜔𝜇
(
𝜕2

𝜕𝑧2
+ 𝛽2)𝐴𝑧

+ 

 

= −𝑗𝛽𝑚𝑛
𝛽𝜌
2

𝜔𝜇
𝐽𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌) × [𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2sin (𝑚𝜑)]𝑒

−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

 

(3.99c) 

(3.101a) 

(3.101b) 

(3.101c) 

(3.100a) 

(3.100b) 
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𝐻𝜌
+ =

1

𝜇

1

𝜌

𝜕𝐴𝑧
+

𝜕𝜑
= 𝐵𝑚𝑛

𝑚

𝜇

1

𝜌
𝐽𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌) 

 

              × [−𝐶2 sin(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2 cos(𝑚𝜑)]𝑒
−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

 

𝐻𝜑
+ =

1

𝜇

𝜕𝐴𝑧
+

𝜕𝜌
= −𝐵𝑚𝑛

𝛽𝜌

𝜇
𝐽′𝑚(𝛽𝜌𝜌) 

 

               × [𝐶2 cos(𝑚𝜑) + 𝐷2sin (𝑚𝜑)]𝑒
−𝑗𝛽𝑧𝑧 

 

 

𝐻𝑧
+ = 0 

 

By using (3.101a)–(3.101f), the wave impedance in the +z direction can be written as 

 

(𝑍𝑤
+𝑧)𝑚𝑛

𝑇𝑀 =
𝐸𝜌
+

𝐻𝜑
+ = −

𝐸𝜑
+

𝐻𝜌
+ =

(𝛽𝑧)𝑚𝑛
𝜔

 

 

With the aid of (3.99a)–(3.99c) the wave impedance of (3.102) reduces to 

 

 

 

 

(𝑍𝑤
+𝑧)𝑚𝑛

𝑇𝑀 =

{
 
 

 
 𝛽√1 − (

𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2

𝜔𝜇
= √

𝜇
√1 − (

𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

= 𝜂√1 − (
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 > 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛

 

 

(𝑍𝑤
+𝑧)𝑚𝑛

𝑇𝑀 =
0

𝜔
= 0   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 = 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛 

 

 

(𝑍𝑤
+𝑧)𝑚𝑛

𝑇𝑀 =

{
 
 

 
 −𝑗𝛽√(

𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2

− 1

𝜔𝜇
= −𝑗√

𝜇
√(
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

− 1 = −𝑗𝜂√(
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

− 1

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑓 < 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛

 

 

Examining (3.103a)–(3.103c) we can make the following statements about the wave 

impedance for the TMz modes. 

 

1. Above cutoff it is real and smaller than the intrinsic impedance of the medium 

inside the waveguide. 

2. At cutoff it is zero. 

3. Below cutoff it is imaginary and capacitive. This indicates that the waveguide 

below cutoff behaves as a capacitor that is an energy storage element. 

 

 
. 

(3.101d) 

(3.101e) 

(3.101f) 

(3.103a) 

(3.103b) 

(3.103c) 

(3.102) 
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3.2.3 ATTENUATION FROM OHMIC LOSSES 

It has been shown that the attenuation coefficients of the TE0n (n=1,2,..) modes in a 

circular waveguide monotonically decrease as a function of frequency [2,3]. This is a 

very desirable characteristic, and because of this the excitation, propagation, and 

detection of TE0n modes in a circular waveguide have received considerable attention. 

The attenuation coefficient for the   𝑇𝐸𝑚𝑛
𝑧   and   𝑇𝑀𝑚𝑛

𝑧   modes inside a circular 

waveguide are given, respectively, by   

 

(𝛼𝑐)𝑚𝑛
𝑇𝐸𝑧 =

𝑅𝑠

𝑎𝜂√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2
× [(

𝑓𝑐
𝑓
)
2

+
𝑚2

(𝜒𝑚𝑛)2 −𝑚2
] 𝑁𝑝 𝑚⁄  

 

(𝛼𝑐)𝑚𝑛
𝑇𝐸𝑧 =

𝑅𝑠

𝑎𝜂√1 − (
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
)
2
𝑁𝑝 𝑚⁄  

𝑅𝑠 = √
𝜔𝜇

2𝜎
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(3.104a) 

(3.104b) 
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CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS OF RECTANGULAR AND CIRCULAR 

WAVE GUIDES USING MATLAB                               

 
The software tool used to analyze the parameters of the waveguides is MATLAB. 

4.1 MATLAB 

MATLAB is a high-performance language for technical computing. It integrates 

computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-to-use environment where 

problems and solutions are expressed in familiar mathematical notation. Typical uses 

include: 

 Math and computation 

 Algorithm development 

 Modeling, simulation, and prototyping 

 Data analysis, exploration, and visualization 

 Scientific and engineering graphics 

 Application development, including Graphical User Interface building 

MATLAB is an interactive system whose basic data element is an array that does not 

require dimensioning. This allows you to solve many technical computing problems, 

especially those with matrix and vector formulations, in a fraction of the time it would 

take to write a program in a scalar non interactive language such as C or Fortran. 

 

The name MATLAB stands for matrix laboratory. MATLAB was originally written to 

provide easy access to matrix software developed by the LINPACK and EISPACK 

projects, which together represent the state-of-the-art in software for matrix 

computation. 

 

MATLAB has evolved over a period of years with input from many users. In 

university environments, it is the standard instructional tool for introductory and 

advanced courses in mathematics, engineering, and science. In industry, MATLAB is 

the tool of choice for high-productivity research, development, and analysis. 

 

MATLAB features a family of application-specific solutions called toolboxes. 

Very important to most users of MATLAB, toolboxes allow you to learn and apply 

specialized technology. Toolboxes are comprehensive collections of MATLAB 

functions (M-files) that extend the MATLAB environment to solve particular classes 

of problems. Areas in which toolboxes are available include signal processing, control 

systems, neural networks, fuzzy logic, wavelets, simulation, and many others. 

 

The MATLAB system consists of five main parts: 

4.1.1 The MATLAB language. 

This is a high-level matrix/array language with control flow statements, functions, 

data structures, input/output, and object-oriented programming features. It allows both 
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"programming in the small" to rapidly create quick and dirty throw-away programs, 

and "programming in the large" to create complete large and complex application 

programs. 

4.1.2 The MATLAB working environment. 

This is the set of tools and facilities that you work with as the MATLAB user or 

programmer. It includes facilities for managing the variables in your workspace and 

importing and exporting data. It also includes tools for developing, managing, 

debugging, and profiling M-files, MATLAB's applications. 

4.1.3 Handle Graphics. 

This is the MATLAB graphics system. It includes high-level commands for two-

dimensional and three-dimensional data visualization, image processing, animation, 

and presentation graphics. It also includes low-level commands that allow you to fully 

customize the appearance of graphics as well as to build complete Graphical User 

Interfaces on your MATLAB applications. 

4.1.4 The MATLAB mathematical function library. 

This is a vast collection of computational algorithms ranging from elementary 

functions like sum, sine, cosine, and complex arithmetic, to more sophisticated 

functions like matrix inverse, matrix eigenvalues, Bessel functions, and fast Fourier 

transforms. 

4.1.5 The MATLAB Application Program Interface (API). 

This is a library that allows you to write C and Fortran programs that interact with 

MATLAB. It include facilities for calling routines from MATLAB (dynamic linking), 

calling MATLAB as a computational engine, and for reading and writing MAT-files. 

 
Fig.4.1.MATLAB Interface 
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Thus in the figure shown above there are many frames or windows .They are 

 The top horizontal window consists of tools which are useful to do different 

functions.  

 The next window that is in the middle-left is useful to select different folders 

and files.  

 The window that is right to that is called editor which is useful to write the 

program.  

 The bottom-left window shows the values of different parameters used in the 

programming.  

 Finally the bottom-right window is called command window in which we can 

give different commands. Inputs and outputs of our programs can be seen in 

this window. 

 

4.2Analysis using MATLAB 

 
To analyze waveguides using MATLAB we should know the expressions of all the 

parameters of wave guides. In the previous chapters parameters of rectangular and 

circular wave guides are obtained. Using those parameters we can analyze the 

waveguides in MATLAB. In this analysis every parameter is observed by varying 

dimensions or inputs of waveguides, so that a graph of that particular parameter will 

be obtained by varying dimensions or input and by using that graph we can know the 

variation of a particular parameter in different modes. 

  

The parameters analyzed in this analysis are cut off frequency, cut off wavelength, 

guide wavelength, phase velocity, group velocity, impedance, attenuation, power. 

Among them cut off frequency and cut off wavelength have no frequency component 

in their expressions, so both the parameters are analyzed by varying dimension. In this 

analysis length is varied and breadth is assigned as half the value of length. Every 

parameter is found by implementing those formulas in MATLAB. Thus a plot is 

obtained using “plot” function. Cut off frequency or cut off wavelength varies with 

length, so length is varied. 

 

The plot is obtained for different modes on same frame using “hold” function. The 

usage of hold and plot functions are shown in the figure 4.2  

 

 
 

Fig.4.2.Editor window 
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By using hold and plot functions the graphs are obtained as shown in the figure 4.3 

 

 
Fig.4.3.Plot window  

 
By using hold function graphs of same parameter in different modes are obtained on 

same window. It will help us to know more about the variations of the parameter in 

different modes and the best value of the parameter can be selected while using in a 

application 

 

For the remaining parameters operating frequency is varied to observe the variations 

as the variation in these parameters is negligible with change in length. Thus by 

setting some upper and lower limit to the operating frequency we can plot graphs 

between the parameters and operating frequency. 

 

This operation is same for both rectangular and circular waveguides but the formulas 

may change in both cases and also Bessel’s function should be calculated in case of 

circular wave guides. 

   

Thus by using the graphs obtained we can know the values of parameters at all the 

values of length or operating frequency. Thus from this analysis we can select perfect 

values of parameters for a particular application. 
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Chapter 5 
Simulation Results  

 
5.1 Outputs of rectangular wave guide parameters  
 

5.1.1 Cut off Frequency 

Below graph shows the variation of cut off frequency with increase in length of wave 

guide for modes 00, 01, 10, 11. Plot will be similar for both TE and TM modes. 

Breadth of the wave guide is considered as half of the length of wave guide. Thus 

from the below graph we can observe that value of cut off frequency at a given length 

is maximum at TE11 mode and minimum at TE00 mode and also The cut off frequency 

decreases gradually by increase in length of wave guide in any mode.     

 

Fig.5.1 variation of cut off frequency with length 

5.1.2 Cut off Wavelength 

Below graph shows the variation of cut off wavelength with increase in length of 

wave guide for modes 00, 01, 10, 11. Thus from the below graph we can observe that 

value of cut off wavelength at a given length is maximum at TE00 mode and minimum 

at TE11 mode and also The cut off wavelength  increases linearly by increase in length 

of wave guide in any mode.     
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Fig.5.2 variation of cut off wavelength with length 

 

5.1.3 Guide Wavelength 

Below graph shows the variation of guide wavelength with increase in operating 

frequency of wave guide. The value of guide wavelength is approximately same for 

all modes at a particular frequency so the plot appears in a single line. Thus from the 

below graph we can observe that guide wavelength gradually decreases with increase 

in frequency.   

 

Fig.5.3 variation of guide wavelength with frequency 
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5.1.4 Group Velocity 

Below graph shows the variation of group velocity with increase in operating 

frequency of wave guide. From the below graph we can observe that group velocity 

gradually increases with increase in frequency. 

 

 

Fig.5.4 variation of group velocity with frequency 

5.1.5 Phase Velocity 

Below graph shows the variation of phase velocity with increase in operating 

frequency of wave guide. From the below graph we can observe that group velocity 

gradually decreases with increase in frequency. 

 

Fig.5.5 variation of Phase velocity with frequency 
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5.1.6 Impedance 

Below graph shows the variation of impedance with increase in operating frequency 

of wave guide for both TE and TM modes. Blue line represents plot for TE mode and 

red line represents plot for TM mode. Thus from the below graph we can observe that 

impedance decreases in TE mode and increases in TM mode with increases in 

frequency. 

 

Fig.5.6 variation of impedance with frequency 

5.1.7 Attenuation 

Below graph shows the variation of attenuation with increase in operating frequency 

of wave guide. . From the below graph we can observe that attenuation gradually 

increases with increase in frequency. 

 

Fig.5.7 variation of attenuation with frequency 
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5.2 Outputs of circular wave guide parameters  
5.2.1 Cut off frequency 

Below graph shows the variation of cut off frequency with increase in length of wave 

guide for TE00, TE11, TE21 modes. Breadth of the wave guide is considered as half of 

the length of wave guide. Thus from the below graph we can observe that value of cut 

off frequency at a given length is maximum at TE01 mode and minimum at TE21 mode 

and also The cut off frequency decreases gradually by increase in length of wave 

guide in any mode.     

 

Fig.5.8 variation of cut off frequency with length in TE mode 

Below graph shows the variation of cut off frequency with increase in length of wave 

guide for TM00, TM11, TM21 modes. Breadth of the wave guide is considered as half 

of the length of wave guide. Thus from the below graph we can observe that value of 

cut off frequency at a given length is maximum at TM21 mode and minimum at TM01 

mode and also The cut off frequency decreases gradually by increase in length of 

wave guide in any mode 

 

Fig.5.9 variation of cut off frequency with length in TM mode 
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5.2.2Cutoff wavelength 

Below graph shows the variation of cut off wavelength with increase in length of 

wave guide for TE00, TE11, TE21 modes. Thus from the below graph we can observe 

that value of cut off wavelength at a given length is maximum at TE11 mode and 

minimum at TE01 mode and also The cut off wavelength  increases linearly by 

increase in length of wave guide in any mode. 

 

Fig.5.10 variation of cut off wave length with length in TE mode 

Below graph shows the variation of cut off wavelength with increase in length of 

wave guide for TM00, TM11, TM21 modes. Thus from the below graph we can observe 

that value of cut off wavelength at a given length is maximum at TM01 mode and 

minimum at TM21 mode and also The cut off wavelength  increases linearly by 

increase in length of wave guide in any mode 

 

Fig.5.11 variation of cut off wavelength with length in TM mode 
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5.2.3 Guide Wavelength 

Below graph shows the variation of guide wavelength with increase in operating 

frequency of wave guide. From the below graph we can observe that guide 

wavelength gradually decreases with increase in frequency in TE mode. 

 
Fig.5.12 variation of guide wavelength with frequency in TE mode 

Below graph shows the variation of guide wavelength with increase in operating 

frequency of wave guide. From the below graph we can observe that guide 

wavelength gradually decreases with increase in frequency in TM mode.  

 
Fig.5.13 variation of guide wavelength with frequency in TM mode 
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5.2.4 Phase velocity 

Below graph shows the variation of phase velocity with increase in operating 

frequency of wave guide. From the below graph we can observe that group velocity 

gradually decreases with increase in frequency in different modes of TE. 

 
Fig.5.14 variation of phase velocity with frequency in TE mode 

Below graph shows the variation of phase velocity with increase in operating 

frequency of wave guide. From the below graph we can observe that group velocity 

gradually decreases with increase in frequency in different modes of TM. 

 
Fig.5.15 variation of phase velocity with frequency in TM mode 
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5.2.5 Impedance 

Below graph shows the variation of impedance with increase in operating frequency 

of wave guide for TE00, TE11, TE21 modes. Thus from the below graph we can 

observe that value of impedance at a given length is maximum at TE01 mode and 

minimum at TE11 mode and also The impedance  decreases gradually by increase in 

frequency of wave guide in any mode. 

 
Fig.5.16 variation of impedance with frequency in TE mode 

Below graph shows the variation of impedance with increase in operating frequency 

of wave guide for TM00, TM11, TM21 modes. Thus from the below graph we can 

observe that value of impedance at a given length is maximum at TE01 mode and 

minimum at TE21 mode and also The impedance  increases gradually by increase in 

frequency of wave guide in any mode. 

 
Fig.5.17 variation of impedance with frequency in TM mode 
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5.2.6 Attenuation 

Below graph shows the variation of attenuation with increase in operating frequency 

of wave guide for TE00, TE11, TE21 modes. Thus from the below graph we can 

observe that value of attenuation at a given length is maximum at TE01 mode and 

minimum at TE11 mode and also The attenuation decreases gradually by increase in 

frequency of wave guide in any mode 

 

Fig.5.18 variation of attenuation with frequency in TE mode 

Below graph shows the variation of attenuation with increase in operating frequency 

of wave guide for TM00, TM11, TM21 modes. Thus from the below graph we can 

observe that value of attenuation at a given length is maximum at TE21 mode and 

minimum at TE01 mode and also The attenuation decreases gradually by increase in 

frequency of wave guide in any mode. 

 

Fig.5.19 variation of attenuation with frequency in TM mode 
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Table 5.1: Theoretical and practical values of rectangular wave guide 

parameters 

Parameter Theoretical value Practical Value 

Cutoff Frequency(Hz) 8.35×10^7 8.5×10^7 

Cutoff Wavelength(cm) 3.3 3.4 

Guide Wavelength(cm) 0.01 0.01 

Phase velocity(m/s) 3×10^8 3×10^8 

Impedance(db) 379.8 376.4 

Attenuation(db/cm) 160 160 

 

Table 5.2: Theoretical and practical values of circular wave guide parameters 

Parameter Theoretical value Practical Value 

Cutoff Frequency(Hz) 2.7×10^7 2.5×10^7 

Cutoff Wavelength(cm) 14.5 15 

Guide Wavelength(cm) 0.01 0.01 

Phase velocity(m/s) 3×10^8 3×10^8 

Impedance(db) 379.3 376.6 

Attenuation(db/cm) 66 66.84 

 

 The above values are obtained by considering the length of the wave guide as 

4 and operating frequency as 10GHz for TE11 mode. 
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ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS 

Advantages 

 Used to select a best suitable wave guide for a particular application 
 High gain will be obtained by selecting best values from analysis 

 Wave guide dimensions can be perfectly selected for particular parameters. 

Applications 

 In all waveguide applications 

 Comparing waveguides 

 Selecting waveguides for an application 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Conclusions 

The waveguide parameters like cut off frequency, cut off wavelength, guide 

wavelength, phase velocity, group velocity, impedance and attenuation are analyzed. 

These parameters of Rectangular waveguide are showing that the guided wavelength 

is similar, cutoff wavelength is low but attenuation is more in comparison of circular 

waveguide. So with the help of these parameters it is easy to select the best waveguide 

for the applications like in communications field and in military purposes. 

Future scope 

The analysis can be done with different software which requires less programming 

and by analyzing different wave guides that have more use in future application and 

including more parameters of waveguides which make us to know all the wave guide 

properties and select a perfect wave guide for a particular application. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH  PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 

OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

 

Application Product Research Review 

    

 

Project Outcomes 

Outcome 1: Able to Apply the concepts of Electric and Magnetic Fields. 

Outcome 2: Knowledge on properties of different parameters of waveguides. 

Outcome 3: Able to select an appropriate Wave guide to meet specified requirements. 

Outcome 4: Measuring different parameters of waveguide. 

Outcome 5: Able to use MATLAB tool and write programs for different applications. 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

modern tools.  

 

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering    

            to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software  

component staking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural,  

ethical and economical considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, 

engineering  fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of 

complex engineering problems. 

 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze  

complex  engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first 

principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering 

problems  and design system components or processes that meet the specified 

needs with appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the 

cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 

 

4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge 

and research methods including design of experiments, analysis and 

interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information to provide valid 

conclusions. 
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5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, 

resources, and modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and 

modeling to complex engineering activities with an understanding of the 

limitations.  

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual 

knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the 

consequent responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice.  

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional 

engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate 

the knowledge of, and need  for  sustainable development.  

 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and  

responsibilities and norms of the engineering practice.  

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a 

member or leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities 

with the engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able 

to comprehend and write effective reports and design documentation, make 

effective presentations, and give and receive clear instructions.  

 

11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding 

of  the engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own 

work, as a member and  leader in a team, to manage projects and in 

multidisciplinary environments.  

 

12.  Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and 

ability to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context 

of technological change. 

Mapping Table 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome 

1 
3 2 3 3 1 2 3 1 3 3 2 3 1 3 

Outcome 

2 
2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 3 1 2 

Outcome 

3 
3 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 1 3 

Outcome 

4 
3 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 

Outcome 

5 
3 3 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The need of high speed multiplier is increasing as the need of high speed processors are 

increasing. A Multiplier is one of the key hardware blocks in most fast processing system 

which is not only a high delay block but also a major source of power dissipation.  

A conventional processor requires substantially more hardware resources and processing time 

in the multiplication operation, rather than addition and subtraction. A high speed 16x16 bit 

Vedic Multiplier (VM) based on Vertically & Crosswise method of Vedic mathematics, a 

general multiplication formulae equally applicable to all cases of multiplication. 

The combinational path delay of 16x16 bit Vedic multiplier obtained after synthesis is 

compared with normal multipliers and found that the proposed Vedic multiplier circuit seems 

to have better performance in terms of speed and power consumption. 

A simple digital multiplier (henceforth referred to as Vedic Multiplier in short VM) 

architecture based on the Urdhva Tiryakbhyam (Vertically and Cross wise) Sutra of Vedic 

Mathematics is presented. An improved technique for low power and high speed multiplier of 

two binary numbers (16 bit each) is developed. 

It is based on generating all partial products and their sum in one step. The coding is done in 

Verilog  HDL (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Descriptive Language) while 

the synthesis and simulation is done using EDA (Electronic Design Automation) tool - 

XilinxISE14.2i. 
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Chapter 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Background  

 
The proposed Vedic multiplier is based on the Vedic multiplication formulae (Sutras). These 

Sutras have been traditionally used for the multiplication of two numbers in the decimal 

number system. In this work, the same ideas to the binary number system to make the 

proposed algorithm compatible with the digital hardware. Vedic multiplication based on some 

algorithms. 

 

1.2 Aim of this Project 

 
Vedic multiplier architecture achieves high speed, low area and less power consumption. We 

are implementing this multiplier using Vedic mathematics. The use of Vedic mathematics is 

to reduce the typical calculations in conventional mathematics to very simple one. 

 

1.3  Methodology 

 
This project Vedic multiplier is based on the “Urdhva Tiryagbhyam” sutra (algorithm). These 

Sutras have been traditionally used for the multiplication of two numbers in the decimal 

number system. In this work, we apply the same ideas to the binary number system to make 

the proposed algorithm compatible with the digital hardware. It is a general multiplication 

formula applicable to all cases of multiplication. It literally means “Vertically and Cross 

wise”. 

  

1.4  Significance Of This Project 

 
The use of Vedic mathematics is to reduce the typical calculations in conventional 

mathematics to very simple one. Because the Vedic formulae are claimed to be based on the 

natural principles on which the human mind works. Vedic Mathematics is a methodology of 

arithmetic rules that allow more efficient speed implementation. 

 

1.5  Outline 

 
As a future enhancement process, compressors or adders such as carry save adder can be 

aggregated to the proposed Vedic Multiplier so that the delay can be still more reduced 

thereby increasing the speed. This also results in reduction of logic levels to a large extent. 
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Chapter 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

  
 

2.1 History of Vedic Mathematics  

 
Vedic mathematics is part of four Vedas (books of wisdom). It is part of Sthapatya-Veda 

(book on civil engineering and architecture), this is an upa-veda (supplement) of Atharvana 

Veda. It covers explanation of several modern mathematical terms including quadratic 

equations, factorization ,arithmetic, geometry (plane, coordinate), trigonometry, and even 

calculus.  

 

His Holiness Jagadguru Shankaracharya Bharati Krishna Teerthaji Maharaja (1884-1960) 

comprised all this work together and gave its mathematical explanation while discussing it for 

various applications.16 sutras (formulae) and 16 Upa sutras (sub formulae) was constructed 

by Swamiji after extensive research in Atharvana Veda. these formulae were constructed by 

Swamiji himself obviously these formulae are not to be found in present text of Atharvana 

Veda since Vedic mathematics which couldn‟t be disapproved because it is not only a 

mathematical wonder. Vedic Mathematics has already crossed the boundaries of India and has 

become a leading topic of research abroad due these phenomenal characteristic. Several basic 

as well as complex mathematical operations are deal with vedic mathematics. The various 

branches of mathematics like geometry, algebra, arithmetic are mainly included in Vedic 

mathematics based on 16 Sutras (or aphorisms) dealing with etc. These Sutras are enlisted 

below alphabetically along with their brief meanings 

1. (Anurupye) Shunyamanyat –If one is in ratio, the other is zero. 

  

2. Chalana-Kalanabyham –Differences and Similarities.  

 

3. Ekadhikina Purvena –By one more than the previous One. 

 

4. Ekanyunena Purvena –By one less than the previous one.  

 

5. Gunakasamuchyah –The factors of the sum is equal to the sum of the factors.  

 

6. Gunitasamuchyah –The product of the sum is equal to the sum of the product. 

 

7. Nikhilam Navatashcaramam Dashatah –All from 9 and last from 10. 

 

8. Paraavartya Yojayet –Transpose and adjust.  

 

9. Puranapuranabyham –By the completion or no completion.  

 

10. Sankalana- vyavakalanabhyam –By addition and by subtraction. 

 

11. Shesanyankena Charamena –The remainders by the last digit.  
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12. Shunyam Saamyasamuccaye –When the sum is the same that sum is zero.  

 

13. Sopaantyadvayamantyam –The ultimate and twice the penultimate.  

 

14. Urdhva-tiryakbhyam –Vertically and crosswise.  

 

15. Vyashtisamanstih –Part and Whole. 

 

16. Yaavadunam –Whatever the extent of its deficiency.  

 

These methods of architectures and ideas may be applied to applied mathematics of various 

kinds and spherical geometry, plain and conics, trigonometry, calculus (both differential and 

integral) directly. All these Sutras were reconstructed from ancient Vedic texts early in the 

last century s mentioned earlier. There are so many Sub-sutras were also discovered at the 

same time but are not discussed here. 
 

2.2 Vedic Multiplication Technique: 

 
The use of Vedic mathematics is to reduce the typical calculations in conventional 

mathematics to very simple one. Because the Vedic formulae are claimed to be based on the 

natural principles on which the human mind works. Vedic Mathematics is a methodology of 

arithmetic rules that allow more efficient speed implementation. It also provides some 

effective algorithms which can be applied to various branches of engineering such as 

computing. 

The proposed Vedic multiplier is based on the “Urdhva Tiryagbhyam” sutra (algorithm). 

These Sutras have been traditionally used for the multiplication of two numbers in the 

decimal number system. In this work, we apply the same ideas to the binary number system to 

make the proposed algorithm compatible with the digital hardware. It is a general 

multiplication formula applicable to all cases of multiplication. It literally means “Vertically 

and Cross wise”. It is based on a novel concept through which the generation of all partial 

products can be done with the concurrent addition of these partial products.  

 

The algorithm can be generalized for n x n bit number. Since the partial products and their 

sums are calculated in parallel and the multiplier is independent of the clock frequency of the 

processor. Due to its regular structure, it can be easily layout in microprocessors and 

designers can easily circumvent these problems to avoid catastrophic device failures. The 

processing power of multiplier can easily be increased by increasing the input and output data 

bus widths since it has a quite a regular structure. Due to its regular structure, it can be easily 

layout in a silicon chip. The Multiplier based on this sutra has the advantage that as the 

number of bits increases, gate delay and area increases very slowly as compared to other 

conventional multipliers. 

 

A simple 16 bit digital multiplier is proposed which is based on Urdhva Tiryakbhyam 

(Vertically Crosswise) Sutra of the Vedic Maths. Two binary numbers (16-bit each) are 
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multiplied with this Sutra. The potential of this method is that the power dissipation of this 

circuit is 0.17 mW & propagation delay of the proposed architecture is 27.15ns. 

 

These results are improvements over power dissipations and delays reported in literature for 

Vedic and Array multiplier. Booth Multiplier, Array multiplier and Wallace Tree multipliers 

are some of the standard approaches used in implementation of binary multiplier which are 

suitable for VLSI implementation. 

 

2.3 Urdhva Tiryagbhyam Method 

  
The use of Vedic mathematics is that it reduces the typical calculations in conventional 

mathematics to very simple ones. This is so because the Vedic formulae are claimed to be 

based on the natural principles on which the human mind works. Vedic Mathematics is a 

methodology of arithmetic rules that allow more efficient speed implementation. It also 

provides some effective algorithms which can be applied to various branches of engineering 

such as computing. 

 

2.4 Existing Methods 

 A 4 x 4 multiplier using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam (Vertically and crosswise) method is 

presented in [1]. This approach has the advantage of less increase in delay when the size 

of the operands increases. An 8 x 8 Vedic Multiplier using the same technique and making 

use of 4 x 4 multiplier is presented in [3]. This approach uses ripple carry adder way of 

combining two 4 bit multiplication results to obtain 8 bit multiplier results. The delay of 

this 8 – bit Vedic multiplier is low when compared to the Array, and Wallace tree 

multipliers. Another 8 x 8 bit BCD multiplier using Vinculum method is described in [5]. It 

claims that the execution time for multiplication less compared to normal BCD multiplier. 

An area efficient Vedic multiplier using carry select adder at the adder stage of partial 

products addition is illustrated in [7]. It also provides the speed advantage due to the 

selection of carry instead of ripple action to propagate the carry through the full adder 

stages. A review on Various Vedic multipliers is described in [8]. This paper describes 

various low power and high speed multipliers based on Vedic mathematics. 

This proposed work is to implement 16x16 Vedic multiplier using Urdhwa Tiryakbhyam 

method and it is implemented in FPGA from Xilinx Inc. Verilog HDL is used as a modeling 

language to describe to the Xilinx ISE software. 
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Table: 2.1 Comparison between Array Multiplier and Vedic Multiplier 

S. No Parameter Array Multiplier Vedic Multiplier 

1 Number of 4 input 

LUT’s 

824/9312 716/9312 

2 Number of Slices 473/4656 409/4656 

3 Number of bonded 

IOBs 

64/158 64/158 

4 Time Delay in nsec 45.91 35.25 

5 Memory required in 

Kilo bytes 

178492 169924 

 

2.5 Introduction to Proposed Technique  

 

Design Factors of Multiplication: Latency, throughput, area, and design complexity are the 

important factors to choose a suitable design for the requirement. Latency is a measure of 

how long the inputs to a device are stable until the final result available on outputs. 

Throughput is the measure of how many multiplications can be performed in a given period 

of time. 

  

Urdhva Tiryakbhyam Sutra: The basic Sutras and Urdhva Tiryakbhyam Sutra in the Vedic 

Mathematics helps to do almost all the numeric computations in easy and fast manner. The 

Sutra which we employ in this project is Urdhva Tiryakbhyam (Multiplication). 

 

Description of Sutra: This is the general formula applicable to all cases of multiplication 

Urdhva Tiryakbhyam means “Vertically and Crosswise”, which is the method of 

multiplication followed. 

 

2.6 VEDIC ALGORITHM  

 
Vedic multiplier is based on the Vedic mathematics [1]. Vedic mathematics is the ancient 

method of mathematics. It was rediscovered from Vedas in between 1911 to 1918 by Sri 

Bharti Krishna Tirthaji (1884-1960). Who was mathematician and Sanskrit scholar. The 

Vedic mathematics is based on the 16 sutras of Urdhva Tiryagbhyam. It simply means that 

“vertically and crosswise multiplication”.it involves minimum number of calculations, it 

reduces the space, save the computational time and it is applicable in all cases of 

multiplication. This method is most efficient when the number of bit increases in 

multiplication. The structure of this method is shown in the figure from this we get clear idea 

of “vertical and crosswise multiplication”. 
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Figure: 2.1 Line diagram for multiplication of two 4-bit Binary numbers  

 

For multiplication of two 4 bit numbers the multiplication process is divided into 7 steps. The 

first number is a3a2a1a0 which is multiplier and second number is b3b2b1b0 which is 

multiplicand as shown in the step1 of the figure. The LSB (least significant bit) of multiplier 

is multiplied with LSB of the multiplicand and the result of this multiplication is stored as the 

LSB of the final result. Then as shown in the step2 of the above figure The LSB of multiplier 

is multiplied with second higher bit of multiplicand and second higher bit of multiplier is 

multiplied with LSB of multiplicand and then these two partial products are added, after 

adding these two numbers the LSB of addition is taken as the second higher bit of the final 

result and remaining bits of the addition are taken as carry bit and this carry can be of multi-

bit. Then follow the steps which are given in the above figure and after that we get the result 

of the 4 bit multiplication. 

 

2.7 Multiplication of two decimal numbers- 523*837 
 

To illustrate this multiplication scheme, the multiplication of two decimal numbers (523 * 

837) is going to explain here. This multiplication process is explained in terms of line 

diagram for as shown below. Multiplication proceeds from right to left, first digits are 

multiplied and to the carry which is obtained from the previous step. This result in the 

generation of a part of the bits in the result. This process continuous by adding the previous 

carry to the next step. When one or more lines are in one step then all the results are added. 

All the bits act as carry for the next step except, least significant bit which acts as the result 

bit. For the first time carry bit is zero. 
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Figure: 2.2 Multiplication of two decimal numbers by Urdhava Tiryabhyam Sutra 
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Chapter 3 
WORK TITLE EXPLANATION 

 

 

3.1 The Fundamental Block (2×2 block): 
 

          In the design of the proposed Vedic multiplier a 2×2 block is a fundamental block 

(Basic block) is shown in fig 3.1. Also symbol of this fundamental block is shown to be used 

in 4 x 4 bit Multiplier. We know that in binary multiplication basically we AND each two bits 

in 2-input AND gate. First off all vertical bits (LSBs) are Ended this will result in the LSB of 

the result. Than we and crosswise bits and then result is added using a half adder. The sum 

output of the half adder is the next bit of the result right to the LSB. The carry output is also 

added in half adder with the AND output of the MSBs. The carry of this adder is the MSB of 

the result. The waveforms of input and output of 2-bit multiplier using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam 

Sutra of Vedic mathematics is shown in figure 4. Power dissipation of this multiplier is 23.2 

µW and propagation delay is 1.51 nsec. 62 transistors are used in this design. 

 

Figure: 3.1  2-Bit Multiplier Using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam Sutra & Its Symbol 
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3.2 Design of 4×4 Vedic Multiplier: 
 

The design of 4×4 block shown in fig (3.2) is a simple arrangement of 2×2 blocks in an 

optimized manner. The first step in the design of 4×4 block will be grouping the 2 bit of each 

4 bit input. These pair terms will form vertical and crosswise product terms. Each input bit-

pair is handled by a separate 2×2 Vedic the schematic of a 4×4 block designed using 2×2 

blocks. The partial products represent the Urdhva vertical and cross product terms. Then 

using or and half adder assembly to find the final product. Power dissipation of this multiplier 

is 0.18 mW and propagation delay is 1.71 nsec. 

 

 

Figure: 3.2  4-Bit Multiplier Using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam Sutra 

 & it’s Symbol 
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3.3 Design of 8×8 Vedic Multiplier: 

 
The design of 8×8 block is a similar arrangement of 4×4 blocks in an optimized manner as in 

figure 3. The first step in the design of 8×8 block will be grouping the 4 bit (nibble) of each 8 

bit input. These quadruple terms will form vertical and crosswise product terms. Each input 

bit-quadruple is handled by a separate 4×4 Vedic multiplier to produce eight partial product 

rows. These partial products rows are then added in an 8-bit ripple carry adder optimally to 

generate final product bits. The figure (3.3) shows the schematic of an 8×8 block designed 

using 4×4 blocks. The partial products represent the Urdhva vertical and cross product terms. 

Then using or and half adder assembly to find the final product. Power dissipation of this 

multiplier is 0.035mW and propagation delay is 1.72 nsec.  

 

Figure: 3.3 8-BIT Multiplier Using Urdhva Tiryagbhyam Sutra 

& it’s Symbol 
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3.4 Design of 16×16 Vedic Multiplier: 

 
The design of 16×16 block is a similar arrangement of 8×8 blocks in an optimized manner as 

in figure (3.4). The first step in the design of 16×16 block will be grouping the 8 bit (byte) of 

each 16 bit input. These lower and upper bytes pairs of two inputs will form vertical and 

crosswise product terms. Each input byte is handled by a separate 8×8 Vedic multiplier to 

produce sixteen partial product rows. These partial products rows are then added in a 16-bit 

ripple carry adder optimally to generate final product bits. The figure (3.2) shows the 

schematic of a 16×16 block designed using 8×8 blocks. The partial products represent the  

Urdhva vertical  and cross product terms. Then using or and half adder assembly to find the 

final product. Power dissipation  of this multiplier is 0.18 mW and propagation delay is 1.71 

nsec. 

 

 

Figure: 3.4 16-BIT Multiplier Using Urdhva Tiryagbhyam Sutra 

& its Symbol 
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3.5 Half Adder: 

 
An adder is a digital circuit that performs addition of numbers. The half adder adds two 

binary digits called as augend and addend and produces two outputs as sum and carry; XOR 

is applied to both inputs to produce sum and AND gate is applied to both inputs to produce 

carry. 

Table: 3.1 Half Adder Truth table 

  

Figure : 3.5 Half Adder Symbol 

 

3.6 Full Adder: 

 

This adder is difficult to implement than a half-adder. The difference between a half-adder 

and a full-adder is that the full-adder has three inputs and two outputs, whereas half adder has 

only two inputs and two outputs. The first two inputs are A and B and the third input is an 

input carry as C-IN. When a full-adder logic is designed, you string eight of them together to 

a create a byte-wide adder and cascade the carry bit from one adder to the next. 

 

Figure: 3.6 FULL ADDER Diagram 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

A B SUM C 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 0 

1 0 1 0 

1 1 0 1 
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Table: 3.2 Full Adder Truth table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
3.7 Ripple Carry Adder: 

 
Multiple full adder circuits can be cascaded in parallel to add an N-bit number. For an N- 

bit parallel adder, there must be N number of full adder circuits. A ripple carry adder is a 

logic circuit in which the carry-out of each full adder is the carry in of the succeeding next 

most significant full adder. It is called a ripple carry adder because each carry bit gets 

rippled into the next stage. In a ripple carry adder the sum and carry out bits of any half 

adder stage is not valid until the carry in of that stage occurs. Propagation delays inside 

the logic circuitry is the reason behind this. Propagation delay is time elapsed between 

the application of an input and occurrence of the corresponding output. 

Consider a NOT gate, When the input is “0” the output will be “1” and vice versa. The 

time taken for the NOT gate’s output to become “0” after the application of logic “1” to 

the NOT gate’s input is the propagation delay here. Similarly the carry propagation delay 

is the time elapsed between the application of the carry in signal and the occurrence of 

the carry out (Cout) signal. Circuit diagram of a 4-bit ripple carry adder is shown below.  

 

 
Figure 3.7 Circuit diagram of a 4-bit Ripple Carry Adder 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

A B CIN SUM COUT 

0  0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 1 

0 1 0 0 1 

0 1 1 1 0 

1 0 0 0 1 

1 0 1 1 0 

1 1 0 1 0 

1 1 1 1 1 
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Sum out S0 and carry out Cout of the Full Adder 1 is valid only after the propagation delay 

of Full Adder 1. In the same way, Sum out S3 of the Full Adder 4 is valid only after the 

joint propagation delays of Full Adder 1 to Full Adder 4. In simple words, the final result of 

the ripple carry adder is valid only after the joint propagation delays of all full adder 

circuits inside it. 

 

3.8 Carry Look Ahead Adder 

 
Carry-lookahead adder (CLA) or fast adder is a type of electronics adder used in digital logic. 

A carry-lookahead adder improves speed by reducing the amount of time required to 

determine carry bits. It can be contrasted with the simpler, but usually slower, ripple-carry 

adder (RCA), for which the carry bit is calculated alongside the sum bit, and each stage must 

wait until the previous carry bit has been calculated to begin calculating its own sum bit and 

carry bit. The carry-lookahead adder calculates one or more carry bits before the sum, which 

reduces the wait time to calculate the result of the larger-value bits of the adder. 

The Kogge–Stone adder (KSA) and Brent–Kung adder (BKA) are examples of this type of 

adder. 

 
 

Figure 3.8 Circuit Diagram of a 4 bit Carry Look Ahead Adder 

 
3.9 Carry Select Adder 

 
In electronics, a carry-select adder is a particular way to implement an adder, which is a 

logic element that computes the (n+1)-bit sum of two n-bit numbers. The carry-select 

adder is simple but rather fast, having a gate level depth of O (√n). 

The carry-select adder generally consists of ripple carry adders and a multiplexer. Adding 

two n-bit numbers with a carry-select adder is done with two adders (therefore two 

ripple carry adders), in order to perform the calculation twice, one time with the 

assumption of the carry-in being zero and the other assuming it will be one. After the two 
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results are calculated, the correct sum, as well as the correct carry-out, is then selected 

with the multiplexer once the correct carry-in is known. 

The number of bits in each carry select block can be uniform, or variable. In the uniform 

case, the optimal delay occurs for a block size of O [√n]. When variable, the block size 

should have a delay, from addition inputs A and B to the carry out, equal to that of the 

multiplexer chain leading into it, so that the carry out is calculated just in time. The O (√n) 

delay is derived from uniform sizing, where the ideal number of full-adder elements per 

block is equal to the square root of the number of bits being added, since that will yield 

an equal number of MUX delays. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.9 Circuit Diagram of a 4 bit Carry Select Adder 

 
Above is the basic building block of a carry-select adder, where the block size is 4. Two 4-

bit ripple carry adders are multiplexed together, where the resulting carry and sum bits 

are selected by the carry-in. Since one ripple carry adder assumes a carry-in of 0, and the 

other assumes a carry-in of 1, selecting which adder had the correct assumption via the 

actual carry-in yields the desired result. 
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Chapter 4 
HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 
4.1 FPGA Implementation 

 
The FPGA that is used for the implementation of the circuit is the Xilinx Spartan 3E (Family), 

XC3S100e (Device), vq100 (Package), -5 (Speed Grade). The working environment/tool for 

the design is Xilinx ISE14 .3i. 

 

Table: 4.1 Showing Summary of FPGA features 

4.1.1 Overview of FPGA 
 

CAD software has become more mature as the FPGA architecture evolves and its complexity 

increases. A fairly complete set of design tools that allows automatic synthesis and 

compilation from design specifications in hardware specification languages, such as Verilog 

or VHDL are provided by most FPGA vendors all the way down to a bit stream to program 

FPGA chips. Fig. 4.1 shows a typical FPGA design flow includes the steps and components. 

The choice of FPGA device is the second design input component. A wide range of FPGA 

devices typically provided by Each FPGA vendor, with different power tradeoffs, cost and 

performance. a small (low capacity) device with a nominal speed grade may be selected by 

the designer at starting. But, it is necessary that the designer has to upgrade to a high-capacity 

device if synthesis effort fails to map the design into the target device. Similarly, he has to 

upgrade to a device with higher speed-grade if the synthesis result fails to meet the operating 

frequency. Thus better synthesis tools are required, since their quality directly impacts the 

performance and cost of FPGA designs. 
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Figure: 4.1 Showing FPGA Design Flow 

4.1.2 Design Entry  

 

A Hardware description Language like Verilog or VHDL is used to code the design of basic 

architecture of the system. A concept of a design module is described using Verilog. 

 

4.1.3 Behavioural Simulation 

 
 The code is verified using a simulation software, after the design phase, i.e. Modelsim6.1e to 

generate outputs for different inputs and if it verifies then modifications and necessary 

corrections will be done in the HDL code otherwise we will proceed further and this is called 

as the behavioural simulation. 

 

4.1.4 Design Synthesis  

 
The design is then synthesized after the correct simulations results. The Xilinx ISE tool does 

the following operations during synthesis: 

 HDL Compilation: The checking of the syntax of the code written for the design is done 

after the tool compiles all the sub-modules in the main module if any. 
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 Design Hierarchy Analysis: this analyzes the hierarchy of the design.  

1. HDL Synthesis: The process of generating device net list format from VHDL or Verilog 

code is called HDL synthesis. i.e. a complete circuit with logical elements such as XORs, 

Tristate Buffers, Decoders, Flip flops, Latches, Comparators, Multiplexer, Adder/Subtraction, 

Counters, Registers etc. 

 2. Advanced HDL Synthesis: Low Level synthesis: The low level blocks such as buffers, 

lookup tables are used to define the blocks synthesized in the HDL synthesis and the 

Advanced HDL synthesis. The logic entities in the design are also optimized by eliminating 

the redundant logic, if any and then optimize it. 

 

4.1.5 Design Implementation  

 
The following sub processes are contained in the design implementation process:  

1. Translation: The all the input net lists are merging by translate process and outputs a 

Xilinx NGD (Native Generic Database) file and design constraints information’s.  

2. Mapping: After the Translate process is complete then the Map process is run. The target 

device present Mappin4.1.5g maps the logical design described in the NGD file to the 

components/primitives (slices/CLBs) An NCD file is created by the Map process. 

 3. Place and Route: After the design has been mapped then the place and route (PAR) 

process is run. To place and route the design on the target FPGA design PAR uses the NCD 

file created by the Map process. 

 4. Bit stream Generation: The process of “bi misleading because the data are no more bit 

oriented than that of an instruction set processor and there is generally” which is the 

collection of binary data used to program reconfigurable logic device is most commonly. 

 5. Functional Simulation: Prior to mapping of the design post-Translate (functional) 

simulation can be performed. The user to verify that your design has been synthesized 

correctly and any differences due to the lower level of abstraction can be identified is allowed 

by this simulation process. 
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(a)   (b) 

Figure: 4.2 Showing (a) Design Flow during FPGA Implementation (b) Procedure 

Followed for Implementation 

6. Static timing analysis: Three are types of static timing analysis can be performed: 

 (a) Post-fit Static Timing Analysis: The timing Analyzer window open by the Analyze Post-

Fit Static timing process, which enables interactively to select timing paths in the specified 

design for tracing the timing results. 

 (b) Post-Map Static Timing Analysis: The timing results of the Map process can be analyze. 

In evaluating timing performance (logic delay + route delay) Post-Map timing reports can be 

very useful  

(c) Post Place and Route Static Timing Analysis: All delays to provide a comprehensive 

timing summary are incorporate by Post-PAR timing reports. You can proceed by creating 

configuration data and downloading a device if a placed and routed design has met all of your 

timing cons 

traints.  

7. Timing Simulation: A timing simulation net list can be created after your design has been 

placed and routed. It is possible to see how your design will behave in the circuit which is 

allowed by this simulation process. 
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4.2 Implement Design in FPGA  
 

The unique features of the Spartan-3E FPGA family are the highlights of the Spartan-3E 

Starter Kit board and a convenient development board for embedded processing applications 

is provided. After check syntax and synthesis, the board implements the design and verifies 

that it meets the timing constraints. 

4.3 Download Design to the Spartan-3e Kit 

 

 The last step in the design verification process is this. Simple Instructions for downloading 

the design to the Spartan-3 Starter Kit demo board are provided by this section.  

 

4.4 Programming the FPGA  

 
The Generate Programming File process is run for generating a programming file. After the 

FPGA design has been completely routed this process can be run. To produce a bit stream 

(.BIT) or (.ISC) file for Xilinx device configuration the Generate Programming File process 

runs BitGen, the Xilinx bit stream generation program. Using the JTAG boundary scan 

method the FPGA device is then configured with the .bit file. Then its working is verified by 

applying different inputs, after the Spartan device is configured for the intended design. 
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Chapter 5 
SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 
5.1 History of Verilog 
 

Verilog was started in the year 1984 by Gateway Design Automation Inc as a 

proprietary hardware modeling language. It is rumored that the original language was 

designed by taking features from the most popular HDL language of the time, called 

HiLo, as well as from traditional computer languages such as C. At that time, Verilog 

was not standardized and the language modified itself in almost all the revisions that 

came out within 1984 to 1990. 

Verilog simulator first used in 1985 and extended substantially through 1987.The 

implementation of Verilog simulator sold by Gateway. The first major extension of 

Verilog is Verilog-XL, which added a few features and implemented the infamous "XL 

algorithm" which is a very efficient method for doing gate-level simulation. 

Later 1990, Cadence Design System, whose primary product at that time included 

thin film process simulator, decided to acquire Gateway Automation System, along with 

other Gateway products., Cadence now become the owner of the Verilog language, and 

continued to market Verilog as both a language and a simulator. At the same time, 

Synopsys was marketing the top-down design methodology, using Verilog. This was a 

powerful combination. 

In 1990, Cadence organized the Open Verilog International (OVI), and in 1991 

gave it the documentation for the Verilog Hardware Description Language. This was the 

event which "opened" the language. 

5.2 Basic Concepts 
 

5.2.1 Hardware Description Language  

 

Two things distinguish an HDL from a linear language like “C”: 

 

 Concurrency: 

 The ability to do several things simultaneously i.e. different code-blocks can run 

concurrently.  

Timing:  

 Ability to represent the passing of time and sequence events accordingly 
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5.2.2 VERILOG Introduction  

 

 Verilog HDL is a Hardware Description Language (HDL). 

 A Hardware Description Language is a language used to describe a digital system; 

one may describe a digital system at several levels.  

 An HDL might describe the layout of the wires, resistors and transistors on an 

Integrated Circuit (IC) chip, i.e., the switch level.  

 It might describe the logical gates and flip flops in a digital system, i.e., the gate level.  

 An even higher level describes the registers and the transfers of vectors of 

information between registers. This is called the Register Transfer Level (RTL).  

 Verilog supports all of these levels.  

 A powerful feature of the Verilog HDL is that you can use the same language for 

describing, testing and debugging your system. VERILOG Features 

 Strong Background: Supported by open verilog international and Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineering standardized. 

 Industrial support: Simulation is very fast and synthesis is very efficient 

 Universal: Entire process is allowed in one design environment.  

 Extensibility: It also allows Verilog PLI for extension of Verilog capabilities  

  

5.3 VERILOG Features 

 Strong Background: Supported by open verilog international and Institute of Electrical 

and Electronics Engineering standardized. 

 Industrial support: Simulation is very fast and synthesis is very efficient. 

 Universal: Entire process is allowed in one design environment. 

 Extensibility: It also allows Verilog PLI for extension of Verilog capabilities 

 

5.4 Design Flow  
 

The typical design flow is shown in figure,  

 

Design Specification 

 

 The project Specifications and requirements are written first  

 The digital circuit functionality is explained for the architecture to be designed.  

 Specification: It uses wave former ,test bencher or word for drawing waveform. 

 

RTL Description  

 

 CAD Tools are used for coding format for the Conversation of Specification 

Coding Styles:  

 

 Gate Level Modeling  

 Data Flow Modeling  

 Behavioral Modeling 
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RTL Coding Editor: HDL Turbo Writer , Emacs ,Vim, , conTEXT, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

                                           Figure 5.1 Showing VLSI Design Flow 
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Functional Verification &Testing 

 

 The method of coding with respective inputs and outputs are going to be tested. 

 Check the RTL Description once again if testing fails.  

 Simulation: Using Xilinx , Verilog-XL ,ModelSim, 

 
Logic Synthesis 

 

 RTL description into Gate level -Net list form conservation. 

 The circuit is described as a function of gates and connections.  

 Synthesis: Synthesis is done by Altera and Xilinx ,Simplify Pro, Leonardo Spectrum Design 

Compiler, FPGA Compiler  

 

5.5 Modules  
 

Distinct parts of a Verilog module consists of are as shown in below figure. The 

keyword module is the beginning of a module definition. In a module definition the 

module name, port list, port declarations, and optional parameters must come first in its 

definition. If the module has any ports to interact with the external environment then only 

Port list and port declarations are present. There are five components within a module 

 

 Variable declarations,  

 Dataflow statements 

 Instantiation of lower modules 

 Behavioural blocks 

 Tasks or functions. 

  

The following components may appear in any order and at any place in a given module 

definition. 

 

The end module statement must always come last in a module definition. All 

components except module, module name, and end module are optional and can be 

mixed and matched as per design needs. Multiple modules definition in a single file are 

allowed by Verilog. In the file the modules can be defined in any order. 
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Figure 5.2 Showing Module Design 

 
Example Module Structure:  

 

module<module name> (<module_terminals_list>); 

…... 

<module internals> 

..…. 

 Endmodule 

 

5.6 Ports  

 
The interface between a module and its environment is provided by the ports. The 

input/output pins of an Integrated Circuit chip are its ports. The environment cannot see 

the internals of the module. It is a great advantage for the designer. As long as the 

interface is not modified the internals of the module may be modified without affecting 

its environment. Terminals are the synonyms for the ports. 

 

5.6.1 Port Declaration 

 

 The module may contain the declaration of all ports in the given list of ports. The declaration 

of ports are explained in detail below. 

 

5.6.2 Verilog Keyword Type of Port 

 

 Input: - Input port 

 Output: - Output port 

 inout: -Bidirectional port 

 

 Depending on the direction of the port signal, each port in the port list is given a label as 
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follows input, output or inout. 

 5.6.3 Port Connection Rules 

 

 A port consisting of two units, primary unit is into the module and secondary 

unit is out of the module. The primary and secondary units are connected. When modules 

are instantiated within other modules there are rules governing port connections within 

module. If any port connection rules are violated then the Verilog simulator complains. 

The figure 5.6 shows the port connection rules. 

 

Inputs: 

 

 Internally must be of net data type (e.g. wire)  

 Externally the inputs may be connected to a reg or net data type 

 

 Outputs: 

 

 Internally may be of net or reg data type  

 Externally must be connected to a net data type 

 

Inouts: 

 

 Internally must be of net data type (tri recommended)  

 Externally must be connected to a net data type (tri recommended) 

 

Ports Connection to External Signals  

 

Signals and Ports in a module can be connected in two ways. In the module definition those 

two methods cannot be mixed . 

 

 Port by order list 

 Port by name 

 

Port by order list 
 
 Most spontaneous method for learners is the Connecting port by order list. The order in 

which the ports in the ports list in the module definition must be connected in the same order. 

  

Syntax for instantiation with port order list:  

 

module name instance name (signal, signal...);  

 

The external signals a, b, out appear in exactly the same order as the ports a, b, out in the 

module defined in adder in the below example. 
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module adder(out,a,b): module lop_example; 

 

output [1:0]out; reg [1:0]a; 

input [1:0] a,b; reg [1:0]b; 

wire [1:0]out; wire [1:0]out; 

 

assign out=a+b; adder ex1(out,a,b); 

 

endmodule endmodule 

 
Port by name 

 

For larger designs where the module have say 30 ports ,it is almost impractical and possibility 

of errors if remembering the order of the ports in the module definition. There is capability to 

connect external signals to ports by the port names, rather than by position provided by the 

Verilog.  

Syntax for instantiation with port name: 

 

 Module name instance name (.port name(signal), .port name (signal)… ); 

 

 The port connections in any order as long as the port name in the module definition correctly 

matches the external signal 

 

5.7 Xilinx ISE 14.2I software 

 
Xilinx Tools is a suite of software tools used for the design of digital circuits implemented 

using Xilinx Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or Complex Programmable Logic 

Device (CPLD). The design procedure consists of (a) design entry, (b) synthesis of the design 

and implementation of the design, (c) functional simulation and (d) testing and verification. 

The following CAD tools are used for digital designs by entering the code in various ways: 

using a schematic entry tool, using a hardware description language (HDL) – Verilog or 

VHDL or a combination of both Verilog and VHDL .This thesis implement programs using 

the design flow that involves the use of Verilog HDL.  

The CAD tools enable you to design combinational and sequential circuits starting with 

Verilog HDL design specifications. The steps of this design procedure are listed below:  

1. Create Verilog design input file(s) using template driven editor.  

2. Compile and implement the Verilog design file(s).  

3. Create the test-vectors and simulate the design (functional simulation) without using a PLD 

(FPGA or CPLD).  
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4. Assign input/output pins to implement the design on a target device.  

5. Download bit stream to an FPGA or CPLD device.  

6. Test design on FPGA/CPLD device 

Verilog input format must be used for all the designs. For combinational logic designs the 

state diagram segment is not exist. 

Header: module name, list of input and output ports. 

 Declarations: input and output ports, registers and wires.  

Logic Descriptions: equations, state machines and logic functions. 

 End: end module 

Verilog input format must be used for all the designs. For combinational logic designs the 

state diagram segment is not exist. 

 

5.7.1 Creating a New Project: 

 
Click on the Project Navigator Icon on the Windows desktop for starting Xilinx Tools. Then a 

Project Navigator window is opened on desktop screen. The last accessed project is shown by 

this window. 

 

Figure: 5.3 Showing Xilinx Project Navigator window 
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Opening a project  

To create a new project select File->New Project. A new project window is opened on the 

desktop. As shown below fill up the necessary entries. 

 

Figure: 5.4 Showing New Project Initiation window (snapshot from Xilinx ISE software) 

 

Project Name: Give the name to your project  

Project Location: Give the storage location.  

Leave the top level module type as HDL.  

Example: If the project name is “or_gate”, enter “or_gate” as the project name and then click 

on “Next” button. 

This brings up the following window: 
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Figure: 5.5 Showing Device and Design Flow of Project (snapshot from Xilinx ISE 

software) 

 

Click on the „value‟ area and select from the list of values that appear for each of the 

properties given below then click on the „value‟ area and select from the list of values that 

appear.  

 Device Family: Family of the FPGA select the Spartan3E FPGA‟s.  

 Device: The number of the actual device enter XC3S100E. 

 Package: The type of package with the number of pins. The Spartan FPGA used in this lab 

is packaged in VQ100 package.  

 Speed Grade: The Speed grade is “-5”.  

 Synthesis Tool: XST [VHDL/Verilog]  

 Simulator: This tool is used to simulate and verify the functionality of the design. Modelsim 

simulator is integrated in the Xilinx ISE. Hence choose “Modelsim-XE Verilog” as the 

simulator or even Xilinx ISE 14.3i Simulator can be used.  

 Then save the entries by clicking on NEXT button.  

A subdirectory with the project name is used to store all project files such as schematics, 

netlists, Verilog files, VHDL files, etc,. A project can only have one top level HDL source file 

(or schematic). To create a modular, hierarchical design modules can be added to the project. 
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Select File->Open Project In order to open an existing project in Xilinx Tools and also it 

shows the list of projects on the machine. click OK after the selection of project . 

 The following window is opened by Clicking on NEXT on the above window: 

 

 

 

Figure: 5.6 Showing Create New source window (snapshot from Xilinx ISE software) 

 

 Click on the NEW SOURCE to create a new source file,. Creating a Verilog HDL input file 

for a combinational logic design a design entry can be done using a structural or RTL 

description using the Verilog HDL. The HDL Editor is used which is available in the Xilinx 

ISE Tools to create a Verilog HDL input file (.v file). 

Click on the NEW SOURCE then a window pops up as shown in Figure 5.5 
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Figure: 5.7 Showing Creating Verilog-HDL source file (snapshot from Xilinx ISE 

software) 

 Select Verilog Module and enter the name of the Verilog source file in the File Name option. 

Select Add to project option so that the source need not be added to the project again. To 

accept the entries click on Next. Then the following window is opened. 

 

 

 

Figure: 5.8 Showing Define Verilog Source window (snapshot from Xilinx ISE software) 

 

Enter the names of all input and output pins in the Port Name column, and mention the 
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Direction clearly. A Vector/Bus can be defined by entering appropriate bit numbers in the 

left/right columns. All the new source information is shown in a window by clicking on Next. 

For changes are to be made, just click on Back button to go back and make changes. If 

everything is seems to be correct then click on Finish to continue. 

 

 

 

Figure: 5.9 Showing New Project Information window (snapshot from Xilinx ISE 

software) 

 

The source file will be displayed in the sources window of the Project Navigator after clicking 

on Finish button. To remove a source just right click on the source file and select Remove in 

that which automatically removes that source file. Any related files of removed source file are 

deleted by selecting Project - Delete Implementation Data from the Project Navigator menu 

bar. Editing the Verilog source file The Project Navigator window displays the source file. 

The changes can be made to the source file. The displaying of all the input/output pins is 

done. Save the Verilog program periodically by selecting the File->Save from the menu bar. 

Using “Add Copy Source” Verilog programs can be edited in any text editor and add can be 

added to the project directory. 
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Figure: 5.10 Verilog Source code editor window in the Project Navigator (from Xilinx 

ISE software) 

 

The module name, the list of ports and also the declarations (input/output) for each port are 

shown by the generation of Verilog source code template. After the declarations and before 

the end module line the combinational logic code can be added to the verilog code. For 

example, an output x in an AND gate with inputs a and b can be described as, assign x= a & 

b; the names are case sensitive. Other constructs for modeling the logic function: A given 

logic function can be moduled in many ways in verilog.  

Here is another example in which the logic function, is implemented as a truth table using a 

case statement: 

module or_gate(a,b,z);  

input a; 

 input b;  

output z; reg z;  

always @(a or b) begin case ({a,b}) 

 00: z = 1'b0;  

01: z = 1'b1; 

 10: z = 1'b1;  

11: z = 1'b1;  
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endcase  

end  

endmodule 

Suppose we want to describe an OR gate. It can be done using the logic equation as shown in 

Figure 9a or using the case statement as shown in Figure. These are just two example 

constructs to design a logic function. Verilog offers numerous such constructs to efficiently 

model designs.  

 

 

 

Figure: 5.11 Showing OR gate description using assign statement (snapshot from Xilinx 

ISE software) 

 

Synthesis and Implementation of the Design 

 The design has to be synthesized and implemented before it can be checked for correctness, 

by running functional simulation or downloaded onto the prototyping board. With the top-

level Verilog file opened (can be done by double-clicking that file) in the HDL editor window 

in the right half of the Project Navigator, and the view of the project being in the Module 

view , the implement design option can be seen in the process view. 

 Design entry utilities and Generate Programming File options can also be seen in the process 

view. The former can be used to include user constraints, if any and the latter will be 

discussed later. 

 To synthesize the design, double click on the Synthesize Design option in the Processes 

window. To implement the design, double click the Implement design option in the Processes 

window.  

It will go through steps like Translate, Map and Place & Route. If any of these steps could not 
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be done or done with errors, it will place a X mark in front of that, otherwise a tick mark will 

be placed after each of them to indicate the successful completion.  

If everything is done successfully, a tick mark will be placed before the Implement Design 

option. If there are warnings, one can see. 

 Mark in front of the option indicating that there are some warnings. One can look at the 

warnings or errors in the Console window present at the bottom of the Navigator window. 

Every time the design file is saved; all these marks disappear asking for a fresh compilation. 

 

 

 

Figure: 5.12 Showing Implementing the Design (snapshot from Xilinx ISE software) 

 

The schematic diagram of the synthesized verilog code can be viewed by double clicking 

View RTL Schematic under Synthesize-XST menu in the Process Window. This would be a 

handy way to debug the code if the output is not meeting our specifications in the proto type 

board. By double clicking it opens the top level module showing only input(s) and output(s) 

as shown below. 
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Figure: 5.13 Showing Top Level Hierarchy of the design 

 

By double clicking the rectangle, it opens the realized internal logic as shown below. 

 

 

 

Figure: 5.14 Showing Realized logic by the Xilinx ISE for the Verilog code 
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5.8 Simulating and Viewing the Output Waveforms 

 
 Now under the Processes window (making sure that the test bench file in the Sources 

window is selected) expand the ModelSim simulator Tab by clicking on the add sign next to 

it. Double Click on Simulate Behavioral Model. You will probably receive a complier error. 

This is nothing to worry about – answer “No” when asked if you wish to abort simulation. 

This should cause ModelSim to open. Wait for it to complete execution. If you wish to not 

receive the compiler error, right click on Simulate Behavioral Model and select process 

properties. Mark the checkbox next to “Ignore PreComplied Library Warning Check”.  

 

 

 

Figure: 5.15 Showing Simulating the design (snapshot from Xilinx ISE software) 

 

Saving the simulation results 

 To save the simulation results, Go to the waveform window of the Modelsim simulator, Click 

on File -> Print to Postscript -> give desired filename and location. 

 Note that by default, the waveform is “zoomed in” to the nanosecond level. Use the zoom 

controls to display the entire waveform.  

Else a normal print screen option can be used on the waveform window and subsequently 

stored in Paint. 
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Figure: 5.16 Showing Behavioral Simulation output Waveform (Snapshot from 

ModelSim) 

 

For taking printouts for the lab reports, convert the black background to white in Tools -> 

Edit Preferences. Then click Wave Windows -> Wave Background attribute. 
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Chapter 6 
RESULTS  

 

 

6.1 Synthesis Report 

 
The device utilization summary of 16x16 bit Vedic multiplier using xc3s500e-5pq208 is 

shown below.  

 

Vedic Multiplier Using Ripple Carry Adder 

 

Table: 6.1 Device Utilization Summary Using Carry Select Adder 

 

 Used Total Used Percentage 

Number of Slices 429 4656 9% 

Number of 4 input LUTs 755 9312 8% 

Numbeer of bonded IOBs 64 158 40% 

 

Vedic Multiplier Using Ripple Carry Adder 

 Table: 6.2 Device Utilization Summary Using Ripple Carry Adder 

 Used Total Used Percentage 

Number of Slices 409 4656 8% 

Number of 4 input LUTs 716 9312 7% 

Numbeer of bonded IOBs 64 158 40% 

 

Table: 6.3 Delay Summary 

Multiplier        

Type 

16 bit Vedic 

Multiplier using 

CSA 

16 bit Vedic 

Multiplier using 

RCA 

Logic Delay 22.635 ns 21.077 ns 

Route Delay 15.405 ns 13.976 ns 

Total Delay 38.040 ns 35.053 ns 
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6.2 RTL View  
 

A 2x2 bit Vedic multiplier is implemented in Verilog HDL and synthesized using Xilinx ISE 

14.2i. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure: 6.1 RTL View for 2x2 Vedic Multiplier  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure: 6.2 Internal View for 2x2 Vedic Multiplier 
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A 4x4 bit Vedic multiplier is implemented in Verilog HDL and synthesized using Xilinx ISE 

14.2i. 

 

 

 

Figure: 6.3  RTL View for 4x4 Vedic Multiplier using Ripple Carry Adder 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 6.4 Internal View for  4x4 Vedic Multiplier using Ripple Carry Adder 
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A 8x8 bit Vedic multiplier is implemented in Verilog HDL and synthesized using Xilinx ISE 

14.2i. 

 

 

 

Figure: 6.5 RTL View for 8x8 Vedic Multiplier using Ripple Carry Adder 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 6.6 Internal View for 8x8 Vedic Multiplier using Ripple Carry Adder 
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A 16x16 bit Vedic multiplier is implemented in Verilog HDL and synthesized using Xilinx 

ISE 14.2i. 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 6.7 RTL View for16x16  Vedic Multiplier using Ripple Carry Adder 

 

 

 

Figure: 6.8 Internal View for 16x16 Vedic Multiplier using Ripple Carry Adder 
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6.3 Simulation Waveform 

 
 A 2x2 bit Vedic Multiplier is implemented using Verilog HDL and simulated on Xilinx ISE 

14.2i. 

 

 

 

Figure: 6.9 Simulation Waveform for 2x2 Vedic Multiplier 

 

A 4x4 bit Vedic Multiplier is implemented using Verilog HDL and simulated on Xilinx ISE 

14.2i. 

 

 

 

Figure: 6.10 Simulation Waveform for 4x4 Vedic Multiplier using Ripple Carry Adder 
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A 8x8 bit Vedic Multiplier is implemented using Verilog HDL and simulated on Xilinx ISE 

14.2i. 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 6.11 Simulation Waveform for 8x8 Vedic Multiplier using Ripple Carry Adder 

 

A 16x16 bit Vedic Multiplier is implemented using Verilog HDL and simulated on Xilinx 

ISE 14.2i. 

 

 

Fig: 6.12 Simulation Waveform for 16x16 Vedic Multiplier using Ripple Carry Adder 
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Conclusion  

 
The Verilog HDL code is written for Vedic Multiplier using Urdhva Tiryagbhyam Sutra and it 

has been implemented and tested on Xilinx ISE 14.2i. The code has been synthesized and 

simulated successfully. A 16 x16 high speed multiplier is constructed, which is very efficient. 

  

The multiplier architecture is based on Urdhva-Tiryakbhyam Sutra of Vedic Mathematics and 

accumulation is done using ripple carry adder, which gives consume less area on chip and 

having less delay and better performance when compared with other multipliers and adder 

such as Booth and Array Multipliers. Carry select adder With this proposed design, it is found 

that our design works with much less delay of 35.05 ns. 

 

Future Scope: 

 

Vedic mathematics is long been known but has not been implemented in the DSP and ADSP 

processors employing large number of multiplications in calculating the various transforms 

like FFTs and the IFFTs. By using these ancient Indian Vedic mathematics methods world 

can achieve new heights of performance and quality for the cutting edge technology devices. 
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APPENDIX A 

 
A.1 16x16 BIT PROGRAM  

 
module mul_16x16( 

output [31:0] P, 

input [15:0] a, b   ); 

wire [15:0] p1, p2, p3, p4; 

wire   s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7, s8, s9, s10, s11, s12, s13, s14, s15, s16; 

wire  c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8, c9, c10, c11, c12, c13, c14, c15, c16, c17, c18, c19, c20, 

c21, c22, c23, c24, c25, c26, c27, c28, c29, c30; 

wire e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, e10; 

 

//8 bit multiplier 

mul_8x8 mul0(p1,a[7:0],b[7:0]); 

mul_8x8 mul1(p2,a[7:0],b[15:8]); 

mul_8x8 mul2(p3,a[15:8],b[7:0]); 

mul_8x8 mul3(p4,a[15:8],b[15:8]); 

 

//16-bit adder 

halfadder ha1(s1,c1, p2[0],p3[0]); 

fulladder fa1(s2,c2, p2[1],p3[1],c1); 

fulladder fa2(s3,c3, p2[2],p3[2],c2); 

fulladder fa3(s4,c4, p2[3],p3[3],c3); 

fulladder fa4(s5,c5, p2[4],p3[4],c4); 

fulladder fa5(s6,c6, p2[5],p3[5],c5); 

fulladder fa6(s7,c7, p2[6],p3[6],c6); 

fulladder fa7(s8,c8, p2[7],p3[7],c7); 

fulladder fa8(s9,c9, p2[8],p3[8],c8); 

fulladder fa9(s10,c10, p2[9],p3[9],c9); 

fulladder fa10(s11,c11, p2[10],p3[10],c10); 

fulladder fa11(s12,c12, p2[11],p3[11],c11); 

fulladder fa12(s13,c13, p2[12],p3[12],c12); 

fulladder fa13(s14,c14, p2[13],p3[13],c13); 
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fulladder fa14(s15,c15, p2[14],p3[14],c14); 

fulladder fa15(s16,e1, p2[15],p3[15],c15); 

 

//16-bit adder 

halfadder ha2(P[8],c16,    s1,p1[8]); 

fulladder fa16(P[9],c17,   s2,p1[9],c16); 

fulladder fa17(P[10],c18,  s3,p1[10],c17); 

fulladder fa18(P[11],c19,  s4,p1[11],c18); 

fulladder fa19(P[12],c20,  s5,p1[12],c19); 

fulladder fa20(P[13],c21,  s6,p1[13],c20); 

fulladder fa21(P[14],c22,  s7,p1[14],c21); 

fulladder fa22(P[15],c23,  s8,p1[15],c22); 

fulladder fa23(P[16],c24,  s9,p4[0],c23); 

fulladder fa24(P[17],c25,  s10,p4[1],c24); 

fulladder fa25(P[18],c26,  s11,p4[2],c25); 

fulladder fa26(P[19],c27,  s12,p4[3],c26); 

fulladder fa27(P[20],c28,  s13,p4[4],c27); 

fulladder fa28(P[21],c29,  s14,p4[5],c28); 

fulladder fa29(P[22],c30,  s15,p4[6],c29); 

fulladder fa30(P[23],e2,   s16,p4[7],c30); 

 

or(e3,e1,e2); 

 

halfadder ha3(P[24],e4,e3,p4[8]); 

halfadder ha4(P[25],e5,e4,p4[9]); 

halfadder ha5(P[26],e6,e5,p4[10]); 

halfadder ha6(P[27],e7,e6,p4[11]); 

halfadder ha7(P[28],e8,e7,p4[12]); 

halfadder ha8(P[26],e9,e8,p4[13]); 

halfadder ha9(P[26],e10,e9,p4[14]); 

xor X1(P[31],e10,p4[15]); 

assign P[7:0] = p1[7:0]; 

endmodule 
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Design and Implementation of 16x16 bit Vedic Multiplier using FPGA 
 

FULL ADDER PROGRAM 

module fulladder(   

 output s,cout, 

   input a,b,c    ); 

  wire s1,c1,c2; 

  xor(s1,a,b); 

  and(c1,a,b); 

  xor(s,s1,c); 

  and(c2,s1,c); 

  or(cout,c1,c2); 

endmodule 

 

 

HALF ADDER PROGRAM 

module halfadder( 

       output s,c, 

    input a,b     ); 

  xor(s,a,b); 

  and(c,a,b); 

endmodule 
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Design and Implementation of 16x16 bit Vedic Multiplier using FPGA 
 

A.2 TEST BENCH PROGRAM 
module mul_test; 

// Inputs 

reg [15:0] a; 

reg [15:0] b; 

 

// Outputs 

wire [31:0] P; 

// Instantiate the Unit Under Test (UUT) 

mul_16x16 uut ( 

.P(P), 

.a(a), 

.b(b) 

); 

 

initial begin 

// Initialize Inputs 

a = 0; 

b = 0; 

end 

 

initial begin 

// Initialize Inputs 

#10 a = 16'd 55221; 

b = 16'd 12255; 

end 

initial begin 

// Initialize Inputs 

#20 a = 16'd 22334; 

b = 16'd 43322; 

end 

initial begin 

// Initialize Inputs 

#30 a = 16'd 33225; 

b = 16'd 52233; 

end 

initial begin 

// Initialize Inputs 

#40 a = 16'd 35625; 

b = 16'd 52693; 

end 

initial begin 

// Initialize Inputs 

#40 a = 16'd 35625; 

b = 16'd 52693; 

end 

initial begin 
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Design and Implementation of 16x16 bit Vedic Multiplier using FPGA 
 

// Initialize Inputs 

#50 a = 16'd 45625; 

b = 16'd 69693; 

end 

 

// Wait 100 ns for global reset to finish 

$finish; 

end 

        

// Add stimulus here    

endmodule 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In remotely located areas, or in emergency situations, it is difficult if not impossible to 

establish communications with satellite networks or other types of networks. Portable, 

inflatable antennas have been developed to overcome this problem. Antenna positioning or 

tuning is very important aspect for getting standard broadcast signals from a satellite. The 

Antenna must be pointed at a precise angle to get the strongest possible signal. If the Antenna 

position is adjusted manually, it became too difficult to align it at the optimum position. The 

Advanced Antenna Positioning system mainly functions to identify the source of signal. The 

signal may be of any type and any kind, system automatically identifies the presence of a 

particular signal and the antenna will remain stationary till the signal link is established. 

Whenever the signal link breaks between the antenna and the satellite or source the antenna 

revolves continuously looking for the signal. 

This Android Based Antenna Positioning System is very innovative system as it helps 

to position the antenna with the help of android application. This helps the antenna to point 

straight towards the sending signal device so as to capture the signal. For this the system uses 

Arduino family microcontroller and LCD screen. This LCD screen is used to display the status 

of the angle of the antenna. The system makes use of stepper motor to demonstrate as the 

antenna motor which is used to move the antenna in proper direction. Antenna is moved by the 

user commands received through the android application. This user commands are then 

received by the Bluetooth receiver modem. As the system receives user commands, it moves 

the antenna on the basis of input parameters provided. The input parameters include number of 

steps i.e. the angle in which the antenna is to be moved. The second parameter specifies whether 

to move the antenna in clockwise or anticlockwise direction. The third input parameter 

specifies the speed in which the antenna should move. The speed parameter includes L for low, 

M for medium and H for high speed. The whole system is powered by the 12V transformer. 

Thus with the help of this system, we can now move the antenna direction in order to point 

straight towards the sending signal device so as to capture the signal properly. 

 

 

iv 



 

 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 01 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

Antenna is used in many applications such as RADAR, DTH etc. so dish cannot be 

adjusted manually in large applications .so proposed system helps to adjust the dish using 

android application. This proposed system helps to reduce the human efforts especially in large 

applications. This system uses two stepper motors which enables it to move in horizontal and 

vertical direction. 

In modern scientific world, there are threat perceptions to air defense from the enemy nations. 

Major organizations such as government buildings and offices, various sites of industries, 

places of financial importance, residence of ministers and VIP‟s, heritage centers and tourist 

places and pilgrimages need to be protected against any possible threats from the enemy. For 

this the air defense system in and around these sites need to be monitored continuously Through 

Radar Surveillance System. A particular target object has to be detected and monitored. For 

this such automatic Antenna Positioning Systems are necessary. Whenever there's no signal or 

logic low level showing, the controller can drive the motor to look a symbol i.e. logic high at 

the controller input port. The controller can unstopping repeat this procedure to trace the 

antenna for a selected signal. 

Dish antenna positioning is very important for getting broadcast signals from a satellite. If the 

dish position is adjusted manually, it becomes difficult to align it at the best possible position. 

In order to achieve the best possible position of the dish we can rotate the dish using remote 

operation and automatically. The main aim of this project is to control a dish position 

automatically, which is capable of receiving the standard broadcast signals from the satellite. 

According to maximum signal strength dish will rotate automatically. It will rotate horizontal 

as well as vertical direction. So, in order to overcome the difficulty of adjusting manually, this 

proposed system helps in adjusting the position of the dish through an Android application 

device or Bluetooth. Android application may be achieved by any smart- phone/Tablet etc. 
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1.2 EMBEDDED SYSTEMS 

 
 

Embedded systems are designed to do some specific task, rather than be a general- 

purpose computer for multiple tasks. It has real time performance constraints that must be met, 

for reason such as safety and usability. It is the combination of Hardware (Processor, memory, 

peripherals) and software (Programming languages ex: ALP, C, C++, java etc ). Software is 

loaded into the hardware for the result. Embedded system describes in given fig 1.1 

 

 
Fig 1.1: Embedded System 

An embedded system is not always a separate block very often it is physically built-in 

to the device it is controlling. The software written for embedded systems is often called 

firmware, and is stored in read-only memory or flash convector chips rather than a disk drive. 

It often runs with limited computer hardware resources 

Wireless communication has become an important feature for commercial products and 

a popular research topic. There are now more mobile phone subscriptions than wired-line 

subscriptions. Lately, one area of commercial interest has been low-cost, low-power, and short- 

distance wireless communication used for “personal wireless networks.” Technology 

advancements are providing smaller and more cost-effective devices for integrating 

computational processing, wireless communication, and a host of other functionalities. 

These Embedded communications devices will be integrated into applications ranging 

from homeland security to industry automation and monitoring. With new technologies and 

devices come new business activities, and the need for employees in these technological areas. 
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In terms of complexity, embedded system can range from very simple, single micro 

controller chip, to a very complex one with multiple units, peripherals and networks mounted 

inside a large enclosure. The project ‘ZigBee based mine safety monitoring system’ is being 

implemented in the embedded system domain. 

 
1.2.1 PERIPHERALS OF EMBEDDED SYSTEM 

Embedded Systems communicate with the outside world via peripherals, such as: 

• Serial Communication Interfaces (SCI): RS-232, RS-422, RS-485 etc. 

• Synchronous Serial Communication Interface: I2C, SPI, SSC and ESSI (Enhanced 

Synchronous Serial Interface) 

• Universal Serial Bus (USB) 

• Multi Media Cards (SD Cards, Compact Flash etc.) 

• Networks: Ethernet, Lan Works, etc. 

• Fieldbuses: CAN-Bus, LIN-Bus, PROFIBUS, etc. 

• Timers: PLL(s), Capture/Compare and Time Processing Units 

• Discrete IO: General Purpose Input/output (GPIO) 

• Analog to Digital/Digital to Analog (ADC/DAC) 

• Debugging: JTAG, ISP, ICSP, BDM Port, BITP, and DP9 ports 

1.2.2 APPLICATIONS OF EMBEDDED SYSTEMS 

• Manufacturing and process control 

o Manufacturing plants 

o Water and sewage systems 

o Power stations 

o Oil refineries and related storage facilities 

o Simulators 

• Construction industry 

o Surveying and location equipment 

o Construction plant 

• Transport 

o Aeroplan 

o Trains 

o Buses 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peripheral
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RS-232
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RS-422
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RS-485
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I2C
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serial_Peripheral_Interface_Bus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Serial_Bus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LonWorks
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fieldbus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Controller_Area_Network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_Interconnect_Network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PROFIBUS
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PLL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Time_Processing_Unit&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Purpose_Input/Output
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analog-to-digital_converter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital-to-analog_converter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JTAG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In-System_Programming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In_Circuit_Serial_Programming_(ICSP)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Background_Debug_Mode_interface
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o Automobiles 

o Fuel services 

• Buildings and premises 

o Electrical supply, measurement, control, protection 

o Fire control systems 

o Security cameras 

o Safes and vaults 

o Door locks 

• Communications 

o Telephone exchange 

o Cable systems 

o Telephone switches 

o Satellites 

• Office systems and mobile equipment 

o Telephone systems 

o Faxes 

• Banking, finance and commercial 

o Automated teller systems 

o Credit card systems 

• Medical diagnostics, monitoring and life support 

o Heart defibrillators 

o Pacemaker monitors 

o Patient information systems 

1.3 TECHNICAL APPROACH 

Software : Arduino IDE software 

Hardware : 

1. Regulated Power Supply 

2. Arduino Uno Micro controller Board, 

3. Bluetooth 

4. LCD 

5. L293D 

6. Stepper motor 
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CHAPTER 02 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
2.1 Block diagram of proposed System 

In this proposed system we are using stepper motor which will move clockwise and 

anticlockwise direction according to direction dish will move in both directions. power meter 

will measure maximum power and it will give to the set-up box and to the microcontroller and 

it will process on it . The Bluetooth device sent data to the Arduino which is transmitted from 

Android application device. The microcontroller sends control signals to the motors through an 

interface IC also known as motor driver IC. 16*2 lcd display will display microcontroller 

output. The block diagram of proposed system is given below as fig 2.1. 

 

 

Fig 2.1 Block diagram of proposed System 

 
A. Microcontroller 

Atmega 328 A low power CMOS 8-bit microcontroller based on AVR is used. It is an advanced 

RISC Architecture with 131 Powerful Instructions,32 x 8 General Purpose Working Registers. 



 

B. Dc Motors and Driver IC l293D 

A DC motor is a rotary electrical machine that converts direct current electrical energy into 

mechanical energy. Here we are using two Dc motors to move the antenna in x and y directions. 

C. LCD 

A thin panel liquid crystal display (LCD) 20*4 is used. The basic property of the LCD in this 

system is to display the status of performance. 

D. Power Supply 

Power supply is the first and the most important part of our project. For our project we require 

+5V regulated power supply for LCD, Atmega328. And +12V supply is required for DC 

motors. 

 
 

2.2 SYSTEM WORKING 

 
The project begins with a controller for handling all the operations .We are using Atmega328 

low power 8-bit RISC Controller . This analog output is fed to the analog pins of Arduino .The 

receiving (Rx) and transmitting (Tx) pins of Arduino will be interfaced with Arduino board on 

which the Ethernet shield is mounted for serial data communication. The Rx and Tx pins will 

convert the analog data into digital, display it on LCD 16*4, give commands to the DC motor 

and will handle all the data transferred by the Bluetooth. Bluetooth module will transfer the data 

from controller on the App. The values of x & y will be transferred on Android application. A 

command button will be provided here this will be triggered by the signal and will be 

transferred to the controller as a command. This command will be given to the DC motor. 

LN293D is used as a driver IC to drive the DC motor. So, in this way antenna can be rotated 

in desired direction using motors as shown in Fig 2.1. 
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Bridge 
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CHAPTER 3 

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

3.1 REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 

 
The input to the circuit is applied from the regulated power supply. The A.C input i.e., 230V 

from the mains supply is step down by the transformer to 12V and is fed to a rectifier. The 

output obtained from the rectifier is a pulsating D.C voltage. So, in order to get a pure D.C 

voltage, the output voltage from the rectifier is fed to a filter to remove any A.C components 

present even after rectification. Now, this voltage is given to a voltage regulator to obtain a 

pure constant dc voltage. Here is the block diagram of power supply as shown in the figure 

3.0. 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig 3.0: Power supply 

 
Transformer 

 
Usually, DC voltages are required to operate various electronic equipment and these 

voltages are 5V, 9V or 12V. But these voltages cannot be obtained directly. Thus, the ac input 

available at the mains supply i.e., 230V is to be brought down to the required voltage level. 

This is done by a transformer. Thus, a step-down transformer is employed to decrease the 

voltage to a required level. 

Regulator  
 

FILTER 
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Rectifier 

 
The output from the transformer is fed to the rectifier. It converts A.C. into pulsating 

D.C. The rectifier may be a half wave or a full wave rectifier. In this project, a bridge rectifier 

is used because of its merits like good stability and full wave rectification. 

 

Filter 

 
Capacitive filter is used in this project. It removes the ripples from the output of rectifier 

and smoothens the D.C. Output received from this filter is constant until the mains voltage and 

load is maintained constant. However, if either of the two is varied, D.C. voltage received at 

this point changes. Therefore, a regulator is applied at the output stage. 

 

Voltage regulator 

 
As the name itself implies, it regulates the input applied to it. A voltage regulator is an 

electrical regulator designed to automatically maintain a constant voltage level. In this project, 

power supply of 5V and 12V are required. In order to obtain these voltage levels, 7805 and 

7812 voltage regulators are to be used. The first number 78 represents positive supply and the 

numbers 05, 12 represent the required output voltage levels. A variable regulated power supply, 

also called a variable bench power supply, is one where you can continuously adjust the output 

voltage to your requirements. Varying the output of the power supply is the recommended way 

to test a project after having double checked parts placement against circuit drawings and the 

parts placement guide. 

 

This type of regulation is ideal for having a simple variable bench power supply. 

Actually, this is quite important because one of the first projects a hobbyist should undertake 

is the construction of a variable regulated power supply. While a dedicated supply is quite 

handy e.g. 5V or 12V, it's much handier to have a variable supply on hand, especially for 

testing. 

Most digital logic circuits and processors need a 5-volt power supply. To use these 

parts, we need to build a regulated 5-volt source. Usually you start with an unregulated power 

supply ranging from 9 volts to 24 volts DC (A 12-volt power supply is included with the 

beginner kit and the microcontroller beginner kit.). To make a 5-volt power supply, we use 
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a LM7805 voltage regulator IC (Integrated Circuit). The IC is shown below as fig 3.1. 

 

Fig 3.1 LM7805 

The LM7805 is simple to use. You simply connect the positive lead of your unregulated DC 

power supply (anything from 9VDC to 24VDC) to the Input pin, connect the negative lead to 

the Common pin and then when you turn on the power, you get a 5-volt supply from the Output 

pin. 

 
CIRCUIT FEATURES 

 
Brief description of operation: Gives out well-regulated +5V output, output current capability 

of 100 mA 

Circuit protection: Built-in overheating protection shuts down output when regulator IC gets 

too hot 

Circuit complexity: Very simple and easy to build 

 
Circuit performance: Very stable +5V output voltage, reliable operation 

 
Availability of components: Easy to get, uses only very common basic components 

 
Design testing: Based on datasheet example circuit, I have used this circuit successfully as part 

of many electronics projects 

Applications: Part of electronics devices, small laboratory power supply 

 
Power supply voltage: Unregulated DC 8-18V power supply 
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Power supply current: Needed output current + 5 mA 

 
BLOCK DIAGRAM: 

 

 

 

Fig 3.2: Power Supply Circuit Diagram 

This 5V dc acts as Vcc to the microcontroller. The excess voltage is dissipated as heat via an 

aluminum heat sink attached to the voltage regulator. The power supply circuit diagram is 

shown above in fig 3.2.  

3.1.1 BRIDGE RECTIFIER 

 
A diode bridge is an arrangement of four diodes connected in a bridge circuit as shown below, 

that provides the same polarity of output voltage for any polarity of the input voltage. When 

used in its most common application, for conversion of alternating current (AC) input into 

direct current (DC) output, it is known as a bridge rectifier. 
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The diagram describes a diode-bridge design known as a full-wave rectifier. This design can be 

used to rectify single phase AC when no transformer center tap is available. A bridge rectifier 

makes use of four diodes in a bridge arrangement to achieve full-wave rectification. This is a 

widely used configuration, both with individual diodes wired as shown and with single 

component bridges where the diode bridge is wired internally. The fig 3.2.1 given below is 

bridge rectifier.  

 

 
Fig 3.2.1 Bridge Rectifier 

 
Typical Bridge Rectifier 

 
For both positive and negative swings of the transformer, there is a Forward path through the 

diode bridge. Both conduction paths cause Current to flow in the same direction through the 

load resistor, accomplishing full-wave rectification. While one set of diodes is forward biased, 

the other set is reverse biased and effectively eliminated from the circuit. Current flow of 

bridge rectifier in both +ve and -ve cycles in fig 3.2.2 & fig 3.2.3 recpectively. 

Current Flow in the Bridge Rectifier 
 
 

 
Fig 3.2.2 Current in Bridge Rectifier for +ve half cycle 

 
 

Fig 3.2.3 Current in Bridge Rectifier for -ve half cycle 
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LM7805 

 
3- Terminal 1A positive voltage regulator 

 
Description 

 
The MC7805 three terminal positive regulators are available in the TO-220/D-PAK package 

and with several fixed output voltages, making them useful in a wide range of applications. 

Each type employs internal current limiting, thermal shut down and safe operating area 

protection, making it essentially indestructible. If adequate heat sinking is provided, they can 

deliver over 1A output current. Although designed primarily as fixed voltage regulators, these 

devices can be used with external components to obtain adjustable voltages and currents. 

Features 

 
• Output current up to 1A 

• Thermal overload protection 

• Short circuit protection 

• Output transistor safe operating area protection 

 
3.1.2 TRANSFORMER 

A transformer consists of two coils also called as ‘windings’ namely primary and 

secondary. They are linked together through inductively coupled electrical conductors also 

called as CORE. A changing current in the primary causes a change in the Magnetic Field in 

the core & this in turn induces an alternating voltage in the secondary coil. If load is applied to 

the secondary then an alternating current will flow through the load. 

 
Transformer 

In an ideal condition all the energy from the primary circuit will be transferred to the 

secondary circuit through the magnetic field.So, 

Pprimary = Psecondary  

      IpVp = IsVs (3.1) 

The secondary voltage of the transformer depends on the number of turns in the Primary 

as in the secondary. 
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Vs/Vp =Ns/Np (3.2 
 

3.1.3 RECTIFIER 

A rectifier is a device that converts an AC signal into DC signal. For rectification 

purpose we use a diode, a diode is a device that allows current to pass only in one direction i.e. 

when the anode of the diode is positive with respect to the cathode also called as forward biased 

condition & blocks current in the reversed biased condition. 

Rectifier can be classified as follows: 

1) Half Wave Rectifier 

Fig 3.3.1: Half wave rectifier 

Half wave rectifier is the simplest type of rectifier as shown in the Fig 3.3.1. A half 

wave rectifier consists of only one diode. When an AC signal is applied to it during the 

positive half cycle the diode is forward biased and current flows through it. But during the 

negative half cycle diode is reverse biased and no current flows through it. Since only one 

half of the input reaches the output, it is very inefficient to be used in power supplies. 

2) Full Wave Rectifier 

Half wave rectifier is quite simple but it is very inefficient, for greater efficiency both 

the half cycles of the AC signal are used. This can be achieved by using a center tapped 

transformer i.e. to double the size of secondary winding and provide connection to the center. 

So, during the positive half cycle diode D1 conducts and D2 is in reverse biased condition. 

During the negative half cycle diode D2 conducts and D1 is reverse biased. Thus both the half 

cycles are obtained across the load. 
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Fig 3.3.2 Full wave rectifier 

One of the disadvantages of full wave rectifier design is the necessity of using a center 

tapped transformer, thus increasing the size and cost of the circuit. This can be avoided by 

using the full Wave bridge Rectifier. Circuit of full wave rectifier is shown in above fig 3.3.2. 

 

3) Bridge rectifier 
 

 

 

Fig 3.3.3 Bridge rectifier 

As the name suggests it converts the full wave i.e. both the positive and the negative 

half cycle into DC thus it is much more efficient than half wave rectifier and that too without 

using a center tapped transformer thus much more cost effective than Full Wave Rectifier. 

Full bridge wave rectifier consists of four diodes namely D1, D2, D3 and D4. During 

the positive half cycle diodes D1 and D4 conduct whereas in the negative half cycle diodes D2 

and D3 conduct thus the diodes keep switching the transformer connections so positive half 

cycles are obtained in the output. 
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Fig 3.3.4 Center tapped bridge rectifier 

If a center tapped transformer is used for a bridge rectifier both positive and negative 

half cycles can be obtained which can thus be used for generating fixed positive and fixed 

negative voltages as shown in Fig 3.3.5. 

3.1.4 FILTER CAPACITOR 

Even though half wave and full wave rectifier give DC output, none of them provides 

a constant output voltage. For this it is required to smooth the waveform received from the 

rectifier. This can be done by using a capacitor at the output of the rectifier this capacitor is 

also called as ‘filter capacitor’ or ‘Smoothing capacitor’ or ‘Reservoir capacitor’. This can be 

done by using a capacitor at the output of the rectifier this capacitor is also called as” Even 

after using this capacitor a small amount of ripple will remain. 

The filter capacitor at the output of the rectifier the capacitor will the charge to the 

peak voltage during each half cycle then will discharge peak voltage during each half cycle 

then will discharge its stored energy slowly through the load while the rectified voltage drops 

to zero, thus trying to keep the voltage as constant as possible. 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3.4: Charging and discharging of filter capacitor 
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If the value of the filter capacitor is increased then the ripple will decrease as shown in 

the Fig 3.4. But then the costing will increase. The value of the Filter capacitor depends on the 

current consumed by the circuit, the frequency of the waveform and the accepted ripple. 

C=Vr.F / I -------- (3.3) 

Where, 

Vr= accepted ripple voltage.( should not be more than 10% of the voltage) 

I= current consumed by the circuit in Amperes. 

F= frequency of the waveform. A half wave rectifier has only one peak in one cycle so F=25 

Hz 

Whereas a full wave rectifier has Two peaks in one cycle so F=100 Hz. 

3.1.5 VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

A voltage regulator is a device which converts varying input voltage into a constant 

regulated output voltage. Voltage regulator can be divided into two types. 

1) Linear Voltage Regulator 

It is also called as Resistive voltage regulator because it dissipates the excessive voltage 

resistively as heat. 

2) Switching Regulators 

They regulate the output voltage by switching the current ON/OFF very rapidly. Since 

their output is either on or off it dissipates very low power thus achieving higher efficiency as 

compared to linear voltage regulators. But they are more complex and generate high noise 

due to their switching action. For low level of output power switching regulators tend to be 

costly but for higher output wattage they are much cheaper than linear regulators. 

The most commonly available Linear Positive voltage regulators are the 78XX series 

where the XX indicates the output voltage. And 79XX series is for negative voltage regulators. 

 

Fig 3.4.1 Regulator LM78XX 
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After filtering the rectifier output the signal is given to a voltage regulator. The maximum input 

voltage that can be applied at the input is 35v.Normally there is a 2-3 Volts drop across the 

regulator so the input voltage should be at least 2-3 Volts higher than the output voltage. If the 

input voltage gets below the Vmin of the regulator due to the ripple voltage or due to any other 

reason the voltage regulator will not be able to produce the correct regulated voltage. As 

shown in above fig 3.4.1. 

 
3.1.6 IC 7805 

IC7805 is an integrated three-terminal positive fixed linear voltage regulator. It supports 

an input voltage of 10 volts to 35 volts and output voltage of 5 volts. It has a current rating of 

1 amp although lower current models are available. Its output voltage is fixed at 5.0V. The 7805 

also has a built-in current limiter as a safety feature. 7805 is manufactured by many companies, 

including National Semiconductors and Fairchild Semiconductors. 

The IC7805 will automatically reduce output current if it gets too hot.The last two digits 

represent the voltage; for instance, the 7812 is a 12-volt regulator. The 78XX series of 

regulators is designed to work in complement with the 79XX series of negative voltage 

regulators in systems that provide both positive and negative regulated voltages, since the 

78XX series cannot regulate negative voltages in such a system. 

The IC7805 is one of the most common and well-known of the 78XX series regulators, 

as its small component count and medium-power regulated 5V make it useful for powering 

TTL devices. 

 

Specifications of IC7805 

Table 01 : specifications of IC7805 
 

SPECIFICATIONS IC 7805 

Vout 5V 

Vein - Vout Difference 5V - 20V 

Operation Ambient Temp 0 - 125°C 

Output Imax 1A 



 

3.2 ARDUINO UNO 

Arduino is open source physical processing which is based on a microcontroller board and an 

incorporated development environment for the board to be programmed. Arduino gains a few 

inputs, for example, switches or sensors and control a few multiple outputs, for example, lights, 

engine and others. Arduino program can run on windows, macintosh and linux operating 

systems (OS) opposite to most microcontrollers’ frameworks which run only on Windows. 

Arduino programming is easy to learn and apply to beginners and amateurs. Arduino is an 

instrument used to build a better version of a computer which can control, interact and sense 

more than a normal desktop computer. It's an open-source physical processing stage focused 

around a straightforward microcontroller board, and an environment for composing programs 

for the board. Arduino can be utilized to create interactive items, taking inputs from a diverse 

collection of switches or sensors, and controlling an assortment of lights, engines, and other 

physical outputs. Arduino activities can be remaining solitary, or they can be associated with 

programs running on your machine (e.g. Flash, processing and maxmsp.) The board can be 

amassed by hand or bought preassembled; the open-source IDE can be downloaded free of 

charge. Focused around the Processing media programming environment, the Arduino 

programming language is an execution of Wiring, a comparative physical computing platform. 

3.2.1 Why choosing Arduino 

There are numerous different microcontrollers and microcontroller platforms accessible for 

physical computing. Parallax Basic Stamp, netmedia's BX-24, phidgets, MIT's handyboard, 

and numerous others offer comparative usefulness. These apparatuses take the chaotic subtle 

elements of microcontroller programming and wrap it up in a simple to-utilize bundle. Arduino 

additionally rearranges the methodology of working with microcontrollers; moreover, it 

offers some advantages for instructors, students, and intrigued individuals: 

• Inexpensive - Arduino boards are moderately cheap compared with other microcontroller 

boards. The cheapest version of the Arduino module can be amassed by hand, and even the 

preassembled Arduino modules cost short of what $50. 

• Cross-platform - The Arduino programming runs multiple operating systems Windows, 

Macintosh OSX, and Linux working frameworks. So, we conclude that Arduino has an 

advantage as most microcontroller frameworks are constrained to Windows. 

• Straightforward, clear programming method - The Arduino programming environment is easy 

to use for novices, yet sufficiently versatile for cutting edge customers to adventure as well. 
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For educators, its favorably engaged around the Processing programming environment, so 

understudies finding ways to understand how to program in that environment will be familiar 

with the nature of Arduino. 

• Open source and extensible programming. The Arduino program language is available as 

open source, available for development by experienced engineers. The lingo can be reached 

out through C++ libraries, and people expecting to understand the specific purposes of different 

interests can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming language on which it is 

based. Basically, you can incorporate AVR-C code clearly into your Arduino programs if you 

have to. 

• Open source and extensible hardware - The Arduino is concentrated around Atmel's Atmega8 

and Atmega168 microcontrollers. The plans for the modules are circulated under a creative 

commons license, so experienced circuit designers can make their own particular interpretation 

of the module, extending it and improving it. slightly inexperienced customers can build the 

breadboard variation of the module remembering the finished objective to perceive how it 

capacities and save money. 

 
3.2.2 ARDUINO UNO SPECIFICATIONS 

The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328.It has 14 digital 

input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz crystal 

oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It contains 

everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with a USB 

cable or power it with AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. The Uno differs from all 

preceding boards in that it does not use the FTDI USB-to-serial driver chip. Instead, it features 

the Atmega8U2 programmed as a USB-to-serial converter. "UNO" means one in Italian and 

is named to mark the upcoming release of Arduino 1.0. The Uno and version 1.0 will be the 

reference versions of Arduino, moving forward. The Uno is the latest in a series of USB 

Arduino boards, and the reference model for the Arduino platform. Arduino UNO is shown as 

fig 3.5 
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Fig 3.5: Arduino UNO 

 
 

Technical specifications of Arduino 

Microcontroller: ATmega328 

Operating Voltage: 5V 

Input Voltage (recommended): 7-12V 

Input Voltage (limits): 6-20V 

Digital I/O Pins 14 (of which 6 provide PWM output) 

Analog Input Pins 6 

DC Current per I/O Pin 40 mA 

DC Current for 3.3V Pin 50 mA 

Flash Memory 

32 KB of which 0.5 KB used by 

bootloader SRAM 2 KB 

EEPROM 1 KB 

Clock Speed 16 MHz 

POWER 

 
The Arduino Uno can be powered via the USB connection or with an external power supply. 

The power source is selected automatically. 

External (non-USB) power can come either from an AC-to-DC adapter (wall-wart) or battery. 

The adapter can be connected by plugging a 2.1mm center-positive plug into the board's power 

jack. Leads from a battery can be inserted in the Gnd and Vin pin headers of the power
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connector. 

 
The board can operate on an external supply of 6 to 20 volts. If supplied with less than 7V, 

however, the 5V pin may supply less than five volts and the board may be unstable. If using 

more than 12V, the voltage regulator may overheat and damage the board. The recommended 

range is 7 to 12 volts. 

The power pins are as follows: 

 
• VIN. The input voltage to the Arduino board when it's using an external power source (as 

opposed to 5 volts from the USB connection or other regulated power source). You can supply 

voltage through this pin, or, if supplying voltage via the power jack, access it through this pin. 

• 5V. The regulated power supply used to power the microcontroller and other components on 

the board. This can come either from VIN via an on-board regulator, or be supplied by USB or 

another regulated 5V supply. 

• 3V3. A 3.3volt supply generated by the on-board regulator. Maximum current draw is 50 mA. 

 
• GND. Ground pins. 

 
MEMORY: 

 
The Atmega328 has 32 kb of flash memory for storing code (of which 0,5 kb is used for the 

bootloader); It has also 2 kb of SRAM and 1 KB of EEPROM (which can be read and written 

with the EEPROM library). 

INPUT/OUTPUT 

 
Each of the 14 digital pins on the Uno can be used as an input or output, using pinMode(), 

digitalWrite(), and digitalRead() functions. They operate at 5 volts. Each pin can provide or 

receive a maximum of 40 mA and has an internal pull-up resistor (disconnected by default) of 

20-50 kOhms. In addition, some pins have specialized functions: 

• Serial: 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). Used to receive (RX) and transmit (TX) TTL serial data. These 

pins are connected to the corresponding pins of the ATmega8U2 USB-to-TTL Serial chip. 
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• External Interrupts: 2 and 3. These pins can be configured to trigger an interrupt on a low 

value, a rising or falling edge, or a change in value. See the attachInterrupt() function for details. 

• PWM: 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11. Provide 8-bit PWM output with the analogWrite() function. 

 
• SPI: 10 (SS), 11 (MOSI), 12 (MISO), 13 (SCK). These pins support SPI communication, 

which, although provided by the underlying hardware, is not currently included in the Arduino 

language. 

• LED: 13. There is a built-in LED connected to digital pin 13. When the pin is HIGH value, 

the LED is on, when the pin is LOW, it's off. The Uno has 6 analog inputs, each of which 

provide 10 bits of resolution (i.e. 1024 different values). By default they measure from ground 

to 5 volts, though is it possible to change the upper end of their range using the AREF pin and 

the analogReference() function. Additionally, some pins have specialized functionality: 

• I 2C: 4 (SDA) and 5 (SCL). Support I2C (TWI) communication using the wire library. There 

are a couple of other pins on the board: 

• AREF. Reference voltage for the analog inputs. Used with analogReference(). 

 
• Reset. bring this line low to reset the microcontroller. Typically used to add a reset button to 

shields which block the one on the board. 

COMMUNICATION: 

 
The Arduino Uno has a number of facilities for communicating with a computer, another 

Arduino, or other microcontrollers. The ATmega328 provides UART TTL (5V) serial 

communication, which is available on digital pins 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). An ATmega8U2 on the 

board channels this serial communication over USB and appears as a virtual com port to 

software on the computer. The '8U2 firmware uses the standard USB COM drivers, and no 

external driver is needed. However, on Windows, an *.inf file is required. 

The Arduino software includes a serial monitor which allows simple textual data to be sent to 

and from the Arduino board. The RX and TX LEDs on the board will flash when data is being 

transmitted via the USB-to serial chip and USB connection to the computer (but not for serial 

communication on pins 0 and 1). 
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A Software Serial library allows for serial communication on any of the Uno's digital pins. 

 
The ATmega328 also support I2C (TWI) and SPI communication. The Arduino software 

includes a Wire library to simplify use of the I2C bus; 

3.2.3 Programming 

 
The Arduino Uno can be programmed with the Arduino software. The ATmega328 on the 

Arduino Uno comes reburned with a bootloader that allows you to upload new code to it 

without the use of an external hardware programmer. It communicates using the original 

STK500 protocol (reference, C headerfiles). You can also bypass the bootloader and program 

the microcontroller through the ICSP (In Circuit Serial Programming) header; see these 

instructions for details. The ATmega16U2 (or 8U2 in the rev1 and rev2 boards) firmware 

source code is available. The ATmega16U2/8U2 is loaded with a DFU bootloader, which can 

be activated by: On Rev1 boards: connecting the solder jumper on the back of the board (near 

the map of Italy) and then resetting the 8U2.10 On Rev2 or later boards: there is a resistor that 

pulling the 8U2/16U2 HWB line to ground, making it easier to put into DFU mode. You can 

then use Atmel's FLIP software (Windows) or the DFU programmer (Mac OS X and Linux) to 

load a new firmware. Or you can use the ISP header with an external programmer (overwriting 

the DFU bootloader). See this user-contributed tutorial for more information. 

USB Overcurrent Protection 

 
The Arduino Uno has a resettable polyfused that protects your computer's USB ports from 

shorts and overcurrent. Although most computers provide their own internal protection, the 

fuse provides an extra layer of protection. If more than 500 mA is applied to the USB port, the 

fuse will automatically break the connection until the short or overload is removed. 

Physical Characteristics 

 
The maximum length and width of the Uno PCB are 2.7 and 2.1 inches respectively, with the 

USB connector and power jack extending beyond the former dimension. Four screw holes 

allow the board to be attached to a surface or case. Note that the distance between digital pins 

7 and 8 is 160 mil (0.16"), not an even multiple of the 100-mil spacing of the other pins. 
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3.3 L293D 

 
L293D is a dual H-bridge motor driver integrated circuit (IC). Motor drivers act as current 

amplifiers since they take a low-current control signal and provide a higher-current signal. This 

higher current signal is used to drive the motors. 

L293D contains two inbuilt H-bridge driver circuits. In its common mode of operation, 

two DC motors can be driven simultaneously, both in forward and reverse direction. The motor 

operations of two motors can be controlled by input logic at pins 2 & 7 and 10 & 15. Input 

logic 00 or 11 will stop the corresponding motor. Logic 01 and 10 will rotate it in clockwise 

and anticlockwise directions, respectively. Enable pins 1 and 9 (corresponding to the two 

motors) must be high for motors to start operating. When an enable input is high, the associated 

driver gets enabled. As a result, the outputs become active and work in phase with their inputs. 

Similarly, when the enable input is low, that driver is disabled, and their outputs are off and in 

the high-impedance state. Pin diagram of L293D is shown below as fig 3.6. 

Pin Diagram 

Fig 3.6 : Pin Diagram of L293D 
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Pin Description 

Table no 02: Pin Description of L293D 
 

Pin 

No 

Function Name 

1 Enable pin for Motor 1; active high Enable 1,2 

2 Input 1 for motor 1 Input 1 

3 Output 1 for motor 1 Output 1 

4 Ground (0V) Ground 

5 Ground (0V) Ground 

6 Output 2 for motor 1 Output 2 

7 Input 2 for motor 1 Input 2 

8 Supply voltage for motors; 9-12V (up to 36V) Vcc 2 

9 Enable pin for motor 2; active high Enable 3,4 

10 Input 1 for motor 1 Input 3 

11 Output 1 for motor 1 Output 3 

12 Ground (0V) Ground 

13 Ground (0V) Ground 

14 Output 2 for motor 1 Output 4 

15 Input2 for motor 1 Input 4 

16 Supply voltage; 5V (up to 36V) Vcc 1 

 

 

 

3.4 DC MOTOR 

 
A DC motor is designed to run on DC electric power. Two examples of pure DC designs 

are Michael Faraday's homopolar motor (which is uncommon), and the ball bearin motor, 

which is (so far) a novelty. By far the most common DC motor types are the brushed and 

brushless types, which use internal and external commutation respectively to create an 

oscillating AC current from the DC source so they are not purely DC machines in a strict 

sense. 
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Types of DC motors 

 

1. Brushed DC Motors 

 
2. Brushless DC motors 

 
3. Coreless DC motors 

 

Brushed DC motors 

 
The classic DC motor design generates an oscillating current in a wound rotor with a split 

ring commutator, and either a wound or permanent magnet stator. A rotor consists of a coil 

wound around a rotor which is then powered by any type of battery. 

 

Many of the limitations of the classic commutator DC motor are due to the need for brushes to 

press against the commutator. This creates friction. At higher speeds, brushes have increasing 

difficulty in maintaining contact. Brushes may bounce off the irregularities in the commutator 

surface, creating sparks. This limits the maximum speed of the machine. The current density 

per unit area of the brushes limits the output of the motor. The imperfect electric contact also 

causes electrical noise. Brushes eventually wear out and require replacement, and the 

commutator itself is subject to wear and maintenance. The commutator assembly on a large 

machine is a costly element, requiring precision assembly of many parts. There are three types 

of dc motor 1.dc series motor 2. dc shunt motor 3. dc compound motor 

 

Brushless DC motors 

 
Some of the problems of the brushed DC motor are eliminated in the brushless design. In this 

motor, the mechanical "rotating switch" or commutator/brushgear assembly is replaced by an 

external electronic switch synchronised to the rotor's position. Brushless motors are typically 

85-90% efficient, whereas DC motors with brush gear are typically 75-80% efficient . 

Midway between ordinary DC motors and stepper motors lies the realm of the brushless DC 

motor. Built in a fashion very similar to stepper motors, these often use a permanent magnet 

external rotor, three phases of driving coils, one or more hall effect sensors to sense the 

position of the rotor, and the associated drive electronics. The coils are activated, one phase 

after the other, by the drive electronics as cued by the signals from the hall effect sensors. In 

effect, they act as three- phase synchronous motors containing their own variable-frequency 

drive electronics. 
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A specialized class of brushless DC motor controllers utilize EMF feedback through the 

main phase connections instead of hall effect sensors to determine position and velocity. 

These motors are used extensively in electric radio-controlled vehicles. When configured 

with the magnets on the outside, these are referred to by modelists as out runner motors. 

 

Brushless DC motors are commonly used where precise speed control is necessary, as in 

computer disk drives or in video cassette recorders, the spindles within CD, CD-ROM (etc.) 

drives, and mechanisms within office products such as fans, laser printers and photocopiers. 

They have several advantages over conventional motors: 

 

• Compared to AC fans using shaded-pole motors, they are very efficient, running much cooler 

than the equivalent AC motors. This cool operation leads to much-improved life of the fan's 

bearings. 

• Without a commutator to wear out, the life of a DC brushless motor can be significantly 

longer compared to a DC motor using brushes and a commutator. Commutation also tends to 

cause a great deal of electrical and RF noise; without a commutator or brushes, a brushless 

motor may be used in electrically sensitive devices like audio equipment or computers. 

• The same Hall effect sensors that provide the commutation can also provide a convenient 

tachometer signal for closed-loop control (servo-controlled) applications. In fans, the 

tachometer signal can be used to derive a "fan OK" signal. 

• The motor can be easily synchronized to an internal or external clock, leading to precise 

speed control. 

• Brushless motors have no chance of sparking, unlike brushed motors, making them better 

suited to environments with volatile chemicals and fuels. Also, sparking generates ozone 

which can accumulate in poorly ventilated buildings risking harm to occupants' health. 

• Brushless motors are usually used in small equipment such as computers and are generally 

used to get rid of unwanted heat. 

• They are also very quiet motors which is an advantage if being used in equipment that is 

affected by vibrations. 

 

Modern DC brushless motors range in power from a fraction of a watt to many kilowatts. Larger 

brushless motors up to about 100 kW rating are used in electric vehicles. They also find 

significant use in high-performance electric model aircraft. 
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Coreless DC motors 

 

Nothing in the design of any of the motors described above requires that the iron (steel) portions 

of the rotor actually rotate; torque is exerted only on the windings of the electromagnets. Taking 

advantage of this fact is the coreless DC motor, a specialized form of a brush or brushless DC 

motor. Optimized for rapid acceleration, these motors have a rotor that is constructed without 

any iron core. The rotor can take the form of a winding-filled cylinder inside the stator magnets, 

a basket surrounding the stator magnets, or a flat pancake (possibly formed on a printed wiring 

board) running between upper and lower stator magnets. The windings are typically stabilized 

by being impregnated with Electrical epoxy potting systems. Because the rotor is much lighter 

in weight (mass) than a conventional rotor formed from copper windings on steel laminations, 

the rotor can accelerate much more rapidly, often achieving a mechanical time constant under 

1 ms. This is especially true if the windings use aluminum rather than the heavier copper. But 

because there is no metal mass in the rotor to act as a heat sink, even small coreless motors 

must often be cooled by forced air. 

 

These motors were commonly used to drive the capstan(s) of magnetic tape drives and are still 

widely used in high-performance servo-controlled systems, like radio-controlled 

vehicles/aircraft, humanoid robotic systems, industrial automation, medical devices, etc. 

 

3.5 LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY (LCD) 

To display interactive messages LCD module is used. An intelligent LCD display of two lines, 

16 characters per line is interfaced to the controllers. The protocol (handshaking) for the display 

is as shown in Fig 3.23. Whereas D0 to D7 bits are the Data lines, RS, RW and EN pins are 

the control pins and remaining pins are +5V, -5V and GND to provide supply. Where RS is 

the Register Select, RW is the Read Write and EN is the Enable pin. 

The display contains two internal byte-wide registers, one for commands (RS=0) and 

the second for characters to be displayed (RS=1). It also contains a user-programmed RAM 

area (the character RAM) that can be programmed to generate any desired character that can 

be formed using a dot matrix. To distinguish between these two data areas, the hex command 

byte 80 will be used to signify that the display RAM address 00h will be chosen.Port1 is used 

to furnish the command or data type, and ports 3.2 to 3.4 furnish register select and read/write 

levels. 

The display takes varying amounts of time to accomplish the functions as listed in Table 



 

3.18. LCD bit 7 is monitored for logic high (busy) to ensure the display is overwritten. Liquid 

Crystal Display also called as LCD. LCD is very helpful in providing user interface as well as 

for debugging purpose. The most common type of LCD controller is HITACHI 44780 which 

provides a simple interface between the controller and an LCD. These LCD's are very simple 

to interface with the controller as well as are cost effective. LCD is shown below in fig 3.7. 

 

Figure 3.7: LCD Display 

The most commonly used alphanumeric displays are 1x16 (Single Line and 16 

characters), 2x16 (Double Line and 16 character per line) and4x20(four lines and Twenty 

characters per line). The LCD requires 3 control lines (RS, R/W and EN) and 8 (or 4) data lines. 

The number on data lines depends on the mode of operation. If operated in 8-bit mode then 8 

data lines + 3 control lines, total 11 lines are required. And if operated in 4-bit mode then 4 

data lines + 3 control lines, 7 lines are required. 

Modes are selected based on some constraints. If there are sufficient data lines then 8 

bit mode is used and if there is a time constrain i.e. display should be faster then 8-bit mode is 

used because basically 4-bit mode takes twice as more time as compared to 8-bit mode. 

3.4.1 PINNING OF LCD 

Table no 03 : Pinning of LCD Module 
 

Pin Symbol Function 

1 Vss Ground 

2 Vcc Supply voltage 

3 Vo Contrast Setting 

4 RS Register Select 

5 R/W Read/Write Select 

6 En Chip Enable Signal 



 

7-14 DB0-DB7 Data lines 

15 A/Vee Gnd for the backlight 

16 K Vcc for backlight 

 

When RS is low (0), the data is to be treated as a command. When RS is high (1), the 

data being sent is considered as text data which should be displayed on the screen. When R/W 

is low (0), the information on the data bus is being written to the LCD. When RW is high (1), 

the program is effectively reading from the LCD. Most of the times there is no need to read 

from the LCD so this line can directly be connected to gnd thus saving one controller line. 

The Enable pin is used to latch the data present on the data pins. A high - low signal is 

required to latch the data. The LCD interprets and executes the command at the instant the 

EN line is brought low. If EN is never brought to low, instruction will never be executed. 

3.6 BLUETOOTH MODULE (HC-05): 
 

HC-05 module is an easy to use Bluetooth SPP (Serial Port Protocol) module, designed for 

transparent wireless serial connection setup. Serial port Bluetooth module is fully qualified 

Bluetooth V2.0+EDR (Enhanced Data Rate) 3Mbps Modulation with complete 2.4GHz radio 

transceiver and baseband. 

It uses CSR Blue core 04‐External single chip Bluetooth system with CMOS technology and 

with AFH (Adaptive Frequency Hopping Feature). It has the Foot print as small as 

12.7mmx27mm. 

Communication device over project is based on wireless communication between micro 

controller and mobile phone. But alone micro controller is not able to communicate directly to 

the android mobile phone. Bluetooth serial module’s operation doesn’t need drive, and can 

communicate with the other bluetooth device that has the serial. But communication between 

two bluetooth modules requires at 

Least two conditions: 

 
(1) The communication must be between master and slave. 

 
(2) The password must be correct. 
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Bluetooth Wireless networks for short range communications have a wide spread usage of 

bluetooth radio transmissions between 2400–2480 MHz modern mobile devices embed small, 

low-powered and cheap integrated chips functioning as short-range radio transceivers for 

bluetooth radio communications. Device pairing, authentication, encryption and authorization 

techniques have given recognition to Bluetooth technology due to its vital security 

mechanisms. HC -05 bluetooth is shown below as fig 3.8 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.8.HC-05 Bluetooth 

 
Specifications 

 
Hardware features 

 
• Typical -80dBm sensitivity. 

• Up to +4dBm RF transmits power. 

• Low Power 1.8V Operation, 3.3 to 5 V I/O. 

• PIO control. 

• UART interface with programmable baud rate. 

• With integrated antenna. 

• With edge connector. 

 
Software features 

 
Slave default Baud rate: 9600, Data bits:8, Stop bit:1,Parity:No parity.PIO9 and PIO8 can be 

connected to red and blue led separately. When master and slave are paired, red and blue led 

blinks 1time/2s in interval, while disconnected only blue led blinks 2times/s 
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Auto connects to the last device on power as default. 

Permit pairing device to connect as default. 

Auto pairing pincode:”1234” as default. 

 
Auto reconnect in 30 min when disconnected as a result of beyond the range of connection. 

Interfacing of microcontroller with bluetooth module is shown below in fig 3.8.1. 

 

 

Fig 3.8.1: interfacing of microcontroller with bluetooth module 

Typical Application Circuit 

Pairing 

 
After connect the Bluetooth module, scan for new devices from the Android phone and you 

will find the module with the device name “HC-05”, after that, click to connect, if some 

message appears asking about “Pairing code” just put “1234” as default code. 

Blue led = active (Blinking 500ms period inactive connection, change 1seg with active 

connection) 

How to get to the standard communication mode 

Leave free key, don’t connect it to VDD neither GND. 

Supply power to the module. Then the module will enter to communication mode. It can be 

used for pairing. 
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HC-05 BLUETOOTH MODULE WORKING VOLTAGE 

 
The bluetooth module HC-05 is used to receive & transmit data between bluetooth device and 

MCU. It requires power supply from 3.3V to 5V. 

SERIAL COMMUNICATION 

 
To transfer to a device located many meters away, the serial method is used. The data is sent 

one bit at a time. Here not 8bit data is send 2 extra bits are send along with it .these two bits 

are called start bit and stop bit. These two bits are used so synchronization can be done between 

transmitter and receiver. 

3.7 STEPPER MOTOR 

 
A stepper motor is a brushless AC synchronous electric motor that can divide a full 

rotation into a large number of steps. The motor's position can be controlled precisely, without 

any feedback mechanism (see open loop control). Stepper motors are similar to switched 

reluctance motors, which are very large stepping motors with a reduced pole count, and 

generally are closed-loop commutated. It is a “digital” version of the electric motor. The rotor 

moves in discrete steps as commanded, rather than rotating continuously like a conventional 

motor. When stopped but energized, a stepper holds its load steady with a holding torque. 

 

When we compare with the servo motor, simple drive electronics, good accuracy, 

good torque, moderate speed, and low cost are most advantages of stepper motor. 

 

Stepper motor characteristics 
 

Stepper motors are constant-power devices (power = angular velocity x torque). As 

motor speed increases, torque decreases. The torque curve may be extended by using current 

limiting drivers and increasing the driving voltage. Steppers exhibit more vibration than other 

motor types, as the discrete step tends to snap the rotor from one position to another. This 

vibration can become very bad at some speeds and can cause the motor to lose torque. The 

effect can be mitigated by accelerating quickly through the problem speed range, physically 

damping the system, or using a micro-stepping driver. Motors with a greater number of phases 

also exhibit smoother operation than those with fewer phases. 
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Types of stepper motor: 

 
(1). Variable Reluctance motors 

(2). Permanent magnet 

(3). Hybrid Motors 

 

Variable reluctance motors: 

 
There are basically three types of stepping motors; variable reluctance, permanent magnet 

and hybrid. They differ in terms of construction based on the use of permanent magnets and/or 

iron rotors with laminated steel stators. Variable reluctance motor is shown below as fig 

3.9.1.  

 

 
Fig 3.9.1:Variable reluctance motor 

 
The variable reluctance motor in the above illustration has four "stator pole sets" (A, B, C,), set 

15 degrees apart. Current applied to pole A through the motor winding causes a magnetic 

attraction that aligns the rotor (tooth) to pole A. Energizing stator pole B causes the rotor to 

rotate 15 degrees in alignment with pole B. This process will continue with pole C and back to 

A in a clockwise direction. Reversing the procedure (C to A) would result in a counter 

clockwise rotation. 

 

Permanent magnet 

 
The permanent magnet motor, also referred to as a "can stack" motor, has, as the name 

implies, a permanent magnet rotor. It is a relatively low speed, low torque device with large 

step angles of either 45 or 90 degrees. It's simple construction and low cost make it an ideal 

choice for non-industrial applications, such as a line printer print wheel positioner. 

 

Unlike the other stepping motors, the PM motor rotor has no teeth and is designed to be 

magnetized at a right angle to it's axis. The above illustration shows a simple, 90 degree PM 
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motor with four phases (A-D). Applying current to each phase in sequence will cause the rotor 

to rotate by adjusting to the changing magnetic fields. Although it operates at fairly low speed the 

PM motor has a relatively high torque. Permanent magnet motor is shown below as fig 3.9.2. 

 
 

 
Fig 3.9.2 Permanent magnet motor 

 
Hybrid Motors 

 

Hybrid motors combine the best characteristics of the variable reluctance and permanent 

magnet motors. They are constructed with multi-toothed stator poles and a permanent magnet 

rotor. Standard hybrid motors have 200 rotor teeth and rotate at 1.80 step angles. Other hybrid 

motors are available in 0.9ºand 3.6º step angle configurations. Because they exhibit high 

static and dynamic torque and run at very high step rates, hybrid motors are used in a wide 

variety of industrial applications. Hybrid motor is shown below as fig 3.9.8. 

 

 

 
Fig 3.9.3: Hybrid motor 



 

Two-phase stepper motors 
 

There are two basic winding arrangements for the electromagnetic coils in a two-phase stepper 

motor: bipolar and unipolar. 

 

Unipolar motors 
 

A unipolar stepper motor has logically two windings per phase, one for each direction 

of current. Since in this arrangement a magnetic pole can be reversed without switching the 

direction of current, the commutation circuit can be made very simple ( eg . a single 

transistor) for each winding. Typically, given a phase, one end of each winding is made 

common: giving three leads per phase and six leads for a typical two-phase motor. Often, 

these two-phase commons are internally joined, so the motor has only five leads. 

 

Bipolar motor 

 
Bipolar motors have logically a single winding per phase. The current in a winding needs 

to be reversed in order to reverse a magnetic pole, so the driving circuit must be more 

complicated, typically with an H-bridge arrangement. There are two leads per phase, none are 

common. Static friction effects using an H-bridge have been observed with certain drive 

topologies Because windings are better utilised, they are more powerful than a unipolar motor 

of the same weight. 

 

8- lead stepper 

 

An 8-lead stepper is wound like a unipolar stepper, but the leads are not joined to common 

internally to the motor. This kind of motor can be wired in several configurations: 

 

• Unipolar. 

• Bipolar with series windings. This gives higher inductance but lower current per 

winding. 

• Bipolar with parallel windings. This requires higher current but can perform better as 

the winding inductance is reduced. 

• Bipolar with a single winding per phase. This method will run the motor on only half 

the available windings, which will reduce the available low speed torque but require 

less current. 
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Higher-phase count stepper motors: 
 

Multi-phase stepper motors with many phases tend to have much lower levels of vibration, 

although the cost of manufacture is higher too. 

 

Stepper motor drive circuits: 

 
Stepper motor performance is strongly dependent on the drive circuit. Torque curves may 

be extended to greater speeds if the stator poles can be reversed more quickly, the limiting 

factor being the winding inductance. To overcome the inductance and switch the windings 

quickly, one must increase the drive voltage. This leads further to the necessity of limiting the 

current that these high voltages may otherwise induce. 

 

L/R drive circuits 
 

L/R drive circuits are also referred to as constant voltage drives because a constant positive or 

negative voltage is applied to each winding to set the step positions. However, it is winding 

current, not voltage that applies torque to the stepper motor shaft. The current I in each winding 

is related to the applied voltage V by the winding inductance L and the winding resistance R. 

The resistance R determines the maximum current according to Ohm's law I=V/R. The 

inductance L determines the maximum rate of change of the current in the winding according 

to the formula for an Inductor dI/dt = V/L. Thus, when controlled by an L/R drive, the 

maximum speed of a stepper motor is limited by its inductance since at some speed, the 

voltage V will be changing faster than the current I can keep up. With an L/R drive it is 

possible to control a low voltage resistive motor with a higher voltage drive simply by adding 

an external resistor in series with each winding. This will waste power in the resistors, and 

generate heat. It is therefore considered a low performing option, albeit simple and cheap. 

 

Chopper drive circuits 

 

Chopper drive circuits are also referred to as constant current drives because they 

generate a somewhat constant current in each winding rather than applying a constantvoltage. 

On each new step, a very high voltage is applied to the winding initially. This causes the current 

in the winding to rise quickly since dI/dt = V/L where V is very large. The current in each 

winding is monitored by the controller, usually by measuring the voltage across a small sense 
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resistor in series with each winding. When the current exceeds a specified current limit, the 

voltage is turned off or "chopped", typically using power transistors. When the winding current 

drops below the specified limit, the voltage is turned on again. In this way, the current is held 

relatively constant for a particular step position. This requires additional electronics to sense 

winding currents, and control the switching, but it allows stepper motors to be driven with 

higher torque at higher speeds than L/R drives. Integrated electronics for this purpose are 

widely available. Chopper converts dc to variable dc. 

 

Applications 
 

Computer-controlled stepper motors are one of the most versatile forms of positioning 

systems. Industrial applications are in high speed pick and place equipment and multi-axis 

machine CNC machines often directly driving lead screws or balls crews In the field of lasers 

and optics they are frequently used in precision positioning equipment such as linear actuators, 

linear stages, rotation stages, goniometers, and mirror mounts. Other uses are in packaging 

machinery, and positioning of valve pilot stages for fluid control systems. Commercially, 

stepper motors are used in floppy disk drives, flatbed scanners, computer printers, plotters and 

many more devices. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 4 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

 
 

Arduino is an open-source project, enabling hobbyists to easily take advantage of the powerful 

Atmega chips. The Arduino IDE is the software where you can write code and upload it to the 

Atmega chip. The code is then executed on the chip. Most 3D-printer electronics are Arduino- 

compatible, they use the Atmega chip and enable the user to upload their code using Arduino. 

This includes Megatronics, Minitronics and RAMPS. Before you can start using the electronics 

you need software 'firmware', that translates machine instructions (gcode) into actual 

movements. There are a few options here, including Marlin and Sprinter and Repetier. The 

actual firmware is not discussed in this document. You can use Arduino to upload this firmware 

onto your electronics. This document will guide you in the steps you need to take. 

We can download and install the Arduino version from http://arduino.cc/. This ensures you 

have the latest version. Instead, you may choose to download the Arduino version we provide 

on http://reprapworld.com/?software. This version includes the required components for 

Megatronics/Minitronics. Extract the files file into a location of your choice. On Windows you 

may need to install drivers for the electronics board before you can upload software. The 

installation files are located under the drivers subdir. Linux and Mac should recognize the 

boards out-of-the-box. You can simply run Arduino by executing the Arduino file. Arduino 

program structure is shown below as fig 4.1 

 
 

Fig 4.1 Arduino Program Structure 

http://arduino.cc/
http://reprapworld.com/?software
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To upload a firmware, you must first open the files using File → Open. Select the .ino file from 

the directory containing the firmware. Arduino will open several tabs with files. Next step is to 

select the correct electronics board. From the Tools menu, locate the Board item. This item 

should include a few sub items, including Megatronics, Minitronics, Arduino mega 2560 

(RAMPS with mega 2560) and Arduino Mega 1280 (RAMPS with mega1280). Select the 

board that fits your electronics. Also we need to select the serial port the electronics is 

connected to. In the Tools menu, locate the Serial port item. This should include at least one 

item if the board is connected and the drivers are installed properly. If there are multiple items 

here, you need to find out which is the correct one by unplugging the board and checking which 

port was removed. Once you have set the board and serial port, you can upload the firmware 

by pressing File → Upload. Arduino will try to compile the firmware, if any errors occur the 

process will stop and you will need to fix the errors before trying again. Once compilation is 

complete, the actual upload will start. This may take a minute for a large sketch. 

You can actually ‘talk’ to the firmware using the Serial monitor. Make sure the correct serial 

port is selected and locate the Serial monitor button. Arduino IDE Software Display is shown 

below as fig 4.2. 

Fig 4.2 Arduino IDE Software Display 

This will open a new window: fig 4.3 shows the serial mointor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 4.3 Serial Monitor 
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Make sure the line ending is set to newline and the baud rate corresponds to your firmware 

(115200 mostly), or you will get jibberish. You can enter a command in the upper box (M105 

for example), this will result in response from the firmware. 
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4.2 Introduction to .NET 

 
The .NET Framework introduces a completely new model for the programming and 

deployment of applications. .NET is Microsoft's vision of "software as a service", a 

development environment in which you can build, create, and deploy your applications and the 

next generation of components, the ability to use the web rather than your own computer for 

various services. 

Microsoft introduced great technologies like COM, DCOM, COM+ etc. to enable reuse 

of software. Although these technologies are very powerful to reuse software, they required a 

huge learning curve. According to this aspect, microsoft realized that it’s time to come up 

with a new technology, a better one, an easier one, a new framework, within which each 

programming task is easy accomplished. 

The .NET Framework was born 

 
Microsoft changed all complex tasks with the new .NET framework. That was a huge 

advantage for all developers. Most of the Win32 API was now accessible through a very simple 

object model. Most of the features and functions of C++ were added to visual basic. A new 

programming language C# was introduced, which offered flexibility and productivity. 

ASP.NET also called ASP+ replaced ASP. It provides the easiest and most scalable way to 

build, deploy and run web services. ASP.NET server controls enable an HTML-like style of 

declarative programming that let you build great pages with far less code than with classic ASP. 

VB, C++ and C# Code can be used in other languages f.e. code written in VB can be easily 

used in C# or in VC++. Also another benefit is that the you can step between the languages in 

the debugger. 

The .NET Compilation Stages 

 
The Code written in .NET isn't compiled directly to the executable; instead .NET uses 

two steps to compile the code. First, the code is compiled to an intermediate language called 

Microsoft Intermediate Language (MSIL). Second, the compiled code will be recompiled with 

the Common Language Runtime (CLR), which converts the code to the machine code. The 

basic Idea of these two stages was to make the code language independence. 
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Designing 

 
In .NET for designing we use visual studio. This visual studio consists of Integrated 

Development Environment (IDE). This IDE consists of following components. 

• Server explorer 

• Solution explorer 

• Toolbox 

• Properties window 

• Output window 

 

 
Server explorer 

 
In this we can see the DataBase connection connected with the application. 

 
Solution explorer 

 
In this we can view all the forms or individual GUI’s of the application. If we want to 

add any new GUI for the application or any existing GUI of the different application which is 

used in the current application. 

 

Toolbox 
 

In this we have different controls for designing. 

 
Properties window 

 
In this we can set the properties of the controls which are used for designing. 

 
Output Window 

 
In this at the time of execution we can see output for each and every line for the code 

developed. 

 

To development front end application in .NET, we use Visual Studio. If the user want 

to communicate with the application or interact with the application is possible by front end 

only. 
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By using ToolBox and Properties, we design the front end for any application. 

 
In embedded also we want front end i.e., GUI to see the output for the devices. In 

embedded, if we want to see the monitoring and controlling for any devices on front end or 

GUI we have to connect with some hardware to see the output of the device on the front end. 

This embedded is interfaced or can communicate with the front end by using serial port. We 

can see the output of the serial port in hyper terminal. The data which we got from the serial 

port is send to the GUI where we want to display the data. 

 

4.3 Arduino code Implementation 

 

#include <AccelStepper.h> 

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> 

#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 

 
SoftwareSerial mySerial(A1, A2); 

const int rs = 7, en = 6, d4 = 5, d5 = 4, d6 = 3, d7 = 2; 

LiquidCrystal lcd(rs, en, d4, d5, d6, d7); 

#define motorPin1 9 

#define motorPin2 10 

#define motorPin3 11 

#define motorPin4 12 

 
 

#define MotorInterfaceType 8 

String readc=""; 

AccelStepper stepper = AccelStepper(MotorInterfaceType, motorPin1, motorPin3, motorPin2, 

motorPin4); 

String getValue(String data, char separator, int index) 

{ 

int found = 0; 

int strIndex[] = { 0, -1 }; 

int maxIndex = data.length() - 1; 

 
 

for (int i = 0; i <= maxIndex && found <= index; i++) { 
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if (data.charAt(i) == separator || i == maxIndex) { 

found++; 

strIndex[0] = strIndex[1] + 1; 

strIndex[1] = (i == maxIndex) ? i+1 : i; 

} 

} 

return found > index ? data.substring(strIndex[0], strIndex[1]) : ""; 

} 

void setup() { 

Serial.begin(9600); 

mySerial.begin(9600); 

lcd.begin(16,2); 

lcd.clear(); 

lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

lcd.print("Android Antenna"); 

lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

lcd.print("Positioning SYS"); 

 

stepper.setMaxSpeed(1000); 

delay(3000); 

} 

void loop() { 

lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

lcd.print("Enter Angle,Step"); 

lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

lcd.print("Count, Direction"); 

while (mySerial.available()){ //Check if there is an available byte to read 

delay(10); //Delay added to make thing stable 

char c = mySerial.read(); 

if (c == '#'){ 

break; //Stop the loop once # is detected after a word 

}//Conduct a serial read 

readc += c; //build the string- "forward", "reverse", "left" and "right" 
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} 

stepper.setCurrentPosition(0); 

Serial.println(readc); 

String xval = getValue(readc, ',', 0); 

String yval = getValue(readc, ',', 1); 

String zval = getValue(readc, ',', 2); 

Serial.println(xval); 

Serial.println(yval); 

Serial.println(zval); 

int deg= xval.toInt()*11.38; 

deg = deg/yval.toInt(); 

if(zval == "Clockwise") 

{ 

lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

lcd.print("Angle : "); 

lcd.print(xval); 

lcd.print((char)223); 

lcd.print(" "); 

lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

lcd.print("C. Steps = "); 

 
lcd.print(yval); 

lcd.print(" "); 

for (int i=0; i<yval.toInt(); i++) 

{ 

stepper.setCurrentPosition(0); 

while (stepper.currentPosition() != -deg) { 
 

 

stepper.setSpeed(-1000); 

stepper.runSpeed(); 

} 
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delay(500); 

} 

} 

if(zval.equals("Anti-Clockwise")) 

{ 

lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

lcd.print("Angle : "); 

lcd.print(xval); 

lcd.print((char)223); 

lcd.print(" "); 

lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

lcd.print("AC. Steps = "); 

lcd.print(yval); 

lcd.print(" ") 

for (int i=0; i<yval.toInt(); i++) 

{ 

stepper.setCurrentPosition(0); 

while (stepper.currentPosition() != deg) { 
 

 

stepper.setSpeed(1000); 

stepper.runSpeed(); 

} 

delay(500); 

} 

} 

readc=""; 

// delay(10000); 

} 
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5.1 Results 

CHAPTER-5 

RESULTS ANALYSIS 

 

 

In this project antenna positioning system relies on accurate calibration of the rotational 

velocity of the antenna to determine its angular position. Fig 5.1 shows the project set 

up. 

 
 

 

Fig 5.1 project setup 

Assemble all the components as shown in the fig 5.1 . 

 

 

Fig 5.2 Hardware starting with Android app 
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After that the antenna will rorates as per the given co-ordinates and the LCD screen will display 

the current position of the antenna as shown in fig 5.3. 

 
 

 

Fig 5.3 Stepper Motor rotated and out values displayed on LCD 
 

 

 

The Fig 5.4 shows  Android App Home screen  
 

 

 

 

Fig 5.4 Android App Home screen 
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Now open the application in the mobile phone and give the angle, direction and step as shown in 

fig 5.5. 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.5 Antenna position and stepper motor rotation input of APP 
 

 

 

 

 

The Fig 5.6 shows Antenna direction given to Anndroid App results 
 

 
 

 

Fig 5.6 Antenna direction given to Anndroid App results 
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5.2. Advantages 

 
❖ An IOT application can be used here, so that we can control the positioning of antenna 

anywhere in the world. 

❖ A large number of desired antenna headings may be stored in memory for subsequent 

use. 

❖ The system can identify many types of signals. 

❖ Range of detection can be increased. 

 

 
 

5.3. Applications 

 
❖ To monitor any attacking objects. 

❖ In missile launching systems. 

❖ In monitoring of systems in satellite communication systems. 

❖ To monitor anti-missile systems. 

❖ In mass communication systems in moving vehicles. 

❖ In solar panels. 
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CHAPTER 06 

CONCLUSION 

In this project, we developed an Advanced Antenna Positioning System that can work in remote 

areas automatically. The signal traced by system is in real time. The Automatic Antenna 

Positioning System primarily functions to spot the presence of any signal. The thought is to 

develop a system which can manage the movement of the saucer altogether direction. The most 

application of employing a dish is to receive signal from satellite and alternative broad casting 

sources. So as to position the dish to the precise angle to receive the utmost signal of a specific 

frequency it has to be adjusted manually. So as to beat the problem of adjusting manually, this 

planned system helps in adjusting the position of the antenna. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 

OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES 

(POs) 
 

 
 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

Application Product Research Review 
 

 

   

 

Project Outcomes 

 

1. Designed & Simulated a model of image fusion using guided and median filters to enhance the 

clinical ability for diagnosis and assessment of medical problems. 

 
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Designing electronics and communication systems in the domain of VLSI, embedded 

systems, signal processing and RF communications and applying modern tools. 

 
PSO2: Applying the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering 

to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components 

taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economic 

considerations. 

 
PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 

 
2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, 

natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems a5n4d 

design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 
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consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations 

 
4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of 

the information to provide valid conclusions. 

 
5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities 

with an understanding of the limitations. 

 
6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to 

the professional engineering practice. 

 
7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need 

for sustainable development. 

 
8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice. 

 
9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in 

diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

 
10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write 

effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive 

clear instructions. 

 
11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and 

leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environment 
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12 Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage 

in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 

 

Mapping Table 
 

 
 

Project 

Outcome 

s 

Program Outcomes 

(POs) 

PSOs 

 
PO1 

 
PO2 

 
PO3 

 
PO4 

 
PO5 
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PO9 

 
PO10 
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PSO1 

 
PSO2 

  

3 

 

1 

 

3 

 

2 

 

3 

 

1 

 

2 

 

2 

 

3 

 

2 

 

2 

 

1 

 

1 

 

3 

 

 
1-Slightly (Low) mapped  2-Moderately (Medium)mapped 3-Substantially (High)mapp
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ABSTRACT 

 

Key Words: Horn antenna, RF microwave signals, VSWR, and Gain. 

  The horn antenna is widely used in the transmission and reception of 

RF microwave signals. It is usually an assembly of flaring metal, waveguide and 

antenna. Beyond the fundamental knowledge of microwave propagation, it is 

essential in the design of horn antenna to understand the intricacies and design 

considerations at two important ends: the points of propagating microwaves and 

points of intercepting microwaves. Great care must be taken at the receive ends 

especially if it involves astronomical applications where the microwaves to be 

intercepted are from extra terrestrial sources extremely far away and hence very 

weak. This paper highlights the design considerations of a horn antenna which are 

fundamental principles employed in the design of a compact horn antenna that will 

be suitable for astronomical application at L-Band. Here we are going to find out 

radiation pattern, gain and VSWR.  
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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND:  

                  A horn antenna or microwave horn is an antenna that consists of a flaring 

metal waveguide shaped like a horn to direct radio waves in a beam. Horns are widely 

used as antennas at UHF and microwave frequencies, above 300 MHz. One of the first 

horn antennas was constructed in 1897 by Bengali-Indian radio researcher Jagadish 

Chandra Bose in his pioneering experiments with microwaves. The modern horn antenna 

was invented independently in 1938 by Wilmer Barrow and G.C.Southworth The 

development of radar in World War 2 stimulated horn research to design feed horns for 

radar antennas. The corrugated horn invented by Kay in 1962 has become widely used as 

a feed horn for microwave antennas such as satellite dishes and radio telescopes. 

 

1.2 AIM OF THE PROJECT: 

           The proposed project is Estimation of horn antenna parameters using                    

HFSS(high-frequency structure simulator).The main requirement is to design to design a 

pyramidal horn antenna with some specific parameters. The pyramidal horn antenna 

takes on rectangular shape-the cross section through the antenna is rectangular, as is the 

end of the antenna. It is normally used with the rectangular wave guide. To improve 

these poor characteristics, the ends of the waveguide are flared out to form a horn. 

                  

1.3 METHODOLOGY: 

             The proposed antenna is designed and simulated using the High-Frequency 

Structure Simulator (HFSS). The suggested antenna is a pyramidal horn antenna, 

therefore its design in HFSS needs some geometrical and simulation parameters. The 

geometrical parameters of the proposed antenna are calculated using horn antenna 

equations. However, the major simulation parameter of an antenna is a frequency that 

can be defined according to the application of the proposed antenna. After the 

computation of geometrical parameters, the design of the suggested antenna can be 

modeled in the HFSS. 
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1.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS WORK: 

                    A horn antenna or microwave horn is an antenna that consists of a flaring 

metal waveguide shaped like a horn to direct radio waves in a beam. They are used 

as feed antennas for larger antenna structures such as parabolic antennas, Their 

advantages are moderate directivity, low standing wave ratio (SWR), broad bandwidth, 

and simple construction and adjustment. A horn antenna is used to transmit radio waves 

from a waveguide out into space, or collect radio waves into a waveguide for reception. 

It typically consists of a short length of rectangular or cylindrical metal tube, closed at 

one end, flaring into an open-ended conical or pyramidal shaped horn on the other 

end. The radio waves are usually introduced into the waveguide by a coaxial 

cable attached to the side, with the central conductor projecting into the waveguide to 

form a quarter-wave monopole antenna. The waves then radiate out the horn end in a 

narrow beam. 

          

1.5 OUTLINE OF THE PROJECT: 

                         Horn antennas are very popular at UHF (300 MHz-3 GHz) and higher 

frequencies. Horn antennas often have a directional radiation pattern with a high antenna 

gain, which can range up to 25 dB in some cases, with 10-20 dB being typical. Horn 

antennas have a wide impedance bandwidth, implying that the input impedance is slowly 

varying over a wide frequency range (which also implies low values for S11 or VSWR). 

The gain of horn antennas often increases (and the beam width decreases) as the 

frequency of operation is increased. This is because the size of the horn aperture is 

always measured in wavelengths; at higher frequencies the horn antenna is "electrically 

larger"; this is because a higher frequency has a smaller wavelength. Horn antennas have 

very little loss, so the directivity of a horn is roughly equal to its gain. Horn antennas are 

also often used to feed a dish antenna, or as a "standard gain" antenna in measurements. 

 

1.6 CONCLUSION :   
                           A horn antenna is applied to transmission and reception of micro 

wave signals. This antenna will be easily fabricated with low cost due to its size and 

substrate material. It is seen that the proposed antenna achieved good performance for 
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communication applications in simulation model. Future work will be designing of 

pyramidal horn antenna with the help of HFSS software. The different antenna 

parameters like gain, directivity and VSWR are observed and designed pyramidal horn 

antennas are used for wireless communication purposes. 
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CHAPTER-2 

LITERATURE OVERVIEW 

2.1OVERVIEW OF ANTENNA CONCEPT: 

            “An antenna (aerial) is 333a transducer that transmits or receives 

electromagnetic waves”. In different phrases, antennas convert electromagnetic radiation into 

an electrical signal and vice versa. They are used to transmit and receive electromagnetic 

radiation of radio frequency, that is, radio waves, and are predominant to the operation of all 

radio equipment. Antennas are used in programs corresponding to radio and TV broadcasting, 

element-to-factor radio communication, Wi-Fi, LAN, cell telephones, radar and spacecraft 

conversation. 

   Antennas are an extraordinarily major factor of verbal exchange systems. With 

the support of definition, an antenna is a machine used to convert an RF signal, journeying on 

a conductor, into an electromagnetic wave in free house.  Antennas display  a  property  well-

known  as  reciprocity,  which  method  that  an antenna  will  keep  the  identical  traits  

regardless  if  it  is transmitting  or  

 receiving.  Most  antennas  are  resonant  contraptions,  which perform  effectually  over  a  

moderately  slim  frequency  band.  An  antenna have to be tuned to the equal frequency band 

of the radio approach to which it's  related,  or else  the  reception  and  the  transmission  will  

be impaired.  When  a  signal  is  fed  into  an  antenna,  the  antenna  will  emit radiation 

allotted in discipline in  a  designated method. A graphical illustration of the relative 

distribution of the radiated vigor in residence is known as a radiation pattern.   

    Antennas are steel buildings designed for radiating and receiving 

electromagnetic vigor. An antenna acts as a transitional constitution between the guiding 

device (Ex. Waveguide, transmission line) and the free apartment. The professional IEEE 

definition of an antenna given via Stutzman and Thiele follows the thought “Antenna is that a 

part of a transmitting or receiving system designed to radiate or acquire electromagnetic 

waves”. 

 

2.2 HISTORICAL PAST: 

   The first antennas were developed in 1888 by using Heinrich Hertz (1857–

1894) in his pioneering experiments to prove the existence of electromagnetic waves 

predicted by way of the theory of James Clerk Maxwell. Hertz positioned dipole antennas on 
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the focal factor of parabolic reflectors for each transmitting and receiving. He published his 

work and set up drawings in Anna lender Physic and Chemie. Heinrich Hertz developed a 

Wi-Fi verbal exchange method in which he compelled an electrical spark to occur within the 

hole of a dipole antenna. He used a loop antenna as a receiver and located an equivalent 

disturbance. This used to be 1886.  

With the aid of 1901, Marconi was sending information throughout the Atlantic. For a 

transmit antenna, he used a number of vertical wires hooked up to the ground. Throughout 

the Atlantic, the acquire antenna used to be a 200-meter wired held up by way of a kite. In 

1906, Columbia institution had an Experimental wireless Station the place they used a 

transmitting aerial cage. This was a cage made from wires and suspended in the air, 

equivalent to a cage. 

   A hard outline of some fundamental antennas and their discovery/fabrication 

dates are listed: Yagi-Uda Antennas in Twenties-Horn Antennas in 1939, and the early 

antenna literature mentioned wave guides as "hollow metallic pipes". 

• Antenna Arrays in 1940’s.  

• Parabolic Reflectors in late 1940’s. 

• Patch Antennas in 1970’s.  

• PIFA in 1980’s. 

            Current research on antenna involves Meta substances (substances that have 

engineered dielectric and magnetic constants that may be simultaneously poor, permitting for 

interesting properties like a poor index of refraction).  

                    Current study specializes in making antennas smaller, primarily in 

communications for private wireless verbal exchange gadgets (Ex. Cell phone, telephones). A 

variety of work is being performed on numerical modeling of antennas, in order that their 

residences can be envisioned before they are built and tested. 

 

2.3 HOW AN ANTENNA RADIATES: 

   With a view to know the way an antenna radiates, let us first take into account 

how radiation happens. A conducting wire radiates frequently for the reason that of time-

varying present or an acceleration (or deceleration) of cost. If there's no motion of charges in 

a wire, no radiation takes place, seeing that no float of present happens. Radiation is not 

going to occur even though expenses are moving with uniform pace alongside a straight wire. 

Nevertheless, expenditures moving with uniform velocity alongside a curved or bent wire 
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will produce radiation. If the cost is oscillating with time, then radiation happens even 

alongside a straight wire as explained by Balanis.   

   The radiation from an antenna pattern which shows a voltage supply related to 

a two conductor transmission line. When a sinusoidal voltage is applied throughout the 

transmission line, an electric area is created which is sinusoidal in nature and these results in 

the production of electrical traces of drive which are tangential to the electric discipline. The 

magnitude of the electric subject is indicated by using the bunching of the electric traces of 

drive. The free electrons on the conductors are forcibly displaced by the electric strains of 

force and the motion of these bills explanations the drift of present which in flip results in the 

creation of a magnetic subject.    

   

Fig 2.1 Radiation from an antenna 

   From the Fig.2.1, because of the time various electrical and magnetic 

fields, electromagnetic waves are created and these travel between the conductors. As 

these waves process open house, free house waves are formed by connecting the open ends 

of the electric traces. Due to the fact that the sinusoidal source continually creates the 

electric disturbance, electromagnetic waves are created constantly and these travel by way 

of the transmission line, via the antenna and are radiated into the free area. Inside the 

transmission line and the antenna, the electromagnetic waves are sustained due to the bills, 

however as quickly as they enter the free space, they form closed loops and are radiated. 

2.4 SERVICES OF AN ANTENNA: 

   An antenna is a device that acts as a transformer to furnish a good suit 

between the feeding line as a regional supply of vigour and free area. If the antenna is just 

not matched to free house, energy can be mirrored again toward the transmitter, resulting 

in a loss in radiated vigour. The antenna is one of the most imperative elements of a radar 

system. It performs the next important functions. 
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  It transfers the transmitter energy to alerts in house with the required 

distribution and effectively. This approach is applied in an equal manner on reception. It 

ensures that the signal has the desired sample in area. Quite often this needs to be 

sufficiently slim in azimuth to provide the required azimuth decision and accuracy. 

       It has to furnish the required frequency of goal position updates. In the case of 

an automatically scanned antenna this equates to the revolution fee. An excessive 

revolution rate generally is a giant mechanical drawback because a radar antenna in 

specific frequency bands can have a reflector with titanic dimensions and may weigh a 

number of tons. 

• It has to measure the pointing path with a high measure of accuracy. 

• It's used as a transducer. i.e., it converts electrical power into EM energy at the 

transmitting end and it converts EM power back into electrical vigor at the receiving 

finish. 

• As an impedance matching gadget. That's, it suits/ couples the transmitter and free  

house. On the transmitting facet and it fits/couples free area and the receiver on                                                                  

receiving facet. 

•  To direct radiated vigor in preferred recommendations and to suppress it in 

undesirable instructional materials. 

• To feel the presence of electromagnetic waves. 

• As a temperature sensor. 

 

2.5 ANTENNA PARAMETERS: 

   The antenna forms a critical component in a wireless communication system. 

A good design of the antenna can relax system requirements and improve its overall 

performance. The performance of the antenna is determined by several factors are also 

called antenna properties as follows: 

2.5.1 RADIATION PATTERN: 

The radiation sample of an antenna is a plot of the far-area radiation residences of an 

antenna as a operate of the spatial co-ordinates that are special by the elevation angle θ and 

the azimuth angle φ. Extra principally it is a plot of the power radiated from an antenna per 
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unit stable perspective which is nothing however the radiation depth. Let us do not forget 

the case of anisotropic antenna. An isotropic antenna is one which radiates equally in all 

recommendations. If the whole energy radiated by means of the isotropic antenna is P, 

then the vigour is spread over a sphere of radius r, so that the vigour density S at this 

distance in any course is given as: 

    S =
p

area
=

p

4πr2 

Then the radiation intensity for this isotropic antenna Ui may also be written as:  

    UUi = sr2 =
p

4πr2 

  An isotropic antenna is not viable to realize in follow and is useful only for 

comparison purposes. A more useful style is the directional antenna which radiates more 

energy in some directions and no more power in other recommendations. A particular case 

of the directional antenna is the Omni directional antenna whose radiation pattern could 

also be consistent in a single airplane (Ex. E-aircraft) and varies in an orthogonal plane 

(Ex. H-aircraft). The radiation pattern plot of a standard directional antenna is shown in 

Fig under.  

   

  

                     Fig 2.2 Radiation pattern of a generic directional antenna 

Figure shows the following terms:  

HPBW: The half power beam width (HPBW) will also be outlined because the angle 

subtended by means of the half of vigour aspects of the predominant lobe.  

Main Lobe: this is the radiation lobe containing the path of highest radiation.  

Minor Lobe: all the lobes rather than the main lobe are called the minor lobes. These 

lobes symbolize the radiation in undesired directions.   
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Again Lobe: This is the minor lobe diametrically reverse the fundamental lobe.  

Side Lobes: These are the minor lobes adjoining to the principal lobe and are separated via 

quite a lot of nulls. Aspect lobes are frequently the largest among the minor lobes. In most 

wireless programs, minor lobes are undesired. For that reason an excellent antenna design 

must reduce the minor lobes. 

2.5.2 Directivity: 

It is a fundamental antenna parameter. It is a measure of how ‘directional’ an 

antenna’s radiation pattern is. An antenna that radiates equally in all directions would have 

effectively zero directionality. Directivity is an important measure because many antennas 

and optical systems are designed to radiate electromagnetic waves in a single direction or 

over a narrow-angle. Directivity is also defined for an antenna receiving electromagnetic 

waves, and its directivity when receiving is equal to its directivity when transmitting. 

 

D= [4π/(ΦHP θHP)] 

                            where the half power beam widths are taken in radians. 

The directivity of an antenna will also be effortlessly estimated from the radiation sample 

of the antenna. An antenna that has a slim major lobe would have higher directivity, then 

the one which has a broad foremost lobe, hence it's more directives.    

   2.5.3ANTENNA GAIN: 

   Antenna obtain is a parameter which is intently regarding the directivity of the 

antenna. We know that the directivity is how a lot an antenna concentrates energy in one 

course in selection to radiation in different instructional materials. Thus, if the antenna is 

100% efficient, then the directivity can be equal to the antenna reap and the antenna could 

be an isotropic radiator. Given that all antennas will radiate more in some direction that in 

others, hence the acquired quantity of power that may be achieved in a single direction on 

the rate of the energy lost in the others. 

                     It achieves continually involving the principal lobe and is distinct within the 

path of maximum radiation until indicated. It is given as:  
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                                           G(θ, ∅) = ecd(θ, ∅) in dBi  

   2.5.4 VOLTAGE STANDING WAVE RATIO (VSWR): 

  The VSWR is basically a measure of the impedance mismatch between the 

transmitter and the antenna. The larger the VSWR, the better is the mismatch. The 

minimum VSWR which corresponds to a best match is solidarity. A functional antenna 

design should have an enter impedance of either 50Ω or seventy 5Ω considering most 

radio equipment is built for this impedance. A VSWR of 1:1 shows a best suit, even as a 

VSWR of 1:∞ suggests the worst case. 

2.5.5 PEAK GAIN: 

  Peak gain is a measure of input power concentration in the main beam 

direction as a ratio relative to an isotropic antenna source. Peak gain can also be referred to 

as Directivity, the key difference however is that directivity neglects antenna losses such 

as dielectric, resistance, polarisation, and VSWR losses. 

                                 

Fig 2.3: peak gain 

2.5.6 PEAK DIRECTIVITY: 

  The higher the directivity, the more concentrated or focussed is the beam 

radiated by an antenna. A higher directivity also means that the beam will travel further. 
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An antenna that radiated equally well in all directions would be omni-directional and have 

a directivity of 1 (0 dB). 

 

2.5.7 FRONT TO BACK RATIO: 

  The Front to Back Ratio (F/B Ratio) of an antenna is the ratio of power 

radiated in the front/main radiation lobe and the power radiated in the opposite direction 

(180 degrees from the main beam). This ratio tells us the extent of backward radiation and 

is normally expressed in dB. 

2.5.8 BEAM AREA: 

  Beam area is the solid angle through which all the power radiated by the 

antenna would stream if P (θ, Ø) maintained its maximum value over ΩA and was zero 

elsewhere. The radiated beam of the antenna comes out from an angle at the antenna, known 

as solid angle, where the power radiation intensity is maximum. This solid beam angle is 

termed as the beam area. It is represented by ΩA. The radiation intensity P (θ, Ø) should be 

maintained constant and maximum throughout the solid beam angle ΩA, its value being zero 

elsewhere. 

2.5.9 INCIDENT POWER: 

 Incident power upon a slender scatterer or a receiving antenna is not well defined, 

since physical apertures of such structures have little meaning. It is shown that under this 

definition, the half-wavelength dipole can be replaced by an equivalent aperture antenna 

facing the direction of the incident wave. 

2.6 CLASSIFICATION OF ANTENNAS: 

A classification of antennas can also be situated on Frequency Range and applications:  

S.NO. BAND RANGE TYPICAL SERVICES 

1 VLF 3-30 KHz Worldwide telegraphy 

2 LF 30-300 KHz Marine and navigational aids 
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3 MF 
300 KHz -3 

MHz 
Broadcasting, harbour telephones. 

4 HF 3-30MHz Beamed communication services 

5 VHF 30-300MHz Television, radio relay, telephony 

6 UHF 300MHz-3GHz 
Short distance communication 

radar relay 

7 SHF 3-30GHz Radar and satellite communication 

 

2.7 ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS:  

             A radiator is a conductor whose dimensions are comparable with λ. An 

efficient antenna is of the order of λ/2.For those less than that the efficiency is less. There 

are two types of radiators are narrowband and broadband. A narrowband antenna is one 

with a bandwidth less than 10%.A broadband antenna has bandwidth greater than octave. 

Dipoles and all types of micro-strip radiators (except finline antenna) can be classified as 

narrowband antennas. Normally they give a bandwidth of 3%. 

An antenna can be characterized by the following principal electrical characteristics: 

• Input VSWR 

• Input Impedance 

• Radiation Patterns in E and H plane 

• Directivity 

• Power gain 

2.8 HORN ANTENNA: 

 A horn antenna or microwave horn is an antenna that consists of a flaring metal 

waveguide shaped like a horn to direct radio waves in a beam. Horns are widely used 

as antennas at UHF and microwave frequencies, above 300 MHz. They are used as 

feeders (called feed horns) for larger antenna structures such as parabolic antennas, as 

standard calibration antennas to measure the gain of other antennas, and as directive 

antennas for such devices as radar guns, automatic   door  openers,   and microwave 

radiometers. Their advantages are moderate directivity (gain), low standing wave ratio 
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(SWR), broad bandwidth, and simple construction and adjustment. Antennas are one of 

the most important parts of a communication chain. In Modern times need for 

wideband applications has increased. The Horn Antenna is widely used in the EMC 

measurement, radar and communication system. Pyramidal Horn is the best horn as it 

has equal radiation patterns in both E-plane and H-plane along with its high gain and 

directivity. So, the need to develop a Wideband horn antenna for communication and 

calibration purposes. With the development of measurement, communication system, 

radar techniques and electromagnetic, the horn antenna has been widely used which 

made it one of the most practical antennas. this horn antenna can effectively extend the 

working bandwidth of the antenna and improve the impedance matching between 

waveguide and free space. 

Fig 2.4: Pyramidal horn antenna 

If a simple open-ended waveguide is used as an antenna, without the horn, the sudden end of 

the conductive walls causes an abrupt impedance change at the aperture, from the wave 

impedance in the waveguide to the impedance of free space, (about 377 ohms). When radio 

waves travelling through the waveguide hit the opening, this impedance-step reflects a 

significant fraction of the wave energy back down the guide toward the source, so that not all 

of the power is radiated. This is similar to the reflection at an open-ended transmission line or 

a boundary between optical mediums with a low and high index of refraction, like at a glass 

surface. The reflected waves cause standing waves in the waveguide, increasing the SWR, 

wasting energy and possibly overheating the transmitter. In addition, the small aperture of the 

waveguide (less than one wavelength) causes significant diffraction of the waves issuing 

from it, resulting in a wide radiation pattern without much directivity. 

To improve these poor characteristics, the ends of the waveguide are flared out to form a 

horn. The taper of the horn changes the impedance gradually along the horn's length. This 

acts like an impedance matching transformer, allowing most of the wave energy to radiate out 

the end of the horn into space, with minimal reflection. The taper functions similarly to a 
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tapered transmission line, or an optical medium with a smoothly varying refractive index. In 

addition, the wide aperture of the horn projects the waves in a narrow beam. 

2.9 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF HORN ANTENNA: 

ADVANTAGES:  

• It is simple in construction. 

• It offers a band width of about 10%. 

• Horn antenna along with parabolic reflector disc can deliver a high gain. 

• Good directivity. 

• Adequate bandwidth. 

• Simple mechanical construction. 

• Convenience to employ with wave-guides. 

• They can operate over a wide range of frequencies. 

• Very extensive bandwidth, for example allowing it to operate from 1GHz to 20GHz. 

• High directivity. 

• High gain. 

    DIS-ADVANTAGES:  

• As a primary radiator for paraboloid reflectors. 

• Usually gain of horn antenna is limited to 20dB.This is due to fact that in order to 

increase the gain when the horn opening is made larger, the length of horn also 

becomes excessive. 

• Horn antenna emit rays energy in spherical wave front shape, as a result, horn 

antenna does not provide a sharp/directive beam. 

 

2.10 APPLICATIONS OF HORN ANTENNA: 

• Used for making electromagnetic interference measure. 

• Used in the calibration, other high gain antenna. 

• Satellite and microwave communications. 
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• The common element of the phased array. 

• They are commonly used for higher antenna formation like as parabolic antennas, as 

directive antennas for like devices as radar guns, automatic doors openers, 

microwave radiometer, e.t.c. 

• Used for astronomical studies. 

• Command and control systems. 

• Medical applications. 

 

2.11 HFSS (HIGH-FREQUENCY STRUCTURE SIMULATOR): 

HFSS is a commercial finite element method solver for electromagnetic structures 

from Ansys. The acronym stands for high-frequency structure simulator. HFSS is one of 

several commercial tools used for antenna design, and the design of 

complex RF electronic circuit elements including filters, transmission lines, and 

packaging. It was originally developed by Professor Zoltan0 Cendes and his students at 

Carnegie Mellon University. Prof. Cendes and his brother Nicholas Cendes founded 

Ansoft and sold HFSS stand-alone under a 1989 marketing relationship with Hewlett-

Packard and bundled into Ansoft products. In 1997 Hewlett-Packard acquired 

Optimization Systems Associates Inc. (OSA), a company John Bandler founded in 1983. 

HP's acquisition was driven by the HP's need for an optimization capability for 

HFSS. After various business relationships over the period 1996–2006, HP (which 

became Agilent EEsof EDA division) and Ansoft went their separate ways: Agilent with 

the critically acclaimed FEM Element and Ansoft with their HFSS products, respectively. 

Ansoft was later acquired by Ansys. 
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CHAPTER-3 

INTRODUCTION TO HFSS 

3.1 What is HFSS? 

HFSS is a high-performance full-wave electromagnetic (EM) discipline simulator for 

arbitrary 3D volumetric passive device modelling that takes competencies of the familiar 

Microsoft home windows graphical person interface. It integrates simulation, visualization, 

strong modelling, and automation in an handy-to- be taught  environment  where  solutions  

to  the  3-D  EM  issues  are  rapidly  and accurately bought. Ansoft HFSS employs the Finite 

element process (FEM), adaptive meshing, and incredible photos to offer you unparalleled 

efficiency and perception to the entire three-D EM issues. Ansoft HFSS can be utilized to 

calculate parameters reminiscent of S-Parameters, Resonant Frequency, and Fields. Natural 

makes use of incorporate: 

•    PCB Board Modeling – Power/Ground planes, Mesh Grid Grounds, 

•    Backplanes 

•    Silicon/GaAs - Spiral Inductors, Transformers 

•    EMC/EMI – Shield Enclosures, Coupling, Near- or Far-Field Radiation 

•    Antennas/Mobile Communications – Patches, Dipoles, Horns, Conformal   Cell 

      Phone Antennas, Quadrafilar Helix, Specific Absorption Rate (SAR), 

•    Infinite Arrays, Radar Cross Section (RCS), Frequency Selective 

•    Surfaces (FSS) 

•    Connectors – Coax, SFP/XFP, Backplane, Transitions 

•    Waveguide – Filters, Resonators, Transitions, Couplers 

Filters – Cavity Filters, Micro strip, Dielectric 
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   HFSS is an interactive simulation procedure whose general mesh aspect is a 

tetrahedron. This allows for you to clear up any arbitrary 3D geometry, notably these with 

complex curves and shapes, in a fraction of the time it might take using different techniques. 

    The name HFSS stands for top Frequency structure Simulator. Ansoft pioneered the 

usage of  the  Finite  detail  method  (FEM)  for  EM  simulation  through  setting 

up/enforcing applied sciences akin to tangential vector finite elements, adaptive meshing, and 

Adaptive Lanczos-PadeSweep (ALPS). At present, HFSS continues to lead the industry with 

improvements corresponding to Modes-to Nodes and entire Wave Spice. Ansoft HFSS has 

evolved over a period of years with input from many users and industries. In industry, Ansoft 

HFSS is the device of alternative for high- productiveness research, development, and virtual 

prototyping. 

 Each and every HFSS solver is established on a robust, automatic solution procedure 

the place you are only required to specify geometry, material residences and the desired 

output.  From there HFSS will mechanically generate a correct, effective and correct mesh for 

solving the trouble using the selected answer technology. With HFSS the physics defines the 

mesh; the mesh does not define the physics. 

3.2: Installing HFSS software 

 System Requirements 

• Microsoft Windows XP, Windows 2000 or Windows 2003 Server. For upto-date 

information 

Refer to the HFSS Release Notes 

• Pentium-based computer 

• 128MB RAM minimum 

• 8MB video card minimum 

• Mouse or other pointing device 

• CD-ROM drive 

(For up to date  information Refer to the HFSS installation Guide.) 

3.3-Ansoft Terms: 

The Ansoft  HFSS  window has several optional panels: 
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• A project Manager which contains a design tree which list the structure of the project 

• A property window that displays and allow you to change model. 

• Parameters or attributes. 

• A progress window that displays solution progress. 

• A 3D Modeler window which contains the model and model tree for the action design 

 

3.3.1-project Manager: 
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3.3.2-property window: 

 

3.3.3-Ansoft 3D Modeler: 
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3.3.4-3D Modeler Design tree: 

 

3.4 STEPS TO DESIGN ANTENNA USING HFSS 13:  

STARTING HFSS: 

Double click on the HFSS 13.0 icon on the Windows Desktop. 

                                        

CREATING THE NEW PROJECT: 
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ADD THE NEW PROJECT: 

To add a new HFSS project: 

• Click File>New. 

INSERT AN HFSS DESIGN: 

• Click Project>Insert HFSS Design. 

• Right-click on the project name in the Project Manager Window, and then click  

Insert>Insert HFSS Design on the shortcut menu. 

• Click the Insert HFSS Design toolbar button.      

• A 3D Modeller window appears on the desktop and an HFSS Design icon is added to the 

project tree: 
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SAVE THE PROJECT: 

To save the new project: 

• Click File>Save As. 

• Use the file browser to find the directory where you want to save the 

file. 

• Type the name in the File name text box. 

• In the Save as type list, click Ansoft HFSS Project (.HFSS) as the 

correct file extension for the file type. 

• Click Save. 

Creating the Model:  

Selection of Solution Type: 

 To specify the solution type: 

•    Click HFSS>Solution Type. 

•    Select the Driven Modal solution type. 

•    Click OK to apply the Driven Modal solution type to design. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE 3D MODELLER WINDOW: 

The area containing the model is called the drawing region. Models are drawn in the 

3D Modeller window, which appears on the desktop when you insert a design into the 

project. 

    

 3.5-THE HORN ANTENNA SIMULATION BY HFSS 

    3.5.1-GETTING STARTED WITH HFSS 9.1: 

• Launching Ansys HFSS 

  To access Ansoft HFSS, dick the Microsoft Start button, select Programs, and 

select the Ansoft, HFSS 9 program group Click HFSS . 

• Setting Tool Options 

 To set the tool options: 

  Note: In order to follow the steps outlined in this example, verify that the 

following tool options are set 
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1. Select the memu item Tools> Options> HFSS Options  

2.  HFSS Options Window 

I. Click the General tab 

Use Wizards for data entry when creating new boundaries: Checked  

Duplicate boundaries with geometry: Checked 

II.  Click the OK button 

III.   Select the menu item Tools > Options > 3D Modeler Options 

IV. 3D Modeler Options Window  

A. Click the Operation tab 

 Automatically convert closed polylines: _Checked 

B.  Click the Drawing 

     Edit property of new primitives: _Checked 

C.  Click the OK button. 

3.5.2-OPENING A NEW PROJECT: 

To open new project: 

1. In an Ansoft HFSS window, click the on the standard tool bar or select the menu item 

FILE>NEW. 

2. From the project menu select INSERT HFSS DESIGN. 

 

3.5.3-CREATING THE 3D MODEL: 

Set Model units: 

      To set the units 

1. Select the menu item 3D modeler>Units 
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2. Set model units: 

• Select units: mm 

• Click on OK button 

 

 

3.6-CREATE A HORN ANTENNA: 

     create waveguide 

HFFS lies on variable for any parameterization with in project . 

    variables also hold many other benefits which will make them necessary. 

• Fixed rations (length, width, height) are easily maintained using variables. 

• Optimetrics use variables to optimize the design according to user-defined criteria. 

• All the dimensions can be quickly changed in one window as opposed to altering each 

object individually. 
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3.7 Drawing the Horn antenna 

• We will start to by creating the horn element using the Draw Cube button  

from the toolbar. 

• By default the proprieties dialog will appear after you have finished drawing 

 an object .The position and size of  object can be modified from the dialog. 

 

Design of horn antenna 

Step 1: Drawing the base of the Horn The base of the horn has a uniform rectangular cross 

section, the width is 0.795 inches, the length is 1.59 inches, and the height is 1.0 inches. To 
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draw the base, create a 3D rectangular box and set its dimensions with the template that is 

displayed. • Click the Box icon or go to Draw 

 

 

Fig.3.14 Draw cube 

Step2: To create the “funnel” or tapering of the horn antenna, draw and connect two 

rectangles, and then connect them to create the 3D funnel. Place the first rectangle on top of 

the 3D antenna base. Draw<Rectangle.Now move the cursor to one corner of the top of the 

antenna base, and click on it, then move the cursor to the opposite corner of the top of the 

antenna base and click again. The rectangle window is open. Type funnel_base. Assign 

material to be vacuum. Choose Color and Transperancy of your preference. Click Ok. Note 

that the dimensions of the rectangle should match those of the top of the antenna base. 

 

Fig.3.15 horn 
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. Type in the following values: -3.975 ,-1.9875 ,5for x, y and z, respectively. Then type the 

following values: -7.95 and -3.795for dx and dy, respectively and hight 5.2. Type horn_top in 

the name field. Assign material to be vacuum. Choose the Color and Transperancy at you 

preference. Click Ok. 

Step 3: Connecting 3D Objects to Create the Funnel Now you can connect the 3D objects that 

make up the base and the top of the funnel to create the 3D, funnel-shaped object. Choose the 

horn_top and funnel_base from the Model tree by holding down the Ctrl key. Go to 3D 

Modelerr< Surface<connectNote that the object that is created as a result of connecting or 

uniting other objects can not be edited. When connecting 2D objects, for example, you can 

edit the original 2D objects, but you can not edit directly the 3D object that is the result of 

using the connect command. 

 

Fig : The connect command 

 

Uniting the horn base with the Funnel  

             Although it is not strictly necessary, you will unite the two 3D objects-the horn base 

and the funnel, to create one 3D horn antenna structure. This makes the problem simpler by 

keeping the number of objects to a minimum. Choose base and funnel from the list of 3D 

objects. Then 3D Modeler<Boolean< Unite. Then clink Ok. 
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3.8 Creating the port 

• In the section you will create a lumped Gap Source. This will provide an excitation to 

the Horn structure. Begin by selecting the YZ plane from the toolbar. Using the 3D 

tool, click 

Draw rectangle and place two arbitrary with in the model area 

 

 

Drawing the 3D Air Box Around the Horn Antenna 

 To simulate the horn antenna, you need to enclose it in a bounded “box” of air. 4 • 

Click Box icon or Draw<box.Type in the following values: -4.4, -4.4, and 0 for x, 

yand z, respectively and 8.8, 4.4, and 15 for dx, dy, and dz, respectively. Type 

AirBox in the name field, vacuum is the assigned material and choose Color and 

Transperancy at your preference. Click Ok. 
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Figure 3.4: The horn antenna with the air box 

Assigning Boundaries and excitations  

Choose the surfaces of the horn and assign Perfect E. All faces of the horn should be 

chosen except the top and the bottom. Then Boundaries right click Assign< Perfect E 

and name it PerfE_horn_sides.  

Assign radiation boundary to the air box. Choose the faces of the air box and 

Boundaries right-click Assign<WavePort. Name it WavePort1. 

 

 

Figure 5: Wave port assignment 
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3.9 Radiation Boundary 

     In this section, a radiation boundary is created so that far field information may be 

extracted from the structure. To obtain the best result, a horn air boundary is defined  

with a distance of lamda/4. From the toolbar, select Draw horn. 

Enter the following information: 

with the geometry complete, the actual radiation boundary may now be assigned. 

• With all faces selected, right -click boundary icon in the object explorer and select 

Boundary->Assign->Radiation. 

Leave the default name R ad1 and click ok. 

 

Fig.3.30 select Radiation port 

3.10 Solution Setup: 

In this section must be defined to frequency display the desired data. We are primarily 

interested in the Frequency respond of the structure . We will also explore HFSS’s ability to 

calculate general antenna Parameters such as directivity, radiation resistance, radioation 

efficiency ,etc…… 

From the project explore, select Analysis->Add Solution Set up. 
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Enter the following .Click ok when complete. 

 

Fig: 3.31 Select setup window 

 

To view the frequency response of the structure,  a frequency sweep must be defined. 

From the project explorer select Set up1->Add sweep. 

Enter the following: 
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Fig: 3.32 Select setup window 

3.12 Structure Analysis: 

At this point, the user should be ready to analyse the structure .Before running the analysis, 

Always verify the project by selecting tick mark from the 3Dtolbar .If everything is correct 

the user 

Should see: 
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Fig: 3.33 Validation Check window           

Analyze the structure by dicking 

 

Fig.3.34 Analyzing window 

3.12 Create Reports 

➢ After completion of the analysis ,we will create a report to display both the resonant  

Frequency and also the radiation pattern Click on the heading HFSS and select 

Resuls->Create Reports. 

Choose the following in the Create Report window 

• Select the following high lighted parameters and click Add Trace to load the option 

into  

Trace window . 
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Fig: 3.36 Trace window 

• Click Done when complete .The graph is displayed below: 

 

Fig.3.37 Rectangular plot 
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• HFSS has the ability to compute antenna parameters automatically. In order to 

produce the Calculation, the user must define an infinite sphere for far field 

calculations. Right-click the Radiation icon in the project manager window and select 

Insert Far Field Setup->Infinite Sphere. 

 

                                    (a) 

 

 (b) 

Fig.3.38(a) Define the air box as infinite sphere: (b) Compute antenna properties 

• Accept all default parameters and click Done .Right -click Infinite Sphere1->compute 

Antenna  

Parameters….from the project explore as shown: 

• Select all defaults and results and displayed as follows: 

 

Fig: 3.39 Results of antenna parameters 
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• Next, the far field will be plotted. Create Reports as previously shown. Modify the 

following: 

 

Fig: 3.40 Display type 

• Enter the following: 

 

Fig: 3.41 Traces window 
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CHAPTER-4 

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS METHODS 

 

4.1 Horn antenna angle of flare: 

  One of the key properties of the horn antenna is the angle at which the horn 

flares out. This affects many areas of the performance including the gain and directivity as 

described below. The angle of flare is defined in the diagram below and there can be a 

different angle for both the E-plane (E field) and the H-plane (H field. These are referred to 

as θE and θH. 
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4.2 Horn antenna theory for radiation: 

The waves of the signal will propagate down the horn antenna towards the aperture. As they 

travel along the flared opening, the waves travel as spherical wave fronts, having their apex at 

the apex of the horn - a point referred to as the phase centre of the horn antenna. As the phase 

front  progressing along the horn antenna are spherical, the phase increases smoothly from 

the edges of the aperture plane to the centre. 

The difference in phase between the centre point and the edges is called the phase error. This 

increases with the flare angle reducing the gain, but increasing the beam width. As a result 

horn antennas have wider beam widths when compared to similar-sized plane-wave antennas 

like parabolic reflectors. 

The theory also shows that as the size of a horn antenna increases in terms of its electrical 

size, i.e. the number of wavelengths for the various dimensions, so the phase error increases. 

This has the effect of giving the horn antenna a wider beam width. In order to provide a 

narrow beam width a longer horn is required, i.e. having a smaller angle of flare. This enables 

the phase angle to be kept more constant. However the phase error issues mean that horn 

sizes are practically limited to around 15 wavelengths otherwise larger sizes would require a 

much longer antenna. 
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4.3 Horn antenna gain : 

Theory dictates that as the frequency used by  a horn antenna increases, so does the gain and 

directivity (beam width decreases). The reason for this is that the aperture of the horn remains 

constant in terms of physical dimensions (obviously), but increases in terms of the number of 

wavelengths, i.e. it is electrically larger. 

As antennas tend to have higher gain levels as they become larger, so it can intuitively be 

seen that the gain and directivity of the horn antenna will increase with frequency. 

 

For a rectangular horn antenna the formulas are: 

 

Where 

      ApertureE is the width of the aperture in the E-field direction. 

      ApertureH is the width of the aperture in the H-field direction. 

      LE is the slant length of the side in the E-field direction. 

      LH is the slant length of the side in the H-field direction. 

4.4 TRANSMISSION-LINE MODEL: 

TEM horn consists of two triangular metal plates. It can be considered as a parallel plate 

transmission line with three slots. The radiations from each slot create a pattern along the 

direction normal to horn axis. In our work, we considered the TEM horn antenna with an 

image plane 

The width of the line is w and its length is denoted as l. A dielectric substrate having 

dielectric constant ɛ is placed in between the plates. The separation between the plates is h. 

With the introduction of a source to the transmission line, one plate attains positive potential 

and other plate becomes negative potential.  
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At the open end of the transmission line free space waves are formed by connecting open 

ends of the electric field lines. This radiated wave will persist in the air even if the source is 

ceased to exist. TEM horn antenna can be viewed as a parallel plate transmission line. It 

consists of two triangular metal plates. But here we consider a triangular plate slanted over a 

ground plane. 

4.5VSWR: 

 The Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) is an indication of the amount of 

mismatch between an antenna and the feed line connecting to it. The range of values for 

VSWR is from 1 to ∞. A VSWR value under 2 is considered suitable for most antenna 

applications. The antenna can be described as having a good match. So when someone says 

that the antenna is poorly matched, very often it means that the VSWR value exceeds 2 for a 

frequency of interest.  

 For a radio (transmitter or receiver) to deliver power to an antenna, the 

impedance of the radio and transmission line must be well matched to the antenna's 

impedance. The parameter VSWR is a measure that numerically describes how well the 

antenna is impedance matched to the radio or transmission line it is connected to. 

 VSWR stands for Voltage Standing Wave Ratio, and is also referred to as 

Standing Wave Ratio (SWR). VSWR is a function of the reflection coefficient, which 

describes the power reflected from the antenna. If the reflection coefficient is given by s11 

or reflection coefficient or return loss, then the VSWR is defined by the following formula: 

 

    

  The reflection coefficient is also known as s11 or return loss. 

                    The VSWR is always a real and positive number for antennas. The smaller the 

VSWR is, the better the antenna is matched to the transmission line and the more power is 

delivered to the antenna. The minimum VSWR is 1.0. In this case, no power is reflected from 

the antenna, which is ideal. 
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                   Often antennas must satisfy a bandwidth requirement that is given in terms of 

VSWR. For instance, an antenna might claim to operate from 100-200 MHz with VSWR<3. 

This implies that the VSWR is less than 3.0 over the specified frequency range. This VSWR 

specifications also implies that the reflection coefficient is less than 0.5 (i.e., reflection 

coefficient<0.5) over the quoted frequency range. 

  VSWR is a function of the reflection coefficient, which describes the power 

reflected from the antenna.VSWR is a measure of how much power is delivered to an 

antenna. This does not mean that the antenna radiates all the power it receives. Hence, VSWR 

measures the potential to radiate.  

  A low VSWR means the antenna is well-matched, but does not necessarily 

mean the power delivered is also radiated. An anechoic chamber or other radiated antenna 

test is required to determine the radiated power. VSWR alone is not sufficient to determine an 

antenna is functioning properly. 

4.6 POLARIZATION OF ANTENNAS: 

           Depending upon the geometry, antennas can produce different polarizations. 

Some antennas are very simple, while others exhibit quite sophisticated shapes. For actual 

applications, signals that have either linear or circular polarizations are desired. Elliptical 

polarization results from geometrical or electrical imperfections. 

  Polarization is a property of single-frequency electromagnetic radiation 

describing the shape and orientation of the locus of the extremity of the field vectors as a 

function of time. In common practice, when only plane waves or locally plane waves are 

considered, it is sufficient to specify the polarization of the electric field vector E. In a plane 

wave with a known direction of propagation the magnetic field vector H is simply related top 

the E field. It can be deduced by a 90 rotation about the propagation vector, followed by 

multiplication by the intrinsic admittance Yo of the medium. The far field radiated by an 

antenna is generally observed in a small region where it can be considered as a plane wave 

propagating away from the antenna in the radial direction. The electric field is in a plane 

perpendicular to the radial direction. The locus of its extremity is in general an ellipse that 

may degenerate into a segment of a straight line or into a circle. Correspondingly, the 

polarization is called elliptical, linear, or circular. The sense of rotation of the extremity of E 

describing a circle or an ellipse in the plane of polarization (perpendicular to the direction of 
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propagation) is called the sense of polarization, or handedness. This sense is called right 

handed (left handed) if the direction of rotation is clockwise (counter clockwise) for an 

observer looking in the direction of propagation. 

In common practice, when only plane waves or locally plane waves are considered, it 

is sufficient to specify the polarization of the electric field vector E. In a plane wave with a 

known direction of propagation the magnetic field vector H is simply related to the E field. 

4.7 DIRECTIVITY: 

  Directivity is the measure of the concentration of an antenna’s radiation 

pattern in a particular direction. Directivity is expressed in dB. The higher the directivity, the 

more concentrated or focused is the beam radiated by an antenna. A higher directivity also 

means that the beam will travel further. An antenna that radiated equally well in all directions 

would be Omni-directional and have a directivity of 1 (0 dB). 

                      An antenna's directivity is a component of its gain; the other component is its 

(electrical) efficiency. Directivity is an important measure because many antennas and optical 

systems are designed to radiate electromagnetic waves in a single direction or over a narrow 

angle. Directivity is also defined for an antenna receiving electromagnetic waves, and its 

directivity when receiving is equal to its directivity when transmitting. The directivity of an 

actual antenna can vary from 1.76 dBi for a short dipole, to as much as 50 dBi for a large dish 

antenna. 

  Directivity is a fundamental antenna parameter. It is a measure of how 

'directional' an antenna's radiation pattern is. An antenna that radiates equally in all directions 

would have effectively zero directionality, and the directivity of this type of antenna would 

be 1 (or 0 dB).It measures the degree to which the radiation emitted is concentrated in a 

single direction. 
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CHAPTER-5 

RESULTS OF HORN ANTENNA FOR 6GHZ USING HFSS 

5.1 INPUTS: 

Frequency        =     6GHz 

Length               =      7.95inches 

Width                 =      3.975inches 

• Select the following highlighted parameters and click Add Trace to load the option 

into Trace window 

 

Fig: 5.1 Trace window 
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• Click Done when complete .The graph is displayed below: 

 

Fig.5.2 Rectangular plot 

5.2 Gain: 

• Select the Mag and enter the following: 

Fig 5.3 Traces window 
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• Select Add Trace and click DONE when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below: 

 
Fig.5.4 Radiation pattern of gain 

5.3 Directivity: 

• Select the Mag and enter the following: 

 

Fig 5.5 Traces window 
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• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 

 

 
Fig.5.6 Radiation pattern of Directivity 

 

5.4 Incident Power: 

 

• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 

 
Fig 5.7 Traces window 
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• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 
   

Fig 5.8 Traces window 

 

Incident power upon a slender scatterer or a receiving antenna is not well defined, 

since physical apertures of such structures have little meaning. It is shown that under 

this definition, the half-wavelength dipole can be replaced by an equivalent aperture 

antenna facing the direction of the incident wave. 
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5.5 Radiated Power: 

 

• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 

 
Fig 5.9 Traces window 

• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 
  Fig 5.10 Traces window 
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Beam area: 

 

• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 

 
Fig 5.11 Traces window 

 

• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 
  Fig 5.12 Traces window 
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5.7 Front to Back Ratio 

 

• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 

 
Fig 5.13 Traces window 

 

• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 
 

  Fig 5.14 Traces window 
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5.8 Peak gain: 

• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 

 
Fig 5.15 Traces window 

• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 

 
  Fig 5.16 Traces window 
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5.9 Peak directivity: 

 

• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 

 
Fig 5.17 Traces window 

• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete.The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 

 
  Fig 5.18 Traces window 
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5.10 Radiation pattern and VSWR using smith chart: 

 

• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 

 

 
Fig 5.19 Traces window of Radiation pattern directivity using smith chart 

• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 

 
Fig 5.20 Traces window of Radiation pattern gain using smith chart 

VSWR 
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• Select Add Trace and click Done when complete. The radiation pattern is displayed 

below 

 
Fig 5.21 Traces window of VSWR 
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CHAPTER-6 

CONCLUSION 

The parameters of the antenna measured have made it possible to characterize this antenna. 

The results obtained show that at the operating frequency of 20 GHz a very low reflection 

coefficient is obtained which reaches -34.80 dB, a standing wave ratio very close to 1 and a 

higher gain reaches 12.80 dB. This confirms the adaptation of the pyramidal horn antenna to 

the transmission system. The simulated results verifying that the electrical properties of the 

pyramidal horn antenna yielded excellent impedance matching, and conformed to the design 

requirements. The result obtained show that the default affects the resonance frequency and 

the bandwidth of the microwave system, for this purpose, the pyramidal horn antenna can be 

used for many applications in the field of evaluation and non destructive testing. The 

simulated results verifying that the electrical properties of the pyramidal horn antenna yielded 

excellent impedance matching, and confirmed to the design requirements. The pyramidal 

horn antenna can be used for many applications in the field of evaluation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Soil classification is useful in site investigation process as it helps to assess 

the general suitability for the site to acquire the physical and mechanical properties of 

soil for adequate and economic design and helps to determine the suitability of 

materials for construction. On site, soil classification is the need of hour for many 

geotechnical applications. On site engineers need some amount of primary 

information regarding the type and structure of soil. In this project, the conventional 

techniques of soil classification are studied and an image processing based efficient 

classifier for soil classification has been developed and tested. Seven classes of soil 

are studied for classification, namely Clay, Clayey Peat, Clayey Sand, Humus Clay, 

Peat, Sandy Clay and Silty Sand. Reliable images of soils under study were collected 

and preprocessed. The preprocessed images are feature extracted and the data 

extracted in used to train the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. The soils are 

classified using SVM classifier and accuracy for each class is obtained. The 

developed model can be used in the development of applications for real time soil 

classification.The simulation has been performed using MATLAB R2016a. 

[Key words: Soil classification, Support Vector Machine, Image Processing, Accuracy] 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

Soils are categorized into different groups on the basis of  the place of soil 

availability and also on the basis of the dominating size of particle in the soil. On the 

basis of location, soils are categorized into red soil, alluvial soil, black soil, desert 

soil, peaty soil, forest soil and laterite soil, etc. The various types of soils on the basis 

of dominating particle size are clay, peat and sand. In the same way some soils are 

classified as a mixture of two soils such as Clayey Peat, Clayey Sand, Humus Clay, 

Sandy Clay and Silty Sand. Figure.1 shows the soils based on size of dominating 

particle. 

             

Clay                         Clayey Peat                      Clayey Sand 

              

Humus Clay                            Peat                            Sandy clay 

 

Silty Sand 

Fig.1.1 : Soils based on dominating particle size 
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The appropriate conditions are to be discovered by an engineer initially, 

before undergoing any engineering process. The necessary investigations at site must 

be performed which include laboratory and in-situ techniques. The in-situ techniques 

may involve exploring the soil properties at the ground level or below the surface. In 

surface in-situ investigation, geological mapping provides the soil profile while 

density replacement test tells the measurement of in-situ density of soil. If this 

strategy is not maintained then additional expenditure occurs if critical conditions 

occur in further processing. 

Soil classification with low cost and high accuracy is a challenging 

method.The whole soil classification method can be automated without the use of 

manual procedure. This can be achieved with the help of Support Vector Machine 

which is a machine learning classification technique. 

1.2 Methodology 

The basic step for image processing is image acquisition followed by 

image pre-processing for enhancing the contrast of the image, this enhanced 

image is segmented by using different image segmentation algorithms. Features 

from the image are obtained. After extraction of features from the image there is a 

necessity to classify and specify soil , this can be done by using Support Vector 

Machine (SVM). 

 

Fig.1.2 : Basic steps for classification of image 
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1.2.1 Image Pre-processing 

In image pre-processing, image data recorded by sensors on a satellite restrain 

errors related to geometry and brightness values of the pixels. These errors are 

corrected using appropriate mathematical models which are either definite or 

statistical models. Image enhancement is the modification of image by changing the 

pixel brightness values to improve its visual impact. Image enhancement involves a 

collection of techniques that are used to improve the visual appearance of an image, 

or to convert the image to a form which is better suited for human or machine 

interpretation. Sometimes images obtained from satellites and conventional and 

digital cameras lack in contrast and brightness because of the limitations of imaging 

sub systems and illumination conditions while capturing image. Images may have 

different types of noise. In image enhancement, the goal is to accentuate certain 

image features for subsequent analysis or for image display. Examples include 

contrast and edge enhancement, noise filtering, sharpening, and magnifying. Image 

enhancement is useful in feature extraction, image analysis and an image display. 

The enhancement process itself does not increase the inherent information content in 

the data. It simply emphasizes certain specified image characteristics. Enhancement 

algorithms are generally interactive and application dependent. Some of the 

enhancement techniques are 

 Contrast Stretching 

 Noise Filtering 

 Histogram modification 

1.2.2 Image Segmentation 

Image segmentation is the division of an image into regions or categories, 

which correspond to different objects or parts of objects. Every pixel in an image is 

allocated to one of a number of these categories.  

A good segmentation is typically one in which:  

 Pixels in the same category have similar greyscale of multivariate values and 

form a connected region,  

 Neighbouring pixels which are in different categories have dissimilar values. 
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Segmentation is often the critical step in image analysis. It is the point at 

which we move from considering each pixel as a unit of observation to working with 

objects in the image, composed of many pixels. If segmentation is done well then, all 

other stages in image analysis are made simpler. But, as we shall see, success is often 

only partial when automatic segmentation algorithms are used. However, manual 

intervention can usually overcome these problems, and by this stage the computer 

should already have done most of the work. 

Segmentation is one of the key problems in image processing. This is the 

process that subdivides an image into its constituent parts or objects. The level to 

which this subdivision is carried out depends on the problem being solved, i.e., the 

segmentation should stop when the objects of interest in an application have been 

isolated.For example in autonomous air-to-ground target acquisition, suppose our 

interest lies in identifying vehicles on a road, the first step is to segment the road 

from the image and then to segment the contents of the road down to potential 

vehicles. Image thresholding techniques are used for image segmentation. After 

thresholding a binary image is formed where all object pixels have one gray level and 

all background pixels have another. Generally the object pixels are 'black' and the 

background is 'white'. The best threshold is the one that selects all the object pixels 

and maps them to 'black'. Various approaches for the automatic selection of the 

threshold have been proposed. Thresholding can be defined as mapping of the gray 

scale into the binary set {0, 1}. 

 

where S(x, y) is the value of the segmented image,g(x, y) is the gray level of the pixel 

(x, y) and T(x, y) is the threshold value at the coordinates (x, y).  

In the simplest case T(x, y) is coordinate independent and a constant for the whole 

image. It can be selected, for instance, on the basis of the gray level histogram. When 

the histogram has two pronounced maxima, which reflect gray levels of object and 

background, it is possible to select a single threshold for the entire image. 
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1.2.3 Feature Extraction 

The feature extraction techniques are developed to extract features in 

synthetic aperture radar images. This technique extracts high-level features needed in 

order to perform classification of targets. Features are those items which uniquely 

describe a target, such as size, shape, composition, location etc. Segmentation 

techniques are used to isolate the desired object from the scene so that measurements 

can be made on it subsequently. Quantitative measurements of object features allow 

classification and description of the image. 

When the pre-processing and the desired level of segmentation has been 

achieved, some feature extraction technique is applied to the segments to obtain 

features, which is followed by application of classification and post processing 

techniques. It is essential to focus on the feature extraction phase as it has an 

observable impact on the efficiency of the recognition system. Feature selection of a 

feature extraction method is the single most important factor in achieving high 

recognition performance. Feature extraction has been given as “extracting from the 

raw data information that is most suitable for classification purposes, while 

minimizing the within class pattern variability and enhancing the between class 

pattern variability”. Thus, selection of a suitable feature extraction technique 

according to the input to be applied needs to be done with utmost care. Taking into 

consideration all these factors, it becomes essential to look at the various available 

techniques for feature extraction in a given domain, covering vast possibilities of 

cases. 

1.2.4  Image Classification 

Image classification is the labeling of a pixel or a group of pixels based on its 

grey value. Classification is one of the most often used methods of information 

extraction. In Classification, usually multiple features are used for a set of pixels i.e., 

many images of a particular object are needed. In Remote Sensing area, this 

procedure assumes that the imagery of a specific geographic area is collected in 

multiple regions of the electromagnetic spectrum and is in good registration. Most of 

the information extraction techniques rely on analysis of the spectral reflectance 
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properties of such imagery and employ special algorithms designed to perform 

various types of 'spectral analysis'. The process of multispectral classification can be 

performed using either of the two methods: Supervised or Unsupervised. 

In Supervised classification, the identity and location of some of the land 

cover types such as urban, wetland, forest etc., are known as priori through a 

combination of field works and toposheets. The analyst attempts to locate specific 

sites in the remotely sensed data that represents homogeneous examples of these land 

cover types. These areas are commonly referred as training sites because the spectral 

characteristics of these known areas are used to 'train' the classification algorithm for 

eventual land cover mapping of reminder of the image. Multivariate statistical 

parameters are calculated for each training site. Every pixel both within and outside 

these training sites is then evaluated and assigned to a class of which it has the 

highest likelihood of being a member. 

In an Unsupervised classification, the identities of land cover types has to be 

specified as classes within a scene are not generally known as priori because ground 

truth is lacking or surface features within the scene are not well defined. The 

computer is required to group pixel data into different spectral classes according to 

some statistically determined criteria. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

Conventional methods of soil classification included manual methods such as 

Standard Penetration Test (SPT), Cone Penetration Test (CPT), Pressure Meter Test 

(PMT) and Vane Shear Test (VST); while some advanced methods included 

Constraint Clustering and Classification (CONCC) and Boundary energy method. 

The most recent method of soil classification is by using image processing with the 

help of SVM classifier. SVM classifier in image processing extracts the features of 

image and then labels the detected images into separate classes on the basis of 

similarity of extracted feature from the test image with its training database. 

Prior to the construction of engineering structures, it is required to inspect the 

site to determine its suitability for the intended structure. The resulted output of this 

furnished investigation information helps to determine engineering properties of the 

soil at that specific location. 

2.1 Conventional Techniques To Classify Soil    

The conventional techniques of soil classification included Standard 

Penetration Test (SPT), Cone Penetration Test (CPT), Pressure Meter Test (PMT), 

and Vane Shear Test (VST), Constraint Clustering and Classification (CONCC) and 

Boundary energy method. The test results obtained are used to characterize the 

strength and other properties of the soil at the test location.   

2.1.1.Standard Penetration Test (SPT) : 

This form of testing is believed to have evolved from the need to acquire data 

on subsurface soils. SPT was originally designed for determination of relative density 

of cohesion less soils. SPT involves the use of cable percussion drilling rig and some 

accessories. Components used in SPT involve the percussion drilling rig, spit – spoon 

sampler, hammer and drill rods. SPT characterizes the shear strength of the soil by 

observing the number of hammer blows required to penetrate to a given depth. In 

case of soil classification a record is made of the number of blows required to drive 

150mm segment into the soil, till 450mm depth .  
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2.1.2 Cone Penetration Test (CPT) : 

CPT is another in-situ geotechnical investigation technique for soil 

classification. In this technique, we imply the continuous penetration of rods 

supported by a cone at a constant speed (20mm/s), while some geotechnical 

parameters such as tip resistance, sleeve friction, pore water pressure, etc., are 

measured after certain distance interval of penetration. This technique is commonly 

used to identify near surface unconsolidated soils.  

2.1.3 Pressure Meter Test (PMT):  

A pressure meter is a cylindrical probe that has an expandable flexible 

membrane designed to apply a uniform pressure to the walls of a borehole. The 

pressure meter test (PMT) is widely used in weak rocks as an in-situ testing method 

to determine the stress and deformation relationship of a geo-material. 

2.1.4 Vane Shear Test (VST) :  

VST is an economical and fast method for determining the undrained shear 

strength of soft to medium stiff clay. In VST, four-bladed vane is slowly pushed and 

constantly rotated into a clay stratum to measure the resisting torque. This method is 

repeated twice to measure the remolded shear strength. VST has advantages of being 

an economical, reproducible and fast method. There are chances of error in VST 

because of excessive rod friction and poor torque calibrations.  

2.1.5 Constraint Clustering and Classification (CONCC) :  

The CONCC is an algorithm developed to address the shortcomings of 

previous segmentation algorithms. It is implemented in two steps, segmentation and 

classification. The CPT data is converted into “J" segments from a single series of 

data, and then this data is segmented into classes using a fuzzy logic to address the 

imprecision in the measured data.  For segmentation a concept of boundary energy is 

applied to parameterize the shape effects. 
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2.2 Application of SVM to classify Soil : 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is the most useful technology in machine 

learning for computer vision and pattern recognition which refers to statically theory 

of handle the data efficiently. SVM is mostly applicable to problems like  

classification of pattern and using non parametric classifiers with the approach of 

binary classifier for nonlinear regressions.SVM applications are mostly found in  

classification of medical images, identification and classification of soil, financial 

analysis, etc., SVM based classification and grading of soil samples using different 

scientific features. 

Different algorithms were developed in [1] and filters to obtain and process 

the colour images of the soil samples were also developed.The different features like 

color, texture, etc,are extracted by this algorithm.Here various soils like red, black, 

clay, alluvial, etc. are considered and the algorithms are implemented using these soil 

images.SVM classifier is used for classification of these soils. 

In [2], method used for feature extraction is explained, i.e., HSV Histogram. 

This paper explains that histogram conversion plays an important role for extracting 

features of the image and also explains about the generation and implementation of 

histogram.The feature extraction method has been applied for both image 

segmentation as well as histogram generation applications 

 Support Vector Machines are used in [3] in the estimation of soil properties, soil 

compose order in light of known estimations of specific compound and physical 

properties is presented. It was observed that the achieved results propose that straight 

techniques are not ready to assess the estimations of physical properties utilizing the 

officially estimated compound properties. In any case, the nonlinear SVM can gauge 

the estimation of dirt and physical sand adequately well. 

In [4], a review on the machine learning algorithms is presented in both 

supervised and unsupervised learning such as Support Vector Machine(SVM), 

Decision Trees(DT), K-means clustering (KNN) etc.This also describes about 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) etc. 
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Feature extraction method proposed in [6] in which the soils considered are 

Alluvial, Silt soil, Clay soil, Red soil, Sea soil, River Soil. This process consists of 

three steps mainly. Those are  

1. The original image is subjected to transformation 

2. The features like color, texture and shape on both original image and 

transformed image using various statistical measurements. 

3. The difference is to be found and sorted with the help of Euclidean formula. 

4. To find the accuracy  

In [5], considered classification of soil according to AASHTO which means 

American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials, with the use of 

MATLAB program. The programme does not only used in the classification of soil 

gives the group index.It also helps in reducing the monotonous work of going 

through the soil charts for identification of soil. The classification system  classifies 

both coarse-grained and fine-grained soils. In this system, the soils are divided into 7 

types designated as A-1 to A7. Based on the properties of the soil classification using 

this system involves a series of comparison.The program has indicated that 

MATLAB is not only for calculation and analysis but also can be used in analysis 

involving numeric and word problems simultaneously.  

A comparison between soil classification based on the Cone Penetration Test 

(CPT) and the actual soil classification obtained through direct boring and laboratory 

test results is presented in [8]. Soil investigation results are presented in this paper. It 

is observed from this paper that  theoretical approaches does not give satisfactory 

results. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE 

3.1 Machine Learning  

Machine Learning is a field of Computer Science, where new developments 

evolve at recent times, and also helps in automating the evaluation and processing 

done by the mankind, thus reducing the burden on the manual human power. 

Machine learning is a type of artificial intelligence (AI) that provides computers with 

the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed. Machine learning focuses 

on the development of computer programs that can change when exposed to new 

data. Finding out the suitable crops based on the soil’s appearance becomes tedious 

for novice farmers. There also exists a need to prevent the agricultural decay. 

Effective utilization of agricultural land is crucial for ensuring food security of a 

country. 

3.2 Types of Problems and tasks 

Machine learning tasks are typically classified into three broad categories, 

depending on the nature of the learning "signal" or "feedback" available to a learning 

system. These are : 

Supervised learning: The computer is presented with example inputs and 

their desired outputs, given by a "teacher", and the goal is to learn a general rule that 

maps inputs to outputs. 

Unsupervised learning: No labels are given to the learning algorithm, 

leaving it on its own to find structure in its input. Unsupervised learning can be a 

goal in itself (discovering hidden patterns in data) or a means towards an end (feature 

learning).   

Reinforcement learning: A computer program interacts with a dynamic 

environment in which it must perform a certain goal (such as driving a vehicle), 

without a teacher explicitly telling it whether it has come close to its goal. Another 

example is learning to play a game by playing against an opponent 
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3.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

SVM is a statistical learning-based solver. Statistical is mathematics of 

uncertainty. It aims at gaining knowledge, making decisions from a set of data. 

 

Fig.3.1 : SVM Based Classification 

In the above figure a simple classification problem is given in two 

dimensional input space. The two types of pattern indicate the images of crescent-

shaped and oval objects. We can draw a line separating the two classes and many such 

possibilities exist. It is clear that figure (b) is better classified than figure (a) because 

there is less error. Figure (c) may be the optimal line of separation. A line becomes a 

plane if we have three attributes variables instead of two, and becomes a hyperplane 

if there are more than three attributes. Figure (c) represents what is known as the 

optimal hyper plane (OH). Another name of OH is maximal margin hyper plane. 

A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a discriminative classifier formally 

defined by a separating hyperplane. In other words, given labeled training data 

(supervised learning), the algorithm outputs an optimal hyperplane which categorizes 

new examples. In two dimensional space this hyperplane is a line dividing a plane in 

two parts where in each class lay in either side. 

In machine learning, support-vector machines are supervised learning models 

with associated learning algorithms that analyze data used for classification and 

regression analysis. Given a set of training examples, each marked as belonging to 

one or the other of two categories, an SVM training algorithm builds a model that 

assigns new examples to one category or the other, making it a non-problamatic 

binary linear classifier. A SVM model is a representation of the examples as points in 
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space, mapped so that the examples of the separate categories are divided by a clear 

gap that is as wide as possible. New examples are then mapped into that same space 

and predicted to belong to a category based on which side of the gap they fall. In 

addition to performing linear classification, SVM can efficiently perform a non-linear 

classification using what is called the kernal trick, implicitly mapping their inputs 

into high-dimensional feature spaces. 

When data is unlabelled, supervised learning is not possible, and an 

unsuperviseed learning approach is required, which attempts to find natural 

clustering of data to groups, and then map new data to these formed groups. The 

support-vector clustering algorithm applies the statistics of support vectors, 

developed in the support vector machines algorithm, to categorize unlabeled data, 

and is one of the most widely used clustering algorithms in industrial applications. 

More formally, a support-vector machine constructs a hyperplane or set of 

hyperplanes in a high- or infinite-dimensional space, which can be used for 

classification, regression, or other tasks like outliers detection. Intuitively, a good 

separation is achieved by the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest 

training-data point of any class (so-called functional margin), since in general the 

larger the margin, the lower the generalization error of the classifier. 

  

Fig 3.2 : SVM Hyperplane          

Whereas the original problem may be stated in a finite-dimensional space, it 

often happens that the sets to discriminate are not linearly seperable in that space. For 

this reason, it was proposed that the original finite-dimensional space be mapped into 

a much higher-dimensional space, presumably making the separation easier in that 

space. To keep the computational load reasonable, the mappings used by SVM 
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schemes are designed to ensure that dot products of pairs of input data vectors may 

be computed easily in terms of the variables in the original space, by defining them in 

terms of a kernel function K(x,y) selected to suit the problem. The hyperplanes in the 

higher-dimensional space are defined as the set of points whose dot product with a 

vector in that space is constant, where such a set of vector is an orthogonal set of 

vector.  

 

Fig.3.3 : Kernel machines to compute non-linearly separable functions  

SVM constructs a hyperplane or set of hyper planes in a high- or infinite 

dimensional space, which can be used for classification, regression, or other tasks. 

Intuitively, a good separation is achieved by the hyperplane that has the largest 

distance to the nearest training-data point of any class, since in general the larger the 

margin the lower the generalization error of the classifier. The computational load 

should be sensible, the mappings are used by the SVM scheme to ensure the dot 

products will be computed in terms of the variable in the original scope, for that a 

kernel function k(x,y) selected to get the optimal computational time. The higher-

dimensional space in the hyper planes is distinct as the set of points whose dot 

product with a vector in that space is constant. These vectors in the hyper planes 

defining the hyper planes can be chosen to be linear combinations with parameters of 

images of feature vectors that occur in the data base. With this choice of a 

hyperplane, the points in the feature space that are mapped into the hyperplane are 

defined by the relation: The equation of the output from a linear SVM is  

u = w . x – b 

 Where w is the normal vector of the hyperplane, and x is the input vector. 
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3.3.1 SVM Advantages  

Support vector machine is one of the most widely used classification algorithms due 

to the advantages it enjoys which are as follows: 

 SVMs are helpful in text and hypertext categorization as their application can 

significantly reduce the need for labeled training instances in both the 

standard inductive and transductive settings.   

 Classification of images can also be performed using SVMs. Experimental 

results show that SVMs achieve significantly higher search accuracy than 

traditional query refinement schemes after just three to four rounds of 

relevance feedback. This is also true of image segmentation systems, 

including those using a modified version SVM. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this chapter, we describe a proposed system for image classification for 

soil image which is described in the block diagram. The initial segment is to gather 

distinctive sorts of soil test picture which is regarded as the selection of suitable 

sensor data is the first important step in image processing based soil classification as 

it requires considering factors such as user‟s need, scale and characteristics of soils 

under study, the availability of data of soil, cost and time constraints of the study. 

Different images of soil samples which are to be classified are captured using color 

camera and are provided as an input to the system. The features of each type of soil 

are collected and are stored in a separate database. This database is later used in the 

final stage for soil classification. 

For successful image classification, a sufficient no. of training samples is required. 

The training samples are collected from fieldwork. The conditions considered while 

selecting training samples included spatial resolution of the collected images, 

availability of ground reference data and complexity of the data being studied..The 

flow of the proposed system is as follows 

I. Selection of suitable data  

II. Selection of classification system and training samples 

III.  Image pre-processing  

IV.  Feature extraction and selection  

V.  Selection of suitable classification method  

VI.  Post classification processing 

VII.  Accuracy Assessment 
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Basically the propose system undergoes the following steps which are divided 

into two parts, one is training part and the other is testing part. 

 I.Training Part  

In the training part, 25 soil sample pictures are collected of two basic soils, 

Clay and Peat and five mixed soils, Clayey Peat, Clayey Sand, Humus Clay, Sandy 

Clay, and Silty Sand as shown in Fig.1.1. These soil sample images constructed our 

training data/sensed data. The images were taken from an 8MP cellphone camera. 

After the procurement of the data, a number of preprocessing steps were applied on 

the data, one of them being contrast enhancement.  

II. Testing Part 

As a first step in testing process, the test image if fetched using the “imread” 

function. This imported image is then resized using “imresize” function. After 

resizing the image if contrast enhanced for efficient feature extraction. This contrast 

enhanced image is used for extracting features of the test image. The features 

extracted for this work includes hsvHistogram, color Autocorrelation, color 

moments, gabor wavelet, wavelet transform. These extracted features are then 

compiled into a matrix called as “Feature Vector”. Now the extracted features and 

training data of soil features from the training part is given to the SVM classifier for 

assigning the class to the test image. For the testing part, a GUI is developed, which 

consisted separate buttons for fetching image, enhancing the contrast, displaying the 

result and accuracy measurement.  

A. Image Preprocessing  

The image acquired from our previous stage is not error free. In order to get 

an error free image pre-processing techniques are applied. This phase is also known 

as the enhancement of the image since the image is enhanced by improving its 

contrast and removing errors to obtain a better quality image for our future processes. 

The image contains errors like noise or artifacts like scratches, lapping tracks, comet 

tails, etc which needs to be eliminated before the further processes. Image 

preprocessing also includes the detection and restoration of bad lines, geometric 

rectification or image. 
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B. Feature Extraction  

This is the foremost step in this process. All the features that are required for 

us to classify the soil type are done in this phase. A number of features like the 

texture, colour, intensity, saturation, hue, etc are extracted for detection of soil type. a 

filter known as Gabor Filter is implemented for feature extraction. Gabor Filter is a 

linear filter used for edge detection.Feature extraction included selection of suitable 

variables which is a critical step for successful implementation of soil image 

classification task. In this step we select on the variable which are most useful for a 

particular approach. By the end of this step, a good representative dataset for each 

class is obtained. It is observed that divergence related algorithms are used to 

evaluate class separability and refining training samples for each class. Also other 

features like entropy, standard deviance, mean, etc.; can be extracted using Gabor 

filter. The main and important feature of soil that is color is needed to be extracted. 

Hence a measure called color moments are used to differentiate images based on their 

features of color. These provide a color similarity between images which can be 

compared to the values of images indexed in the data base for tasks like image 

retrieval.  

C. Feature Selection  

Feature Selection is a dimensionality decrease procedure generally utilized for 

information mining and learning revelation and it permits end of 

(superfluous/repetitive) highlights, while holding the hidden unfair data, include 

determination suggests less information transmission and productive information 

mining. It additionally brings potential correspondence points of interest as far as 

bundle crashes, information rate, and storage. The goal of highlight choice is to 

center around enhancing the expectation execution of the indicators, giving a quicker 

and more practical indicators and giving a superior comprehension of the 

fundamental procedure that created the data. There are many element choice 

strategies, for example, Linear Discriminant Analysis, Principal Component Analysis 

and Independent Component Analysis which factually break down information in the 

picture to recoup significant examples (relationship and contrast) from picture 

information to perceive concealed examples to shape comparable class information.  
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Linear Discriminant Analysis otherwise called Fisher's Discriminant Analysis is a 

case of a class particular strategy which is dimensionality decrease method. It 

augments the between-class dissipating lattice measure while limits the inside-class 

scramble framework measure along these lines making it more solid for 

characterization. PCA registers an arrangement of subspace premise vectors for a 

database of face pictures. These premise vectors are portrayal of pictures which is 

compare to a face like structures named Eigen faces. The projection of pictures in this 

packed subspace takes into consideration simple correlation of pictures with the 

pictures from the database. Speculation view of the PCA is known as ICA. It limits 

the second request and higher request conditions in the information and decides an 

arrangement of factually autonomous factors or premise vectors. Here we are 

utilizing engineering which finds factually autonomous premise pictures. 

D. Support Vector Machine  

Selection of features and classification system is a perquisite for successful 

classification. Commonly classification systems are designed on the basis of users 

needs, spatial resolution of sensed data and algorithms available for preprocessing 

and classification. SVM is a supervised learning method which generated an input 

output mapping function from a set of labeled data. This generated mapping function 

can either be a classification function or a regression function. SVM plots each 

feature as a point in n-dimensional space. The ultimate goal of SVM is to design a 

hyper plane (Decision Boundaries) that classifies the training vectors into two 

classes. The best choice of the decision boundary being the one which leaves 

maximum margin from both the classes so as to reduce misclassification in new 

data.It ability to control over fitting by soft margin separating plane. SVM has 

various advantages such as effectiveness in high dimension spaces and the instances 

where no.of dimensions are greater than no.of samples, availability of different 

kernel functions for various decision functions, ability to add kernels to achieve 

complex hyper planes and  memory efficiency by using subset of training points.  
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The figure 4.1 shows the block diagram of the proposed system. In this 

method two parts important. First part is training part. In which database formation is 

important work .Second one is testing part. In which actual classification takes place.  

1. Training Part  

In training part, first part is to collect different types of soil sample picture. 

Then apply preprocessing on that soil images. Then develop an algorithm to extract 

the features of soil sample images using features extraction methods, like 

Hsvhistogram ,Color moments-mean standard deviation, Gabor features ,Colour auto 

correlogram. Then develop database with feature preparation of sample images. 

Develop an SVM algorithm for deciding class. 

2. Testing Part 

  For testing purpose select any soil sample image. Which will undergoes 

processes like preprocessing ,Feature extraction, feature preparation. Develop an 

SVM algorithm to find class of soil. Implementation of algorithm may be by using 

MATLAB 

The block diagram shows the entire steps involved in the system.It includes 

the following steps: 

 Soil image 

 Preprocessing 

 Feature Extraction 

 Feature Preparation 

 Support Vector Machine 
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Fig 4.1 : Block Diagram of proposed System 

In training and testing part following procedure is followed: 

4.1 Soil Image : Different types of soil samples are available. For example Clay, 

Clayey Peat, Clayey Sand, Humus Clay, Peat, Sandy Clay, Silty Sand 

4.2 Preprocessing : In this section processes like enhancement is carried out 

which will help for feature extraction process. 

4.2.1 Enhancement: Image enhancement is the process of adjusting 

digital images so that the results are more suitable for display or further image 

analysis. We can use enhancement process to remove noise, sharpen, or brighten an 

image, making it easier to identify key features. 

In computer graphics, the process of improving the quality of a digitally 

stored image by manipulating the image with software. It is easy processes , like to 

make an image lighter or darker, or to increase or decrease contrast. Advanced image 

enhancement software also supports many filters for altering images in various ways. 

Programs specialized for image enhancement are sometimes called image editors. 
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This processing helps in maximizing clarity, sharpness and details of features of 

interest towards in format extraction and further analysis.The objective of image 

enhancement is to process a given image so that the result is more suitable than the 

original image for a specific application. It sharpens image features such as edges, 

boundaries, or contrast to make a graphic display more helpful for display and 

analysis. The enhancement doesn't increase the inherent information content of the 

data, but it increases the dynamic range of the chosen features so that they can be 

detected easily. 

Methods for enhancement is divided into two categories: 

I. Spatial domain methods: Spatial Domain is aggregate of pixels 

composing an image. Spatial Domain Methods equal to procedures that operate 

directly on these pixels, denoted by g(x,y)=T[f(x,y)], T Operator on Image f(x,y) 

Processed Image. g(x,y) is output Image, T can also operate on a set of Images. 

Examples are Negation, Contrast stretching, Gray level slicing.  

II. Frequency domain methods: Image enhancement in the frequency 

domain is straight forward. Here simply compute the Fourier transform of the image 

to be enhanced, multiply the result by a filter, and take the inverse transform to 

produce the enhanced image. The idea of blurring an image by reducing its high 

frequency components, or sharpening an image by increasing the magnitude of its 

high frequency components is intuitively easy to understand. However, 

computationally, it is often more efficient to implement these operations as 

convolutions by small spatial filters in the spatial domain. Understanding frequency 

domain concepts is important, and leads to enhancement techniques that might not 

have been thought of by restricting attention to the spatial domain. Examples are Low 

pass filter,High pass filter. 
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4.3 Feature Extraction  

In this section features extraction methods, like Hsv-histogram ,Color 

moments-mean,standard deviation, Gabor features, Colour auto correlogram will use 

to extract features of soil. 

4.3.1 HSV-Histogram 

 In image processing and photography, a color histogram is a representation 

of the distribution of colors in an image. For digital images, a color histogram 

represents the number of pixels that have colors in each of a fixed list of color ranges, 

that span the image's color space, the set of all possible colors. The color histogram 

can be built for any kind of color space, although the term is more often used for 

three dimensional spaces like RGB or HSV. For monochromatic images, the term 

intensity histogram may be used instead. For multi-spectral images, where each pixel 

is represented by an arbitrary number of measurements (for example, beyond the 

three measurements in RGB), the color histogram is N-dimensional, with N being the 

number of measurements taken. Each measurement has its own wavelength range of 

the light spectrum, some of which may be outside the visible spectrum. If the set of 

possible color values is sufficiently small, each of those colors may be placed on a 

range by itself; then the histogram is merely the count of pixels that have each 

possible color. Most often, the space is divided into an appropriate number of ranges, 

often arranged as a regular grid, each containing many similar color values. The color 

histogram may also be represented and displayed as a smooth function defined over 

the color space that approximates the pixel counts.Like other kinds of histograms, the 

color histogram is a statistic that can be viewed as an approximation of an underlying 

continuous distribution of colors values.  

4.3.2 Color moment 

Color moments are measures that characterize color distribution in an image 

in the same way that central moments uniquely describe a probability distribution. 

Color moments are mainly used for color indexing purposes as features in image 

retrieval applications in order to compare how similar two images are based on color. 

Usually one image is compared to a database of digital images with pre-computed 

features in order to find and retrieve a similar image. Each comparison between 

images results in a similarity score, and the lower this score is the more identical the 

two images are supposed to be. 
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1) Mean: The first color moment can be interpreted as the average color in 

the image, and it can be calculated by using the following formula 

 

where N is the number of pixels in the image and Pi is the value of the 

j-th pixel of the image at the i-th color channel. 

2) Standard Deviation: The second color moment is the standard 

deviation, which is obtained by taking the square root of the variance of 

the color distribution. 

 

where Ei is mean value, or first color moment, for i-th color channel  

4.3.3 Gabor Filter  

In image processing, a Gabor filter, named after Dennis Gabor, is a linear 

filter used for edge detection. Frequency and orientation representations of Gabor 

filters are similar to those of the human visual system, and they have been found to 

be particularly appropriate for texture representation and discrimination. Simple cells 

in the visual cortex of mammalian brains can be modeled by Gabor functions. Thus, 

image analysis with Gabor filters is thought to be similar to perception in the human 

visual system. A set of Gabor filters with different frequencies and orientations may 

be helpful for extracting useful features from an image. In the discrete domain, two-

dimensional Gabor filters are given by 

 

B and C are normalizing factors to be determined. 2-D Gabor filters have rich 

applications in image processing, especially in feature extraction for texture analysis 

and segmentation. f defines the frequency being looked for in the texture. By varying 

θ, we can look for texture oriented in a particular direction. By varying σ, change the 

support of the basis or the size of the image region being analyzed.  
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4.3.4 Colour auto correlation 

A new image feature called the color correlogram and use it for image 

indexing and comparison. This feature distills the spatial correlation of colors, and is 

both effective and inexpensive for content-based image retrieval. The correlogram 

robustly tolerates large changes in appearance and shape caused by changes in 

viewing positions, camera zooms, etc. Experimental evidence suggests that this new 

feature outperforms not only the traditional color histogram method but also the 

recently proposed histogram refinement methods for image indexing/retrieval. 

 Propose a new color feature for image indexing/retrieval called the color 

correlogram.  

The highlights of this feature are: 

(i) it includes the spatial correlation of colors,  

(ii) it can be used to describe the global distribution of local spatial correlation of 

colors;  

(iii) it is easy to compute, and  

(iv) the size of the feature is fairly small.  

Our experiments show that this new feature can outperform both the 

traditional histogram method and the recently proposed histogram refinement 

methods for image indexing/retrieval. Informally, a color correlogram of an image is 

a table indexed by color pairs, where the k-th entry for hi ji specifies the probability 

of finding a pixel of color j at a distance k from a pixel of color i in the image. Such 

an image feature turns out to be robust in tolerating large changes in appearance of 

the same scene caused by changes in viewing positions, changes in the background 

scene, partial occlusions, camera zoom that causes radical changes in shape, etc. 

4.4 Feature Data Preparation and Feature Database:  

In previous section feature extraction carried out and then different features 

separation carried out called as Feature Data Preparation. And later with the help of 

previous two blocks feature database formation is carried out. 
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4.5 Support Vector Machine: 

 For actual classification SVM i.e. support vector machine method is useful. 

In machine learning, support vector machines (SVMs, also support vector networks) 

are supervised learning models with associated learning algorithms that analyze data 

used for classification and regression analysis Given a set of training examples, each 

marked as belonging to one or the other of two categories, an SVM training 

algorithm builds a model that assigns new examples to one category or the other, 

making it a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. An SVM model is a 

representation of the examples as points in space, mapped so that the examples of the 

separate categories are divided by a clear gap that is as wide as possible. New 

examples are then mapped into that same space and predicted to belong to a category 

based on which side of the gap they fall on. In addition to performing linear 

classification, SVM can efficiently perform a non-linear classification using what is 

called the kernel trick, implicitly mapping their inputs into high-dimensional feature 

spaces. When data are not labeled, supervised learning is not possible, and an 

unsupervised learning approach is required, which attempts to find natural clustering 

of the data to groups, and then map new data to these formed groups. The clustering 

algorithm which provides an improvement to the support vector machines is called 

support vector clustering and is often used in industrial applications either when data 

is not labeled or when only some data is labeled as a preprocessing for a 

classification pass. 

From the figure 4.3 H1 does not separate the classes, H2 does, but only with a 

small margin, H3 separates them with the maximum margin. Classifying data is a 

common task in machine learning. Suppose some given data points each belong to 

one of two classes, and the goal is to decide which class a new data point will be in. 

In the case of support vector machines, a data point is viewed as a p-dimensional 

vector (a list of p numbers), and we want to know whether it can separate such points 

with a (p-1) dimensional hyperplane. This is called a linear classifier. There are many 

hyperplanes that might classify the data. One reasonable choice as the best 

hyperplane is the one that represents the largest separation, or margin, between the 

two classes. So we choose the hyperplane so that the distance from it to the nearest 

data point on each side is maximized. If such a hyperplane exists, it is known as the 
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maximum-margin hyperplane and the linear classifier it defines is known as a 

maximum margin classifier; or equivalently, the perceptron of optimal stability.  

 

Fig.4.3 : Example of separation of classes 

More formally, a support vector machine constructs a hyperplane or set of 

hyperplanes in a high or infinite-dimensional space, which can be used for 

classification, regression, or other tasks. Intuitively, a good separation is achieved by 

the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest training-data point of any 

class (so-called functional margin), since in general the larger the margin the lower 

the generalization error of the classifier. 

 

Fig.4.4 : Kernal Machine 

Whereas the original problem may be stated in a finite dimensional space, it 

often happens that the sets to discriminate are not linearly separable in that space. For 

this reason, it was proposed that the original finite-dimensional space be mapped into 
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a much higher-dimensional space making the separation easier in that space. To keep 

the computational load reasonable, the mappings used by SVM schemes are designed 

to ensure that dot products may be computed easily in terms of the variables in the 

original space, by defining them in terms of a kernel function k(x, y) selected to suit 

the problem . 

The hyperplanes in the higher-dimensional space are defined as the set of 

points whose dot product with a vector in that space is constant. The vectors defining 

the hyperplanes can be chosen to be linear combinations with parameters αi of 

images of feature vectors xi that occur in the data base. With this choice of a 

hyperplane, the points x in the feature space that are mapped into the hyperplane are 

defined by the relation: αi k(xi , x)=Constant. The fact that the set of points x mapped 

into any hyperplane can be quite convoluted as a result, allowing much more 

complex discrimination between sets which are not convex at all in the original 

space. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SOFTWARE TOOL 

5.1 Introduction to MATLAB 

MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is multi-paradigm mathematical computing 

background and fourth-generation programming language. A patented programming 

language established by MathWorks, MATLAB performs matrix operations, plotting 

of functions and data, execution of algorithms, formation of user interfaces, and 

interfacing with programs written in other languages, including C, C++, C#, Java, 

Fortran and Python. 

MATLAB is a fourth-generation high-level programming language and 

interactive environment for numerical computation, visualization and programming. 

MATLAB is developed by MathWorks. It allows matrix manipulations; plotting of 

functions and data; implementation of algorithms; creation of user interfaces; 

interfacing with programs written in other languages, including C, C++, Java, and 

FORTRAN; analyze data; develop algorithms; and create models and applications. It 

has numerous built-in commands and math functions that help you in mathematical 

calculations, generating plots, and performing numerical methods. 

MATLAB is used in every facet of computational mathematics. Following are 

some commonly used mathematical calculations where it is used most commonly: 

 Dealing with Matrices and Arrays  

 2-D and 3-D Plotting and graphics 

 Linear Algebra  

 Algebraic Equations  

 Non-linear Functions  

 Statistics  

 Data Analysis 
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 Calculus and Differential Equations  

 Numerical Calculations  

 Integration  

 Transforms  

 Various other special functions 

5.2 Features of MATLAB  

Matlab provides the following important characteristic features of usage.   

 It is a high-level language for numerical computation, visualization and 

application development.  

 It also provides an interactive environment for iterative exploration, design and 

problem solving.  

 It provides vast library of mathematical functions for linear algebra, statistics, 

Fourier analysis, filtering, optimization, numerical integration and solving 

ordinary differential equations. 

 It provides built-in graphics for visualizing data and tools for creating custom 

plots.  

 MATLAB's programming interface gives development tools for improving code 

quality, maintainability, and maximizing performance. 

 It provides tools for building applications with custom graphical interfaces 

 It provides functions for integrating MATLAB based algorithms with external 

applications and languages such as C, Java, .NET and Microsoft Excel. 
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5.3 Uses of MATLAB  

MATLAB is widely used as a computational tool in science and engineering 

encompassing the fields of physics, chemistry, math and all engineering streams. It is 

used in a range of applications including:  

 signal processing and Communications 

 image and video Processing  

 control systems  

 test and measurement 

 computational biology 

5.4 MATLAB Advantages 

MATLAB short for Matrix Laboratory, is a simple and flexible programming 

environment for a wide range of problems such as signal processing, optimization, 

linear programming and so on. The basic MATLAB software package can be 

extended by using add-on toolboxes. Examples of such toolboxes are: Signal 

Processing, Filter design, Statistics and Symbolic math. 

MATLAB is an interpreted language. This implies that the source code is not 

compiled but interpreted on the y. This is both an advantage and a disadvantage. 

MATLAB allows for easy numerical calculation and visualization of the results 

without the need for advanced and time consuming programming. The disadvantage is 

that it can be slow, especially when bad programming practices are applied.MATLAB 

has several advantages over other methods or languages are 

 Its basic data element is the matrix. A simple integer is considered a matrix of one 

row and one column. Several mathematical operations that work on arrays or 

matrices are built-in to the Mat lab environment. For example, cross-products, dot-

products, determinants, inverse matrices. 

 Vectorized operations. Adding two arrays together needs only one command, 

instead of a ‘for’ or ‘while’ loop. 
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 The graphical output is optimized for interaction. You can plot your data very 

easily, and then change colours, sizes, scales, etc, by using the graphical 

interactive tools. 

 MATLAB functionality can be greatly expanded by the addition of toolboxes. 

These are sets of specific functions that provided more specialized functionality. 

Ex: Excel link allows data to be written in a format recognized by Excel, Statistics 

Toolbox allows more specialized statistical manipulation of data. 

 A very large database of built-in algorithms for image processing and computer 

vision applications 

 The ability to process both still images and video. 

 A large user community with lots of free code and knowledge sharing 

 MATLAB allows you to test algorithms immediately without recompilation. You 

can type something at the command line or execute a section in the editor and 

immediately see the results, greatly facilitating algorithm development. 

 The MATLAB Desktop environment, which allows you to work interactively with 

your data, helps you to keep track of files and variables, and simplifies common 

programming/debugging tasks 

 The ability to read in a wide variety of both common and domain-specific image 

formats. 

 Clearly written documentation with many examples, as well as online resources 

such as web seminars. 

 Bi-annual updates with new algorithms, features, and performance enhancements 

 If you are already using MATLAB for other purposes, such as simulation, 

optimization, statistics, or data analysis, then there is a very quick learning curve 

for using it in image processing. 

 Technical support from a well-staffed, professional organization. 
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5.5 Image processing Toolbox 

The ability to auto-generate C code, using MATLAB Coder, for a large 

subset of image processing and mathematical functions, which you could then use in 

other environments, such as embedded systems or as a component in other software. 

The core MATLAB package comes with several rudimentary functions that can be 

used to load, save, and perform custom functions on images. However, it is often 

necessary to perform more complicated operations on images. 

 The image processing toolbox allows such manipulations as: 

 Direct visualization of images in MATLAB 

 Colour space conversions (e.g. between RGB, HSV and so on) 

 Object grouping and data collection 

 Filtering and fast convolution 

 Fourier analysis of images 

 Image arithmetic 

 Morphological operations and many others.          
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS ANALYSIS 

In this research, the image data of various kinds of soils was collected and 

compiled.Features have been extracted from the decomposed image such as Mean, 

Standard Deviation, HSV Histogram, Color Moments, Auto Correlogram, Mean 

Amplitude, and Wavelet Moments. The selected features are then given to the 

various proposed classifier. The proposed selected features have been given to 

support vector machines to classify the different soil classification.  

The categories of soil considered here are namely 

 Clay 

 Clayey Peat 

 Clayey Sand 

 Humus Clay 

 Peat 

 Sandy Clay 

 Silty Sand 

 

The category of the soil is identified and the name is displayed in a dialogue 

box.And also a GUI is generated which shows the features ,i.e.,HSV list, Auto 

Correlogram, Color Moments, Mean Amplitude, Energy, Wavelet Moments along 

with the accuracy and category of the soil. 
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1. CLAY 

The Query soil image is pre-processed i.e., contrast of the image is enhanced 

for better analysis this is clearly shown in the figure 6.1 and shows a dialogue box 

with the name of query soil image as clay. Here a GUI is generated in which we load 

the soil image. After loading the image, we will get the simulation result of soil 

which is shown in figure 6.2, after 500 iterations the image is categorized with 

the accuracy of 96.7742%. 

 

Fig.6.1 : Output of Classified Clay Image 

 

Fig.6.2 : Features and Accuracy of Query Clay Image 
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2. CLAYEY PEAT 

The Query soil image is pre-processed i.e., contrast of the image is enhanced 

for better analysis this is clearly shown in the figure 6.3 and shows a dialogue box 

with the name of query soil image as clayey peat. Here a GUI is generated in which 

we load the soil image. After loading the image, we will get the simulation result 

of soil which is shown in figure 6.4 after 500 iterations the image is categorized 

with the accuracy of 96.7742%. 

 

Fig.6.3 : Output of Classified Clayey Peat Image 

 

Fig.6.4 : Features and Accuracy of Query Clayey Peat Image 
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3. CLAYEY SAND 

The Query soil image is pre-processed i.e., contrast of the image is enhanced 

for better analysis this is clearly shown in the figure 6.5 and shows a dialogue box 

with the name of query soil image as clayey sand. Here a GUI is generated in which 

we load the soil image. After loading the image, we will get the simulation result 

of soil which is shown in figure 6.6, after 500 iterations the image is categorized 

with the accuracy of 98.2%. 

 

Fig.6.5 : Output of Classified Clayey Sand Image 

 

Fig.6.6 : Features and Accuracy of Query Clayey Sand Image 
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4. HUMUS CLAY 

The Query soil image is pre-processed i.e., contrast of the image is enhanced 

for better analysis this is clearly shown in the figure 6.7 and shows a dialogue box 

with the name of query soil image as humus clay. Here a GUI is generated in which 

we load the soil image. After loading the image, we will get the simulation result 

of soil which is shown in figure 6.8, after 500 iterations the image is categorized 

with the accuracy of 96.7742%. 

 

Fig.6.7 : Output of Classified Humus Clay Image 

 

Fig.6.8 : Features and Accuracy of Humus Clay Image 
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5.PEAT 

The Query soil image is pre-processed i.e., contrast of the image is enhanced 

for better analysis this is clearly shown in the figure 6.9 and shows a dialogue box 

with the name of query soil image as peat. Here a GUI is generated in which we load 

the soil image. After loading the image, we will get the simulation result of soil 

which is shown in figure 6.10, after 500 iterations the image is categorized with 

the accuracy of 98.3871%. 

 

Fig.6.9 : Output of Classified Peat Image 

 

Fig.6.10 : Features and Accuracy of Query Peat Image 
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5. SANDY CLAY 

The Query soil image is pre-processed i.e., contrast of the image is enhanced 

for better analysis this is clearly shown in the figure 6.11 and shows a dialogue box 

with the name of query soil image as sandy clay. Here a GUI is generated in which 

we load the soil image. After loading the image, we will get the simulation result 

of soil which is shown in figure-6.12, after 500 iterations the image is 

categorized with the accuracy of 96.7742%. 

 

Fig.6.11 : Output of Classified Sandy Clay Image 

 

Fig.6.12 : Features and Accuracy of Query Sandy Clay Image 
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7. SILTY SAND 

The Query soil image is pre-processed i.e., contrast of the image is enhanced 

for better analysis this is clearly shown in the figure 6.13 and shows a dialogue box 

with the name of query soil image as silty sand. Here a GUI is generated in which we 

load the soil image. After loading the image, we will get the simulation result of 

soil which is shown in figure-6.14, after 500 iterations the image is categorized 

with the accuracy of 98.3871%. 

 

Fig.6.13 : Output of Classified Silty Sand Image 

 

Fig.6.14 : Features and Accuracy of Silty Sand Image 
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The accuracy of all the soil categories in terms of percentage in listed in the below 

table 6.1  

 

SOIL TYPE ACCURACY(%) 

Clay 96.7742 

Clayey Peat 96.7742 

Clayey Sand 98.2 

Humus Clay 96.7742 

Sandy Clay 96.7742 

Silty Sand 98.3871 

Peat 98.3871 

Table 6.1 Accuracy of soils in percentage 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

On site soil classification is required in an automated procedure instead if 

manual classification to decrease the effort to determine the soil. The image 

processing concepts are proven as efficient methods for automating this task. 

Different algorithms exist for soil classification but still soil classification with high 

accuracy and with less expenditure is challenging process. In this project, the 

automation is performed as per the discussion.Here seven different categories of soil 

were considered and these soils were processed. And the accuracy is also calculated. 

In this project, it is observed that Support Vector Machine can work in an efficient 

manner with high accuracy level. MATLAB software worked as an efficient tool for 

the development of proposed classification method and this can be used for further 

development of on-site real time soil classification using independent interface. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME 

SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAM 

OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

Project Outcomes 

1.Designed and simulated a soil classification technique using Support Vector 

Machine which can be used for on site soil classification by applying the conceptual 

knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to design, develop, 

analyze and test systems software components taking the legal, ethical and 

economical considerations. 

2. Designed and developed eco-friendly systems, by optimal utilization of available 

natural resources and understood the impact of engineering solutions in a global, 

economic and societal context along with professional ethics and responsibilities. 

(a) PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Designing electronics and communication systems in the domain of VLSI, 

embedded systems, signal processing and RF communications and applying 

modern tools. 

PSO2: Applying the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication 

Engineering to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and 

software components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, 

cultural, ethical and economical considerations. 

 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

Application Product Research Review 
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(b) PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, 

engineering fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of 

complex engineering problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze 

complex engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first 

principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering 

problems and design system components or processes that meet the specified 

needs with appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the 

cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge 

and research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation 

of data, and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, 

and modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to 

complex engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations. 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual 

knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the 

consequent responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice. 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional 

engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the 

knowledge of, and need for sustainable development. 

8. Ethics:Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and 

responsibilities and norms of the engineering practice. 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a 

member or leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities 

with the engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to 

comprehend and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective 

presentations, and give and receive clear instructions. 
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11.Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding 

of the engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own 

work, as a member and leader in a  team, to manage projects and in 

multidisciplinary environments. 

12.Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and 

ability to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of 

technological change. 

(c) Mapping Table 
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 ABSTRACT 

 

           Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) design efforts have focused primarily on optimizing 

speed to realize computationally intensive real time functions such as video compression, 

gaming, graphics etc. The key parameters for the performance measure of any Very Large Scale 

Integration (VLSI) design are logic delay, power consumption and chip area. Different logic 

families are used in the design for various logic modules. The choice of logic families for each 

module is determined by considering speed and power consumption as the important parameters 

offered by each family. Energy recovery technique and adiabatic logic topologies minimize 

energy dissipation by maintaining low voltage drop across conducting devices at all times. Full 

Adder reduces the circuit complexity. A Full Adder is a logical circuit that performs an addition 

operation one-bit binary number. It is used in ALU also. So, in this project Full Adder is 

designed using adiabatic logic and performance is compared with CMOS implementation. 

Keywords: Adiabatic Logic, Power Consumption, VLSI, CMOS, Logic Delay. 
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 CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

     The requirements for low power circuits are increasing day by day due to the demand 

for portable consumer electronics powered by batteries. The craving for smaller, lighter and 

more durable electronic products indirectly translates to low power requirements. Battery life is 

becoming a product differentiator in many portable systems. The explosive growth in laptop, 

portable systems, and cellular network has intensified the research efforts in low power 

microelectronics. For these systems, low power consumption is a prime concern, because it 

directly affects their performance. Hence, low power VLSI design has assumed great 

importance as an active and rapidly developing field. 

With the advancement in technology it has become possible to scale down the 

electronics involved in numerous applications. The advantage being that the technology 

becomes more portable and its applications increases, Adiabatic logic is a promising alternative 

to CMOS in reducing the power dissipation without having to compromise with noise 

immunity and driving ability. 

        VLSI design efforts have focused primarily on optimizing speed to realize 

computationally intensive real-time functions such as video compression, gaming, graphics 

etc..  

         The growing market of portables such as cellular phones, gaming consoles and 

battery-powered electronic system demands micro electronic circuits design with ultra low 

power dissipation. As the integration size and complexity of the chips continue to increase, 

the difficulty in providing adequate cooling might either add significant cost or limit the 

functionality of the computing systems which make use of those integrated circuits. As the 

technology nodes scales down to 65nm, there is not much increase in dynamic power 

dissipation. However the static or leakage power reaches or exceeds the dynamic power levels 

beyond 65nm technology node. 

Energy recovery technique and adiabatic logic topologies minimum energy dissipation by 

maintaining low voltage drop across conducting devices t all times. The un dissipated energy 

related to the charges are recycled and is not dissipated as heat. Different logic families are 

used in the design for various logic modules. 
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     1.1 Motivation 

      From the past few decades, as the scale of integration keeps growing, more and more 

sophisticated signal processing systems are being implemented on a VLSI chip. These signal 

processing applications not only demand great computation capacity but also consume 

considerable amount of energy. While performance and area remain to be the two major design 

considerations, power consumptions has become a critical concern in today’s  VLSI system 

design. Digital CMOS integrated circuits have the driving force behind VLSI for the high 

performance computing and other applications, related to science and technology. The need for 

low-power VLSI system arises from two main factors. First, with the steady growth of 

operating frequency and processing capacity per chip, large currents have to be delivered and 

the heat due to large power consumption must be removed by proper cooling techniques. 

  Power consumption plays a major role in present day VLSI design technology. 

To increase the energy efficiency of the logic circuits, the circuit topology and the operating 

principles have to be modified. System performance, efficiency is mainly depending upon area, 

delay and power. With the advancement of new technologies, various logic families are used to 

increase the system efficiency and performance. 

     The need for low-power VLSI system arises from two main factors. First, with the 

steady growth of operating frequency and processing capacity per chip, large currents have to 

be delivered and the heat due to large power consumption must be removed by proper cooling 

techniques. 

Second, battery life in portable electronic devices is limited. Low power design 

directly leads to prolonged operation time in these portable devices. The demand for digital 

CMOS integrated circuits will continue to increase in the near future, due to its important 

salient features like power, reliable performance and improvements in the processing 

technology. Adiabatic logic circuits offer significant reduction power dissipation when 

compared with static CMOS. 

1.2 Objective 
The main objective of this project is to  

❖ design a Lower Power Full Adder using static CMOS and Adiabatic logic at 130 nm 

technology node. 

❖ design the basic gates like Inverter, AND, OR, EX-OR and Full adder.  

❖ Functional verification is carried out using Eldo Simulator.  
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❖ The performance parameters like power dissipation and area are analysed with 

different supply voltages and device dimensions and compared the performance with 

static CMOS implementations. 

   1.3 Need for Low Power Design 

Batteries being the heaviest and biggest component in many portable systems, they 

have not experienced the similar rapid density growth compared to the electronic circuits. The 

main source of power dissipation in these high performance battery-portable digital systems 

running on batteries such as note-book computers, cellular phones and personal digital 

assistants are gaining prominence.  

For these systems, low power consumption is a prime concern, because it directly 

affects the performance by having effects on battery life. In this situation, low power VLSI 

design has assumed great importance as an active and rapidly developing field. Another major 

demand for low power chips and systems comes from the environmental concerns. Battery life 

is becoming a product differentiator in many portable systems. 

      1.4 Tools Required 

 
1. Mentor Graphics Backend Tool 

2. Pyxis Schematic Editor 

3. Eldo Simulator 

4. EZ Wave invoker 

 

   This  Chapter discussed the motivation and objectives of the present project. 
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CHAPTER 2 

              LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
2.1 Literature Review 

This chapter gives the previous work related to low power design methodologies. The 

increasing demand for Low-Power Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) can be addressed at 

different design levels, such as the architectural, circuit layout, and the process technology 

level. At the circuit design level, considerable potential for power savings exists by means of 

proper choice of a logic style for implementing combinational circuits. This is because all the 

important parameters governing power dissipation switching capacitance, transition activity, 

and short- circuit currents are strongly influenced by the chosen logic style. Depending on the 

application, the kind of circuit to be implemented, and the design technique used, different 

performance aspects become important, disallowing the formulation of universal rules for 

optimal logic styles. Investigations of low-power logic styles reported in the literature so far, 

however focus have been made on particular logic cells, namely full-adders, used in some 

arithmetic circuits. 

Power dissipation is a limiting factor for the exponentially growing integration of 

microelectronics. Very low Static power dissipation was provided by the CMOS technology, 

currents are generated during the switching operation, due to the discharge of load capacitances 

that cause a power dissipation increasing with the clock frequency. Such losses are prevented 

by the Adiabatic technique. The charge does not flow from the supply voltage to the load 

capacitance and then to ground, but it flows back to a trapezoidal or sinusoidal supply voltage 

and can be reused. Just losses due to the resistance of the switches needed for the logic 

operation still occur. In order to keep these losses small, the clock frequency has to be much 

lower than the technological limit. There are dissimilar kinds of Adiabatic logic families. Each 

implementation shows some advantages, but there are also some basic limitations for these 

circuits. Practical Adiabatic families can be classified as either partially/quasi Adiabatic or 

fully Adiabatic. In a partially/quasi Adiabatic circuit, some charge is allowed to be transferred 

to the ground. 
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In a fully Adiabatic circuit, all the charge on the load capacitance is recovered by the 

power supply. Fully Adiabatic circuits face a lot of problems with respect to the operating 

speed and the input power clock synchronization. 

2.2 Overview of Power Dissipation 

Power depends greatly on the circuit style, it can be divided into Static and 

Dynamic power. The Static power is generated due to the DC bias current, as is the case in 

Transistor-Transistor-Logic (TTL), Emitter-Coupled Logic (ECL), and N-type MOS (NMOS) 

logic families, or due to leakage currents. In all of the logic families except for the push-pull 

types such as CMOS, the Static power tends to dominate. That is the reason why CMOS is the 

most suitable circuit style for VLSI design. 

CMOS is the logic family preferred in many designs due to following reasons: 

(a) Impeccable noise margins. 

(b) Perfect logic levels. 

(c) Negligible Static power dissipation. 

(d) Gives good performance in most cases. 

(e) Easy to get a functional circuits. 

(f) Lot of tools available to automate the design process. 

The Power dissipated when the CMOS circuit is in use can be decomposed into two basic 

classes: Static and Dynamic. 

  2.3 Static power dissipation 

The Static or steady state power dissipation of a circuit is expressed by the following 

relation where, Isat is the current that flows through the circuit when there is no switching 

activity. Ideally, CMOS circuits dissipate no Static (DC) power since in the steady state there is 

no direct path from VDD to ground as PMOS and NMOS transistors are never on 

simultaneously. 

This scenario can never be realized in practice since in reality the MOS transistor 

is not a perfect switch. Thus, there will always be leakage currents and substrate injection 

currents, which will give to a Static component of CMOS power dissipation. 

For a sub-micron NMOS device W/ L = 10/0.5, the substrate injection current is 

of order of (1- 100) μA for a VDD of 5 V. 
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Another form of Static power dissipation occurs for the so-called ratioed logic. Pseudo-

NMOS is an example of a ratioed CMOS logic family. The PMOS pull-up is always ON and 

acts as a load device for the NMOS pull-down network. Therefore, when the gate output is in 

low-state, there is a direct path from VDD to ground and the Static current flow. In this state, 

the exact value of the output voltage depends on the ratio of the strength of PMOS and NMOS 

networks. The Static power consumed by these logic families can be considered. For this 

reason, logic families which experience static power consumption should be avoided for low-

power design. With that in mind, the Static component of power dissipation in low-power 

CMOS circuits should be negligible and the focus shifts primarily to dynamic power 

dissipation. 

 

 

                                        Fig. 2.1: Power dissipation in CMOS Inverter  

 

2.4  Dynamic power dissipation 

The Dynamic component of power dissipation arises from the transient switching 

behavior of the CMOS device. At some point during the switching transient, both the NMOS 

and PMOS devices will be turned on. This occurs for gate voltages between Vtn and VDD–Vtp. 

During this time, a short-circuit exists between VDD and ground and the currents are 

allowed to flow. 

A detailed analysis of this phenomenon reveals that with careful design of the 

transition edges, this component can be kept below 10-15% of the total power, this can be 

achieved by keeping the rise and fall times of all the signals throughout the design within a 

fixed range (preferably equal). 
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Thus, although short circuit dissipation cannot always be completely ignored, it is 

certainly not the dominant component of power dissipation in well-designed CMOS circuits. 

Instead, Dynamic power dissipation due to capacitance charging consumes most of the power. 

This component of Dynamic power dissipation is the result of charging and discharging of the 

parasitic capacitances in the circuit. 

          The situation is modeled in Fig. 2.1, where the parasitic capacitances are lumped at the 

output in the capacitor C. Consider the behavior of the circuit over one full cycle of operation 

with the input voltage going from VDD to ground and back to VDD again. As the input switches 

from high to low, the NMOS pull-down network is cut-off and PMOS pull-up network is 

activated charging load capacitance CL up to VDD. The current flow through the PMOS 

transistor is termed as Ip. This charging process draws  energy equal to CV2
DD from the power 

supply. Half of the power is dissipated immediately in the PMOS transistors, while the other 

half is stored on the load capacitance. Then, when the input returns to VDD, the process is 

reversed and the capacitance is discharged, its energy being in the NMOS network. The 

current through the NMOS transistor is termed as In. In summary, every time a capacitive 

node switches from ground to VDD (and back to ground), energy of CV2
DD

 is consumed. This 

leads to the conclusion that CMOS power consumption depends on the switching activity of 

the signals. α is defined as the expected number of zero to one transition per data cycle. 

If this is coupled with the average data rate, f, which may be the clock frequency in a 

synchronous system, then the effective frequency of nodal charging is given the product of the 

activity and the data rate- αf. This leads to the following formulation for the average CMOS 

power consumption: 

Pdyn= α*C*V2
DD*f          ……….                      (1) 

 

         This classical result illustrates that the Dynamic power is proportional to the switching 

activity, capacitive loading and the square of the supply voltage. When the input voltage is 

between VDD and ground, the two transistors will be partially in ON state, and thereby short 

circuit current exists. 
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In CMOS circuits, this component of power dissipation is the most important 

accounting for at least 90% of the total power dissipation. So, to reduce the power dissipation, 

the circuit designer can minimize the switching event, decrease the node capacitance, reduce 

the voltage swing or apply a combination of these methods. Yet, in all these cases, the energy 

drawn from the power supply is used only once before being dissipated. To increase the energy 

efficiency of the logic circuits, other measures can be introduced for recycling the energy 

drawn from the power supply. 

A novel class of logic circuits called Adiabatic logic offers the possibility of further 

reducing the energy dissipated during the switching events and the possibility of recycling or 

reusing some of the energy drawn from the power supply. To accomplish this goal, the circuit 

topology and the operating principle are modified. The amount of energy recycling achievable 

using Adiabatic techniques is also determined by the fabrication technology, switching speed 

and the voltage swing. 

 

This chapter discussed about the literature survey and overview of power dissipation 

where power dissipation is an unavoidable constraint. Mainly power dissipation is classified 

into two types they are static power dissipation and dynamic power dissipation. 
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      CHAPTER 3 

      STATIC CMOS 

 
       3.1 Complementary CMOS Logic Style 

 CMOS technology is one of the most popular technology in the computer chip design 

industry and broadly used today to form integrated circuits in numerous and varied 

applications. Today’s computer memories, CPUs and cell phones make use of this technology 

due to several key advantages. This technology makes use of both P channel and N channel 

semiconductor devices. One of the most popular MOSFET technologies available today is the 

Complementary MOS or CMOS technology. This is the dominant semiconductor technology 

for microprocessors, microcontroller chips, memories like RAM, ROM, EEPROM and 

Application specific integrated circuits (ASICs).Static CMOS is a logic circuit design 

technique where the output is strongly driven due to always being connected to VDD or ground. 

A static CMOS circuit is composed of two networks as shown in figure 3.1:  

 

1. pull-up network (PUN) - a set of PMOS transistors connected between VDD and the 

output line 

2. pull-down network (PDN) - a set of NMOS transistors connected between GND 

and the output line 

                Fig. 3.1: Structure of NMOS transistor 
 

 

     A NMOS transistor is made up of N-type Source and Drain and a p-Type Substrate. When a  

Voltage is applied to the gate, holes in the body (p-substrate) are driven away from the Gate. 
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      These NMOS Transistor operate by creating an Inversion layer in a P-type transistor body. 

      This inversion layer, called the N channel, can conduct electrons between N-type “Source”  

      and “Drain” terminals. The N-channel is created by applying voltage to the third terminal,  

      called the Gate. 

  3.1.1 NMOS 

       NMOS is built on a p-type substrate with n-type source and drain diffused on it. In NMOS, 

the majority carriers are electrons. When a high voltage is applied to the gate, the NMOS will 

conduct. Similarly, when a low voltage is applied to the gate, NMOS will not conduct. NMOS 

are considered to be faster than PMOS, since the carriers in NMOS, which are electrons, travel 

twice as fast as the holes. The symbol of NMOS transistor is shown in figure 3.2. 

 

 

Fig. 3.2: Symbol of NMOS transistor 

 

         3.1.2 PMOS 

        P-channel MOSFET consists P-type Source and Drain diffused on an N-type substrate as 

shown in figure 3.3. Majority carriers are holes. When a high voltage is applied to the gate, the 

PMOS will not conduct. When a low voltage is applied to the gate, the PMOS will conduct. 

The PMOS devices are more immune to noise than NMOS devices. 

 

Fig. 3.3: Symbol of PMOS transistor 
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   3.2 CMOS working principle 

  
           In CMOS technology, both N-type and P-type transistors are used to design logic 

functions. The same signal which turns ON a transistor of one type is used to turn OFF a 

transistor of the other type. This characteristic allows the design of logic devices using only 

simple switches, without the need for a pull-up resistor. 

In CMOS logic gates a collection of n-type MOSFETs is arranged in a pull-down network 

between the output and the low voltage power supply rail (VSS or quite often ground). Instead 

of the load resistor of NMOS logic gates, CMOS logic gates have a collection of p-type 

MOSFETs in a pull-up network between the output and the higher-voltage rail (often named 

VDD). 

         Thus, if both a p-type and n-type transistor have their gates connected to the same input, 

the p-type MOSFET will be ON when the n-type MOSFET is OFF, and vice- versa. The 

networks are arranged such that one is ON and the other OFF for any input pattern as shown in 

the figure 3.4. 

                                

               Fig. 3.4: Structure of CMOS Inverter  

   

          CMOS offers relatively high speed, moderate power dissipation, high noise margins in 

both states, and will operate over a wide range of source and input voltages (provided the 

source voltage is fixed). Furthermore, for the better understanding of the Complementary 

Metal Oxide Semiconductor working principle, we need to discuss in brief about CMOS logic 

gates as explained below and they are designed in mentor graphics tool. 

      This chapter discussed about the complimentary CMOS logic style and its working 

principle where CMOS technology is one of the most popular technology in the computer chip 

design industry and also discussed about the NMOS and PMOS transistors operation with the 

help of the diagram. 

 

https://www.elprocus.com/basic-logic-gates-with-truth-tables/
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CHAPTER 4 

 

ADIABATIC LOGIC 

 
 4.1 Introduction to Adiabatic  Logic 

 
           This chapter explains low adiabatic switching takes place and related expressions are 

given. The popularity of complementary metal oxide semiconductor technology can be mainly 

attributed to inherently lower power dissipation and high levels of integration. However, the 

current trend towards ultra low-power has made researches search for techniques to recover 

/recycle energy from the circuits. In the early days, space researchers largely focused on the 

possibility of having physical machines that consume almost 0 energy while computing and 

tried to find the lower bound of energy consumption. In conventional level –restoring CMOS 

logic circuits with rail-to –rail output voltage swing, each switching event causes an energy 

transfer from the power supply to the output node or from output node to the ground. During 0-

to-VDD transition of the output ,the total output charge Q = CL * VDD is drawn from the power 

supply during this transition. Charging the output node capacitance to the voltage level VDD 

means that at the end of the transition ,space the amount of stored energy in the output node is 

Estored = CL * VDD
2/2  thus, half of the injected energy from the power supply is dissipated in the 

PMOS network while only one half is delivered to the output node. During a subsequent VDD to 

0 transition of the output node , no charge is drawn from the power supply and the energy 

stored in the load capacitance is dissipated in the NMOS network. 

           To reduce the dissipation , the circuit designer can minimize the switching events, 

decrease the node capacitance, reduce the voltage swing ,space  or apply a combination of these 

methods. Yet in all these cases, the energy drawn from the power supply is used only once 

before being dissipated. To increase the energy efficiency of the logic circuits, other measures 

can be introduced for recycling the energy drawn from the power supply. A novel class of logic 

circuits called Adiabatic logic offers possibility of further reducing the energy dissipated during 

the switching events , and the possibility of recycling , or reusing , some of the energy drawn 

from the power supply 

The term “adiabatic” describe the thermodynamic processes in which no energy 

exchange with the environment, and therefore no dissipated energy loss. Fully adiabatic 

operation of a circuit is an ideal condition. It may be only achieved with very slow switching 

speed. 
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Adiabatic logic is the term gives to low-power electronic circuits that implement    

reversible logic. To increase the energy  efficiency of the logic circuits. Other measures can be  

introduced for recycling the energy drawn from the power supply. A novel class of logic 

circuits called adiabatic logic offers the possibility of further reducing energy dissipation during 

the switching events, and the possibility of recycling, reusing, some of the energy drawn from 

the supply. The amount of energy recycling achievable using adiabatic techniques is also 

determined by fabrication technology, switching speed, and the voltage swing.   

 4.2 Principle of Adiabatic Logic 

          The word Adiabatic comes from a Greek word that is used to describe thermo Dynamic 

processes that exchange no energy with the environment and therefore, no energy loss in the 

form of dissipated heat. In real-life computing, such ideal process cannot be achieved because 

of the presence of dissipative elements like resistances in a circuit . However, one can achieve 

very low energy dissipation by slowing down the speed of operation and only switching 

transistors under certain conditions. The signal energies stored in the circuit capacitances are 

recycled instead, of being dissipated as heat. The Adiabatic logic is also known as energy 

recovery CMOS. 

       It should be noted that the fully adiabatic operation of the circuit is an ideal condition 

which may only be approached asymptotically as the switching process is slowed down. In 

most practical cases, the energy dissipation associated with a charge transfer event is usually 

composed of an Adiabatic component and a non- adiabatic component. Therefore, reducing all 

the energy loss to zero may be not possible, regardless of the switching speed. With the 

Adiabatic switching approach as shown in fig  the circuit energies  are conserved rather than 

dissipated as heat. 

  CMOS dissipates energy during switching, where as adiabatic circuits reduce    

dissipation by following two key rules and the basic structure is shown in figure 4.1. 

1. Never turn ON a transistor when there is a voltage between source and drain. 

2. Never turn OFF a transistor when current is flowing through it. 
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Fig. 4.1: Basic Structure of Adiabatic Logic gate 

 

4.3 Types of Adiabatic Logic  

 

               The Adiabatic logic family can be divided into partial Adiabatic and full 

Adiabatic logic circuits. Some charge is transferred to the ground in partial Adiabatic circuit 

while in full Adiabatic circuits all the charges are recovered. 

   This Adiabatic logics are used in the circuit and to reduce the amount of power 

consumption in the circuits. They are : 

❖ Efficient Charge Recovery Logic(ECRL) 

❖ Positive Feedback Adiabatic Logic (PFAL) 

❖ 2N-2N2P Adiabatic Logic (2N-2N2P) 

❖ NMOS Energy Recovery Logic (NERL) 

❖ Clocked Adiabatic Logic (CAL) 

❖ Clocked Adiabatic Logic(TSAL) 

 

    4.4 Advantages of Adiabatic Logic 

 
1. Adiabatic Logic techniques do not exchange energy with environment. 

2. Achieve low power dissipation in adiabatic logic compare to conventional logic. 

3. Possibility of recycling, reusing some of the energy drawn from the supply, even 

possibility of further reducing energy dissipation during switching events. 

4. Avoid difficulties in removing heat from high speed VLSI Circuits. 

5. Lower switching noise. 
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4.5 Applications of Adiabatic logic 

 
1. Medical implants with human body. 

2. Data gathering devices undersea or underground. 

3. Personal portable computers. 

4. Automated deep-space probes travelling far from the sun, hence no solar power. 

        

 This chapter discussed about the Adiabatic logic introduction that is it has two types 

partially adiabatic logic and fully adiabatic logic. Also discussed about its principle with the 

help of basic structure of adiabatic logic, its advantages and applications. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

MENTOR GRAPHICS TOOL 

 
           This chapter describes about the basics of mentor graphics tools and simulation of          

circuits using these tools. The mentor graphic tools contains both frontend and backend tools, 

in which the pyxis schematic (back end tool) is used for the project implementation and 

simulation. 

5.1Procedure for Simulation of Transistor Level Circuits using Pyxis 

Schematic 

     First login to the REDHAT Linux system with the required user name and password. 

Then right click on the desktop and click on Open Terminal Good file management is needed 

for proper design hierarchy. So create an empty directory in the root by typing the following 

command in the terminal window. 

[root@localhost ~] $mkdirfile _ name 

To create subdirectories in a directory change the current directory by typing the following 

command. 

[root@localhost~]$ CD file_name 

Now you can create a subdirectory in the directory mgc_filename by using “mkdir” command 

then a subdirectory with name “invert” is created in the directory mgc_filename. Pyxis 

schematic Tutorial. 

To enter into the Pyxis schematic, In the Terminal window type the following 

[root@localhost~]#csh 

[root@localhost~]$  

 source/home/software/cshrc/ams.cshrcroot@localhost ~]$dmgr_ic 

 Then the following window appears. 
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Fig. 5.1: Pyxis Schematic Window 

5.2 Creation of Empty sheet in Pyxis Schematic 

  Go to File -----> New -----> Schematic. Then the following window appears as shown in 

the Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3. In the component field enter the sheet name and then click ok. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
       

 

       Fig. 5.2: Method for Creation of Empty Sheet in Pyxis Schematic 
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Fig. 5.3: Creation of Empty Sheet in Pyxis Schematic 

 

5.3 Design of Inverter Circuit 

 To design an inverter we need one PMOS transistor and one NMOS transistor. In the 

above Fig. 5.3, on the right side, in the schematic edit panel under “LIBRARY” different types 

of components are available. The PMOS and NMOS transistors are available in the devices 

library. VDD, VSS, ground, input & output ports are available etc are available in Generic 

Library. Different types of DC and AC sources are available. Drag the required components 

into the empty sheet and the following Fig. 5.4 will be obtained. 

 

Fig. 5.4: Placing the Components as per Required Circuit 
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To connect different types of components click on “Add Wire” option on the left 

side of the window. There is also another option in connecting the components directly by 

Double-Clicking on the Port symbol which is in Red colour, to change the direction of the 

connecting wire just have a click and then change the direction to have a connecting path. To 

change the name of nets at the input and output of the circuit, select the component and press Q 

on the keyboard and click OK after necessary changes that are made in components of the 

circuits. Then we will get the finalized diagram as shown in the Fig. 5.5. 

 

Fig. 5.5: Connecting the Components and Naming Net 

To edit the properties of the components, left click on the component and press Q. 

Then a window opens showing the list of properties related to the device that have been 

selected. Now change the values of the devices according to the experiments required to be 

done and then press OK in that Editing window as shown below Fig. 5.6 
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                                        Fig. 5.6: Modifying the Properties of the Components 

 
To check the connections of the edited circuit go to File >Check schematic. This Option 

checks the whole Schematic about the connections, but it does not checks about the 

functionality. So it gives the warnings that are present in the connections of circuit that is 

designed. If there are Errors in the Circuit it shows in the window. Then the following window 

opens as shown in the Fig. 5.7. Make sure that there should be zero errors in the document. 

 

 

 

 

                    Fig. 5.7: Check the Schematic Diagram 
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      5.4 Creating Symbol for the Designed Circuit 
 

To create the symbol for the circuit, in the menu bar go to Add >Generate symbol. 

Then the following window appears as shown in the Fig. 5.8. In this window put check marks 

on Replace Existing and Activate Symbol options and then click on choose a Symbol and 

select the required shape for the symbol and then click OK. 

 

 

Fig. 5.8: Generation of Symbol 

Then a schematic with the selected shape appears and if there is any editing required for 

the symbol then edit by using the options in the symbol edit panel and the following window 

will appear as shown in the Fig. 5.9. 

 

                                        Fig. 5.9: Formation of Symbol 
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To check the symbols go to File ---- >Check Symbol. Make sure that there are 

no errors in the symbol. 
 

 

                                                           Fig. 5.10: Obtaining the Created Symbol 

 

      5.5 Simulation of Designed Circuit 

To simulate the circuit we will make use of the symbol created for the circuit. First we 

have to create one subdirectory for the simulation in which all the files related the simulation 

are stored in that subdirectory. The procedure for creating subdirectory is explained. Now 

create an empty schematic by going through, File >New Schematic. Then a window opens, in 

the “component name” field enter the  subdirectory name you have created for storing the files 

related to the simulation and then click OK. Then an empty schematic will be created with the 

required name. To  add the symbol to the schematic, right click---->Instance----->Choose 

Symbol. Then  the following window opens as shown in the Fig. 5.11. 
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Fig. 5.11: Usage of Generated Symbol 

Then go to the directory where the original circuit is located, Select the directory 

present in the pre saved project in the Mentor Graphics and then click OK. Just click on the 

library for new schematic to do Simulation of the present designed circuit then following 

symbol appears as shown in the Fig. 5.12. 

 
 

 

Fig. 5.12: Addition of Components to the Generated Symbol 

To simulate the inverter we need to add the power supply and input signals to the 

inverter. There are different types of simulations are available like, DC Analysis, AC analysis, 

Transient Simulation, Noise Simulation etc.  
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Here the transient simulation is given. First add the components like input port, Output 

port, VDD, ground, Pulse signal to the Schematic by going through the palette Schematic. 

       Edit --- >Library then the window will be as shown in the Fig. 5.13. 

 

Fig. 5.13: Circuit ready for Simulation 

Edit the properties and name the nets then finally simulate the circuit and then the 

circuit will be as shown in the Fig. 5.14. 

5.6 Simulation of Circuit 

             The transient simulation of the edited circuit is described here. Go to Schematic edit 

palette, click on Simulation then the following window will opens as shown in the Fig.5.14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                Fig. 5.14: Entering into Simulation Mode 
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    In this window select New Design Configuration and click OK. In the Entering simulation 

mode window click OK. 

     In the palette area select Lib/Temp/Inc and select Include files. Then a window appears as 

shown in Fig. 5.15. Click on directory icon and select ami05.mod using browser in $mod 

folder and click on Apply button to add that file to the schematic. 

 

                                                                           Fig. 5.15: Setup Simulation 

        In Setup Simulation window in the left side select Analysis tab. The window appears as 

shown in Fig.5.16. Setup the start time and stop time and click Apply. 
 

                                                             Fig. 5.16: Analysis Setup 
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Now select Measures and select the inputs and outputs from the simulation 

circuit as shown in the Fig. 5.17. 

Fig. 5.17: Selecting Inputs and Outputs 
 
 

                  Fig. 5.18: Measures 

         Now click on Add button to add the signals which are to be measured for 

calculations for the study of characteristics of circuits and the various logics that are 

applied. After this process click on Apply button. Close the setup simulation window. 

Click on Run Eldo button in the palette area. Time taken for the analysis, 
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           Now click on view waves in the palette area. The output waveforms can be obtained as 

shown in the below Fig. 5.19. 

 

                                                  Fig. 5.19: Output Waveforms 
 

 

Introduction to the mentor graphics tools and the procedure for creating a schematic, 

generating a symbol, simulation of circuits and obtaining the output waveforms are discussed in this 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF CMOS LOGIC 

                                       CIRCUITS 

 6.1 CMOS Inverter 

             A CMOS Inverter contains a PMOS and NMOS transistor connected at the drain and gate 

terminals, a supply voltage VDD  at the PMOS source terminals, and ground connected at the NMOS 

source terminals, were Vin  is connected to the Gate terminals and Vout  is connected to the Gate 

terminals. The truth table of inverter is given in table 6.1. CMOS inverter has lower power 

dissipation and higher noise margin compared to the other loaded NMOS inverter. The logic symbol 

is presented in figure 6.1 

Table 6.1 Truth table of Inverter Gate 

 

Input Output 

A Y 

0 1 

1 0 

      

   Fig. 6.1: Logic symbol of inverter Gate 

The transistor level design of CMOS inverter is implemented and it is  represented as shown 

in figure 6.2. 

 

Fig. 6.2: CMOS Inverter schematic representation 
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          The above figure consists of  PMOS and NMOS Transistors. The input A serves as the gate     

voltage for both transistors. When a high voltage (VDD) is given at input terminal (A) of the  

inverter, the PMOS becomes open circuit and NMOS switched OFF so the output will be pulled 

down to VSS. 

        The CMOS inverter has five distinct regions of operation as follows 

1. In region 1 for which Vin = logic 0, the p-transistor fully turned on while the n- 

transistor is fully turned off. Thus no current flows through the inverter and the 

output is directly connected to VDD through the p-transistor. A good logic 1 output 

voltage is thus present at the output. 

2. In region 5 Vin = logic 1, the n-transistor is fully on while the p-transistor is fully 

off. Again, no current flows and a good logic 0 appear at the output. 

3. In region 2 the input voltage has increased to a level which just exceeds the 

threshold voltage of the n-transistor. The n-transistor conducts and has a large 

voltage between source and drain; so it is in saturation. The p-transistor is also 

conducting but with only a small voltage across it, it operates in the unsaturated 

resistive region. A small current now flows through the inverter from VDD to VSS  

4. To analyze the behavior in this region, equate the p-device resistive region current 

with the n-device saturation current and thus obtain the voltage and current 

relationships. 

5. Region 4 is similar to region 2 but with the roles of the p-and n-transistors 

reversed. The leakage current magnitudes in regions 2 and 4 are small. 

6. Region 3 is the region in which the inverter exhibits gain and in which both 

transistors are in saturation. Most of the energy consumed in switching from one 

state to the other is due to the larger current which flows in this region. The current  

in each device must be the same, since the transistors are in series. So, 

Idsp = -Idsn  --------(2) 

 

            Where Idsp = βp/2(Vin - VDD -       Vtp)2 and  

                                                            Idsn = βn/2(Vin - Vtn) 

7. Vin expressed in terms of the β ratio and the other circuit voltages and currents is 

as shown below 
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Vin = VDD + Vtp + Vtn(βn/βp)1/2                       ---------(3)       

 

1 + (βn/βp)1/2  
 

If βn = βp and Vtn = - Vtp then from equation  

 

Vin = Vout = 0.5 VDD 

 

8. Since only at this point will the two β factors be equal. But for βn = βp the device 

geometries must be such that 

μp WP/Lp = μnWn/Ln …………(4) 

 
 

 

 
 

 

                     Fig. 6.3: variations of waveform with respect to β value 

  CMOS Inverter simulation 

  
           After completion of transistor level circuit design, then create NOT gate symbol with the 

help of generate symbol option, then check for errors, If no errors are there, then proceed for 

simulation mode corresponding to the circuit, In simulation mode, give voltage patterns for inputs 

and connected to symbol inputs, supply voltage can be connected as VDD such as 5V, 3.3V. The 

input voltage pattern A=10101010 as shown in figure 6.4. Then check the analysis for input 

voltages and corresponding output voltages according to 3.3V, 5V voltages and average power  

dissipation should be noted. 

  

 

 

Fig. 6.4: Test bench view of CMOS Inverter  
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            Initially create a test bench, for testing inverter take a symbol of the inverter and set the 

required inputs and outputs along with them take VDD, VSS , pattern source, DC voltage source and 

arrange them in a suitable order then finally run the simulation and observe the output. After 

completion of simulation mode, then go for analysis option in that start time is entered as 0sec, stop 

time is entered as 800nsec. The inputs and outputs are selected corresponding to the Inverter gate in 

the outputs enabled option. Then click add option after that click ok and run option then the 

Inverter simulation waveform is shown in figure 6.5. The designed CMOS inverter dissipates an 

average power dissipation of 1.2820uW 

  

 

Fig. 6.5 CMOS Inverter Simulation waveforms  

          As it is an inverter the output will be obtained by the negation of the given input. The input is 

10101010 and corresponding output voltage pattern can be represented as 01010101 is shown in 

figure 6.5.  

   6.2 CMOS AND Gate 

       The AND Gate is a basic digital logic gate that implements logical conjuction-it behaves 

according to the truth table to the right. A HIGH output(1) results only if all the input to the AND 

Gate are HIGH(1).If none or not all inputs to the AND Gate are HIGH,a LOW output results. The 

function can be extended to any number of input. 
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                                                      Table 6.2 Truth table of AND Gate 

 

Inputs Output 

A B Y 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 1 

  

                                                     
                                               Fig. 6.6: Logic symbol of AND Gate 

 
       The  transistor level design of AND gate can be implemented and it can be represented as 

shown  in fig 6.7 

 

 

Fig. 6.7 :AND gate schematic diagram representation 

 

Whenever the both inputs are LOW it gets inverted as per circuit and the inputs becomes 

HIGH, So now the PMOS turn OFF, so its become open circuit i.e there is no current passes 

connected to VDD that connect to Vout so the output  will be LOW, the other side the NMOS turn ON 

becomes short circuit path but it connects to ground so the output ground so the output will be zero, 

this case inverted for both HIGH cases, if the input is LOW and HIGH and its get Inverted becomes 

HIGH and LOW, for this in pull-up case the PMOS turn OFF for M1 transistor and turn ON for M2 

transistor so M1 gets open circuit path no current flows it is in series with M2 so overall there will 

be no current passes through it and the output will be LOW. This case is Inverted for HIGH and 

LOW case. 
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After completion of transistor level circuit design, we create AND gate symbol with the 

help of generate symbol option, then we check for errors, If no errors are there, then we proceed for 

simulation mode corresponding to the circuit, In simulation mode, we give voltage patterns for 

inputs i.e connected to symbol inputs, supply voltage can be connected as VDD such as 5V,3.3V. 

The input voltage pattern A=00110011, B=01010101. we check the analysis for input voltages and 

corresponding output voltages according to 3.3V,5V voltages and Average power dissipation 

should be noted. 

 

 

                         Fig. 6.8 : simulation mode representation of AND gate 

 
    Initially create a test bench, for testing AND gate take a symbol of the AND Gate and set the 

required inputs and outputs along with them take VDD, VSS, pattern source ,DC voltage source and 

arrange them in a suitable order then finally run the simulation and observe the output. 

         After completion of simulation mode, go for analysis option in that start time is entered as 

0sec, stop time is entered as 800nsec. The inputs and outputs are selected corresponding to the 

AND gate in the outputs enabled option.  

        Then click add option after that click ok and run option then the EZ wave pattern for AND 

gate can be shown in fig.6.9. The inputs are A= 00110011, B=01010101 and corresponding output 

voltage pattern can be represented as 00010001 is shown in fig.6.9. Then check according to its 

functionality of truth table. 
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Average power dissipation:1.9208uW 
 

 
Fig. 6.9 AND gate CMOS simulation waveforms  

 

     As it is a AND Gate the output will be obtained as, when the two inputs are HIGH the output 

will be HIGH and for the remaining inputs the output will be LOW. The input is 10101010  and 

00110011 corresponding output voltage pattern can be represented as 00010001 is shown in fig.6.8. 

To Average power go to source and the click on the measurement tools then select the waveform 

and apply on it. By using these  process we calculated the Average Power dissipation. 

6.3 CMOS OR Gate 

  The OR Gate is a digital Logic gate that implement logical disjunction- It behaves according 

to the adjacent  truth table. A HIGH output(1) results if one or both the input to the Gate are 

HIGH(1). If neither input is HIGH, a LOW output(0) result. 

                                

                                                  Table 6.3 Truth table of OR Gate 

 
            Inputs Output 

       A      B          Y 

       0       0           0 

       0       1           1 

       1       0           1 

       1       1           1 

 

                                                            

                                                      Fig. 6.10: Logic symbol of OR Gate 
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          The transistor level design of  OR Gate can be implemented and it can be represented as shown 

in fig. 6.11 

 

 

Fig. 6.11 CMOS OR Gate schematic diagram representation 

 

Arrange the schematic as per the circuit diagram with suitable transistors. Whenever the 

both inputs are LOW its get inverted as per circuit and the input becomes HIGH. Now the PMOS 

gets turn OFF so its become open circuits that is there is no current passes through it. So VDD 

connected to VOUT then the output will be LOW and other side the NMOS get turn ON and it 

becomes short circuit path but it connects to the ground then the output will be LOW. This case 

inverted for both input HIGH cases. If the input is LOW and HIGH then in the pull-up network one 

CMOS gets turn ON and the other turn OFF. So as per the circuit diagram the pull-up network 

design in a parallel connection, the turn ON transistor acts like a short circuit path and the turn OFF 

transistor acts like a open circuit path. Now the VDD connects to the VOUT   then the output will be 

HIGH. This case will be inverted for the input HIGH and LOW. 

After completion of transistor level circuit design, then create OR gate symbol with the help 

of generate symbol option, then check for errors, If no errors are there, then proceed for simulation 

mode corresponding to the circuit, In simulation mode, give voltage patterns for inputs i.e 

connected to symbol inputs, supply voltage can be connected as VDD such as 5V, 3.3V. The input 

voltage pattern A=00110011, B=01010101.Then check the analysis for input voltages and 

corresponding output voltages according to 3.3V, 5V voltages and Average power. Dissipation 

should be noted. 
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                      Fig. 6.12 : simulation mode representation of OR gate 

 

       Initially create a test bench, for testing Or gate take a symbol of the Or gate and set the required 

required inputs and outputs along with them take VDD, VSS , pattern source, DC voltage source and 

arrange them in a suitable order then finally run the simulation and observe the output. 

 
After completion of simulation mode, then go for analysis option in that start time is entered 

as 0sec, stop time is entered as 800nsec. The inputs and outputs are selected corresponding to the 

OR gate in the outputs enabled option. Then click add option after that click ok and run option then 

the EZ wave pattern for OR gate can be shown in fig.6.13. The inputs are A= 00110011, 

B=01010101 and corresponding output voltage pattern can be represented as 01110111 is shown in 

fig.6.13.Then check according to its functionality of truth table. 

Average power dissipation :1.6644uW 

 

Fig. 6.13 OR gate CMOS simulation waveforms  
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         As it is a OR Gate the output will be obtained as, when the two inputs are LOW the output 

will be LOW and for the remaining inputs the output will be HIGH. The input is 10101010  and 

00110011 corresponding output voltage pattern can be represented as 01110111 is shown in 

fig.6.13. To Average power go to source and the click on the measurement tools then select the 

waveform and apply on it. By using these  process we calculated the Average Power dissipation. 

6.4 CMOS Ex-OR Gate 

         Ex-OR Gate is a digital logic gate that gives a true output when the number of true inputs is  

Odd. An EX-OR Gate implement an exclusive OR that is a true output results if one and only one of 

the input to the gate is true. If both  inputs are false or both are true a false output results. 

                                                 Table 6.4 Truth table of EX-OR Gate 

            Inputs Output 

       A      B          Y 

       0       0           0 

       0       1           1 

       1       0           1 

       1       1           0 

 

                                                   

                                          Fig. 6.14: Logic symbol of EX-OR Gate 

The transistor level design of  EX-OR Gate can be implemented and it can be represented as shown 

in fig.6.15 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.15 :EX-OR gate schematic diagram representation 
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In pull-up network when the both inputs are LOW T1 turns ON, T2 turns OFF, T3 turns 

OFF and T4 turns ON due to this there will be no current flow because one of the gate acting as 

open circuit in each path. Likewise in pull-down network T5 OFF, T6 ON, T7 on and T8 OFF even 

though there is any short circuit path in the pull-down network the output will be LOW because the 

pull-down network is connected to ground. 

          This case will be reversed for the inputs HIGH and HIGH. If the inputs are LOW and HIGH 

then in pull-up network T1 ON, T2 OFF, T3 OFF and T4 OFF for this case there will be short 

circuit path for T1 and T2 and then open circuit path for T3, T4.Similarly for pull-down networkT5 

OFF, T6 OFF, T7 ON and  T8 ON her the short circuit path is connected to ground so the VDD is 

connected to Vout in a pull-up network then the output is HIGH. This case will be reversed for the 

input HIGH and LOW. 

   After completion of transistor level circuit design, then create EX-OR gate symbol with the 

help of generate symbol option, then check for errors, If no errors are there, then proceed for 

simulation mode corresponding to the circuit, In simulation mode, give voltage patterns for inputs i.e 

connected to symbol inputs, supply voltage can  be connected as VDD such as 5V, 3.3V. The input 

voltage pattern A=00110011, B=01010101. Then check the analysis for input voltages and 

corresponding output voltages according to 3.3V, 5V voltages and Average power dissipation 

should be noted. 

 

 

  

                      Fig. 6.16 :simulation diagram of EX-OR gate 
 

Initially create a test bench, for testing Ex-or take a symbol of the Ex-or and set the required 

inputs and outputs along with them take VDD, VSS , pattern source , DC voltage source and arrange 

them in a suitable order then finally run the simulation and observe the output. 
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After completion of simulation mode, then go for analysis option in that start time is entered 

as 0sec, stop time is entered as 800nsec. The inputs and outputs are selected corresponding to the 

EX-OR gate in the outputs enabled option. Then click add option after that click ok and run option 

then the EZ wave pattern for EX-OR gate can be shown in fig. 6.17. The inputs are A= 00110011, 

B=01010101 and corresponding output voltage pattern can be  represented as 01100110 is shown in  

fig. 6.17 . Then check according to its functionality of truth table. 

Average power dissipation:3.2343uW 

 

 

                                     Fig. 6.17 EX-OR gate CMOS simulation waveforms 

 

As it is a EX-OR Gate the output will be obtained as, when the two inputs are same logic 

levels with respect to each other then the output will be LOW and when the two inputs are different 

logic levels with respect to each other then the output will be HIGH. The input is 10101010  and 

00110011 corresponding output voltage pattern can be represented as 01100110 is shown in 

fig.6.17. To Average power go to source and the click on the measurement tools then select the 

waveform and apply on it. By using these  process we calculated the Average Power dissipation. 

6.5 CMOS Full Adder 

   A Full Adder is a digital circuit that adds three binary numbers. Out of them one is input 

carry and output sum and output carry. In cascaded from it can be used to add to binary numbers. It 

is used in ALU in processor chip to perform arithmetic and logical operations. 

 The output of the sum is HIGH whenever there are odd numbers of HIGH outputs. The carry 

output is HIGH if at least two or more than two inputs are HIGH. 
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                                               Table 6.5 Truth table of Full Adder 

 

                          Inputs                    Outputs 

       A        B      C        Sum        Cout 

       0        0       0           0           0 

       0        0       1           1           0 

       0        1       0           1           0 

       0        1       1           0           1 

       1        0       0           1           0 

       1        0       1           0           1 

       1        1       0           1           0 

       1        1       1           1           1 

 

 

                                  

                                                Fig. 6.18: Logic symbol of Full Adder 

 

 The transistor level design of  Full Adder  can be implemented and it can be represented 

as shown in fig. 6.19 
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                     Fig. 6.19: Schematic diagram of full-adder  

The above figure consists of  PMOS and NMOS Transistors. The input A serves as the gate      

voltage for both transistors. When a high voltage (VDD) is given at input terminal (A) of the inverter, 

the PMOS becomes open circuit and NMOS switched OFF so the output will be pulled down to VSS. 

After completion of transistor level circuit design, then create Full-Adder symbol with the 

help of generate symbol option, then we check for errors, If no errors are there, then  proceed for 

simulation mode corresponding to the circuit, In simulation mode, give voltage patterns for inputs 

i.e connected to symbol inputs,  supply voltage can be connected as VDD such as 5V, 3.3V. The 

input voltage pattern A=00001111, B=00110011.Then check  the analysis for input voltages and 

corresponding output voltages according to 3.3V, 5V voltages and Average power dissipation 

should be noted. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.20 : simulation diagram of full-adder  

        Initially create a test bench, for testing full adder take a symbol of the full adder  and set the 

required inputs and outputs along with them take VDD, VSS , pattern source, DC voltage source and 

arrange them in a suitable order then finally run the simulation and observe the output. 

 After completion of simulation mode, then go for analysis option in that start time is entered 

as 0sec, stop time is entered as 800nsec. The inputs and outputs are selected corresponding to the 

Full-Adder in the outputs enabled option. Then click add option after that click ok and run option 

then the EZ wave pattern for Full-Adder can be shown in fig 6.21. The inputs are A= 00011011, 

B=110010010 and corresponding output voltage pattern  can be  represented as 00100100 is shown 

in fig.6.21 . Then check according to its functionality of truth table. 
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 Average power dissipation:8.0022uW 

 

                                      Fig. 6.21  Full Adder  CMOS simulation waveforms 

 

    As it is a Full Adder  the output will be based up on the truth table. The input is 00001111, 

00110011  and 01010101 corresponding output voltage pattern can be represented for sum it will be 

01101001 and for carry it will be 000010111 is shown in fig.6.21. To Average power go to source 

and the click on the measurement tools then select the waveform and apply on it. By using these  

process we calculated the Average Power dissipation. 

 

       In this chapter discussed about the different CMOS logic gates like Inverter, AND, OR, EX-

OR,Full Adder and their simulation mode and simulation waveforms were explained with help of      

truth table . 
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                                                     CHAPTER 7 

   DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF ADIABATIC LOGIC 

CIRCUITS 

7.1 Introduction to Efficient Charge Recovery Logic(ECRL) 

Efficient Charge Recovery Logic (ECRL) uses cross coupled PMOS transistors. It consists of 

two cross coupled transistors M1 and M2 and two N functional blocks for the ECRL Adiabatic 

logic block. Power clock is used for ECRL gates, so as to  recover and reuse the supplied energy, 

both out and out bar are generated. Full output swings obtained because of the cross coupled PMOS 

transistors in both pre charge and recover phases. However, as the voltage on the supply clock 

reaches to threshold voltage of PMOS, it gets turned off. So, the recovery path to the power clock is 

disconnected. Thus, it is incomplete recovery. The ECRL circuits are operated with the four phase 

supply clocks. When the output is directly connected to the input of the next stage, only one phase 

is enough for a logic value to propagate. ECRL consume unnecessary power with two phase 

clocking, because transition of logic value in the previous stage can affect the next stage. So four 

phase clocking is recommended for effective energy saving. 

 
 

Fig. 7.1: Basic Block Diagram of Efficient Charge Recovery Logic (ECRL) 
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7.2 ECRL Inverter 

       ECRL inverter is quite different from conventional CMOS Logic in terms of circuit 

structure and operation. Here the two inputs and two outputs are available the inverter output is 

available in the out and buffer output is available out bar. Here the power clock is used as an input. 

   The transistor level design of  Inverter gate can be implemented and it can be represented as  

shown in fig 7.2 

 

Fig. 7.2: schematic representation of ECRL Inverter gate 

  In ECRL Inverter Gate logic, if the input is LOW then the output is HIGH because it 

perform inverter operation. In ECRL logic circuit, out as Inverter output and out bar as buffer 

output. 

  Inverter gate ECRL simulation waveforms 

       Average power dissipation:31.473nW 

 

                                   Fig. 7.3: Inverter gate ECRL simulation waveform  
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  In the fig.7.3 has a single input and a output. The output waveform is the Inverter operation of 

that input. In above a power clock B also present, based on this the output is obtained i.e of power 

clock is HIGH then the Inverter output is produced otherwise the output would be zero irrespective 

of input. 

7.3  ECRL NAND/AND   Gate 

  ECRL NAND/AND is quite different from conventional CMOS Logic in terms of circuit 

structure and operation. Here the two inputs and two outputs are available the NAND output is 

available in the out and AND output is available out bar. Here the power clock is used as an input. 

            The transistor level design of AND gate can be implemented and it can be represented as 

        Shown  in fig. 7.4 . 

 

 

              Fig. 7.4: ECRL Schematic representation of NAND/AND gate 

 

       In ECRL NAND Gate logic, when the output of NAND Gate is LOW, if both the inputs are           

HIGH. If any one of the input is LOW then output is HIGH. In ECRL logic, out as NAND Gate and 

out bar as AND Gate. 
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 NAND/AND Gate ECRL simulation waveforms 

Average power dissipation:14.616nW 

 

Fig. 7.5: NAND/AND  gate ECRL simulation waveforms 

  In the above fig. 7.5, have two different inputs and one output. The output waveform is the 

 NAND operation of the two different inputs. In above figure, a power clock also present which 

decides the output of the gate operation. 

7.4 ECRL NOR/OR Gate 

  ECRL NOR/OR is quite different from conventional CMOS Logic in terms of circuit 

structure and operation. Here the two inputs and two outputs are available the NOR output is 

available in the out and OR output is available out bar. Here the power clock is used as an input. 

The OR/NOR Gate can be represented as follows 

 

Fig. 7.6: ECRL NOR/OR Gate schematic representation  
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   In  ECRL NOR Gate logic, when output of NOR Gate is HIGH if the both inputs are LOW. If 

anyone of the input is HIGH then the output is LOW. In ECRL logic circuit, out as NOR gate 

output and out bar as OR Gate output. 

 

OR/NOR gate ECRL simulation waveforms 

        Average power dissipation: 18.499nW 

 

                          Fig. 7.7: NOR/OR  gate ECRL simulation waveforms 

         In the above fig fig. 7.7 have two different input and one output. Here the output waveform is 

obtained when NOR Operation is performed. In above fig a power clock is also present which 

decides the NOR/OR output. Suppose if the power clock is LOW then the output would be LOW 

irrespective of the input. 

 

7.5 ECRL EX-NOR/ EX-OR Gate 

          ECRL EX-NOR/EX-OR is quite different from conventional CMOS Logic in terms of circuit 

structure and operation. Here the two inputs and two outputs are available the EX-NOR output is 

available in the out and EX-OR output is available out bar. Here the power clock is used as an 

input. 
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     The EX-OR/EX-NOR can be represented as follows 

 

Fig. 7.8: ECRL EX-NOR/EX-OR Gate schematic representation 

     In  ECRL EX-NOR Gate logic, when the output of EX-NOR is the HIGH, if the both 

inputs are same that is (00 and 11 cases) otherwise the output is LOW. When  both the inputs are 

different. In ECRL logic circuit, out as EX-NOR Gate output outbar as EX-OR Gate. 

EX-NOR/EX-OR Gate ECRL simulation waveforms 

        Average power dissipation:27.614nW 

 

                            Fig. 7.9: EX-NOR/EX-OR  gate ECRL simulation waveforms  

   In the above fig. 7.9 have two different inputs and one output. Here the output waveform is 

EX-NOR operation of the two inputs. In above fig a power clock is also present which decides the 

output. 
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7.6 ECRL Full Adder 

            ECRL Full Adder is quite different from conventional CMOS Logic in terms of circuit 

structure and operation. Here the three inputs and four outputs are available those are sum, carry, 

carry bar, sum bar. Here the power clock is used as an input. 

        The Gate level design of full adder can be implemented and it can be represented as shown 

in fig. 7.10 

 

                             Fig. 7.10: ECRL Full Adder  schematic representation 

 

        In ECRL full adder, it adds three one bit binary numbers, two operands and a carry bit. The    

output of the sum is HIGH whenever there are odd numbers of HIGH inputs. The carry output is 

HIGH if at least two or more than two inputs are HIGH.  

Full Adder ECRL simulation Waveforms 

        Average power dissipation:231.33nW 

 

                                 Fig. 7.11: Full Adder  ECRL simulation waveforms 
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In the fig. 7.11 have three inputs bits and two outputs bits. Here the output waveforms full 

adder operation. A sum and carry outputs should obtained, a power clock is present in the above 

figure which decides the output. 

7.7 Power dissipation comparisons 

    7.7.1 Power Dissipation  

                Power dissipation is the major factor which is looked into in case of Adiabatic logic 

circuits. Even though the count of transistors gets increased in this type of logic, this is not 

considered as a major disadvantage unless the power dissipation gets increased. As the days goes on 

Moore’s law works out very well in doubling the number of transistors every 18 months which 

actually obtained by decreasing the channel length of each transistor. Which leads to increase in 

number of  transistors. 

           Table7.1:Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL Inverter at width of 2um 

 

Supply voltage (V) CMOS ECRL % Power savings 

Power dissipation (nW) 

1.8 631.57 15.227 97.58 

2.5 2983.6 16.549 99.44 

3 9707.7 31.921 99.67 

4.5 4755.0 65.787 99.86 

 

         Table7.2: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL Inverter at width of 4um 

 

Supply voltage (V) CMOS ECRL % Power savings 

Power dissipation (nW) 

1.8 1282.0 31.473 97.54 

2.5 6090.6 34.463 99.43 

3 19729 65.431 99.66 

4.5 96325 141.36 99.85 
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               Table 7.3: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL AND  at width of 2um 

 

Supply voltage (V) CMOS ECRL % Power savings 

Power dissipation (nW) 

1.8 1759.0 14.161 99.19 

2.5 9399.5 15.341 99.83 

3 28633 33.060 99.88 

4.5 148070 74.207 99.94 

 

 

              Table 7.4: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL AND  at width of 4um 

 

Supply voltage (V) CMOS ECRL % Power savings 

Power dissipation (nW) 

1.8 1920.8 28.270 98.52 

2.5 9542.5 30.540 99.67 

3 30931 65.38 99.78 

4.5 159300 157.82 99.90 

 

           Table 7.5: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL OR at width of 2um 

 

Supply voltage (V) CMOS ECRL % Power savings 

Power dissipation (nW) 

1.8 1668.1 18.499 98.89 

2.5 8728.0 19.066 99.78 

3 27755 36.417 99.86 

4.5 142550 74.165 99.94 
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              Table 7.6: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL OR at width of 4um 

 

Supply voltage (V) CMOS ECRL % Power savings 

Power dissipation (nW) 

1.8 1664.1 37.690 97.73 

2.5 9140.7 38.683 95.76 

3 28849 73.344 99.74 

4.5 148420 166.25 99.88 

 

 

                  Table 7.7: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL EX-OR at width of 2um 

 

Supply voltage (V) CMOS ECRL % Power savings 

Power dissipation (nW) 

1.8 2026.5 27.614 98.63 

2.5 10157 32.577 99.67 

3 33509 70.600 99.67 

4.5 173300 143.59 99.85 

 

              Table 7.8: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL EX-OR at width of 4um 

 

Supply voltage (V) CMOS ECRL % Power savings 

Power dissipation (nW) 

1.8 3234.3 53.055 98.35 

2.5 12827 62.739 99.51 

3 41937 137.600 99.67 

4.5 208720 309.700 99.85 
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            Table 7.9: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL Full adder at width of 2um 

 

Supply voltage (V) CMOS ECRL % Power savings 

Power dissipation (nW) 

1.8 6509.7 231.33 96.44 

2.5 26768 261.42 99.02 

3 80591 437.59 99.45 

4.5 396970 805.00 99.79 

 

             Table 7.10: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL Full adder at width of 4um 

 

Supply voltage (V) CMOS ECRL % Power savings 

Power dissipation (nW) 

1.8 8002.2 452.59 96.34 

2.5 30467 515.25 99.30 

3 91756 877.19 99.04 

4.5 454570 1623.2 99.64 

 

• From the above results, if the supply voltage increases power dissipation also increases 

which means that supply voltage is directly proportional to power dissipation. 

• Let us take an example, for a 4-bit Low Power Full Adder by using CMOS logic, at 1.8v the 

power dissipation is 6509.7nW at 2um transistor width and when the transistor width is 4um 

at 1.8v then power dissipation is 8002.2nW. This concludes that when transistor width 

increases the power dissipation increases. 
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• Similarly for a Low Power Full Adder by using ECRL  logic, at 2.5v the power dissipation is 

261.42nW  at 2um transistor width and when the transistor width is 4um at 2.5v then power 

dissipation is 515.25nW. This concludes that when transistor width increases the power 

dissipation increases. 

• Power dissipation of a Low Power Full Adder by using ECRL  logic is 231.33nW and for a 

CMOS multiplier it is 6509.7nW  when the supply voltage and transistor width are 1.8v and 

2u respectively. This indicates that 96% of power reduction by using PFAL logic among 

CMOS. 

In above all power analysis tabular forms are about the power comparisons for CMOS 

and ECRL logic of width 2um and 4um.Here tabelized the average power dissipation values for 

different supply voltages and observed the maximum in average power dissipation variations 

between CMOS and ECRL logics. 

 

           In this chapter discussed about the efficient charge recovery logic (ECRL). In this logic a 

power clock is used to recover and reuse the supplied energy and also discussed the schematic and 

output waveforms of various logic gates like Inverter, NAND/AND, NOR/OR, EX-NOR/EX-OR 

and also full adder. Finally it discussed about the power dissipation analysis of CMOS and ECRL 

logic. 
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                                             CONCLUSION 

 
            In this project various logic gates are implemented using CMOS and ECRL logic in Mentor 

Graphics backend tool. Here in this design used the ECRL logic style to provide low power 

dissipation as compared to conventional CMOS logic. Using this logic can observe maximum 

average power  variations that leads to less power dissipation. Hence up to full adder  completed the 

functionality verification, performance Analysis and compared CMOS full adder results with ECRL 

full adder. 

          For CMOS full adder it is 231.33nW, when the supply voltage and transistor width are 1.8V 

and 2um respectively. This indicates that 96% of power reduction by using ECRL logic among 

CMOS. Whenever supply voltage increases then Average power dissipation also increases. Similarly 

by increasing transistor width then also average power dissipation increases. Because there is a 

directly proportional relationship between supply voltage and average power dissipation, also 

transistor width and average  power dissipation. 

 Hence our motivation is to reduce the power dissipation is finally fulfilled. The average power 

dissipation is reduced up to maximum extent as compared to the CMOS logic design. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

(PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 
 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

Application Product Research Review 

  

✓ 

 

  

Project Outcomes 

 

1. Design of Low Power Full adder using CMOS and ECRL Adiabatic Logic Family. 

2. Verify the functionality using Eldo simulator. 

3. Analysed the performance of ECRL Full Adder with different supply voltages and device 

dimensions. 

4. Compared the performance with CMOS Full Adder. 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Designing electronics and communication systems in the domain of VLSI, embedded 

systems, signal processing and RF communications and applying modern tools. 

PSO2: Applying the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to 

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking 

into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 
 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, 

natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design 

system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for 

the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 
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4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the 

information to provide valid conclusions. 

 
5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities 

with an understanding of the limitations. 

 
6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the 

professional engineering practice. 

 
7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions 

in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for 

sustainable development. 

 
8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms 

of the engineering practice. 

 
9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in 

diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

 
10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write 

effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive 

clear instructions. 

 
11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering 

and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, 

to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.
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12.Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in 

independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 

 

Mapping Table 

 
1-Slightly (Low)mapped  2-Moderately (Medium)mapped 3-Substantially(High)mapped 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Project 
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Program Outcomes (POs) PSOs 
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PO5 
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PO7 

 

PO8 

 

PO9 

 

PO10 

 

PO11 
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PSO1 

 

PSO2 

 
Design of 

Low Power 

Full Adder 

using CMOS 

and ECRL 

adiabatic 

logic family. 

 

 

3 

 

2 

 

3 

 

2 

 

3 

 

3 

 

2 

 

1 

 

3 

 

2 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

Verify the 

functionality 

using Eldo 

simulator. 

 

2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 

Analyzed the 

performance 

of ECRL  

Full Adder 

with different 

supply 

voltages and 

device 

dimensions. 

3 2 3 2 3 1 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 

Compared 

the 

performance 

of designed 

multiplier 

with CMOS 

design. 

2 3 3 2 2 3 1 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 
Over the last few years, there have been tremendous explorations in VLSI industries  

in response to scaling trends towards deep submicron technology. Demand for low power 

and efficient amplification are rising in day-to-day life. The rapid scaling of CMOS 

processes in nanometer demand low supply which helped digital circuit realization at very 

low power consumption. But it is not true for analog circuit realization. The associated 

drawback is short channel effect which results in low gain stages,decreased impedance, 

etc. 

This project discusses the various types of amplifiers for the amplification 

of EEG signals fabricated using CMOS technologies. The Operational Transconductance 

amplifier (OTA) plays an important role among them. OTA has been found to be one of the 

most significant building blocks in analog signal processing. 

Operational Transconductance Amplifier is an amplifier whose differential input voltage 

produces output current.So, it is a Voltage Controlled Current Source (VCCS).Thus, further 

research would lead to a high performance Operational Transconductance Amplifier 

implemented in CMOS technology with increased gain and CMRR along with low power 

consumption with the help of OTA-CMFC(Capacitor Configuration with Frequency 

Compensation Technique). 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

The designing of high performance analog integrated circuits is becoming most 

essential with the continuous trend towards the reduced supply voltages and transistor channel 

length. Due to recent development in VLSI technology the size of transistors and power 

supply decreases. MOS is most success among all because it can be scaled down to smaller 

dimensions for higher performance. The size can be reduced to micro meter or nanometre for 

getting higher performance. On scaling down the Transistor size the most important 

advantage is integrate more number of transistors on the same size and get a faster amplifier 

compared to previous one. This leads to continuous growth of the processing capacity per 

chip and operating frequency.  

Operational amplifiers are the most popular building blocks for analog circuit design. 

However, op-amp has limitations in bandwidth and slew rate which lead the analog designer 

to search for other possibilities. Recently operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) has 

been found to be one of the most significant building blocks in analog signal processing.  In 

high-frequency continuous-time filters, OTA-C filters have often been employed since 

OTAs provide high bandwidth, high slew rate, and a transconductance gain which can be 

electronically controlled using a bias current. Hence the circuits developed using OTAs are 

most likely to possess intrinsic electronic control of parameters such as the cutoff frequency, 

quality factor, gain of a filter or frequency of oscillation, and the condition of oscillation of 

an oscillator. 

Designing high performance analog  integrated  circuits  in  low  power  applications  

with  reduced  channel  length  devices  is becoming increasingly exigent with the relentless 

trend toward reduced supply voltages. A large part of the success of the MOS  transistor  is  

due  to  the  fact  that  it  can  be  scaled  to  increasingly  smaller  dimensions,  which  results  

in  higher performance.  On  the  other  hand  for  different  aspect  ratio,  there  is  a  trade-

off  among  speed,  power,  gain  and  other performance parameters. Thus realization of a 

CMOS OTA that combines a high linearity, considerable dc gain with high unity gain 

frequency would be a constraint in circuits and systems design task. 

The instrumentation amplifier is essential element at the read out circuit of any system 
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that deals with low level signals like EEG signals. Differing from a general purpose the 

instrumentation amplifier, must be capable of rejecting common mode signals. OTA using a 

current division technique is employed to small transconductance, is the basic building block 

of instrumentation amplifier. 

 

 

1.2 Aim of this Project 

Usually the biomedical signals’ amplitude varies in the range of (1-5) milli volts. 

So,when  harmonics of a  certain  frequency  or  some  frequency components are  coupled  

into the  circuit  or the  signal transmission  line  of an  instrumentation system,  the  data  

acquired  may suffer  from harmonic  interference.  The power line interference is a typical 

type of interference for various types of signals such as biomedical signals. There are basically 

two components  in  power  line  interferences,  namely,  electric  field  interference  and  

magnetic  field  interference.   

Electric field interference generates spikes at 50/60 Hz frequency, whereas magnetic 

field interference is generated due to the transformer in the power supply which causes 

interference and stimulates to generate harmonic frequencies of the fundamental signals. 

Adding to this, the sources of these interferences are present in the entire clinic, where a 

number of biomedical instruments run on AC power line.  Hence  a  physiological  signal  gets  

corrupted  by  power  line  frequency  and  its  harmonics.  

The aim of this project is to evaluate the best amplifier for the amplification of EEG 

signals among the other amplifiers by conducting comparative analysis such that better EM 

interference elimination and efficient diagnosis of disease takes place. The comparative 

analysis consists of evaluating the performance parameters of those amplifiers like gain, 

CMRR, amplification.  

 

1.3 Methodology 

The EEG signal is converted into electrical voltage by electrodes.  A typical surface 

electrode used for EEG recording is made of Ag/AgCl. The disposable electrodes are attached 

to the patient’s skin and can be easily removed. Once the electrodes convert the EEG into 

electrical voltage, this voltage can be fed into an instrumentation amplifier, and then be 

processed by using an Analog Device AD624 instrumentation amplifier to amplify the EEG 

voltage from electrodes, which is in the range of several mV. The AD624 is set up with gain 

of 1000, and is supplied by +9 V and -9V battery power. 

The input fed to the instrumentation amplifier is amplified using OTA which gives best 
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amplification output rather than other amplifiers like operational and differential amplifiers. 

This amplified output is fed as input to the opto-coupler which is used for isolation purpose 

directs the amplified output to the band pass filter. The filtered output is given to CRO through 

a probe to display the output amplified version of EEG signal. This whole process can be done 

physically like what was done in the above and also virtually by using virtual biomedical signal 

generator whose output is given to OTA and finally the amplified EEG signal can be seen 

through synthesized output waveforms which are implemented by specific commands using 

MATLAB software. However the amplification of those amplifiers are simulated through 

software’s like Mentor Graphics or Tanner EDA v16.0.  

 

1.4 Significance of Work 

The significance of the work is concerned with two purposes. The primary reason is 

that usually the biomedical signals’ amplitude varies in the range of (1-5) milli volts. So,when  

harmonics of a  certain  frequency  or  some  frequency components are  coupled  into the  

circuit  or the  signal transmission  line  of an  instrumentation system,  the  data  acquired  may 

suffer  from harmonic  interference.  The power line interference is a typical type of 

interference for various types of signals such as biomedical signals. There are basically two 

components  in  power  line  interferences,  namely,  electric  field  interference  and  magnetic  

field  interference.   

The sources of these interferences are present in the entire clinic, where a number of 

biomedical instruments run on AC power line.  Hence a  physiological  signal  gets  corrupted  

by  power  line  frequency  and  its  harmonics. These interference signals are to be eliminated 

significantly using an amplifier that rejects common mode signals like OTA. The secondary 

reason is that a better amplified version of an EEG signal is more useful for diagnosing a 

diseased patient effectively.  

 

1.5 Outline of this Project 

The outline of this project is as follows: 

Chapter 2 

 This chapter discusses about presenting the problem, methodologies used in past and 

the improvements using at present for overcoming the previous faults of various amplification 

techniques by having a literature survey and clear explanation on the idea of implementing the 

project came from the existing methodologies and also general outline for the solution.  
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Chapter 3 

 This chapter discusses about work done covering comparative analysis of amplifiers, 

employment of software packages, simulation, experimental verification and detailing the 

schematics of various amplifier circuits. 

 

Chapter 4  

This chapter provides the details about software implementation of amplifier circuits 

which includes the description of interconnections among each component and also the details 

of Tanner EDA software implementation. 

 

 Chapter 5 

This chapter deals with the experimental results including schematics, output 

waveforms with the help of photographs at every level with detailed report. 

 

1.6 Conclusion 

In this project, comparative analysis of amplifiers for better amplification and low 

power EEG monitoring system applications is done. Among those amplifiers, this IA can be 

used in low power, low voltage. High CMRR applications are necessary for biomedical 

instruments. It is given by the CMOS Instrumentation amplifier using OTA. The common 

mode rejection ratio was found to be 124dB and power dissipation is 0.52mW. Therefore, 

finally the application of read-out circuit has high viability to be using in biomedical 

applications. 
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CHAPTER-2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter discusses about presenting the problem, methodologies used in past and 

the improvements using at present for overcoming the previous faults of various amplification 

techniques by having a literature survey and clear explanation on the idea of implementing the 

project came from the existing methodologies and also general outline for the solution.  

               Bio-medical signal measurement systems like EEG, ECG, and MRI are having an 

input voltage ranging from 1-5 mv. Since these signals from human body are very low voltage 

signals, they must be amplified so that those amplified are most useful for the doctors to 

analyse the patients’ condition and by then to proceed according to the result for further 

diagnosing. 

              Although basics of the electroencephalogram (EEG) measurement in may have been 

the same since 1929, it was first made by Hans Berger, the technological developments give 

the opportunity to build much more sophisticated acquisition systems regarding clinical needs 

and scientific researches. The human brain generates electrical signals called EEG signals 

which are related to body functions, and their acquiring. These signals are roughly less than 

100µ V and 100 Hz and can be measured with electrodes placed on the scalp, noninvasively. 

Because of their low amplitude due to the skull’s composition, the measurement of EEG is 

more difficult than the other non-invasive bio signal measurements such as the 

electrocardiogram, electromyogram, electrooculogram, and so forth. Having expensive bio-

signal recording systems cannot guarantee acquiring proper signals. In that sense, some factors 

to acquire good EEG signals should be considered in new designs and during recording 

sessions. There is a rapid demand in designing accurate biomedical  

In earlier days differential and normal op-amps are used in EEG systems to amplify 

the EEG signals. But they are not much efficient in amplification resulting improper diagnosis 

of disease especially in brain disorder patients. So, there is a need of an efficient amplifier for 

perfect diagnosing. Operational amplifiers are the most popular building blocks for analog 

circuit design. However, op-amp has limitations in bandwidth and slew rate which lead the 

analog designer to search for other possibilities. 

After many researches, OTA is claimed as the most prominent amplifier for this 

problem since; it follows transconductance technique offering more output current for small 

differential input voltage. The OTA is similar to a standard operational amplifier in that it has 

a high impedance differential input stage and that it may be used with negative feedback.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operational_amplifier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_impedance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_feedback
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                In the research of Refet Firat Yazicioglu in 2008, the CMRR of the circuit can reach 

120dB. In 2010, the current amplification CMRR of EEG acquisition system of Naveen Verma 

was higher than 60 dB, but there is no explanation about how to improve the system in the 

nonshielding environment. Therefore, the development space of an EEG acquisition device is 

still huge. The EEG amplifier is the part of the data acquisition system responsible for 

accommodating, amplifying and converting the analog electrical signals from the sensor into 

a digital signal that can be processed by the computer.  

               The analog EEG signal voltage is converted into a digital value (also denoted as 

digitization process). This process is carried out by an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC), 

which codes each voltage value using a certain number of bits. This number of bits is the 

resolution of the amplifier. 

                  In this project, comparative analysis of amplifiers for better amplification and low 

power EEG monitoring system applications is done. Among those amplifiers, this IA can be 

used in low power, low voltage. High CMRR applications are necessary for biomedical 

instruments. It is given by the CMOS Instrumentation amplifier using OTA. The common 

mode rejection ratio was found to be 124dB. Therefore, finally the application of read-out 

circuit has high viability to be using in biomedical applications. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF CMOS AMPLIFIERS FOR 

EEG MONITORING SYSTEM 

3.1 Introduction to EEG measurement system  

       In olden days, the amplification section in the EEG system is made up of either differential 

amplifier or operational amplifier. The EEG system shown below on Figure 1 is having an 

instrumental amplifier made up of OTA which gives better amplification than the former 

amplifiers. There is a proposed block of the project is shown in fig 3.1(a). 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3.1(a) Proposed block of EEG measurement system     

                       The main part of this project is deals with designing of amplifiers for the 

amplification of EEG signals. The EEG system comprises four stages, each stage is as 

following: 

(1) The first stage is a transducer- AgCl electrode, which convert EEG into electrical 

voltage.  The voltage is in the range of 1 mV ~ 5 mV. 

(2) The second stage is an instrumentation amplifier (Analog Device, AD624), which has a 

very high CMRR (90dB) and high gain (1000), with power supply +9V and -9V. 

OTA amplifiers 
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(3)  Using an opto-coupler (NEC PS2506) to isolate the In-Amp and output.  

(4) After the opto-coupler is a band pass filter of 0.04 Hz to 150 Hz filter.  It’s implemented 

by cascading a low-pass filter and a high pass filter. 

  

 

Fig 3.1(b) Function blocks of the EEG system 

3.1.1 EEG Signal 

       Human brain consists of millions of neurons which are playing an important role for 

controlling behavior of human body with respect to internal/external motor/sensory stimuli. 

These neurons will act as information carriers between human body and brain. Understanding 

cognitive behaviour of brain can be done by analyzing either signals or images from the brain. 

Human behaviour can be visualized in terms of motor and sensory states such as, eye 

movement, lip movement, remembrance, attention, hand clenching etc. These states are related 

with specific signal frequency which helps to understand functional behavior of complex brain 

structure. Electroencephalography (EEG) is an efficient modality which helps to acquire brain 

signals corresponds to various states from the scalp surface area. These signals are generally 

categorized as delta, theta, alpha, beta and gamma based on signal frequencies ranges from 

0.1 Hz to more than 100 Hz.  The EEG is converted into electrical voltage by electrodes.  A 

typical surface electrode used for EEG recording is made of Ag/AgCl, as shown on Figure 

2.  The disposable electrodes are attached to the patients’ skin and can be easily removed. 

                         The electroencephalogram (EEG) is a recording of the electrical activity of the 

brain from the scalp. The recorded waveforms reflect the cortical electrical activity. 

Signal intensity: EEG activity is quite small, measured in microvolts (mV). 

Signal frequency: the main frequencies of the human EEG waves are: 

• Delta: has a frequency of 3 Hz or below. It tends to be the highest in amplitude and the 

slowest waves. It is normal as the dominant rhythm in infants up to one year and in 

stages 3 and 4 of sleep.  
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• Theta: has a frequency of 3.5 to 7.5 Hz and is classified as "slow" activity. It is 

perfectly normal in children up to 13 years and in sleep but abnormal in awake adults. 

It can be seen as a manifestation of focal subcortical lesions; it can also be seen in 

generalized distribution in diffuse disorders such as metabolic encephalopathy or some 

instances of hydrocephalus. 

• Alpha: has a frequency between 7.5 and 13 Hz. Is usually best seen in the posterior 

regions of the head on each side, being higher in amplitude on the dominant side. It 

appears when closing the eyes and relaxing, and disappears when opening the eyes or 

alerting by any mechanism (thinking, calculating). It is the major rhythm seen in 

normal relaxed adults. It is present during most of life especially after the thirteenth 

year. 

• Beta: beta activity is "fast" activity. It has a frequency of 14 and greater Hz. It is usually 

seen on both sides in symmetrical distribution and is most evident frontally. 

 

Fig 3.1(c) The stages of  EEG  signal 

3.1.2 EEG electrodes: 

                        Small metal discs usually made of stainless steel, tin, gold or silver covered 

with a silver chloride coating. They are placed on the scalp in special positions. These 

positions are specified using the International 10/20 system. Each electrode site is labeled 

with a letter and a number. The letter refers to the area of brain underlying the electrode 

e.g. F- Frontal lobe and T - Temporal lobe. Even numbers denote the right side of the head 

and odd numbers the left side of the head. 
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Fig 3.1(d)  A disposable scalp electrode. 

 

 

3.1.3 Electrode positioning (10/20 system):  
 

                    The standardized placement of scalp electrodes for a classical EEG recording 

has become common since the adoption of the 10/20 system. The essence of this system is 

the distance in percentages of the 10/20 range between Nasion-Inion and fixed points. 

These points are marked as the Frontal pole (Fp), Central (C), Parietal (P), occipital (O), 

and Temporal (T). The midline electrodes are marked with a subscript z, which stands for 

zero. The odd numbers are used as subscript for points over the left hemisphere, and even 

numbers over the right. 

 

 

 

                             

Fig.3.1(e)Placement of electrodes 
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                         The positioning of electrodes is shown in Figure 3  In the top figure, the 

electroencephalogram  (EEG) initiates the EEG signals. It simply places the electrodes on the 

human scalp according to certain rules defined in the standard. This electrode placement is 

also called as extra cranial electrode placement. Another process of electrode placement is 

called as intracranial electrode placement. In this process, electrodes are located within the 

human mind through some surgical process to record the EEG thoroughly. Once the electrodes 

convert the EEG into electrical voltage, these voltage can be fed into an instrumentation 

amplifier, and then be processed. 

3.2.  Various Amplifier Circuits and their performances 

3.2.1. Operational Amplifier 

                       The amplifier’s differential inputs consist of a non-inverting input with voltage 

(V+) and an inverting input with voltage (V−). Ideally, an op-amp amplifies only the difference 

in voltage between the two, also called differential input voltage. The output voltage of the op-

amp Vout is given by the equation, 

Vout = AOL (V+ – V–) 

Where AOL is the open-loop gain of the amplifier.In a linear operational amplifier, the output 

signal is the amplification factor, known as the amplifiers gain (A) multiplied by the value of 

the input signal. 

• Open-loop gain is the gain without positive or negative feedback. Ideally, the gain 

should be infinite, but typical real values range from about 20,000 to 200,000 ohms. 

• Input impedance is the ratio of input voltage to input current. It is assumed to be 

infinite to prevent any current flowing from the source to amplifiers. 

• The output impedance of the ideal operational amplifier is assumed to be zero. This 

impedance is in series with the load, thereby increasing the output available for the 

load. 

• The bandwidth of an ideal operational amplifier is infinite and can amplify any 

frequency signal from DC to the highest AC frequencies. However, typical 

bandwidth is limited by the Gain-Bandwidth product. GB product is equal to the 

frequency where the amplifiers gain becomes unity. 
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                     The ideal output of an amplifier is zero when the voltage difference between the 

inverting and the non-inverting inputs is zero. Real world amplifiers do exhibit a small output 

offset voltage. 

3.2.1(a) Working of OP Amp: 

Transistors M1, M2, M3, and M4 constitute the first stage of the op amp the differential 

amplifier. The gate of M1 is the non-inverting input and of M2 is the inverting input. A 

differential input signal is applied across the two input terminals will be amplified according 

to the gain of the differential stage. The gain of this stage is the transconductance of M1times 

the total output resistance seen at the drain of M2. The main resistances that contribute to the 

output resistance are that of the input transistors themselves and also the output resistance of 

the load transistors, M4 and M3.   

The current mirror active load used in this circuit has three main advantages. First, 

these of active load devices create a large output resistance in a relatively small amount of chip 

area. The current mirror topology performs the differential to single- ended conversion of the 

input signal, and finally, the load helps with common mode rejection ratio. In this, the 

conversion from differential to single ended is achieved by using a current mirror (M4 and 

M3). The current from M1 is mirrored by M3 and M4 and subtracted from the current from 

M2. Finally, the differential current from M1 and M2 multiplied by the output resistance of 

the input stage gives the single-ended output voltage, which is the part of the input to the next 

stage. The second stage is a current sink load inverter. The motive of the second gain stage is 

to provide additional gain consisting of transistors M6and M7. This stage receives the output 

from the drain of M2 and amplifies it through M6 by common source configuration. This stage 

employs an active device, M7, which serve as the load resistance for M6. The gain of this stage 

is the transconductance of M6 times the equivalent load resistance seen at the output of M6 

and M7. M6 is the driver while M7 acts as load. Transistors M8 and a reference current source 

forma simple current mirror biasing network that provides a voltage between the gate and 

source of M5 andM7. Transistors M5 and M7 sink a current based on their gate  

to source voltage which is controlled by the bias network.     
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3.2.1(b) Performance Analysis of operational amplifier 

Fig 3.1(f) circuit diagram of op amp 

 

Gain and CMRR Calculations 

Since   Rn=1/gmn 

 

Gm=id/Vgs 

 

From the schematic, gm1=143uS, gds1=2.176uS, gds4= 912nS, gm6=  1.467mS, 

gds6=   7.475 ,gds7=43.02uS 

 

Gain at first stage=gm1*(ro1 || ro4) 

 

                            =gm1/(gds1+gds4) =0.17. 

 

Gain at second stage= gm6/(gds6+gds7) = 0.21. 

                                  

 Common mode Gain=Acm=Gain at first stage+Gain at second stage 

 

                                                        =0.38. 
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CMRR(db)=20 log(Ad/Acm)  = 59 dB 

3.2.2. Differential Amplifier 

                  A differential amplifier is a  electronic amplifier that amplifies the difference 

between two input voltages but suppresses any voltage common to the two inputs.[1] It is 

an analog circuit with two inputs V+ and V- and one output Vout  in which the output is 

ideally proportional to the difference between the two voltages. 

There are mainly four configurations: 

• Dual Input Balanced Output- In this configuration two inputs are given an output is 

taken from both the transistors. 

• Dual Input Unbalanced Output- The input is given to both the transistors but the output 

is taken from a single transistor. 

• Single Input Balanced Output- Here, by providing single input we take the output from 

two separate transistors. 

• Single Input Unbalance Output- It is a type of configuration in which a single input is 

given an output is taken from only a single transistor. 

3.2.2(a)Working of Differential amplifier: 

                        The input signals (V1 and V2) are applied to the base of the transistors while the 

output is collected across their collector terminals (Vo1 and Vo2). if the V1 at Q1 is sinusoidal, 

then as V1 goes on increasing, the transistor starts to conduct and this results in a heavy 

collector current IC1 increasing the voltage drop across RC1, causing a decrease in Vo1. Due to 

the same effect, even IE1 increases which increases the common emitter current, IE resulting in 

an increase of voltage drop across RE. 

                          This means that the emitters of both transistors are driven towards positive 

which in turn implies that the base of Q2 would start to become more and more negative. This 

results in a decrease of collector current, IC2 which in turn decreases the voltage drop across 

the collector resistor RC2, resulting in an increase in the output voltage Vo2. This indicates that 

the changes in the sinusoidal signal observed at the input of transistor Q1 is reflected as such 

across the collector terminal of Q2 and appear with a phase difference of 180o across the 

collector terminal of Q1. The differential amplification can be driven by considering the output 

in-between the collector terminals of the transistors, Q1 and Q2. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_amplifier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Differential_amplifier#cite_note-Laplante-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analog_circuit
https://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/
https://www.electrical4u.com/voltage-drop-calculation/
https://www.electrical4u.com/voltage-drop-calculation/
https://www.electrical4u.com/bipolar-junction-transistor-or-bjt-n-p-n-or-p-n-p-transistor/
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On the other hand, an Op-Amp operating in differential mode can readily act as a differential 

amplifier as it results in an output voltage given by 

  

Where V1 and V2 represent the voltages applied at its inverting and non-inverting input 

terminals (can be taken in any order) and Ad refers to its differential gain. As per this equation, 

the output of the Op Amp must be zero when the voltages applied at its terminals are equal to 

each other. However practically it will not be so as the gain will not be same for both of the 

inputs. the mathematical expression for the output of the differential amplifier is 

 

Where AC is called the common mode gain of the amplifier. Thus, functionally-good 

difference amplifiers are expected to exhibit a high common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) and 

high impedance. 

 

 

Fig 3.1(g) circuit diagram of differential amplifier 

https://www.electrical4u.com/op-amp-working-principle-of-op-amp/
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3.2.2(b) Performance Analysis of Differential amplifier 

                         By applying the superposition principle, the individual effects of each input on 

the output can be determined. The cumulative effect on the output voltage is then the sum of 

the two separate inputs. 

 

3.1(h)simplified network 

                             The input signals to a differential amplifier, in general, contain two 

components; the ‘common-mode’ and ‘difference-mode’ signals. The common-mode signal is 

the average of the two input signals and the difference mode is the difference between the two 

input signals. Ideally, the differential amplifier should affect the difference-mode signal only. 

However, the common-mode signal is also amplified to some extent. The common-mode 

rejection ratio (CMRR) is defined as the ratio of the difference signal voltage gain to the 

common-mode signal voltage gain. For a good-quality differential amplifier the CMRR should 

be very large. 

Gain and CMRR Calculations 

Gain = VOUT/(V1-V2). -------------- (1) 

VOUT = [R3/(R1+R3)] [(R4 + R2)/R2] V1 - [R4/R2] V2 -------------- (2) 

Differential mode component : Vd = (V1-V2) 

Common mode component : Vcm = (V1+V2)/2 

Vcm = (V1+V2)/2     =>      2Vcm = V1 + V2 ---- (3) 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/superposition-principle
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/signal-voltage
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Since                                     Vd = V1 - V2         ---- (4) 

Therefore 

(3) + (4)                    =>       V1 = Vcm + Vd/2 ---- (5) 

and (3)-(4)                    =>       V2 =Vcm -Vd/2 ---- (6)  

   

Substitute eqns (5) & (6) into eqn (2) : 

                      VOUT   =   1/2[R3/(R1+R3)] [(R4 + R2)/R2 + R4/R2] Vd + 

                    [R3/(R1+R3)] [(R4 + R2)/R2 - R4/R2] Vcm -------------- (7)  

   

  

From this expression, find the gain of the differential amplifier 

Gain = VOUT/(V1-V2) 

        = VOUT/Vd 

        = 1/2[R3/(R1+R3)] [(R4 + R2)/R2 + R4/R2] 

This gain is known as the Differential Gain (Ad) as it is based on the differential input alone, 

i.e. 

                     Ad = 1/2[R3/(R1+R3)] [(R4 + R2)/R2 + R4/R2] 

As there is another component in VOUT due to the common-mode component Vcm of the input, 

and define another gain for the differential amplifier, the Common Mode Gain (Acm=VOUT/ 

Vcm). From eqn (7), this is 

Acm = [R3/(R1+R3)] [(R4 + R2)/R2 - R4/R2]  

 

Since   Rn=1/gmn 

 

Gm=id/Vgs 

 

From the schematic, gm1= 133.2uS    ,gds1= 2.12uS    ,gds4= 887nS  ,gm6= 
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1.567mS  ,gds6= 7.475uS   ,gds7=44.07uS 

 

      

Gain at first stage=gm1*(ro1 || ro4) =gm1/(gds1+gds4) = 0.15. 

 

Gain at second stage= gm6/(gds6+gds7) = 0.21. 

 

                                  

 Common mode Gain=Acm=Gain at first stage+Gain at second stage 

 

                                                =0.36dB 

 

CMRR(db)=20 log(Ad/Acm)  

 

                    = 76dB 

 

  3.2.3 Operational Transconductance Amplifier 

                                       Operational transconductance amplifiers (OTA) are devices that 

convert an input voltage to an output current. They are primarily voltage-to-current amplifiers. 

Unlike traditional operational amplifiers, or op-amps, OTAs represent a voltage-controlled 

current source (VCCS). Their transconductance parameter is controlled by an external, 

amplifier-bias current and expressed as a function of the applied voltage. Because an OTA’s 

output impedance is high, some operational transconductance amplifiers have on-chip 

controlled impedance buffers for driving resistive loads.  

                            The dependence of open-loop bandwidth, closed-loop bandwidth, and 

frequency responses are similar to those of conventional operational amplifiers. OTA circuits 

that use negative feedback, there is a very close relationship between the closed-loop 

bandwidth, the amplifier bias current, and the closed-loop gain.  

As with the standard op-amp, practical OTA's have some non-ideal characteristics. These 

include: 
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• Input stage non-linearity at higher differential input voltages due to the characteristics of 

the input stage transistors. In the early devices, such as the CA3080, the input stage 

consists of two bipolar transistors connected in the differential amplifier configuration. 

The transfer characteristics of this connection are approximately linear for differential 

input voltages of 20 mV or less. This is an important limitation when the OTA is being 

used open loop as there is no negative feedback to linearize the output. 

• Temperature sensitivity of transconductance. 

• Variation of input and output impedance, input bias current and input offset voltage with 

the transconductance control current Iabc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig3.1(i) OTA 

    

            It is not always possible to restrict the range of input voltages in some practical 

applications. So remove this limitation by a simple addition to the circuit. 

 

3.2.3(a) Working of OTA: 

                            The major advantage of this trans-conductance amplifier is that the voltage 

swing is maximized i.e both the input and output voltages can go up to VDD and ground, 

without affecting the operation of the amplifier. The drain of Q2 is connected to the current 

mirror formed by Q5 and Q6 and the output is not fed directly. The currents from Q5 and Q6 

are two halves of the current i differential pair. The current through Q6 is reflected through Q7 

and Q8 and subtracted from I4 to form the output. The output current is just a difference of I1 

and I2. This kind of Operation Trans-conductance amplifier is class of Wide range amplifiers. 

Also, the current mirrors (Q3 and Q5) hold the drain voltages of Q1 and Q2 nearly constant. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-linearity
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Such wide range amplifiers have a gain of 10 times than that of a simple trans-conductance 

amplifier and much higher swing. 

 

Fig 3.1(j) circuit diagram of OTA 

 

3.2.3(b) Performance Analysis of OTA amplifier 

Gain and CMRR Calculations 

Since   Rn=1/gmn 

 

Gm=id/Vgs 

 

From the schematic, gm1=  153.4uS   ,gds1= 133.2uS    ,gds4= 972nS  ,gm6= 

1.432uS  ,gds6=  786nS  ,gds7=998.6nS 
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Gain at first stage=gm1*(ro1 || ro4) 

 

                            =gm1/(gds1+gds4) 

 

Gain at second stage= gm6/(gds6+gds7) 

 

 Common mode Gain(Db)=Acm=Gain at first stage+Gain at second stage 

 

                                                        =0.42dB 

 

CMRR(db)=20 log(Ad/Acm) =124 dB 
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CHAPTER 4 

           IMPLEMENTATION 

                     This project is software  related and is simulted by using tanner software version 

16.0     simulation is an approximate imitation of the operation of a process or Simulation is 

used in many contexts, such as simulation of technology for performance tuning or 

optimizing, safety engineering, testing, training, education, and video games. Often, computer 

experiments are used to study simulation models. Simulation is also used with scientific 

modelling of natural systems or human systems to gain insight into their functioning, as 

in economics. Simulation can be used to show the eventual real effects of alternative 

conditions and courses of action. Simulation is also used when the real system cannot be 

engaged, because it may not be accessible, or it may be dangerous or unacceptable to engage, 

or it is being designed but not yet built, or it may simply not exist system. 

The given below description is an overview of how to design & simulate things with Tanner Tools. 

There are 

four basic steps: 

1. Design the schematic in S-EDIT. 

2. Simulate the schematic by using T-SPICE. 

the parasitic capacitances so they are included in the simulation. 

What follows is a brief overview of the steps. 

4.1 Tanner EDA-V16.0 Design tool  

4.1.1 A Schematic Tool- S-Edit 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imitation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Performance_tuning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safety_engineering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experiment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Training
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video_game
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_experiment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_experiment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_modelling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_modelling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economics
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Tanner Tools S-Edit, Tanner’s schematic entry program. 

File -> new design 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Type the design name and locate it in a folder and click ok 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Add libraries from libraries toolbar- 

Add (all.tanner), it includes complete library components. 

This all folder is located at: 

My Documents\Tanner EDA\Tanner Tools v13.0\Libraries\All 
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Now  create a cell: 
 

 

 
 

 

Give a name to cell0: (Inverter) 
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Scroll mouse for zoom in and zoom out 

Click on devices for CMOS Inverter design- 

Select pmos and click on Instance 
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With mouse device will attached, place it by single click, right click on workspace or done to 

go back 
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Similarly  paste NMOS  

 

 
 

Properties of devices can be changed from properties toolbar, it is customizable 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Select misc from library toolbar, and paste Vdd and Gnd 

Select SPICE Elements then voltage source, Type of voltage can be changed by instance cell, 

as follows 
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Paste one DC and one Pulse voltage source at workspace 

Now connections can be made from wire selection 

 

Just click on open node of device and wire the nodes accordingly. 

Now add an Input port and Output port and connect input, output port accordingly and also 

include SPICE_commands (print voltage) from library & 

Connect this to input and output port to check waveform  and  include model file (hp05.md) 

with SPICE_commands -> include 

Hp05.md file location is inserted at value 

“C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\My Documents\Tanner EDA\Tanner Tools 

v13.0\L-Edit and  
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LVS\LVS\SPR_Core\hp05.md” 

 

Paste this include command anywhere at workspace. To move a component anywhere at 

workspace, click on component, then by pressing scroll button, it can be moved anywhere. 

Now circuit is complete. Just save it. For simulation of design go to Setup-> spice simulation. 

Select Spice options (analysis) then define time parameter. Click OK, Select Tools-> start 

simulation. It will automatically invoke T-Spice software. 
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4.1.2 A standard Simulator: T-Spice: 

 

 

 

 

Then simulation -> run simulation 

A Netlist file will be open as follows 

Spice commands can be inserted from Insert Command Button 
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4.1.3 An efficient waveform generator: W-Edit 
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Waveform can be checked Using W-Edit; It will automatically invoked at the time of running 

T-spice 

 
 

 

Input and outputs are overlapped in this waveform and separate it by Expand chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now check the waveform 
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After 

selecting output, FFT can be seen from FFT Button 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

 
This chapter deals with the experimental results with the help of photographs with 

detailed report at every level. 

 

5.1 Differential Amplifier 

5.1.1 output waveform: 

The simulated output waveforms of differential amplifier are shown in fig.5.1.1. 

 

Fig.5.1.1(a)output waveform of  differential amplifier 

                                   Here the red waveform is the amplifed output and remaining two are 

inputs with a difference voltage of 1mv and 2mv. 
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5.2 Operational  Amplifier 

5.2.1Output Waveform 

The simulated waveforms of operational amplifier is shown in fig.5.2.1. 

 

Fig.5.2.1(a) output waveform of operational amplifier 

Here the violet waveform is the amplified output and remaining two are inputs with a 

voltage of 1mv and 2mv. 
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5.3 OTA 

5.3.1 Output Wavefom 

The simulated waveforms of operational transconductance amplifier is shown in Fig.5.3.1 

 

Fig. 5.3.1(a) output wavefom of OTA 

Here the violet waveform is the  amplified output and remaining two are inputs with a 

voltage of 1mv and 2mv. 
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5.4 Evaluation of cmos amplifiers: 

Parameter  Differential 

amplifier  

Operational 

Amplifier  

Operational 

Transconduc

tance 

Amplifier  

Input  1mv  1mv  1mv  

Output  25mv  135mv  500mv  

Gain  28dB  24dB  54dB  

Common 

mode Gain  

0.36dB 0.38dB  0.42dB  

CMRR  76dB  59dB  124dB  

   
                             From the above evaluation the operational tranconductance amplifier has 

high gain and high CMRR compared to op amp and differential amplifiers .From the results 

the EEG signal is amplified with high resolution by the operational transconductance 

amplifier. 
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CHAPTER -6 

                                  ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS 
 

6.1  Advantages 

• The ideal OTA, the output current is a linear function of the differential input voltage, 

calculated as follows: Iout= (Vin+ - Vin-) .gmwhere Vin+ is the voltage at the non-inverting 

input, Vin− is the voltage at the inverting  input and gm is the transconductance of the 

amplifier. The amplifier's output voltage is the product of its output current and its load 

resistance: Vout=I out . R load  

           The voltage gain is then the output voltage divided by the differential input voltage: 

                               Gvoltage=Vout/Vin+ - Vin-= Rload .gm. 

                      The transconductance of the amplifier is usually controlled by an input current, 

denoted Iabc ("amplifier bias current"). The amplifier's transconductance is directly 

proportional to this current. This is the feature that makes it useful for electronic control of 

amplifier gain 

• The third input enables to do things that cannot be implemented with a simple Op-Amp 

such as multiplying two time varying signals 

• Automatic gain control. 

• Dominates all the other amplifiers in the case of efficient amplification. 

6.2 Disadvantages 

• Non linear and highly distorted outputs at some times due to negative feedback. Input 

stage non-linearity at higher differential input voltages due to the characteristics of the 

input stage transistors. In the early devices, such as the CA3080, the input stage 

consisted of two bipolar transistors connected in the differential amplifier 

configuration. The transfer characteristics of this connection are approximately linear 

for differential input voltages of 20 mV or less.[2] This is an important limitation when 

the OTA is being used open loop as there is no negative feedback to linearize the 

output. 

• Very rarely used in closed loop configuration.  

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transconductance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-linearity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operational_transconductance_amplifier#cite_note-2
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6.3 Applications 

• The application of the operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) in the design of 

simple amplifiers with voltage-controllable gain. 

• Design of first-order and second-order active filters with controllable gains and 

controllable critical frequencies. 

•  Implementing electronically controlled applications such as variable frequency 

oscillators and filters. 

•  Variable gain amplifier stages which are more difficult to implement with standard 

op-amps. 
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CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

              In this project, comparative analysis of amplifiers for better amplification and 

low power EEG monitoring system applications is done. Among those amplifiers, this IA can 

be used in low power, low voltage. High CMRR applications are necessary for biomedical 

instruments. It is given by the CMOS Instrumentation amplifier using OTA. The common 

mode rejection ratio was found to be 124dB and power dissipation is 0.52mW. Therefore, 

finally the application of read-out circuit has high viability to be using in biomedical 

applications. 

           In this project various amplifiers are going to be examined in terms of power, 

amplification and DC gain to increase the performance of the amplifiers for biomedical 

applications. The advantages and disadvantages of OTA are discussed. Thus, further research 

would lead to a high performance Operational Transconductance Amplifier with increased 

gain and CMRR along with low power consumption with the help of OTA-CMFC (Capacitor 

Multiplier configuration with Frequency Compensation technique).  
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

(PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

 
 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

Application Product Research Review 

  

✓ 

  

  ✓ 

 

    Project Outcomes 

 

      1. Simulated and evaluated the performance of CMOS Operational Transconductance Amplifier 

along with comb fliter, with other CMOS amplifiers like Operational Amplifier and Differential 

amplifiers proving it as one of the best amplifiers for amplification of Biological Signal, EEG in a 

noisy environment  
 

    PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Designing electronics and communication systems in the domain of VLSI, embedded 

systems, signal processing and RF communications and applying modern tools. 

 
PSO2: Applying the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to 

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking 

into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations. 

 
    PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering fundamentals, 

and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems. 

 
2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex engineering 

problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, natural sciences, 

and engineering sciences. 

 
3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design 

system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for 

the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 
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4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the 

information to provide valid conclusions. 

 
5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities with 

an understanding of the limitations. 

 
6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the 

professional engineering practice. 

 
7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in 

societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for sustainable 

development. 

 
8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms 

of the engineering practice. 

 
9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in 

diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

 
10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering 

community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write effective reports 

and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive clear instructions. 

 
11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering 

and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, 

to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in   

               independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Today, in dynamic circuit's logic gates are used in CMOS and BiCMOS technologies by using 

diodes, resistance and capacitors to decrease the swing in the voltage at the output end. This 

technique improves both power dissipation and delay by using a Vdd supply that is 1.8V. Here we 

discuss new BICMOS proposes and compare it with CMOS design. BiCMOS logic has advantages 

such as large load drive capabilities, low static power dissipation, fast switching, and high input 

impedance. In this paper, architecture is designed for CMOS and BiCMOS logic using the Cad 

tool and compared the results. BiCMOS has better performance in terms of delay and power 

consumption, compared to CMOS  
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

  It is well known that, for theoretical reasons, dynamic logic is less low-power 

consuming and has high speed than static logic. In particular, dynamic CMOS gates are 

supposed to be more advantageous than static ones mainly because of a total absence of 

output flitching and a reduced parasitic capacitance. However, the need for pre-charging 

operations introduces some extra dissipated power that does not affect static CMOS logic. 

In this project, we observe experimentally how the choice of the CMOS technology 

influences the behavior, in terms of power consumption and delay, of the digital circuit. An 

appropriate choice of logic can lead to design high performance, low power VLSI design. A 

comparative study of CMOS static and dynamic logic [1-2] present power consumption 

which shows that the power values for dynamic logic are lower than those for static logic. 

However, the performance comparison based on the power delay product is not present so 

far. Power delay product (PDP) is a fundamental parameter that is often used for measuring 

the quality and the performance of CMOS logic. As a physical quantity, the power-delay-

product can be interpreted as the average energy required for a gate to switch its output 

voltage from low to high and from high to low. The amount of energy required to switch the 

output has been calculated as the product of power and delay. It is mainly dissipated as heat 

when the NMOS and PMOS transistor conducts current during switching. It is desirable to 

minimize the power delay product 

PDP = Paving × τ avg 

 τavg →Average delay 

 In this paper, static and dynamic 2 input NAND, NOR, and dynamic cascade voltage switch 

logic (DCVSL) NAND are implemented with voltage ranging from 1V to 1.8V. ELDO 

simulation results for 180nm technology nodes are given. 

1.1 OBJECTIVE 

To reduce the supply voltage, by decreasing power dissipation and maintaining the 

switching speeds. System and circuit designers can use many optimization methods to 

minimize delays and low power consumption. 
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1.2 Existing System 
 

Static logic  

Static logic circuits allow versatile implementation [3] of logic functions based on static, or 

steady-state, the behavior of simple CMOS structures. A typical static logic gate generates its 

output levels as long as the power supply is provided. This approach, however, may require a 

large number of transistors to implement a function and may have caused considerable time 

delay. A basic function of static CMOS logic is explained with an example of a 2- input 

NAND gate [3]. There is a conducting path between the output node and the ground only if 

input voltage VA and VB are equal to logic high value. If one of the inputs at low logic value 

then there is a path between the voltage supply and output node is created i.e. except during 

switching, an output connected to either VDD or GND via a low resistance path.  

 

Fig 1.2 NAND logic using Static CMOS 

 

Fig1.2.1Schematic of NAND logic using Static CMOS 
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Fig1.2.2Test bench of NAND logic using Static CMOS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1.2 

Voltage Avg 

p(nW) 

Min Power Max 

Power 

Delay(sec) 

1 120.74 0.77419 29590 99.778 

1.2 162.58 1.0675 40720 99.978 

1.4 401.45 1.4291 51825 99.669 

1.6 2373.9 1.8741 254470 100.01 

2 7662.7 0.40462 877510 3.167 

2.5 21737 5.531 1783600 200 

2.8 17462 7.7528 2488300 97.462 

3 47462 9.638 3071700 99.898 

3.5 88738 16.406 4498500 99.884 

4 145500 27.881 6980400 99.883 

4.3 176140 37.3 9427800 99.986 

4.6 195660 41.468 10848000 99.923 

4.8 204190 43.921 11471000 99.593 

5 42208 46426000 11521000 100 
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Fig 1.2.3 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1.2.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1.2.4 

A B Avg(nW) Min power Max power 

0 0 1.7911 1.7905 1.79818 

0 1 11.481 1.7906 76.603 

1 0 99.495 1.7906 14628 

1 1 42.38 42.38 42.308 
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Input(V in) Raise time Fall time power 

1 5 5 29582 

1.2 6 6 40720 

1.4 7 7 51825 

5 1 1 42208 

 

Table1.2.2 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1.2.5 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Survey 

 

 

2.1 Problems on the existing system 

 Static CMOS circuit use complementary NMOS pull-down and PMOS pull up the 

network to implement logic gates 

 Require 2N transistors 

 Low switching speed 

 

 2.2 Steps to be taken to overcome the problems of the existing system  

 to overcome these problems we are using dynamic circuits for the better 

performance of the circuit 

S.NO TITLE OF WORK AUTHORS TECHNIQU

E USED 

TOOLS 

1 Novel low voltage low 

power full swing BiCMOS 

circuit 

M.S.Elrabaa, 

M.S.Obrecht, 

M.I.Elmasry 

Novel circuit 

technique 

CAD 

2 1.5V Full swing BiCMOS 

logic circuits 

M.HirakiK.canon.

Minami.Santa 

   Transient 

saturation 

technique                        

CAD 

3 Low voltage low power 

VLSI CMOS circuit design 

AbdellatiffBellao

uar,   

Mohamedi.Elmas

ry 

Dynamic 

logic 

technique 

CAD 

4 A 1.5v Bicmos dynamic 

logic circuit using a 

BiCMOS pull-down 

structure for VLSI 

implementation of full 

adders 

J.B.Kuo,S.S.Chen

is,C.S.Chiang 

Bipmos pull 

down 

CAD 

5 A circuit technique for 

leakage reduction in 

CMOS 

Venkata 

Ramakrishna 

Cmos 

technique  

CAD 
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Chapter 3 

Implementation of Dynamic CMOS circuit 

DYNAMIC CMOS DESIGN: 

It was noted earlier that static CMOS logic with the fan in off N requires 2N devices. A 

variety of approaches were presented to reduce the number of transistors required to 

implement a given logic function including pseudo-NMOS,pass-transistor logic, etc. The 

pseudo-NMOS logic style requires only N+1 transistors to implement an N input logic gate, 

but unfortunately, it has static power dissipation. In this section, an alternate logic style called 

Dynamic logic is presented but obtains a similar result, while avoiding static power 

consumption. With the addition of a clock input, it uses a sequence of pre-charge and 

conditional evaluation phases.  

3.1 DYNAMIC LOGIC BASIC PRINCIPLES: 

The basic construction of an (n-type)dynamic logic gate is shown in the figure below. The 

PDN(pull-down network) is constructed exactly as in complementary CMOS. The operation 

of the circuit is divided into two phases:  

a)Pre Charge 

b)evaluation 

with the mode of operation determined by the clock signal CLK. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fig:3.1 N-type networks. 
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3.1.a)PRECHARGE: 

When Clk=0, the output node out is precharged to Vdd by the PMOS transistor Mp. During 

the time, the evaluate NMOS transistor I am off so that the pull-down part is disabled. The 

evaluation FET eliminates in a static power that would be consumed during the 

PreChargeperiod.(i.e, Static current would flow between the supplies if both the pulldown 

and the pre-charge device were turned simultaneously). 

3.1.b)EVALUATION:  

For clk=1 the precharge transistor Mp is off, and the evaluation transistor Me is turned on. 

The output is conditionally discharged based on the input values and the pull-down topology. 

If the inputs are such that the PDN conducts, then a low resistance path exists between Out 

and GND, and the output is discharged to GND.if he PDN is turned off, the precharged value 

remains stored on the output capacitances Cl, which is a combination of junction 

capacitances,the wiring capacitance, and the output capacitance Cl, which is the combination 

of junction capacitances, the wiring capacitances,and the input capacitances of the fan-out 

gates. During the evaluation phase, the only possible path between the output node and a 

supply rail is to GND. Consequently, once Out is discharged, it cannot be charged again until 

the next precharge operation.The inputs to the gate can thus make at most one transition 

during evaluation. Notice that the output can be in the high impedance state during the 

evaluation period if the pull-down network is turned off. This behavior is fundamentally 

different from the static counterparty that always has a low resistance path between the output 

and one of the power rails 

 

3.2 BASIC FEATURES OF  DYNAMIC LOGIC GATE: 

 The logic function is implemented by the NMOS pull-down network. 

 The number of transistors is substantially lower than in the static case: N+2 versus 

2N. 

 It only consumes dynamic power. 

 The logic gates have faster-switching speed 
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Chapter 4 

MENTOR GRAPHICS TOOL 

 

This chapter describes the basics of mentor graphics tools and simulation of circuits using 

these tools. The mentor graphic tools contain both frontend and backend tools, in which the 

pyxis schematic (back end tool) is used for the project implementation and simulation. 

4.1 PROCEDURE FOR SIMULATION OF TRANSISTOR 

LEVEL CIRCUITS USING PYXIS SCHEMATIC 

 

First login to the REDHAT Linux system with the required user name and password. Then 

 

right-click on the desktop and click on Open Terminal Good file management is needed for 

 

proper design hierarchy. So create an empty directory in the root by typing the following 

 

command in the terminal window. 

 

[root@localhost ~] $mkdirfile _ name 

 

To create subdirectories in a directory change the current directory by typing the following 

command. 

 

[root@localhost~]$ CD file_name 

 

Now you can create a subdirectory in the directory mgc_filename by using the "mkdir" 

command then a subdirectory with the name "invert" is created in the directory 

mgc_filename. Pyxis schematic Tutorial. 

To enter into the Pyxis schematic, In the Terminal window type the following 

[root@localhost~]#csh 
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[root@localhost~]$ source /home/software/src/ams.cshrcroot@localhost ~]$dmgr_ic Then 

the following window appears 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Pyxis Schematic Window 

 

4.2 CREATION OF EMPTY SHEET IN PYXIS SCHEMATIC 

Go to File -----> New -----> Schematic. Then the following window appears as shown in the 

Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.2.1. In the component, the field enters the sheet name and then click ok. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Method for Creation of Empty Sheet in Pyxis Schematic 
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Figure 4.2.1: Creation of Empty Sheet in Pyxis Schematic 

 

4.3 DESIGN OF INVERTER CIRCUIT 

 

To design an inverter we need one PMOS transistor and one NMOS transistor. In the above 

Fig. 4.2.1, on the right side, in the schematic edit panel under “LIBRARY” different types of 

components are available. The PMOS and NMOS transistors are available in the device's 

library. VDD, VSS, ground, input & output ports are available, etc are available in Generic 

Library. Different types of DC and AC sources are available. Drag the required components 

into the empty sheet and the following Fig.4.3 will be obtained. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Placing the Components as per Required Circuit 
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Clicking on the Port symbol which is in Red, to change the direction of the connecting wire 

just have a click and then change the direction to have a connecting path. To change the 

name of nets at the input and output of the circuit, select the component and press Q on the 

keyboard and click OK after necessary changes that are made in components of the circuits. 

Then we will get the finalized diagram as shown in Fig.4.3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3.1: Connecting the Components and Naming Net 

 

To edit the properties of the components, left-click on the component and press Q. Then a 

window opens showing the list of properties related to the device that has been selected. Now 

change the values of the devices according to the experiments required to be done and then 

press OK in that Editing window as shown below Fig.4.3.2. 
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Figure 4.3.2: Modifying the Properties of the Components 

 

To check the connections of the edited circuit go to File >Check 

schematic. This Option checks the whole Schematic about the connections, but it does not 

check about the functionality. So it gives the warnings that are present in the connections of 

the circuit that is designed. If there are Errors in the Circuit it shows in the window. Then the 

following window opens as shown in Fig. 4.3.3. Make sure that there should be zero errors in 

the document. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3.3: Check the Schematic Diagram 
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4.4 CREATING SYMBOL FOR THE DESIGNED CIRCUIT 

To create the symbol for the circuit, in the menu bar go to Add >Generate symbol. Then the 

following window appears as shown in Fig. 4.4. In this window put check marks on Replace 

Existing and Activate Symbol options and then click on choose a Symbol and select the 

required shape for the symbol and then click OK. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Generation of Symbol 

Then a schematic with the selected shape appears and if there is any editing required for the 

symbol then edit by using the options in the symbol edit panel and the following window will 

appear as shown in Fig.4.4.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4.1: Formation of Symbol 
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To check the symbols go to File>Check Symbol. Make sure that there are 

no errors in the symbol. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5 SIMULATION OF DESIGNED CIRCUIT 

 

To simulate the circuit we will make use of the symbol created for the circuit. First, we have 

to create one subdirectory for the simulation in which all the files related to the simulation are 

stored in that subdirectory. The procedure for creating subdirectory is explained. Now create 

an empty schematic by going through, File >New 

 

Schematic. Then a window opens, in the "component name" field enter the subdirectory 

name you have created for storing the files related to the simulation and then click OK. Then 

an empty schematic will be created with the required name. To add the symbol to the 

schematic, right-click---->Instance----->Choose Symbol. 
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Figure 4.5: Usage of Generated Symbol 

 

Then go to the directory where the original circuit is located, Select the directory present in 

the pre-saved project in the Mentor Graphics, and then click OK. Just click on the library for 

the new schematic to do Simulation of the presently designed circuit then the following 

symbol appears as shown in Fig. 4.5.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5.1: Addition of Components to the Generated Symbol 
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To simulate the inverter we need to add the power supply and input signals to the inverter. There 

are different types of simulations are available like DC Analysis, AC analysis, Transient  

 

Simulation, Noise Simulation, etc. Here the transient simulation is given. First add the 

components like input port, an output port, VDD, ground, Pulse signal to the Schematic by 

going through the palette Schematic 

 

Edit->Library then the window will be as shown in Fig. 4.5.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5.2: Circuit ready for Simulation 

 

Edit the properties and name the nets then finally simulate the circuit and then the circuit will 

be as shown in the Fig.4.5.2 

 

4.6 SIMULATION OF CIRCUIT 

 

The transient simulation of the edited circuit is described here. Go to Schematic edit palette, 

click on Simulation then the following window will open as shown in Fig. 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: Entering into Simulation Mode 

 

In this window select New Design Configuration and click OK. In the Entering simulation, 

mode window clicks OK.  

 

In the palette area select Lib/Temp/Inc. and select Include files. Then a window appears as 

shown in Fig. 4.6.1. Click on the directory icon and select ami05.mod using the browser in 

$mod folder and click on the Apply button to add that file to the schematic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6.1: Setup Simulation 
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In the Setup Simulation window on the left side select the Analysis tab. The window appears 

as shown in Fig. 4.6.2. Setup the start time and stop time and click Apply. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6.2: Analysis Setup 

 

Now select Measures and select the inputs and outputs from the simulation circuit as shown 

in Fig. 4.6.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6.3: Selecting Inputs and Outputs 
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Figure 4.6.4: Measures 

 

Now click on the Add button to add the signals which are to be measured for calculations for 

the study of characteristics of circuits and the various logics that are applied. After this 

process click on the Apply button. Close the setup simulation window. 

 

Click on the Run Eldo button in the palette area. Time is taken for the analysis, temperature, 

netlist, power dissipation, number of components, and number of nodes, errors, and warnings 

are shown in the log. Be sure that there are no errors. Now click on view waves in the palette 

area. The output waveforms can be obtained as shown in the below Fig.4.6.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6.5: Output Waveform 
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Chapter 5 

DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF DYNAMIC CMOS CIRCUIT 

Introduction: 

The average power consumption in CMOS is the average of Dynamic Power Consumption 

and short circuit power consumption and leakage power consumption. Static CMOS gates are 

used to implement the logic blocks and the transmission gates are used to transfer the output 

from one level to another level. Each transmission gate is controlled by clocked and the clock 

signal and its complement. The operation of CMOS dynamic logic depends upon charge 

storage in the parasitic input capacitances during the inactive clock cycles. In dynamic 

CMOS transmission gate shift register consist of CMOS inverter that is driven by a CMOS 

transmission gate. During the active clock phase, the input voltage (Vin) is transferred into 

other input capacitance (Cx) by using the transmission gate. When the resistance is low of the 

CMOS transmission gate results in a smaller transfer time as compared to NMOS switches. 

And there is no threshold voltage drop across the CMOS transmission gate. When the clock 

signal becomes inactive, the CMOS transmission gate turns off and the voltage level across 

capacitance (Cx ) can be preserved until the next cycle. In a dynamic CMOS circuit, we 

reduce the number of transistors used to implement any logic function. In-circuit, the 

operation is based on the discharging of the output node capacitance and note down the 

output value according to the input's applied. Both of the operations are scheduled by a single 

clock signal that drives both NMOS and PMOS transistors. In dynamic CMOS when the 

clock signal is low (Precharge state), the PMOS transistor (Mp) is conducting. And the 

NMOS transistor (Mn) is off 

.  

Fig 5.1: Basic diagram of a dynamic gate  
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DYNAMIC GATE DESIGNS 

The operation of all dynamic logic gates depends upon on temporary storage of charge in 

parasitic. This operational property necessitates periodic updating of internal node voltage 

levels since the stored charge in the capacitor cannot retain indefinitely. Consequently, 

dynamic logic circuits require periodic clock signals to control charge refreshing. In the 

following, a dynamic CMOS circuit technique which allows us to significantly reduce the 

number of transistors used to implement any logic function is introduced. The circuit based 

on first pre-charging the output node capacitance and subsequently, evaluating the output 

level according to the applied inputs. The precharge phase is setting the circuit at a predefined 

initial state while the actual logic response is determined during the evaluation phase. Static 

CMOS offers good performance but cannot keep up with dynamic logic styles in terms of 

propagation delay. The shorter delays mostly have to be traded off for increased power 

dissipation.  

 

 

                                   Fig 5.2: Example of dynamic logic gate 

As an example, consider the circuit shown in the figure. During the precharge phase clk=0, 

the output is precharged to Vdd regardless of the input values, because of evaluation device is 

turned off. During evaluation clk=1, a conducting path is created between Out and GND 
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Dynamic CMOS circuit: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Circuit diagram for Dynamic CMOS inverter 
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SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

 

Figure 5.4: Dynamic CMOS Design 

RESULTS: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5.5 
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Fig 5.6 
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Chapter 6 

DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF DYNAMIC BICMOS CIRCUIT 

Introduction: 

When the power supply voltage is scaled down in BICMOS circuits for low power 

applications, the speed is reduced in many ways because the logic voltage swing does not 

point to point. The main feature of the BiCMOS circuit is to use an NPN transistor from an 

analog library in the precharge circuit to make the output at full swing. The NPN transistor is 

used in the precharge state to improve the switching speed. One another way is used for this 

that is to cut the DC that makes the circuit simpler and either we use a diode to limit the 

precharge voltage in CMOS to increase the speed as well as power. 

 

 

 

 

Fig:6.1 Circuit Diagram for BICMOS Inverter 
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The need for BICMOS Technology: 

A BiCMOS circuit consists of both BJT and MOSFET on a single chip. The reason behind 

the hybridization is to combine the high-speed switching and high output driving  features of 

the BJT and the low power and the high-density features of the CMOS  

 

SIMULATION AND RESULTS: 

 

 

 

 Fig:6.2simulation of BiCMOS inverter 
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                           Fig:6.3: Schematic symbol for BICMOS Inverter 

ADVANTAGES OF BICMOS OVER CMOS:  

 Low Power Consumption: In BICMOS gates perform the same as the CMOS 

inverter when it comes to power consumption because both gates display almost no 

static power consumption. The major dissipation is done by the discharging of the 

capacitors. When comparing BiCMOS and CMOS in driving small capacitive loads, 

their performance is comparable, however, making BICMOS consume more power 

than CMOS. On the other hand, driving larger capacitive loads makes BICMOS in the 

advantage of consuming less power than CMOS, because the construction of CMOS 

inverter chains is needed to drive large capacitance loads, which is not needed in 

BiCMOS. 
 

 High resistance to process deviations and temperature changes: The resistance to 

process deviations and temperature changes of the BICMOS is the reason behind the 

success of the development of a BiCMOS 1-Mbit DRAM. They were able to derive a 

set of equations that determine the DRAM’s sensitivity to changes in temperature and 

process deviations for a 1.3-micron technology.  

 Improved speed over CMOS 

 High input impedance 
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BiCMOS technology has a lot of features: 

 Good current drive capability because of low collector series resistance. 

 Good performance in analog and mixed applications because of high precision analog 
components like resistors and capacitors and very high dynamic range. The operating 

voltage is less than 5V.   

 Good performance in power switching: In smart applications low series resistance 
and low sensitivity and high junction breakdown voltage, very good performance in 
high currents.  
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                                                     CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

7.1 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 It is observed that BICMOS logic has better characteristics as compared to CMOS. 

Where ever we need much higher speed we can use BiCMOS. 

 BiCMOS technology has low power, low voltage, and very high speed integrated 

circuit for both mixed and digital signal applications. The improvement in the delay of 

CMOS and BICMOS with Vdd =1.5V. more work should be needed on the layout 

design of BICMOS by using CAD tools to simplify their design.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

      Abstract : 

 

In a bus structure, the number of wires are laid in parallel over a long distance. Hence 

the crosstalk problem in a bus structure is particularly common. One category to 

address this problem is designed for reducing power consumption, and its objective is 

to minimize the total crosstalk in all wires. Another category deals with performance, 

and its objective is to minimize the maximum crosstalk effect among all wires. In this 

project the focus is on the second problem i.e., the elimination of certain data 

transmission patterns so that the maximum crosstalk effect is minimized. Thus, a bus 

encoding scheme is proposed for wide bus architecture in high performance 

processors. Distribution  of  robust  and reliable power  and  ground  lines, clock,  data  

and  address and  other  control  signals through interconnects in  such  a  high speed,  

highly complex  environment, is  a  challenging  task. The function of wiring systems 

or interconnects is to distribute clock and other signals  to provide power/ground 

among the various circuits/systems functions on the chip. The performance parameters 

i.e. time delay and power dissipation of a high-speed chip is highly dependent on 

interconnects, which connect different macro cells within a VLSI chip. In current 

DSM (Deep Submicron) technology, coupling and self capacitance plays an important 

role for deciding the behavior of on-chip interconnects. Due to the coupling and self 

capacitance, crosstalk, delay and power consumption problems will arise. The above 

problems are highly dependent on the frequency of signal used, length of 

interconnects, data signal etc. Interconnects can be modeled as RC or RLC 

transmission line. The effect of inductance plays an important role as the length and 

used frequency signal increases. It aims to reduce the worst-case crosstalk effects for 

resistance, inductance and capacitance(RLC)interconnects using the bus encoding 

technique .In this technique the encoder consists of counter, controller, comparator 

and three 3-bit register. The encoder transforms the bus line signals for the reduction 

or elimination of the worst case crosstalk by reducing the 7-bit lines into 4-bit lines. 

The encoder deals with the coupling transitions among the group of seven bits. The 

decoder of the encoding method consists of the three 3-bit registers, splitter, and 

inversion module and line identifier. The four lines from the encoder are fed to the 



 
 

 

decoder. In current   nanoscale technology power dissipation, propagation delay and 

crosstalk are the key performance factors of a chip. signal integrity issues due to cross 

talk in the form of voltage glitches ,overshoots, undershoots, undesirable noise, 

propagation speed ups and down etc., are some of the major deterrents for high 

performance RLC modeled (VLSI) inter  connects. This technique proposes two novel 

encoding methods for RLC modeled interconnects to reduce the effect of cross talk, 

simultaneously switching noise and power consumption .These methods are based on 

the bus encoding method that is effective and well suited for reduction of crosstalk 

noise. This method encodes or transforms incoming data in a manner that encoded 

data contain minimum or no crosstalk effects. This encoding methods are able to 

avoid the worst case cross talks while consuming lesser power during transmission in 

VLSI interconnects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

                                         NOMENCLATURE 

 

VLSI       :  Very Large Scale Integration 

VHDL     :    Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language 

HDL        :    Hardware Description Language 

RTL         :    Register Transfer Logic 

CDBI       :    Crosstalk Detect Bus Invert 

FF            :     Flip Flop 

DSM        :     Deep Submicron Technology 

LUT         :     Look Up Table 

CLA         :     Combinational Logic Array 

CMOS      :     Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

CAC         :     Crosstalk Avoidance Codes 

XST          :    Xilinx Synthesis Tool 

XPA         :     Xilinx Power Analyser 

PISO         :    Parallel In Serial Out 

SIPO         :     Serial In Parallel Out 

MSB         :     Main Sided Bit 

LSB          :     Least Sided Bit 

IOB          :     Input Output Buffers 

BUFG      :     Global Buffer 

BUFGCTRL :  Global Clock Buffer 
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                                                   CHAPTER 1  

                                 INTRODUCTION 

 

                   In this chapter the discussion is about how the motivation of the project is 

taken and what is the problem that is solved by doing the project and what is the 

objective of the project and organization of the chapters that are present in this 

documentation  

1.1 MOTIVATION 

  

The feature size of integrated circuits has been consistently reduced in the 

pursuit of improved speed, power, silicon area and cost characteristics.  

Semiconductor technologies with feature sizes of several tens of nanometers are 

currently in development. As per International Technology Roadmap for 

Semiconductors (ITRS), the future nanometer scale circuits will contain more than a 

billion transistors and operate at clock speeds well over 10GHz. 

 

1.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 
Distribution of  robust  and reliable  power  and  ground  lines, clock,  data  

and address and other  control  signals  through  interconnects  in  such  a  high- 

speed, highly-complex environment, is a challenging task. The function of wiring 

systems or interconnects is to distribute clock and other signals and to provide 

power/ground to and among the various circuits/systems functions on the chip. The 

performance parameters i.e. time delay and power dissipation of a high-speed chip is 

highly dependent on interconnects, which connect different macro cells within  a 

VLSI chip. 

 

In current DSM (Deep Submicron) technology, coupling and self capacitance 

plays an important role for deciding the behavior of on-chip interconnects. Due to the 

coupling and self capacitance, crosstalk,  delay  and  power  consumption problems 

will arise. The above problems are highly dependent on the frequency of signal used, 
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length of interconnects, data signal etc. Interconnects can be modeled as RC or RLC 

transmission line. The effect of inductance plays an important role as the length and 

used frequency signal increases. 

1.3 OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 

 
In a bus structure, a number of wires are laid in parallel over a long distance. 

Hence the crosstalk problem in a bus structure is particularly salient .One category to 

address this problem is designed for power consumption, and its objective is to 

minimize the total crosstalk in all wires. Another category is designed for 

performance, and its objective is to minimize the maximum crosstalk effect among all 

wires. 

 

In this project we will focus on the second problem i.e., the elimination of 

certain data transmission patterns so that the maximum crosstalk effect is minimized. 

Thus, a bus encoding scheme is proposed for wide bus architecture in high- 

performance processors. 

 

1.4 ORGANISATION OF THE DOCUMENT 

 
         In the documentation, Chapter-1 deals with the Introduction, Motivation, 

Problem Definition, and Objective of the project. Chapter-2 Literature survey. 

Chapter-3 deals with the Crosstalk and power consumption. Chapter-4 deals with  bus 

encoding method. Chapter-5 deals with Results .Chapter-6 deals with the Conclusion 

and future scope. 

      This chapter is completely about the introduction of the project and the next 

chapter deals with literature survey based on references taken  
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CHAPTER 2  

                               LITERATURE  SURVEY 

             This chapter deals with the literature survey, based on references the survey on the 

different techniques including the choosen bus encoding technique to reduce crosstalk 

and power consumption is discussed and how the  bus encoding technique is more 

accurate will be discussed based on results in chapter5. 

 

2.1 PREVIOUS TECHNIQUES 

 

  2.1.1  ASSEMBLER - DEASSEMBLER  BASED BUS- ENCODING      

METHOD:- 

        This method is taken from the reference A Bus-Encoding Scheme for Crosstalk 

Elimination in High-Performance Processor Design by “Wen-Wen Hsieh, Po-Yuan 

Chen, Chun-Yao Wang, and TingTing Hwang”[16].A single wire is associated with two 

types of capacitance. One is the capacitance C ground between the wire and ground, and 

the other is the coupling capacitance C couple between the wire and its neighboring 

wires [1]. The coupling capacitance of a wire can be classify into four types—1C, 2C, 

3C, and 4C—according to the  C couple of two wires [12]. Let the crosstalk effect on a 

single wire (victim) depend on the signal transition of its neighboring wires 

(aggressors). We use a tri tuple (wi−1, wi, wi+1) to represent the wire signal pattern at a 

certain time, where wi represents the victim, and wi−1 and wi+1 are the 

aggressors[3].The transmission patterns with all 0s (or all 1s) followed by any other 

pattern will never incur undesirable crosstalk. 

The main disadvantage of this technique is that it can applicable only to type 3 

crosstalk, also the data is lost during the elimination of crosstalk. 

2.1.2 ASIC IMPLEMENTATION OF LOW POWER EFFICIENT 

CROSSTALK ANALYTICAL BY LUT-BED-CLA 

            This is taken from the reference R. Srivasavi, A.S. Rao, and P. Srinivas, 

“Forbidden Free Pattern Crosstalk Avoidance”, International Journal of Computer &  
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Communication Technology, Vol.3, No.4, 2012[19]. 

  T. Tanaka, K. Pulverer, U. Häbel, C. Castro, M. Bohn, T. Mizuno, A. Isoda, K. 

Shibahara, T. Inui, Y. Miyamoto, and Y. Sasaki [6] has introduced the Demonstration 

of Single-Mode Multicore Fiber Transport Network with Crosstalk-Aware In-Service 

Optical Path Control system. To evaluate the feasibility of the concept, The author 

constructed an MCF transport network tested comprising32-core MCF and EYDFA, 

programmable transponders, 3-degree commercial ROADM, and hierarchical SDN 

controller which is capable of collecting XT values in the MCF transmission links by 

using OSAs. Major limitation of the system is path changes require more.  

M. Chennakesavulu, T.J. Prasad, and V. Sumalatha [7] has proposed the Error 

Controlling Codes Using Pass Transistor Logic. The overhead power, delay and area of 

FEC codes: hamming code and dual rail code, and error detecting codes: checksum and 

two-dimensional parity with duplication. These ECC are designed in 65nm technology 

using CMOS and pass transistor logic and their power–reliability trade-off is analysed 

and compared in terms of delay and overhead area. The reliability of this coding 

scheme is poor and it does not address the crosstalk effect which causes the fault 

occurrences.  

M. Gul, M. Chouikha, and M. Wade [8] has introduced the Joint Crosstalk Aware 

Multiple Error Correction with interleaving scheme. This technique is very useful 

while dealing with burst error. The number of burst errors which can be tolerated by 

this technique can be adjusted by changing the interleaving distance between adjacent 

bits of the same module. The burst of 9 adjacent errors can be corrected if 4 modules of 

encoder and decoder are used. These designs have the same min input/ max output 

arrival time (1.378ns and 5.248ns respectively).  

F. Shi, X. Wu, and Z. Yan [17] has introduced crosstalk avoidance codes (CAC) 

based on novel pattern classifications. In this paper, they have classified new 

classification pattern with a new family of CACs. This method has some drawbacks 

like limited accuracy and the signal is overlapped in the novel pattern. So, not possible 

to get a proper crosstalk rectifying signal in the output.  

Z. Shirmohammadi, F. Mozafari, and S.G. Miremadi[18]  has proposed an 

overhead-efficient coding mechanism called Penultimate-Subtracted Fibonacci (PS-

Fibo) to alleviate crosstalk faults in NoC wires. PS-Fibo coding mechanism benefits 
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the novel numerical system that not only completely removes TODs but also, is 

applicable to a wide range of NoC channel widths. The power consumption, area 

occupation and NoC performance are average. 

 

2.1.3 CROSSTALK DETECTOR BUS INVERT (CDBI) METHOD: 

 

                 This method is chosen from the reference Novel low-power bus invert coding 

methods with crosstalk detector by “Chia-Hao Fang and Chih-Peng Fan”[8]. It 

proposes the first crosstalk detector coding method, called the CDBI method, and it 

aims at crosstalk effects to reduce dynamic power dissipation and propagation delay 

by reducing coupling and switching activities. The n-bit bus is separated into clusters 

of 4-bit data. Each 4-bit cluster is, respectively, encoded according to the CDBI 

method by the relationship of the original data and last encoding data (i.e., b(t) and 

B(t_1)), and then an extra control bit (i.e., the INV line) is obtained, and the unique 

decoding ability is achieved. The encoder circuits are composed of a crosstalk 

detector, a selector, and a NOT gate. First, the crosstalk detector judges whether the 

b(t) value (i.e., the bus value to be sent presently on the bus at time t) will cause 

crosstalk effects about the previous bus state B(t_1) (i.e., the encoded bus value to be 

sent last on bus lines at time t_1). Second, the crosstalk detector generates a control 

signal and the INV line is set to the OC signal. Then, the encoder circuit uses the OC 

signal to select the encoding value. Therefore, the B(t) value does not produce the 

worst crosstalk effects. The internal circuits of the crosstalk detector are composed of 

basic logic gates. We combine the function of the selector circuit and a NOT gate, and 

then we get optimum circuits. Thus, the CDBI method is low complexity in 

implementation, and it uses the crosstalk detector for a low-power design and the 

minimization of the worst crosstalk effects. The algorithm of the CDBI method is 

described as follows. The crosstalk detector first receives the b(t) and B(t_1) values, 

which are reciprocally compared. The purpose of the crosstalk detector is to observe 

whether adjacent wires generate transition 01!10 or 10!01. If a transition happens, a 

three-input AND gate may obtain the ‘High’ signal because adjacent wires produce 

crosstalk effects. In addition, we can group the crosstalk detector into three contrast 

circuits. Each contrast circuit detects crosstalk effects between wires 1 and 2, between 
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wires 2 and 3, or between wires 3 and 4. After 3 three-input AND gates are operated, 

the contrast circuits produce 3-bit outputs, and these outputs pass through a three-input 

OR gate to acquire the OC signal, which is exported from the crosstalk detector. The 

purpose of a three-input OR gate is to determine whether two adjacent wires cause the 

transition 01!10 or 10!01.If a three-input OR gate is set to ‘High,’ then the OC signal 

is also set to ‘High.’ Therefore, the B(t) value (i.e., the encoded bus value to be sent on 

bus lines at time t) acquires the value and INV is set to ‘High’ when the OC signal is 

set to ‘High’; otherwise, the B(t) value can acquire the b(t) value and INV is set to 

‘Low’ when the OC signal is set to ‘Low.’ 

2.2 BUS ENCODING TECHNIQUE 

 
       The Proposed technique makes use of a bus encoding method for the  reduction 

of coupling transitions. The Bus encoding method used here makes use of a encoding 

and decoding architecture at the bus. The crosstalk is classified into  different types 

depending upon the transitions of the signal in the  wire.  The  proposed encoding 

scheme also reduces data lines hence, reduces the redundancy and power consumption. 

It also considers the worst case crosstalk effects due to transitions in the group of lines. 

This is taken from the reference Aghaghiri Y., Fallah F. & Pedram M., (2004) 

“Transition reduction in memory buses using sector based encoding techniques”, IEEE 

Transactions on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems, Vol. 23, 

No. 8[1]. 

 

In this chapter the discussion is about literature survey i.e.,, what are the different 

techniques available for the crosstalk as well as power consumption reduction and how 

the chosen bus encoding technique is different from them based on references, The 

next chapter is about the detailed explanation of crosstalk and power. 
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    CHAPTER 3  

       CROSSTALK AND POWER CONSUMPTION 

                  This chapter deals with history of crosstalk and its reducing techniques and 

effects of crosstalk on a bus and what is a bus and how it is used as a transmission 

medium and how the power consumption reduction is achieved by the bus encoding 

technique using some mathematical equations  

3.1 HISTORY OF CROSSTALK 
 

In integrated circuit design, crosstalk normally refers to a signal affecting 

another nearby signal. Usually the coupling is capacitive, and to the nearest neighbor, 

but other forms of coupling and effects on signal further away are sometimes 

important, especially in analog designs. See signal integrity for tools used to measure 

and prevent this problem, and substrate coupling for a discussion of crosstalk 

conveyed through the integrated circuit substrate. There are a wide variety of possible 

fixes, with increased spacing, wire re-ordering, and shielding being the most common. 

 

Crosstalk is a disturbance caused by the electric or magnetic fields of one 

telecommunication signal affecting a signal in an adjacent circuit. In a telephone 

circuit, crosstalk can result in your hearing part of a voice conversation from another 

circuit. The phenomenon that causes crosstalk is called electromagnetic interference 

(EMI). It can occur in microcircuits within computers and audio equipment as well as 

within network circuits. The term is also applied to optical signals that interfere with 

each other. 

In electronics, the term crosstalk (XT) refers to any phenomenon by which a 

signal transmitted on one circuit or channel of a transmission system creates an 

undesired effect in another circuit or channel. Crosstalk is usually caused by  

undesired capacitive, inductive, or conductive coupling from one circuit, part of a 

circuit, or channel, to another. In telecommunication or telephony, crosstalk is often 

distinguishable as pieces of speech or signaling tones leaking from other people's 

connections. 

If the connection is analog, twisted pair cabling can often be used to reduce  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_circuit_design
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the effects of crosstalk. Alternatively, the signals can be converted to digital form, 

which is much less susceptible to crosstalk. In wireless communication, crosstalk is 

often denoted co-channel interference, and is related to adjacent-channel interference. 

With the Hammond organ, an electromechanical organ invented in 1935, "crosstalk" or 

"leakage" occurs when the instrument's magnetic pickups receive the signal from 

rotating metal tone wheels other than those selected by the organist. In the 1930s and 

1940s, crosstalk was originally considered a defect that needed to be corrected. 

However, in the 1990s and 2000s, Hammond enthusiasts have come to prize the 

sound of tone wheel crosstalk as a "vintage" or "authentic" aspect of the Hammond's 

sound. 

In a music recording setting, the term "crosstalk" can refer to the leakage (or 

"bleeding") of sound from one instrument into a microphone placed in front of 

another musical instrument or singer. A common example is the leakage of the high- 

pitched, heavily-amplified sound of the lead guitar into the microphones for other 

instruments. Note that this is nearly always an acoustic effect, not electrical. One of 

the important effects of coupling capacitances in that they may induce unwanted 

voltage spikes in neighboring bus wire. This is known as cross talk. 

 

Fig 3.1: Delay with three type transition on a three-line directional bus. 

Fig 3.1 shows the data bus model when no switching transition occurs in 

termed an aggressor and the wire on which it produces a noise spike in termed as a 

victim. The problem of reducing capacitive crosstalk effect on buses depends on the 

transition on the bus lines. The effect of an aggressor on a victim depends on a 

number of factors, and not every aggressor will inject an appreciable amount of noise 
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into a victim. Typically, an aggressor wire is physically adjacent to a victim Wire. 

This may be modeled as being connecter by a distributed coupling capacitance. Hence 

a switching event in the aggressor wire while the victim wire is silent can result in the 

injection of current into the victim wire, causing an electrical spike. 

For example, consider three wires that run in parallel for a significant distance 

with minimum space. If the middle wire switches from low to high, while its 

neighbors are simultaneously switching from high to low, the effective capacitance of 

the middle wire becomes doubled compared to the case where the neighbors are quiet. 

On the other hand, if all the three wires are simultaneously switching in the same 

direction, the coupling capacitance of the middle wire becomes zero. It has been 

shown that the delay and power for a long bus is strongly a function of the coupling 

capacitance between the wires. 

3.2 WHAT IS A BUS? 
 

These are the lines that actually carry the data being transferred. The wider the 

data part of the bus, the more information that can be transmitted simultaneously. 

Wider data buses generally mean higher performance. The speed of the bus is dictated 

by the system clock speed and is the other main driver of bus performance. Buses 

have been used as an efficient communication link among functional modules in very 

large scale integration (VLSI) systems. Whereas the size of functional modules 

decreases with the development of semiconductor technology, the size of VLSI chips 

increases, and so does the number of functional modules on a chip. Increasing 

communication requirements among the modules demand more complicated  and 

more efficient buses. Currently, internal bus design plays important roles in the 

performance of a chip. Since too many modules rely on the buses for their 

communication, the buses are usually heavily loaded so that they dissipate quite an 

amount of power in operation. Activation of external buses consumes significant 

power as well, because many input–output (I/O) pins and large I/O drivers are 

attached to the buses. Typically, 50% of the total power is consumed at the I/Os for 

well-designed low-power chips. 

Thus, reducing the power dissipated by buses becomes one of the most 

important concerns in low-power VLSI design. The dynamic power dissipated in a 

http://www.pcguide.com/ref/cpu/arch/extData-c.html
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bus is expressed as the following 

Eq 3.1 PBUS = ∑CloadVDD
2Ntrans 

Where, Cload is the total load capacitance attached to a bus line, VDD is the 

voltage swing at operation, and Ntrans is the number of transitions per second. 

Reducing the power dissipated by buses becomes one of the most important elements 

in low-power VLSI design. 

 

   Fig 3.2: A simplified bus model with crosstalk. 

CL denotes the load capacitance seen by the driver, which includes the 

receiver gate capacitance and the wire-to-substrate parasitic capacitance. CI is the 

coupling (inter-wire) capacitance between signal lines of the n-bit bus. 

3.3 EFFECTS OF CROSSTALK 
 

Fig 3.3: Effects of crosstalk 

 
 Effects of Crosstalk 

 
A Crosstalk effect leads to increases in delay and power consumption and, in 

the worst-case scenario, to inaccurate results. With the scale down of technology to 

deep-sub micrometer level, the crosstalk effect between adjacent wires becomes more 
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and more serious, particularly between long on-chip buses. 

 Crosstalk between wires 

 
Crosstalk between wires, caused by increased capacitive coupling, is 

considered one of the major factors that affect the performance of interconnects such 

as buses. 

 

Crosstalk can affect signal delays by changing the times at which signal 

transitions occur. For example, consider the signal waveforms on the cross-coupled 

nets A, B, and C in fig. Because of capacitive cross-coupling, the transitions on net A 

and net C can affect the time at which the transition occurs on net B. A rising-edge 

transition on net A at the time shown in Fig can cause the transition to occur later on 

net B, possibly contributing to a setup violation for a path containing B. Similarly, a 

falling-edge transition on net C can cause the transition to occur earlier on net B, 

possibly contributing to a hold violation for a path containing B. 

 

                           Fig 3.4: Transition Slowdown or Speedup Caused by Crosstalk 
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Fig 3.5: Glitch Due to Crosstalk 

The logic effects of crosstalk on steady-state nets are due to the cross-coupled 

nets as shown in fig. 3.5. Net B should be constant at logic zero, but the rising edge on 

net A causes a noise bump or glitch on net B. If the bump is sufficiently large and 

wide, it can cause an incorrect logic value to be propagated to the next gate in the path 

containing net B. 

 

 Propagation Delay 

 
With dramatic scaling in feature size, the propagation delay of long on-chip 

interconnects is becoming more significant than the delay of gates in deep sub-micron 

technology. 

 

Specifically, crosstalk between signals, caused by increased capacitive 

coupling, is considered one of the major problems that affect the timing of signals and 

consequently the cycle time must be increased. This, in turn, can lead to performance 

degradation and functional failures. Therefore, alleviating the impact of crosstalk on 

the propagation delay of interconnect is very important in high performance system 

design. 

 

In particular, the propagation delay through long cross-chip buses is already 

proving to be a limiting factor in the speed of some designs, and this trend will only 

get worse. It has been shown that the delay through a long bus is strongly a function 

of the coupling capacitance between the wires. Especially detrimental to the delay is 

the Miller-like effect when adjacent wires simultaneously transition in opposite 

directions. 

 

When the cross-coupling capacitance is comparable to or exceeds the loading 

capacitance on the wires, the delay of such a transition may be twice or more that of a 

wire transitioning next to a steady signal. We call this delay penalty the “crosstalk 

delay”. 
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Fig 3.6: Effects of Crosstalk at Different Arrival Times 

 
The timing impact of an aggressor net on a victim net depends on several factors: 

 The amount of cross-coupled capacitance 

 The relative times and slew rates of the signal transitions 

 The switching directions (rising, falling) 

 The combination of effects from multiple aggressor nets on a single victim net 

 
Fig 3.6 illustrates the importance of timing considerations for calculating 

crosstalk effects. The aggressor signal A has a range of possible arrival times, from 

early to late. If the transition on A occurs at about the same time as the transition on 

B, it could cause the transition on B to occur later as shown in the figure, possibly 

contributing to a setup violation, or it could cause the transition to occur earlier, 

possibly contributing to a hold violation. If the transition on A occurs at an early time, 

it induces an upward bump or glitch on net B before the transition on B, which has no 

effect on the timing of signal B. However, a sufficiently large bump can cause 

unintended current flow by forward-biasing a pass transistor. Similarly, if the 

transition on A occurs at a late time, it induces a bump on B after the transition on B, 

also with no effect on the timing of signal B. 

 

However, a sufficiently large bump can cause a change in the logic value of 

the net, which can be propagated down the timing path. In they suggested the codes 

and encoder and decoder theoretically. The experimental approach is in different way 

with different Codes words and implemented using the Synopsys Xilinx synthesiser 

and timing analyser and provided the timing results. 

 Power consumption 
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Power consumption and delay are two of the most important constraints in 

current-day on-chip bus design. The two major sources of dynamic power dissipation 

on a bus are the self capacitance and the coupling capacitance. As technology scales, 

the interconnect resistance increases due to shrinking wire-width. At the same time, 

spacing between the interconnects decreases resulting in an increase in the coupling 

capacitance. 

 

In Deep Sub-Micron technology the coupling capacitance exceeds the self 

capacitance, which, in turn, cause more power consumption and delay on the bus. 

Recently, the interest has also shifted to minimizing peak power dissipation. The 

reason being that higher peak power leads to an undesired increase in switching noise, 

metal electro migration problems. Operation induced variations due to non-uniform 

temperature on the die. Thus, minimizing power consumption and delay are the most 

important design objectives for on-chip buses. 

 

 Inaccurate Results 

 
Circuit marginality failures in high performance VLSI circuits are projected to 

increase due to shrinking process geometries and high frequency design techniques. 

Capacitive cross coupling between interconnects is known to be a prime contributor to 

such failures. 

 

3.4 TYPES OF CROSSTALK 

Crosstalk in an on-chip bus has been shown to be dependent on the data 

patterns on the bus and has a significant impact on the signal delay as well as the 

overall energy consumption of the bus. 

 

Considering the introduced 3- wire bus model and examining the total 

effective capacitance (Ceff ) driven by the driver of the central (victim) line for 

different transitions of two adjacent (aggressor) lines, we can estimate crosstalk. From 

fig illustrate a simplified on-chip bus model with crosstalk. 

In the fig 3.7, CL denotes the load capacitance, which includes the receiver 

gate capacitance and also the parasitic wire-to-substrate parasitic capacitance. CI is 
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the inter-wire coupling capacitance between adjacent signal lines of the bus we 

calculate that: 

 

 The victim and the aggressors switch in the same direction. The effective 

capacitance charged by the driver of the victim line is given by: Ceff = CL . 

 The victim and one aggressor switch in the same direction and the other 

aggressor is quite: Ceff = CL + CI . 

 The victim switches and both aggressor are quiet, or the victim and one 

aggressor switch in direction, while the other aggressor switches oppositely: Ceff 

= CL + 2 CI . 

 The victim and one aggressor switch oppositely, while the other aggressor is 

quite: Ceff = CL + 3CI. 

 The victim and both aggressors switch oppositely: Ceff = CL + 4CI . 
 

 

 
Where k is a constant determined by driver strength and wire resistance, is the 

voltage change on the ith line and is the relative voltage change between the ith and 

kth line. Since on-chip buses are generally full-swing binary buses, we can assume  

 

that the two output voltage levels are Vout and 0V. 

Fig 3.7: On-chip bus model with crosstalk. 

The coupling between the groups of the three wires is classified  into five 

types depending upon the nature of transitions of signals in the wire that are Type-0, 

Type-1, Type-2, Type-3 and Type-4. The Type-0 coupling occurs when all of  the 3-
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bit wires are in the same state transition. A transition from 000 to 111 (i.e. ↑↑↑) causes 

a Type-0 coupling. For Type-0, coupling capacitance is zero. 

Type-1 coupling occurs when there is a transition in one or the two wires 

(including the centre wire) and the third wire remains quite. There are eight 

possibilities by which Type-1 condition occurs. The coupling capacitance in  this  

case is CC. 

A Type-2 coupling occurs when the centre wire is in the opposite state 

transition with one of its adjacent wires while the other wires undergo the same state 

transition as the centre wire i.e.100 to 011. Ten different conditions are possible for 

Type-2 coupling. The coupling capacitance is 2CC in this case. 

A Type-3 coupling occurs when the central  wire  undergoes  the  opposite 

state transition with one of  the two  wires while  the other  wires  are  quiet i.e.  010 

to 001. Coupling capacitance in the  case  of Type-3 coupling is 3CC and there are 

four possibilities that cause Type-3 coupling. 

 

For a Type-4 coupling, all three wire transitions are in the opposite  states  

with respect to each other. Two conditions cause Type-4 coupling with a coupling 

capacitance effect of 4CC. All the five Types of couplings are shown in Table.[2] 

Table 3.1: Crosstalk Types for a 3-Bit Bus Considering RC Model of Interconnect 
 

↑: switch from ‘0’ to ‘1’, ↓: switch from ‘1’ to ‘0’, - : no transition 

 

It can be concluded from the above description that power and crosstalk is 

highly depended on the transitions of the signal in the wires. If the number of 

transitions is reduced by encoding methods, the dynamic power dissipation as well as 
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DD 

crosstalk will also be reduced.  Different  encoding  methods  are  proposed  by 

different researchers. The efficient encoding proposed by Burleson[13], which include 

the concept of counting the number of transitions, with respect to  the previous states 

of group of lines. Data is transmitted in original form or in inverted form depending 

on the number of state transition of the lines as compared to previous states. 

 

3.5 ESTIMATION OF POWER AND CROSSTALK IN RC BUS 

MODEL 

The total power consumption in the VLSI chip comprises of dynamic power, 

short circuit power, static power and leakage power. It can be simply described as 

summation of all these components i.e., 

Eq 3.2 P Dissipation = Pstatic + Pdynamic + Pleakage + Pshrtckt 

 
The capacitance of interconnect can be classified  as  coupling  capacitance 

and self-capacitance. The coupling capacitance is the capacitance between the 

adjacent data lines while  the  self- capacitance  refers  to  the  capacitance  between 

the substrate and the wire itself. The dynamic power in VLSI chip decides the 

behaviour of chip and is highly dependent on the load capacitance and coupling 

capacitance i.e. bus line signal transitions. Dynamic  power  dissipation on a coded 

bus thus can be defined as following equation 

     

                                        Eq 3.3 P D,Coded =(αcl x CL+ αcc x CC)x VDD
2 x f 

                                                         =(αcl + αccxλ)CL x V 2  x f  

 
Where, CL, Cc, VDD, f and λ is the load capacitance, coupling capacitance, 

supplying voltage, clock frequency and capacitance ratio defined as: λ = Cc/CL 

respectively. λ is dependent on the technology which is being used, hence its value 

depends on the physical parameters.  αcl  is  the value of average switching activity  

for the load capacitance. For un-encoded buses αcl is 1. αcc is the value of average 

coupling activity for the coupling capacitance. For un-encoded buses αcc is 1. 

Hence for un-encoded data the power dissipation can be defined by following 
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equation 

 Eq 3.4 P D,uncoded =     (1+λ) x CL x VDD
2
 x f 

 
Effective crosstalk capacitance is determined by 

 
Where,  V2   is  voltage  variation  of  the  centre  wire   V1 and   V3   are 

voltage variations in the adjacent wires. VDD is power supply voltage which equals 

rail-to-rail signal voltage in CMOS circuits. Ceff is effective coupling capacitance 

variation.[2,7] 

 

3.6 METHODS TO REDUCE CROSSTALK 

 
The most common methods to reduce crosstalk, propagation delay and power are: 

 
 Insertion of repeaters 

 Insertion of shielding between adjacent wires 

 Minimizing spacing between signal and ground lines. 

 Isolating clocks and other critical signals from other lines (larger  line  

spacing) or isolation with ground traces. 

 In backplane or wire-wrap applications, use twisted pair for sensitive 

applications such as clocks and asynchronous set or clear functions. While 

using ribbon or flat cable, make every other line a ground line. 

 Introduction of intentional delay among coupled signal transmission. 

 Bus Encoding methods 

 The use of tight geometry in most  systems  can  reduce  crosstalk  

significantly although it cannot eliminate it entirely. Some preventive design 

measures can be used to minimize crosstalk. 

 Using maximum allowable spacing between signal lines. 

 Terminating signal lines into their characteristic impedance. 

The Bus encoding method is widely used technique to reduce dynamic 

switching power and the effects of crosstalk (signal noise, delay) during data 
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transmission on buses. Low power encoding techniques aim to  transform  the data 

being transmitted on buses in such a manner so that the self and coupling switching 

activity on buses are reduced. Crosstalk aware encoding techniques can  also modify 

the switching patterns of a  group  of  wires  to  reduce  crosstalk  coupling effect. 

These techniques are quite effective in reducing power consumption, improving 

transmission reliability, and increasing system performance. 

 

Bus encoding  schemes  can  be classified according to several criteria, such  

as the amount of extra information needed for coding (redundant or irredundant 

coding), and the method of encoding implementation (hardware, software, or a 

combination of the two), Type of code used (algebraic, permutation, or probability 

based), the degree of encoding adaptability (static or dynamically adaptable 

encoding), the targeted capacitance for switching  reduction.  Encoding  techniques 

are often aimed at power reduction, signal transmission delay reduction and  

reliability improvement, or a combination of these due to the reduction in the 

transition. Certain optimizations such as crosstalk reduction can have multiple 

benefits associated with them such as power reduction, signal delay reduction and 

noise reduction. 

In this chapter the discussion is completely about the crosstalk, its effects and 

reduction techniques  and also it discussed about power consumption and its reduction 

The detailed architecture of the bus encoding technique is discussed in the next 

chapter 
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CHAPTER 4 

 BUS ENCODING METHOD 

           This chapter is completely about the bus encoding technique used in the 

experiment of the project for reducing crosstalk as well as for reducing power 

consumption, It includes the encoding and decoding architectures along with the 

components used in them, It also explains how the encoding and decoding techniques 

are performed by internally using its components  and it also gives the description 

about each component used in it and also advantages and disadvantages of the choosen 

bus encoding technique are discussed.  

 

 

Fig4.1: Block Diagram of Bus Encoding Method  

4.1  ENCODER 

 

 Fig 4.2: Block Diagram of Encoding Method 
 

The block diagram of proposed encoder is shown in Fig.1 that consists of 
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counter, controller, comparator and three 3-bit register. Each module of the encoding 

method is explained in later sections. The encoder transforms the bus line signals for 

the reduction or elimination of the worst case crosstalk by reducing the 7-bit lines  

into 4-bit lines. The encoder deals with the coupling transitions among the group of 

seven  bits.  It  identifies  the  higher  number  of  0‟s  and  1‟s  in  counter  and  controller 

modules. Output line of controller is set according to higher number of 1‟s or 0‟s. 

 

The comparator module compares the input 7-bit data lines with the output 

line  of the controller to identify the flips in the line. Firstly,  the  number  of  1‟s  and 

0‟s  are  counted  using  a  counter  module.  If  the  number  of  1‟s  is  more  than  the 

number  of  0‟s,  the  comparator  module  sets  output  line  in  high  state  i.e.  1.  If  the 

number of 0‟s are more than the number of 1‟s, the comparator module sets output 

line in low state i.e. 0. There are two best cases possible; either all lines are in one 

state or all lines are in zero state. Maximum three flips are possible in comparator 

module due to the counter and controller modules. These flip positions are stored in 

three 3-bit registers. 

 

The single output line of controller is compared with initial 7-bit input line  

and finds the flipped bit positions. The number of flipped bits could be 0 i.e. best case 

when  all the  inputs are either 0’’ or ‘1‟,  or  1  or  2  or  3  i.e.  worst  case.  After 

identification of the flipped bits positions, these positions are stored in the 3-bit 

registers. The number of the registers is chosen to be three in order to work for the 

best as well as the worst cases. The best case is one when all the input lines are „0‟ 

or „1‟. In this case all the registers are empty as there is no change in any of the bits. 

Thus, there is significant reduction in crosstalk as all three registers have same null 

value. 

 

Otherwise, the value of the registers can vary from zero to maximum three. 

The seven bits data lines are taken as inputs to the  encoder,  so,  three  bits  have 

taken to indicate the flip bit positions in the seven  lines.  All  the  equivalent  

positions for these 8 combinations are shown in Table.5.1.  Each  of  the  register 

value sends in three different clock cycles. At each clock cycle, contents of one 

register are sent to the decoder. Next register contents are sent in the  next  clock  
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cycle and so on. Since the maximum flips that can be possible are  three  so  

maximum three clock cycles are required for decoding the  7-bit  line  at  decoder 

side. 

 

Table 4.1: Register Values Indicating the Positions of Flipping 
 

(i)Counter Module 

 
The counter module is for the determination of the number of 0‟s and 1‟s in 

the input sequence of seven bit lines. The input to the counter module is 7-bit input.  

Each  of  these  lines  is  selected  and  then  compared  with  ‘0‟  and  ‘1‟.  Two 

variables are initialized for storing the values of the number of 0‟s and 1‟s in the input 

sequence. 

 

The  first variable stores the  value of  the number  of  0‟s and the other  one 

store  the  number  of  the  1‟s  in  the  input  sequence.  These  two  lines  are  then  fed 

into the controller module along with two variables and are passed to the  

controller. 

 

(ii)Controller 

 
As seen in Fig 5.1 the two output lines of the counter represents the number 

of 1‟s and 0‟s. These two inputs are fed to the controller. The Controller decides  

for  the  number  of  occurrences  of  0‟s  and  1‟s  as  provided  by  counter module. 

 

This module decides the output as „0 or „1 based on the input value. If 

number  of  0‟s  is  higher  as  compared  to  the  number  of  1‟s  the  output  of  the 

controller  will  be  ‘0‟.  If  number  of  1‟s  is  higher  as  compared  to  the  number  of 
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0‟s the output of the controller will be ‘1‟. 

 

(iii)Comparator 

 
The single output line is fed  to  the  comparator  along with  the initial  7- 

bit inputs. This  single output line is compared with  each of the initial 7-bits. This 

is to compare whether the value of the bit is the same or different from the single 

line. The output signal from the controller is XORed  with  each  of  the  seven 

input lines to identify the flipping. This module  identifies  the  flipped positions 

and stored in the 3-bit register for the decoding purpose. 

(iv)Registers 

 
This module is used for storing the position of  flipped  bit  identified  by  

the comparator module. This ascertains the proper interpretation of the input bits 

where a 000 value in the register stands for the 0thbit position, 001 represents the 

1st bit and likewise 111 represents 7thposition as shown in the Table.5.1. These 

three registers are meant for the  simultaneous  storage  of  the  flipped  bit 

positions. These lines along with the single input equivalent line from the  

controller are transmitted to the decoder. The encoder provides the output in four 

lines for the decoding purpose i.e. one line from the controller and the other three 

lines from the register. Three clock cycles are needed for complete decoding of the 

input sequence. 

 

 

 

4.2  DECODER 

 
The decoder of the proposed encoding method is shown in Fig 5.2. The 

decoder of the proposed encoding method consists of the three 3-bit registers, splitter, 

and inversion module and line identifier. The four lines from the encoder are fed to 

the decoder. In the first clock cycle the contents of the first register from encoder are 

stored in the first register of the decoder and so on. As we know the maximum flips 

that can be possible are three, so maximum three clock cycles are required for 
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complete decoding of the 7-bit data. 

 

Although, we can also use single 3-bit register in the encoder and decoder 

side instead of three 3-bit registers, three registers are used for the compensation of 

delay generated by the clock cycles for the transmission of flipped bit positions to 

decoder. 

 

 
 

 

Fig 4.3: Block Diagram of a Decoder 

 
The output line taken from the comparator of encoder side is fed  to  the 

splitter module of the decoder. The splitter module splits the 1-bit input line to seven 

bits of output lines. All the seven output lines have similar value as that of the input 

i.e. if the input to the splitter is „1‟ then output of the splitter is of seven lines having  

value  of  each  line  as  „1‟.  Similarly  when  input  of  the splitter  is  „0‟  all  the seven 

lines will have output value ‟0‟. 

 

The line identifier module takes the input from the three 3-bit registers 

sequentially. The sequence is managed by the clock cycle. Line identifier gets the 

content of 3-bit register and identifies the line to be flipped as per Table 5.1. These 

identification indications are then fed to the inversion module. The inversion module 
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inverts the indentified line. In next turn this process is repeated. And after three 

iterations the final decoded data of seven bits is taken as the output of the decoder. 

4.3 DESCRIPTION OF DIFFERENT MODULES IN ENCODER & 

DECODER 

4.3.1 Counter 
A counter is a sequential circuit that counts. That means it proceeds through a 

pre-defined sequence of states where the state of the circuit is determined by the states 

of all its flip flops. As every state of the circuit can be given a number we can say that 

a counter produces a sequence of numbers. A commonly used approach is to interpret 

a circuits state as dual number, so if flip-flop A, B and C are all 0 the counter’s state is 

0. if A is 1, B is 0 and C is 1 the counter’s state is 101 = 5 and so on. 

 
The most basic counters will simply increment by 1 with every clock pulse, so 

after state 100 it will go to 101; the next pulse will let it switch to 110 etc. It is 

possible to design counters with any needed counting sequence. In electronics, 

counters can be implemented quite easily using register-type circuits such as the flip 

flop, and a wide variety of designs exist, that are listed as below: 

 Asynchronous (ripple) counters 

 Synchronous counters 

 Johnson counters 

 Decade counters 

 Up-Down counters 

(i)Asynchronous Ripple Counter 
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Fig 4.3: Asynchronous Counter created from JK flip-flops. 

The simplest counter circuit is a single D-type flip-flop, with its D (data) input 

fed from its own inverted output. This circuit can store one bit, and hence can count 

from zero to one before it overflows (starts over from 0). This counter will increment 

once for every clock cycle and takes two clock cycles to overflow, so every cycle it 

will alternate between a transition from 0 to 1 and a transition from 1 to 0. Notice that 

this creates a new clock with a 50% duty cycle at exactly half the frequency of the 

input clock. If this output is then used as the clock signal for a similarly arranged D 

flip-flop (remembering to invert the output to the input), you will get another 1 bit 

counter that counts half as fast. Putting them together yields a two bit counter. You 

can continue to add additional flip-flops, always inverting the output to its own input, 

and using the output from the previous flip-flop as the clock signal. The result is 

called a ripple counter, which can count to 2
n
-1 where n is the number of bits (flip- 

flop stages) in the counter. 

 

Ripple counters suffer from unstable outputs as the overflows "ripple" from 

stage to stage, but they do find frequent application as dividers for clock signals, 

where the instantaneous count is unimportant, but the division ratio overall is. (To 

clarify this, a 1-bit counter is exactly equivalent to a divide by two circuit – the output 

frequency is exactly half that of the input when fed with a regular train of clock 

pulses). The use of flip-flop outputs as clocks leads to timing skew between the count 

data bits, making this ripple technique incompatible with normal synchronous circuit 

design styles. 

 

(ii)Synchronous counter 

 
Where a stable count value is important across several bits, which is the case 

in most counter systems, synchronous counters are used. These also use flip-flops, 

either the D-type or the more complex J-K type, but here, each stage is clocked 

simultaneously by a common clock signal. Logic gates between each stage of the 

circuit control data flow from stage to stage so that the desired count behavior is 

realized. Synchronous counters can be designed to count up or down, or both 
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according to a direction input, and may be preset able via a set of parallel "jam" 

inputs. Most types of hardware-based counter are of this type. A simple way of 

implementing the logic for each bit of an ascending counter (which is what is shown 

in the image to the right) is for each bit to toggle when all of the less significant bits 

are at a logic high state. For example, bit 1 toggles when bit 0 is logic high; bit 2 

toggles when both bit 1 and bit 0 are logic high; bit 3 toggles when bit 2, bit 1 and bit 

0 are all high; and so on. Synchronous counters can also be implemented with 

hardware finite state machines, which are more complex but allow for smoother, more 

stable transitions. 

 

(iii)Ring counter 

 
A Ring counter is a shift register (a cascade connection of flip-flops) with the 

output of the last one connected to the input of the first, that is, in a ring. Typically a 

pattern consisting of a single 1 bit is circulated, so the state repeats every N clock 

cycles if N flip-flops are used. It can be used as a cycle counter of N states. 

 

(iv)Johnson counter 

 
A Johnson counter (or switchtail ring counter, twisted-ring counter, walking- 

ring counter, or Moebius counter) is a modified ring counter, where the output from 

the last stage is inverted and fed back as input to the first stage. A pattern of bits equal 

in length to twice the length of the shift register thus circulates indefinitely. These 

counters find specialist applications, including those similar to the decade counter, 

digital to analogue conversion, etc. 

 

(v)Decade counter 

 
A decade counter is one that counts in decimal digits, rather than binary. A 

decimal counter may have each digit binary encoded (that is, it may count in binary- 

coded decimal, as the 7490 integrated circuit did) or other binary encodings (such as 

the bi-quinary encoding of the 7490 integrated circuit). Alternatively, it may have a 
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"fully decoded" or one-hot output code in which each output goes high in turn; the 

4017 was such a circuit. The latter type of circuit finds applications in multiplexers 

and demultiplexers, or wherever a scanning type of behaviour is useful. Similar 

counters with different numbers of outputs are also common. 

(vi)Up–down counter 

 
A counter that can change state in either direction, under control an up–down 

selector input, is known as an up–down counter. When the selector is in the up state, 

the counter increments its value; when the selector is in the down state, the counter 

decrements the count. 

 

4.3.2 Comparator 

 
Digital or Binary Comparators are made up from standard AND, NOR and 

NOT gates that compare the digital signals at their input terminals and produces an 

output depending upon the condition of the inputs. For example, whether input A is 

greater than, smaller than or equal to input B etc. It is a hardware electronic device 

that compares two numbers in binary form and generates a one or a zero at its output 

depending on whether they are the same or not. Digital Comparators can compare a 

variable or unknown number for example A (A1, A2, A3, .... An, etc) against that of a 

constant or known value such as B (B1, B2, B3, ....Bn, etc) and produce an output 

depending upon the result. For example, a comparator of 1-bit, (A and B) would 

produce the following three output conditions. 

 
Eq 4.1 A > B, A =B, A < B 

 
This is useful if we want to compare two values and produce an output when 

the condition is achieved. For example, produce an output from a counter when a 

certain count number is reached. Consider the simple 1-bit comparator below. 
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Fig 4.4: 1-bit Comparator 

 

Then the operation of a 1-bit digital comparator is given in the following Truth Table. 

 
Table 4.2: Truth Table of Comparator 

 

You may notice two distinct features about the comparator from the above truth table. 

Firstly, the circuit does not distinguish between either two "0" or two "1"'s as an output A 

= B is produced when they are both equal, either A = B = "0" or A = B 

= "1". Secondly, the output condition for A = B resembles that of a commonly 

available logic gate, the Exclusive-NOR or Ex-NOR gate giving Q = A B. 

 
Digital comparators actually use Exclusive-NOR gates within their design for 

comparing the respective pairs of bits in each of the two words with single bit 

comparators cascaded together to produce Multi-bit comparators so that larger words 

can be compared.  
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4.3.3 Registers 
 

With flip-flop we can store data bitwise but usually data does not appear as 

single bits. Instead it is common to store data words of n bit with typical word lengths 

of 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64 bit. Thus, several flip-flops are combined to form a register to 

store whole data words. Registers are synchronous circuits thus all flip-flops are 

controlled by a common clock line. As registers are often use to collect serial data 

they are also called accumulators. In digital circuits, a shift register is a group of flip 

flops set up in a linear fashion which have their inputs and outputs connected together 

in such a way that the data is shifted down the line when the circuit is activated. Shift 

registers can have co parallel inputs and outputs, including serial-in, parallel-out 

(SIPO) and parallel-in, serial-out (PISO) types. 

 

There are also types that have both serial and parallel input and types with 

serial and parallel output. There are also bi-directional shift registers which allow you 

to vary the direction of the shift register. The serial input and outputs of a register can 

also be connected together to create a circular shift register. One could also create 

multi-dimensional shift registers, which can perform more complex computation. 

There exist several types of registers as there are 

(i)Shift Registers 

Information often comes bitwise i.e. one bit every clock pulse. To store such 

data shift registers are used. A shift register has one input. Every clock pulse one bit is 

loaded into the first flip-flop of the register while all the actual flip-flop contents are 

shifted and the “oldest” bit got dropped. 

 

If the output of all flip-flops (and therefore the  register’s complete content) are 

read from the lines Q1 to Qn the register is used as Serial In – Parallel Out (SIPO). A 

typical purpose for such a SIPO register is to collect data that is delivered bitwise and 

that is needed in n-bit data words (e.g. to convert the signals from serial ports of a 

computer: the line transports 1 bit a time, the computer uses 8, 16 or 32 bit data 

words). 

Shifting bits are important for mathematical operations: if the output of the 

whole register is interpreted as a dual number, shifting by on bit corresponds to 
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multiplying or dividing by 2 (depends on which flip-flop is interpreted as MSB). 

(ii)Cyclic Registers 

Sometimes it is necessary to “recycle” the same values again and again. Thus 

the bit that usually would get dropped is fed to the register input again to receive a 

cyclic serial register 

(iii)Parallel In-Serial Out 

As there is a need for serial – parallel conversion the inverse operation is 

equally required. It is done by a Parallel In – Serial Out register (PISO) that allows 

loading data as whole data words and serial shifting. For this operation it needs two 

control lines: one to trigger the shifting and one to control when a new data word is 

loaded to the register.                                                    

4.4  ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES 

4.4.1 ADVANTAGES 
 Number of wires is reduced by 57.4%. 

 As the number of wires reduces power consumption reduces as well as the size also 

reduces. 

 The proposed method of bus encoder significantly eliminates or reduces the worst 

case crosstalk. 

 Reduction in the coupling and switching activity  reduces  the  dynamic  power 

dissipation and crosstalk. 

 

4.4.2 DISADVANTAGES 

 Adds a delay of three clock cycles 

 Reduces crosstalk effectively by 35 to 40 percent.

      In this chapter there is a detailed discussion about the components used in the architecture  

The results are shown in next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5              

RESULTS 

           This chapter completely deals about the results which include simulation wave forms, 

synthesis reports of encoder, decoder ,and encoder-decoder elements and power reports by 

comparing the obtained powers of the bus encoding technique with other techniques to show 

that this technique is accurate for reducing power consumption and the wave forms of top 

level views show that how crosstalk can be minimised in a bus, there is also a detailed 

explanation about each waveform, table, the waveforms are also shown for each component 

of the encoder and decoder. 

5.1  SIMULATION RESULTS  

Counter: 

 

 
Fig 5.11: Output Waveform of Counter 

In this block there is 7 bit digital data as output with a clock cycle, it counts number of zeros 

and ones present in the data and gives output of number of zeros and ones in binary form. 
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Controller: 

   
                                        Fig 5.12: Output Waveform of Controller 

 

    In this element the two inputs, one is number of zeros and other is number of ones are the 

inputs, then it compares and gives output either 1 or 0 which is greater according to given data, 

and it is given as the output of encoder. 

 

Comparator 

  

 
Fig 5.13: Output Waveform of Comparator 

It takes the input from controller either 1 or 0 and also input data, and compares based on the 

controller output .it identifies the bit transition positions and gives them to 3-bit registers where 
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they can be stored. 

 

Registers 

 

Fig 5.14: Output Waveform of Registers 

By using clock cycle it sends the output of encoder as transited bit positions (states) in binary 

form by taking the positions from comparator. 

 

 

Encoder 

  

Fig 5.15: Output Waveform of Encoder 

It is the top level view of all elements in the encoder where the input of encoder is 7 bit digital 

data and output is encoded data(either 0 or 1)along with the clock cycle consisting of bit 

transition positions as states. 
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Splitter 

  

 

Fig 5.16: Output Waveform of Splitter 

It is the first element of decoder, it takes the input from encoder as encoded data (0or1) and 

splits into 7 similar bits either all zeros or all ones. 

Line Identifier 

  

Fig 5.17: Output Waveform of Line Identifier 

In this block the inputs are given directly from encoder as states in clock cycle consisting of 3 

bit register contents which has bit transition positions and gives them separately as data to the 

inversion module. 
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Inversion Module 

  

Fig 5.18: Output Waveform of Inversion module 

It takes the input from both splitter as well as line identifier and inverts the bit positions in the 7 

bit data and gives original data as output. 

 

Decoder 

  

Fig 5.19: Output Waveform of Decoder 

  It is the top level view of the all elements in the decoder where the inputs are encoded data 

(either 0 or 1) and clock cycle consisting of register contents as states, here the output is the 

original data given to the encoder. 
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Encoder-Decoder 

  

Fig 5.20: Output Waveform of Encoder-Decoder 

   It is the final result of the project , it consists of all blocks of both encoder and decoder here the 

input and output are same but for the purpose of transmission  the data is encoded into a single 

bit along with a delay of 3 clock cycles consisting of flip positions, here there is 7 bit data 

because the architecture contains only 3 three bit registers in case of worst case crosstalk. 

5.2  SYNTHESIS REPORT 
 

5.2.1  Encoder: 
 

Device utilization summary: 
  

 

Selected Device :  

 

 

   7a100tcsg324-3 

 
Slice Logic Utilization:  

 

Number of Slice Registers:                               30  out of  126800     0%   

Number of Slice LUTs:                                     51  out of  63400           0%   

Number used as Logic:                                     51  out of  63400           0%   

 
Slice Logic Distribution:  

 

Number of LUT Flip Flop pairs used:              57 

Number with an unused Flip Flop:                   27  out of     57            47%   

Number with an unused LUT:                          6  out  of     57            10%   

Number of fully used LUT-FF pairs:               24  out of     57           42%   

Number of unique control sets:                         5 

 

IO Utilization:  
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Number of IOs:                                                 14 

Number of bonded IOBs:                                  14  out of    210           6%   

 

Specific Feature Utilization: 

 

 

Number of BUFG/BUFGCTRLs:                     1  out of     32              3%   

 

TIMING REPORT: 
 

  Total                                                                   0.386ns (0.000ns logic, 0.386ns route) 

    (0.0% logic, 100.0% route)  

 

5.2.2 Decoder: 
 

Device utilization summary: 
  

 

Selected Device :  

 

 

   7a100tcsg324-3 

 
Slice Logic Utilization:  

 
Number of Slice Registers:                            31  out of  126800          0%   

Number of Slice LUTs:                                  26  out of  63400            0%   

 Number used as Logic:                                  26  out of  63400            0%   

 
Slice Logic Distribution:  

 

Number of LUT Flip Flop pairs used:            42 

Number with an unused Flip Flop:                 11  out of     42              26%   

Number with an unused LUT:                        16  out of     42               38%   

Number of fully used LUT-FF pairs:             15  out of     42              35%   

Number of unique control sets:                        7 

 

IO Utilization:  

  

Number of IOs:                                               13 

Number of bonded IOBs:                                13  out of    210              6%   

 

Specific Feature Utilization: 

 

 

Number of BUFG/BUFGCTRLs:                    1  out of     32              3% 

 

TIMING REPORT: 
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  Total                                                                 0.640ns (0.361ns logic, 0.279ns route)                                                                                                    

(56.4% logic, 43.6% route) 

 

  5.2.3   Encoder-Decoder: 

Device utilization summary: 
  

 

Selected Device :  

 

 

   7a100tcsg324-3 

 
Slice Logic Utilization:  

 
Number of Slice Registers:                            68   out of  126800     0%   

Number of Slice LUTs:                                  100  out of  63400      0%   

 Number used as Logic:                                  100  out of  63400      0%   

 
Slice Logic Distribution:  

 

Number of LUT Flip Flop pairs used:            130 

Number with an unused Flip Flop:                 62  out of     130         47%   

Number with an unused LUT:                        30  out of    130          23%   

Number of fully used LUT-FF pairs:             38  out of    130          29%   

 

Number of unique control sets:                      11 

 

IO Utilization:  

  

Number of IOs:                                              17 

Number of bonded IOBs:                               17  out of    210            8%    

 

Specific Feature Utilization: 

 

 

Number of BUFG/BUFGCTRLs:                    1  out of     32             3%   

 

TIMING REPORT: 
 

 Total                                                                0.645ns (0.361ns logic, 0.283ns route)                                                                                  

(56.0% logic, 44.0% route) 
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5.3   POWER REPORTS AND ANALYSIS 
 

Table5.1  Powers Vs Clock frequencies : 

Clk 

Frequency 

(MHz) 

                                                                Power(nW) 

Artix7 Spartan6 Spartan6 

Low power 

Virtex7 Virtex6 

Low power 

1 10000 480000 400000 20000 50000 

10 110000 660000 560000 160000 480000 

50 530000 1480000 1270000 780000 2420000 

100 1070000 2500000 2150000 1560000 4850000 

500 5350000 10660000 9230000 7780000 24240000 

Delay(ns) 0.64 5.05 5.05 0.511 0.68 

                                         

       This table shows different powers at different clock frequencies for different device families 

of Xilinx, it uses Xilinx XPOWER analyser for synthesising the power reports at different clock 

frequencies and for generating delays and synthesis reports it uses Xilinx XST synthesiser here 

the power and delay are in nano units for Artix 7 device family it consumes less power as it is 

28nm technology device family and other all are 45nm technologies, so this logic family is 

useful rather than others for reducing power consumption, the comparision with other techniques 

is given in the below tables.  

 

Fig 5.31 Powers of Artix7 Vs Clock Frequencies 
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The above graph shows the different powers of Artix7 device family at different Clock 

Frequencies 

Table 5.2 Power-delay products :   

Clk 

Frequency 

(MHz) 

                                    Power-Delay product(x10
-18 

) 

Artix7 Spartan6 Spartan6 

Low power 

Virtex7 Virtex6 

Low power 

1 6400 2424000 2020000 10220 34000 

10 70400 3333000 2828000 81760 326400 

50 339200 7474000 6413500 398580 1645600 

100 684800 12625000 10857500 797160 3298000 

500 342400 53833000 46611500 3975580 16483200 

Delay(ns) 0.64 5.05 5.05 0.511 0.68 

                                      

This table shows the power- delay reports at different frequencies for different device families. 

 

          Fig 5.32 Graph of Power-Delay products of Artix7 Vs Clock Frequency 

The above figure shows the increase of Power-Delay product of Artix7 device family by increasing 

Clock Frequency 

Table5.3 Comparisions :  

Technology Method Power(nW) 

45nm* Existing- I [17] 43375.53 

Existing- II [18] 40214.31 

LUT-BED [19] 706397 

LUT-BED-CLA [19] 26821 

28nm Bus Encoding method 10000 
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By comparing with previous techniques also less power consumption is obtained by using the  

bus encoding method with 28nm technology Artix7 device family. 

 

5.4  RTL SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION 

5.4.1 RTL Schematic of Encoder 
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Fig 5.41: RTL Schematic of Encoder 
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5.4.2 RTL Schematic of Decoder 
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Fig 5.42: RTL Schematic of Decoder 
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5.4.3 RTL Schematic of Encoder_ Decoder: 
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                                Fig 5.43: RTL Schematic of Encoder_ Decoder 

 

The above results show that the bus encoding technique with the encoding and decoding 

architecture can be used for reduction of crosstalk as well as power consumption  
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

         Conclusion of the project is discussed in this chapter. 

The proposed method of bus encoder significantly eliminates or reduces the 

worst case crosstalk. Reduction of crosstalk is because of the reduction in  the  

number of lines from 7 bits to 4 bits as an output of the Encoder. This reduces the 

crosstalk effectively by 35 to 40 percent. The transitions in the state of buses decide 

the behaviour of the switching and coupling activities. It is shown that reduction  in 

the coupling and switching activity reduces the dynamic power dissipation and 

crosstalk. 

Thereby, the power dissipation is also reduced as compared to the initial input 

sequence and also by comparing with other bus encoding methods as shown in the 

comparision table, so we can use the particular device family for synthesizing the 

circuit. Hence, the overall performance of the VLSI chip is improved. For all possible 

128 combinations of the input sequence the output is seen manually and via the 

implemented mechanism. It is finally found that the method is implemented 

successfully and serves its purpose to a great extent. 

 

Future Work 

 
Recently there has been invention of energy efficient computer chip. The 

significance of this chip is that information transfer takes place using light i.e., 

photons. Photons do not generate heat, thus they do not need to be cooled. 

 

 Hence we conclude that this technique is very useful for reducing power consumption 

as well as to reduce the un desirable effects of crosstalk 
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     PROJECT OUTCOMES: 

Students will be able to 

1. Use modern tools like Mentor Graphics, Xilinx Vivado 

2. Perform simulation and analysis. 

3. Analyse and compare different techniques. 

4. Prepare document of the project precisely. 

 

    

                       PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs)  

 

The ECE Graduates will be equipped with the ability of 

 

 1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, 

engineering fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of 

complex engineering problems.  

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze 

complex engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first 

principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering 

problems and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs 

with appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, 

societal, and environmental considerations.  

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, 

and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions.  

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations.  

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge 

to assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent 

responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice.  
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7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional 

engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the 

knowledge of, and need for sustainable development.  

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and 

responsibilities and norms of the engineering practice.  

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member 

or leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with 

the engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to 

comprehend and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective 

presentations, and give and receive clear instructions.  

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of 

the engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a 

member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary 

environments. 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 

change.  

 

  PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs)  

 

PSO1: Apply the fundamental concepts of Electronics and Communication 

Engineering to design a variety of components and systems for applications including 

Signal Processing, Image Processing, Communications, Networking, Embedded 

Systems, VLSI, and Control systems  

PSO2:  Select and apply cutting-edge engineering hardware and software tools to 

solve complex Electronics and Communication Engineering problems.  
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH POs AND PSOs 

 

Project 

Outcomes 
PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 

Outcome1    X     X    X    X    X          X 

Outcome2    X    X    X    X    X        X     X 

Outcome3    X    X    X    X     X    X     X    X   

Outcome4    X          X    X    X    X    X 

 

Project 

Outcomes 
PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome1    X    X 

Outcome2    X    X 

Outcome3    X    X 

Outcome4    X    X 
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ABSTRACT 

  The waveguide is a hollow tube which is used for transmission of microwave range frequency 

electromagnetic waves. Waveguides are divided into different types depending on their 

shapes. Waveguide in form of a rectangle is termed a rectangular waveguide. Rectangular 

waveguides are the earliest mode of transmission lines used for compact systems like radars 

and inside equipment shelter. Rectangular Waveguides are used to transfer electromagnetic 

energy or power from one point in the space to another efficiently. They are used in many 

applications such as radars, isolators, attenuators and slotted lines. A rectangular waveguide 

supports TM and TE modes but not TEM waves because we cannot define a unique voltage 

since there is only one conductor in a rectangular waveguide. An air filled Rectangular 

waveguide is simulated using HFSS (High Frequency Structural Simulator) simulation 

software to obtain different parameters. The electric and magnetic field patterns have been 

analysed. Characteristic profiles are analysed and the performance of the waveguide is 

studied. Theoretical analyses have been studied and both the results have been compared and 

verified. In addition to that the cut-off wavelength has been determined and compared with 

the theoretical value and its importance has been described which can be helpful in fabricating 

the real world components.   

Keywords— Rectangular waveguide; Propagation constant; Characteristic impedance; 

Boundary conditions; Wave ports;  HFSS. 
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CHAPTER-1 

  INTRODUCTION 

    Waveguides are practical only for signals of extremely high frequency, where the 

wavelength approaches the cross-sectional dimensions of the waveguide, such 

frequencies waveguides are useless as electrical transmission lines. 

1.1 Objective 

The modes in an open ended rectangular waveguide when the wave guide is in the 

free space is computed using HFSS software. The electric, magnetic field strengths, 

impedance and propagation constant are analysed inside a rectangular waveguide along 

with fundamental model distributions. Characteristics profiles are analysed and the 

performance of rectangular waveguide is studied. Theoretical analysis and simulation are 

carried out for waveguide and compared the results.  

1.2 Aim of the project 

The main aim of the project is to simulate a field patterns inside the rectangular 

waveguide and compare the theoretical results with simulated values. 

 

1.3 Methodology 

 For the WR-90 X-band hollow rectangular waveguide (22.86 mm x 10.16 mm)with 

copper walls, use HFSS to solve the  modes in the frequency range from 5 GHz to 18 

GHz. Plot the propagation constant, attenuation constant and characteristic impedance 

(real and imaginary) of the modes.  

 

1.4 Outline 

By changing length along x-axis and breadth along y-axis and observed the 

electromagnetic waves, field patterns, impedance along z-axis for different modes. Also 

shown their graphs and drawn the different cut-off frequencies in graph and observe the 

field patterns. 
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1.5 Organisation 

Chapter-1 tells about the introduction. Chapter-2 explains the literature survey. 

Chapter-3 introduces the design considerations of rectangular waveguide. Chapter-4 

discuss about the design and analysis of rectangular waveguide using HFSS. Chapter-5 

shows the results and applications. Chapter-6 deals with conclusion and future scope. 
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CHAPTER-2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Electromagnetic waves propagating in free space travel out in all directions. The 

power density of these waves decreases as the distance increases - it is proportional to the 

power of the source divided by the square of the distance. The waveguide operates by 

confining the electromagnetic wave inside a metallic structure so that it does not spread out, 

and losses resulting from this effect are eliminated. In electromagnetics, the term waveguide 

may refer to any linear structure that guides electromagnetic waves between two end points. 

Typically a waveguide is thought of as a transmission line comprising a hollow conducting 

tube, which may be rectangular or circular within which electromagnetic waves are 

propagated. Unlike coaxial cable, there is no centre conductor within the waveguide. Signals 

propagate within the confines22 of the metallic walls that act as boundaries. The signal is 

confined by total internal reflection from the walls of the waveguide. Waveguides are used 

principally at frequencies in the microwave range. Waveguides will only carry or propagate 

signals above a certain frequency, known as the cut-off frequency, below this the waveguide 

is not able to carry the signals. The cut-off frequency of the waveguide depends upon its 

dimensions. 

2.1 Waveguide 

Waveguide is basically a device for transporting electromagnetic energy from one  

form to another form. Typically, waveguides are hollow metal tubes like rectangular or 

circular in cross section. They are capable of directing power precisely to where it is needed, 

it can handle large amounts of power and function as a high-pass filter. At frequencies higher 

than 3 GHz, the transmission of electromagnetic waves along transmission lines and cables 

becomes difficult mainly due to the losses that occur both in the solid dielectric needed to 

support the conductor and in the conductors themselves. A hollow metallic tube of uniform 

cross section for transmitting electromagnetic waves by successive reflections from the inner 

walls of the tube is called a waveguide. A metallic tube can be used to transmit 

electromagnetic waves at these frequencies. They are used in UHF and microwave regions as 

an alternative to transmission lines. It may be noted that, the TEM wave cannot exist in a 

waveguide but TE and TM waves can exists. 
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2.2 Usage of Waveguides as a  Transmission Line 

 

When functioning  as transmission lines, though, waveguides are considerably simpler 

than two-conductor cables-especially coaxial cables in their maintenance. 

With only a single conductor there are no concerns with proper conductor-to-

conductor spacing, or of the consistency of the dielectric material, since the only dielectric in 

a waveguide is air. 

Moisture is not as severe as problem in waveguide as it is within coaxial cables, 

either, and so waveguides are often spared the necessity of gas ―filling‖. 

Waveguides may be thought of as conduits for electromagnetic energy, the waveguide 

itself acting as nothing more than a ―director‖ of the energy rather than as a signal conductor 

in the normal sense of the word. 

In a sense, all transmission lines function as conduits of electromagnetic energy when 

transporting pulses or high-frequency waves, directing the waves as the banks of a river 

direct a tidal wave. 

However, because waveguide are single-conductor elements, the propagation of 

electrical energy down a waveguide is of a very different nature than the propagation of 

electrical energy down a two-conductor transmission line. 

 

2.3 Rectangular Waveguide 

A rectangular waveguide is a hollow metallic tube with a rectangular cross section. 

The conducting walls of the waveguide confine the electromagnetic fields and thereby guide 

the electromagnetic wave. The rectangular waveguide is basically characterized by its 

dimensions i.e., length a and breadth b. 

 

2.4 Modes in Rectangular Waveguide 

The electromagnetic wave inside a waveguide can have an infinite number of patterns 

which are called modes. Electromagnetic waveguides are analysed by solving Maxwell's 

equations, or their reduced form, the electromagnetic wave equation, with boundary 

conditions determined by the properties of the materials and their interfaces. These equations 

have multiple solutions, or modes, which are eigenfunctions of the equation. Each mode is 
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therefore characterized by an eigenvalue, which corresponds to a cut-off frequency below 

which the mode cannot exist in the guide. 

Waveguide propagation modes depend on the operating wavelength, polarization and the 

shape and size of the guide. The modes of the waveguide are typically classified into 

following types: 

 TE (Transverse Electric) modes: 

In this type, the electric field is always transverse to the direction of propagation 

and is called the Transverse Electric or TE wave. Thus in a TE mode, no electric 

line is in direction of propagation i.e., Ez=0, If z is the direction of the 

propagation.  But Hz not equal to zero. 

 

 TM (Transverse Magnetic) modes: 

In the second type, the magnetic field is always transverse to the direction of 

propagation and is called the Transverse Magnetic or TM wave.In a TM mode, 

no magnetic line is in direction of propagation i.e., Hz=0 but Ez not equal to 

zero. 

Fig 2.1 TE and TM modes 
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 TEM modes (Transverse Electromagnetic) have neither electric nor magnetic field 

component in the direction of propagation. This mode of wave propagation can exist 

only where there are two conductors, and it is the dominant mode of wave 

propagation where the cross-sectional dimensions of the transmission line are small 

compared to the wavelength of the signal. 

 

We use subscript for designating a particular mode. TEmn or TMmn where ‗m‘ 

indicates he number of half wave variations of the electric field (or magnetic field in a TM) 

across the wider dimension a, of the waveguide and ‗n‘ indicates the number across the 

narrow dimension. Referring to TE pattern in Figure it can be seen that the voltage varies 

from ‗0‘ to maximum and maximum to ‗0‘ across the wide dimension a. This is one half 

variation. Hence m=1. Across the narrow dimension, there is no variation in voltage v. Hence 

n=0. Therefore this mode is TE1mode. The mode having the highest cut off wavelength is 

known as Dominant mode of the waveguide and all other modes are called higher modes. For 

example TE10 is the dominant mode for TE waves. It is the mode which is used for 

practically all electromagnetic transmission in a rectangular waveguide. Dominant mode is 

almost always a low-loss, distortion less transmission and International higher modes result 

in a significant loss of power and also undesirable harmonic distortion.   

 

2.5 Proposed Method 

In our project we are using simulation software in order to simulate the working and 

to find the characteristics of a rectangular waveguide. Presently in order to develop a 

waveguide we use a normal theoretical approach, where as in this project we get to see how 

the waveguide behaves for different set of operating frequencies. Here we first design a 

waveguide of specific dimensions which we want for our application. For that we draw it in 

the HFSS software. Then we can select the type of material with which the waveguide is to 

be made. We can also select the hollow space in the waveguide to be either air or vacuum. By 

use of this method we can find all the characteristics of the waveguide such as characteristic 

impedance, propagation constant, different modes of operation, boundary conditions and 

propagation of different fields without physically implementing the waveguide.  
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CHAPTER-3 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE 

In general, there are two kinds of modes in a waveguide. In the first type, the electric field is 

always transverse to the direction of propagation and is called the Transverse Electric or TE 

wave. In the second type, the magnetic field is always transverse to the direction of 

propagation and is called the Transverse Magnetic or TM wave. 

3.1 TE Mode: 

Thus in a TE mode, no electric line is in direction of propagation i.e., Ez=0, If z is the 

direction of the propagation. But Hz not equal to zero. 

 

 

Fig 3.1 TE Wave 

 

Consider again the rectangular waveguide below with dimensions a and b (assume a>b) and 

the parameters e and m. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.2 Rectangular Waveguide 

For TE waves Ez = 0 and Hz should be solved from equation for TE mode; 
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, we get the following equation, 
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0(x,y) 0 

If we use the method of separation of variables, that is Hz
0
(x,y)=X(x).Y(y) we get, 
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Since the right side contains x terms only and the left side contains y terms only, they are 

both equal to a constant. Calling that constant as kx
2
, we get; 

d
2
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dx2
 kx

2
 (x) 0 

d
2
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dy2
 ky
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 (y) 0 

where ky
2
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e have the following boundary conditions: 

 

 Hz
0

 x
 0 Ey 0 at x=0 

 Hz
0

 x
 0 Ey 0 at x=a 

 Hz
0

 y
 0 Ex 0 at y=0 

 Hz
0

 y
 0 Ex 0 at y=b 

From all these, we get 
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  j  j√w2    
m 

a
 
2

  
n 

b
 
2

 

As explained before, m and n represent possible modes and it is shown as the TEmn mode, m 

denotes the number of half cycle variations of the fields in the x-direction and n denotes the 

number of half cycle variations of the fields in the y-direction. 

Here, the cut-off wave number is 

kc √ 
m 

a
 
2

  
n 

b
 
2

 

and therefore, 

  √k
2
 kc

2
 

The cut-off frequency is at the point where g vanishes. Therefore, 

   
 

 √  
√(

 

 
)  (

 

 
) (Hz) 

Since l=u/f, we have the cut-off wavelength, 

 c 
2

√(
m

a
)
2
 (

n

b
)
2
(m) 

At a given operating frequency f, only those frequencies, which have f>fc will propagate. The 

modes with f<fc will not propagate. 

The mode with the lowest cut-off frequency is called the dominant mode. Since TE10 mode is 

the minimum possible mode that gives non zero field expressions for rectangular waveguides, 

it is the dominant mode of a rectangular waveguide with a>b and so the dominant frequency 

is 

(fc)10 
1

2a√  
 Hz  
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The wave impedance is defined as the ratio of the transverse electric and magnetic fields. 

Therefore, we get from the expressions for Ex and Hy (see the equations above); 

 TE 
Ex

Hy
 

jw 

j 
→  TE 

k 

 
 

The guide wavelength is defined as the distance between two equal phase planes along the 

waveguide and it is equal to 

   
2 

 
 
2 

k
   

which is thus greater than l, the wavelength of a plane wave in the filling medium. 

The phase velocity is 

up 
w

 
 
w

k
 

1

√  
 

which is greater than the speed of the plane wave in the filling material. 

The attenuation constant due to the losses in the dielectric is obtained as follows: 

  j  j√k
2
 kc

2
 jk√1 (

fc

f
)
2

 jw√ √  
 

jw
√1 (

fc

f
)
2

 

After some manipulation, we get 

 d 
 n

2√1 (
fc

f
)
2
 
k
2
tan 

2 
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3.2 TM Mode: 

The magnetic field, H is transverse to the direction of propagation of wave and the electric 

field, E has component transverse and in the direction of wave. 

 

Fig 3.3 TM wave 

Consider the shape of the rectangular waveguide above with dimensions a and b (assume 

a>b) and the parameters e and m. For TM waves Hz=0 and Ez should be solved from equation 

for TM mode; 

Ñ
2

xy Ez
0
 + h

2
 Ez

0
 = 0 

Since Ez(x,y,z) = Ez
0
(x,y)e

-gz
, we get the following equation, 

(
 
2

dx2
 

 
2

 y2
 h

2)Ez
0(x,y) 0 

If we use the method of separation of variables, that is Ez
0
(x,y)=X(x).Y(y) we get, 

 
1

 (x)

d
2
 (x)

dx2
 

1

 (y)

d
2
 (y)

dy2
 h

2
 

Since the right side contains x terms only and the left side contains y terms only, they are 

both equal to a constant. Calling that constant as kx
2
, we get; 
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d
2
 (x)

dx2
 kx

2
 (x) 0 

d
2
 (y)

dy2
 ky

2
 (y) 0 

where ky
2
=h

2
-kx

2
 

Now, we should solve for X and Y from the preceding equations. Also we have the boundary 

conditions of; 

Ez
0
(0,y)=0 

Ez
0
(a,y)=0 

Ez
0
(x,0)=0 

Ez
0
(x,b)=0 

From all these, we conclude that 

X(x) is in the form of sin kxx, where kx mp/a, m 1,2,3,… 

Y(y) is in the form of sin kyy, where ky np/b, n 1,2,3,… 

So the solution for Ez
0
(x,y) is 

Ez
0(x,y) E0sin (

m 

a
x) sin (

n 

b
y)(V/m) 

From ky
2
=h

2
-kx

2
, we have; 

h
2
 (

m 

a
)
2

 (
n 

b
)
2

 

For TM waves, we have 

Hx
0 

jw 

h
2

 Ez
0

 y
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Hy
0  

jw 

h
2

 Ez
0

 x
 

Ex
0  

 

h
2

 Ez
0

 x
 

 

Ey
0  

 

h
2

 Ez
0

 y
 

 

From these equations, we get 

Ex
0(x,y)  

 

h
2
(
m 

a
)E0 cos (

m 

a
x) sin  

n 

b
y  

Ey
0(x,y)  

 

h
2
(
n 

b
)E0 cos (

m 

a
x) sin  

n 

b
y  

Hx
0(x,y) 

jw 

h
2
(
n 

b
)E0 cos (

m 

a
x) sin  

n 

b
y  

Hy
0(x,y)  

jw 

h
2
(
m 

a
)E0 cos (

m 

a
x) sin  

n 

b
y  

where 

  j  j√w2   (
m 

a
)
2

 (
n 

b
)
2

 

Here, m and n represent possible modes and it is designated as the TMmn mode. m denotes the 

number of half cycle variations of the fields in the x-direction and n denotes the number of 

half cycle variations of the fields in the y-direction. 

When we observe the above equations we see that for TM modes in rectangular waveguides, 

neither m nor n can be zero. This is because of the fact that the field expressions are 
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identically zero if either m or n is zero. Therefore, the lowest mode for rectangular waveguide 

TM mode is TM11 . 

Here, the cut-off wave number is 

kc √(
m 

a
)
2

 (
n 

b
)
2

 

and therefore, 

  √k
2
 kc

2
 

The cut-off frequency is at the point where g vanishes. Therefore, 

     fc 
1

2√  
√(

m

a
)
2

 (
n

b
)
2

(Hz) 

Since l=u/f, we have the cut-off wavelength, 

 c 
2

√(
m

a
)
2

 (
n

b
)
2
 m  

 

At a given operating frequency f, only those frequencies, which have fc<f will propagate. The 

modes with f<fc will lead to an imaginary b which means that the field components will 

decay exponentially and will not propagate. Such modes are called cut-off or evanescent 

modes. 

The mode with the lowest cut-off frequency is called the dominant mode. Since TM modes 

for rectangular waveguides start from TM11 mode, the dominant frequency is 

 f
c
 
11
 

1

2√  
√(

1

a
)
2

 (
1

b
)
2

(Hz) 
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The wave impedance is defined as the ratio of the transverse electric and magnetic fields. 

Therefore, we get from the expressions for Ex and Hy (see the equations above); 

 TM 
Ex

Hy
 

 

jw 
 

j 

jw 
→  TM 

  

k
 

The guide wavelength is defined as the distance between two equal phase planes along the 

waveguide and it is equal to 

 g 
2 

 
→

2 

k
   

Which is thus greater than l, the wavelength of a plane wave in the filling medium. 

The phase velocity is 

up 
w

 
→

w

k
 

1

√  
 

which is greater than the speed of light (plane wave) in the filling material.Attenuation for 

propagating modes results when there are losses in the dielectric and in the imperfectly 

conducting guide walls. The attenuation constant due to the losses in the dielectric can be 

found as follows: 

  j  j√k
2
 kc

2
 jk√1 (

fc

f
)
2

 jw√ √  
 

jw
√1 (

fc

f
)
2

 

3.3 Theoretical Calculations: 

       3.3.1 Cut-off Frequency: 

fcmn
 

1

2√  
√(

m

a
)
2

 (
n

b
)
2

 

TEmn or TMmn where ‗m‘ indicates he number of half wave variations of the electric field 

 or magnetic field in a TM  across the wider dimension a, of the waveguide and ‗n‘ indicates 

the number across the narrow dimension. Referring to TE pattern in Figure it can be seen that 

the voltage varies from ‗0‘ to maximum and maximum to ‗0‘ across the wide dimension a.  
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Mode Length(a) in mm Breadth(b) in mm Cut-off 

Frequency(fc) 

TE01 22.86 10.16 14.76 GHz 

TE10 22.86 10.16 6.56 GHz 

TE20 22.86 10.16 13.12 GHz 

TM11 22.86 10.16 16.14 GHz 

TM21 22.86 10.16 19.91GHz 

Table 3.1 Cut-off Frequencies 
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CHAPTER-4 

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE USING 

HFSS 

4.1 Starting Ansoft HFSS 

Click the Microsoft Start Button, Select Programs and Select the Ansoft>HFSS9>HFSS9                                      

or Double click the HFSS9 icon on the desktop. 

4.2 Creating Projects 

On the File menu, click New. You specify the name of the project when you save it using the 

File>Save or File>Save As. Open a previously saved project using the File>Open command  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

No4.Solve Loopyes 

  

Fig 4.1 Process of Designing a Rectangular Waveguide 

Design 

1.1 Boundaries 

Solution Type 
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Solve 
Mesh 
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Converged 3.Results 

2D Reports 

Fields 
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Fig 4.2 Ansoft Desktop 

 

Fig 4.3 Project Manager Window 

To set up an HFSS design, follow this general procedure. Note that after you insert a 

design, you do not need to perform the steps sequentially, but they must be completed 

before a solution can be generated. 

 

 

4.2.1 Insert an HFSS design into a project.   
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 1) On the Project menu, click Insert HFSS Design 

 

Fig 4.4 Insert HFSS Design 

4.2.2 Selecting the Solution Type  

Before you draw the model, specify the design‘s solution type.   

  1) On the HFSS menu, click Solution Type. The Solution Type dialog box appears. 

 

Fig 4.5 Solution Type Dialog Box 

2) Select Driven Modal in the solution types. 

4.2.3 Setting the Model’s Units of Measurement  

 ou can then choose to display the model‘s dimensions in the new units, or rescale the 

model‘s dimensions to the new units.   

To set the model‘s units of measurement:  

1. On the 3D Modeller menu, click Units. The Set Model Units dialog box appears. 
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Fig 4.6 Set Model Units 

2. Select the new units for the model from the Select unit‘s pull-down list.  

You can select the Rescale to new unit‘s option to rescale the dimensions to the new units. 

Clear the Rescale to new units option (the default) to convert the dimensions to the new units 

without changing their scale  

3.  Click OK to apply the new units to the model. 

4.2.4 Drawing a Model  

 ou can create 3D objects by using HFSS‘s Draw commands. Objects are drawn in the 3D 

Modeller window.   

To draw a WR-90 Rectangular waveguide, 

 1.  On the HFSS menu, click Draw. The Draw dialog box appears.Select Box 

 

Fig 4.7 Drawing a Model 
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Fig 4.8 Dimensions of the box 

2.  Dimensions of the box can be specified while drawing the box. At the lower end of 

the screen on the right is the Coordinate entry fields 

3.  Enter the Initial XYZ coordinates and then enter the length in XY&Z direction in 

dX, dY & dZ. For e.g to draw the box with initial point to be origin and propogation 

along X axis. Since it is a WR-90 rectangular waveguide the dimensions are 

a=22.86mm, b=10.16mm. 

The properties window can also be obtained by 

 

Fig 4.9 Properties Window 

4.2.5 Assigning Materials   

1)  Right click on the 3D Modeller Window to get the 3D Modeller menu                                                                                 

2) On the 3D Modeller menu, click Assign Material.  
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Fig 4.10 3D Modeller Menu 

 

3) The Select Definition window appears. By default, it lists all of the materials in 

Ansoft‘s global material library as well as the project‘s local material library.  

 

Fig 4.11 Definition Window 

 

4.Select a material from the list. Select Air or vacuum for the whole box as our 

rectangular waveguide is not filled with any dielectric.                                                                                                                                         

5.Click OK.                                                                                                                                                            

6. The material you chose is assigned to the object. 

4.2.6 Assigning Boundaries  

Boundary conditions specify the field behaviour at the edges of the problem region and object 

interfaces.   

 

Fig 4.12 Boundary Conditions 
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1) Right click on the 3D Modeller Window to select faces 

 

Fig 4.13 Faces 

 

2) Click on the faces to select the faces which are to be assigned to be a perfect 

conductor                                                     

 3) On the HFSS menu, click Boundaries. Select Assign and choose Finite 

conductivity. 

 

    Fig 4.14 Assign Finite conductivity to 4 faces excluding the Port 1 and Port 2 

 

4.2.7 Assigning Excitations  

Excitations in HFSS are used to specify the sources of electromagnetic fields and charges, 

currents, or voltages on objects or surfaces in the design.   

Assigning excitations is a two step process 

 a) Assign Ports 

b)Assign an Integration Lines or Terminal lines separately for each modes   

 

a) Assigning Ports  

1. Select the object face to which you want to assign the port.  

2. Click H FSS>Excitations>Assign>Wave Port.  
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Wave port represents the surface through which a signal enters or exits the geometry. 

Hence 2 ports are required to be defined. HFSS assumes that each wave port you 

define is connected to a semi-infinitely long waveguide that has the same cross-

section and material properties as the port. HFSS generates a solution by exciting each 

wave port individually.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        Fig 4.15 Assigning Ports 

 

3. The Wave Port wizard appears. 

4. Type the port‘s name in the Name text box or accept the default name, and then 

click next.  

5.  To specify more than one mode to analyse at the port, type a new value in the 

Number of Modes box, and then click Update. The mode spreadsheet is updated to 

include the total number of modes. 

 

 

Fig 4.16 Number of Modes Box 

 

b) Defining Integration Line  
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 An integration line needs to be specified to define a port mode. Since we are analysing the 

WR-90 waveguide for the first 4 modes we need to specify 4 integration lines  

1. Select New Line from the mode‘s Integration Line list.                                                                                              

2.The dialog box disappears while you draw the vector. 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

 

Fig 4.17 Defining Integration Line 

 

4. Select the start point of the vector in one of the following ways                                                                                                           

4.a Click the point. Or Type the point‘s coordinates in the  ,  , and   boxes at the 

lower end of the screen                  

5. Select the endpoint of the vector using the mouse or the keyboard. The endpoint 

defines the direction and length of the integration line.  

6.  The Wave Port or Lumped Port dialog box reappears.  

 

 

4.2.8 Solution Setup  

a) Adaptive solution setup    

b) Frequency sweep setup  

a) Adaptive solution setup     

1.On the HFSS menu, point to Analysis Setup, and then click Add Solution Setup 
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Fig 4.18 Adaptive Solution Setup 

 

2. The Solution Setup dialog box appears. It is divided among the following tabs:   

 General - Includes general solution settings       

Advanced - Includes advanced settings for initial mesh generation and adaptive 

analysis 

Ports - (if a port was defined) Includes mesh generation options for model ports 

Defaults - Enables you to save the current settings as the defaults for future solution 

setups or revert the current settings to HFSS‘s standard settings. 

3.Click the General tab. 

3.a For Driven solution types, do the following:                                                                                                                                

1. Enter the Solution Frequency in the frequency units.  

The minimum value for adaptive Mesh Frequency is 2/3rd of the final frequency 

required. Although it is recommended to just adapt to the Final frequency. Since 

we are analysing the first 4 modes of the WR-90 waveguide the Cut-Off 

Frequency of the last mode is 16GHz. Hence the Final Frequency is a value, 

which is higher than that. For e.g. 20GHz 

 2 .Enter the Maximum Number of Passes = 10  

 

The Maximum Number of Passes value is the maximum number of mesh 

refinement cycles that you would like HFSS to perform. This value is a 

stopping criterion for the adaptive solution; if the maximum number of passes 

has been completed, the adaptive analysis stops. If the maximum number of 

passes has not been completed, the adaptive analysis will continue unless the 

convergence criteria are reached  
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3. Enter the Delta s =. 002       

The delta S is the change in the magnitude of the S-parameters between two 

consecutive passes. 

4. Click ok. 

 

 

Fig 4.19 Solution Setup 

 

b)Frequency Sweep setup  

1. In the HFSS menu Select Analysis Setup and then select Add sweep              

 
Fig 4.20 Frequency Sweep 
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2.The Edit Sweep Dialog Box opens.        

3.Select Discrete and enter the Start and stop Frequency.  

Since we are analysing the first 4 modes of the WR-90 waveguide the Cut-Off 

Frequency of the last mode is 16 GHz. Hence the Stop Frequency is a value, which is 

higher than that. For e.g. 20GHz 

4.Click ok. 

 

 

 

Fig 4.21 Edit Sweep 

 

 

4.2.9 Running a Simulation  

To validate your model    

  1.Select HFSS menu > Validate Check    

 2.Click OK  
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Fig 4.22 Running a Simulation 

 

To Analyse 

1. On the HFSS menu, click Analyse 

While a simulation is running, you can monitor the solution‘s progress in the Progress 

window. 

 

Fig 4.23 Progress Window 

 

You can also view the following solution data at any time during or after the solution  

 Convergence data-- by clicking HFSS>Analysis Setup>Convergence.  

 Matrices computed for the S-parameters, impedances, and propagation 

constants by clicking HFSS>Analysis Setup>Profile.  

Once the simulation is completed HFSS informs you in the message window.   
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS 

Rectangular waveguide analysis and its characteristic profiles are simulated by using HFSS 

software. Results are presented in this chapter: 

5.1Results 

5.1.1 Field Patterns: The dimensions shown in table 3.1 are obtained from the 

designequations which are discussed in chapter 3.3.1. By using the above dimensions a 

rectangular waveguide is designed in HFSS. The below figures are the simulated 

structures of field patterns in different modes. 

E-Field Pattern: The below figure shows the simulated structure of E-field pattern.In 

this the colours indicate the intensity of the field decreasing from top to bottom. Ithave 

no electric field component in the direction of propagation.  

 

Fig 5.1 E-Field Pattern 
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Front View: The below figure shows the simulated structure of Front view of E-field 

pattern. 

 

Fig 5.2 Front view of E-field Pattern 

 

Side View: The below figure shows the simulated structure of side view of E-field 

pattern. 

 

Fig 5.3 Side View of E-Field Pattern 
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Top View: The below figure shows the simulated structure of side view of E-field 

pattern. 

 

Fig 5.4 Top View of E-Field Pattern 

TE10 Mode: The below figure shows the simulated structure of TE10 mode field 

pattern. The maximum intensity is at the centre of the waveguide is propagating 

towards the Y-axis. It is the dominant mode of the rectangular waveguide, because it 

has lowest cut-off frequency compared to all other modes.  

 

Fig 5.5 TE10 Mode Field Pattern 
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TE20Mode: The below figure shows the simulated structure of TE20 mode field 

pattern. The intensity of the wave is sinusoidal in nature. 

 

Fig 5.6 TE20 Mode Field Pattern 

 

 

TE30 Mode: The below figure shows the simulated structure of TE30 mode field 

pattern. The maximum intensity of the wave is propagating towards X-axis. 

 

Fig 5.7 TE30 Mode Field Pattern 
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TE40 Mode: The below figure shows the simulated structure of TE40 mode field 

pattern. The maximum intensity of the wave is propagating towards the centre of the 

waveguide. 

 

Fig 5.8 TE40 Mode Field Pattern 

 

TE50 Mode: The below figure shows the simulated structure of TE50 mode field 

pattern. But it behaves like a H-field pattern shown in Fig 6.10. 

 

Fig 5.9 TE50 Mode Field Pattern 
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Excitation of Port1: In the Parameters tab the Excitation Waveform is chosen to be 

sinusoidal and frequency is set to 2.5 GHz, which is above the cutoff frequency (1.73 

GHz) for a TE10 mode in a WR-90 waveguide.  

 

Fig 5.10 Excitation of port1 

 

 

Excitation of Port2: Port2 has the same excitation parmeters mentioned in the above 

port1. 

 

 

Fig 5.11 Excitation of port2 
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Radiation Pattern: The below figure shows the radiation of rectangular  waveguide. 

 

Fig 5.12 Radiation pattern 

 

H-Field Pattern: The below figure shows the simulated structure of H-field pattern. 

It have no magnetic field component in the direction of propagation.  

 

Fig 5.13 H-Field Pattern 
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5.1.2 Waveforms: 

S-Parameters: The simulated plot of  S-parameters for TE10 and TE20  modes is 

shown in Fig 5.14. The observed cut-off frequencies is 6.56 GHz. 

 

 

Fig 5.14 S-parameters of TE10 and TE20 Modes 

 

Basic five Modes: The simulated plot of TE10,TE01,TE11,TE20 and TM11 modes are  

shown in Fig 6.12.  

 

Fig 5.15 Cut-off Frequencies of basic five Modes 
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TE40 Mode: The simulated plot of TE40 mode is shown in Fig 6.13. The observed cut-

off frequency is 15.56 GHz. 

 

Fig 5.13 Cut-off Frequency of TE40 Mode 

 

 

TE50 Mode: The simulated plot of TE50 mode is shown in Fig 6.14. The observed cut-

off frequency is 16.56 GHz. 

 

Fig 5.14 Cut-off Frequency of TE50 Mode 
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TE40 and TE50: The simulated plot of TE40 and TE50 modes is shown in Fig 6.15.  

 

Fig 5.15 Cut-off Frequencies of TE40 and TE50 Modes 

 

Impedance: The simulated plot of impedance is shown in Fig 6.16. The observed 

impedance for TE10 mode at cut-off frequency is 6.9 GHz. 

 

Fig 5.16 Impedance vs. Frequency 
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5.1.3 Comparison of Theoretical Values with Simulated Values: 

Mode Theoretical Value Simulated Value 

TE10 6.56 GHz 6.6 GHz 

TE20 13.11 GHz 13.17 GHz 

TE01 14.79 GHz 14.72 GHz 

TE11 16.16 GHz 16.17 GHz 

TE21 19.12 GHz 19.94 GHz 

TM11 16.16 GHz 16.14 GHz 

TM21 19.12 GHz 19.94 GHz 

Table 5.1 Comparison Table 

 

 

5.2 Applications 

 In a microwave oven a waveguide transfers power from the magnetron, where 

waves are formed, to the cooking chamber 

 In a radar, a waveguide transfers radio frequency energy to and from the antenna, 

where the impedance needs to be matched for efficient power transmission (see 

below). 

 Rectangular and Circular waveguides are commonly used to connect feeds of 

parabolic dishes to their electronics, either low-noise receivers or power 

amplifier/transmitters. 

 Waveguides are used in scientific instruments to measure optical, acoustic and 

elastic properties of materials and objects. The waveguide can be put in contact 

with the specimen, in which case the waveguide ensures that the power of the 

testing wave is conserved, or the specimen may be put inside the waveguide (as in a 

dielectric constant measurement), so that smaller objects can be tested and the 

accuracy is better. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_oven
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_impedance
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5.3 Advantages 

The advantage of waveguides over coaxial cable is the low insertion loss. When you get to 

frequencies over 20GHz the Insertion loss of coax increases by 10 dB per decade per unit 

length where as a waveguide at 20GHz will have the same insertion loss at 100 GHz. Of 

course the dimensions of the two is vastly different and have a useful bandwidth of less than 

one octave. Coax and strapline are broadband modalities for transmission of a signal. 

These days with the advances in microstrip technologies up and down conversion takes place 

at the antenna location, something that was impossible 50 years ago. This can be seen on 

home mounted satellite transceivers for Internet connections. This allows communication 

between the antenna and the receiver to occur at baseband frequencies where the losses are 

substantially lower. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

An air filled rectangular waveguide is simulated using HFSS simulation software to obtain 

different parameters. The electric and magnetic field patterns have been analysed. 

Characteristic profiles are analysed and the performance of the waveguide is studied. 

Simulated results are obtained by using HFSS and both the results are compared.  
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ANNEXURE 

HFSS SOFTWARE 

 

HFSS is a commercial finite element method solver for electromagnetic structures 

from Ansys. Theacronym originally stood for HIGH FREQUENCY STRUCTURAL 

SIMULATOR. It is one of several commercial tools used for antenna design, and the design 

of complex RF electronic circuit elements including filters, transmission lines, and packaging 

[12].  

HFSS is a high-performance full-wave electromagnetic (EM) field simulator for arbitrary 3D 

volumetric passive device modelling that takes advantage of the familiar Microsoft Windows 

graphical user interface. It integrates simulation, visualization, solid modelling, and 

automation in an easy-tolearn environment where solutions to your 3D EM problems are 

quickly and accurately obtained. Ansoft HFSS employs the Finite Element Method (FEM), 

adaptive meshing, and brilliant graphics to give you unparalleled performance and insight to 

all of your 3D EM problems. Ansoft HFSS can be used to calculate parameters such as S-

Parameters, Resonant Frequency, and Fields. The name HFSS stands for High Frequency 

Structure Simulator. Ansoft pioneered the use of the Finite Element Method (FEM) for EM 

simulation by developing/implementing technologies such as tangential vector finite 

elements, adaptive meshing, and Adaptive Lanczos-Pade Sweep (ALPS). Today, HFSS 

continues to lead the industry with innovations such as Modes-to-Nodes and Full-Wave Spice 

[12]. 

Typical uses include:  

Package Modelling – BGA, QFP, Flip-Chip 

PCB Board Modelling – Power/Ground planes, Mesh Grid Grounds, Backplanes  

Silicon/ GaAs - Spiral Inductors, Transformers  

EMC/EMI – Shield Enclosures, Coupling, Near- or Far-Field Radiation  
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Antennas/Mobile Communications – Patches, Dipoles, Horns, Conformal Cell Phone 

Antennas, Quadrafilar Helix, Specific Absorption Rate(SAR), Infinite Arrays, Radar Cross 

Section(RCS), Frequency Selective Surfaces(FSS) 

Connectors – Coax, SFP/XFP, Backplane, Transitions x Waveguide – Filters, Resonators, 

Transitions, Couplers  

Filters – Cavity Filters, Microstrip, Dielectric.   

Ansoft HFSS has evolved over a period of years with input from many users and industries. 

In industry, Ansoft HFSS is the tool of choice for high-productivity research, development, 

and virtual prototyping.  

 

Ansys HFSS 

HFSS contains multiple simulation engines in one package, each targeted toward a specific 

application or simulation output. 

Finite Element Method (Frequency Domain) 

This is the high-performance 3D, full-wave, frequency domain electromagnetic solver based 

on the proven finite element method. Engineers can calculate SYZ parameters and resonant 

frequency; visualize electromagnetic fields; and generate component models to evaluate 

signal quality, transmission path loss, impedance mismatch, parasitic coupling and far-field 

radiation. Typical applications include antennas/mobile communications, integrated circuits, 

high-speed digital and RF interconnects, waveguides, connectors, filters, EMI/EMC, etc. 
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 Finite Element Transient (Time Domain) 

The Finite Element Time Domain solver is used to simulate transient EM field behaviour and 

visualize fields and system responses in typical applications like time domain reflectometry 

(TDR), lightning strikes, pulsed ground-penetrating radar (GPR), electrostatic discharge 

(ESD) and electromagnetic interference (EMI). It leverages the same finite element meshing 

approach as the frequency domain solver, without the need to switch meshing technologies to 

switch simulation domains. The transient solver complements the frequency domain HFSS 

solver, and enables engineers to understand the EM characteristics on the same mesh in both 

time and frequency domains. 

Integral Equations 

The integral equations (IE) solver employs the 3D Method of Moments (MoM) technique for 

efficiently solving open radiation and scattering problems. It is ideal for radiation studies like 

antenna design and/or antenna placement, and for scattering studies such as radar cross 

section (RCS). The solver can employ either multilevel fast multiple methods (MLFMM) or 

adaptive cross-approximation (ACA) to reduce memory requirements and solve times, 

allowing this tool to be applied to very large problems. 

HFSS Fast Mode 

For the early part of a product‘s design cycle — where rapid simulation results can provide 

invaluable insight regarding design trends — HFSS includes a fast simulation mode. The fast 

mode tunes the solver and adaptive mesher to return results as fast as possible, without 

significantly compromising solution accuracy. Then, as the design nears completion, a simple 

slider bar setting sets the HFSS solver to return validation-level signoff accuracy using the 

industry tested, gold-standard accuracy capability of HFSS.  
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

 
 

 

Classification

of 

Project 

Application Product Research     Review 

  

 
 

 

Project Outcomes 

 

1. Rectangular waveguide  characteristics  are  analysed  using HFSS. 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply modern 

tools. 

PSO2: Apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to design, 

develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking into 

societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations. 

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 
 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineeringproblems. 

 
2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyse complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, 

natural sciences, and engineeringsciences. 

 
3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design 

system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for 
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the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmentalconsideration 

 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the 

information to provide valid conclusions. 

 
5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modelling to complex engineering activities 

with an understanding of thelimitations. 

 
6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the 

professional engineeringpractice. 

 
7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions 

in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for 

sustainabledevelopment. 

 
8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms 

of the engineering practice. 

 
9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in 

diverse teams, and in multidisciplinarysettings. 

 
10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write 

effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive 

clearinstructions. 

 
11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering 

and management principles and apply these to one‘s own work, as a member and leader in a 
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team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinaryenvironments. 

 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in 

independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technologicalchange. 

 

Mapping Table 

 

 
 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

 
PO1 

 
PO2 

 
PO3 

 
PO4 

 
PO5 

 
PO6 

 
PO7 

 
PO8 

 
PO9 

 
PO10 

 
PO11 

 
PO12 

 
PSO1 

 
PSO2 

 

1 
 

3 
 

2 
 

1 
 

1 
 

2 
 

1 
 

2 
 

1 
 

3 
 

2 
 

3 
 

1 
 

1 
 

2 

 
1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately(Medium)mapped 3-Substantially (High)mapped
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ABSTRACT

In Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) designs, Parallel prefix adders (PPA)
have the better delay performance. A parallel prefix adder involves the execution of the
operation in parallel which can be obtained by segmentation into smaller pieces. The binary
addition is the basic arithmetic operation in digital circuits and it became essential in most of the
digital systems including Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU), microprocessors and Digital Signal
Processing (DSP).

At present, the research continues on increasing the adder’s delay
performance.In this paper the investigation of four types of PPA’s (Kogge Stone Adder (KSA),
Spanning Tree Adder (STA), Brent Kung Adder (BKA) and Sparse Kogge Stone Adder (SKA))
is done.

Additionally Ripple Carry Adder (RCA), Carry Lookahead Adder (CLA) and
Carry Skip Adder (CSA) are also investigated. These adders are implemented in verilog
Hardware Description Language (HDL) using Xilinx Integrated Software Environment (ISE)
14.7 Design Suite.

The area, delay and power consumed by all types of PPA’s are
analyzed. The area of the adder design are given in terms of Look Up Tables (LUT’s) and Input
Output bounds (IOB’s). The adder designs are implemented and delay, power and area of all the
adders are investigated.
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CHAPTER - 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Introduction

Binary adders are one of the most basic and widely used arithmetic operations in
modern integrated circuits. They tend to play a critical role in determining the performance of the
design. Arithmetic operations are the regular common operations in digital integrated circuits.

The simplest circuit adds, subtracts, and multiplies or divides. The computation should be fast
and the area consumed by the arithmetic units should be small. These are the two basic
requirements for any adder.

Parallel computing isform of computation in which many calculations are carried out
simultaneously, operating on the principle that large problems can often be divided into smaller
ones, which are then solved concurrently in parallel. There are several different forms of parallel
computing: bit-level, instruction level, data, and task parallelism.

Parallelism has been employed for many years, mainly in high-performance
computing, but interest in it has grown lately due to the physical constraints preventing
frequency scaling. As power consumption and

consequently heat generation by computers has become a major concern in recent years,parallel
computing has become the dominant paradigm in computer architecture, mainly in the form of
multi-core processors.

Parallel computers can be roughly classified according to the level at which the
hardware supports parallelism, with core and multi-processor computers having multiple
processing elements within a single machine. Area and Time consumed by the circuit are the
basic and important requirements. Numbers can be represented in digital circuits in various ways.
Hence, developing efficient adder architecture is crucial to improving the efficiency of the design.

Generally ripple carry adder is used for binary addition. After the design of
ripple carry adder several techniques are used for the computation of parallel adders. Carry look
ahead adders are based on parallel prefix computation which gives better performance than
ripple carry adder. After many years of research, focus is on improving the delay performance of
the adder.

As such, extensive research continues to be focused onimproving the
delayperformance of the adder. Next, Brent and Kung (BK) designed parallel prefix-computation
graph in anarea-optimal way and the kogge-stone (KS) architecture is optimized for timing. The
binary addition is the basic arithmetic operation in digital circuits and it became essential in most
of the digital systems including Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU), microprocessors and Digital
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Signal Processing (DSP). At present, the research continues on increasing the adder’s delay
performance. In many practical applications like mobile and telecommunications, the Speed and
power performance improvement in FPGAs is better than microprocessor and DSP’s based
solutions. Additionally, power is also an important aspect in growing trend of mobile electronics,
which makes large-scale use of DSP functions. Because of the Programmability, structure of
configurable logic blocks (CLB) and programming interconnects in FPGAs, Parallel prefix
adders have better performance .

1.2. Serial Adders:

The serial binary adder or bit-serial adder is a digital circuit that performs binary addition bit by
bit. The serial full adder has three single-bit inputs for the numbers to be added and the carry in.
There are two single-bit outputs for the sum and carry out. The carry-in signal is the previously
calculated carry-out signal. The addition is performed by adding each bit, lowest to highest, one
per clock cycle.

Serial binary addition is done by a flip-flop and a full adder. The flip-flop takes the carry-out
signal on each clock cycle and provides its value as the carry-in signal on the next clock cycle.
After all of the bits of the input operands have arrived, all of the bits of the sum have come out of
the sum output.

1.3. Why serial adder is slower than parallel adder?

Simple approach is proposed in this paper serial adder is require less number of
gate for operation so power consumption is less , and serial adder is add bit- by-bit so working
process of serial is slow as compare to parallel adder. ... Addition process is perform by bit-by-
bit process. It requires one full adder circuit.

1.4. What is parallel adder?

Parallel adder A binary adder that is capable of forming sum and carry outputs for
addend and augend words of greater than one bit in length by operating on corresponding pairs
of addend and augend bits in parallel, i.e. at the same time

1.5. Parallel Prefix Adders:

Parallel prefix adder is a technique for increasing the speed in DSP
processor while performing addition. We simulate and synthesis different types of 32-bit prefix
adders using Xilinx ISE 10.1i tool. By using these synthesis results, we noted the performance
parameters like number of LUTs and delay.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_circuit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_numeral_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_adder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Full_adder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flip-flop_(electronics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Full_adder
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VLSI Integer adders find applications in Arithmetic and Logic
Units (ALUs), microprocessors and memory addressing units. Speed of the adder often decides
the minimum clock cycle time in a microprocessor. The need for a Parallel Prefix Adder (PPA)
is that it is primarily fast when compared with a ripple carry adder. PPA is a family of adders
derived from the commonly known carry look ahead adders. These adders are suited for
additions with wider word lengths. PPA circuits use a tree network to reduce the latency to 2 O n
(log ) where ‘n’ represents the number of bits.

1.6. Advantages of Parallel Prefix Adders:

1. Like a carry look ahead adder the prefix adder accelerates addition by the parallel prefix
carry tree.

2. The Production of the carries in the prefix adder can be designed in many different ways
based on the diffrent requirements.

3. The main disadvantage of the prefix adder is the large fan-out of some cells as well as
large interconnection wires.

4. The large fan-out can be eliminated by increasing the number of levels or cells; as a result
there are diffrent structure.

5. The longer inter-connections produce an increase in delay which can be reduced by
including buffers.
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CHAPTER-2

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1. LITERATURE REVIEW:

Sudheer Kumar Yezerla did research on, “Design and Estimation of delay, power and
area for Parallel Prefix Adders”, where the design was implemented using Xilinx Virtex 5 FPGA
and the adder delays were estimated using Agilent 1692A Logic Analyzer. The 16-bit SKA
computes the carries with Black Cells (BC’s) and Grey Cells (GC’s) and terminates with a 4-bit
RCA.

The 16-bit STA used also terminates with RCA and uses BC’s and GC’s and Full Adders
but has difference in the interconnection between them. The 16-bit KSA designed used 16 BC’s
and 15 GC’s with less delay compared to SKA and STA. The 16-bit BKA used 14 BC’s and 11
GC’s which is less compared to KSA and hence has less architecture and occupies less space
than KSA. The delay measurements show that SKA and BKA have almost same delay where as
STA has better delay results. The efficiency has increased for delay up to 5.77% for RCA and for
KSA has improved by 19.28%.

CH. Chimpiraiah work on, “An efficient architecture for Parallel Adders” presents an
efficient structure for parallel adders with fast performance which are particularly attractive for
VLSI implementations. The simulation and synthesis was done in Xilinx ISE Foundation 9.2i
software.

The proposed design was the combination of KSA and BKA and the result is compared
with KSA. The area given in terms of slices was reduced from 81 to 63 and the delay from
12.27ns to 11.04ns. The number of logic levels was reduced from 8 to 7 compared to KSA which
gives better power performance.

V. Krishna Kumari researched on, “Designing and Characterization of Kogge Stone,
Sparse Kogge stone, Spanning tree and BrentkungAdders”,and the results were obtained using
modelsim 6.4b,Xilinx ISE 10 for simulation and synthesis.

The practical issues while testing the adders were analyzed and a circuit to test the adders
is designed. The objective of the testing adder circuit was to find the worst path and the input
causing it was combination which is stored in ROM.

A.N. Jayanthi work on, “Comparison of performance of high speed VLSI
adders” ,proposed 16-bit and 64-bit adder design for all the adders and the comparison was made
in terms of delay.
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The 16-bit Ling adder design proposed has delay reduced to half compared to the 16-bit
RCA, but the circuit has limitations on fan-in. The KSA adder scheme reduces logical fan-out in
each node but increases the wiring

within the circuit which in turn will have high power consumption. The delay of the 64-
bit KSA is 48.064ns and of the Ling adder is 51.841ns. They concluded that several architectures
are often close to the optimum performance for the given design environment.

The result obtained shows that the given methodologies lead to the best design at all
technological nodes.

Neil Burgess work on “Fast Ripple-Carry Adders in Standard-Cell CMOS VLSI”,
presented new high-radix ripple carry adder based on Ling’s addition technique. The critical path
introduced inverting CMOS cell per stage along carry in and carry out. The fastest of them
matches speed of 16-bit prefix adder for only 63% of the area.

Mangesh B Kondalkar work on, “Improved Fault Tolerant Sparse KOGGE Stone
ADDER”, proposed a method for error correction due to inherent redundancy in the carry tree
and also error detection was possible. The prior work had only error correction which used
Kogge Stone configuration. Several enhancements are introduced in the design; the error
recovery time is reduced by using a 16-bit register, error correction due to fault in multiple ripple
carry adders is included which improves the reliability of the circuit.

Triple Mode redundancy Ripple carry (TMR-RC) is simple and effective method of fault
detection and correction but it increases the area overhead and almost results in tripling of the
associated power dissipation. A Sparse Kogge-Stone adder which is fully fault tolerant in its
lower half (i.e., in the ripple carry adders) was proposed.

The addition of register reduces the error recovery time and also makes it possible to
detect and correct the error in multiple RCA.
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CHAPTER-3

DIFFRENT TYPES OF ADDERS

ADDER:

An adder is a digital circuit that performs addition of numbers. The
half adder adds two binary digits called as augend and addend and produces two outputs as sum
and carry; XOR is applied to both inputs to produce sum and AND gate is applied to both inputs
to produce carry.
.3.1.1. HALF ADDER:

Half adder is useful to add single bits with the usage of XOR gate for sum output
and AND gate for the carry output. Let’s see how a half adder performs an addition in circuit
given below.

Fig 3.1 Half Adder

Sum = A xor B;

Carry = A and B;

TRUTH TABLE:

Table 3.1 Half Adder
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3.1.2. FULL ADDER :

Full adder is a logic circuit that adds two input operand bits plus a Carry in bit and outputs a
Carry out bit and a sum bit.The Sum out(Sout) of a full adder is the XOR of input operand bits A,
B and the Carry in (Cin) bit.

This adder is difficult to implement than a half-adder. The difference between a half-adder and a
full-adder is that the full-adder has three inputs and two outputs, whereas half adder has only two
inputs and two outputs. The first two inputs are A and B and the third input is an input carry as
C-IN.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM:

Fig 3.2 Full Adder

TRUTH TABLE:

Table 3.2 Full Adder

Sum = A xor B xor Cin;

Carry = A.B or B.Cin or Cin.A;
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3.1.3. RIPPLE CARRY ADDER:

A ripple carry adder is a logic circuit in which the carry-out of eachfull adder is the carry in of
the succeeding next most significant full adder. It is called a ripple carry adder because
each carry bit gets rippled into the next stage.

In a ripple carry adder the sum and carry out bits of any half adder stage is not valid until the
carry in of that stage occurs, Propagation delays inside the logic circuitry is the reason behind
this. Propagation delay is time elapsed between the application of an input and occurance of the
corresponding output. Sum out S0 and carry out Cout of the Full Adder 1 is valid only after the
propagation delay of Full Adder 1. In the same way, Sum out S3 of the Full Adder 4 is valid only
after the joint propagation delays of Full Adder 1 to Full Adder 4.In simple words, the final
result of the ripple carry adder is valid only after the joint propagation delays of all full adder
circuits inside it.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM:

Fig 3.3 Ripple Carry Adder

Sum = A xor B xor Cin;

Carry = A.B or B.Cin or Cin.A;
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3.1.3.1. DISADAVNTAGES OF RIPPLE CARRY ADDER:

 Ripple Carry Adder does not allow to use all the full adders simultaneously.
 Each full adder has to necessarily wait until the carry bit becomes available from its

adjacent full adder.
 This increases the propagation time.
 Due to this reason, ripple carry adder becomes extremely slow.
 This is considered to be the biggest disadvantage of using ripple carry adder.

3.1.4. CARRY LOOK AHEAD ADDER:

A carry-look ahead adder (CLA) or fast adder is a type of electronics
adder used in digital logic. A carry-look ahead adder improves speed by reducing the amount of
time required to determine carry bits.

It can be contrasted with the simpler, but usually slower, ripple-carry
adder (RCA), for which the carry bit is calculated alongside the sum bit, and each stage must
wait until the previous carry bit has been calculated to begin calculating its own sum bit and
carry bit. The carry-look ahead adder calculates one or more carry bits before the sum, which
reduces the wait time to calculate the result of the larger-value bits of the adder.

Carry-look ahead logic uses the concepts of generating and propagating carries. Although in the
context of a carry-look ahead adder, it is most natural to think of generating and propagating in
the context of binary addition.

Carry Generation,G(A,B) = A.B;

Carry Propagation, P(A,B) = A^B;

Carry Equation, Ci+1 =Gi+(Pi.Ci) .

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adder_(electronics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adder_(electronics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ripple-carry_adder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ripple-carry_adder
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BLOCK DIAGRAM:

Fig 3.4 Carry Look Ahead Adder

3.1.4.1. ADVANTAGES:

 The propagation delay is reduced.
 It provides the fastest addition logic.

3.1.4.2. DISADVANTAGES:

 The Carry Look-ahead adder circuit gets complicated as the number of variables increase.
 The circuit is costlier as it involves more number of hardware.

3.1.5. KOGGE STONE ADDER:

The Kogge–Stone adder concept was developed by Peter M. Kogge and Harold S. Stone, who
published it in a seminal 1973 paper titled A Parallel Algorithm for the Efficient Solution of a
General Class of Recurrence Equations.Kogge–Stone adder (KSA or KS) is a parallel prefix
form carry look-ahead adder. It has a lower fan-out at each stage, which increases performance
for typical CMOS process nodes. However, wiring congestion is often a problem for Kogge–
Stone adders.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_M._Kogge
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Harold_S._Stone&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carry_look-ahead_adder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fan-out
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Enhancements to the original implementation include increasing the radix and sparsity of the
adder. The radix of the adder refers to how many results from the previous level of computation
are used to generate the next one. The original implementation uses radix-2, although it's
possible to create radix-4 and higher.

Fig 3.5 Kogge Stone Adder

3.1.5.1. ADVANTAGES:

 The Kogge–Stone adder takes more area to implement than the Brent–Kung adder, but
has a lower fan-out at each stage, which increases performance for typical CMOS process
nodes.

 Kogge-Stone adder implementation is the most straightforward, and also it has one of the
shortest critical paths of all tree adders.

3.1.5.2. DISADVANTGES:

 Large Area Consumption.
 More Complex Routing.
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3.1.6. SPARSE KOGGE STONE ADDER:

The Sparse Kogge stone adder consists of several small ripple carry adders on its lower part, a
carry tree is on its upper part. It terminates with ripple carry adders. Number of carries generated
is less in this adder compared to Kogge stone adder. The function of grey cells and black cells is
same as discussed in previous sections. Figure 4.2 shows the block diagram of 16 bit Sparse
Kogge Stone adder. Like the sparse Kogge-Stone adder, this design terminates with a 4- bit RCA.
As the FPGA uses a fast carry-chain for the RCA, it is interesting to compare the Performance of
this adder with the sparse Kogge-Stone and regular Kogge Stone adders.

This generates Verilog code for adders with large numbers of bits. While a complete adder
would produce the output of all bits, this just outputs a series of carry bits at fixed intervals.
These can be used as the carry-in bits for a series of smaller adders. This is useful in particular
for FPGAs, where small ripple-carry adders can be much faster than general-purpose logic
thanks to fast connections between neighbouring slices. This allows a large adder to be
composed of many smaller adders by generating the intermediate carries quickly.

Fig 3.6 Sparse Kogge Stone Adder
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3.1.6.1. ADVANTAGES:

 It is a Simple Adder.
 Provides better performance.

3.1.7. SPANNING TREE ADDER:

The adder is the critical element in most digital circuit designs including
Digital Signal Processor and Micro Processor data path unit.In Existing VLSI implementation,
the spanning tree adder is implemented using normal full adders. For implementing existing 16
bit addition design it requires 16 normal full adders.

Another carry-tree adder known as the spanning tree carry-lookahead
(CLA) adder shown in Fig 4.3 is also examined .Like the sparse Kogge-Stone adder, this
designterminates with a 4- bit RCA. As the FPGA uses a fast carry-chain for the RCA, it is
interesting to compare the performance of this adder with the sparse Kogge-Stone and regular
Kogge-Stone adders. Also of interest for the spanning-tree CLA is its testability features. It also
uses the black cells and gray cells and full adder blocks like sparse kogge-stone adders but the
difference is the interconnection between them.

Fig 3.7 Spanning Tree Adder
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3.1.8. BRENT KUNG ADDER:

The Brent–Kung adder is a parallel prefix adder (PPA) form of carry-lookahead
adder (CLA). Proposed by Richard Peirce Brent and Hsiang Te Kung in 1982 it
introduced higher regularity to the adder structure and has less wiring congestion leading
to better performance and less necessary chip area to implement compared to the Kogge–
Stone adder (KSA). It is also much quicker than ripple-carry adders (RCA).

Ripple-carry adders were the initial multi-bit adders which were developed in the
early days and got their name from the ripple effect which the carry made while being
propagated from right to left. The time taken for addition was directly proportional to the
length of the bit being added. This is reverse in Brent–Kung adders where the carry is
calculated in parallel thus reducing the addition time drastically. Further work has been
done on Brent–Kung adders and other parallel adders to reduce the power consumption
and chip area as well as to increase the speed thus making them suitable for low-power
designs.

A Brent–Kung adder is a parallel adder made in a regular layout with
an aim of minimizing the chip area and ease of manufacturing. The addition of n-bit
number can be performed in time with a chip size of area thus making it a good-choice
adder with constraints on area and maximizing the performance. Its symmetry and
regular build structure reduces costs of production effectively and enable it to be used in
pipeline architectures. In parallel adders the critical path is decided by computation of the
carry from least significant bit (LSB) adder to the most significant bit (MSB) adder,
therefore efforts are in reducing the critical path for the carry to reach the MSB.

Fig 3.8. Brent Kung Adder

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Parallel_prefix_adder&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carry-lookahead_adder
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carry-lookahead_adder
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Peirce_Brent
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kogge%E2%80%93Stone_adder
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kogge%E2%80%93Stone_adder
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ripple-carry_adder
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Least_significant_bit
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Most_significant_bit
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3.1.8.1. ADVANTAGES:

 Low delay.
 High speed.
 Reduces Number of logic gates.
 Fast computation.

3.1.8.2. DISADVANTAGES:
 Consumes more power.
 Rise and fall times will not be accurate.
 Complex as we use more adders.

3.1.9. CARRY SKIP ADDER:

A carry-skip adder (also known as a carry-bypass adder) is
an adder implementation that improves on the delay of a ripple-carry adder with little effort
compared to other adders. The improvement of the worst-case delay is achieved by using several
carry-skip adders to form a block-carry-skip adder. Unlike other fast adders, carry-skip adder
performance is increased with only some of the combinations of input bits. This means, speed
improvement is only probabilistic.

The problem of determining the block sizes and number of levels required to make
the physically fastest carry-skip adder is known as the 'carry-skip adder optimization problem'.
This problem is made complex by the fact that a carry-skip adders are implemented with
physical devices whose size and other parameters also affects addition time.

The carry-skip optimization problem for variable block sizes and multiple levels for an
arbitrary device process node was solved by Thomas W. Lynch. This reference also shows that
carry-skip addition is the same as parallel prefix addition and is thus related to, and for some
configurations identical to the Han–Carlson, the Brent–Kung the Kogge-Stone adder and a
number of other adder types.

Fig 3.9 Carry Skip Adder

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adder_%28electronics%29
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ripple_carry_adder
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Han%E2%80%93Carlson_adder&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brent%E2%80%93Kung_adder
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kogge-Stone_adder
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CHAPTER 4

LANGUAGE AND SOFTWARE TOOLS

4.1 Introduction to Verilog HDL

Verilog HDL is a hardware description language that can be used to model a digital

system at many levels of abstraction ranging from the algorithmic-level to the gate-level to the

switch-level. The complexity of the digital system being modeled could vary from that of a

simple gate to a complete electronic digital system, or anything in between. The digital system

can be described hierarchically and timing can be explicitly modeled within the same description.

The Verilog HDL language includes capabilities to describe the behavior-al nature of a

design, the dataflow nature of a design, a design's structural composition, delays and a waveform

generation mechanism including aspects of response monitoring and verification all modeled

using one single language. In addition, the language provides a programming language interface

through which the internals of a design can be accessed during simulation including the control

of a simulation run.

The language not only defines the syntax but also defines very clear simulation semantics

for each language construct [7]. Therefore, models written in this language can be verified using

a Verilog simulator. The language inherits many of its operator symbols and constructs from the

C programming language.

Verilog HDL provides an extensive range of modeling capabilities, some of which are

quite difficult to comprehend initially. However, a core subset of the language is quite easy to

learn and use. This is sufficient to model most applications.

Verilog language known as Verify Logic is used to describe Hardware Circuits. Verilog,

standardized as IEEE 1364, is a hardware description language (HDL) used to model electronic

systems. It is most commonly used in the design and verification of digital circuits at the register

transfer level of abstraction. It is also used in the verification of analog circuits and mixed signal

circuits, as well as in the design of genetic circuits. In 2009 the verilog standard (IEEE 1364 –
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2005) merged in to the system verilog standard, creating IEEE standard 1800 – 2009was. Since

then, verilog is officially part of the system verilog language. The current version is IEEE 1800 –

2017. Hardware description languages such as verilog are similar to software programming

languages because they include ways of describing the propogation time and signal strengths

(sensitivity). There are two types of assignment operators. A blocking statement (=) , and a non

blocking (<=) assignment. The non- blocking assignment allows designers to describe a state

machine update without needing to declare and use temporary storage variables. Since these

concepts are part of verilog’s language semantics, designers could quickly write Descriptions of

large circuits in a relatively compact and concise form. At the time of verilog’s language

semantics, designers could quickly write descriptions of large circuits in a relatively compact and

concise form. At the time of verilog,s introduction (1984). Verilog represented a tremendous

productivity improvement for circuit designers who were already using graphical schematic

capture software and specially written software programs to document and simulate electronic

circuits.

The designers of verilog wanted a language with syntax similar to the c programming

language,which was already widely used in engineering software development. Like C, verilog is

case sensitive and has a basic preprocessor (through less sophisticated than that of ANSI C/C++).

Its control flow keywords (if /else, for, while, case, etc.) are equivalent, and its operator

precedence is compatible with C. synactic differences include: required bit- widths for variable

declarations, demarcation of procedural blocks (verilog uses begin/end instead of curly braces{}),

and many other minor difference. Verilog requires that variables be given a definite size. In C

these sizes are assumed from the “type” of the variable (for instance an integer type may be 8

bits).

A verilog design consists of a hierarchy of modules. Modules encapsulate design

hierarchy, and communicate with other modules through a set of declared input, output, and

bidirectional ports. Internally, a module can contain any combination of the following:

net/variable declarations (wire, reg, integer,etc.), concurrent and sequential statement blocks, and

instances of other modules (sub – hierarchies). Sequential statements are placed inside a begin

/end block and executed in sequential order within the block. However, the blocks themselves

are executed concurrently, making verilog a dataflow language.
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Verilog’s concept of ‘wire’ consists of both signal values (4-state: “1,0,floating,

undefined”) and signal strengths (strong, weak, etc.). This system allows abstract modeling of

shared signal lines, where multiple sources drive a common net. When a wire has multiple

drivers, the wire’s (readable) value is resolved by a function of the source drivers and their

strengths.

A subset of statements in the verilog language are synthesizable. Verilog modules that

conform to a synthesizable coding style, known as RTL (Register – Transfer Level), can be

physically realized by synthesis software. Synthesis software algorithmatically transforms the

(abstract) verilog source in to a netlist which is a logically equivalent description consisting only

of elementary logic primitives (AND, OR, NOT,flip – flops, etc.) that are available in a specific

FPGA or VLSI technology. Further manipulations to the netlist ultimately lead to a circuit

fabrication blue print (such as a photo mask set for an ASIC or a bitstream file for an FPGA).

4.2 HISTORY

The Verilog HDL language was first developed by Gateway Design Automation in 1983

as hardware modeling language for their simulator product, At that time, it was a proprietary

language. Because of the popularity of the, simulator product, Verilog HDL gained acceptance as

a usable and practical language by a number of designers. In an effort to increase the popularity

of the language, the language was placed in the public domain in 1990. Cadence transferred

verilog into the public domain under the Open Verilog International (OVI) Open Verilog

International (OVI) was formed to promote Verilog. In 1992 OVI decided to pursue

standardization of Verilog HDL as an IEEE standard. This effort was successful and the

language became an IEEE standard in 1995. The complete standard is described in the Verilog

hardware description language reference manual. The standard is called std 1364-1995.

In the same time frame, Cadence initiated the creation of verilog – A to put standards

behind its analog simulator Spectre. Verilog-A was never intended to be a standalone language

and is a subset of verilog – AMS which encompasses verilog -95.

Extensions to Verilog-95 were submitted back to IEEE to cover the deficiencies that

users had found in the original Verilog standard. These extensions became IEEE Standard 1364-

2001 known as Verilog-2001.
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Verilog-2001 is a significant upgrade from Verilog-95. First, it adds explicit support for

(2's complement) signed nets and variables. Previously, code authors had to perform signed

operations using awkward bit-level manipulations (for example, the carry-out bit of a simple 8-

bit addition required an explicit description of the Boolean algebra to determine its correct value).

The same function under Verilog-2001 can be more succinctly described by one of the built-in

operators: +, -, /, *, >>>. A generate/endgenerate construct (similar to VHDL's

generate/endgenerate) allows Verilog-2001 to control instance and statement instantiation

through normal decision operators (case/if/else). Using generate/endgenerate, Verilog-2001 can

instantiate an array of instances, with control over the connectivity of the individual instances.

File I/O has been improved by several new system tasks. And finally, a few syntax additions

were introduced to improve code readability (e.g. always, @*, named parameter override, C-

style function/task/module header declaration).

Verilog-2001 is the version of Verilog supported by the majority of commercial EDA

software packages. Not to be confused with system verilog, verilog 2005 (IEEE Standard 1364-

2005) consists of minor corrections, specific clarifications, and a few new language features

(such as the wire keyword).

A separate part of the Verilog standard, Verilog-AMS attempts to integrate analog and

mixed signal modeling with traditional Verilog.

4.3 MAJOR CAPABILITIES

Listed below are the major capabilities of the Verilog hardware description:

 Primitive logic gates, such as AND, OR and NAND, are built-in into the language.

 Flexibility of creating a User-Defined Primitive (UDP). Such a primitive could either be a

combinational logic primitive or a sequential logic primitive.

 Switch-level modeling primitive gates, such as pmos and nmos, are also built-in into the

language.

 Explicit language constructs are provided for specifying pin-to-pin delays, path delays

and timing checks of a design.

 A design can be modeled in three different styles or in a mixed style. These styles are:

Behavioral style - modeled using procedural constructs; Dataflow style - modeled using
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continuous assignments; and Structural style - modeled using gate and module

instantiations.

 There are two data types in Verilog HDL. The Net data type and the Register data type.

The net type represents a physical connection between structural elements while a

Register type represents an abstract data storage element.

 Hierarchial designs can be described, up to any level, using the module instantiation

construct.

 Ᾱ design can be of any arbitrary size, the language does not impose a limit.

 Verilog HDL is non propreitery and is an IEEE standard.

 It is human and machine readable. Thus it can be used as an exchange language between

tools and designers.

 The capabilities of the verilog HDL language can be further extended by using by using

the programming language interface(PLI) mechanism. PLI is a collection of routines that

allow foreigh functions to access information within a verilog module and allows for

designer interaction with the simulator.

 A design can be described in a wide range of levels, ranging from switch – level, gate –

level, Register – Transfer – Level (RTL) to algorithmic level, including process and

queueing level.

 A design can be modeled entirely at the switch – level using the built – in switch level

primitives.

 The same single language can be used to generate stimulus for the design and for

specifying test constraints, such as specifying the value of inputs.

 Verilog HDL can be used to perform response monitoring of the design under test, that is ,

the values of a design under test can be monitored and displayed. These values can also

be compared with expected values, and in case of a mismatch, a report message can be

printed.

 At the behavioral level, verilog HDL can be used to describe a design not only at the

RTL level, but also at the architectural – level and its algorithmic – level behavior.

 At the structural level, gate and module instantiations can be used.

 Verilog HDL also has built-in logic functions such as & (bitwise-and) and l (bitwise-or).
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 High-level programming language constructs such as condition- else, case statements,

and loops are available in the language.

 Notion of concurrency and time can be explicitly modeled.

 Powerful file read and write capabilities fare provided.

 The language is non-deterministic under certain situations, that is, a model may produce

different results on different simulators; for example, the ordering of events on an event

queue is not defined by the standard.

4.4 SYNTHESIS

Synthesis is the process of constructing a gate level netlist from a register-transfer level

model of a circuit described in Verilog HDL. Fig.4.2 shows such a process. A synthesis system

may as an intermediate step, generate a netlist that is comprised of register-transfer level blocks

such as flip-flops, arithmetic-logic-units, and multiplexers, interconnected by wires. In such a

case, a second program called the RTL module builder is necessary. The purpose of this builder

is to build, or acquire from a library of predefined components, each of the required RTL blocks

in the user-specified target technology.

The Fig 4.1 shows the mixed-level modeling capability of Verilog HDL, that is, in one

design, each module may be modeled at a different level.

Complex systems can be described in Verilog HDL using mixed-design style modeling. This

modeling style supports hierarchical description. The design can be described using:

1)Build-in gate primitives (gate-level modeling )

2)Dataflow modeling

3)Behavioral modeling

4) Module instantiation

The design can be done by the combination of all the above four.
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Behavioral modeling is used to describe complex circuits. It is primarily used to model

sequential circuits, but can also be used to model pure combinatorial circuits. The mechanisms

(statements) for modeling the behavior of a design are: “initial” Statements and “always”

Statements

A module may contain an arbitrary number of initial or always statements and may

contain one or more procedural statements within them. They are executed concurrently (i.e. to

model parallelism such that the order in which statements appear in the model does not matter)

with respect to each other whereas the procedural statements are executed sequentially (i.e. the

order in which they appear does matter). Both initial and always statements are executed at

time=0 and then only always statements are executed during the rest of the time.

Dataflow modeling style is mainly used to describe combinational circuits. The basic

mechanism used is the continuous assignment. In a continuous assignment, a value is assigned to

a data type called net.

Fig 4.1: Mixed level Modelling
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Verilog HDL supports built-in primitive gates modeling. The gates supported are

multiple-input, multipleoutput, tristate, and pull gates. The multiple-input gates supported are:

and, nand, or, nor, xor, and xnor whose number of inputs are two or more, and has only one

output. The multiple-output gates supported are buf and not whose number of output is one or

more, and has only one input. The language also supports modeling of tri-state gates which

include bufif0, bufif1, notif0, and notif1. These gates have one input, one control signal, and one

output. The pull gates supported are pullup and pulldown with a single output (no input) only.

Having produced a gate level netlist, a logic optimizer reads in the netlist and optimizes

the circuit for the user-specified area and timing constraints. These area and timing constraints

may also be used by the module builder for appropriate selection or generation of RTL blocks.

The main target netlist is at the gate level. The logic gates used in the synthesized netlists are

described in the below fig4.3. By default Xilinx ISE uses built-in synthesizer XST (Xilinx

Synthesis Technology). Other synthesizers can also be used.

Fig 4.2: RTL Synthesis

Synthesis report contains many useful information. There is a maximum frequency

estimate in the "timing summary" chapter. One should also pay attention to warnings since they

can indicate hidden problems.
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After a successful synthesis one can run "View RTL Schematic" task (RTL stands for

register transfer level) to view a gate-level schematic produced by a synthesizer.

XST output is stored in NGC format. Many third-party synthesizers (like Synplicity

Synplify) use an industry-standard EDIF format to store netlist.

The fig 4.3 shows the basic elements of Verilog HDL and the elements used in hardware.

A mapping mechanism or a construction mechanism has to be provided that translates the

Verilog HDL elements into their corresponding hardware elements as shown in the fig.4.3.

Synthesis is similar to the compilation of a high level programming language like C into

assembly code. Finite State Machine (FSM) recognition is also part of the HDL synthesis step.

XST recognizes FSMs independent of the modeling style used. To create the most efficient

implementation,

Fig 4.3: Typical design process
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XST uses the target optimization goal, whether area or speed, to determine which of

several FSM encoding algorithms to use. For speed , area balance netlist optimization is done.

4.5 SOFTWARE TOOLS

Xilinx
Xilinx software is used by the VHDL/VERILOG designers for performing Synthesis

operation. Any simulated code can be synthesized and configured on FPGA. Synthesis is the

transformation of VHDL code into gate level net list. It is an integral part of current design flows.

Xilinx ISE is a design environment for FPGA products from Xilinx, and is tightly-

coupled to the architecture of such chips, and cannot be used with FPGA products from other

vendors. The Xilinx ISE is primarily used for circuit synthesis and design, while ISIM or

Modelsim logic simulator is used for system-level testing.

System-level testing may be performed with ISIM or the Modelsim, logic simulator, and

such test programs must also be written in HDL languages.

Algorithm

Start the ISE Software by clicking the XILINX ISE icon.

Fig 4.4: New Project wizard
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Test bench programs may include simulated input signal waveforms, or monitors which observe

and verify the outputs of the device under test.

Modelsim or ISIM may be used to perform the following types of simulations:

 Logical verification, to ensure the module produces expected results

 Behavioral verification, to verify logical and timing issues

 Post-place & route simulation, to verify behavior after placement of the module within

the reconfigurable logic of the FPGA

Xilinx's patented algorithms for synthesis allow designs to run up to 30% faster than

competing programs, and allows greater logic density which reduces project costs. License

registration is required to use the Web Edition of Xilinx ISE, which is free and can be renewed

an unlimited number of times.

Create a New Project and find the following properties displayed. The desired language

whether Verilog or VHDL is selected in the next step as shown in the above

fig 4.4.

Fig 4.5: Design Properties
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Create a Verilog/VHDL Source formatting all inputs, outputs and buffers if required. which

provides a window to write the VHDL code, to be synthesized. The New source tab with red

marking is shown in the fig 4.6 below.

Fig 4.6: New source creation
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The New source wizard is used for language selection whether it may be Verilog or VHDL, it

also consists of Schematic, test bench waveforms. The filename and the corresponding file

location path is entered and the next tab needs to be enabled as shown in the below fig4.7.

Fig 4.7: New source wizard for language selection

The New source wizard summary is used which includes entity name, Architecture name

and port definition which consists of input and output pins. This

is the last step which displays finish tab as shown in the below fig 4.8

Fig 4.8: New source wizard Summary
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The Top module, FSM module and FIFO module with .v extension files are to be added

in the design one by one and need to be executed as shown in the be fig 4.9.

Fig 4.9: Adding Modules to the Xilinx tool

The Top module, FSM module and FIFO module need to be checked for syntax by right

click on syntax option added to the design, as shown in the below fig 4.10.

Fig 4.10: Syntax check of all modules
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Check Syntax after finally editing the VHDL source for any errors. After thatperform the

RTL and TECHNOLOGY schematic for verifying synthesis. After syntax check, simulate

behavioral model of the Verilog model is evaluated and the waveforms are generated by forcing

the constant input values in the waveform window as shown in the below fig 4.11.

Fig 4.11: Simulation of behavior model

4.6 SUMMARY

The History, Hardware Description Language and the capabilities of Xilinx ISE has been

explained briefly in this chapter. The procedure of how to create a project in Xilinx ISE and the

various steps to be followed for simulation are discussed.
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CHAPTER - 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

WAVE FORMS AND TIMING SUMMARIES:

5.1. 16 - BIT RIPPLE CARRY ADDER:

Fig 5.1: 16 Bit Ripple Carry Adder.

Here a,b,c are inputs, s is the output and c0,c1,c2,c3 are the wires and we have analysed the
results for various inputs.
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5.2. 16 - BIT CARRY LOOK AHEAD ADDER:

Fig 5.2: 16 Bit Carry Look Ahead Adder.

Here a,b,c are the inputs, s and cout are the outputs, p and g are the Propagation and Generation
carries, c0,c1,c2,c3 are the wires and we have analysed the results for various inputs.
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5.3. 16-BIT KOGGE STONE ADDER:

Fig 5.3 Kogge Stone Adder
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Here a,b,cin are the inputs, Sum and Carry are the outputs, p and g are the Propagation and
Generationcarries,pp1,pp2,pp3,pp4,pp5,pp6,pp7,pp8,pp9,pp10,pp11,pp12,pp13,pp14,pp15,g
g1,,gg2,,gg3,,gg4,,gg5,,gg6,,gg7,,gg8,,gg9,,gg10,,gg11,,gg12,,gg13,,gg14,,gg15 are wires.

Timing Summary:

---------------

Speed Grade: -5

Minimum period: No path found

Minimum input arrival time before clock: No path found

Maximum output required time after clock: No path found

Maximum combinational path delay: 10.980ns

Device utilization summary:

---------------------------

Selected Device : 3s50pq208-5

Number of Slices: 41 out of 768 5%

Number of 4 input LUTs: 72 out of 1536 4%

Number of IOs: 194

Number of bonded IOBs: 194 out of 124 156% (*)
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5.4. 16-BIT SPARSE KOGGE STONE ADDER:

Fig 5.4: Sparse Kogge Stone Adder

Here a,b,cin are the inputs, Sum and Carry are the outputs,p and g are the Propagation and
Generationcarries,pp1,pp2,pp3,pp4,pp5,pp6,pp7,pp8,pp9,pp10,pp11,pp12,pp13,pp14,pp15,g
g1,,gg2,,gg3,,gg4,,gg5,,gg6,,gg7,,gg8,,gg9,,gg10,,gg11,,gg12,,gg13,,gg14,,gg15 are wires.

Timing Summary:
---------------

Speed Grade: -5

Minimum period: No path found
Minimum input arrival time before clock: No path found
Maximum output required time after clock: No path found
Maximum combinational path delay: 23.694ns
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Device utilization summary:
---------------------------

Selected Device : 3s50pq208-5

Number of Slices: 23 out of 768 2%
Number of 4 input LUTs: 41 out of 1536 2%
Number of IOs: 50
Number of bonded IOBs: 50 out of 124 40%

5.5. 16-BIT SPANNING TREE ADDER:

Fig 5.5: Spanning Tree Adder

Here a,b,cin are the inputs, Sum and Carry are the outputs,p and g are the Propagation and
Generationcarries,pp1,pp2,pp3,pp4,pp5,pp6,pp7,pp8,pp9,pp10,pp11,pp12,pp13,pp14,pp15,g
g1,,gg2,,gg3,,gg4,,gg5,,gg6,,gg7,,gg8,,gg9,,gg10,,gg11,,gg12,,gg13,,gg14,,gg15 are wires.

Timing Summary:
---------------
Speed Grade: -5
Minimum period: No path found
Minimum input arrival time before clock: No path found
Maximum output required time after clock: No path found
Maximum combinational path delay: 16.376ns
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Device utilization summary:
---------------------------
Selected Device : 3s50pq208-5
Number of Slices: 21 out of 768 2%
Number of 4 input LUTs: 38 out of 1536 2%
Number of IOs: 50
Number of bonded IOBs: 50 out of 124 40%

5.6. 16 - BIT BRENT KUNG ADDER:

Fig 5.6: 16 Bit Brent Kung Adder

Here a,b,cin are the inputs, Sum and Carry are the outputs,p and g are the Propagation and
Generationcarries,pp1,pp2,pp3,pp4,pp5,pp6,pp7,pp8,pp9,pp10,pp11,pp12,pp13,pp14,pp15,g
g1,,gg2,,gg3,,gg4,,gg5,,gg6,,gg7,,gg8,,gg9,,gg10,,gg11,,gg12,,gg13,,gg14,,gg15 are wires.
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Timing Summary:

---------------

Speed Grade: -5

Minimum period: No path found

Minimum input arrival time before clock: No path found

Maximum output required time after clock: No path found

Maximum combinational path delay: 19.908ns

Device utilization summary:

---------------------------

Selected Device : 3s50pq208-5

Number of Slices: 19 out of 768 2%

Number of 4 input LUTs: 35 out of 1536 2%

Number of IOs: 49

Number of bonded IOBs: 49 out of 124 39%
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5.7. 16-BIT CARRY SKIP ADDER:

Fig 5.7: Carry Skip Adder

Here a,b,cin are inputs, Sum and Carry are ouputs, p and g are the Propagation and Generation

Carries, c1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7,c8,c9,c10,c11,c12,c13,c14,c15 are the wires.

Device utilization summary:

---------------------------

Selected Device : 3s50pq208-5

Number of Slices: 19 out of 768 2%

Number of 4 input LUTs: 35 out of 1536 2%

Number of IOs: 49

Number of bonded IOBs: 49 out of 124 39%
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Timing Summary:

---------------

Speed Grade: -5

Minimum period: No path found

Minimum input arrival time before clock: No path found

Maximum output required time after clock: No path found

Maximum combinational path delay: 19.908ns
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

6.1 CONCLUSION

It is shown that the results obtained for Parallel Prefix Adders like Kogge Stone
Adder, Sparse Kogge Stone Adder, Brent Kung Adder, Spanning Tree Adder, Carry Skip Adder
are better compared to serial adders like Half Adders, Full Adders,Ripple Adders ,Carry look
ahead Adders in terms of Number of LUT'S and area occupied. In this Xilimx ISE(14.7) is used
for synthesis and simulation.

The results obtained for carry chain adders at higher bit widths (128 to 256 bits) has
higher performance when compared to serial adders. Because the adder is often the critical
element which determines to a large part the cycle time and power dissipation for many digital
signal processing and cryptographically implementations. In this Xilinx ISE(14.7)is used for
synthesis and for simulation.

Comparison Table:

ADDERS NO.OF LUTs DELAY(ns)

Ripple Carry Adder(RLA) 32 28.741

Carry Look Ahead Adder(CLAA) 32 21.690

Kogge Stone Adder(KSA) 72 10.980

Sparse Kogge Stone Adder(SKSA) 41 23.694

Spanning Tree Adder(STA) 38 16.376

Brent Kung Adder 35 19.908

Carry Skip Adder 35 19.908

FIG. 6.1. Comparison Table
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6.2 FUTURE SCOPE

It would be worthwhile for future FPGA designs to include an optimized carry path
to enable tree based adder designs to be optimized for place and routing. Inclusion of a ROM is
being done in few adder designs to find the worst case delay combination of the input.
Architectures that include fast carry chains and the possible trade-offs are investigated. In the
future, designs for Spanning Tree Adder(STA) and Sparse Kogge Stone Adder (SKA) are done
and delay and area occupied are calculated to check performance enhancement keeping serial
adders as reference.
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPEDWITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

(PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs)

Classification of Project Application Product Research Review



PROJECT OUTCOMES

1. Designed & Simulated Diffrent types of Efficient Parallel Prefix Adders for better Area and
Delay Performance.

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs)

The ECE Graduates will be able to

PSO1: Designing electronics and communication systems in the domain of VLSI, embedded

systems, signal processing and RF communications and applying modern tools.

PSO2: Applying the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking

into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations.

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs)

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering
fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems.

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex
engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics,
natural sciences, and engineering sciences.
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3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and
design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate
consideration forthe public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental
considerations.

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the

information to provide valid conclusions.

5.Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities
with an understanding of the limitations.

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to
the professional engineering practice.

7.Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering
solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need
for sustainable development.

8.Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and
norms of the engineering practice.

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in

diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.
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10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the
engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write
effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive
clear instructions.

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the
engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and
leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.

12.Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage

in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change.

Project Program Outcomes (POs) PSOs

Outcomes

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2

1 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3

1-Slightly (Low) mapped 2-Moderately (Medium)mapped 3-Substantially (High)mapped
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ABSTRACT 

 

In modern VLSI technology, the occurrence of all kinds of errors has become 
inevitable. By adopting an emerging concept in VLSI design and test, error tolerance (ET), a 
novel error-tolerant adder (ETA) is proposed. The ETA is able to ease the strict restriction on 
accuracy, and at the same time achieve tremendous improvements in both the power 
consumption and speed performance. When compared to its conventional counterparts, the 
proposed ETA is able to attain more than 65% improvement in the Power-Delay Product 
(PDP). One important potential application of the proposed ETA is that can tolerate certain 
amount of errors. In this study, we had proposed architecture for high speed tolerant Adder 
Algorithm. Error Tolerant Adder (ETA) is proposed which provide approximate result at very 
high speed than the convention adder. The proposed adder provides improvement in delay, 
power and area at the same time at the cost of accuracy. 

The modifications to the conventional shift and add multiplier includes introduction 
of modified error tolerant technique for addition and enabling of adder cell by current 
multiplication bit of the multiplier constant. 

 

Key words —Adders, error tolerance, high-speed integrated circuits, low-power 
design, VLSI. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND: 

Very-large-scale integration (VLSI) is the process of creating an integrated circuit 

(IC) by combining thousands of transistors into a single chip. VLSI began in the 1970s 

when complex semiconductor and communication technologies were being developed. 

The microprocessor is a VLSI device. Before the introduction of VLSI technology, most 

ICs had a limited set of functions they could perform.an electronic circuit might consist 

of a CPU, ROM, RAM and other glue logic. VLSI lets IC designers add all of these into 

one chip. 

The electronics industry has achieved a phenomenal growth over the last few 

decades, mainly due to the rapid advances in large scale integration technologies and 

system design applications with the advent of very large scale integration (VLSI) 

designs, the number of applications of integrated circuits (ICs) in high-performance 

computing, controls, telecommunications, image and video processing, and consumer 

electronics has been rising at a very fast pace. 

The current cutting-edge technologies such as high resolution and low bit-rate video 

and cellular communications provide the end-users a marvelous amount of applications, 

processing power and portability. This trend is expected to grow rapidly, with very 

important implications on VLSI design and systems design. 
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1.2  VLSI DESIGN FLOW: 

The VLSI IC circuits design flow is shown in the figure below. The various levels of 

design are numbered and the blocks show processes in the design flow. 

Fig.1.2: Simplified VLSI Design 

Flow 

1.3 DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS: 

 

The first step in a high-level design flow is the design specification process. 

This process involves specifying the behavior expected of the 

1.4 HDL CAPTURE: 

After the specification has been completed, the designer can begin the process of 

implementation. Some design teams create a high- level behavioral or algorithmic 

description of the design to verify design intent, then convert that description to RTL 

(Register Transfer Level) later. The RTL is created during the HDL capture step. 
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 The designer creates the VHDL RTL description that describes the 

clock-by-clock behavior of the design. The designer uses high-level 

entry tools that contain block editors and state machine editors that 

automatically create the HDL code.

 The designer enters the VHDL code for entities of the design and checks 

them for correct syntax. After the syntax errors have been removed, the 

designer can begin the process of verifying the correctness of the VHDL 

using RTL simulation.

1.5 RTL Simulation Flow: 

 



Simulation: 

 
Simulation is the process to verify whether the described design is working as desire or not. 

 

 A Test bench is the stimulus, written in HDL, that verifies the 

functionality of the design.

 If any errors are detected during simulation, then those can be corrected by 
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modifying the appropriate HDL statements. Finally the most correct design 

option is selected. Thus without actually fabricating hardware, the design is 

finalized.

 There are two types of simulations – 1. Functional Simulation 2. Timing Simulation

 A simulation is said to be “functional simulation” when all the functions of 

the circuit are verified. After completion of successful functional simulation, 

the ‘ Physical design’ (Back End steps) is carried out.

 After Physical Design, again the functionality of the circuit is checked. But, 

even though the functional behavior may be correct , the circuit may operate 

more slowly than the desired.

 Each logic element needs some time, called Propagation delay, to generate a 

valid output signal whenever there are changes in the values of its inputs.

 In addition to this delay, there is a delay caused by signals that must 

propagate through wires that connect various logic elements. The combined 

effect is that real circuits exhibit delays, which has a significant impact on 

their speed of operation.

 The simulation that verifies the timing behavior of the design is 

called “Timing Simulation”. Timing behavior depends on the results 

of Synthesis and fitting.

 It is useful to perform the Functional simulation before starting 

‘Backend Steps’.

1.6 SYNTHESIS: 

 
 Synthesis is an automatic method of converting a higher level of 

abstraction to a lower level of abstraction.

 Synthesis tools convert Register Transfer Level (RTL) descriptions to gate level 

netlists.

 These gate level netlists consist of interconnected gate level macro cells.

 Models for the gate level cells are contained in technology libraries for 

each type of technology supported.

 

The synthesis process: 

 
 The inputs to the synthesis process are an RTL (Register Transfer 

Level) VHDL description, circuit constraints for the design, and a 
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technology library. 

 The synthesis process produces an optimized gate level net-list from all of these 

inputs. 

 These gate level net-lists currently can be optimized for area, speed, testability, and 

so on. 

 

 Constraints: 

 
 Constraints are used to control the output of the optimization and mapping process. 

 They provide goals that the optimization and mapping processes try to meet 

and control the structural implementation of the design. 

 The constraints available in synthesis tools include area, timing, power, and 

testability constraints. The most common constraints in use are timing 

constraints. 

 

Timing Constraints: 

 
 Typical uses for timing constraints are to specify maximum delays for 

particular paths in a design. For instance, a typical timing constraint is the 

required time for an output port. 

 The timing constraint guides the optimization and mapping to produce a 

net-list that meets the timing constraint. 

 One method to constrain a design is to add a required time constraint to 

every flip-flop input with the value of a clock cycle. 

 

Technology Libraries: 

 
 Technology libraries hold all of the information necessary for a 

synthesis tool to create a net-list for a design based on the desired 

logical behavior, and constraints on the design.

 Technology libraries contain all of the information that allows the synthesis 

process to make the correct choices to build a design. 

 Technology libraries contain : - the logical function of cell - the area of the cell - 

the input to output timing of the cell - fan-out of the cell - the timing checks that 

are required for the cell - the graphical symbol of the cell for use in schematics 

 Technology libraries can also contain data about how to scale delay 
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information with respect to process parameters and operating conditions. 

Operating conditions are the device operating temperature and power 

supply voltage applied to the device. 

Inside a Logic Synthesizer: 

 
The Synthesis process of converting RTL description into Gate-level Net-list 

happens in three phases. 

Translation: 

 In this phase Boolean description is converted into a format usually 

consisting of primitive gates such as AND & OR gates, flip-flops, and 

latches. 

 This is a functionally correct but completely un optimized description. 

 The translation from RTL description to Boolean equivalent description 

is usually not user controllable. 

 The intermediate form that is generated usually in a format that is 

optimized for a particular tool and may not even be viewable by the 

user. 

 

Boolean Optimization: 

 
The optimization process takes an un optimized boolean description and 

converts it to an optimized boolean description. 

This is where the real work of synthesis gets done. 

 
 The optimization process uses a number of algorithms and rules to 

convert the un-optimized boolean description to an optimized one. One 

technique is “Flattening” to convert the un optimized Boolean 

description to a very low level description (a PLA format), optimize 

that description by using PLA optimization techniques.

MAPPING TO GATES: 
 

The mapping process takes the logically optimized boolean description created 

by the optimization step and uses the logical and timing information from a technology 

library to build a net-list. 
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This net-list is targeted to the user’s needs for area and speed. 

There are a number of possible net-lists that are functionally the same but vary widely in 

speed and area. 

Some net-lists are very fast but take a lot of library cells to implement, and 

others take a small number of library cells to implement but are very slow. 

The ripple carry adder takes less cells to implement but is a slower design because it has 

more logic levels. 

The look-ahead adder takes more cells to implement but is a faster design 

because more of the Boolean operations are calculated in parallel. 

The mapping process takes as input the optimized Boolean description, the technology 

library, and the user constraints, and generates an optimized net-list built entirely from 

cells in the technology library. 

VHDL and LOGIC SYNTHESIS: 

The goal of the VHDL synthesis step is to create a design that implements the required 

functionality and matches the designer’s constraints in speed, area and power. 

The VHDL synthesis tools convert the VHDL description into a net-list in the target 

FPGA or ASIC technology. For the VHDL synthesis tool to perform this step properly, 

the VHDL code must be written in a particular style. 

To synthesize a VHDL description, the designer reads the verified VHDL description 

into the VHDL synthesis tool. 

The VHDL synthesis tool reports syntax errors and synthesis errors. Synthesis 

errors usually result from the designer using constructs that are not synthesizable. 

The VHDL synthesis tool also reports warnings of constructs that have the 

possibility of generating mismatches between the RTL simulation results and the 

output net-list simulation results. 

The area report shows the designer how much of the resources of the FPGA chip 

the design has consumed. The designer can tell if the design is too big for a 

particular chip and the designer needs to target a larger chip, if the design should go 

into a smaller chip, or if the current chip will work fine. The designer can also get a 

relative size of the design to use in later stages of the design process. 

The synthesizer produces an output net-list in the target technology and a number 
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of report files. 

By looking at the net-list, the designer can determine whether or not the design 

looks reasonable. 

The designer looks at the report files to determine the quality of the synthesis 

output. The most common output files are the timing report and the area report. 

Most synthesis tools produce a number of other reports such as hierarchy reports, 

instance reports, net reports, power reports, and others. 

The most useful reports initially are the timing and area reports, because these are 

usually the most critical factors 

The timing report shows the timing of critical paths of the design. The designer 

examines the timing of the critical paths closely because these paths ultimately 

determine how fast the design can run. 

If the longest path is a timing critical part of the design and is not meeting the speed 

requirements of the designer, then the designer may have to modify the VHDL 

code or try new timing constraints to make the path to meet timing. 

The last type of output data that the designer can examine is the net-list for the 

design in the target technology. 

When the net-list meets the designer’s timing, area, power, and other constraints, 

the next step is to pass the net-list to the gate level simulator. This simulator 

checks the functionality of the synthesized design. 

FUNCTIONAL GATE-LEVEL SIMULATION: 

 
Most designers like to run a quick check on the results of the synthesis tool to make 

sure the synthesis tool produced a functionally correct output. To do this, the 

designer runs a functional gate-level verification. 

If proper design rules are followed for the input VHDL description, the synthesis 

tool should never generate an output that is functionally different from the RTL 

VHDL input, unless the tool has a bug. 

However, if some of the warnings or errors are ignored or some part of the design 

is written using a strange VHDL style, the synthesizer can produce an output net-
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list that does not exactly match the RTL input in terms of functionality. 

The designer reads the output VHDL net-list from the synthesis tool plus a 

library of the synthesis primitives into the VHDL simulator and runs the 

simulation using the RTL verification vectors. 

If the design matches, then the synthesis tool did not produce logic mismatches; if it 

does not match, the designer needs to debug the VHDL RTL description to see what is 

wrong. 

1.7 PLACE AND ROUTE: 

 
Place and route tools are used to take the design net-list and implement the 

design in the target technology device. 

The place and route tools place each primitive from the net-list into an appropriate 

location on the target device and then route signals between the primitives to 

connect the devices according to the net-list. 

Place and route tools are typically very architecture and device dependent. 

 
Inputs to the place and route tools are the net-list in EDIF or another net-list 

format, and possibly timing constraints. The format of the net-list input file varies 

from manufacturer to manufacturer. Some tools use EDIF; others use proprietary 

formats such as XNF. 

Other input to place and route tools is the timing constraints, which give the place 

and route tools an indication about which signals have critical timing associated 

with them and to route these nets in the most timing efficient manner. These nets 

are typically identified during the static timing analysis process during synthesis. 

These constraints tell the place and route tool to place the primitives in close 

proximity to one another and to use the fastest routing. The closer the cells are, 

the shorter the routed signals will be and the shorter the time delay. 

Some place and route tools allow the designer to specify the placement of large parts of 

the design. This process is also known as Floor Planning. 

Floor planning allows the user to pick locations on the chip for large blocks of the 

design so that routing wires are as short as possible. 
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The floor planner feeds this information to the place and route tools so that these 

blocks are placed properly. 

        After the cells are placed, the router makes the appropriate connections. 

Post Layout Timing Simulation: 

 
 After the place and route process has completed, the designer will want to 

verify the results of the place and route process. There are a number of 

methods to accomplish this task but the most common is to use post route 

gate-level simulation. 

 This simulation combines the net-list used for place and route with the 

timing file from the place and route process into a simulation that checks 

both functionality and timing of the design. 

 The designer can run the simulation and generate accurate output 

waveforms that show whether or not the device is operating properly and 

if the timing is being met. 

 If the design has been properly structured, the same test vectors used for 

the RTL simulation can be used for the post route gate-level simulation. 

In this way, the designer is saved the process of generating a new set of 

vectors to check the gate- level design and verifying the new vector 

output values. 

Major Net List Formats for Design Representation: 

 
 Logically the design of a VLSI chip can be completely represented by its netlist. 

 The major formats used for net-listing are: 

 
• Verilog • VHDL • EDIF • DEF • SPICE 

 
 Any of these formats can be used to precisely describe the cells 

instantiated in the design and the interconnections among the cells. 

 Among these Verilog is most popular one. 

 During project execution, especially for a large So projects, many tools 

from different EDA vendors will be used to achieve individual design 

objectives at specific design stages. Between stages and tools, a Verilog 

Netlist is Commonly used for transferring the design information. 
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 EDIF ( Electronic Design Interchange Format) A vendor-neutral format in 

which to store Electronic netlists and schematics. It was one of the first 

attempts to establish a neutral data exchange format for the electronic 

design automation (EDA) industry. The goal was to establish a common 

format to transfer data from one system to another. 

 Design Exchange Format (DEF) • An open specification for representing 

physical layout of an integrated circuit in an ASCII format. It represents the 

netlist and circuit layout. • DEF is used to represent complete physical 

layout of an integrated circuit while it is being designed. • DEF was 

developed by Cadence Design Systems. • DEF files are usually generated 

by place and route (P&R) tools and are used as an input for post analysis 

tools, such as extraction tools or power analysis tools. 

 SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) Ageneral-

purpose, open source analog electronic circuit simulator. • It is a powerful 

program that is used in integrated circuit and board-level design to check 

the integrity of circuit designs and to predict circuit behavior. 
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Chapter 2 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

In conventional digital VLSI design, one usually assumes that a us- able 

circuit/system should always provide definite and accurate results. But in fact, such perfect 

operations are seldom needed in our nondigital worldly experiences. The world accepts 

“analog computation,” which generates “good enough” results rather than totally accurate 

results. The data processed by many digital systems may already contain errors. In many 

applications, such as a communication system, the analog signal coming from the outside 

world must first be sampled before being converted to digital data. The digital data are 

then processed and transmitted in a noisy channel before converting back to an analog 

signal. During this process, errors may occur anywhere. Furthermore, due to the advances 

in transistor size scaling, factors such as noise and process variations which are previously 

insignificant are becoming important in today’s digital IC design. 

          Based on the characteristic of digital VLSI design, some novel concepts and design 

techniques have been proposed. The concept of error tolerance (ET) and the PCMOS 

technology are two of them. According to the definition, a circuit is error tolerant if: 1) it 

contains defects that cause internal and may cause external errors and 2) the system that 

incorporates this circuit produces acceptable results . The “imperfect” attribute seems to 

be not appealing. However, the need for the error-tolerant circuit was foretold in the 2003 

International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS). 

To deal with error-tolerant problems, some truncated adders/multipliers have been 

reported ,but are not able to perform well in either its speed, power, area, or accuracy. The 

“flagged prefixed adder” performs better than the nonflagged version with a 1.3% speed 

enhancement but at the expense of 2% extra silicon area. As for the “low-error area-

efficient fixed-width multipliers”, it may have an area improvement of 46.67% but has 

average error reaching 12.4%. 

Of course, not all digital systems can engage the error-tolerant concept. In digital 

systems such as control systems, the correctness of the output signal is extremely 

important, and this denies the use of the error- tolerant circuit. However, for many digital 

signal processing (DSP) systems that process signals relating to human senses such as 

hearing, sight, smell, and touch, e.g., the image processing and speech processing systems, 

the error-tolerant circuits may be applicable. 
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2.1 Error-tolerant Adder 
 

Before detailing the ETA, the definitions of some commonly used terminologies 

shown in this study are given as follows: 

 Overall error (OE) OE = Rc-RE, where RE, is the result obtained by the adder and 

Rc denotes the correct result (all the results are represented as decimal numbers). 

Accuracy (ACC): In the scenario of the error-tolerant design, the accuracy of an 

adder is used to indicate how “correct” the output of an adder is for a particular 

input. It is defined as: ACC = (1-(OE/Rc))/100%. Its value ranges from 0-100%. 

 Minimum Acceptable Accuracy (MAA): Although some errors are allowed to exist 

at the output of an ETA, the accuracy of an acceptable output should be “high 

enough” (higher than a threshold value) to meet the requirement of the whole 

system. Minimum acceptable accuracy is just that threshold value. The result 

obtained whose accuracy is higher than the minimum acceptable accuracy is called 

acceptable result. 

 Acceptance Probability (AP): Acceptance probability is the probability that the 

accuracy of an adder is higher than the minimum acceptable accuracy. 

 

2.2  Need for Error-Tolerant Adder 

Increasingly huge data sets and the need for instant response re- quire the adder to be 

large and fast. The traditional ripple-carry adder (RCA) is therefore no longer suitable for 

large adders because of its low-speed performance. Many different types of fast adders, 

such as the carry-skip adder (CSK), carry-select adder (CSL), and carry-look-ahead adder 

(CLA), have been developed. Also, there are many low-power adder design techniques that 

have been proposed. However, there are always trade-offs between speed and power. The 

error-tolerant design can be a potential solution to this problem. By sacrificing some 

accuracy, the ETA can attain great improvement in both the power consumption and speed 

performance. 

 

2.3  Proposed Addition Arithmetic 

In a conventional adder circuit, the delay is mainly attributed to the carry 

propagation chain along the critical path, from the least significant bit (LSB) to the most 

significant bit (MSB). Meanwhile, a significant proportion of the power consumption of 

an adder is due to the glitches that are caused by the carry propagation. Therefore, if the 

carry propagation can be eliminated or curtailed, a great improvement in speed 

performance and power consumption can be achieved. In this paper, we propose for the 

first time, an innovative and novel addition arithmetic that can attain great saving in speed 

and power consumption. This new addition arithmetic can be illustrated via an example 

shown in Fig.We first split the input operands into two parts: an accurate part that includes 

several higher order bits and the inaccurate part that is made up of the remaining lower 

order bits. The length of each part need not necessary be equal. The addition process starts 
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from the middle (joining point of the two parts) toward the two opposite directions 

simultaneously. In the example of Fig.1, the 8 bit ,“10110111 and 10111101, are divided 

equally into 4 bits each for the accurate and inaccurate parts. 

 

 

 

Fig2.3: Proposed addition arithmetic. 

The addition of the higher order bits (accurate part) of the input operands is 

performed from right to left (LSB to MSB) and normal addition method is applied. This is 

to preserve its correctness since the higher order bits play a more important role than the 

lower order bits. The lower order bits of the input operands (inaccurate part) re- quire a 

special addition mechanism. No carry signal will be generated or taken in at any bit position 

to eliminate the carry propagation path. To minimize the overall error due to the elimination 

of the carry chain, a special strategy is adapted, and can be described as follow: 1) check 

every bit position from left to right (MSB to LSB); 2) if both input bits are “0” or different, 

normal one-bit addition is performed and the operation proceeds to next bit position; 3) if 

both input bits are “1,” the checking process stopped and from this bit onward, all sum bits  

to the right are set to “1.” The addition mechanism described can be easily understood from 

the example given in Fig. 1 with a final result of “01101111. 

   By eliminating the carry propagation path in the inaccurate part and performing the 

addition in two separate parts simultaneously, the overall delay time is greatly reduced, so is 

the power consumption. 

 

2.4  Relationships Between Minimum Acceptable Accuracy, Acceptance 

Probability, Dividing Strategy, and Size of Adder 

The accuracy of the adder is closely related to the input pattern. Assume that the input 

of an adder is random; there exists a probability that we can obtain an acceptable result (i.e., 

the acceptance probability). The accuracy attribute of an ETA is determined by the dividing 

strategy and size of adder. In this subsection, the relationships between the minimum 

acceptable accuracy, the acceptance probability, the dividing strategy, and the size of adder 

are investigated. 

We first consider the extreme situation where we accept only the perfectly correct 

result. The minimum acceptable accuracy in this “perfect” situation is 100%. According to 
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the proposed addition arithmetic, we can obtain correct results only when the two input bits 

on every position in the inaccurate part are not equal to “1” at the same time. We  can 

therefore derive an equation to calculate the acceptance probability associated with the 

proposed ETA with different bit sizes and dividing strategies. where is the total number of 

bits in the input operand (also regarded as the size of the adder) and is the number of bits in 

the inaccurate part (which is indicating the dividing strategy). 

 

 
 

Fig 2.4: Relationship between AP and MAA 

 

In situations where the requirement on accuracy can be somewhat relaxed are 

investigated, the result will be different. C program is engaged to simulate a 8-bit adder that 

had adopted the proposed addition mechanism. By checking the output results, we can 

derive the relationship between the minimum acceptable accuracy and acceptance 

probability. 

 

As modern VLSI technology advances, the size of the adder has to in-crease to cater to 

the application need. The trend of the accuracy performance of an ETA is therefore 

investigated in Fig. 3. The five curves are associated with different minimum acceptable 

accuracies, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, and 99%, respectively. Note that all adders follow the 

same dividing strategy whereby the inaccurate part is three times larger than that of the 

accurate part. Since small numbers will be calculated at the inaccurate part of the adder, the 

proposed ETA is best suited for large input patterns. 

 

 

 

2.5  Hardware Implementation: 

 

The block diagram of the hardware implementation of such an ETA that adopts our 

proposed addition arithmetic is provided in Fig.  This most straightforward structure consists 

of two parts: an accurate part and an inaccurate part. The accurate part is constructed using a 
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conventional adder such as the RCA, CSK, CSL, or CLA. The carry-in of this adder is 

connected to ground. The inaccurate part constitutes two blocks: a carry-free addition block 

and a control block. The control block is used to generate the control signals, to determine 

the working mode of the carry-free addition block. In Section III, a 32-bit adder is used as 

an example for our illustration of the design methodology and circuit implementation of an 

ETA. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.5(a): Relationship between AP and size of adder. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.5(b): Hardware implementation of the proposed ETA. 
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Chapter 3 

DESIGN OF A 8-BIT ERROR-TOLERANT ADDER 

 

 

3.1 Strategy of Dividing the Adder 

The first step of designing a proposed ETA is to divide the adder into two parts in a 

specific manner. The dividing strategy is based on a guess-and-verify stratagem, 

depending on the requirements, such as accuracy, speed, and power. 

 

First, we define the delay of the proposed adder as  where  is  the  delay  in  the  

accurate  part  and   is the delay in the inaccurate part. With the proper dividing strategy, 

we can make approximately equal to and hence achieve an   optimal time delay. 

 

With this partition method defined, we then check whether the ac- curacy 

performance of the adder meets the requirements preset by de- signer/customer. This can 

be checked very quickly via some software programs. For example, for a specific 

application, we require the minimum acceptable accuracy to be 95% and the acceptance 

probability to be 98%. The proposed partition method must therefore have at least 98% of 

all possible inputs reaching an accuracy of better than 95%. If this requirement is not met, 

then one bit should be shifted from the inaccurate part to the accurate part and have the 

checking process repeated. Also, due to the simplified circuit structure and the 

elimination of switching activities in the inaccurate part, putting more bits in this part 

   yields more power saving. 

 

Having considered the above, we divided the 8-bit adder by putting 4 bits in the accurate 

part and 4 bits in the inaccurate part. 

 

3.2 Design of the Accurate Part 

In our proposed 8-bit ETA, the inaccurate part has 4 bits as opposed to the 4 bits 

used in the accurate part. The overall delay is determined by the inaccurate part, and so the 

accurate part need not be a fast adder. The ripple-carry adder, which is the most power-

saving conventional adder, has been chosen for the accurate part of the circuit. 

Conventional adders: 

• Ripple-Carry Adder (RCA): The n-bit adder built from none-bit full adders is known 

as a ripple carry adder, because of the way the carry is computed. 

•  Each full adder inputs a Cin, which is the Cout of the previous adder. This kind of 

adder is a ripple carry adder, since each carry bit “ripples” to the next full adder.  

• The layout of ripple carry adder is simple, which allows for fast design time. Each 

full adder requires three levels of logic. 
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Fig. 3.2 Ripple Carry Adder 

 

3.3 Design of the Inaccurate Part 

The inaccurate part is the most critical section in the proposed ETA as it determines 

the accuracy, speed performance, and power consumption of the adder. The inaccurate part 

consists of two blocks: the carry- free addition block and the control block. The carry-free 

addition block is made up of  4 modified XOR gates, and each of which is used to generate a 

sum bit. The block diagram of the carry-free addition block and the schematic 

implementation of the modified XOR gate are presented in Fig. 5. In the modified XOR 

gate, three extra transistors, M1, M2, and M3, are added to a conventional XOR gate. CTL 

is the control signal coming from the control block of Fig. 6 and is used to set the 

operational mode of the circuit. When   , M1 and M2 are turned on, while M3 is turned off, 

leaving the circuit to operate in the normal XOR mode. When , M1 and M2 are both turned 

off, while M3 is turned on, connecting the output node to VDD, and hence setting the sum 

output to “1.” 

The function of the control block is to detect the first bit position when both input 

bits are “1,” and to set the control signal on this position as well as those on its right to 

high. It is made up of 20 control signal generating cells (CSGCs) and each cell generates a 

control signal for the modified XOR gate at the corresponding bit position in the carry-free 

addition block. Instead of a long chain of 20 cascaded GSGCs, the control block is arranged 

into five equal-sized groups, with additional connections between every two neighboring 

groups. Two types of CSGC, labeled as type I and II in Fig. 6(a), are designed, and the 

schematic implementations of these two types of CSGC are pro- vided in Fig. 6(b). The 

control signal generated by the leftmost cell  of each group is connected to the input of the 

leftmost cell in next group. The extra connections allow the propagated high control signal 

to “jump” from one group to another instead of passing through all the 20 cells. Hence, the 

worst case propagation path [shaded in gray in Fig. 6(a)] consists of only ten cells. 
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CHAPTER 4 

  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed ETA, we simulated the ETA along with 

four types of conventional adders, i.e., the RCA, CSK, CSL, and CLA, using HSPICE. All 

the circuits were implemented using Chartered Semiconductor Manufacturing Ltd’s 0.18- 

m CMOS process. The input frequency was set to 100 MHz, and the simulation results are 

all tabulated in Table I. 

HSPICE software was used to construct the models of our proposed ETA and the 

conventional adders. 100 sets of inputs were randomly created using the C program 

“random()” function. For each set of input, we ran the simulation for each adder and recorded 

the power consumption. With 100 sets of results, average power consumption was 

determined. The worst case input was calculated and used to simulate the delay. The 

transistor count was derived directly from the HSPICE software. 

Comparing the simulation results of our proposed ETA with those of the conventional 

adders (see Table I), it is evident that the ETA per- formed the best in terms of power 

consumption, delay, and Power- Delay Product (PDP). The PDP of the ETA is noted to be 

66.29%, 77.44%, 83.70%, and 75.21% better than the RCA, CSK, CSL, and CLA, 

respectively. As for transistor count, the proposed ETA is almost as good as the RCA. 

 

 

Fig.4(a): Carry-free addition block. (a) Overall architecture and (b) schematic diagram of a 

modified XOR gate. 
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Fig.4(b): Control block. (a) Overall architecture and (b) schematic implementations of 

CSGC. 

 

TABLE I 

COMPARISION OF DIFFERENT ADDERS 

 

 

 

Table 1: COMPARISION OF DIFFERENT ADDERS 

TYPE OF ADDER POWER (mW) DELAY(ns) TRANSISTOR 

COUNT 

RCA 0.22 4.04 896 

CSK 0.46 2.90 1728 

CSL 0.60 3.06 2176 

CLA 0.51 2.37 2208 

ETA 0.13 2.29 1006 
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4.1 PROGRAMMING EXPLANATION 

VHDL CODE 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 

use IEEE.numeric_std.all; 

use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all; 

 

-- Uncomment the following library declaration if using 

-- arithmetic functions with Signed or Unsigned values 

--use IEEE.NUMERIC_STD.ALL; 

-- Uncomment the following library declaration if instantiating 

-- any Xilinx primitives in this code. 

--library UNISIM; 

--use UNISIM.VComponents.all; 

 

entity ETA1 is 

    Port ( a : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

           b : in  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 

     carry1,carry2,carry0: inout  STD_LOGIC; 

     carry3:out  STD_LOGIC; 

           out1 : out  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0)); 

end ETA1; 

 

architecture Behavioral of ETA1 is 

 signal hn,ln: std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

 signal parta2,partb2:std_logic_vector(3 downto 0); 

 signal hno:std_logic_vector(3 downto 0); 
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 signal parta1,partb1: std_logic_vector(3 downto 0); 

 signal lno:std_logic_vector(3 downto 0); 

 

begin 

 parta1<= a(3 downto 0);  

 parta2<= a(7 downto 4);   

 partb1<=  b(3 downto 0);  

 partb2<=  b(7 downto 4);  

hno(0)<=parta2(0) xor partb2(0); 

carry0<=parta2(0) and partb2(0); 

hno(1)<=parta2(1) xor partb2(1) xor carry0; 

carry1<=parta2(1) and partb2(1); 

hno(2)<=parta2(2) xor partb2(2) xor carry1; 

carry2<=parta2(2) and partb2(2); 

hno(3)<=parta2(3) xor partb2(3) xor carry2; 

carry3<=parta2(3) and partb2(3); 

 

process (parta1,partb1) 

begin 

if (parta1(3)='1' and partb1(3)='1') then 

lno<="1111"; 

else 

lno(3)<=parta1(3) or partb1(3); 

end if; 

if (parta1(2)='1' and partb1(2)='1') then 

lno(2 downto 0)<="111"; 

else 
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lno(2)<=parta1(2) or partb1(2); 

end if; 

if (parta1(1)='1' and partb1(1)='1') then 

lno(1 downto 0)<="11"; 

else 

lno(1)<=parta1(1) or partb1(1); 

end if; 

if (parta1(0)='1' and partb1(0)='1') then 

lno(0)<='1'; 

else 

lno(0)<=parta1(0) or partb1(0); 

end if; 

end process ; 

hn<= hno(3 downto 0) & B"0000"; 

ln<= B"0000" & lno(3 downto 0); 

out1<=(hn or ln); 

end Behavioral; 
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4.2 RTL SCHEMATIC OF RIPPLE CARRY ADDER 

 

 

 

Fig 4.2: RTL SCHEMATIC OF RIPPLE CARRY ADDER 

 

 

4.3 SIMULATION WAVEFORM OF RIPPLE CARRY ADDER 

 

 

Fig 4.3: SIMULATION WAVEFORM OF RIPPLE CARRY ADDER 
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4.4 RTL SCHEMATIC OF ERROR TOLERANT ADDER 

 

 

 

Fig 4.4: RTL SCHEMATIC OF ERROR TOLERANT ADDER 

 

 

4.5 SIMULATION WAVEFORMS OF ERROR TOLERANT ADDER 

 

 

 

Fig 4.5: SIMULATION WAVEFORMS OF ERROR TOLERANT ADDER 
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CHAPTER 5 

APPLICATION OF ERROR-TOLERANT ADDER  

 

In image processing and many other DSP applications, fast Fourier transformation 

(FFT) is a very important function. The computational process of FFT involves a large 

number of additions and multiplications. It is therefore a good platform for embedding our 

proposed ETA. To prove the feasibility of the ETA, we replaced all the common additions 

involved in a normal FFT algorithm with our proposed addition arithmetic. 

 

Fig. 5: Images after FFT and inverse FFT. (a) Image processed with conventional adder and 
(b) image processed with the proposed ETA. 

 

As we all know, a digital image is represented by a matrix in a DSP system, and each 

element of the matrix represents the color of one pixel of the image. To compare the quality 

of images processed by both the conventional FFT and the inaccurate FFT that had 

incorporated our proposed ETA, we devised the following experiment. An image was first 
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translated to a matrix form and sent through a standard system that made used of normal FFT 

and normal reverse FFT. The matrix output of this system was then transformed back to an 

image and presented in Fig. 5(a). The matrix of the same image was also processed in a 

system that used the inaccurate FFT and inaccurate reverse FFT, where both FFTs had 

incorporated the 8-bit ETA described in Section III, with the processed image given in Fig. 

5(b). 

Although the two resultant matrices of the same image were different, the two pictures 

obtained (see Fig. 5) look almost the same. Fig. 5(b) is slightly darker and contains 

horizontal bands of different shades of gray. With a MAA setting of 95%, the AP of the 

matrix representation of Fig. 5(b) is 98.3% as compared to the matrix representation of Fig. 

5(a). 

The comparison between the two images in Fig. 5 shows that the quality loss to the image 

using our proposed ETA is negligible and can be completely tolerated by human eyes. These 

simulation results have proven the practicability of the ETA proposed in this paper. 

The potential applications of the ETA fall mainly in areas where there is no strict 

requirement on accuracy or where super low power consumption. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the concept of error tolerance is introduced in VLSI design. A novel type 

of adder, the error-tolerant adder, which trades certain amount of accuracy for significant 

power saving and performance improvement, is proposed. Extensive comparisons with 

conventional digital adders showed that the proposed ETA outperformed the conventional 

adders in both power consumption and speed performance. The potential applications of the 

ETA fall mainly in areas where there is no strict requirement on accuracy or where super low 

power consumption and high-speed performance are more important than accuracy. One 

example of such applications is in the DSP application for portable devices such as cell 

phones and laptops. 
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CHAPTER 7 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

(PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

 
 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

Application Product Research Review 

 

 

 



 

 

Project Outcomes 

 

1. Designed and simulated an innovative addition arithmetic that can attain great saving in speed 

and power consumption. 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

   

PSO1: Designing electronics and communication systems in the domain of VLSI, embedded 

systems, signal processing and RF communications and applying modern tools. 

  

PSO2: Applying the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to 

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking 

into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations. 

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex  

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, 

natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and 

design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 
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consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of 

the information to provide valid conclusions. 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities 

with an understanding of the limitations. 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to 

the professional engineering practice. 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need 

for sustainable development. 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice. 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in 

diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write 

effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive 

clear instructions. 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and 

leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in 

independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change 
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Mapping Table 

 

 
1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped 3-Substantially (High) mapped
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ABSTRACT 

A home automation system is a technological solution that enables automating the bulk 

of electronic, electrical and technology-based tasks within a home. It uses a combination of 

hardware and software technologies that enable control and management over appliances and 

devices within a home. The idea behind Google assistant-controlled Home automation is to 

control home devices with voice. On the market there are many devices available to do that, but 

making our own is awesome. In this project, the Google assistant requires voice commands. 

Adafruit account which is a cloud based free IoT web server used to create virtual switches, is 

linking to IFTTT website abbreviated as “If This Than That” which is used to create if else 

conditional statements. The voice commands for Google assistant have been added through 

IFTTT website. In this home automation, as the user gives commands to the Google assistant, 

Home appliances like Bulb, Fan and Motor etc., can be controlled accordingly. The commands 

given through the Google assistant are decoded and then sent to the microcontroller, the 

microcontroller in turn control the relays connected to it. The device connected to the respective 

relay can be turned On or OFF as per the users request to the Google Assistant. The 

microcontroller used is NodeMCU (ESP8266) and the communication between the 

microcontroller and the application is established via Wi-Fi (Internet). 

Keywords: Automation, ESP8266, Relay, Google Assistant, Blynk App, IFTTT 
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CHAPTER 1 

1.INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Background 

 
The idea or concept of first smart home has explored in science fiction for decades. The 

originally first smart home was not actual architecture but only an idea. Although the concept of 

smart home automation has been around for quite a long time, but an actual smart home has only 

established a short time. 

Today’s smart home automation are more emphasize about smart living, living greener 

and security. Our smart home is sustainable and it ensures that our home is not utilizing 

unnecessary energy. One of such automation systems are home automation using google 

assistant. The system is implemented using ordinary household appliances.Natural language 

voice commands are given to the Google Assistant to control the home appliances. 

 

 

1.2 Aim Of The Project 

 
The main aim of this project is to design a home automation system using NodeMCU and 

Google Assistant. 

 

 

1.3 Methodology 
 

The system is implemented using natural language voice commands which are given to 

the Google Assistant and with the help of IFTTT (If This Then That) application and the Blynk 

application the commands are decoded and then sent to the microcontroller, the microcontroller 

in turn controls the relays connected to it as required, turning the device connected to the 

respective relay On or OFF as per the users request to the Google Assistant. The microcontroller 

used is NodeMCU (ESP8266) and the communication between the microcontroller and the 

application is established via Wi-Fi (Internet). Any home appliance can be controlled using this 

system. 

 

 

1.4 Significance Of The Work 

 
Home, it is the place where one fancies or desires to be after a long tiring day. People 

come home exhausted after a long hard-working day. So any small device/technology that would 

help them switch theirs lights on or off, or play their favourite music etc. on a go with their voice 

with the aid of their smart phones would make their home more comfortable. Home automation 

using Google Assistant and NodeMCU is inexpensive system. The home appliances can be 

controlled easily by sitting at one place. There is no need to move around the house to control 

them. Using a simple system, that is, by giving voice commands we can control our entire home 

appliances. 
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1.5 Outline Of This Report 

The report shows the various steps involved in building home automation using google 

assistant by using applications such as Blynk App, Arduino IDE and IFTTT. A detailed 

description of the project with various figures and tables including hardware and software 

description is discussed in the report. 

 

1.6 Conclusion 

 
This project focuses on home automation which is attaining popularity nowadays in India. 

This system is comparatively inexpensive over other home automation systems available in the 

market.  The home appliances are easily controlled by using simple voice commands. This 

system helps to make our lives easy with less expenditure. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
2.1 Review Of The Related Literature 

 
When people think about home automation, most of them may imagine living in a smart 

home: One remote controller for every household appliance, cooking the rice automatically, 

starting air conditioner automatically, heating water for bath automatically and shading the 

window automatically during night. To some extent home automation equals to smart home. 

They both bring out smart living condition and make our life more convenient and fast. Early 

home automation began with labour-saving machines. Self-contained electric or gas powered 

home appliance became viable in the 1900s with the introduction of electric power distribution 

led to the introduction of washing machine (1904), water heater (1889),refrigerator, sewing 

machines, dishwashers and clothes dryers. As per our survey currently there exists system neither 

at cheaper rates nor easy to handle. Various systems are hard to install, difficult to use and 

maintain. Current systems are generally proprietary, closed and not very user friendly Based on 

Arduino or GSM or low cost home security system and home automation system. 

 

 

2.2 Review Of Foreign Study 

 
In their paper, Tan, Lee and Soh (2002) proposed the development of an Internet-based 

system to allow monitoring of important process variables from a distributed control system 

(DCS). This paper proposes hardware and software design considerations which enable the user 

to access the process variables on the DCS, remotely and effectively rent designations.  

Potamitis, Georgila, Fakotakis, and Kokkinoss, G. (2003) suggested the use of speech to 

interact remotely with the home appliances to perform a particular action on behalf of the user. 

The approach is inclined for people with disability to perform real-life operations at home by 

directing appliances through speech. Voice separation strategy is selected to take appropriate 

decision by speech recognition.  

In the year 2006, S. M. AnamulHaque,S. M. Kamruzzaman and Md. Ashraful Islam 

proposed a system entitled “A System for Smart-Home Control of Appliances Based on Time 

and Speech Interaction” that controls the home appliances using the personal computer. This 

system is developed by using the Visual Basic 6.0 as programming language and Microsoft voice 

engine tools for speech recognition purpose. Appliances can be either controlled by timer or by 

voice command. 

Jawarkar, Ahmed, Ladhake, and Thakare (2008) propose remote monitoring through 

mobile phone involving the use of spoken commands. The spoken commands are generated and 

sent in the form of text SMS to the control system and then the microcontroller on the basis of 

SMS takes a decision of a particular task. 

 Prof. Era Johri Dept. Of Information and Technology K.J.Somaiya College of 

Engineering VIDYAVIHAR, MUMBAI in (2001) have successfully completed the project on 

“Remote Controlled Home Automation”. 
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2.3 Problems Due To Existing Methods 

 
A home automation system allow users to control electric appliances of varying kind. 

Many existing, well established home automation systems are based on wired communication. 

This does not pose a problem until the system is planned well in advance and installed during 

the physical construction of the building. IoT is a system that uses computers or mobile devices 

to control basic home functions and features automatically through Internet from anywhere 

around the world. Internet or IP protocol-based communication in home automation systems is 

always a popular choice. The capacity of a product or system to communicate in a standard way 

with other products or system is Interoperability. The existing system has a drawback that the 

graphical user interface (GUI) is not provided to the user and the user has to remember all the 

AT commands to control the connected devices. Also, the system uses the java-based functions. 

Now a days, the usage of those mobile has less. But in the proposed system we are controlling 

all devices through android mobile and web server and the user no need to remember the 

commands also. Some devices are automated like cooler, fan, light, electric motor etc. 

 

 

2.4 Proposed Method and Methodology 

 
The proposed system eliminates the complication of wiring in case of wired automation. 

Considerable amount of power supply is also possible. Operating range is more than the 

Bluetooth. The existing system does not allow remote monitoring and controlling of appliances. 

But where as in the proposed system the system using the Wi-Fi based home automation system 

it allows to monitor and control the appliances. The home automation of the existing system in 

1990’s, the people in every home has electronic devices which are controlled manually but in 

our proposed system we are controlling all electronic appliances through remotely. The IOT 

application have become this popular in this 21st century is due to dominant use of the internet, 

evolution of smart phone technology and raised standard of mobile communication. 

The system is implemented using natural language voice commands which are given to 

the Google Assistant and with the help of IFTTT (If This Then That) application and the Blynk 

application the commands are decoded and then sent to the microcontroller, the microcontroller 

in turn controls the relays connected to it as required, turning the device connected to the 

respective relay On or OFF as per the users request to the Google Assistant. The microcontroller 

used is NodeMCU (ESP8266) and the communication between the microcontroller and the 

application is established via Wi-Fi (Internet). Any home appliance can be controlled using this 

system. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3.WORK TITLE EXPLANATION  

 

3.1 Explanation Of Work  

 
Home automation is achieved using Google Assistant and NodeMCU, that is, various 

home appliances are controlled using simple voice commands.  The appliances are controlled 

using wireless media which makes the control easy. Simple voice commands are sent using 

google assistant to control the devices in our house by sitting at one place. This helps to reduce 

our labour work by moving from one place to another to ON/OFF home appliances. A smart 

home is built easily with less components and with low cost.  

 

 

3.2 Components Used 
 

Hardware 

• NodeMCU(ESP8266) 

• Relay Board 

• Jumper wires 

• AC power supply 

• PCB 

 

Software  

• Google Assistant 

• Blynk Application 

• IFTTT Application 

• Arduino IDE 

 

 

3.3 Implementation and System Design 

 
The system design is broken down into two main categories, 

i. The hardware- It has the capability to connect to the router. It would also be able to turn 

on/off specified devices, such as lights and fans. It is called the ‘Control Unit’.  

ii.  The Software- The Blynk app, the IFTTT app and the Google Assistant constitute the 

software of the design and these applications would be integrated in the Android device. 

 

 The Control Unit comprises of the microcontroller-NodeMCU and the 4/8 Channel 

Relay board. Relay board uses ULN 2803 IC to control the relays. The Blynk app on an Android 

device communicates with the microcontroller and sends the desired signal via the internet. 

The hardware also called the Control Unit comprises of the NodeMCU microcontroller 

and the Realy board. NodeMCU’s digital output pins are connected to the Relay pins of the Relay 

board. Finally, each Relay is connected to an appliance. 
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3.4 Block Diagram for System Architecture 

 

 
 

Fig 3.1: Basic Block Diagram of home automation using google assistant and nodeMCU 

 

 

 

3.5 Block Diagram Explanation 

 
In Google assistant-controlled home automation, first the user should have an Android 

smartphone with Google assistant installed in it. When the user gives commands to the Google 

assistant, the commands will be checked with the commands in the IFTTT website which are 

already set. Then the next step is setting up the virtual switches in Adafruit website. If the 

commands given by the user matches with the commands in the IFTTT website, then depending 

on that commands, the virtual switches in Adafruit will be turned ON or OFF. This will be sensed 

by the Node microcontroller and it will turn ON or OFF the relay depending on the commands. 

All this will be done over the Internet. In this, the relay will act as a switch and the Home 

appliances connected to the relay will be turned on or off. The number of Home appliances 

connected depends upon the number of relays. The home appliances can be bulb, light, fan, 

motor, etc. 
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3.6 Flowchart for System Implementation 

 
 

Fig 3.2: Flowchart of home automation using google assistant and nodeMCU 
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CHAPTER 4 

4.HARDWARE DESCRIPTION  

 

4.1 NodeMCU(ESP8266) 

 
NodeMCU is an open source IoT platform, includes firmware which runs on the ESP8266 

Wi-Fi Module from Espressif Systems, and hardware which is based on the ESP-12 module. The 

term “NodeMCU” by default refers to the firmware rather than the development kits. NodeMCU 

firmware was developed so that AT commands can be replaced with Lua scripting making the 

life of developers easier. The ESP8266 is a low-cost Wi-Fi chip with full TCP/IP stack and 

microcontroller capability produced by Shanghai-based Chinese manufacturer, Espressif. Fig 4.1 

shows the NodeMCU (ESP8266) Development Board. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4.1(a): ESP8266 NodeMCU 

 

4.1(a) Specifications of NodeMCU 

• Microcontroller: Tensilica 32-bit RISC CPU Xtensa LX106 

• Operating Voltage: 3.3V 

• Input Voltage: 7-12V 

• Digital I/O Pins (DIO): 16 

• Analog Input Pins (ADC): 1 

• UARTs: 1 

• SPIs: 1 

• I2Cs: 1 

• Flash Memory: 4 MB 

• SRAM: 64 KB 
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• Clock Speed: 80 MHz 

• USB-TTL based on CP2102 is included onboard, Enabling Plug n Play 

• PCB Antenna 

• Small Sized module to fit smartly inside your IoT projects 

4.1(b) Features of NodeMCU 

• Open-Source 

• Programmable 

• Interactive 

• Low cost 

• Simple 

• Smart 

• USB-TTL included 

• WI-FI enabled 

• Plug&Play 

4.1(c) Advantages of NodeMCU 

• Low energy consumption 

• Integrated support for WIFI network 

• Reduced size of the board 

• Low Cost 

 

 

Fig 4.1(b): ESP8266 NodeMCU PINOUT 
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Pin 

Category 

Name Description 

Power Micro-USB, 

3.3V,GND, Vin 

Micro-USB: NodeMCU can be powered through the USB port 

  

3.3V: Regulated 3.3V can be supplied to this pin to power the 

board 

  

GND: Ground pins 

  

Vin: External Power Supply 

Control 

Pins 

EN, RST The pin and the button resets the microcontroller 

Analog Pin A0 Used to measure analog voltage in the range of 0-3.3V 

GPIO Pins GPIO1 to GPIO16 NodeMCU has 16 general purpose input-output pins on its 

board 

SPI Pins SD1, CMD, SD0, 

CLK 

NodeMCU has four pins available for SPI communication. 

UART 

Pins 

TXD0,RXD0, 

TXD2, RXD2 

NodeMCU has two UART interfaces, UART0 (RXD0 & 

TXD0) and UART1 (RXD1 & TXD1). UART1 is used to 

upload the firmware/program. 

I2C Pins   NodeMCU has I2C functionality support but due to the internal 

functionality of these pins, you have to find which pin is I2C. 

 

Table 4.1(a): Pin Description of ESP8266 

 

The NodeMCU ESP8266 development board comes with the ESP-12E module 

containing ESP8266 chip having Tensilica Xtensa 32-bit LX106 RISC microprocessor. This 

microprocessor supports RTOS and operates at 80MHz to 160 MHz adjustable clock frequency. 

NodeMCU has 128 KB RAM and 4MB of Flash memory to store data and programs. Its high 

processing power with in-built Wi-Fi / Bluetooth and Deep Sleep Operating features make it 

ideal for IoT projects. 

NodeMCU can be powered using Micro USB jack and VIN pin (External Supply Pin). It 

supports UART, SPI, and I2C interface. 
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Fig 4.1(c): ESP8266 NodeMCU  

 

 

4.2 Relay Board 

  
 A 4-channel relay interface board allows us to control various appliances, and other 

equipment with large current. It can be directly controlled by micro controller (Arduino, Node 

MCU, Raspberry, TTL Logic) 

 

 

4.2(a) Specifications  

 

•  4-Channel Relay interface board, and each one needs 15-20mA Driver Current 

• Both controlled by 12V and 5V input Voltage 

• Equipped  with high-current relay, AC250V 10A; DC30V 10A 

• Standard interface that can be controlled directly by microcontroller. 

• Opto-isolated inputs 

• Indication LED’s for Relay output status. 

     

 
Fig 4.2(a) :Channel Relay 
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4.2(b) Pin Description 

 

 
 

Table 4.2(a): Pin description of 4-Channel Relay 

4.2(c) Advantages  

 

• Relays can switch AC and DC, transistors can only switch DC. 

• Relays can high voltages, transistors cannot. 

• Relays are a better choice for switching large currents(>5A). 

• Relays can switch many contacts at once 
 

 

4.3 Jumper Wires 

A jump wire (also known as jumper wire, or jumper) is an electrical wire, or group of 

them in a cable, with a connector or pin at each end (or sometimes without them – simply 

"tinned"), which is normally used to interconnect the components of a breadboard or other 

prototype or test circuit, internally or with other equipment or components, without soldering.  

Individual jump wires are fitted by inserting their "end connectors" into the slots 

provided in a breadboard, the header connector of a circuit board, or a piece of test equipment. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_wire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breadboard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pin_header#Header_connector
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Types 

There are different types of jumper wires. Some have the same type of electrical 

connector at both ends, while others have different connectors. Some common connectors 

are: 

• Solid tips – are used to connect on/with a breadboard or female header connector.         

The arrangement of the elements and ease of insertion on a breadboard allows increasing the 

mounting density of both components and jump wires without fear of short-circuits. The jump 

wires vary in size and colour to distinguish the different working signals. 

• Crocodile clips – are used, among other applications, to temporarily bridge sensors, 

buttons and other elements of prototypes with components or equipment that have arbitrary 

connectors, wires, screw terminals, etc. 

• Banana connectors – are commonly used on test equipment for DC and low-frequency 

AC signals. 
• Registered jack (RJnn) – are commonly used in telephone (RJ11) and computer 

networking (RJ45). 

• RCA connectors – are often used for audio, low-resolution composite video signals, or 

other low-frequency applications requiring a shielded cable. 

• RF connectors – are used to carry radio frequency signals between circuits, test 

equipment, and antennas. 

Generally, we use solid tips that are male and female pin connectors. 

 

 
 

Fig 4.3(a): Jumper wires 

 

 

 

4.4 AC Power Supply 

The power supply we use is generally ac which is 230V AC. The Relay Board requires 

very less amount of power supply and also requires DC voltage. Relay Board requires an 

input voltage of 5V. The supply of 230V must be converted to 5V, that is, the voltage must 

be scaled down. The AC voltage of 230V must be converted into DC voltage of 5V. To 

achieve this, a power supply unit is designed using various components. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_connector
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_connector
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crocodile_clip
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Screw_terminal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Banana_connector
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Registered_jack
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RCA_connector
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shielded_cable
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RF_connector
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_frequency
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Fig 4.4: Circuit diagram of power supply 

 

The power supply unit consists of the following components: 

• Transformer 

• LM317T Voltage Regulator 

• Diodes-1N4007 

• Capacitors-1000uF 

• Resistors-1Kohm,10Kohm 

• AC Cord 

• 5Kohms preset  

 

4.4(a): Transformer 

 A transformer is a passive electrical device that transfers electrical energy from one 

electrical circuit to another, or multiple circuits. A varying current in any one coil of the 

transformer produces a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core, which induces a 

varying electromotive force across any other coils wound around the same core. Electrical 

energy can be transferred between separate coils without a metallic (conductive) connection 

between the two circuits. Transformers are most commonly used for increasing low AC voltages 

at high current (a step-up transformer) or decreasing high AC voltages at low current (a step-

down transformer) in electric power applications, and for coupling the stages of signal processing 

circuits. Transformers can also be used for isolation, where the voltage in equals the voltage out, 

with separate coils not electrically bonded to one another. 
 

 
 

Fig 4.4(a): Transformer general structure  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_flux
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromotive_force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternating_current
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4.4(b): LM317T Voltage Regulator 

 The three terminals are input pin, output pin, and adjustment pin. The LM317 circuit is 

shown in the below figure is a typical configuration of the LM317 voltage regulator circuit 

diagram including the decoupling capacitors. This LM317 circuit is capable to provide 

variable DC power supply with an output of 1A and can be adjusted up to 30V. The circuit 

consists of a low-side resistor and high-side resistor connected in series forming a resistive 

voltage divider which is a passive linear circuit used to produce an output voltage which is a 

fraction of its input voltage. 

Decoupling capacitors are used for decoupling or to prevent undesired coupling of one part of 

an electrical circuit from another part. To avoid the effect of noise caused by some circuit 

elements over the remaining elements of the circuit, the decoupling capacitors in the circuit are 

used for addressing the input noise and output transients. A heat sink is used with the circuit to 

avoid the components getting overheated due to more power dissipation. 

 

  

 
Fig 4.4(b): LM317T Voltage Regulator 

• It is capable of providing an excess current of 1.5A, hence it is conceptually considered as an 

operational amplifier with an output voltage ranging from 1.2V to 37V. 

• The LM317 voltage regulator circuit internally consists of thermal overload protection and 

short circuit current limiting constant with temperature. 

• It is available in two packages as 3-Lead Transistor Package and surface mount D2PAK-3. 

• Stocking many fixed voltages can be eliminated. 

 
4.4(c): Diodes-1N4007 

A diode is a device which allows current flow through only one direction. That is the 

current should always flow from the Anode to cathode. The cathode terminal can be identified 

by using a grey bar as shown in the picture above. 

For 1N4007 Diode, the maximum current carrying capacity is 1A it withstand peaks up to 30A. 

Hence we can use this in circuits that are designed for less than 1A.  The reverse current is 5uA 

which is negligible. The power dissipation of this diode is 3W. 

 

https://www.elprocus.com/bridge-rectifier-circuit-theory-with-working-operation/
https://www.elprocus.com/capacitors-types-applications/
https://www.elprocus.com/different-types-of-heat-sinks-and-their-importance/
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Fig 4.4(c): Diodes-1N4007 

Pin 1: Anode    -  Current always Enters through Anode 

Pin 2 :Cathode  -  Current always Exits through Cathode 

 

Features 

• Average forward current is 1A 

• Non-repetitive Peak  current is 30A 

• Reverse current is 5uA. 

• Peak repetitive Reverse voltage is 1000V 

• Power dissipation 3W 

• Available in DO-41 Package 

 

4.4(d): Capacitors-1000uF 

 Electrolytic capacitors are really handy to have laying around. Typically these are used 

for surge suppressing / transient voltages / filtering out noise at the ~1KHz or less. This specific 

capacitor is rated for 1000uF and 25V with a +/- 20% tolerance. These capacitors are polarized 

and should not be hooked up backwards. The negative is denoted by a white line down the side 

of the capacitor with a negative symbol. 

 

 
Fig 4.4(d): Capacitors-1000uF 

Features 

• Capacitance: 1000µF 

• Rated Voltage: 25.0V 

• Diameter: 10.0mm 

• Tolerance: ±20% 

• Lead Spacing: 5.0mm 

• Height (above board): 22.0mm 
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4.4(e): Resistors-1Kohm,10Kohm 

 A resistor is a passive two-terminal electrical component that implements electrical 

resistance as a circuit element. In electronic circuits, resistors are used to reduce current flow, 

adjust signal levels, to divide voltages, bias active elements, and terminate transmission lines, 

among other uses. 

        

Value 1 kΩ / 1000 Ω 

Type 4 Band Colour Code 

Colour Code Brown, Black, Red, Gold 

Multiplier Red, 100 

Tolerance Gold Band ±5% 

Table 4.4(a): 1kohm resistor 

 

Value 10 kΩ 

Type 4 Band Colour Code 

Colour Code Brown, Black, Orange, Gold 

Multiplier Orange, 1000 

Tolerance Gold Band ±5% 

Table 4.4(b): 10kohm resistor 

 

 

4.4(f): AC Cord 

 An AC power cord consists of a mains plug connected to a flexible cord which is rated 

for use with AC current up to a certain voltage and current, but not with DC current. The other 

end of the cord may be permanently wired to an appliance, or it may terminate in an appliance 

connector.  

 

 

 
Fig 4.4(f): AC Cord 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passivity_(engineering)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terminal_(electronics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_component
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_resistance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_resistance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage_divider
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biasing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmission_line
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4.4(g): 5Kohms resistor preset  

 

 Cermet preset is a compact variable resistor and pcb mountable with 3 terminal pins. 

The voltage between the terminal varies as the preset is rotated. 

The Variable resistors are used for variating voltage as per the need in a circuit. The outer 

two pins are connected to Vcc and 0V, and cetner pin outputs a variable volatge between 0v 

and Vcc as the rotary cermet is rotated. 
  

• Track Resistance: 5Kohm 

• No. of Turns: 1 

• Resistance Tolerance: ± 10% 

• Temperature Coefficient: ± 100ppm/°C 

• Potentiometer Mounting: Through Hole 

• Adjustment Type: Top 

• Contact Resistance Variation +: 1% 

• Full Power Rating Temperature: 85°C 

• Lead Diameter: 0.5mm 

• Operating Temperature Range: -55°C to +125°C 

• Resistance: 5Kohm 

• Resistor Element Material: Variable Rotary Cermet 

 
Fig 4.4(g): 5Kohms resistor preset 
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CHAPTER 5 

5.SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 

 

5.1 Google Assistant 

 The Google Assistant is an Artificial Intelligence based Virtual assistant software 

which allows its users to control all the apps in their device. It allows the users to control and 

command most of the apps in their devices using voice commands. This provides more 

convenience to the people as they only have to command the google assistant thorough voice 

command. Fig 4.5 shows Google assistant. 
 

 
Fig 5.1 Google assistant 

 

Google Assistant is an artificial intelligence-powered virtual assistant developed by 

Google that is primarily available on mobile and smart home devices. Unlike the company's 

previous virtual assistant, Google Now, Google Assistant can engage in two-way 

conversations. Assistant initially debuted in May 2016 as part of Google's messaging app Allo, 

and its voice 

activated speaker Google Home. After a period of exclusivity on the Pixel and Pixel XL 

smartphones, it began to be deployed on other Android devices in February 2017, including 

third-party smartphones and Android Wear (now Wear OS), and was released as a 

standalone app on the iOS operating system in May 2017. 

Alongside the announcement of a software development kit in April 2017, the 

Assistant has been, and is being, further extended to support a large variety of devices, 

including cars and third-party smart home appliances. The functionality of the Assistant can 

also be enhanced by third-party developers. 

Users primarily interact with Google Assistant through natural voice, though 

keyboard input is also supported. In the same nature and manner as Google Now, the 

Assistant is able to search the Internet, schedule events and alarms, adjust hardware settings 

on the user's device, and show information from the user's Google account. Google has also 

announced that the Assistant will be able to identify objects and gather visual information 

through the device's camera, and support purchasing products and sending money, as well 

as identifying songs 
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5.2 Blynk Application 
 

Blynk was designed for the Internet of Things. It can control hardware remotely, it can 

display sensor data, it can store data, vizualize it and do many other cool things. 

There are three major components in the platform: 

• Blynk App - allows to you create amazing interfaces for your projects using various widgets 

we provide. 

• Blynk Server - responsible for all the communications between the smartphone and 

hardware. You can use our Blynk Cloud or run your private Blynk server locally. It’s open-

source, could easily handle thousands of devices and can even be launched on a Raspberry 

Pi. 

• Blynk Libraries - for all the popular hardware platforms - enable communication with the 

server and process all the incoming and outcoming commands. 

 

 
Fig 5.2(a): Blynk Server 

 

 

5.2(a) Features 

 

• Similar API & UI for all supported hardware & devices 

• Connection to the cloud using: 

o WiFi 

o Bluetooth and BLE 

o Ethernet 

o USB (Serial) 

o GSM 

 

• Set of easy-to-use Widgets 

• Direct pin manipulation with no code writing 

• Easy to integrate and add new functionality using virtual pins 

• History data monitoring via SuperChart widget 

• Device-to-Device communication using Bridge Widget 

• Sending emails, tweets, push notifications, etc. 

•  

https://docs.blynk.cc/#blynk-server
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5.2(b) Getting started with Blynk 

 

Step 1: Create a Blynk account  

Step 2: Create  a new project 

Step 3: Choose Hardware 

Step 4: Auth Token 

Step 5: Add a widget 

Step 6: Run the Project 

 

 5.3 IFTTT  
 

If This Then That, also known  as IFTTT, is a free web-based service to create chains  

of  simple conditional  statements,  called applets. An applet is triggered by changes that  occur  

within other web services  such as Gmail, Facebook, Telegram, Instagram, or Pinterest. For 

example, an applet may send an e-mail message if the user tweets using a hashtag, or copy a 

photo on Facebook to a user's archive if someone  tags  a  user  in  a  photo.  IFTTT is an 

initialism for "If This Then That. In addition to the web-based  application,  the  service  runs  

on iOS and Android. IFTTT users created about 20 million recipes each day. All of the 

functionalities of the Do suite of apps have since been integrated into a redesigned IFTTT app. 

 

 

Fig 5.3(a): IFTTT applet creation 

 

5.4 Arduino IDE 

 
The Arduino integrated development environment (IDE) is a cross- platform 

application (for Windows, macOS, Linux) that is written in the programming language Java. 

It is used to write and upload programs to Arduino compatible boards, but also, with the help 

of 3rd party cores, other vendor development boards.The source code for the IDE is released 

under the GNU General Public License, version The   Arduino   IDE    supports the languages 

C and C++ using special rules of code structuring. The Arduino IDE supplies a software 

library from the Wiring project, which provides many common input and output procedures. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conditional_(computer_programming)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gmail
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telegram_(messaging_service)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instagram
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pinterest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Initialism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IOS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_(operating_system)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arduino
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_development_environment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-platform
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-platform
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-platform
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MacOS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_(programming_language)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GNU_General_Public_License
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C_(programming_language)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C_(programming_language)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C%2B%2B
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_library
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_library
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_library
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiring_(development_platform)
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User-written code only requires two basic functions, for starting the sketch and the main 

program loop, that are compiled and linked with a program stub main() into an executable 

cyclic executive program with the GNU toolchain, also included with the IDE distribution. 

The Arduino IDE employs the program avrdude to convert the executable code into a text 

file in hexadecimal encoding that is loaded into the Arduino board by a loader program in 

the board's firmware. 

 

  
Fig 5.4(a): Arduino IDE  

 

 

5.5 Program 

 
#define BLYNK_PRINT Serial 

 

#include <ESP8266WiFi.h> 

#include <BlynkSimpleEsp8266.h> 

 

// You should get Auth Token in the Blynk App. 

// Go to the Project Settings (nut icon). 

char auth[] = "BDpbvXbS3iG3Qp5-SrPyHtCOYPIgMt-Q"; 

 

// Your WiFi credentials. 

// Set password to "" for open networks. 

char ssid[] = "MURTHY"; 

char pass[] = "8972254040"; 

 

void setup() 

{ 

  // Debug console 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

 

  Blynk.begin(auth, ssid, pass); 

} 

 

void loop() 

{ 

  Blynk.run(); 

} 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclic_executive
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclic_executive
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GNU_toolchain
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CHAPTER 6 

6.CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPLANATION 

 

 
  The home automation using google assistant and NodeMCU can be done using the 

following steps. 

 

6.1: Downloading and Installing the Blynk App on the Smartphone 
 

1. Open Play store and download and install the Blynk App. 

 

 
 

Fig 6.1(a): Blynk App installation 

 

2. Once the app is installed either login to it using Facebook or create a new account on    Blynk 

and login using that. In this case  we have logged in using Facebook. 

3. After logging in, create a new project by clicking ‘New Project’. 

 

 
 

Fig 6.1(b): Selection of new project 
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4. Give the project a name of your liking. Select the hardware device as NodeMCU and select 

the connection type as WIFI, and hit create. 

 

 

Fig 6.1(c): Creation of new project 

 

5. At this point Blynk will send an Auth token to your email id. We will use this ‘Auth token’ 

later to link our app with the NodeMCU. 

 

6. Now since it is a four-channel relay, add 4 buttons on the blank project. To add a new button 

just click anywhere on the blank area and select button from the side menu that pops up. You 

can place the button anywhere on the screen. 

 

 
 

Fig 6.1(d): Selection of Button 
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7. Click on the Button and give it a name. Name it ‘Relay 1’ as it is used to control the first relay. 

Below the name, in the textbox select the pin as digital pin D3. 

 

 
 

Fig 6.1(e): Selection of button for relay1 

 

8. Repeat the process 3 more times and add three more buttons. Naming them Relay 2, Relay 

3 and Relay 4 and choose their Digital Pins as D4, D5 and D6 respectively. 

 

 
 

Fig 6.1(f): Buttons for 4 relays 

 

9. Now, the Blynk app is all set. 
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6.2: Downloading Arduino IDE and Configuring Blynk Libraries 

1. Now let’s install the Arduino IDE. Go to the link and download the IDE for your preferred 

operating system. 

 

 

Fig 6.2(a): Installation of Arduino IDE 

2. Download the latest Blynk libraries from the link. These libraries will help us connect the 

Blynk app with the NodeMCU. 

 

 
 

Fig 6.2(b): Download of Blynk libraries 

3. Extract the download zip file in a folder. 
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4. Open up Arduino IDE, go to: File > Preferences and under the Settings tab, copy the 

sketchbook location path. 

 

Fig 6.2(c): Location path set 

 

5. Now open the file explorer and go to the copied path location. This is the path where all the 

Blynk libraries are installed. So, we’ll have to copy all the newly downloaded Blynk libraries 

into this folder. 

6. Copy the files/folders from the Libraries folder of the downloaded Blynk directory, and paste 

it to the Libraries folder of your Arduino IDE’s directory (The path that we copied in step 5). 

7. Similarly, copy the files/folder from the Tools folder of the downloaded Blynk directory, and 

paste it to the Tools folder of your Arduino IDE’s directory. 

 

 

 

6.3: Uploading the code to NodeMCU 

1. Connect the NodeMCU to your PC using a USB cable. 

2. Now, we’ll set up the Arduino IDE by changing some settings. So, open up the Arduino 

IDE. 

3. Go to Tools→ Port and make sure an appropriate port is selected. In this case 

it’s COM3. This is the USB port in which the NodeMCU is connected. 
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Fig 6.3(a): Selection of valid port 

4. Now Go to Tools > Board and select ‘NodeMCU 1.0 (ESP-12E Module)’ as the board. And 

that’s all the settings we need to change. So, now let’s begin writing some code. 

 

Fig 6.3(b): Selection of NodeMCU board  
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5. Go to Files > Examples > Blynk > Boards_WIFI > ESP8266_Standalone. A new file with 

some prewritten code will open and it is shown below. 

 

 

Fig 6.3(c): Program download 

6.3(a): Program for interfacing NodeMCU and Blynk App 

// Simple Home Automation  

// Hardware: NodeMCU Blynk Board 

 

 

#define BLYNK_PRINT Serial 

 

 

#include <ESP8266WiFi.h> 

#include <BlynkSimpleEsp8266.h> 

 

 

char auth[] ="Your Auth. Key";// You should get Auth Token in the Blynk App 

                                                     // Go to the Project Settings (nut icon) 

 

 

char ssid[] = "Your Wifi Network name";     // Your WiFi credentials 
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char pass[] = "Password of your network";   // Set password to "" for open networks 

 

void setup() 

{ 

  Serial.begin(9600);         // Debug console 

  Blynk.begin(auth, ssid, pass); 

} 

 

void loop() 

{ 

  Blynk.run(); 

   

} 

 

6. Now, in this file we only need to change 3 lines of code. 

i. Change the line where it says ‘char auth[] = “YourAuthToken” and replace the 

‘YourAuthToken’ part with your Blynk’s auth token that you received in your email. 

ii. Change the line where it says ‘char ssid[] = “YourNetworkName” and replace the 

‘YourNetworkName’ part with the name of your WIFI network that we want our 

NodeMCU to connect . In this case the name of my WIFI network is ‘The Network’. 

iii. Change the line where it says ‘char pass[] = “YourPassword” and replace the 

‘YourPassword’ part with the password of your WIFI network. In this case password 

of the WIFI network is ‘The Network’ is ‘abcd1234’. 

 

 

Fig 6.3(d): Change of the default code 
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7. That’s really all the code that we need to write. We are now ready to upload this code to the 

NodeMCU. So, directly hit upload button at the top (besides the button that has a 

checkmark), and wait for it to process. 

 

 

Fig 6.3(e): Uploading code to NodeMCU 

8. The code will be uploaded to the NodeMCU and the next time you power it on, it will 

automatically connect to the specified WIFI network. 

6.4: Hardware Assembly 

1. We’ll have to connect the NodeMCU with the Relay board, we can choose to do it with a 

bread board or without it. But prefer doing it using a Breadboard. 

 

2. Connect the D3 pin of NodeMCU with Pin 1 of Relay. Similarly connect D4 pin of 

NodeMCU with Relay pin 2, D5 with Relay 3 and D6 with Relay 4. 

 

3. Connect Ground Pin of Relay with Ground Pin of NodeMCU. 

 
Fig 6.4(a): Hardware connection between nodeMCU and relay board 

 

4. Now to power up the NodeMCU you can use a normal phone charger, just make sure its 

voltage is not too high. And to power up the Relay board, you can use a battery or a 

separate breadboard power supplier. 

 

https://amzn.to/2BVKa4m
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5. As we are using a four-channel relay you can connect at most 4 electronic appliances to the 

Relay and control them over the internet. 

 

6. Now if you want to connect your household appliances like Fan, Lights etc. which are 

connected to the main power of your house, I would recommend you take the help of a 

professional electrician and ask him/her to connect those appliances to the relay. Because 

working with the mains is no joke and if not done properly, can cause a serious damage. 

 

At this point, we have a fully functional connection between the NodeMCU, Blynk app 

and our electrical appliances. So, we can directly run your Blynk project from your phone and 

turn the electrical appliances on or off using the buttons that we created in the app. And if we are 

satisfied with this and don’t want to connect the NodeMCU with the Google Assistant and 

control the appliances using voice commands, then we can stop right here. Otherwise let’s move 

forward. 

 

 

6.5: Connecting Google Assistant (using IFTTT) to make the NodeMCU work 

with voice commands 

We cannot connect the Google Assistant to the NodeMCU directly, and that is the only 

reason we are using the Blynk app. Blynk app can directly connect to the NodeMCU and send 

data to it. So, if we can send the voice commands interpreted by google assistant directly to the 

Blynk app, the Blynk app can then forward those commands to the NodeMCU. But the problem 

is Google Assistant cannot directly understand foreign commands like “turn on the fan” or “turn 

on relay one” etc. on its own. So, to solve this we use another intermediate app/website called 

‘IFTTT’. 

 

Simply, to control our home appliances over the internet we are using NodeMCU and to 

connect NodeMCU with the home appliances we use a relay board. Now to send on or off signals 

to the NodeMCU we use our smartphone, and we do this using the Blynk app. But we want to 

send the on or off signals using voice commands.  To do this we use google assistant in our 

smartphone and an app called IFTTT. 

 

So, in the end what will happen is, when we say a voice command like “ok google turn 

on the light” to the Google Assistant, Google Assistant sends that this foreign command to 

IFTTT. IFTTT interprets this command and sends an On or Off signal to the Blynk app via the 

Blynk Server. Blynk will then send this signal to the NodeMCU and then to our electrical 

appliances. 

1. Let us configure IFTTT. Go to IFTTT’s website and sign up to it using your Google 

Account. 

https://ifttt.com/
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Fig 6.5(a): Getting started with IFTTT 

2. After Signing in click on My Applets from the header and select New Applet. 

 

Fig 6.5(b): Selection of My Applets 

 

 

Fig 6.5(c): Creation of New Applet 

3. Click on ‘this’.   

 

Fig 6.5(d): this button 
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4. Search for Google Assistant and select it. And then Click on Connect. 

 

 

Fig 6.5(e): Google Assistant 

5. At this point IFTTT will ask you permission to use your google account to add voice 

commands to it. Which you simply allow by clicking on ‘Allow’. 

 

 
Fig 6.5(f):  Access to Google for IFTTT 

 

6. Select the card that says “Say a simple phrase”. 

 

7. Next, for the first textbox type the phrase that you want to say to Google Assistant. It can 

be anything such as “Turn on the T.V”, “Turn on the fan” or anything you like. 

 

8. For the next two text boxes, you write some other ways to say the first command. For 

example, if in the first textbox you wrote “Turn on the T.V”, then in the second and third 

textboxes you can write something like “Turn the T.V On” or “Please Turn on the T.V” or 

“Turn the Idiot Box On”. 

 

9. In the fourth textbox type the reply that Google Assistant should respond with. For example, 

“Okay, Turning on the T.V”. 
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Fig 6.5(g): Creation of this button 

 

10. Finally, click on ‘Create Trigger’. 

 

11. Now, click on that and type webhooks select it, and click connect. Webhooks will allow us 

to send commands to the Blynk Server. 

 
Fig 6.5(h): that button 

 

12. Now, in the URL field type this URL: 

http://188.166.206.43/ YourAuthTokenHere / update / DigitalPinToBeUpdateHere 

This is the URL of Blynk Server of India, but it should work for other places as well. Replace 

the “YourAuthTokenHere” part with your Blynk Auth token that you received in the mail. 

And “DigitalPinToBeUpdateHere” part with the Digital pin of NodeMCU that is to be 

updated. So, as we assigned the Digital Pin D3 of NodeMCU to relay one we must write D3 

in place of “DigitalPinToBeUpdateHere”. But wait we cannot write D3 there, because when 

Blynk Server receives this command from IFTTT it assumes as if the command it received 

was to be sent to an ‘Arduino Uno’ board, but in our case, we are sending it to NodeMCU. 

 

To solve this, we must type the Digital pin of Arduino which corresponds with the 

NodeMCU. You can find the mapping in the image below. 
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Fig 6.5(i): NodeMCU pin description 

 

As we can see in the image, Digital Pin D3 of NodeMCU corresponds to Pin D0 of 

Arduino. So, instead of D3,  we will write D0 as the pin. In the end the URL should look 

something like this: http://188.166.206.43/d5846384ef7140cfg54699bbc97f2ad8/update/D0 

 

13. Next, Select the ‘Method’ field as PUT. 

 

14. Select ‘Content type’ as Application/JSON. 
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Fig 6.5(j): Creation of that button 

15. For the ‘Body’ type this:  [“0”] 

 

 
Fig 6.5(k): Body type selection 

 

Here ‘0’ means to turn on, so we are basically saying Blynk to turn on relay that is connected 

to pin D3, which in our case is Relay one. 

 

16. Now click on ‘Create Action’ and then Finish. 

 

17. Similarly, we create another applet to turn off the relay. Repeat all the steps above from step 

4 except the following changes: 

i. In step 8 and 9, instead of writing “Turn on the T.V”, type “Turn off the T.V” 

ii. In step 15, instead of [“0”], type [“1”]. 

 

18. So now we have successfully created two triggers to turn on and off one Relay. Similarly, 

we create triggers for remaining 3 relays. Just change the phrase and Digital pin for each 

Relay. All the other steps will remain the same. So, in the end for 4 relays, we should have 

8 triggers to turn each of them on or off. 
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CHAPTER 7 

7.RESULTS 

 
7.1 Power Supply For Relay Board 
 

 The power supply we use is generally ac voltage which is 230V AC. The relay board 

requires very less amount of power supply and also it requires DC voltage. The transformer is 

used to convert AC voltage to DC voltage. AC voltage of 230V is given to transformer using AC 

cord. The transformer converts 230V AC to 12V DC using bridge rectifier. But relay board 

requires a supply voltage of 5V, that is, the 12V must be scaled down to 5V. To reduce the voltage 

to 5V, a voltage regulator is used which is LM317T. The voltage regulator is adjusted using a 

resistor preset to get the required voltage of 5V. This 5V is given as power supply for the relay 

board. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 7.1(a): Voltage from rectifier circuit  

 

 

 
 

Fig 7.1(b): Voltage for Relay Board 
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7.2 Controlling of Appliances using Google Assistant and Blynk App 

 
 The various appliances such as bulb, cooling fan, etc., are controlled by the home 

automation circuit which uses voice commands from google assistant. The voice commands 

given to the google assistant turns on and off of appliances. Here, the commands from google 

assistant turns on and off a bulb and a cooling fan. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 7.2(a): Both bulb and cooling fan are turned off  

 

 

 
 

Fig 7.2(b): Bulb is turned on and cooling fan is turned off  
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Fig 7.2(c): Both bulb and cooling fan are turned on 

 

 

 
 

Fig 7.2(d): Bulb is turned off and cooling fan is turned on 
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CHAPTER 8 

8.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 
8.1 Conclusion 
 

 A system using NodeMCU and Google Assistant is designed to control various 

appliances present in the home. A power supply unit of 5V is designed for the relay board. The 

appliances such as bulb, cooling fan, etc., are controlled by the NodeMCU and the commands 

from google assistant. The buttons on the Blynk app controls the NodeMCU and helps in 

controlling the appliances. The voice commands such as “Turn on bulb”, “Turn off bulb”, etc., 

are given to the google assistant using IFTTT. The google assistant cannot be directly linked to 

NodeMCU or Blynk app. This is achieved by IFTTT. IFTTT is a web server which links the 

commands from google assistant to the  NodeMCU and Blynk app. Thus, the home appliances 

are controlled by NodeMCU, google assistant and blynk app. 

 

 

8.2 Applications 

 
• Lighting control system  

• Appliance control with a smart grid  

• Indoor positioning systems 

• Home automation for elderly and disabled people  

• Motor control and machine control in the industries 

 

 

8.3 Future Scope 

 
 There are a variety of enhancements that could be made to this system to achieve greater 

accuracy in sensing and detection.  

a) There are a lot of other sensors that can be used to increase the security and control of the   

home like pressure sensor that can be put outside the home to detect that someone will enter 

the home.  

b) Changing the way of the automated notifications by using the GSM module to make this 

system more professional.  

c) A smart garage that can measure the length of the car and choose which block to put the car 

into it and it will navigate the car through the garage to make the parking easy for the 

homeowner in his garage. 
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Project Outcomes mapped with Programme Outcomes 
 

Project Outcomes 
 

To implement home automation system using Google Assistant 

 

Programme Outcomes (PO’s) 
 

a) Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering for solving intricate 

engineering problems. 

b) Identify, formulate and analyse multifaceted engineering problems. 

c) Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic 

constraints such as economic environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, 

manufacture ability, and sustainability. 

d) Design and conduct experiments based on complex engineering problems, as well as 

analyze interpret data. 

e) Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering 

practice. 

f) Understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and societal 

context. 

g) Design and develop eco-friendly systems, making optimal utilization of available 

natural resources. 

h) Understand professional ethics and responsibilities. 

i) Work as a member and a leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment. 

j) Communicate effectively. 

k) Manage the projects keeping in view the economical and the societal considerations. 

l) Recognize the need for adapting to technological changes and engaging in lifelong 

learning. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Aim of the project is to provide uninterrupted power supply to a load by selecting the supply 

from any source out of 4 such as solar, mains, wind supply, inverter automatically in the 

absence of any of the source. This project uses four switches to demonstrate the respective 

failure of that power supply. When any of the switches is off it shows the absence of the 

particular source, switches are connected to arduino as input signals. Power supply which is 

being supplied to the load is displayed on LCD.GSM technology is used to send an SMS about 

the supply being used. 

Keywords: Arduino Uno ATMEGA328P, GSM, Relay driver, Relays, LCD. 

Tool Used: ARDUINO SIMULATOR, PROTEUS. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

India’s energy demand out spaced global demand growth in 2018 according to the 

International Energy Agency. The higher energy demand was driven by a global economy that 

expanded by 3.7 per cent in 2018, a higher pace than the average annual growth of 3.5 per cent 

seen since 2010. China, US, and India together accounted for nearly 70 per cent of the rise in 

energy demand. Comparably, energy consumption worldwide grew by 2.3 per cent in 2018. 

This is nearly twice the average rate of growth since 2010 and we also know that the human 

activities are mostly dependent on electrical power supply. The above fact clearly shows that 

the supply is not meeting the demand. As a result frequent power-cut is done and interrupted 

power supply is provided. 

The main objective of this project is to provide uninterrupted power supply to a load, by 

selecting the supply source automatically from any available one out of 4 such as: solar, mains, 

wind power and inverter in the absence of power supply. The demand for electricity is 

increasing every day and frequent power cut is causing many problems in various areas like 

industries, hospitals and houses. An alternative arrangement for power source is thus desirable. 

Using the solar energy as one of the power source provides the solution for low energy 

resources since it is a non-renewable source of energy. The second objective of work is to 

provide automation which make the work faster, reliable, efficient, and reduce human efforts. 

Arduino Uno is used to provide automation in the switching between four different sources. 

The automation system used for switching requires separate source to provide an output signal 

which will operate the four different relays connected to sources respectively.  

An Arduino Uno ATMEGA328P is used. The output of the Arduino is given to the relay driver 

IC, which switches appropriate relay to maintain uninterrupted supply to the load. Output is 

observed using a lamp drawing power from the solar initially. On the failure of the solar supply 

the load gets supply from the next available source i.e. mains. If the main also fails, it switches 

over to the next available source, and so on. The current status, like which source is supplying 

power to the load is also displayed on an LCD. As it is not feasible to provide all 4 different 

sources of supply, one source with an alternate parallel arrangement is provided to get the 

same function for demo purposes. However 4 different sources if available they can be used. 

An SMS is also sent to mobile to indicate which power supply is being used. 
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1.1Background: 

The conventional electrical system in many states is based on only one source placed at 

consumers end. This system demands to appoint a person to note the continuity. This is exhaustive 

procedure, which involves a lot of human time effort but still does not produce accurate results. 

There is lot of complaints regarding to continuation in supply. 

Our aim is to solve this problem and provide uninterrupted power supply. The electrical 

parameters supplied by the various state electricity boards for domestic use as well as to the 

industrial sector is of great importance from the point view of proper monitoring of the power 

generated on one end and power consumed on other end. 

Also another important factor is revenue generated through sale of electric power, which has to 

be in tune with investments made for proper generation and distribution. These factors have been 

of great concern, not only in meeting with the everyday power demands, but also of optimum 

utilization of electric power. 

1.2 Aim of the project: 

The Aim of this project is to provide auto power supply control from 4 different sources such 

as solar, mains, wind power and inverter automatically by selecting the supply from available 

source according to the priority. 

1.3 Objective of the project: 

The main objective of the project is to design a device that will provide uninterrupted power  

supply to a load, by selecting the supply source automatically from available one out of 4  

such as: solar, mains, wind power or inverter in the absence of the power supply. This is done  

by using Arduino, relay, LCD, GSM. At the end of this work student will understand: 

 Operation and description of the 4 different supply. 

 Operation of relays and their connections. 

 How to connect LCD display with Arduino. 

 How to send an SMS using GSM module from Arduino 
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1.4 Methodology: 

The main reason behind to selects this work is there are lot of industries and domestic  

appliances which work on high voltage supply and are costly. And some electrical devices  

need regular or uninterrupted or continuous power supply to work well for longer life span.  

Many electrical systems are highly sensitive which can be affected by a minute interruption in  

the power supply line. In the power supply system there are many chances of interruption to 

take places at any times like power fail/cut off, faults etc. To avoid such types of problems 

these project system are best which take power supply via four different sources and alternate 

between them using Arduino. The merit of this work is that they are reliable and economical. 

1.5 Significance of the project:   

This project provides an effective solution to provide an alternative power supply during 

frequent power cuts. 
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CHAPTER 2 
2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Literature survey  

 Robert Douwona [1] found out that emergency power systems were used as early as World 

War II on naval ships. In combat, a ship may lose the function of its steam engines which 

powers the steam-driven turbines for the generator. In such a case, one more diesel engines 

are used to drive backup generators. Early changeover switches relied on manual operation: 

two switches would be placed horizontally in line and the “ON” position facing each other, a 

rod placed in between, in order to operate the changeover switch, one source must be turned 

off, the rod moved to the other side and other turned on.  

aWith adequate power supply base of the nation at the moment, it is almost impossible to 

supply electricity to consumers at all times. The unreliable public power supply has led many 

to the alternative power supply sources. In Nigeria today, the use of generators to power 

businesses and machines have become the norm. According to the Director-General of Centre 

for Management Development, Dr. Kabir Usman that Nigeria has the highest number of 

standby generators in Africa, averaging to every 2.5 people has at least one standby 

generator. He also pointed out that about 60million Nigerians spend 1.6trillion naira on 

generators annually. Many generators are in use; while some are manually started others are 

automatically activated.  

According to Jonathan [2], manual changeover switch system still remains the oldest 

changeover switch box used by majority of the electricity consumers. Manual changeover 

switch box separates the source between a generator and public supply. Whenever there is 

power failure, change-over is done manually by an individual and the same happens when the 

public power is restored. This is usually accompanied by a loud noise and electrical sparks. 

According to him there are some of the limitations in the manual change over switch i.e. 

manual changeover is time wasting whenever there is power failure, it is strenuous to operate 

because a lot of energy is required, it causes device process or product damage, it has the 

potential to cause fire outbreak and it is usually accomplished by a lot of noise which may 

sometimes be psychologically destabilizing. According to Mbaocha [3], Manual changeover 

maintenance is frequent because the changeover action causes tear and wear. According to 

Katz R and Boriella [4], the main advantage of the sequential logic control power changeover 

switch is its simplicity. According to them there are some of the disadvantages in sequential 
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logic control system i.e. the main possible clock rate is determined by the slowest logic path 

in the circuit, otherwise known as the critical path. Every logical calculation, from the 

simplest to the most complex must be complete in one clock cycle, so logic paths that 

complete their calculations quickly are idle much of time, waiting for the next clock pulse. 

The clock signal must be distributed to every flip-flop in the circuit. As the clock is usually a 

high frequency signal, this distribution consumes a relatively large amount of power and 

dissipates much heat. Even the flip-flop that is doing nothing consumes a small amount of 

power, thereby generating waste heat in the chip.  

According to Shanmukha Nagaraj and Ramesh [5], in sequential logic control of power 

selection, sequential digital circuits are used to effect the detection and control of the supplied 

power. Sequential logic control involves only an automatic violation of the public power 

source in the event of power failure, but the generator activation to supply alternative power 

is done manually. In effect the sequential logic control is more efficient then the manual 

control. 

2.2 Design methodology 

 When the supply from all the sources (Mains, Solar, Inverter and wind) are ready, first solar 

supply pushbutton switch is pressed then the solar get failed and the supply automatically 

shifts to mains. To proceed further, second mains pushbutton switch is pressed then the mains 

get failed and supply is provided from wind power and so on. Priority is assigned to each 

power source in the order of solar, mains, wind and inverter. In case the solar power fails, the 

supply should automatically shift to mains but if mains also fails at the moment then the 

supply will automatically shift to next priority source. Four switches are used to show the 

failure of each supply, four relays are used to provide protection at each respective output. 

This output can be used to drive any load such as a lamp or motor. Other case is when the 

power switches from one source to another source, say mains fails and supply shifts to wind, 

if the solar come back then the supply will automatically reach back to solar power instead of 

switching to wind. At the output of Arduino, each output port is connected to positive dc 

voltage. Relays are used in contact with the output port to provide switching at the output. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. WORK TITLE EXPLANATION 
3.1 Hardware requirements 

 Transformer 

 Bridge Rectifier 

 Filter Capacitor 

 Voltage Regulator LM7805A 

 Resistors 

 Switches 

 Relays 

 Relay Driver 

 LCD 

 Arduino Uno ATMEGA328P 

 GSM Module 

 

3.2 Software requirements 

 Arduino IDE 

 Proteus simulation software 
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3.3  Block diagram 

 

 

3.4 Block Diagram Description :

The above diagram represents the architecture of t
used in the system. Arduino Uno
the system and controls the function of the system.

This uninterrupted power supply control system works on the principle of auto selection 

switch over the load to other available source without interruption or switch off the load. 

This work uses 4 different sources of supply whi

power supply. All the four sources are connected parallel to each other as shown in the block 

diagram. The sequence of power sources is solar, mains, wind power and inverter respectively 

i.e. highest priority is given to solar and least priority to inverter

ARDUINO UNO ATMEGA 328P

328P is used for the auto selection of the available source. It shifted the load to the other 

power supply source automatically without

voltage. It is interfaced with LCD display and relay driver IC.

RELAY DRIVER: In this auto power supply control s

used for driving the load relays. This relay receives the
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Fig. 3.1 Block diagram 

Block Diagram Description : 

epresents the architecture of the present work includes all major 
d in the system. Arduino Uno is the main component of the system. It acts as a brain of 

function of the system. 

This uninterrupted power supply control system works on the principle of auto selection 

switch over the load to other available source without interruption or switch off the load. 

work uses 4 different sources of supply which drive the load and provide uninterrupted 

supply. All the four sources are connected parallel to each other as shown in the block 

quence of power sources is solar, mains, wind power and inverter respectively 

given to solar and least priority to inverter. 

ARDUINO UNO ATMEGA 328P: In this auto power supply control system, ATMEGA 

is used for the auto selection of the available source. It shifted the load to the other 

power supply source automatically without any interruption and is powered up with 5V dc 

. It is interfaced with LCD display and relay driver IC. 

his auto power supply control system, the relay driver IC ULN 2003 i

ys. This relay receives the signal from Arduino for shifting the 
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load on another supply source. It is powered up with 5V dc and interfaced with Arduino. 

TRANSFORMER: The transformer is used for connecting this system directly to 220V AC. 

It steps down 220V into 12V. 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR: The voltage regulator is used for regulating 12V DC into 5V 

DC voltages for supplying the power to the LED, Arduino and other components. IC LM 

7805 voltage regulator is used for regulating voltages. 

LCD Display: LCD display is used for displaying the source of supply on which the whole 

system is working. 

FILTERS: Capacitive filters are used in this work. It removes the ripples from output of  

the rectifier. The DC output received from this filter is constant until the mains voltage and 

load is maintained constant but if either one of the quantities is vary; the DC output received 

at this point changes. To overcome this drawback a regulator is applied at the output stage of 

the filter. 

RECTIFIER: In this work bridge rectifier is used due to its merits like full wave 

rectification and high stability. For a single half of the cycle only two diodes will be in 

forward bias condition. 

GSM MODULE SIM900D : SIMCom presents an ultra compact and reliable wireless 

module-SIM900D. This is a complete Quad-band GSM/GPRS module in a SMT type and 

designed with a very powerful single-chip processor integrating AMR926EJ-S core, allowing 

you to benefit from small dimensions and cost-effective solutions. Furthermore, SIM900D 

can be compatible with SIM340DZ. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.1 ARDUINO UNO 

 

Fig. 4.1 Arduino Board 

The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328P. It has 14 digital 

input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz 

crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It 

contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer 

with a USB cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. The Uno 

differs from all preceding boards in that it does not use the FTDI USB-to-serial driver chip. 

Instead, it features the Atmega8U2 programmed as a USB-to-serial converter. 

"Uno" means one in Italian and is named to mark the upcoming release of Arduino 1.0. The 

Uno and version 1.0 will be the reference versions of Arduino, moving forward. The Uno is 

the latest in a series of USB Arduino boards, and the reference model for the Arduino 

platform. 
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4.1.1 Technical specification 

 Microcontroller ATmega328P 

 Operating Voltage 5V 

 Input Voltage (recommended) 7-12V 

 Input Voltage (limits) 6-20V 

 Digital I/O Pins 14 (of which 6 provide PWM output) 

 Analog Input Pins 6 

 DC Current per I/O Pin : 40 mA 

 DC Current for 3.3V Pin : 50 mA; 32 KB of which 0.5 KB used by 

 Flash Memory : bootloader 

 SRAM  : 2 KB 

 EEPROM : 1 KB 

 Clock Speed : 16 MHz 

4.1.2 Power 

The Arduino Uno can be powered via the USB connection or with an external power supply. 

The power source is selected automatically. External (non-USB) power can come either from 

an AC-to-DC adapter (wall-wart) or battery. The adapter can be connected by plugging a 

2.1mm center-positive plug into the board's power jack. Leads from a battery can be inserted 

in the Gnd and Vin pin headers of the POWER connector. The board can operate on an 

external supply of 6 to 20 volts. If supplied with less than 7V, however, the 5V pin may 

supply less than five volts and the board may be unstable. If using more than 12V, the voltage 

regulator may overheat and damage the board. The recommended range is 7 to 12 volts. 

The power pins are as follows: 

 VIN: The input voltage to the Arduino board when it's using an external power source  

You can supply voltage through this pin, or, if supplying voltage via the power jack, 

access it through this pin. 

 5V: The regulated power supply used to power the microcontroller and other 

components on the board. This can come either from VIN via an on-board regulator, 

or be supplied by USB or another regulated 5V supply. 

 3V3: A 3.3 volt supply generated by the on-board regulator. Maximum current draw 

is 50 mA. 

 GND: Ground pins. 
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4.1.3 Memory 

The Atmega328 has 32 KB of flash memory for storing code (of which 0,5 KB is used for the 

bootloader); It has also 2 KB of SRAM and 1 KB of EEPROM.  

4.1.4 Input and Output 

Each of the 14 digital pins on the Uno can be used as an input or output, using pinMode(), 

digitalWrite(), and digitalRead() functions. They operate at 5 volts. Each pin can provide or 

receive a maximum of 40 mA and has an internal pull-up resistor (disconnected by default) of 

20-50 kOhms. In addition, some pins have specialized functions: 

 Serial: 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). Used to receive (RX) and transmit (TX) TTL serial data. 

TThese pins are connected to the corresponding pins of the ATmega8U2 USB-to-TTL 

Serial chip . 

 External Interrupts: 2 and 3. These pins can be configured to trigger an interrupt on 

a low value, a rising or falling edge, or a change in value. See the attachInterrupt() 

function for details. 

 PWM: 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11. Provide 8-bit PWM output with the analogWrite() 

function. 

 SPI: 10 (SS), 11 (MOSI), 12 (MISO), 13 (SCK). These pins support SPI 

communication, which, although provided by the underlying hardware, is not 

currently included in the Arduino language. 

 LED: 13. There is a built-in LED connected to digital pin 13. When the pin is HIGH 

value, the LED is on, when the pin is LOW, it's off. 

The Uno has 6 analog inputs, each of which provide 10 bits of resolution (i.e. 1024 different 

values). By default they measure from ground to 5 volts, though is it possible to change the 

upper end of their range using the AREF pin and the analogReference() function. 

Additionally, some pins have specialized functionality: 

 I2C: 4 (SDA) and 5 (SCL). Support I2C (TWI) communication using the Wire 

library. 

There are a couple of other pins on the board: 

 AREF: Reference voltage for the analog inputs. Used with analogReference(). 

 Reset: Bring this line LOW to reset the microcontroller. Typically used to add a reset 

button to shields which block the one on the board. 
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4.1.5 Communication 

The Arduino Uno has a number of facilities for communicating with a computer, another 

Arduino, or other microcontrollers. The ATmega328 provides UART TTL (5V) serial 

communication, which is available on digital pins 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). An ATmega8U2 on the 

board channels this serial communication over USB and appears as a virtual com port to 

software on the computer. The '8U2 firmware uses the standard USBCOM drivers, and no 

external driver is needed. However, on Windows, an *.inf file is required.  

 

The Arduino software includes a serial monitor which allows simple textual data to be sent to 

and from the Arduino board. The RX and TX LEDs on the board will flash when data is 

being transmitted via the USB-toserial chip and USB connection to the computer (but not for 

serial communication on pins 0 and 1).  

 

A SoftwareSerial library allows for serial communication on any of the Uno's digital pins. 

The ATmega328 also support I2C (TWI) and SPI communication. The Arduino software 

includes a Wire library to simplify use of the I2C bus; see the documentation for details. To 

use the SPI communication, please see the ATmega328 datasheet. 

 

4.1.6 Programming  

The Arduino Uno can be programmed with the Arduino software (download). Select 

"Arduino Uno w/ATmega328" from the Tools > Board menu. 

The ATmega328 on the Arduino Uno comes preburned with a bootloader that allows you to 

upload new code to it without the use of an external hardware programmer. It communicates 

using the riginal STK500 protocol (reference, C header files). 

 

You can also bypass the bootloader and program the microcontroller through the ICSP (In-

Circuit Serial Programming) header; see these instructions for details. 

 

The ATmega8U2 firmware source code is available . The ATmega8U2 is loaded with a DFU 

bootloader, which can be activated by connecting the solder jumper on the back of the board 

(near the map of Italy) and then resetting the 8U2. You can then use Atmel's FLIP software 

(Windows) or the DFU programmer (Mac OS X and Linux) to load a new firmware. Or you 

can use the ISP header with an external programmer. 
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4.1.6 Automatic Reset 

Rather than requiring a physical press of the reset button before an upload, the Arduino Uno 

is designed in a way that allows it to be reset by software running on a connected computer. 

One of the hardware flow control lines (DTR) of the ATmega8U2 is connected to the reset 

line of the ATmega328 via a 100 nanofarad capacitor. When this line is asserted (taken low), 

the reset line drops long enough to reset the chip. The Arduino software uses this capability 

to allow you to upload code by simply pressing the upload button in the Arduino 

environment. This means that the bootloader can have a shorter timeout, as the lowering of 

DTR can be well-coordinated with the start of the upload. 

 

This setup has other implications. When the Uno is connected to either a computer running 

Mac OS X or Linux, it resets each time a connection is made to it from software (via USB). 

For the following half-second or so, the bootloader is running on the Uno. While it is 

programmed to ignore malformed data (i.e. anything besides an upload of new code), it will 

intercept the first few bytes of data sent to the board after a connection is opened. If a sketch 

running on the board receives one-time configuration or other data when it first starts, make 

sure that the software with which it communicates waits a second after opening the 

connection and before sending this data. 

The Uno contains a trace that can be cut to disable the auto-reset. The pads on either side of 

the trace can be soldered together to re-enable it. It's labeled "RESET-EN". You may also be 

able to disable the auto-reset by connecting a 110 ohm resistor from 5V to the reset line. 

4.1.7 USB overcurrent protection 

The Arduino Uno has a resettable polyfuse that protects your computer's USB ports from 

shorts and overcurrent. Although most computers provide their own internal protection, the 

fuse provides an extra layer of protection. If more than 500 mA is applied to the USB port, 

the fuse will automatically break the connection until the short or overload is removed. 

 

4.1.8 Physical characteristics 

The maximum length and width of the Uno PCB are 2.7 and 2.1 inches respectively, with the 

USB connector and power jack extending beyond the former dimension. Three screw holes 

allow the board to be attached to a surface or case. Note that the distance between digital pins 

7 and 8 is 160 mil (0.16"), not an even multiple of the 100 mil spacing of the other pins. 
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4.1.9 How to use Arduino 

Arduino can sense the environment by receiving input from a variety of sensors and can 

affect its surroundings by controlling lights, motors, and other actuators. The microcontroller 

on the board is programmed using the Arduino programming language (based on Wiring) and 

the Arduino development environment (based on Processing). Arduino projects can be stand-

alone or they can communicate with software on running on a computer (e.g. Flash, 

Processing, MaxMSP). 

4.1.10 Blink led  

Now you’re actually ready to “burn” your first program on the arduino board. To select 

“blink led”, the physical translation of the well known programming “hello world”, select 

File>Sketchbook> Arduino-0017>Examples>Digital>Blink 

In Tools>Board select Now you have to go to Tools>SerialPort and select the right serial 

port, the one arduino is attached to. 

 
 

Fig . 4.2 uploading program  
Once you have your skecth you’ll see something very close to the screenshot below. 

 

 
Fig. 4.3  Blink led Arduino program 
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4.1.11.1 ATMEGA328P Microcontroller 

ATMEGA328P is high performance, low power controller from Microchip. ATMEGA328P 

is an 8-bit microcontroller based on AVR RISC architecture. It is the most popular of all 

AVR controllers as it is used in ARDUINO boards. 

 

Fig. 4.4 ATMEGA328P Microcontroller 

4.1.11.1 ATMEGA328P Pin Configuration 

ATMEGA328P is a 28 pin chip as shown in pin diagram below. will describe functions of 

each pin in below table. 

 

     Fig. 4.5 ATMEGA328P pin out diagram  
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Pin 
No. 

Pin name Description Secondary Function 

1 PC6 (RESET) Pin6 of  
PORTC 

Pin by default is used as RESET pin. PC6 can only be used as 
I/O pin when RSTDISBL Fuse is programmed. 

2 PD0 (RXD) Pin0  of  
PORTD 

RXD (Data Input Pin for USART) 
USART Serial Communication Interface 
[Can be used for programming] 

3 PD1 (TXD) Pin1 of  
PORTD 

TXD (Data Output Pin for USART) 
USART Serial Communication Interface 
[Can be used for programming] 
  
INT2( External Interrupt 2 Input) 

4 PD2 (INT0) Pin2  of  
PORTD 

External Interrupt source 0 
  

5 PD3 (INT1/OC2B) Pin3  of  
PORTD 

External Interrupt source1 
  
OC2B(PWM - Timer/Counter2 Output Compare Match B 
Output) 

6 PD4 (XCK/T0) Pin4  of  
PORTD 

T0( Timer0 External Counter Input) 
XCK ( USART External Clock I/O) 

7 VCC   Connected to positive voltage 

8 GND   Connected to ground 

9 PB6 
(XTAL1/TOSC1) 

Pin6  of  
PORTB 

XTAL1 (Chip Clock Oscillator pin 1 or External clock input) 
TOSC1 (Timer Oscillator pin 1) 

10 PB7 
(XTAL2/TOSC2) 

Pin7  of  
PORTB 

XTAL2 (Chip Clock Oscillator pin 2) 
TOSC2 (Timer Oscillator pin 2) 

11 PD5 
(T1/OC0B) 

Pin5 of  
PORTD 

T1(Timer1 External Counter Input) 
  
OC0B(PWM - Timer/Counter0 Output Compare Match B 
Output) 

12 PD6 (AIN0/OC0A) Pin6  of  
PORTD 

AIN0(Analog Comparator Positive I/P) 
  
OC0A(PWM - Timer/Counter0 Output Compare Match A 
Output) 

13 PD7 (AIN1) Pin7  of  
PORTD 

AIN1(Analog Comparator Negative I/P) 
  

14 PB0 (ICP1/CLKO) Pin0  of  
PORTB 

ICP1(Timer/Counter1 Input Capture Pin) 
  
CLKO (Divided System Clock. The divided system clock can 
be output on the PB0 pin) 

15 PB1 (OC1A) Pin1  of  
PORTB 

OC1A (Timer/Counter1 Output Compare Match A Output) 
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16 PB2 (SS/OC1B) Pin2  of  
PORTB 

SS (SPI Slave Select Input).  This pin is low when controller 
acts as slave. 

[Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) for programming] 

  

OC1B (Timer/Counter1 Output Compare Match B Output) 

17 PB3 (MOSI/OC2A) Pin3  of  
PORTB 

MOSI (Master Output Slave Input). When controller acts as 
slave, the data is received by this pin. [Serial Peripheral 
Interface (SPI) for programming] 

OC2 (Timer/Counter2 Output Compare Match Output) 

18 PB4 (MISO) Pin4  of  
PORTB 

MISO (Master Input Slave Output). When controller acts as 
slave, the data is sent to master by this controller through this 
pin. 

  

[Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) for programming] 

19 PB5 (SCK) Pin5  of  
PORTB 

SCK (SPI Bus Serial Clock). This is the clock shared between 
this controller and other system for accurate data transfer. 

[Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) for programming] 

20 AVCC   Power for Internal ADC Converter 

21 AREF   Analog Reference Pin for ADC 

22 GND   GROUND 

23 PC0 (ADC0) Pin0  of  
PORTC 

 ADC0 (ADC Input Channel 0) 

24 PC1 (ADC1) Pin1  of  
PORTC 

ADC1 (ADC Input Channel 1) 

25 PC2 (ADC2) Pin2  of  
PORTC 

 ADC2 (ADC Input Channel 2) 

26 PC3 (ADC3) Pin3  of  
PORTC 

 ADC3 (ADC Input Channel 3) 
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Table. 4.1 ATMEGA328P pin configuration 

4.1.11.2 Features 

ATMEGA328P – Simplified Features 

CPU 8-bit AVR 

Number of Pins 28 

Operating 
Voltage (V) 

+1.8 V TO +5.5V 

Number of 
programmable 
 I/O lines 

23 

Communication 
Interface 

Master/Slave SPI Serial Interface(17,18,19 PINS) [Can be used for programming this 
controller] 

Programmable Serial USART(2,3 PINS) [Can be used for programming this 
controller] 

Two-wire Serial Interface(27,28  PINS)[Can be used to connect peripheral devices 
like Servos, sensors and memory devices] 

JTAG Interface Not available 

ADC Module 6channels, 10-bit resolution ADC 

Timer Module Two 8-bit counters with Separate Prescaler and compare mode, One 16-bit counter 
with Separate Prescaler,compare mode and capture mode. 

27 PC4 (ADC4/SDA) Pin4  of  
PORTC 

ADC4 (ADC Input Channel 4) 

SDA (Two-wire Serial Bus Data Input/output Line) 

28 PC5 (ADC5/SCL) Pin5  of  
PORTC 

ADC5 (ADC Input Channel 5) 

SCL (Two-wire Serial Bus Clock Line) 
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Analog 
Comparators 

1(12,13 PINS) 

DAC Module Nil 

PWM channels 6 

External 
Oscillator 

0-4MHz @ 1.8V to 5.5V 

0-10MHz @ 2.7V to 5.5V 

0-20MHz @ 4.5V to 5.5V 

Internal 
Oscillator 

8MHz  Calibrated Internal Oscillator 

Program 
Memory Type 

Flash 

Program 
Memory or 
Flash memory 

32Kbytes[10000 write/erase cycles] 

CPU Speed 1MIPS for 1MHz 

RAM 2Kbytes Internal SRAM 

EEPROM 1Kbytes EEPROM 

Watchdog 
Timer 

Programmable Watchdog Timer with Separate On-chipOscillator 

Program Lock Yes 
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Power Save 
Modes 

Six Modes[Idle, ADC Noise Reduction, Power-save, Power-down, Standby and 
Extended Standby] 

Operating 
Temperature 

-40°C to +105°C(+105 being absolute maximum, -40 being absolute minimum) 

Table. 4.2  Features of ATMEGA328P microcontroller 

How to Use ATMega328P using Arduino 

Since ATmega328P is used in Arduino Uno and Arduino nano boards, you can directly 

replace the arduino board with ATmega328 chip. For that first you need to install 

the Arduino bootloader into the chip (Or you can also buy a chip with bootloader– 

ATMega328P-PU). This IC with bootloader can be placed on Arduino Uno board and burn 

the program into it. Once Arduino program is burnt into the IC, it can be removed and used in 

place of Arduino board, along with a Crystal oscillator and other components as required for 

the project. Below is the pin mapping between Arduino Uno and ATmega328P chip. 

 

Fig. 4.6 pin mapping between Arduino Uno an ATMEGA328P 
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4.1.11.3 Applications 

 Used in ARDUINO UNO, ARDUINO NANO and ARDUINO MICRO boards. 

 Industrial control systems. 

 SMPS and Power Regulation systems. 

 Digital data processing. 

 Analog signal measuring and manipulations. 

 Embedded systems like coffee machine, vending machine. 

 Motor control systems. 

 Display units. 

 Peripheral Interface system. 

4.2 LCD DISPLAY: 

 

Fig. 4.7 16x2 LCD Display 

Liquid Crystal Display which is commonly known as LCD is an Alphanumeric 

Display it means that it can display Alphabets, Numbers as well as special symbols thus LCD is 

a user friendly Display device which can be used for displaying various messages unlike seven 

segment display which can display only numbers and some of the alphabets. The only 

disadvantage of LCD over seven segment is that seven segment is robust display and be 

visualized from a longer distance as compared to LCD. Here we have used 16 x 2 Alphanumeric 

Display which means on this display we can display two lines with maximum of 16 characters 

in one line. 

LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen is an electronic display module and find a wide range of 

applications. A 16x2 LCD display is very basic module and is very commonly used in various 
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devices and circuits. These modules are preferred over seven segments and other multi  

segment LEDs. The reasons being: LCDs are economical; easily programmable; have no  

limitation of displaying special & even custom characters (unlike in seven segments), 

animations and so on. A 16x2 LCD means it can display 16 characters per line and there are 2 

such lines. In this LCD each character is displayed in 5x7 pixel matrix. This LCD has two 

registers, namely Command and Data. 16 Characters x 2 Lines Built-in HD44780 Equivalent 

LCD Arduino Works directly with ATMEGA, ARDUINO, PIC and many other kits. 4 or 8 

bit data I/O interface Low power consumption. 

Features : 

 Drive method: 1/16 duty cycle 

 Display size: 16 character * 2 lines 

 Character structure: 5 * 8 dots  

 Display data RAM: 80 characters (80*8 bits) 

 Character generate ROM: 192 characters 

 Character generate RAM: 8 characters (64*8 bits) 

Both display data and character generator RAMs can be read from MPU. Internal 

automatic reset circuit at power ON. 

 Built in oscillator circuit. 

 

Fig. 4.8  pinout diagram of LCD 
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Pin 
No: 

Pin Name: Description 

1 Vss (Ground) Ground pin connected to system ground 

2 Vdd (+5 Volt) Powers the LCD with +5V (4.7V – 5.3V) 

3 VE (Contrast 
V) 

Decides the contrast level of display. Grounded to get maximum 
contrast. 

4 Register 
Select 

Connected to Arduino to shift between command/data register 

5 Read/Write Used to read or write data. Normally grounded to write data to LCD 

6 Enable Connected to Arduino Pin and toggled between 1 and 0 for data 
acknowledgement 

7 Data Pin 0  Data pins 0 to 7 forms a 8-bit data line. They can be connected to 
Arduino to send 8-bit data. 

These LCD’s can also operate on 4-bit mode in such case Data pin 
4,5,6 and 7 will be left free. 

8 Data Pin 1 
 

9 Data Pin 2 
 

10 Data Pin 3 
 

11 Data Pin 4 
 

12 Data Pin 5 
 

13 Data Pin 6 
 

14 Data Pin 7 
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Table. 4.3 LCD pin description 

        RS (Register select): 

A 16X2 LCD has two registers, namely, command and data. The register select is used to 

switch from one register to other. RS=0 for command register, whereas RS=1 for data register. 

Command Register: The command register stores the command instructions given to the 

LCD. A command is an instruction given to LCD to do a predefined task like initializing it, 

clearing its screen, setting the cursor position, controlling display etc. Processing for 

commands happens in the command register. 

Data Register:  The data register stores the data to be displayed on the LCD. The data is the 

ASCII value of the character to be displayed on the LCD. When we send data to LCD it goes 

to the data register and is processed there. When RS=1, data register is selected. 

4.3 RELAY: 

A relay is an electrically operated switch. Current flowing through the coil of the relay  

creates a magnetic field which attracts a lever and changes the switch contacts. The coil current  

can be on or off so relays have two switch positions and they are double throw (changeover)  

switches. Relays allow one circuit to switch a second circuit which can be completely separate 

from the first. For example a low voltage battery circuit can use a relay to switch a 230V AC 

mains circuit. There is no electrical connection inside the relay between the two circuits, the 

link is magnetic and mechanical. 

4.3.1 Working : 

When an electric current is passed through the coil it generates a magnetic field that attracts the 

armature, and the consequent movement of the movable contacts either makes or breaks 

(depending upon construction) a connection with a fixed contact. If the set of contacts was 

closed when the relay was de-energized, then the movement opens the contacts and breaks the 

connection, and vice versa if the contacts were open. 

15 LED Positive Backlight LED pin positive terminal 

16 LED Negative Backlight LED pin negative terminal 
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When the current to the coil is switched off, the armature is returned by a force, approximately 

half as strong as the magnetic force, to its relaxed position. Usually this force is provided by a 

spring, but gravity is also used commonly in industrial motor starters.  

 Normally-open (NO) contacts connect the circuit when the relay is activated the circuit 

is disconnected when the relay is inactive. It is also called a Form A contact or "make" 

contact. 

 Normally-closed (NC) contacts disconnect the circuit when the relay is activated; the 

circuit is connected when the relay is inactive. It is also called a Form B contact or 

"break" contact. The basis for relays, is the simple electromagnet. 

 

Fig. 4.9 Basis of Relay with no power to coil 
 

A nail, some wire, and a battery is all that is needed to make one, to demonstrate and amaze 

add a switch. With no power applied to the coil, the nail is NOT magnetized Connect this to a 

power source, and it will now grab and hold small pieces of metal. 

 

 
Fig. 4.10 Basis of Relay with power to coil 

 
So, here in lies the concept. If we take an electromagnet, it will interact with metals in its 

vicinity.  If we were to place a piece of metal, near the electromagnet, and connect some 

contacts, so that when the electromagnet is energized, the contacts close, we have a working 

relay. 
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         Fig. 4.11 Inside a SPST relay  
 

The simplest relay, is the Single Pole, Single Throw (spst) relay. It is nothing more than an 

electrically controlled on-off switch. Its biggest property is the ability to use a very small 

current, to control a much larger current. This is desirable because we can now use smaller 

diameter wires, to control the current flow through a much larger wire, and also to limit the 

wear and tear on the control switch. 

 

 
Fig. 4.12 A simple Relay circuit 

 

 
Fig. 4.13 Relay circuit energized 

 
The control circuit (GREEN) powers the coil inside the relay, using a small amount of 

current. It flows from the battery, thru the fuse ( for protection) to a switch, (say, a light 

switch) then to the coil in the relay, energizing it. 
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Fig. 4.14 Relay circuit closed 

 
The coil, now energized becomes an electromagnet, and attracts the metal strip with the 

contacts, which closes, providing a secondary heavy current path ( RED ) to the device 

Turning off the switch, opens the circuit to the coil, removes current flow, and the 

electromagnet is no longer a magnet, the secondary path is opened, and the lights extinguish. 

4.3.2 Advantages of relays: 
 

 Relays can switch AC and DC, transistors can only switch DC.  
 

 Relays can switch high voltages, transistors cannot.  
 

 Relays are a better choice for switching large currents(> 5A). 
 

 Relays can switch many contacts at once. 
 
4.3.3 Disadvantages of relays: 
 

 Relays are bulkier than transistors for switching small currents.  
 

 Relays cannot switch rapidly (except reed relays), transistors can switch many times 

per second.  
 

 Relays use more power due to the current flowing through their coil.  
 

 Relays require more current than many chips can provide, so a low power transistor.  
 
4.4 POWER SUPPLY:- 

Power supply is the first and the most important part of our project. For our project we 

require +5V regulated power supply with maximum current rating 1A. 

Following basic building blocks are required to generate regulated power supply. 

Fig.4.15 power supply circuit 
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4.4.1 TRANSFORMER: 

Transformers convert AC electricity from one voltage to another with a little loss of power. 

Step- up transformers increase voltage, step-down transformers reduce voltage. Most power 

supplies use a step-down transformer to reduce the dangerously high voltage to a safer low 

voltage. 

 

Fig. 4.16 Transformer 

The input coil is called the primary and the output coil is called the secondary. There is no 

electrical connection between the two coils; instead they are linked by an alternating 

magnetic field created in the soft-iron core of the transformer. The two lines in the middle of 

the circuit symbol represent the core. Transformers waste very little power so the power out 

is equal to the power in. Note that as voltage is stepped down and current is stepped up. The 

ratio of the number of turns on each coil, called the turn’s ratio, determines the ratio of the 

voltages. A step-down transformer has a large number of turns on its primary (input) coil 

which is connected to the high voltage mains supply, and a small number of turns on its 

secondary (output) coil to give a low output voltage. 

TURNS RATIO = (Vp/Vs) = ( Np/Ns ) 

Where, 

Vp = primary (input) voltage. 

Vs = secondary (output) voltage 

Np = number of turns on primary coil 

Ns = number of turns on secondary coil 

Ip = primary (input) current 

Is = secondary (output) current. 

Ideal power equation 
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Fig. 4.17 Transformer circuit 

The ideal transformer as a circuit element 

If the secondary coil is attached to a load that allows current to flow, electrical power is 

transmitted from the primary circuit to the secondary circuit. Ideally, the transformer is 

perfectly efficient; all the incoming energy is transformed from the primary circuit to the 

magnetic field and into the secondary circuit. If this condition is met, the incoming electric 

power must equal the outgoing power: 

Pincoming = IpVp  = Poutgoing = IsVs 

Given the ideal transformer equation 

Vs/Vp = Ns/Np = Ip/Is 

Transformers normally have high efficiency, so this formula is a reasonable approximation. 

If the voltage is increased, then the current is decreased by the same factor. The impedance in 

one circuit is transformed by the square of the turns ratio. For example, if an impedance Zs is 

attached across the terminals of the secondary coil, it appears to the primary circuit to have an 

Impedance of (Np/Ns)2Zs. This relationship is reciprocal, so that the impedance Zp of the 

primary circuit appears to the secondary to be (Ns/N p)2Zp. 

 

4.4.2 VOLTAGE REGULATOR 7805 

Features 

 Output Current up to 1A. 

 Output Voltages of 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 24V. 

 Thermal Overload Protection. 

 Short Circuit Protection 

 Output Transistor Safe Operating Area Protection. 
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Fig. 4.18 Voltage regulator LM7805 

4.4.2.1  Description 

The LM78XX/LM78XXA series of three-terminal positive regulators are available in the  

TO-220/D-PAK package and with several fixed output voltages, making them useful in a Wide 

range of applications. Each type employs internal current limiting, thermal shutdown and safe 

operating area protection, making it essentially indestructible. If adequate heat sinking is 

provided, they can deliver over 1A output Current. Although designed primarily as fixed 

voltage regulators, these devices can be used with external components to obtain adjustable 

voltages and currents. 

 

Fig. 4.19 Block diagram of voltage regulator 
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Table. 4.4 Maximum voltage ratings of voltage regulator 

4.4.3 RECTIFIER: 

A rectifier is an electrical device that converts alternating current (AC), which periodically 

reverses direction, to direct current (DC), current that flows in only one direction, a process 

known as rectification. Rectifiers have many uses including as components of power supplies 

and as detectors of radio signals. Rectifiers may be made of solid state diodes, vacuum tube 

diodes, mercury arc valves, and other components. The output from the transformer is fed to 

the rectifier. It converts A.C. into pulsating D.C. The rectifier may be a half wave or a full 

wave rectifier. In this project, a bridge rectifier is used because of its merits like good 

stability and full wave rectification. In positive half cycle only two diodes (1 set of parallel 

diodes) will conduct, in negative half cycle remaining two diodes will conduct and they will 

conduct only in forward bias only. 

 

Fig. 4.20 Full wave Bridge rectifier  
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4.4.4 FILTER: 

Capacitive filter is used in this project. It removes the ripples from the output of rectifier and 

smoothens the D.C. Output received from this filter is constant until the mains voltage and 

load is maintained constant. However, if either of the two is varied, D.C. voltage received at 

this point changes. Therefore a regulator is applied at the output stage. The simple capacitor 

filter is the most basic type of power supply filter. The use of this filter is very limited. It is 

sometimes used on extremely high-voltage, low-current power supplies for cathode-ray and 

similar electron tubes that require very little load current from the supply. This filter is also 

used in circuits where the power-supply ripple frequency is not critical and can be relatively 

high. below figure can show how the capacitor charges and discharges 

 

Fig. 4.21 Filter Capacitor resultant waveform 

 

CALCULATIONS FOR POWER SUPPLY DESIGNING: 

Specifications of 7805 voltage regulator: 

Polarity = +ve 

Output voltage : +5v 

Output current : 1.5A 

Output of bridge rectifier for rectification : 

Output: 12Vdc = Vrms 

Vm=Vrms x sq.rt of 2 

= 12 x sq.rt of 2 

= 16. 97 

Vm= PIV =16.97 
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Value of Filter capacitor : 

C= (IxT)/V 

T=1/2πf 

= 1/2 x3.14×50 Hz 

Output current of 7805 =1.5 A 

C = (1.5 x 3.1847 x10-3 ) / 5 

=1000 μf 

 

4.5 RESISTOR: 

A resistor is a passive two-terminal electrical component that implements electrical resistance 

as a circuit element. The current through a resistor is in direct proportion to the voltage across 

the resistor's terminals. Thus, the ratio of the voltage applied across a resistor's terminals to the 

intensity of current through the circuit is called resistance. The behaviour of an ideal resistor is 

dictated by the relationship specified by Ohm's law: 

V = I . R 

            Ohm's law states that the voltage (V) across a resistor is proportional to the current (I), 

where the constant of proportionality is the resistance (R). 

 
 

Fig. 4.22 Resistor 

General resistor diagram is shown in fig3.7. Resistors determine the flow of current in an 

electrical circuit. Where there is high resistance in a circuit the flow of current is small, where 

the resistance is low, the flow of current is large. Resistors are used for regulating current and 

they resist the current flow and the extent to which they do this is measured in ohms (Ω). 

  

The temperature of a resistor also affects its resistivity. There will be more resistance to 

current flow when it is heated. Resistors are often compared to pipes, with the electric current 

inside it representing water. Just as a pipe's thickness can cause water to flow in a stream or 

trickle, thick resistors likewise allow more current flow than thin ones. 
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4.6 CAPACITOR: 

A capacitor (originally known as a condenser) is a passive two-terminal electrical component 

used to store energy electrostatically in an electric field. The forms of practical capacitors vary 

widely, but all contain at least two electrical conductors (plates) separated by a dielectric (i.e. 

insulator). The conductors can be thin films, foils or sintered beads of metal or conductive 

electrolyte, etc. The "nonconducting" dielectric acts to increase the capacitor's charge capacity. 

A dielectric can be glass, ceramic, plastic film, air, vacuum, paper, mica, oxide layer etc. 

Capacitors are widely used as parts of electrical circuits in many common electrical devices. 

Unlike a resistor, an ideal capacitor does not dissipate energy. Instead, a capacitor stores 

energy in the form of an electrostatic field between its plates. 

 

When there is a potential difference across the conductors, an electric field develops across the 

dielectric, causing positive charge +Q to collect on one plate and negative charge −Q to collect 

on the other plate. If a battery has been attached to a capacitor for a sufficient amount of time, 

no current can flow through the capacitor. However, if a time-varying voltage is applied across 

the leads of the capacitor, a displacement current can flow. 

 

An ideal capacitor is characterized by a single constant value for its capacitance. Capacitance 

is expressed as the ratio of the electric charge Q on each conductor to the potential difference 

V between them. The SI unit of capacitance is the farad (F), which is equal to one coulomb per 

volt (1 C/V). Typical capacitance values range from about 1 pF (10−12 F) to about 1 mF (10−3 

F). The capacitance is greater when there is a narrower separation between conductors and 

when the conductors have a larger surface area. In practice, the dielectric between the plates 

passes a small amount of leakage current and also has an electric field strength limit, known as 

the breakdown voltage. The conductors and leads introduce an undesired inductance and 

resistance.  

Capacitors are widely used in electronic circuits for blocking direct current while allowing 

alternating current to pass. In analog filter networks, they smooth the output of power supplies. 

In resonant circuits they tune radios to particular frequencies. In electric power transmission 

systems, they stabilize voltage and power flow. 

A capacitor consists of two conductors separated by a non-conductive region. The non-

conductive region is called the dielectric. In simpler terms, the dielectric is just an electrical 

insulator. Examples of dielectric media are glass, air, paper, vacuum, and even a 
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semiconductor depletion region chemically identical to the conductors. A capacitor is assumed 

to be self contained and isolated, with no net electric charge and no influence from any 

external electric field. The conductors thus hold equal and opposite charges on their facing 

surfaces, and the dielectric develops an electric field. In SI units, a capacitance of one farad 

means that one coulomb of charge on each conductor causes a voltage of one volt across the 

device. An ideal capacitor is wholly characterized by a constant capacitance C, defined as the 

ratio of charge ±Q on each conductor to the voltage V between them: 

C = Q / V 

Because the conductors (or plates) are close together, the opposite charges on the conductors 

attract one another due to their electric fields, allowing the capacitor to store more charge for a 

given voltage than if the conductors were separated, giving the capacitor a large capacitance. 

Sometimes charge build-up affects the capacitor mechanically, causing its capacitance to vary. 

In this case, capacitance is defined in terms of incremental changes: 

C = dQ / dV 

 

                          

  Fig. 4.23 capacitive plates                                               Fig. 4.24 capacitor models 

 

4.7 DIODE: 

In electronics, a diode is a two-terminal electronic component with asymmetric conductance; it 

has low (ideally zero) resistance to current in one direction, and high (ideally infinite) 

resistance in the other. A semiconductor diode, the most common type today, is a crystalline 

piece of semiconductor material with a p – n junction connected to two electrical terminals. A 

vacuum tube diode has two electrodes , a plate (anode) and a heated cathode. Semiconductor 

diodes were the first semiconductor electronic devices. The discovery of crystals 'rectifying 

abilities was made by German physicist Ferdinand Braun in 1874. The first semiconductor 
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diodes, called cat's whisker diodes, developed around 1906, were made of mineral crystals 

such as galena. Today, most diodes are made of silicon, but other semiconductors such as 

selenium or germanium are sometimes used. 

A p – n junction diode is made of a crystal of semiconductor, usually silicon, but germanium 

and gallium arsenide are also used. Impurities are added to it to create a region on one side that 

contains negative charge carriers (electrons), called n-type semiconductor, and a region on the 

other side that contains positive charge carriers (holes), called p-type semiconductor. When 

two materials i.e. n-type and p-type are attached together, a momentary flow of electrons occur 

from n to p side resulting in a third region where no charge carriers are present. This region is 

called the depletion re gion due to the absence of charge carriers (electrons and holes in this 

case). The diode's terminals are attached to the n-type and p-type regions. The boundary 

between these two regions, called a p – n junction, is where the action of the diode takes place. 

The crystal allows electrons to flow from the N-type side (called the cathode) to the P-type 

side (called the anode), but not in the opposite direction.  

 

The most common function of a diode is to allow an electric current to pass in one direction 

(called the diode's forward direction), while blocking current in the opposite direction (the 

reverse direction). Thus, the diode can be viewed as an electronic version of a check valve. 

This unidirectional behaviour is called rectification, and is used to convert alternating current 

to direct current, including extraction of modulation from radio signals in radio receivers — 

these diodes are forms of rectifiers. 

 

However, diodes can have more complicated behaviour than this simple on – off action, due to 

their nonlinear current-voltage characteristics. Semiconductor diodes begin conducting 

electricity only if a certain threshold voltage or cut-in voltage is present in the forward 

direction (a state in which the diode is said to be forward-biased). The voltage drop across a 

forward biased diode varies only a little with the current, and is a function of temperature; this 

effect can be used as a temperature sensor or voltage reference.  

 

Semiconductor diodes' current – voltage characteristic can be tailored by varying the 

semiconductor materials and doping, introducing impurities into the materials. These 

techniques are used to create special-purpose diodes that perform many different functions. For 

example, diodes are used to regulate voltage (Zener diodes), to protect circuits from high 

voltage surges (avalanche diodes), to electronically tune radio and TV receivers (varactor 
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diodes), to generate radio-frequency oscillations (tunnel diodes, Gunn diodes,IMPATT 

diodes), and to produce light (light-emitting diodes). Tunnel, Gunn and IMPATT diodes 

exhibit negative resistance, which is useful in microwave and switching circuits. 

 

 

Fig. 4.25 P-N Junction Diode  

 

4.8  RELAY DRIVER IC UNL2803  

The Eight NPN Darlington connected transistors in this family of arrays are ideally suited for 

interfacing between low logic level digital circuitry (such as TTL, CMOS or PMOS/NMOS) 

and the higher current/voltage requirements of lamps, relays, printer hammers or other similar 

loads for a broad range of computer, industrial, and consumer applications. The ULN2803 is 

designed to be compatible with standard TTL families while the ULN2804 is optimized for 6 

to 15 volt high level CMOS or PMOS. 

 
Fig.4.26 Pin diagram of ULN2803 
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4.9 GSM MODULE SIM900D 
 
SIMCom presents an ultra compact and reliable wireless module-SIM900D. This is a 

complete Quad-band GSM/GPRS module in a SMT type and designed with a very powerful 

single-chip processor integrating AMR926EJ-S core, allowing you to benefit from small 

dimensions and cost-effective solutions. Furthermore, SIM900D can be compatible with 

SIM340DZ. 

 Featuring an industry-standard interface, the SIM900D delivers GSM/GPRS 

850/900/1800/1900MHz performance for voice, SMS, Data, and Fax in a small form factor 

and with low power consumption. With a tiny configuration of 33mm x 33mm x 3 mm, 

SIM900D can fit almost all the space requirements in your M2M applications, especially for 

slim and compact demands of design. 

 

Fig.4.27 GSM Module 

General features 

 Quad-Band 850/ 900/ 1800/ 1900 MHz 

 GPRS multi-slot class 10/8 

 GPRS mobile station class B 

 Compliant to GSM phase 2/2+ 

 Class 4 (2 W @850/ 900 MHz) 

 Class 1 (1 W @ 1800/1900MHz) 

 Dimensions: 33*33*3mm 

 Control via AT commands (GSM 07.07 ,07.05 and SIMCOM enhanced AT 

Commands) 
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 SIM application toolkit 

 Supply voltage range : 3.2 ... 4.8V 

 Low power consumption: 1.0mA(sleep mode) 

 Operation temperature: -40 °C to +85°C 

 

4.10  PCB 
A printed circuit board (PCB) mechanically supports and electrically connects electronic 

components or electrical components using conductive tracks, pads and other features. 

Components are generally soldered onto the PCB to both electrically connect and 

mechanically fasten them to it. Printed circuit boards are used in all but the simple electronic 

products. They are also used in some electrical products, such as passive switch boxes. PCBs 

require additional design effort to lay out the circuit. PCBs are cheaper and faster than with 

other wiring methods, as components are mounted and wired in one operation. PCBs can be 

single-sided (one copper layer), double-sided (two copper layers on both sides of one 

substrate layer), or multi-layer (outer and inner layers of copper, alternating with layers of 

substrate). General PCB figure is described in fig3.9.     

   

 

Fig. 4.28 PCB 
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5. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM AND EXPLANATION
5.1 Circuit Diagram 

 

Fig. 5.

5.2 Circuit Diagram Description:

Auto supply switching is basically selection of supply from multiple available power

automatically by using Arduino

switching to that available source to ensure uninterrupted power supply to load. In

electrical appliance control using automation causes more safety.

prototype for the same which is auto chang

human interaction. In this system we are designing an embedded
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CHAPTER 5 

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM AND EXPLANATION

Fig. 5.1 Circuit Diagram 

Circuit Diagram Description: 

Auto supply switching is basically selection of supply from multiple available power

tically by using Arduino concept that is to check the availability of the

switching to that available source to ensure uninterrupted power supply to load. In

electrical appliance control using automation causes more safety. Auto supply switching is a 

prototype for the same which is auto change to other source when main supply fails without 

n this system we are designing an embedded circuit to control and ensure 
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM AND EXPLANATION 

 

Auto supply switching is basically selection of supply from multiple available power sources 

bility of the source and 

switching to that available source to ensure uninterrupted power supply to load. In case of the 

Auto supply switching is a 

when main supply fails without 

o control and ensure 
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auto supply switching. In case all 4 phases are available, then the switching will be in the 

default phase. Four relays are there to control the switching. As it is not feasible to provide all 

4 different sources of supply, one source with alternate switches are provided to get the same 

function. 

In this project we are having 4 switches which we consider as 4 different source of supply. 

When we press any of the switches it shows the absence of that particular source which is 

connected to Arduino as input signals. Here we are using Arduino UNO ATMEGA328P. 

The output of Arduino is given to the ULN2803 this acts as a relay driver. The current phase 

working is displayed on LCD also. 

This project uses an arrangement of 4 different sources of supply which are channelized to a 

load so as to have an uninterrupted operation of the load. As it is not practicable to get 4 

sources of supply such as mains supply, inverter supply and solar supply, wind power supply 

we used one source and a set of relays. We have taken first source with mains supply and 

assumed as if being fed from 4 different sources by connecting all the 4 incoming sources in 

parallel. The ac source to the lamp is connected to four relays by making the entire normally 

open contacts parallel and all the common contacts in parallel. 4 push button switches are 

used which represent failure of corresponding supply respectively and are interfaced to the 

Arduino. Initially we have given high input signal to the Arduino, so as a result the Arduino 

generates a low output to activate the first relay driver which will result in the relay being 

energized and the lamp glows. While the push button for solar is pressed that represents 

failure of solar supply as a result the supply is provided from the next source and the Arduino 

receive high input and generates low output to activate the second relay driver which will 

result in the second relay being energized and the lamp glows . When we press the mains 

button, it indicates the main supply fails to operate and the supply comes from the next 

source and the next source will supply high input to the Arduino and which will provide low 

signal to the third relay and the lamp switches ON and when we press the third push button 

the supply will chose next source now the fourth source will provide input to the Arduino and 

Arduino activates the fourth relay and the load will get the supply and the lamp continues to 

glow. When all the relays are off leaving no supply to the lamp, the lamp is switched off. One 

16 x 2 lines LCD is used to display the condition of the supply sources and the load on real 

time basis and a GSM module is used is used to send an SMS informing which supply is 

being used. 
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5.3 Working of Auto power supply control from 4 different sources:

When the supply from all the sources (Solar, 

will be driven by the solar power supply.

mains. To proceed further if the mains supply

supply and so on. Priority is assigned to each power source in the order of Solar, 

Wind, Inverter. 

In case the solar power fails, the suppl

fails at the moment then the supply will automatically shift to next priority source. Above 

figure explains the working and construction of the Auto power supply from fo

sources. As shown in the diagram the four sources are Solar, Mains

relays are used to provide protection at each respective output. This output can be used to 

drive any load such as a lamp or motor. Other case is when 

source to another source, say mains

then the supply will automatically reach back to solar power instead of

At the output of Arduino, each output por

used in contact with the output port to provide switching at the output.

arrangement where 4 different sources of supply are provided to a

uninterrupted operation of the load. The source of 12v supply is used from

sources. The ac source to the fan is connected to relay 1 to relay 2 to relay 3 and

making the entire “NO” (normally open) contacts parallel and all the common

parallel. 

 

5.4 HARDWARE SELECT

Fig. 5.2 Power supply circuit
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Working of Auto power supply control from 4 different sources:

m all the sources (Solar, Mains, wind and inverter) are ready, the

will be driven by the solar power supply. If solar get failed, the supply automatically shifts

r if the mains supply get failed, the supply is provided from wind 

on. Priority is assigned to each power source in the order of Solar, 

he solar power fails, the supply should automatically shift to mains but if mains

at the moment then the supply will automatically shift to next priority source. Above 

explains the working and construction of the Auto power supply from fo

shown in the diagram the four sources are Solar, Mains, Wind and 

used to provide protection at each respective output. This output can be used to 

such as a lamp or motor. Other case is when the power switches from one 

urce to another source, say mains fails and supply shifts to wind, if the solar come back 

then the supply will automatically reach back to solar power instead of switching to 

, each output port is connected to positive dc voltage. Relays are 

used in contact with the output port to provide switching at the output. The project uses an 

arrangement where 4 different sources of supply are provided to a load so as to have an 

f the load. The source of 12v supply is used from four different 

sources. The ac source to the fan is connected to relay 1 to relay 2 to relay 3 and

making the entire “NO” (normally open) contacts parallel and all the common

HARDWARE SELECTION: 

Fig. 5.2 Power supply circuit 
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Working of Auto power supply control from 4 different sources: 

) are ready, the load 

y automatically shifts to 

upply is provided from wind 

on. Priority is assigned to each power source in the order of Solar, mains, 

mains but if mains also 

at the moment then the supply will automatically shift to next priority source. Above 

explains the working and construction of the Auto power supply from four different 

and Inverter, four 

used to provide protection at each respective output. This output can be used to 

power switches from one 

if the solar come back 

switching to inverter. 

voltage. Relays are 

The project uses an 

load so as to have an 

four different 

sources. The ac source to the fan is connected to relay 1 to relay 2 to relay 3 and relay 4 by 

making the entire “NO” (normally open) contacts parallel and all the common contacts in 
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5.4.1 TRANSFORMER 
 

This system uses a step down transformer which converts 230V AC to 12V AC with less 

power loss depending on the  ratio. The input ac varies in the event of input ac at 230V AC 

section varies from 160V to 270V in the ratio of the transformer primary voltage Vp to 

Secondary Voltage, Vs governed by formula; 

(Vp/Vs)  =  (Np/Ns) 

Thus, if the transformer delivers 12V at 220V input, 

 it will give; At 160V; (160/Vs)  =  (220/12); Vs  =  (160  ×  12)/220  =  8.72V 

At  270V; Vs  =  (270  × 12)/220  =  14.72V 

Therefore, a step down between 8V to 15V was sufficient since current limitation was 

handled by the regulator. 

 

 5.4.2 BRIDGE RECTIFIER 

Next stage was the AC/DC conversion process that involved inverting the negative cycles 

of the AC input. The process required the use of a full wave rectifier diode bridge and 

required specific bridge rectifier that would be able to handle a peak voltage of 20V and 

2A. The 2W04G rectifier was used for simulation process. 

At 220V; input voltage Vs  =  12V 

Output dc voltage  =  0.9Vs =  0.9 × 12 =  10.8V 

The bridge rectifier delivers pulsating DC  

Ripple factor  =  √{(Vrms/Vdc)^2 –  1} = √{(12/10.8)^2  − 1}^0.5 = 0.66 

efficiency =Pdc /Prms × 100%  =  (10.8/12) × 100%  =  90% 

 

5.4.3 FILTER CAPACITOR 

The capacitance value was needed to minimize the voltage ripple. The output of the 

transformer was 12V AC at 50Hz. The required minimum capacitor value can be calculated 

from the formula; 

C  =  Iout/(2 × f × RF × Vin) 

Iout  =  Imax  =  1A, since it is the maximum output current of the LM7805 regulator 

C =  I/(2 × 50 × 0.66 × 12) ≅ 1000𝜇F 

Therefore, an electrolytic capacitor of about 470𝜇F to 1000𝜇F to filter the output DC from 

the bridge rectifier. 
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5.4.4 VOLTAGE REGULATOR LM7805 

Since the filtered DC being unregulated, IC LM7805 was used in simulation process to get 

5V DC at its pin number 3 irrespective of input DC varying for 8V to 15V, and the regulated 

output from the LM7805 remains at a 5V constant. The regulated 5V DC is further filtered by 

a small electrolytic capacitor of 10µF for any noise generated by the circuit. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

6.1 ARDUINO IDE 

Arduino is an open-source electronics platform based on easy-to-use hardware and 

software. Arduino boards are able to read inputs - light on a sensor, a finger on a button, or a 

Twitter message - and turn it into an output - activating a motor, turning on an LED, 

publishing something online. You can tell your board what to do by sending a set of 

instructions to the microcontroller on the board. To do so you use the Arduino programming 

language (based on Wiring), and the Arduino Software (IDE), based on Processing. 

Over the years Arduino has been the brain of thousands of projects, from everyday objects to 

complex scientific instruments. A worldwide community of makers - students, hobbyists, 

artists, programmers, and professionals - has gathered around this open-source platform, their 

contributions have added up to an incredible amount of accessible knowledge that can be of 

great help to novices and experts alike. 

Arduino was born at the Ivrea Interaction Design Institute as an easy tool for fast prototyping, 

aimed at students without a background in electronics and programming. As soon as it 

reached a wider community, the Arduino board started changing to adapt to new needs and 

challenges, differentiating its offer from simple 8-bit boards to products for IoT applications, 

wearable, 3D printing, and embedded environments. All Arduino boards are completely 

open-source, empowering users to build them independently and eventually adapt them to 

their particular needs. The software, too, is open-source, and it is growing through the 

contributions of users worldwide. 

Arduino also simplifies the process of working with microcontrollers, but it offers some 

advantage for teachers, students, and interested amateurs over other systems: 

 Inexpensive - Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other 

microcontroller platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino module can be 

assembled by hand, and even the pre-assembled Arduino modules cost less than $50 
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 Cross-platform - The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX, 

and Linux operating systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to Windows. 

 Simple, clear programming environment - The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use 

for beginners, yet flexible enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For 

teachers, it's conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so 

students learning to program in that environment will be familiar with how the 

Arduino IDE works. 

 Open source and extensible software - The Arduino software is published as open 

source tools, available for extension by experienced programmers. The language can 

be expanded through C++ libraries, and people wanting to understand the technical 

details can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming language on 

which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code directly into your Arduino 

programs if you want to. 

 Open source and extensible hardware - The plans of the Arduino boards are published 

under a Creative Commons license, so experienced circuit designers can make their 

own version of the module, extending it and improving it. Even relatively 

inexperienced users can build the breadboard version of the module in order to 

understand how it works and save money. 

6.2 How to develop a program in Arduino IDE 

The Arduino Integrated Development Environment - or Arduino Software (IDE) - contains a 

text editor for writing code, a message area, a text console, a toolbar with buttons for 

common functions and a series of menus. It connects to the Arduino and Genuino hardware 

to upload programs and communicate with them. 

6.2.1 Writing Sketches 

Programs written using Arduino Software (IDE) are called sketches. These sketches are 

written in the text editor and are saved with the file extension .ino. The editor has features for 

cutting/pasting and for searching/replacing text. The message area gives feedback while 

saving and exporting and also displays errors. The console displays text output by the 

Arduino Software (IDE), including complete error messages and other information. The 

bottom right hand corner of the window displays the configured board and serial port. The 
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toolbar buttons allow you to verify and upload programs, create, open, and save sketches, and 

open the serial monitor. 

 
 Verify 

Checks your code for errors compiling it. 

 

 Upload 

Compiles your code and uploads it to the configured board. 

See uploading below for details. 

 

 New 

Creates a new sketch. 

 

 Open 

Presents a menu of all the sketches in your sketchbook. Clicking one will 

open it within the current window overwriting its content. 

 

 Save 

Saves your sketch. 

 

 SerialMonitor 

Opens the serial monitor. 

Additional commands are found within the five menus: File, Edit, Sketch, Tools, Help. The 

menus are context sensitive, which means only those items relevant to the work currently 

being carried out are available. 
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6.3 Flow chart of the design 

 
Fig.6.1 Flowchart of the operation 
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6.4 Algorithm 

Solar, Mains, Wind power and Inverter are used as four available power sources. Based on 

the pushbutton switch status respective supply is connected to the load. Switching of the 

supply based on availability is done according to the priority we give in the program. If we 

observe the program, highest priority is given to solar supply and then mains, wind supply 

and inverter. 

 Initially when we run the code LCD displays welcome and the relays will be open, 

thus no supply to the load. If there is any supply available then respective relay will 

be closed. 

 If solar supply is available, then respective relay will be closed. LCD displays solar 

and an SMS informing solar supply is being supplied is sent. 

 If solar supply is not available then it checks for mains supply. If mains is available 

then supply shits to mains. LCD displays mains and an SMS informing mains supply 

is being supplied is sent. 

 Checks for solar supply. If solar supply resumes, then supply shifts to solar else mains 

continues. If mains also fails, then checks for wind supply status. 

 If wind supply is available, respective relay will be closed. LCD displays wind and 

SMS will be send. If any higher priority supplies are available then supply shifts to 

them neither the case and if wind supply also fails then inverter supply status is 

checked. 

 Supply shifts to inverter and LCD displays inverter and an SMS informing Inverter 

power is being supplied is sent. If solar resumes else mains or else wind supply, 

supply shifts to higher priority sources or else inverter continues. 

 If neither of the supplies are available then load doesn’t get power supply and LCD 

displays no power and an SMS informing no power will be sent. 
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6.5 Program 

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> 

 // set pin numbers: 

const int mainsupply = A0;     // the number of the pushbutton pin 

const int solarsupply = A1; 

const int windsupply = A2; 

const int invsupply = A3; 

const int relaypin9 =  9; 

const int relaypin12 =  12; 

const int relaypin11 =  11;      // the number of the Relay pin 

const int relaypin10 =  10; 

const int rs = 7, en = 6, d4 = 5, d5 = 4, d6 = 3, d7 = 2; 

LiquidCrystal lcd(rs, en, d4, d5, d6, d7); 

// variables will change: 

int solarsupplyState = 0;         // variable for reading the MainsSupplybutton status 

int mainsupplyState = 0;         // variable for reading the GenSwitchbutton status 

int windsupplyState = 0; 

int invsupplyState = 0; 

void setup() { 

  // initialize the Relay pin1 as an output: 

  pinMode(9, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(12, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(11, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(10, OUTPUT); 

  // initialize the pushbutton pin as an input: 

  pinMode(A0, INPUT); 

  pinMode(A1, INPUT); 
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  pinMode(A2, INPUT); 

  pinMode(A3, INPUT); 

  lcd.begin(16, 2); 

  digitalWrite(9, HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(12, HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(11, HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(10, HIGH); 

  // Print a message to the LCD. 

  lcd.print(" WELCOME"); 

delay(500); 

lcd.clear(); 

Serial.begin(9600); //baud rate for serial communication 

} 

void loop() { 

  // read the state of the pushbutton value: 

     skip5: {    

         solarsupplyState = analogRead(solarsupply); 

         if (solarsupplyState > 1000) goto skip1; 

         mainsupplyState = analogRead(mainsupply); 

         if (mainsupplyState > 1000) goto skip2; 

         windsupplyState = analogRead(windsupply); 

         if (windsupplyState >1000) goto skip3; 

         invsupplyState = analogRead(invsupply); 

         if(invsupplyState >1000) goto skip4; 

          goto done; 

     } 

     goto done;  // check if the MainsSupplybutton is pressed. 
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  // if it is, the MainsSupplyState is HIGH: 

     skip1: { 

             // turn Relay on: 

              digitalWrite(11, LOW); 

              digitalWrite(12, HIGH); 

              digitalWrite(9, HIGH); 

              digitalWrite(10, HIGH); 

              lcd.print("solar"); 

              delay(100); 

 Serial.println("AT\r"); 

  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGF=1\r"); 

  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGS=\"XXXXXXXXXX\"\r"); 

  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("supply is from solar"); 

  delay(100); 

  Serial.println((char)26); 

  delay(100); 

  lcd.clear(); 

             goto skip5; 

      } 

      skip2: {  

    // turn Relay on: 

        digitalWrite(10, LOW); 

         digitalWrite(9, HIGH); 

         digitalWrite(11, HIGH); 
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              digitalWrite(12, HIGH); 

        lcd.print("main"); 

        delay(100); 

        Serial.println("AT\r"); 

  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGF=1\r"); 

  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGS=\"XXXXXXXXXX\"\r"); 

  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("supply is from mains"); 

  delay(100); 

  Serial.println((char)26); 

  delay(100);   

  lcd.clear(); 

        goto skip5; 

      }    

   skip3: {  

    // turn Relay on: 

      digitalWrite(12, LOW); 

       digitalWrite(9, HIGH); 

       digitalWrite(11, HIGH); 

       digitalWrite(10, HIGH); 

      lcd.print("wind power"); 

      delay(100); 

  Serial.println("AT\r"); 

  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGF=1\r"); 
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  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGS=\"XXXXXXXXXX\"\r"); 

  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("supply is from wind power"); 

  delay(100); 

  Serial.println((char)26); 

  delay(100); 

  lcd.clear(); 

  goto skip5; 

  } 

  skip4: {  

    // turn Relay on: 

      digitalWrite(9, LOW); 

       digitalWrite(12, HIGH); 

       digitalWrite(11, HIGH); 

       digitalWrite(10, HIGH); 

     lcd.print("inverter"); 

     delay(100); 

     Serial.println("AT\r"); 

    delay(5); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGF=1\r"); 

  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGS=\"XXXXXXXXXX\"\r"); 

  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("supply is from inverter"); 

  delay(100); 

  Serial.println((char)26); 
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  delay(100); 

  lcd.clear(); 

  goto skip5; 

  } 

   done:  

  { 

     digitalWrite(10, HIGH); 

     digitalWrite(12, HIGH); 

     digitalWrite(11, HIGH); 

     digitalWrite(9, HIGH); 

    lcd.print("no power"); 

    delay(100); 

  Serial.println("AT\r"); 

  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGF=1\r"); 

  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGS=\"XXXXXXXXXX\"\r"); 

  delay(5); 

  Serial.println("No power"); 

  delay(100); 

  Serial.println((char)26); 

  delay(100); 

  lcd.clear(); 

  goto skip5;   

  } 

} 
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7. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation of the design is performed using Proteus Design Suite. All the possible inp
cases are applied and respective outputs are verified.

7.1 Proteus Design Suite: 

The Proteus Design Suite is a proprietary software tool suite used primarily for
design automation. The software is used mainly by electronic
technicians to create schematics
boards. 

7.2 Simulation Outputs: 
 

Fig.7.1 5V DC Power supply  
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cases are applied and respective outputs are verified. 

 

is a proprietary software tool suite used primarily for
. The software is used mainly by electronic design engineers

schematics and electronic prints for manufacturing printed circuit 

 
Fig.7.1 5V DC Power supply   
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Simulation of the design is performed using Proteus Design Suite. All the possible input 

is a proprietary software tool suite used primarily for electronic 
design engineers and 

printed circuit 
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Fig. 7.2 Only solar

Fig. 7.3 Only mains
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7.2 Only solar supply is available 

 
 

 
7.3 Only mains power supply is available 
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Fig. 7.4 O

Fig. 7.5  Only Inverter power supply is available
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7.4 Only wind supply is available 

 
 

 
nly Inverter power supply is available 
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Fig. 7.6 Mains, Wind and I

Fig. 7.7 Wind supply and I
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Mains, Wind and Inverter are available 

 
 

 
7.7 Wind supply and Inverter are available 
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Fig. 
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Fig. 7.8 All sources are available 

 
 

 
Fig. 7.9  No power supply 
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7.3  Advantages 

 This system could be used in that places where we have different sources of supply 

such as solar, main and wind.
 

 This system could be used in industries

the uninterruptable power su

 This system could be used in educational institutes and hospitals for supplying the 

uninterruptable power supply to the hospital or educa

 This system is more compact and reliable as compared to the electrical ATS panels.

 It is more useful in selecting the sources which have low tariff at that time. 

7.4 Disadvantages 

 Cost of equipment is high.

 It is difficult to install and

 

 7.5 Application  

The available voltage can be used for all the purposes at hospitals, industries, house hold 

works. One of the such uses is to charge the car battery by installing required circuitry to 

provide sufficient voltage. 
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This system could be used in that places where we have different sources of supply 

such as solar, main and wind. 

This system could be used in industries, hospitals, database companies 

the uninterruptable power supply. 

This system could be used in educational institutes and hospitals for supplying the 

uninterruptable power supply to the hospital or educational equipment. 

This system is more compact and reliable as compared to the electrical ATS panels.

It is more useful in selecting the sources which have low tariff at that time. 

Cost of equipment is high. 

It is difficult to install and maintain.  

Fig.7.10 Application  

The available voltage can be used for all the purposes at hospitals, industries, house hold 

works. One of the such uses is to charge the car battery by installing required circuitry to 
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This system could be used in that places where we have different sources of supply 

 for supplying 

This system could be used in educational institutes and hospitals for supplying the 

This system is more compact and reliable as compared to the electrical ATS panels. 

It is more useful in selecting the sources which have low tariff at that time.  

 

The available voltage can be used for all the purposes at hospitals, industries, house hold 

works. One of the such uses is to charge the car battery by installing required circuitry to 
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CONCLUSION 

The demand of energy worldwide grows rapidly, because energy generation is low but energy 

consumption is on a high rate. Electricity companies cannot satisfy the demand and must use 

nonconventional energy system. Use of renewable energy along with the non-conventional 

sources not only increases the reliability of the system but also allows higher power demands 

to be fed. Prioritizing the various available sources makes the selection and utilization 

economic.  

 

The priorities may be decided according to the availability of source, usage cost, its effects on 

the operation of other equipment (noise due to generators, smokes etc). The selection 

algorithm can be coded into an Arduino which will automatically shift between different 

sources using relays through the relay driver. The project involves four different sources with 

different parameters to Arduino to judge the selection of best available source to use. This 

work is use to provide a continuous power to the load through any of the sources from which 

we are operating the device i.e. solar, main line, wind power and inverter automatically in the 

absence of any of the source. The complete operation is based on the microcontroller. This 

work is a low-cost, reliable, efficient system.  

The work can be further enhanced by  using the best possible power source whose tariff 
remains lowest at that moment. 
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Project Outcomes mapped with Programme Outcomes 

Project Outcomes 

Implementation of Auto power supply control from four different sources :  

Solar, Mains, Wind power, Inverter 
 

Programme Outcomes (PO’s) 

a) Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering for solving intricate 
engineering problems. 

b) Identify, formulate and analyse multifaceted engineering problems. 
c) Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic constraints 

such as economic environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, manufacture 
ability, and sustainability. 

d) Design and conduct experiments based on complex engineering problems, as well as 
analyze interpret data. 

e) Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering 
practice. 

f) Understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and societal 
context. 

g) Design and develop eco-friendly systems, making optimal utilization of available natural 
resources. 

h) Understand professional ethics and responsibilities. 
i) Work as a member and a leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment. 
j) Communicate effectively. 
k) Manage the projects keeping in view the economical and the societal considerations. 
l) Recognize the need for adapting to technological changes and engaging in lifelong 

learning. 
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ABSTRACT 

Now a day’s mobile is playing very important role in our day to day life. But it needs 

to be charged. So, the idea of RFID based mobile charging system helps us in the emergency 

posture by the way of charging our mobile in a secured manner. Due to continuous work load 

we face low battery problems and at time emergency we cannot find any solution. To deal with 

this we found solution for laptop and mobile charging by suddenly plugging charger of mobile 

after scanning RFID. This system uses RFID cards to detect the particular user and allows him 

to use the power for some specific intervals of time. In this way every user is only allowed a 

certain specific duration to use the power port and hence no user can monopolies over the 

power port. It will take less time to charge compare to other charger.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background: 

Scientific inventions have made this world worth living. They have provided us 

comforts and luxuries. Technology has become an important and necessary part of our lives. 

In last few years, there is tremendous advancement in technology. So, human life becomes 

more dependent on these technologies. To provide more comfort to human there is a technology 

called as RFID technology. So, we are using RFID based mobile charging system. This RFID 

based mobile charging system charges the mobile for particular amount of time on scanning 

RFID. This system is used at public places like railway station, bus stops to provide mobile 

charging facility in emergency situations. 

 

1.2 Aim of the project: 

The main aim of this project is to design a RFID based mobile charger which is used as 

a simple and quick mobile charger to charge the mobile at emergency situation by using RFID 

technology which provides security.  

 

1.3 Methodology: 

            The main components of the RFID based mobile charging system are Arduino Uno, 

LCD Display, RFID reader and cards. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) establishes the 

identity of subjects in the physical world using uniquely numbered electronic tags. RFID is an 

electronic technology whereby digital data encoded in an RFID tag is retrieved utilizing a 

reader. In contrast to bar code technology, RFID systems do not require line-of-sight access to 

the tag in order to retrieve the tag’s data. So here passive RFID cards are used which store a 

12-bit code. Every card has a unique 12-bit code and hence it is assigned to each user 

separately. In this we can obtain security.   

1.4 Significance of the work: 

RFID based mobile charging system is a very useful project as you need not worry 

about the charging of a mobile as it is used for charging at emergency situation. It’s a simple 
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and quick mobile charger.  It is also used as a prepaid mobile charger. This system is used at 

public places like railway station, bus stops to provide mobile charging facility in emergency 

situations. 

1.5 Outline of the project report: 

The rest of the project report is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 focuses on the introduction, aim of the project, methodology used, significance of 

the work and finally presents an overview of work is done in this project. 

Chapter 2 deals with literature review which presents the existing system and their 

disadvantages and advantage of the proposed work. 

Chapter 3 deals with the work title explanation consists of equipment used, block diagram 

and flow chart of the proposed system. 

Chapter 4 focuses on the hardware description to know about all the hardware components 

used in the project and also the software required for the project. 

Chapter 5 deals with the circuit diagram and its explanation and working of the project and 

code used for the project. 

Chapter 6 deals with the results regarding to the project. 

Finally, this report ended with the advantages, applications, conclusion and future scope. 

 

1.6 Conclusion: 

In this chapter we have to conclude that this project is used to bring awareness on the 

RFID technology and also the necessity of mobile phone communication is vast increased in 

this technology life. So, the RFID based mobile charger is used at the time of unavailability of 

charger with us.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 EXISTING SYSTEM: 

 Now a day’s mobile is playing a very important role in our day to day life. And also, 

mobile phones have become a great communication media for public use and also for industry 

use. We cannot go outside without the mobile. And we also can’t live without the mobile even 

for one day. But due to continuous work load we face low battery problems. But it needs to be 

charged. To deal with this situation we have mobile chargers, power banks etc.  

2.2 DISADVANTAGE OF EXISTING SYSTEM: 

 The disadvantage of existing system is that so many times battery becomes dead in the 

middle of conversation particularly at inconvenient times when access to a standard charger is 

not possible. And another disadvantage of the existing system is security. Normal chargers and 

power banks don’t provide any security as they can be used by anyone. Because of this we are 

going for RFID based mobile charging system which can provide more security.  

2.3 ADVANTAGE OF PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

 So, the idea of RFID based mobile charger is to helps us in the emergency posture by 

the way of charging our mobile. Due to continuous work load we face low battery problems 

and at time emergency we cannot find any solution. To deal with this we found solution for 

mobile charging by suddenly plugging a charger of mobile after scanning an RFID card. 

Because of the proposed system it is easy to use as a Prepaid charger and also as a Smart power 

system. The advantages of proposed system are less expensive, more efficient, charging at 

emergency situation. “RFID BASED MOBILE CHARGER” is designed and made with the 

hope that it is very much economical and helpful in many public places. It is also more 

beneficial to the people to charge their mobile which needs to be charge during urgency period. 

Secured cell phone charger with RFID this system an attempt has been made to implement the 

cell phone charger with RFID.  
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CHAPTER 3 

RFID BASED MOBILE CHARGING SYSTEM 

 In this project we are going to charge the mobile phone at emergency situation by 

using RFID based technology. This smart power system RFID based mobile charging system 

charges the mobile for particular amount of time on scanning RFID. This system uses RFID 

cards to detect the particular user and allows him to use the power for some specific intervals 

of time. In this way every user is only allowed a certain specific duration to use the power port 

and hence no user can monopolize over the power port which provide security. 

3.1 COMPONENTS REQUIRED: 

 Arduino Uno 
 RFID reader 
 LCD display 
 Relay Module 
 RFID cards 
 IN4007 diodes 
 Capacitor 
 7805IC 
 Transformer 
 PCB 
 Connecting wires 
 USB cable 

3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM: 

 

Fig.3.1: Block diagram of RFID based mobile charging system 
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The block diagram of RFID based mobile charging system is as shown in the figure 

3.1, it consists of power supply which consists of a step-down transformer to convert the 230V 

ac to 9V ac and after that it consists of a half wave rectifier which converts the ac signal into 

pulsated dc signal. After that there is a capacitor which the converts the dc into ripples after 

that there is a voltage regulator known as IC7805 which converts the ripples into the constant 

dc signal of 5V. The 5V is used to give it to the Arduino and to the LCD Display and to the 

RFID reader. We are using the relay to control the switching of microcontroller during mobile 

charging. 

3.3 FLOW CHART: 

 

Fig.3.2: Flow chart of RFID based mobile charging system 

The flow chart of RFID based mobile charging system as shown in the figure 3.2, it 
gives the clear picture of what this system does. Firstly, we have to scan an RFID card if it 
matches with the database which are registered already then it will proceed to next step or else 
it will show invalid card and we have to scan again the RFID card. If it matches then it will 
give command to the microcontroller which will activate the relay for mobile charging. If the 
charging is complete it will stop the remaining time that is left is shown in the LCD display. 
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CHAPTER 4 

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.1 Transformer: 

A transformer is a static electrical device that transfers electrical energy between two 

or more circuits. A varying current in one coil of the transformer produces a varying magnetic 

flux, which, in turn, induces a varying electromotive force across a second coil wound around 

the same core. Electrical energy can be transferred between the two coils, without a metallic 

connection between the two circuits. Faraday's law of induction discovered in 1831 described 

the induced voltage effect in any coil due to changing magnetic flux encircled by the coil. 

Transformer is used for increasing or decreasing the alternating voltages in electric power 

applications, and for coupling the stages of signal processing circuits. It is a general-purpose 

chassis mounting mains transformer. Transformer has 230V primary windings and centre 

tapped secondary winding. The transformer has flying coloured insulated connecting leads. 

The Transformer act as step down transformer reducing AC - 230V to AC - 9V. The 

Transformer gives two outputs of 18V, 9V and 0V. The transformer is a static electrical device 

that transfers energy by inductive coupling between its winding circuits. A varying current in 

the primary winding creates a varying magnetic flux in the transformer's core and thus a varying 

magnetic flux through the secondary winding. This varying magnetic flux induces a varying 

electromotive force (E.M.F) or voltage in the secondary winding. The transformer has cores 

made of high permeability silicon steel. The steel has a permeability many times that of free 

space and the core thus serves to greatly reduce the magnetizing current and confine the flux 

to a path which closely couples the windings. 
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Fig.4.1: Transformer and its symbol 

 

4.2  Rectifier Diode (1N4007): 

 A diode is a device which allows current flow through only one direction. That is the 

current should always flow from the Anode to cathode. The cathode terminal can be identified 

by using a grey bar as shown in the picture above. For 1N4007 Diode, the maximum current 

carrying capacity is 1A it withstands peaks up to 30A. Hence, we can use this in circuits that 

are designed for less than 1A.  The reverse current is 5uA which is negligible. The power 

dissipation of this diode is 3W. 

            

 

Fig.4.2: 1N4007 diode and its Symbol 
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FEATURES OF 1N4007: 

 Average forward current is 1A. 

 Non-repetitive Peak current is 30A. 

 Reverse current is 5uA. 

 Peak repetitive Reverse voltage is 1000V. 

 Power dissipation 3W. 

 Available in DO-41 Package. 

APPLICATIONS: 

 Can be used to prevent reverse polarity problem. 

 Half Wave and Full Wave rectifiers. 

 Used as a protection device. 

 Current flow regulators. 

4.3 Capacitor: 

  A capacitor is a passive two terminal electronic component that stores electrical 

energy in an electric field. The effect of a capacitor is known as capacitance, while some 

capacitance exists between any two electrical conductors in proximity in a circuit, a capacitor 

is a component designed to add capacitance to a circuit. the capacitor was originally known as 

condenser or condensator. The original name is still widely used in many languages, but not 

commonly in English. Capacitance is defined as the ratio of the electric charge on each 

conductor to the potential difference between them. The unit of capacitance in the International 

System of Units (SI) is the farad (F), defined as one coulomb per volt (1 C/V). Capacitance 

values of typical capacitors for use in general electronics range from about 1 picofarad (pF) 

(10−12 F) to about 1 millifarad (mF) (10−3 F). 
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Fig.4.3: Capacitor and its Symbol 

 

4.4 VOLTAGE REGULATOR: 

 All voltage sources cannot able to give fixed output due to fluctuations in the circuit. 

For getting constant and steady output, the voltage regulators are implemented. The integrated 

circuits which are used for the regulation of voltage are termed as voltage regulator ICs. Here, 

we can discuss the IC 7805. 

 The voltage regulator IC 7805 is actually a member of the 78xx series of voltage 

regulator ICs. It is a fixed linear voltage regulator. The xx present in 78xx represents the value 

of the fixed output voltage that the particular IC provides. For 7805 IC, it is +5V DC regulated 

power supply. This regulator IC also adds a provision for a heat sink. The input voltage to this 

voltage regulator can be up to 35V, and this IC can give a constant 5V for any value of input 

less than or equal to 35V which is the threshold limit. 

 

 

Fig.4.4: Voltage Regulator 
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Table 4.1: Pin description of 7805 

                      Pin no                   Function 

                         1               Input(7V-35V) 

                         2               Ground 

                         3               Output (4.8V-5.2V) 

     

4.5 Arduino: 

4.5.1 Introduction to Arduino UNO: 

Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board developed by Arduino.cc which is an open-

source electronics platform mainly based on AVR microcontroller Atmega328.First Arduino 

project was started in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in 2003 by David Cuartielles and 

Massimo Banzi with the intention of providing a cheap and flexible way to students and 

professional for controlling a number of devices in the real world. The current version of 

Arduino Uno comes with USB interface, 6 analog input pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are used 

to connect with external electronic circuits. Out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins can be used for PWM 

output. It allows the designers to control and sense the external electronic devices in the real 

world. This board comes with all the features required to run the controller and can be directly 

connected to the computer through USB cable that is used to transfer the code to the controller 

using IDE (Integrated Development Environment) software, mainly developed to program 

Arduino. IDE is equally compatible with Windows, MAC or Linux Systems; however, 

Windows is preferable to use. Programming languages like C and C++ are used in IDE. Apart 

from USB, battery or AC to DC adopter can also be used to power the board.  
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Arduino Uno boards are quite similar to other boards in Arduino family in terms of use 

and functionality, however, Uno boards don’t come with FTDI USB to Serial driver chip. There 

are many versions of Uno boards available, however, Arduino Nano V3 and Arduino Uno are 

the most official versions that come with Atmega328 8-bit AVR Atmel microcontroller where 

RAM memory is 32KB.When nature and functionality of the task go complex, Micro SD card 

can be added in the boards to make them store more information. 

 

 

    Fig.4.5: Arduino UNO 
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4.5.2 Features of Arduino UNO: 

Arduino Uno comes with USB interface i.e. USB port is added on the board to develop 

serial communication with the computer.Atmega328 microcontroller is placed on the board that 

comes with a number of features like timers, counters, interrupts, PWM, CPU, I/O pins and 

based on a 16MHz clock that helps in producing more frequency and number of instructions 

per cycle. It is an open source platform where anyone can modify and optimize the board based 

on the number of instructions and task they want to achieve. This board comes with a built-in 

regulation feature which keeps the voltage under control when the device is connected to the 

external device. Reset pin is added in the board that reset the whole board and takes the running 

program in the initial stage. This pin is useful when board hangs up in the middle of the running 

program, pushing this pin will clear everything up in the program and starts the program right 

from the beginning. There are 14 I/O digital and 6 analog pins incorporated in the board that 

allows the external connection with any circuit with the board. These pins provide the flexibility 

and ease of use to the external devices that can be connected through these pins. There is no 

hard and fast interface required to connect the devices to the board. Simply plug the external 

device into the pins of the board that are laid out on the board in the form of the header. The 6 

analog pins are marked as A0 to A5 and come with a resolution of 10bits. These pins measure 

from 0 to 5V, however, they can be configured to the high range using analogReference () 

function and AREF pin. 13KB of flash memory is used to store the number of instructions in 

the form of code. Only 5 V is required to turn the board on, which can be achieved directly 

using USB port or external adopter, however, it can support external power source up to 12 V 

which can be regulated and limit to 5 V or 3.3 V based on the requirement of the project. 
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Fig.4.6: Atmega328 Microcontroller 

 

 

4.5.3 Arduino UNO PINOUT: 

Arduino Uno is based on AVR microcontroller called Atmega328. This controller 

comes with 2KB SRAM, 32KB of flash memory, 1KB of EEPROM. Arduino Board comes 

with 14 digital pins and 6 analog pins. ON-chip ADC is used to sample these pins. A 16 MHz 

frequency crystal oscillator is equipped on the board. Following figure shows the pinout of the 

Arduino Uno Board. 
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    Fig.4.7: Arduino Uno Pinout 

4.5.4 Pin Description: 

There are several I/O digital and analog pins placed on the board which operates at 5V. 

These pins come with standard operating ratings ranging between 20mA to 40mA. Internal 

pull-up resistors are used in the board that limits the current exceeding from the given operating 

conditions. However, too much increase in current makes these resisters useless and damages 

the device. 

LED: Arduino Uno comes with built-in LED which is connected through pin 13. Providing 

HIGH value to the pin will turn it ON and LOW will turn it OFF. 

 

Vin: It is the input voltage provided to the Arduino Board. It is different than 5 V supplied 

through a USB port. This pin is used to supply voltage. If a voltage is provided through power 

jack, it can be accessed through this pin. 
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5V: The board comes with the ability to provide voltage regulation. 5V pin is used to provide 

output regulated voltage. The board is powered up using three ways i.e. USB, Vin pin of the 

board or DC power jack. USB supports voltage around 5V while Vin and Power Jack support 

a voltage range between 7V to 20V. It is recommended to operate the board on 5V. It is 

important to note that, if a voltage is supplied through 5V or 3.3V pins, they result in bypassing 

the voltage regulation that can damage the board if voltage surpasses from its limit. 

 

GND: Two ground pins are provided on the board which can be used as per requirement. 

 

Reset: This pin is incorporated on the board which resets the program running on the board. 

Instead of physical reset on the board, IDE comes with a feature of resetting the board through 

programming. 

 

IOREF: This pin is very useful for providing voltage reference to the board. A shield is used 

to read the voltage across this pin which then select the proper power source. 

 

PWM: PWM is provided by 3,5,6,9,10, 11pins. These pins are configured to provided 8-bit 

output PWM. 

 

SPI: It is known as Serial Peripheral Interface. Four pins 10(SS), 11(MOSI), 12(MISO), 

13(SCK) provide SPI communication with the help of SPI library. 

 

AREF: It is called Analog Reference. This pin is used for providing a reference voltage to the 

analog inputs. 

 

TWI: It is called Two-wire Interface. TWI communication is accessed through Wire Library. 

A4 and A5 pins are used for this purpose. 

 

Serial Communication: Serial communication is carried out through two pins called Pin 0 

(Rx) and Pin 1 (Tx). Rx pin is used to receive data while Tx pin is used to transmit data. 

 

External Interrupts: Pin 2 and 3 are used for providing external interrupts. An interrupt is 

called by providing LOW or changing value. 
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Table 4.2: Pin Description of Arduino UNO 

 

 

Pin 

Category 

Pin Name Details 

Power Vin, 3.3V, 5V, GND Vin: Input voltage to Arduino when using an external 
power source. 

5V: Regulated power supply used to power 
microcontroller and other components on the board. 

3.3V: 3.3V supply generated by on-board voltage 
regulator. Maximum current draw is 50mA. 

GND: ground pins. 

Reset Reset Resets the microcontroller. 

Analog Pins A0 – A5 Used to provide analog input in the range of 0-5V 

Input /Output 
Pins 

Digital Pins 0 – 13 Can be used as input or output pins. 

Serial 0(Rx), 1(Tx) Used to receive and transmit TTL serial data. 

External 
Interrupts 

2, 3 To trigger an interrupt. 

PWM 3, 5, 6, 9, 11 Provides 8-bit PWM output. 

SPI 10 (SS), 11 (MOSI), 
12 (MISO) and 13 
(SCK) 

Used for SPI communication. 

Inbuilt LED 13 To turn on the inbuilt LED. 

TWI A4 (SDA), A5 
(SCA) 

Used for TWI communication. 

AREF AREF To provide reference voltage for input voltage. 
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Table 4.3: Arduino Uno Technical Specifications 

 

4.5.5 Applications:  

Arduino Uno comes with a wide range of applications. A larger number of people are 

using Arduino boards for developing sensors and instruments that are used in scientific 

research. Following are some main applications of the board. 

 Embedded System 

 Security and Defence System 

Microcontroller ATmega328P – 8-bit AVR family microcontroller 

Operating 
Voltage 

5V 

Recommended 
Input Voltage 

7-12V 

Input Voltage 
Limits 

6-20V 

Analog Input 
Pins 

6 (A0 – A5) 

Digital I/O Pins 14 (Out of which 6 provide PWM output) 

DC Current on 
I/O Pins 

40 mA 

DC Current on 
3.3V Pin 

50 mA 

Flash Memory 32 KB (0.5 KB is used for Bootloader) 

SRAM 2 KB 

EEPROM 1 KB 

Frequency 
(Clock Speed) 

16 MHz 
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 Digital Electronics and Robotics 

 Parking Lot Counter 

 Weighing Machines 

 Traffic Light Count Down Timer 

 Medical Instrument 

 Emergency Light for Railways 

 Home Automation 

 Industrial Automation 

 

4.6 LCD: 

A liquid-crystal display (LCD) is a flat-panel display or other electronically modulated 

optical device that uses the light-modulating properties of liquid crystals combined 

with polarizers. Liquid crystals do not emit light directly, instead using 

a backlight or reflector to produce images in color or monochrome. Computers, calculators, 

television sets, mobile phones, digital watches use some kind of display to display the time. An 

LCD is an electronic display module which uses liquid crystal to produce a visible image. The 

16×2 LCD display is a very basic module commonly used in DIYs and circuits. The 

16×2 translates to a display like 16 characters per line in 2 such lines. In this LCD each 

character is displayed in a 5×7 pixel matrix. 

 

Fig.4.8: 16x2 LCD display showing rows and columns 
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Fig.4.9: 16x2 LCD pinout diagram 

RS (Register select): A 16X2 LCD has two registers, namely, command and data. The 

register select is used to switch from one register to other. RS=0 for command register, 

whereas RS=1 for data register.  

Command Register: The command register stores the command instructions given to the 

LCD. A command is an instruction given to LCD to do a predefined task like initializing it, 

clearing its screen, setting the cursor position, controlling display etc. Processing for commands 

happens in the command register. 

Data Register:  The data register stores the data to be displayed on the LCD. The data is the 

ASCII value of the character to be displayed on the LCD. When we send data to LCD it goes 

to the data register and is processed there. When RS=1, data register is selected. 

Table 4.4: Pin description of 16x2 LCD Display 

Pin 

No. 
Function  Name 

1 Ground (0V) Ground 
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2 Supply voltage: 5V (4.7V – 5.3V)  Vcc 

3 

Contrast adjustment: The best way is to use a variable resistor such as a 

potentiometer. The output of the potentiometer is connected to this pin. 

Rotate the potentiometer knob forward and backwards to adjust the LCD 

contrast. 

 Vo / VEE 

4 Selects command register when low, and data register when high 
RS (Register 
Select) 

5 Low to write to the register and High to read from the register Read/write 

6 

Sends data to data pins when a high to low pulse is given. Extra voltage push 
is required to execute the instruction and EN (enable) signal is used for this 
purpose. Usually, we make it EN=0 and when we want to execute the 
instruction, we make it high EN=1 for some milliseconds. After this we again 
make it ground that is, EN=0. 

Enable 

7 

8-bit data pins 

DB0 

8 DB1 

9 DB2 

10 DB3 

11 DB4 

12 DB5 

13 DB6 

14 DB7 

15 Backlight VCC (5V) Led+ 

16 Backlight Ground (0V) Led- 
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4.6.1 Important command codes for LCD: 

Table 4.5: Command codes of 16x2 LCD Display 

Sl. No. Hex Code Command to LCD instruction Register 

1 01 Clear display screen 

2 02 Return home 

3 04 Decrement cursor (shift cursor to left) 

4 06 Increment cursor (shift cursor to right) 

5 05 Shift display right 

6 07 Shift display left 

7 08 Display off, cursor off 

8 0A Display off, cursor on 

9 0C Display on, cursor off 

10 0E Display on, cursor blinking 

11 0F Display on, cursor blinking 

12 10 Shift cursor position to left 

13 14 Shift cursor position to right 

14 18 Shift the entire display to the left 
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15 1C Shift the entire display to the right 

16 80 Force cursor to beginning (1st line) 

17 C0 Force cursor to beginning (2nd line) 

18 38 4 lines and 5×7 matrix 

4.6.2 Displaying Custom Characters on 16X2 LCD: 

Generating custom characters on LCD is not very hard. It requires the knowledge 

about custom generated random-access memory (CG-RAM) of LCD and the 

LCD chip controller. Most LCDs contain Hitachi HD4478 controller. CG-RAM is the main 

component in making custom characters. It stores the custom characters once declared in the 

code. CG-RAM size is 64 bytes providing the option of creating eight characters at a time. 

Each character is eight bytes in size. 

CG-RAM address starts from 0x40 (Hexadecimal) or 64 in decimal. We can generate 

custom characters at these addresses. Once we generate our characters at these addresses, now 

we can print them on the LCD at any time by just sending simple commands to the LCD. In 

the table below you can see starting addresses for each character with their printing commands. 

The first character is generated at address 0x40 to 0x47 and is printed on LCD by just sending 

simple command 0 to the LCD. The second character is generated at address 0x48 to 0x55 and 

is printed by sending 1 to LCD and so on. Character addresses and printing commands are 

below: 
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Table 4.6: CG-RAM characters and addresses of 16x2 LCD Display 

 

 

4.7 Relay module: 

A relay is an electrically operated switch. Many relays use an electromagnet to 

mechanically operate a switch, but other operating principles are also used, such as solid-state 

relays. Relays are used where it is necessary to control a circuit by a separate low-power signal, 

or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. A Relay Module is a very useful 

component as it allows Arduino, Raspberry Pi or other Microcontrollers to control big electrical 

loads. We have used a 1-channel Relay Module in this project. The relay module used in this 

project is shown in Fig 4.9. This is a small and easy to use 1 channel relay board that operates 

on 5V. Use it to control one 240V power appliance lights, fans, etc directly from 

microcontrollers or low voltage circuits. The relay can handle a maximum of 7A/240 V AC or 

7A/24V DC. Relay has all three connections – Common (COM), Normally Open (NO), 

Normally Closed (NC) brought out to 3 pin screw terminals which makes it easy to make and 
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remove connections. The board has a power indication (RED) and a relay status (GREEN) 

LED to ease debugging. The board can accept inputs within a wide range of voltages from 3V 

to 5V. Power input and relay control signals are brought to 3 pin header pins on the board. 

Hence, the board can be easily interface with our development boards using our female to 

female jumper wires. 

 

 

Fig 4.10: Relay Module 

Specifications: 

 5V relay 

 can be used as a microcontroller development board module can be used as a home 

appliance control 

 5 V TTL control signals 

 control DC or AC signal can control the 220V AC load. 

 a normally open and one normally closed contact 

 a power indicator 

 control light, bright pull, disconnect does not shine 

 The increase in transistor drive a relay coil, control pins high impedance. 

 the control pins with pull-down circuit, prevent floating relay malfunction 

 high quality, pin colors (black, yellow) were shipped. 

 blue KF301 terminal control measure and easy to wire 

 4 positioning screw hole diameter 3mm center hole spacing of 20mm x 40mm 

 compact circuit board 
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4.8 RFID Reader: 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) establishes the identity of subjects in the physical 

world using uniquely numbered electronic tags. RFID is an electronic technology whereby 

digital data encoded in an RFID tag is retrieved utilizing a reader. In contrast to bar code 

technology, RFID systems do not require line-of-sight access to the tag in order to retrieve the 

tag’s data. RFID Reader is a module which reads the ID information stored in RFID Tags or 

Cards. This ID information is unique for every Tag which cannot be copied. In this project we 

are using EM18 RFID reader module. 

 

Fig.4.11: EM18 RFID Reader module and RFID Reader pinout 

4.8.1 EM-18 Pin Configuration: 

EM-18 is a nine-pin device. Among nine pins, 2 pins are not connected, so we basically 

have to consider seven terminals. 

Table 4.7:  Pin description of EM18 RFID Reader module 

Pin Number Description 

VCC Should be connected to positive of power source. 

GND Should be connected to ground. 
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BUZZ Should be connected to BUZZER 

NC No Connection 

NC No Connection 

SEL SEL=1 then o/p =RS232 

SEL=0then o/p=WEIGAND 

TX DATA is given out through TX of RS232 

DATA1 WEIGAND interface DATA HIGH pin 

DATA0 WEIGAND interface DATA LOW pin 

  

4.8.2 EM-18 Features and Specifications: 

 Operating voltage of EM-18: +4.5V to +5.5V 

 Current consumption:50mA 

 Can operate on LOW power 

 Operating temperature: 0ºC to +80ºC 

 Operating frequency:125KHz 

 Communication parameter:9600bps 

 Reading distance: 10cm, depending on TAG 

 Integrated Antenna 

4.8.3 Applications: 

 Robotics 

 Security systems 

 Medical tags 
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 Computer Peripherals 

 Package Identification 

 Theft protection systems 

 Data authorization 

 Unique Identity 

 Body implants 

4.9 RFID cards or tags: 

An RFID tag in its most simplistic form, is comprised of two parts – an antenna for 

transmitting and receiving signals, and an RFID chip (or integrated circuit, IC) which stores 

the tag’s ID and other information. RFID tags are affixed to items in order to track them using 

an RFID reader and antenna. 

RFID tags transmit data about an item through radio waves to the antenna/reader 

combination. RFID tags typically do not have a battery (unless specified as Active or BAP 

tags); instead, they receive energy from the radio waves generated by the reader. When the tag 

receives the transmission from the reader/antenna, the energy runs through the internal antenna 

to the tag’s chip. The energy activates the chip, which modulates the energy with the desired 

information, and then transmits a signal back toward the antenna/reader. 

There are two types of RFID that reside within the Ultra High Frequency range: Active 

RFID and Passive RFID. 

Active RFID 

 Primary Frequency Range: 433 MHz, (Can use 2.45 GHz - under the Extremely High 

Frequency Range) 

 Read Range: 30 - 100+ Meters 

 Applications: Vehicle Tracking, Auto Manufacturing, Mining, Construction, Asset 

Tracking 

 Pros: Very Long Read Range, Lower Infrastructure Cost (vs. Passive RFID), Large 

Memory Capacity, High Data Transmission Rates 
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 Cons: High Per Tag Cost, Shipping Restrictions (due to batteries), Complex Software 

may be Required, High Interference from Metal and Liquids; Few Global Standards 

Passive RFID 

 Primary Frequency Ranges: 860 - 960 MHz 

 Read Range: Near Contact - 25 Meters 

 Applications: Supply Chain Tracking, Manufacturing, Pharmaceuticals, Electronic 

Tolling, Inventory Tracking, Race Timing, Asset Tracking 

 Pros: Long Read Range, Low Cost Per Tag, Wide Variety of Tag Sizes and Shapes, 

Global Standards, High Data Transmission Rates 

 Cons: High Equipment Costs, Moderate Memory Capacity, High Interference from 

Metal and Liquids 

In this project we are using passive RFID cards which are used to store a 12-bit code. 

Every card has a unique 12-bit code and hence it is assigned to each user separately.  According 

to the unique code of the user, each and every user would be allotted a specific time period to 

use the power socket.  After the specified time period is over the power supply to the socket is 

cut off. 

 

Fig.4.12: RFID card 
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4.10 Software Required: 

4.10.1 Arduino IDE: 

The Arduino integrated development environment (IDE) is a cross 

platform  application (for Windows, macOS, Linux) that is written in the programming 

language Java. It is used to write and upload programs to Arduino compatible boards, but also, 

with the help of 3rd party cores, other vendor development boards. The source code for the 

IDE is released under the GNU General Public License, version 2. The Arduino IDE supports 

the languages C and C++ using special rules of code structuring. The Arduino IDE supplies 

a software library from the Wiring project, which provides many common input and output 

procedures. User-written code only requires two basic functions, for starting the sketch and the 

main program loop, that are compiled and linked with a program stub main() into an 

executable cyclic executive program with the GNU tool chain, also included with the IDE 

distribution. The Arduino IDE employs the program avr dude to convert the executable code 

into a text file in hexadecimal encoding that is loaded into the Arduino board by a loader 

program in the board's firmware. We are using Arduino IDE because it is easy to develop code 

in this IDE and also easy to understand where the code is similar to our C language code, which 

we understand very better.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF RFID BASED MOBILE 

CHARGING SYSTEM 

 

 

Fig.5.1: Circuit Diagram of RFID mobile charging system 

5.1 Circuit Diagram Explanation: 

 In this project we are using Arduino Uno as the microcontroller. It also consists of RFID 

reader and LCD display where the connections are shown in the above diagram. In this project 

we are having a power supply which consists of a step-down transformer to convert the 230V 

ac to 9V ac and after that it consists of a half wave rectifier which converts the ac signal into 

pulsated dc signal. After that there is a capacitor which the converts the dc into ripples after 

that there is a voltage regulator known as IC7805 which converts the ripples into the constant 

dc signal of 5V. The 5V is used to give it to the Arduino and to the LCD Display and to the 

RFID reader. We are using the relay to control the switching of microcontroller during mobile 

charging. 
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 5.2 Working:    

 In this project microcontroller is used to read the information from the RFID reader and 

display it on LCD display. This project features an RFID card reader, to recognize a user. Once 

a valid user has been identified by the system then starts charging the mobile. Before a user 

can charge his/her phone, he/she has to register their respective card/cards. So now, the user 

must connect a phone to the charging port and swipe the card. Once identified as a valid user 

the system starts charging the phone.  Firstly, the RFID reader will be initialized and would be 

in the reading mode and hence a message would be displayed on the screen to asking the user 

to please swipe his/her particular RFID card. As soon as a user swipes his/her card across the 

RFID reader, the RFID reader reads the card and transmits the 12-bit unique code of the 

particular card to the microcontroller and then the microcontroller detects that particular user 

by comparing the database inside of it. Then next thing done is recognizing how much time the 

user needs to charge his/her phone. When the RFID reader reads the card, it will charge the 

mobile for particular amount of time. Then according to the time, the microcontroller closes 

the relay. In this the relay will be ON when the RFID reader reads the RFID card. It will be on 

for particular time. The relay will be OFF when the invalid card reads by the RFID reader. 

Along with charging, the system also keeps a record of how much charging time the user has 

got left, this remaining time is displayed on an LCD. Furthermore, if an Invalid user tries to 

recharge his/her phone by swiping the card; the system tries matching it with the valid IDs 

stored. But since this user isn’t registered, the system shows Invalid user and doesn’t credit any 

charging time and it shows as an invalid card on the LCD display.  

5.3 Program: 

The Arduino Uno can be programmed with the Arduino software (downloaded). Select 

“Arduino Uno from the Tools > Board menu (according to the microcontroller on your board). 

Code used for this project: 

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> 

LiquidCrystal lcd(8, 9, 6, 5, 4, 3); // initialize the library with the numbers of the interface 
pins 
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signed short minutes, secondes; 

char timeline[16]; 

#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 

SoftwareSerial RFID(10, 11); // RX and TX 

int signal=6,data1 = 0; 

int ok = -1; 

int yes = 13,no = 12; 

int tag1[12] = {51,54,48,48,65,54,52,53,52,70,57,65}; 

int tag2[12] = {51,54,48,48,65,53,66,48,49,48,51,51}; 

int newtag[12] = { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}; // used for read comparisons 

void setup() 

{ 

  RFID.begin(9600);    // start serial to RFID reader 

  Serial.begin(9600);  // start serial to PC  

  lcd.begin(16, 2); 

  pinMode(yes, OUTPUT); // for status LEDs 

  pinMode(no, OUTPUT); 

} 

boolean comparetag(int aa[12], int bb[12]) 

{ 

  boolean ff = false; 

  int fg = 0; 

  for (int cc = 0 ; cc < 12 ; cc++) 

  { 

    if (aa[cc] == bb[cc]) 

    { 
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      fg++; 

    } 

  } 

  if (fg == 12) 

  { 

    ff = true; 

  } 

  return ff; 

} 

void checkmytags() // compares each tag against the tag just read 

{ 

  ok = 0; // this variable helps decision-making, 

  // if it is 1 we have a match, zero is a read but no match,  -1 is no read attempt made 

  if (comparetag(newtag, tag1) == true) 

  { 

     ok++;7 

  } 

  if (comparetag(newtag, tag2) == true) 

  { 

 ok=0; 

  } 

} 

void readTags() 

{ 

  ok = -1; 

  if (RFID.available() > 0)  
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  { 

    // read tag numbers 

    delay(100); // needed to allow time for the data to come in from the serial buffer. 

    for (int z = 0 ; z < 12 ; z++) // read the rest of the tag 

    { 

      data1 = RFID.read(); 

      newtag[z] = data1; 

    } 

    RFID.flush(); // stops multiple reads 

    checkmytags();     // do the tags match up? 

  } 

  // now do something based on tag type 

  if (ok > 0) // if we had a match 

  { 

    digitalWrite(yes, HIGH); 

    delay(1000);   

    lcd.clear(); 

     lcd.println("Mobile charger"); 

    digitalWrite(yes, HIGH); 

    delay(1000); 

    lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

    lcd.print("5SEC remaining"); 

    delay(1000); 

    digitalWrite(yes, HIGH); 

    delay(1000); 

    lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 
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    lcd.print("4SEC remaining"); 

    delay(1000); 

    digitalWrite(yes, HIGH); 

    delay(1000); 

    lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

    lcd.print("3SEC remaining"); 

    delay(1000); 

    digitalWrite(yes, HIGH); 

    delay(1000); 

    lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

    lcd.print("2SEC remaining"); 

    delay(1000); 

    digitalWrite(yes, HIGH); 

    delay(1000); 

    lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

    lcd.print("1SEC remaining"); 

    delay(1000); 

    lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.print("ok done"); 

    delay(1000); 

    digitalWrite(yes, LOW); 

    ok = -1; 

  } 

  else if (ok == 0) // if we didn't have a match 

  { 
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    lcd.print(“invalid card”); 

    digitalWrite(no, HIGH); 

    delay(1000); 

    digitalWrite(no, LOW); 

     lcd.clear(); 

    delay(5000); 

    ok = -1; 

  } 

} 

void loop() 

{ 

   lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

    sprintf(timeline,"%0.2d mins %0.2d secs", minutes, secondes); 

    lcd.print(timeline); 

    delay(1000); 

  secondes++; 

  if (secondes == 60) 

  { 

    secondes = 0; 

    minutes ++; 

  } 

  readTags(); 

} 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS 

 

 

Fig.6.1: When a valid RFID card is scanned 

When a valid RFID card is scanned as shown in the figure 6.1, then the 12-bit unique 

code is matched with the unique code that is already registered in the database RFID reader 

detects and sends the signal to the microcontroller which in turn on the relay and starts charging 

the phone while charging the remaining time is also shown in the LCD Display.  
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Fig.6.2: When an invalid RFID card is scanned 

 When an invalid RFID card is scanned as shown in the figure 6.2, that means the 12-
bit unique code of the RFID card doesn’t match with the already registered cards in the database 
then the phone will not charge and it shows as an invalid card on the LCD Display. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS 

 

ADVANTAGES: 

 Charging at emergency situations  

 Provide security 

 Prepaid charger  

 Smart power system  

 Low power consumption 

DISADVANTAGES: 

 RFID systems are often more expensive than barcode systems 

 RFID tags are usually larger than barcode labels 

APPLICATIONS: 

Some of the applications are:  

 Used at public places like bus stops and railway stations 

 Industrial applications  

 Smart power management. 

 Used at rural areas 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 This project is to bring aware of the RFID based mobile charger to the public places. 

This project is very useful in our daily life. Because now a days the necessity of communication 

is very important, so every person having cell phone but every time we cannot carry charger 

with us. When we are going for long tour, we may always forget to carry phone charger. Also, 

now days because use of internet and smart phones, usage time of mobiles is also increased 

without decreasing the battery charge, the RFID based mobile charger is used at the time of 

unavailability of charger with us. 

FUTURE SCOPE: 

This idea can be used for many purposes instead for charging the mobile. It is used for 

buying foods in the hotels, snacks in the stores, toys in the stationery by scanning the require 

amount to that particular product. The tickets buying in the trains, buses in the fast-moving 

society by this idea the reduction of queue the public places. And also, we can use solar as 

power source for this system. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 
OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 
Classification 

of 
Project 

 

Application Product Research Review 

  

 

  

 

Project Outcomes 

Outcome 1: To know about the LCD, Arduino Uno, EM18 RFID reader module and relay and 

their interfacing. 

Outcome 2: To familiarize with the RFID technology. 

Outcome 3: To know how to use RFID BASED MOBILE CHARGER. 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

modern tools. 

 

PSO2: Apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to 

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking 

into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical 

considerations. 

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 
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2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems 

and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with 

appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and 

environmental considerations. 

 

4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, 

and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations.  

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent 

responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice.  

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, 

and need for sustainable development.  

 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities 

and norms of the engineering practice.  

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 

leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend 
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and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and 

give and receive clear instructions.  

 

11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a 

member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary 

environments.  

 

12.  Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 

change.  

 
Mapping Table 

   
1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 

Project 
Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome1 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 

Outcome2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 

Outcome3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 
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ABSTRACT 

Today, woman security has become one of the most important issues in the entire country. 

Most of the crimes happen because of the lack of information. We are not for the rescue but for 

the safety of the girl, so to prevent her from any such situation. For that, we introduce our project 

“Smart gadget for woman security system”. We humans can’t aptly respond to critical situations. 

Even if we have a security system, it doesn’t occur to us at that time. Here, comes the need for a 

device which automatically senses and rescues the victim from the danger, which is the venture of 

the idea of our project. The proposed system depicts a smart band that gives the mix of GPS gadget 

particular to track the area and others to sense the heartbeat, temperature, panic button and in 

addition messages whenever a crisis catch trigger. Additionally, it contains stun beneath the shoe 

which is connected to the band using RF to create a non-deadly electric stun in crisis 

circumstances. By the use of a camera in the gadget, live images is given in a website (or e-mail) 

along with the location of the girl using IoT, for the parents to monitor the situation. We emphasis 

more on self-defence, to get her the courage to fight back, to live the rights she is born with. This 

concept was devised in every wake of serious crimes against women in India and to help detain 

those crimes. 
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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction: 

In this new world, where the woman is playing an outstanding role in each and every field, 

it is really shameful to know that our country is rising to the top in crimes against woman. In a 

country like India, where woman is considered as goddesses and are being worshiped, woman 

security has become such a basic issue today. Each day, the nation wakes up to hear the increasing 

atrocities against the woman. It’s high time, we should stand up to these by changing the laws and 

implementing the new technologies. The reason behind these crimes may vary but that doesn’t 

deny a person, her right to live. We have already seen different faces of cruelties from acid attacks 

to the worst rape deaths. The solution for this is not cutting her wings to fly, but to fight back. 

Analysing some of these cases, we could see lots of points missing. First thing is that no one is 

informed about her being in a danger, at the right time. If her parents have started to search for her 

at the time of kidnap, the attackers wouldn’t have gone much far away. Second, the police were 

not able to locate her for days, before any worst happenings. Sometimes, we hear cases like school 

students being harassed but they won’t inform their parents because of fear. What if the parents 

could check their heartbeats or condition if their child acted strange from other days? Or maybe 

she would have fought back by herself if she was armed with something for defence!! Actually, 

we can control a lot of issues by getting the information at the right time. In this new era of 

technology, we propose a project “B With U” for the same using IoT. Our project is mainly a 

wearable device which consists of a smart band with RF connected shoe. The smart band having 

GPS, GSM, heartbeat sensor, 360-degree camera, and an emergency switch will continuously 

sense her heartbeat and location. In times of danger, even if she doesn’t press the switch, from the 

rising heartbeat of the person, the device senses and send alert to the pre-set contacts along with 

the location through SMS. Whenever she presses the switch, along with the SMS, a nondeadly 

stun is turned on beneath her shoes which are meant for defending the attacker. For a parent to 

detect false alerts and ensure the situation, we have created a website which is connected to the 

band using IoT. Through this, they can directly locate and get live streaming of the situation where 
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she’s in. Our aim is to control, inform and moreover to give her the courage to fight back, for the 

right of being alive. 

 

1.2 LITERATURE SURVEY: 

 In the paper [1], The system allows for knowing the exact location of the individual, when 

the trigger key on the belt is pressed. he/she can do so by sending an SMS to the SIM number of 

the lady which contains a secret password. Then this system responds to such requests by sending 

back an SMS containing location information in terms of Latitude and Longitude also contains a 

shock mechanism for defence back. The paper [2], uses ‘Raspberry pi’ module as the main part. 

There are three buttons for circuits on/off, GPS, GSM buzzer and for shock unit. In the project, It 

sends the location to predefined numbers in the form of latitude and longitude. when attacker attack 

to women that time shock circuit is used to injure attacker for self-defence. In this paper [3], The 

Smart band module consists of a microcontroller, BLE module, GSM module, Pulse rate sensor, 

temperature sensor, and motion sensor. A smartphone connected to a Smart Band through 

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). A designed application that acts as an interface between the device 

and the phone. The data directed by the smart band is continuously monitored by the application. 

GPS of the smartphone to track the coordinates and monitor the movement and Sends a message 

to the family members along with the co-ordinates. In the paper [4], Providing a stress 

switch/button and Galvanic Skin Response sensor. which when pressed sends out a distress signal 

and recognize activities by using a single triaxial accelerometer worn on the hand. 
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CHAPTER-2 

PROPOSED METHOD 

2.1 Proposed System: 

IoT based girl security system is a wearable model designed for woman safety. The system 

consists of Raspberry Pi, web camera, GPS, GSM module, RF bit transmitter and receiver, 

heartbeat sensor, Temperature sensor and an emergency button. GPS and GSM modules must be 

placed inside the band. The device will continuously track and provide the position information 

such as latitude, the longitude of the person. An emergency button is placed on the band at a 

particular position. Whenever the woman is in any kind of trouble, she could press the emergency 

button and an alert will be immediately sent to the pre-set contacts such as parents and police, 

parents. 

Block diagram of proposed system: 

 

Fig2.1: Block diagram of proposed system 
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After giving the power supply to the device, the sensors on the band will start taking readings. This 

reading is continuously sent to microcontroller and it will compare this reading with the threshold 

value given to it. This threshold value can vary from person to person. After comparing this 

threshold value, Whenever the values go above the threshold for at least two times, then an 

emergency alert or a text message is sent to the emergency contacts. Using IoT technology we can 

continuously monitor the changes in the sensor values. At the receiver side, our website can be 

used to see sensor values and positions. The device at the receiver should be connected to the 

internet in order to receive data from the transmitter. From the Fig2.1 Block Diagram, the whole 

system can be divided into three sections: an emergency part, automatically sensing part, and the 

parents also have one for monitoring. The emergency circuit comprises of a panic button which 

when pressed will directly send the text message “HELP and latitude and longitude of the current 

location” to the emergency contacts through GSM.AS the switch is pressed; the device will send 

the location information along with live images to the user through IoT. For that, we have placed 

a Rf transmitter at the band which transmits an RF bit when she presses the button. The RF receiver 

receives it and trigger the circuit.  

 The implementation of the smart gadget is basically split into two sections the first ensures 

to capture the image of the culprit the device get automatically triggered when there is a suspected 

motion in front of the camera, the device captures the image and send it as an attachment to the 

concerned e-mail Id along with the location of the victim. The captured image serves as the valid 

proof against the one who has committed the crime. 

The second section deals with defence application as we tend concentrate more on 

providing self-defence for the women in danger. By making self-defence as the first priority we 

make sure that occurrence of the critical situations is eliminated. The self-defence feature is 

capable of working in any of the circumstances either it may be with Internet as a Smart Pendant 

with LED flash that makes an alert call to the family, relatives via the cloud and also glows the led 

flash on the eyes of the culprit to make the vision blur when the attacker is at the shorter distance. 

Whereas Self-defence without Internet consists of Electric shock gloves, that is used to provide 

the electric shocks that diverts the mind of the culprit and reduce his excited state to commit the 

crime on women. These two factors form the combined self-defence application and helps the 

victim to escape from the danger. 
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The only solution to the problem can be taken in a such a way that, women should be assigned 

with a safety gadget that is portable and ensures her safety. Our project focuses on providing a 

Smart gadget based on IoT solutions that not only helps to woman escape the critical situations 

but also ensures to provide justice to the women by capturing the image of the culprit if in case 

any harassment occurs.  

Swami Vivekananda, one of the greatest sons of India, quoted that, “There is no chance 

for the welfare of the world unless the condition of women is improved, it is not possible for a 

bird to fly on only one wing.” Therefore, the inclusion of “Women Empowerment’ as one of the 

prime goals in the eight Millennium Development Goals underscores the relevance of this fact. 

Thus, in order to achieve the status of a developed country, India needs to transform its women 

force into an effective human resource and this is possible only through the empowerment of 

women. 

 

2.2 Existing Technologies for Women Safety: 

In India, every day more than 30 women were murdered and many are suffering austere mental 

and physical trauma. Having this concern in mind many developers have come up with creative 

applications. Some of such applications are: 

She (Society Harnessing Equipment): 

It is a garment embedded with an electronic device. This garment has an electric circuit 

that can generate 3800kV which can help the victim to escape. The garment delivers an electric 

shock to attackers strong enough to cause severe burns, protecting the victim from any of the 

electricity. The development of the garment was made with the capabilities of providing the 

electric shock when it is squeezed forcefully, so sharing a hug or embrace wouldn't be enough to 

trigger the voltage. 

ILA Security: 

The co-founders of this system, have designed three personal alarms that can shock and 

disorient potential attackers and hence safeguard the victim from perilous situations. 
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Aeshs (Advanced Electronics System for Human Safety): 

Advanced electronics system can be developed that can detect the location and health 

condition of person, will enable us to take action accordingly. The project will be developed that 

can detect the location and health condition of a person using electronic gadgets like GPS receiver, 

GSM, pulse rate sensor, body temperature sensor. The Advanced Electronic System for Human 

Safety (AESHS) maintains real-time status of all unit elements in the tactical combat zone. The 

GPS based end-unit is carried by person is connected via Wrist unit to other network sharing units. 

Implementation of the AESHS can be realized as part of the human monitoring and alarm system 

(MAS) to provide automatic tracking, monitoring and reporting of individual person. 

 

Fig 2.2: Control unit 

 

 

Fig2.3: Wrist unit 
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Fig2.4: Base Station 

 

 

VithU App: 

VithU, is an emergency App that, at the click of the power button of your smartphone 2 

times consecutively begins sending out alert messages every 2 minutes to your contacts that you 

feed into the app as the designated receivers or guardians. The message says "I am in danger. I 

need help. Please follow my location." The receiver will receive a link to your location every 2 

minutes giving them your updated location. Also, you will get updates on the Crime Scene in India 

and a “Tips Feed” option exclusively giving you safety tips in an emergency situation. This is an 

emergency app initiated by a popular Indian crime television series “Gum rah” aired on Channel.  

Smart Belt: 

This system is designed with a portable device which resembles a normal belt. It consists 

of Arduino Board, screaming alarm and pressure sensors. When the threshold of the pressure 

sensor crosses, the device will be activated automatically. The screaming alarm unit will be 

activated and send sirens asking help. 

 

2.3 Drawbacks of the existing systems: 

  

1. The systems are bulky and are not portable where in these cannot be carried easily anywhere, 

any time.  

2. Requires more hardware, which in turn increases the implementation cost.  

3. The systems doesn’t provide a complete kit solution to the existing problem.  
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4. As we can see above the entire systems are separated with each other and lack the feature of 

one stop solution to problem of women safety  

5. The main drawback of the applications and services is that the initial action has to be triggered 

by the victim which often in situation like these doesn't happen. So, the emphasis is to build a 

solution that works autonomously in situations encountered.  

Also, these existing technologies are not one stop solution to the existing problem. Our 

project presents design and implementation of women safety system which will ensure women 

safety by providing the one stop solution using IoT. 

 

 

2.4  Solution to the problem:  

 

considering the ever-rising increase of issues on women harassment in recent past is mostly 

about her safety and security. The only thought haunting by every girl is when they will be able to 

move freely on the streets even in odd hours without worrying about their security. This paper 

suggests a new perspective to use technology for women safety. If the culprit is trying to attack a 

woman, the device that is carried by a woman will send alert calls and images of the culprit to the 

saved contacts and E-mails. The electric shock glove which develops huge amount of voltage to 

rescue herself from the culprit and there is a light which can deviates the culprit for a while. 

The level of security can be increased more by electronics assistance device having 

portability that can be carried anywhere, which can track the location of women, captures the 

image of culprit and makes the alert call to the registered family numbers in times of danger. 

The electronic gadget (project) is implemented using Internet of Things (IoT) gadget will 

be used in the public places such as malls, bus stands, offices etc. The description of the hardware’s 

and the software tool required for making the women safer is given in the further topics. 

 

2.5 Brief Intro on Technologies used for Implementation of Women Safety: 

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the use of intelligently connected devices and systems 

to leverage data gathered by embedded sensors and actuators in machines and other physical 
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objects. IoT is expected to spread rapidly over the coming years and this convergence will 

unleash a new dimension of services that improve the quality of life of consumers and 

productivity of enterprises, unlocking an opportunity that the GSMA refers to as the 

‘Connected Life’.  

 For consumers, the IoT has the potential to deliver solutions that dramatically improve 

energy efficiency, security, health, education and many other aspects of daily life.  

 For enterprises, IoT can underpin solutions that improve decision-making and 

productivity in manufacturing, retail, Agriculture and other sectors.  

Objects around us have been connected for decades. Devices like TV remote controls and 

garage door openers have been part of our domestic landscape for generations. Industrial 

applications of these technologies—for example, through remote monitoring and control of 

production—are also nothing new. In fact, even the phrase “Internet of Things” is not a recent 

invention; it was coined around twenty years ago.  

However, recent developments in both networks and devices are enabling a much greater range 

of connected devices and Internet of Things (IoT) functionalities. Today, the phrase “Internet of 

Things” refers to the world of smart connected objects and devices. Gone is the remote control, 

replaced by an intelligent device that will automatically fulfill its task based on its analysis of user 

behavior. All of this is made possible by the miniaturization of electronic devices, accompanied 

by a huge increase in the availability of internet connectivity. IoT describes a system where items 

in the physical world, and sensors within or attached to these items, are connected to the Internet 

via wireless and wired Internet connections. These sensors can use various types of local area 

connections such as RFID, NFC, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and ZigBee. Sensors can also have wide area 

connectivity such as GSM, GPRS, 3G, and LTE. 

As the Internet of Things evolves, we can see an increase of smart connected devices supported 

by mobile networks, providing seamless connectivity, will unlock opportunities to provide life-

enhancing services for consumers while boosting productivity for enterprises. thirteen industry 

sectors where in significant adoption of IoT services are going to take place In cities, the 

development of smart grids, data analytics and autonomous vehicles will provide an intelligent 

platform to deliver innovations in energy management, traffic management and security, sharing 

the benefits of this technology throughout society The IoT will also help widen access and improve 

quality of education and health. As demand for healthcare doubles8, connected smart devices will 
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help address this challenge by supporting a range of e-health services that improve access and 

enable monitoring of chronic diseases and age-related conditions in the home. In doing so, they 

will improve the quality of care and quality of life for patients, while reducing the strain on the 

wider healthcare system. 

 

2.6 IoT Applications: 

New IoT applications are being introduced to the market every day. While IoT applications are 

expected to penetrate into many activities—both consumer and industrial—smart home 

applications seem to be the fastest growing segment. Connected home devices are expected to 

comprise 25% of all Internet of Things devices shipped this year, according to BI Intelligence, a 

market currently valued at $61 billion and expected to jump to $490 billion by 2019.  

Many of these, as the next section discusses, have potential to improve quality of life for 

persons with disabilities. Home automation applications and security systems are an obvious 

example of this. Other examples include self-driving cars that identify traffic and obstacles and 

remote medical monitoring that makes access to care available to more people in more places 

 

 

ADVANTAGES: 

  It is an IoT based real-time project.  

 It automatically sends alert even without the girl’s consent.  

  False alerts could be realized by parents through live streaming, without being panic.  

  No Smartphone dependency.  

  Can also be used for child safety, accidents, and patient monitoring. 
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CHAPTER-3 

IMPLEMENTATION OF HARDWARE 

RASPBERRY PI 

 

3.1 The Idea to create the Raspberry Pi: 

 

The idea behind a tiny and affordable computer for kids came in 2006, when Eben Upton, 

Rob Mullins, Jack Lang and Alan Mycroft, based at the University of Cambridge’s Computer 

Laboratory, became concerned about the year-on-year decline in the numbers and skills levels of 

the A Level students applying to read Computer Science. From a situation in the 1990s where most 

of the kids applying were coming to interview as experienced hobbyist programmers, the 

landscape in the 2000s was very different; a typical applicant might only have done a little web 

design. 

Something had changed the way kids were interacting with computers. A number of 

problems were identified: majority of curriculums with lessons on using Word and Excel, or 

writing webpages; the end of the dot-com boom; and the rise of the home PC and games console 

to replace the Amigas, BBC Micros, Spectrum ZX and Commodore 64 machines that people of an 

earlier generation learned to program on.  

 

 

 

Fig3.1: A Complete Commodore 64 system 
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There isn’t much any small group of people can do to address problems like an inadequate school 

curriculum or the end of a financial bubble. But those students felt that they could try to do 

something about the situation where computers had become so expensive and arcane that 

programming experimentation on them had to be forbidden by parents; and to find a platform that, 

like those old home computers, could boot into a programming environment. Thus, came the idea 

of creating the device which kids could buy and learn programming or hardware on – The 

Raspberry Pi. 

 

I. 3.2 Initial Design Considerations: 

From 2006 to 2008 they created many designs and prototypes of what we now know as the 

Raspberry Pi. One of the earliest prototypes is shown below: 

 

 

Fig3.2: One of the earliest prototypes of the pi 

These boards use an Atmel ATmega644 microcontroller clocked at 22.1MHz, and a 512K SRAM 

for data and frame buffer storage. 

By 2008, processors designed for mobile devices were becoming more affordable, and 

powerful enough to provide excellent multimedia, a feature which would make the board desirable 
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to kids who wouldn’t initially be interested in a purely programming-oriented device. The project 

started to look very realisable and feasible. Eben (now a chip architect at Broadcom), Rob, Jack 

and Alan, teamed up with Pete Lomas, MD of hardware design and manufacture company Norcott 

Technologies, and David Braben, co-author of the BBC Micro game Elite, to form the Raspberry 

Pi Foundation to make it a reality. Three years later, the Raspberry Pi Model B entered mass 

production through licensed manufacture deals with Element 14/Premier Farnell and RS 

Electronics, and within two years it had sold over two million units! 

3.3 Hardware: 

 

Hardware Layout 

 

 

Fig 3.3: Block Diagram of Raspberry pi 3 

PBERRY PI 3 Raspberry pi is a series connected credit card sized microprocessor. There 

are different types of raspberry pi. It has a high-speed connection compared to other raspberry pi 
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and it has storage up to 1 Giga Byte. It is set in a way that the health condition of the person who 

wears this device is noted and stored in the cloud for every 20 milliseconds It is a microprocessor 

to which GPS is connected and every record of health condition of women is noted and stored in 

the cloud and if there are any variations or any severe conditions the GPS sends the messages to 

the nearby police station and relatives. 

 

3.3.1 A brief description of the components on the Pi: 

 

1) Processor / SoC (System on Chip): 

The Raspberry Pi has a Broadcom BCM2835 System on Chip module. It has a 

ARM1176JZF-S processor. While operating at 700 MHz by default, the Raspberry Pi 

provides a real-world performance roughly equivalent to the 0.041 GFLOPS. On the CPU 

level the performance is similar to a 300 MHz Pentium II of 1997-1999, but the GPU, 

however, provides 1 G pixel/s, 1.5 G Texel/s or 24 GFLOPS of general-purpose compute 

and the graphics capabilities of the Raspberry Pi are roughly equivalent to the level of 

performance of the Xbox of 2001. 

 

2) Power source: 

The Pi is a device which consumes 700mA or 3W or power. It is powered by a Micro USB 

charger or the GPIO header. Any good smartphone charger will do the work of powering 

the Pi. 

 

3) SD Card: 

The Raspberry Pi does not have any onboard storage available. The operating system is 

loaded on a SD card which is inserted on the SD card slot on the Raspberry Pi. The 

operating system can be loaded on the card using a card reader on any computer. 

 

4) GPIO 

GPIO – General Purpose Input Output 
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General-purpose input/output (GPIO) is a generic pin on an integrated circuit whose 

behaviour, including whether it is an input or output pin, can be controlled by the user at 

run time. 

GPIO capabilities may include: 

 GPIO pins can be configured to be input or output 

 GPIO pins can be enabled/disabled 

 Input values are readable (typically high=1, low=0) 

 Output values are writable/readable 

 Input values can often be used as IRQs (typically for wakeup events) 

The production Raspberry Pi board has a 26-pin 2.54 mm (100 mil) expansion header, marked as 

P1, arranged in a 2x13 strip. They provide 8 GPIO pins plus access to I²C, SPI, UART), as well as 

+3.3 V, +5 V and GND supply lines. Pin one is the pin in the first column and on the bottom row.  

 

Fig 3.4: GPIO connector on RPi 

5) DSI Connector: 

The Display Serial Interface (DSI) is a specification by the Mobile Industry Processor 

Interface (MIPI) Alliance aimed at reducing the cost of display controllers in a mobile 

device. It is commonly targeted at LCD and similar display technologies 

6) RCA Video: 
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 RCA Video outputs (PAL and NTSC) are available on all models of Raspberry Pi. Any 

television or screen with a RCA jack can be connected with the RPi.  

 

                                                       

Fig3.5:RCA Video Connector 

 

7) Audio Jack:  

A standard 3.5 mm TRS connector is available on the RPi for stereo audio output. Any 

headphone or 3.5mm audio cable can be connected directly. Although this jack cannot be 

used for taking audio input, USB mics or USB sound cards can be used. 

 

8) Status LEDs: 

There are 5 status LEDs on the RPi that show the status of various activities as follows: 

“OK” - SD Card Access (via GPIO16) - labelled as "OK" on Model B Rev1.0 boards and 

"ACT" on Model B Rev2.0 and Model A boards 

“POWER” - 3.3 V Power - labelled as "PWR" on all boards 

“FDX” - Full Duplex (LAN) (Model B) - labelled as "FDX" on all boards 

“LNK” - Link/Activity (LAN) (Model B) – label ed as "LNK" on all boards 

“10M/100” - 10/100Mbit (LAN) (Model B) - labelled (incorrectly) as "10M" on Model B 

Rev1.0 boards and "100" on Model B Rev2.0 and Model A boards 

 

Fig3.6: Status LEDs 
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9) USB 2.0 Port: 

USB 2.0 ports are the means to connect accessories such as mouse or keyboard to the 

Raspberry Pi. There is 1 port on Model A, 2 on Model B and 4 on Model B+. The number 

of ports can be increased by using an external powered USB hub which is available as a 

standard Pi accessory. 

10) Ethernet: 

Ethernet port is available on Model B and B+. It can be connected to a network or internet 

using a standard LAN cable on the Ethernet port. The Ethernet ports are controlled by 

Microchip LAN9512 LAN controller chip. 

 

11) CSI connector 

CSI – Camera Serial Interface is a serial interface designed by MIPI (Mobile Industry 

Processor Interface) alliance aimed at interfacing digital cameras with a mobile processor. 

The RPi foundation provides a camera specially made for the Pi which can be connected 

with the Pi using the CSI connector. 

 

12) JTAG headers: 

JTAG is an acronym for ‘Joint Test Action Group', an organisation that started back in the 

mid 1980's to address test point access issues on PCB with surface mount devices. The 

organisation devised a method of access to device pins via a serial port that became known 

as the TAP (Test Access Port). 

 

13) HDMI: 

HDMI – High Definition Multimedia Interface 

HDMI 1.3 a type A port is provided on the RPi to connect with HDMI screens. 
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TABLE 1: Specifications 

 

 

3.3.2 Brief description of System on Chip (SoC): 

 

Since smartphones and tablets are basically smaller computers, they require pretty much 

the same components we see in desktops and laptops in order to offer us all the amazing things 

they can do (apps, music and video playing, 3D gaming support, advanced wireless features, etc). 

But smartphones and tablets do not offer the same amount of internal space as desktops and laptops 

for the various components needed such as the logic board, the processor, the RAM, the graphics 

card, and others. That means these internal parts need to be as small as possible, so that device 

manufacturers can use the remaining space to fit the device with a long-lasting battery life. Thanks 

to the wonders of miniaturization, SoC manufacturers, like Qualcomm, Nvidia or Texas 

Instruments, can place some of those components on a single chip, the System on a Chip that 

powers smartphones. 

A system on a chip or system on chip (SoC or SOC) is an integrated circuit (IC) that 

integrates all components of a computer or other electronic system into a single chip. It may 

contain digital, analog, mixed-signal, and often radio-frequency functions—all on a single chip 

substrate. SoCs are very common in the mobile electronics market because of their low power 

consumption. A typical application is in the area of embedded systems.  
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A typical SoC consists of: 

 A microcontroller, microprocessor or DSP core(s). Some SoCs—called multiprocessor 

system on chip (MPSoC)—include more than one processor core. 

 memory blocks including a selection of ROM, RAM, EEPROM and flash memory 

 timing sources including oscillators and phase-locked loops 

 peripherals including counter-timers, real-time timers and power-on reset generators 

 external interfaces, including industry standards such as USB, FireWire, Ethernet, USART, 

SPI 

 analog interfaces including ADCs and DACs 

 voltage regulators and power management circuits 

 A bus - either proprietary or industry-standard such as the AMBA bus from ARM Holdings 

- connects these blocks. DMA controllers route data directly between external interfaces 

and memory, bypassing the processor core and thereby increasing the data throughput of 

the SoC. 

3.4 Software: 

3.4.1 Operating System: 

The Raspberry Pi primarily uses Linux kernel-based operating systems. The ARM11 is based 

on version 6 of the ARM which is no longer supported by several popular versions of Linux, 

including Ubuntu. The install manager for Raspberry Pi is NOOBS. The OSs included with 

NOOBS are: 

 Arch Linux ARM 

 Open ELEC 

 Pidora (Fedora Remix) 

 Raspbmc and the XBMC open source digital media centre 

 RISC OS – The operating system of the first ARM-based computer 

 Raspbian (recommended) – Maintained independently of the Foundation; based on ARM 

hard-float (armhf)-Debian 7 'Wheezy' architecture port, that was designed for a newer 

ARMv7 processor whose binaries would not work on the Raspberry Pi, but Raspbian is 
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compiled for the ARMv6 instruction set of the Raspberry Pi making it work but with slower 

performance. It provides some available deb software packages, pre-compiled software 

bundles. A minimum size of 2 GB SD card is required, but a 4 GB SD card or above is 

recommended. There is a Pi Store for exchanging programs. The 'Raspbian Server Edition 

(RSEv2.4)', is a stripped version with other software packages bundled as compared to the 

usual desktop computer oriented Raspbian.  

 

3.4.2 Boot Process: 

The Raspberry Pi does not boot as a traditional computer. The Video Core i.e. the Graphics 

processor actually boots before the ARM CPU. The boot process of the Raspberry Pi can be 

explained as follows: 

 When the power is turned on, the first bits of code to run is stored in a ROM chip in the 

SoC and is built into the Pi during manufacture. This is the called the first-stage 

bootloader. 

 The SoC is hardwired to run this code on start-up on a small RISC Core (Reduced 

Instruction Set Computer). It is used to mount the FAT32 boot partition in the SD Card so 

that the second-stage bootloader can be accessed. So, what is this ‘second-stage 

bootloader’ stored in the SD Card? It’s ‘bootcode.bin’. This file can be seen while mount 

process of an operating system on the SD Card in windows.  

 Now here’s something tricky. The first-stage bootloader has not yet initialized the ARM 

CPU (meaning CPU is in reset) or the RAM. So, the second-stage bootloader also has to 

run on the GPU. The bootloader. In file is loaded into the 128K 4 way set associative L2 

cache of the GPU and then executed. This enables the RAM and loads start. Elf which is 

also in the SD Card. This is the third-stage bootloader and is also the most important. It is 

the firmware for the GPU, meaning it contains the settings or in our case, has instructions 

to load the settings from config.txt which is also in the SD Card.  We can think of the 

config.txt as the ‘BIOS settings. 

 The start. Elf also splits the RAM between the GPU and the ARM CPU. The ARM only 

has accessed the to the address space left over by the GPU address space. For example, if 
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the GPU was allocated addresses from 0x000F000 – 0x0000FFFF, the ARM has access to 

addresses from 0x00000000 – 0x0000EFFF. 

 The physical addresses perceived by the ARM core is actually mapped to another 

address in the Video Core (0xC0000000 and beyond) by the MMU (Memory 

Management Unit) of the Video Core. 

 The config.txt is loaded after the split is done so the splitting amounts cannot be specified 

in the config.txt. However, different .elf files having different splits exist in the SD Card. 

So, depending on the requirement, the file can be renamed to start. Elf and boot the Pi. In 

the Pi, the GPU is King! 

 Other than loading config.txt and splitting RAM, the start. Elf also loads cmdline.txt if it 

exists. It contains the command line parameters for whatever kernel that is to be loaded. 

This brings us to the final stage of the boot process. The start. Elf finally loads kernel. 

img which is the binary file containing the OS kernel and releases the reset on the CPU. 

The ARM CPU then executes whatever instructions in the kernel.img thereby loading the 

operating system. 

 After starting the operating system, the GPU code is not unloaded. In fact, start. Elf is not 

just firmware for the GPU, It is a proprietary operating system called Video Core OS 

(VCOS). When the normal OS (Linux) requires an element not directly accessible to it, 

Linux communicates with VCOS using the mailbox messaging system. 
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Fig 3.7: Boot process of Raspberry pi 

 

 

3.4.3 The NOOBS installer: 

The Raspberry Pi package only comes with the main board and nothing else. It does not 

come shipped with an operating system. Operating systems are loaded on a SD card from a 

computer and then the SD card is inserted in the Pi which becomes the primary boot device. 

Installing operating system can be easy for some enthusiasts, but for some beginners working with 

image files of operating systems can be difficult. So, the Raspberry Pi foundation made a software 

called NOOBS – New Out of Box Software which eases the process of installing an operating 

system on the Pi.  

The NOOBS installer can be downloaded from the official website. A user only needs to 

connect a SD card with the computer and just run the setup file to install NOOBS on the SD card. 

Next, insert the card on the Raspberry Pi. On booting the first time, the NOOBS interface is loaded 

and the user can select from a list of operating systems to install. It is much convenient to install 

the operating system this way. Also, once the operating system is installed on the card with the 

Third Stage Bootloader

bootcode.bin starts start.elf which splits the ram. Then load kernel.img. Operating System 
is now loaded.

Second Stage Bootloader

Mount bootcode.bin from FAT32 boot partition from SD Card to L2 cache of GPU. 

Power On

Hardwired First Stage Bootloader
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NOOBS installer, every time the Pi boots, a recovery mode provided by the NOOBS can be 

accessed by holding the shift key during boot. It also allows editing of the config.txt file for the 

operating system. 

3.4.4 Raspberry Pi compatible operating systems: 

 

Table 2: List of supported Operating Systems 

Distribution  Type  Memory 

footprint  

Packages  

Arch Linux ARM Linux  
 

8,700 

Berry Terminal Linux  
  

Bodhi Linux Raspbian 
 

35,000+ 

ARMHF 

Debian ARM Linux  
 

20,000+ 

Fedora Remix Linux  
 

16,464?  

Gentoo Linux Linux  ~23 MiB 
 

IP Fire Linux  ~20 MiB 144 

I2PBerry Linux  
 

20,000+ 

    

Meego MER + XBMC Linux (embedded)  ~34 MiB + 

XBMC  

~320 (core)  

Moebius Raspbian ~20 MiB (core) + Raspbian 

Repositories  

nOS Linux  ~90 MiB 35,000+  

openSUSE Linux 3.11  28 MiB (inc. 

X11)  

6300 

OpenWRT Linux  3,3MiB  3358 

PiBang Linux Linux_3.6.11 

&SystemD 
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PwnPi Linux  
 

20,000+ 

QtonPi Linux  
  

VPNbian Linux  ~40 MiB w/o 

desktop  

35,000+ 

Raspbian Linux  ~30 MiB w/o 

desktop  

35,000+ 

OpenELEC Linux 3.10.16 

(embedded)  

95 MiB (incl. 

XBMC)  

~140 (+ 7 via xbmc)  

XBian Raspbian 
 

35,000+ 

Raspbmc Raspbian 
 

20,000+ 

RISC OS RISC OS  
  

Aros hosted on Raspbian 

Limited Demo 

Mixed Debian6 and 

Aros 

<~50 MiB 
 

Plan9 Plan 9  
  

SlaXBMCRPi Linux 3.10.36+  
 

476 

(+ Official SlackwareARM 

14.1 Packages)  

PiMAME Linux  
  

PiBox Linux/Buildroot 
  

pipaOS Raspbian ~32 MiB 37.500  

Raspberry WebKiosk Raspbian 
  

Volumio Raspbian 
  

Nard SDK Embedded Linux  ~40 MB  
 

 

3.5 Applications: 

The major aim behind the Raspberry Pi was to educate people, especially children and 

teenagers, towards programming and basic hardware interfacing. The open body structure of the 

Raspberry Pi makes it a machine on which one can learn computer concepts. Applications of the 

Raspberry Pi can be given as follows: 
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 Teaching programming concepts. 

 Teaching hardware interfacing. 

 Raspberry Pi being very cost effective can be deployed in large numbers in underdeveloped 

and developing countries like Africa, India, China, Brazil etc. to schools and colleges and 

to everyone who is interested in computers and electronics. 

 It can be used in robotics for controlling motors, sensors, etc. 

 It can be used as a downloading machine replacing desktop computers. It consumes very 

low power and also can be accessed remotely. 

 It can be used as a media centre at home. Any television can be converted to a smart TV 

with internet capabilities with the Pi. 

 It can be used for designing prototypes of DIY projects and certain embedded devices. It 

becomes very cheap option for testing and evaluation purpose. 

 Can be used in creating and handling small servers. 

 It can be used for making digital photo frames, tablets etc at home 

 

3.6 Advantages and disadvantages: 

Advantages of the Raspberry Pi: 

It is important for customers and business owners that want to get the Raspberry Pi to consider 

whether it fits with their business strategy and are willing to go through the process of putting it 

together and tailoring the product to their own needs. The benefits that these products offer beside 

the low price point are: 

 This microcomputer is useful for small or home-based businesses that run on a smaller 

budget than bigger companies for you are not required to purchase any special licenses 

from the Raspberry Pi Foundation to use their product or if you invent new technology that 

embeds the product. Small business owners can use it to automate any small task, such as 

using the Pi to run a website ( as long as it does not have a lot of traffic), or use it as a small 

database and media server... pretty much anything that doesn't require the Windows 
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operating system or other systems that does not support Linux and lots of traffic). 

Businesses can also save money on buying cooling systems that are required to cool 

servers. 

 The product does not require the user to have extensive programming experience since it 

is aimed for the younger generation to learn about programming. Python, the programming 

language that the Pi uses, is less complex than other languages available. For example, it 

has better code readability and allows the user to type concepts using fewer amount of 

lines. Python also has an automatic memory management function. 

 The product also gives you a lot of room to experiment and turn it into something else that 

is entirely different.  The SD cards on the board can be easily switched, which allows you 

to change the functions of the device without spending a lot of time re-installing the 

software. 

 The Raspberry Pi is perfect for adaptive technology: it is able to display images or play 

videos at 1080p high definition resolution to building systems such as digital jukeboxes 

or prototyping embedded systems. This product makes it possible to build complex and 

effective products at a cheaper price. 

 The product is energy efficient and provides a greener ethical alternative to small 

businesses. This small credit card sized product makes it easy to recycle and does not 

release as much carbon dioxide emissions into the environment, unlike big servers that 

require lots of energy and extensive cooling systems. 

 

Disadvantages of the Raspberry pi: 

 It does not replace your computer, since the Ethernet is only a 10/100 and the processor is 

not as fast, it is time consuming to download and install software and is unable to do any 

complex multitasking. 

 Not compatible with other operating systems such as Windows (There are currently 1.3 

billion Windows users around the world.) 

 To use the Raspberry Pi, it will take more than just 35 dollars to get it to do what you need 

through buying extra accessories such as the SD card, USB power supply, keyboard. Etc 

and if you take into account the acquisition cost of the product. This is only fit for those 
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who want a gadget that they can tailor to their own needs and tastes, not for those who just 

wants to get a job done fast. Business owners need to consider if the extra hassle is worth 

it. 

 This product will not be useful for bigger businesses that already have big servers, which 

would already do everything that the Raspberry Pi does, so it would not be worth it to take 

the time to get someone to put it together. 
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CHAPTER 4 

GPS Receiver Module and GSM Module 

4.1 Introduction to GPS Receiver Module: 

 

 

Fig4.1: Basic Map of GPS Receiver Module 

GPS receivers are generally used in smartphones, fleet management system, military etc. for 

tracking or finding location. Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based system that uses 

satellites and ground stations to measure and compute its position on Earth. GPS is also known as 

Navigation System with Time and Ranging (NAVSTAR) GPS.GPS receiver needs to receive data 

from at least 4 satellites for accuracy purpose. GPS receiver does not transmit any information to 

the satellites. This GPS receiver is used in many applications like smartphones, Cabs, Fleet 

management etc. 

 GPS Module the Global Positioning System Isa location tracker. It, tracks the current 

location in the form of longitude and latitude. The GPS Coder Module will use this information to 

search an exact address of that location as the street name, nearby junction etc. which is directly 

connected to USART of the microcontroller provides reliable positioning, navigation, and timing 

services to worldwide users on a continuous basis in all weather, day and night, anywhere on or 
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near the Earth. . In case if GPS is disabled then the system will only send the longitude and latitude 

through SMS. So, Internet is mandatory. 

 4.2 How GPS Works: 

GPS receiver uses a constellation of satellites and ground stations to calculate accurate 

location wherever it is located. These GPS satellites transmit information signal over radio 

frequency (1.1 to 1.5 GHz) to the receiver. With the help of this received information, a ground 

station or GPS module can compute its position and time. 

 

 

Fig 4.2:GIF Source 

4.3 How GPS Receiver Calculates its Position and Time: 

GPS receiver receives information signals from GPS satellites and calculates its distance from 

satellites. This is done by measuring the time required for the signal to travel from satellite to the 

receiver. 
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Fig 4.3: GPS Distance Calculation 

 

 

Where, 

Speed = Speed of Radio signal which is approximately equal to the speed of light i.e.  

Time = Time required for a signal to travel from the satellite to the receiver. 

By subtracting the sent time from the received time, we can determine the travel time. 

 

Fig4.4: GPS Signal Time Difference 

To determine distance, both the satellite and GPS receiver generate the same pseudocode 

signal at the same time. The satellite transmits the pseudocode; which is received by the GPS 

receiver. These two signals are compared and the difference between the signals is the travel time. 

Now, if the receiver knows the distance from 3 or more satellites and their location (which is sent 

by the satellites), then it can calculate its location by using Trilateration method. 

 

http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/gadgets/travel/gps1.htm
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Fig 4.5: GPS Receiver 

GPS receiver module gives output in standard (National Marine Electronics Association) NMEA 

string format. It provides output serially on Tx pin with default 9600 Baud rate. This NMEA string 

output from GPS receiver contains different parameters separated by commas like longitude, 

latitude, altitude, time etc. Each string starts with ‘$’ and ends with carriage return/line feed 

sequence. 

 

E.g. 

$GPGGA,184237.000,1829.9639, N,07347.6174, E,1,05,2.1,607.1, M, -64.7, M,0000*7D 

$GPGSA, A,3,15,25,18,26,12,,,,,,,,5.3,2.1,4.8*36 

$GPGSV,3,1,11,15,47,133,46,25,44,226,45,18,37,238,45,26,34,087,40*72 

$GPGSV,3,2,11,12,27,184,45,24,02,164,26,29,58, 349,05,26,034, *7F 

$GPGSV,3,3,11,21,25, 303,02,11, 071,22,01,228, *40 

$GPRMC,184237.000,A,1829.9639,N,07347.6174,E,0.05,180.19,230514,,,A*64 
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4.4 Pin Description: 

 

 

Fig4.6: GPS Receiver Module 

VCC: Power Supply 3.3 – 6 V  

GND: Ground 

TX: Transmit data serially which gives information about location, time etc. 

RX: Receive Data serially. It is required when we want to configure GPS module. 

  

4.4.1 Check GPS module: 

Before Interfacing GPS module with PIC18F4550 microcontroller, we can check the 

output of GPS module. From that string, we can extract information like longitude, latitude, time 

which is helpful to find location and timing information. To do this, connect this GPS module to 

the PC via USB to Serial converter or DB9 connector. Also, it is necessary to keep antenna of GPS 

module on proper location. 
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Fig 4.7: GPS Serial Interface 

1. Now open any serial terminal e.g. Real term, Hyper terminal, Putty etc. on PC/laptop. 

2. Open the PORT with 9600 baud rates. 

3. The terminal will show data coming from GPS receiver module. 

The output data from GPS receiver module displaying on a serial terminal as follows. 

  

  

Fig4.8: Output data from GPS Module 

  

In the above string, the NMEA string starting with “$GPGGA” is most popularly used. It provides 

us Time, Longitude, Latitude and Altitude along with directions. This information is helpful to 

find Time and Location. 
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4.5 Introduction to GSM Module: 

SIM800L GSM/GPRS module is a miniature GSM modem, which can be integrated into a great 

number of IoT projects. You can use this module to accomplish almost anything a normal cell 

phone can; SMS text messages, Make or receive phone calls, connecting to internet through GPRS, 

TCP/IP, and more! To top it off, the module supports quad-band GSM/GPRS network, meaning it 

works pretty much anywhere in the world. 

Hardware Overview of SIM800L GSM/GPRS module 

At the heart of the module is a SIM800L GSM cellular chip from SimCom. The operating voltage 

of the chip is from 3.4V to 4.4V, which makes it an ideal candidate for direct LiPo battery supply. 

This makes it a good choice for embedding into projects without a lot of space. 

 

Fig4.9:SIM800L GSM/GPRS Module 

All the necessary data pins of SIM800L GSM chip are broken out to 0.1″ pitch headers. This 

includes pins required for communication with a microcontroller over UART. The module 

supports baud rate from 1200bps to 115200bps with Auto-Baud detection. The module needs an 

external antenna to connect to a network. The module usually comes with a Helical Antenna and    

solders directly to NET pin on PCB. The board also has a U. FL connector facility in case you 

want to keep the antenna away from the board. 
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Fig 4.10: SIM Socket 

There’s a SIM socket on the back! Any activated, 2G micro SIM card would work perfectly. 

Correct direction for inserting SIM card is normally engraved on the surface of the SIM socket. 

This module measures only 1-inch² but packs a surprising number of features into its little frame. 

Some of them are listed below: 

 Connect onto any global GSM network with any 2G SIM 

 Make and receive voice calls using an external 8ohms speaker and electret microphone 

 Send receive SMS messages 

 Send and receive GPRS data (TCP/IP, HTTP, etc.) 

 Scan and receive FM radio broadcasts 

 Transmit power 

 Class 4(2W) for GSM850 

 Class 1(1W) for DCS1800 

 Serial-based AT Command set 

 Accepts Micro SIM Card 
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4.6 LED Status Indicators: 

There is an LED on the top right side of the SIM800L Cellular Module which indicates the 

status of your cellular network. In fig4.11 For every blink (1s), The module is running but hasn’t 

made connection to the cellular network yet. In fig 4.12 for every blink(2S), The GPRS data 

connection you requested is active. In fig 4.13 for every blink (3s), The module has made contact 

with the cellular network and can send/receive and SMS. It’ll blink at various rates to show what 

state it’s in: 

 

 

Fig4.11: Every 1s 

 

Fig4.12: Every 2s 

 

Fig4.13: Every 3s 

 

 

4.7 Selecting Antenna: 

An antenna is required to use the module for any kind of voice or data communications as 

well as some SIM commands. So, selecting an antenna could be a crucial thing. There are two 

ways you can add an antenna to your SIM800L module. The first one is a Helical GSM antenna 

which usually comes with the module and solders directly to NET pin on PCB. This antenna is 

very useful for projects that need to save space but struggles in getting connectivity especially if 

your project is indoors. 

 

Fig 4.14: Helical GSM Antenna 
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The second one is any 3dBi GSM antenna along with a U. FL to SMA adapter which can 

be obtained online for less than $3. You can snap-fit this antenna to small U. FL connector located 

on the top-left corner of the module. This type of antenna has a better performance and allows 

putting your module inside a metal case – as long the antenna is outside. 

 

Fig 4.15: FL Connector 

4.8 Supplying Power for SIM800L module: 

One of the most important parts of getting the SIM800L module working is supplying it 

with enough power. Depending on which state it’s in, the SIM800L can be a relatively power-

hungry device. The maximum current draw of the module is around 2A during transmission burst. 

It usually won’t pull that much, but may require around 216mA during phone calls or 80mA during 

network transmissions. This chart from the datasheet summarizes what you may expect: 

 

Table 3: Supplying Power for SIM800L module 
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 Since SIM800L module doesn’t come with onboard voltage regulator, an external power supply 

adjusted to voltage between 3.4V to 4.4V (Ideal 4.1V) is required. The power supply should also 

be able to source 2A of surge current, otherwise the module will keep shutting down. Here are 

some options you can consider to correctly power your GSM module. 

4.8.1 Camera Description: 

Snap, snap! The Camera v2 is the new official camera board released by the Raspberry 

Pi Foundation! The Raspberry Pi Camera Board v2 is a high quality 8-megapixel Sony 

IMX219 image sensor custom designed add-on board for Raspberry Pi, featuring a fixed focus 

lens. It's capable of 3280 x 2464-pixel static images, and also supports 1080p30, 720p60, and 

640x480p90 video. It attaches to the Pi by way of one of the small sockets on the board's upper 

surface and uses the dedicated CSi interface, designed especially for interfacing to cameras. 

The upgraded Raspberry Pi Camera board v2 features:  

 Improved Resolution  

 8-megapixel native resolution high quality Sony IMX219 image sensor 

 Cameras are capable of 3280 x 2464-pixel static images  

 Remaining High Quality  

 Capture video at 1080p30, 720p60 and 640x480p90 resolutions 

 All software is supported within the latest version of Raspbian Operating 

System 

 1.12 µm X 1.12 µm pixel with OmniBSI technology for high performance (high 

sensitivity, low crosstalk, low noise) 

 Optical size of 1/4" 

 

 

Fig 4.16: PI Camera board  
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FEATURES: 

 Heart beat indication by LED  

 Instant output digital signal for directly connecting to microcontroller  

 Compact Size  

 Working Voltage +5V DC 

 

 

 

4.8.2 LM 35 Temperature Sensor: 

       The LM35 series are precision integrated-circuit temperature sensors, whose output 

voltage is linearly proportional to the Celsius (Centigrade) temperature. The LM35 thus has an 

advantage over linear temperature sensors calibrated in Kelvin, as the user is not required to 

subtract a large constant voltage from its output to obtain convenient centigrade scaling. The LM35 

does not require any external calibration or trimming to provide typical accuracies of ±1/4°C at 

room temperature and ±3/4°Cover a full -55 to +150°C temperature range. Low cost is assured by 

trimming and calibration at the water level. The LM35’s low output impedance, linear output, and 

precise inherent calibration make interfacing to readout or control circuitry especially easy. It can 

be used with single power supplies, or with plus and minus supplies. As it draws only 60 µA from 

its supply, it has very low self-heating, less than 0.1°C in still air. The LM35 is rated to operate 

over a -55° to +150°C temperature range, while the LM35C is rated for a -40° to +110°C range (-

10° with improved accuracy). The LM35 series is available packaged plastic TO-92 transistor 

package. The LM35D is also available in an 8-lead surface mount small outline package and a 

plastic TO-220 package. The LM35 can be applied easily in the same way as other integrated-

circuit temperature sensors. It can be glued or cemented to a surface and its temperature will be 

within about 0.01°C of the surface temperature. This presumes that the ambient air temperature is 

almost the same as the surface temperature; if the air temperature were much higher or lower than 

the surface temperature, the actual temperature of the LM35 die would be at an intermediate 

temperature between the surface temperature and the air temperature. 
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4.9 Radio Frequency: 

Radio frequency (RF) is a frequency or rate of oscillation within the range of about 3 Hz 

to 300 GHz. This range corresponds to frequency of alternating current electrical signals used to 

produce and detect radio waves. Since most of this range is beyond the vibration rate that most 

mechanical systems can respond to, RF usually refers to oscillations in electrical circuits or 

electromagnetic radiation. When an RF current is supplied to an antenna, it gives rise to an 

electromagnetic field that propagates through space. This field is sometimes called an RF field; in 

less technical jargon it is a "radio wave." Any RF field has a wavelength that is inversely 

proportional to the frequency. In the atmosphere or in outer space, if f is the frequency in megahertz 

and sis the wavelength in meters, then 

s = 300/f 

The frequency of an RF signal is inversely proportional to the wavelength of the EM field to which 

it corresponds. At 9 kHz, the free-space wavelength is approximately 33 kilometres (km) or 21 

miles (mi). At the highest radio frequencies, the EM wavelengths measure approximately one 

millimetre (1 mm). As the frequency is increased beyond that of the RF spectrum, EM energy 

takes the form of infrared (IR), visible, ultraviolet (UV), X rays, and gamma rays. 

WHAT ARE THE MAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE COMMUNICATION USING RF? 

 RF Transmitter 

 RF Receiver 

 Encoder and Decoder 

RF TRANSMITTER STT-433MHz: 

The STT-433 is ideal for remote control applications where low cost and longer range is 

required. The transmitter operates from a1.5-12V supply, making it ideal for battery-powered 

applications. The transmitter employs a SAW-stabilized oscillator, ensuring accurate frequency 
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control for best range performance. The manufacturing-friendly SIP style package and low-cost 

make the STT-433 suitable for high volume applications. 

 

Fig 4.17: RF TRANSMITTER STT-433MHz 

 

Pin Description: 

 

Fig 4.18: Pin diagram of RF Transmitter  

GND: Transmitter ground. Connect to ground plane 

DATA: Digital data input. This input is CMOS compatible and should be driven with CMOS 

level inputs. 

VCC:  Operating voltage for the transmitter. VCC should be bypassed with a .01uF ceramic 

capacitor and filtered with a 4.7uF tantalum capacitor. Noise on the power supply will degrade 

transmitter noise performance. 

ANT:  50-ohm antenna output. The antenna port impedance affects output power and harmonic 

emissions. Antenna can be single core wire of approximately 17cm length or PCB trace antenna. 
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RF RECEIVER STR-433 MHz: 

The data is received by the RF receiver from the antenna pin and this data is available on 

the data pins. Two Data pins are provided in the receiver module. Thus, this data can be used for 

further applications. 

 

 Fig 4.19: RF RECEIVER STR-433 MHz 

Pin Description: 

 

 

Fig4.20: Pin diagram of RF Receiver 

ANT: Antenna input. 

GND:  Receiver Ground. Connect to ground plane. 

VCC (5V): VCC pins are electrically connected and provide operating voltage for the receiver. 

VCC can be applied to either or both. VCC should be bypassed with a .1μF ceramic capacitor. 

Noise on the power supply will degrade receiver sensitivity. 
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DATA:  Digital data output. This output is capable of driving one TTL or CMOS load. It is a 

CMOS compatible output. 

 

 

 

4.10 Power Supply: 

Power supply is a reference to a source of electrical power. A device or system that supplies 

electrical or other types of energy to an output load or group of loads is called a power supply unit 

or PSU. The term is most commonly applied to electrical energy supplies, less often to mechanical 

ones, and rarely to others. This power supply section is required to convert AC signal to DC signal 

and also to reduce the amplitude of the signal. The available voltage signal from the mains is 

230V/50Hz which is an AC voltage, but the required is DC voltage (no frequency) with the 

amplitude of +5V and +12V for various applications. 

 In this section we have Transformer, Bridge rectifier, are connected serially and voltage 

regulators for +5V and +12V (7805 and 7812) via a capacitor (1000µF) in parallel are connected 

parallel as shown in the circuit diagram below. Each voltage regulator output is again is connected 

to the capacitors of values (100µF, 10µF, 1 µF, 0.1 µF) are connected parallel through which the 

corresponding output (+5V or +12V) are taken into consideration. 

 

Fig 4.21: Power supply 
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CHAPTER-5 

IMPLEMENTATION OF SOFTWARE 

 

5.1 Introduction to Raspberry PI OS: 

Raspbian is a free operating system based on Debian optimized for the Raspberry Pi 

hardware. An operating system is the set of basic programs and utilities that make your Raspberry 

Pi run. However, Raspbian provides more than a pure OS: it comes with over 35,000 packages 

pre-compiled software bundled in a nice format for easy installation on your Raspberry Pi. The 

initial build of over 35,000 Raspbian packages, optimized for best performance on the Raspberry 

Pi, was completed in June of 2012. However, Raspbian is still under active development with an 

emphasis on improving the stability and performance of as many Debian packages as possible.  

 

5.2 Preparing your SD card for the Raspberry PI: 

The SD card contains the Raspberry Pi’s operating system (the OS is the software that makes it 

work, like Windows on a PC or OSX on a Mac). This is very different from most computers and 

it is what many people find the most daunting part of setting up their Raspberry Pi. It is actually 

very straightforward— just different! The following instructions are for Windows users. 

 Download the Raspberry Pi operating system (The recommended OS is called Raspbian) 

 Unzip the file that you just downloaded  

 Right click on the file and choose “Extract all”.  

 Follow the instructions—you will end up with a file ending in .img  

This .img file can only be written to your SD card by special disk imaging software 

 

5.2.1 Download the Win32DiskImager software: 

 Download win32diskimager-binary. 

 Unzip it in the same way you did the Raspbian .zip file  

 You now have a new folder called win32diskimager-binary You are now ready to write the 
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Raspbian image to your SD card. 

5.3 Writing Raspbian to the SD card: 

Run the file named Win32DiskImager.exe (in Windows Vista, 7 and 8 we recommend that you 

right-click this file and choose “Run as administrator”). You will see something like this: 

 

 

Fig5.1: Win32 Disk Imager 

 Plug your SD card into your PC  

 In the folder you made in step 3(b),  

 If the SD card (Device) you are using isn’t found automatically then click on the 

drop-down box and select it 

 In the Image File box, choose the Raspbian .img file that you downloaded 

 Click Write 

 After a few minutes you will have an SD card that you can use in your Raspberry Pi 

 

5.4 Booting your Raspberry Pi for the first time: 

 Insert SD card in to raspberry pi b+ board 

 On first boot you will come to the Raspi-config window  

 Change settings such as timezone and locale if you want  

 Finally, select the second choice: expand_rootfs and say ‘yes’ to a reboot  

 The Raspberry Pi will reboot and you will see raspberrypi login:  

 Type: pi  

 You will be asked for your Password  
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 Type: raspberry  

 You will then see the prompt: pi@raspberry ~ $  

 Start the desktop by typing: startx  

 

5.5 IDLE Python Programming: 

IDLE is the standard Python development environment Its name is an acronym of "Integrated 

Development environment". It works well on both Unix and Windows platforms. it has a Python 

shell window, which gives you access to the Python interactive mode. It also has a file editor that 

lets you create and edit existing Python source files. The IDLE IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) is included with the Raspbian image. 

 

Figure 5.2: Python shell 

Starting Programming With IDLE: 

Run IDLE which will open the Python Shell window. 

Select Menu > File > New Window 

To run it select Menu > Run > Run Module and you should see your program appear in the 

Python Shell window. 
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Fig5.3: Python shell window 

1. Start IDLE (see screen above). You will then see a window entitled "Python Shell" 

2. From the Python Shell window, select New Window from the File menu. 

3. You will see a window entitled "Untitled 

4. From the File menu, select Save As, and select a folder to save your Python program file. 

 

 

Fig 5.4: File name text box 

5. Select a folder to save your file in. 

In the File name: text box, type: program1.py 

6. Then click on the Save button. You will then see a blank editor window ready for you to 

type in your Python program. 

7. To run this program, select Run Module from the Run menu You should see a reminder 

to save the Source (your program).  

8. Click on OK to save. Then you will see your program running in a Python Shell window. 
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Python is a widely used general-purpose, high-level programming language. Its design 

philosophy emphasizes code readability, and its syntax allows programmers to express concepts 

in fewer lines of code than would be possible in languages such as C++ or Java. The language 

provides constructs intended to enable clear programs on both a small and large scale. Python 

supports multiple programming paradigms, including object oriented, imperative  and functional 

programming or procedural styles. It features a dynamic type system and automatic memory 

management and has a large and comprehensive standard library. Python interpreters are available 

for installation on many operating systems, allowing Python code execution on a wide variety of 

systems. Using third-party tools, such as Py2exe or Python installer, Python code can be packaged 

into stand-alone executable programs for some of the most popular operating systems, allowing 

the distribution of Python-based software for use on those environments without requiring the 

installation of a Python interpreter. 

C Python, the reference implementation of Python, is free and open-source software and has 

a community-based development model, as do nearly all of its alternative implementations. C 

Python is managed by the non-profit Python Software Foundation. 

5.6 Installation of Raspbian Operating system: 

 

A Raspberry Pi (Either a Model B or Model B+)  

 

Fig5.5: Raspbian Operating System 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General-purpose_programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-level_programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Readability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lines_of_code
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C%2B%2B
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_(programming_language)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_paradigm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object-oriented_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperative_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functional_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functional_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procedural_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_type
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memory_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memory_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_library
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third-party_software_component
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Py2exe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CPython
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reference_implementation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_and_open-source_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Python_Software_Foundation
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 SD Card: 

We recommend an 8GB class 4 SD card.  

 Display and connecting cables: 

Any HDMI/DVI monitor or TV should work as a display for the Pi. For best results, use one 

with HDMI input, but other connections are available for older devices.  

 Keyboard and mouse: 

Any standard USB keyboard and mouse will work with your Raspberry Pi.  

 Power supply: 

Use a 5V micro USB power supply to power your Raspberry Pi. Be careful that whatever 

power supply you use outputs at least 5V; insufficient power will cause your Pi to behave 

unexpectedly.  

 Internet connection: 

To update or download software, we recommend that you connect your Raspberry Pi to the 

internet either via an Ethernet cable or a Wi-Fi adaptor.  

 Sound: 

Headphones, earphones or speakers with a 3.5mm jack will work with your Raspberry Pi. 
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CHAPTER-6 

RESULT ANALYSYS 

 

In some of the cases, the system can provide useful evidence. Since the system can do 

online video streaming of incidences after pressing the panic button the first time which can act as 

the evidence. The figure 2 shows the hardware implementation of video streaming and figure 3 

shows the result of online video streaming. The emergency message will send after pressing panic 

button the second time. This will send message “Please Help” to saved contact numbers. Hardware 

implementation and the result of SMS sending are shown in figure 4 and figure 5 respectively.  

The level of security can be increased more by electronics assistance device having 

portability that can be carried anywhere, which can track the location of women, captures the 

image of culprit and makes the alert call to the registered family numbers in times of danger. The 

electronic gadget (project) is implemented using Internet of Things (IoT) gadget will be used in 

the public places such as malls, bus stands, offices etc. The description of the hardware’s and the 

software tool required for making the women safer is given in the further topics. 

 

Fig6.1: Hardware Implementation of Video Streaming 

The project aims to provide low cost IoT based solutions for women safety which includes:  

 Image capturing of culprit, this helps to find the culprit and also serves as valid proof to 

make culprit guilty in the Indian Judicial courts  

 Making alert call via cloud (Twilio) to family alerting woman is in danger  
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 Locating the position of women under danger  

 Electric shock gadget for defense to help women escape in critical situation  

Our project mainly focuses on providing the tolerable electric shock to culprit that reduces the 

exited state and help women to escape the critical situation, we also tend to implement the device 

that is triggered without any manual aid e that provides safety for women in public places transport 

vehicles such as cabs, taxi, bus, auto rickshaw and working places. 

 

Fig6.2: Image of Online Video streaming 

 

On a counterpart the project also ensures to provide the self-defense feature, the smart flash 

light pendent with internet (IoT) makes the vision blur when the attacker is at the shorter distance 

and also makes the Emergency alert call to the victim’s family/police station indicating the women 

is in danger.  And if the Smart pendant fails to operate in the low network/ remote areas, the electric 

shock gloves without internet assures women escape the critical situation, these two factors form 

the combined self-defense application and helps the victim to escape from the danger. 

 

Fig6.3: Hardware Implementation of SMS sending 
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Fig6.4:SMS Sending using GSM 

 

Our Gadget is capable of working without the aid of any manual Input, gadget works on a 

full automatic bases by measuring the distance between the culprit and victim, if measured distance 

is less than the accepted value then device triggers itself, making to LED glow which in turn makes 

the light to flash on to the eyes of culprit. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS 

 

ADVANTAGES: 

 Portable device  

 Level of security can be increased 

 IoT based real-time project 

 Wearable device  

 Low power consumption 

 More efficient  

 No Smartphone dependency 

 False alerts could be realized by parents through live streaming, without being panic. 

 It automatically sends alert even without the girl’s consent. 

DISADVANTAGES: 

  Hard to dump the required programme in the chip. 

 Raspberry Pi hardware chip is Little Expensive. 

APPLICATIONS: 

Some of the applications are:  

 Can also be used for child safety, accidents, and patient monitoring. 

 The Gadget will be used in the public places such as malls, offices etc., 

 Used at public places like bus stops and railway stations. 
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CHAPTER-8 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Conclusion: 

 We have now developed a project that will deal with critical issues faced by a woman in 

the present society and give them the courage to fight against it. It continuously monitors the 

situation and automatically takes actions to protect her. The true potential of this project lies in the 

future when IoT reaches everywhere in India. For now, we have created a prototype for the project 

and it could be more minimized from a band to a chip that could be placed in any type of jewellery. 

This work attempts to abate the social concern that has been destroying the lives of numerous 

women and their families.Fig.2 depicts the prototype of the project we have developed. It contains 

the prototype of the band, shock shoe, and mobile showing the current location in the google map 

and the live images sent to the Gmail. 

 

Future scope: 

 As the technological changes or new requirement from user to enhance the functionality of 

product may requires new version to introduce. Although the System is complete and working 

efficiently, new modules which enhance the system functionality can be added without any major 

changes to the entire system. The system helps to supports the gender equality by providing safe 

environment to women in the society, and allows them to work till late nights. Anyone before 

doing any crime against the women will be deterred and it help reducing the crime rate against the 

women. 
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CHAPTER 10 

PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 

OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

 

Application Product Research Review 

    

 

Project Outcomes 

Outcome 1: To know about the Raspberry Pi module, web camera, GSM and GPS module, RF bit 

Transmitter and Receiver, Heartbeat and Temperature sensors. 

Outcome 2: To familiarize with the IoT technology. 

Outcome 3: To know how to use women safety device. 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply modern 

tools. 

PSO2: Apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to design, 

develop, analyse and test systems containing hardware and software components taking into 

societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations.  
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PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 

 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyse complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and 

design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 

consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations. 

 

4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis 

of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modelling to complex engineering 

activities with an understanding of the limitations.  

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant 

to the professional engineering practice.  

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and 

need for sustainable development.  
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8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice.  

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader 

in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and 

write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give 

and receive clear instructions.  

 

11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member 

and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.  

 

12.  Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage 

in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change.  

 

Mapping Table 

 

   

1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 

 

 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome1 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 

Outcome2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 

Outcome3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Edge detection is one of the key components in image processing and computer vision. It 

is the process used to find the boundaries of an object depicted in an image. Knowing the 

position of these boundaries is an important task in the process of image improvement, 

recognition, restoration and repression. The Sobel algorithm is used for edge detection, using the 

detection image edges are obtained. Therefore, it returns the edges at those points where the 

gradient of the considered image is high. Real-time image applications need to be processed in 

large pixel data for given time intervals. Dedicated devices such as FPGAs have emerged as 

promising solutions to reduce execution times by using similar image processing algorithms. 

MATLAB is used for reading image pixels and text file generation. The text file is given as input 

to Xilinx 14.1 ISE using Verilog HDL, which performs Sobel algorithm and finds the edge 

pixels. 

 

 

Keywords:  

Edge detection, FPGA, Sobel Operator 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

FPGA - Field Programmable Gate Array 

RTL - Register Transfer level 

LUT - Lookup Table 

IOB - Input Output Block 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background: 

The Edge detection process is an essential criterion for computer vision. As edges 

define the clearest part of the object which indicates the sharp change in the image 

brightness. According to digital terminology, an edge is said to be the set of pixel values 

whose gray value has a step change. It is basic for the image processing applications and 

good detection of edges defines the good image processing. To find out the abrupt changes 

in the brightness of the image, edge detection is to be performed. 

Edge detection is one of the important operations in image processing and computer 

vision. The edges define the boundaries between regions in an image, that helps in 

segmentation and object recognition. The Sobel operator is used for edge detection as the 

edges of image are considered to be the most important attributes of an image. In the edge 

function, the Sobel method uses the derivative approximation method to find edges of the 

image.  

 

1.2 Aim of the project:  

The main objective of the project is to implement the edge detection using FPGA 

which is to obtain an outline feature of a scene from an image by using Sobel operator. 

 

1.3 Methodology: 

 The Edge detection can be calculated using the Sobel operator. Comparing the pixel 

values of the image with their neighboring pixel values is called as Conventional edge 

detection. The convolution calculation is involved in the Sobel operator by implementing it 

with Kernels using FPGA. A kernel is nothing but a 3x3 matrix which can be applied as 

masks on the image matrix. It performs the gradient calculation on the image to find out the 

values corresponding to the edges of the image. 

The Gradients are calculated in both horizontal and vertical directions, they are Gx 

and Gy. The overall gradient can be calculated using the formula.  
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This Gradient value can be compared with a Threshold value to set the particular pixel 

value as a edge. 

The Gradient direction is calculated by using the formula given below. 

 

 

1.4  Significance of the work: 

Edge detection is a process of locating an edge of an image. Detection of edges in an 

image is a very important step towards understanding image features. Edges consist of 

meaningful features and contained significant information. It reduces significantly the 

amount of the image size and filters out information that may be regarded as less relevant, 

preserving the important structural properties of an image. Most images contain some 

amount of redundancies that can sometimes be removed when edges are detected and 

replaced, when it is reconstructed. 

The Sobel operator represents a rather inaccurate approximation of the image gradient, 

but is still of sufficient quality to be of practical use in many applications. More precisely, it 

uses intensity values only in a 3×3 region around each image point to approximate the 

corresponding image gradient, and it uses only integer values for the coefficients which 

weight the image intensities to produce the gradient approximation. 

 

1.5 Outline: 

The Sobel filter is used for edge detection. It works by calculating the gradient of  

image intensity at each pixel within the image. It finds the direction of the largest increase 

from light to dark and the rate of change in that direction. The result shows how abruptly or 

smoothly the image changes at each pixel, and therefore how likely it is that pixel represents 

an edge. It also shows how that edge is likely to be oriented. The result of applying the filter 

to a pixel in a region of onstant intensity is a zero vector. The result of applying it to a pixel 

on an edge is a vector that points across the edge from darker to brighter values. 

The sobel filter uses two 3 x 3 kernels. One is for changes in the horizontal direction, 
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and one for changes in vertical direction. The two kernels are convolved with the original 

image to calculate the approximations of the derivatives. The x-coordinate is defined as 

increasing in the right direction and the y-coordinate is defined as increasing in the down 

direction. To compute Gx, Gy we move the appropriate kernel over the input image, 

computing the value for one pixel and then shifting one piel to the right. Once the end of the 

row is reached, we move down to the beginning of the next row. 

 

1.6 Conclusion: 

Sobel operator is a discrete differentiation operator used to calculate an approximation 

of the gradient of an image intensity function for edge detection. At each pixel of an image, it 

gives either the corresponding gradient vector or normal to the vector. This convolves the 

input image with kernel and computes the gradient magnitude and direction. The 

implementation uses FPGA which is for faster operation. 
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Chapter 2 

LITERATURE OVERVIEW 

2.1 Literature Review: 

 To execute the edge detection, different techniques are there however those are 

organized into Gradient as well as Laplacian. The Gradient is determined by calculating the 

first order derivative of the image where as the Laplacian is obtained by zero crossings in the 

second order derivative. Laplacian is not much used for edge detection as the second order 

derivatives are sensitive to Noise. 

Comparing the pixel values of the image with their neighboring pixel values is called as 

Conventional edge detection. The convolution calculation is involved in the Sobel operator by 

implementing it with Kernels using FPGA. It performs the gradient calculation on an image to 

find out the values corresponding to the edges of the image. In general, first order derivative, 

second order derivative and optimal edge detection are used for calculating edge detection. The 

first order derivative is for calculating gradients. There are different gradient operators named 

Roberts operator, Prewitt operator and Sobel operator. Laplacian and Gaussian comes under 

Second order derivatives. The canny edge detection is the method for optimal edge detection. 

Edges are the most important attributes of an image particularly it is very much useful in 

real time image processing applications. It helps in the recognition of objects from a particular 

scene. Till now, many have chosen the software implementation rather for edge detection but 

that is not efficient so far. The implementation is more effective with hardware for real time 

applications. As second order derivatives are sensitive to noise, we go for gradient method 

namely Sobel operator. 

The Sobel edge detection is implemented with hardware using VLSI technology was 

proposed by Boo et al. [1] in 1994. Over the last few years great work has been done in the area 

of FPGA based edge detection algorithm implementation which leads to image processing 

implementation in real time. In 2007, the Sobel edge detection architecture using FPGA was 

presented by T. A. Abbasi et al. [2] which is having the problem with complexity in time and 

space. Afterwards, another architecture was given by S. Halder et al. [3] saved the time and 

consumes smaller space than the architecture given by T. A. Abbasi et al. [2] 

Detection of edges is an essential step towards compassionate image qualities. Edges 
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have an expressive features and information. It also decreases the size and extracts the 

information which may be recognized as a low applicable, conserving the properties of an 

image. 

C. Perra, F. Massida and D.D.Giusto [8] has proposed the properties of the sobel 

operator which is used for calculation of blockiness of an image. For most of the researchers, 

the developing of edge detection on hardware is a enormous task due to complicated hardware. 

The Implementation of edge detection in VLSI technology by the use of sobel operator in 

specific integrated circuit is proposed by M.Boo. [1] 

 

2.2 Edge Detection: 

In digital image processing, each image is quantized into pixels. With gray-scale 

images, each pixel indicates the level of brightness of the image in a particular spot: 0 

represents black, and with 8-bit pixels, 255 represent white. An edge is an abrupt change in 

the brightness (gray scale level) of the pixels. Detecting edges is an important task in 

boundary detection, motion detection/estimation, texture analysis, segmentation, and object 

identification.  

The four steps of edge detection are: 

1. Smoothing: Suppress as much noise as possible, without destroying the true edges.  

2. Enhancement: Apply filter to enhance the quality of edges in the image (sharpening).  

3. Detection: Determine which edge pixels should be discarded as noise and which should be 

retained (usually, thresholding provides the criterion used for detection).  

4. Localization: Determine the exact location of an edge (sub-pixel resolution might be required 

for some applications, that is, estimate the location of an edge to better than the spacing 

between pixels).   

 

Types of Edge Detection: 

    Edge detection makes use of differential operators to detect changes in the gradients of 

the grey levels. It is divided into two main categories:  

• First order derivative based edge detection (Gradient method)  

• Second order derivative based edge detection (Laplacian method)  
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Fig 2.1: Types of Edge detection 

 

First order derivative based edge detection (Gradient method):   

It is based on the use of a first order derivative or can say gradient based. The 

magnitude of gradient computed gives edge strength and the gradient direction that is always 

perpendicular to the direction of image edge. If f (x , y) be the input image, then image 

gradient is calculated by following formula;  

 

Where, Gx is the gradient in x direction. And Gy is the gradient in y direction. The 

gradient magnitude can be calculated by the formula.  

Second order derivative based edge detection (Laplacian method):  

This method is to search for zero crossings in the second derivative of the image to 

find out the edges. An image edge has the one-dimensional shape of a ramp and find out the 

derivative of the image can highlight its location. This method is characteristic of the 

“gradient filter” family of edge detection filters. A pixel location is only declared an edge 

location, if the value of its gradient exceeds some threshold. As mentioned earlier, edges have 

higher pixel intensity values than those are surrounding it. So once a threshold is set, the 

gradient value with the threshold value can be compared and edges can be detected whenever 

the threshold is exceeded.  
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In general, first order derivative, second order derivative and optimal edge detection 

are used for calculating edge detection. The first order derivative is for calculating gradients. 

There are different gradient operators called Roberts operator, Prewitt operator and Sobel 

operator. Laplacian and Gaussian come under the second order. Getting the edges using canny 

is a way to get the optimal edge detection. 

A. Robert Edge Detector: 

It is a gradient based operator. It computes the sum of the squares of the difference 

between diagonally adjacent image pixels through discrete differentiation and then calculate 

approximate gradient of an image. The input image is convolved with default kernels of 

operator and gradient magnitude and directions are computed. It uses following 2 x2 two 

kernels,   

 

B. Sobel Edge Detector: 

Sobel operator is a discrete differentiation operator used to calculate an approximation 

of the gradient of an image intensity function for edge detection. At each pixel of an image, it 

gives either the corresponding gradient vector or normal to the vector. This convolves the 

input image with kernel and computes the gradient magnitude and direction. The Sobel edge 

enhancement filter has the advantage of providing differentiating (which gives the edge 

response) and smoothing (which reduces noise) concurrently. It uses following 3x3 two 

kernels,   
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C. Prewitt Edge Detector: 

Prewitt operator is similar to the Sobel operator and is used for detecting vertical and 

horizontal edges in images. However, unlike the Sobel, this operator does not place any 

emphasis on the pixels that are closer to the center of the mask.The function of Prewitt edge 

detector is almost same as of sobel detector but have different kernels. They are 

 

D. Laplacian Operator: 

Laplacian is somewhat different from the methods we have discussed so far. Unlike the 

Sobel and Prewitt’s edge detectors, the Laplacian edge detector uses only one kernel. It 

calculates second order derivatives in a single pass. Because these masks are approximating a 

second derivative measurement on the image, they are very sensitive to noise. To correct this, 

the image is often Gaussian smoothed before applying the Laplacian filter. We can also 

convolve gaussian mask with the Laplacian mask and apply to the image in one pass. Two 

commonly used small kernels are: 

 

 

 

E. Gaussian Operator: 

Gaussian filter is used for smoothening of the image. It is performed consecutively 

with Laplacian operator. So we can call this convolution as Laplacian or Laplacian of 

Gaussian (LOG). The Laplacian is often applied to an image that has first been smoothed with 

something approximating a Gaussian smoothing filter in order to reduce its sensitivity to 

https://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/HIPR2/gsmooth.htm
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noise, and hence the two variants will be described together here. The operator normally takes 

a single gray level image as input and produces another gray level image as output. 

F. Canny Edge detector: 

Canny detector is commonly used edge detector but it is much more complex edge 

detecting method than others mentioned above. It is a technique to extract useful structural 

information from different vision objects and dramatically reduce the amount of data to be 

processed. 

The main advantage of Sobel operator is its simplicity which is because of the 

approximate gradient calculation. On the other hand canny edge detection has greater 

computational complexity and time consumption.  

 

2.3 Introduction to Sobel operator: 

The Sobel operator, sometimes called the Sobel–Feldman operator or Sobel filter, is 

used in image processing and computer vision, particularly within edge detection algorithms 

where it creates an image emphasizing edges. It is named after Irwin Sobel and Gary 

Feldman, colleagues at the Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (SAIL). Sobel and 

Feldman presented the idea of an "Isotropic 3x3 Image Gradient Operator" at a talk at SAIL 

in 1968. Technically, it is a discrete differentiation operator, computing an approximation of 

the gradient of the image intensity function. At each point in the image, the result of the 

Sobel–Feldman operator is either the corresponding gradient vector or the norm of this 

vector.  

The Sobel–Feldman operator is based on convolving the image with a small, 

separable, and integer-valued filter in the horizontal and vertical directions and is therefore 

relatively inexpensive in terms of computations. On the other hand, the gradient 

approximation that it produces is relatively crude, in particular for high frequency variations 

in the image. 

The Sobel Operator represents a rather inaccurate approximation of the image 

gradient, but is still of sufficient quality to be of practical use in many applications. More 

precisely, it uses intensity values only in a 3x3 region around each image point to 

approximate the corresponding image gradient, and it uses only integer values for the 

coefficients which represent the image intensities to produce gradient approximation. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edge_detection
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edge_detection
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edge_detection
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edge_detection
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edge_detection
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edge_detection
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edge_detection
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irwin_Sobel
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isotropy
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Difference_operator
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Difference_operator
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_gradient
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_gradient
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norm_(mathematics)
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Since the intensity function of a digital image is only known at discrete points, 

derivatives of this function cannot be defined unless we assume that there is an underlying 

differentiable intensity function that has been sampled at the image points. With some 

additional assumptions, the derivative of the continuous intensity function can be computed 

as a function on the sampled intensity function, i.e. the digital image. It turns out that the 

derivatives at any particular point are functions of the intensity values at virtually all image 

points. However, approximations of these derivative functions can be defined at lesser or 

larger degrees of accuracy. 

 

2.4 Formulation of Sobel operator: 

Sobel Edge detection algorithm is a gradient based edge detection method. The sobel 

operator uses two 3 x 3  kernels which are convolved with the original image to calculate 

approximations of the derivatives, one for horizontal changes, and another for vertical. Two 

3X3 kernels are convolved with the input image to calculate the gradient values Gx, Gy. 

Where, Gx and Gy are the vertical and horizontal derivative approximations respectively. 

 

The Gx value is obtained by using the X-Direction kernel to the image in X-Direction 

and the Gy value is obtained by using the Y-Direction kernel to the image in Y-Direction. The 

kernel is also known as a mask. As one mask is applied to the horizontal area and the other to 

the vertical, these masks are called the Horizontal mask and the Vertical mask. Of these two 

values, the Gradient magnitude G will be obtained using the formula given below. 

 

The x-coordinate is defined here as increasing in the "right"-direction, and the y-

coordinate is defined as increasing in the "down"-direction. At each point in the image, the 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kernel_(image_processing)#Convolution
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_Derivatives
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resulting gradient approximations can be combined to give the gradient magnitude, and the 

Gradient direction is given as 

 

For the convolution process, an image is scanned from left to right and top to bottom of 

an image using Horizontal mask and Vertical mask separately. Convolution is the process of 

multiplying each intensity value of an image with its local neighbors, weighted by the mask. 

Let [P] 3×3 be a sub-window of an image, as in fig, to be convolved with Horizontal mask and 

Vertical mask separately.  

The horizontal gradient Gx and the vertical gradient Gy of the center pixel (P4) of sub-

window are given by equations 1 and 2 respectively.  

Gx = f1 −f2 

   Where f1 = (P2 + 2×P5 + P8),  

f2 = (P0 + 2×P3 + P6)  

Gy = f3 −f4 

 Where f3 = (P0 + 2×P1 + P2),  

 f4 = (P6 + 2×P7 + P8)  

 

Fig. 2.2: A 3×3 sub window of an image 

The resultant gradient of the center pixel of the sub-window is given by below equation.  

G = |Gx|+|Gy| 

 The gradient of P4 is further used to determine whether it is an edge pixel or not by 

comparing it with the pre-defined threshold value. If the gradient of P4 is greater than 

threshold value, then P4 is considered to be an edge pixel (denoted as 1). Otherwise, P4 is 

treated as non-edge pixel (denoted as 0). This is shown in below equation.  

 Dop = 1, if G > T  

0, otherwise 
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Chapter-3 

WORK TITLE EXPLANATION 

3.1 Proposed method: 

In this project, sobel edge detection is implementing using FPGA. The 

implementation process flow is given below. 

  

Fig 3.1: Flowchart of Sobel edge detection implementation 

Step 1: 

 Take the RGB image as an input for the sobel edge detection algorithm. The input 

image should be in the jpeg (joint photographic experts group) format or png (portable 

network graphics) format. 

Step 2: 

  The RGB file is converted into a gray image using MATLAB. The function used to 

convert the image into gray format if rgb2gray. 

Step 3: 
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  The input image is converted into text file with the help of MATLAB program. The 

text file contains the pixel values of the image in the hexadecimal format. Each 

hexadecimal value represents one pixel in the image. 

Step 4: 

  The Sobel algorithm is implemented using the verilog code. The .v extension file 

contains the gradient calculation logic implementing the edge detection. This .v file works 

by giving the input textfile through the testbench. 

Step 5: 

For the sobel .v extension file, a testbench is written to read the input text file and 

perform the edge detection which is also in the .v extension format. A clock signal of 

frequency 1GHz is given to perform the simulation. 

Step 6: 

  The edge detected output vector is obtained by simulating the verolog module using 

ISim simulator. The vector is having the calculated gradient values that are obtained for 

each pixel values. 

 

3.2 Architecture of Sobel edge detection: 

 

Fig 3.2: Architecture of sobel edge detection 
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The blocks P0, P1, P2, P3, P5, P6, P7 and P8 are the pixel values as shown in the 

matrix having pixel values of the image as shown in the fig 2.2. These values are subtracted 

using the 8-bit subtractor and one value is left shifted and gets added. These operations are 

performed as in the sobel algorithm. 

These values are added to get the gradient values Gx, Gy. The absolute values of Gx 

and Gy are obtained by using the 2’s compliment of these values. If the sign bit of Gx or Gy 

is 1 then it is negative value so we have to take it as positive value. So we are using a 2:1 

multiplexer to take either Gx or Gy value or 2’s compliment of Gx or Gy value. The sign bit 

is given as selection line for the mux. 

These obtained abs_Gx and abs_Gy values are added to get the 11-bit sum value. To 

limit the max value to 255 we have to check the condition, if either of the first 3 bits of sum 

value is 1 then output vector value should be 255 else it should be previous sum value itself. 

The out value is obtained by using the 2:1 mux only. The obtained output value of vector is 

the corresponding Gradient value of the pixel.  
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Chapter 4 

SOFTWARE USED 

 

In Xilinx Image processing directly not possible then first convert the image into text 

file using MATLAB and load the text values in to a memory or register file using Xilinx to 

process as shown in Fig 4.1. 

 

Fig 4.1:  Implementation 

 

4.1 Introduction to MATLAB: 

MATLAB stands for Matrix Laboratory and it is a high-performance language for 

technical computing. It integrates computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-

to-use environment where problems and solutions are expressed in familiar mathematical 

notation. The Fig. 4.2 shows the icon of MATLAB. Typical uses include. 

• Math and computation  

• Algorithm development 

• Data acquisition 

• Modeling, simulation, and prototyping  

• Data analysis, exploration, and visualization 

• Scientific and engineering graphics 

• Application development, including graphical user interface building  
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Fig 4.2:  MATLAB icon 

 

 MATLAB is a software package for high performance numerical computation 

and visualization. It provides an interactive environment with hundreds of built-in functions 

for technical computation, graphics and animation. Best of all, it provides easy extensibility 

with its own high-level programming language. The name MATLAB stands for matrix 

laboratory. The basic building block of MATLAB is the matrix. The fundamental data type 

is the array.  

 MATLABs built-in functions provide excellent tools for linear algebra 

computations, data analysis, signal processing, optimization, numerical solutions of ODES, 

quadrature and many other types of scientific computations. Most of these functions use the 

state-of-the art algorithms. There are numerous functions for 2-D and 3-D course, MATLAB 

even provides an external interface to run those programs from within MATLAB. 

 

4.1.1 The MATLAB system: 

The MATLAB system consists of five main parts  

• Development Environment 
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This is the set of tools and facilities that help you use MATLAB functions and files. 

Many of these tools are graphical user interfaces. It includes the MATLAB desktop and 

command window, a command history, an editor and debugger, and browsers for viewing 

help, the workspace, files, and the search path.  

• The MATLAB Mathematical Function Library 

This is a vast collection of computational algorithms ranging from elementary 

functions, like sum, sine, cosine, and complex arithmetic, to more sophisticated functions 

like matrix inverse, matrix Eigen values, Bessel functions, and fast Fourier transforms.  

• The MATLAB Language 

This is a high-level matrix/array language with control flow statements, functions, data 

structures, input/output, and object-oriented programming features. It allows both 

“programming in the small” to rapidly create quick and dirty throw-away programs, and 

“programming in the large” to create large and complex application programs.  

• Graphics 

MATLAB has extensive facilities for displaying vectors and matrices as graphs, as well 

as annotating and printing these graphs. It includes high-level functions for two-dimensional 

and three-dimensional data visualization, image processing, animation, and presentation 

graphics. It also includes low-level functions that allow you to fully customize the 

appearance of graphics as well as to build complete graphical user interfaces on your 

MATLAB applications.  

 

4.1.2 MATLAB Toolboxes: 

There are several optional ‘Toolboxes’ available from the developers of the 

MATLAB. These tool boxes are collection of functions written for special applications such 

as Symbolic Computations Toolbox, Image Processing Toolbox, Statistics Toolbox, and 

Neural Networks Toolbox, Commutations Tool box, Signal Processing Toolbox, Filter 

Design Toolbox, Fuzzy Logic Toolbox, Wavelet Toolbox, Data base Toolbox, Control 

System Toolbox, Bioinformatics Toolbox, Mapping Toolbox.  

• Computer vision system toolbox 

  Computer vision is a rapidly growing research field, with activities all over the world. 

The field is of importance for such various applications as autonomous vehicles, navigating 
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with the help of images, captured by a mounted camera, and high precision measurements 

using images, taken by calibrated cameras. In this paper, we will present a number of 

numerical routines, implemented in MATLAB, that are useful in a variety of computer 

vision applications.  

 

4.1.3 BASICS OF MATLAB: 

MATLAB is a software tool that is used to perform many tasks. The basics includes 

1. MATLAB WINDOWS: 

On all Unix systems, Macs, and PC, MATLAB works through three basic windows. 

They are: 

a. Command window 

This is the main window. The MATLAB command prompt characterizes it 

‘>>’.when you launch the application program, MATLAB puts you in this window .All 

commands, including those for running user-written programs, are typed in this window at 

the MATLAB prompt. 

b. Graphics window 

The output of all graphics commands are typed in the command window are flushed 

to the graphics or figure window, a separate gray window with(default) white background 

color. The user can create as many figure windows, as the system memory will allow. 

c. Edit window 

   This is where you write, edit, create, and save your own programs in files called 

M-files. We can use any text editor to carry out these tasks. On the most systems, such as 

PC’s and Macs, MATLAB provides its build in editor. On other systems, you can invoke the 

edit window by typing the standard file editing command that you normally use on your 

systems.  

2.  Input-Output: 

MATLAB supports interactive computation taking the input from the screen, and 

flushing the output to the screen. In addition, it can read input files and write output files. 

The following features hold for all forms of input-output.  

 

a. Data type 
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The fundamental data type in the MATLAB is the array. It encompasses several 

distinct data objects-integers, doubles ,matrices ,character strings ,and cells. In most cases, 

however, we never have to worry about the data type or the data object declarations. For 

example there is no need to declare variables, as real or complex .When a real number is 

entered as the variable, MATLAB automatically sets the variable to be real.  

b. Dimensioning  

Dimensioning is automatic in MATLAB. No dimensioning statements are required 

for vectors or arrays. We can find the dimension of an existing matrix or a vector with the 

size and length commands.  

c. Case sensitivity  

MATLAB is case sensitive i.e. it differentiates between the lower case and the 

uppercase letters. Thus a and A are different variables. Most MATLAB commands are built-

in function calls are typed in lower case letters. We can turn case sensitivity on and off with 

case command.  

d. Output display 

   The output of every command is displayed on the screen unless MATLAB is 

directed otherwise. A semicolon at the end of a command suppresses the screen output, 

except for graphics and on-line help command. The following facilities are provided for 

controlling the screen output. 

 

4.1.4 Image Processing Toolbox: 

   The computer vision toolbox presented in this paper contains a package of 

algorithms that solve some of the most frequently encountered problems in computer vision. 

The complete list of routines can be found in the appendix, which is in fact the ’Contents.m’ 

file in Mat lab. The main tasks can be divided into three problems, intersection, resection 

and structure and motion. We restrict the problem formulations to the case of points. 

However, in the toolbox it is also possible to use other features, such as lines, conics, curves 

or a combination of different features. 

4.1.5 Object detection processing commands: 

1. Imread: 
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 This command is used to read an image by specifying the path of the image. The image 

is read and the pixel values are displayed in the form of matrix array. The file name should 

be specified in quotations followed by its extension.  

Syntax 

   Image = imread('image.jpg'); 

2. Imshow: 

  This command is used to display the image. Depending on the parameters specified it 

displays colour or binary image. 

Syntax  

imshow(Image);  

title(‘Image’);  

3. Convert RGB to Gray: 

Converting the RGB image into Gray image.  

Syntax  

Image1=rgb2gray(‘image.jpg’);  

 

4.1.6 Algorithm: 

• Step1: Read Images- Reading the input image from system files.  

• Step2: Convert into Gray Image- Converting the RGB image to Gray image for image 

processing. 

• Step3: Create a test file- Convert the input image into text format and load it in to a text 

file.  

 

4.2 Introduction to verilog: 

 Verilog was started in the year 1984 by Gateway Design Automation Inc as a 

proprietary hardware modeling language. It is rumored that the original language was 

designed by taking features from the most popular HDL language of the time, called HiLo, 

as well as from traditional computer languages such as C. At that time, Verilog was not 

standardized and the language modified itself in almost all the revisions that came out with 

in 1984 to 1990. 

 Verilog simulator first used in 1985 and extended substantially through 1987. The 
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implementation of Verilog simulator sold by Gateway. The first major extension of Verilog 

is Verilog-XL, which added a few features and implemented the infamous "XL algorithm" 

which is a very efficient method for doing gate-level simulation. 

 Later 1990, Cadence Design System, whose primary product at that time included thin 

film process simulator, decided to acquire Gateway Automation System, along with other 

Gateway products., Cadence now become the owner of the Verilog language, and continued 

to market Verilog as both a language and a simulator. At the same time, Synopsys was 

marketing the top-down design methodology, using Verilog. This was a powerful 

combination. In 1990, Cadence organized the Open Verilog International (OVI), and in 1991 

gave it the documentation for the Verilog Hardware Description Language. This was the 

event which "opened" the language. 

 

Verilog Language: 

• Verilog HDL is a Hardware Description Language (HDL). 

• A Hardware Description Language is a language used to describe a digital system; one 

may describe a digital system at several levels. 

• An HDL might describe the layout of the wires, resistors and transistors on an 

Integrated Circuit (IC) chip, i.e., the switch level. 

• It might describe the logical gates and flip flops in a digital system, i.e., the gate level. 

• An even higher level describes the registers and the transfers of vectors of information 

between registers. This is called the Register Transfer Level (RTL). 

• Verilog supports all of these levels. 

• A powerful feature of the Verilog HDL is that you can use the same language for 

describing, testing and debugging your system. 

Modules and Ports: 

 A module in Verilog consists of distinct parts as shown in figure. A module definition 

always begins with the keyword module. The module name, port list, port declarations, and 

optional parameters must come first in a module definition. Port list and port declarations 

are present only if the module has any ports to interact with the external environment. The 

five components within a module are; 

• Variable declarations, 
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• Dataflow statements 

• Instantiation of lower modules 

• Behavioral blocks 

• Tasks or functions. 

 These components can be in any order and at any place in the module definition. The 

end module statement must always come last in a module definition. All components except 

module, module name, and end module are optional and can be mixed and matched as per 

design needs. Verilog allows multiple modules to be defined in a single file. The modules 

can be defined in any order in the file. 

Example Module Structure: 

module<module name>(<module_terminals_list>); 

<module internals> 

endmodule 

Instances: 

 A module provides a template from which you can create actual objects. When a 

module is invoked, Verilog creates a unique object from the template. Each object has its 

own name, variables, parameters and I/O interface. The process of creating objects from a 

module template is called instantiation, and the objects are called instances. In Example 

below, the top-level block creates four instances from the Tflip- flop (T_FF) template. Each 

T_FF instantiates a D_FF and an inverter gate. Each Instance must be given a unique name. 

Ports: 

 Ports provide the interface by which a module can communicate with its environment. 

For example, the input/output pins of an IC chip are its ports. The environment can interact 

with the module only through its ports. The internals of the module are not visible to the 

environment. This provides a very powerful flexibility to the designer. The internals of the 

module can be changed without affecting the environment as long as the interface is not 

modified. Ports are also referred to as terminals. 

 

Port Declaration: 

 All ports in the list of ports must be declared in the module. Ports can be declared as 

follows 
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Verilog Keyword Type of Port 

• input: Input port 

• output: Output port 

• inout: Bidirectional port 

Each port in the port list is defined as input, output, or inout, based on the direction 

of the port signal. 

Port Connection Rules: 

 One can visualize a port as consisting of two units, one unit that is internal to the 

module another that is external to the module. The internal and external units are connected. 

There are rules governing port connections when modules are instantiated within other 

modules. The Verilog simulator complains if any port connection rules are violated. These 

rules are summarized in figure 

 

Fig 4.3: Port connection Rule 

 

Inputs: 

• Internally must be of net data type (e.g. wire). 

• Externally the inputs may be connected to a reg or net data type. 

Outputs: 

• Internally may be of net or reg data type. 

• Externally must be connected to a net data type. 

Inouts: 

• Internally must be of net data type (tri recommended). 

• Externally must be connected to a net data type (tri recommended). 

Port Connection to External Signals: 

 There are two methods of making connections between signals specified in the module 
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instantiation and ports in a module definition. The two methods cannot be mixed. 

• Port by order list. 

• Port by name. 

Port by order list 

 Connecting port by order list is the most intuitive method for most beginners. The 

signals to be connected must appear in the module instantiation in the same order as the 

ports in the ports list in the module definition. 

Syntax for instantiation with port order list: 

module_nameinstance_name(signal, signal...); 

From the below example, notice that the external signals a, b, out appear in exactly 

the same order as the ports a, b, out in the module defined in adder below. 

Port by name 

 For larger designs where the module have ,say 5o ports , remembering the order of the 

ports in the module definition is impractical and error prone. Verilog provided the capability 

to connect external signals to ports by the port names, rather than by position. 

Syntax for instantiation with port name: 

module_nameinstance_name (.port name(signal), .port name (signal)… ); 

 From the below example, note that the port connections in any order as long as the port 

name in the module definition correctly matches the external signal. 

Modeling Concepts: 

Verilog is both a behavioral and a structural language. Internals of each module to be 

defined at four levels of abstraction, depending on the needs of the design. The module 

behaves identically with the external environment irrespective of the level of abstraction at 

which the module is described. The internals of the module hidden from the environment. 

Thus, the level of abstraction to describe a module can be changed without any change in the 

environment. The levels are defined below 

Behavioral or algorithmic level: 

 This is the highest level of abstraction provided by Verilog HDL. A module can be 

implemented in terms of the desired design algorithm without concern for the hardware 

implementation details. Designing at this level is very similar to C programming. 

Dataflow level: 
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 At this level the module is designed by specifying the data flow. The designer is aware 

of how data flows between hardware registers and how the data is processed in the design. 

Gate level: 

 The module is implemented in terms of logic gates and interconnections between these 

gates. Design at this level is similar to describing a design in terms of a gate-level logic 

diagram. 

Switch level: 

 This is the lowest level of abstraction provided by Verilog module can be implemented 

in terms of switches, storage nodes, and the interconnections between them. Design at this 

level requires knowledge of switch-level implementation details. Verilog allows the designer 

to mix and match all four levels of abstractions in a design. In the digital design community, 

the term register transfer level (RTL) is frequently used for a Verilog description that uses a 

combination of behavioral and dataflow constructs and is acceptable to logic synthesis tools. 

 

4.3 Introduction to Xilinx tool: 

 Xilinx Tools is a suite of software tools used for the design of digital circuits 

implemented using Xilinx Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or Complex 

Programmable Logic Device (CPLD). The design procedure consists of (a) design entry, (b) 

synthesis and implementation of the design, (c) functional simulation and (d) testing and 

verification. 

 The CAD tools enables to design combinational and sequential circuits starting with 

Verilog HDL design specifications. The steps of this design procedure are listed below: 

• Create Verilog design input file(s) using template driven editor. 

• Compile and implement the Verilog design file(s). 

• Create the test-vectors and simulate the design (functional simulation) without using a 

PLD (FPGA or CPLD). 

• Assign input/output pins to implement the design on a target device. 

• Download bitstream to an FPGA or CPLD device. 

• Test design on FPGA/CPLD device. 

A Verilog input file in the Xilinx software environment consists of the following 

segments: 
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Header: module name, list of input and output ports. 

Declarations: input and output ports, registers and wires. 

Logic Descriptions: equations, state machines and logic functions. 

End: endmodule 

 

4.3.1 Creating a New Project: 

Xilinx Tools can be started by clicking on the Project Navigator Icon on the 

Windows desktop. This should open up the Project Navigator window on your screen is 

shown in Fig 4.4. This window shows the last accessed project. 

 

Fig 4.4:  Xilinx Project Navigator window 

Opening a project 

Select File->New Project to create a new project is shown in Fig 4.5. This will bring up 

a new project window on the desktop. Fill up the necessary entries as follows: 
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Fig 4.5:  New Project Initiation window 

 

Project Name: Write the name of your new project 

Project Location: The directory where you want to store the new project (Note: DO NOT 

specify the project location as a folder on Desktop or a folder in the Xilinx\bin directory.  

Leave the top level source type as HDL.  Example: If the project name were “Mainproject”, 

enter “Mainproject” as the project name and then click “Next". Then device properties 

window is opened is shown in Fig 4.6. 
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Fig 4.6:  Device properties window 

 

Device and Design Flow of Project 

• For each of the properties given below, click on the ‘value’ area and select from the list 

of values that appear. 

• Device Family: Family of the FPGA/CPLD used. In this we will be using the Spartan3 

FPGA’s. 

• Device: The number of the actual device. For this you enter XC3S1500 (this can be 

found on the attached prototyping board). 

• Package: The type of package with the number of pins. The Spartan FPGA used in this 

lab is packaged in FG320 package: The Speed grade is “-5”. 

• Synthesis Tool: XST [VHDL/Verilog]. 

• Simulator: The tool used to simulate and verify the functionality of the design. ISim 

simulator is integrated in the Xilinx ISE. Hence choose Xilinx ISE Simulator can be 

used. 

• Then click on Next to save the entries. 
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Fig 4.7:  Project Summary 

 

 All project files such as schematics, netlists, Verilog files, VHDL files, etc., will be 

stored in a subdirectory with the project name. A project can only have one top level HDL 

source file (or schematic). Modules can be added to the project to create a modular, 

hierarchical design. In order to open an existing project in Xilinx Tools, select File->Open 

Project to show the list of projects on the machine. Choose the project you want, and then 

click Ok. Clicking on Next on the above window brings up the following window is shown 

in Fig 4.7 
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Fig 4.8:  Project window 

 

Create New source window 

 If creating a new source file, Click on the NEW SOURCE. 

Creating a Verilog HDL input file for a combinational logic design 

 In this, we will enter a design using a structural or RTL description using the Verilog 

HDL. You can create a Verilog HDL input file (.v file) using the HDL Editor available in 

the Xilinx ISE Tools (or any text editor). 

In the previous window, click on the NEW SOURCE 

A window pops up as shown in Fig 4.8 (Note: “Add to project” option is selected by default. 

If you do not select it then you will have to add the new source file to the project manually.) 
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Fig 4.9:  Selecting the source type window 

 

Creating Verilog-HDL source file  

           Select Verilog Module and in the “File Name:” area, enter the name of the Verilog 

source file you are going to create. Also make sure that the option Add to project is selected 

so that the source need not be added to the project again. Then click on Next to accept the 

entries. This pops up the following window as shown in Fig 4.9. 

 

 

Fig 4.10:  Defining the Module window 
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Define Verilog Source window 

 In the Port Name column, enter the names of all input and output pins and specify the 

Direction accordingly. A Vector/Bus can be defined by entering appropriate bit numbers in 

the MSB/LSB columns. Then click on Next to get a window showing all the new source 

information as shown in the fig below. If any changes are to be made, just click on <Back to 

go back and make changes. If everything is acceptable, click on Finish > Next > Next > 

Finish to continue. Once you click on Finish, the source file will be displayed in the sources 

window in the Project Navigator.  

 

 

 

Fig 4.11:  Source Information window 

 

If a source has to be removed, just right click on the source file in the Sources in 

Project window in the Project Navigator and select Remove in that. Then select Project 

Delete Implementation Data from the Project Navigator menu bar to remove any related 

files. 

Editing the Verilog source file 

 The source file will now be displayed in the Project Navigator window. The source file 
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window can be used as a text editor to make any necessary changes to the source file. All the 

input/output pins will be displayed. Save your Verilog program periodically by selecting the 

File->Save from the menu. You can also edit Verilog programs in any text editor and add 

them to the project directory using “Add Copy Source". Adding Logic in the generated 

Verilog Source code template: The Verilog source code template generated shows the 

module name, the list of ports and also the declarations (input/output) for each port. 

Combinational logic code can be added to the verilog code after the declarations and before 

the endmodule line. Then check the syntax of the file as shown in Fig 4.12. 

 

 

Fig 4.12:  Verilog Source code editor window in the Project Navigator 

 

4.3.2 Synthesis of the Design: 

 To synthesize the design, double click on the Synthesize Design option in the Processes 

window (Fig 4.13). If any of these steps could not be done or done with errors, it will place a 

red colour X mark in front of that, otherwise a green colour tick mark will be placed after 

each of them to indicate the successful completion. If everything is done successfully, a tick 

mark will be placed before the Synthesis option. If there are any warnings, one can see the 

 mark in front of the option indicating that there are some warnings. 
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Fig 4.13:  Synthesizing window 

 

4.3.3 Adding the test vectors: 

 To check the functionality of a design, we have to apply test vectors and simulate the 

circuit. In order to apply test vectors, a test bench file is written. Essentially it will supply 

all the inputs to the module designed and will check the outputs of the module. The steps to 

generate the test bench are as follows: 

 In the Sources window (top left corner) right click on the file that you want to generate 

the test bench for and select ‘New Source’ Provide a name for the test bench in the file 

name text box and select ‘Verilog test fixture’ among the file types in the list on the right 

side as shown in Fig 4.14. 
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Fig 4.14:  Adding test vectors to the design 

 

 Click on Next to proceed and in the next window, click on Finish. You will now be 

provided with a template for your test bench. If it does not open automatically click the 

radio button next to Simulation. 

Test Bench Template 

 The Xilinx tool detects the inputs and outputs of the module that you are going to test 

and assigns them initial values. In order to test the module completely we shall provide all 

the different input combinations. For example, ‘#100’ is the time delay for which the input 

has to maintain the current value. After 100 units of time have elapsed the next set of 

values can be assign to the inputs. 

 

4.3.4 Simulating the Design: 

Now under the Processes window (making sure that the test bench file in the Sources 

window is selected) expand the Xilinx simulator Tab by clicking on the add sign next to it. 

Double Click on Check behavioral syntax as shown in Fig 4.15. 
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Fig 4.15: Simulation window 

 

Simulating and Viewing the Output Waveforms 

 To simulate the module, double click on Simulate behavioral model, the a new 

window will be opened in ISim simulator showing the waveforms. 

 

 

Fig 4.16:  Simulation results window 
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Saving the simulation results 

 To save the simulation results, Go to the waveform window of the Xilinx simulator, 

Click on File -> give desired filename and location. 

 Note that by default, the waveform is “zoomed in” to the nanosecond level. Use the 

zoom controls to display the entire waveform. 

 Else a normal print screen option can be used on the waveform window (Fig 4.16) and 

subsequently stored in Paint. 
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Chapter-5 

               IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

 

The Sobel edge detection is obtained for different images and is shown below step 

by step. Initially, an image has to be converted into a text file.  The Fig 5.1 below shows 

the input image of resolution 320x240, given as a source to MATLAB. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.1:  Input image 1 

 

The input image is converted into a text file using MATLAB code. To read the 

image, imread() function is used and rgbtogray() function is used to convert RGB image 

into Gray image. Then the pixel values of image are converted into a text file in 

hexadecimal format as shown in figure 5.2. 
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Fig 5.2:  Text file created by MATLAB for input image 1 

 

 The above text file of size 320X240 is given to Xilinx Verilog HDL as input which is 

loaded into register memory. The Fig 5.3 shows the memory file for the Input image 1 shown in 

figure 5.1 which is having the Pixel values of register memory size 614.4KB. 
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Fig 5.3:  Memory window of Xilinx for input image 1 

 

 The Fig 5.4 shows the Output waveforms obtained by for the Input image 1 which is 

shown in figure 5.1 by simulating the Sobel verilog HDL file. For example, the pixel values of 

first matrix are p0=a0, p1=a1, p2=a2, p3=a0, p5=a2, p6=a0, p7=a1, p8=a2, which are convolved 

to get the output of “08”. This is the edge pixel detected and represented in hexadecimal format. 
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Fig 5.4:  Output waveforms for input image 1 showing pixel values 

 

 

Fig 5.5:  Output waveforms obtained in the ISim simulator for input image 1 
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The input image is of size 320X240 is used for the implementation where number 

of rows are 240 and the number of columns are 320. The input image is converted to a text 

file using the MATLAB software tool and the Xilinx FPGA Spartan-3 xc3s1500-5 device 

is used as the target device. The execution time for the Sobel algorithm implementation of 

input image of size 320X240 is 153.60us as shown in fig 5.5 

 

The Fig 5.6 below shows the input image of resolution 512x512, given as a source 

to MATLAB. 

 

 

Fig 5.6:  Input image 2 

 

The input image is converted into a text file using MATLAB code. To read the 

image, imread() function is used and rgbtogray() function is used to convert RGB image 

into Gray image. Then the pixel values of image are converted into a text file in 

hexadecimal format as shown in figure 5.7. 
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Fig 5.7:  Text file generated by MATLAB for Input image 2 

 

The above text file of size 512X512 is given to Xilinx Verilog HDL as input which is 

loaded into register memory. The Fig 5.8 shows the memory file for the Input image 2 shown in 

figure 5.6 which is having the Pixel values of register memory size 2.09MB. 
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Fig 5.8:  Memory window of Xilinx for input image 2 

 

The Fig 5.9 shows the Output waveforms obtained by for the Input image 2 which is 

shown in figure 5.6 by simulating the Sobel verilog HDL file. For example the pixel values of 

first matrix are p0=ae, p1=a7, p2=a4, p3=b7, p5=b5, p6=b2, p7=b0, p8=ad which are convolved 

to get the output of “32”. This is the edge pixel detected and represented in hexadecimal format. 
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Fig 5.9:  Output waveforms for input image 2 showing pixel values 

 

 

Fig 5.10:  Output waveforms obtained in the ISim simulator for input image 2 
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The input image is of size 512X512 is used for the implementation where number 

of rows are 512 and the number of columns are 512. The input image is converted to a text 

file using the MATLAB software tool and the Xilinx FPGA device when xc3s1500-5 

fg320 family Spartan-3 is used as the target device. The Execution time for the Sobel 

algorithm implementation is 524.288us. 

The RTL schematic for the given Verilog HDL module is as shown in the figure 

5.11 below. 

 

Fig 5.11: RTL Schematic of Sobel algorithm 
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Chapter-6 

CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

 

In this project, the Sobel edge detection algorithm is implemented by using FPGA 

device, in which a simulation time of 153.60us for the input image of size 320x240 and 

524.288us for the input image of size 512x512.  FPGA is a reconfigurable device, which 

is a very useful device to implement real-time image processing algorithms, due to its fast 

operation. The Sobel edge detection is a very simple algorithm to implement, because of 

the approximate gradient calculation. Edge detection can be used for object detection, 

Biomedical, Automobile applications Etc. 

In future, the edge pixels of the object that are detected using FPGA are written to 

a text file and then using MATLAB, the output image with detected edges is displayed.  
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 
 

 

Classification of 

Project 

Application Product Research Review 

 

✓ 

   

PROJECT OUTCOMES: 
 

After completion of project, students will be able to   

Outcomes 1: Develop Verilog code for Sobel operator. 

Outcomes 2: Detect objects in an image using Sobel operator. 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs): 
 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 
 

PSO1: Design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

modern tools. 

PSO2: Apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to 

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software 

components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical 

and economical considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs): 

 
1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex 

engineering problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze 

complex engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first 

principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 
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3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering 

problems and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs 

with appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, 

societal, and environmental considerations. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of 

data, and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations. 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent 

responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice. 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional 

engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the 

knowledge of, and need for sustainable development. 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and 

responsibilities and norms of the engineering practice. 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 

leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with 

the engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to 

comprehend and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective 

presentations, and give and receive clear instructions. 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a 

member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary 

environments. 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 

change. 
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Mapping Table 
 

 

Project 

Outcomes 

 
Programme Outcomes (POs) 

PSOs 

PO 

1 

PO 

2 

PO 

3 

PO 

4 

PO 

5 

PO 

6 

PO 

7 

PO 

8 

PO 

9 

PO 

10 

PO 

11 

PO 

12 

PSO

1 

PSO

2 

Outcome1 3 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 3 3 2 2 3 2 

Outcome2 3 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 3 3 2 2 3 2 
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APPENDIX 

MATLAB Code: 

%conversion of image into text file 

x=imread('IMG320X240.jpg');%  Reading of First Image to get the image dimensions 

x=rgb2gray(x); % converting RGB image in to a gray scale image 

I1=double(x); %static  

[H, W]=size(I1); %load the size of image 

file = 'mem320x240.txt'; % creating a text file 

f = fopen(file,'w'); % open the text file in to write mode 

for j=1:H 

    for i=0:240:W-320    

        for k=1:320 

            if (k<320) 

                fprintf(f,'%x', I1(j,i+k));% write the text in to file 

            else 

                fprintf(f,'%x\n', I1(j,i+k)); 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

fclose(f); 

 

Verilog HDL Code: 

`timescale 1ns / 1ps 

 

module sobel(input clk, 

            input [7:0] p0, p1, p2, p3, p5, p6, p7, p8, 

    output reg[7:0]out); 

    //initilizating the module with inputs and outputs 

 

reg signed [10:0] gx,gy;    //11 bits because max value of gx and gy is  

                                         //255*4 and last bit for sign      

reg signed [10:0] abs_gx,abs_gy; //it is used to find the absolute value of gx and gy 

reg [10:0] sum;   //the max value is 255*8. here no sign bit needed. 
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always @(posedge clk) begin  //clk is for synchronization 

 

gx=((p2-p0)+((p5-p3)<<1)+(p8-p6));//sobel mask for gradient in horiz. direction 

gy=((p0-p6)+((p1-p7)<<1)+(p2-p8));//sobel mask for gradient in vertical direction 

 

abs_gx = (gx[10]? ~gx+1 : gx); // to find the absolute value of gx. 

abs_gy = (gy[10]? ~gy+1 : gy); // to find the absolute value of gy. / bitwise negation +1 is 

2's comp. of value. 

 

sum = (abs_gx+abs_gy);    // finding the sum 

out = (|sum[10:8])?8'hff : sum[7:0];// to limit the max value to 255 / 

sum[10]|sum[9]|sum[8]=1 then out=255 else: sum[7:0] 

 

end 

endmodule 

 

`timescale 1ns / 1ps 

 

module test_sobel; 

// Inputs 

parameter row =239; 

parameter col = 319; 

integer i,j,k; 

reg [0:7]   img [0:row][0:col]; // store the test values of original image 

reg [0:2559] data [0:239];  // register used to load the test values into img register 

reg clk=1'b0; 

reg [7:0] p0; 

reg [7:0] p1; 

reg [7:0] p2; 

reg [7:0] p3; 

reg [7:0] p5; 

reg [7:0] p6; 

reg [7:0] p7; 

reg [7:0] p8; 

reg [8:0] c; 

reg [8:0] r; 

// Outputs 

wire [7:0] out; 

 

// Instantiate the Unit Under Test (UUT) 

 

sobel uut(clk,p0,p1,p2,p3,p5,p6,p7,p8,out); 

initial  

begin 

 $readmemh("mem320x240.txt", data); // loads the text in to data3 register 

 for(i=0;i<=row;i=i+1) 
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 begin 

  j=0; 

  for (k=0; k<=2559; k=k+8) 

  begin 

   if(j<=col) 

   begin 

    img[i][j] = data[i][k+:8];// loading the pixel values in to img 

register 

    j=j+1; 

   end 

  end 

 end 

end 

 

always begin 

 for(i=0;i<=row;i=i+1)// incrementing row and column values 

 begin 

  for(j=0;j<=col;j=j+1) 

  begin 

   #1 r=i; 

   #1 c=j; 

   if(r<=row&&c<=col) 

    p0 =  img[r][c]; // moving pixel by pixel to compute integral image 

   if(r<=row&&c<=col-1) 

    p1 =  img[r][c+1]; 

   if(r<=row&&c<=col-2) 

    p2 =  img[r][c+2]; 

   if(r<=row-1&&c<=col) 

    p3 =  img[r+1][c]; 

   if(r<=row-1&&c<=col-2) 

    p5 =  img[r+1][c+2]; 

   if(r<=row-2&&c<=col) 

    p6 =  img[r+2][c]; 

   if(r<=row-2&&c<=col-1) 

    p7 =  img[r+2][c+1]; 

   if(r<=row-2&&c<=col-2) 

    p8 =  img[r+2][c+2]; 

  end   

 end 

end 

    

always begin  #0.5 clk=~clk;    end // providing continues clock 

 

endmodule 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Now a days each and every devices equipped with large capacity memories in order to 

full fill all the needs of customers. Now a days ,design engineering mainly concentrating not 

only to equip high capacity memories, but also high bandwidth and low power consuming 

memories. Low power is the major challenge for today’s electronics industries. There are the 

two main factors for power consumption one is Dynamic power dissipation and another is 

static power dissipation. By reducing power dissipation, delay and reduced leakage current 

we can improve the performance of the device .This project presents a more interesting 

method to reduce power consumption by reducing leakage current in idle conditions by using 

some low power technologies. 

Now a day’s 6T SRAM is widely used in the design of SRAM based memories 

because of its advantages with respect to other cells. SRAM cell design can be done by the 

back to back connection of two CMOS inverters which is having lot of advantages i.e. this 

topology have good noise immunity because of its large Noise margin and low static power 

dissipation which are main causes for power consumption. The stability and speed of SRAM 

cell can be increased by increasing the supply voltage but increase in supply voltage leads to 

increase in the power dissipation of circuit. 

So always there exists a trade-off between power and speed. So we have to design a 

SRAM cell such that it consumes less power with better speed.in this project we are 

designing and 6T SRAM cell using low power techniques and simulate the circuit and 

observed the different performance characteristics and how they differ from the standard 

SRAM cell design. 

 
 

Keywords: Low Power SRAM; Gated VDD SRAM Cell; MTCMOS; MTCMOS SRAM Cell; 

6T SRAM; Power Reduction in SRAM Cell. 

 

Tool Used: MENTOR GRAPHICS Back end tool – (ams 12.1 & ams 13.1) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The requirement for low power circuits is increasing day by day due to the demand for 

portable consumer electronics powered by batteries. The craving for smaller, lighter and more 

durable electronic products indirectly translates to low power requirements. Battery life is 

becoming a product differentiator in many portable systems. The explosive growth in laptop, 

portable systems, and cellular network has intensified the research efforts in low power 

microelectronics. For these systems, low power consumption is a prime concern, because it 

directly affects their performance. Hence, low power VLSI design has assumed great 

importance as an active and rapidly developing field. 

With the advancement in technology it has become possible to scale down the electronics 

involved in numerous applications. The advantage being that the technology becomes more 

portable and its applications increases, MTCMOS and gated VDD are the two different 

techniques which are used to reduce the power dissipation compared with the standard 6 

transistor SRAM. 

1.1 Motivation 

 
From the past few decades, as the scale of integration keeps growing, more and more 

sophisticated signal processing systems are being implemented on a VLSI chip. These signal 

processing applications not only demand great computation capacity but also consume 

considerable amount of energy. While performance and area remain to be the two major 

design considerations, power consumption has become a critical concern in today’s VLSI 

system design. Digital CMOS integrated circuits have been the driving force behind VLSI for 

the high performance computing and other applications, related to science and technology. 

The need for low-power VLSI system arises from two main factors. First, with the steady 

growth of operating frequency and processing capacity per chip, large currents have to be 

delivered and the heat due to large power consumption must be removed by proper cooling 

techniques. 
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Second, battery life in portable electronic devices is limited. Low power design directly 

leads to prolonged operation time in these portable device. The demand for digital CMOS 

integrated circuits will continue to increase in the near future, due to its important salient 

features like power, reliable performance and improvements in the processing technology. 

 

 

1.2 Objective 

 
The main objective of this project is to Implement a 6 Transistor SRAM cell using 

MTCMOS and Gated VDD Techniques that results in the low power consumption. 

 

 

1.3 Need for Low Power Design 

 
Batteries being the heaviest and biggest component in many portable systems, they have 

not experienced the similar rapid density growth compared to the electronic circuits. The 

main source of power dissipation in these high performance battery-portable digital systems 

running on batteries such as note-book computers, cellular phones and personal digital 

assistants are gaining prominence. For these systems, low power consumption is a prime 

concern, because it directly affects the performance by having effects on battery life. In this 

situation, low power VLSI design has assumed great importance as an active and rapidly 

developing field. Another major demand for low power chips and systems comes from the 

environmental concerns. Battery life is becoming a product differentiator in many portable 

systems. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

2.1 Literature Review 

This chapter gives the previous work related to low power design methodologies. The 

increasing demand for Low-Power Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) can be addressed at 

different design levels, such as the architectural, circuit layout, and the process technology 

level. At the circuit design level, considerable potential for power savings exists by means of 

proper choice of a logic style for implementing combinational circuits. This is because all the 

important parameters governing power dissipation switching capacitance, transition activity, 

and short-circuit currents are strongly influenced by the chosen logic style. Depending on the 

application, the kind of circuit to be implemented, and the design technique used, different 

performance aspects become important, disallowing the formulation of universal rules for 

optimal logic styles. Investigations of low-power logic styles reported in the literature so far, 

however focus have been made on particular logic cells, namely full-adders, used in some 

arithmetic circuits. 

Power dissipation is a limiting factor for the exponentially growing integration of 

microelectronics. Very low Static power dissipation was provided by the CMOS technology, 

currents are generated during the switching operation, due to the discharge of load 

capacitances that cause a power dissipation increasing with the clock frequency. Such losses 

are prevented by the low power VLSI techniques. The charge does not flow from the supply 

voltage to the load capacitance and then to ground, but it flows back to a trapezoidal or 

sinusoidal supply voltage and can be reused. Just losses due to the resistance of the switches 

needed for the logic operation still occur. In order to keep these losses small, the clock 

frequency has to be much lower than the technological limit. There are dissimilar kinds of 

low power VLSI techniques. Each implementation shows some advantages, but there are also 

some basic limitations for these circuits. 

Practical Adiabatic families can be classified as either partially/quasi Adiabatic or fully 

Adiabatic. In a partially/quasi Adiabatic circuit, some charge is allowed to be transferred to 

the ground. 
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In a fully Adiabatic circuit, all the charge on the load capacitance is recovered by the 

power supply. Fully Adiabatic circuits face a lot of problems with respect to the operating 

speed and the input power clock synchronization. 

2.2 Overview of Power Dissipation 

Power depends greatly on the circuit style, it can be divided into Static and Dynamic 

power. The Static power is generated due to the DC bias current, as is the case in Transistor- 

Transistor-Logic (TTL), Emitter-Coupled Logic (ECL), and N-type MOS (NMOS) logic 

families, or due to leakage currents. In all of the logic families except for the push-pull types 

such as CMOS, the Static power tends to dominate. That is the reason why CMOS is the most 

suitable circuit style for Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI). 

CMOS is the logic family preferred in many designs due to following reasons: 

 

(a) Impeccable noise margins. 

 

(b) Perfect logic levels. 

 

(c) Negligible Static power dissipation. 

 

(d) Gives good performance in most cases. 

 

(e) Easy to get a functional circuits. 

 

(f) Lot of tools available to automate the design process. 

 

The Power dissipated when the CMOS circuit is in use can be decomposed into two 

basic classes: Static and Dynamic. 

 

2.2.1  Static Power 

The Static or steady state power dissipation of a circuit is expressed by the following 

relation where, Isat is the current that flows through the circuit when there is no switching 

activity. Ideally, CMOS circuits dissipate no Static (DC) power since in the steady state there 

is no direct path from VDD to ground as PMOS and NMOS transistors are never on 

simultaneously. 

This scenario can never be realized in practice since in reality the MOS transistor is not a 

perfect switch. Thus, there will always be leakage currents and substrate injection currents, 

which will give to a Static component of CMOS power dissipation. 
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For a sub-micron NMOS device W/ L = 10/0.5, the substrate injection current is of order 

of (1- 100) μA for a VDD of 5 V. 

Another form of Static power dissipation occurs for the so-called Ratioed logic. Pseudo- 

NMOS is an example of a Ratioed CMOS logic family. The PMOS pull-up is always ON and 

acts as a load device for the NMOS pull-down network. Therefore, when the gate output is in 

low-state, there is a direct path from VDD to ground and the Static current flow. In this state, 

the exact value of the output voltage depends on the ratio of the strength of PMOS and NMOS 

networks. The Static power consumed by these logic families can be considered. For this 

reason, logic families which experience Static power consumption, should be avoided for low- 

power design. With that in mind, the Static component of power dissipation in low-power 

CMOS circuits should be negligible and the focus shifts primarily to Dynamic power 

dissipation. 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2.1: CMOS Inverter for Power Analysis 

 

 

2.2.2  Dynamic Power 

The Dynamic component of power dissipation arises from the transient switching 

behavior of the CMOS device. At some point during the switching transient, both the NMOS 

and PMOS devices will be turned on. This occurs for gate voltages between Vtn and VDD–Vtp. 
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During this time, a short-circuit exists between VDD and ground and the currents are 

allowed to flow. 

A detailed analysis of this phenomenon reveals that with careful design of the transition 

edges, this component can be kept below 10-15% of the total power, this can be achieved by 

keeping the rise and fall times of all the signals throughout the design within a fixed range 

(preferably equal). 

Thus, although short circuit dissipation cannot always be completely ignored, it is 

certainly not the dominant component of power dissipation in well-designed CMOS circuits. 

Instead, Dynamic power dissipation due to capacitance charging consumes most of the power. 

This component of Dynamic power dissipation is the result of charging and discharging of the 

parasitic capacitances in the circuit. 

The situation is modeled in Fig. 2.1, where the parasitic capacitances are lumped at the 

output in the capacitor C. Consider the behavior of the circuit over one full cycle of operation 

with the input voltage going from VDD to ground and back to VDD again. As the input 

switches from high to low, the NMOS pull-down network is cut-off and PMOS pull-up 

network is activated charging load capacitance CLup to VDD. The current flow through the 

PMOS transistor is termed as IP. This charging process draws energy equal to CVDD2 from 

the power supply. Half of the power is dissipated immediately in the PMOS transistors, while 

the other half is stored on the load capacitance. Then, when the input returns to VDD, the 

process is reversed and the capacitance is discharged, its energy being in the NMOS network. 

The current through the NMOS transistor is termed as IN. In summary, every time a 

capacitive 

node switches from ground to VDD (and back to ground), energy of CVDD
2 is consumed. This 

leads to the conclusion that CMOS power consumption depends on the switching activity of 

the signals. α is defined as the expected number of zero to one transition per data cycle. 

If this is coupled with the average data rate, f, which may be the clock frequency in a 

synchronous system, then the effective frequency of nodal charging is given the product of 

the activity and the data rate- αf. This leads to the following formulation for the average 

CMOS power consumption: 

Pdyn = α*C*VDD
2*f 
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This classical result illustrates that the Dynamic power is proportional to the switching 

activity, capacitive loading and the square of the supply voltage. 

When the input voltage is between VDD and ground, the two transistors will be partially 

in ON state, and thereby short circuit current exists. 

In CMOS circuits, this component of power dissipation is the most important accounting 

for at least 90% of the total power dissipation. So, to reduce the power dissipation, the circuit 

designer can minimize the switching event, decrease the node capacitance, reduce the voltage 

swing or apply a combination of these methods. Yet, in all these cases, the energy drawn  

from the power supply is used only once before being dissipated. To increase the energy 

efficiency of the logic circuits, other measures can be introduced for recycling the energy 

drawn from the power supply. 

. 
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           CHAPTER 3 

STATIC POWER REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 

From a technology scaling point of view, sub threshold leakage currents will continue to 

become a larger component in overall power dissipation. Likewise, from an optimal power 

point of view, the optimum energy point for VCC and Vt during active modes will also 

correspond to a larger sub threshold leakage component. Leakage currents are especially 

important in burst mode type integrated circuits where the majority of the time the system is 

in an idle, or sleep, mode where no computation is taking place. For example, a cell phone, 

pager, or even an X-terminal will spend upwards of 90% of its time in a standby mode where 

the processor is waiting for user input. For this class of burst-mode-type applications, it may 

be acceptable to have large leakage currents during the active mode, but it is extremely 

wasteful to have large leakage currents during the idle state because power will be 

continuously drained with no useful work being done. In order to reduce the leakage currents 

we are introducing two different techniques as given below 

 

3.1 Multi Threshold CMOS Technique 

 
When the physical design of the MTCMOS circuits is done, it is vital to consider the 

large current flowing through the current stopping transistors in active mode and the electro-

migration in the wires should be taken into account. The channel width is also very important 

due to the large current. There is a trade-off between the local and global sleep devices. The 

bottleneck with local sleep devices is that there will be a large area overhead due to the fact 

that there will be a lot of extra transistors. 

The MTCMOS approach is easy on combinatorial circuits, but it can be tricky on 

sequential circuits. Should the power supply be turned off, all data stored in the circuit will 

be irreversibly lost. This is the main problem with MTCMOS circuits. To deal with this 

problem complex timing scheme must be used or extra circuits have to be added. Because of 

these added items the performance of the circuit would be degraded. 
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                              Fig. 3.1: Multi threshold CMOS technique logic circuit 

This will also require a larger die area and impose higher power losses. MTCMOS 

reduces leakage current during standby mode and attains high speed in active mode In this 

technique high threshold voltage transistor are used to isolate the low threshold voltage 

transistor from supply and ground during standby mode. However by including extra 

transistor, MTCMOS circuit faces performance penalty compared to CMOS circuits, if the 

transistor are not sized properly. 

MTCMOS includes high Vt transistor to gate power and ground of a low Vt logic blocks 

as shown in figure 1.when the high Vt transistor are off resulting in a very low sub threshold 

leakage current. When the high Vt transistor are turned on, low Vt are connected to virtual 

ground and VDD. However there are three drawbacks in MTCMOS sequential circuits that is 

need to be eliminated: first is sequential circuit will lose data when sleep transistor are turned 

off, second is timing is critical for sleep signal and third is sizing of sleep transistor is very 

difficult task. 

3.2 Gated VDD Technique 

Another efficient leakage reduction technique used in industry is power gating. In power 

gating scheme, the leakage currents are almost minimized by introducing the external header 

and footer transistors. These transistors eliminate the path exiting between VDD to ground when 

the devices are in quiescent mode. A sleep transistor connected in the ground path called 
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Gated-VDD 

 

 

 

 

 

                              
 

Fig. 3.2: Gated VDD  Technique logic circuit 

This design basic principle is to introduce an additional NMOS transistor in the leakage 

current path present in between the power supply to a ground. The additional transistor is 

fundamentally “gating” the cell’s power supply by “switch on” in the active mode and 

“switch off” in the idle mode. Gated-VDD scheme significantly reduces the leakage current by 

maintaining the performance compensation of low power supply and threshold voltage. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MENTOR GRAPHICS TOOL 

 
This chapter describes about the basics of mentor graphics tools and simulation of 

circuits using these tools. The mentor graphic tools contains both frontend and backend tools, 

in which the pyxis schematic (back end tool) is used for the project implementation and 

simulation. 

 

4.1 Procedure for Simulation of Transistor Level Circuits using Pyxis 

Schematic 

First login to the REDHAT Linux system with the required user name and password. 

Then right click on the desktop and click on Open Terminal Good file management is needed 

for proper design hierarchy. So create an empty directory in the root by typing the following 

command in the terminal window. 

[root@localhost ~] $mkdirfile _ name 

To create subdirectories in a directory change the current directory by typing the 

following command. 

[root@localhost ~]$ CD file_name 

Now you can create a subdirectory in the directory mgc_filename by using “mkdir” 

command then a subdirectory with name “invert” is created in the directory mgc_filename. 

Pyxis schematic Tutorial. 

To enter into the Pyxis schematic, In the Terminal window type the following 

[root@localhost ~]# csh 

[root@localhost ~]$ source /home/software/cshrc/ams.cshrc root@localhost ~]$dmgr_ic 

Then the following window appears. 
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Fig. 4.1: Pyxis Schematic Window 

 

 

4.2 Creation of Empty sheet in Pyxis Schematic 

Go to File -----> New----- > Schematic. Then the following window appears as shown in 

the Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3. In the component field enter the sheet name and then click ok. 
 

 

 

Fig. 4.2: Method for Creation of Empty Sheet in Pyxis Schematic 
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Fig. 4.3: Creation of Empty Sheet in Pyxis Schematic 

 

4.3 Design of Inverter Circuit 

To design an inverter we need one PMOS transistor and one NMOS transistor. In the 

above Fig. 4.3, on the right side, in the schematic edit panel under “LIBRARY” different 

types of components are available. The PMOS and NMOS transistors are available in the 

devices library. VDD, VSS, ground, input & output ports are available etc are available in 

Generic Library. Different types of DC and AC sources are available. Drag the required 

components into the empty sheet and the following Fig.4.4 will be obtained. 

 

 

Fig. 4.4: Placing the Components as per Required Circuit 
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To connect different types of components click on “Add Wire” option on the left side of 

the window. There is also another option in connecting the components directly by Double- 

Clicking on the Port symbol which is in Red colour, to change the direction of the connecting 

wire just have a click and then change the direction to have a connecting path. To change the 

name of nets at the input and output of the circuit, select the component and press Q on the 

keyboard and click OK after necessary changes that are made in components of the circuits. 

Then we will get the finalized diagram as shown in the Fig.4.5. 

 

Fig. 4.5: Connecting the Components and Naming Net 

To edit the properties of the components, left click on the component and press Q. Then a 

window opens showing the list of properties related to the device that have been selected. 

Now change the values of the devices according to the experiments required to be done and 

then press OK in that Editing window as shown below Fig.4.6. 
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Fig. 4.6: Modifying the Properties of the Components 

 

To check the connections of the edited circuit go to File >Check schematic. This Option 

checks the whole Schematic about the connections, but it does not checks about the 

functionality. So it gives the warnings that are present in the connections of circuit that is 

designed. If there are Errors in the Circuit it shows in the window. Then the following 

window opens as shown in the Fig. 4.7. Make sure that there should be zero errors. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.7: Check the Schematic Diagram 
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4.4 Creating Symbol for the Designed Circuit 
 

To create the symbol for the circuit, in the menu bar go to Add >Generate symbol. Then 

the following window appears as shown in the Fig. 4.8. In this window put check marks on 

Replace Existing and Activate Symbol options and then click on choose a Symbol and select 

the required shape for the symbol and then click OK. 

 

Fig. 4.8: Generation of Symbol 

Then a schematic with the selected shape appears and if there is any editing required for 

the symbol then edit by using the options in the symbol edit panel and the following window 

will appear as shown in the Fig.4.9. 

 

Fig. 4.9: Formation of Symbol 
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To check the symbols go to File->Check Symbol. Make sure that there are no errors in 

the symbol. 
 

 
Fig. 4.10: Obtaining the Created Symbol 

 

 

4.5 Simulation of Designed Circuit 

To simulate the circuit we will make use of the symbol created for the circuit. First we 

have to create one subdirectory for the simulation in which all the files related the simulation 

are stored in that subdirectory. The procedure for creating subdirectory is explained. Now 

create an empty schematic by going through, File >New Schematic. Then a window opens, in 

the “component name” field enter the subdirectory name you have created for storing the  

files related to the simulation and then click OK. Then an empty schematic will be created 

with the required name. To add the symbol to the schematic, right click >Instance->Choose 

Symbol. Then the following window opens as shown in the Fig. 4.11. 
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Fig. 4.11: Usage of Generated Symbol 

`Then go to the directory where the original circuit is located, Select the directory present 

in the pre saved project in the Mentor Graphics and then click OK. Just click on the library for 

new schematic to do Simulation of the present designed circuit then following symbol appears 

as shown in the Fig. 4.12. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4.12: Addition of Components to the Generated Symbol 

To simulate the inverter we need to add the power supply and input signals to the 
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inverter. There are different types of simulations are available like, DC Analysis, AC analysis, 

Transient Simulation, Noise Simulation etc. Here the transient simulation is given. First add 

the components like input port, Output port, VDD, ground, Pulse signal to the Schematic by 

going through the palette Schematic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.13: Circuit ready for Simulation 

To simulate the inverter we need to add the power supply and input signals to the 

inverter. There are different types of simulations are available like, DC Analysis, AC analysis, 

Transient Simulation, Noise Simulation etc. Here the transient simulation is given. First add 

the components like input port, Output port, VDD, ground, Pulse signal to the Schematic by 

going through the palette Schematic 

Edit >Library then the window will be as shown in the Fig. 5.13. 
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Fig. 4.13: Circuit ready for Simulation 

Edit the properties and name the nets then finally simulate the circuit and then the circuit will 

be as shown in the Fig.4.13 

 
4.6 Simulation of Circuit 

The transient simulation of the edited circuit is described here. Go to Schematic edit 

palette, click on Simulation then the following window will opens as shown in the Fig. 4.14. 

 

 
Fig. 4.14: Entering into Simulation Mode 
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In this window select New Design Configuration and click OK. In the Entering 

simulation mode window click OK. 

In the palette area select Lib/Temp/Inc. and select Include files. Then a window appears 

as shown in Fig. 4.15. Click on directory icon and select ami05.mod using browser in $mod 

folder and click on Apply button to add that file to the schematic. 

 

Fig. 4.15: Setup Simulation 

In Setup Simulation window in the left side select Analysis tab. The window appears as 

shown in Fig. 4.16. Setup the start time and stop time and click Apply. 

 
 

Fig. 4.16: Analysis Setup 
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Now select Measures and select the inputs and outputs from the simulation circuit as 

shown in the Fig. 4.17. 

 
Fig. 4.17: Selecting Inputs and Outputs 

 

 
Fig. 4.18: Measures 

Now click on Add button to add the signals which are to be measured for calculations for 

the study of characteristics of circuits and the various logics that are applied. After this 

process click on Apply button. Close the setup simulation window. 

Click on Run Eldo button in the palette area. Time taken for the analysis, temperature, netlist, 

power dissipation, number of components, and number of nodes, errors and warnings are 
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shown in the log. Be sure that there are no errors. Now click on view waves in the palette 

area. The output waveforms can be obtained as shown in the below Fig. 4.19. 

 

Fig. 4.19: Output Waveforms 
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CHAPTER 5 

DESIGN OF CONVENTIONAL 6T SRAM CELL 

 

5.1 Introduction to SRAM 

The conventional 6T SRAM cell uses two cross coupled inverters and two access 

transistors as shown in Figure 5.1.These access transistors connect the cell to the outside. The 

inverters are the storage element and reinforce the data bit within the cell as long as the power 

is supplied (VDD). M1, M2 are PMOS transistors and M3, M4, M5, M6 are NMOS transistors. 

M5 and M6 are the access transistors (or pass transistors) connecting the cell to the Bit Lines 

(BL and BLB). The different modes of operation of the SRAM cell are detailed below 

 

 
Fig. 5.1: Schematic Diagram of 6 Transistor SRAM cell  

 

5.1.1  Standby/Hold Mode 

When the Word Line (WL) is at logic ‘0’, the access transistors M5 and M6 

disconnect the cell from the Bit Line(BL and BLB).The two cross coupled inverters in the 

cell continue to reinforce the data bit present in the cell as long as power is supplied(VDD). 

The current drawn in this mode from VDD is termed as standby current. 

5.1.2 Write Mode 
      For a write operation, the Word Line (WL) is set to logic ‘1’ enabling the access 

transistors M5 and M6 there by connecting the cell to  the outside  of  (BL  and BL).  The contents 

from the Bit Lines (BL and BLB) are then transferred into the cell via the
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Fig. 6.4: Input and Output Waveforms of SRAM during write mode 

access transistors. After a successful write operation, the Word Line (WL) is  set to  logic 

‘0’. For example, to write logic ‘0’ into the cell, initially BL is set to logic ‘0’ and BL is 

set to logic ‘1’. The Word Line (WL) is then set to logic‘1’ thereby allowing the access 

transistors to pass the logic value from (BL and BLB) into the cell. After the data bit is 

successfully written into the cell, the Word Line (WL) is set to logic ‘0’ thereby 

disconnecting the cell from the outside(BL and BLB). 

 

 

Fig. 5.2: Input and Output Waveforms of SRAM cell 

 
5.1.2 Read Mode 

To read the data bit present in the cell, Bit Lines (BL and BLB) are initially pre 

charged to VDD i.e. logic ‘1’. The Word Line (WL) is then enabled by setting it to  logic 

‘1’. Depending on the data bit stored in the cell, a Bit Line (BL or BLB) gets discharged 

slightly (and slowly) via an access transistor and pull down transistor thereby 

developing a differential voltage drop between the Bit Lines (BL and BL).This small 

differential voltage drop across BL and BLB is then detected by a Sense Amplifier 

which determines the data bit stored in the cell. Charging and Discharging of large 

capacitive loads is done by the Sense Amplifier. The higher sensitivity of the Sense 

Amplifier, the faster the read operation. However, the differential voltage should not be 

too large as it could flip the state of the cross coupled inverters. 
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Fig. 7.2: Schematic Diagram of SRAM cell using MTCMOS 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.3: Schematic Diagram of SRAM Read mode 
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CHAPTER 6 

DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF 6T SRAM USING 

MTCMOS AND GATED VDD TECHNIQUES 

6.1 MTCMOS Technique 

 
MTCMOS (multi threshold CMOS) is a dual Vt technology that is very effective at 

reducing leakage currents in the standby mode. This technique involves using high Vt 

transistors to gate the power supplies of a low-Vt logic block as shown in Fig.6.1. When the 

high-Vt transistors are turned on, the low-Vt  logic is connected  to virtual ground and  power, 

and switching is performed through fast devices. However, by introducing an extra series 

device to the power supplies, MTCMOS circuits will incur a performance penalty compared 

to CMOS circuits, which worsens if the devices are not sized large enough. When the circuit 

enters the sleep mode, the high-Vt gating transistors are turned off, resulting in a very low sub 

threshold leakage current from VCC to ground. Although both PMOS and NMOS gating 

transistors are shown in Fig.6.1, only one polarity sleep device is actually required to reduce 

leakage if the logic block is purely combinational. NMOS sleep transistors are typically more 

effective because they have lower “on” resistances, and subsequently can be made smaller for 

the same current drive. MTCMOS circuits can achieve several orders of magnitude reduction 

in leakage currents through two effects. First, the total effective leakage width of the original 

CMOS circuit is reduced to the width of the single “off” NMOS transistor (provided it is 

smaller than the original pull down width), and second, the increased threshold voltage results  

in an exponential reduction in leakage currents. If the sleep transistor is turned off even more 

strongly (reversed bias), even further leakage reduction can be achieved. 

MTCMOS is a very attractive technique for reducing sub- threshold leakage currents 

during standby modes because existing designs (especially combinational logic blocks) can 

easily be modified into MTCMOS blocks by simply adding high-Vt power supply switches. 

Furthermore, the processing required to provide an extra threshold voltage involves only an 

additional implant processing step. However, serious drawbacks to the widespread use of 

MTCMOS are that appropriate sleep transistor sizing becomes very difficult and that 
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sequential circuits will lose data when the power transistors are turned off. 
 

 

6.2  SRAM cell using MTCMOS Technique  

In this technique uses transistors with multiple threshold voltages to optimize delay 

and power. The circuit diagram of SRAM cell using MTCMOS technique is as shown in 

the fig.6.1. Low Vt transistors switch faster but have higher static power leakage and 

High Vt transistors reduce static power leakage but switch slower. MTCMOS design 

techniques used to design the circuits to optimize the power and delay without incurring 

penalties. 

      

      Fig. 6.1: Schematic Diagram of SRAM cell using MTCMOS 

 

The most common implementation of MTCMOS to reduce leakage power uses sleep 

transistors. With the help of sleep transistors, virtual power rails are created which supply 

the logic. High Vt sleep transistors are used to connect the physical power rails to the 

virtual power rails. These transistors are turned on in active mode and off in sleep mode 

by the Clock signal. These sleep transistors help reduce static leakage power by a great 

amount when the SRAM cell is not in use. 
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The output waveforms of the schematic diagram of the SRAM cell using MTCMOS 

technique is shown in the fig.6.2 i.e. The input and output waveforms of the circuit. 

 
 

Fig. 6.2: Input and Output Waveforms of SRAM cell using MTCMOS 
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6.3 Gated VDD Technique  

The proposed Static RAM cell uses a potent power reduction technique called as Gated 

Vdd. This technique uses an additional NMOS transistor connected to the ground path as 

shown in fig.6.3. The technique instigates a switching mechanism which disables Vdd, the 

supply voltage, when the Static RAM is not used by terminating the leakage current. 

Introducing such a transistor helps in reducing the leakage power dissipated by a huge 

amount. To attain such a mechanism, a transistor of High threshold voltage “High Vt” should 

be used in the ground path enabling all the remaining transistors to Low threshold voltage 

“Low Vt”. Low Vt Transistors are utilized since they switch quicker than the High Vt 

Transistors. ‘Gated Vdd control’ signal is used in order to switch ‘ON’ or switch ‘OFF’ the 

Static RAM cell. Hence the word ”Gated” is mentioned to explain such a mechanism. Main 

benefit of using such a technique is to maintain the system performance though the transistors 

threshold voltages and supply voltage are diminished. 

6.4  SRAM cell using Gated VDD Technique 

This technique introduces a control mechanism which can disable the supply voltage 

(VDD) when the SRAM cell is not in use thereby eliminating any leakage current. It 

reduces the leakage power dissipation by a great amount. In order to achieve this control 

mechanism, a High Threshold Voltage (High Vt) transistor is introduced in the supply 

(VDD) or the ground path of the SRAM cell while modeling all other transistors as Low 

Threshold Voltage (Low Vt) transistors. Low Vt transistors are used as they switch faster 

than High Vt transistors. This makes the SRAM cell operate fast. This configuration 

results in optimum power consumption and delay. 

 

                            Fig. 6.3: Schematic Diagram of SRAM cell using Gated VDD 
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The above figure i.e. fig.6.3 represents the schematic diagram of the SRAM cell using Gated VDD 

technique. All the connections are made according to the circuit once the circuit connections are over 

we will generate the symbol and then we create the test bench and then we will simulate the circuit for 

the results. The results of the circuit are as shown in the fig.6.4 i.e. input and output waveforms of the 

schematic diagram. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.4: Input and Output Waveforms of SRAM cell using Gated VDD 
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7.1 Power Dissipation 

CHAPTER 7 

RESULTS 

 

Power Dissipation is the major factor which is looked in today’s electronic  circuits. Even 

though the count of transistors gets increased in this type of logic, this is not considered as a 

major disadvantage unless the power dissipation gets increased. As the days goes on Moore’s 

law works out very well in doubling the number of transistors every 18 months which actually 

obtained by decreasing the channel length of each transistor. This leads to increase in number 

of transistors. 

Table 7.1: Write Power Dissipation Results of Various Circuits. 

 

Supply Voltage (V) CMOS(nW) Gated 

VDD(nW) 

MTCMOS 

(nW) 

0.75 77.3955 77.3300 77.2627 

1.25 78.9590 78.9244 78.8818 

1.8 81.9316 81.9041 81.8691 

2.5 89.1835 89.1582 89.1253 

3.3 107.1267 107.0999 107.0635 

5 250.0346 249.9862 249.8909 

            

               From the above results as shown in the Table 7.1 we can clearly observe that the both the 

Gated VDD and MTCMOS based SRAM cells consume less power compared to the  CMOS based 

SRAM cell. Among the 3 set of results MTCMOS based SRAM cell consume less power so it is the 

optimum technique for power reduction in standby mode.
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Fig. 7.1: Comparison of Power Dissipation for Various Logics 
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7.2 Delay 

Delay can be defined as a amount of time taken by the circuit or Logic gate to drive the 

output after the application of input. Delay varies from circuit to circuit, higher the delay 

lesser the speed. In other words it can be said that delay of a circuit is directly proportional to 

its complexity. 

Table 7.2: Delay Results of Various Circuits 
 

Supply 

Voltage(V) 

CMOS(ps) Gated 

VDD(ps) 

MTCMOS 

(ps) 

0.5 
291.17 192.52 152.76 

1 259.5 309.38 249.39 

1.25 309.25 290.43 262.74 

2.5 494 289.16 274.36 

3.3 490 299.79 157.5 

5 394.78 300.61 240.03 

 

 

               From the above results as shown in the Table 7.2 we can clearly observe that the both the 

Gated VDD and MTCMOS based SRAM cells works faster than the standard CMOS based SRAM cell. 

That is the switching speeds of the CMOS based SRAM cell is less compared to the other cells.
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Fig. 7.2: Comparison of Delay Report for Various Logics 
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7.3  Power-Delay product 

The Power –Delay product is defined as a product of power dissipation and the propagation delay. 

In digital electronics the power-delay product is a figure of merit correlated with the energy efficiency 

of a logic gate or logic family. It has the dimension of  energy and measures the energy consumed per 

switching  event. 

Table 7.3: Power-Delay product Results of Various Circuits 

                              
                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By comparing the power-delay product results it is clear that figure of merit of MTCMOS 

based SRAM cell circuit have the lower value while CMOS based SRAM have the highest value.   

CONCLUSION 

 
Two power reduction techniques for SRAM cells have been analyzed Gated VDD 

and MTCMOS based designs in 130nm technology. The MTCMOS based SRAM cell 

uses the least power and is the fastest among the three designs discussed in this paper. 

The MTCMOS based SRAM cell is faster than the conventional 6T SRAM cell while 

the Gated VDD SRAM cell is faster than the conventional 6T SRAM cell. With the huge 

reduction in power and higher speeds of operation of these SRAM cells, engineers 

should be motivated to use the power reduction techniques. 

Supply 

Voltage(V) 

CMOS 

       (10^(-18)Ws) 

      Gated VDD 

    (10^(-18)Ws) 

  MTCMOS                            

(10^(-18)Ws) 

1.25 
24.418 22.922 20.725 

2.5 44.056 25.780 24.452 

3.3 52.492 32.107 16.862 

5         98.708 75.148 59.981 
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ABSTRACT 

In India each year, insects cause a massive economic loss. Hidden 
swarm of insects attacks plants slowly but it cause enormous loss in agriculture field. 
If, however, these insects can’t be detected in their early stage and farmer could use 
the pesticides and insecticides without knowing whether insects are there or not. 
Then this could decrease the economical state. This paper presents the design of an 
Ultrasonic insect detector that comprises of an ultrasonic sensor, an infrared sensor 
and a GSM module in which ultrasonic sensor will detect the sound of insects by 
detecting ultrasonic signals generated by the feeding event of insects in crops. After 
that the presence of insects will be confirmed by the heat radiated by the insect’s 
body through infrared sensor. Once the presence of insect is confirmed by both the 
sensors a message will be sent by using GSM module in which it will inform the 
farmer about the presence of insects after that farmer can use pesticides or 
insecticides according to their crops. This research not only helps the farmers but 
also increase the agriculture productivity. 
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1.1 Background:- 

CHAPTER 01 

INTRODUCTION 

Human beings cannot sense ultrasonic frequency, but most of the animals can 
produce and hear ultrasonic frequency. Even several insects can communicate through these 
frequencies like bats, rodents, insects, Flies, spiders, etc can detect Ultrasonic frequency through 
“Tympanic membrane”. Cockroaches can sense via “Sensory hairs”. Ultrasound frequency is 
biologically safe for human beings but frequency closer than 30 kHz is able to sense by children. 
The insect detection system detects the insect activity by detecting sound generated by insects in 
the audio frequency range (20 – 20,000Hz). 

 

 
1.2 Aim of the project:- 

The main aim of the project is to Design and Development of Ultrasonic and IR 
Insect Detector for Oilseeds Crop. 

1.3 Methodology:- 

The presence of insects will be confirmed by the heat radiated by the insect’s body 
through infrared sensor and the sound generated by the insects detected via ultrasonic sensor. Once 
the presence of insect is confirmed by both the sensors a message will be sent by using GSM 
module in which it will inform the farmer about the presence of insects after that farmer can use 
pesticides or insecticides according to their crops. 

1.4 Significance of the project:- 

To increase the oilseeds production in India, we will have to adapt the 
technologies that will not only protect our crops from insects but also standardize the balanced 
crop nutrition. 

1.5 Conclusion:- 

The main aim of the project is to development of a nation directly depends upon 
infrastructure availability. As all mechanical systems are likely to protect us from unnecessary 
use of pesticides and insecticides in the crops and alert the farmers in real time for modern use of 
application, so that it can increase the productivity of crops. 
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2.0 Work title explanation:- 

CHAPTER 02 

Generally the PIR sensors detect the change in amount of radiation corresponding 
to the environment in front of the sensor. For example in this work the sensor will be focused on 
a baby in cradle. When there is a movement in an insect the temperature starts varying from body 
temperature to surrounding temperature. This will cause a change in output voltage of sensor and 
trigger the detection. 

2.1 Components used: 

 Arduino Uno 
 Ultrasonic Sensor 

 PIR sensor 

 GSM Module 

 Servo motor 

 16X2 LCD Display 

 Transformer 

 Voltage Regulator 

 Capacitor 

 Diode 

 Two pin AC chord 

 12v adapter for GSM module 
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2.2 Block Diagram: 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig 2.1: Basic Block Diagram of Device 
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CHAPTER 03 

3.0 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION: 

a.Ultrasonic Sensor: 

Ultrasonic sensors are used to convert ultrasound waves into electrical signals. 
There are the transducers that can receive and transmit ultrasound waves and are called as 
ultrasound transceivers. Above the limits of human audibility, the source of ultrasonic waves is 
sound waves. 

Ultrasonic Sensor V1.0: 
This module is the second generation of the popular HC-SR04 Low Cost Ultrasonic 

Sensor. Unlike the first generation HC-SR04 that can only operate between 4.8V~5V DC, this new 
version has wider input voltage range, allow it to work with controller operates on 3.3V.HC-SR04 
ultrasonic sensor provides a very low-cost and easy method of distance measurement. It measures 
distance using sonar, an ultrasonic (well above human hearing) pulse (~40KHz) is transmitted 
from the unit and distance-to-target is determined by measuring the time required for the echo 
return. This sensor offers excellent range accuracy and stable readings in an easy-to-use package. 
An on board 2.54mm pitch pin header allows the sensor to be plugged into a solderless breadboard 
for easy prototyping 

 

 

Fig 3.0: Ultrasonic sensor V1.0 
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Ultrasonic Sensor 1.0 Specification: 
1. Operating Voltage : 3.3Vdc ~ 5Vdc 
2. Quiescent Current :<2mA 
3. Operating Current : 15mA 
4. Operating Frequency : 40KHz 
5. Operating Range : 2cm ~ 400cm ( 1in ~ 13ft) 
6. Sensitivity : -65dB min 
7. Sound Pressure : 112dB 
8. Effective Angle : 15° 
9. Connector : 4-pins header with 2.54mm pitch 
10. Dimension : 45mm x 20mm x 15mm 
11. Weight : 9g 

 
PIN Assignment: 

 

Fig 3.1: pin alignment of ultrasonic sensor 
VCC 3.3 ~ 5V 

TRIG Triggering input Pin. 10us TTL Pulses 

ECHO TTL Logic Output Pin. Proportional to distance 

GND Ground Pin 

Table 3.a.1: Pin Description 
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Advantages of Ultrasonic Sensor: 
1. It has sensing capability to sense all the material types. 
2. This sensor is not affected due to atmospheric dust, rain, snow etc. 
3.It can work in any adverse conditions. 
4. It has higher sensing distance (in centimeters and inches) compare to inductive/capacitive 
proximity sensor types. 
5. It provides good readings in sensing large sized objects with hard surfaces. 

 
 

Disadvantages of Ultrasonic Sensor: 
1. It is very sensitive to variation in the temperature. 
2. It has more difficulties in reading reflections from soft, curved, thin and small objects. 

B.P IR Sensor: 

All objects in the world radiate heat if they have a temperature greater than absolute 
temperature. The radiation is in the range of infrared radiation. Passive Infrared (PIR) sensor is 
also known as Pyroelectric or IR motion sensor. PIR sensor is used to detect motion whether 
human or animal has moved in or out of the range of sensor. The PIR sensor is made of a crystalline 
material; it produces infrared radiation when the surface is exposed to heat which generates an 
electric charge. 

 

 

Fig 3.2 PIR sensor 
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Pin Configuration: 
 

Pin number Pin name Description 

 
1. 

 

Vcc 

Input voltage is +5V for 
typical applications. Can 
range from 4.5V- 12V 

 
2. 

 

High/Low Ouput (Dout) 

Digital pulse high (3.3V) 
when triggered (motion det 
ected) digital low(0V) when 
idle(no motion dete cted) 

3. Ground Connected to ground of 
circuit 

 
Table 3.b.1:Pin Configuration of PIR Sensor 

PIR Sensor Features: 
 

 Wide range on input voltage varying from 4.V to 12V (+5V recommended) 
 Output voltage is High/Low (3.3V TTL) 
 Can distinguish between object movement and human movement 
 Has to operating modes - Repeatable(H) and Non- Repeatable(H) 
 Cover distance of about 120° and 7 meters 
 Low power consumption of 65mA 
 Operating temperature from -20° to +80° Celsius 

 

PIR Sensor Applications: 

 Automatic Street/Garage/Warehouse or Garden Lights 
 Burglar Alarms 
 Security cams as motion detectors 
 Industrial Automation Control 

 

C.Transformer 
It is a general purpose chassis mounting mains transformer. Transformer has 240 

V primary windings and centre tapped secondary winding. The transformer has flying colored 
insulated connecting leads ( Approx 100 mm long ). The Transformer act as step down transformer 
reducing AC - 240V to AC - 12V. The Transformer gives two outputs of 24V, 12V and 0V. The 
Transformer's construction is written below with details of Solid Core and Winding. The 
transformer is a static electrical device that transfers energy by inductive coupling between its 
winding circuits. A varying current in the primary winding creates a varying magnetic flux in the 
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transformer's core and thus a varying magnetic flux through the secondary winding. This varying 
magnetic flux induces a varying electromotive force (E.M.F) or voltage in the secondary winding. 
The transformer has cores made of high permeability silicon steel. The steel has a permeability 
many times that of free space and the core thus serves to greatly reduce the magnetizing current 
and confine the flux to a path which closely couples the windings. 

 

Fig 3.3: Transformer 
 
 

D.R ECTIFIER DIODE (1N4007): 

A diode is a device which allows current flow through only one direction. That is 
the current should always flow from the Anode to cathode. The cathode terminal can be 
identified by using a grey bar as shown in the picture above. 

For 1N4007 Diode, the maximum current carrying capacity is 1A it withstand peaks 
up to 30A. Hence we can use this in circuits that are designed for less than 1A. The reverse 
current is 5uA which is negligible. The power dissipation of this diode is 3W. 

 

Fig 3.4 :1N4007 diode 
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FEATURES OF 1N4007: 

 Average forward current is 1A. 
 Non-repetitive Peak current is 30A. 
 Reverse current is 5uA. 
 Peak repetitive Reverse voltage is 1000V. 
 Power dissipation 3W. 
 Available in DO-41 Package. 

 
APPLICATIONS: 

 
 Can be used to prevent reverse polarity problem. 
 Half Wave and Full Wave rectifiers. 
 Used as a protection device. 
 Current flow regulators. 

 
 
 

E. Capacitor 

A capacitor is a passive two terminal electronic component that stores electrical 
energy in an electric field. The effect of a capacitor is known as capacitance. while some 
capacitance exists between any two electrical conductors in proximity in a circuit, a capacitor is 
a component designed to add capacitance to a circuit. the capacitor was originally known as 
condenser or condensator. the original name is still widely used in many languages, but not 
commonly in English. 

 
 
 

Fig 3.5: capacitor 
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F. VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

All voltage sources cannot able to give fixed output due to fluctuations in the 
circuit. For getting constant and steady output, the voltage regulators are implemented. The 
integrated circuits which are used for the regulation of voltage are termed as voltage regulator ICs. 
Here, we can discuss the IC 7805. 

 
 
 

Fig 3.6: voltage regulator 
 
 
 

Pin no Function 
1 Input(7V-35V) 
2 Ground 
3 Output(4.8V-5.2V) 

Fig3.c: pin description of 7805 
 

The voltage regulator IC 7805 is actually a member of the 78xx series of voltage 
regulator ICs. It is a fixed linear voltage regulator. The xx present in 78xx represents the value of 
the fixed output voltage that the particular IC provides. For 7805 IC, it is +5V DC regulated power 
supply. This regulator IC also adds a provision for a heat sink. The input voltage to this voltage 
regulator can be up to 35V, and this IC can give a constant 5V for any value of input less than or 
equal to 35V which is the threshold limit. 
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G.G SM Module: 

GSM is a mobile communication modem; it is stands for global system for 
mobile communication (GSM). The idea of GSM was developed at Bell Laboratories in 
1970. It is widely used mobile communication system in the world. GSM is an open and 
digital cellular technology used for transmitting mobile voice and data services operates at 
the 850MHz, 900MHz, 1800MHz and 1900MHz frequency bands.GSM system was 
developed as a digital system using time division multiple access (TDMA) technique for 
communication purpose. A GSM digitizes and reduces the data, then sends it down through 
a channel with two different streams of client data, each in its own particular time slot. The 
digital system has an ability to carry 64 kbps to 120 Mbps of data rates. 

 
 
 

 

Fig 3.7: GSM Module 

Features of GSM 
 

 Improved spectrum efficiency 
 International roaming 
 Compatibility with integrated services digital network (ISDN) 
 Support for new services. 
 SIM phonebook management 
 Fixed dialing number (FDN) 
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 Real time clock with alarm management 
 High-quality speech 
 Uses encryption to make phone calls more secure 
 Short message service (SMS). 

 
 
 
 

 

 

PIN Description: 

Fig 3.G.2: SIM 900A top view 

 

Pin Number Pin Name Description 

1 PWRKEY Voltage input for PWRKEY. PWRKEY should 
be pulled low to power on or power off the 

system. 

The user should keep pressing the key for a short 
time when power on or power off the system 
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  because the system need margin time in order to 
assert the software. 

2 PWRKEY_OUT Connecting PWRKEY and PWRKEY_OUT for 
a short time then release also can power on or 

power off the module. 

3 DTR Data terminal Ready [Serial port ] 

4 RI Ring indicator [Serial port ] 

5 DCD Data carry detect [Serial port ] 

6 DSR Data Set Ready [Serial port ] 

7 CTS Clear to send [Serial port ] 

8 RTS Request to send [Serial port ] 

9 TXD Transmit data [Serial port ] 

10 RXD Receive data [Serial port ] 

11 DISP _CLK Clock for display [Display interface] 

12 DISP_DATA Display data output [Display interface] 

13 DISP _D/C Display data or command select [Display 
interface] 

14 DISP _CS Display Enable [Display interface] 

15 VDD_EXT 2.8V output power supply 

16 NRESET External reset input 

17,18,29,39,45, 

46,53,54,58,59, 

61,62,63,64,65 

 

GND 

 

Ground 

19 MIC_P Microphone Positive 
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20 MIC_N Microphone Negative 

21 SPK_P Speaker Positive 

22 SPK_N Speaker Negative 

23 LINEIN_R Right Channel input [External line inputs are 
available to directly mix or multiplex externally 

generated analog signals such as polyphonic 
tones from an external melody IC or music 
generated by an FM tuner IC or module.] 

24 LINEIN_L Left Channel Input 

25 ADC General purpose analog to digital converter. 

26 VRTC Current input for RTC when the battery is not 
supplied for the system. 

Current output for backup battery when the main 
battery is present and the backup battery is in 

low voltage state. 

27 DBG_TXD Transmit pin [Serial interface for debugging and 
firmware upgrade ] 

28 DBG_RXD Receive pin [Serial interface for debugging and 
firmware upgrade ] 

30 SIM_VDD Voltage supply for SIM card 

31 SIM_DATA SIM data output 

32 SIM_CLK SIM clock 

33 SIM_RST SIM reset 

34 SIM_PRESENCE SIM detect 

35 PWM1 PWM Output 

36 PWM2 PWM Output 

37 SDA Serial Data [I2C] 
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38 SCL Serial Clock [I2C] 

40,41,42,43,44 

&        

47,48,49,50,51 

KBR0 to KBR4 

& 

KBC4 to KBC0 

Keypad interface [ROWS & COLUMNS] 

52 NETLIGHT Indicate net status 

55,56,57 VBAT Three VBAT pins are dedicated to connect the 
supply voltage. The power supply of SIM900A 

has to be a single voltage source of VBAT= 
3.4V to 4.5V. It must be able to provide 

sufficient current in a transmit burst which 
typically rises to 2A. 

60 RF_ANT Antenna connection 

66 STATUS Indicate working status 

67 GPIO 11 General Purpose Input/output 

68 GPIO 12 General Purpose Input/output 

Table 3.9: Pin Description of GSM Module 

H. Servo motor: 

The servo motor is most commonly used for high technology devices in the industrial 
applications like automation technology. It is a self contained electrical device, that rotates parts 
of machine with high efficiency and great precision. Moreover the output shaft of this motor can 
be moved to a particular angle. Servo motors are mainly used in home electronics, toys, cars, 
airplanes and many more devices. 

A servo motor is a rotary actuator or a motor that allows for a precise control in terms of 
the angular position, acceleration, and velocity. Basically it has certain capabilities that a regular 
motor does not have. Consequently it makes use of a regular motor and pairs it with a sensor for 
position feedback . 

Servo motor works on the PWM ( Pulse Width Modulation ) principle, which means its 
angle of rotation is controlled by the duration of pulse applied to its control PIN. Basically servo 
motor is made up of DC motor which is controlled by a variable resistor (potentiometer) and some 
gears. 
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Usually a servomotor turns 90 degree in either direction hence maximum movement can 

be 180 degree . However a normal servo motor cannot rotate any further to a build in mechanical 
stop. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.10 : SG 90 Servo Motor 

I. Arduino Uno 

The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328. It has 14 
digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz 
crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It 
contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with 
a USB cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. The Uno differs 
from all preceding boards in that it does not use the FTDI USB-to-serial driver chip. Instead, it 
features the Atmega8U2 programmed as a USB-to-serial converter. 

"Uno" means one in Italian and is named to mark the upcoming release of Arduino 
1.0. The Uno and version1.0willbe the reference versions of Arduino, moving forward. The 
Uno is the latest in a series of USB Arduino boards, and the reference model for the Arduino 
platform. 
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Fig 3.11: Arduino Uno Board 
 
 

Technical Specifications 

 Microcontroller ATmega328 
 Operating Voltage 5V 

 Input Voltage (recommended) 7-12V 

 Input Voltage(limits) 6-20V 
 Digital I/O Pins 14 (of which 6 provide PWM output) 




DC Current per I/O Pin 

Flash memory 

40 mA DC Current for 3.3VPin 50mA 

32 KB of which 0.5 KB used by bootloader 

SRAM 2KB 
EEPROM 1KB 
Clock Speed 16MHz 


Power 
Analog inputs 6 

The Arduino Uno can be powered via the USB connection or with an external power 
supply. The power source is selected automatically. External (non-USB) power can come 
either from an AC-to-DC adapter (wall- wart) or battery. The adapter can be connected by 
plugging a 2.1mm center-positive plug into the board's power jack. Leads from a battery can 
be inserted in the Gnd and Vin pin headers of the POWER connector. The board can operate 
on an external supply of 6 to 20 volts. If supplied with less than 7V, however, the 5V pin may 
supply less than five volts and the board may be unstable. If using more than 12V, the voltage 
regulator may overheat and damage the board. The recommended range is 7 to 12 volts. 

The power pins are as follows 
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VIN The input voltage to the Arduino board when it's using an external power source (as 
opposed to 5 volts from the USB connection or other regulated power source). You can supply 
voltage through this pin or, if supplying voltage via the power jack access it through this pin. 
5V The regulated power supply used to power the microcontroller and other components on 
the board. This can come either from VIN via an on-board regulator, or be supplied by USB 
or another regulated 5Vsupply. 

3V3 A 3.3 volt supply generated by the on-board regulator. Maximum current draw is 50mA. 

GND Ground pins. 

INPUT AND OUTPUT 

Each of the 14 digital pins on the Uno can be used as an input or output, using and 
functions. They operate at 5 volts. Each pin can provide or receive a maximum of 40 mA and 
has an internal pull-up resistor (disconnected by default) of 20-50 k Ohms. In addition, some 
pins have specialized functions. The Uno has 6 analog inputs, each of which provide 10 bits of 
resolution (i.e. 1024 different values). By default they measure from ground to 5 volts, though 
is it possible to change the upper end of their range using the AREF pin and the function. 
Additionally, some pins have specialized functionality. 

Communications: 

The Arduino Uno has a number of facilities for communicating with a computer, another 
Arduino, or other microcontrollers. The ATmega328 provides UART TTL (5V) serial 
communication, which is available on digital pins 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). An ATmega8U2 on the 
board channels this serial communication over USB and appears as a virtual com port to 
software on the computer. The '8U2 firmware uses the standard USB COM drivers, and no 
external driver is needed. However, on Windows, an *.inf file is required. The Arduino 
software includes a serial monitor which allows simple textual data to be sent to and from the 
Arduino board. The RX and TX LEDs on the board will flash when data is being transmitted 
via the USB-to- serial chip and USB connection to the computer. A Software Serial library 
allows for serial communication on any of the Uno's digital pins. 

Programming: 
 

The Arduino Uno can be programmed with the Arduino software. Select "Arduino Uno 
w/ ATmega328" from the Tools > Board menu (according to the microcontroller on your 
board. 

The ATmega328 on the Arduino Uno comes pre burned with a boot loader that allows 
you to upload new code to it without the use of an external hardware programmer. It 
communicates using the original STK500 protocol. You can also bypass the boot loader and 
program the microcontroller through the ICSP (In-Circuit Serial Programming) header. The 
ATmega8U2 firmware source code is available. The ATmega8U2 is loaded with a DFU boot 
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loader, which can be activated by connecting the solder jumper on the back of the board (near 
the map of Italy) and then resetting the 8U2. You can then use Atmel's FLIP 
software(Windows) or the DFU programmer(Mac OS X and Linux) to load a new firmware. 
Or you can use the ISP header with an external programmer (overwriting the DFU boot loader). 

J. 16X2 LCD Display 

We come across LCD displays everywhere around us. Computers, calculators, television 
sets, mobile phones, digital watches use some kind of display to display the time. An LCD is an 
electronic display module which uses liquid crystal to produce a visible image. The 16×2 LCD 
display is a very basic module commonly used in DIYs and circuits. The 16×2 translates o a 
display 16 characters per line in 2 such lines. In this LCD each character is displayed in a 5×7 pixel 
matrix. 

 
 

Fig 3.12: 16X2 LCD display 

 
Pin No: 

 
Pin Name: 

 
Description 

 
1 

 
Vss (Ground) 

 
Ground pin connected to system ground 

 
2 

 
Vdd (+5 Volt) 

 
Powers the LCD with +5V (4.7V – 5.3V) 

 
3 

 
VE (Contrast V) 

 
Decides the contrast level of display. Grounded to get maximum contrast. 
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Table 3.J.1 LCD display pin configuration 
 
 

Features of 16X2 LCD display: 

 Operating Voltage is 4.7V to 5.3V. 

 
4 

 
Register Select 

 
Connected to Microcontroller to shift between command/data register 

 
5 

 
Read/Write 

 
Used to read or write data. Normally grounded to write data to LCD 

 
6 

 
Enable 

 
Connected to Microcontroller Pin and toggled between 1 and 0 for data acknowledgement 

 
7 

 
Data Pin 0 

 
Data pins 0 to 7 forms a 8-bit data line. They can be connected 

to Microcontroller to send 8-bit data. 

These LCD’s can also operate on 4-bit mode in such case Data 

pin 4,5,6 and 7 will be left free. 

 
8 

 
Data Pin 1 

 

 
9 

 
Data Pin 2 

 
10 

 
Data Pin 3 

 
11 

 
Data Pin 4 

 
12 

 
Data Pin 5 

 
13 

 
Data Pin 6 

 
14 

 
Data Pin 7 

 
15 

 
LED Positive 

 
Backlight LED pin positive terminal 

 
16 

 
LED Negative 

 
Backlight LED pin negative terminal 
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 Current consumption is 1mA without backlight. 

 Consists of two rows and each row can print 16 characters. 

 Each character is built by a 5x8 pixel box. 

 Can work on both 8-bit and 4-bit mode. 

 Alphanumeric LCD display module, meaning can display alphabets and numbers. 

 It can also display any custom generated characters. 
 Available in Green and Blue backlights. 

3.1 SOFTWARE REQUIRED: 

a. Arduino IDE: 
 Initial setup: 

This is the Arduino IDE once its been opened. It opens into a blank sketch where 
you can start programming immediately. First, we should configure the board and 
port settings to allow us to upload code. Connect your Arduino board to the PC via 
the USB cable. 

 

 Board setup: 
You have to tell the Arduino IDE what b 

oard you are uploading to. Select the Tools pulldown menu and go to Board. This 
list is populated by default with the currently 
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available Arduino board that are developed by Arduino. If you are using an Uno or 
an Uno compatible Clone (ex. Funduino, Sainsmart ,.etc) select Arduino Uno. If 
you are using another board/clone, select that board. 

 

 IDE:COM port setup 
If you downloaded the Arduino IDE before plugging in your Arduino board, when 
you plugged in the board, the USB drivers should have installed automatically. The 
most recent Arduino IDE should recognize connected boards and label them with 
which COM port they are using. Select the tools pulldown menu and then port. 
Here it should list all open COM ports and if there is a recognized Arduino board, 
it will also give its name. Select the Arduino board that you are connected to PC. If 
the setup is successful, in the bottom right of Arduino IDE, you should see the board 
type and COM number of the board you plan to program. 
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At this Point, we can setup for programming and we can begin writing and uploading the required 
code. 
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CHAPTER 04 

4.0 CIRCUIT AND ITS EXPLANATION: 
 

 

 
FIG4.0: Block diagram of Insect detector device 

 In this device we have used 5V power supply for working of Arduino Uno and a 
16x2LCD for the processing status display purpose. 

 We have used two sensors namely PIR sensor and Ultrasonic Sensor which are used 
for the detection of insect or pests in crops. 

 And GSM module is used to commicate or to inform the status/result of this device to 
the User. 

 By this GSM module the user can always have a chance to keep an eye on the status 
of the crop. i.e., whether the crop is affected by the pests or not. 

 If he observes that any pests in his crop then he can use the pesticides according to 
the quantity of pests. 
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4.1 WORKING: 
 
 

 
FIG4.1: Flow chart representation of working of Insect detector device 

 Firstly, by giving the 5v supply to the Arduino the process gets started. The Ultrasonic 
detector and PIR detector will starts monitoring the presence of pests in crops. 

 If the Ultrasonic Detector detects any sound then it intimates to the Microcontroller that it 
has detected sound. If it not yet detected, it won’t send any signal to microcontroller. 

 If the PIR sensor detects any heat then it intimates to the Microcontroller that it has detected 
heat. If it not yet detected, it won’t send any signal to Microcontroller. 

 If the Microcontroller receives detected signals from both the sensors then it sends this 
status to the user that “Heat is detected”, “sound is detected”, “Pest is detected” like 
messages through GSM module. 

 Then the user gets aware of his crop condition and takes corresponding action to destroy 
that pests. 

Arduino 
UNO 
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4.2 PROGRAM EXPLANATION: 
 Program: 

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> 
#include <Servo.h> 
Servo myservo; 
LiquidCrystal lcd(8, 9, 6, 5, 4, 3); 
const int led = 13; 
const int trigPin = 11; 
const int echoPin = 10; 
int pos=0,k=0; 
long duration; 
int distanceCm; 
void setup() 
{ 

lcd.begin(16,2); 
Serial.begin(9600); 
pinMode(trigPin, OUTPUT); 
pinMode(led, OUTPUT); 
pinMode(echoPin, INPUT); 
pinMode(2,INPUT); 
myservo.attach(12); 

} 
void loop() 
{ 

digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW); 
delayMicroseconds(2); 
digitalWrite(trigPin, HIGH); 
delayMicroseconds(10); 
digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW); 
digitalWrite(2, LOW); 
duration = pulseIn(echoPin, HIGH); 
distanceCm= duration*0.034/2; 
lcd.setCursor(0,0); 
IV:if (distanceCm > 1 && digitalRead(2) == HIGH) 
{ 
lcd.clear(); 
lcd.print("ultra detected"); 
delay(2000); 
lcd.clear(); 
lcd.print("heat detected"); 
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delay(2000); 
lcd.clear(); 
lcd.print("message sending"); 
delay(5000); 
if(digitalRead(2)== HIGH) 
{ 

Serial.println("AT+CMGF=1"); 
delay(2000); 
Serial.print("AT+CMGS="); 
Serial.print('"'); 
Serial.print("9573998318"); 
Serial.println('"'); 
Serial.print("pest attack save crop from insects"); 
Serial.write(26); 
delay(5000); 

} 
lcd.clear(); 
lcd.print("message sent"); 
delay(2000); 

} 
else 
{ 
lcd.clear(); 
lcd.print("heat not detected"); 
delay(1000); 
if(k==0) 
{ 

for (pos = 0; pos <= 45; pos += 1) 
myservo.write(pos); 

k=1; 
delay(3000); 
goto IV; 

} 
if(k==1) 
{ 

for (pos = 45; pos <= 90; pos += 1) 
myservo.write(pos); 

k=2; 
delay(3000); 
goto IV; 
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} 
if(k==2) 
{ 

for (pos = 90; pos <= 135; pos += 1) 
myservo.write(pos); 

k=3; 
delay(3000); 
goto IV; 

} 
if(k==3) 
{ 

for (pos = 135; pos <= 180; pos += 1) 
myservo.write(pos); 

k=4; 
delay(3000); 
goto IV; 

} 
if(k==4) 
{ 

for (pos = 180; pos >= 135; pos -= 1) 
myservo.write(pos); 

k=5; 
delay(3000); 
goto IV; 

} 
if(k==5) 
{ 

for (pos = 135; pos >= 90; pos -= 1) 
myservo.write(pos); 

k=6; 
delay(3000); 
goto IV; 

} 
if(k==6) 
{ 

for (pos = 90; pos >= 45; pos -= 1) 
myservo.write(pos); 

k=7; 
delay(3000); 
goto IV; 
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} 
if(k==7) 
{ 

for (pos = 45; pos >= 0; pos -= 1) 
myservo.write(pos); \ 

k=0; 
delay(3000); 
goto IV; 

} 
} 

} 
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CHAPTER 05 

5.0 RESULTS: 
 

Following are the results that are obtained in the processing of Our Project. 
 

FIG5.1: Displaying that the heat is not detected. 
 

FIG5.2: Displaying that the heat is detected by the PIR sensor 
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FIG5.3: Displaying that the Sound is detected by Ultrasonic detector 
 
 
 

FIG5.4: Displaying that the message is sending to the User 
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FIG5.5: Displaying that the message had sent to the User 
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                        FIG 5.6: Message output in the mobile 
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5.1 Conclusion: 

Development of a nation directly depends upon infrastructure availability. As all mechanical 
systems are likely to protect us from unnecessary use of pesticides and insecticides in the crops 
and alert the farmers in real time for modern use of application, so that it can increase the 
productivity of crops. It is not only an Ultrasonic insect detector device but uses a relatively new 
modality of IR sensor that helps to detect the insect via their body temperature and sends a message 
to farmer’s registered phone number. So that he can use pesticides and insecticides accordingly. 
Therefore this research helps to alert the farmers to increase the productivity of crops. 

5.2 Future Scope: 

In this work the main focus is to aware the farmers regarding insects and use of insecticides. The 
system has microcontroller based charge controller circuitry in it. As per the latest technology 
development there are some various implementations which can enhance system practically and 
productivity. 

In future consideration, memory unit can be interfaced to develop database for different insects. 
Some other sensors can be interfaced to get more accurate result. Use of image processing so that 
we can take snapshots of insects in real time. 
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CHAPTER 06 

6.0 Mapping of PO’s and PSO’s with the project 
  

 
Classification 

of 
Project 

 

Application Product Research Review 

  
 

  

 
Project Outcomes 

Outcome 1: To know about the LCD, Arduino Uno, PIR sensor, Servo motor and Ultrasonic sensors. 

Outcome 2: To familiarize with the ARDUINO technology. 

Outcome 3: To know how to interface different sensors by using ARDUINO. 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply modern tools. 

PSO2: Apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to design, develop,  

analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking into societal, environmental,  

health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations. 

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering fundamentals,  

and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex engineering  

problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, natural sciences,  

and engineering sciences. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design 

system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for  

the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research methods 

 including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information 

 to provide valid conclusions. 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern engineering  

and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities with an understanding 

 of the limitations. 
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6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess societal, 

health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the profession- 

al engineering practice. 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in so- 

cietal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for sustainable develop- 

pment. 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms of  

            the engineering practice. 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in diverse  

teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering 

community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write effective reports  

and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive clear instructions. 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering and 

management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, to man 

age projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in indepen- 

dent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 

 
Mapping Table 

   
1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project 
Outcomes 

Pogramme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome1 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 

Outcome2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 

Outcome3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 
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ABSTRACT 

Keywords: Frequency, Pattern, Reconfiguration, Radiation Pattern, Reflection Coefficient,      

Voltage Standing Wave Ratio, HFSS(High Frequency Structure Simuator). 

An Antenna is a transitional structure between wave guide and free space. The term 

Reconfigurable is the reusability. The advancement in wireless communications requires the 

integration of multiple radios into a single platform to maximize connectivity. In this project, 

the design process of frequency reconfigurable antennas will be done. Reconfigurable antennas 

are proposed to cover different wireless services that operate over a wide frequency range. 

They show significant promise in addressing new system requirements. They exhibit the ability 

to modify their geometries and behavior to adapt to changes in surrounding conditions. 

Reconfigurable antennas can deliver the same throughput as a multi antenna system. They use 

dynamically variable and adaptable single-antenna geometry without increasing the real estate 

required to accommodate multiple antennas. A frequency reconfigurable antenna is 

an antenna capable of modifying its frequency and radiation properties dynamically, in a 

controlled and reversible manner. They are particularly useful in situations where several 

communications systems converge because the multiple antennas required can be replaced by a 

single reconfigurable antenna. Frequency reconfiguration is generally achieved by physical or 

electrical modifications to the antenna dimensions using RF-switches, impedance loadingor 

tunable materials. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Over View of Antenna Concept 

 “An Antenna(aerial) is a transducer that transmits or receives electromagnetic 

waves”.In different phrases, antennas convert electromagnetic radiation into an electrical 

signal and vice versa. They are used to transmit and receive electromagnetic radiation of 

radio frequency, that is, radio waves, and are predominant to the operation of all radio 

equipment. Antennas are used in programs corresponding to radio and TV broadcasting, 

element-to-factor radio communication,Wi-Fi, LAN, cell telephones, radar and spacecraft 

conversation. 

Antennas are an extraordinarily major factor of verbal exchange systems. With the 

support of definition, an antenna is a machine used to convert an RF signal, journeying on a 

conductor, into an electromagnetic wave in free house.  Antennas display a property well-

known as reciprocity, which method that an antenna will keep the identical traits regardless 

if it istransmitting or receiving.  Most antennas are resonant contraptions, whichperform 

effectually over a moderately slim frequency band.  An antennahas to be tuned to the equal 

frequency band of the radio approach to which it’s related, orelse the reception and the 

transmission will be impaired.  When a signal is fed into an antenna, the antenna will emit 

radiation allotted in discipline in a designated method. A graphical illustration of the relative 

distribution often radiated vigor in residence is knownas a radiation pattern.   

           Antennas are steel buildings designed for radiating and receiving electromagnetic 

vigor. An antenna acts as a transitional constitution between the guiding device (Ex. 

Waveguide, transmission line) and the free apartment. The professional IEEE definition of 

an antenna given via Stutzman and Thiele follows the thought “Antenna is that a part of a 

transmitting or receiving system designed to radiate or acquire electromagnetic waves”.
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1.2 Historical past 

The first antennas were developed in 1888 by using Heinrich Hertz (1857–1894) in his 

pioneering experiments to prove the existence of electromagnetic waves predicted by way of 

the theory of James Clerk Maxwell. Hertz positioned dipole antennas on the focal factor of 

parabolic reflectors for each transmitting and receiving. He published his work and set up 

drawings in Anna lenderPhysic and Chemie.  

Heinrich Hertz developed a Wi-Fi verbal exchange method in which he compelled an 

electrical spark to occur within the hole of a dipole antenna. He used a loop antenna as a 

receiver, and located an equivalent disturbance. This used to be 1886.  

With the aid of 1901, Marconi was sending information throughout the Atlantic. For a 

transmit antenna, he used a number of vertical wires hooked up to the ground. Throughout 

the Atlantic, the acquire antenna used to be a 200-meter wired held up by way of a kite.In 

1906, Columbia institution had an Experimental wireless Station the place they used a 

transmitting aerial cage. This was a cage made from wires and suspended in the air, 

equivalent to a cage. 

A hard outline of some fundamental antennas and their discovery/fabrication dates are 

 listed: 

 Yagi-Uda Antennas in Twenties-Horn Antennas in 1939, and the early antenna 

literature 

 Mentioned waveguides as "hollow metallic pipes". 

 Antenna Arrays in 1940’s.  

 Parabolic Reflectors in late 1940’s. 

 Patch Antennas in 1970’s.  

 PIFA in 1980’s. 

 Current research on antenna involves Meta substances (substances that have 

engineered dielectric and magnetic constants that may be simultaneously poor, permitting 

for interesting properties like a poor index of refraction).  

Current study specializes in making antennas smaller, primarily in communications for 

private wireless verbal exchange gadgets (Ex. Cell phone, telephones). A variety of work is 
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being performed on numerical modeling of antennas, in order that their residences can be 

envisioned before they are built and tested. 

1.3 How an Antenna Radiates 

 With a view to know the way an antenna radiates, let us first take into account how 

radiation happens. A conducting wire radiates frequently for the reason that of time-varying 

present or an acceleration (or deceleration) of cost. If there's no motion of charges in a wire, 

no radiation takes place, seeing that no float of present happens. Radiation is not going to 

occur even though expenses are moving with uniform pace alongside a straight wire. 

Nevertheless, expenditures moving with uniform velocity alongside a curved or bent wire 

will produce radiation. If the cost is oscillating with time, then radiation happens even 

alongside a straight wire as explained by Balanis.   

The radiation from an antenna pattern which shows a voltage supply related to a two 

conductor transmission line. When a sinusoidal voltage is applied throughout the 

transmission line, an electric area is created which is sinusoidal in nature and these results in 

the production of electrical traces of drive which are tangential to the electric discipline. The 

magnitude of the electric subject is indicated by using the bunching of the electric traces of 

drive. The free electrons on the conductors are forcibly displaced by the electric strains of 

force and the motion of these bills explanations the drift of present which in flip results in 

the creation of a magnetic subject.    

 

Figure 1.1 Radiation from an antenna 

 From the Fig.1.1, because of the time various electrical and magnetic fields, 

electromagnetic waves are created and these travel between the conductors. As these waves 

process open house, free house waves are formed by connecting the open ends of the electric 

traces. Due to the fact that the sinusoidal source continually creates the electric disturbance, 
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electromagnetic waves are created constantly and these travel by way of the transmission 

line, via the antenna and are radiated into the free area. Inside the transmission line and the 

antenna, the electromagnetic waves are sustained due to the bills, however as quickly as they 

enter the free space, they form closed loops and are radiated. 

1.4 Services of Antenna 

An antenna is a device that acts as a transformer to furnish a good suit between the 

feeding line as a regional supply of vigor and free area. If the antenna is just not matched to 

free house, energy can be mirrored again toward the transmitter, resulting in a loss in 

radiated vigour. The antenna is one of the most imperative elements of a radar system. It 

performs the next important functions: 

It transfers the transmitter energy to alerts in house with the required distribution and 

effectively. This approach is applied in an equal manner on reception. It ensures that the 

signal has the desired sample in area. Quite often this needs to be sufficiently slim in 

azimuth to provide the required azimuth decision and accuracy. 

It has to furnish the required frequency of goal position updates. In the case of an 

automatically scanned antenna this equates to the revolution fee. An excessive revolution 

rate generally is a giant mechanical drawback because a radar antenna in specific frequency 

bands can have a reflector with titanic dimensions and may weigh a number of tons. 

 It has to measure the pointing path with a high measure of accuracy. 

 It's used as a transducer. i.e., it converts electrical power into EM energy at the 

Transmitting end and it converts EM power back into electrical vigor at the receiving 

finish. 

 As an impedance matching gadget. That's, it suits/ couples the transmitter and free 

house 

on the transmitting facet and it fits/couples free area and the receiver on receiving 

facet. 

 To direct radiated vigor in preferred recommendations and to suppress it in undesirable 

Instructional materials. 

 To feel the presence of electromagnetic waves. 

 As a temperature sensor. 
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1.5 Antenna Parameters 

The antenna forms a critical component in a wireless communication system. A good 

design of the antenna can relax system requirements and improve its overall performance. 

The performance of the antenna is determined by several factors are also called antenna 

properties as follows  

1.5.1Radiation Pattern 

The radiation sample of an antenna is a plot of the far-area radiation residences of an 

antenna as a operate of the spatial co-ordinates that are special by the elevation angle θ and 

the azimuth angle φ. Extra principally it is a plot of the power radiated from an antenna per 

unit stable perspective which is nothing however the radiation depth. Let us do not forget the 

case of anisotropic antenna. An isotropic antenna is one which radiates equally in all 

recommendations. If the whole energy radiated by means of the isotropic antenna is P, then 

the vigour is spread over a sphere of radius r, so that the vigor density S at this distance in 

any course is given as:  

  
 

    
 

 

       …………… (1.1) 

Then the radiation intensity for this isotropic antenna Ui may also be written as:  

       
 

       …………… (1.2) 

 An isotropic antenna is not viable to realize in follow and is useful only for 

comparison purposes. A more useful style is the directional antenna which radiates more 

energy in some directions and no more power in other recommendations. A particular case 

of the directional antenna is the Omnidirectional antenna whose radiation pattern could also 

be consistent in a single airplane (Ex. E-aircraft) and varies in an orthogonal plane (Ex. H-

aircraft). The radiation pattern plot of a standard directional antenna is shown in Fig under.  

 

Figure 1.2 Radiation pattern of a generic directional antenna 
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Fig shows the following terms:  

HPBW: The half power beam width (HPBW) will also be outlined because the angle 

subtended by means of the half of vigor aspects of the predominant lobe.  

Main Lobe: this is the radiation lobe containing the path of highest radiation.  

Minor Lobe: all the lobes rather than the main lobe are called the minor lobes. These lobes 

symbolize the radiation in undesired directions.   

Again Lobe: this is the minor lobe diametrically reverse the fundamental lobe.  

Side Lobes: These are the minor lobes adjoining to the principal lobe and are separated via 

quite a lot of nulls. Aspect lobes are frequently the largest among the minor lobes. In most4 

wireless programs, minor lobes are undesired. For that reason, an excellent antenna design 

must reduce the minor lobes. 

  1.5.2 Directivity 

 The directivity of an antenna has been outlined by as “the ratio of the radiation 

intensity in a given direction from the antenna to the radiation depth averaged over all 

instructional materials”. In different phrases, the directivity of a non-isotropic supply is 

equal to the ratio of its radiation depth in a given direction, over that of an isotropic supply.  

  
 

  
 

   

 
   …………… (1.3) 

Where D is the Directivity of the antenna. 

U is the radiation intensity of the antenna.  

Ui is the radiation intensity of an isotropic supply.  

P is the whole vigor radiated. 

Many times, the direction of the directivity isn't detailed. In this case, the course of the 

highest radiation depth is implied and the maximum directivity is  

     
    

  
 

      

 
   …………… (1.4) 

The  placewhereDmaxis the maximum directivity. 
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Umaxis the maximum radiation intensity. 

Directivity is a dimensionless number, given that it's the ratio of two radiation 

intensities. Accordingly, it is in general expressed in dB’s. The directivity of an antenna will 

also be effortlessly estimated from the radiation sample of the antenna. An antenna that has 

a slim major lobe would have higher directivity, then the one which has a broad foremost 

lobe, hence it's more directives. 

1.5.3 Input Impedance  

 The input impedance of an antenna is outlined via as “the impedance presented by an 

antenna at its terminals or the ratio of the voltage to the present on the pair of terminals or 

the ratio of the proper components of the electrical to magnetic fields at a point”. As a result, 

the impedance of the antenna will also be written as:  

                       …………… (1.5) 

Where Zinis the antenna impedance at the terminals  

R in is the antenna resistance at the terminals.  

X in is the antenna reactance at the terminals. 

The imaginary phase, X in of the enter impedance represents the power saved in the 

close subject of the antenna. The resistive part, R in of the input impedance includes two 

components, the radiation resistanceRrand the loss resistance RL.  

The power associated with the radiation resistance is the vigor absolutely radiated by 

way of the antenna, even as the power dissipated in the loss resistance is misplaced as 

warmth in the antenna itself as a result of dielectric or conducting losses.  

1.5.4 Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) 

 The VSWR is basically a measure of the impedance mismatch between the transmitter 

and the antenna. The larger the VSWR, the better is the mismatch. The minimum VSWR 

which corresponds to a best match is solidarity. A functional antenna design should have an 

enter impedance of either 50Ω or seventy 5Ω considering most radio equipment is built for 

this impedance. A VSWR of 1:1 shows a best suit, even as a VSWR of 1: ∞ suggests the 

worst case. 
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1.5.5 Return Loss (RL) 

 The Return Loss (RL) is a parameter which shows the quantity of energy that is 

“misplaced” to the weight and does no longer return as a reflection. As explained in the 

preceding section, waves are reflected leading to the formation of standing waves, when the 

transmitter and antenna impedance do not match. For this reason, the RL is a parameter 

much like the VSWR to indicate how well the matching between the transmitter and antenna 

has taken situation. The RL is give as by means of (dB)  

           
   

(dB)   …………… (1.6) 

For superb matching between the transmitter and the antenna, Γ = 0 and RL= ∞ this 

means that no power could be reflected back, whereas a Γ = 1 has a RL= zero dB, which 

means that each one incident vigor is mirrored. For sensible functions, a VSWR of 2 is 

suitable; when you consider that this corresponds to aRLof -9.54 dB 

1.5.6 Antenna Efficiency 

 The antenna efficiency is a parameter which takes into consideration the amount of 

losses on the terminals of the antenna and inside the constitution of the antenna. These 

losses are given by way of,  

• Reflections considering the fact that of mismatch between the transmitter and the antenna. 

• I2Rlosses (conduction and dielectric)  

Therefore, the whole antenna efficiency will also be written as:  

             …………… (1.7) 

Where     total antenna efficiency.  

          = reflection (mismatch) efficiency. 

   Conduction efficiency. 

 Since            are difficult to separate, they are lumped together to form the     

efficiency which is given as:  

         
  

     
    …………… (1.8) 
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The place    is referred to as because the antenna radiation effectivity and is defined 

as the ratio of the vigor brought to the radiation resistance Rrto the power delivered to Rrand 

RL. 

1.5.7 Antenna Gain 

 Antenna obtain is a parameter which is intently regarding the directivity of the 

antenna. We know that the directivity is how a lot an antenna concentrates energy in one 

course in selection to radiation in different instructional materials. Thus, if the antenna is 

100% efficient, then the directivity can be equal to the antenna reap and the antenna could 

be an isotropic radiator. Given that all antennas will radiate more in some direction that in 

others, hence the acquired quantity of power that may be achieved in a single direction on 

the rate of the energy lost in the others. 

It achieves continually involving the principal lobe and is distinct within the path of 

maximum radiation until indicated. It is given as:  

                         …………… (1.9) 

1.5.8 Radiation Resistance 

 Radiation Resistance Rris outlined as a fictitious or hypothetical resistance that will 

dissipate an amount of energy equal to the radiated power 

   
             

    
    .…………… (1.10) 

1.5.9 Polarization 

 Polarization of a radiated wave is outlined with the aid of as “that property of an 

electromagnetic wave describing the time varying course and relative magnitude of the 

electrical subject vector”. The polarization of an antenna refers to the polarization of the 

electric field vector of the radiated wave. In other words, the function and path of the 

electric field with reference to the earth’ surface or ground determines the wave polarization. 

Essentially the most customary types of polarization include the linear (horizontal or 

vertical) and circular (proper hand polarization or the left-hand polarization 
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Figure 1.3A linearly (vertically) polarized wave 

If the trail of the electrical subject vector is backward and forward alongside a line, it 

is stated to be linearly polarized. Determine shows a linearly polarized wave. In a circularly 

polarized wave, the electric subject vector stays constant in size but rotates round in a round 

route. A left hand circular polarized wave is one where the wave rotates counter clockwise 

whereas correct hand circular polarized wave displays clockwise motion as proven in Fig 

under.   

 

Figure 1.4 Commonly used polarization schemes 
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1.5.10 Bandwidth 

 The bandwidth of an antenna is defined by means of as “the range of usable 

frequencies inside which the performance of the antenna, with respect to a couple attribute, 

conforms to a precise common.” The bandwidth can also be the variety of frequencies on 

either aspect of the center frequency where the antenna characteristics like input impedance, 

radiation pattern, beam width, polarization, side lobe degree or reap, are close to these 

values which had been got on the center frequency. The bandwidth of a broadband antenna 

will also be defined because the ratio of the higher to lessen frequencies of acceptable 

operation.  

The bandwidth of a narrowband antenna may also be outlined as the percent of the 

frequency change over the center frequency in step with these definitions may also be 

written in terms of equations as follows:  

            
  

  
   …………… (1.11) 

                
     

  
   …………… (1.12) 

Where FH= upper cut off frequency, 

FL=lower cut off frequency and 

FC=center frequency. 

  An antenna is said to be broadband if 
  

  
   1 method of judging how efficiently an 

antenna is operating over the required range of frequencies is by measuring its VSWR. A 

VSWR ≤ 2 (RL ≥ −10dB) ensures good performance. 
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Figure 1.5Measuring Bandwidth from the Plot of the Reflection Coefficient 

1.6 Classification of Antennas 

A classification of antennas can also be situated on Frequency Range and applications:  

Table 1.1 Frequency bands and their applications 

S.NO. BAND RANGE TYPICAL SERVICES 

1 VLF 3-30 KHz Worldwide telegraphy 

2 LF 30-300 KHz Marine and navigational aids 

3 MF 300 KHz -3 MHz Broadcasting, harbor telephones. 

4 HF 3-30MHz Beamed communication services 

5 VHF 30-300MHz Television, radio relay, telephony 

6 UHF 300MHz-3GHz 
Short distance communication 

radar relay 
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1.7 Types of Antennas 

1.7.1Yagi – Uda Antenna 

              A normal Yagi includes a special quantity of hetero factors, every measuring 

roughly 1/2 wavelength as proven within the Figure1.7. The driven or energetic detail of a 

Yagi is the identical of a core-fed, half of-wave dipole antenna.  Parallel to the driven detail, 

and approximately zero.2 to zero.5 wavelength on both part of it, are straight rods or wires 

knownasreflectors and administrators, orpassive elements altogether. A reflector is 

positioned in the back of the pushed aspect and is rather longer than 1/2 wavelength; a 

director is placed in front of the driven detail and is moderately shorter than 1/2 wavelength. 

A typical Yagi has one reflector and a number of administrators.  

The antenna propagates electromagnetic field vigor within the direction jogging from 

the pushed detail towards the directors, and is most touchy to incoming electromagnetic 

subject vigor on this identical path. 

The more administrators a Yagi has, the bigger the attain as more administrators are 

brought to a Yagi, nonetheless, it turns into longer. Following is the image of a Yagi antenna 

with 6 administrators and one reflector. Yagi antennas are used primarily for factor-to-point 

links, have a gain from 10 to 20 dBi and a horizontal beam width of 10 to twenty levels.  

 

Figure1.6 Yagi-Uda Antenna 

 

1.7.2 Horn Antenna 

 The horn antenna derives its name from the characteristic flared look.  The flared 

element may also be square, rectangular, cylindrical or conical. The course of maximum 

radiation corresponds with the axis of the horn. It is effortlessly fed with a waveguide, but 

may also be fed with a coaxial cable and a suitable transition. Horn antennas are on the 

whole used as the energetic element in a dish antenna.  
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The horn is pointed toward the middle of the dish reflector. The use of a horn, as a 

substitute than a dipole antenna or another variety of antenna, at the focal point of the dish 

minimizes loss of energy around the edges of the dish reflector. At 2.4 GHz, an easy horn 

antenna made with a tin can has a gain in the order of 10 - 15 dBi. 

 

Figure1.7Horn Antenna 

1.7.3 Parabolic Dish Antenna 

 Antennas situated on parabolicreflectorsarethe most fashioned form ofdirective 

antennas when a high acquire is required.  The major potential isthat they can be madeto 

have attain and directivity as massive as required. The predominant disadvantage is that big 

dishes are complex to mount and are likely to have a giant wind age. The common 

propertyofasuperbparabolicreflectoristhat it converts a spherical wave irradiatingfrom a 

factor supplyplacedatthefocal point into an airplane wave. Conversely, all of the energy 

received through the dish from a far off source is reflected to a single factor at the focal 

point of the dish. The role of the focus, or focal length, is given by using: 

  
  

   
    …………… (1.13) 

The place D is the dish diameter and c is the depth of the parabola at its center. The 

scale of the dish is the main element because it determines the maximum achieve that can be 

carriedout at the given frequency and the ensuing beam width. The acquire and beam width 

bought are given by 

  
     

       …………… (1.14) 

   
   

 
    …………… (1.15) 
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Where D is the dish diameter and n is the efficiency. The efficiency is decided 

customarily by the effectiveness of illumination of the dish with the aid of the feed, but 

additionally by using other explanations.  

Every time the diameter of a dish is doubled, the obtained is four instances, or 6 dB, 

better. If both stations double the dimensions of their dishes, sign force can be accelerated of 

12 dB, an awfully gigantic gain.  An efficiency of 50% can be assumed when hand-building 

the antenna. The ratio f/D (focal size/diameter of the dish) is the predominantcomponent 

governing the design of the feed for a dish.  The ratio is directlyassociated to the beamwidth 

of the feed essential to illuminate the dish quite simply.   

Two dishes of the identical diameter however distinctive focal lengthsrequire 

exclusive design of feed if both are to be illuminated successfully. The worth of 0.25 

corresponds to the original focal-plane dish in which the point of interest is within the 

identical airplane because the rim of the dish. Dishes up to one meter are typically 

comprised of solid fabric. 

Aluminumismorecommonly used for its weight advantage, its durability and good 

electrical characteristics. Windage increases speedily with dish measurement and soon 

becomes an extreme concern. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.8Parabolic Dish Antenna 
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1.7.4 Half Wave dipole Antenna 

 

Figure 1.9Half Wave Dipole 

 The size of this antenna is equal to half of its wavelength as the title itself suggests. 

Dipoles may also be shorter or longer than 1/2 the wavelength, but a trade-off exists within 

the performance and therefore the half wavelength dipole is broadly used. The dipole 

antenna is fed through a two-wire transmission line, the place the two currents in the 

conductors are of sinusoidal distribution and equal in amplitude, however reverse in path. 

As a result, due to cancelling effects, no radiation occurs from the transmission line. As 

shown in Figure 1.9 the currents in the hands of the dipole are in the identical direction, they 

usually produce radiation within the horizontal course. Thus, for a vertical orientation, the 

dipole radiates in the horizontal path. The natural attain of the dipole is 2dB and it has a 

bandwidth of about 10%.  

 

Figure 1.10 Radiation pattern for Half wave dipole 

The half power beam width is ready seventy-eight levels in the E airplane and its 

directivity is 1.Sixty-four (2.15dB) with a radiation resistance of 73 Ω.  Figure1.10 shows 

the radiation pattern for the 1/2 wave dipole. 
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1.7.5 Monopole Antenna 

The monopole antenna, shown in Figure1.11 outcome from applying the snapshot 

concept to the dipole. Consistent with this concept, if a conducting aircraft is placed under a 

single detail of length L/2 carrying a current, then the combination of the element and its 

photo acts identically to a dipole of size L besides that the radiation occurs simplest within 

the area above the plane as discussed via Saunders. 

 

Figure1.11Monopole Antenna 

For this form of antenna, the directivity is doubled and the radiation resistance is 

halved when in comparison with the dipole. Accordingly, a half of wave dipole will also be 

approximated via 1 / 4 wave monopole (L / 2 = λ / 4).The monopole may be very useful in 

mobile antennas the place the conducting airplane can also be the vehicle physique or the 

handset case. The typical obtain for the quarter wavelength monopole is 2-6dB and it has a 

bandwidth of about 10%. Its radiation resistance is 36.5 Ω and its directivity is 3.28 

(5.16dB). The radiation sample for the monopole is proven under. 

 

Figure1.12Radiation pattern for the Monopole Antenna 
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1.7.6Microstrip Antennas 

Recently there was much interest in micro strip patch antennas. Since of their 

simplicity and compatibility with printed-circuit technological know-how microstrip 

antennas are widely used within the microwave frequency spectrum. Conveniently a micro 

strip antenna is a rectangular or different shape, patch of metallic on top of a grounded 

dielectric substrate. Micro strip patch antennas are attractive in antenna applications for 

many reasons. They're handy and low-cost to manufacture, light-weight, and planar to 

record only some advantages.  

Additionally, they can be manufactured as a stand-on my own aspect or as a part of an 

array. Nevertheless, these advantages are offset via low efficiency and restrained bandwidth. 

In up to date years a lot research and checking out has been executed to broaden each the 

bandwidth and radiation effectivityof micro strip antennas. 

These antennas are low profile, conformable to planar and non-planar surfaces, easy 

and low cost to fabricate utilizing present day printed-circuit science, automatically amazing 

when established on inflexible surfaces, suitable with MMIC designs, and when the detailed 

patch form and mode are chosen, they're very versatile in phrases of resonant frequency, 

polarization, sample, and impedance.  

In addition, with the aid of including hundreds between the patch and the bottom 

aircraft, equivalent to pins and varactor diodes, adaptive factors with variable resonant 

frequency, impedance, polarization, and pattern may also be designed. Major operational 

negative aspects of micro strip antennas are their low efficiency, low vigour, excessive Q 

(often in excess of one hundred), negative polarization purity, poor scan efficiency, spurious 

feed radiation and very narrow frequency bandwidth, which is almost always handiest a 

fraction of a percentage or at most a few percent.  

In some purposes, akin to in executive safety methods, narrow bandwidths are 

fascinating. However, there are approaches, reminiscent of increasing the peak of the 

substrate that can be used to lengthen the effectivity (to as huge as 90 percent if surface 

waves should not integrate) and bandwidth (as much as about 35 percent).  
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Figure1.13Seven Representative Shapes of Micro Strip Patch Elements 

As a rule, microstrip antennas are also referred to as patch antennas. The radiating 

factors and the feed traces are most commonly photograph etched on the dielectric substrate. 

The radiating patch is also square, rectangular, skinny strip (dipole), round, elliptical, 

triangular, or some other configuration.  

These and others are illustrated in determine 1.7. Rectangular, dipole (strip), and round 

are essentially the most original for the reason that of ease of evaluation and fabrication, and 

their attractive radiation traits, principally low move-polarization radiation. Microstrip 

dipoles are appealing given that they inherently possess a huge bandwidth and occupy much 

less space, which makes them attractive for arrays. 

 

1.7.6.1Characteristics of Micro Strip Antennas 

 The micro strip antenna has proved to be a first-rate radiator for many functions 

considering of its a few benefits, but it additionally has some disadvantages. The advantages 

and downsides of the micro strip antenna are given below. 

1.7.6.2 Advantages and Disadvantages 

Advantages 

              MSA’s have a number of advantages compared to the traditional microwave 

antennas. The essential advantages of MSA’s are listed as follows: 

 They are light-weight and have a small quantity and a low-profile planar configuration. 
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 They permit each linear polarization and circular polarization. 

 They may be able to make compact to be used in private cellular communication. 

 They allow for twin- and triple-frequency operations. 

Disadvantages 

 MSAs suffer from some hazards as compared to traditional microwave antennas. They 

are following: 

 Narrow bandwidth. 

 Lower gain. 

 Low power- handling capability. 

MSAs have slim BW, in general 1-5 %, which is the fundamental limiting element for 

the huge spread utility of those antennas. Increasing the BW of MSAs has been the 

fundamental thrust of study in this discipline, and large BW up to 70% has been done. 

1.8 Feed for Compact Antennas 

Patch antennas are in general excited via one of the most five approaches: 

 Coaxial/probe feed.  

 Micro strip line feed connected to the threshold of the patch.  

 Micro strip line coupled to the patch by means of electromagnetic  approach. 

 Micro strip line coupled to the patch through aperture.  

 Co-planar feed. 

The choice of suitable feed is dependent upon the application.  

1.8.1 Coaxial/Probe Feed 

 Probably the most normal approaches of feeding the micro strip antenna employs 

coaxial probe. The fundamental configuration is shown in Figure1.14.Right here the central 

conductor of the coaxial cable is attached to the radiating patch whereas the outer conductor 

is connected to the ground airplane. This kind of feeding has the flexibility of impedance 

matching with low spurious radiation. Coaxially fed antenna has low impedance bandwidth. 

For accelerated bandwidth, thick substrates are to be used and which requires an extended 

probe. But, this gives upward thrust to develop in spurious radiation from the probe. 

Extended surface wave vigour and extended feed inductance.  
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Figure 1.14Coaxial fed Rectangular micro strip patch 

1.8.2 Microstrip Line Feed 

 Micro strip line feed is the simplest of the extraction techniques and has the knowledge 

of feed lying within the same airplane of the radiating monopole. Determine (1.15) shows 

the micro strip line feeding arrangement. This system of directly connecting a strip to the 

threshold of u patch is incredibly convenient when integrating the feeding community for 

enormous arrays. Nevertheless, the spurious radiation from the patch creates issues.  

This can be decreased by means of settling on an excessive dielectric constant 

substrate. On this sort of excitation, the prior knowledge of the feed point vicinity is most 

likely required for impedance matching.  

 

Figure 1.15Microstrip line fed Rectangular patch 

1.8.3 Electromagnetic (proximity) Coupling 

In this type of feeding system, the radiating patch is etched on another substrate and 

placed above the open-ended feed line. Thus,theradiatingelementis parasitically coupled to 

the 9 feed. Fig below depicts such a feeding mechanism. It has large bandwidth, Low 

spurious radiation and easy to fabricate.  
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Figure 1.16Proximity Coupling 

1.8.4 Aperture Coupling 

 Aperture coupling feeding system has come to be very general which involves 

coupling of energy from a micro strip line although an aperture (slot) within the floor plane. 

This process is referred to as the aperture coupling and is proven in Fig.1.17 The slot 

couples power from the strip line to the patch. Ordinarily high dielectric constant fabric is 

used for the backside substrate and thick low dielectric steady fabric for the highest 

substrate. The spurious radiation from the feed network is low on the grounds that the 

radiating aspect is isolated from the feed through the ground plane.  

One more approach can be used for aperture coupling. The ground-aircraft is 

positioned between the patch and the feed-line, and coupling between the 2 is furnished by 

way of an aperture or slot in the ground airplane. A microstrip patch will also be 

electromagnetically- coupled utilizing a coplanar feed-line or a buried feed-Line. The buried 

feed-line procedure employs a two-layer substrate, one for the radiator and one for the feed-

line. 

 The substrate parameters can also be chosen individually. The higher substrate on 

which the antenna is printed requires a slightly thick substrate with a low relative dielectric 

constant to increase radiation and expand bandwidth, whereas the lessen feed-line substrate 

requires a thin substrate with a larger relative dielectric steady to hinder radiation 

. 

Figure 1.17Aperture Coupling 
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1.8.5 Coplanar Feed 

A micro strip patch can be electro-magnetically coupled using a coplanar feed line. 

The coplanar feed-line tends to radiate more than the buried feed line because it is printed on 

the same substrate as the radiator, which has high radiation efficiency. This is useful feed for 

coplanar printed antennas.   

 

Figure 1.18Coplanar feed coupling 

1.9 Frequency bands allotted for various wireless communication services 

Table 1.2Frequency bands allotted for various wireless communication services 

Wireless Communication Services 
Allotted Frequency 

Band 

GPS 1575 

GPS 1400 
Global Positioning System 

1.565 – 1.585 GHz 

1.227 – 1.575 GHz 

GSM 900 Global System for Mobile communication 0.890 – 0.960 GHz 

DCS 1800 Digital Communication System 1.71 – 1.88 GHz 

PCS 1900 Personal Communication System 1.85 – 1.99 GHz 

UMTS 2000 
Universal Mobile Telecommunications 

Systems 
1.92 – 2.17 GHz 

3G IMT – 2000 
International Mobile Telecommunications 

– 2000 
1.885 – 2.200 GHz 

ISM 2.4 

ISM 5.2 

ISM 5.8 

WLAN 802.11b/ Bluetooth, Industrial, 

Scientific and Medical 

2.4 – 2.484 GHz 

5.15 – 5.35 GHz 

5.725 – 5.825 GHz 

RFID Radio Frequency Identification System 0.03 – 2.4 GHz 
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DVB-H 
Digital Video Broadcasting on hand held 

devices 
1.67 – 1.675 GHz 

UWB Ultra-Wide Band 3.1 – 10.6 GHz 

TD-SCDMA 
Time Division Synchronous Code 

Division Multiple Access 
1.85 – 2.62 GHz 

LTE 2.5 GHz Long Term Evolution 2.5 – 2.69 GHz 

WiMAX 
Worldwide Interoperability for 

Microwave Access 

2.3 – 2.7 GHz 

3.4 – 3.6 GHz 

 

1.10 Background 

Microstrip antenna was first introduced in the 1950s. However, this concept had to wait 

for about 20 years to be realized after the development of the printed circuit board (PCB) 

technology in the 1970s. Since then, microstrip antennas are the most common types of 

antennas with wide range of applications due to their apparent advantages of light weight, low 

profile, low cost, planar configuration, easy of conformal, superior portability, suitable for 

array with the ease of fabrication and integration with microwave integrated circuits. They 

have been widely engaged for the biomedical, civilian and military applications such as 

wireless body area networks (WBAN), radio-frequency identification (RFID), broadcast radio, 

mobile systems, global positioning system (GPS), television, vehicle collision avoidance 

system, satellite communications, surveillance systems, direction founding, radar systems. 

1.11 Aim of the Project 

This project introduces a Frequency and Pattern Reconfigurable antenna using different 

types of patches. The reconfigurable antennas are becoming popular in the present-day era and 

these antennas play key rolein Cognitive Radio systems, Satellite communications, Medical 

and military applications. The project deals with the primary approach in using FR-4 material 

which is used as the substrate for the designed patch antennas. The mechanical properties of 

these substrates make antenna flexible. The antenna operates in the ISM band (2.4-2.5) GHz. 

The ISM band is suitable for flexible operation. The antenna with measured substrate 

properties was simulated in High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS). Approximate values 

in resonant frequency may be due to finite ground plane dimensions and variation of feed 
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location. The simulated results suggest that reconfigurable antenna can be successfully used for 

medical and military applications.  

1.12 Simulation  Methodology 

High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) is used to design and simulate the proposed 

antenna. 
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Figure 1.19 The Antenna Design Flowchart 
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1.13  Significance of this Work 

 Reconfigurable antennas are presently considered as the developing technology that has 

reached to a certain level in meeting the requirements of tightly assembled electronic packages, 

providing reliable electrical connections where the assembly is required to flex during its 

normal use or where board thickness, weight, or space constraints, radiation are the main 

driving factors. In this context, reconfigurable antennas plays a key role in the integration and 

packaging of wireless communication devices. Those antennas, which are designed such that 

the resonant peak frequency varies for different conditions of diodes. Here we used PIN diode 

and based on the combinations the resonant frequency varies such that they can be used for 

different applications. 

 

1.14 Reconfigurable Antennas 

 A reconfigurable antenna is an antenna capable of modifying its frequency and 

radiation properties dynamically, in a controlled and reversible manner. In order to provide a 

dynamic response, reconfigurable antennas integrate an inner mechanism (such as RF 

switches, varactors, mechanical actuators or tunable materials) that enable the intentional 

redistribution of the RF currents over the antenna surface and produce reversible modifications 

of its properties. Reconfigurable antennas differ from smart antennas because the 

reconfiguration mechanism lies inside the antenna, rather than in an 

external beamforming network. The reconfiguration capability of reconfigurable antennas is 

used to maximize the antenna performance in a changing scenario or to satisfy changing 

operating requirements.The advancement in wireless communications requires the integration 

of multiple radios into a single platform to maximize connectivity. Reconfigurable antennas are 

proposed to cover different wireless services that operate over a wide frequency range. They 

show significant promise in addressing new system requirements. They exhibit the ability to 

modify their geometries and behavior to adapt to changes in surrounding conditions. 

Reconfigurable antennas can deliver the same throughput as a multi antenna system. They use 

dynamically variable and adaptable single-antenna geometry without increasing the real estate 

required to accommodate multiple antennas.  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antenna_(radio)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RF_switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RF_switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Varicap
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tunable_metamaterials
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_antenna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beamforming
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1.15 Outline of the Report 

The rest of the project report is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1: Focuses on antenna basic concepts, antenna parameters and finally presents an         

overview of work is done in this project 

Chapter 2: Deals with literature review related to our proposed work. 

Chapter 3:Presents the Microstrip Patch antenna design equations required to carry out 

proposed work. 

Chapter 4: Focuses on design of Frequency reconfigurable antennas with different patch 

designs like E-shape, T-shape, Hexagonal and Spiral shapes which is our proposed work. 

Chapter 5:Deals with results analysis of different substrates. 

Finally, this report is ended with applications, conclusion and future scope.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The reconfigurable frequency antenna can control the antenna performance in terms of 

different operating frequencies in a single terminal. Such operation is intended for performance 

improvement, especially to minimize interference with other wireless system and maximizing 

throughput. In general, the resonant of antenna is determined by the effective length of the 

radiator. The antenna includes the type of dipole, monopole, loop, slot and microstrip antennas. 

The effective length plays a significant role to determine the operating frequency of the 

antenna hence, by controlling the effective length, frequency can be configured. By several 

methods of switching, frequency reconfiguration can be achieved. As an example; varying the 

patch size; reconfigurable matching network; changing the current flow; and varying the length 

of the slot, it can be achieved. 

A reconfigurable patch antenna has been reported here, which capable to reconfigure 

up to sixteen different frequencies using four PIN diodes. The PIN diodes are connected main 

at different positions. The resonant frequency can be tuned from 2 GHz to2.5GHzbased on the 

combinations of the diodes. 

 The E-shaped frequency reconfigurable antenna is done.  The proposed tunable antenna 

made of  slotted rectangular patches  loaded by a number of rectangular patches close to the 

main patch such that it forms E shape as in the circuit diagram. Reconfigurability is obtained 

by selecting the appropriate combination thus provides eight different frequency 

reconfigurations as we placed three PIN diode equivalent circuits. The geometry of the 

proposed switchable antenna is shown below. Similar to E shape, we also designed T shape, 

hexagonal and spiral shaped antennas. 

In general, reconfigurable antennas frequently need the incorporation of antennas 

working at particular frequency bands to offer wireless connectivity, considered an important 

requirement for wearable devices. Obviously, the performance characteristics of these devices 

depend on the incorporated antenna unit, which must be robust and electrically and physically 

small.Furthermore, these antennas have to show good radiation characteristics and high 

efficiency . 

Reconfigurable antenna is a well-documented topic, with recent advances and 

developments. However, it is challenging to reconfigurable an antenna while maintaining 

low profile, design simplicity, easy integration capability with circuits and the desirable 
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bandwidth. Microstrip patch antennas (MPA), extensively used in this regard as they possess 

these features, are restricted by narrow bandwidth. Moreover, the physical size of a 

traditional MPA operating at the fundamental TM010 mode has an electrical length of ~ 

λ0/2 which might be too large for applications operating at lower frequencies. 

Several techniques have been proposed to lessen the physical size of a patch, including 

the use of high dielectric substrates, magneto-dielectric substrates, lengthening the current 

path of the radiator, capacitive loading, shorting pins/walls, embedding tails along the edge, 

fractal PIFA and Quarter-Mode designs. Consequently, antennas operating at lower 

frequencies such as the Scientific and Medical (ISM) band are reduced in size by these 

techniques, but still suffer from associated drawbacks such as high inefficient radiators, 

narrow bandwidth and complex structures: they are also still large in size and profile 

compared to the growing advance of the technology. Is remains a challenging task to obtain 

simple antenna structures that are compact and low-profile while maintaining reasonable 

performance. In this work a compact low-profile textile wearable antenna has been proposed 

and experimentally verified. The design is based on the previous work in . The proposed 

flexible patch antenna with rectangular slot and a pair of loaded strips is 25% of the size of a 

reference antenna. These different shapes and combinations of diodes, are efficient with a 

significant changes in their frequencies leading to Reconfigurability. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA DESIGN EQUATIONS 

3.1Design Equations 

3.1.1 Design Equations of RectangularMicrostrip Patch Antenna 

 

Figure 3.1 Rectangular patch antenna 

 

Effective length  

          = +   ……….. (3.1) 

Effective Width: 

  =     ……….. (3.2) 

 

   
 

   
……….. (3.3) 

 

Resonant Frequency: 

   
 

    
  

 

 
 
 
  

 

 
 
 
 
   

……….. (3.4) 

Where m &n are orthogonal modes of excitationFundamental mode is      mode; m=1, n=0 

                                
      

 
 

      

 
   

   

 
 
 

 

 
.….….. (3.5) 

  
 

  
  

      
 

           .…….. (3.6) 
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Smaller or larger   can be taken than the   obtained from this expression 

                                             = +    
  

    
 

 

      
  .….….. (3.7) 

Bandwidth    & Gain    Choose feed point   between    to     

 

Width of Ground: 

                                          ……….. (3.8) 

Length of Ground: 

                                            ……….. (3.9) 

 

Where   is substrate thickness 

Equivalent dielectric constant: 

    
       

     
.…….. (3.10) 

Equivalent Capacitance: 

                                                    
       

   
 

      

 

    

 
      

 
 

    

 

…….. (3.11) 

3.1.2Design Equations ofCircularMicrostrip Patch Antenna 

 

Figure 3.2 Circular patch antenna 
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Resonant Frequency: 

   
    

       
……….. (3.12) 

Where     is the     root of the derivative of the Bessel function of order n 

Table3.1:knmvalues for different modes 

Mode     

     1.84118 

     3.05424 

     3.83171 

     5.33140 

 

For     mode,    
     

    
 

   
    

   ………. (3.13) 

Where   and   are in           

   
     

     
  

 

   
……….. (3.14) 

Choose feed point   between      to      

 

3.1.3 Design Equations ofTriangularMicrostrip Patch Antenna 

 

Figure 3.3 Triangular patch antenna 

 

Resonant Frequency,     
  

      
………. (3.15) 
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 CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN OF E SHAPED FREQUENCY AND PATTERN 

RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA 

                     The concept of Reconfigurability can be achieved by using either PIN Diode or 

Varactor diode. By placing PIN Diode and Varactor diode equivalent circuits at different 

positions we can achieve reconfigurability. By using the below dimensions a reconfigurable 

antenna is designed in HFSS. The below figure 4.1 shows the simulated structure of E 

shaped Reconfigurable antenna using FR-4 substrate. 

Table 4.1 Dimensions of E shaped Reconfigurable antenna using FR-4 substrate 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Design of E shaped Reconfigurable antenna using FR-4 substrate in HFSS 

 

 

Name of layer Width(mm) Length(mm) 

Ground and substrate 52.89 44.41 

Patch 43.29 34.81 
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4.1 Results using PIN Diode 

Case i: When all Pin diodes are in OFF condition 

                              

 

Fig: 4.2 Radiation Pattern when all Pin Diodes are in OFF condition 

 

 

            Fig: 4.3 Reflection Coefficient when all Pin Diodes are in OFF 

condition 

 

 

         Fig: 4.4 VSWR when all Pin Diodes are in OFF condition 
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Table 4.1.1 Results when all Pin Diodes are in OFF condition in E shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 

Resonant 

frequency(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB) VSWR 

     

off off off 
4.82 -21.94 1.17 

4.3 -21.8 1.17 

These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 4.82 GHZ and 4.3 GHZ with Reflection 

coefficient of -21.94 dB and -21.7 dB with a corresponding VSWR of 1.17. 

Case ii: when one (s3) Pin Diodes is ON condition: 

 

Fig: 4.5 Radiation Pattern when S3 Pin Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

 

        Fig: 4.6 Reflection Coefficient when S3 Pin Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 
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Fig: 4.7 VSWR when S3 Pin Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

Table 4.1.2: Results when S3 Pin Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

 

 

 

 

These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 5.6 GHZ with Reflection coefficient of -

20.06 dB with a VSWR of 1.22. 

Case iii: when one (s2) Pin Diodes is ON condition: 

  

         Fig: 4.8 Radiation Pattern when S2 Pin Diode is ON in  E shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 Resonant  

Frequency(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient  

(dB) 

VSWR 

  

off off on 5.64 -20.06 1.22 
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Fig: 4.9 Reflection Coefficient when S2 Pin Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

 

Fig: 4.10 VSWR when S2 Pin Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

 

Table 4.1.3 Results when S2 Pin Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna  

S1 S2 S3   Resonant 

Frequency(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient   

   

VSWR 

     (dB) 

off on off 5.58 -13.88 1.5 

4.82 -11.52 1.72 
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These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 5.58 GHZ and 4.82 GHZ with Reflection 

coefficient of -13.88 dB and -11.52 dB  with a VSWR of 1.5 and 1.72. 

Case iv: when two (s2,s3) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 4.11 Radiation Pattern when both S2 and S3 Pin diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 4.12 Reflection Coefficient when both S2 and S3 Pin diodes are ON in E shaped 

Antenna 
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Fig: 4.13 VSWR when both S2 and S3 Pin diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

Table 4.1.4: Results when both S2 and S3 Pin diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 S3   Resonant 

Frequency(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient   

   

VSWR 

     (dB) 

off on on 5.58 -12.83 1.59 

2.3 -14.5 1.46 

 

These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 5.58 GHZ and 2.3 GHZ with Reflection 

coefficient of -12.83 dB and -14.5 dB with a VSWR of 1.59 and 1.46. 

Case v: when one (s1) Pin Diodes is ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 4.14 Radiation Pattern when S1 Pin Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 
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               Fig: 4.15 Reflection Coefficient when S1 Pin Diode is ON in E shaped 

Antenna 

 

Fig: 4.16 VSWR when S1 Pin Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

Table 4.1.5: Results when S1 Pin Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 S3   Resonant 

Frequency(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient   

   

VSWR 

     (dB) 

on off off 4.62 -15.08 1.42 

2.84 -33.64 1.04 

 

These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 4.62 GHZ and 2.84 GHZ with Reflection 

coefficient of -15.08 dB and -33.64 dB with a VSWR of 1.42 and 1.04. 
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Case vi: when two (s1,s3) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

Fig: 4.17 Radiation Pattern when both S1 and S3 Pin Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

 

Fig: 4.18 Reflection Coefficient when both S1 and S3 Pin Diodes are ON in E shaped 

Antenna 

 

Fig: 4.19 VSWR when both S1 and S3 Pin Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 
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Table 4.1.6: Results when both S1 and S3 Pin Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 S3   Resonant 

Frequency(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient 

(dB)  

   

VSWR 

     

on off on 7.14 -11.95 1.67 

 

These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 7.14 GHZ with Reflection coefficient of -

11.95 dB with a VSWR of 1.67. 

Case vii: When two (s1,s2) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

Fig: 4.20 Radiation Pattern when both S1 and S2 Pin Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

 

 

 Fig: 4.21 Reflection Coefficient when both S1 and S2 Pin Diodes are ON in E shaped 

Antenna 
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Fig: 4.22 VSWR when both S1 and S2 Pin Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

Table 4.1.7: Results when both S1 and S2 Pin Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna  

S1 S2 S3 Resonant 

Frequency(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB) 

VSWR 

  

on on off 3.6 -13.08 1.57 

      

These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 3.6 GHZ with Reflection coefficient of -

13.08 dB with a VSWR of 1.57. 

Case viii: when two (s2,s3) Pin Diodes are ON condition:   

 

Fig: 4.23 Radiation Pattern when All the Pin diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 
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Fig: 4.24 Reflection Coefficient when All the Pin diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

 

Fig: 4.25 VSWR when All the Pin diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

 

Table 4.1.8: Results when All the Pin diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 Resonant 

Frequency(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB) 

VSWR 

  

on on on 7.1 -18.12 1.28 

 

These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 7.1 GHZ with Reflection coefficient of -

18.12 dB with a VSWR of 1.28. 
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Table 4.1.9 Results for Pin Diode 

S.No S1 S2 S3   Resonant  

Frequency(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient   

   VSWR 

     (dB) 

1 off off off 4.82 -21.94 1.17 

           4.3 -21.8 1.17 

      

2 off off on 5.64 -20.06 1.22 

3 off on off 5.58 -13.88 1.5 

4.82 -11.52 1.72 

4 off on on 5.58 -12.83 1.59 

   2.3 -14.5 1.46 

5 on off off 4.62 -15.08 1.42 

2.84 -33.64 1.04 

6 on off on 7.14 -11.95 1.67 

7 on on off 3.6 -13.08 1.57 

8 on on on 7.1 -18.12 1.28 

 

4.2  Results using Varactor Diode 

Case i: when all Varactor Diodes are ON condition: 

 

Fig: 4.26 Radiation Pattern when all the varactor Diodes are OFF in E shaped Antenna 
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Fig: 4.27 Reflection Coefficient when all the varactor Diodes are OFF in E shaped 

Antenna 

 

Fig: 4.28 VSWR when all the varactor Diodes are OFF in E shaped Antenna 

Table 4.2.1 Results when All the varactor Diodes are OFF in E shaped Antenna 

  

 

 

S1 S2 S3  Resonant 

Frequency(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

   

VSWR 

  off off off 6.76 -12.08 1.66 

7.64 -13.48 1.53 
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 These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 6.76 GHZ and 7.64 GHZ with Reflection 

coefficient of -12.08 dB and -13.48 dB with a VSWR of 1.66 and 1.53. 

Case ii: when one (s3) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 4.29 Radiation Pattern when S3 varactor diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 4.30 Reflection Coefficient when S3 varactor diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 
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Fig: 4.31 VSWR when S3 varactor diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

Table 4.2.2 Results when S3 varactor diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 Resonant 

Frequency(GHZ) 

 

Reflection 

Coefficient 

(dB)  

   

VSWR 

      

Off off on 6.74 -12.75 1.59 

7.64 -13.83 1.51 

These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 6.74 GHZ and 7.64 GHZ with Reflection 

coefficient of -12.75 dB and -13.83 dB with a VSWR of 1.59 and 1.51.  

Case iii: when one (s2) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

Fig: 4.32 Radiation Pattern when S2 varactor Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 
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Fig: 4.33 Reflection Coefficient when S2 varactor Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

 

Fig: 4.34 VSWR when S2 varactor Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

Table 4.2.3 Results when S2 varactor Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient    

(dB)   

   

VSWR 

   

off on off 6.74 -12.3 1.64 

7.62 -13.33 1.54 

9.68 -10.07 1.91 
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These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 6.74 GHZ,7.62 GHZ and 9.68 GHZ with 

Reflection coefficient of  -12.3 dB,-13.33 dB and -10.07 dB with a VSWR of 1.64,1.54 and 

1.91.  

Case iv: when two (s2,s3) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

Fig: 4.35 Radiation Pattern when both S2 and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped 

Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 4.36 Reflection Coefficient when both S2 and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped 

Antenna 
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Fig: 4.37 VSWR when both S2 and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

Table 4.2.4 Results when both S2 and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient 

(db)  

   

VSWR 

      

off on on 6.74 -13.17 1.56 

   7.62 -12.75 1.59 

These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 6.74 GHZ and 7.62 GHZ with Reflection 

coefficient of -13.17 dB and -12.75 dB with a VSWR of 1.56 and 1.59. 

Case v: when one (s1) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

Fig: 4.38 Radiation Pattern when S1 varactor Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 
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Fig: 4.39 Reflection Coefficient when S1 varactor Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

   

Fig: 4.40 VSWR when S1 varactor Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

Table 4.2.5 Results when S1 varactor Diode is ON in E shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient      

(dB) 

   

VSWR 

   

on off off 6.74 -10.71 1.82 

   7.62 -14.69 1.45 

These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 6.74 GHZ and 7.62 GHZ with Reflection 

coefficient of -10.71dB and -14.69 dB with a VSWR of 1.82 and 1.45. 
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Case vi: when two (s1,s3) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

Fig: 4.41 Radiation Pattern when both S1 and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped       

Antenna 

 

Fig: 4.42 Reflection Coefficient when both S1 and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped 

Antenna 

 

Fig: 4.43 VSWR when both S1 and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 
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Table 4.2.6 Results when both S1 and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient      

(dB) 

   

VSWR 

   

on Off on 6.74 -11.94 1.67 

   7.62 -14.43 1.46 

These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 6.74 GHZ and 7.62 GHZ with Reflection 

coefficient of -11.94 dB and -14.43 dB with a VSWR of 1.67 and 1.46.  

Case vii: when two (s1,s2) Pin Diodes are ON condition:   

 

Fig: 4.44 Radiation Pattern when both S1 and S2 varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped 

Antenna 

 

Fig: 4.45 Reflection Coefficient when both S1 and S2 varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped 

Antenna 
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Fig: 4.46 VSWR when both S1 and S2 varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

Table 4.2.7 Results when both S1 and S2 varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna

   

 

 

These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 6.74 GHZ and 7.6 GHZ with Reflection 

coefficient of -11.5 dB and -13.88 dB with a VSWR of 1.72 and 1.5.  

Case viii: when all Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 4.47  Radiation Pattern when all the varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient  

(dB) 

   

VSWR 

       

on On off 6.74 -11.5 1.72 

7.6 -13.88 1.5 
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           Fig: 4.48 Reflection Coefficient when all the varactor Diodes are ON in 

E shaped Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 4.49 VSWR when all the varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

Table 4.2.8 Results when all varactor Diodes are ON in E shaped Antenna 

 

 

 

These are the results obtained using E shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 6.74 GHZ and 7.6 GHZ with Reflection 

coefficient of -11.5 dB and -13.88 dB with a VSWR of 1.72 and 1.5 

 

S1 S2 S3 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient  

(dB) 

   

VSWR 

       

on On off 6.74 -11.5 1.72 

7.6 -13.88 1.5 
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Table 4.2.9 Results of Varactor Diode in E shaped Antenna 

S.No S1 S2 S3  Resonant 

Frequency(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient  

(dB) 

   VSWR 

   

1 off off off 6.76 -12.08 1.66 

7.64 -13.48 1.53 

      

2 off off on 6.74 -12.75 1.59 

   7.64 -13.83 1.51 

3 off on off 6.74 -12.3 1.64 

7.62 -13.33 1.54 

   9.68 -10.07 1.91 

4 off on on 6.74 -13.17 1.56 

   7.62 -12.75 1.59 

5 on off off 6.74 -10.71 1.82 

   7.62 -14.69 1.45 

6 on off on 6.74 -11.94 1.67 

7.62 -14.43 1.46 

7 on on off 6.74 -11.5 1.72 

7.6 -13.88 1.5 

8 on on on 6.74 -12.15 1.65 

7.6 -13.61 1.52 

4.3 Conclusion 

       The results obtained using E shaped antennas are as shown above. By placing PIN Diode 

and Varactor diode equivalent circuits for different combinations it can be reconfigured. Using 

PIN diode when all the diodes are in ON condition it will be resonated at 7.1 GHZ with 

Reflection coefficient of -18.12 dB and with a VSWR of 1.28.when all the diodes are in OFF 

condition it will be resonated at 4.82 GHZ and 4.3 GHZ with Reflection coefficient of -21.94 

dB and -21.8 db and with a VSWR of 1.17 and 1.17.Using Varactor diode when all the diodes 

are in ON condition it will be resonated at 6.74 GHZ and 7.6 GHZ with Reflection coefficient 

of -12.15 dB and -13.61dB and with a VSWR of 1.65 and 1.52.When all the diodes are in OFF 

condition it will be resonated at 6.76 GHZ and 7.64 GHZ with Reflection coefficient of -12.08 

dB and -13.48 dB and with a VSWR of 1.66 and 1.53. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DESIGN OF T SHAPED FREQUENCY AND PATTERN 

RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA 

                The concept of Reconfigurability can be achieved by using either PIN Diode or 

Varactor diode. By placing PIN Diode and Varactordiode  equivalent circuits at different 

positions we can achieve reconfigurability. By using the below dimensions a reconfigurable 

antenna is designed in HFSS. The below figure 5.1 shows the simulated structure of T 

shaped Reconfigurable antenna using FR-4 substrate. 

Table 5.1 Dimensions of T shaped Reconfigurable antenna using FR-4 substrate 

 

 

    

Figure 5.1 Design of T shaped Reconfigurable antenna using FR-4 substrate in HFSS 

 

Name of layer Width(mm) Length(mm) 

Ground and 

substrate 

52.89 44.41 

Patch 43.29 34.81 
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5.1 Result using PIN Diode 

Case i: When all Pin Diodes are in OFF condition: 

 

Fig: 5.2 Radiation Pattern when All  Pin Diodes are OFF in T shaped Antenna 

 

Fig: 5.3 Reflection Coefficient when All  Pin Diodes are OFF in T shaped Antenna 

 

Fig: 5.4 VSWR when All  Pin Diodes are OFF in T shaped Antenna 
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Table 5.1.1 Results when All  Pin Diodes are OFF in T shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient     

(dB)  

VSWR 

   

off off 7.14 -14.03 1.49 

These are the results obtained using T shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  7.14 GHZ with Reflection Coefficient of -

14.03 dB with a VSWR of 1.49. 

Case ii: When one(s2) Pin Diode is in ON condition: 

 

 Fig: 5.5 Radiation Pattern when S2  Pin Diode is ON in T shaped Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 5.6 Reflection Coefficient when S2  Pin Diode is ON in T shaped Antenna 
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Fig: 5.7 VSWR when S2  Pin Diode is ON in T shaped Antenna 

                   

                  Table 5.1.2 Results when S2  Pin Diode is ON in T shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient    

(dB)   

VSWR 

   

off on 7.04 -18.66 1.26 

These are the results obtained using T shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  7.04 GHZ with Reflection Coefficient of -

18.66 dB with a VSWR of 1.26. 

Case iii: When one(s1) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

 

Fig: 5.8  Radiation Pattern when S1  Pin Diode is ON in T shaped Antenna 
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Fig: 5.9 Reflection Coefficient when S1  Pin Diode is ON in T shaped Antenna 

 

Fig: 5.10  VSWR when S1  Pin Diode is ON in T shaped Antenna 

Table 5.1.3 Results when S1  Pin Diode is ON in T shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient      

(dB) 

VSWR 

   

on off 7.14 -14 1.49 

   
2.28 -12.74 1.59 

These are the results obtained using T shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  7.14 GHZ  and 2.28 GHZ with Reflection 

Coefficient of  -14 dB and -12.74 dB with a VSWR of 1.49 and 1.59. 
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Case iv: When two(s1,s2) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 5.11 Radiation Pattern when Both the Pin  Diodes are ON in T shaped Antenna 

 

Fig: 5.12 Reflection Coefficient when Both the Pin  Diodes are ON in T shaped Antenna 

 

Fig: 5.13 VSWR when Both the Pin  Diodes are ON in T shaped Antenna 
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Table 5.1.4 Results when Both the Pin  Diodes are ON in T shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient      

(dB) 

VSWR 

   

on on 7.04 -18.66 1.26 

 

These are the results obtained using T shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  7.04 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient of 

-18.66 dB with a VSWR of 1.26. 

         

Table 5.1.5 Results of Pin Diode in T shaped Antenna 

 

S.No S1 S2 Resonant Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

1 off Off 7.14 -14.03 1.49 

2 off On 7.04 -18.66 1.26 

3 on Off 7.14 -14 1.49 

   2.28 -12.74 1.59 

4 on On 7.04 -18.66 1.26 

 

5.2 Result using Varactor Diode 

Case i: When two(s1,s2) Pin Diodes are OFF condition: 

 

Fig: 5.14 Radiation Pattern when Both the Varactor Diodes are OFF in T shaped 

Antenna 
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Fig:5.15 Reflection Coefficient when Both the Varactor Diodes are OFF in T shaped 

Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 5.16 VSWR when Both the Varactor Diodes are OFF in T shaped Antenna 

Table 5.2.1 Results when Both the Varactor Diodes are OFF in T shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient 

(dB) 

VSWR 

    

Off off 6.92 -43.82 1.01 

These are the results obtained using T shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  6.92 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient    

of -43.82 dB with a VSWR of 1.01. 
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Case ii: When one(s2) Pin Diodes is ON condition: 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 5.17 Radiation Pattern when S2 varactor Diode is ON in T shaped Antenna 

 

 

 Fig: 5.18 Reflection Coefficient when S2 varactor Diode is ON in T shaped Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 5.19 VSWR when S2 varactor Diode is ON in T shaped Antenna 
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Table 5.2.2 Results when S2 varactor Diode is ON in T shaped Antenna 

S1 S2 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient    

(dB)   

VSWR 

   

Off on 6.86 -22.14 1.31 

These are the results obtained using T shaped antenna .By placing varactor diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  6.86 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient    

of -22.14 dB with a VSWR of 1.31. 

Case iii: When one(s1) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

              Fig: 5.20 Radiation Pattern when S1 varactor Diode is on T shape Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 5.21 Reflection Coefficient when S1 varactor Diode is on T shape Antenna 
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Fig: 5.22 VSWR when S1 varactor Diode is on T shape Antenna 

Table 5.2.3  Results when S1 varactor Diode is on T shape Antenna  

S1 S2 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

VSWR 

      

on off 6.88 -19.37 1.24 

   
7.16 -11.75 1.69 

These are the results obtained using T shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  6.88 GHZ and 7.16 GHZ with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.37 dB and -11.75 dB with a VSWR of 1.24 and 1.69. 

Case iv: When two(s1,s2) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 5.23 Radiation Pattern when both varactor Diodes are ON in T shaped Antenna 
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Fig: 5.24 Reflection Coefficient when both varactor Diodes are ON in T shaped Antenna 

 

Fig: 5.25 VSWR when both varactor Diodes are ON in T shaped Antenna 

 

Table 5.2.4  Results when both varactor Diodes are ON in T shaped Antenna 

 

 

 

 

These are the results obtained using T shaped antenna .By placing varactor diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  6.88 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient of 

-17.55 dB with a VSWR of 1.3. 

  

 

 

 

S1 S2 Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient    

(dB)   

VSWR 

   

On on 6.88 -17.55 1.3 
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Table 5.2.5  Results for Varactor Diode in T-shaped Antenna 

S.No S1 S2 Resonant Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

1 off off 6.92 -43.82 1.01 

2 off on 6.86 -22.14 1.31 

3 on off 6.88 -19.37 1.24 

7.16 -11.75 1.69 

4 on on 6.88 -17.55 1.3 

5.3 Conclusion 

The results obtained using T shaped antenna are as shown above.By placing PIN Diode and 

Varactor diode equivalent circuits for different combinations it can be reconfigured. Using 

PIN diode when all the diodes are in ON condition it will be resonated at 7.04 GHZ with 

Reflection Coefficient of -18.66 dB and with a VSWR of 1.49.when all the diodes are in OFF 

condition it will be resonated at 7.14 GHZ with Reflection Coefficient  of -14.03dB and with a 

VSWR of 1.49.Using Varactor diode when all the diodes are in ON condition it will be 

resonated at 6.88 GHZ with Reflection Coefficient of -17.55 dB and with a VSWR of 

1.3.When all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 6.92 GHZ with Reflection 

Coefficient of -43.82 dB and with a VSWR of 1.01. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DESIGN OF HEXAGONAL SHAPED FREQUENCY AND 

PATTERN RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA 

The concept of Reconfigurability can be achieved by using either PIN Diode or Varactor 

diode. By placing PIN Diode and Varactor diode  equivalent circuits at different positions 

we can achieve reconfigurability. By using the below dimensions a reconfigurable antenna 

is designed in HFSS. The below figure 6.1 shows the simulated structure of Hexagonal 

shaped Reconfigurable antenna using FR-4 substrate. 

Table 6.1 Dimensions of Hexagonal shaped Reconfigurable antenna using FR-4 substrate 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Design of Hexagonal shaped Reconfigurable antenna using FR-4 substrate in 

HFSS 

 

 

Name of layer Width(mm) Length(mm) 

Ground and 

substrate 

52.89 44.41 

Patch 43.29 34.81 
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6.1 Results using pin diode 

Case i: When four(s1,s2,s3,s4) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

Fig:6.2 Radiation Pattern when All the Pin diodes are Off in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Fig: 6.3 Reflection Coefficient when All the Pin diodes are Off in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.4 VSWR when All the Pin diodes are Off in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Table 6.1.1 Results when All the Pin diodes are Off in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

Off Off Off Off 9.76 -15.1901 1.4212 

These are the results obtained using  Hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.76 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient  of -15.1901dB with a VSWR of 1.4212. 

Case ii: When one(s4) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

     Fig: 6.5 Radiation Pattern when S4 Pin Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.6 Reflection Coefficient when S4 Pin Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.7 VSWR when S4 Pin Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

Table 6.1.2 Results when S4 Pin Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

Off Off Off On 9.54 -15.082 1.4278 

 

These are the results obtained using Hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.54 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -15.082 dB with a VSWR of 1.4278. 

Case iii: When one(s3) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.8 Radiation Pattern when S3 Pin Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.9 Reflection Coefficient when S3 Pin Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Fig: 6.10 VSWR when S3 Pin Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Table 6.1.3 Results when S3 Pin Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient(dB) 

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)  

Off Off On Off 9.52 -12.0189 1.669 
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These are the results obtained using Hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.52 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -12.0189 dB with a VSWR of 1.669. 

Case iv: When two(s3,s4) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.11 Radiation Pattern when Both S3 and S4 Pin Diodes in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Fig: 6.12 Reflection Coefficient when Both S3 and S4 Pin Diodes in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.13 VSWR when Both S3 and S4 Pin Diodes in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Table 6.1.4 Results when Both S3 and S4 Pin Diodes in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

Off Off On On 9.68 -18.7492 1.2595 

These are the results obtained using Hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.68GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -18.7492 with a VSWR of 1.2595. 

Case v: When two(s2) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.14 Radiation Pattern when S2 Pin diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.15 Reflection Coefficient when S2 Pin diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.16 VSWR when S2 Pin diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

Table 6.1.5 Results when S2 Pin diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

Off On Off Off 9.76 -18.7692 1.2905 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all 

the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.76 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient 

of -18.7692 dB with a VSWR of 1.2905. 
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Case vi: When two(s2,s4) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.17 Radiation Pattern when S2 and S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.18 Reflection Coefficient when S2 and S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.19 VSWR when S2 and S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

Table 6.1.6 Results when S2 and S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

Off On Off On 9.76 -14.7469 1.5384 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all 

the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.76 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient 

of -14.7469 dB with a VSWR of 1.5384. 

Case vii: When two(s2,s3) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

Fig: 6.20 Radiation Pattern when S2 and S3 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.21 Reflection Coefficient when S2 and S3 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.22 VSWR when S2 and S3 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Table 6.1.7 Results when S2 and S3 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

Off On On Off 9.68 -19.0155 1.2523 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all 

the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.68 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient 

of -19.0155 dBwith a VSWR of 1.2523. 
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Case viii: When three(s2,s3,s4) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig:6.23 Radiation Pattern when S2,S3,S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.24 Reflection Coefficient when S2,S3,S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.25 VSWR when S2,S3,S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Table 6.1.8  Results when S2,S3,S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

Off On On On 9.74 19.6124 1.2335 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all 

the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.74GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient 

of -19.6124 dB with a VSWR of 1.2335. 

Case ix: When one(s1) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.26 Radiation Pattern when S1 Pin Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.27 Reflection Coefficient when S1 Pin Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.28 VSWR when S1 Pin Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.1.9 Results when S1 Pin Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

On Off Off Off 9.54 -20.3112 1.2136 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all 

the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.54 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient 

of -20.3112 dB with a VSWR of 1.2136. 
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Case x: When two(s1,s4) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

Fig: 6.29 Radiation Pattern  when S1 and S4 Pin diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Fig: 6.30 Reflection Coefficient when S1 and S4 Pin diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Fig: 6.31 VSWR  when S1 and S4 Pin diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Table 6.1.10 Results when S1 and S4 Pin diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

On Off Off On 9.76 -19.0412 1.2514 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all 

the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.76 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient 

of -19.0412  dB with a VSWR of 1.2514. 

Case xi: When two(s1,s3) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

Fig: 6.32 Radiation Pattern when S1 and S3 Pin diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.33 Reflection Coefficient when S1 and S3 Pin diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.34 VSWR when S1 and S3 Pin diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Table  6.1.11 Results when S1 and S3 Pin diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

On Off On Off 9.76 -19.4663 1.236 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all 

the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.76 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficent 

of -19.4663dB with a VSWR of 1.236. 

Case xii: When three(s1,s3,s4) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.35 Radiation Pattern when S1,S3,S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.36 Reflection Coefficient when S1,S3,S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Fig: 6.37 VSWR when S1,S3,S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Table 6.1.12 Results when S1,S3,S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

On Off On On 9.7 -16.9027 1.3323 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all 

the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.7 GHZ  with Relection Coefficient of 

-16.9027 dB with a VSWR of 1.3323. 

Case xiii: When two(s1,s2) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 
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 Fig: 6.38 Radiation Pattern when S1 and S2 Diodes are ON in 

Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Fig: 6.39 Reflection Coefficient when S1 and S2 Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.40 VSWR when S1 and S2 Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

           Table 6.1.13 Results when S1 and S2 Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

On On Off Off 9.76 -18.9703 1.2527 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all 

the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.76 GHZ  with Reflcton Coefficient of 

-18.9703dB with a VSWR of 1.2527. 

 

Case xiv: When three(s1,s2,s4) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.41 Radiation Pattern when S1,S2,S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.42 Reflection Coefficient when S1,S2,S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.43 VSWR when S1,S2,S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

Table 6.1.14 Results when S1,S2,S4 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

On On Off On 9.76 -19.0379 1.2515 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all 

the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.76 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient 

of -19.0379dB with a VSWR of 1.2515. 

 

Case xv: When three(s1,s2,s3) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

  

 

Fig: 6.44 Radiation Parameter when S1,S2,S3 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.45 Reflection Coefficient when S1,S2,S3 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.46 VSWR when S1,S2,S3 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

       

  Table 6.1.15 Results when S1,S2,S3 Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

On On on Off 9.76 -19.3253 1.2423 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all 

the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.76 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient 

of -19.3253 dBwith a VSWR of 1.2423. 
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Case xvi: When all(s1,s2,s3,s4) Pin Diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.47 Radiation pattern when all Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.48 Reflection Coefficient when all Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.49 VSWR when all Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Table 6.1.16 Results when All the Pin Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant   Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

On On On On 9.76 -19.5387 1.2358 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all 

the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.76 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient 

of -19.5387dB with a VSWR of 1.2358. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.1.17 Results of Pin Diode in Hexagonal Antenna 

S.No S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant Reflection 

Coefficient   

    (dB) 

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ) 

1 Off Off Off Off 9.76 -15.1901 1.4212 

2 Off Off Off On 9.54 -15.082 1.4278 

3 Off Off On Off 9.52 -12.0189 1.669 

4 Off Off On On 9.68 -18.7492 1.2595 

5 Off On Off Off 9.76 -18.7692 1.2905 
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6 Off On Off On 9.76 -14.7469 1.5384 

7 Off On On Off 9.68 -19.0155 1.2523 

8 Off On On On 9.74 19.6124 1.2335 

9 On Off Off Off 9.54 -20.3112 1.2136 

10 On Off Off On 9.76 -19.0412 1.2514 

11 On Off On Off 9.76 -19.4663 1.236 

12 On Off On On 9.7 -16.9027 1.3323 

13 On On Off Off 9.76 -18.9703 1.2527 

14 On On Off On 9.76 -19.0379 1.2515 

15 On On On Off 9.76 -19.3253 1.2423 

16 On On On On 9.76 -19.5387 1.2358 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.2 Results using varactor diode 

Case i: When all(s1,s2,s3,s4) Pin Diodes are OFF condition: 
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Fig:6.50 Radiation Pattern when All varactor Diodes are OFF in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.51 Reflection Coefficient when All varactor Diodes are OFF in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Fig: 6.52 VSWR when All varactor Diodes are OFF in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Table 6.2.1 Results when All varactor Diodes are OFF in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

VSWR 
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off off off off 9.54 -17.12     1.32 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.54 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387dB with a VSWR of 1.32. 

Casei i: When one(s4) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.53 Radiation Pattern when S4 varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.54 Reflection Coefficient when S4 varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.55 VSWR when S4 varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

Table 6.2.2 Results when S4 varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient 

(dB)  

VSWR 

       
off off off on 9.5     -19.91 1.22 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.5 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387 dB with a VSWR of 1.22. 

Case iii: When one(s3) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.56 Radiation Pattern when S3 varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.57 Reflection Coefficient when S3 varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 Fig: 6.58 VSWR when S3 varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

Table 6.2.3 Results when S3 varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

VSWR 

       
off on on off 9.43     -15.59 1.39 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.43 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387 dB with a VSWR of 1.39. 
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Case iv: When two(s3,s4) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.59 Radiation Pattern when S3 and S4 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.60 Reflection Coefficient  when S3 and S4 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.61 VSWR when S3 and S4 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Table 6.2.4 Results when S3 and S4 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient 

(dB)  

VSWR 

       

off off on    on 9.44     -17.54 1.3 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.44 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387 dB with a VSWR of 1.3. 

Case v: When one(s2) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.62 Radiation Pattern when S2 varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.63 Reflection Coefficient when S2 varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig: 6.64 VSWR  when S2 varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Table 6.2.5 Results when S2 varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

VSWR 

       
off on off off 9.6     -15.25 1.36 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.6 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387dB  with a VSWR of 1.36. 

Case vi: When two(s2,s4) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.65 Radiation Pattern when S2 and S4 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 
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Fig: 6.66 Reflection Coefficient when S2 and S4 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

Fig: 6.67 VSWR when S2 and S4 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

Table 6.2.6 Results when S2 and S4 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient 

(dB)  

VSWR 

off on off on 9.6     -23.34 1.14 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.6 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387 dB with a VSWR of 1.14. 
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Case vii: When two(s3,s2) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.68 Radiation Pattern when  S2 and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

Fig: 6.69 Reflection Coefficient  when  S2 and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

Fig : 6.70 VSWR when  S2 and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Table 6.2.7 Results when  S2 and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

VSWR 

       
off on on off 9.56     -18.15 1.28 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.56 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387 dB with a VSWR of 1.28. 

Case viii: When three(s2,s3,s4) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.71 Radiation Pattern when  S2,S3,S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.72 Reflection Coefficient when  S2,S3,S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 
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Fig: 6.73 VSWR when  S2,S3,S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

Table 6.2.8 Results when  S2,S3,S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

VSWR 

       
off on on on 9.5     -20.45 1.2 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.5 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient  of -19.5387 dB with a VSWR of 1.2. 

Case ix: When one(s1) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig : 6.74 Radiation Pattern when  S1varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Fig:6.75 Reflection Coefficient when  S1varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.76 VSWR when  S1varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Table 6.2.9 Results when  S1varactor Diode is ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

VSWR 

       
on off off off 9.6     -17.32 1.31 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.6 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387 dB with a VSWR of 1.31. 
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Case x: When two(s1,s4) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.77 when Radiation Pattern S1 and S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

Fig : 6.78 Reflection Coefficient when  S1 and S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.79 VSWR when  S1 and S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Table 6.2.10 Results when  S1 and S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

VSWR 

       
on off off on 9.62     -19.41 1.23 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.62GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387 dBwith a VSWR of 1.23. 

Case xi: When two(s3,s1) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.80 Radiation Pattern when  S1and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.81 Reflection Coefficient when  S1and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 
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Fig: 6.82  VSWR when  S1and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

Table 6.2.11 Results when  S1and S3 varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient 

(dB)  

VSWR 

       
on     off on off 9.6     -15.8 1.38 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.6 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387 dB with a VSWR of 1.38. 

Case xii: When three(s1,s3,s4) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

 

Fig: 6.83 Radiation Pattern when  S1,S3,S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 
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Fig: 6.84 Reflection Coefficient  when  S1,S3,S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.85 VSWR when  S1,S3,S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

Table 6.2.12 Results when  S1,S3,S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

VSWR 

       
on off on on 9.58     -19.1 1.22 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.58 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387 dBwith a VSWR of 1.22. 
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Case xiii: When two(s1,s2) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

     Fig: 6.86 Radiation Pattern when  S1 and S2varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

Fig: 6.87 Reflection Coefficient  when  S1 and S2varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.88  VSWR when  S1 and S2varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Table 6.2.13 Results when  S1 and S2varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

VSWR 

       
on on off off 9.6     -19.41 1.24 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.6 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387 dBwith a VSWR of 1.24. 

Case x iv: When three(s1,s2,s4) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig : 6.89 Radiation Pattern when  S1,S2,S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 6.90 Reflection Coefficient when  S1,S2,S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 
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Fig: 6.91 VSWR when  S1,S2,S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

Table 6.2.14 Results when  S1,S2,S4varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient 

(dB)  

VSWR 

       on on off on 9.54     -22.97 1.16 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.54 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387 dB with a VSWR of 1.16 

Case xv: When three(s1,s3,s2) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.92  Radiation Pattern when  S1,S2,S3varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 
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Fig: 6.93 Reflection Coefficient when  S1,S2,S3varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal 

Antenna 

 

 Fig: 6.94 VSWR when  S1,S2,S3varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

Table 6.2.15 Results when  S1,S2,S3varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient 

(dB)  

VSWR 

       on on off on 9.54     -17.18 1.32 

 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.54 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient of -19.5387 dB with a VSWR of 1.32. 
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Case xvi: When all(s1,s2,s3,s4) varactor diodes are ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 6.95  Radiation Pattern when All varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

Fig: 6.96 Reflection Coefficient when All varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

 

 

Fig : 6.97 VSWR when All varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 
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Table 6.2.16 Results when All varactor Diodes are ON in Hexagonal Antenna 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

VSWR 

       
on on on on 9.48     -19.95 1.22 

These are the results obtained using hexagonal shaped antenna .By placing varactor Diode with 

all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  9.48 GHZ  with Reflection 

Coefficient  of -19.5387 dB with a VSWR of 1.22. 

Table 6.2.17  Results of Varactor Diode in Hexagonal Antenna 

S No S1 S2 S3 S4 Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(db) 

VSWR 

1 off off off off 9.54 -17.26 1.32 

2 off off off on 9.5 -19.926 1.22 

3 off off on off 9.43 -15.597 1.39 

4 off off on on 9.44 -17.54 1.3 

5 off on off off 9.6 -16.257 1.36 

6 off on off on 9.6 -23.34 1.14 

7 off on on off 9.56 -18.157 1.28 

8 off on on on 9.5 -20.45 1.2 

9 on off off off 9.6 -17.329 1.31 

10 on off off on 9.62 -19.4152 1.23 

11 on    off on off 9.6 -15.803 1.38 

12 on off on on 9.58 -19.98 1.22 

13 on on off off 9.6 -19.2763 1.24 

14 on on off on 9.54 -22.3839 1.16 

15 on on on off 9.54 -17.183 1.32 

16 on on on on 9.48 -19.9679 1.22 
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6.3 Conclusion 

The results obtained using Hexagonal shaped antenna are as shown above.By placing PIN 

Diode and Varactordiode  equivalent circuits for different combinations it can be 

reconfigured. Using PIN diode when all the diodes are in ON condition it will be resonated at 

9.76 GHZ with Reflection Coefficient of -19.53dB and with a VSWR of 1.23.when all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 9.76 GHZ with Reflection Coefficient of -

15.19 dB and with a VSWR of 1.42.Using Varactor diode when all the diodes are in ON 

condition it will be resonated at 9.48 GHZ with Reflection Coefficient of -19.96 dB and with a 

VSWR of 1.22.when all the diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated at 9.54 GHZ with 

Reflection Coefficient of -17.26dB and with a VSWR of 1.32. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DESIGN OF SPIRAL SHAPED FREQUENCY AND PATTERN 

RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA 

The concept of Reconfigurability can be achieved by using either PIN Diode or Varactor 

diode. By placing PIN Diode and Varactordiode  equivalent circuits at different positions we 

can achieve reconfigurability. By using the below dimensions a reconfigurable antenna is 

designed in HFSS. The below figure 7.1 shows the simulated structure of Spiral shaped 

Reconfigurable antenna using FR-4 substrate. 

Table 7.1 Dimensions of Spiral shaped Reconfigurable antenna using FR-4 substrate 

 

 

Figure 7.1 Design of Spiral shaped Reconfigurable antenna using FR-4 substrate  in 

HFSS 

 

Name of layer Width(mm) Length(mm) 

Ground and 

substrate 

52.89 44.41 

Patch 43.29 34.81 
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7.1 Results using pin diode 

Case i: When  PIN diode is in ON condition: 

 

Fig: 7.2 Radiation Pattern when All the Pin Diodes are OFF in Spiral shaped Antenna 

 

Fig:7.3 Reflection Coefficient when Pin Diodes are OFF in Spiral shaped Antenna 

 

Fig: 7.4 VSWR when All the Pin Diodes are OFF in Spiral shaped Antenna 
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Table 7.1.1 Results when All the Pin Diodes are OFF in Spiral shaped Antenna 

S1 S2   Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient  

(dB) 

VSWR 

       

OFF OFF 4.54 -15.12 1.51 

   5.36 -12.75 1.59 

6.5 -10.93 1.79 

6.72 -29.13 1.07 

6.94 -19.29 1.24 

7.68 -17.17 1.32 

 

These are the results obtained using spiral shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  4.54 GHZ,5.36 GHZ,6.5 GHZ,6.72 

GHZ,6.94 GHZ and 7.68GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient of -15.12 dB,-12.75 dB,-10.93dB,-

29.13dB,-19.29dB and -17.17dB with a VSWR of 1.51,1.59,1.79,1.07,1.24 and 1.32. 

Case ii: When one(s2) PIN diode is in ON condition: 

 

Fig: 7.5 Radiation Pattern when S2  Pin Diode is ON in Spiral shaped Antenna 

 

 

Fig: 7.6 Reflection Coefficient when S2  Pin Diode is ON in Spiral shaped Antenna 
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Fig: 7.7 VSWR when S2  Pin Diode is ON in Spiral shaped Antenna 

 

Table 7.1.2 Results when S2  Pin Diode is ON in Spiral shaped Antenna 

S1 S2   Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

VSWR 

       

OFF ON 4.42 -26.62 1.09 

5.22 -28.66 1.44 

6.3 -19.92 1.22 

   6.84 -28.63 1.07 

   7.58 -15.99 1.37 

   

8.46 -12.11 1.65 

   9.84 -16.15 1.36 

 

These are the results obtained using spiral shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  4.42 GHZ ,5.22 GHZ ,6.3 GHZ ,6.84 GHZ 

,7.58 GHZ ,8.46 GHZ and 9.84 GHZ  with Reflection Coefficient of -26.62 dB ,-28.66 dB,-

19.92 dB ,-28.63 dB, -15.99dB,and -16.15dB with a VSWR of 1.09,1.44,1.22,1.07,1.37,1.65 

and 1.36. 
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Case iii: When one(s1) PIN diode is in ON condition: 

 

Fig: 7.8 Radiation Pattern when S1 Diode is ON in Spiral shaped Antenna 

 

Fig: 7.9 Reflection Coefficient  when S1 Diode is ON in Spiral shaped Antenna 

 

Fig: 7.10 VSWR when S1 Diode is ON in Spiral shaped Antenna 
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 Table 7.1.3 Results when S1 Diode is ON in Spiral shaped Antenna 

S1 S2   Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient  

(dB) 

VSWR 

       

ON OFF 4.52 -19.2 1.84 

5.36 -14.41 1.46 

6.34 -23.65 2.74 

6.68 -13.54 1.98 

   6.86 -45.43 1.88 

   

7.64 -19.67 1.52 

 

These are the results obtained using spiral shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at   4.52 GHZ ,5.36 GHZ,6.34 GHZ,6.68 

GHZ,6.86 GHZ and 7.64 GHZ  with Reflection  Coefficient of -19.2 dB,-14.41 dB,-23.65dB,-

13.54 dB,-45.43dB and -19.67dB with a VSWR of 1.84,1.46,2.74,1.98,1.88 and 1.52. 

Case iv: When two(s1,s2) PIN diode are in ON condition: 

 

 

Fig: 7.11 Radiation Pattern when All the Diodes are ON in Spiral shaped Antenna 

 

Fig : 7.12 Reflection Coefficient when All the Diodes are ON in Spiral shaped Antenna 
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          Fig: 7.13 VSWR when All the Diodes are ON in Spiral shaped Antenna 

       Table 7.1.4 Results when All the Diodes are ON in Spiral shaped Antenna 

S1 S2   Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHZ) 

Reflection 

Coefficient(dB)   

VSWR 

      

ON ON 4.4 -21.95 1.17 

5.12 -15.33 1.41 

6.1 -29.36 1.08 

6.82 -25.3 1.11 

   
7.58 -15.97 1.37 

8.42 -10.74 1.81 

9.8 -11.35 1.74 

 

These are the results obtained using spiral shaped antenna .By placing PIN Diode with all the 

diodes are in OFF condition it will be resonated  at  4.4 GHZ ,5.12GHZ ,6.1 GHZ ,6.82 GHZ 

,7.58GHZ ,8.42 GHZ and 9.8GHZ with Reflection Coefficient of -21.95Db ,-15.33dB ,-

29.36dB,-25.3dB,-15.97dB,-10.74db and -11.35db with a VSWR of 

1.17,1.41,1.08,1.11,1.37,1.81,1.74. 
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Table 7.1.5 Results for Pin Diode in Spiral  Shaped Antenna 

 S.NO S1 S2   Resonant Reflection 

Coefficient   

VSWR 

Frequency(GHZ)     (dB) 

1 OFF OFF 4.54 -15.12 1.51 

   5.36 -12.75 1.59 

   6.5 -10.93 1.79 

6.72 -29.13 1.07 

6.94 -19.29 1.24 

7.68 -17.17 1.32 

2 OFF ON 4.42 -26.62 1.09 

   5.22 -28.66 1.44 

   6.3 -19.92 1.22 

   6.84 -28.63 1.07 

7.58 -15.99 1.37 

   8.46 -12.11 1.65 

9.84 -16.15 1.36 

3 ON OFF 4.52 -19.2 1.84 

5.36 -14.41 1.46 

6.34 -23.65 2.74 

   6.68 -13.54 1.98 

   6.86 -45.43 1.88 

7.64 -19.67 1.52 

4 ON ON 4.4 -21.95 1.17 

5.12 -15.33 1.41 

6.1 -29.36 1.08 

   6.82 -25.3 1.11 

7.58 -15.97 1.37 

8.42 -10.74 1.81 

   9.8 -11.35 1.74 
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7.2 Result without using any diode 

 

Fig:7.14 Radiation Pattern without using Pin Diode in Spiral Antenna Shaped  Antenna 

 

Fig:7.15 Reflection coefficient without using Pin Diode in Spiral Antenna Shaped  

Antenna 

 

Fig:7.16 VSWR without using Pin Diode in Spiral Antenna Shaped  Antenna 
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Table 7.2 Results without using Pin Diode in Spiral Antenna Shaped  Antenna 

S.No Resonant 

Frequency(GHZ) 
Reflection 
Coefficient   

VSWR 

    (dB) 

1 3.58 -10.31 1.87 

   4.42 -15.19 1.42 

   5.32 -11.49 1.72 

6.8 -10.88 1.8 

7.28 -21.29 1.18 

 

These are the results obtained using spiral shaped antenna .Without  placing any Diode it will 

be resonated  at  3.58 GHZ ,4,42GHZ ,5.32GHZ ,6.8GHZ  and  7.28GHZ  with Reflection 

Coeffcient of -10.31 dB ,-15.19dB ,-11.49dB ,-10.88dB and -21.29 with a VSWR of 

1.87,1.42,1.72,1.8 and 1.18. 

7.3 Conclusion 

The results obtained using Spiral shaped antenna are as shown above.By placing PIN Diode 

and Varactor diode equivalent circuits for different combinations it can be reconfigured. 

Without using any diode it will be resonated at 3.58, 4.42, 5.32, 6.8, 7.28 with S Parameter  of   

-10.31db,-15.19db,-11.49 db ,-10.88db ,-21.29db and with a VSWR of 

1.87,1.42,1.72,1.8,1.18.Using PIN diode when all the diodes are in ON condition it will be 

resonated at 4.4GHZ,5.12GHZ,6.1GHZ ,6.82GHZ ,7.58GHZ ,8.42GHZ ,9.8GHZ  with S 

Parameter of -21.95db ,-15.33db,-29.36db,-25.3db,-15.97db,-10.74db,-11.35db and with a 

VSWR of 1.17, 1.41, 1.08, 1.11,1.37,1.81,1.74.when all the diodes are in OFF condition it 

will be resonated at 4.54GHZ,5.36GHZ ,6.5GHZ ,6.72GHZ ,6.94GHZ ,7.68GHZ  with S 

Parameter of -15.12db,-12.75db ,-10.93db ,-29.13db ,-19.29db ,-17.17db  and with a VSWR 

of 1.51,1.59,1.79,1.05,1.24,1.32.  
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Chapter 8 

APPLICATIONS 

There are some applications at present where antenna are used continuously to 

monitor biometric data of the human body. In order to do this, they need to be so close to 

the human body all the time that they can continuously monitor the biometric data and 

send the information to the outside world. If the antenna is hard, it cannot be kept always 

attached with the human body. An antenna made of flexible material will not harm the 

human body and can be worn for extended periods. Wearable antennae will find use in 

healthcare, recreation, fire-fighting, etc 

The advancements in wireless communication applications require new generation 

of reconfigurable antennas which can adjust to the environments and adopt reconfigurable 

capabilities as per the surrounding conditions. The reconfigurable antennas are used in 

cognitive radio system, MIMO systems, satellite communication, Biomedical application, 

military and industrial applications. Some of the applications are presented here.. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Conclusion 

         From the above work it is concluded that Reconfigurable  Antennas can be designed 

which are low cost and easily integrated into fashion garments. Lesser values of substrate 

dielectric constant is useful as it minimizes the surface wave losses and it is also helpful to 

guide propagation wave inside substrate also low loss substrate material is basic requirement 

to increase the efficiency is basic requirement to increase the efficiency, variation in the value 

of relative permittivity with the flexible substrate also effect the bandwidth. 

        This work introduced flexible applications in antenna design and highlighted some of the 

developments in electronic-textile. Flexible based antennas shows potential in wearable 

devices to communicate a variety of information with other electronics or computers.  

 

Future Scope 
 

 In future the same work can be extended by designing Reconfigurable Antennas with 

different shapes with compact sizes from which we can resonate an antenna at multiple 

frequencies without using multiple antennas by which we can reduce size and cost. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC      

OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

Classification    

of               

Project 

Application Product Research  Review 

   



 

 

 

Project Outcomes 

Outcomes 1: To familiarize with the HFSS software implementation. 

Outcomes 2: Design various types of flexible Microstrip patch antennas using HFSS software. 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

modern tools. 

PSO2:Apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication                                                                   

Engineering to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software 

components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety,legal, cultural, ethical and 

economic considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems.                                    

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.     

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems 

and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with 

appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and 

environmental considerations. 
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4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, 

and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions.    

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations.    

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent 

responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice.  

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of and 

need for sustainable development.need for sustainable development  

   

8. Mapping Table 

 

           1- Slightly (Low) mapped 2- Moderately (Medium) mapped 3- Substantial 

(High) mapped 

 

9. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities 

and norms of the engineering practice.     

10. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 

leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.   

11. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend 

and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and 

give and receive clear instructions.    

12. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a 

member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary 

environments.   

13. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 

change 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 In recent years, a lot of illegal counterfeiting rings manufacture and sell fake coins, which have 

caused great loss and damage to the society. Thus, it is imperative to be able to detect fake coins. To get 

rid of this problem various fake coin detection methods are available around the world and most of these 

are hardware based and costly. Therefore, an automatic fake coin detection system is highly desired. So, 

we propose a new approach to detect a fake coin using their image prototypes. Canny’s edge detection is 

a method that is used to detect the edge of coins. A post processing procedure is proposed to remove the 

mismatched key points. Genuine coins are needed to train their classifier. SVM is a classification 

algorithm that classifies the coin is fake or real. The impressive results have demonstrated its 

effectiveness.  

Key words: fake coins, Canny edge detection, SVM. 

Tools used: MATLAB. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 
 

1.1  Introduction  

 

        Coins are widely used in our daily life such as vending machines, parking meters, telephone 

booths and so on. Compared with paper currency, coins benefit from their great resistance to abrasion, 

and thereby can be used for quite a long time. So, it becomes a basic need that coins can be sorted, 

counted automatically. For this, there is necessary that the coins can be recognized automatically. In 

addition to being used as currency, people enjoy collecting coins as they usually have artistic value and 

can give a vivid insight to the social life in history. However, in recent years, a lot of illegal counterfeiting 

rings manufacture and sell fake coins, which have caused great loss and damage to the society. Thus, it is 

imperative to be able to detect fake coins. This is also an important concern in the field of numismatics. 

Forensic experts may be employed to examine the suspected coins, yet it is unrealistic considering the 

large quantities of coins that have to be examined. Therefore, an automatic fake coin detection system is 

highly desired. 

 

       The image processing techniques done on the images are wide in varieties which will cause the 

different effect on the images likewise some of the techniques such as copy-move (or) splicing, signature, 

watermarking or any other object which get added to the original by various means. 

 

       Based on various recognition methods, three types of coin recognition systems are available in 

market:  

1) Mechanical based  

2) Electromagnetic based and 

3) Image Processing based systems.  

 

       Coins are differentiated with various patterns such as shape, size, surface design, weight etc. Coin 

Recognition is a difficult process because of its various rotations and widely change input patterns, noisy 

and cluttered images, which are the great challenges. Different algorithms used to detect, recognize and 

count coins, then produce their associated value.  

 

      The mechanical method-based systems use various parameters like diameter or radius, thickness, 

weight and magnetism of the coin to differentiate between the coins. But these parameters cannot be used 

to detect the different materials of the coins. It means that if we provide two coins-original and fake 

having same diameter, thickness, weight and magnetism but with different materials to mechanical 

method-based coin recognition system then it will treat both the coins as original coin so these systems 

can be fooled easily. 

 

      The electromagnetic method-based systems can differentiate between different materials because 

in these systems the coins are passed through an oscillating coil at a certain frequency range and different 

materials bring different changes in the amplitude and frequency. So, these changes and the other 

parameters like radius/diameter, thickness, weight and magnetism can be used to differentiate between the 

coins. The electromagnetic method-based system of coin recognition systems improves the accuracy of 
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 Recognition but still they can be fooled by some of game coins. 

 

       In the recent years coin recognition systems based on images. In these systems first, the coin 

image to be recognized is taken either by camera or by some scanning devices.  

After that these images are processed by using various image processing techniques like FFT, Gabor 

Wavelets, DCT, edge detection, segmentation, image subtraction, decision trees, ANN, SIFT etc. Based 

on various extracted features, different coins are recognized. 

 

In order to exploit images for fake coin detection, the very first step is image representation. An 

informative as well as compact image representation is of paramount importance. Compared with using 

raw pixels for image representation, a preferable way is to extract features characterizing several different 

aspects of the image such as its texture or shape. The common practice is to put these features into a 

vector to represent the image. Using vectoral representation does not only benefit from its compactness 

but also facilitate the access to a rich repository of machine learning tools such as SVM and neural 

networks which work in the vector space. However, representing an image by a single vector usually 

lacks sufficient descriptive power. Moreover, the dimension of the vector has to be decided a priori and 

fixed for all the images regardless of their characteristics. 

 

  

1.2 Aim of this Project  

 

      Coins are a primary need of human life. They are used in everyone’s daily routine, like banks, 

transport, market and these spare changes also has various other uses than realization traded in for cash 

similar to measurement purpose, in games (toss), in organizations for research point, etc. So, it holds a 

vast significance that coins can be detected with high accuracy.  

 The main purpose of this project is to apply edge detection techniques to develop a program which 

should recognize coins in an image. Main objective of coin recognition system is to classify high volumes 

of coins with high accuracy within short time duration.   

 

1.3 Motivation 

 

Image processing is a popular approach that is performs some operation on image. Using this 

approach, we can extract some useful information from image. Preprocessing is an improvement of the 

image Data that suppresses unwanted distortion or enhances some image features. The proposed system 

consists three preprocessing techniques that is median filtering, detecting edge, and Hough circle. The 

median filtering is a technique used to remove noise from an image that improves the result of later 

processing. It preserves edge while removing noise training data set store the prototypes of genuine and 

fake coins. Array is used to store that prototype Hariss features, scale invariant features transform or the 

attribute used to compare two coins proto type. Feature point is invariant under view changes, zoom, 

lighting conditions etc. Local key point detector and descriptor is used to describe an image because of 

their superb discriminative power. To construct the dissimilarity space, each coin image to be detected 

will be compared with some prototype coins that are genuine and selected beforehand, based on which the 

image can be represented as a vector. Finally, SVM classifies the coin real are fake. Promising results 

have conformed the potential of the proposed approach. 
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 1.4  Methodology  

 

      Digital image processing is an area characterized by the need for extensive experimental work to 

establish the viability of proposed solution to a given problem, here the solution is to recognize the coins 

using an image. Using digital image processing it’s possible to obtain the most accurate method by 

reading the details of a photo. 

      

    As a subfield of digital signal processing, digital image processing has many advantages over 

analog image processing. It allows a much wider range of algorithms to be applied to the input data and 

can avoid problem as much as buildup of noise and signal distortion during processing. 

 

Edge detection is one of the fundamental steps in image analysis, image pattern recognition, and 

computer vision techniques. The edges extracted from a two-dimensional image of a three-dimensional 

scene can be classified as either viewpoint dependent or viewpoint independent. In this project, we have 

used Hough Transform for coin detection. 

 

In automated analysis of digital images, a subproblem often arises of detecting simple shapes, 

such as straight lines, circles or ellipses. In many cases an edge detector can be used as a pre-processing 

stage to obtain image points or image pixels that are on the desired curve in the image space. Due to 

imperfections in either the image data or the edge detector, however, there may be missing points or 

pixels on the desired curves as well as spatial deviations between the ideal line/circle/ellipse and the noisy 

edge points as they are obtained from the edge detector. For these reasons, it is often non-trivial to group 

the extracted edge features to an appropriate set of lines, circles or ellipses. The purpose of the Hough 

transform is to address this problem by making it possible to perform groupings of edge points into object 

candidates by performing an explicit voting procedure over a set of parameterized image objects  

 

 

1.5 Need for coin detection 

 

       There is a basic need to automate the counting and sorting of the coins. For this machine need to 

recognize the coins very fast and accurately as further processing depends on this recognition. 

 

The main purpose of this project is to apply computer vision techniques to develop a program 

which should recognize coins in an image, and enumerate their value. That is to have a computer read the 

image.      Many methods for processing of one-variable signals, typically temporal signals, can be 

extended in a natural way to processing of two-variable signals or multi-variable signals in computer 

vision. However, because of the specific nature of images there are many methods developed within 

computer vision which have no counterpart in processing of one-variable signals. Together with the 

multi-dimensionality of the signal, this defines a subfield in signal processing as a part of computer 

vision. 
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Chapter 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

 
      [12]. The system developed in this paper is intended for the recognition of given classes of 

environmental sounds and is motivated by a practical surveillance application. The proposed system 

uses a discriminative method based on one- class SVMs, together with a sophisticated dissimilarity 

measure, in order to classify a set of sounds into predefined classes. The effectiveness of various 

acoustic features as well as the influence of features combinations were studied. 

The comparison between various types of coin recognition systems in terms of their accuracy which has 

been proposed by various researchers based on image processing, image recognition method. 

     The accuracy rate delivered by R. Bremananth et al was 92.43%, Adnan Khashman system et al 

was 96.3%, Hussein R. Al- Zoubi system et al was 97%, Shatrughan Modi et al was 97.74%, Deepika 

Mehta was 40% to 50%. Sandeep Kaur et, International Journal of Computer Science and Mobile 

Computing, Vol.no.3 Issue.9 of September- 2014, pg. no.259-262 © 2014, IJCSMC All Rights Reserved 

261 Suchika Malik, Parveen Bajaj, Mukhwinder kaur are this paper presents reliable coin recognition 

system based on polar Fast Fourier Transform system.  

      There are basic need to automate the counting and sorting of the coins. For this machine need to 

recognize the coins very fast and accurately as for further processing depends on this recognition. 

However, the currently available algorithm to focus basically on recognition of the modern coins. Sonali 

A Mahajan, Chitra M. Gaikwad in this paper is to detect denominations of Indian coins. Counting all 

coins manually, collected in large amount such as the coins collected at Indian temples is very difficult. 

Chandan Singh, Amandeep kaur in his paper described polar harmonic transforms are orthogonal rotation 

invariant transforms which provide many numerically stable features. The kernel functions of the PHTs 

are consist of the sinusoidal functions that are inherently of computation intensive. They develop a fast 

approach for their computation using recursion and 8-way symmetry/antisymmetric property of the 

kernel functions. 

 

Image Processing Technique:  

The ROI is extracted and converting it into grayscale and setting up level. The denomination value 

can be obtained by integrating the sobel edge filter, average filter and Laplacian filter. The use of image 

processing technique to identify specific region of interest and then applying neural network classifier and 

pattern recognition techniques have been used to identify the denomination. 

 

 Coin recognition approach:  

In this approach, images of coin are taken from different angles and create a databank. By using 

this databank, data is provided to the neural network and trained that network.  
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Chapter 3 

DIGITAL IMAGE ANALYSIS 

 

 

3.1  Introduction 

Digital image processing is an expanding area with applications regarding to our daily lives, 

especially in progressive transmission of images, video coding (teleconferencing), digital libraries, image 

database, remote sensing, and other applied usage. Many image processing and analysis techniques have 

been developed to aid the interpretation of remote sensing images and to extract as much information as 

possible from the image. The huge collection of digital images are collected due to the improvement in the 

digital storage media, image capturing devices like scanners, web cameras, digital cameras and rapid 

development in internet. This leads to rapid and efficient retrieval of these images for visual information 

in different fields of life like medical, medicine, art, architecture, education, crime preventions, etc. 

 

The medical imaging field has grown substantially in the recent year and has generated additional 

interest in methods and tools for management, analysis, and communication of medical image. Many 

diagnostic imaging modalities, such as x-ray, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), digital radiography, 

and ultrasound are currently available and are routinely used to support clinical decision making. By 

using medical imaging, physicians are able to glean qualitative and quantitative information about 

anatomy and physiology of the patients. With these advantages, medical imaging has become central to 

medical diagnosis. Thus, with the advances in computer processing capabilities, it has become possible to 

approach the problem of automating diagnosis in medical imaging. This project will focus on canny edge 

detection that help radiologist in automated diagnosis image. Radiologist often experiencing difficulty on 

reading x-ray image. This can be caused by the lack of lighting, fractures the hardly seen by naked eyes, or 

noises the happened-on image capturing process. By building the system, we hope the system can help 

people especially radiologist on detecting bones anomaly that happened on x-ray images. 

 

          Image processing is a method to perform some operations on an image, in order to get an 

enhanced image or to extract some useful information from it. It is a type of signal processing in which 

input is an image and output may be image or characteristics/features associated with that image. 

Nowadays, image processing is among rapidly growing technologies. It forms core research area within 

engineering and computer science disciplines too. 

 

Image processing basically includes the following three steps: 

 

▪ Importing the image via image acquisition tools 

▪ Analyzing and manipulating the image 

▪ Output in which result can be altered image or report that is based on image 

analysis. 

 

 

   There are two types of methods used for image processing namely, analogue and digital image 
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 processing. Analogue image processing can be used for the hard copies like printouts and photographs. 

Image analysts use various fundamentals of interpretation while using these visual techniques. Digital 

image processing techniques help in manipulation of the digital images by using computers. The three 

general phases that all types of data have to undergo while using digital technique are pre-processing, 

enhancement, and display, information extraction. 

 

3.2. Purpose of Image processing 

The purpose of image processing is divided into 5 groups. They are: 

• Visualization - Observe the objects that are not visible. 

• Image sharpening and restoration - To create a better image. 

• Image retrieval - Seek for the image of interest. 

• Measurement of pattern – Measures various objects in an image. 

• Image Recognition – Distinguish the objects in an image. 

 

3.3. Types of methods used for image processing 

The two types of methods used for Image Processing are Analog and Digital Image Processing. 

Analog or visual techniques of image processing can be used for the hard copies like printouts and 

photographs. Image analysts use various fundamentals of interpretation while using these visual 

techniques. The image processing is not just confined to area that has to be studied but on knowledge of 

analyst. Association is another important tool in image processing through visual techniques. So, analysts 

apply a combination of personal knowledge and collateral data to image processing. 

 

Digital Processing techniques help in manipulation of the digital images by using computers. As 

raw data from imaging sensors from satellite platform contains deficiencies. To get over such flaws and to 

get originality of information, it has to undergo various phases of processing. The three general phases 

that all types of data have to undergo while using digital technique are Pre- processing, enhancement and 

display, information extraction. 

 

 

3.4. Digital Image Processing 

 

In computer science, digital image processing is the use of a digital computer to process digital 

images through an algorithm. As a subcategory or field of digital signal processing, digital image 

processing has many advantages over analog signal processing. It allows a much wider range of 

algorithms to be applied to the input data and can avoid problems such as the build-up 

of noise and distortion during processing.  

 

 Digital image processing method depends on two dimensional Fourier transform so the obtained 

samples of the photo would be formed in a two-dimensional array as in the following 
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Fig.3.1 Sample photo in 2D array 

 

 

The method of digital image processing done by taking a finite number of samples whatever the 

scale of the photo. So, it’s possible to control the accuracy of a digital image by increasing or decreasing 

the number of samples (pixels). 

 

The word ‘pixel’ derives from ‘picture element’ describing the smallest controllable element in a 

digital image. In computing, an image composed of pixels is known as a bitmapped image or a raster 

image. The number of pixels per inch ‘ppi’ denotes the resolution of the image and determines the size it 

will be rendered by default on the computer screen. 

 

  An individual pixel can only be either square or rectangular, and it can only have a single ‘color’ 

with no shading. The number of colors an individual pixel can become depends on its ‘bpp’ bits per pixel 

on a scale from 1 (pixel is either on or off, image is monochrome) to 24 (giving over 16million color 

possibilities). 

 

Each pixel would have two properties: 

  

 

1.The intensity: which relates to the amount of light or the numerical value of a pixel; 

2. Location address: the location of a pixel within the array of pixels (samples) 

 

 

3.5. Types of Digital Images 

The different types of digital images are: 

               1) binary image 

               2) gray-scale image 

                3) color image and  

               4) multispectral image. 
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 1.Binary images 

       Binary images are the simplest type of images and can take on two values, typically black and 

white, or 0 and 1. A binary image is referred to as a 1-bit image because it takes only 1 binary digit to 

represent each pixel. These types of images are frequently used in applications where the only 

information required is general shape or outline, for example optical character recognition (OCR). 

 

Binary images are often created from the gray-scale images via a threshold operation, where every 

pixel above the threshold value is turned white (‘1’), and those below it is turned black (‘0’).  

 

A binary image is one that consists of pixels that can have one of exactly two colors, usually black 

and white. Binary images are also called bi-level or two-level. This means that each pixel is stored as a 

single bit. They often arise in digital image processing as masks or thresholding, and dithering. 

 

A binary image can be stored in memory as a bitmap, a packed array of bits. They can be 

interpreted as subsets of the 2-D integer lattice. In the figure below, we see examples of binary images. 

 

  

 

                 Fig. 3.2 Object outline.             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

                          Fig. 3.3 Page of text used in OCR application. 

   

 

2.Gray-scale images 

Gray-scale images are referred to as monochrome (one-color) images. 

They contain gray-level information, no color information. The number of bits used for each pixel 

determines the number of different gray levels available. The typical gray-scale image contains 

8bits/pixel data, which allows us to have 256 different gray levels. The figure below shows examples of 

gray-scale images. 

Historically, certain computer programs 

were written using only two digits rather 

than four to define the applicable year. 

Accordingly, the company’s software may 

recognize a data using “00” as 1900 

rather than the year 2000. 
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Fig. 3.4 Examples of gray-scale images 

 

In applications like medical imaging and astronomy, 12 or 16 bits/pixel images are used. These 

extra gray levels become useful when a small section of the image is made much larger to discern details. 

 

 

3.Color images 

  Color images can be modeled as three-band monochrome image data, where each band of data 

corresponds to a different color. The actual information stored in the digital image data is the gray-level 

information in each spectral band. 

 

Typical color images are represented as red, green, and blue (RGB images). Using the 8-bit 

monochrome standard as a model, the corresponding color image would have 24-bits/pixel (8-bits for 

each of the three-color bands red, green, and blue). The figure below illustrates a representation of a 

typical RGB color image. 
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                                 Fig. 3.5 Representation of a typical RGB color image 

 

 

 

 

 

      
 

Fig. 3.6 Color Image 

 

 

 

4.Multispectral images 

Multispectral images typically contain information outside the normal human perceptual range. 

This may include infrared, ultraviolet, X-ray, acoustic, or radar data. These are not images in the usual 

sense because the information represented is not directly visible by the human system. However, the 

information is often represented in visual form by mapping the different spectral bands to RGB 

components. 
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Fig.3.7. Multispectral image 

 

 

 

3.6. Image analysis 

  An image may be defined as a two-dimensional function f (x, y), where x and y are spatial (plane) 

coordinates, and the amplitude of f at any pair of coordinates is called the intensity of the image at that 

point. The term gray level is used often to refer to the intensity of monochrome images.  

Color images are formed by a combination of individual images. For example, in the RGB color 

system a color image consists of three individual monochrome images, referred to as the red (R), green 

(G), and blue (B) primary (or component) images. For this reason, many of the techniques developed for 

monochrome images can be extended to color images by processing the three component images 

individually.  

The basic definition of image processing refers to processing of digital image, i.e. removing the 

noise and any kind of irregularities present in an image using the digital computer. The noise or 

irregularity may creep into the image either during its formation or during transformation etc. For 

mathematical analysis, an image may be defined as a two-dimensional function f (x, y) where x and y are 

spatial (plane) coordinates, and the amplitude of f at any pair of coordinates (x, y) is called the intensity or 

gray level of the image at that point. When x, y, and the intensity values of f are all finite, discrete 

quantities, we call the image a digital image. It is very important that a digital image is composed of a 

finite number of elements, each of which has a particular location and value. These elements are called 

picture elements, image elements, pels, and pixels. Pixel is the most widely used term to denote the 

elements of a digital image. Various techniques have been developed in Image Processing during the last 

four to five decades. Most of the techniques are developed for enhancing images obtained from unmanned 

spacecrafts, space probes and military reconnaissance flights. Image Processing systems are becoming 

popular due to easy availability of powerful personnel computers, large size memory devices, graphics 

software etc. 
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 The term digital image processing generally refers to processing of a two-dimensional picture by a 

digital computer. In a broader context, it implies digital processing of any two-dimensional data. A digital 

image is an array of real numbers represented by a finite number of bits. The principle advantage of 

Digital Image Processing methods is its versatility, repeatability and the preservation of original data 

precision. 

 

The various Image Processing techniques are: 

• Image preprocessing 

• Image enhancement 

• Image segmentation 

• Feature extraction 

• Image classification 

 

 

3.7. Applications  

Intelligent Transportation Systems – This technique can be used in Automatic number plate recognition 

and Traffic sign recognition. 

 

Remote Sensing – For this application, sensors capture the pictures of the earth’s surface in remote 

sensing satellites or multi – spectral scanner which is mounted on an aircraft. These pictures are processed 

by transmitting it to the Earth station. Techniques used to interpret the objects and regions are used in 

flood control, city planning, resource mobilization, agricultural production monitoring, etc. 

 

Moving object tracking – This application enables to measure motion parameters and acquire visual 

record of the moving object. The different types of approach to track an object are: 

• Motion based tracking 

• Recognition based tracking 

 

Defense surveillance – Aerial surveillance methods are used to continuously keep an eye on the land and 

oceans. This application is also used to locate the types and formation of naval vessels of the ocean surface. 

The important duty is to divide the various objects present in the water body part of the image. The 

different parameters such as length, breadth, area, perimeter, compactness is set up to classify each of 

divided objects. It is important to recognize the distribution of these objects in different directions that are 

east, west, north, south, northeast, northwest, southeast and south west to explain all possible formations 

of the vessels.  

 

Automatic Visual Inspection System – This application improves the quality and productivity of the 

product in the industries. Automatic inspection of incandescent lamp filaments – This involves 

examination of the bulb manufacturing process. Due to no uniformity in the pitch of the wiring in the lamp, 

the filament of the bulb gets fused within a short duration. In this application, a binary image slice of the 

filament is created from which the silhouette of the filament is fabricated. This system is being used by the 

General Electric Corporation. 
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Chapter 4 

EXISTING WORKS 
 

    Coin diameter, thickness, weight, or shape may be used to distinguish between genuine and 

fake coins as presented in the patents [1, 2]. Although these measurements are easy to make, Li Liu 

(liliu@usst.edu.cn) is with the Engineering Research Center of Optical Instrument and System, Ministry 

of Education, Shanghai Key Lab of Modern Optical System, University of Shanghai for Science and 

Technology, Shanghai 200093, China. Yue Lu (ylu@cs.ecnu.edu.cn) is with the Shanghai Key 

Laboratory of Multidimensional Information Processing, Department of Computer Science and 

Technology, East China Normal University, Shanghai 200241, China. Ching Y. Suen 

(suen@cse.concordia.ca) is with the Centre for Pattern Recognition and Machine Intelligence 

(CENPARMI), Concordia University, Montreal H3G 1M8, Canada. Corresponding author: Li Liu. they 

are rather limited in the discriminative power. The fake coins made nowadays are of high quality, so they 

often bear great resemblance to their genuine counterparts, which renders the detection of fake coins 

extremely challenging. Fake coins were detected by electronic means as proposed in the patent [3]. To 

this end, a primary coil that was excited by a signal with a frequency was imposed on one side of a coin 

passage. For the other side of the coin passage, it was associated with a secondary coil that was 

electromagnetically coupled with the primary coil. When a coin passed through, the attenuating voltage 

signal coming from the secondary coil could be used to determine whether the coin was genuine or fake. 

In addition to the electronic means, the magnetic properties of the coin were employed for fake coin 

detection in the patent [4]. In [5, 6], Hida et al. proposed to use X-ray fluorescence and X-ray diffraction 

to detect fake coins, and the raw materials used to make the coins were differentiated between genuine 

and fake coins. There are a few attempts in the literature that exploit images for fake coin detection. They 

can be used stand alone or in conjunction with the methods mentioned above. Employing images to detect 

fake coins usually benefits from low cost and ease of use. With the growing popularity of smartphones, it 

is highly desired if one can determine the authenticity of a coin by simply taking a picture of it. More 

specifically, given the image captured from a coin, some pattern recognition techniques can then be 

applied to automatically decide whether it is genuine or fake. For example, Tresanchez et al. [7] proposed 

to detect two-Euro fake coins based on the coin images captured by an optical mouse sensor, with each 

image corresponding to a small area, viz. 1/14, of the coin. Several reference images from the two Euro 

genuine coins were selected. Afterwards, the detection of fake coins was carried out by template 

matching. Yet, it was vulnerable to distortions resulting from coin rotation, wear and so on. Sun et al. [8] 

detected fake Danish coins based on their image characteristics. Although the experimental results were 

inspiring, the dataset used was extremely small which consisted of only 16 coins. The images were also 

employed for fake banknote detection as proposed in the papers [9, 10]. Several studies employed coin 

images to address the issue of coin recognition. Coins may be recognized in terms of their issuing 

countries, denominations and so on. For example, two types of coins, namely, 500 Won’s and 500 Yens, 

were recognized based on their image characteristics. Kim and Pavlovic aimed at recognizing ancient 

Roman coins according to the engraved empires on the coin image. Huber et al proposed to recognize 

coin images in terms of their denominations and countries of origin. However, the problem of coin 

recognition significantly differs from fake coin detection investigated in this study. For coin recognition, 

one important concern is to reduce the sensitivity to the variations among the coins from the same class. 

So, it is highly probable that the fake coins, especially those of high quality, are classified as belonging to 

the same class  
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 as their genuine counterparts under the coin recognition framework. However, these variations may be a 

very useful signal indicating the authenticity of the coin, and therefore need to be highlighted for fake 

coin detection. Moreover, detecting fake coins is considered trickier due to the possibility that the 

variations may arise from coin wear or contamination caused by daily use. In this case, the variations 

should be ignored like in the coin recognition problem. To exploit images for fake coin detection, the very 

first step is image representation. An informative as well as compact image representation is of 

paramount importance. Compared with using raw pixels for image representation, a preferable way is to 

extract features characterizing several different aspects of the image such as its texture or shape. The 

common practice is to put these features into a vector to represent the image. Using vectoral 

representation does not only benefit from its compactness but also facilitate the access to a rich repository 

of machine learning tools such as SVM and neural networks which work in the vector space. However, 

representing an image by a single vector usually lacks sufficient descriptive power. Moreover, the 

dimension of the vector must be decided a priori and fixed for all the images regardless of their 

characteristics. Besides vectors, researchers came up with different ways of image representation. For 

example, trees and graphs were employed to represent images, while a variable length image signature. 

Although these representations are more flexible and powerful compared with the vectors, they are 

limited in the real world due to the high computational overhead. In recent years, the local key point 

detectors and descriptors have been widely employed to describe an image. The common pipeline is to 

first detect some key points in the image using detectors like Difference-of-Gaussian (DOG), Harris-

Laplace, Harris-Affine, Hessian-Laplace or Hessian Affine. Subsequently, the image region within a 

certain radius around the key point is described using descriptors such as Scale Invariant Feature 

Transform (SIFT), PCA-SIFT, gradient location and orientation histogram (GLOH) and shape context 

(SC). The local key point detectors and descriptors are distinguished by their great discriminative power 

and robustness to image distortions such as illumination, resolution and viewpoint transformations. 

Besides, the number of key points varies across images according to their characteristics. However, 

representing an image in terms of a set of key points cannot fit in the vector-based machine learning tools. 

To deal with this problem, the Bag-Of-Visual Words (BOVW) model proposed by Sivic and Zisserman 

may be employed. Analogous to the Bag-Of-Words (BOW) model in the text domain, a visual word 

vocabulary is. built through clustering the local descriptors obtained from a training set. Hence an 

arbitrary descriptor can be represented by its nearest visual word in the vocabulary. Consequently, an 

image is represented by a vector, the dimension being equal to the size of the vocabulary. Each dimension 

of the vector denotes the occurrence statistics of the corresponding visual word in the image. Thanks to 

the vectoral representation, the machine learning tools are applicable. 

 

Coin Recognition System Using ANN 

 

Dr. Seema Bawa, Shatrughan Modi [11] developed a robust method for Automated Recognition 

System for Coins using Artificial Neural Network and is used for the recognition of Indian Coins with 

rotation invariance of various denominations such as `1’, `2’, `5’ and `10’. For this, we have taken images 

from both sides. So, this system is capable of recognizing coins from both sides. Features are extracted 

from images using various techniques such as Hough Transformation, Pattern Averaging etc. After 

passing the extracted features to a trained Neural Network., it has been achieved 97.74% recognition rate, 

which means only 2.26% miss recognition, which is quite encouraging. 
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 Saudi Riyal Coin Detection and Recognition 

 

Rawan S. Hassoubah, Amel F. Aljebry, Lamiaa A. Elrefaei proposed a method to detect Saudi 

Riyal. In this paper a system is proposed, that accepts input images of Saudi riyal coins of the types 

quarter and half. Then, it recognizes Saudi Riyal coins through their radiuses. It starts by thresholding to 

produce binary image. Then, enhancing and detecting the edges. After that, using CHT to determine 

diameters of coins. Finally, recognize the coins and their associative value. It is applicable only to Saudi 

Riyal currency to differentiate between its two divisions half and quarter. 

 

Coin Recognition and Sum Counting System of Image Data Mining Using ANN 

 

Velu C M, P. Vivekanadan, Kashwan K R presented an approach for Coin Recognition and Sum 

Counting System of Image Data Mining Using Artificial Neural Networks. The objective of this paper is 

to classify and recognize recently released Indian coins of different denominations, and count the total 

coin-value in terms of Indian National Rupees (INR). This system developed by combining Robert’s edge 

detection method, Laplacian of Gaussian edge detection method, canny edge detection method and Multi-

Level Counter Propagation Neural Network (ML-CPNN) based on the coins. The proposed method used 

for realizing a simple automatic coin recognition system more effectively. The Robert’s edge detection 

method achieved 93% of accuracy and Laplacian of Gaussian method 95% of the result, the Canny edge 

detection method yields 97.25% result and the ML-CPNN approach yields 99.47% of recognition rate. 

 

Coin Recognition Using Local Spatial Features 

 

Unnikrishnan G, Sajith Sethu P presented Automatic Coin Recognition Using Local Spatial 

Features. The proposed method uses the local features of the image for feature extraction. The method is 

invariant to rotation and translation and also the recognition is being done with single neutral image as 

train image. Normalized Local standard deviation filter is used for extracting the spatial intensity changes 

in the image. The key feature of this approach is that it uses single gallery image per coin for the 

recognition purpose and produces high recognition accuracy. Using background extraction of the coin and 

the decomposition of image into concentric circles increases its invariant property against rotation and 

translation. Even with this less number of train images an accuracy of 97.43% is being met. By adding 

more spatial features the accuracy can be increased hence the proposed method can be used as an efficient 

method for the face recognition system also. 

 

Coin Recognition System using ANN on Static Image Dataset 

 

Suchika Malik, Parveen Bajaj, Mukhwinder Kaur presented a coin recognition and classification 

system based on new algorithms of Polar Fast Fourier Transform and image processing. This paper 

provides various coin recognition methods and as to get the best accuracy. Thereby, coins from more than 

30 countries can be recognized and separated. Unknown coins are rejected. Further research will be 

carried out to improve the recognition performance and speed. These results are very encouraging when 

considering the time costs with the neural network. 
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 Coin Recognition System of Image Segmentation by Heuristic Approach and Hough 

Transform (HT) 

 

C.M. Velu and P. Vivekanandan developed Indian Coin Recognition System of Image 

Segmentation by Heuristic Approach and Hough Transform (HT) based on coin table, which stores 

parameters of each coin. The proposed system by applying heuristic approach, based on the coin table 

yields 97% of accuracy in recognizing the coin image. The HT algorithm combining three features of HT 

algorithm a) Straight line detection b) Curve detection and c) Circle detection, we observe that the edge of 

the coin is recognized almost 100% of the coin image. Comparing to Sobel edge detection method the HT 

gives better results. 

 

Ancient Coin Classification Using Reverse Motif Recognition 

 

Hafeez Anwar, Sebastian Zambanini, Martin Kampel, and Klaus Vondrovec [8], presented a 

system due to the lack of spatial information in the BoW(Bag of Visual Words) model and the 

requirements of the image based classification of ancient coins, we proposed a method for adding 

spatial information to the BoW model, which is invariant to scale changes, image rotations, and 

translation. This information is added using a three-step strategy that involves the automatic coin 

segmentation, application of a circular tiling scheme over the segmented image and modeling the 

triangular geometric relationship of identical visual words in each tiling. It is shown that such a 

representation not only outperforms the BoW model but also was invariant to image rotations, scale 

changes, and translations. However, it was observed that the proposed method was more discriminating 

on smaller vocabulary sizes. 

 

Identification and Enumeration of Indian Coins Value Using Morphological 

Operation 

 

Malatesh M, Smt. Anitha G, proposed the system to identify the coins in an image and 

calculates the total value of the coins which are on the image. There are several techniques involved 

such as image color segmentation, edge enhancement, noise reduction, dilation, edge detection, Hough 

transform. The key to classify the coins based on its feature. Here radius and color are used. Once the 

radius is calculated, total value of the coins is calculated. MATLAB simulation is used to obtain results. 

Morphological operation shows positive sign for coin identification. Edge enhancement provides the 

clear edges of the coins to improve accuracy for coin detection. Also blob measurements provide better 

results. 
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 Table 4.1. Comparison of Various Approaches 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SL NO METHOD AUTHOR YEAR OF 

PUBLICATION 

ACCURACY ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES 

1 Coin Recognition 

System Using 

Artificial 

Neural Network 

Shatrughan Modi, 

 

Dr. Seema Bawa 

2011 97.74 Fake coins are detected 

2 Saudi Riyal Coin 

Detection and 

Recognition 

Rawan S. Hassoubah, 

Amel F. Aljebry, 

Lamiaa A. Elrefaei 

2013 NA Input image with any 

other type of currency is not applicable 

3 Indian Coin 

Recognition and Sum 

Counting System of 

Image Data Mining 

Using Artificial 

Neural Networks 

Velu C M, P. 

Vivekanadan, 

Kashwan K R 

2011 99.47 Coin classification 

technique is based on some assumptions and 

computations 

4 Automatic Coin 

Recognition Using 

Local Spatial 

Features 

Unnikrishnan G, 

Sajith 

Sethu P 

2013 97.43 It uses a single gallery 

image per coin for the recognition. Robust 

and high recognition performance 

5 Coin Recognition 

System using ANN 

on 

Static Image Dataset 

Suchika Malik, 

Parveen Bajaj, 

Mukhwinder Kaur 

2014 98.79 It is a low cost system. 

 

Recognition time is very less. 

6 Indian Coin 

Recognition System 

of Image 

Segmentation by 

Heuristic Approach 

and 

Hough Transform 

C.M. Velu P. 

Vivekanandan 

2009 97 Zooming helps to make bigger size of a coin 

image, by which recognition rate is 

increased. 

7 Identification and 

Enumeration of 

Indian Coins Value 

Using 

Morphological 

Operation 

Malatesh M Anitha G 2015 NA Edge enhancement provides the clear edges 

of the coins to improve accuracy for coin 

detection. 

 

Blob measurements provide better results 
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Chapter 5 

PROPOSED WORK 

 

 
 Preselected prototype images are compared to solve a dissimilarity space it is also defined as the 

vector space. Each coin dimensions are measured under consideration of prototype coins. Set of prototype 

images are Chosen from the image domain. All coin’s shapes are almost circle and no different shapes 

coins are available in this study. But some coins have ellipse shape…but that are not well captured.  

In the prototype coins, we detect the first one is key point its same as the dissimilarity space. The 

coin image is used DOG detector to detect the key points, and their descriptor is SIFT [7,8]. The coin 

images are detecting and descripted using these methods to show their matched and mismatched key 

points. Prototype selection approach is an important to detect their several key points using above 

methods. SIFT is an efficient method to detect their under consideration of prototype coins. The k 

medoids are represented as a dimensional vector x= {d (l, lp1), D (l, lp2) ……, D (l, lpk)}.  

The dissimilarity between two coins are measured d (.,.) Based selection of prototype coins. Two 

prototype approaches are in the method. Random selection: Random selection is a set of genuine coin 

images are randomly compared with the prototype coins. Clustering based selection: Clustering based 

approach is a group of selection method. It is also defined as k-medoids [4].  

The matches and mismatched are identified at image representation. Mismatched key points 

between two images are connected by the lines. Each key points will be measured as the(r,ø). After 

prototype selection, the training and testing sets are available in their dataset…. training samples are p1, 

p2…Pl. Where l is a size of the training set, and finally using a SVM (support vector machine) to detect 

the coin are fake or real [9][10].  

Now the growing popularity of smart phone image processing approach is highly desired it 

benefits from low cost and ease of use the image capture from a coin and the detection of fake coins was 

carried out by template matching .coin reorganization is used to evaluate the sensitivity to the variation 

among the coin from the same class .the first step for fake coin detection is image representation here 

vector representation facilitate the access to a rich repository of machine learning tools such as networks.  

Array is used to store that prototype Hariss features, scale invariant features transform or the 

attribute used to compare two coins prototype [3]. Feature point is invariant under view changes, zoom, 

lighting conditions etc. Local key point detector and descriptor is used to describe an image because of 

their superb discriminative power.  

To construct the dissimilarity space, each coin image to be detected will be compared with some 

proto type coins that are genuine and selected beforehand, based on which the image can be represented 

as a vector. Finally, SVM classifies the coin real are fake. Promising results have conformed the potential 

of the proposed approach. Image processing is a popular approach. 
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Fig.5.1 Feature points between images 

 

5.1 Coin image dissimilarity measure  

   At first, a coin image is preprocessed to separate the coin from the background. Almost all the 

coins are circular except the ancient ones which are beyond the scope of this study. However, the coin 

may appear as an ellipse instead of a circle when it is not captured well. To address this issue, the Hough 

transform aiming at ellipse detection is first employed. Afterwards, the obtained ellipse is normalized as a 

circle. Because of the great descriptive power of local descriptors, they are employed to measure coin 

image dissimilarity. More specifically, we first detect key points on the coin image based on the DOG 

detector. Afterwards, the SIFT descriptor is chosen for key point description. The combination of DOG 

detector and SIFT descriptor has been shown to outperform other detector & descriptor combinations in 

many applications.  

Given two-coin images, their dissimilarity can be derived from the number of matched key points. 

Generally speaking, the smaller the number of matched key points, the more dissimilar the two-coin 

images are. To find matched key points between two images, Lowe’s methodology is adopted. So, the 

descriptor associated with the key point on one coin is compared with the descriptors of all the key points 

on the other coin in terms of Euclidean distance, from which its closest and second-closest neighbors can 

be identified. Based on the distance ratio of closest to second-closest neighbors, a decision with respect to 

whether the key point under consideration and its closest neighbor key point on the other coin are 

matched or not can be made by comparing the ratio with a threshold. Since there are usually hundreds or 

even thousands of key points on a coin image, searching the closest neighbor for each key point is 

computationally expensive. However, this problem can be alleviated by taking into consideration the 

characteristics of the coins. Because the coins are circular, polar coordinates are preferred to the Cartesian 

coordinates when referring to the key points on the image. Thus, the location of a key point is represented 

by (r, θ) in polar coordinates, where r represents its normalized radius and is obtained by dividing its 

distance from the centroid of the coin by the coin radius. θ corresponds to its polar angle. Consequently, 

instead of comparing with all the key points on the other coin image when searching the closest neighbor 

for each key point, only those with similar normalized radius are considered, i.e. the difference between 

their r 0 s is no greater than a threshold ϑ, which greatly reduces the computational burden. Moreover, 

robustness to scale changes between the images can be obtained. In contrast to the methods that proposed 

different kinds of indexing techniques to speed up the closest neighbor search, we are guaranteed to find 

the exact closest neighbor. In our work, ϑ is empirically set as 0.05, which is shown to be robust to coin 
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 segmentation and perform well according to the experiments in Section IV-B. Employing the method 

stated above, we can find the matched key points between two-coin images. However, there are 

mismatched key points, several examples of which are shown in Fig. 6.2. The circle superimposed on 

each of the two images represents the coin segmented from the background, 

 

 

Fig. 5.2 Sample pairs of mismatched key points connected by the lines between 2-coin images 

 

while the mismatched key points between the two images are connected by the lines. The mismatched key 

points will badly impact on the image dissimilarity computation. Hence it is of great significance to 

remove them. We propose a postprocessing procedure to remove mismatches through making the best of 

coin’s characteristics. The coin images may be scaled or rotated. As stated above, our proposed approach 

is scale-invariant by nature, so we are mainly concerned with the rotation of coin image. 

 There are many algorithms to process a photo, edge detection is one of simplest methods which 

depends on significant changes like colour or some physical aspects. 

 

The simple meaning of edge detection is to transform a photo into set of curves; the curves are the 

boundaries which split the significant changes so some properties of the photo could be treated. 

 
The following steps are taken in the proposed coin recognition system:  

• Step 1: Develop RGB code for loading database of coin image in MATLAB. 

• Step 2: Convert this RGB image to grayscale Image using MATLAB.  

• Step 3: Applied Image Thresholding on Gray Image in MATLAB.  

• Step 4: Crop the coin image automatically in MATLAB.  

• Step 5: Detection of the Edge of Image in MATLAB. 

• Step 6: Recognize the coin using its centroid and radius. 
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 5.2 Block diagram 
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             Test 

 

Fig. No. 5.3. Block Diagram 

 

            

Use of RGB image in MATLAB:  

 RGB is a file extension for an image file created on a silicon workstation. RGB files can contain 

Run Length Encoding compressed or uncompressed images in gray scale or color, and also supports 

optional transparency.   

One can specify colors using a vector that gives the RGB triple where in MATLAB, each of the 

three values are numbers from 0 to 1. Usually RGB colors have values from 0 to 255. We can use those 

numbers and divide the vector by 255 to us within MATLAB. 

 

Acquiring RGB Coin Image 

 

This is the first step of coin recognition system process. In this step the RGB coin image is 

captured/acquired. Indian coins of denominations Rs.1, 2, 5 and 10 were scanned from the both sides at 

300 dpi (dots per inch) using the color scanner 
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 Conversion of RGB image to gray scale image in MATLAB: 

An RGB image can be viewed as three images (a red scale image, a green scale image and a blue 

scale image) stacked on top of each other. In MATLAB, an RGB image is basically a M*N*3 array of 

colour pixel, where each colour pixel is a triplet which corresponds to red, blue and green colour 

component of RGB image at a specified spatial location. 

Similarly, A Grayscale image can be viewed as a single layered image. In MATLAB, a grayscale 

image is basically M*N array whose values have been scaled to represent intensities. 

In MATLAB, there is a function called rgb2gray() is available to convert RGB image to grayscale 

image. Here we will convert an RGB image to grayscale image without using rgb2gray() function. 

Our key idea is to convert an RGB image pixel which a triplet value corresponding to red, blue 

and green colour component of an image at a specified spatial location to a single value by calculating a 

weighted sum of all three-colour component. 

 

Algorithm for conversion: 

 

• Read RGB colour image into MATLAB environment 

• Extract Red, blue and green colour components from RGB image into 3 different 2-D matrices 

• Create a new matrix with the same number of rows and columns as RGB image, containing all 

zeros. 

• Convert each RGB pixel values at location (i, j) to grayscale values by forming a weighted sum of 

the Red, Green, and Blue colour components and assign it to corresponding location (i, j) in new 

matrix. 

 

 

Advantages: 

 

• To store a single colour pixel of an RGB colour image we will need 8*3 = 24 bits (8 bit for each 

colour component), but when we convert an RGB image to grayscale image, only 8 bit is required 

to store a single pixel of the image. So, we will need 33 % less memory to store grayscale image 

than to store an RGB image. 

• Grayscale images are much easier to work within a variety of task like in many morphological 

operation and image segmentation problem; it is easier to work with single layered image 

(Grayscale image) than a three-layered image (RGB colour image). 

• It is also easier to distinguish features of an image when we deal with a single layered image. 

 

 

Application of Image Thresholding on Gray Image in MATLAB: 

 

Thresholding is the simplest method of image segmentation and the most common way to convert 

a grayscale image to a binary image. 

In thresholding, we select a threshold value and then all the Gray level value which is below the 

selected threshold value is classified as 0(black i.e. background ) and all the Gray level which is equal to 

or greater than the threshold value are classified as 1(white i.e foreground). 
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            Here g(x, y) represents threshold image pixel at (x, y) and f(x, y) represents greyscale image pixel 

at (x, y). 

 

Algorithm: 

 

• Read target image into MATLAB environment. 

• Convert it to a grayscale Image if read image is an RGB Image. 

• Calculate a threshold value, T 

• Create a new Image Array (say ‘binary’) with the same number of rows and columns as original 

image array, containing all elements as 0 (zero). 

• Assign 1 to binary (i, j), if Gray level pixel at (i, j) is greater than or equal to the threshold value. 

 

 

 Advantages of thresholding: 

 

• This method is easy to understand and simple to implement. 

• It Converts a grayscale image to binary image. 

• Resultant binary image is easy to analyse. 

 

 

 

Disadvantages of thresholding: 

 

• We only consider the intensity of the image for thresholding process, but not consider any 

relationship between the pixels. So, the pixels identified by thresholding process might not be 

continuous. 

• While thresholding process we can easily include the extraneous pixels that aren’t part of the 

desired region and can easily miss the pixels that are part of desired region. 

• It is also very sensitive to noise in the image. The result of thresholding process gets worse as 

noise gets worse. 

 

Crop the coin image automatically in MATLAB: 
 

From the above step, we get area, diameter and centroid of coin in MATLAB. By this step, we have 

cropped image of each and every coin of multiple coin in one image, means every coin from the image 

are separated. By this step, image will crop automatically. And we got cropped image. 

 

5.3 Edge detection 

Edge detection is an image processing technique for finding the boundaries of objects within 

images. It works by detecting discontinuities in brightness. Edge detection is used for image segmentation 

and data extraction in areas such as image processing, computer vision, and machine vision. 

In an image, an edge is a curve that follows a path of rapid change in image intensity. Edges are 
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 often associated with the boundaries of objects in a scene. Edge detection is used to identify the edges in 

an image. 

To find edges, you can use the edge function. This function looks for places in the image where 

the intensity changes rapidly, using one of these two criteria: 

• Places where the first derivative of the intensity is larger in magnitude than some threshold 

• Places where the second derivative of the intensity has a zero crossing edge provides several 

derivative estimators, each of which implements one of these definitions. For some of these 

estimators, you can specify whether the operation should be sensitive to horizontal edges, vertical 

edges, or both. edge returns a binary image containing 1's where edges are found and 0's 

elsewhere. 

The most powerful edge-detection method that edge provides is the Canny method. The Canny 

method differs from the other edge-detection methods in that it uses two different thresholds (to detect 

strong and weak edges), and includes the weak edges in the output only if they are connected to strong 

edges. This method is therefore less likely than the others to be fooled by noise, and more likely to detect 

true weak edges. 

 

(a)Canny Edge 

Edges are considered to be most important image attributes that provide valuable information for 

human image perception. Edge detection is a very complex process affected by deterioration due to 

different level of noise. An edge is the boundary between an object and the background. Edge detection is 

identifying points in a digital image at which the image brightness changes sharply or more formally has 

discontinuities. The purpose of detecting sharp changes in image 

brightness is to capture important events and changes in properties of the world. 

Edge detection is used for identification of blurred frame broad classification among smoot and 

rough surface classification of cement and asphalt. The Canny edge detection is performed on the frames 

with the sensitive threshold values (upper threshold 10000 and lower threshold 4900) and again it is 

performed with the insensitive threshold values (upper threshold 50000 and lower threshold 9800). If a 

pixel has a gradient greater than the upper threshold, then it is an edge pixel. If a pixel has a gradient 

lower than the lower threshold, it is not an edge pixel. If the pixel’s gradient is between the upper and the 

lower thresholds, then it is considered as an edge, only if it is connected to a pixel that is above the high 

threshold value. 

Canny is one of modern edge detection method that founded by Marrdan Hildreth, who is doing 

research in modeling human visual perception. 

 

There are several criteria on edge detecting that can be fulfilled by Canny Edge Detection: 

• Canny has better detection (for detection criteria). Canny method capable to marks all  existing 

edges matching with user determined parameter’s threshold. Also giving high flexibility on 

determining thickness level of edge detection according to the required conditions. 

• Canny has better localizing way (localize criteria). Canny capable on producing minimum gap 

between detected edge and the real image edge. 

• Obvious response (response criteria). Only one response for every edge. This make less confusion 

on edge detection for the next image. 

 

Choosing parameters on Canny Edge Detection will giving effect on every result and edge 

detection. The parameters are: 
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 • Gaussian Deviation Standard Value. 

• Threshold Value. 

The following is the steps to do Canny Edge  Detection. 

• Remove all noise on the image by implementing Gaussian Filter. The result is an image with less 

blur. It is intended to obtain the real edges of the  image. If we did not apply the Gaussian Filter 

before, sometimes the noise itself will be detected as an edge. 

• Detect the edge with one of these detection operators, like Roberts, Perwit, or Sobel by do 

horizontal searching (Gx) and vertical searching (Gy). 

 

(b)Sobel filter 

 If Sobel filter is used to a coin image, large number of edge points are obtained. 

 The texture of the coin can be regarded as noise, which will induce a huge overhead in the 

execution time of the Hough transform and most importantly will produce measurement errors. Therefore, 

the technique to reduce the unwanted edge is sought. 

Centroid measurement 

               Next, we use The Hough Transform to calculate the radius of the image and detect its centroid. 

Edge enhancement  

              In order to improve the accuracy of Hough Transform, the clear edges of the coins were required. 

In other words, edge enhancement was required. 

 

5.4 Hough Transform 

It is an elegant method for direct object recognition as the edges need not be connected and the 

complete object need not be visible. 

It works on disconnected edges and can effectively detect lines, circle, and simple shapes 

The Hough transform is a feature extraction technique used in image analysis, computer vision, 

and digital image processing. The purpose of the technique is to find imperfect instances of objects within 

a certain class of shapes by a voting procedure. This voting procedure is carried out in     a parameter 

space, from which object candidates are obtained as local maxima in a so-called accumulator space that is 

explicitly constructed by the algorithm for computing the Hough transform. The Hough transform is a 

technique which can be used to isolate features of a particular shape within an image. Because it requires 

that the desired features be specified in some parametric form, the classical Hough transform is most 

commonly used for the detection of regular curves such as lines, circles, ellipses, etc. 

A generalized Hough transform can be employed in applications where a simple analytic 

description of a feature(s) is not possible. Due to the computational complexity of the generalized Hough 

algorithm, we restrict the main focus of this discussion to the classical Hough transform. Despite its 

domain restrictions, the classical Hough transform  retains many applications, as most manufactured parts 

(and many anatomical parts investigated in medical imagery) contain feature boundaries which can be 

described by regular curves.       The main advantage of the Hough transform technique is that it is tolerant 

of gaps in feature boundary descriptions and is relatively unaffected by image noise. 

The Hough technique is particularly useful for computing a global description of a feature(s) (where 
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 the number of solution classes need not be known a priori), given (possibly noisy) local measurements. 

The motivating idea behind the Hough technique for line detection is that each input measurement (e.g. 

coordinate point) indicates its contribution to a globally consistent solution (e.g. the physical line which 

gave rise to that image point). 

 

As a simple example, consider the common problem of fitting a set of line segments to a set of 

discrete image points (e.g. pixel locations output from an edge detector). Figure 1 shows some possible 

solutions to this problem. Here the lack of a priori knowledge about the number of desired line segments 

(and the ambiguity about what constitutes a line segment) render this problem under- constrained. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.4 Coordinate points and Possible Straight-Line Fittings. 

 

                 We can analytically describe a line segment in a number of forms. However, a convenient 

equation for describing a set of lines uses parametric or normal. 

 

Detecting circles 

Once the Hough transform image for a particular radius is computed to leave only those points 

with high probability of being the centers 

The centroids of each region are considered as centers of the detected coins.   

The output image is computed by drawing circles with these points as centers and the matched 

radius as the radius, and adding this to the input image. 

 

 

Coin Detection 

 

Finally, we can use the computed radius to compare with given data and recognize the coin. 
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 5.5 Detecting fake coins based on SVM  

In real life usually on imbalanced with respect to number of genuine and fake coin, it is easy to 

compare with genuine and fake coins. The main issue is imbalance hampers the generalization ability 

they have commonly used two class classifier the two-class classifier have positive and negative samples 

in training data set, so these issues was overcome using the technique one class SVM, it is used only 

genuine coins only. Anti counterfeiting techniques aim was particular type of counterfeiting, but the 

particular type of counterfeiting makes a take coins this coin is totally differ from another coins. 

Therefore, the anti-counterfeiting technique was tooling them. Therefore, this type of counterfeiter coins 

is addressed using this technique. The take coins have multiple classes but genuine coins have only one 

class. The one class SVM only focus on genuine coins. It is not distracted by the Diversities of fake coins. 

The one class SVM was check a coin’s counterparts are bears great resemblance are given then the coin 

was genuine otherwise the coin was fake coin. Scholkoft proposed one class SVM. Natural extension of 

the support vector algorithm the case of unbalanced data. The object belonging to the class are targets.so 

the out of the class is called outliers a set of training samples from same class. The basic idea of one class 

SVM is learn hyperplane, which enclose most at the training samples are minimizing the volume of the 

sphere at the same time. Kernel track map the input data to some features second class SVM. Then the 

maximum margin hyperplane separates the training samples from the origin. Origin only consider the 

SVM is the classification algorithm that separate training samples by margin hyper plane feature points 

are matched with training coin data sets then after the feature comparison by using SVM algorithm it 

preserves edge while removing noise Harris feature scale invariant feature transform are the attribute used 

to compare two coin prototype. Feature points are invariant under view changes. 

 

 

Fig. 5.5 Histogram representation of a coin 

 

A set of training samples x1, x2, xl…. l is the size of the training set and Xi (i=1,2…. l) k dimensional 

called xi € Rk, the class no any classes are needed. The symbol in bold font: eg€ it is representing vector 

matrix, each individual element in the vector matrix. 
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Chapter 6 

SOFTWARE TOOLS REQUIRED 

 

 

6.1 Introduction to MATLAB 

MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a fourth-generation high-level programming language and 

interactive environment for numerical computation, visualization and programming. MATLAB is 

developed by MathWorks. It allows matrix manipulations; plotting of functions and data; implementation 

of algorithms; creation of user interfaces; interfacing with programs written in other languages, including 

C, C++, Java, and FORTRAN; analyze data; develop algorithms; and create models and applications. It 

has numerous built-in commands and math functions that help you in mathematical calculations, 

generating plots, and performing numerical methods. 

MATLAB is used in every facet of computational mathematics. Following are some commonly 

used mathematical calculations where it is used most commonly: 

• Dealing with Matrices and Arrays 

• 2-D and 3-D Plotting and graphics 

• Linear Algebra 

• Algebraic Equations 

• Non-linear Functions 

• Statistics 

• Data Analysis 

• Calculus and Differential Equations 

• Numerical Calculations 

• Integration 

• Transforms 

• Curve Fitting 

• Various other special functions 

 

6.2 Features of MATLAB 

 Following are the basic features of MATLAB 

 

• It is a high-level language for numerical computation, visualization and application development. 

• It also provides an interactive environment for iterative exploration, design and problem solving. 

• It provides vast library of mathematical functions for linear algebra, statistics, Fourier analysis, 

filtering, optimization, numerical integration and solving ordinary differential equations. 

• It provides built-in graphics for visualizing data and tools for creating custom plots. 

• MATLAB's programming interface gives development tools for improving code quality, 

maintainability, and maximizing performance. 

• It provides tools for building applications with custom graphical interfaces 

• It provides functions for integrating MATLAB based algorithms with external applications and 
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 languages such as C, Java, .NET and Microsoft Excel. 

 

6.3 Uses of MATLAB 

MATLAB is widely used as a computational tool in science and engineering encompassing the 

fields of physics, chemistry, math and all engineering streams. It is used in a range of applications 

including: 

• signal processing and Communications 

• image and video Processing 

• control systems 

• test and measurement 

• computational finance 

• computational biology 

MATLAB short for Matrix Laboratory, is a simple and flexible programming environment for a 

wide range of problems such as signal processing, optimization, linear programming and so on. The basic 

MATLAB software package can be extended by using add-on toolboxes. 

 Examples of such toolboxes are: Signal Processing, Filter design, Statistics and Symbolic math. 

MATLAB is an interpreted language. This implies that the source code is not compiled but 

interpreted on the y. This is both an advantage and a disadvantage. MATLAB allows for easy numerical 

calculation and visualization of the results without the need for advanced and time-consuming 

programming. The disadvantage is that it can be slow, especially when bad programming practices are 

applied. 

 

MATLAB has several advantages over other methods or languages: 

 

• Its basic data element is the matrix. A simple integer is considered a matrix of one row and one 

column. Several mathematical operations that work on arrays or matrices are built-in to the Mat lab 

environment. For example, cross-products, dot-products, determinants, inverse matrices. 

• Vectorized operations. Adding two arrays together needs only one command, instead of a ‘for’ or 

‘while’ loop. 

• The graphical output is optimized for interaction. You can plot your data very easily, and then 

change colors, sizes, scales, etc., by using the graphical interactive tools. 

 

• MATLAB’s functionality can be greatly expanded by the addition of toolboxes. These are sets of 

specific functions that provided more specialized functionality. Ex: Excel link allows data to be 

written in a format recognized by Excel, Statistics Toolbox allows more specialized statistical 

manipulation of data (ANOVAs, Basic Fits, etc.) 

• A very large (and growing) database of built-in algorithms for image processing and computer 

vision applications. 
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 Command Description 

imread() Read image from graphics file 

imwrite() Write image from graphics file 

imfinfo() Information about graphics file 

gray2ind() Convert grayscale or binary image to indexed 

image 

rgb2gray() Convert RGB image or colormap to grayscale 

ind2rgb() Convert indexed image to RGB image 

im2bw() Convert image to binary image, based on threshold 

imdouble() Convert image to double precision 

im2int16() Convert image to 16-bit signed integers 

im2unit16() Convert image to 16-bit unsigned in tegers 
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Table 6.1 Basic Commands in MATLAB 

          

             The above table shows some of the basic commands that are used in MATLAB. 

 

 

 

 

imnoise() Add noise to image 

imshow() Display image 

subimage() Display multiple in single figure 

implay() Play movies, videos or images in sequence 

imtool() Image viewer App 

imageinfo() Image information tool 

imcontrast() Adjust contrast tool 

imoverview() Overview tool for image displayed in scroll 

panel 

im2single() Convert image to single precision 

int2unit8() Convert image to 8-bit unsigned integer 
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 6.4 MATLAB- image processing toolbox: 

   6.4.1 Opening MATLAB in the microcomputer lab 

 Access the Start Menu, Proceed to Programs, and Select MATLAB from the MATLAB folder   --

OR--   Open through C:\Program files\MATLAB\bin\win32\matlab.exe 

When MATLAB opens, the screen should look something like what is pictured in Figure 5.1, 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.1: MATLAB window 

  

The Command Window is the window on the right-hand side of the screen. This window is used 

to both enter commands for MATLAB to execute, and to view the results of these commands. 

           The Command History window, in the lower left side of the screen, displays the commands that 

have been recently entered into the Command Window. 

           In the upper left-hand side of the screen there is a window that can contain three different 

windows with tabs to select between them. The first window is the Current Directory, which tells the 

user which M-files are currently in use. The second window is the Workspace window, which displays 

which variables are currently being used and how big they are. The third window is the Launch Pad 

window, which is especially important since it contains easy access to the available toolboxes, of which, 

Image Processing is one. If these three windows do not all appear as tabs below the window space, simply 

go to View and select the ones you want to appear. 

          In order to gain some familiarity with the Command Window, try Example 2.1, below. You must 

type code after the >> prompt and press return to receive a new prompt. If you write code that you do not 

want to reappear in the MATLAB Command Window, you must place a semi colon after the line of code. 

If there is no semi colon, then the code will print in the command window just under where you typed it. 
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 6.4.2. The M-file 

          M-file – An M-file is a MATLAB document the user creates to store the code they write for their 

specific application. Creating an M-file is highly recommended, although not entirely necessary. An 

M-file is useful because it saves the code the user has written for their application. It can be manipulated 

and tested until it meets the user’s specifications. The advantage of using an M-file is that the user, after 

modifying their code, must only tell MATLAB to run the M-file, rather than reenter each line of code 

individually. 

        Creating an M-file – To create an M-file, select File\New ►M-file. 

        Saving – The next step is to save the newly created M-file. In the M-file window, select File\Save as… 

Choose a location that suits your needs, such as a disk, the hard drive or the U drive. It is not 

recommended that you work from      your disk or from the U drive, so before editing and testing your M-

file   you may want to move your file to the hard drive. 

         Opening an M-file – To open up a previously designed M-file, simply open MATLAB in the same 

manner as described before. Then, open the M-file by going to File\Open…, and selecting your file. 

Then, in order for MATLAB to recognize where your M-file is stored, you must go to File\Set Path… 

This will open up a window that will enable you to tell MATLAB where your M-file is stored. Click the 

Add Folder… button, then browse to find the folder that your M-file is located in, and press OK. Then in 

the Set Path window, select Save, and then Close. If you do not set the path, MATLAB may open a 

window saying your file is not in the current directory. In order to get by this, select the “Add directory 

to the top of the MATLAB path” button, and hit OK. This is essentially the same as setting the path, as 

described above. 

         Writing Code – After creating and saving your M-file, the next step is to  begin writing code. A 

suggested first move is to begin by writing comments at the top of the M-file with a description of what 

the code is for, who designed it, when it was created, and when it was last modified. Comments are 

declared by placing a % symbol before them. Comments appear in green in the M-file window.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                    Fig. 6.2.  M-file 
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 Resaving – After writing code, you must save your work before you can run it.   Save your code by going 

to File\Save. 

         Running Code – To run code, simply go to the main MATLAB window and type the name of your M -

file after the >> prompt. Other ways to run the M-file are to press F5 while the M-file window is open, 

select Debug\Run, or press the Run button (see Figure 3.1) in the M-file window toolbar. 

 

         6.4.3 Loading an Image  

Many times, you will want to process a specific image, other times you may just want to test 

a filter on an arbitrary matrix. If you choose to do this in MATLAB, you will need to load the image so 

you can begin processing. If the image that you have is in color, but color is not important for the current 

application, then you can change the image to grayscale. This makes processing much simpler since then 

there are only a third of the pixel values present in the new image. Color may not be important in an 

image when you are trying to locate a specific object that has good contrast with its surroundings. 

          Writing an Image – Sometimes an image must be saved so that it can be transferred to a disk or opened 

with another program. In this case you will want to do the opposite of loading an image, reading it, and 

instead write it to a file. This can be accomplished in MATLAB using the imwrite function. This function 

allows you to save an image as any type of file supported by MATLAB, which are the same as supported 

by imread.  

          Histogram – A histogram is bar graph that shows a distribution of data. In image processing histograms 

are used to show how many of each pixel value are present in an image. Histograms can be very useful in 

determining which pixel values are important in an image. From this data you can manipulate an image to 

meet your specifications. Data from a histogram can aid you in contrast enhancement and thresholding. 

To create a histogram from an image, use the imhist function. Contrast enhancement can be performed by 

the histeq function, while thresholding can be performed by using the graythresh function and the 

im2bw function.  

        Negative – The negative of an image means the output image is the reversal of the input image. In the 

case of an 8-bit image, the pixels with a value of 0 take on a new value of 255, while the pixels with a 

value of 255 take on a new value of 0. All the pixel values in between take on similarly reversed new 

values 

The new image appears as the opposite of the original. The imadjust function performs this 

operation. See Example 5.1 for an example of how to use imadjust to create the negative of the image. 

Another method for creating the negative of an image is to use imcomplement. 

 

6.5. Frequency Domain 

• Fourier Transform   

    To understand how different image processing filters work, it is a good idea to begin by 

understanding what frequency has to do with images. An image is in essence a two-dimensional 

collection of discrete signals. Therefore, the signals have frequencies associated with them. For instance, 

if there is relatively little change in grayscale values as you scan across an image, then there is lower 

frequency content contained within the image. If there is wide variation in grayscale values across an 

image, then there will be more frequency content associated with the image. This may seem somewhat 
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 confusing, so let us think about this in terms that are more familiar to us. From signal processing, we 

know that any signal can be represented by a collection of sine waves of differing frequencies, 

magnitudes and phases. This transformation of a signal into its constituent sinusoids is known as the 

Fourier Transform. This collection of sine waves can potentially be infinite, if the signal is difficult to 

represent, but is generally truncated at a point where adding more signals does not significantly improve 

the resolution of the recreation of the original signal. In digital systems, we use a Fourier Transform 

designed in such a way that we can enter discrete input values, specify our sampling rate, and have the 

computer generate discrete outputs. This is known as the Discrete Fourier Transform, or DFT. MATLAB 

uses a fast algorithm for performing a DFT, which is called the Fast Fourier Transform, or FFT, whose 

MATLAB command is fft. The FFT can be performed in two dimensions, fft2 in MATLAB. This is very 

useful in image processing because we can then determine the frequency content of an image. Still 

confused? Picture an image as a two-dimensional matrix of signals. If you plotted just one row, so that it 

showed the grayscale value stored within each pixel, you might end up with something that looks like a 

bar graph, with varying values in each pixel location. Each pixel value in this signal may appear to have 

no correlation to the next one. However, the Fourier Transform can determine which frequencies are 

present in the signal. To see the frequency content, it is useful to view the absolute value of the magnitude 

of the Fourier Transform, since the output of a Fourier Transform is complex in nature.  

   

Convolution  

Convolution is a linear filtering method commonly used in image processing. Convolution is the 

algebraic process of multiplying two polynomials. An image is an array of polynomials whose pixel 

values represent the coefficients of the polynomials. Therefore, two images can be multiplied together to 

produce a new image through the process of convolution. 

If the convolution kernel, or filter, is large, this can be a very tedious process involving many 

multiplication steps. However, the convolution theorem states that convolution is the same as the inverse 

Fourier Transform of the multiplication of two Fourier Transforms. 

In MATLAB, conv2 is used to perform a two -dimensional convolution of two matrices. This can 

also be accomplished by taking the ifft2 of the multiplication of two fft2’s. When this is done, though, 

both matrices’ dimensions must be the same. This is not required when using conv2. 

 Convolution is a neighborhood operation, since it uses the values of neighboring pixels in 

determining what the new pixel value will be. When MATLAB performs a convolution, it rotates the 

convolution kernel by 180
o
 and multiplies it with a selected area on the original image, centered about a 

specific pixel. This pixel takes on the value of the sum of each original pixel value multiplied with its 

corresponding pixel value in the convolution kernel. Then the kernel slides to the next pixel and the 

process is repeated, until all pixel values have been changed.  

If a 3x3 kernel is convolved with an image, each pixel will take on a new value related to the sum 

of itself, multiplied by the center of the convolution kernel, and its eight neighboring pixels multiplied by 

their own corresponding pixel value in the kernel. 
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        Chapter 7 

RESULTS 

 

 

 

Input Image: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7.1 input image 
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Outputs: 

 

 

 
Fig. 7.2 RGB Image 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 7.3 Grey Image 
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Fig. 7.4 Binary Image 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.5 Edge image 
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 Detected circles: 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.7.6. Detected circle when mean value of radius=0.65,0.75…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7.7. Train output 
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Fig.7.8. Test Output 1 

 

 

    

Fig.7.9. Test Output 2 
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Chapter 8 

CONCLUSION 

 

 
Hence our project, presents various systems developed and existing techniques of coin recognition 

based on image processing method. In this project we basically provide of various methods of recognition 

of the coins and get the best accuracy.  

 

A fake coin detection method exploiting the characteristic of coin image. vector representation 

facilitates the access to a rich repository of machine learning tools such as support vector machine and 

neural networks. Single vector usually lacks sufficient descriptive power so the dimension of the vector is 

determined by the number of prototypes.  Scale invariant features transform (SIFT), Harris detector are 

the algorithm which used to detect local key points and describe an image a visual word vocabulary is 

built through clustering the local descriptor obtained from a training set. Arbitrary descriptor is 

represented by its nearest visual word in the vocabulary. SVM is the classification algorithm that 

separates training samples by margin hyperplane. Features points are matched with training coins dataset 

then after the feature comparisons by using svm algorithm will be generated the result. Promising results 

have conformed the potential of the proposed approach. 

The proposed system can be used in coin operated payphones, vending machines, weighing 

machines and in many other machines that are based on coin recognition.  

 

The problem arises if the coin image is captured from a distance and the image tends to be small. 

Besides that, some of the coins are overlapped. These restrictions make the detection process difficult. 
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Project Outcomes mapped with Programme Outcomes 

Project Outcomes 

Detection of fake coins using image-based approach 
 

Programme Outcomes (PO’s) 

a) Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering for solving intricate 

engineering problems. 

b) Identify, formulate and analyze multifaceted engineering problems. 

c) Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic constraints 

such as economic environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, 

manufacturability, and sustainability. 

d) Design and conduct experiments based on complex engineering problems, as well as 

analyze interpret data. 

e) Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering 

practice. 

f) Understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and societal 

context. 

g) Design and develop eco-friendly systems, making optimal utilization of available 

natural resources. 

h) Understand professional ethics and responsibilities. 

i) Work as a member and a leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment. 

j) Communicate effectively. 

k) Manage the projects keeping in view the economical and the societal 

considerations. 

l) Recognize the need for adapting to technological changes and engaging in lifelong 

learning. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
(Keywords: SPST, adder, power consumption, adiabatic, CMOS, ECRL) 

 
Different techniques are developed for reducing the power consumption of adders but have 

less effect in dynamic power consumption which governs the total power dissipation. Some of the 

works made use of the spurious power suppression technique (SPST) for lowering the power 

consumption of these circuits. The power consumption can be further reduced by employing 

adiabatic logic for the design of these circuits. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Recently, there is an exponential growth in the development of wireless technology and in 

electronic devices such as smart phones, smart TV, multimedia and communication systems,      

real-time signal processing like audio signal processing, video/image processing, or large-capacity 

data processing, etc. The multiplier and multiplier-and-accumulator (MAC) are the essential 

elements of the digital signal processing such as filtering, convolution, transformations, and 

quantization. There are different parameters that one would like to optimize when designing a 

VLSI circuit. These parameters can often not be optimized simultaneously, only improve one 

parameter at the expense of one or more others. Design of an efficient integrated circuit in terms 

of power, area, and speed simultaneously, has become a very challenging problem. Power 

dissipation is recognized as a critical parameter in modern of designing a good adder is to provide 

a physically compact, high speed and low power consuming circuit. 

Spurious power suppression technique (SPST) can be used to design an adder with high 

speed and low power consumption. The SPST is based on modified Booth encoder which is 

controlled by a detection unit using an AND gate. The modified Booth encoder will reduce the 

number of partial products generated by a factor of two. When a portion of data does not affect the 

final computing results, the data controlling circuits of SPST latch this portion to avoid unwanted 

data transitions occurring inside the arithmetic units, so that the useless spurious signals of 

arithmetic units are filtered out, thus minimizing the switching power dissipation. 

Current CMOS technology, though fairly energy efficient compared to similar 

technologies, dissipate energy as heat, mostly when switching. As circuits get smaller and faster, 

their energy dissipation greatly increases. In order to overcome this problem, adiabatic logic can 

be used to design ultra low-power circuits that implement reversible logic. The power dissipation 

of SPST adders can be further reduced by using adiabatic logic. 
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1.1 Motivation 

From the past few decades, as the scale of integration keeps growing, more and more 

sophisticated signal processing systems are being implemented on a VLSI chip. These signal 

processing applications not only demand great computation capacity but also consume 

considerable amount of energy. While performance and area remain to be the two major design 

considerations, power consumption has become a critical concern in today's VLSI system design. 

Digital CMOS integrated circuits have been the driving force behind VLSI for the high 

performance computing and other applications, related to science and technology. The need for 

low-power VLSI system arises from two main factors.  

First, with the steady growth of operating frequency and processing capacity per chip, large 

currents have to be delivered and the heat due to large power consumption must be removed by 

proper cooling techniques. 

 Second battery life in portable electronic devices is limited low power design directly lends 

to prolonged operation time in these portable devices. The demand for digital CMOS integrated 

circuits will continue to increase in the near fire, due to its important salient features like power, 

reliability performance and improvements in the processing technology. 

 

1.2 Objective 

The main objective of this project is to implement an efficient ultra low-power SPST adder 

using adiabatic logic that results in the low power consumption. 

 

1.3 Organization of report  

The block diagram and working of SPST adder is explained in chapter 2.  

The adiabatic principle and ECRL logic are explained in chapter 3.  

Chapters 4 and 5 give the design of all the gates required and the SPST adder in CMOS and ECRL 

adiabatic logic respectively.  

The results are presented in chapter 6. 

Conclusion is given in chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2 

WORKING OF SPST ADDER 

 
The spurious power suppression technique (SPST) uses a detection logic circuit to detect 

the effective data range of arithmetic units such as adders or multipliers. A portion of data 

controlling circuits of the SPST latch this circuit to avoid useless data transitions occurring inside 

the arithmetic units. Besides, there is a detection logic circuit control realized by using AND gate 

to further filter out the useless spurious signals in arithmetic unit every time when the latched 

portion is being turned on. Thus, the detection logic circuit contribute to power reduction. 

 

2.1 Block diagram explanation 

A 16-bit adder design based on the proposed SPST is shown in figure 2.1. The SPST 

separates the two N-bit binary numbers into most significant part (MSP) and least significant part 

(LSP). The MSP of the original adder is modified to include detection logic circuits, data 

controlling circuits, sign extension circuits, and logics for calculating carry-in and carry-out 

signals. Latches implemented by simple AND gates are used to control the input data of the MSP 

as shown in figure 2.7. The MSP computation is performed only when it affects the computational 

results otherwise MSP results to be obtained will be computed by logic circuit present in the SPST 

adder and signals from this circuit will compensate the MSP results.  

 

Fig. 2.1 Block diagram of SPST adder 
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Being one of the three outputs of the detection logic unit, ‘close’ denotes whether the MSP 

circuits can be neglected or not. When the value of ‘close’ becomes zero, which indicates that the 

MSP circuits can be closed to save power dissipation. The sign extension block then restores the 

latched data and the MSP sum can be obtained. The LSP sum can be obtained directly through an 

adder. 

Figure 2.2 illustrates a scheme for adding two numbers using SPST. The first case (case 1) 

denotes a transient state in which spurious transitions of carry signals occur in the MSP, although 

the final result of the MSP is unchanged. Meanwhile, the second and third cases describe situations 

involving one negative operand adding another positive operand without and with carry-in from 

the LSP, respectively. Moreover, the fourth and fifth cases, respectively, demonstrate the addition 

of two negative operands without and with carry-in from the LSP. 

In all these cases, the results of MSP are predictable. Therefore, the computations in MSP 

are useless and can be neglected. Eliminating those spurious computations not only can save the 

power consumption inside the adder/subtractor in the current stage but also can decrease the 

glitching noises which cause wastage of power inside the arithmetic circuits in the next stage. From 

the analysis, it can be noted that the SPST separates the adder into two parts and then latches the 

input data of the MSP whenever they do not affect the computation results. 

The timing issue of the SPST is analyzed as follows: 

1) When the detection logic unit turns off the MSP: At this moment, the outputs of the MSP are 

directly compensated by the sign-extension (SE) unit; therefore, the time saved from skipping the 

computations in the MSP circuits shall cancel out the delay caused by the detection logic unit. 

2) When the detection-logic unit turns on the MSP: The MSP circuits must wait for the notification 

of the detection-logic unit to turn on the data latches to let the data in. Hence, the delay caused by 

the detection logic unit will contribute to the delay of the whole combinational circuitry, i.e. the 

16-bit adder/subtractor in this design example.  

3) When the detection logic unit remains its decision: No matter whether the last decision is turning 

on or turning off the MSP, the delay of the detection logic is negligible because the path of the 

combinational circuitry (i.e. the 16-bit adder in this design example) remains the same. 
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Fig. 2.2 Spurious transitions in the multimedia/DSP computations 

 

2.2 Gate level implementation 

The operation of each sub-block of SPST adder can be explained as follows. 

2.2.1 Carry look ahead adder 

A carry look ahead adder is a fast parallel adder as it reduces the propagation delay by more 

complex hardware. In this design, the carry logic over fixed groups of bits of the adder is reduced 

to two-level logic, which is nothing but a transformation of the ripple carry design. 

 

Fig. 2.3 Simple adder 
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This method makes use of logic gates so as to look at the lower order bits of the augend and addend 

to see whether a higher order carry is to be generated or not.  

 

Table 2.1 Full adder truth table 

 
Consider the full adder circuit shown in figure 2.3 with corresponding truth table given in table 

2.1. If we define two variables as carry generate Gi and carry propagate Pi then, 

Pi = Ai ⊕ Bi                                                                                       (2.1) 

Gi = Ai.Bi                                                                                           (2.2) 

The sum output and carry output can be expressed as 

Si= Pi⊕ Ci                                                                                                                                     (2.3) 

Ci +1 = Gi + Pi.Ci                                                                                                                     (2.4) 

where Gi is a carry generate which produces the carry when both Ai and Bi are one regardless of 

the input carry. Pi is a carry propagate and it is associated with the propagation of carry from Ci to 

Ci +1. 

The carry output Boolean function of each stage in a 4-stage carry look ahead adder can be 

expressed as 

C1 = G0 + P0.Ci                                                                                 (2.5) 

C2 = G1 + P1.C1 

     = G1 + P1.G0 + P1.P0.Ci                                                                (2.6) 

 C3 = G2 + P2.C2 

      = G2 + P2.G1 + P2.P1.G0 + P2.P1.P0.Ci                                                             (2.7) 

 C4 = G3 + P3.C3 
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C4= G3 + P3.G2 + P3.P2.G1 + P3.P2.P1.G0 + P3.P2.P1.P0.Ci                           (2.8) 

 From the above Boolean equation we can observe that C4 does not have to wait for C3 and 

C2 to propagate but actually C4 is propagated at the same time as C3 and C2. Since the Boolean 

expression for each carry output is the sum of products, these can be implemented with one level 

of AND gates followed by an OR gate. 

The implementation of three Boolean functions for each carry output (C2, C3 and C4) for a 

carry look ahead carry generator is shown in figure 2.4. Therefore, a 4-bit parallel adder can be 

implemented with the carry look ahead scheme to increase the speed of binary addition as shown 

in figure 2.5. In this, two EX-OR gates are required by each sum output. The first Ex-OR gate 

generates Pi variable output and the AND gate generates Gi variable. 

 
Fig. 2.4 Carry generation circuit 

 

Hence, in two gates levels all these P’s and G’s are generated. The carry look ahead  

generators allows all these P and G signals to propagate after they settle into their steady state 

values and produces the output carriers at a delay of two levels of gates. Therefore, the sum outputs 

S2 to S4 have equal propagation delay times. 

It is also possible to construct 16-bit and 32-bit parallel adders by cascading the number of 

4-bit adders with carry logic. A 16-bit carry look ahead adder is constructed by cascading the four 

4-bit adders with two more gate delays. 
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Fig. 2.5 Schematic of 4-bit carry look ahead adder  

2.2.2 Detection Logic 

To know whether the MSP affects the computation results or not, we need a detection logic 

unit to detect the effective ranges of the inputs. When ‘close’ is zero, this design intends to close 

the MSP circuits by feeding zero inputs into them, which may freeze the switching activities in the 

MSP circuits to avoid dynamic power consumption. When ‘close’ is logic one the input data of 

MSP remains same as usual. When the bits in AMSP and/or those in BMSP all are ones, the value of 

Aand and/or that of Band respectively become one, while the bits in AMSP and/or those in BMSP are 

all zeros, the value of Anor, and/or that of Bnor respectively turn into one. 

The Boolean logical equations given below (2.9 to 2.16) express the behavioural principle 

of the detection logic unit in MSP circuits of the SPST adder: 

AMSP   = A[15:8]; BMSP=B[15:8]                                                            (2.9)                                                                

Aand= A[15].A[14]……..A[8]                                                               (2.10) 

Band = B[15].B[14]……..B[8]                                                               (2.11) 

Anor = A[15]+A[14]+……A[8]                                                             (2.12) 

Bnor= B[15]+B[14]+……B[8]                                                               (2.13) 

Close = (Aand+Anor).(Band+Bnor)                                                             (2.14) 
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Fig. 2.6 Detection logic circuit diagram 

 

Carr-ctrl = C̅LSP × A̅and× Anor  × Band × B̅nor 

+ C̅LSP × Aand× A̅nor× B̅and× Bnor 

                 + CLSP × A̅and× Anor × B̅and× Bnor 

                 + CLSP × Aand× A̅nor× Band × B̅nor 

=  C̅LSP × ( A̅and× Band + Aand× B̅and)  

                 × ( Aand× Band + Aand× Bnor+ Anor 

                 × Band + Anor × Bnor) + CLSP 

× ( Aand× Band + A̅and× B̅and)  

                 × ( Aand× Band + Aand× Bnor+ Anor × Band 

+ Anor  × Bnor) ( CLSP ⊕Aand⊕Band ) 

                 × ( Aand+ Anor ) × ( Band + Bnor) 

               = ( CLSP ⊕Aand⊕Band ) × ( Aand+ Anor ) 

                 × ( Band  + Bnor)                                                                              (2.15) 

Sign =  C̅LSP × ( A̅and× Anor × Band × B̅nor + Aand 

× A̅nor× B̅and× Bnor + Aand× A̅nor × Band  × B̅nor) 

           + CLSP × Aand× A̅nor× Band × B̅nor 

         = C̅LSP × ( A̅and× Band + Aand) + CLSP × Aand× Band 

         =  C̅LSP × ( Aand+ Band ) + CLSP × Aand× Band                                                               (2.16) 

 

2.2.3 Latch  

 The latch using AND gates is shown in figure 2.7. It consists of eight AND gates which 

control the data entering into the adder based on the ‘close’ signal. If ‘close’ is logic 0, the input 

data of the MSP become zero to avoid switching power consumption. If ‘close’ is logic 1, the input 

data of MSP remains the same. 
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Fig. 2.7 Circuit diagram of latch using AND gates 

 

2.2.4 Sign Extension (SE) 

Figure 2.8 shows the sign extension (SE) circuit using OR gates. The input data of the SE 

circuits are pseudo summations (PS) from the MSP adder. These restore the MSP if it is latched 

else the MSP sum remains same as the pseudo sum. 

 
Fig. 2.8 Sign extension circuit using OR gates 
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CHAPTER 3 

ADIABATIC LOGIC 

The popularity of complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology can be 

mainly attributed to inherently lower power dissipation and high levels of integration. However, 

the current trend towards ultra low-power has made researchers search for techniques to recover 

energy from the circuits. In the early days, researchers largely focused on the possibility of having 

physical machines that consume almost zero energy while computing and tried to find the lower 

bound of energy consumption. In conventional level-restoring CMOS logic circuits with rail-to-

rail output voltage swing, each switching event causes an energy transfer from the power supply 

to the output node or from the output node to the ground. During ‘0’ to Vout transition of the output, 

the total output charge Q=CL*VDD is drawn from the power supply at a constant voltage. Thus, an 

energy of Esupply = CL*VDD
2 is drawn from the power supply during this transition Charging the 

output node capacitance to the voltage level VDD means that at the end of the transition, the 

amount of stored energy in  the output node is Estored = CL*VDD
2/2. Thus, half of the injected energy 

from the power supply is dissipated in the PMOS network while only one half is delivered to the 

output node. During a subsequent Vout to 0 transition of the output node, no charge is drawn from 

the power supply and the energy stored in the load capacitance is dissipated in the NMOS network. 

To reduce the dissipation, the circuit designer can minimize the switching events, decrease 

the mode capacitance, reduce the voltage swing or apply a combination of these methods. Yet in 

all these cases, the energy drawn from the power supply is used only once before being dissipated. 

To increase the energy efficiency of the logic circuits, other measures can be introduced for 

recycling the energy  drawn from the power supply. A novel class of logic circuits called adiabatic 

logic offers the possibility of further reducing the energy dissipated during the switching events, 

and the possibility of recycling or reusing some of the energy of the node capacitance, reduce the 

voltage swing, are drawn from the power supply. 

To accomplish this goal, the circuit topology and operation principles have to be modified 

sometimes drastically. The amount of energy recycling achievable using adiabatic techniques is 

also determined by the fabrication technology, switching speed, and the voltage swing. The 

principle of adiabatic switching, simple adiabatic logic gates, and ECRL adiabatic logic are 

discussed in this chapter. 
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3.1 Principle of adiabatic switching 

Adiabatic comes from the Greek word 'adiabatos' that is used to describe thermodynamic 

processes that exchange no energy with the environment and therefore, no energy loss in the form 

of dissipated heat. In real life computing, such ideal process cannot be achieved because of the 

presence of dissipative elements like resistances in a circuit. However, one can achieve very low 

energy dissipation by slowing down the speed of operation and only switching transistors under 

certain conditions. The signal energies stored in the circuit capacitances are recycled instead of 

being dissipated as heat. The adiabatic logic is also known as energy recovery logic. 

It should be noted that the fully adiabatic operation of the circuit is an ideal condition which 

may only be approached asymptotically as the switching process is slowed down. In most practical 

cases, the energy dissipation associated with a charge transfer event is usually composed of an 

adiabatic component and a non-adiabatic component. Therefore, reducing all the energy loss to 

zero may not possible, regardless of the switching speed. With the adiabatic switching approach 

as shown in figure 3.1, the circuit energies are conserved rather than dissipated as heat. Depending 

on the application and the system requirements, this approach can sometimes be used to reduce 

the power dissipation of the digital systems. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 3.1 Illustration of adiabatic switching 

(a) Charging of the capacitor when input is logic ‘0’, (b) Equivalent circuit when input is logic 

‘0’(c) Circuit explaining adiabatic switching 

Here, the load capacitance is charged by a constant-current source, instead of the constant 

voltage source as in the conventional CMOS circuits. Here, R is the resistance of the PMOS 

network. A constant charging current corresponds to a linear voltage ramp. Assume, the capacitor 

voltage is zero initially. 

The charging current, I = (CL.V)/T  
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Therefore E= Ediss = (I2R).T =[(CL.V)/T]2R/T = (2RCL/T).[(1/2)CLV2] 

where E is the energy dissipated during charging, Q is charge being transferred to the load, C is 

the value of the load capacitance, R is ON resistance of the MOS switch, V is initial value of the 

voltage at the load, and T is charging time. 

If the charging time T is larger than 2RC, the dissipated energy is smaller than that for the 

conventional case. That is, the dissipated energy can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the 

charging time T. Also, the dissipated energy is proportional to R, opposed to the conventional case, 

where the dissipation depends on the capacitance and the voltage swing. Thus, reducing the ON 

resistance of the PMOS network will reduce the energy dissipation. 

 

3.2 A simple adiabatic logic gate 

Figure 3.2 shows a general circuit topology for the conventional CMOS gates and adiabatic 

counter parts. To convert a conventional CMOS logic gate into an adiabatic gate, the pull-up and 

the pull-down networks must be replaced with complementary transmission gate (T-gate) 

networks. The T-gate network implementing the pull-up function is used to drive the true output 

of the adiabatic gate, while the T-gate network implementing the pull-down function drives the 

complementary output node. Note that all the inputs should also be available in both true and 

complementary forms. Both the networks in the adiabatic logic circuit are used to charge-up as 

well as charge-down the output capacitance, which ensures that the energy stored at the output 

node can be retrieved by the power supply, at the end of each cycle. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 3.2 (a) The general circuit topology of a conventional CMOS logic gate and 

(b) The functional topology circuit of an adiabatic logic gate 

 

To allow adiabatic operation, the DC voltage source of the original circuit must be replaced 

by a pulsed power supply with the ramped voltage output. Note the difference in charge-up and 

charge-down paths for the output capacitance. The circuit modifications which are necessary to 

convert a conventional CMOS logic circuit into an adiabatic logic circuit indicate an increase in 

the device count by a factor of two or even more.    

The energy C*VDD
2, which is consumed in the conventional CMOS circuits is unavoidable 

since the charge is transferred from the supply and returned to the ground. The current drawn from 

the supply during a ‘0’ to ‘1’ transition is relatively large because of the large drain-source voltage. 

However, the supply voltage can be varied in a manner that would reduce the drain current there 

by lowering the energy consumption significantly. This can be achieved by using adiabatic circuits. 

An adiabatic CMOS inverter is shown in the figure 3.3. This circuit is sometimes referred to as 

pulse power supply CMOS or PPS CMOS. 
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                                Fig. 3.3 Schematic of adiabatic CMOS inverter 

 

3.3  Types of adiabatic logic 

 The adiabatic logic family can be divided into partial adiabatic and full adiabatic logic circuits. 

Some charge is transferred to the ground in partial adiabatic circuit while in full adiabatic circuits 

all the charges are recovered. 

The different types are 

• Efficient Charge Recovery Logic (ECRL) 

• Positive Feedback Adiabatic Logic (PFAL) 

• 2N-2N2P Adiabatic Logic(2N-2N2P) 

• NMOS Energy Recovery Logic (ERL) 

• Clocked Adiabatic Logic(CAL) 

• True Single-Phase Adiabatic Logic(TSAL) 

 

3.3.1 Efficient charge recovery logic (ECRL) 

ECRL is proposed by Moon and Jeong. The principle of operating an adiabatic gate is 

presented for a buffer gate in the Efficient Charge Recovery Logic (ECRL) in figure 3.4. The gate 

consists of two cross-coupled PMOS devices that are used to store the information. The logic 

function is constructed via two NMOS devices. Cascaded gates are operated by a power-clock 

signal. Due to the use of cross-coupled PMOS, full output swing is obtained in both pre-charge and 

recovery phases. The ECRL circuits work on the principle of pipelining with four-phase power 

clock. 
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Fig. 3.4 ECRL inverter/buffer 

 

Assume that initially, the input ‘in’ is at logic one and the dual input is at zero. Then the 

NMOS device N1 will conduct and connect dual out to ground, while N2 is disabled. As soon as 

the power-clock ‘pclk’ ramped from 0 to VDD reaches the threshold voltage Vtp of the PMOS 

device, P2 will be turned on. Thus, the output signal ‘out’ will follow the power-clock, ‘pclk’. 

Now the gate voltage of device P1 is equal to the supply voltage, the gate-to-source voltage is zero, 

thus this device is off. As soon as ‘pclk’ reaches the maximum level VDD the input signals are 

ramped down, as the preceding gate recovers the energy at this time. The PMOS devices will take 

care of storing the information while both NMOS devices are off. Then the power-clock will be 

ramped down from VDD to 0. While ‘pclk’ is above Vtp of PMOS, charge from the output ‘out’ is 

restored to ‘pclk’. A certain fraction of energy (½)CloadVtp
2 remains on the output capacitance and 

is dissipated or reused in the next cycle, according to the succeeding input signals. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SPST ADDER USING CMOS LOGIC 

 

Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)technology is widely used in 

microprocessors,  microcontrollers, Static RAM and other  digital logic circuits. CMOS technology 

is also used for several analog circuits such as image sensors (CMOS sensor), data converters and 

highly integrated transceivers for many types of communications. Frank Wanlas patented CMOS 

in 1967. CMOS is also sometimes referred to as complementary-symmetry metal-oxide 

semiconductor (or COS-MOS). The words complementary-symmetry refer to the fact that the 

typical digital design style with CMOS uses complementary and symmetrical pairs of p-type and 

n-type metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) for logic functions. 

Two important characteristics of CMOS devices are high noise immunity and low static 

power consumption. Significant power is only drawn when the transistors in the CMOS devices 

are switched between ON and OFF states. Consequently, CMOS devices does not produce much 

heat as other forms of logic, for example transistor-transistor logic (TTL) or NMOS logic. MOS 

also allows a high density of logic functions on a chip. It was primarily for this reason that CMOS 

became the most used technology to be implemented in VLSI chips. 

  The phrase metal oxide semiconductors a reference to the physical structure of certain field 

effect transistors having a metal gate electrode placed on top of an oxide insulator, which in turn 

is on the top of semiconductor material. Aluminium was once used but now the material is poly-

silicon. Other metal gates have made a come back with the advent of high-k dielectric materials in 

the CMOS process, as announced by IBM and Intel for the 45 nano meter node and beyond. 

 

4.1 CMOS gates 

Using CMOS logic we can built any logic gates like inverter, and, or, nand, nor, ex-or, 

buffer etc. 
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 4.1.1 Inverter 

 CMOS inverter operation is readily understood with the aid of the simple switch model of 

the MOS transistor, introduced in the transistor is nothing more than a switch with an infinite off 

resistance (for |VGS| < |VT| ), and a finite on-resistance (for |VGS| ≥ |VT| ). This leads to the following 

interpretation of the inverter. When Vin is high and equal to VDD , the NMOS transistor is ON, 

while the PMOS is OFF. This yields the equivalent circuit of  figure 4.1. A direct path exists 

between Vout and the ground node, resulting in a steady-state value of 0V. On the other hand, when 

the input voltage is low (0V), NMOS and PMOS transistors are OFF and ON respectively. The 

gate clearly functions as an inverter. A number of other important properties of static CMOS can 

be derived from this switch level view. 

The high and low output levels equals to VDD and GND, respectively. In  other words the 

voltage swing is equal to the supply voltage this results in high noise margins. 

• The logic levels are not dependent upon the relative device sizes, so that the transistors can 

be minimum size. Gates with this property are called ratio less. This is in contrast with ratioed 

logic where logic levels are determined by the relative dimensions of the composing transistors. 

• In steady state, there always exists a path with finite resistance between the output and 

either VDD or GND. A well designed CMOS inverter, therefore has a low output impedance, which 

makes it less sensitive to noise and disturbances. Typical values of the output resistances are in 

kilo-ohms range. 

• The input resistance of the CMOS inverter is extremely high, as the gate of the MOS 

transistor is a virtual perfect insulator and draws no dc input current. Since the input node of the 

inverter only connects to transistor gate, the steady state input current is nearly zero. A single 

inverter can theoretically an infinite number of gates (or having an infinite fan-out) and still be 

functionally operational. However, increasing the fan-out also increases the propagational delay, 

as will become clear below. So, fan-out does not have any effect on the steady state behaviour, it 

degrades the transient response. 

The functional behaviour of CMOS is verified using the Mentor Graphic tool and the 

schematic diagram is as shown below in figure 4.1. 
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic diagram of inverter using CMOS logic 

 

4.1.2 AND gate 

The AND gate is a basic digital logic gate that implements logical conjunction. A HIGH 

output(1) results only if all the inputs to the AND gate are HIGH(1). If none or not all inputs to 

the AND gate are HIGH(1), a low output results. 

The transistor level design of AND gate can be implemented and is represented as shown in figure 

4.2. 

• Whenever the both inputs are LOW (0) it gets inverted as per circuit in the pull-up network 

and the input becomes HIGH(1). The PMOS turn OFF, so it becomes open circuit i.e., there is no 

current passes from VDD that connect to OUT. On the other side the NMOS turn ON  becomes 

short circuit path but it connects to ground. So, the output will be LOW(0). 

•  When both inputs are HIGH(1) it gets inverted as per circuit in the pull up network and 

the input becomes LOW(0), so now the PMOS turn ON it becomes short circuited   and  NMOS 

turns OFF i.e., it becomes open circuit. The current will pass from  VDD  to OUT and the output 

will become HIGH(1). 

 

Fig. 4.2 Schematic diagram of AND gate using CMOS logic 
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• If one input is HIGH(1) and other is LOW(0), then for pull-up case of the PMOS, one 

transistor  turns ON and the other transistor is turned OFF. For pull-down  case one of the NMOS 

transistors will be in ON and other will  be OFF. So, in overall there is no current passes through 

the output and the output is LOW(0). 

 

4.1.3 OR gate  

The OR gate is a digital logic circuit that implements logical disjunction. A HIGH output 

results if one or both of the inputs of the gates are HIGH (1). If neither of the input is HIGH, a low 

output (0) will be result. The transistor level design of OR gate can be implemented and it can be 

represented as shown in figure 4.3. 

• When both inputs are LOW (0) its gets inverted as per circuit in the pull-up and the input 

becomes HIGH (1). Now the PMOS gets turn OFF so its become open circuit then no current 

passes through it. On the other hand the NMOS gets turn OFF, so it becomes short circuit and 

connects to the ground. The output will become LOW(0). 

 

Fig. 4.3 Schematic diagram of OR gate using CMOS logic 

 

• When both inputs are HIGH (1) it gets inverted as per circuit in the pull-up and the input 
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becomes LOW (0). Now the PMOS gets turned ON so it becomes short circuit. The NMOS gets 

turned OFF, it becomes open circuit. So, the current flows through the output OUT and the output 

will become HIGH (1). 

• When one of the inputs is HIGH (1) and other is LOW (0) and its gets inverted as per circuit 

in the pull-up and the input becomes LOW (0) and HIGH(1). In the pull-up network one CMOS 

gets turn ON and the other turns OFF, so as per the circuit the pull-up network design in a parallel 

connection, the turn ON transistor acts like short circuit path and the turn OFF transistor acts like 

open circuit and the VDD connects to the output OUT, the output will become HIGH(1). 

 

4.1.4 NAND gate 

In the digital systems compiling certain logic circuits take advantage of NAND functional 

completeness. In complicated logical expressions, normally written in terms of other logic 

functions such as AND, OR and NOT these terms writing in NAND saves cost, because 

implementing such circuits using NAND gate yields a more compact result than the alternatives. 

NAND gates can also be made with more than two inputs. The output of NAND gate is LOW (0) 

only when the both inputs are HIGH (1). In all other cases the output of NAND gate is HIGH (1). 

The transistor level design of NAND gate can be implemented and it can be represented as shown 

in figure 4.4. 

 

Fig. 4.4 Schematic diagram of NAND gate using CMOS logic 
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• When both inputs are HIGH(1) the PMOS transistors are turned OFF and it is open circuit 

in which the current does not flow from VDD  to OUT. The NMOS transistors turns ON and it is 

short circuited but it is connected to ground. So the output will become LOW(0). 

• When both the inputs are LOW(0) the PMOS transistors are turned ON and it is short 

circuit in which the current flow from  VDD  to OUT. The NMOS transistors turns OFF and it is 

open ciruit. So the current flows from  VDD  to OUT and output will become HIGH(1). 

• When one of the inputs is HIGH(1) and other is LOW(0) in the PMOS transistors one 

transistor turns ON and the other becomes OFF .As they are connected in parallel one of the paths 

is short circuit the current will flow from  VDD  to OUT. The NMOS transistors one transistor turns 

ON and the other is OFF it becomes open circuit as they are connected in series. So the output will 

become HIGH(1). 

 

4.1.5 NOR gate 

       NOR gate also takes the advantage same as NAND because NOR gate also we can realize any 

Boolean equation same as NAND gate. The NOR is the ‘not’ of OR gate which is the inverse 

operation of OR gate. 

The NOR gate output is LOW(0)  when both the inputs are HIGH(1) and it's output is 

HIGH(1) for other cases i.e., for both LOW inputs (or) HIGH(1) and LOW(0) (or)  LOW(0) and 

HIGH(1). The transistor level design of OR gate can be implemented and it can be represented as 

shown in figure 4.5. 
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Fig. 4.5 Schematic diagram of NOR gate using CMOS logic 

 

• When both inputs are HIGH in the pull-up network the PMOS turns OFF, it is open 

circuited and the current does not flow from VDD to OUT. In pull-down network the NMOS turns 

ON and they are short circuited but it is connected to ground. So the output will be LOW(0). 

• When both inputs are LOW(0) in the pull up network the PMOS turns ON, it is short 

circuited and the current does flow through  VDD  to OUT. In pull-down network the NMOS 

transistors turns OFF and they are open circuit  and it is connected to ground. So the output will 

be HIGH(1). 

• When one of the input is HIGH(1) and the other is LOW(0) then  in the pull up network 

the PMOS one turns ON and the other is OFF, the current doesn't flow through  VDD  because it is 

open circuit. So, the output will become LOW(0). 

 

4.1.6 EX-OR  

 EX-OR gate is a digital logic gate that gives a true output when the number of true inputs 

is odd. An EX-OR gate implement an exclusive OR that is a true output results if and only if one 

of the input of the gates is true. If both inputs are FALSE or TRUE , a FALSE output results. 

The transistor level design of EX-OR gate is implemented and represented in figure 4.6. 
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Fig. 4.6 Schematic diagram of EX-OR gate using CMOS logic 

 

• In pull-up network when both the inputs are LOW(0),  T1 turns ON, T2 turns OFF, T3 

turns OFF and T4 turns ON. Due to this there will be no current flow because one of the gates 

acting as open circuit in each path. Likewise in pull-down network T5 OFF, T6 ON, T7 on and T8 

OFF even though there is any short circuit path in the pull-down network the output will be 

LOW(0), because the pull-down network is connected to ground. This case will be reversed for 

the inputs HIGH(1) and HIGH(1) and the output will become LOW(0). 

•  If the inputs are LOW(0) and HIGH(1) then in pull-up network T1 ON, T2 OFF, T3 OFF 

and T4 OFF. For this case there will be short circuit path for T1 and T2 and then open circuit path 

for T3, T4. Similarly for pull-down networkT5 OFF, T6 OFF, T7 ON and T8 ON. Here the short 

circuit path is connected to ground so the VDD  is connected to Vout in a pull-up network then the 

output is HIGH(1). This case will be reversed for the input HIGH(1) and LOW(0) and the output 

is HIGH(1). 

 

4.1.7 Buffer 

 A buffer is a very basic logic gate that passes its input unchanged to its output. Its behaviour 

is opposite of a NOT gate. The main purpose of a buffer is to regenerate the input, usually using a 

strong HIGH and a strong LOW. A buffer has one input and one output, its output always equals 

to input. Buffers are also used to increase the propagation delay of circuits by driving the large 

capacitive loads. 

A CMOS buffer gate with one input and one output can be realized as simply connecting 

two inverters back to back built out of just using 4 gates. The transistor level design of Buffer gate 

can be implemented and it can be represented as shown in figure 4.7. 
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Fig. 4.7 Schematic diagram of buffer using CMOS 

•  When the input is HIGH(1) the output of first inverter circuit is LOW(0) and this LOW(0) 

is the input for the second inverter circuit which is connected as shown in figure 4.7. The LOW(0) 

input of inverter circuit is HIGH. So the output of the circuit is HIGH(1) which is equal to the 

input. 

• When the input is LOW(0) the output of first inverter circuit is HIGH and this HIGH(1) is 

the input for the second inverter circuit which is connected as shown in figure. The HIGH(1) input 

of inverter circuit is LOW(0). So the output of the circuit is LOW(0) which is equal to the input. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SPST ADDER USING ECRL ADIABATIC LOGIC 

 

Efficient charge recovery logic (ECRL) uses cross coupled PMOS transistors. It consists 

of two cross coupled transistors M1 and M2 and two N functional blocks for the ECRL Adiabatic 

logic block. Power clock is used for ECRL gates, so as to  recover and reuse the supplied energy, 

both out and out bar are generated. Full output swings obtained because of the cross coupled PMOS 

transistors in both pre charge and recover phases. However, as the voltage on the supply clock 

reaches to threshold voltage of PMOS, it gets turned off. So, the recovery path to the power clock 

is disconnected. Thus, it is incomplete recovery. The ECRL circuits are operated with the four 

phase supply clocks. When the output is directly connected to the input of the next stage, only one 

phase is enough for a logic value to propagate. ECRL consume unnecessary power with two phase 

clocking, because transition of logic value in the previous stage can affect the next stage. So four 

phase clocking is recommended for effective energy saving. 

 

5.1 ECRL gates 

5.1.1 ECRL buffer/inverter  

ECRL inverter is quite different from conventional CMOS logic in terms of circuit 

structure and operation. Here two outputs are available, the inverter output is available in the out 

and buffer output is available at outb. The power clock is used as the supply.   

The transistor level design of  inverter gate can be implemented and it can be represented 

as  shown in figure 5.1.When the input is HIGH(1) the transistor M1 is on and the transistor M2 is 

off the outb  is LOW(0) and the out is HIGH(1).When the input is LOW(0) the transistor M1 is 

off and the transistor M2 is on the outb is HIGH(1) and the out is LOW(0). 

 

5.1.2 ECRL AND/NAND  

ECRL AND is quite different from conventional CMOS logic in terms of circuit structure 

and operation. The two inputs and two outputs are available. The NAND output is available in the 

out and AND output is available at outb. 
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Fig. 5.1 Schematic diagram of ECRL inverter 

 

The transistor level design of AND gate can be implemented and it can be represented as 

shown  in figure 5.2.  When both the inputs are  HIGH(1) the transistors M1 and M2 are ON (short 

circuited which is connected to ground)  and transistors M3 and M4 are  OFF( open circuited)  and 

the outb is HIGH(1) and out is LOW(0). 

When both the inputs are LOW(0) the transistors M1 and M2 are OFF(open circuited) and 

transistors M3 and M4 are ON( short circuited which is connected to ground)  and the outb is 

LOW(0) and the out is HIGH(1). 

When one of the input is HIGH(1) and the other is LOW(0) then in the transistors M1 and 

M2, one is ON and the other is OFF and in the transistors M3 and M4 also one is ON and other is 

OFF. The output which is the out is HIGH(1) and the outb is LOW(0). 

 

Fig. 5.2 Schematic diagram of ECRL AND/ NAND gate. 
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5.1.3 ECRL OR/NOR  

ECRL OR shown in figure 5.3 is quite different from conventional CMOS logic in terms 

of circuit structure and operation. Here the two inputs and two outputs are available. The NOR 

output is available at out and OR output is available at outb. 

When both the inputs are HIGH(1) the transistors M1 and M2 are ON (short circuited 

which is connected to ground)  and transistors M3 and M4 are  OFF(open circuited)  and the outb 

is HIGH(1) and out is LOW(0). 

When both the inputs are LOW(0) the transistors M1 and M2 are OFF(open circuited) and 

transistor M3 and M4 are ON(short circuited which is connected to ground)  and the outb is 

LOW(0) and the out is HIGH(1). 

 

Fig. 5.3 Schematic diagram of ECRL OR/NOR gate. 

 

When one of the inputs is HIGH(1) and the other is LOW(0) then in the transistors M1 and 

M2 one is ON and the other is OFF and in the transistors M3 and M4 also one is ON and other is 

OFF. The output which the out is HIGH(1) and the outb is LOW(0). 

 

5.1.4 ECRL EX-OR/EX-NOR gate 

ECRL EX-OR is quite different from conventional CMOS logic in terms of circuit structure 

and operation. Here the two inputs and two outputs are available. The EX-NOR output is available 

in the out and EX-OR output is available outb. 

The ECRL EX-OR/EX-NOR gate schematic diagram is shown in figure 5.4.  
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Fig.5.4  Schematic diagram of ECRL EX-OR/EX-NOR gate. 

 

When both the inputs are HIGH(1) and the out is HIGH(1) and the outb is LOW(0). When 

the both inputs are LOW(0) and the out is HIGH(1) and the outb is LOW(0). 

When one input is HIGH and the other is LOW, the out is LOW(0) and the outb is HIGH(1) 

which means the EX-OR  gate output is HIGH.  
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS 

The simulation results and power dissipation of both CMOS and ECRL basic gates 

discussed in earlier chapters and the simulation results of detection logic, latch and sign-extension 

circuits of implemented using both CMOS and ECRL logic are presented. Also, the simulation 

results and power analysis of 8-bit CLA and SPST adder using CMOS logic are given.   

 

6.1 Simulation results of CMOS implementations  

 The simulation waveforms of CMOS implementations are given in the following sections. 

6.1.1 CMOS inverter 

The simulation waveforms of CMOS inverter are shown in figure 6.1. Whenever the input 

is logic high the output is logic low. Whenever the input is logic is low the output is logic high. 

 

Fig. 6.1 Simulation results of CMOS inverter 

 

6.1.2 CMOS AND 

The simulation waveforms of CMOS AND gate are shown in figure 6.2. Here the inputs 

are V(A) and V(B) and the output is V(OUT). If either input A or B is logic low the output is logic 

low. If both the inputs are logic high the output is logic high. 
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Fig. 6.2 Simulation results of CMOS AND gate 

 

6.1.3 CMOS NAND 

The simulation waveforms of CMOS NAND gate is shown in fig 6.3. Here the inputs are 

V(A) and V(B) and the output is V(OUT). If either input A or B is logic low the output is logic 

high. If both the inputs are logic high the output is logic low. 

 

Fig. 6.3 Simulation results of CMOS NAND gate 

 

6.1.4 CMOS OR 

The simulation waveforms of CMOS NOR gate are shown in figure 6.4. Here the inputs 

are V(A) and V(B) and the output is V(OUT). If either input A or B is logic high the output is logic 

high. If both the inputs are logic low the output is logic low. 
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Fig. 6.4 Simulation results of CMOS OR gate 

 

6.1.5 CMOS NOR 

The simulation waveforms of CMOS NOR gate is shown in fig 6.5. Here the inputs are 

V(A) and V(B) and the output is V(OUT). If either input A or B is logic high the output is logic 

low. If both the inputs are logic low the output is logic high. 

 

 

Fig. 6.5 Simulation results of CMOS NOR gate 
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6.1.6 CMOS EX-OR 

The simulation waveforms of CMOS XOR gate are shown in figure 6.6. Here the inputs 

are V(A) and V(B) and the output is V(OUT). If both the inputs are logic LOW (0) or both are 

logic HIGH (1) the output results to logic low (0). Otherwise the output results to logic HIGH (1). 

 

Fig. 6.6 Simulation results of CMOS EX-OR gate 

 

 6.1.7 4-bit carry look-ahead adder 

The simulation waveforms of CMOS 4-bit carry look-ahead adder are shown in figure 6.7. 

Here the inputs are V(A1), V(A2), V(A3), V(A4), V(B1), V(B2), V(B3), V(B4) and V(Cin) and 

the outputs are V(S1),V(S2), V(S3),V(S4)  and V(Cout).   

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 6.7 Simulation results of CMOS 4-bit carry look-ahead adder 

 

6.1.8 8-bit carry look-ahead adder 

The simulation waveforms of CMOS 8-bit Carry-look-ahead adder are shown in figure 6.8. 

Here the inputs are V(A1), V(A2), V(A3), V(A4), V(A5), V(A6), V(A7), V(A8), V(B1), V(B2), 

V(B3), V(B4), V(B5), V(B6), V(B7), V(B8)  and V(Cin) and the outputs are V(SUM1), V(SUM2), 

V(SUM3), V(SUM4), V(SUM5), V(SUM6), V(SUM7), V(SUM8)  and V(Cout).   
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 
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(e) 

Fig. 6.8 Simulation results of CMOS 8-bit carry look-ahead adder  

 

6.1.9 SPST adder using CMOS logic  

 The simulation waveforms of CMOS SPST Adderis shown in fig 6.9. Here the inputs are 

V(A_LSP1)…..…V(A_LSP8), V(A_MSP8)…….V(A_MSP15), V(B_LSP1)…V(B_LSP8),            

V(B_MSP8)…V(B_MSP15), V(CLOSE_CLK) and V(C_IN). The outputs are 

V(SUM_LSP1)…SUM_LSP8),V(SUM_MSP8)…V(SUM_MSP15)  and V(C_OUT). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

 

(d) 
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(e) 

 

 

(f) 
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(g) 

 

 

(h) 

Fig. 6.9 Simulation results of CMOS SPST adder  
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6.2 Simulation results of ECRL logic implementations  

 The simulation waveforms of  ECRL logic implementations are shown below. 

 

6.2.1 ECRL inverter / buffer  

The simulation waveforms of ECRL inverter / buffer are shown in figure 6.10. When clock 

signal is high the output is based on inputs, else the output is always low. Whenever the input is 

logic high the output is logic low. Whenever the input is logic low the output is logic high. 

 

 

Fig. 6.10 Simulation results of ECRL inverter / buffer 

 

6.2.2 ECRL AND / NAND  

The simulation waveforms of ECRL AND / NAND gate are shown in figure 6.11. Here 

the inputs are V(A), V(A_B), V(B) and V(B_B) and the outputs are V(OUT), V(OUT_B). If either 

input A or B is logic low the output is logic low. If both the inputs are logic high the output is logic 

high. 
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Fig. 6.11 Simulation results of ECRL AND/NAND gates 

 

6.2.3 ECRL OR / NOR  

The simulation waveforms of CMOS OR / NOR gates are shown in figure 6.12. Here the 

inputs are V(A), V(A_B), V(B), V(B_B) and the outputs are V(OUT), V(OUT_B). If either input 

A or B is logic high the output is logic high. If both the inputs are logic low the output is logic low. 

 

Fig. 6.12 Simulation results of ECRL OR / NOR gates 
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6.2.4 ECRL EX-OR / EX-NOR  

The simulation waveforms of ECRL OR / NOR gate are shown in figure 6.13 Here the 

inputs are V(A), V(A_B), V(B), V(B_B) and the outputs are V(OUT), V(OUT_B). If either input 

A or B is logic high the output is logic high. If both the inputs are logic low the output is logic low. 

 

Fig. 6.13 Simulation results of ECRL EX-OR / EX-NOR gates 

 

6.3 Power dissipation comparison between CMOS and ECRL gates  

                Power dissipation is the major factor for the design of portable systems. Even though 

the count of transistors gets increased in adiabatic logic, this is not considered as a major 

disadvantage because it offers very low power dissipation. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 gives the power 

dissipation values of CMOS and ECRL inverters at various power supply voltages and for 

transistor widths of 2µm and 4µm respectively. 

Table 6.1: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL inverter at width of 2µm 

S No. 
Supply Voltage             

(V) 

CMOS Average 

Power (nW) 

ECRL Average 

Power (nW) 

Power 

Reduction(%) 

1 1.8 631.57 15.227 97.58 

2 2.5 2983.6 16.549 99.44 

3 3.3 9707.7 31.921 99.67 

4 5.0 4755.0 65.787 99.86 
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Table 6.2: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL inverter at width of 4µm 

S No. 
Supply Voltage 

(V) 

CMOS Average 

Power(nW) 

ECRL  Average 

Power(nW) 

Power 

Reduction(%) 

1 1.8 1282.0 31.473 97.54 

2 2.5 6090.6 34.463 99.43 

3 3.3 19729 65.431 99.66 

4 5.0 96325 141.56 99.85 

 

Similarly, the power dissipation values for CMOS and ECRL AND, OR, and EX-OR 

gates for different supply voltages and transistor widths are presented in tables 6.3 to 6.8 

respectively. 

 

Table 6.3: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL AND  ata width of 2µm 

S No. 
Supply 

Voltage(V) 

CMOS Average 

Power(nW) 

ECRL Average 

Power(nW) 

Power 

Reduction(%) 

1 1.8 1759.0 14.161 99.19 

2 2.5 9399.5 15.341 99.83 

3 3.3 28633 33.060 99.88 

4 5.0 148070 74.207 99.94 

 

 

Table 6.4: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL AND at a width of 4µm  

S No. 
Supply 

Voltage(V) 

CMOS  Average 

Power(nW) 

ECRL Average 

Power(nW) 

Power 

Reduction(%) 

1 1.8 1920.8 28.270 98.52 

2 2.5 9542.5 30.540 99.67 

3 3.3 30931 65.38 99.78 

4 5.0 159300 157.82 99.90 
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Table 6.5: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL OR at a width of 2µm 

S No. 
Supply 

Voltage(V) 

CMOS Average 

Power(nW) 

ECRL Average 

Power(nW) 

Power 

Reduction(%) 

1 1.8 1668.1 18.499 98.89 

2 2.5 8728.0 19.066 99.78 

3 3.3 27755 36.417 99.86 

4 5.0 142550 74.165 99.94 

 

 

Table 6.6: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL OR at a width of 4µm 

S No. 
Supply 

Voltage(V) 

CMOS Average 

Power(nW) 

ECRL Average 

Power(nW) 

Power 

Reduction(%) 

1 1.8 1664.4 37.690 97.73 

2 2.5 9140.7 38.683 95.76 

3 3.3 28849 73.344 99.74 

4 5.0 148420 166.25 99.88 

 

 

 

        Table 6.7: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL EX-OR at a width of 2µm 

S No. Supply 

Voltage(V) 

CMOS Average 

Power(nW) 

ECRL Average 

Power(nW) 

Power 

Reduction(%) 

1 1.8 2026.5 27.614 98.63 

2 2.5 10157 32.577 99.67 

3 3.3 33509 70.600 99.67 

4 5.0 173300 143.59 99.85 
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         Table 6.8: Power dissipation of CMOS and ECRL EX-OR at a width of 4µm 

S No. Supply 

Voltage(V) 

CMOS Average 

Power(nW) 

ECRL Average 

Power(nW) 

Power 

Reduction(%) 

1 1.8 3234.3 53.055 98.35 

2 2.5 12827 62.739 99.51 

3 3.3 41937 137.600 99.67 

4 5.0 208720 309.700 99.85 

 

For all these gates, ECRL logic implementation is found to offer 97 to 99% power reduction as 

compared to CMOS gates. 

 

6.4 Power Analysis 

A comparison of power dissipation between 4-bit CLA, 8-bit CLA and SPST adder 

designed using CMOS logic is given in table 6.9. 

 

 

Table 6.9: Comparison of power dissipation of 4-bit CLA, 8-bit CLA and SPST adder circuits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameter 

 

4-bit CLA 

 

8-bit CLA 

 

SPST adder 

 

Power Dissipation 

(µW) 

 

0.6902 

 

67.459  

 

49749  
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CONCLUSION 

 
In this project various logic gates are implemented using CMOS and ECRL logic in Mentor 

Graphics backend tool. The ECRL gates are found to dissipate about 99% lower power dissipation 

as compared to conventional CMOS logic. The power dissipation of 4-bit CLA, 8-bit CLA, and 

SPST adders implemented using CMOS are also computed. From the power dissipation values of 

various gates, it can be concluded that the SPST adder implemented using adiabatic logic will offer 

better energy efficiency when compared to CMOS logic.  
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Project Outcomes Mapped With Programme Outcomes (POs) and 

Programme Specific Outcomes (PSOs) 

 

Classification 

Application Product Research Review 

    

    

Of   

✓ 
 

Project 
   

    

     

 

Project Outcomes 

On successful completion of the project the students will be able to 

1. Demonstrate a sound technical knowledge of their selected project topic. 

 

2. Develop a clear engineering design problem from a statement of desired circuit/system 

performance, taking into consideration the public health, safety, cultural, societal, and 

environmental aspects. 

 

3. Function as a member of design team. 

 

4. Develop a project timeline/schedule. 

 

5. Perform simulation and analysis of the designed circuits, making use of EDA tools. 

 

6. Able to interpret the data and make clear written and oral reports. 

 

7. Set professional standards and ethics to achieve the desired goals. 

 

8. Demonstrate the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of a professional engineer. 
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Programme Outcomes (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, 

natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and 

design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 

consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations. 

 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis 

of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

 

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities 

with an understanding of the limitations. 

 

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant 

to the professional engineering practice. 

 

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need 

for sustainable development. 
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8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice. 

 

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader 

in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

 

 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and 

write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and 

receive clear instructions. 

 

 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and 

leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in 

independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 

 

Programme Specific Outcomes (PSOs) 

The ECE graduates will be able to 

PSO1: design electronics and communication systems in the domain of VLSI, embedded 

systems, signal processing and RF communication, and apply modern tools. 

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of electronics and communication engineering to design, 

develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking into 

societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations. 
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Mapping:  

 

Project 

Outcomes 

                            POs PSOs 

PO1 P02 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

1 2  1 1         3  

2 1 2 3   3 3      2 3 

3         3      

4        2   1    

5     3        3 3 

6    3     2 3  3   

7        3   1    

8     2 2 2 1 2   2  2 

 

1 – Slightly (low) mapped 

2 – Moderately (medium) mapped 

3 – Substantially (high) mapped 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Now a days each and every devices equipped with large capacity memories in order to 

full fill all the needs of customers. Now a days, design engineering mainly concentrating not 

only to equip high capacity memories, but also high bandwidth and low power and high 

speed consuming memories. This project explores the design and analysis of Static Random 

Access Memories (SRAMs) which focuses on optimizing delay. Delay is also the major 

challenge for today’s electronics industries. There are two factors for delay reduction, supply 

voltage (VDD) and aspect ratio or cell ratio. In most of these devices, memory is an integral 

part and its size also scales down as the device size is reduced. So, low power and high speed 

memory design is a prime concern. 

Now a day’s 6T SRAM is widely used in the design of SRAM based memories 

because of its advantages with respect to other cells. SRAM cell design can be done by the 

back to back connection of two CMOS inverters which is having lot of advantages i.e. this 

topology have good noise immunity because of its large Noise margin and low static power 

dissipation which are main causes for power consumption. CMOS SRAM cell consumes very 

less power and have less read and write time. Higher cell ratios can decrease the read and 

write time and improve stability. PMOS transistor with less width reduces the power 

consumption. In this paper, n-T SRAM cells is implemented with reduced read and write 

time, delay and power consumption. It has been noticed often that increased memory capacity 

increases the bit-line parasitic capacitance which in turn slows down voltage sensing, to avoid 

this problem use optimized scaling techniques and further, get improve performance of the 

design. 

 

 
Keywords: SRAM, CMOS, Aspect Ratio, Supply Voltage, Delay. 

 
 

Tool Used: MENTOR GRAPHICS Back end tool – (ams 12.1 &ams 13.1) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Low power SRAMs have become a critical component of many VLSI chips. This is 

especially true for microprocessors, where the on-chip cache sizes are growing with each 

generation to bridge the increasing divergence in the speeds of the processor and the main 

memory. Due to the increased integration and operating speeds, power dissipation has become 

an important consideration both as well as due to the explosive growth of battery operated 

appliances. There are two purposes of an SRAM (Static Random Access Memory) design: 

First is to provide a direct interface with the CPU at speeds not attainable by DRAMs and 

second is to replace DRAMs in systems that require very low power consumption. In the first 

role, the SRAM serves as cache memory, interfacing between DRAMs and the CPU. The 

second driving force for SRAM technology is low power applications. In this case, SRAM are 

used in most portable equipment because the DRAM refresh current is several orders of 

magnitude more than the low-power SRAM standby current. We started to  design SRAM 

with two objectives, first to lower the operating voltage from 3V to 1.8V. Second to reduce 

active and static power consumption for battery operated application. But it has been observed 

that the stability of memory is seriously affected by the decrease in supply voltage (VDD). By 

optimizing the aspect ratio of the memory and improving the pre-charge circuitry we can 

achieve these goals. For a stable operation of SRAM, cell ratio must be in order to1.5 -2,  

along with the pull up ratio lower than the 1.8. These ratios are standard for 0.25u technology. 

In 0.18u technology these ratio is varied for getting desired performance. One new technique  

is used for reducing the power of the memory cell. Although, this technique is discussed in, 

some other work also been published for low power and High Speed SRAM. But most of the 

work is done on peripheral circuitry for reducing the power and increasing the speed. 

According to the First it shows the designing of 6T SRAM cell with conventional bit-lines, 

than 6T with short buffered bit-line is presented for reducing both power consumption and 

delay. Thirdly the stability of cell is accurately measured while thiswork. 

 

1.1 Motivation 

From the past few decades, as the scale of integration keeps growing, more and more 

sophisticated signal processing systems are being implemented on a VLSI chip. These signal 

processing applications not only demand great computation capacity but also consume 
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considerable amount of energy. While performance and area remain to be the two major 

design considerations, power consumption has become a critical concern in today’s VLSI 

system design. Digital CMOS integrated circuits have been the driving force behind VLSI for 

the high performance computing and other applications, related to science and technology. 

The need for low-power VLSI system arises from two main factors. First, with the steady 

growth of operating frequency and processing capacity per chip, large currents have to be 

delivered and the heat due to large power consumption must be removed by proper cooling 

techniques. 

Second, battery life in portable electronic devices is limited. Low power design 

directly leads to prolonged operation time in these portable device. The demand for digital 

CMOS integrated circuits will continue to increase in the near future, due to its important 

salient features like power, reliable performance and improvements in the processing 

technology. 

 

1.2 Objective 

The main objective of this project is Design and Comparison of various n-T SRAM 

cells using delay techniques and comparing various performance characteristics. 

 
1.3 Need for Delay Reduction Design 

Batteries being the heaviest and biggest component in many portable systems, they 

have not experienced the similar rapid density growth compared to the electronic circuits. The 

main source of power dissipation in these high performance battery-portable digital systems 

running on batteries such as note-book computers, cellular phones and personal digital 

assistants are gaining prominence. For these systems, low power consumption is a prime 

concern, because it directly affects the performance by having effects on battery life. In this 

situation, low power VLSI design has assumed great importance as an active and rapidly 

developing field. Another major demand for low power chips and systems comes from the 

environmental concerns. Battery life is becoming a product differentiator in many portable 

systems. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Literature Review 

This chapter gives the previous work related to Delay reduction design methodologies. 

The increasing demand for Delay reduction in Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) can be 

addressed at different design levels, such as the architectural, circuit layout, and the process 

technology level. At the circuit design level, considerable potential for Delay reduction exists 

by means of proper choice of a logic style for implementing combinational circuits. This is 

because all the important parameters governing Delay reduction, transition activity, and short- 

circuit currents are strongly influenced by the chosen logic style. Depending on the 

application, the kind of circuit to be implemented, and the design technique used, different 

performance aspects become important, disallowing the formulation of universal rules for 

optimal logic styles. Investigations of Delay reduction logic styles reported in the literature so 

far, however focus have been made on particular logic cells, namely 6T SRAM,7T SRAM 

used in some memory designs. Delay reduction is a limiting factor for the exponentially 

growing integration of microelectronics. Delay reduction was provided by the CMOS 

technology, currents are generated during the switching operation, due to the discharge of load 

capacitances that cause a power dissipation increasing with the clock frequency. Such losses 

are prevented by the changing Aspect ratio of transistors technique. Today's fabricated 

integrated circuits are many times faster and occupy much less area, like today's 

microprocessors that contain nearly one billion transistors on a single chip. The role of supply 

voltage is vital for controlling the power consumption and hence reducing the power 

dissipation. It is reducing for each new technology generation. Threshold voltage of the device 

must be reduced proportionally as supply voltage reduces to sustain the transistor's output 

performance. The reduction in threshold voltage increases the leakage current drastically with 

each new technology generation. As the leakage current increases with a new technology 

generation, it will affect the overall logic circuit's power dissipation. Leakage current is the 

major problem in the deep submicron region, so we need a powerful leakage reduction 

technique to minimize the effect of threshold voltage scaling. 

2.2 Overview of Delay Reduction 

An accurate delay model is a necessity for speed optimization. Often, in optimization 

routines, gate delays are treated as a fixed quantity, regardless of input slope and output load. 
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There is also a tendency to associate a gate with only one delay, ignoring the difference 

between output rise (pull-up) and fall (pull-down) times. These issues, however, have been 

shown to affect the speed of a gate and hence need to be taken into account in delay 

estimation. 

This project presents a fast and efficient low power design method using cell libraries. 

Transistor sizing input ordering and accurate and efficient statistical power estimation 

methods are utilized in the optimization process. The development of an accurate delay  

model, which takes into account input power (VDD) and the different delay times of each input 

pin of a gate. Results from testing the augmented library with the selection algorithms on 

several test circuits along with a discussion of the effectiveness of the cells in giving good 

power and delay trade-offs, as well as the contribution of the various options. 

 

2.3 Overview of Power Dissipation 

Power depends greatly on the circuit style, it can be divided into Static and Dynamic 

power. The Static power is generated due to the DC bias current, as is the case in Transistor- 

Transistor-Logic (TTL), Emitter-Coupled Logic (ECL), and N-type MOS (NMOS) logic 

families, or due to leakage currents. In all of the logic families except for the push-pull types 

such as CMOS, the Static power tends to dominate. That is the reason why CMOS is the most 

suitable circuit style for Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI). 

CMOS is the logic family preferred in many designs due to following reasons: 

 

(a) Impeccable noise margins. 

(b) Perfect logic levels. 

(c) Negligible Static power dissipation. 

(d) Gives good performance in most cases. 

(e) Easy to get a functional circuits. 

(f) Lot of tools available to automate the design process. 

The Power dissipated when the CMOS circuit is in use can be decomposed into two basic 

classes: Static and Dynamic. 

 

2.3.1 Static Power 

The Static or steady state power dissipation of a circuit is expressed by the following 

relation where, Isat is the current that flows through the circuit when there is no switching 

activity. Ideally, CMOS circuits dissipate no Static (DC) power since in the steady state there 
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is no direct path from VDD to ground as PMOS and NMOS transistors are never on 

simultaneously. 

This scenario can never be realized in practice since in reality the MOS transistor is  

not a perfect switch. Thus, there will always be leakage currents and substrate injection 

currents, which will give to a Static component of CMOS power dissipation. For a sub-micron 

NMOS device W/ L = 10/0.5, the substrate injection current is of order of (1- 100) μA for a 

VDD of 5 V. 

Another form of Static power dissipation occurs for the so-called Ratioed logic. 

Pseudo-NMOS is an example of a Ratioed CMOS logic family. The PMOS pull-up is always 

ON and acts as a load device for the NMOS pull-down network. Therefore, when the gate 

output is in low-state, there is a direct path from VDD to ground and the Static current flow. In 

this state, the exact value of the output voltage depends on the ratio of the strength of PMOS 

and NMOS networks. The Static power consumed by these logic families can be considered. 

For this reason, logic families which experience Static power consumption, should be avoided 

for low-power design. With that in mind, the Static component of power dissipation in low- 

power CMOS circuits should be negligible and the focus shifts primarily to Dynamic power 

dissipation. 

 

Figure 2.1: CMOS Inverter for Power Analysis 

 
 

2.3.2 Dynamic Power 

The Dynamic component of power dissipation arises from the transient switching 

behavior of the CMOS device. At some point during the switching transient, both the NMOS 
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and PMOS devices will be turned on. This occurs for gate voltages between Vtn and VDD–Vtp. 

During this time, a short- circuit exists between VDD and ground and the currents are 

allowed to flow. 

A detailed analysis of this phenomenon reveals that with careful design of the 

transition edges, this component can be kept below 10-15% of the total power, this can be 

achieved by keeping the rise and fall times of all the signals throughout the design within a 

fixed range (preferably equal). 

Thus, although short circuit dissipation cannot always be completely ignored, it is 

certainly not the dominant component of power dissipation in well-designed CMOS circuits. 

Instead, Dynamic power dissipation due to capacitance charging consumes most of the power. 

This component of Dynamic power dissipation is the result of charging and discharging of the 

parasitic capacitances in the circuit. 

The situation is modeled in Fig. 2.1, where the parasitic capacitances are lumped at the 

output in the capacitor C. Consider the behavior of the circuit over one full cycle of operation 

with the input voltage going from VDD to ground and back to VDD again. As the input switches 

from high to low, the NMOS pull-down network is cut-off and PMOS pull-up network is 

activated charging load capacitance CLupto VDD. The current flow through the PMOS  

transistor is termed as IP. This charging process draws energy equal to CVDD2 from the power 

supply. Half of the power is dissipated immediately in the PMOS transistors, while the other 

half is stored on the load capacitance. Then, when the input returns to VDD, the process is 

reversed and the capacitance is discharged, its energy being in the NMOS network. The 

current through the NMOS transistor is termed as IN. In summary, every time a capacitive 

node switches from ground to VDD (and back to ground), energy of CV 2 is consumed. This 

leads to the conclusion that CMOS power consumption depends on the switching activity of 

the signals. α is defined as the expected number of zero to one transition per data cycle. 

If this is coupled with the average data rate, f, which may be the clock frequency in a 

synchronous system, then the effective frequency of nodal charging is given the product of the 

activity and the data rate- αf. This leads to the following formulation for the average CMOS 

power consumption: 

Pdyn= α*C*VDD
2*f 

This classical result illustrates that the Dynamic power is proportional to the switching 

activity, capacitive loading and the square of the supply voltage. 

When the input voltage is between VDD and ground, the two transistors will be 

DD 
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partially in ON state, and thereby short circuit current exists. 

In CMOS circuits, this component of power dissipation is the most important 

accounting for at least 90% of the total power dissipation. So, to reduce the power dissipation, 

the circuit designer can minimize the switching event, decrease the node capacitance, reduce 

the voltage swing or apply a combination of these methods. Yet, in all these cases, the energy 

drawn from the power supply is used only once before being dissipated. To increase the 

energy efficiency of the logic circuits, other measures can be introduced for recycling the 

energy drawn from the power supply. 

A novel class of logic circuits called Adiabatic logic offers the possibility of further 

reducing the energy dissipated during the switching events and the possibility of recycling or 

reusing some of the energy drawn from the power supply. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THEORATICAL BACK GROUND 

 
3.1 SRAM 

SRAM or Static Random Access Memory is a form of semiconductor memory widely 

used in electronics, microprocessor and general computing applications. This form of 

semiconductor memory gains its name from the fact that data is held in there in a static 

fashion, and does not need to be dynamically updated as in the case of DRAM memory. 

While the data in the SRAM memory does not need to be refreshed dynamically, it is still 

volatile, meaning that when the power is removed from the memory device, the data is not 

held, and will disappear. There are two key features to SRAM and these set it out against  

other types of memory that are available. 

a) The data is held statically: This means that the data is held in the semiconductor memory 

without the need to be refreshed as long as the power is applied to the memory. 

b) SRAM is a form of random access memory: A random access memory is one in which the 

locations in the semiconductor memory can be written to or read from in any order, regardless 

of the last memory location that was accessed. 

The circuit for an individual SRAM memory cell comprises typically four transistors 

configured as two cross coupled inverters. In this format the circuit has two stable states, and 

these equate to the logical “0” and “1” states. In addition to the four transistors in the basic 

memory cell and additional two transistors are required to control the access to the memory 

cell during the read and write operations. Sometimes further transistors are used to give either 

8T or 10T memory cells. These additional transistors are used for functions such as 

implementing additional ports in a register file, etc for the SRAM memory. 

Although any three terminal switch device  can  be used  in an  SRAM,  MOSFETs 

and in particular CMOS technology is normally used to ensure that  very  low  levels  of  

power consumption are achieved. With semiconductor memories extending to very large 

dimensions, each cell must achieve very low levels of power consumption to ensure that the 

overall chip does not dissipate too much power. 

 

3.1.1 6T SRAM Cell 

A SRAM cell needs to be able to read and write data and to hold the data as long as  

the power is applied. An ordinary flip-flop could accomplish this requirement, but the size is 
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quite large. Figure 3.1 shows a standard 6-transistor (6T) SRAM cell that can be an order of 

magnitude smaller than a flip-flop. The 6T cell achieves its compactness at the expense of 

more complex peripheral circuitry for reading and writing the cells. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: 6T SRAM cell 

 
 

The 6T SRAM cell contains a pair of weak cross-coupled inverters holding the state 

and a pair of access transistors to read or write the state. The positive feedback corrects 

disturbances caused by leakage or noise. The cell is written by driving the desired value and 

its complement onto the bit lines, BL and BLB, then raising the word line (WL). The new data 

overpowers the cross-coupled inverters. It is read by pre charging the two bit lines high, then 

allowing them to float. When word is raised, BL or BLB pulls down, indicating the data  

value. The central challenges in SRAM design are minimizing its size and ensuring that the 

circuitry holding the state is weak enough to be overpowered during a write, yet  strong 

enough not to be disturbed during a read. 

 
3.1.1.1 Read and Write Operation of 7T SRAM Cell 

Figure 3.2 shows a SRAM cell being read. The bit lines are both initially floating  

high. Without loss of generality, assume Q is initially 0 and thus QBAR is initially 1. QBAR 

and BLB both should remain 1. When the word line is raised, bit should be pulled down 

through driver and access transistor. At the same time bit is being pulled down, node Q tends 
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to rise. Q is held low by driver, but raised by current flowing in from access  transistor.  

Hence, the driver must be stronger than the access transistor. Specifically, the ratio of 

transistors must be such that node  Q  remains  below  the  switching  threshold  of  the 

M4/M3 inverter. This constraint  is called read  stability.  Waveforms for the read operation 

are shown in Figure 3.2 as a 0 is read onto bit. Observe that Q momentarily rises, but does not 

glitch badly enough to flip the cell. 

 

Figure 3.2: Read Operation for 6T SRAM cell 

 
Figure 3.3 shows the SRAM cell being written. Again, assume Q is initially 0 and that 

we wish to write a 1 into the cell. Bit is pre charged high and left floating. BLB is pulled low 

by a write driver. We know on account of the read stability constraint that bit will be unable to 

force Q high through access transistor. Hence, the cell must be written by forcing QBAR low 

through M6. M4 opposes this operation; thus, M4 must be weaker than M6 so that QBAR can 

be pulled low enough. This constraint is called writability. Once QBAR falls low, M1 turns 

OFF and M2 turns ON, pulling Q high as desired. 

 

Figure 3.3: Write Operation for 6T SRAM cell 
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3.1.2 7T SRAM Cell 

Main objective of this new 7T SRAM cell is to have good Read Stability and static 

Noise Margins (SNMs). 7T SRAM cell is shown in figure. 3.4. This SRAM cell is made up of 

seven transistors, uses single bit-line (BL), a word line (WL), and a read line (RL). Since 7T 

SRAM cell uses only one bit line, power required for charging and discharging of one more 

bit line will be reduced. Hence usage of only one bit line reduces power required to charge  

and discharge the bit lines approximately to half, because only one bit line is charged during 

read operation instead of two. The bit line is charged during the write operation about half of 

the time instead of every time when a write operation is required, here we are assuming equal 

probability of writing 0 and 1. The 7T SRAM cell uses two transistors M6 and M7 with read- 

line (RL) for read operation. 

Figure 3.4: 7T SRAM Cell 

 

3.1.2.1 Read and Write Operation of 7T SRAM Cell 

While writing, the data need to be written will be loaded on bit-line (BL) and then 

word-line (WL) will be activated. Strong access transistor M5 allows bit line to overpower the 

cell, so that required data will be written into the cell. To write ‘1’ into the cell, the bit-line 

(BL) is charged to VDD. If the data need to be written is ‘0’, bit-line should be at logic low, 

and then word-line (WL) should be pulled to VDD. In write mode read-line (RL) will be 

inactive (i.e. at logic ‘0’). To read data from the cell, initially bit line (BL) is being pre- 

charged to VDD. 

After pre charging the bit line read line (RL) is activated. Depending upon whether the 

bit line (BL) discharges or holds the held charge, data stored in the 7T SRAM cell can be 
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decided. If BL discharges after pulling the RL to VDD, it indicates 7T SRAM cell is storing 

‘0’ in it. If bit line holds the held charge then the data stored is ‘1’. In read mode (WL) is 

inactive (i.e. at logic ‘0’). 

 
3.1.3 Cell Stability 

To ensure both read stability and writability, the transistors must satisfy ratio 

constraints. The NMOS pull down transistor in the cross-coupled inverters must be strongest. 

The access transistors are of intermediate strength, and the PMOS pull up transistors must be 

weak. To achieve good layout density, all of the transistors must be relatively small. The 

SRAM cells must operate correctly at all voltages and temperatures despite process variation. 

The stability and writability of the cell are quantified by the hold margin, the read margin, and 

the write margin, which are determined by the static noise margin of the cell in its various 

modes of operation. A cell should have two stable states during hold and read operation, and 

only one stable state during write. 

 
3.1.4 Performance Parameters of SRAM 

Read Delay: Read delay is the delay involved in allowing the bit lines to discharge by about 

10% of the peak value or the delay between the application of the WL signal and the response 

time of the sense amplifier. 

Write Delay: It is the delay between the applications of the word line WL signal and the time 

at which the data is actually written. 

Leakage Power: The power consumed by a device not related to state changes (also referred 

to as static power). Leakage power is actually consumed when a device is both static and 

switching, but generally the main concern with leakage power is when the device is in its 

inactive state, as all the power consumed in this state is considered “wasted” power. 

Static Noise Margin: The static noise margin (SNM) measures how much noise can be 

applied to the inputs of the two cross-coupled inverters before a stable is lost (during hold or 

read) or a second stable state is created (during write). 

Power Delay Product: Power delay Product (PDP) is defined as the multiplication of the 

average power consumption and the delay. It is also called switching energy because it 

measures the energy consumed in a switching event (that is, for 0 to 1 or 1 to 0 transition).The 

performance is determined by the Power Delay Product. Circuit design with low Power Delay 

Product is considered energy efficient. 
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3.1.5 SRAM Applications 

There are many different types of semiconductor memory that are available these 

days. Choices need to be made regarding the correct memory type for a given application. 

Possibly two of the most widely used types are DRAM and SRAM memory, both of which  

are used in processor and computer scenarios. Of these two SRAM is a little more expensive 

than DRAM. However SRAM is faster and consumes less power especially when idle. In 

addition to this SRAM memory is easier to control than DRAM as the refresh cycles do not 

need to be taken into account, and in addition to this the way SRAM can be accessed is more 

exactly random access. A further advantage if SRAM is that it is more dense than DRAM. As 

a result of these parameters, SRAM memory is used where speed or low power are 

considerations. Its higher density and less complicated structure also lend it to use in 

semiconductor memory scenarios where high capacity memory is used, as in the case of the 

working memory within computers. 
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Delay 

CHAPTER 4 

DELAY REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 

 

 
Delay is stated as the variation in the time at which input is applied and the time at 

which response is obtained. The main purpose of designing any system is to reduce delay that 

enhances the system speed. In SRAM, the speed is measured in terms of read access time and 

write access time. 

There are two possible ways for reducing the delay 

1. Changing the aspect ratios of transistors. 

2. Power Supply Scaling 

4.1 Changing the Aspect Ratios of Transistors 

Aspect ratio means w/l ratio. Using this technique we will increase or decrease the 

transistor size and reduce delay. This is one of the technique to sizing the transistors. This 

technique is very popular to sizing the transistors. In this we use scaling methods. These 

scaling methods are also useful to change the aspect ratio of the transistors. We provide a 

comparative estimation of the W/L aspect ratio required to obtain a symmetric behaviour of n- 

channel and p-channel MOS devices across ultradeep submicron (UDSM) technology nodes 

and various supply voltage ranges. This symmetric behaviour is in terms of matching 

propagation delay during the pull-up (PMOS dependent) and pull-down (NMOS dependent) 

output transitions. To achieve this, mismatch in drain currents as well as threshold voltages  

for both devices is minimized through W/L ratio optimization, incorporating realistic 

variations from expected values. In doing so, significant deviations are observed in PMOS 

W/L ratio from the conventional values of 2-2.5 for obtaining identical transistor strength to 

NMOS in terms of on current. The ratio is seen to range from 1.3× to as high as 8.6× for super 

threshold and sub threshold regimes respectively, depending on the specific technology node 

in use. Moreover, threshold voltages are matched for both devices through suitable sizing of 

channel lengths up to 1.09× to improve overall transistor matching. The optimal W/L values 

thus obtained can be suitably used for pre-design optimization depending on the choice of 

technology and supply voltage range. Scaling methods pay a significant role in reducing the 

power dissipation from one technology node to another node. There are various scaling 

methods used for VLSI circuits. Most common are voltage scaling, load scaling, technology 
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scaling and transistor sizing (width scaling). The purpose of studying various scaling methods 

is to decide a suitable method for scaling while keeping power dissipation and propagation 

delay in mind. Transistor sizing is also known as channel width scaling. Transistor width scaling 

effectively reduces power dissipation. If the channel width of the transistor is increased, then it reduces 

the signal transition at the output and hence propagation delay of the logic circuit. The small value of 

channel width is utilized for optimization of power dissipation and chip area while the large value is 

used to optimize the propagation delay of the logic circuit. For high performance calculation it may be 

seen that finding a single critical path can degrade the performance of the entire circuit. However, in 

low power design the focusable target is on lower power dissipation while taking propagation delay 

constraints and assuming the certain active area for the logic circuit. 

Generally Aspect ratio of a PMOS transistor is 2 times that of the NMOS transistor. If 

aspect ratio increases, size of the structure increases. So, it consumes more power. Hence, 

delay reduces. 

4.2 Power Supply Scaling 

As we all know that in now a days each and every circuit is made up of logic gates. 

Logic gates get faster when the supply voltage increases. What you call the “time constant” of 

the charging path, isn’t constant: it depends on the supply voltage. If you think of it as an RC 

circuit, the capacitance C remains roughly constant, but R decreases with supply voltage 

(remember that with increased VGS on a transistor, its resistance goes down), so RC goes 

down. 

A more accurate way to think of it is this: the voltage swing increases with supply voltage, so 

as to maintain the same speed. However for MOSFETS in saturation, the charging current 

increases roughly with the square of supply voltage (remembering the MOSFET equation, 

ID=k(VGS-VTH) 2). Thus, the time spent charging goes down. This is true up to a point: once 

the transistor get small enough so that they no longer follow square-law behavior, the logic 

gate speed no longer improves with increased supply voltage. Thus, for the latest process 

nodes, don’t expect to improve speed by changing the supply voltage. 

The supply voltage condition, VCC or VDD, is defined as the bias voltage applied to the 

op amp power supply pin(s). 

Pavg= Cload*VDD*f 

Since power is directly proportional to the supply voltage. As we increase supply 

voltage, power consumption also increases. Power is inversely proportional to delay. So, as 

power increases, delay decreases. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MENTOR GRAPHICS TOOL 

This chapter describes about the basics of mentor graphics tools and simulation of 

circuits using these tools. The mentor graphic tools contains both frontend and backend tools, 

in which the pyxis schematic (back end tool) is used for the project implementation and 

simulation. 

5.1 Procedure for Simulation of Transistor Level Circuits using Pyxis 

Schematic 

First login to the REDHAT Linux system with the required user name and password. 

Then right click on the desktop and click on Open Terminal Good file management is needed 

for proper design hierarchy. So create an empty directory in the root by typing the following 

command in the terminal window. 

[root@localhost ~] $mkdirfile _ name 

To create subdirectories in a directory change the current directory by typing the 

following command. 

[root@localhost ~]$ CD file_name 

Now you can create a subdirectory in the directory mgc_filename by using “mkdir” 

command then a subdirectory with name “invert” is created in the directory mgc_filename. 

Pyxis schematic Tutorial. 

To enter into the Pyxis schematic, In the Terminal window type the following 

[root@localhost ~]#csh 

[root@localhost ~]$ source /home/software/cshrc/ams.cshrcroot@localhost ~]$dmgr_ic 

Then the following window appears. 
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Figure 5.1: Pyxis Schematic Window 

 

 

5.2 Creation of Empty Sheet in Pyxis Schematic 

Go to File -----> New ----- > Schematic. Then the following window appears as shown 

in the Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. In the component field enter the sheet name and then click 

ok. 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Method for Creation of Empty Sheet in Pyxis Schematic 
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Figure 5.3: Creation of Empty Sheet in Pyxis Schematic 

 
 

5.3 Design of Inverter Circuit 

To design an inverter we need one PMOS transistor and one NMOS transistor. In the 

above Fig. 5.3, on the right side, in the schematic edit panel under “LIBRARY” different 

types of components are available. The PMOS and NMOS transistors are available in the 

devices library. VDD, VSS, ground, input & output ports are available etc are available in 

Generic Library. Different types of DC and AC sources are available. Drag the required 

components into the empty sheet and the following Fig.5.4 will be obtained. 

 
Figure 5.4: Placing the Components as per Required Circuit 

To connect different types of components click on “Add Wire” option on the left side 

of the window. There is also another option in connecting the components directly by Double- 

Clicking on the Port symbol which is in Red color, to change the direction of the connecting 
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wire just have a click and then change the direction to have a connecting path. To change the 

name of nets at the input and output of the circuit, select the component and press Q on the 

keyboard and click OK after necessary changes that are made in components of the circuits. 

Then we will get the finalized diagram as shown in the Figure 5.5. 

 

Figure 5.5: Connecting the Components and Naming Net 

To edit the properties of the components, left click on the component and press Q. 

Then a window opens showing the list of properties related to the device that have been 

selected. Now change the values of the devices according to the experiments required to be 

done and then press OK in that Editing window as shown below Figure 5.6. 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Modifying the Properties of the Components 
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To check the connections of the edited circuit go to File >Check schematic. This 

Option checks the whole Schematic about the connections, but it does not checks about the 

functionality. So it gives the warnings that are present in the connections of circuit that is 

designed. If there are Errors in the Circuit it shows in the window. Then the  following 

window opens as shown in the Fig. 5.7. Make sure that there should be zero errors in the 

document. 

 

 
Figure 5.7: Check the Schematic Diagram 

 

5.4 Creating Symbol for the Designed Circuit 

To create the symbol for the circuit, in the menu bar go to Add >Generate symbol. 

Then the following window appears as shown in the Fig. 5.8. In this window put check marks 

on Replace Existing and Activate Symbol options and then click on choose a Symbol and 

select the required shape for the symbol and then click OK. 
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Figure 5.8: Generation of Symbol 

Then a schematic with the selected shape appears and if there is any editing required 

for the symbol then edit by using the options in the symbol edit panel and the following 

window will appear as shown in the Figure 5.9. 

 

Figure 5.9: Formation of Symbol 

To check the symbols go to File -------------------- >Check Symbol. Make sure that there are 

no errors in the symbol. 
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Figure 5.10: Obtaining the Created Symbol 

 

 

5.5 Simulation of Designed Circuit 

To simulate the circuit we will make use of the symbol created for the circuit. First we 

have to create one subdirectory for the simulation in which all the files related the simulation 

are stored in that subdirectory. The procedure for creating subdirectory is explained. Now 

create an empty schematic by going through, File >New Schematic. Then a window opens, in 

the “component name” field enter the subdirectory name you have created for storing the files 

related to the simulation and then click OK. Then an empty schematic will be created with the 

required name. To add the symbol to the schematic, right click---->Instance >Choose 

Symbol. Then the following window opens as shown in the Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11: Usage of Generated Symbol 

` Then go to the directory where the original circuit is located, Select the directory 

present in the pre saved project in the Mentor Graphics and then click OK. Just click on the 

library for new schematic to do Simulation of the present designed circuit then following 

symbol appears as shown in the Figure 5.12. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.12: Addition of Components to the Generated Symbol 

To simulate the inverter we need to add the power supply and input signals to the 

inverter. There are different types of simulations are available like, DC Analysis, AC analysis, 

Transient Simulation, Noise Simulation etc. Here the transient simulation is given. First add 
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the components like input port, Output port, VDD, ground, Pulse signal to the Schematic by 

going through the palette Schematic. 

Edit ---------------- >Library then the window will be as shown in the Figure 5.13. 

 

Figure 5.13: Circuit ready for Simulation 

Edit the properties and name the nets then finally simulate the circuit and then the 

circuit will be as shown in the Figure 5.13 

 
5.6 Simulation of Circuit 

The transient simulation of the edited circuit is described here. Go to Schematic edit 

palette, click on Simulation then the following window will opens as shown in the Figure 

5.14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.14: Entering into Simulation Mode 
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In this window select New Design Configuration and click OK. In the Entering 

simulation mode window click OK. 

In the palette area select Lib/Temp/Inc. and select Include files. Then a window 

appears as shown in Fig. 5.15. Click on directory icon and select ami05.mod using browser in 

$mod folder and click on Apply button to add that file to the schematic. 
 

Figure 5.15: Setup Simulation 

In Setup Simulation window in the left side select Analysis tab. The window appears 

as shown in Fig. 5.16. Setup the start time and stop time and click Apply. 

 

Figure 5.16: Analysis Setup 
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Now select Measures and select the inputs and outputs from the simulation circuit as 

shown in the Figure 5.17. 

Figure 5.17: Selecting Inputs and Outputs 
 
 

 
Figure 5.18: Measures 

Now click on Add button to add the signals which are to be measured for calculations 

for the study of characteristics of circuits and the various logics that are applied. After this 

process click on Apply button. Close the setup simulation window. 

Click on Run ELDO button in the palette area. Time taken for the analysis, 

temperature, net list, power dissipation, number of components, and number of nodes, errors 

and warnings are shown in the log. Be sure that there are no errors. 

Now click on view waves in the palette area. The output waveforms can be obtained as 
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shown in the below Figure 5.19. 

 

 
Figure 5.19: Output Waveforms 
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CHAPTER 6 

DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF VARIOS n-T SRAM CELLS 

 
6.1 Introduction 

Static random-access memory (SRAM) is a type of semiconductor memory that uses 

bi stable (logic 1 or logic 0) latching circuitry to store each bit. The term ‘static’ differentiates 

it from dynamic RAM (DRAM) which must be periodically refreshed. SRAM exhibits data 

reminisce, but it is still volatiles in the conventional sense that data is eventually lost when the 

memory is not powered. Compared to Dynamic RAM (DRAM), SRAM doesn’t have a 

capacitor to store the data, hence SRAM works without refreshing. In SRAM, the data are lost 

when the memory is not electrically powered. SRAM is faster and more reliable than the 

common DRAM. In addition, its cycle time is much shorter than that of DRAM because it 

does not need to pause between accesses. Due to DRAM’s high cost, SRAM is often used 

only as a memory cache. 

SRAM is designed to fill two needs: to provide a direct interface with the CPU at 

speeds not attainable by DRAMs and to replace DRAMs in systems that require very low 

power consumption. In the first role, the SRAM serves as cache memory, interfacing between 

DRAMs and the CPU. In the second, driving force for SRAM technology is the low power 

applications. In this case, SRAMs are used as the most portable equipment because the 

DRAM refresh current is several orders of magnitude more than the low- power SRAM 

standby current. 

SRAM is used in personal computers, workstations, routers and peripheral equipment: 

internal CPU caches and external burst mode SRAM caches, hard disk buffers, router buffers, 

etc. LCD screens and printers also normally employ SRAM to hold the image displayed or to 

be printed. Small SRAM buffers are also found in CDROM and CDRW drives to buffer track 

data, which is transferred in blocks instead of a single value. The same applies to cable 

modems and its similar equipment connected to the computers. 

Static RAM cells are also used in a wide variety of applications such as different 

categories of industrial and scientific subsystems, automotive electronics,  digital cameras, 

cell phones, synthesizers, etc., As the demand for reduced power and delay in components 

containing SRAMs increases, adjustments are to be made to meet these requirements 
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6.2 SRAM Cell 

The SRAM cell consists of a bi stable flip-flop connected to the internal circuitry by 

two access transistors. When the cell is not addressed, the two access transistors are closed 

and the data is kept to a stable state, latched within the flip-flop. The flip-flop needs the power 

supply to keep the information. The data in an SRAM cell is volatile (i.e., the data is lost  

when the power is removed). However, the data does not "leak away" like in a DRAM, so the 

SRAM does not require a refresh cycle shown in Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1: Pictorial representation of SRAM cell in CMOS Logic 

 
Random access means that the locations in the memory can be written to or read from 

in any order, regardless of the memory location that was last accessed. Earlier asynchronous 

static RAM chips performed read and write operations sequentially. Newer synchronous static 

RAM chips overlap reads and writes. The operation of SRAM cell is explained in the next 

section. 

 

6.3 SRAM Cell Operation 

An SRAM cell operates in one of three possible states. It can be in the stable state with 

the cell holding a value or it can be in the process of carrying out a read or a write. The stable 

state of the cell occurs with the word line connected to T1/T2 being driven low (WL=0). The 

cell is effectively disconnected in this mode of operation. 

A read operation is initiated by pre charging the bit lines high and activating the word 

line. One of the bit lines discharges through the bit cell, and a differential voltage is set up 

across the bit line. This voltage is sensed and amplified to logic levels. A write to the cell is 

carried out by driving the bit lines to the required state and activating the word line (WL=1). 
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In standard logic, energy consumption is reduced by reducing one of the four factors: 

total switched capacitance, voltage swing, activity factor and frequency of operation. In 

memory cells, it is usually the voltage swing at various points that can be easily manipulated 

by a circuit designer without impacting other specifications of the memory. It is clear that to 

achieve the goal for lower power, reduced voltage swings on bit lines and word lines are 

essential. The lower limit of supply voltages is determined by our inability to resolve small 

voltage differentials at adequate speed, degraded signal integrity and increasing soft error 

rates (SERs). 

Four-transistor SRAM is quite common in stand-alone SRAM devices (as opposed 

SRAM used for CPU caches), implemented in special processes with an extra layer of poly 

silicon, allowing for very high-resistance pull-up resistors. Each bit in an SRAM is stored on 

four transistors (M1, M2, M3, and M4) that form two cross-coupled inverters. This storage 

cell has two stable states which are used to denote 0 and 1. Two additional access transistors 

serve to control the access to a storage cell during read and write operations. In addition to 

this, other kinds of SRAM chips use 4T, 5T, 6T, 7T, 8T, 9T and 10T or more transistors per 

bit. 

 
6.3.1 Read Operation 

Considering the case of reading Q=0; before reading a value from the storage nodes, 

the bit line BL is pre-charged to VDD. The read word line RL is then asserted to VDD. The 

storage node QB that stores a 1 is statically connected to the gate of MRA (Read Access 

Transistor) and will drain the charges on the bit line through MRD to GND as the RL is 1, 

which means that the bit line has just read a 0. On the contrary, when Q=1, QB will be 0 and 

MRA will be in cutoff and the bit line BL will not be able to discharge through MRD to GND, 

and it would read a 1. 

Figure 6.2 shows the 6T SRAM equivalent schematic diagram during read operation. 

Bit lines are pre charged to supply voltage before read operation. The read operation is 

initiated by enabling the word-line (WL) and thereby connecting the internal nodes of the 

SRAM bit cell to bit-lines. The bit line voltage is pulled down by the transistor at the ‘0’ 

storage node and the difference between two bit line voltages will be detected by sense 

amplifier. When the word line (WL) is high, one of the bit line voltages is pulled down 

through transistors M2 and M6 or M1 and M4. The transistors M2 and M6 forms a voltage 

divider, because of current flowing through M2, the potential at node QB is no longer at ‘0’V. 
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Also, it should not go beyond switching threshold of inverter (INV1) to avoid destructive  

read. The rising of potential depends on sizing of access transistor and pull down transistor, 

which is defined as a bit cell ratio. 

 
6.3.2 Write Operation 

The word-line WL is charged to VDD as in 6T Standard SRAM. Since NMOS is a 

stronger driver than PMOS, no problem is incurred while writing a 0 into the cell.  The 

absence of the pull down NMOS for memory node, Q allows writing a 1 into the cell easily. 

Writing a 1 is done by pre-charging bit-line BL to VDD. While writing 0, the bit-line BL is 

discharged and then word-line WL is charged to VDD as in 6T Standard SRAM. The write 

operation begins by forcing a differential voltage (VDD and0) at the bit line pairs (BLB and 

BL). This differential voltage corresponds to the data to be written at the storage nodes (Q and 

QB) and it is controlled by the write drivers. The WL is then activated to store the information 

from the bit-line pairs to corresponding storage nodes. Assume the nodes Q and QB initially 

store values ‘1’ and ‘0’ respectively. When the WL is asserted the access transistor (M1) 

connected to BL (at ‘0’) is turned ON, a current flows from VDD to BL through M3 and M1. 

This current flow lowers the potential at Q. The potential at the node Q has to go below the 

trip point of the inverter (INV2) for a successful write operation and this depends on the ratio 

of pull-up transistor (M3) and the access transistor (M1). This ratio is referred to as the pull- 

up ratio. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 6.2: Memory read and write equivalent circuit in CMOS Logic 
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6.3.3 Hold Operation 

If the cell content is a 1 (Q=VDD, QB=0), both memory nodes will lock each other at 

their respective voltages. However, if the cell content is a 0 (Q=0, QB= VDD), Q is floating. 

Referring to Figure 6.2, the leakage current through M5 must be greater than that of M2 to 

ensure Q stays at 0. Fortunately, since NMOS (M5) is a stronger current driver than PMOS 

(M2), this condition is satisfied. When WL goes low, SRAM bit cell data is in  retention  

mode. Two cross coupled inverters hold the data, through bi stable action. There is destruction 

in data stored when VDD goes below certain voltage, which is called data retention voltage of 

SRAM bit cell. A standard 6T SRAM shows poor read stability as technology scale down to 

nano -regime. 

To increase the read stability (measured by read SNM) conventional device sizing can 

be followed by increasing the bit cell ratio. By increasing the bit cell ratio, read SNM and 

critical charge (node capacitance) will increase which are desirable. However, at the same 

time, power consumption and write time increase, which are not desirable features, as they 

incur loss of power, performance and increase in area overhead. When the bit cell ratio 

increases, there is significant increase in write time, which will affect the performance of 

SRAM bit cell. 

 
6.4 Design of 4T SRAM Cell 

4T SRAM cell is the key SRAM component storing binary information. A typical 

SRAM cell uses two PMOS and two NMOS transistors forming a latch and access transistors. 

Access transistors enable access to the cell during read and write operations and provide cell 

isolation during the un accessed state an SRAM cell is designed to provide non-destructive 

read access, write capability and data storage (or data retention) for as long as cell is powered. 

The conventional 4T-SRAM consists of both NMOS and PMOS. In general, the cell design 

must strike a balance between cell area, robustness, speed, leakage and yield. Power reduction 

is one of the most important design objectives. However, power cannot be reduced  

indefinitely without compromising with other parameters like cell area and speed of operation. 

The mainstream four-transistor (4T) CMOS SRAM cell is shown in Figure 6.3, four 

transistors (M1 M4) comprise cross-coupled CMOS inverters and two NMOS transistors M2 

and M4 provide read and write access to the cell. 
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Figure 6.3: Schematic Diagram of 4T SRAM cell in CMOS Logic 
 

 

 

Figure 6.4: Input and Output Waveforms of 4T SRAM Cell in CMOS Logic (a)Word 

line (VWL), (b) Input signal (VBL), (c) Input signal (VBLB), (d) Output signal (VQ), (e) 

Output signal (VQB) 

 
6.5 Design of 6T SRAM Cell 

A typical SRAM cell is made up of six MOSFETs. Each bit in an SRAM is stored on 

four transistors (M1, M2, M3 and M4) that form two cross-coupled inverters. This storage cell 

has two stable states which are used to denote 0 and 1. Two additional access transistors serve 

to control the access to a storage cell during read and write operations. In addition to such six- 

transistor SRAM, other kinds of SRAM chips use 4T, 8T, 10T SRAMs per bit. Conventional 

6-Transistor (6T) cell, shown in Figure 6.5, uses a cross-coupled inverter pair, which is the de 

facto memory bit cell used in the current SRAM designs.6T cell mainly utilizes differential 

read operation. The memory cell in SRAM consists of two static inverters that feed into each 

other creating a latch. Access transistor logic is used for controlling the access into the 
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memory cell and the switching for the transistor logic is controlled by word lines. 
 
 

Figure 6.5: Schematic Diagram of 6T SRAM cell in CMOS Logic 

 

By modulating the virtual-VDD and virtual-VSS of one of the inverters, the write ability will be 

achieved. In all the existing bit cells, configuration of the cross-coupled inverter pair plays a 

vital role. To decouple the read and write operations, we need to add the extra transistors. 

None of the existing bit cells incorporate process variation tolerance for improving the 

stability of an SRAM bit cell. The stability of the cross-coupled inverter will decide the 

SRAM operation under PVT variations. However, the bit cell stability cannot be affected by 

the device sizing at very low supply voltage. Due to its performance, this is most widely used 

in all types of processors, FPGAs and other memory devices. 

 
 

Figure 6.6: Input and Output Waveforms of 6T SRAM Cell in CMOS Logic (a)Word 

line (VWL), (b) Input signal (VBL), (c) Input signal (VBLB), (d) Output signal (VQ), (e) 

Output signal (VQB) 
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6.6 Design of 7T SRAM Cell 

7T bit cell consists of single-ended write operation and a separate read port as shown in 

the Figure 6.7. The single-ended write operation in this 7T bit cell needs either asymmetrical 

inverter characteristics or differential VSS and VDD bias. In the proposed single-ended 7T bit 

cell, an extra transistor is added in the pull-down path of one of the inverters. During the read 

mode, isolate the corresponding storage node from VSS when the extra transistor is turned 

OFF. This gives results in read-disturb-free operation shown in Figure 6.6. 

 
 

Figure 6.7: Schematic Diagram of 7T SRAM cell in CMOS Logic 

 

The feedback between the two inverters is cut off during the write operation in 

differential 7T bit cell. The successful write operation in an inverter sizing produces 

asymmetrical noise margins. The extra transistors, added to the conventional 6T bit cell to 

separate read and write operations, gives the single-ended 7T bit cell. 
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Figure 6.8: Input and Output Waveforms of 7T SRAM Cell in CMOS Logic (a)Word 

line (VWL), (b) Input signal (VBL), (c) Input signal (VBLB), (d) Output signal (VQ), (e) 

Output signal (VQB) 
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7.1 Delay 

CHAPTER 7 

RESULTS 

Delay can be defined as a amount of time taken by the circuit or Logic gate to  drive 

the output after the application of input. Delay varies from circuit to circuit, higher the delay 

lesser the speed. In other words it can be said that delay of a circuit is directly proportional to 

its complexity. 

 

Table 7.1: Delay Results of Various n-T SRAM Cells by Varying VDD 
 

Supply Voltage(V) 4T(ps) 6T(ps) 7T(ps) 

0.7 40.522 310.13 321.28 

1 39.215 264.46 290.18 

2 41.354 99.358 137.09 

3.3 39.147 40.469 50.186 

4 41.305 14.667 39.147 

 
 

 
Figure 7.1: Comparison of Delay results of various n-T SRAM Cells by Varying VDD 
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Table 7.2: Delay Results of Various n-T SRAM Cells by Varying Aspect Ratio 
 

Aspect Ratio 6T(ns) 7T(ns) 

PMOS W=0.32us, L=0.13us 

NMOS W=0.16us, L=0.13us 
99.996 99.981 

PMOS W=0.64us, L=0.13us 

NMOS W=0.16us, L=0.13us 
99.726 99.786 

PMOS W=1.28us, L=0.13us 

NMOS W=0.16us, L=0.13us 
99.454 99.524 

 

 
 

 

Figure 7.2: Comparison of Delay results of various n-T SRAM Cells by Varying Aspect 

Ratio 

 

Based on the two techniques that have been used, 6T SRAM has less delay compared 

with 4T and 7T. 
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7.2 Fall Time 

Fall time (tf) is the time, during transition, when output switches from 90% to 10% of 

the maximum value. 

 

Table 7.3: Fall time Results of Various n-T SRAM Cells by Varying VDD 
 

Supply Voltage(V) 4T(ps) 6T(ps) 7T(ps) 

0.7 716.26 270.38 313.46 

1 728.43 420.06 341.46 

2 728.57 517.28 522.76 

3.3 729.00 561.52 570.68 

4 729.04 568.12 729.02 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 7.3: Comparison of Fall Time results of various n-T SRAM Cells by Varying VDD 
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Table 7.4: Fall time Results of Various n-T SRAM Cells by Varying Aspect Ratio 
 

Aspect Ratio 6T(ps) 7T(ns) 

PMOS W=0.32us, L=0.13us 

NMOS W=0.16us, L=0.13us 

 

522.83 
 

527.56 

PMOS W=0.64us, L=0.13us 

NMOS W=0.16us, L=0.13us 

 

415.40 
 

428.19 

PMOS W=1.28us, L=0.13us 

NMOS W=0.16us, L=0.13us 

 
252.66 

 
843.26 

 

 

 

Figure 7.4: Comparison of Fall Time results of various n-T SRAM Cells by Varying 

Aspect ratio 
 

Based on the two techniques that have been used, 6T SRAM has less fall time 

compared with 4T and 7T. 
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7.3 Rise Time 

Rise time (tr) is the time, during transition, when output switches from 10% to 90% of 

the maximum value. 

 
 

Table 7.5: Rise time Results of Various n-T SRAM Cells by Varying VDD 
 

Supply Voltage(V) 4T(ps) 6T(ps) 7T(ps) 

0.7 716.26 323.48 288.69 

1 728.43 451.39 398.29 

2 728.57 537.39 538.99 

3.3 729.00 565.26 605.35 

4 729.04 572.94 832.56 

 

 
 

 
Figure 7.5: Comparison of rise time results of various n-T SRAM Cells by Varying VDD 
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Table 7.6: Rise time Results of Various n-T SRAM Cells by Varying Aspect Ratio 
 

Aspect Ratio 6T(ps) 7T(ps) 

PMOS W=0.32us, L=0.13us 

NMOS W=0.16us, L=0.13us 

 
538.11 

 
546.06 

PMOS W=0.64us, L=0.13us 

NMOS W=0.16us, L=0.13us 

 
424.31 

 
462.45 

PMOS W=1.28us, L=0.13us 

NMOS W=0.16us, L=0.13us 

 
192.18 

 
810.17 
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of rise time results of various n-T SRAM Cells by Varying 

Aspect Ratio 

 
Based on the two techniques that have been used, 6T SRAM has less rise time 

compared with 4T and 7T. 
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CONCLUSION 

Two delay reduction techniques for SRAM cell have been analyzed VDD and using 

aspect ratio. The delay reduction technique based on VDD (Supply Voltage) is the most 

efficient technique in both the reduction techniques discussed in the paper. The 6T SRAM is 

the best rather than 4T SRAM and 7T SRAM in delay reduction. Now a days, speed is the 

most important factor in all the devices, by using these delay reduction techniques the delay of 

the device gets reduced and speed increases. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The designs of a two and three rectangular Gap coupled patch antennas on a High 

Frequency Structure Simulator(HFSS).They are useful to enhance the bandwidth when 

compared with a single rectangular patch antenna. we have used the TEFLON TLT(tm) as  a 

substrate who dielectric constant is 2.55. In Gap coupling patch, one patch is fed and the 

remaining are the parasitic patches separated with a small distance. The fringing fields from the 

fed antenna cause the excitation to the parasitic patch antennas. 
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CHAPTER1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Over View of Antenna Concept 

 
“An antenna(aerial) is a transducer that transmits or receives electromagnetic waves”. In different 

phrases, antennas convert electromagnetic radiation into an electrical signal and vice versa. They are 

used to transmit and receive electromagnetic radiation of radio frequency, that is, radio waves, and are 

predominant to the operation of all radio equipment. Antennas are used in programs corresponding to 

radio and TV broadcasting, element-to-factor radio communication, Wi-Fi, LAN, cell telephones, radar 

and spacecraft conversation. 

 

Antennas are an extraordinarily major factor of verbal exchange systems. With the support of 

definition, an antenna is a machine used to convert an RF signal, journeying on a conductor, into an 

electromagnetic wave in free house. Antennas display a property well-known as reciprocity, which 

method that an antenna will keep the identical traits regardless if it is transmitting or receiving. Most 

antennas are resonant contraptions, which perform effectually over a moderately slim frequency band. 

An antenna has to be tuned to the equal frequency band of the radio approach to which it’s related, or 

else the reception and the transmission will be impaired. When a signal is fed into an antenna, the 

antenna will emit radiation allotted in discipline in a designated method. A graphical illustration of the 

relative distribution of the radiated vigor in residence is known as a radiation pattern. 

Antennas are steel buildings designed for radiating and receiving electromagnetic vigor. An antenna 

acts as a transitional constitution between the guiding device (Ex. Waveguide, transmission line) and 

the free apartment. The professional IEEE definition of an antenna given via Stutz man and Thiele 

follows the thought “Antenna is that a part of a transmitting or receiving system designed to radiate or 

acquire electromagnetic waves” 
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1.2 Historical past 

 
The first antennas were developed in 1888 by using Heinrich Hertz (1857–1894) in his pioneering 

experiments to prove the existence of electromagnetic waves predicted by way of the theory of James 

Clerk Maxwell. Hertz positioned dipole antennas on the focal factor of parabolic reflectors for each 

transmitting and receiving. He published his work and set up drawings in Anna lender Physic and 

Chemie. 

 

Heinrich Hertz developed a Wi-Fi verbal exchange method in which he compelled an electrical spark to 

occur within the hole of a dipole antenna. He used a loop antenna as a receiver, and located an 

equivalent disturbance. This used to be 1886. 

 
With the aid of 1901, Marconi was sending information throughout the Atlantic. For a transmit 

antenna, he used a number of vertical wires hooked up to the ground. Throughout the Atlantic, the 

acquire antenna used to be a 200-meter wired held up by way of a kite. In 1906, Columbia institution 

had an Experimental wireless Station the place they used a transmitting aerial cage. This was a cage 

made from wires and suspended in the air, equivalent to a cage. 

 

A hard outline of some fundamental antennas and their discovery/fabrication dates are listed: Yagi- 

Uda Antennas in Twenties-Horn Antennas in 1939, and the early antenna literature mentioned 

waveguides as "hollow metallic pipes". Antenna Arrays in 1940’s Parabolic Reflectors in late 1940’s. 

Patch Antennas in 1970’s. PIFA in 1980’s. 

Current research on antenna involves Meta substances (substances that have engineered dielec tric and 

magnetic constants that may be simultaneously poor, permitting for interesting properties like a poor 

index of refraction). 

 

Current study specializes in making antennas smaller, primarily in communications for private wireless 

verbal exchange gadgets (Ex. Cell phone, telephones). A variety of work is being performed on 

numerical modeling of antennas, in order that their residences can be envisioned before they are built 

and tested. 

1.3 How an Antenna Radiates 

 

With a view to know the way an antenna radiates, let us first take into account how radiation 

happens. A conducting wire radiates frequently for the reason that of time-varying present or an 

acceleration (or deceleration) of cost. If there's no motion of charges in a wire, no radiation takes place, 
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seeing that no float of present happens. Radiation is not going to occur even though expenses are 

moving with uniform pace alongside a straight wire. Nevertheless, expenditures moving with uniform 

velocity alongside a curved or bent wire will produce radiation. If the cost is oscillating with time, then 

radiation happens even alongside a straight wire as explained by Balanis.  

 

The radiation from an antenna pattern which shows a voltage supply related to a two conductor 

transmission line. When a sinusoidal voltage is applied throughout the transmission line, an electric area 

is created which is sinusoidal in nature and these results in the production of electrical traces of drive 

which are tangential to the electric discipline. The magnitude of the electric subject is indicated by 

using the bunching of the electric traces of drive. The free electrons on the conductors are forcibly 

displaced by the electric strains of force and the motion of these bills explanations the drift of present 

which in flip results in the creation of a magnetic subject. 

 

 
Figure 1.1 Radiation from an Antenna 

 
From the Fig.1.1, because of the time various electrical and magnetic fields, electromagnetic 

waves are created and these travel between the conductors. As these waves process open house, free 

house waves are formed by connecting the open ends of the electric traces. Due to the fact that the 

sinusoidal source continually creates the electric disturbance, electromagnetic waves are created 

constantly and these travel by way of the transmission line, via the antenna and are radiated into the 

free area. Inside the transmission line and the antenna, the electromagnetic waves are sustained due to 

the bills, however as quickly as they enter the free space, they form closed loops and are radiated. 

1.4 Services of Antenna 

An antenna is a device that acts as a transformer to furnish a good suit between the feeding line 

as a regional supply of vigor and free area. If the antenna is just not matched to free house, energy can 

be mirrored again toward the transmitter, resulting in a loss in radiated vigor. mirrored again toward
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the transmitter, resulting in a loss in radiated vigor. The antenna is one of the most imperative elements 

of a radar system. It performs the next important functions: 

 

It transfers the transmitter energy to alerts in house with the required distribution and 

effectively. This approach is applied in an equal manner on reception. It ensures that the signal has the 

desired sample in area. Quite often this needs to be sufficiently slim in azimuth to provide the required 

azimuth decision and accuracy. 

 

It has to furnish the required frequency of goal position updates. In the case of an automatically 

scanned antenna this equates to the revolution fee. An excessive revolution rate generally is a giant 

mechanical drawback because a radar antenna in specific frequency bands can have a reflector with 

titanic dimensions and may weigh a number of tons. 

 It has to measure the pointing path with a high measure of accuracy. 

 It's used as a transducer. i.e., it converts electrical power into EM energy at the Transmitting end and 

it converts EM power back into electrical vigor at the receiving finish. 

 As an impedance matching gadget. That's, it suits/ couples the transmitter and free house on the 

Transmitting facet and it fits/couples free area and the receiver on receiving facet. 

 To direct radiated vigor in preferred recommendations and to suppress it in undesirable instructional 

materials. 

 To feel the presence of electromagnetic waves. 

 As a temperature sensor. 

 
1.5 Antenna Parameters 

The antenna forms a critical component in a wireless communication system. A good design of 

the antenna can relax system requirements and improve its overall performance. The performance of the 

antenna is determined by several factors are also called antenna properties as follows 

 

1.5.1 Radiation Pattern 

The radiation sample of an antenna is a plot of the far-area radiation residences of an antenna as 

a operate of the spatial co-ordinates that are special by the elevation angle θ and the azimuth angle φ. 

Extra principally it is a plot of the power radiated from an antenna per unit stable perspective which is 

nothing however the radiation depth. Let us do not forget the case of anisotropic antenna. An isotropic 

antenna is one which radiates equally in all recommendations. 
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If the whole energy radiated by means of the isotropic antenna is P, then the vigor is spread over a 

sphere of radius r, so that the vigor density S at this distance in any course is given as:  

s = 
p

 
area 

= 
p 

4πr2 
                                  (1.1) 

 

Then the radiation intensity for this isotropic antenna Ui may also be written as: 

U = sr2 = 
p

 
 

 

 
(1.2) 

i 4πr2 

 

An isotropic antenna is not viable to realize in follow and is useful only for comparison purposes. 

A more useful style is the directional antenna which radiates more energy in some directions and no 

more power in other recommendations. A particular case of the directional antenna is the 

omnidirectional antenna whose radiation pattern could also be consistent in a single airplane (Ex. E-

aircraft) and varies in an orthogonal plane (Ex. H-aircraft). The radiation pattern plot of a standard 

directional antenna is shown in Fig under. 

 

Figure 1.2Radiation pattern of a generic directional antenna Figure shows the following terms: 

 
HPBW: The half power beam width (HPBW) will also be outlined because the angle subtended by 

means of the half of vigor aspects of the predominant lobe. 

Main Lobe: this is the radiation lobe containing the path of highest radiation.  

 
Minor Lobe: all the lobes rather than the main lobe are called the minor lobes. These lobes symbolize 

the radiation in undesired directions. 

Again Lobe: this is the minor lobe diametrically reverse the fundamental lobe. 

 
Side Lobes: These are the minor lobes adjoining to the principal lobe and are separated via quite a lot 

of nulls. Aspect lobes are frequently the largest among the minor lobes. In most4 wireless programs, 

minor lobes are undesired. For that reason, an excellent antenna design must reduce the minor lobes.  
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1.5.2 Directivity 

 
The directivity of an antenna has been outlined by as “the ratio of the radiation intensity in a given 

direction from the antenna to the radiation depth averaged over all instructional materials”. In different 

phrases, the directivity of a non-isotropic supply is equal to the ratio of its radiation depth in a given 

direction, over that of an isotropic supply. 

 

 

 
Where D is the directivity of the antenna. 

U is the radiation intensity of the antenna. 

Ui is the radiation intensity of an isotropic supply. 

P is the whole vigor radiated. 

D = 
U 

= 
4πU                                          (1.3) 

Ui P 

Many times, the direction of the directivity isn't detailed. In this case, the course of the highest 

radiation depth is implied and the maximum directivity is 

D =
 Umax =

 4πUmax                                               (1.4) 
max Ui P 

 
The place where Dmaxis the maximum directivity. 

Umaxis the maximum radiation intensity. 

Directivity is a dimensionless number, given that it's the ratio of two radiation intensities. 

Accordingly, it is in general expressed in dBs. The directivity of an antenna will also be effortlessly 

estimated from the radiation sample of the antenna. An antenna that has a slim major lobe would have 

higher directivity, then the one which has a broad foremost lobe, hence it's more directives. 

 

 

 
1.5.3 Input Impedance 

 
The input impedance of an antenna is outlined via as “the impedance presented by an antenna at its 

terminals or the ratio of the voltage to the present on the pair of terminals or the ratio of the proper 

components of the electrical to magnetic fields at a point”. As a result, the impedance of the antenna will 

also be written as: 
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Zin   = Rin + jXinZs   = Rs  + jXs                                 (1.5) 

 
Where Zinis the antenna impedance at the terminals 

R in is the antenna resistance at the terminals. 

X in is the antenna reactance at the terminals. 

 
The imaginary phase, X in of the enter impedance represents the power saved in the close subject of 

the antenna. The resistive part, R in of the input impedance includes two components, the radiation 

resistanceRrand the loss resistance RL. 

The power associated with the radiation resistance is the vigor absolutely radiated by way of the 

antenna, even as the power dissipated in the loss resistance is misplaced as warmth in the antenna itself as 

a result of dielectric or conducting losses. 

 

1.5.4 Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) 

 
The VSWR is basically a measure of the impedance mismatch between the transmitter and the 

antenna. The larger the VSWR, the better is the mismatch. The minimum VSWR which corresponds to a 

best match is solidarity. A functional antenna design should have an enter impedance of either 50Ω or 

seventy 5Ω considering most radio equipment is built for this impedance. A VSWR of 1:1 shows a best 

suit, even as a VSWR of 1: ∞ suggests the worst case. 

 

1.5.5 Return Loss (RL) 

 
The Return Loss (RL) is a parameter which shows the quantity of energy that is “misplaced” to the 

weight and does no longer return as a reflection. As explained in the preceding section, waves are 

reflected leading to the formation of standing waves, when the transmitter and antenna impedance do not 

match. For this reason, the RL is a parameter much like the VSWR to indicate how well the matching 

between the transmitter and antenna has taken situation. The RL is give as by means of (dB) 

RL = −20log|Γ|(dB)                                  (1.6) 

 
For superb matching between the transmitter and the antenna, Γ = 0 and RL= ∞ this means that no 

power could be reflected back, whereas a Γ = 1 has a RL= zero dB, which means that each one incident 

vigor is mirrored. For sensible functions, a VSWR of 2 is suitable; when you consider that this 

corresponds to aRLof -9.54 dB 
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1.5.6 Antenna Efficiency 

 
The antenna efficiency is a parameter which takes into consideration the amount of losses on the 

terminals of the antenna and inside the constitution of the antenna. These losses are given by way of,  

• Reflections considering the fact that of mismatch between the transmitter and the antenna. 

 
• I2Rlosses (conduction and dielectric) 

 
Therefore, the whole antenna efficiency will also be written as: 

 
et  = ereced                                                            (1.7) 

 
Where et = total antenna efficiency. 

 
er = (1 − |Γ2|= reflection (mismatch) efficiency. 

 
ec =Conduction efficiency. 

 
Since ec and ed are difficult to separate, they are lumped together to form the ecd efficiency which is 

given as: 

 

ecd 

 

= eced =
 Rr 

Rr+RL 

 

                                        (1.8) 

 

The place ecdis referred to as because the antenna radiation effectivity and is defined as the ratio of 

the vigor brought to the radiation resistance Rrto the power delivered to Rrand RL. 

1.5.7 Antenna Gain 

 
Antenna obtain is a parameter which is intently regarding the directivity of the antenna. We know 

that the directivity is how a lot an antenna concentrates energy in one course in selection to radiation in 

different instructional materials. Thus, if the antenna is 100% efficient, then the directivity can be equal to 

the antenna reap and the antenna could be an isotropic radiator. Given that all antennas will radiate more 

in some direction that in others, hence the acquired quantity of power that may be achieved in a single 

direction on the rate of the energy lost in the others. 

 

Itachieves continually involving the principal lobe and is distinct within the path of maximum 

radiation until indicated. It is given as: 

 

G(θ, ∅) = ecd(θ, ∅)                                               (1.9) 
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1.5.8 Radiation Resistance 

 
Radiation Resistance Rris outlined as a fictitious or hypothetical resistance that will dissipate an 

amount of energy equal to the radiated power 

R = 
PowerRadiated 

 

 
                                  (1.10) 

r 2 
rms 

 
1.5.9 Polarization 

 
Polarization of a radiated wave is outlined with the aid of as “that property of an electromagnetic 

wave describing the time varying course and relative magnitude of the electrical subject vector”. The 

polarization of an antenna refers to the polarization of the electric field vector of the radiated wave. In 

other words, the function and path of the electric field with reference to the earth’ surface or ground 

determines the wave polarization. Essentially the most customary types of polarization include the linear 

(horizontal or vertical) and circular (proper hand polarization or the left-hand polarization 

 

 
Figure 1.3 A Linearly (vertically) Polarized wave 

 
If the trail of the electrical subject vector is backward and forward alongside a line, it is stated to be 

linearly polarized. Determine shows a linearly polarized wave. In a circularly polarized wave, the electric 

subject vector stays constant in size but rotates round in a round route. A left hand circular polarized wave 

is one where the wave rotates counter clockwise whereas correct hand circular polarized wave displays 

clockwise motion as proven in Fig under. 
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Figure 1.4 Commonly used Polarization schemes 

1.5.10 Bandwidth 

 

The bandwidth of an antenna is defined by means of as “the range of usable frequencies inside 

which the performance of the antenna, with respect to a couple attribute, conforms to a precise common.” 

The bandwidth can also be the variety of frequencies on either aspect of the center frequency where the 

antenna characteristics like input impedance, radiation pattern, beam width, polarization, side lobe degree 

or reap, are close to these values which had been got on the center frequency. The bandwidth of a 

broadband antenna will also be defined because the ratio of the higher to lessen frequencies of acceptable 

operation. 

The bandwidth of a narrowband antenna may also be outlined as the percent of the frequency change 

over the center frequency in step with these definitions may also be written in terms of equations as 

follows: 

 

BWbroadband 
=

 fH 

fL 

 
  (1.11) 

 

BWnarrowband (%) =
 fH−fL 

fc 
  (1.12) 

 

Where FH= upper cut off frequency, FL=lower cut off frequency and FC=center frequency. 

 
An antenna is said to be broadband if fH = 2.1 method of judging how efficiently an antenna is 

fL 

operating over the required range of frequencies is by measuring its VSWR. A VSWR ≤ 2 (R L ≥ −10dB) 

ensures good performance. 
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Figure 1.5 Measuring Bandwidth from the Plot of the Reflection Coefficient 

 
1.6 Classification of Antennas 

 
A classification of antennas can also be situated on Frequency Range and applications:  

 
Table 1.1 Frequency bands and their applications 

 

S.NO. BAND RANGE TYPICAL SERVICES 

1 VLF 3-30 KHz Worldwide telegraphy 

2 LF 30-300 KHz Marine and navigational aids 

3 MF 300 KHz -3 MHz Broadcasting, harbor telephones. 

4 HF 3-30MHz Beamed communication services 

5 VHF 30-300MHz Television, radio relay, telephony 

6 UHF 300MHz-3GHz 
Short distance communication 

radar relay 

7 SHF 3-30GHz 
Radar and satellite 

communication 
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1.7 Types of Antennas 

 
1.7.1 Yagi – Uda Antenna 

 
A normal Yagi includes a special quantity of hetero factors, every measuring roughly 1/2 

wavelength as proven within the Figure1.7. The driven or energetic detail of a Yagi is the identical of a 

core-fed, half of-wave dipole antenna. Parallel to the driven detail, and approximately zero.2 to zero.5 

wavelength on both part of it, are straight rods or wires knownas reflectors and administrators, orpassive 

elements altogether. A reflector is positioned in the back of the pushed aspect and is rather longer than 1/2 

wavelength; a director is placed in front of the driven detail and is moderately shorter than 1/2 

wavelength. A typical Yagi has one reflector and a number of administrators. 

 

The antenna propagates electromagnetic field vigor within the direction jogging from the pushed 

detail towards the directors, and is most touchy to incoming electromagnetic subject vigor on this identical 

path. 

 

The more administrators a Yagi has, the bigger the attain as more administrators are brought to a 

Yagi, nonetheless, it turns into longer. Following is the image of a Yagi antenna with 6 administrators and 

one reflector. Yagi antennas are used primarily for factor-to-point links, have a gain from 10 to 20 dBi and 

a horizontal beam width of 10 to twenty levels. 

 

 

Figure1.6 Yagi-Uda Antenna 

 

 

 

1.7.2 Horn Antenna 

 
The horn antenna derives its name from the characteristic flared look. The flared element may also 

be square, rectangular, cylindrical or conical. The course of maximum radiation corresponds with the axis 

of the horn. It is effortlessly fed with a waveguide, but may also be fed with a coaxial cable and a suitable 

transition. Horn antennas are on the whole used as the energetic element in a dish antenna.  
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The horn is pointed toward the middle of the dish reflector. The use of a horn, as a substitute than a 

dipole antenna or another variety of antenna, at the focal point of the dish minimizes loss of energy around 

the edges of the dish reflector. At 2.4 GHz, an easy horn antenna made with a tin can has a gain in the 

order of 10 - 15 dBi. 

 

 
Figure1.7 Horn Antenna 

 
1.7.3 Parabolic Dish Antenna 

 
Antennas situated on parabolic reflectors are the most fashioned form of directive antennas when a 

high acquire is required. The major potential is that they can be made to have attain and directivity as 

massive as required. The predominant disadvantage is that big dishes are complex to mount and are likely 

to have a giant wind age. The common property of a superb parabolic reflector is that it converts a 

spherical wave irradiating from a factor supply placed at the focal point into an airplane wave. 

Conversely, all of the energy received through the dish from a far off source is reflected to a single factor 

at the focal point of the dish. The role of the focus, or focal length, is given by using: 

f = 
D2

 

16c 

…………… (1.13) 

 

The place D is the dish diameter and c is the depth of the parabola at its center. The scale of the dish 

is the main element because it determines the maximum achieve that can be carried out at the given 

frequency and the ensuing beam width. The acquire and beam width bought are given by 

G  = 
(πD2) 

n                                               (1.14) 
λ2 

 

BW = 
70λ 

D 
   (1.15) 

 

Where D is the dish diameter and n is the efficiency. The efficiency is decided customarily by the 

effectiveness of illumination of the dish with the aid of the feed, but additionally by using other 

explanations. 
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Every time the diameter of a dish is doubled, the obtained is four instances, or 6 dB, better. If both 

stations double the dimensions of their dishes, sign force can be accelerated of 12 dB, an awfully gigantic 

gain. An efficiency of 50% can be assumed when hand-building the antenna. The ratio f/D (focal 

size/diameter of the dish) is the predominant component governing the design of the feed for a dish. The 

ratio is directly associated to the beam width of the feed essential to illuminate the dish quite simply.  

 

Two dishes of the identical diameter however distinctive focal lengths require exclusive design of 

feed if both are to be illuminated successfully. The worth of 0.25 corresponds to the original focal-plane 

dish in which the point of interest is within the identical airplane because the rim of the dish. Dishes up to 

one meter are typically comprised of solid fabric.  

 

Aluminum is more commonly used for its weight advantage, its durability and good electrical 

characteristics. Windage increases speedily with dish measurement and soon becomes an extreme 

concern. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.8 Parabolic Dish Antenna 

1.7.4 Half Wave dipole Antenna 
 
 

 
Figure 1.9 Half Wave Dipole 

 
The size of this antenna is equal to half of its wavelength as the title itself suggests. Dipoles may 

also be shorter or longer than 1/2 the wavelength, but a trade-off exists within the performance and 

therefore the half wavelength dipole is broadly used. The dipole antenna is fed through a two-wire 

transmission line, the place the two currents in the conductors are of sinusoidal distribution and equal in  
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amplitude, however reverse in path. As a result, due to cancelling effects, no radiation occurs from the 

transmission line. As shown in Figure 1.9 the currents in the hands of the dipole are in the identical 

direction, they usually produce radiation within the horizontal course. Thus, for a vertical orientation, the 

dipole radiates in the horizontal path. The natural attain of the dipole is 2dB and it has a bandwidth of 

about 10%. 

 

 
Figure 1.10 Radiation pattern for Half Wave Dipole 

 
The half power beam width is ready seventy-eight levels in the E airplane and its directivity is 

1.Sixty-four (2.15dB) with a radiation resistance of 73 Ω. Figure1.10 shows the radiation pattern for the 

1/2 wave dipole. 

1.7.5 Monopole Antenna 

 
The monopole antenna, shown in Figure1.11, outcome from applying the snapshot concept to the 

dipole. Consistent with this concept, if a conducting aircraft is placed under a single detail of length L/2 

carrying a current, then the combination of the element and its photo acts identically to a dipole of size L 

besides that the radiation occurs simplest within the area above the plane as discussed via Saunders. 

 

 

Figure1.11 Monopole Antenna 

 
For this form of antenna, the directivity is doubled and the radiation resistance is halved when in 

comparison with the dipole. Accordingly, a half of wave dipole will also be approximated via 1 / 4 wave  

monopole (L / 2 = λ / 4).The monopole may be very useful in mobile antennas the place the conducting 

airplane can also be the vehicle physique or the handset case. The typical obtain for the quarter  
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wavelength monopole is 2-6dB and it has a bandwidth of about 10%. Its radiation resistance is 36.5 Ω and 

its directivity is 3.28 (5.16dB). The radiation sample for the monopole is proven under.  

 

 
Figure1.12 Radiation pattern for the Monopole Antenna 

 
1.7.6 Microstrip Antennas 

 
Recently there was much interest in micro strip patch antennas. Since of their simplicity and 

compatibility with printed-circuit technological know-how micro strip antennas are widely used within the 

microwave frequency spectrum. Conveniently a micro strip antenna is a rectangular or different shape, 

patch of metallic on top of a grounded dielectric substrate. Micro strip patch antennas are attractive in 

antenna applications for many reasons. They're handy and low-cost to manufacture, light-weight, and 

planar to record only some advantages. 

 

Additionally, they can be manufactured as a stand-on my own aspect or as a part of an array. 

Nevertheless, these advantages are offset via low efficiency and restrained bandwidth. In up to date years 

a lot research and checking out has been executed to broaden each the bandwidth and radiation affectivity 

of micro strip antennas. 

 

These antennas are low profile, conformable to planar and non-planar surfaces, easy and low cost to 

fabricate utilizing present day printed-circuit science, automatically amazing when established on 

inflexible surfaces, suitable with MMIC designs, and when the detailed patch form and mode are chosen, 

they're very versatile in phrases of resonant frequency, polarization, sample, and impedance.  

 

In addition, with the aid of including hundreds between the patch and the bottom aircraft, equivalent 

to pins and varactor diodes, adaptive factors with variable resonant frequency, impedance, polarization, 

and pattern may also be designed. Major operational negative aspects of micro strip antennas are their low 

efficiency, low vigor, excessive Q (often in excess of one hundred), negative polarization purity, poor 
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scan efficiency, spurious feed radiation and very narrow frequency bandwidth, which is almost always 

handiest a fraction of a percentage or at most a few percent. 

 

In some purposes, akin to in executive safety methods, narrow bandwidths are fascinating. However, 

there are approaches, reminiscent of increasing the peak of the substrate that can be used to lengthen the 

affectivity (to as huge as 90 percent if surface waves should not integrate) and bandwidth (as much as 

about 35 percent). 

 

 
Figure1.13 Seven Representative Shapes of Micro Strip Patch Elements 

 
As a rule, microstrip antennas are also referred to as patch antennas. The radiating factors and the 

feed traces are most commonly photograph etched on the dielectric substrate. The radiating patch is also 

square, rectangular, skinny strip (dipole), round, elliptical, triangular, or some other configuration. 

 

These and others are illustrated in determine 1.7. Rectangular, dipole (strip), and round are 

essentially the most original for the reason that of ease of evaluation and fabrication, and their attractive 

radiation traits, principally low move-polarization radiation. Microstrip dipoles are appealing given that 

they inherently possess a huge bandwidth and occupy much less space, which makes them attractive for 

arrays. 

 

 

 
• Characteristics of Micro Strip Antennas 

 
The micro strip antenna has proved to be a first-rate radiator for many functions considering of its a 

few benefits, but it additionally has some disadvantages. The advantages and downsides of the micro strip 

antenna are given below. 
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• Advantages and Disadvantages 

Advantages 

MSA’s have a number of advantages compared to the traditional microwave antennas. The 

essential advantages of MSA’s are listed as follows: 

 
 They are light-weight and have a small quantity and a low-profile planar configuration. 

 They permit each linear polarization and circular polarization. 

 They may be able to make compact to be used in private cellular communication. 

 They allow for twin- and triple-frequency operations. 

 
Disadvantages 

 

MSAs suffer from some hazards as compared to traditional microwave antennas. They are 

following: 

 

 Narrow bandwidth. 

 Lower gain. 

 Low power- handling capability. 

 
MSAs have slim BW, in general 1-5 %, which is the fundamental limiting element for the huge 

spread utility of those antennas. Increasing the BW of MSAs has been the fundamental thrust of study in 

this discipline, and large BW up to 70% has been done. 

 

1.8 Gap coupled and Edge Coupled Microstrip Antennas: 

 
The main drawback in the singe rectangular microstrip patch antenna (RMSA) is band width cannot 

be increased more than 5-10% by varying substrate thickness and relative permittivity of substrate. If we 

increase more than 5-10% efficiency decreases. To overcome this drawback, we go for gap coupled and 

edge coupled microstrip patch antenna. 

 

In the gap coupled patch antenna, we use two or more rectangular patches separated by a small 

distance of 1mm and feeding given to only one patch called as radiating patch and the rest of the rectangular 

patches are called the parasitic patches. The fringing fields will develop which cause parasitic patch also 

radiate and input impedance also gets reduced. Generally length of parasitic patch will be slightly small 

which make it to radiate at higher frequency than radiating patch, which cause Band width increases. 
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In the Edge Coupled patch antenna, the two or more rectangular patches are joined by the small 

rectangular strip of width of 1mm and feeding is given only to one patch called radiating patch and the 

remaining are called the parasitic patches. 

 

As discussed in the rectangular microstrip antenna, we can build the Gap coupled and edge coupled 

Microstrip Antennas with all the 7 shapes. 

 

1.8.1 Advantages and Disadvantages: 

 
Advantages: 

 
• Large Gain 

• Wide Bandwidth 

• They are light-weight and have a small quantity and a low-profile planar configuration 

• They allow for twin- and triple-frequency operations 

 
Disadvantages: 

 
1. Complex to Design 

2. Low power handling Capability 

 
1.9 Feed for Compact Antennas 

 
Patch antennas are in general excited via one of the most five approaches: 

 
 Coaxial/probe feed. 

 Micro strip line feed connected to the threshold of the patch. 

 Micro strip line coupled to the patch by means of electromagnetic approach. 

 Micro strip line coupled to the patch through aperture. 

 Co-planar feed. 

The choice of suitable feed is dependent upon the application.  

 
1.9.1 Coaxial/Probe Feed 

 
Probably the most normal approaches of feeding the micro strip antenna employs coaxial probe. The 

fundamental configuration is shown in Figure1.14.Right here the central conductor of the coaxial cable is 

attached to the radiating patch whereas the outer conductor is connected to the ground airplane. This kind 
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of feeding has the flexibility of impedance matching with low spurious radiation. Coaxially fed antenna 

has low impedance bandwidth. For accelerated bandwidth, thick substrates are to be used and which 

requires an extended probe. But, this gives upward thrust to develop in spurious radiation from the probe. 

Extended surface wave vigor and extended feed inductance. 

 

 

Figure 1.14 Coaxial fed Rectangular micro strip patch 

 
1.9.2 Microstrip Line Feed 

 
Micro strip line feed is the simplest of the extraction techniques and has the knowledge of feed lying 

within the same airplane of the radiating monopole. Determine (1.15) shows the micro strip line feeding 

arrangement. This system of directly connecting a strip to the threshold of u patch is incredibly convenient 

when integrating the feeding community for enormous arrays. Nevertheless, the spurious radiation from 

the patch creates issues. 

 

This can be decreased by means of settling on an excessive dielectric constant substrate. On this sort 

of excitation, the prior knowledge of the feed point vicinity is most likely required for impedance 

matching. 

 

 
Figure 1.15 Microstrip line fed Rectangular patch 

 
1.9.3 Electromagnetic (proximity) Coupling 

 
In this type of feeding system, the radiating patch is etched on another substrate and placed above 

the open-ended feed line. Thus,the radiating element is parasitically coupled to the 9 feed. Figbelow 

depicts such a feeding mechanism. It has large bandwidth, Low spurious radiation and easy to fabricate. 
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Figure 1.16 Proximity Coupling 

 

1.9.4 Aperture Coupling 

 
Aperture coupling feeding system has come to be very general which involves coupling of energy 

from a micro strip line although an aperture (slot) within the floor plane. This process is referred to as the 

aperture coupling and is proven in Fig.1.17 The slot couples power from the strip line to the patch. 

Ordinarily high dielectric constant fabric is used for the backside substrate and thick low dielectric steady 

fabric for the highest substrate. The spurious radiation from the feed network is low on the grounds that 

the radiating aspect is isolated from the feed through the ground plane. 

 

One more approach can be used for aperture coupling. The ground-aircraft is positioned between the 

patch and the feed-line, and coupling between the 2 is furnished by way of an aperture or slot in the 

ground airplane. A microstrip patch will also be electromagnetically- coupled utilizing a coplanar feed- 

line or a buried feed-Line. The buried feed-line procedure employs a two-layer substrate, one for the 

radiator and one for the feed-line. 

The substrate parameters can also be chosen individually. The higher substrate on which the antenna 

is printed requires a slightly thick substrate with a low relative dielectric constant to increase radiation and 

expand bandwidth, whereas the lessen feed-line substrate requires a thin substrate with a larger relative 

dielectric steady to hinder radiation 

. 

Figure 1.17 Aperture Coupling 
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1.9.5 Coplanar Feed 

 
A micro strip patch can be electro-magnetically coupled using a coplanar feed line. The coplanar 

feed-line tends to radiate more than the buried feed line because it is printed on the same substrate as the 

radiator, which has high radiation efficiency. This is useful feed for coplanar printed antennas. 

 

 
Figure 1.18 Coplanar feed coupling 

 
1.10 Frequency bands allotted for various wireless communication services 

 
Table 1.2 Frequency bands allotted for various wireless communication services 

 

 
Wireless Communication Services 

 
Allotted Frequency Band 

GPS 1575 

GPS 1400 

 

Global Positioning System 

1.565 – 1.585 GHz 

1.227 – 1.575 GHz 

GSM 900 Global System for Mobile communication 0.890 – 0.960 GHz 

DCS 1800 Digital Communication System 1.71 – 1.88 GHz 

PCS 1900 Personal Communication System 1.85 – 1.99 GHz 

UMTS 2000 
Universal Mobile Telecommunications 

Systems 1.92 – 2.17 GHz 

3G IMT – 2000 
International Mobile Telecommunications 

– 2000 1.885 – 2.200 GHz 

ISM 2.4 

ISM 5.2 

ISM 5.8 

 
WLAN 802.11b/ Bluetooth, Industrial, 

Scientific and Medical 

2.4 – 2.484 GHz 

5.15 – 5.35 GHz 

5.725 – 5.825 GHz 

RFID Radio Frequency Identification System 0.03 – 2.4 GHz 

DVB-H 
Digital Video Broadcasting on hand held 

devices 1.67 – 1.675 GHz 
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UWB Ultra-Wide Band 3.1 – 10.6 GHz 

TD-SCDMA 
Time Division Synchronous Code 

Division Multiple Access 
1.85 – 2.62 GHz 

LTE 2.5 GHz Long Term Evolution 2.5 – 2.69 GHz 

 

WiMAX 
Worldwide Interoperability for 

Microwave Access 

2.3 – 2.7 GHz 

3.4 – 3.6 GHz 

1.11 Background 

 
Microstrip antenna was first introduced in the 1950s. However, this concept had to wait for about 20 

years to be realized after the development of the printed circuit board (PCB) technology in the 1970s. Since 

then, microstrip antennas are the most common types of antennas with wide range of applications due to their 

apparent advantages of light weight, low profile, low cost, planar configuration, easy of conformal, superior 

portability, suitable for array with the ease of fabrication and integration with microwave integrated circuits. 

They have been widely engaged for the biomedical, civilian and military applications such as wireless body 

area networks (WBAN), radio-frequency identification (RFID), broadcast radio, mobile systems, global 

positioning system (GPS), television, vehicle collision avoidance system, satellite communications, 

surveillance systems, direction founding, radar systems 

1.12 Aim of the Project 

 
This project introduces a gap coupled and edge coupled patch antenna using Teflon TLT(tm) 

substrate whose relative permittivity is 2.55. By doing this project, we can say that gain of the antenna 

increases by using gap coupled and edge coupled antennas over the normal microstrip patch antenna. Typical 

applications for TLT laminates include radar systems, phased array antennas, mobile communication 

systems, microwave test equipment, microwave transmission devices and RF components. We have designed 

various shapes like rectangular and circular gap and edge coupled antennas and simulated in the high 

frequency structure simulator (HFSS). We have used parasitic rectangular patches separated by a distance of 

1mm with the driven patch antenna, which has advantage of increase in gain as number of parasitic patches 

increased. 

1.13 Methodology 

 
The proposed antenna is designed and simulated using the High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS). The 

suggested antenna is a microstrip patch antenna, therefore its design in HFSS needs some geometrical and 
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simulation parameters. The geometrical parameters of the proposed antenna are calculated using microstrip 

equations to be discussed. However, the major simulation parameter of an antenna is a frequency that can be 

defined according to the application of the proposed antenna. After the computation of geometrical 

parameters, the design of the suggested antenna can be modeled in the HFSS. 
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Figure 1.19 Methodology flow chart 

results 
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1.14 Significance of this Work 

 
Bandwidth and gain are became a major issue in most of the applications regarding 

communications. gap and edge coupling are prominent techniques in patch antennas. In order to enhance we 

have incorporated the parasitic patch antennas beside the driven antenna, where feed and excitation are 

connected to driven antenna via gap and edge coupling 

 

 
1.15 Outline of the Report 

 
The rest of the project report is organized as follows: 

 
Chapter 1focuses on antenna basic concepts, antenna parameters and finally presents an overview of work is 

done in this project 

Chapter 2 deals with literature review related to our proposed work. 

 
Chapter 3 presents the Gap coupled and edge coupled Patch antenna design equations required to carry out 

proposed work. 

Chapter 4 focuses on design of gap and edge coupled Patch antennas which is our proposed work. 

Chapter 5 deals with results analysis of gap and edge coupled patch antennas.  

Finally, this report is ended with applications, conclusion and future scope. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

With an escalating demand of mobile communication system and emergence of modern wireless 

communication systems, need of broadband planar antennas to cover a wide frequency range is realized. 

The design of a proficient wide band compact size antenna, for modern communication systems, is a 

major challenge. Extensive work on microstrip patch antennas has been done owing to their advantages 

such as being of low-profile, conformability, low-cost fabrication, and ease of integration with feed 

networks [1, 2]. 

Conversely, conventional microstrip patch antennas have very narrow impedance bandwidth (1 -2%) 

which poses a design challenge for the microstrip antenna designer to meet the broadband requirements. 

There are numerous and well-known methods to increase the bandwidth of antennas, including increase 

of the substrate thickness, use of low permittivity substrate material, use of appropriate impedance 

matching and feeding techniques, use of multiple resonators, and the use of slotted antenna geometry. 

However, bandwidth and size of an antenna are in general mutually conflicting properties; that is, an 

improvement of one of these characteristics normally results in degradation of the other [3–6]. 

In recent time, several techniques have been anticipated to enhance the bandwidth of a microstrip 

antenna Yang et al. [7] demonstrated the performance of a single layer wideband rectangular patch 

antenna with achievable impedance bandwidth greater than 20%. Abdelaziz [8] proposed a microstrip 

antenna with two different radiating elements connected together through a matched section which is 

embedded on a single layer structure to give wide bandwidth. It can also can be increased by using 

various techniques such as by using thicker substrate, by reducing the dielectric constant, by using gap 

coupled multiple resonator and by loading a patch. However, the use of thicker substrate causes spurious 

radiation and there are practical limitations in decreasing the value of dielectric constant [9 -12]. Another 

technique involves multilayer structures with parasitic patches like E, V, and H shapes, which excites 

multiple resonant modes [13]. V. Sharma M. M. Sharma [14] presented a wideband gap coupled 

assembly of rectangular microstrip patches applicable in lower band and upper band of Wi-Max 

applications utilizing six directly and parasitically coupled patches. Kumar and Singh [15] presented a 

technical review on gap coupled microstrip 

antennas and concluded that the gap coupled microstrip antennas give a large bandwidth as compared to 

the conventional microstrip antennas. In this review challenges with gap coupled microstrip antennas and 

types of gap coupled microstrip antennas as well as numerical methods of calculating various parameters 
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of the gap coupled microstrip antennas are discussed. The coplanar arrangement with one or more 

parasitic patches to attain broadband operation has also been reported in several papers in the literature 

[16–19]. Under these arrangements, tight coupling requires small gaps between elements, which can 

cause fabrication and operational problems, but larger bandwidths up to 25% can be achieved.  

 
The BW of the patch antenna varies inversely as the quality factor Q of the patch antenna. 

Therefore, substrate parameters such as the dielectric constant and thickness can be varied to obtain 

different Q, and ultimately the BW of the antenna can be increased. But there are many disadvantages of 

using thick substrate such as surface wave power increases, resulting in poor radiation efficiency and 

pattern degradation near end-fire. The BW of the microstrip antenna is also increased by using the 

concept of gap-coupled. In this, a patch is placed close to the fed patch gets excited through the coupling 

between the patches. If the resonant frequencies 1 f and 2 f of these two patches are close to each other, 

then broad bandwidth is obtained as shown in Fig.1. The overall input VSWR will be the superposition of 

the responses of the two resonators resulting in a wide bandwidth [20]. 

 
In [21], the two gap coupled rectangular patch antennas are used. In this paper a rectangular patch 

is excited and coupled with a parasitic element. The theoretical analysis is done and the BW of the 

antenna is improved upto eight times than the single rectangular patch antenna.  

 
In [22], the three rectangular gap coupled microstrip antennas are used. A two-dimensional 

approach using the impedance Green’s function and segmentation method has been used for analysis. 

The bandwidth of antenna is obtained five times than the single rectangular patch antenna . 

 

 
In [23] the structure used in [22] is modified. In this paper various stacked combinations of multiple 

rectangular patches on thick air dielectric substrate are presented. In all configurations only one rectangular 

patch at the bottom layer is fed with co-axial line and other patches are parasitically coupled. The parametric 

study has been carried out using method of moment (MoM) based IE3D software. The configuration with 

three rectangular patches stacked on a single fed patch yielded bandwidth of 830 MHz (25.7%) with more 

than 10 dB gain within the bandwidth. Higher gain is achieved when three patches are stacked on the three 

gap-coupled rectangular patches. 
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CHAPTER3 

DESIGN EQUATIONS OF GAP AND EDGE COUPLED 

RECTANGULAR MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNAS 

3.1 Design Equations 

3.1.1  Design Equations of Rectangular Microstrip Patch Antenna 
 

 

Figure 3.1 Rectangular patch antenna 
 

Effective length∶        

                                      𝐿𝑒=𝐿+2∆𝐿                                                            (3.1) 

 

Effective Width: 

                                𝑊𝑒=𝑊 + 2∆𝑊                                                       (3.2) 

   

                                ∆𝐿 =
ℎ

√𝜀𝑒
                                     (3.3) 

Resonant Frequency: 

                          𝑓0 =
𝑐

2√𝜀𝑒
[(

𝑚

𝐿
)

2
+ (

𝑛

𝑊
)

2
]

1/2

                                     (3.4) 

 
Where m &n are orthogonal modes of excitation Fundamental mode is 𝑇𝑀10 mode; m=1, n=0 

 

                             𝜀𝑒 =
(𝜀𝑟+1)

2
+

(𝜀𝑟−1)

2
[1 +

10ℎ

𝑊
]

−
1

2
                                            (3.5) 

 

                                     𝑊 =
𝑐

2𝑓
0√

(𝜀𝑟+1)
2

                                                       (3.6) 

 
Smaller or larger 𝑊 can be taken than the 𝑊 obtained from this expression 

 

                                           𝐿𝑒=𝐿+2∆𝐿 =
𝛌𝐨

2√𝜀𝑒
=

𝑐

2𝑓0√𝜀𝑒
                                             (3.7) 
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Bandwidth 𝛼 𝑊& Gain 𝛼 𝑊 Choose feed point 𝑥 between 𝐿 6⁄  to 𝐿 4⁄                                                 

 

Width of Ground: 

                                𝑊𝑔 = 𝑊 + 6ℎ + 6ℎ                                                    (3.8) 

 
Length of Ground: 

                                  𝐿𝑔 = 𝐿 + 6ℎ + 6ℎ                                                    (3.9) 

 
                  Where ℎ is substrate thickness 

 

Equivalent dielectric constant: 

                                               𝜀𝑒𝑞 =
𝜀𝑟(∆+ℎ)

𝜀𝑟∆+ℎ
                                            (3.10) 

 
Equivalent Capacitance: 

                                                𝐶𝑒𝑞 =
𝜀0𝜀𝑒𝑞𝑊𝐿

ℎ+∆
=

𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝑊𝐿

ℎ

𝜀0𝑊𝐿

∆
𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝑊𝐿

ℎ
+

𝜀0𝑊𝐿

∆

                          (3.11) 

 

                                        
𝛌

𝛌𝐨
≤

0.3

2𝜋√𝜀𝑟
 to reduce the surface waves 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2 Circular patch antenna 

 

3.1.2 Design Equations of Circular Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 

Resonant Frequency: 

 

                              𝑓0 =
𝐾𝑛𝑚𝑐

2𝜋𝑎𝑒√𝜀𝑒
                                                               (3.12) 

 

Where 𝐾𝑛𝑚 is the 𝑚𝑡ℎ root of the derivative of the Bessel function of order n 
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Table 3.1: knm values for different modes 

 

Mode 𝑲𝒏𝒎 

𝑇𝑀11 1.84118 

𝑇𝑀21 3.05424 

𝑇𝑀02 3.83171 

𝑇𝑀12 5.33140 

 

For 𝑇𝑀10 mode, 𝑓0 =
8.971

(𝑎+(
ℎ

√𝜀𝑟
)√𝜀𝑒

𝐺𝐻𝑧                                                        (3.13) 

 

Where 𝑎 and ℎ are in 𝑐𝑚 & 𝜀𝑒 < 𝜀𝑟  

 

                           𝑎 = [
8.791

𝑓0√𝜀𝑒
] −

ℎ

√𝜀𝑟
                                                           (3.14) 

 

Choose feed point 𝑥 between 0.3𝑎 to 0.5𝑎 
 

In edge coupled microstrip patch antennas, parasitic patch joined by rectangular strip of width 1mm 

positioned at half of its width.Design Equations of Circular Microstrip Patch Antenna 
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CHAPTER4 

DESIGN OF GAP COULED MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS AND 

RESUTS IN HFSS 

Design and results of Gap coupled Microstrip patch antenna using Rectangular and 

Circular Dimensions 

4.1.1 Design of a Single Rectangular Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 
Dielectric Constant of TEFLON TLT(tm) is 2.55. The dimensions shown in table 4.1 are obtained from 

the design equations which are discussed in chapter 3.1.1. By using the below dimensions a 

Rectangular Microstrip Patch antenna is designed in HFSS. The below figure 4.2 shows the simulated 

structure of Microstrip Patch antenna using TEFLON TLT(tm) 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Design of Single Recatngular microstrip patch antenna with TEFLON 

TLT(tm) Substrate  

 

 

  Table 4.1 Dimensions of Microstrip patch antenna using TEFLON TLT(tm) 

 
 

Name of layer Width(mm) Length(mm) 

Ground and substrate 59.08 49.08 

Patch 40 30 
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4.1.2 Results of Single Rectangular Microstrip patch Antenna: 

 

By using the design equations from chapter 3.1.1 and dimensions from the table 4.1 following 

designs have been done and results are obtained. The simulated plot of reflection coefficient is shown in 

Figure 5.1. The antenna is resonated at 7.34 GHz. At resonant frequencyy the observed reflection 

coefficient (S11) is – 20.9295 dB. The plot of VSWR is shown in Figure 5.2. The observed VSWR at 

resonant frequency is 1.1974. At resonant frequency the observed gain is 6.3 dB as shown in Figure 5.3 

and at resonant frequency the observed directivity is 6.5 dB as shown in Figure 5.4 

 

 
Figure 4.2 Reflection Coefficient plot for Single Rectangular Microstrip patch Antenna 
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Figure 4.3 VSWR of Single Rectangular Microstrip patch Antenna 
 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Gain of Single Rectangular Microstrip patch Antenna 
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Figure4.5 Directivity of Single Rectangular Microstrip patch Antenna 

 

 

 

Table 4.2: Results of single microstrip patch Antenna: 

 

 

4.1.3 Design of Two Rectangular Gap coupled Patch Antennas: 

 

Dielectric Constant of TEFLON TLT(tm) is 2.55. The dimensions shown in table 4.2 are 

obtained from the design equations which are discussed in chapter 3.1.1. By using the below 

dimensions a Two Rectangular Gap coupled Microstrip Patch antenna is designed in HFSS. The below 

figure 4.3 shows the simulated structure of Two rectangular gap coupled Microstrip Patch antenna 

using TEFLON TLT(tm) 

S.no 
Patch 

Type 

Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

Reflection- 

coefficient(S11) 

(dB) 

VSWR 
Gain 

(dB) 

Directivity 

(dB) 

Bandwidth 

(GHz) 

1 
Single 

Patch 
7.34 -20.9295 1.1974 6.3 6.5 0.0516 
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Figure 4.6 Design of two rectangular gap coupled patches 

using TEFLON TLT(tm) Substrate 

 

 
Table 4.3 Dimensions of of two rectangular gap coupled patch Antenna using TEFLON TLT(tm) 
 

 

Name of layer Width(mm) Length(mm) 

Ground and substrate 99.08 78.08 

Radiating Patch 40 30 

Parasitic Patch 40 29 
 

 

 

4.1.4 Results of Two Rectangular gap coupled Microstrip patch Antenna 

 
By using the design equations from chapter 3.1.1 and dimensions from the table 4.2 following 

designs have been done and results are obtained. The simulated plot of reflection coefficient is shown in 

Figure 5.5. The antenna is resonated at multiple frequencies 6.4 GHz and 7.44 GHz. At resonant 

frequencies the observed reflection coefficients (S11) are – 16.996 dB and -10.6978 dB. The plot of 

VSWR is shown in Figure 5.6. The observed VSWR at resonant frequencies are 1.3292 and 1.8241. At 

resonant frequency the observed gain is 6.4 dB as shown in Figure 5.7 and at resonant frequency the 

observed directivity is 6.7 dB as shown in Figure 5.8 
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Figure 4.7 Reflection Coefficient plot using Two Rectangular gap coupled Microstrip patch 

Antenna 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 4.8 VSWR of Two Rectangular gap coupled Microstrip patch Antenna 
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Figure 4.9 Gain of Two Rectangular gap coupled Microstrip patch Antenna 
 

Figure4.10 Directivity of Two Rectangular Gap coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

Table 4.4: Results of two Rectangular gap coupled patch Antenna: 

S.no 
Patch 

Type 

Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

Reflection- 

coefficient(S11) 

(dB) 

VSWR 
Gain 

(dB) 

Directivity 

(dB) 

Bandwidth 

(GHz) 

1 

Two 

Rectangular 

Gap Coupled 

patch 

6.40 

7.44 

-16.996 

-10.697 

1.3292 

1.8241 
6.4 6.7 0.0616 
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4.1.5 Design of Three Rectangular Gap coupled Patch Antenna: 

 
Dielectric Constant of TEFLON TLT(tm) is 2.55. The dimensions shown in table 4.3 are obtained 

from the design equations which are discussed in chapter 3.1.1. By using the below dimensions a Three 

Rectangular Gap coupled Microstrip Patch antenna is designed in HFSS. The below figure 4.4 shows 

the simulated structure of Three rectangular gap coupled Microstrip Patch antenna using TEFLON 

TLT(tm) 

 

 
Figure 4.11 Design of three rectangular gap coupled patches using TEFLON TLT(tm) Substrate 

 

Table 4.5 Dimensions of three rectangular gap coupled patch Antenna using TEFLON TLT(tm) 

Name of layer Width(mm) Length(mm) 

Ground and substrate 139.08 107.08 

Radiating Patch 40 30 

Parasitic Patches 40 29 
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4.1.6 Results of Three rectangular gap coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 
By using the design equations from chapter 3.1.1 and dimensions from the table 4.2 following 

designs have been done and results are obtained. The simulated plot of reflection coefficient is shown in 

Figure 5.9. The antenna is resonated at multiple frequencies 4.46 GHz, 6.42 GHz, 7.16 GHz, 7.38GHz 

and 8.8 GHz. At resonant frequencies the observed reflection coefficients (S 11) are – 10.3489 dB, - 

15.8253 dB, -10.7613 dB, -11.5495 dB and -9.9355 dB. The plot of VSWR is shown in Figure 5.10. 

The observed VSWR at resonant frequencies are 1.8726, 1.385, 1.7195 and 1.9351. At resonant 

frequency the observed gain is 7.1 dB as shown in Figure 5.11 and at resonant frequency the observed 

directivity is 7.5 dB as shown in Figure 5.12. 

 

 
 

  
 

 

Figure 4.12 Reflection Coefficient plot for Three rectangular gap coupled Microstrip Patch 

Antenna 
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Figure 4.13 VSWR of Three rectangular gap coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure4.14 Gain of Three rectangular gap coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 
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Figure4.15 Directivity of Three rectangular gap coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 

 

 
Table 4.6 Results of Three Rectangular gap coupled Patch Antenna: 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.7 Design of Circular Patch: 

 
Dielectric Constant of TEFLON TLT(tm) is 2.55. The dimensions shown in table 4.6 are obtained 

from the design equations which are discussed in chapter 3.1.1. By using the below dimensions a 

Circular Microstrip Patch antenna is designed in HFSS. The below figure 4.7 shows the simulated 

structure of Circular Microstrip Patch antenna using TEFLON TLT(tm) 

S.no 
Patch 

Type 

Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

Reflection- 

coefficient(S11) 

(dB) 

VSWR 
Gain 

(dB) 

Directivity 

(dB) 

Bandwidth 

(GHz) 

1 

Three 

Rectangular 

gap coupled 

patch 

4.46 

6.42 

7.16 

7.38 

8.8 

-10.3489 

-15.8253 

-10.7613 

-11.5495 

-9.9355 

1.8726 

1.3858 

1.8157 

1.7195 

1.9351 

7.1 7.5 0.0751 
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Figure 4.16 Design of Circular Patch using TEFLON TLT(tm) Substrate 

 

 

 
Table 4.7 Dimensions of Circular Patch using TEFLON TLT(tm) Substrate 

 

 

Name of layer Width(mm) Length(mm) 

Ground and substrate 30 20 

                              Radius of the Circular patch: 5mm 

 

 

 
4.2.8 Results of Circular Microstrip Patch Antenna: 

 
By using the design equations from chapter 3.1.1 and dimensions from the table 4.2 following 

designs have been done and results are obtained. The simulated plot of reflection coefficient is shown in 

Figure 5.21. The antenna is resonated at frequency of 9.46 GHz. At resonant frequency the observed 

reflection coefficients (S11) is –17.8061 dB. The plot of VSWR is shown in Figure 5.22. The observed 

VSWR at resonant frequency is 1.2955. The observed gain is 1.8 dB as shown in Figure 5.23 and the 

observed directivity is 2.8 dB as shown in Figure 5.24. 
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Figure 4.17 Reflection Coefficient Plot for Circular Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 

 
 

Figure 4.18 VSWR Plot for Circular Microstrip Patch Antenna 
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Figure 4.19 Gain Plot for Circular Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 

Figure 4.20 Directivity Plot for Circular Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 

 

 

Table 4.8 Results of Circular Patch Antenna: 
 

 

 
S.no 

Patch 

Type 

Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

Reflection- 

coefficient(S11) 

(dB) 

VSWR 
Gain 

(dB) 

Directivity 

(dB) 

Bandwidth 

(GHz) 

1 
Circular        

patch 
9.46 -17.0861 1.2955 1.8 2.8 0.3255 
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4.1.9 Design of Gap coupled circular patch: 

 
Dielectric Constant of TEFLON TLT(tm) is 2.55. The dimensions shown in table 4.7 are obtained 

from the design equations which are discussed in chapter 3.1.2. By using the below dimensions a Gap 

Coupled Circular Microstrip Patch antenna is designed in HFSS. The below figure 4.8 shows the 

simulated structure of Gap Coupled Circular Microstrip Patch antenna using TEFLON TLT(tm)  

 

 
Figure 4.21 Design of Gap Coupled Circular Patch using TEFLON TLT(tm) Substrate 

 

Table 4.9 Dimensions of Gap coupled Circular Patch using TEFLON TLT(tm) Substrate 

Name of layer Width(mm) Length(mm) 

Ground and substrate 30 20 

 
Radius of the Circular patch: 5mm 

 
4.1.10 Results of Circular gap coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 
By using the design equations from chapter 3.1.1 and dimensions from the table 4.2 following 

designs have been done and results are obtained. The simulated plot of reflection coefficient is shown in 

Figure 5.25. The antenna is resonated at frequency of 7.66 GHz. At resonant frequency the observed 

reflection coefficients (S11) is –20.66 dB. The plot of VSWR is shown in Figure 5.26. The observed 

VSWR at resonant frequency is 1.204. The observed gain is 2.5 dB as shown in Figure 5.27 and the 

observed directivity is 3.8 dB as shown in Figure 5.28. 
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Figure 4.22 Reflection Coefficient Plot for Circular gap coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 

 
Figure 4.23 VSWR Plot for Circular gap coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 
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Figure 4.24 Gain plot for Circular gap coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 

 
Figure 4.25 Directvity plot for Circular gap coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 

Table 4.10 Results of Gap coupled Circular patch Antenna: 

 
 

S.no 
Patch 

Type 

Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

Reflection- 

coefficient (S11) 

(dB) 

VSWR 
Gain 

(dB) 

Directivity 

(dB) 

Bandwidth 

(GHz) 

1 

Gap 

Coupled 

Circular 

patch 

7.66 -20.66 
1.204 

 
2.5 3.8 0.202 
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Table 4.11 Comparative Results for Rectangular and Circular Gap Coupled Patch Antennas 
 

 

 

S.no Patch Type 

Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

Reflection- 

coefficient(S11) 

(dB) 

VSWR 
Gain 

(dB) 

Directivity 

(dB) 

Bandwidth 

(GHz) 

1 Single Patch 7.34 -20.9295 1.1974 6.3 6.5 0.0516 

 

2 

Two 
Rectangular 

Gap coupled 

Patches 

6.40 
7.44 

-16.996 
-10.6978 

1.3292 
1.8241 

6.4 6.7 0.0616 

 

3 

Three 
Rectangular 

Gap coupled 

Patches 

4.46 

6.42 

7.16 

7.38 

8.8 

-10.3489 

-15.8253 

-10.7613 
-11.5495 

-9.9355 

1.8726 

1.3858 

1.8157 
1.7195 

1.9351 

7.1 7.5 0.0751 

4 Circular Patch 9.46 -17.8061 1.2955 1.8 2.8 0.3255 

 

5 

Gap coupled 

circular patch 
7.66 -20.66 1.204 2.5 3.8 0.202 
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CHAPTER 5 

DESIGN OF EDGE COULED MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNAS AND 

RESUTS IN HFSS 

5.1 Design and results of Gap coupled Rectangular Microstrip patch antenna 

 
5.1.1 Design of Two Rectangular Edge coupled Patch Antenna: 

 
Dielectric Constant of TEFLON TLT(tm) is 2.55. The dimensions shown in table 4.4 are obtained 

from the design equations which are discussed in chapter 3.1.1. By using the below dimensions a Two 

Rectangular Edge coupled Microstrip Patch antenna is designed in HFSS. The below figure 4.5 shows 

the simulated structure of Two rectangular Edge coupled Microstrip Patch antenna using TEFLON 

TLT(tm) 

 

 
  Figure 5.1 Design of two Rectangular Edge Coupled patches using TEFLON TLT(tm) Substrate 

Table 5.1 Dimensions of Microstrip patch antenna using TEFLON TLT(tm) Substrate 

Name of layer Width(mm) Length(mm) 

Ground and substrate 99.08 78.08 

Radiating Patch 40 30 

Parasitic Patch 40 29 
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5.1.2 Results of Two Rectangular Edge Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 
By using the design equations from chapter 3.1.1 and dimensions from the table 5.1 following 

designs have been done and results are obtained. The simulated plot of reflection coefficient is shown 

in Figure 5.13. The antenna is resonated at multiple frequencies 1.04 GHz, 2.3 GHz, 6.34 GHz and 

7.36GHz. At resonant frequencies the observed reflection coefficients (S11) are – 16.4216 dB, -11.0610 

dB, - 12.6641 dB, and -13.1789 dB. The plot of VSWR is shown in Figure 5.14. The observed VSWR 

at resonant frequencies are 1.3557, 1.7773, 1.6065 and 1.5618. The observed gain is 6.6 dB as shown 

in Figure 5.15 and the observed directivity is 6.9 dB as shown in Figure 5.16. 

 

 
Figure5.2 Reflection Coefficient plot for Two Rectangular Edge Coupled Microstrip Patch 

Antenna 

 

 
.Figure 5.3 VSWR of Two Rectangular Edge Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 
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Figure 5.4 Gain of Two Rectangular Edge Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 

 
Figure5.5 Directivity of Two Rectangular Edge Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 

 
Table 5.2 Results of two Rectangular Edge coupled Microstrip patch Antenna: 
 

S.no 
Patch 

Type 

Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

Reflection- 

coefficient(S11) 

(dB) 

VSWR 
Gain 

(dB) 

Directivity 

(dB) 

Bandwidth 

(GHz) 

1 

Two 

Rectangular 

Edge 

Coupled 

Patch 

1.04 

2.3 

6.34 

7.36 

-16.4216 

-11.0610 

-12.6641 

-13.1789 

1.3557 

1.7773 

1.6065 

1.5618 

 

6.6 6.9 0.851 
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5.1.3 Design of Three Rectangular Edge coupled Patch Antenna 

 
Dielectric Constant of TEFLON TLT(tm) is 2.55. The dimensions shown in table 4.5 are obtained from 

the design equations which are discussed in chapter 3.1.1. By using the below dimensions a Two 

Rectangular Edge coupled Microstrip Patch antenna is designed in HFSS. The below figure 4.6 shows 

the simulated structure of Three rectangular Edge coupled Microstrip Patch antenna using TEFLON 

TLT(tm) 

 

 
Figure 5.6 Design of Three Rectangular Edge coupled Patches using TEFLON TLT(tm) 

Substrate 

 

 

 
Table 5.3 Dimensions of Three Rectangular Edge coupled Patches using TEFLON TLT(tm) 

Substrate 

 

Name of layer Width(mm) Length(mm) 

Ground and substrate 139.08 107.08 

Radiating Patch 40 30 

Parasitic Patches 40 29 

 

 

5.1.4 Results of Three Rectangular Edge Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 
By using the design equations from chapter 3.1.1 and dimensions from the table 4.2 following 

designs have been done and results are obtained. The simulated plot of reflection coefficient is shown in 
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Figure 5.17. The antenna is resonated at multiple frequencies 6.02 GHz, 6.4 GHz, 6.52 GHz, 7.34 GHz 

and 8.70 GHz. At resonant frequencies the observed reflection coefficients (S11) are –22.6076 dB, - 

18.7473 dB, -14.1624 dB, -14.1793 dB and -18.1315 dB. The plot of VSWR is shown in Figure 5.18. 

The observed VSWR at resonant frequencies are 1.1612, 1.2612, 1.4870, 1.4859 and 1.2831. The 

observed gain is 7.0 dB as shown in Figure 5.19 and the observed directivity is  7.4 dB as shown in 

Figure 5.20. 

 

 
Figure5.7 Reflection Coefficient plot for Three Rectangular Edge Coupled Microstrip Patch 

Antenna 

 

 
Figure5.8 VSWR for Three Rectangular Edge Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 
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Figure5.9 Gain Plot for Three Rectangular Edge Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

 

 
Figure5.10 Directivity Plot for Three Rectangular Edge Coupled Microstrip Patch Antenna 

Table 5.4 Results of Three rectangular Edge coupled patch Antenna: 

 

S.no 
Patch 

Type 

Resonant 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

Reflection- 

coefficient(S11) 

(dB) 

VSWR 
Gain 

(dB) 

Directivity 

(dB) 

Bandwidth 

(GHz) 

1 

Three 

Rectangular 

Edge 

Coupled 

Patch 

6.02 

6.4 

6.52 

7.34 

8.70 

-22.6076 

-18.7473 

-14.1624 

-14.1793 

-18.1315 

1.1612 

1.2612 

1.4870 

1.4859 

1.2831 

7.1 7.4 1.0058 
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Table 5.5: Comparative Results for Rectangular Edge Coupled Patch Antennas 
 

 

 

S.no Patch Type 
Resonant 

Frequency(GHz) 

Reflection- 

Coefficient(S11) 

(dB) 

VSWR 
Gain 

(dB) 

Directivity 

(dB) 

Bandwidth 

(GHz) 

 

 

4 

Two 

Rectangular 

Edge coupled 

Patches 

1.04 

2.3 
6.34 

7.36 

-16.4216 

-11.0610 
-12.6641 

-13.1789 

1.3557 

1.7773 
1.6065 

1.5618 

6.6 6.9 0.751 

 

 

5 

Three 
Rectangular 

Edgecoupled 

Patches 

6.02 
6.4 

6.52 

7.34 

8.70 

-22.6076 
-18.7473 

-14.1624 

-14.1793 

-18.1315 

1.1612 
1.2612 

1.4870 

1.4859 

1.2831 

7.0 7.4 1.0058 
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Chapter 6 

APPLICATIONS 

Broad band Antennas by using Gap coupling and Edge coupling techniques: 

 
The bandwidth of the microstrip antennas can be increased by using the concept of gap coupling. The 

different types of gap-coupled microstrip antennas can be used for different applications. The circular 

gap coupled microstrip antennas are suitable for the wideband applications. The rectangular gap-coupled 

microstrip antennas are suitable for ultra wideband applications. Using of gap-coupled microstrip 

antennas is better way to increase the bandwidth of the microstrip antenna than using the thicker 

substrate.
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Conclusion 

 
From the above work it is concluded with the help of Gap and Edge Coupled type of antennas can 

be designed which are low cost and easily integrated into fashion garments. Lesser values of substrate 

dielectric constant is useful as it minimizes the surface wave losses and it is also helpful to guide 

propagation wave inside substrate also low loss substrate material is basic requirement to increase the 

efficiency is basic requirement to increase the efficiency.  

 

 

 

 
Future Scope 

 
In future the same work can be extended to increase the parasitic patches and driven patches on a 

single substrate 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

(PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 
 

 
Classification 

of 

Project 

Application Product Research Review 

  
 



 

 

 

 

Project Outcomes 

Outcomes 1: To familiarize with the HFSS software implementation.  

Outcomes 2: Design various types of flexible Microstrip patch antennas using HFSS software.  

 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply modern 

tools. 

  
PSO2: Apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to 

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking 

into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economic considerations.  
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PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 
1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering fundamentals, 

and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex engineering 

problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and 

engineering sciences. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design 

system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for the 

public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research methods 

including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information to 

provide valid conclusions. 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities with an 

understanding of the limitations. 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess societal, 

health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the professional 

engineering practice. 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in 

societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for sustainable 

development. 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms of 

the engineering practice. 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in diverse 

teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering 

community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write effective reports and 

design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive clear instructions. 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering and 

management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, to 

manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in 

independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 
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Mapping Table 

 

 
1- Slightly (Low) mapped 2- Moderately (Medium) mapped 3- Substantial (High) mapped 

 

 

Project 

Outcomes 

 
Programme Outcomes (POs) 

PSOs 

PO 

1 

PO 

2 

PO 

3 

PO 

4 

PO 

5 

PO 

6 

PO 

7 

PO 

8 

PO 

9 

PO 

10 

PO 

11 

PO 

12 

PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome1 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 

Outcome2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Cancer  is the most prevailing disease happening around the world, recognizing it happens when 

it’s at Stage-3A or 3B or Stage-4.Curing it at that stage is near to impossible. Initially, the reason 

for it would be working in mining areas or industries. Due to wide increase in vehicle usage 

cancer has been spreading very quickly .The gases releasing from the vehicle consists of organic 

and inorganic components which are the main reason. Combustion of fuel and air releases this 

gases. People inhaling these gases constantly will effect to cancer, and particulates accumulate 

on walls of lungs and slowly damages the lungs .Combustion can lead emissions of other 

compounds due to impurities in the fuel, the presence of nitrogen in air or incomplete 

combustion contaminate the lungs. 

To measure the amount of these carcinogens we use Microcontroller or Arduino, Sensors and 

LCD display screen. Depending upon the range of cancer causing gases that predominantly exist 

in particular area, public located in that area will be informed to what range their respiration 

process is being damaged and has to give the information regarding the  medication or care to be 

taken. This clearly says the individual that living in particular area is safe to what extent and 

there will be chance of preventing cancer. 
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CHAPTER  1 

INTRODUCTION 

                          Air pollution is the biggest problem of every nation, whether it is developed or 

developing. Health problems have been growing at faster rate especially in urban areas of 

developing countries where industrialization and growing number of vehicles leads to release of lot 

of gaseous pollutants. Harmful effects of pollution include mild allergic reactions such as irritation 

of the throat, eyes and nose aswellas some serious problems like bronchitis, heart diseases, 

pneumonia, lung and aggravated asthma. According to a survey, due to air pollution 50,000 to 

100,000 premature deaths per year occur in the U.S. alone. Whereas in EU number reaches to 

300,000 and over 3,000,000 worldwide. Air pollution occurs when harmful or excessive quantities 

of substances are introduced into Earth's atmosphere. Sources of air pollution include gases (such 

as ammonia, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrous oxides, methane and chlorofluorocarbons), 

particulates (both organic and inorganic), and biological molecules. Identifying pollution sources 

and predicting urban air quality system displays amount of gases present in the atmosphere. 

                    when the air quality exceeds   a certain threshold level, it display an alert message that 

this level of of particular gas present in the atmosphere harmful to human health. The system can be 

installed anywhere but mostly in industries and heavy traffic zones where gases are mostly to be 

found and gives an alert message when the system crosses threshold limit. Air pollution is the worst 

environmental problem and it causes a multitude of adverse effects on human health, water bodies 

and climate. The main source of air pollution in all major cities is due to vehicles and the second 

major source remain the industries. The massive use of vehicles has resulted in vital increase of 

toxins in the atmosphere. This is the cause of environmental pollution affecting the human health. It 

has also resulted in other respiratory problems like asthma attacks and skin rashes.  

                   The Central Pollution control board has set a standard to these levels but the public is 

reluctant to follow them. The pollutants which spoil the air are invisible which has led to the 

negligence of the people. So, public acknowledgement is the prime requisite of today. Hence the 

proposed system solves this major issue. The air pollution monitoring system is installed in a 

particular locality where there are traces of acute air pollution to detect the constituent gases of air 

which may lead to harmful effects on human health and other living beings This system uses 

arduino and several gas sensors to predict the level of various harmful gases like CO, NH3, 

particulate matter and smoke. 
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1.1 Background: 

Vehicle emissions are major sources of outdoor air pollution and that leads to lung cancer deaths. 

Among which outdoor air pollution causes 1.3 million deaths in urban areas worldwide. People 

inhale in mostly polluted environment which makes those harmful particulate matter deposit in 

lungs and leads to lung cancer. 

1.2 Aim of this Project : 

The main object of the project is to bring awareness about harmful gases in air pollution .To 

display amount of gases on the display board.Air pollution is currently the principal issue in the 

field  of environmental health. Citizens are generally not aware of the damages caused by air 

pollution, and are not informed about the spatial distribution of air quality. This is particularly 

true in low- and middle-income countries. Indeed, capturing the spatial variability of air pollution 

in cities requires a dense deployment of air quality monitoring stations. By using this project we 

can place anywhere and observe the gases level. 

 

1.3 Methodology : 

The methodology approached here is for basic prototype.The main function of this project is to 

identify the gaseous level and predicting its critical level towards health.In majority cases,this 

happened to effect the lungs with harmful infection further leading to different types of cancer.For 

this we need to identify the gaseous concentration.Depending upon the hazardous level the 

microcontroller or UNO board is encoded with the gases and its harmful level which are prevailing 

in highly polluted areas. The corresponding sensors for that gases which are mentioned below will 

be input device i.e identifies the corresponding gas is present or not.If the gas is present, UNO 

board identifies the range and predicts its harmful nature 

.  

1.3.1 Sub-methodology: 

The sensor working helps in identification and prediction of the gaseous concentration.It’s 

operation voltage ranges from 1.5V to 5V.It draws around 800mW of  power for working.It’s 

concentration is around 200ppm-10,000ppm.The UNO arduino assigns a particular threshold 

value.The sensor takes the analog input.UNO arduino compares it with the threshold value and 

prints the output.If the output is greater than threshold it’s hazardous or else safe. 
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1.4 Significance of this Work  

This project has its importance in identifying the harmful gases emitted from factories,vehicles.Not only 

in detecting threshold level of gas it can further be helpful in many gas misfire cases.The recent L.G 

Polymers gas misfire issue can be predicted using this project.With some extensions to this project,we 

can add this as security alert in the industries when such accident happens.   

 

1.5 Outline of this Report  

Introduction:It explained about the root issue for selecting this project. 

Background:It is concentrated on the source of gases which causes cancer. 

Aim:The aim of this project is to detect and identify the gases,it’s threshold level which displays 

the hazardous level. 

 

Methodology and sub-meothodology:It explains the core part of explanation in designing the 

project and UNO arduino working,coding. 

Significance of Work:The application of this project and extension of the project is added  

 

1.6 Conclusion: 

We  have  developed  an  Arduino  based  air  pollution detector which is a very effective air 

pollution monitoring system. Based  on  the performance we  can say that it  is easy  to  use,  and  

functionality  is  comparable  to  the expensive  existing  air  pollution  detectors.  It  is  a arduino 

based system. It  is efficient and user-friendly air quality detection system. 
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                                                                  Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

                Movva Pavani et al. 2016  presented a real-time pollution monitoring using wireless 

sensor networks (WSN).The sensors sense the concentration levels of carbon monoxide,carbon 

dioxide and oxygen gases deployed on sensor motes  which were calibrated correctly and the 

project was implemented in the industrial belt of Hyderabad city. A multihop data aggregation 

algorithm was employed, and air pollutant data collected from the designed test beds are made 

available onto the internet through the middleware and web interface. The developed system is 

capable of obtaining the fine grain pollution data on the real-time basis. 

The major cause of air pollution in cities is due to vehicles. Vehicular pollution leads to a 

vital increase in the emission of loads of myriad toxins into environment. The commercial systems 

available in the market are devices that use the semi-conductor sensors at the smoke emission 

outlets of vehicles and this system detects the pollutant levels and also indicates this level to the 

owner of the vehicle with a meter. When the pollution level increases beyond a particular threshold 

level, alarm will start ringing in the vehicle to indicate that the limit has been attained and the 

vehicle will automatically stop running after certain time. This type of individual usage system 

does not help the public to get into an awareness zone. Bharat stage emission standards are the 

emission standards set by the Indian Government to regulate air pollutants from internal 

combustion engines in motor vehicles.  

Also over the years, several regulations have been made by the Government to regulate and 

reduce the emission from vehicles but in vain. Also other cost effective measures were introduced 

to control the air pollution by calculating the levels of each and every pollutant But the main 

disadvantage of this system is that, users are not provided with a portable application to view 

pollution levels then and there and also a pictorial format is missing for easy. Air which contains 

gases such as Nitrogen, Oxygen, Carbon Monoxide and traces of some rare elements. Humans need 

an atmosphere of air that is free from contaminants. This is very crucial for human life and health. 

Any change in the natural composition of air may cause grave harm to life forms on earth. Air 

pollution is the presence of one or more contaminants in the atmosphere such as gases in a quantity 

that can harm humans, animals and plant . Air pollutants are measured in Parts per Million (ppm) 

or ug/m3. Primary pollutants are released directly into the atmosphere. Secondary pollutants are 

produced when the primary pollutant reacts with other atmospheric chemicals . 

            The drawbacks of the conventional monitoring instruments are their large size, 

heavy weight and extraordinary expensiveness. These lead to sparse deployment of the 
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monitoring stations. In order to be effective, the locations of the monitoring stations need careful 

placement because the air pollution situation in urban areas is highly related to human activities 

(e.g. construction activities) and location-dependent (e.g., the traffic choke-points have much 

worse air quality than average). 

Identifying Pollution Sources and Predicting Urban Airquality System determines the amount of 

harmful gases in the pollution and gives some alert message when it beyond the threshold limit, 

amount of harmful gases present in the air like CO, smoke, alcohol, benzene, NH3, NOx and 

methane .The system will show the air quality in PPM on the LCD. 

Methane gas is detected using MQ4 sensor  

MQ135 sensor is used for monitoring Air Quality as it detects most harmful gases and can measure 

their amount accurately. 

Mq2 sensor is used to determine the smoke level. 

Carbon monoxide is identified using  Mq7 sensor. 
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Chapter 3 

Identifying  pollution level 

 

  Identifying pollution sources and predicting urban air quality.It helps in detecting 

the pollution sources and helps in displaying the air quality of the gases. Harmful effects of 

pollution include mild allergic reactions such as irritation of the throat, eyes and nose as well as 

some serious problems like bronchitis, heart diseases, pneumonia, lung and aggravated 

asthma.Sources of air pollution include gases (such as ammonia, carbon monoxide, sulfurdioxide, 

nitrous oxides, methane and chlorofluorocarbons), particulates (both organic and inorganic), and 

biological molecules. Identifying pollution sources and predicting urban air quality system displays 

amount of gases present in the atmosphere. When the air quality exceeds   a certain threshold level, 

it display an alert message that this level of particular gas present in the atmosphere harmful to 

human health. The system can be installed anywhere but mostly in industries and heavy traffic 

zones where gases are mostly to be found and gives an alert message when the system crosses 

threshold limit.Here major components are arduino, MQ 4, MQ 7, MQ 2  and MQ135 are gas 

sensing analysis . 

   The  Arduino  is simply related to a computer by a USB link  or  power.  Connected 

to an  AC-to-DC convertor or battery  source  to  become  commenced  Using connectors the 

MQ135,MQ 4, MQ 7,and  MQ 2   gas sensor unit is linked to the  arduino Uno board. The sensors 

analog pin is then related to  the  analog  pin  0 and  digital  pin  to digital  8 on  the arduino board, 

while +5V and the GND (ground) pins on the  sensor  unit  are  linked  to  the  5V  Vcc  and  GND 

(ground) pin correspondingly on the arduino board. Using USB connection, the arduino Uno board 

is then linked to a computer system. This  part elaborates the hardware  and software instruments 

and structural design of the detector. A  harmful  gas  recognition  device  for  the  people,  the 

environment  that  is  appropriate  for.  A  wide  variety  of gases  is detected  in air  quality  sensor 

comprising  NH3, NO2, benzene, alcohol, smoke, and CO2.  

  The collection of air pollutants like CO2, CO, SO2, etc. is greatly location-

dependent . Very  simple  device,  and monitoring  circuit  which is  perfect  for  use in  office or 

factory. The attention of the gas measured hinge on upon the resistance of the gas  sensor.  

Additionally,  this  depends  on  the sensor  of  the voltage of the analog output  pin. The sensor 

revisits an analog voltage to the arduino.The gas sensors of metal oxide semiconductor operate on 

the principle that the conductivity of the sensing element on the surface of the gas sensors will vary 
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when they are exposed to the gas to be measured. Metallic oxide materials are used as sensing 

element. In polymer semiconductor gas sensors, the layer phtalocyanines are used as the sensitive 

element which has high thermal chemical stability. It works on the principle that the layer 

conductivity varies with the presence of gases.  

  

 

 

 

                                                 Fig :3.0 Block Diagram 

 

                 In the catalytic gas sensor, because of the catalytic reactions, there is a variation in the 

heat energy with the exposure to the gases. In the Electrochemical gas sensors, a chemical reaction 

takes place between the two electrodes which are made up of catalytic metals. These widely used 

gases sensors are classified further into potentiometric  gas sensors. The working principle involved 

in the optical gas sensors is the variation in the radiation characteristics like polarization, intensity 

when the surface is exposed to the gases. In the Gravimetric sensors, there is variation in the mass 

due to the absorption of gas molecules leading to change in the mechanical properties. In Gas 

sensors based on MOS- structure, the characteristics of the transition metal electrodes vary with the 

exposure of gas. For developing the low-cost air quality monitoring systems, metal oxide gas 
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sensors are preferred as they have high sensitivity and fast response time. The main drawbacks of 

these sensors are low selectivity and more sensitive to the temperature, humidity which makes 

identification of gases difficult. 

 

   The above Fig : 3.0 block diagram working  Arduino uno to work Dc voltage is 

applied from the Vcc pin of Arduino the DC volatage supply given to all the four sensors and from 

the ground pin all the sensors are connected to it.  Required code is dumped in the Arduino uno by 

using the Arduino IDE .the gas sensors will detect the amount of gases present in the atmosphere in 

which they were placed .That detection amount of gases are converted to digital form and they were 

given to the Arduino pins . The program that is dumped in Arduino is having the threshold 

level.when the sensing amount of gases from the atmosphere exceed that level it will display the 

alert message .For the displaying purpose 16 x 2 LCD display is used. For that display VCC and 

Gnd are connected from the Arduino VCC and Gnd pins. And reset and enable pins are connected 

to the Arduino pins  and the data pins are connected to the Arduino uno where the sensor data out 

pins are connected to Arduino digital data pins. By inferfecing all the sensors and LCD display to 

the Arduino the information will be displayed on the LCD display screen. 

 The main important components in proposed system identifying pollution sources and 

predicting urban air quality is aruduino uno which is heart of the proposed system. And the sensors 

plays a major role in this system. When the air pollution in is high there will be different gases 

released from the vechicles by inhaling those gases constantly will  lead to damage of human 

health. When humans breathe that polluted gas or toxic gases the particulaute matter will deposits 

in the lungs. May be it will not effect human health when we breathe continuously inhaling thoses 

harmful gases the particulate matter will accumulate in the lungs. That can not get out of from 

lungs. Slowly it will lead to cause cancer.  

           Here in this proposed system the main important sensors are MQ4 . this senses the 

methane gas. Ihaling excess amount of methane will leads to death. The senses amount of gases 

will be in terms of ppm which means parts per million.One can just Simply power the module with 

5V and should notice the power LED on the module to glow and when no gas is detected the output 

LED will remain turned off meaning the digital output pin will be 0V. By that sensor will be turned 

on after exposed to that gas it will senses the gas amount.The sensors have  kept on for pre-heating 

time before it can actually work with it. Now, introduce the sensor to the gas and you should see 

the output LED to go high along with the digital pin. Every time the sensor gets introduced to this 

gas at this particular concentration the digital pin will go high (5V) else will remain low (0V).   also 

one can  use the analog pin to detect the gas. Read the analog values (0-5V) using a 
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microcontroller, this value will be directly proportional to the concentration of the gas to which the 

sensor detects. It check how the sensor reacts to different concentration of gas and which developed 

program work accordingly. 

                         Another sensor which essentially used in this identifying pollution sources and 

predicting urban air quality is  MQ-2 Gas sensor which  detects or measure gasses like LPG, 

Alcohol, Propane, Hydrogen, CO and even methane.  Mainly we are taking co which means carbon 

monoxide that is pollution realized from the vechicles. Inhaling this Co will leads to death.also this 

Co emission pollute the surrounding atmosphere. Not only CO there are many other gases from 

vechicles polluting the air in the atmosphere. The module version of this sensor comes with a 

Digital Pin which makes this sensor to operate even without a microcontroller and that comes in 

handy when one are only trying to detect one particular gas. When it comes to measuring the gas in 

ppm the analog pin has to be used, the analog pin also TTL driven and works on 5V and hence can 

be used with most common microcontrollers . 

 Another important sensor in this proposed model of identifying pollution sorces and 

predicting urban air quality is MQ7 which can dectect or measures or senses SnO2, which with 

lower conductivity in clean air. It make detection by method of cycle high and low temperature, 

and detect CO when low temperature (heated by 1.5V). The sensor’s conductivity is more higher 

along with the gas concentration rising. When high temperature (heated by 5.0V), it cleans the 

other gases adsorbed under low temperature.and another most important sensor which will detect 

the quality of the air is  

MQ135 Which senses the air quality control equipments and are suitable for detecting or measuring 

of NH3, NOx, Alcohol, Benzene, Smoke, CO2. The MQ-135 sensor module comes with a Digital 

Pin which makes this sensor to operate even without a microcontroller and that comes in handy 

when you are only trying to detect one particular gas.  If you need to measure the gases in PPM the 

analog pin need to be used. 

  From the title of the proposed system Identifying Pollution Sources and predicting 

Urban air quality , Identifying Pollution sources can be done from the background work that is 

supposed if we consider a industry the pollution sources aare from the gases relased from that 

industries though it may not be a checmical industry , Any industry will use so chemical for 

manufacturing any products  they may releases the gases may or may not be direct or sometimes it 

may be in direct. Indirectly releases of gases in to that particular region or area and decreasing the 

air quality. Air  which an important factor for living things what ever it might be. Coming to second 

part of proposed system which predicting urban air quality, air quality can be identified with the 
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help of the sensors. And theses sensors connected to arduino which a code is written and according 

the proposed system will be worked. The microcontroller in the arduino uno is Arduino Uno is a 

microcontroller board based on 8-bit ATmega328P microcontroller. Along with ATmega328P, it 

consists other components such as crystal oscillator, serial communication, voltage regulator, etc. to 

support the microcontroller.  

                      Sensors senses the amount of gas in the surrounding areas in which they were 

placed. Arduino uno will take that serial data with a baudrate of 9600. This arduino uno is 

compatable with all the sensors used in this proposed model. To make more developed this 

proposed model has an added feature of displaying the alert message. Why the alert message means  

To make it clear for the people that the amount of gas present in that particular region is very high 

inhaling that continuously will lead to major health problems. That is identication of the alert 

message. One need to avoid going to that places countinously. The proposed will  display allthe 

sensor informat regarding the level  of gasesamount inthat particular area will be displaye on the 

LCD screen or LCD display. For that there must be interface between the arduino uno and sensors 

as well arduino uno and the LCD screen. The LCD display will always be in write mode .  

                            The proposed model will  not take any inputs from the LCD Board Only role is to 

display the contents as well the alert messages. For this To work DC voltage should be provided. If 

the one provides AC voltages the level of the voltages in the DC supply is very high and the 

sensors and LCD screen will not work they will be damaged. So for that purposed it must be 

provided with the DC voltage which is required not more than the high level. The DC voltage of 

some 5v are enough to work the sensors as well as arduino uno and LCD display. That is provided 

with the help of Arduino cable which is connected between a laptop  or PC and the other interface 

is arduino . The laptop or PC will run on DC powersupply there will  be a battery present in it. BY 

just connecting the cable it provide required power supply to the proposed system or one can use a 

AC to DC converter also to make the proposed system to work. The proposed system is a prototype 

model. To implement this as a real time application high quality sensors and a large LCD screen 

can be used. But the system and code that has dumped in the Arduino will be same.  One can run 

high end applications with help of an arduino. It is more efficient and reliable and also ease the 

work. And the cost is also affordable. The source code that is dumped in this arduino is main 

important thing that makes the whole proposed system will work properly with out any deviation.  

                  An important thing involved in it. Which is used to provide interfacing with the sensors 

and the LCD screen. By just connecting the things to it.when the power supply is given to the 

system all the sensors , arduino uno, and LCD display. When this system is placed as a real time 

application like places the sensors in the polluted area or in the industrial area the sensors will sense 
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the amount of gas level .The sensor is actually enclosed in two layers of fine stainless steel mesh 

called Anti-explosion network. It ensures that heater element inside the sensor will not cause an 

explosion, as we are sensing flammable gases. It also provides protection for the sensor and filters 

out suspended particles so that only gaseous elements are able to pass inside the chamber. The 

mesh is bound to rest of the body via a copper plated clamping ring. This is how the sensor looks 

like when outer mesh is removed. The star-shaped structure is formed by the sensing element and 

six connecting legs that extend beyond the Bakelite base. Out of six, two leads (H) are responsible 

for heating the sensing element and are connected through Nickel-Chromium coil, well known 

conductive alloy. When tin dioxide (semiconductor particles) is heated in air at high temperature, 

oxygen is adsorbed on the surface. In clean air, donor electrons in tin dioxide are attracted toward 

oxygen which is adsorbed on the surface of the sensing material. This prevents electric current 

flow.  

                     In the presence of reducing gases, the surface density of adsorbed oxygen 

decreases as it reacts with the reducing gases. Electrons are then released into the tin dioxide, 

allowing current to flow freely through the sensor. Like this the sensor will sense the gas level . 

That information is given to the arduino uno . It will interact with the code which  was dumped. 

There is a threshold level in the code assumed for MQ2 threshold level is 200 ppm after sensing the 

gases level information is given to the arduino  and checks that data with the threshold level if the 

level is more than than or above the 200 . It will display how much amount present in the 

surrounding. If that level exceeds the threshold level it will display the alert message as which 

include in the arduino code along with the level. Similarly it will follow the same process for the 

other sensors and display aleret message of that particular sensor when exceeds the threshold level.  

 

             The proposed work has its importance in identifying the harmful gases emitted from factories, 

vehicles. Not only in detecting threshold level of gas it can further be helpful in many gas misfire cases.  

By using this people will be aware of the harmuful level in that particular area may be daily there are 

going in that area. Or may they are in living in that area. They can know aout the harmfulness of air in 

that particular area. So that they may avoid going in such areas or living in that area. And can save there 

lives if they are living in any industrial area there may be some accidental leakages of gases or canplace 

in some industries so that workers for that industries may take preliminary precaution before they are 

going to work with that kind of harmful gases. 
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  This proposed system will help the people gas leakages will give indication that level of 

gas is high. By this project we can the save the peoples lives from death also provides necessary step 

have to take by the industries or the government by regularly checking the gas levels in the area. And 

they can take neccasary steps  to avoid damage of human health. Though they were many securities in 

the industries so accedential issuses are happening to identitify at the intial stages it will be more 

helpful. By using these kinds of systems And this makes the city as smart city.also  mostly in the areas 

where traffic will be high that people can got to know the harmfulness of gases and many avoid 

travelling in those areas.  
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chapter 4 

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Hardware Requirements: 

1) Arduino uno 

2) MQ 135 airquality sensor 

3) MQ 2 sensor 

4) MQ 4 sensor 

5) MQ 7 sensor 

6) Connecting wires 

7) 16x2 LCD display 

8) PCB 

9) Arduino Cable 

Components Description: 

1.)  Ardiuno uno: 

 

 

Fig 4.1.Arduino uno 
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                                    The above  Fig 4.1.Arduino uno explains that The Arduino Uno is a 

microcontroller board based on the ATmega328. It has 20 digital input/output pins (of which 6 

can be used as PWM outputs and 6 can be used as analog inputs), a 16 MHz resonator, a USB 

connection, a power jack, an in-circuit system programming (ICSP) header, and a reset button. 

It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer 

with a USB cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started 

The Uno differs from all preceding boards in that it does not use the FTDI USB-to-serial driver 

chip. Instead, it features an ATmega16U2 programmed as a USB-to-serial converter. This auxiliary 

microcontroller has its own USB bootloader, which allows advanced users to reprogram it. 

Pin Descrition of Ardiuno Uno: 

 

Pin 

Category 

Pin Name Details 

Power Vin, 3.3V, 5V, 

GND 

Vin: Input voltage to Arduino when using an external power source. 

5V: Regulated power supply used to power microcontroller and 

other components on the board. 

3.3V: 3.3V supply generated by on-board voltage regulator. 

Maximum current draw is 50mA. 

GND: ground pins. 

Reset Reset Resets the microcontroller. 

Analog Pins A0 – A5 Used to provide analog input in the range of 0-5V 

Input/Output 

Pins 

Digital Pins 0 

– 13 

Can be used as input or output pins. 

Serial 0(Rx), 1(Tx) Used to receive and transmit TTL serial data. 

https://www.pololu.com/product/1463
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External 

Interrupts 

2, 3 To trigger an interrupt. 

PWM 3, 5, 6, 9, 11 Provides 8-bit PWM output. 

SPI 10 (SS), 11 

(MOSI), 12 

(MISO) and 13 

(SCK) 

Used for SPI communication. 

Inbuilt LED 13 To turn on the inbuilt LED. 

TWI A4 (SDA), A5 

(SCA) 

Used for TWI communication. 

AREF AREF To provide reference voltage for input voltage. 

Table.4.0: Arduino Uno pin specifications 

Arduino Uno Technical Specifications: 

Microcontroller ATmega328P – 8 bit AVR family microcontroller 

Operating Voltage 5V 

Recommended Input Voltage 7-12V 

Input Voltage Limits 6-20V 

Analog Input Pins 6 (A0 – A5) 

https://components101.com/microcontrollers/atmega328p-pinout-features-datasheet
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Digital I/O Pins 14 (Out of which 6 provide PWM output) 

DC Current on I/O Pins 40 mA 

DC Current on 3.3V Pin 50 mA 

Flash Memory 32 KB (0.5 KB is used for Bootloader) 

SRAM 2 KB 

EEPROM 1 KB 

Frequency (Clock Speed) 16 MHz 

Table.4.1 Ardino uno technical spacifications 

The 14 digital input/output pins can be used as input or output pins by using pinMode(), 

digitalRead() and digitalWrite() functions in arduino programming. Each pin operate at 5V and can 

provide or receive a maximum of 40mA current, and has an internal pull-up resistor of 20-50 

KOhms which are disconnected by default.  Out of these 14 pins, some pins have specific functions 

as listed below: 

 Serial Pins 0 (Rx) and 1 (Tx): Rx and Tx pins are used to receive and transmit TTL serial data. 

They are connected with the corresponding ATmega328P USB to TTL serial chip. 

 External Interrupt Pins 2 and 3: These pins can be configured to trigger an interrupt on a low 

value, a rising or falling edge, or a change in value. 

 PWM Pins 3, 5, 6, 9 and 11: These pins provide an 8-bit PWM output by using analogWrite() 

function. 

 SPI Pins 10 (SS), 11 (MOSI), 12 (MISO) and 13 (SCK): These pins are used for SPI 

communication. 

 In-built LED Pin 13: This pin is connected with an built-in LED, when pin 13 is HIGH – LED 

is on and when pin 13 is LOW, its off. 
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Along with 14 Digital pins, there are 6 analog input pins, each of which provide 10 bits of 

resolution, i.e. 1024 different values. They measure from 0 to 5 volts but this limit can be increased 

by using AREF pin with analog Reference() function.   

 Analog pin 4 (SDA) and pin 5 (SCA) also used for TWI communication using Wire library. 

Arduino Uno has a couple of other pins as explained below: 

 AREF: Used to provide reference voltage for analog inputs with analogReference() function. 

 Reset Pin: Making this pin LOW, resets the microcontroller. 

  

Communication: 

         Arduino can be used to communicate with a computer, another Arduino board or other 

microcontrollers. The ATmega328P microcontroller provides UART TTL (5V) serial 

communication which can be done using digital pin 0 (Rx) and digital pin 1 (Tx). An 

ATmega16U2 on the board channels this serial communication over USB and appears as a virtual 

com port to software on the computer. The ATmega16U2 firmware uses the standard USB COM 

drivers, and no external driver is needed. However, on Windows, a .inf file is required. The 

Arduino software includes a serial monitor which allows simple textual data to be sent to and from 

the Arduino board. There are two RX and TX LEDs on the arduino board which will flash when 

data is being transmitted via the USB-to-serial chip and USB connection to the computer (not for 

serial communication on pins 0 and 1). A SoftwareSerial library allows for serial communication 

on any of the Uno's digital pins. The ATmega328P also supports I2C (TWI) and SPI 

communication. The Arduino software includes a Wire library to simplify use of the I2C bus. 

Applications: 

 Prototyping of Electronics Products and Systems 

 Multiple DIY Projects. 

 Easy to use for beginner level DIYers and makers. 

 Projects requiring Multiple I/O interfaces and communications 
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MQ 135  Sensor: 

 

Fig:4.2.1 MQ 135 gas sensor                     fig:4.2.2  MQ 135 gas sensor module and pin out   

 

Pin 

No: 

Pin Name: Description 

For Module 

1 Vcc Used to power the sensor, Generally the operating voltage is +5V. 

2 Ground Used to connect the module to system ground. 

3 Digital Out You can also use this sensor to get digital output from this pin, by setting a 

threshold value using the potentiometer. 

4 Analog Out This pin outputs 0-5V analog voltage based on the intensity of the gas. 

 

 

For Sensor 
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1 H -Pins Out of the two H pins, one pin is connected to supply and the other to ground 

2 A-Pins The A pins and B pins are interchangeable. These pins will be tied to the 

Supply voltage. 

3 B-Pins 13031. A pins and B pins are interchangeable. One pin will act as 

output while the other will be pulled to ground. 

Table.4.1: MQ 135 pin description 

MQ-135 Sensor Features 

 Wide detecting scope 

 Fast response and High sensitivity 

 Stable and long life 

 Operating Voltage is +5V 

 Detect/Measure NH3, NOx, alcohol, Benzene, smoke, CO2, etc. 

 Analog output voltage: 0V to 5V 

 Digital output voltage: 0V or 5V (TTL Logic) 

 Preheat duration 20 seconds 

 Can be used as a Digital or analog sensor 

 The Sensitivity of Digital pin can be varied using the potentiometer. 

                The above Fig : Fig:4.2.1 MQ 135 gas sensor  and  fig:4.2.2  MQ 135 gas sensor module 

and pin out  explains that MQ-135 Gas sensors are used in air quality control equipments and are 

suitable for detecting or measuring of NH3, NOx, Alcohol, Benzene, Smoke, CO2. The MQ-135 

sensor module comes with a Digital Pin which makes this sensor to operate even without a 

microcontroller and that comes in handy when you are only trying to detect one particular gas.  If 

you need to measure the gases in PPM the analog pin need to be used. The analog pin is TTL 

driven and works on 5V and so can be used with most common microcontrollers. 

If you are looking for a sensor to detect or measure common air quality gases such as CO2, Smoke, 

NH3, NOx, Alcohol, Benzene then this sensor might be the right choice for you. 

 How to use MQ-135 Sensors to detect gases 
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Applications: 

 Used to detect leakage/excess of gases like Ammonia, nitrogen oxide, alcohols, aromatic 

compounds, sulfide and smoke. 

 Air quality monitors. 

MQ 4  sensor: 

 

Fig 4.3.1 MQ-4 Methane Gas Sensorfig 4.3.2:  MQ-4 Gas Sensor Module and Sensor Pinout 

For MQ-4 Sensor 

Pin Name Description 

VCC This pin powers the module, typically the operating voltage is +5V 

GND Used to connect the module to system ground 

Digital Out 

(DO) 

You can also use this sensor to get digital output from this pin, by setting a threshold value 

using the potentiometer 

Analog Out 

(AO) 

This pin outputs 0-5V analog voltage based on the intensity of the gas 
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Pin 

No. 

Pin Name Description 

1 H -Pins Out of the two H pins, one pin is connected to supply and the other to 

ground 

2 A-Pins The A pins and B pins are interchangeable. These pins will be tied to Supply 

voltage. 

3 B-Pins A pins and B pins are interchangeable. One pin will act as output while the 

other will be pulled to ground. 

Table.4.3:Pin description for MQ-4 Gas Sensor 

MQ-4 Gas Sensor Features 

 Good sensitivity to Combustible gas in wide range 

 High sensitivity to CH4, Natural gas. 

 Small sensitivity to alcohol, smoke. 

 Fast response Stable and long life 

 Simple drive circuit. 

MQ-4 Gas Sensor Specifications 

 Sensor Type Semiconductor 

 Power requirements: VCC - 5V±0.1 

 DO output: TTL digital 0 and 1 (0.1 and 5V) 

 AO output: 0.1-0 .3 V (relative to pollution), the maximum concentration of a voltage of about 

4V 

 Detection Gas: Natural gas/Methane 

 Detection Concentration: 200-10000ppm (Natural gas / Methane) 

 Standard Encapsulation Bakelite, Metal cap. 

MQ-4 Gas Sensor Brief Detail  
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MQ-4 Sensor is highly sensitive to Methane - CH4. 

The connections of MQ4 Gas Sensor Module are very simple. They are made as follows: 

 VCC to 5V 

 GND to GND 

 AO to AnalogO 

 DO to DigitalO 

                      Details of the above Fig 4.3.1 MQ-4 Methane Gas Sensorfig 4.3.2:  MQ-4 Gas Sensor 

Module and Sensor Pinout are using a MQ sensor and detecting the gas is quite easy. You can 

either use the digital pin or the analog pin to accomplish this. Simply power the module with 5V 

and you should notice the power LED on the module to glow and when no gas is detected the 

output LED will remain turned off meaning the digital output pin will be 0V. 

Sensitivity Adjustment 

Resistance value of MQ-4 is difference to various kinds and various concentration gases. So while 

using this component, sensitivity adjustment is very necessary. It is recommended to calibrate the 

sensor for 5000ppm of CH4 concentration in air and use value of Load resistance (RL) about 

20KΩ(10KΩ to 47KΩ). When accurately measuring, the proper alarm point for the gas detector 

should be determined after considering the temperature and humidity influence. For more 

information, read the MQ-4 datasheet attached at the end of this article. 

 MQ-4 Gas Sensor Applications: 

 Used in gas leakage detecting equipment for homes and industry. They are suitable for detecting 

of CH4 and CNG. 

 Industrial Combustible gas detector 

 Portable gas detectors. 
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MQ 2 Gas Sensor: 

 

Fig 4.5.1 MQ2 gas sensor            fig 4.5.2 MQ2 gas sensor module and pinout 

Pin No: Pin Name: Description 

For Module 

1 Vcc This pin powers the module, typically the operating voltage is 

+5V 

2 Ground Used to connect the module to system ground 

3 Digital Out You can also use this sensor to get digital output from this pin, 

by setting a threshold value using the potentiometer 

4 Analog 

Out 

This pin outputs 0-5V analog voltage based on the intensity of 

the gas  

For Sensor 

1 H -Pins Out of the two H pins, one pin is connected to supply and the 

other to ground 

2 A-Pins The A pins and B pins are interchangeable. These pins will be 
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tied to the Supply voltage. 

3 B-Pins The A pins and B pins are interchangeable.   One pin will act 

as output while the other will be pulled to ground. 

Table 4.5:Pin Description for MQ 2 Sensor 

Features: 

 Operating Voltage is +5V 

 Can be used to Measure or detect LPG, Alcohol, Propane, Hydrogen, CO and even methane 

 Analog output voltage: 0V to 5V 

 Digital Output Voltage: 0V or 5V (TTL Logic) 

 Preheat duration 20 seconds 

 Can be used as a Digital or analog sensor 

 The Sensitivity of Digital pin can be varied using the potentiometer 

         The MQ-2 Gas sensor can detect or measure gasses like LPG, Alcohol, Propane, 

Hydrogen, CO and even methane. The module version of this sensor comes with a Digital Pin 

which makes this sensor to operate even without a microcontroller and that comes in handy when 

you are only trying to detect one particular gas. When it comes to measuring the gas in ppm the 

analog pin has to be used, the analog pin also TTL driven and works on 5V and hence can be used 

with most common microcontrollers. 

                  So if you are looking for a sensor to detect or measure gasses like LPG, Alcohol, 

Propane, Hydrogen, CO and even methane with or without a microcontroller then this sensor might 

be the right choice for you.  

 Sensors  detection of  gas: 

      Applications: 

 Detects or measure Gases like LPG, Alcohol, Propane, Hydrogen, CO and even methane 

 Air quality monitor 

 Gas leak alarm 

 Safety standard maintenance 
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MQ 7 Sensor: 

 

Fig 4.6 MQ 7 sensor 

            Fig 4.6 explains that sensitive material of MQ-7 gas sensor is SnO2, which with lower 

conductivity in clean air. It make detection by method of cycle high and low temperature, and 

detect CO when low temperature (heated by 1.5V). The sensor’s conductivity is more higher along 

with the gas concentration rising. When high temperature (heated by 5.0V), it cleans the other gases 

adsorbed under low temperature. Please use simple electrocircuit, Convert change of conductivity 

to correspond output signal of gas concentration. MQ-7 gas sensor has high sensitivity to Carbon 

Monoxide. The sensor could be used to detect different gases contains CO, it is with low cost and 

suitable for different application. 

Characterstics : 

*Good sensitivity to Combustible gas in wide range  

* High sensitivity to Natural gas 

 * Long life and low cost  

* Simple drive circuit 

Features: 

 Detection Zone:10 to 1000ppmm. 

 Characteristic Gas:100ppmm co. 

 Sensitive Resistance:2K to 20K in 100ppm co. 

 Sensitivity: ≥3%. 

 Response Time: ≤1s. 
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 Recovery Time: ≤30s. 

 Heating Resistance:31Â±3. 

 Heating Current: ≤180mA. 

 Heating Voltage:5.0VÂ±0.2V /1.5Â±0.1V. 

 Heating Power: about 350mW. 

 Conditions: Ambient Temperature:-20C~+50C. 

 Humidity: ≤95%RH. 

 Oxygen Content:21% 

 Applications: 

* Domestic gas leakage detector 

 * Industrial CO detector  

* Portable gas detector 

 LCD (Liquid Crystal Display): 

           A liquid crystal display (LCD) is a thin, flat display device made up of any number 

of colour or monochrome pixels arrayed in front of a light source or reflector.  Each pixel consists 

of a column of liquid crystal molecules suspended between two transparent electrodes, and two 

polarizing filters, the axes of polarity of which are perpendicular to each other.  Without the liquid 

crystals between them, light passing through one would be blocked by the other. The liquid crystal 

twists the polarization of light entering one filter to allow it to pass through the other.  

                       A program must interact with the outside world using input and output devices that 

communicate directly with a human being. One of the most common devices attached to an 

controller is an LCD display. Some of the most common LCDs connected to the contollers are 

16X1, 16x2 and 20x2 displays. This means 16 characters per line by 1 line 16 characters per line by 

2 lines and 20 characters per line by 2 lines, respectively. 

             Many microcontroller devices use 'smart LCD' displays to output visual information.  

LCD displays designed around LCD NT-C1611 module, are inexpensive, easy to use, and it is even 

possible to produce a readout using the 5X7 dots plus cursor of the display.  They have a standard 

ASCII set of characters and mathematical symbols.  For an 8-bit data bus, the display requires a 

+5V supply plus 10 I/O lines (RS RW D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0).   For a 4-bit data bus it only 

Shapes and S  
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requires the supply lines plus 6 extra lines(RS RW D7 D6 D5 D4). When the LCD display is not 

enabled, data lines are tri-state and they do not interfere with the operation of the microcontroller. 

Features: 

(1)  Interface    with   either   4-bit   or   8-bit   microprocessor. 

(2)  Display   data   RAM  

(3) 80x 8   bits   (80 characters). 

(4) Character   generator   ROM 

(5). 160   different   5 7   dot-matrix   character   patterns. 

            (6) Character   generator   RAM 

            (7)  8 different   user   programmed   5 7   dot-matrix   patterns. 

(8).Display   data   RAM   and   character   generator   RAM   may   be  

     Accessed   by   the     microprocessor. 

(9)  Numerous   instructions 

10) .Clear   Display, Cursor   Home, Display   ON/OFF, Cursor   ON/OFF,            

        Blink   Character, Cursor   Shift, Display    Shift. 

(11). Built-in   reset   circuit   is    triggered    at   power    ON. 

(12). Built-in    oscillator. 

Data can be placed at any location on the LCD.   For 16×1 LCD, the address locations are: 

 

Fig : 4.7.1 Address locations for a 1x16 line LCD 
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Shapes and sizes: 

 

Fig :4.6 LCD Display with different shapes and sizes. 

 

      Electrical blockdiagram: 

 

Fig 4.7.2: block diagram of LCD Display 
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Power supply for lcd driving: 

 

Fig 4.7.3 power supply for LCD driving 

 

PIN DESCRIPTION: 

Most LCDs with 1 controller has 14 Pins and LCDs with 2 controller has 16 Pins (two pins 

are extra in both for back-light LED connections). 

 

Fig 4.6.3: pin diagram of 2x16 lines LCD display 
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Fig.4.6:Pin Description for LCD display. 

CONTROL LINES: 

EN:  Line is called "Enable." This control line is used to tell the LCD that you are sending it data. 

To send data to the LCD, your program should make sure this line is low (0) and then set the other 

two control lines and/or put data on the data bus. When the other lines are completely ready, bring 

EN high (1) and wait for the minimum amount of time required by the LCD datasheet (this varies 

from LCD to LCD), and end by bringing it low (0) again. 

RS:Line is the "Register Select" line. When RS is low (0), the data is to be treated as a command 

or special instruction (such as clear screen, position cursor, etc.). When RS is high (1), the data 

being sent is text data which sould be displayed on the screen. For example, to display the letter "T" 

on the screen you would set RS high. 

RW:Line is the "Read/Write" control line. When RW is low (0), the information on the data bus is 

being written to the LCD. When RW is high (1), the program is effectively querying (or reading) 

the LCD. Only one instruction ("Get LCD status") is a read command. All others are write 

commands, so RW will almost always be low. 

Finally, the data bus consists of 4 or 8 lines (depending on the mode of operation selected 

by the user). In the case of an 8-bit data bus, the lines are referred to as DB0, DB1, DB2, DB3, 

DB4, DB5, DB6, and DB7. 
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Logic status on control lines: 

• E - 0 Access to LCD disabled 

- 1 Access to LCD enabled 

• R/W - 0 Writing data to LCD 

- 1 Reading data from LCD 

• RS - 0 Instructions 

- 1 Character 

 

Writing data to the LCD: 

1) Set R/W bit to low 

2) Set RS bit to logic 0 or 1 (instruction or character) 

3) Set data to data lines (if it is writing) 

4) Set E line to high 

5) Set E line to low 

Read data from data lines (if it is reading) on LCD: 

1) Set R/W bit to high 

2) Set RS bit to logic 0 or 1 (instruction or character) 

3) Set data to data lines (if it is writing) 

4) Set E line to high 

5) Set E line to lo 
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Arduino cable: 

 

Fig 4.8 Arduino Cable 

 

                      Fig 4.8 Arduino Cables explains  that USB 2.0 Cable Type A/B. USB cable type 

A/B. Use it to connect Arduino Uno, Arduino Mega 2560, Arduino 101 or any board with the USB 

female A port of your computer. Cable lenght is approximately 178cm.With cable one can easy 

connect the arduino with our pc. Can upload the code into the aarduino easy. Through this some  dc 

voltage is passed and that voltage is essensitial to provide dc power supply to arduino uno and 

aswell as sensors. 

PCB: 

                          A printed circuit board (PCB) mechanically supports and electrically 

connects electronic components or electrical components using conductive tracks, pads and other 

features. Components are generally soldered onto the PCB to both electrically connect and 

mechanically fasten them to it. Printed circuit boards are used in all but the simple electronic 

products.They are also used in some electrical products, such as passive switch boxes. PCBs 

require additional design effort to lay out the circuit.PCBs is cheaper and faster than with other 

wiring methods, as components are mounted and wired in one operation.PCBs can be single-sided 

(one copper layer), double-sided (two copper layers on both sides of one substrate layer), or multi-

layer (outer and inner layers of copper, alternating with layers of substrateThe circuitboard 

substrates are usually dielectric composite materials.  
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The composites contain a matrix (usually an epoxy resin) and a reinforcement (usually a 

woven, sometimes nonwoven, glass fibers, sometimes even paper), and in some cases a filler is 

added to the resin (e.g. ceramics; titanate ceramics can be used to increase the dielectric constant). 

  

 

 

 

Fig 4.9 :PCB 
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Chapter 5 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

TOOLS  FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

 In this project the implementation is done by using different software’s like: 

 Arduino IDE 

 - Editor 

 - Compiler 

 Proteus 

 - Simulation 

The Arduino IDE: 

When you open up the Arduino IDE it will look very similar to the image below. If you are using 

Windows or Linux there will be some slight differences but the IDE is pretty much the same no 

matter what OS you are using. The IDE is split up into the Toolbar across the top, the code or 

Sketch Window in the centre and the Serial Output window at the bottom.  

 

Fig 5.1 Ardiuno IDE 

          In the bellow fig 5.2 The Toolbar consists of 7 buttons, underneath the Toolbar is a tab, or set 

of tabs, with the filename of the code within the tab. There is also one further button on the far right 

hand side. Along the top is the file menu with drop down menus headed under File, Edit, Sketch, 
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Tools and Help. The buttons in the Toolbar provide convenient access to the most commonly used 

functions within this file menu. 

 

Fig 5.2:  Arduino IDE Tools. 

         The Verify/Compile button is used to check that your code is correct, before you upload 

it to your Arduino. The Stop button will stop the Serial Monitor from operating. It will also un-

highlight other selected buttons. Whilst the Serial Monitor is operating you may wish to press the 

Stop button to obtain a ʻsnapshotʼ of the serial data so far to examine it. This is particularly useful if 

you are sending data out to the Serial Monitor quicker than you can read it. The New button will 

create a completely new and blank Sketch read for you to enter code into. The IDE will ask you to 

enter a name and a location for your Sketch (try to use the default location if possible) and will then 

give you a blank Sketch ready to be coded.  

             The tab at the top of the Sketch will now contain the name you have given to your 

new sketch. The Open button will present you with a list of Sketches stored within your sketchbook 

as well as a list of Example sketches you can try out with various peripherals once connected. The 

Save button will save the code within the sketch window to your sketch file. Once complete you 

will get a ʻDone Saving message at the bottom of the code window. The Upload to I/O Board 

button will upload the code within the current sketch window to your Arduino. You need to make 

sure that you have the correct board and port selected (in the Tools menu) before uploading. It is 

essential that you Save your sketch before you upload it to your board in case a strange error causes 

your system to hang or the IDE to crash. It is also advisable to Verify/Compile the code before you 

upload to ensure there are no errors that need to be debugged first. The Serial Monitor is a very 

useful tool, especially for debugging your code. The monitor displays serial data being sent out 
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from your Arduino (USB or Serial board). You can also send serial data back to the Arduino using 

the Serial Monitor. If you click the Serial Monitor button you will be presented with an image like 

the one above. On the left hand side you can select the Baud Rate that the serial data is to be sent 

to/from the Arduino. The Baud Rate is the rate, per second, that characters (data) is sent to/from the 

board.  

The default setting is 9600 baud, which means that if you were to send a text novel over the 

serial communications line (in this case your USB cable) then 9600 letters, or symbols, of the 

novel, would be sent per second To the right of this is a blank text box for you to enter text to send 

back to the Arduino and a Send button to send the text within that field. Note that no serial data can 

be received by the Serial Monitor unless you have set up the code inside your sketch to do so. 

Similarly, the Arduino will not receive any data sent unless you have coded it to do so. Finally, the 

black area is where your serial data will be displayed. In the image above, the Arduino is running 

the ASCIITable sketch, that can be found in the Communications examples. This program outputs 

ASCII characters, from the Arduino via serial (the USB cable) to the PC where the Serial monitor 

then displays them. To start the Serial Monitor press the Serial Monitor button and to stop it press 

the Stop button. On a Mac or in Linux, Arduino board will reset itself (rerun the code from the 

beginning) when you click the Serial Monitor button.  

    Once you are proficient at communicating via serial to and from the Arduino you can use 

other programs such as Processing, Flash, MaxMSP, etc. To communicate between the Arduino 

and your PC. We will make use of the Serial Monitor later on in our projects when we read data 

from sensors and get the Arduino to send that data to the Serial Monitor, in human readable form, 

for us to see. The Serial Monitor window is also were you will see error messages (in red text) that 

the IDE will display to you when trying to connect to your board, upload code or verify code. 

Below the Serial Monitor at the bottom left you will see a number. This is the current line that the 

cursor, within the code window, is at. If you have code in your window and you move down the 

lines of code (using the ↓ key on your keyboard) you will see the number increase as you move 

down the lines of code. This is useful for finding bugs highlighted by error messages. Across the 

top of the IDE window (or across the top of your screen if you are using a Mac) you will see the 

various menus that you can click on to access more menu items. 

The menu bar across the top of the IDE looks like the image above (and slightly different in 

Windows and Linux). I will explain the menus as they are on a Mac, the details will also apply to 

the Windows and Linux versions of the IDE. 
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The first menu is the Arduino menu. Within this is the About Arduino option, which when 

pressed will show you the current version number, a list of the people involved in making this 

amazing device and some further information. Underneath that is the Preferences option. This will 

bring up the Preferences window where you can change various IDe options, such as were you 

default Sketchbook is stored, etc. 

Flow Chart: 

 

Fig 5.3:flow chart of the working process 

Proteus: 

Proteus professional is a software combination of ISIS schematic capture program and ARES PCB 

layout program. This is a powerful and integrated development environment. Tools in this suit are 

very easy to use and these tools are very useful in education and professional PCB designing. As 

professional PCB designing software with integrated space based auto router, it provides features 

such as fully featured schematic capture, highly configurable design rules, interactive SPICE circuit 
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simulator, extensive support for power planes, industry standard CADCAM & ODB++ output and 

integrated 3D viewer. 

Up to know we have discussed about the basics and software description. Now we are entering into 

the designing section. Run the ISIS professional program by clicking the icon on the desktop, then 

this splash screen will appear. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.4 : Block Diagram in Proteus 
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Fig 4.4.1 Code in proteus Arduino 
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Chapter 6 

Results 

                                     

People in high density areas are vulnerable towards the exposure of ambient air pollution in both 

the short and long term the rapid growth of the industrial sector, urbanisation and a high volume of 

motorised traffic in cities Accordingly, urban air pollution is a major global problem. The  

proposed system of Identifying pollution sources and predicting urban air quality. To obtain real 

time air pollution data (in PPM), we have taken  

reading  using  our  customized  sensor-detector  in different  environmental  pollutions.  We  have  

used a spray which having different checimal composition and the amount of particular sensor gas 

is displayed on the LCD and threshold level of the mq 7 is 250ppm ,mq 4 is 200ppm and mq 2 is 

250ppm and mq 135 is 200ppm. The sensors mq 2, mq 4 and mq 7 exceeds from the threshold level 

and the aleret message is shown on LCD display that in the fig 6.1 ,fig 6.2 and fig 6.3. 

 

 

 

Fig 6.1: Identifyong pollution sources and predcting urban air quality 
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         The figure Fig 6.1 is the proposed system of Identifying pollution sources and 

predicting urban air quality. To obtain real time air pollution data (in PPM), we had taken sensors 

and connected it to arduino uno.Keeping the requirement in concern we used four sensors 

mq2,mq4,mq7 and mq135. Mq sensors are basically gas detecting sensors. Mq sensors consists of 

four pins namely A0,D0,ground,VCC. VCC is for supply voltage A0 pin is for analog output and 

D0 is for digital output.As we are using LCD display as output which is digital we connect the D0 

pin to the arduino. VCC is connected and ground is connected.If the smoke or gas concentration is 

more the output will be high and if the gas concentration is less the output will be low. Internally 

the sensor works with potential divider network and a sensing device connected to it which senses 

the gas with its corresponding molecules when exposed to gas. We  have  used a  perfume bottle 

which is having different checimal composition.The perfume is sprayed on the sensor, there is a 

stainless steel covered over the sensor which helps from being lit.The internal sensing device 

senses the analog input and the voltage divider network splits the analog data into equal parts.This 

analog data is sent to the arduino board through D0 pin.The arduino is encoded with the threshold 

values of the gas.Now the  arduino compares internally with analog input and checks whether the 

gas is over the threshold or not. A seven segment LCD display is connected as the output.The 

amount of particular sensor gas is displayed on the LCD and threshold level of the mq 7 is 250ppm 

,mq 4 is 200ppm and mq 2 is 250ppm and mq 135 is 200ppm 

 

 

 

  

Fig 6.2: display of gases amount 

 

      The above fig 6.2 display the amount of gases level the sensors are exposed to checimal 

composition or to the pollution . When the power  supply is activated it will make all the sensors to 
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on and sensor1 which is MQ7 , sensor 2  which is MQ2, sensor 3 which is MQ4, and Final senor in 

this IDEntifying pollution sources and predecting urban air quality is MQ135 air quality sensor. All 

these gets activated and senses gas particulates and senses the level and given to the arduino and 

that countuionusly takes the serial data from the sensors according to the it works and digital pins 

from arudunio are given to the LCD data pins which is data bus will write the data on the LCD 

display board. For the testing of this proposed system one can spray any gasesous sources on the 

sensor or can place any concentrated gas near the sensor it will detect the gas level and display the 

it level the air.  

 

 

 

Fig 6.3: Alert message of sensor 1 

 

Fig 6.3 is alert message from sensor1 when it exceeds the threshold level The program that is 

dumped in Arduino is having the threshold level. when the sensing amount of gases from the 

atmosphere exceed that level it will display the alert message on the LCD display. And reset and 

enable pins are connected to the Arduino pins and the data pins are connected to the Arduino uno 

where the sensor data out pins are connected to Arduino digital data pins. By inferfecing all the 

sensors and LCD display to the Arduino the information will be displayed on the LCD display 

screen. 
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Fig 6.4 alert message of sensor2 

The fig 6.4 shows the alert message from sensor 2 when it exceeds the threshold level. Power 

supply is applied to sensors and arduino using the arduino cable. The gas sensors will detect the 

amount of gases present in the atmosphere in which they were placed .That detection amount of 

gases are converted to digital form and they were given to the Arduino pins . The program that is 

dumped in Arduino is having the threshold level. when the sensing amount of gases from the 

atmosphere exceed that level it will display the alert message  on the LCD display.  And reset and 

enable pins are connected to the Arduino pins  and the data pins are connected to the Arduino uno 

where the sensor data out pins are connected to Arduino digital data pins. By inferfecing all the 

sensors and LCD display to the Arduino the information will be displayed on the LCD display 

screen.This will sense the amount of carbon monoxide present in that surroundings. 

 

 

 

                                           Fig 6.5 : Alert message of sensor 3 

      The fig 6.5 shows the alert message from sensor 3 when it exceeds the  threshold level 

Powersupply is applied to sensors and arduino using the arduino cable. The gas sensors will detect 

the amount of gases present in the atmosphere in which they were placed .That detection amount of 

gases are converted to digital form and they were given to the Arduino pins . The program that is 
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dumped in Arduino is having the threshold level. when the sensing amount of gases from the 

atmosphere exceed that level it will display the alert message  on the LCD display.  And reset and 

enable pins are connected to the Arduino pins  and the data pins are connected to the Arduino uno 

where the sensor data out pins are connected to Arduino digital data pins. By inferfecing all the 

sensors and LCD display to the Arduino the information will be displayed on the LCD display 

screen. 
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CONCLUSION 

                          Now a days the air pollution in urban areas is a major issue in developed cities due 

to significant impacts of air pollution on public health, global environment and whole world wide 

economy. The proposed work on identifying pollution sources and predicting urban air quality 

system enables us to monitor air quality with the help of arduino. The system utilizes air sensors to 

detect and transmit to arduino and that information will be displayed on the LCD display and it will 

display the alert message where the level of gases exceeds the threshold level. 

FUTURE SCOPE: 

                        The proposed work has its importance in identifying the harmful gases emitted from 

factories, vehicles. Not only in detecting threshold level of gas it can further be helpful in many gas 

misfire cases. The recent L.G Polymers gas misfire issue can be predicted using this project. With 

some extensions to this project, we can add this as security alert in the industries when such 

accident happens.   
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PROGRAM: 

int  mq7=A3; 

int mq135=A5; 

int  mq2 =A2; 

int mq4=A4; 

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> 

const int rs = 2, en = 3, d4 = 4, d5 = 5, d6 = 6, d7= 7; 

LiquidCrystal lcd(rs, en, d4, d5, d6, d7 ); 

int s1; 

int s2; 

int s3; 

int s4; 

 

void setup() { 

  // put your setup code here, to run once: 

pinMode(mq2,INPUT); 

pinMode(mq135,INPUT); 

pinMode(mq4,INPUT); 

pinMode(mq7,INPUT); 

Serial.begin(9600);  

lcd.begin(16,2); 

lcd.print(" WELCOME"); 

lcd.setCursor(0,1); 
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 lcd.print("POLLUTION MNTG SYS"); 

  delay(1500); 

  lcd.clear();   

} 

void loop() 

{ 

  // put your main code here, to run repeatedly: 

   int  s1=analogRead(A2); 

    int s2=analogRead(A3); 

     int s3=analogRead(A4); 

     int s4=analogRead(A5); 

 

  lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

   lcd.print("s1= "); 

    lcd.print(s1);  

    lcd.setCursor(7,0); 

 lcd.print(" s2= "); 

 lcd.print(s2);  

 lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

lcd.print("s3 = "); 

 lcd.print(s3);   

lcd.setCursor(9,1); 

lcd.print("s4 = "); 
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lcd.print(s4); 

delay(3000); 

if(s1>200) 

   { 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,4); 

    lcd.print("s1 alert "); 

    delay(1000); 

    lcd.clear(); 

   } 

   if(s2>200) 

   { 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(4,1); 

    lcd.print("s2 alert"); 

    delay(1000); 

    lcd.clear(); 

   } 

   if(s3>300) 

   { 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(4,0); 

    lcd.print("s3 alert"); 
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    delay(1000); 

    lcd.clear(); 

   } 

   if(s4>250) 

   { 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(4,1); 

    lcd.print("s4 alert"); 

    delay(1000); 

    lcd.clear(); 

   } 

} 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAME SPECIFIC 

OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

Classification 

 of  

Project 

 

Application Product Research Review 

 

  

   

 

Note: Tick Appropriate category.  

Project Outcomes 

Outcome 1: Use  new Tool 

Outcome 2: Work as an individual and in a team 

Outcome 3: Analyze Critically 

 

Mapping Table 

Note: Map each project outcomes with POs and PSOs with either 1 or 2 or 3 based on level of 

mapping as follows: 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 

 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs  

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2  

Outcome 1 2 2 3 3 3 2      2 3 1  

Outcome 2        2 3 2 2     

Outcome 3 2 3 2 2 1  2     2 3 2  

Outcome 4 1 2 2 3 2  2    2  2 1  
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PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

            modern tools.  

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering    

            to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software     

            components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural,    

            ethical and economical considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering  

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 

 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze  complex  

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems  and 

design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 

consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations. 

 

4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis 

of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering 

activities with an understanding of the limitations.  
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6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant 

to the professional engineering practice.  

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and 

need  for  sustainable development.  

 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and  responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice.  

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader 

in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the             

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and 

write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give 

and receive clear instructions. 

11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of  the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member 

and  leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

12.  Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage 

in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

 
Low power is essential in today’s technology. It is the most significance with high 

speed, small size and stability. The power is the most significant factor for today’s 

technology so the power reduction for a modern technology is a big role in VLSI design 

techniques. Today most of the market necessities low power for long run time and market 

also deserves small size and high speed. In this project several logic circuits such as some 

combinational circuits are deliberated in such a way that power dissipation is condensed 

using some low power VLSI. The main theme of this project is to decrease power 

dissipation, area and delay in most of the logic circuits that are prevailing today. 

 
Tool Used: MENTOR GRAPHICS Back end tool – (ams 12.1 & ams 13.1) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO LOW POWER VLSI DESIGN 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

 
The most significant aspect of Moore’s Law is that it has become a 

worldwide prognosticator for the growth of entire semiconductor industry. From Moore’s 

law it is understood that the performance of an IC doubles every 18 months. This will rise in 

the quantity of transistors used and hence rises the area and power consumption of the circuit. 

In general small area and high presentations are two contradictory constraints. The IC 

designer’s events have been involved in exchange of these limitations. 

 

In recent times power dissipation is flattering an significant constraint in design process. In 

that Low power plan is becoming a new era in VLSI technology, as it influences many 

applications. With the rise in speed, flexibility and shrinking of electronic devices, the power 

consumption of these devices has developed main design feature. Specifically for mobile 

devices the power consumption determines the battery life period. Consequently the 

designers, customers, as well as ecological deliberations demand a reduction of power 

dissipation in digital circuits. Digital circuits contain of a number of interconnected logic 

gates which together implement a function on one or more input signals. Every time an input 

signal changes it proliferates via the gates producing signal transition in every place where 

the signals proliferate. This causes current to charge or discharge the capacitive load of 

CMOS gates which grades in power dissipation. 

 
1.2 AIM OF THE PROJECT 

The aim of the project is to reduce Area and Power Management of Various Circuits 

Using Low Power VLSI Technology. 

 
1.3 METHODOLOGY 

We know that there are numerous reasons, number one is packaging and cooling cost. If the 

circuit is not premeditated for low power, the power dissipation is more, so the packaging and 

cooling cost of the chip is complex. So, to decrease the packaging and cooling cost, it is 

important to go for low power design. So, this is one motive. Second is as you know as the 

device size is dropping, because of the improvement of VLSI technology the power density 

of the VLSI chip.  
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The amount of power that is being dissipated per unit area that is growing. So to avoid that I 

mean to reduce the growing low power density it is also essential to go for low power design 

so that the power density is not very high and they know hotspot is advanced. Then additional 

reason is the use of VLSI circuits in handy systems. As you know there is a propagation of 

portable systems, portable battery operated systems in the form of laptops, cell phones, 

PDA’s and so on. So, in for these devices, as you know they are running from battery. So 

battery life is the significant criteria which decides its availability and you know if the power 

dissipation is not low then, you cannot actually sale these products. So for handy systems low 

power is tremendously important than dependability. It has been originated that the power 

dissipation is directly associated to low power. 

 
1.4 SIGNIFICANCE 

The growing importance of portable systems and the need to limit power 

consumption (and hence, heat dissipation) in very-high density ULSI chips have led to rapid 

and advanced developments in low-power design during the modern years. The dynamic 

forces behind these evolutions are handy applications challenging low power dissipation and 

great throughput, such as books computers, portable communiqué devices and personal 

digital assistants (PDAs). In most of these cases, the necessities of low power consumption 

must be met along with similarly demanding goals of high chip density and high 

throughput. Hence, low-power design of digital integrated circuits has developed as a very 

active and rapidly emerging field of CMOS design. 

 
The restricted battery lifetime typically imposes very strict demands on the overall 

power consumption of the portable system. Though new rechargeable battery types such as 

Nickel- Metal Hydride (NiMH) are being advanced with higher energy capacity than that of 

the conventional Nickel-Cadmium (NiCd) batteries, innovative rise of the energy capacity 

is not predictable in the near future. The energy density (amount of energy stored per unit 

weight) accessible by the new battery technologies (e.g., NiMH) is about 30 Watt- 

hour/pound, which is still low in view of the increasing applications of portable systems. 

Therefore, sinking the power dissipation of integrated circuits through design developments is 

a major challenge in portable systems design. 
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In high-performance digital systems, such as microprocessors, digital signal 

processors (DSPs) and additional applications  low-power design is also becoming a major 

and essential issue. Growing chip density and higher functioning speed lead to the design of 

very complex chips with high clock frequencies. If the clock frequency of the chip rises 

then the power dissipation of the chip, and thus, the temperature, rise linearly. Since the 

dissipated heat must be removed efficiently to keep the chip temperature at an suitable 

level, the cost of packaging, cooling and heat elimination becomes a important factor. 

Several high-performance microprocessor chips deliberate in the early 1990s (e.g., Intel 

Pentium, DEC Alpha, PowerPC) operate at clock frequencies in the range of 100 to 300 

MHz, and their distinctive power consumption is in between 20 and 50 W. 

 
ULSI reliability is yet additional concern which points to the essential for low-power 

design. There is a close connection between the peak power dissipation of digital circuits 

and dependability problems such as electro migration and hot-carrier induced device 

degradation. Also, the thermal stress caused by heat dissipation on chip is a major 

dependability concern. Therefore, the reduction of power consumption is also crucial for 

reliability development. 

 
The procedures which are used to attain low power consumption in digital systems 

span a wide range, from device/process level to algorithm level. Device features (e.g., 

threshold voltage), device geometries and interconnect properties are important factors in 

lowering the power consumption. shrinkage of the voltage swing and clocking approaches 

can be used to reduce power dissipation at the transistor level and at the Circuit-level 

procedures are the proper choice of circuit design styles Architecture-level measures 

contain smart power management of numerous system blocks, utilization of pipelining and 

parallelism, and design of bus structures. Finally, the power consumed by the system can be 

compact by a proper range of the data processing algorithms, precisely to minimize the 

number of switching events for a given chore. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
This chapter gives the previous work related to low power design methodologies . Low-

Power Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) can be addressed at altered design levels, such as 

the architectural, circuit layout, and the process technology level. At the circuit design level, 

significant potential for power savings exists by means of proper choice of a logic style for 

realizing combinational circuits. Governing power dissipation switching capacitance, 

transition activity, and short-circuit currents are strongly influenced by the selected logic 

style because of all the significant restriction. Liable on the application, the kind of circuit to 

be applied, and the design procedure used, dissimilar performance aspects become 

significant, prohibiting the formulation of universal rules for optimal logic styles. 

Investigations of low-power logic styles reported in the literature so far, however focus have 

been made on particular logic cells, namely full-adders, used in some arithmetic circuits. 

Power dissipation is a limiting factor for the exponentially growing integration of 

microelectronics. Very low Static power dissipation was provided by the CMOS technology, 

currents are generated during the switching operation, due to the discharge of load capacitances 

that cause a power dissipation increasing with the clock frequency. Such losses are prevented 

by the Transmission Gate Technique. The charge does not drift from the supply voltage to the 

load capacitance and then to ground, but it streams back to a trapezoidal or sinusoidal supply 

voltage and can be reused. Impartial losses due to the resistance of the switches needed for the 

logic operation still happen. In order to keep these losses minor, the clock frequency has to 

be much lesser than the technological limit. There are dissimilar kinds of Transmission Gate 

logic families. Each implementation shows some advantages, but there are also some basic 

limitations for these circuits. 

Practical Transmission Gate families can be classified as either partially/quasi Adiabatic or 

fully Transmission Gate. In a partially/quasi Transmission Gate circuit, some charge is allowed 

to be transferred to the ground. 

In a fully Transmission Gate circuit, all the charge on the load capacitance is recovered by the 

power supply. Fully Transmission Gate circuits face a lot of problems with respect to the 

operating speed and the input power clock synchronization. 
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2.2 OVERVIEW OF POWER DISSIPATION 

 
Power depends greatly on the circuit style, it can be divided into Static and Dynamic power. The 

Static power is engendered due to the DC bias current, as is the case in Transistor-Transistor-

Logic (TTL), Emitter-Coupled Logic (ECL), and N-type MOS (NMOS) logic families, or  

because off leakage currents. In all of the logic families except for the push-pull categories such as 

CMOS, the Static power tends to dominate. That is the motive why CMOS is the most 

appropriate circuit style for Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI). 

1. CMOS is the logic family preferred in many designs due to following reasons: 

2. Impeccable noise margins. 

3. Perfect logic levels. 

4. Negligible Static power dissipation. 

5. Gives good performance in most cases. 

6. Easy to get a functional circuits. 

7. Lot of tools available to automate the design process. 

8. The Power dissipated when the CMOS circuit is in use can be decomposed into two basic 

classes: Static and Dynamic. 

 
2.2.1 STATIC POWER 

The Static or steady state power dissipation of a circuit is expressed by the 

following relation where, Isat is the current that flows through the circuit when there is no 

switching activity. Ideally, CMOS circuits dissipate no Static (DC) power subsequently in the 

steady state there is no straight path from VDD to ground as PMOS and NMOS transistors are 

never on simultaneously. 

This situation can never be realized in practice since in actuality the MOS transistor is not a 

perfect switch. Thus, there will continuously be leakage currents and substrate injection currents, 

which will give to a Static factor of CMOS power dissipation. For a sub-micron NMOS device 

W/ L = 10/0.5, the substrate injection current is of order of (1- 100) μA for a VDD of 5 V. Other 

form of Static power dissipation occurs for the so it is called Ratioed logic. Pseudo-NMOS is an 

instance of a Ratioed CMOS logic family. The PMOS pull-up is constantly ON and acts as a 

load device for the NMOS pull-down network. Therefore, when the gate output is in low-state, 
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There is a direct path, from VDD to ground and the Static current flow. In this state, the 

meticulous value of the output voltage be contingent on the ratio of the strength of PMOS and 

NMOS networks. The Static power consumed by these logic families can be considered. For this 

reason, logic families which experience Static power consumption, should be avoided for low-

power design. With that in mind, the Static component of power dissipation in low-power 

CMOS circuits should be negligible and the focus shifts primarily to Dynamic power 

dissipation. 

 

Figure 2.1: CMOS Inverter for Power Analysis 

 
 

2.2.2 DYNAMIC POWER 

 
The Dynamic constituent of power dissipation rises from the transient switching performance of 

the CMOS device. At some point throughout the switching transient, both the NMOS and PMOS 

devices will be turned ON. This occurs for gate voltages between Vtn and VDD–Vtp. During 

this time, a short-circuit exists between VDD and ground and the currents are allowed to flow. 

A comprehensive analysis of this phenomenon exposes that with vigilant design of the transition 

edges, this constituent can be kept below 10-15% of the total power, this can be attained by 

keeping the rise and fall times of all the signals during the design within a fixed range (preferably 

equal). Thus, although short circuit dissipation cannot continuously be totally ignored, it is 

certainly not the dominant component of power dissipation in elegant  designed CMOS circuits. 

Instead, Dynamic power dissipation due to capacitance charging consumes most of the power.  
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This constituent of dynamic power dissipation is the result of charging and discharging of the 

parasitic capacitances in the circuit. 

The state is modeled in Fig. 2.1, wherever the parasitic capacitances are lumped at the output in 

the capacitor C. Deliberate the behavior of the circuit finished one full cycle of process with the 

input voltage going from VDD to ground and back to VDD again. As the input switches from 

high to low, the NMOS pull-down network is cut-off and PMOS pull-up network is triggered 

charging load capacitance CLup to VDD. The current flow through the PMOS transistor is 

termed as IP. This charging process pulls energy equal to CVDD2 from the power supply. Partial 

of the power is dissipated instantaneously in the PMOS transistors, while the other partial is 

stored on the load capacitance. Then, when the input returns to VDD, the process is inverted and 

the capacitance is discharged, its energy existence in the NMOS network. The current through 

the NMOS transistor is termed as IN. In summary, each interval a capacitive node changes from 

ground to VDD (and back to ground), energy of CVDD2 is consumed. This leads to the 

conclusion that CMOS power consumption depend on the switching activity of the signals. α is 

defined as the expected number of zero to one transition per data cycle. 

If this is coupled with the usual data rate, f, which may be the clock frequency in a synchronous 

system, then the actual frequency of nodal charging is given the product of the activity and the 

data rate- αf. This leads to the following design for the average CMOS power consumption: 

Pdyn = α*C*VDD2*. This classical result illustrates that the dynamic power is comparative to the 

switching activity, capacitive loading and the square of the supply voltage. 

When the input voltage is between VDD and ground, the two transistors will be partially in ON 

state, and thereby short circuit current exists. 

In CMOS circuits, this constituent of power dissipation is the most significant accounting for at 

least 90% of the total power dissipation. So, to decrease the power dissipation, the circuit 

designer can minimalize the switching event, reduction the node capacitance, decrease the 

voltage swing or apply a grouping of these methods. Yet, in all these cases, the energy drawn 

from the power supply is used only once previously being dissipated. To increase the energy 

competence of the logic circuits, other measures can be familiarized for salvaging the energy 

drawn from the power supply. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 
MULTIPLE LOGIC STYLES FOR LOW POWER VLSI 

 
3.1 INTRODUCTION TO DIFFERENT TYPES OF LOGIC DESIGNS 

 
In this chapter we provide new low power solutions for Very Large Scale Integration 

(VLSI)designers. A new CMOS logic family called TRANSMISSION LOGIC, based on the 

transmission switching principle is existing. The term transmission comes from thermodynamics, 

used to describe a process in which there is no exchange of heat with the environment. The 

transmission logic structure dramatically decreases the power dissipation. 

 
3.1.1 ADIABATIC PROCESS 

The adiabatic switching method can achieve, but at the expense of circuit complication. The 

adiabatic logic compromises a way to salvage the energy stored in the load capacitors slightly 

than traditional way of discharging the load capacitors to the ground and wasting of this energy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1: Adiabatic Process 

 The fully adiabatic process of the circuit is an ideal condition which may only be approached 

asymptotically as the switching process is slowed down. 

In most real-world cases, the energy dissipation associated with a charge transfer event is 

usually composed of an adiabatic component and a non-adiabatic component. Consequently, 

reducing all the energy loss to zero may not possible, irrespective of the switching speed. With 

the adiabatic switching tactic, the circuit energies are preserved rather than dissipated as heat. 

Depending on the application and the system requirements. 
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3.1.2 CMOS 
 
The modern technology used for constructing integrated circuits is Complementary metal oxide 

semiconductor. The technology is being used in several digital and analogy logic circuits such as 

image sensors (CMOS sensor), data, converters, and extremely integrated transceivers for many 

types of applications. 

 

Figure 3.2: Conventional CMOS 

 
It is also well-known as complementary-symmetry metal oxide–semiconductor (COSMOS) 

because it uses complementary and symmetrical pairs of both p& n type semiconductor field effect 

transistor. Two significant features of CMOS devices are high noise immunity and low static 

power consumption. Meanwhile one transistor of the pair is always off, the series combination 

draws significant power for short period of time only while switching between on and off states. 

Also, CMOS devices produce lesser heat in comparison to other forms of logic, e.g., PMOS or 

NMOS logic. The main purpose which made CMOS the most used technology to be The main 

reason which made CMOS the most used technology to be implemented in VLSI chips is that, it 

permits large number of logic functions on a chip. 

The basic methods that we used for sinking energy/power dissipation in conventional CMOS 

circuits include reducing the supply voltages, on decreasing node capacitances and minimalize 

these witching activities with effective charge recovery logic. 
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3.1.3 TRANSMISSION GATE 

 
A CMOS transmission gate is assembled by parallel combination of NMOS and PMOS 

transistors, with complementary gate signals. It provides full swing output so, its use give better 

speed in CMOS circuit but there is no isolation between input and output. 

 
 

Figure 3.3: Transmission Gate 

 

 

3.2 DIFFERENT TYPES OF LOGIC STYLES 

The CMOS logic circuits are categorised into two types they are static and dynamic logic 

circuits. These dissimilar logic styles are used according to design requirements such as power 

consumption, speed and area. In a static logic circuit a logic value is reserved by using the circuit 

states while in a dynamic logic circuit a logic value is stored in the form of charge. Dissimilar 

logic styles can be used to diminish the full-adder such as (regular CMOS, Pass transistor logic 

(PTL), transistor logic (TG), Complementary Pass Transistor Logic (CPL). 

 

3.2.1 PASS TRANSISTOR LOGIC 

This decreases the number of active devices, but has the drawback that the difference of the 

voltage between high and low logic levels shrinkages at each stage. Each transistor in series is 

less saturated at its output than its input. The conventional CMOS logic circuit switches the 

transistors so the output assigns to one of the power supply rails, because of that logic voltage 

stages in a sequential chain and it does not declines because of the dissimilarity. 

In this logic either nMOS or Pmos is sufficient to perform logic operation, so, number of transistors 

and i/p load decreases and also the Vdd to gnd paths are eradicated. It is used for low power 

applications.  
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In electronics, pass Transistor logic (PTL) describes numerous logic families used in the 

design of integrated circuits. It decreases the count of transistors used to make different logic 

gates, by eradicating redundant transistors. Transistors are used as alterations to pass logic levels 

among nodes of a circuit, as an alternative of as switches associated directly to supply voltages. 

 
 

 

Figure 3.4: XOR and XNOR gate using PTL logic 

 

3.2.2 COMPLEMENTARY PASS TRANSISTOR LOGIC (CPL) 

 
The full adder circuit intended by using complementary pass transistor logic (CPL) has swing 

refurbishment ability. The basic alteration between the pass-transistor logic and the 

complementary CMOS logic styles is that the source side of the pass logic transistor network is 

associated to some input signals instead of the power lines. The benefit is that one pass-transistor 

network (either PMOS or NMOS) is adequate to implement the logic function, which results in 

smaller number of transistors and input loads specifically when NMOS network used. 

 
3.2.3 ADIABATIC LOGIC 

In real-life computing, such ideal process cannot be accomplished because of the presence of 

dissipative elements like resistances in a circuit. However, one can achieve very low energy 

dissipation by reducing down the speed of operation and only switching transistors under certain 

conditions. The signal energies deposited in the circuit capacitances are recycled instead, of 

being dissipated as heat. The adiabatic logic is  known as ENERGY RECOVERY CMOS. The 

process of adiabatic logic gate is alienated into two different stages: one stage is used for logic 

evaluation. 
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3.2.4 ECRL LOGIC 

In the below “figure 3.5”, basic structure of adiabatic ECRL logic is shown. In the adiabatic ECRL 

logic cross coupled PMOS transistors are used for evaluate, precharge and recovery. By using 

simple structure of adiabatic ECRL logic we can design the any circuit. It consists of two cross- 

coupled transistors M1 and M2 and two NMOS transistors, in the AC power supply pwris used for 

ECRL gates, so as to recover and reclaim the supplied energy. Both out and /out are engendered 

so that the power clock originator can continuously drive a constant load capacitance 

independent of the input signal. ECRL continuously pumps charge to the output with a full 

swing 

 

 
Figure 3.5: Basic Structure of adiabatic ECRL logic 

 

3.2.5 PFAL LOGIC 

In the above “figure 3.6”, simple arrangement of adiabatic PFAL logic is shown. In the adiabatic 

PFAL logic contains two cross coupled pmos transistors are used to estimate, and precharge. By 

using basic arrangement of adiabatic PFAL logic we can design the any circuit. Based on the 

structure I can considered adiabatic PFAL full adder. For designing the adiabatic full adder 4-

PMOS,36-NMOS gates are required. In the adiabatic circuits power clock play a Very 

significant role to decrease the power dissipation across the PMOS gates. 
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Figure 3.6: Basic structure of adiabatic PFAL logic 
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CHAPTER 4 

TRANSMISSION GATE LOGIC 

An analog gate which is analogous to a relay that can demeanor in both directions or hunk by 

a control signal with almost any voltage potential is called transmission gate. It is a CMOS-

based switch, in which PMOS passes a strong ON(1) but poor OFF(0), and NMOS passes 

strong OFF(0) but poor ON(1). Both PMOS and NMOS work simultaneously. 

 
4.1 STRUCTURE 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Principle diagram of a transmission gate 

 
 

The above shown diagram is the Standard diagram of a transmission gate. The control input 

ST requirement be talented to take to control reliant on the supply voltage and switching 

voltage dissimilar logic levels. 

Certainly, a transmission gate is made up of two field-effect transistors,  which  is contrast to 

traditional discrete field-effect transistors – the substrate terminal i.e, bulk is not linked 

inside to the source terminal. The two transistors, an n-channel MOSFET and a p-channel 

MOSFET, are associated in parallel with this however only the drain and source terminals of 

the two transistors are linked together. Their gate terminals are linked to each other by a NOT 

gate inverter to custom the control terminal. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CMOS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PMOS_logic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NMOS_logic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field-effect_transistors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverter_(logic_gate)
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Dissimilar with discrete FETs, the substrate terminal is not linked to the source connection. 

Instead, the substrate terminals are related to the respective supply potential in order to 

ensure that the parasitic substrate diode (between source/drain and substrate) is continuously 

reversely biased and it does not affect signal flow. The substrate terminal of the p-channel 

MOSFET is therefore connected to the positive supply potential and the substrate terminal of 

the n-channel MOSFET connected to the negative supply potential. 

4.2 FUNCTION 
 

When the device input is a logic zero which is negative power supply potential, the gate of 

the n- channel MOSFET is also at a negative supply voltage potential. The gate terminal of 

the p- channel MOSFET is triggered by the inverter, to the positive supply voltage potential. 

Irrespective of on which switching terminal of the transmission gate A or B. A voltage is 

applied within the permissible range, the gate-source voltage of the n-channel MOSFETs is 

always negative(-ve), and the p-channel MOSFETs is always positive(+ve). Consequently, 

neither of the two transistors will conduct and the transmission gate turns OFF. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Two variants of the "bow tie" symbol commonly used to represent a transmission 

gate in circuit diagrams 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Resistance characteristic of a transmission gate 

 
 

VTHN and VTHP denote those positions at which the voltage to be switched has reached a 

potential, where the threshold voltage of the respective transistor is reached.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bow_tie
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After the control input is a logic one(1), the gate terminal of the n-channel MOSFETs is 

positioned at a positive supply voltage potential. Because of the inverter, the gate terminal of 

the p-channel MOSFETs is  at a negative supply voltage potential. As the body(substrate) 

terminal of the transistors is not connected to the source terminal, the drain and source 

terminals are nearly identical and the transistors start conducting at a voltage alteration 

between the gate terminal and one of these conducts. 

One of the switching terminals of the transmission gate is elevated to a voltage close to the 

negative supply voltage, a positive gate-source voltage i.e., gate-to-drain voltage will occur 

at the N- channel MOSFET, and the transistor intiates to conduct, and the transmission gate 

conducts. The voltage at one of the switching terminals of the transmission gate is  now 

elevated always up to the positive supply voltage potential, so the gate-source voltage is 

condensed which is gate-drain voltage on the n-channel MOSFET, and this begins to turn 

OFF. At the same time the p-channel MOSFET has a negative gate-source voltage gate-to-

drain voltage which builds up by this the transistor starts to conduct and the transmission gate 

switches. 

Thereby it is achieved that the transmission gate permits over the entire voltage range. The 

transition resistance of the transmission gate varies dependent upon the voltage to be switched, 

and matches to a superposition of the resistance curvatures of the two transistors. 

 

4.3 APPLICATIONS 
 

4.3.1 ELECTRONIC SWITCH 

Transmission gates are used  to  implement electronic switches and analog multiplexers. If a 

signal is linked to different outputs like changeover switches, multiplexers, multiple 

transmission gates can be used as a transmission gate to either conduct or block the simple 

switch. A distinctive example is known as the 4066 4-way analog switch which is accessible 

from several manufacturers. 

4.3.2 ANALOG MULTIPLEXER 

 
Several mixed-signal systems uses the analog multiplexer to route numerous analog input 

channels to a single analog-to-digital converter. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiplexer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Changeover_switch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mixed-signal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analog-to-digital_converter
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4.3.3 LOGIC CIRCUITS 

Logic circuits can be fabricated with the aid of transmission gates as an alternative of basic CMOS 

pull- up and pull-down networks. Those circuits can frequently be made more compacted, which can 

be an significant attention in silicon applications. 

 
4.3.4 NEGATIVE VOLTAGE 

We can switch alternating voltages like audio signal, the negative power supply potential 

must be minor than the bottom signal potential by the usage of a transmission gate. This 

ensures that the body(substrate) diode will remain non-conducting even at negative voltages. 

Even though the transmission gate can still switch to logic voltage levels, there are special 

types with integrated level shifters. A good example is that the 4053 standard chip normally 

used to select between analogue inputs to an audio amplifier, has a distinct ground i.e., pin 8 

and negative substrate connection i.e, pin 7 that also supplies the level shifter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MENTOR GRAPHICS TOOL 

This chapter describes about the basics of mentor graphics tools and simulation of circuits 

using these tools. The mentor graphic tools contains both frontend and backend tools, in which 

the pyxis schematic (back end tool) is used for the project implementation and simulation. 

 

5.1 PROCEDURE FOR SIMULATION OF TRANSISTOR LEVEL 

CIRCUITS USING PYXIS SCHEMATIC 

 
 First login to the REDHAT Linux system with the required user name and password. 

Then right click on the desktop and click on Open Terminal Good file management is 

needed for proper design hierarchy. So create an empty directory in the root by typing 

the following command in the terminal window. 

 [root@localhost ~] $mkdirfile _ name 

 To create subdirectories in a directory change the current directory by typing the 

following command. 

 [root@localhost ~]$ CD file_name 

 Now you can create a subdirectory in the directory mgc_filename by using “mkdir” 

command then a subdirectory with name “invert” is created in the directory 

mgc_filename. Pyxis schematic Tutorial. 

 To enter into the Pyxis schematic, In the Terminal window type the following 

[root@localhost ~]# csh 

 [root@localhost ~]$ source /home/software/cshrc/ams.cshrc root@localhost 

~]$dmgr_ic 
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 Then the following window appears. 
 

Figure 5.1: Pyxis Schematic Window 

 

 

5.2 CREATION OF EMPTY SHEET IN PYXIS SCHEMATIC 

 
Go to File -----> New ----- > Schematic. Then the following window appears as shown in the 

Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3. In the component field enter the sheet name and then click ok.  
 

 
 

 
Figure 5.2: Method for Creation of Empty Sheet in Pyxis Schematic 
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Figure 5.3: Creation of Empty Sheet in Pyxis Schematic 

 
 

5.3 DESIGN OF INVERTER CIRCUIT 

 
To design an inverter we need one PMOS transistor and one NMOS transistor. In the above 

Fig. 5.3, on the right side, in the schematic edit panel under “LIBRARY” different types of 

components are available. The PMOS and NMOS transistors are available in the devices 

library. VDD, VSS, ground, input & output ports are available etc are available in Generic 

Library. Different types of DC and AC sources are available. Drag the required components 

into the empty sheet and the following Fig.5.4 will be obtained. 

 
 

 

Figure 5.4: Placing the Components as per Required Circuit 
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To connect different types of components click on “Add Wire” option on the le ft side of the 

window. There is also another option in connecting the components directly by Double- 

Clicking on the Port symbol which is in Red colour, to change the direction of the connecting 

wire just have a click and then change the direction to have a connecting path. To change the 

name of nets at the input and output of the circuit, select the component and press Q on the 

keyboard and click OK after necessary changes that are made in components of the circuits. 

Then we will get the finalized diagram as shown in the Fig.5.5. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 5.5: Connecting the Components and Naming Net 

 
To edit the properties of the components, left click on the component and press Q. 

 
Then a window opens showing the list of properties related to the device that have been 

selected. Now change the values of the devices according to the experiments required to be 

done and then press OK in that Editing window as shown below Fig.5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Modifying the Properties of the Components 

 
To check the connections of the edited circuit go to File >Check 

schematic. This Option checks the whole Schematic about the connections, but it does not 

checks about the functionality. So it gives the warnings that are present in the connections of 

circuit that is designed. If there are Errors in the Circuit it shows in the window. Then the 

following window opens as shown in the Fig. 5.7. Make sure that there should be zero errors 

in the document. 

 

 
Figure 5.7: Check the Schematic Diagram 
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5.4 CREATING SYMBOL FOR THE DESIGNED CIRCUIT 

 
To create the symbol for the circuit, in the menu bar go to Add >Generate symbol. Then the 

following window appears as shown in the Fig. 5.8. In this window put check marks on Replace 

Existing and Activate Symbol options and then click on choose a Symbol and select the 

required shape for the symbol and then click OK. 

 

 
Figure 5.8: Generation of Symbol 

 
Then a schematic with the selected shape appears and if there is any editing required for the 

symbol then edit by using the options in the symbol edit panel and the following window will 

appear as shown in the Fig.5.9. 

 

 
Figure 5.9: Formation of Symbol 
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To check the symbols go to File>Check Symbol. Make sure that there are 

no errors in the symbol. 

 

 
Figure 5.10: Obtaining the Created Symbol 

 

 

5.5 SIMULATION OF DESIGNED CIRCUIT 

 
To simulate the circuit we will make use of the symbol created for the circuit. First we have to 

create one subdirectory for the simulation in which all the files related the simulation are stored 

in that subdirectory. The procedure for creating subdirectory is explained. Now create an empty 

schematic by going through, File >New 

Schematic. Then a window opens, in the “component name” field enter the subdirectory name 

you have created for storing the files related to the simulation and then click OK. Then an 

empty schematic will be created with the required name. To add the symbol to the schematic, 

right click---->Instance >Choose Symbol. 
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Figure 5.11: Usage of Generated Symbol 

 
 

Then go to the directory where the original circuit is located, Select the directory present in the 

pre saved project in the Mentor Graphics and then click OK. Just click on the library for new 

schematic to do Simulation of the present designed circuit then following symbol appears as 

shown in the Fig. 5.12. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.12: Addition of Components to the Generated Symbol 

 
To simulate the inverter we need to add the power supply and input signals to the inverter. 

There are different types of simulations are available like, DC Analysis, AC analysis, Transient 
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Simulation, Noise Simulation etc. Here the transient simulation is given. First add the 

components like input port, Output port, VDD, ground, Pulse signal to the Schematic by going 

through the palette Schematic 

Edit->Library then the window will be as shown in the Fig. 5.13. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.13: Circuit ready for Simulation 

 
Edit the properties and name the nets then finally simulate the circuit and then the circuit will 

be as shown in the Fig.5.13 

 

5.6 SIMULATION OF CIRCUIT 

The transient simulation of the edited circuit is described here. Go to Schematic edit palette, 

click on Simulation then the following window will opens as shown in the Fig. 5.14. 
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Figure 5.14: Entering into Simulation Mode 

 
In this window select New Design Configuration and click OK. In the Entering simulation 

mode window click OK. 

In the palette area select Lib/Temp/Inc. and select Include files. Then a window appears as 

shown in Fig. 5.15. Click on directory icon and select ami05.mod using browser in $mod folder 

and click on Apply button to add that file to the schematic. 

 
Figure 5.15: Setup Simulation 

 
In Setup Simulation window in the left side select Analysis tab. The window appears as shown 

in Fig. 5.16. Setup the start time and stop time and click Apply. 
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Figure 5.16: Analysis Setup 

Now select Measures and select the inputs and outputs from the simulation circuit as shown in 

the Fig. 5.17. 

 

Figure 5.17: Selecting Inputs and Outputs 
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Figure 5.18: Measures 

 
Now click on Add button to add the signals which are to be measured for calculations for the 

study of characteristics of circuits and the various logics that are applied. After this process 

click on Apply button. Close the setup simulation window. 

Click on Run Eldo button in the palette area. Time taken for the analysis, temperature, netlist, 

power dissipation, number of components, and number of nodes, errors and warnings are 

shown in the log. Be sure that there are no errors. Now click on view waves in the palette area. 

The output waveforms can be obtained as shown in the below Fig. 5.19. 

 

 
Figure 5.19: Output Waveform 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF D- FLIP FLOP CIRCUIT 
 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Power consumption is very vital consideration in IC design. Two types of flipflops they are  

single edge triggered  and double edge triggered . Single edge triggered is modest in design due 

to sampling data moreover on rising or on falling edge of clock, on the additional double edge 

triggered tested data on both clock edges. DET is energy effective associated to SET. Double 

edge triggered Flip-flop delivers poor performance due to more difficult design. There are also 

static and dynamic flip-flops. In dynamic FF if clock is detached, it produces faulty logic levels 

because of charge leakage from the capacitances of output node. In further way static FF keep 

output state even if there is no clock. 

Many transistors had to be active in the implementation of conventional FF and those FF 

essential large area. Numerous effective designs had been made. Still there is need of new design 

for additional development of area and power consumption. In this project a semicustom design 

has been recommended which is realized using few transistors and also occupy less area and 

consume less power than auto engendered layout of design. 

There are so many flipflop designs such as JK flipflop, T flipflop, D flipflop, in all  D flipflop is 

furthermost simple and common. The D flip-flop is commonly used. D-Flipflop  is also called as 

a "delay" or "data" flip-flop. The D flip-flop stores the value of the D-input at a certain portion 

of the clock cycle such as the rising edge of the clock. That stored value becomes the Q output. 

At further times, the output Q does not change. 

Latches and flip-flops are the simple elements for storing information. Single latch or flip-flop 

can store one bit of information. 

The main alteration between latches and flip-flops is that for latches, their outputs are 

continuously affected by their inputs as long as the enable signal is stated. In other words, when 

they are enabled, their content changes instantaneously when their inputs change. Flip- flops on 

the other hand  have their content alteration only either at the rising or falling edge of the enable 

signal. This enabling signal is  the controlling clock signal. Subsequently the rising or falling 

edge of the clock, the flip-flop content remains constant even if the input changes. 
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Latches are also called as level-sensitive because their output follows their inputs as long as 

they are enabled. They are translucent during this entire time when the enable signal is stated. 

There are the situations which is more useful to have the output change only at the rising or 

falling edge of the enable signal. The enabling signal is the  controlling clock signal. Thus, we 

can have all changes synchronized to the rising or falling edge of the clock.  By combining in 

sequence a pair of latches we can attain an edge-triggered flip-flop 

 
 

 

Figure 6.1: D Flip flop Symbol 

 
Q QNEXT D 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 0 

1 1 1 

 

Table 6.1: D Flip-flop Excitation table 

 

6.2 D FLIP FLOP DESIGNS 

 
The D-latch has numerous applications in digital circuit design, mainly for temporary storage of 

data or as a delay element. The circuit below shown in “Figure 6.2” is  a basic two-inverter loop 

and two CMOS transmission gate (TG) switches. The TG at the input is triggered by the clock 

signal, whereas the TG in the inverter loop is triggered by the reverse of the clock signal. Thus, 

the input signal is accepted (latched) into the circuit when the clock is high, and this data is 

conserved as the state of the inverter loop when the clock is low. 
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Figure 6.2: D Flip flop using transmission gate 

 
D latch. If Clock and input IN converts high then the transistors M1, M5 shows OFF condition 

and left over transistors M2, M3, M4 shows ON. The output turn into high. Throughout on clock 

period whatever is the value of input it becomes output. 

 

 

Figure 6.3: D Flip flop using 5 transistors 

 
Minimum power consumption is essential for high performance VLSI systems. In digital 

CMOS circuit there are three sources of power dissipation, firstly it take place due to signal 

transition, secondly it is due to short circuit current which flows straight from supply to 

ground terminal and the preceding comes due to leakage currents. As technology scales down 

the short circuit power becomes similar to dynamic power dissipation. 
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6.3 PROPOSED LAYOUT 

The alteration of the 5-transistor design to decrease the overall area and power consumption 

such that the design develops better appropriate for the low power applications. To endure with 

this, the design is primarily altered by creating the semicustom layout of design with 

predefined transistors layout on Mentor Graphics Tool “Figure 6.4”, shows fully custom 

layout design of flip flop. In this design layout of all NMOS and PMOS are created. Then 

connections are prepared with metal and poly silicon. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.4: Proposed fully custom lay out of D Flip flop 
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6.4 SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
 

 
Figure 6.5: D Flip Flop Design 

 

 

 
Figure 6.6: Output of D Flip Flop 
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Figure 6.7: Delayed Output of D Flip Flop 
 

 
Figure 6.8: Power Output of D Flip Flop 
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Figure 6.9: Log Information of d-Flipflop. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6.10: Simulation Analysis of D-Flipflop 
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Figure 6.11: Total Power Dissipation of D-Flipflop 
 
 

 

Figure 6.12: DC Analysis of D-Flipflop. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF P-XOR SUBTRACTOR 

CIRCUIT 

 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Simple building blocks of maximum of the arithmetic and logic circuits are molded by XOR-

XNOR gates. Full subtractor are the basic block of many circuits. Consequently decreasing 

power consumption in full subtractor is very significant in low power circuits. One of the 

greatest power consuming modules in full subtractor is XOR/XNOR circuit. The recommended 

logic approaches use one XOR or XNOR gate to implement a full subtractor. A full subtractor is 

one of the crucial components in digital circuit design, many developments have been made to 

decrease the architecture of a full subtractor. 

 
The main aim of this is to diminish the power dissipation and area by decreasing the 

number of transistors. In this, project for the realization of full subtractor circuit is being planned 

with important area and power savings. One tactic based on XOR-XNOR design full subtractor 

circuit in a single unit. Objective of this work is to examine the power, delay and operational 

speed of the low voltage full subtractor cells in dissimilar CMOS logic styles. 

 
7.2 TECHNIQUES FOR LOW POWER FULL SUBTRACTOR 

 
The conventional full subtractor circuit has enormous area, delay and bulky power dissipation 

due to large number of transistors, as the conventional XOR gates consists of large number of 

transistors. 

The algebraic expressions for XOR are as follows: 
 

 

 

The conventional implementation of XOR gate for CMOS is as follows: 
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Figure 7.1: Conventional XOR Gate 
 

 

Table7.1: Truth Table for XOR Gate 

The XNOR gate with inputs A and B implements the logical expression 

 

 

 

Figure 7.2: Conventional XNOR Gate 
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Table 7.2: Truth Table for XNOR Gate 

 
The P-XOR and G-XNOR consumes fewer power than additional design since it has no power 

supply (VDD) or ground (VSS) connection. The Pass-Transistor Logic is an efficient way to 

implement circuits designed for low power applications. The improvement of PTL is that only 

one PTL network (either NMOS or PMOS) is adequate to achieve the logic operation, which 

consequences in lesser number of transistors and smaller input loads, particularly when NMOS 

network is used. Furthermore, VDD-to-GND paths, which may lead to short-circuit energy 

dissipation, are eradicated. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.3: P-XOR Gate 
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Figure 7.4: G-XNOR Gate 

 
The P-XOR and G-XNOR consumes fewer power than additional design because it has no power 

supply (VDD) or ground (VSS) connection. These circuits are incapable to function accurately at 

low supply voltage due to threshold loss at the output node and exhibited poor delay features. 

 

7.3 SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
 

 

 
 

FIGURE 7.5:Circuit Diagram of Subtractor. 
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FIGURE 7.6:Log Information of subtractor. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 7.7:Information About Compilation. 
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FIGURE 7.8:DC Analysis of Subtractor. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 7.9: Power Dissipation in Subtractor Circuit. 
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FIGURE 7.10:Simulation Information of Subtractor Circuit 
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8.1 Power Dissipation 

CHAPTER 8 

RESULTS 

 

Power Dissipation and area is the major feature which is observed  in the 

case of logic circuits. However the count of transistors gets enlarged in this type of 

logic, this is not considered as a main drawback except the power dissipation gets 

enlarged. As the days goes on Moore’s law works out very well in doubling the 

number of transistors every 18 months which essentially found by reducing the 

channel length of each transistor.i.e., Which leads to rise in the amount of 

transistors. 

 

 

 

 

Name of the circuit Parameter Proposed Circuit Existing circuit 

    D-Flipflop Power Dissipation    20.037 µW      15.4 µW 

 

Table.8.1: Power Dissipation Results of D-Flipflop  circuit 

 

 

Nameof the circuit Parameter Proposed Circuit Existing circuit 

Subtractor Power Dissipation        56W      13.7W 

                                  

                                           Table.8.2: Power Dissipation Results of Subtractor Circuit 

8.2 Area: 

 
Subsequently presenting an efficient algorithm for combinational circuits we perceive 

the problematic of minimizing the area of a synchronous sequential circuit for a given 

clock period arrangement. This is finished by suitably picking a size for each gate in 

the circuit from a standard-cell library, and by altering the delays between the central 

clock distribution node and discrete flip-flops. 
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Name of the circuit Parameter Proposed Circuit Existing circuit 

D-Flipflop Area(in no.of 

transistors) 

08         05 

 

                                  Table.8.3:Area Results for D-Flipflop circuit 

 

 

 
 
Name of the circuit 

 
Parameter 

 
Proposed Circuit 

 
Existing circuit 

Subtractor 
Area(in 

no.of 

Transistors) 

            23          
        28 

 

                                    Table.8.4:Area Results for Subtractor circuit 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Counters are the circuits which are comprehensively used in Embedded 

systems for counting dissimilar amount of states in order to compute the time taken 

for implementation of each instruction. As they are regularly used in the systems 

they would dissipate less power related to the other circuits. So a special type of logic 

has been introduced called Transmission Logic which depresses the power 

dissipation of this kind of circuits. Circuits intended with Transmission Logic style 

have comparatively less Power Dissipation to that of CMOS Logic style. 
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Project Outcomes mapped with Programme Outcomes 

Project Outcomes 

Implementation of an Efficient Up-Down Counter using 

Adiabatic Logic 

Programme Outcomes (PO’s) 

a) Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering for sloving 

intricate engineering problems. 

b) Identify, formulate and analyse multifaceted engineering problems. 

c) Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic 

constraints such as economic environmental, social, political, ethical, health and 

safety, manufacturablility, and sustainability. 

d) Design and conduct experiments based on complex engineering problems, as 

well as analyze interpret data. 

e) Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for 

engineering practice. 

f) Understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and 

societal context. 

g) Design and develop eco-friendly systems, making optimal utilization of 

available natural resources. 

h) Understand professional ethics and responsibilities. 

i) Work as a member and a leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment. 

j) Communicate effectively. 

k) Manage the projects keeping in view the economical and the 

societal considerations. 

l) Recognize the need for adapting to technological changes and engaging in life 

long learning. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 The smart restaurant is a concept where a restaurant working is based on using state of the art 

technology from reservation to ordering and storing customer records. The traditional restaurant 

system working is replaced by use of smart phones, tablets or graphical user interface interactive touch 

screens. Customers will order their meal through tablets, so that the order is directly rooted to the 

kitchen via a central server. Also customer’s records are permanently maintained in the central server 

which can be used later for marketing, accounts and sales purposes. The smart restaurant reduces the 

staff employed for hospitality services thus increasing the profit margins. The kitchen will have an 

interface where orders will be served according to priority (first come first serve). The customers will 

order from an android app installed on a tablet either from the hotel or their home. The proposed 

system will facilitate online ordering and prior reservation of table. 
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CHAPTER-1 

 

1.1.  INTRODUCTION 

 People are rapidly moving towards a smarter world, with the implementation of smart 

cities, smart classrooms and smart phones. At present, information and communication 

technology has been brought into a number of business fields in order to make the 

operation more convenient and effective. Restaurant management can be more efficient 

with the help of smart technology. In India, though there is a trend for moving towards a 

smarter society, the hospitality and services sectors are yet to implement the smart 

technology.  

 

As the standard of living is improving, people are spending more on luxury dining. People 

are nowadays more meticulous on the ambience and services provided. The traditional 

system of restaurant working is encountering a lot of day to day problems with most of the 

operations done by hand, waiters rushing around with hardbound menus, data and 

information maintenance inability increasing the system inefficiency and probability of 

error. 

The Smart Restaurant takes into account of all the small and large scale errors, providing a 

very efficient and effective way of system maintenance and delivery. 

 

1.2.  AIM OF  THEPROJECT: 

The aim of the project is to design a touch screen based E-menu for the intelligent 

Restaurants using an Android smart phone. 

 

1.3.   LITERATURE SURVEY: 

Various wireless applications for restaurant ordering have been developed, analyzed and 

implemented in restaurants. These have been implemented using PDA’s (Personal Digital 

Assistant), Windows Mobiles or Android Mobiles. Also many wireless technologies are 

available today. The PDA technology has been developed specifically for medium and large 

scale restaurants which uses Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) systems. 
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Captain Pad, a web based ordering system, is a wireless technology which was being used 

for automating the ordering system in hotels and restaurants. Using Captain Pad, orders can 

be sent directly by the customer to the kitchen, this ensures that the customer will be 

served faster. Developers used MS Disk Operating System, Win 3.11, Win95, 98 and Win 

NT, Win XP, Linux.as operating systems, C++, C, Hyper Text Mark-up Language 

(HTML) , XML, and Java as programming language and web based technologies like 

XML, JSP, EJB, Struts, HTML and Hibernate. They also used MySQL and Oracle 8 for 

databases and JBoss, Apache and Tomcat for web servers. The whole menu is loaded in 

the Captain Paddevice. 

 

A project was proposed with the Bluetooth technology as the communication medium and 

Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) [2] as the hardware which implements faster ordering 

system. It consists of a keypad at customer’s table as a remote control and monitor at 

kitchen to display the ordering information systematically. 
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CHAPTER-2 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

2.1 .  SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM: 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.1 Block diagram of a Smart Restaurant. 

 
 

2.2. Modules of the System: 

 Customer module  

 Server Module  

 Kitchen Module. 
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Customer Module: 

 

The customer module is an android based application that provides a user friendly graphical 

user interface. With the help of this module the customer can order the food. This module 

contains the details of the food to be ordered menu, ingredients and a visual display of the food 

items. Special dishes (e.g. the Chef’s Choice) if any could be changed and modified easily at 

any time by the admin/manager and displayed. Any personalization required by the customer in 

the food item can easily be implemented under this module. The customer module is run on a 

tablet and the application to be run on it is made in MIT App inventor. The customer module is 

connected to the server module through a wireless fidelity network. 

Server Module: 

Server module is a web based module which is handled by the admin (restaurant manager) for 

managing the database and controlling the entire system. Here the entire details of the item 

ordered by the customer, time of ordering is maintained. Here thing speak is used as Server 

which is open IOT platform. 

Kitchen Module: 

Kitchen module is developed with ARM7 and esp8266 which would be used by the chef. This 

module will display the food item to be prepared by the chef and the orders will be in first come 

first serve basis. 
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CHAPTER-3 

IMPLEMENTATION OF HARDWARE 

3.1. ARM Microcontroller:  

Differences between microprocessor and microcontroller: 

 

3.1.1Microprocessor: 

 
1. The C.P.U, memories, timers, Input/output ports, serial communication, interrupts etc.., all 

these are located on different chips and are externally connected to the processing unit. 

2. Different chips occupy more space; more power consumption is required and more cost. 

3. Microprocessors are used in products like general purpose computers. 

4. Different kinds of software applications can be loaded and can be used simultaneously. 

5. Multitasking can be done using microprocessor. 

6. The memory size, number of ports etc.., can be configured according to the requirement in 

applications. 

7. A large instruction set can be used for the applications using microprocessor. 

3.1.2. Microcontroller: 

1. The central processing unit, serial communication, timers, Memories, interrupts, input/output 

ports etc.., are equipped on the same single chip. 

2. It occupies less space, so it consumes less power, and also the cost also very low when 

compared to microprocessor. 

3. Used for products that performs only a specified task. 

eg: air conditioner, microwave oven, remote controls etc.., 

4. Only a single software application is generally used. 

5. Using microcontroller only a specified task can be done based on specified time periods 

6. The memory size, number of ports etc.., are very limited. 

7. A compact instruction or a reduced instruction set is generally used for the applications when 

use microcontrollers. 
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3.1.3 ARM Processor: 

 ARM Processor was developed at Acorn computer limited of Cambridge, England 

between 1983 and 1985. 

 This was after RISC concept came out at Stanford and Berkeley universities in 1980. 

 ARM uses Enhanced RISC Architecture. 

 ARM (Acorn RISC machine) limited was found in 1990. 

 ARM designed basic core structure and licensed it to many partners who develop and 

fabricate new Micro Controllers and different chips. 

 ARM processor is mainly intended in the development of embedded applications 

which involve complex computations (High-end applications) 

3.1.4 ARM Architecture: 

 ARM architecture is based on Enhanced RISC architecture (deviates from  classic 

RISC architecture). 

 Embedded applications need to have : 

 High code density 

 Low power consumption rate 

 Small silicon foot print 

 A large uniform register file (bank). 

 Load-Store architecture, where data processing operations involve only 

 registers but not memory locations. 

 Uniform and Fixed length instructions. 

 Good speed/power consumption ratio. 

3.1.5. Microcontroller Architectures: 

1. Von Neumann Architecture (Princeton Architecture) 

2. Harvard Architecture 

Von Neumann architecture is used by a very large percentage of microcontrollers and 

here all memory space is on the same bus and instruction and data are treated identically. In the 

Harvard architecture, code and data storage have separate blocks and separate set of buses to 
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carry code and data, this allows code and data to be fetched simultaneously, resulting in an 

 efficient implementation. 

 

3.1.6. Harvard VS Von Neuman Architectures: 

 

  

  

   Fig 3.1: Controller Architecture Comparison 
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Fig: 3.2 LPC 2148 ARM CPU Architecture 

3.1.7. ARM LPC2148 Micro Controller: 

ARM LPC2148 is a 64 pin Micro Controller which comes under ARM 7 version of ARM 

processors. It comes under the processor core architecture ARM7TDMI-S.It is a 32 bit Micro 

Controller .This is intended for high end applications involving complex computations. It follows 

the enhanced RISC architecture. It has high performance and very low power consumption. It 

has serial communications interfaces ranging from a USB 2.0 Full Speed device, multiple 

UARTS, SPI, and I2Cs. Various 32-bit timers, dual 10-bit ADC(s), single 10-bit DAC, PWM 

channels and 45 fast GPIO lines with 9 interrupt pins. 
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 Fig: 3.3 Pin diagram of ARM LPC-2148 microcontroller 
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3.1.8. Pin Description: 

 P0.0 to P0.31 I/O Port 0: Port 0 is a 32-bit I/O port with individual direction controls for 

each bit. 

 Total of 31 pins of the Port 0 can be used as a general purpose bidirectional digital I/Os 

while P0.31 is output only pin. The operation of port 0 pins depends upon the pin function 

selected via the pin connect block. 

 In this project the pins are connected P0.8, P0.9 to Easy VR module. P0.10, P0.11, P0.12, 

P0.13, and P0.14 these pins are connected to DTMF Decoder. P0.20, P0.21, P0.22, and 

P0.23 are connected to motor driver L293D. 

 P1.0 to P1.31 I/O Port 1: Port 1 is a 32-bit bidirectional I/O port with individual direction 

controls for each bit. The operation of port 1 pins depends upon the pin function selected 

via the pin connect block. 

 The pins P1.16, P1.17, P1.18, P1.19, P1.20, and P1.21 are interfaced with LCD. Pin 

number 61 and 62 connected to 50MHz crystal Oscillator and pin 57 is connected to reset 

the ARM-7 controller. 

 

3.1.9 Architectural overview: 

The ARM7TDMI-S is a general purpose 32-bit microprocessor, which offers high 

performance and very low power consumption. The ARM architecture is based on Reduced 

Instruction Set Computer (RISC) principles, and the instruction set and related decode 

mechanism are much simpler than those of micro programmed Complex Instruction Set 

Computers (CISC). This simplicity results in a high instruction throughput and impressive real-

time interrupt response from a small and cost-effective processor core. Pipeline techniques are 

employed so that all parts of the processing and memory systems can operate continuously. 

Typically, while one instruction is being executed, its successor is being decoded, and a third 

instruction is being fetched from memory. 

The ARM7TDMI-S processor also employs a unique architectural strategy known as Thumb, 

which makes it ideally suited to high-volume applications with memory restrictions, or 

applications where code density is an issue. 
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The key idea behind Thumb is that of a super-reduced instruction set. Essentially, 

theARM7TDMI-S processor has two instruction sets: 

• The standard 32-bit ARM set. 

• A 16-bit Thumb set. 

The Thumb set’s 16-bit instruction length allows it to approach twice the density of 

standard ARM code while retaining most of the ARM’s performance advantage over a 

traditional 16-bit processor using 16-bit registers. This is possible because Thumb code operates 

on the same 32-bit register set as ARM code. 

Thumb code is able to provide up to 65 % of the code size of ARM, and 160 % of the 

performance of an equivalent ARM processor connected to a 16-bit memory system. The 

particular flash implementation in the LPC2141/42/44/46/48 allows for full speed execution also 

in ARM mode. It is recommended to program performance critical and short code sections (such 

as interrupt service routines and DSP algorithms) in ARM mode. The impact on the overall code 

size will be minimal but the speed can be increased by 30% over Thumb mode. 

3.1.9.1. On-chip flash program memory: 

The LPC2148 incorporate a 512 KB flash memory system respectively. This memory 

may be used for both code and data storage. Programming of the flash memory may be 

accomplished in several ways. It may be programmed In System via the serial port. The 

application program may also erase and/or program the flash while the application is running, 

allowing a great degree of flexibility or data storage field firmware upgrades, etc. The LPC2148 

flash memory provides a minimum of 100,000 erase/write cycles and 20 years of data-retention. 

3.1.9.2. On-Chip Static RAM: 

On-chip static RAM may be used for code and/or data storage. The SRAM may be 

accessed as 32-bit. The LPC2148 provide 32 KB of static RAM respectively. In case of 

LPC2148 only, an 8 KB SRAM block intended to be utilized mainly by the USB can also be 

used as a general purpose RAM for data storage and code storage and execution. 
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3.1.9.3. Interrupt Controller: 

The Vectored Interrupt Controller (VIC) accepts all of the interrupt request inputs and 

categorizes them as Fast Interrupt Request (FIQ), vectored Interrupt Request (IRQ), and non-

vectored IRQ as defined by programmable settings. The programmable assignment scheme 

means that priorities of interrupts from the various peripherals can be dynamically assigned and 

adjusted. Fast interrupt request (FIQ) has the highest priority. If more than one request is 

assigned to FIQ, the VIC combines the requests to produce the FIQ signal to the ARM processor. 

3.1.9.4. Interrupt sources: 

Each peripheral device has one interrupt line connected to the Vectored Interrupt 

Controller, but may have several internal interrupt flags. Individual interrupt flags may also 

represent more than one interrupt source. 

3.1.9.5. Fast general purpose parallel I/O (GPIO): 

 Device pins that are not connected to a specific peripheral function are controlled by the 

GPIO registers. Pins may be dynamically configured as inputs or outputs. Separate registers 

allow setting or clearing any number of outputs simultaneously. The value of the output register 

may be read back, as well as the current state of the port pins. LPC2148 introduces accelerated 

GPIO functions over prior LPC2000 devices: 

• GPIO registers are relocated to the ARM local bus for the fastest possible I/O timing. 

• Mask registers allow treating sets of port bits as a group, leaving other bits unchanged. 

• All GPIO registers are byte addressable. 

3.1.9.6. GPIO Features: 

• Direction control of individual bits. 

• Separate control of output set and clear. 

• All I/O default to inputs after reset. 
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3.1.9.7. 10-bit ADC: 

The LPC2148 contains two analog to digital converters. These converters are single 10-

bit successive approximation analog to digital converters. While ADC0 has six channels, ADC1 

has eight channels. Therefore, total number of available ADC inputs for LPC2148 is 14. 

ADC Features: 

• 10 bit successive approximation analog to digital converter 

• Measurement range of 0 V to VREF (2.0 V ≤ VREF ≤ VDDA). 

• Each converter capable of performing more than 400,000 10-bit samples per second. 

• Every analog input has a dedicated result register to reduce interrupt overhead. 

• Burst conversion mode for single or multiple inputs. 

• Optional conversion on transition on input pin or timer match signal. 

• Global Start command for both converters (LPC2142/44/46/48 only). 

10-bit DAC: 

The DAC enables the LPC2148 to generate a variable analog output. The maximum DAC 

output voltage is the VREF voltage. 

3.1.9.8. DAC Features: 

• 10-bit DAC. 

• Buffered output. 

• Power-down mode available. 

• Selectable speed versus power. 

3.2.  USB 2.0 device controller: 

The USB is a 4-wire serial bus that supports communication between a host and a 

number (127max) of peripherals. The host controller allocates the USB bandwidth to attached 

devices through a token based protocol. The bus supports hot plugging, unplugging, and dynamic 
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configuration of the devices. All transactions are initiated by the host controller. 

The LPC2148 is equipped with a USB device controller that enables 12Mbit/s data 

exchange with a USB host controller. It consists of a register interface, serial interface engine, 

endpoint buffer memory and DMA controller. The serial interface engine decodes the USB data 

stream and writes data to the appropriate end point buffer memory. The status of a completed 

USB transfer or error condition is indicated via status registers. An interrupt is also generated if 

enabled. A DMA controller (available in LPC2146/48 only) can transfer data between an 

endpoint buffer and the USB RAM. 

3.2.1. USB Features: 

• Fully compliant with USB 2.0 Full-speed specification. 

• Supports 32 physical (16 logical) endpoints. 

• Supports control, bulk, interrupt and isochronous endpoints. 

• Endpoint maximum packet size selection by software at run time. 

• RAM message buffer size based on endpoint realization and maximum packet size. 

• Supports bus-powered capability with low suspend current. 

• Supports DMA transfer on all non-control endpoints (LPC2146/48 only). 

• One duplex DMA channel serves all endpoints (LPC2146/48 only). 

• Allows dynamic switching between CPU controlled and DMA modes. 

3.3. UARTS: 

The LPC2148 contains two UARTs. In addition to standard transmit and receive data 

lines, the LPC2148 UART1 also provide a full modem control handshake interface. Compared to 

previous LPC2000 microcontrollers, UARTs in LPC2148 introduce a fractional baud rate 

generator for both UARTs, enabling these microcontrollers to achieve standard baud rates such 

as 9600 with any crystal frequency above 2 MHz In addition, auto-CTS/RTS flow-control 

functions are fully implemented in hardware (UART1 in LPC2148 only). 
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3.3.1. UART Features: 

• 16 byte Receive and Transmit FIFOs 

• Register locations conform to ‘550 industry standard. 

• Receiver FIFO triggers points at 1, 4, 8, and 14 bytes 

• Built-in fractional baud rate generator covering wide range of baud rates without a need for 

external crystals of particular values. 

• Transmission FIFO control enables implementation of software (XON/XOFF) flow control on 

both UARTs. 

• LPC2148 UART1 equipped with standard modem interface signals. This module also provides 

full support for hardware flow control (auto-CTS/RTS). 

3.4. I2C-bus serial I/O controller: 

The LPC2148 contains two I2C-bus controllers. The I2C-bus is bidirectional, for inter-IC 

control using only two wires: a serial clock line (SCL), and a serial data line (SDA). Each device 

is recognized by a unique address and can operate as either a receiver-only device (e.g., an LCD 

driver or a transmitter with the capability to both receive and send information (such as 

memory)). 

Transmitters and/or receivers can operate in either master or slave mode, depending on 

whether the chip has to initiate a data transfer or is only addressed. The I2C-bus is a multi-master 

bus; it can be controlled by more than one bus master connected to it. The I2C-bus implemented 

in LPC2148 supports bit rates up to 400 Kbit/s (Fast I2C-bus) 

3.4.1. I2C Features: 

• Compliant with standard I2C-bus interface. 

• Easy to configure as master, slave, or master/slave. 

• Programmable clocks allow versatile rate control. 

• Bidirectional data transfer between masters and slaves. 

• Multi-master bus (no central master). 

• Arbitration between simultaneously transmitting masters without corruption of serial data on 
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the bus. 

• Serial clock synchronization allows devices with different bit rates to communicate via one 

serial bus. 

• Serial clock synchronization can be used as a handshake mechanism to suspend and resume 

serial transfer. 

• The I2C-bus can be used for test and diagnostic purposes. 

 

3.5.  SPI serial I/O controller: 

The LPC2148 contains one SPI controller. The SPI is a full duplex serial interface, 

designed to handle multiple masters and slaves connected to a given bus. Only a single master 

and a single slave can communicate on the interface during a given data transfer. During a data 

transfer the master always sends a byte of data to the slave, and the slave always sends a byte of 

data to the master. 

3.5.1. SPI Features: 

• Compliant with Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) specification. 

• Synchronous, Serial, Full Duplex, Communication. 

• Combined SPI master and slave. Maximum data bit rate of one eighth of the input clock 

3.6. General purpose timers/external event counters: 

The Timer/Counter is designed to count cycles of the peripheral clock (PCLK) or an 

externally supplied clock and optionally generate interrupts or perform other actions at specified 

timer values, based on four match registers. It also includes four capture inputs to trap the timer 

value when an input signals transitions, optionally generating an interrupt. Multiple pins can be 

selected to perform a single capture or match function, providing an application with ‘or’ and 

‘and’, as well as ‘broadcast’ functions among them. 

The LPC2148 can count external events on one of the capture inputs if the minimum 

external pulse is equal or longer than a period of the PCLK. In this configuration, unused capture 

lines can be selected as regular timer capture inputs, or used as external interrupts. 
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3.6.1. Timer/Counter Features: 

• A 32-bit timer/counter with a programmable 32-bit pre-scalar. 

• External event counter or timer operation. 

• Four 32-bit capture channels per timer/counter that can take a snapshot of the timer value when 

an input signals transitions. A capture event may also optionally generate an interrupt. 

• Four 32-bit match registers that allow: 

– Continuous operation with optional interrupt generation on match. 

– Stop timer on match with optional interrupt generation. 

– Reset timer on match with optional interrupt generation. 

• Four external outputs per timer/counter corresponding to match registers, with the following 

capabilities: 

– Set LOW on match. 

– Set HIGH on match. 

– Toggle on match. 

– Do nothing on match. 

 

3.7.  Watchdog Timer: 

The purpose of the watchdog is to reset the microcontroller within a reasonable amount 

of time if it enters an erroneous state. When enabled, the watchdog will generate a system reset if 

the user program fails to ‘feed’ (or reload) the watchdog within a predetermined amount of time.  

 

3.7.1. Watchdog Timer Features: 

• Internally resets chip if not periodically reloaded. 

• Debug mode. 

• Enabled by software but requires a hardware reset or a watchdog reset/interrupt to be      

disabled. 

• Incorrect/Incomplete feed sequence causes reset/interrupt if enabled. 

• Flag to indicate watchdog reset. 

• Programmable 32-bit timer with internal pre-scalar. 
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3.8.  Real-time clock: 

The RTC is designed to provide a set of counters to measure time when normal or idle 

operating mode is selected. The RTC has been designed to use little power, making it suitable for 

battery powered systems where the CPU is not running continuously (Idle mode). 

3.8.1. RTC Features: 

• Measures the passage of time to maintain a calendar and clock. 

• Ultra-low power design to support battery powered systems. 

• Provides Seconds, Minutes, Hours, Day of Week, Day of Month, and Day of Year. 

• Can use either the RTC dedicate 32 kHz oscillator input or clock derived from the external 

crystal/oscillator input at XTAL1 Programmable reference clock divider allows fine 

adjustment of the RTC. 

• Dedicated power supply pin can be connected to a battery or the main 3.3 V. 

 

3.9. Pulse width modulator: 

The PWM is based on the standard timer block and inherits all of its features, although 

only the PWM function is pinned out on the LPC2141/42/44/46/48. The timer is designed to 

count cycles of the peripheral clock (PCLK) and optionally generate interrupts or perform other 

actions when specified timer values occur, based on seven match registers. 

The PWM function is also based on match register events. The ability to separately control rising 

and falling edge locations allows the PWM to be used for more applications. For instance, multi-

phase motor control typically requires three non-overlapping PWM outputs with individual 

control of all three pulse widths and positions. Two match registers can be used to provide a 

single edge controlled PWM output. One match register (MR0) controls the PWM cycle rate, by 

resetting the count upon match. 

The other match register controls the PWM edge position. Additional single edge 

controlled PWM outputs require only one match register each, since the repetition rate is the 
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same for all PWM outputs. Multiple single edge controlled PWM outputs will all have a rising 

edge at the beginning of each PWM cycle, when an MR0 match occurs. Three match registers 

can be used to provide a PWM output with both edges controlled. Again, the MR0 match register 

controls the PWM cycle rate. The other match registers control the two PWM edge positions. 

 Additional double edge controlled PWM outputs require only two matches registers 

each, since the repetition rate is the same for all PWM outputs. With double edge controlled 

PWM outputs, specific match registers control the rising and falling edge of the output. This 

allows both positive going PWM pulses (when the rising edge occurs prior to the falling edge), 

and negative going PWM pulses (when the falling edge occurs prior to the rising edge). 

3.9.1. PWM Features: 

• Seven match registers allow up to six single edges controlled or three double edges controlled 

PWM outputs, or a mix of both types. 

• The match registers also allow: 

– Continuous operation with optional interrupt generation on match. 

– Stop timer on match with optional interrupt generation. 

– Reset timer on match with optional interrupt generation. 

• Supports single edge controlled and/or double edge controlled PWM outputs. Single edge 

controlled PWM outputs all go HIGH at the beginning of each cycle unless the output is a 

constant LOW. Double edge controlled PWM outputs can have either edge occur at any 

position within a cycle. This allows for both positive going and negative going pulses. 

 

• Pulse period and width can be any number of timer counts. This allows complete flexibility in 

the trade-off between resolution and repetition rate. All PWM outputs will occur at the same 

repetition rate. 

• Double edge controlled PWM outputs can be programmed to be either positive going or 

negative going pulses. 

• Match register updates are synchronized with pulse outputs to prevent generation of erroneous 

pulses. Software must ‘release’ new match values before they can become effective.  

• A 32-bit Timer/Counter with a programmable 32-bit Pre-scalar. 
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3.9.2. LPC 2148 Features: 

 16/32-bit ARM7TDMI-S microcontroller in a tiny LQFP64 package. 

 32 + 8 KB of on-chip static RAM and 512 KB of on-chip flash program memory. 

 In-System/In-Application Programming (ISP/IAP) via on-chip boot-loader software. 

 Embedded ICE RT and Embedded Trace interfaces offer real-time debugging with the 

on-chip Real Monitor software and high speed tracing of instruction execution. 

 USB 2.0 Full Speed compliant Device Controller with 2 KB of endpoint RAM. In 

addition, the LPC2148 provide 8 KB of on-chip RAM accessible to USB by DMA. 

 Two 10-bit A/D converters provide a total of 14 analog inputs, with conversion times as 

low as 2.44 µs per channel. 

 Single 10-bit D/A converter provide variable analog output. 

 Two 32-bit timers/external event counters, PWM unit (six outputs) and watchdog. 

 Low power real-time clock with independent power and dedicated 32 kHz clock input 

 Multiple serial interfaces including two UARTs (16C550), two Fast I2C-bus (400 Kbit/s), 

SPI and SSP with buffering and variable data length capabilities. 

 Vectored interrupt controller with configurable priorities and vector addresses. 

 Up to 45 of 5 V tolerant fast general purpose I/O pins in a tiny LQFP64 package. 

 Up to nine edge or level sensitive external interrupt pins available. 

 

 60 MHz maximum CPU clock available from programmable on-chip PLL with settling 

time of 100 µs. 

 Power saving modes include idle and Power-down. 

 Processor wake-up from Power-down mode via external interrupt, USB, Brown-Out 

Detect (BOD) or Real-Time Clock (RTC). 
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3.10. LCD (Liquid Cristal Display) : 

 

3.10.1. Introduction: 
 

                         A liquid crystal display (LCD) is a thin, flat display device made up of any 

number of color or monochrome pixels arrayed in front of a light source or reflector.  Each pixel 

consists of a column of liquid crystal molecules suspended between two transparent electrodes, 

and two polarizing filters, the axes of polarity of which are perpendicular to each other.  Without 

the liquid crystals between them, light passing through one would be blocked by the other. The 

liquid crystal twists the polarization of light entering one filter to allow it to pass through the 

other.  

 

                       A program must interact with the outside world using input and output devices that 

communicate directly with a human being. One of the most common devices attached to a 

controller is an LCD display. Some of the most common LCDs connected to the controllers are 

16X1, 16x2 and 20x2 displays. This means 16 characters per line by 1 line 16 characters per line 

by 2 lines and 20 characters per line by 2 lines, respectively. 

 

           Many microcontroller devices use 'smart LCD' displays to output visual information.  

LCD displays designed around LCD NT-C1611 module, are inexpensive, easy to use, and it is 

even possible to produce a readout using the 5X7 dots plus cursor of the display.  They have a 

standard ASCII set of characters and mathematical symbols.  For an 8-bit data bus, the display 

requires a +5V supply plus 10 I/O lines (RS RW D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0).   For a 4-bit data 

bus it only requires the supply lines plus 6 extra lines (RS RW D7 D6 D5 D4). When the LCD 

display is not enabled, data lines are tri-state and they do not interfere with the operation of the 

microcontroller. 

3.10.2. Features: 

(1)  Interface    with   either   4-bit   or   8-bit   microprocessor. 

(2)  Display   data   RAM  

(3) 80x8   bits   (80 characters). 

(4) Character   generator   ROM 

(5) 160 different 5 or 7 dot-matrix   character   patterns. 

Shapes and S  
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            (6) Character   generator   RAM 

            (7)  Different user programmed   5 .7   dot-matrix   patterns. 

(8)  Display   data   RAM   and   character   generator   RAM   may   be  

     Accessed by the microprocessor. 

(9)  Numerous   instructions 

(10)  Clear   Display, Cursor   Home, Display   ON/OFF, Cursor   ON/OFF,            

        Blink   Character, Cursor   Shift, Display    Shift. 

(11) Built-in   reset   circuit   is    triggered    at   power    ON. 

(12) Built-in    oscillator. 

 

Data can be placed at any location on the LCD.   For 16×1 LCD, the address locations are: 

 

 
 

Fig: 3.4 Address locations for a 1x16 line LCD 
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3.10.3  Shapes and sizes: 

 
 

      Even limited to character based modules, there is still a wide variety of shapes and sizes 

available. Line lengths of 8, 16,20,24,32 and 40 characters are all standard, in one, two and four 

line versions.  Several different LC technologies exist. “Supertwist” types, for example, offer 

improved contrast and viewing angle over the older “twisted neumatic” types. Some modules are 

available with back lighting, so that they can be viewed in dimly-lit conditions.  The back 

lighting may be either “electro-luminescent”, requiring a high voltage inverter circuit, or simple 

LED illumination.  
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3.10.4. Electrical block diagram: 

 

 

 

3.10.5. Power supply for LCD driving: 
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3.10.6. PIN DESCRIPTION: 

 

Most LCDs with 1 controller has 14 Pins and LCDs with 2 controller has 16 Pins (two 

pins are extra in both for back-light LED connections). 

 

 

 

Fig: 3.5 pin diagram of 1x16 lines LCD 
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3.11. CONTROL LINES: 

EN:   Line is called "Enable." This control line is used to tell the LCD that you are sending it 

data. To send data to the LCD, your program should make sure this line is low (0) and then set 

the other two control lines and/or put data on the data bus. When the other lines are completely 

ready, bring EN high (1) and wait for the minimum amount of time required by the LCD 

datasheet (this varies from LCD to LCD), and end by bringing it low (0) again. 

RS:  Line is the "Register Select" line. When RS is low (0), the data is to be treated as a 

command or special instruction (such as clear screen, position cursor, etc.). When RS is high (1), 

the data being sent is text data which should be displayed on the screen. For example, to display 

the letter "T" on the screen you would set RS high. 

RW:  Line is the "Read/Write" control line. When RW is low (0), the information on the data 

bus is being written to the LCD. When RW is high (1), the program is effectively querying (or 

reading) the LCD. Only one instruction ("Get LCD status") is a read command. All others are 

write commands, so RW will almost always be low. 

Finally, the data bus consists of 4 or 8 lines (depending on the mode of operation selected 

by the user). In the case of an 8-bit data bus, the lines are referred to as DB0, DB1, DB2, DB3, 

DB4, DB5, DB6, and DB7. 

3.11.1. Logic status on control lines: 

• E - 0 Access to LCD disabled 

- 1 Access to LCD enabled 

• R/W - 0 Writing data to LCD 

- 1 Reading data from LCD 

• RS - 0 Instructions 

- 1 Character 

-  
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3.11.2. Writing data to the LCD: 

1) Set R/W bit to low 

2) Set RS bit to logic 0 or 1 (instruction or character) 

3) Set data to data lines (if it is writing) 

4) Set E line to high 

5) Set E line to low 

3.11.3 Read data from data lines (if it is reading) on LCD: 
 

1) Set R/W bit to high 

2) Set RS bit to logic 0 or 1 (instruction or character) 

3) Set data to data lines (if it is writing) 

4) Set E line to high 

5) Set E line to low 

3.11.4. Entering Text: 
 

First, a little tip: it is manually a lot easier to enter characters and commands in 

hexadecimal rather than binary (although, of course, you will need to translate commands from 

binary couple of sub-miniature hexadecimal rotary switches is a simple matter, although a little bit 

into hex so that you know which bits you are setting). Replacing the d.i.l. switch pack with a re-

wiring is necessary.  

The switches must be the type, where on = 0, so that when they are turned to the zero 

position, all four outputs are shorted to the common pin, and in position “F”, all four outputs are 

open circuit.  

All the available characters that are built into the module are shown in Table 3. Studying 

the table, you will see that codes associated with the characters are quoted in binary and 

hexadecimal, most significant bits (“left-hand” four bits) across the top, and least significant bits 

(“right-hand” four bits) down the left.  

Most of the characters conform to the ASCII standard, although the Japanese and Greek 

characters (and a few other things) are obvious exceptions. Since these intelligent modules were 
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designed in the “Land of the Rising Sun,” it seems only fair that their Katakana  

Phonetic symbols should also be incorporated. The more extensive Kanji character set, 

which the Japanese share with the Chinese, consisting of several thousand different characters, is 

not included!  

Using the switches, of whatever type, and referring to Table 3, enters a few characters 

onto the display, both letters and numbers. The RS switch (S10) must be “up” (logic 1) when 

sending the characters, and switch E (S9) must be pressed for each of them. Thus the operational 

order is: set RS high, enter character, and trigger E, leave RS high, enter another character, trigger 

E, and so on. 

The first 16 codes in Table 3, 00000000 to 00001111, ($00 to $0F) refer to the CGRAM. 

This is the Character Generator RAM (random access memory), which can be used to hold user-

defined graphics characters. This is where these modules really start to show their potential, 

offering such capabilities as bar graphs, flashing symbols, even animated characters. Before the 

user-defined characters are set up, these codes will just bring up strange looking symbols. 

 

           Codes 00010000 to 00011111 ($10 to $1F) are not used and just display blank characters. 

ASCII codes “proper” start at 00100000 ($20) and end with 01111111 ($7F). Codes 10000000 to 

10011111 ($80 to $9F) are not used, and 10100000 to 11011111 ($A0 to $DF) are the Japanese 

characters. 
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3.11.5. Initialization by Instructions: 

 

 
 

  If the power conditions for the normal operation of the internal reset circuit are not 

satisfied, then executing a series of instructions must initialize LCD unit. The procedure for 

this initialization process is as above show. 
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3.12. WIFI MODULE (ESP8266) : 

 ESP8266 was designed by the Chinese company Expressif Systems for uses in Internet of 

Things (IoT) systems. ESP8266 is a complete Wi-Fi system on chip that incorporates a 32-bit 

processor, some RAM and depending on the vendor between 512KB and 4MB of flash memory. 

This allows the chip to either function as a wireless adapter that can extend other systems with 

Wi-Fi functionality, or as a standalone unit that can by itself execute simple applications. 

Depending on the specific module variant (ESP-1 to ESP-12 at the time of this thesis) between 0 

and 7 General Purpose Input/output (GPIO) pins are available, in addition to Rx and Tx pins of 

the UART, making the module very suitable for IoT applications. The Software Development 

Kit (SDK) provided by Expressive contains a lightweight implementation of a TCP/IP control 

stack (lWIP) for Wi-Fi communication. The modules houses libraries for optional services such 

as Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), Domain Name System (DNS), and JavaScript 

Object Notation (JSON) and Secure Socket Layer (SSL) libraries for Application Level 

programming. It incorporates 802.11 MAC extensions such as 802.11b/g/n/d/e/h/i/k/r that 

manage signal transmission, encapsulation, encryption, collision management and roaming 

functionality. The chip generally comes as part of a module, soldered to a Printed Circuit Board 

(PCB), however it is possible to purchase only the chip itself in order to create a truly custom 

module. The module variants currently available on the market may include an antenna (PCB or 

ceramic) or a U-FL connector, a hardware component for serial communication and a myriad of 

other auxiliary components such as resistors, capacitors and LEDs. 

3.12.1.  Overview and Specification 

The module comes in many different variations (ESP-01 to ESP-12), along with non-Espressif 

vendors such as Olimex and NodeMCU. The main differences between these modules are size 

and additional components of the PCB, with some having an inbuilt PCB antenna and up to 7 

GPIO pins, while others provide no easy access to GPIO and no antenna, but at a lower cost and 

module dimensions. The processor inside the module is a low power, 80MHz, 32bit 

TensilicaXtensa LX. It is classified as a DPU, which is Tensilicas own type of CPU combining 

the strengths of a traditional CPU and a DSP to achieve better performance for data-intensive 

tasks. Multiple compilation tools exist for this processor with the ESP community even 

attempting to design their own version of gcc compiler to achieve more efficient code density 
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and better performance. The amount of programmable memory varies depending on the module 

manufacturer, but generally ESPs come with 512 KB, 1MB, 2MB or 4MB of flash memory. 

ESP8266 is interrupt driven, with a relatively simple OS and three levels of task priority, 

meaning that only three user tasks that can respond to interrupts can be defined. A function 

user_init () configures the module once it’s provided with power, and can be used to schedule the 

next task, or define a fully event-driven configuration. 

 

The module used in this thesis is an Olimex MOD-WIFI-ESP8266-DEV with all of the basic 

components of ESP8266, a PCB antenna, crystal and an easily accessed UART with support for 

SPI and I2C, 2Mbytes of flash, but more importantly for this thesis it has all the available chip 

pins mapped out for easier access. 

 

3.12.2. Power Supply and Consumption 

Being a Wi-Fi SoC, this chip requires a fair amount of power to operate its transceiver. It has 

incorporated some impressive power management features, including highly integrated 

components that allow for greater optimization and increased efficiency. All this makes 

ESP8266 one of the least power-hungry chips in the Wi-Fi IC industry! Unfortunately its levels 

of demand are still higher than of those based on wireless technologies such as Bluetooth, or 

ZigBee. The official ESP8266 datasheet states this regarding current draw: 
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Fig 3.6: current draw at 3.3v 

However this is just the power consumption of the ESP8266EX chip, the entire module, 

featuring additional hardware such as LEDs, crystals, capacitors and registers revealed that 

actual consumption of the MOD-WiFi-ESP8266-DEV varied greatly from this table. The 

approximate idle (while ready to receive packets) current of the module was measured to be 

70mA, with somewhat higher when receiving packets in 802.11n mode. Transmission drew 

80mA current. 

The module was also prone to high current spikes in the range of 300mA at unpredictable points 

in time, often causing a full module restart. This problem does seem to have been dealt with in 

most recent SDK, however most manufacturers still choose to add additional capacitances 

parallel to power supply in order to prevent such instances from occurring. The ESP8266 can 

operate in a total of 3 power saving modes all of which sacrifice a portion of functionality to 

achieve lower power consumption. These modes are:  Light Sleep  Modem Sleep  Deep Sleep 

The Light and Modem modes are so called Wi-Fi sleep modes. They are designed to be used 

when the module is in STA mode, meaning it does not have to actively send beacons to 

announce its presence and verify clients’ statuses. The Light Sleep Wi-Fi mode is to be used 

when the module needs to maintain WLAN connection without actively transmitting or receiving 

data, allowing the CPU to operate at a lower voltage (or be suspended altogether) and turning off 

the Wi-Fi modem between AP status beacons. This would allow the module to save power while 

still answer to beacons, effectively maintaining the wireless connection. In this mode a DTIM3 

setup at the AP, with 300ms sleep and 3ms wake cycle can, according to the datasheet, lower 
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power consumption to 0.9mA [15]. Modem Sleep is used when the CPU needs to be active. In 

this mode the Wi-Fi modem is turned off between the AP status beacons, maintaining the 

connection at minimal cost while allowing the CPU to perform without interference. A similar 

DTIM3 setup as in previous example leaves the current consumption at 15mA [15]. The Deep 

Sleep turns of all functionality (CPU and Wi-Fi modem), while maintaining only the RTC clock, 

allowing the module to be woken up by a timed interrupt. When waking up, the module performs 

a complete reset, meaning all RAM data is erased (although there is limited space in RTC 

memory block that does not get erased) and the Wi-Fi connection needs to be re-established. 

Espressif claims a 300s sleep and 1s wake cycle (claimed as enough to connect to AP) results in 

average consumption of less than 1mA [15]. Important to note is that Wi-Fi sleep-modes 

described above may not always be true. In test conducted in this thesis they only seemed to 

lower the power consumption to 20-50mA in Light Sleep and 40mA in Modem Sleep. Although 

conventional Deep Sleep resulted in an average of 10uA, there were instances when the deep-

sleep sequence seemed to execute in an incorrect manner, leaving the power consumption at 

standby levels (~80mA). This issue has been known to Espressif that has promised to address it 

in future releases of the SDK. It should also be noted that the module is specified for voltages 

between 1.7V and 3.6V, meaning it can be powered by two AA alkaline batteries placed in series 

(achieving 3V). However the ESP will not work with a Lithium Ion (or LiPo) based batteries 

without additional power regulating circuits. 

3.13. Serial Communication: 

ESP8266 has multiple peripherals through which it can interface with other modules in a classic 

embedded fashion. In this section only the setup of the communication link will be presented, 

since the exact flow of bits to achieve such communication was handled automatically by the 

module and is therefore deemed of no immediate interest for this thesis. In this case classical 

UART was used to decode output and encoding data to be sent to the sensor. Similarly EM50 

data logger has an UART of its own and can do the same thing on its end. Serial asynchronous 

communication does not require a common clock, however in order for the data to be processed 

correctly and at right intervals a common baud rate (can be viewed as symbols per second) needs 

to be set for both devices. The baud-rates supported by ESPs UART component range from 9600 

to 921600bps, while the EM50 is configured for 9600bps as default. 
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3.13.1. BUZZER 

A buzzer or beeper is a signaling device, usually electronic, typically used in automobiles, 

household appliances such as a microwave oven, or game shows. 

It most commonly consists of a number of switches or sensors connected to a control unit that 

determines if and which button was pushed or a preset time has lapsed, and usually illuminates a 

light on the appropriate button or control panel, and sounds a warning in the form of a 

continuous or intermittent buzzing or beeping sound. Initially this device was based on an 

electromechanical system which was identical to an electric bell without the metal gong. Often 

these units were anchored to a wall or ceiling and used the ceiling or wall as a sounding board. 

Another implementation with some AC-connected devices was to implement a circuit to make 

the AC current into a noise loud enough to drive a loudspeaker and hook this circuit up to a 

cheap 8-ohm speaker. Nowadays, it is more popular to use a ceramic-based piezoelectric sounder 

like a Son alert which makes a high-pitched tone. Usually these were hooked up to "driver" 

circuits which varied the pitch of the sound or pulsed the sound on and off. 
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In game shows it is also known as a "lockout system," because when one person signals ("buzzes 

in"), all others are locked out from signaling. Several game shows have large buzzer buttons 

which are identified as "plungers". 

The word "buzzer" comes from the rasping noise that buzzers made when they were 

electromechanical devices, operated from stepped-down AC line voltage at 50 or 60 cycles. 

Other sounds commonly used to indicate that a button has been pressed are a ring or a beep. 

3.13.2. Power Supply 
 

Power supply is a reference to a source of electrical power. A device or system that 

supplies electrical or other types of energy to an output load or group of loads is called a power 

supply unit or PSU. The term is most commonly applied to electrical energy supplies, less often 

to mechanical ones, and rarely to others 

 

 This power supply section is required to convert AC signal to DC signal and also to 

reduce the amplitude of the signal. The available voltage signal from the mains is 230V/50Hz 

which is an AC voltage, but the required is DC voltage (no frequency) with the amplitude of +5V 

and  +12V for various applications. 

 

 In this section we have Transformer, Bridge rectifier, are connected serially and voltage 

regulators for +5V and +12V (7805 and 7812) via a capacitor (1000µF) in parallel are connected 

parallel as shown in the circuit diagram below. Each voltage regulator output is again is 

connected to the capacitors of values (100µF, 10µF, 1 µF, 0.1 µF) are connected parallel through 

which the corresponding output (+5V or +12V) are taken into consideration. 

 

 
                                       Fig 3.7 circuit diagram of power supply 
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3.13.2.1. Circuit Explanation: 
 

Transformer 

A transformer is a device that transfers electrical energy from one circuit to another 

through inductively coupled electrical conductors. A changing current in the first circuit (the 

primary) creates a changing magnetic field; in turn, this magnetic field induces a changing 

voltage in the second circuit (the secondary). By adding a load to the secondary circuit, one can 

make current flow in the transformer, thus transferring energy from one circuit to the other. 

The secondary induced voltage VS, of an ideal transformer, is scaled from the primary VP 

by a factor equal to the ratio of the number of turns of wire in their respective windings: 

 

Basic principle: 

The transformer is based on two principles: firstly, that an electric current can produce a 

magnetic field (electromagnetism) and secondly that a changing magnetic field within a coil of 

wire induces a voltage across the ends of the coil (electromagnetic induction). By changing the 

current in the primary coil, it changes the strength of its magnetic field; since the changing 

magnetic field extends into the secondary coil, a voltage is induced across the secondary. 

 A simplified transformer design is shown below. A current passing through the primary 

coil creates a magnetic field. The primary and secondary coils are wrapped around a core of very 

high magnetic permeability, such as iron; this ensures that most of the magnetic field lines 

produced by the primary current are within the iron and pass through the secondary coil as well 

as the primary coil. 
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An ideal step-down transformer showing magnetic flux in the core 

Induction law 

The voltage induced across the secondary coil may be calculated from Faraday's law of 

induction, which states that: 

  

Where VS is the instantaneous voltage, NS is the number of turns in the secondary coil 

and Φ equals the magnetic flux through one turn of the coil. If the turns of the coil are oriented 

perpendicular to the magnetic field lines, the flux is the product of the magnetic field strength B 

and the area A through which it cuts. The area is constant, being equal to the cross-sectional area 

of the transformer core, whereas the magnetic field varies with time according to the excitation 

of the primary. Since the same magnetic flux passes through both the primary and secondary 

coils in an ideal transformer, the instantaneous voltage across the primary winding equals 

 

Taking the ratio of the two equations for VS and VP gives the basic equationfor stepping 

up or stepping down the voltage 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Transformer3d_col3.svg
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Ideal power equation: 

If the secondary coil is attached to a load that allows current to flow, electrical power is 

transmitted from the primary circuit to the secondary circuit. Ideally, the transformer is perfectly 

efficient; all the incoming energy is transformed from the primary circuit to the magnetic field 

and into the secondary circuit. If this condition is met, the incoming electric power must equal 

the outgoing power. 

   Pincoming = IPVP = Poutgoing = ISVS 

giving the ideal transformer equation 

 

 

Pin-coming = IPVP = Pout-going = ISVS 

giving the ideal transformer equation 

 

If the voltage is increased (stepped up) (VS>VP), then the current is decreased (stepped 

down) (IS<IP) by the same factor. Transformers are efficient so this formula is a reasonable 

approximation. 

If the voltage is increased (stepped up) (VS>VP), then the current is decreased (stepped 

down) (IS<IP) by the same factor. Transformers are efficient so this formula is a reasonable 

approximation. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Transformer_under_load.svg
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The impedance in one circuit is transformed by the square of the turns ratio. For 

example, if an impedance ZS is attached across the terminals of the secondary coil, it appears to 

the primary circuit to have an impedance of 

 

This relationship is reciprocal, so that the impedance ZP of the primary circuit appears to 

the secondary to be 

 

Detailed operation: 

The simplified description above neglects several practical factors, in particular the 

primary current required to establish a magnetic field in the core, and the contribution to the field 

due to current in the secondary circuit. 

Models of an ideal transformer typically assume a core of negligible reluctance with two 

windings of zero resistance. When voltage is applied to the primary winding, small current flows 

and there is driving flux around the magnetic circuit of the core. The current required to create 

the flux is termed the magnetizing current; since the ideal core has been assumed to have near-

zero reluctance, the magnetizing current is negligible, although still required to create the 

magnetic field. 

The changing magnetic field induces an electromotive force (EMF) across each winding. 

Since the ideal windings have no impedance, they have no associated voltage drop, and so the 

voltages VP and VS measured at the terminals of the transformer, are equal to the corresponding 

EMFs. The primary EMF, acting as it does in opposition to the primary voltage, is sometimes 

termed the "back EMF". This is due to Lenz's law which states that the induction of EMF would 

always be such that it will oppose development of any such change in magnetic field. 

Bridge Rectifier: 

A diode bridge or bridge rectifier is an arrangement of four diodes in a bridge 

configuration that provides the same polarity of output voltage for any polarity of input voltage. 

When used in its most common application, for conversion of alternating current (AC) input into 
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direct current (DC) output, it is known as a bridge rectifier. A bridge rectifier provides full-wave 

rectification from a two-wire AC input, resulting in lower cost and weight as compared to a 

center-tapped transformer design, but has two diode drops rather than one, thus exhibiting 

reduced efficiency over a center-tapped design for the same output  voltage.  

Basic Operation: 

When the input connected at the left corner of the diamond is positive with respect to the 

one connected at the right hand corner, current flows to the right along the upper colored path to 

the output, and returns to the input supply via the lower one. 

 

When the right hand corner is positive relative to the left hand corner, current flows along 

the upper colored path and returns to the supply via the lower colored path. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Diode_bridge_alt_1.svg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Diode_bridge_alt_2.svg
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In each case, the upper right output remains positive with respect to the lower right one. 

Since this is true whether the input is AC or DC, this circuit not only produces DC power when 

supplied with AC power: it also can provide what is sometimes called "reverse polarity 

protection". That is, it permits normal functioning when batteries are installed backwards or DC 

input-power supply wiring "has its wires crossed" (and protects the circuitry it powers against 

damage that might occur without this circuit in place). 

Prior to availability of integrated electronics, such a bridge rectifier was always 

constructed from discrete components. Since about 1950, a single four-terminal component 

containing the four diodes connected in the bridge configuration became a standard commercial 

component and is now available with various voltage and current ratings. 

 

 

Output smoothing (Using Capacitor): 

For many applications, especially with single phase AC where the full-wave bridge 

serves to convert an AC input into a DC output, the addition of a capacitor may be important 

because the bridge alone supplies an output voltage of fixed polarity but pulsating magnitude 

(see diagram above). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Rectified_waves.png
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The function of this capacitor, known as a reservoir capacitor (aka smoothing capacitor) 

is to lessen the variation in (or 'smooth') the rectified AC output voltage waveform from the 

bridge. One explanation of 'smoothing' is that the capacitor provides a low impedance path to the 

AC component of the output, reducing the AC voltage across, and AC current through, the 

resistive load. In less technical terms, any drop in the output voltage and current of the bridge 

tends to be cancelled by loss of charge in the capacitor.  

This charge flows out as additional current through the load. Thus the change of load 

current and voltage is reduced relative to what would occur without the capacitor. Increases of 

voltage correspondingly store excess charge in the capacitor, thus moderating the change in 

output voltage / current. Also see rectifier output smoothing. 

The simplified circuit shown has a well deserved reputation for being dangerous, 

because, in some applications, the capacitor can retain a lethal charge after the AC power source 

is removed. If supplying a dangerous voltage, a practical circuit should include a reliable way to 

safely discharge the capacitor. If the normal load cannot be guaranteed to perform this function, 

perhaps because it can be disconnected, the circuit should include a bleeder resistor connected as 

close as practical across the capacitor. This resistor should consume a current large enough to 

discharge the capacitor in a reasonable time, but small enough to avoid unnecessary power 

waste. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Diode_bridge_smoothing.svg
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Because a bleeder sets a minimum current drain, the regulation of the circuit, defined as 

percentage voltage change from minimum to maximum load, is improved. However in many 

cases the improvement is of insignificant magnitude. 

The capacitor and the load resistance have a typical time constant τ = RC where C and R 

are the capacitance and load resistance respectively. As long as the load resistor is large enough 

so that this time constant is much longer than the time of one ripple cycle, the above 

configuration will produce a smoothed DC voltage across the load. 

In some designs, a series resistor at the load side of the capacitor is added. The smoothing 

can then be improved by adding additional stages of capacitor–resistor pairs, often done only for 

sub-supplies to critical high-gain circuits that tend to be sensitive to supply voltage noise. 

The idealized waveforms shown above are seen for both voltage and current when the 

load on the bridge is resistive. When the load includes a smoothing capacitor, both the voltage 

and the current waveforms will be greatly changed. While the voltage is smoothed, as described 

above, current will flow through the bridge only during the time when the input voltage is greater 

than the capacitor voltage. For example, if the load draws an average current of n Amps, and the 

diodes conduct for 10% of the time, the average diode current during conduction must be 10n 

Amps. This non-sinusoidal current leads to harmonic distortion and a poor power factor in the 

AC supply. 

In a practical circuit, when a capacitor is directly connected to the output of a bridge, the 

bridge diodes must be sized to withstand the current surge that occurs when the power is turned 

on at the peak of the AC voltage and the capacitor is fully discharged. Sometimes a small series 

resistor is included before the capacitor to limit this current, though in most applications the 

power supply transformer's resistance is already sufficient. 

Output can also be smoothed using a choke and second capacitor. The choke tends to 

keep the current (rather than the voltage) more constant. Due to the relatively high cost of an 

effective choke compared to a resistor and capacitor this is not employed in modern equipment. 
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Some early console radios created the speaker's constant field with the current from the 

high voltage ("B +") power supply, which was then routed to the consuming circuits, (permanent 

magnets were considered too weak for good performance) to create the speaker's constant 

magnetic field. The speaker field coil thus performed 2 jobs in one: it acted as a choke, filtering 

the power supply, and it produced the magnetic field to operate the speaker. 

Voltage Regulator:  

A voltage regulator is an electrical regulator designed to automatically maintain a 

constant voltage level. 

The 78xx (also sometimes known as LM78xx) series of devices is a family of self-

contained fixed linear voltage regulator integrated circuits. The 78xx family is a very popular 

choice for many electronic circuits which require a regulated power supply, due to their ease of 

use and relative cheapness. When specifying individual ICs within this family, the xx is replaced 

with a two-digit number, which indicates the output voltage the particular device is designed to 

provide (for example, the 7805 has a 5 volt output, while the 7812 produces 12 volts). The 78xx 

line is positive voltage regulators, meaning that they are designed to produce a voltage that is 

positive relative to a common ground. There is a related line of 79xx devices which are 

complementary negative voltage regulators. 78xx and 79xx ICs can be used in combination to 

provide both positive and negative supply voltages in the same circuit, if necessary. 

78xx ICs have three terminals and are most commonly found in the TO220 form factor, 

although smaller surface-mount and larger TrO3 packages are also available from some 

manufacturers. These devices typically support an input voltage which can be anywhere from a 

couple of volts over the intended output voltage, up to a maximum of 35 or 40 volts, and can 

typically provide up to around 1 or 1.5 amps of current (though smaller or larger packages may 

have a lower or higher current rating). 
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CHAPTER-4 

IMPLEMENTATION OF SOFTWARE 

 

4.1 Keil Software: 
 

Installing the Keil software on a Windows PC 

 

 Insert the CD-ROM in your computer’s CD drive 

 On most computers, the CD will “auto run”, and you will see the Keil installation menu. 

If the menu does not appear, manually double click on the Setup icon, in the root 

directory: you will then see the Keil menu. 

 On the Keil menu, please select “Install Evaluation Software”. (You will not require a 

license number to install this software). 

 Follow the installation instructions as they appear. 

 

4.2. Loading the Projects: 
 

The example projects for this book are NOT loaded automatically when you install the Keil 

compiler. 

These files are stored on the CD in a directory “/Pont”. The files are arranged by chapter: for 

example, the project discussed in Chapter 3 is in the directory “/Pont/Ch03_00-Hello”. 

Rather than using the projects on the CD (where changes cannot be saved), please copy the files 

from CD onto an appropriate directory on your hard disk.  

Note: you will need to change the file properties after copying: file transferred from the CD will 

be ‘read only’. 
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Configuring the Simulator 

Open the Keil Vision2 
 

Go to Project – Open Project and browse for Hello in Ch03_00 in Pont and open it. 

 
 

Go to Project – Select Device for Target ‘Target1’ 
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Select 8052(all variants) and click OK 

 
 

Now we need to check the oscillator frequency: 

 

Go to project – Options for Target ‘Target1’ 
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Make sure that the oscillator frequency is 12MHz. 

 
 

Building the Target 

 

Build the target as illustrated in the figure below 
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Running the Simulation 
 

Having successfully built the target, we are now ready to start the debug session and run the 

simulator. 

First start a debug session 

 
 

The flashing LED we will view will be connected to Port 1. We therefore want to observe the 

activity on this port 
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To ensure that the port activity is visible, we need to start the ‘periodic window update’ flag 
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Go to Debug - Go  

 
 

 

 

While the simulation is running, view the performance analyzer to check the delay durations. 
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Go to Debug – Performance Analyzer and click on it 
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Double click on DELAY_LOOP_Wait  in Function Symbols: and click Define button 

 

 
 

 

4.3. PROTEUS: 

Generally we are listening the words PCB’s, PCB layout, PCB designing, ect. But what 

is PCB? Why we are using this PCB? We want to know about all these things as a electronic 

engineer. PCB means Printed Circuit Board. This is a circuit board with printed copper layout 

connections. These PCB’s are two types. One is dotted PCB and another one is layout PCB. The 

two examples are shown in below. 

 

http://www.engineersgarage.com/articles/printed-circuit-boards-pcb-design-manufacturing
http://www.engineersgarage.com/articles/printed-circuit-boards-pcb-design-manufacturing
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What is the main difference between the dotted PCB and layout PCB?  

In dotted PCB board only dots are available. According to our requirement we can place or insert 

the components in those holes and attach the components with wires and soldering lid. In this 

dotted PCB we can make the circuit as out wish but it is very hard to design. There are so many 

difficulties are there. Those are connecting the proper pins, avoiding shot connections and etc. 

Coming to the layout PCB this is simple to design. First we select the our circuit and by using 

different PCB designing software’s, design the layout of the circuit and by itching process 

preparing the copper layout of our circuit and solder the components in the correct places. It is 

simple to design, take less time to design, no shortages, looking nice and perfect. 

Up to now we have discussed about types of PCB’s and difference between the types. Now we 

can discuss about PCB designing software. There are so many PCB designing softwares 

available. Some are Express PCB, eagle PCB, PCB Elegance, and free PCB, open circuit 

design, zenith PCB and Proteus etc. Apart from remaining Proteus is different. Proteus is 

design suit and PCB layout designing software. In Proteus we can design any circuit and 

simulate the circuit and make PCB layout for that circuit. 

4.3.1. Introduction to Proteus: 

Proteus professional is a software combination of ISIS schematic capture program and ARES 

PCB layout program. This is a powerful and integrated development environment. Tools in this 

suit are very easy to use and these tools are very useful in education and professional PCB 

designing. As professional PCB designing software with integrated space based auto router, it 

provides features such as fully featured schematic capture, highly configurable design rules, 

interactive SPICE circuit simulator, extensive support for power planes, industry standard 

CADCAM & ODB++ output and integrated 3D viewer. 

Up to know we have discussed about the basics and software description. Now we are entering 

into the designing section. Run the ISIS professional program by clicking the icon on the 

desktop, then this splash screen will appear. 
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Next, a work space with interface buttons for designing circuit will appear as shown in figure 

below. Note that there is a blue rectangular line in the workspace; make sure that whole circuit is 

designed inside the rectangular space. 

 

Next step is selecting the components to our required circuit. Let us take one example is 

designing of 38 kHz frequency generator by using 555 timer IC. The circuit diagram is shown in 

below image. 
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In the above circuit the required components are 555 timer IC, 470? and 22K? resisters, 10K? 

variable resister, 0.001µf capacitor and one IR LED. So select the components from library. In 

menu bar library > pick device/ symbol. Then one window will open that shown in below. 

  

 

There is another way to select the components. In work space left side there is a tool bar. In that 

tool bar click the component mode button or pick from library. 

http://www.engineersgarage.com/electronic-components/ne555-timer-ic-datasheet
http://www.engineersgarage.com/electronic-components/ir-infrared-led
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Select the all components from library, that components are added to devices list. Click on the 

device and change the angle of the device by using rotate buttons. Then click in the work space 

then the selected component is placed in work space. Place all the devices in work space and put 

the curser at the component pin end then draw the connections with that pen symbol. Connect all 

the components according to circuit then that designed circuit is show in below image. 
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If any modifications want to do to the component place the mouse point and click on right button 

then option window will open. That is shown in below figure. 

  

 

 

After completion of designing save with some mane and debug it. This is virtual simulation 
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means without making circuit we can see the result in virtually through this software and we 

can design the PCB layout to our required circuit with this software. 

.INTRODUCTION OF FLASH MAGIC 

NXP Semiconductors produce a range of Microcontrollers that feature both on-chip Flash 

memory and the ability to be reprogrammed using In-System Programming technology. 

Flash Magic is Windows software from the Embedded Systems Academy that allows easy access 

to all the ISP features provided by the devices. These features include 

☞Erasing the Flash memory (individual blocks or the whole device) 

☞Programming the Flash memory 

☞Modifying the Boot Vector and Status Byte 

☞Reading Flash memory 

☞Performing a blank check on a section of Flash memory 

☞Reading the signature bytes 

☞Reading and writing the security bits 

☞Direct load of a new baud rate (high speed communications) 

☞Sending commands to place device in Boot loader mode 

Flash Magic provides a clear and simple user interface to these features. Under Windows, only 

one application may have access the COM Port at any one time, preventing other applications 

from using the COM Port. 

Flash Magic only obtains access to the selected COM Port when ISP operations are being 

performed. This means that other applications that need to use the COM Port, such as debugging 

tools, may be used while Flash Magic is loaded. 
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Screenshot of Flash Magic Window 

<  

The window is divided up into five sections. Work your way from section 1 to section 5 to 

program a device using the most common functions. 

At the very bottom left of the window is an area where progress messages will be displayed and 

at the very bottom right is where the progress bar is displayed. In between the messages and the 

progress bar is a count of the number of times the currently selected hex file has been 

programmed since it was last modified or selected. 

Just above the progress information Embedded Hints are displayed. These are rotating Internet 

links that you can click on to go to a web page using your default browser. 

Menus 

There are five menus, File, ISP, Options, Tools and Help. 
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The File menu provides access to loading and saving Hex Files, loading and saving settings files 

and exiting the application. 

 
The Options menu allows access to the advanced options and includes an item to reset all 

options. 
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The ISP menu provides access to the less commonly used ISP features. 

 
 

 

 

The Tools menu provides features that support the operation and use of Flash Magic. 
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The Help menu contains items that link directly to useful web pages and also open the Help 

About window showing the version number. 

 

Tooltips 

 
 

Throughout the Flash Magic user interface extensive use has been made of tooltips. These are 

small text boxes that appear when you place the pointer over something and keep it still for a 

second or two. 

Note that tooltips do not appear for items that are disabled (grayed out). 

Saving Options 

The options in the main window and the Advanced Options window are automatically saved to 

the registry whenever Flash Magic is closed. This removes the need for an explicit save 

operation. When Flash Magic is restarted the main window and the Advanced Options window 

will appear as you left it, so you do not have to repeatedly make the same selections every time 
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you start the application. If you wish to reset the options to the original defaults then choose 

Reset from the Options menu. 

3. FIVE STEP PROGRAMMING 

For each step there is a corresponding section in the main window as described in the User 

Interface Tour. 

Step 1 – Connection Settings 

Before the device can be used the settings required to make a connection must be specified. 

 

COM Port Settings 

Select the desired COM port from the drop down list or type the desired COM port directly into 

the box. If you enter the COM port yourself then you must enter it in one of the following 

formats 

☞COM n 

☞n 

Any other format will generate an error. So if you want to use COM 5 (which is not present on 

the drop down list) you can directly type in either “COM 5” or “5”. 
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Baud Rate Settings 

Select the baud rate to connect at. Try a low speed first. The maximum speed that can be used 

depends on the crystal frequency on your hardware. You can try connecting at higher and higher 

speeds until connections fail. Then you have found the highest baud rate to connect at. 

Alternatively, some devices support high speed communications. 

Device Selection 

Select the device being used from the drop down list. Ensure you select the correct one as 

different devices have different feature sets and different methods of setting up the serial 

communications. 

Interface Selection 

Select the interface being used, if any. An interface is a device that connects between your PC 

and the target hardware. If you simply have a serial cable or USB to serial cable connecting your 

COM port to the target hardware, then you can choose "None (ISP)". Choosing the correct 

interface will automatically configure Flash Magic for that interface, along with enabling and 

disabling the relevant features. 

Oscillator Frequency 

Enter the oscillator frequency used on the hardware. Do not round the frequency, instead enter it 

as precisely as possible. Some devices do not require the oscillator frequency to be entered, so 

this field will not be displayed. 

Once the options are set ensure the device is running the on-chip Boot loader if you are using a 

manual ISP entry method. 

Note that the connection settings affect all ISP features provided by Flash Magic. 

Step 2 – Erasing 

This step is optional, however if you attempt to program the device without first erasing at least 

one Flash block, then Flash Magic will warn you and ask you if you are sure you want to 

program the device. 
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☞ Select each Flash block that you wish to erase by clicking on its name. 

☞ If you wish to erase all the Flash then check that option. 

☞If you want to check to erase a Flash block and all the Flash then the Flash block will not be 

individually erased. 

☞If you wish to erase only the Flash blocks used by the hex file you are going to select, then 

check that option. 

For most devices erasing all the Flash also results in the Boot Vector and Status Byte being set to 

default values, which ensure that the Boot loader will be executed on reset, regardless of the state 

of the PSEN pin or other hardware requirements. 

Only when programming a Hex File has been completed will the Status Byte be set to 00H to 

allow the code to execute. 

This is a safeguard against accidentally attempting to execute when the Flash is erased. 

On some devices erasing all the Flash will also erase the security bits. This will be indicated by 

the text next to the Erase all Flash option. 

On some devices erasing all the Flash will also erase the speed setting of the device (the number 

of clocks per cycle) setting it back to the default. 
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This will be indicated by the text next to the Erase all Flash option. 

Step 3 – Selecting the Hex File 

This step is optional. If you do not wish to program a Hex File then do not select one. 

 

You can either enter a path name in the text box or click on the Browse button to select a Hex 

File by browsing to it. 

Also you can choose Open… from the File menu. 

Note that the Hex file is not loaded or cached in any way. This means that if the Hex File is 

modified, you do not have to reselect it in Flash Magic. Every time the Hex File is programmed 

it is first re-read from the location specified in the main window. 

The date the Hex file was last modified is shown in this section. This information is updated 

whenever the hex file is modified. The hex file does not need to be reselected. 

Clicking on more info or choosing Information… from the File menu will display additional 

information about the Hex file. 

The information includes the range of Flash memory used by the Hex file, the number of bytes of 

Flash memory used and the percentage of the currently selected device that will be filled by 

programming the Hex file. 

If the device supports programming and execution from RAM, for example the ARM devices, 

then the hex file may contain records for the RAM. 

First the flash will be programmed followed by the RAM. Programs loaded into RAM via a hex 

file may be executed using such features as the Go option. 

Step 4 – Options 

Flash Magic provides various options that may be used after the Hex File has been programmed. 
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This section is optional; however verify After Programming, Fill Unused Flash and Gen Block 

Checksums may only be used if a Hex File is selected (and therefore being programmed), as they 

all need to know either the Hex File contents or memory locations used by the Hex File.   

 

 

 

Verify After Programming 

Checking the Verify after Programming option will result in the data contained in the Hex File 

being read back from Flash and compared with the Hex File after programming. This helps to 

ensure that the Hex File was correctly programmed. If the device does not support verifying then 

this item will be disabled. 

Fill Unused Flash 

Checking the Fill Unused Flash option will result in every memory location not used by the Hex 

File being programmed with the value that sets all the bits to a programmed state. 

Once a location has been programmed with this feature it cannot be reprogrammed with any 

other value, preventing someone from programming the device with a small program to read out 

the contents of Flash or altering the application’s operation. 

General Block Checksums 

Checking the Gen Block Checksums option will instruct Flash Magic to program the highest 

location in every Flash block used by the Hex File with a special “checksum adjuster value”. 
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This value ensures that when a checksum is calculated for the whole Flash Block it will equal 

55H, providing the contents of the Flash block have not be altered or corrupted. Please refer to 

the Block Checksums section for more information. 

Execute option 

Checking the Execute option will cause the downloaded firmware to be executed automatically 

after the programming is complete. Note that this will not work if using the Hardware Reset 

option or a device that does not support this feature. 

Step 5 – Performing the Operations 

Step 5 contains a Start button. 

> 

Clicking the Start button will result in all the selected operations in the main window taking 

place. They are: 

☞Erasing Flash 

☞Programming the Hex File 

☞Verifying the Hex File 

☞Filling Unused Flash 

☞Generating Checksums 

☞Programming the clocks bit 

☞Programming the Security Bits 

☞Executing the firmware 

Once started the progress information and a progress bar will be displayed at the bottom of the 

main window. 

In addition the Start button will change to a cancel button. Click on the cancel button to cancel 

the operation. 
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Note that if you cancel during erasing all the Flash, it may take a few seconds before the 

operation is cancelled. 

Once the operations have finished the progress information will briefly show the message 

“Finished”. 

The Programmed Count shown next to the progress bar will increment. This shows the total 

number of times the hex file has been programmed. 

Modifying the hex file or selecting another hex file will reset the count. 

Alternatively, right-clicking over the count provides a menu with the option to immediately reset 

the count. 

 

4.4. ThingSpeaks 

• ThingSpeak is a Web Service (REST API) that lets you collect and store sensor data in the 

cloud and develop Internet of Things applications.  

• It works with Arduino, Raspberry Pi and MATLAB (premade libraries and APIs exists).  

• But it should work with all kind of Programming Languages, since it uses a REST API and 

HTTP. 

 

• ThingSpeak is an IoT analytics platform service that lets you collect and store sensor data in the 

cloud and develop Internet of Things applications.  

• The ThingSpeak service also lets you perform online analysis and act on your data. Sensor data 
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can be sent to ThingSpeak from any hardware that can communicate using a REST API  

• ThingSpeak is a Web Service (REST API) that lets you collect and store sensor data in the 

cloud and develop Internet of Things applications. 
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CHAPTER-5 

RESULTS ANALYSIS 

5.1 . RESULTS ANDANALYSIS: 
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5.2. ADVANTAGES: 
 No need of a person to take order from the table. 

 Fast response 

 Can be used with any language 

 Easy to install because of wireless interface 

 Efficient and low cost design 

5.3. DISADVANTAGES: 
 Limited distance 

 System may not work properly if tablet/smart phone suffers a defect. 

 Also become a drawback if end users are not able to use the tablet/smart phone 

devices. 

 

CHAPTER-6 

CONCLUSION 

6.1. Conclusion: 

In this project, we present an automated food ordering system. This system is convenient, 

effective and easy thereby improving the performance of restaurant’s staff. It will also 

provide quality of service and customer satisfaction. Overall conclusion is that, this is a smart 

food ordering system for the restaurant sector, made by combining the Android and Wireless 

technology, our system will provide provisions to customers for reservation in the hotel from 

their homes as well as parcel ordering to enhance the automated system. The project will 

reduce workload of the servicemen who take orders and hence guarantee more attention 

towards each and every customer. It will increase the speed of order with real time monitoring 

along with minimum ambiguity, fault or cheat for an instance, no mislead of customers by 

waiters or change in orders by the customers etc. As an interesting and attractive user 

interface will attract more customers and with an increasing trend towards a smarter world, it 
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will bring in a good profitable business. 

There are possibilities of further additional automated sub-systems like banking system which 

will be able to provide bill payment online using net banking or a credit card. Also, a visual 

graphical user interface can be projected on the table itself for a more attractive and user 

friendly ordering system 
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                                                               ABSTRACT 

This project explains the design and implementation of an electronic system based on 

cloud computing and Internet of Things (IoT) for sensing the climatic parameters in the 

greenhouse. Based on the characteristics of accurate perception, efficient transmission and 

intelligent synthesis of Internet of Things and cloud computing, the system can obtain real-time 

environmental information for crop growth and then be transmitted. The system can monitor a 

variety of environmental parameters in greenhouse effectively and meet the actual agricultural 

production requirements. Devices such as temperature sensor, light sensor, relative humidity 

sensor,Co2 sensor and soil moisture sensor are integrated to demonstrate the proposed system. 

This research focuses on developing a system that can automatically measure monitor and 

control of changes of temperature, light, Humidity and soil moisture sensor and moisture level in 

the greenhouse. With this The quantity and quality of production in greenhouses can be 

increased. The procedure used in our system provides the owner with the details online 

irrespective of their presence onsite. The main system collects environmental parameters inside 

greenhouse tunnel every 15 seconds. The parameters that are collected by Arduino Uno with  a 

network of sensors are being logged and stored online using cloud computing and Internet of 

Things (IoT) together called as Cloud IoT.  

Keywords- IOT, DHT11 sensor, moisture sensor, Arduino Uno 
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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background: 

The greenhouse industry is the fastest growing sector worldwide. The greenhouse 

separates the crop from the environment, thus providing some way of shelter from the direct 

influence of the external weather conditions. This enables the production of crops which 

otherwise could not be produced at that specific location. The greenhouse enclosure enables 

the manipulation of the crop environment. This asset allows the farmer to improve the 

cultivation in a way the plants need. It leads to higher crop yield, prolonged production period, 

better quality, and less use of protective chemicals. The added value per unit area in 

greenhouse crops is much higher than that in open-field cultivation. In moderate climate zones, 

energy is needed, whereas in arid zones, the cooling and availability of water is of major 

concern. The use of materials and energy as well as crop yield and quality can be influenced by 

operating the adjustable components of greenhouse, such as heating and cooling inputs, 

window opening, drip irrigation, screening. Hence , it can be expected that the way these 

controls are operated influences the final economic result. To fully exploit the enhanced 

possibilities for crop and resource management in greenhouse, it is indispensable to know the 

control variables with a remote sensing system using the IOT. This is because it is almost 

difficult for human being to manipulate and be present every day near the system. Indeed, 

remote communication systems are a major component of the policy of modernization and 

technology transfer, due to the increasing development of mobile telecommunications. 

Internet of Things (IoT) is the network of physical things embedded with electronic circuits, 

sensors, software and network connection which enables these things to exchange data from 
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one another. IoT is the fusion of the digital and physical world. In a world of IoT, millions of 

things or devices will be interconnected and uniquely identified on the Internet. The Internet of 

Things allows objects to be sensed and controlled remotely across existing network 

infrastructure, creating opportunities for more direct integration between the physical world 

and computer-based systems, and resulting in improved efficiency, accuracy and economic 

benefit. In near future, IoT is expected to provide many more services like advanced 

connectivity of physical objects over a wide network and also many applications. It is obvious to 

think that in using these services provided by this technology, it is possible to control and 

monitor systems from a distance using the GSM network. Mobile internet are integrated-

applications as useful as home automation, industrial applications for handling and remote 

monitoring of complex systems but also in security systems, and protect property and 

people.So we propose a project to development of green house monitoring and control. 

1.2 Aim of the project: 

The main aim of the project is to design and development of an electronic system based 

on a microcontroller that integrates remote sensing functions rooted in the cloud computing 

using Internet of Things (IoT). 

 

1.3 Methodology: 

 Most physical variables relevant in a greenhouse can be measured by automatic 

sensors. This holds for temperature, light, soil moisture, and relative humidity. Precipitation can 

also be detected, although it is somewhat less common. All the mentioned physical variables 

are sampled and stored electronically at regular intervals when something is changing. Overall, 

the measurements provide quite a good input-output picture of the physical part of the 

greenhouse crop system. 

1.4 Significance of the project: 
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          Automatically control environmental conditions within greenhouse allowing  any type 

of plant to be grown all year round even in arid regions. Customer  able to identify 

greenhouse conditions. Minimize labour costs. Agriculture in urban areas is on rise in recent 

times due to technological progress which here is IOT.     

 

 

1.5 Outline of this Report : 
 

The system allows the acquisition of different climatic parameters in an agricultural 

greenhouse and in addition, this electronic system achieves the remote monitoring of 

greenhouse solutions, by cloud computing solutions (Internet of Things). The most prominent 

improvement in technology based climate control is found in data logging which means 

recording the data monitored from the greenhouse. Greenhouse cultivation represents a very 

important role in modern agriculture. As the greenhouse usually equips with various high-tech 

equipments, management tend to be very complex. 

1.6 Conclusion : 
 
 

 A fully automated greenhouse control systems along with improved monitoring system 

brings obvious benefit such as labor saving, but far more importantly, it enables improved 

quality of production and information gathering that will make difference between earning a 

profit and suffering substantial losses. 
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CHAPTER-2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

The literature contains a large number of efforts for developing monitoring solutions and control 

solutions that benefit from the advantages provided by wireless sensing technology.1. The green 

house system proposed in [1] contains only monitoring of temperature, humidity and light 

control using Arduino, However, it lacks various other parameters control.IOT based smart 

irrigation system proposed in [2],gives  the information about IOT usage with respect to 

Arduino. We  replaced GSM with cloud in the present proposed system. Now a days cloud plays 

key role. Automated irrigation system proposed in [3] contains the details about automatic soil 

moisture sensing and control using Arduino. We have updated that with adding three other 

modules sensing and control. 

2.Greenhouse wireless network monitoring system proposed in [4] uses Raspberry Pi as Wi-fi 

module, now in the present system it  is replaced by ESP8266 and controlled data is shown as 

graph  in cloud. Measurement of temperature and humidity using DHT11 tool information 

from[8].However, this paper introduces control of temperature and humidity using Arduino 

based on IOT as it is the main objective of our project. 

3.IOT based Greenhouse monitoring system proposed in[6] introduced monitoring of various 

parameters using ESP8266.The present proposed system controls  those parameters based on 

suitable conditions for plants growth and  data will be observed in smartphone or laptop using 

IOT. Arduino based greenhouse monitoring system proposed in[10] gives information about 

temperature and humidity monitoring and control using arduino.In addition to that the present 

proposed system includes light and soil moisture monitoring and control. 

4. Smart Greenhouse Automation system proposed in [14] introduced monitoring and control of 

various parameters  and they  used GPRS modem ,we simply modified their design using ESP01 

which acts as a wi-fi module for Arduino and the result will be clearly seen in the cloud. 

5.Sensor based automated irrigation with IOT proposed in [16] introduced monitoring and 

control of two parameters using microcontroller , max232 and analog to digital converter and 

android mobile which is very expensive. To make  it cheaper and efficient with less equipment, 

the present  system is developed with an Arduino which is an open source platform that monitors 

and control four parameters. 
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6. Soil parameters monitoring with automatic irrigation system proposed in [17] introduced 

monitoring and control of ph level, moisture level, temperature, humidity using microcontroller 

by simply modifying microcontroller as arduino the present system is designed. Wireless 

monitoring of soil moisture, temperature, humidity using Zigbee technology  in agriculture [18] 

introduced monitoring of various parameters using zigbee, the present system will monitor as 

well as control various parameters using arduino. 

7. GSM based automated irrigation using sensors proposed in [19] consists of pic microcontroller 

and GSM which are now replaced in present system with arduino and IOT for monitoring and 

control of various green house parameters with less cost. 
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CHAPTER-3 

WORK TITLE EXPLANATION  

 

Appropriate environmental conditions are necessary for optimum plant growth, 

improved crop yields, and efficient use of water and other resources. Automating the data 

acquisition process of the soil conditions and various climatic parameters that govern plant 

growth allows information to be collected with this system with less labour requirements. This 

IOT Greenhouse monitoring systems employs PC or phone-based systems for keeping the 

owner continuously informed of the conditions inside the greenhouse. 

Block Diagram of Proposed system: 

 

Fig: 3.1 Block diagram of proposed system 

 

3.1 Block diagram explanation: 

This is a SoC-based circuit which monitors and records the values of temperature, 

humidity, soil moisture,  and sunlight of the natural environment that are continuously updated 

as a log in order to optimize them to achieve maximum plant growth and yield.  The system 
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constantly monitors the digitized parameters of the various sensors. Monitoring and controlling 

of a greenhouse environment involves sensing the changes occurring inside it which can 

influence the rate of growth in plants.  

The important parameters are the temperature inside the greenhouse which affects the 

photosynthetic and transpiration process, humidity, moisture content in the soil, the 

illumination etc. The sensors used in this system are:  

1. Soil moisture sensor  

2. Light sensor  

3. Humidity sensor  

4. Temperature sensor 

 

3.1.1 Soil moisture sensor  

The two copper leads act as the sensor probes. They are immersed into the specimen soil 

whose moisture content is under test. The conductivity of soil depends upon the amount of 

moisture present in it. It increases with increase in the water content of the soil that forms a 

conductive path between two sensor probes leading to a close path to allow current flowing 

through.  

3.1.2 Light sensor  

The light sensor is extremely sensitive in visible light range. With the light sensor attached to 

the system when the surrounding natural lights are low, it displays the digital values.  

3.1.3 Humidity sensor 

 Humidity sensor is used for sensing the vapours in the air. The change in RH (Relative Humidity) 

of the surroundings would result in display of values.  

3.1.4 Temperature sensor  

It is an integrated circuit sensor that can be used to measure the temperature in the 

greenhouse. It measures and displays the temperature values periodically.  
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The hardware unit of the prototype of the system is represented by the block diagram. It 

contains a Arduino uno as the main processing unit and it gets inputs from the temperature 

sensor, Light sensor (LDR), Humidity sensor,  and moisture sensor. From the data obtained from 

the sensors . The whole system gets power from  a DC adapter. It also uses a wifi module which 

sends information from the system to the owner through internet router. The system operates 

according to the block diagram. The readings from the sensors are analog values. The analog 

input value is converted to a digital value using ADC and given to the micro-controller for 

further processing. In this system the temperature sensor detects the current temperature 

value and inputs it to pin of the microcontroller. The input is an analog input and it is converted 

to a digital input and calibrated .Then it is displayed. Similarly for humidity, moisture PH and 

Light sensor. The output values which is to be stored on to the cloud through Internet of Things 

(IoT).and based on the parameter values actuators will be actuated. Finally the output 

parameters are logged on to the cloud network periodically.  

3.2 Working flowchart: 

 

                                                     Fig: 3.2 working flow chart 
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3.3 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS  : 

• DHT 11 Sensor 

• Moisture sensor 

• Light sensor (LDR) 

• Arduino Uno 

• DC adapter 

• Relay 

• Dc fan 

• Humidifier 

• Water pump 

3.4 ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM : 

• User friendly 

• Easily implementable 

• Focuses on main parameters 

• Easy network coverage 

• Cloud computing provides Increased storage 

• Easier group collaboration 

• Resource continuity 

• Remote monitoring  and controlling 
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CHAPTER-4 

IMPLEMENTATION OF HARDWARE 

 

4.1 Arduino: 
Arduino is open source physical processing which is base on a microcontroller board and an 

incorporated development environment for the board to be programmed. Arduino gains a few 

inputs, for example, switches or sensors and control a few multiple outputs, for example, lights, 

engine and others. Arduino program can run on Windows, Macintosh and Linux operating 

systems (OS) opposite to most microcontrollers’  frameworks which run only on Windows. 

Arduino programming is easy to learn and apply to beginners and amateurs. Arduino is an 

instrument used to build a better version of a computer which can control, interact and sense 

more than a normal desktop computer. It's an open-source physical processing stage focused 

around a straightforward microcontroller board, and an environment for composing programs for 

the board. Arduino can be utilized to create interactive items, taking inputs from a diverse 

collection of switches or sensors, and controlling an assortment of lights, engines, and other 

physical outputs. Arduino activities can be remaining solitary, or they can be associated with 

programs running on your machine (e.g. Flash, Processing and Maxmsp.) The board can be 

amassed by hand or bought preassembled; the open-source IDE can be downloaded free of 

charge. Focused around the Processing media programming environment, the Arduino 

programming language is an execution of Wiring, a comparative physical computing platform. 

Figure 7- Arduino symbol 
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4.1.2 Why choosing Arduino? 

 

There are numerous different microcontrollers and microcontroller platforms accessible for 

physical computing. Parallax Basic Stamp, Netmedia's BX-24, Phidgets, MIT's Handyboard, and 

numerous others offer comparative usefulness. These apparatuses take the chaotic subtle 

elements of microcontroller programming and wrap it up in a simple to-utilize bundle. Arduino 

additionally rearranges the methodology of working with microcontrollers; moreover it offers 

some advantages for instructors, students, and intrigued individuals: 

•  Inexpensive - Arduino boards are moderately cheap compared with other microcontroller 

boards. The cheapest version of the Arduino module can be amassed by hand, and even the 

preassembled Arduino modules cost short of what $50. 

•  Cross-platform - The Arduino programming runs multiple operating systems Windows, 

Macintosh OSX, and Linux working frameworks. So we conclude that Arduino has an advantage 

as most microcontroller frameworks are constrained to Windows. 

•  Straightforward, clear programming method - The Arduino programming environment is easy 

to use for novices, yet sufficiently versatile for cutting edge customers to adventure as well. For 

educators, its favorably engaged around the Processing programming environment, so 

understudies finding ways to understand how to program in that environment will be familiar 

with the nature of arduino. 

 

•  Open source and extensible programming. The Arduino program language is available as open 

source, available for development by experienced engineers. The lingo can be reached out 

through C++ libraries, and people expecting to understand the specific purposes of different 

interests can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR C programming language on which it is 

based. Basically, you can incorporate AVR-C code clearly into your Arduino programs if you 

have to. 

•  Open source and extensible hardware - The Arduino is concentrated around Atmel's Atmega8 

and Atmega168 microcontrollers. The plans for the modules are circulated under a Creative 

Commons license, so experienced circuit designers can make their own particular interpretation 

of the module, extending it and improving it. slightly inexperienced customers can build the 
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breadboard variation of the module remembering the finished objective to perceive how it 

capacities and save money. 

 

4.2 ARDUINO UNO: 

The Arduino  Uno  is  a  microcontroller board  based  on  the ATmega328  (datasheet).  It  has  

14  digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 

MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset  button. It 

contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with 

a USB cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. The Uno differs from 

all preceding boards in that it does not use the FTDI USB-to-serial driver chip. Instead, it 

features the Atmega8U2 programmed as a USB-to-serial converter. "Uno" means one in Italian 

and is named to mark the upcoming release of Arduino 1.0. The Uno and version 1.0 will be the 

reference versions of Arduno, moving forward. The Uno is the latest in a series of USB Arduino 

boards, and the reference model for the Arduino platform. 

 

Technical specifications of arduino: 

 

Microcontroller: ATmega328 

Operating Voltage: 5V 

Input Voltage (recommended): 7-12V 

Input Voltage (limits): 6-20V 

Digital I/O Pins 14 (of which 6 provide PWM output) 

Analog Input Pins 6 

DC Current per I/O Pin 40 mA 

DC Current for 3.3V Pin 50 mA 

Flash Memory 

32 KB of which 0.5 KB used by 

bootloader 

SRAM 2 KB  

EEPROM 1 KB  

Clock Speed 16 MHz 
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Fig: 4.1 Arduino uno 

POWER  

The Arduino Uno can be powered via the USB connection or with an external power supply. The 

power source is selected automatically.  

External (non-USB) power can come either from an AC-to-DC adapter (wall-wart) or battery. 

The adapter can be connected by plugging a 2.1mm center-positive plug into the board's power 

jack. Leads from a battery can be inserted in the Gnd and Vin pin headers of the POWER 

connector.  

The board can operate on an external supply of 6 to 20 volts. If supplied with less than 7V, 

however, the 5V pin may supply less than five volts and the board may be unstable. If using 
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more than 12V, the voltage regulator may overheat and damage the board. The recommended 

range is 7 to 12 volts.  

The power pins are as follows:  

• VIN. The input voltage to the Arduino board when it's using an external power source (as 

opposed to 5 volts from the USB connection or other regulated power source). You can supply 

voltage through this pin, or, if supplying voltage via the power jack, access it through this pin.  

• 5V. The regulated power supply used to power the microcontroller and other components on 

the board. This can come either from VIN via an on-board regulator, or be supplied by USB or 

another regulated 5V supply.  

• 3V3. A 3.3 volt supply generated by the on-board regulator. Maximum current draw is 50 mA.  

• GND. Ground pins. 

 

MEMORY: 

The Atmega328 has 32 KB of flash memory for storing code (of which 0,5 KB is used for the 

bootloader); It has also 2 KB of SRAM and 1 KB of EEPROM (which can be read and written with 

the EEPROM library). 

 

INPUT/OUTPUT 

Each of the 14 digital pins on the Uno can be used as an input or output, using pinMode(), 

digitalWrite(), and digitalRead() functions. They operate at 5 volts. Each pin can provide or 

receive a maximum of 40 mA and has an internal pull-up resistor (disconnected by default) of 

20-50 kOhms. In addition, some pins have specialized functions:  

• Serial: 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). Used to receive (RX) and transmit (TX) TTL serial data. TThese pins 

are connected to the corresponding pins of the ATmega8U2 USB-to-TTL Serial chip .  
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• External Interrupts: 2 and 3. These pins can be configured to trigger an interrupt on a low 

value, a rising or falling edge, or a change in value. See the attachInterrupt() function for details.  

• PWM: 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11. Provide 8-bit PWM output with the analogWrite() function.  

• SPI: 10 (SS), 11 (MOSI), 12 (MISO), 13 (SCK). These pins support SPI communication, which, 

although provided by the underlying hardware, is not currently included in the Arduino 

language.  

• LED: 13. There is a built-in LED connected to digital pin 13. When the pin is HIGH value, the 

LED is on, when the pin is LOW, it's off. The Uno has 6 analog inputs, each of which provide 10 

bits of resolution (i.e. 1024 different values). By default they measure from ground to 5 volts, 

though is it possible to change the upper end of their range using the AREF pin and the 

analogReference() function. Additionally, some pins have specialized functionality:  

• I 2C: 4 (SDA) and 5 (SCL). Support I2C (TWI) communication using the Wire library. There are a 

couple of other pins on the board:  

• AREF. Reference voltage for the analog inputs. Used with analogReference().  

• Reset. Bring this line LOW to reset the microcontroller. Typically used to add a reset button to 

shields which block the one on the board. 

 

COMMUNICATION: 

 

The Arduino Uno has a number of facilities for communicating with a computer, another 

Arduino, or other microcontrollers. The ATmega328 provides UART TTL (5V) serial 

communication, which is available on digital pins 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). An ATmega8U2 on the 

board channels this serial communication over USB and appears as a virtual com port to 

software on the computer. The '8U2 firmware uses the standard USB COM drivers, and no 

external driver is needed. However, on Windows, an *.inf file is required..  
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The Arduino software includes a serial monitor which allows simple textual data to be sent to 

and from the Arduino board. The RX and TX LEDs on the board will flash when data is being 

transmitted via the USB-toserial chip and USB connection to the computer (but not for serial 

communication on pins 0 and 1).  

A SoftwareSerial library allows for serial communication on any of the Uno's digital pins.  

The ATmega328 also support I2C (TWI) and SPI communication. The Arduino software 

includes a Wire library to simplify use of the I2C bus; see the documentation for details. To use 

the SPI communication, please see the ATmega328 datasheet. 

 

4.2.1 Programming : 

The Arduino Uno can be programmed with the Arduino software. The ATmega328 on the 

Arduino Uno comes preburned with a bootloader that allows you to upload new code to it 

without the use of an external hardware programmer. It communicates using the original 

STK500 protocol (reference, C headerfiles). You can also bypass the bootloader and program 

the microcontroller through the ICSP (InCircuit Serial Programming) header; see these 

instructions for details. The ATmega16U2 (or 8U2 in the rev1 and rev2 boards) firmware source 

code is available . The ATmega16U2/8U2 is loaded with a DFU bootloader, which can be 

activated by:  On Rev1 boards: connecting the solder jumper on the back of the board (near the 

map of Italy) and then resetting the 8U2. 10  On Rev2 or later boards: there is a resistor that 

pulling the 8U2/16U2 HWB line to ground, making it easier to put into DFU mode.  You can then 

use Atmel's FLIP software (Windows) or the DFU programmer (Mac OS X and Linux) to load a 

new firmware. Or you can use the ISP header with an external programmer (overwriting the 

DFU bootloader). See this user-contributed tutorial for more information.  

4.2.2 Automatic (Software) Reset : 

Rather than requiring a physical press of the reset button before an upload, the Arduino Uno is 

designed in a way that allows it to be reset by software running on a connected computer. One 
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of the hardware flow control lines (DTR) of theATmega8U2/16U2 is connected to the reset line 

of the ATmega328 via a 100 nanofarad capacitor. When this line is asserted (taken low), the 

reset line drops long enough to reset the chip. The Arduino software uses this capability to 

allow you to upload code by simply pressing the upload button in the Arduino environment. 

This means that the bootloader can have a shorter timeout, as the lowering of DTR can be well-

coordinated with the start of the upload. This setup has other implications. When the Uno is 

connected to either a computer running Mac OS X or Linux, it resets each time a connection is 

made to it from software (via USB). For the following half-second or so, the bootloader is 

running on the Uno. While it is programmed to ignore malformed data (i.e. anything besides an 

upload of new code), it will intercept the first few bytes of data sent to the board after a 

connection is opened. If a sketch running on the board receives one-time configuration or other 

data when it first starts, make sure that the software with which it communicates waits a 

second after opening the connection and before sending this data. The Uno contains a trace 

that can be cut to disable the auto-reset. The pads on either side of the trace can be soldered 

together to re-enable it. It's labeled "RESET-EN". You may also be able to disable the auto-reset 

by connecting a 110 ohm resistor from 5V to the reset line. 11  

4.2.3 USB Overcurrent Protection  

The Arduino Uno has a resettable polyfuse that protects your computer's USB ports from shorts 

and overcurrent. Although most computers provide their own internal protection, the fuse 

provides an extra layer of protection. If more than 500 mA is applied to the USB port, the fuse 

will automatically break the connection until the short or overload is removed.  

4.2.4 Physical Characteristics  

The maximum length and width of the Uno PCB are 2.7 and 2.1 inches respectively, with the 

USB connector and power jack extending beyond the former dimension. Four screw holes allow 

the board to be attached to a surface or case. Note that the distance between digital pins 7 and 

8 is 160 mil (0.16"), not an even multiple of the 100 mil spacing of the other pins. 
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4.3 DHT 11 Humidity & Temperature Sensor: 

 

1. Introduction  

DHT11 Temperature & Humidity Sensor features a temperature & humidity 

sensor complex with a calibrated digital signal output. By using the exclusive digital-

signal-acquisition technique and temperature & humidity sensing technology, it ensures 

high reliability and excellent long-term stability. This sensor includes a resistive-type 

humidity measurement component and an NTC temperature measurement component, 

and connects to a highperformance 8-bit microcontroller, offering excellent quality, fast 

response, anti-interference ability and cost-effectiveness. 

 

Fig: 4.2 Dht 11 sensor 

Each DHT11 element is strictly calibrated in the laboratory that is extremely 

accurate on humidity calibration. The calibration coefficients are stored as programmes 

in the OTP memory, which are used by the sensor’ s internal signal detecting process. 

The single-wire serial interface makes system integration quick and easy. Its small size, 

low power consumption and up-to-20 meter signal transmission making it the best 

choice for various applications, including those most demanding ones. The component is 
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4-pin single row pin package. It is convenient to connect and special packages can be 

provided according to users’  request. 

Technical Specifications: 

 

                 Table 4.1 Technical specifications of dht 11 sensor 
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Typical Application Circuit: 

 

                                       Fig: 4.3 Typical application circuit of dht 11 

              

4.4 LDR Light dependent resistor: 

Introduction: 

          A photo resistor or Light Dependent Resistor or CdS (Cadmium Sulphide) Cell is a resistor 

whose resistance decreases with increasing incident light intensity. It can also be referred to as a 

photoconductor. 

A photo resistor is made of a high resistance semiconductor. If light falling on the device is of 

high enough frequency, photons absorbed by the semiconductor give bound electrons enough 

energy to jump into the conduction band. The resulting free electron (and its hole partner) 

conduct electricity, thereby lowering resistance. 
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                                                 Fig : 4.4.Light dependent resistor  

 

A photoelectric device can be either intrinsic or extrinsic. An intrinsic semiconductor has its own 

charge carriers and is not an efficient semiconductor, e.g. silicon. In intrinsic devices the only 

available electrons are in the valence band, and hence the photon must have enough energy to 

excite the electron across the entire band gap. Extrinsic devices have impurities, also called 

dopants, added whose ground state energy is closer to the conduction band; since the 

electrons don't have as far to jump, lower energy photons (i.e., longer wavelengths and lower 

frequencies) are sufficient to trigger the device. If a sample of silicon has some of its atoms 

replaced by phosphorus atoms (impurities), there will be extra electrons available for 

conduction. This is an example of an extrinsic semiconductor. 

 

 

                                 

 

Cadmium Sulphide cells: 

          (CdS) cells rely on the material's ability to vary its resistance according to the amount of 

light striking the cell. The more light that strikes the cell, the lower the resistance. though not 

valence bands 

conduction band band 

band 

 gap 
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accurate, even a simple CdS cell can have a wide range of resistance from less than 100 Ω in 

bright light to in excess of 10 MΩ in darkness. 

         Standard cadmium based LDRs have a frequency response that varies according to light 

level, but typical fall times range from 15ms to 25ms and typical rise times range from 50ms to 

70ms, so they may be unsuitable for data links and picture scanning.  Probably the best known 

LDR is the ORP12. Smaller cheaper devices are more popular today. 

A sample LDR light sensor circuit: 

 

Fig 4. 5 LDR circuit 

      When the light level is low the resistance of the LDR is high. This prevents current from 

flowing to the base of the transistors. Consequently the LED does not light. 

 

However, when light shines onto the LDR its resistance falls and current flows into the base of 

the first transistor and then the second transistor. The LED lights. The preset resistor can be 

turned up or down to increase or decrease resistance, in this way it can make the circuit more 

or less sensitive. 
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Applications: 

         Photo resistors come in many different types. Inexpensive cadmium sulfide cells can be 

found in many consumer items such as camera light meters, clock radios, security alarms, street 

lights and outdoor clocks. 

They are also used in some dynamic compressors together with a small incandescent lamp or 

light emitting diode to control gain reduction. 

Lead sulfide and indium antimonite LDRs are used for the mid infrared spectral region. Ge:Cu  

photoconductors are among the best far-infrared detectors available, and are used for infrared 

astronomy and infrared spectroscopy. 

4.5 Soil Moisture Sensor : 

This sensor can be used to test the moisture of soil, when the soil is having water shortage, the 

module output is at high level, else the output is at low level. By using this sensor one can 

automatically water the flower plant, or any other plants requiring automatic watering technique. 

Module triple output mode, digital output is simple, analog output more accurate, serial output 

with exact readings. 

 

Fig:4.6 Soil moisture sensor 

Features   

• Sensitivity adjustable. 

• Has fixed bolt hole 

• convenient installation. 
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• Threshold level can be configured. 

• Module double output mode, digital output is simple, analog output more accurate 

Applications   

• Agriculture 

• Landscape irrigation 

Specifications: 

 

                       Table 4.2 Specifications of soil moisture sensor 

Working  

Soil moisture sensors measure the water content in soil. A soil moisture probe is made up of 

multiple soil moisture sensors. One common type of soil moisture sensors in commercial use is a 

Frequency domain sensor such as a capacitance sensor. Another sensor, the neutron moisture 

gauge, utilize the moderator properties of water for neutrons. Soil moisture content may be 

determined via its effect on dielectric constant by measuring the capacitance between two 

electrodes implanted in the soil. Where soil moisture is predominantly in the form of free water 

(e.g., in sandy soils), the dielectric constant is directly proportional to the moisture content. The 

probe is normally given a frequency excitation to permit measurement of the dielectric constant. 

The readout from the probe is not linear with water content and is influenced by soil type and 

soil temperature. Therefore, careful calibration is required and long-term stability of the 

calibration is questionable. 

 

• In This sensor We are using 2 Probes to be dipped into the Soil   

• As per Moisture We will get Analog Output variations from 0.60volts  

• 5volts  Input Voltage 5V DC 
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DC MOTORS: 

A DC motor uses electrical energy to produce mechanical energy, very typically through 

the interaction of magnetic fields and current-carrying conductors. The reverse process, 

producing electrical energy from mechanical energy, is accomplished by 

an alternator, generator or dynamo. 

    

                                           Fig: 4.7 DC Motor 

Many types of electric motors can be run as generators, and vice versa.The input of a DC 

motor is current/voltage and its output is torque (speed).The DC motor has two basic parts: the 

rotating part that is called the armature and the stationary part that includes coils of wire called 

the field coils. The stationary part is also called the stator. Figure shows a picture of a typical DC 

motor, Figure shows a picture of a DC armature, and Fig shows a picture of a typical stator. 

From the picture can see the armature is made of coils of wire wrapped around the core, and 

the core has an extended shaft that rotates on bearings. That should also notice that the ends 

of each coil of wire on the armature are terminated at one end of the armature. The 

termination points are called the commutator, and this is where the brushes make electrical 

contact to bring electrical current from the stationary part to the rotating part of the machine. 

Operation: 

 The DC motor will find in modem industrial applications operates very similarly to the 

simple DC motor described earlier in this chapter. Figure shows an electrical diagram of a simple 

DC motor. Notice that the DC voltage is applied directly to the field winding and the brushes. 

The armature and the field are both shown as a coil of wire. In later diagrams, a field resistor will 

be added in series with the field to control the motor speed. 
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When voltage is applied to the motor, current begins to flow through the field coil from 

the negative terminal to the positive terminal. This sets up a strong magnetic field in the field 

winding. Current also begins to flow through the brushes into a commutator segment and then 

through an armature coil. The current continues to flow through the coil back to the brush that is 

attached to other end of the coil and returns to the DC power source. The current flowing in the 

armature coil sets up a strong magnetic field in the armature. 

    

     

         

                                      Fig : 4.8 Operation of DC motor 

 

The magnetic field in the armature and field coil causes the armature to begin to rotate. This 

occurs by the unlike magnetic poles attracting each other and the like magnetic poles repelling 

each other. As the armature begins to rotate, the commutator segments will also begin to move 

under the brushes. As an individual commutator segment moves under the brush connected to 

positive voltage, it will become positive, and when it moves under a brush connected to negative 

voltage it will become negative. In this way, the commutator segments continually change 

polarity from positive to negative. Since the commutator segments are connected to the ends of 
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the wires that make up the field winding in the armature, it causes the magnetic field in the 

armature to change polarity continually from North Pole to South Pole. 

The commutator segments and brushes are aligned in such a way that the switch in 

polarity of the armature coincides with the location of the armature's magnetic field and the field 

winding's magnetic field. 

4.6 WIFI MODULE (ESP8266): 

  ESP8266 was designed by the Chinese company Espressif Systems for uses in Internet of 

Things (IoT) systems. ESP8266 is a complete WiFi system on chip that incorporates a 32-bit 

processor, some RAM and depending on the vendor between 512KB and 4MB of flash memory. 

This allows the chip to either function as a wireless adapter that can extend other systems with 

WiFi functionality, or as a standalone unit that can by itself execute simple applications. 

Depending on the specific module variant (ESP-1 to ESP-12 at the time of this thesis) between 0 

and 7 General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) pins are available, in addition to Rx and Tx pins of 

the UART, making the module very suitable for IoT applications. The Software Development Kit 

(SDK) provided by Espressif contains a lightweight implementation of a TCP/IP control stack 

(lwIP) for WiFi communication. The modules houses libraries for optional services such as 

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), Domain Name System (DNS), JavaScript Object 

Notation (JSON) and Secure Socket Layer (SSL) libraries for Application Level programming. It 

incorporates 802.11 MAC extensions such as 802.11b/g/n/d/e/h/i/k/r that manage signal 

transmission, encapsulation, encryption, collision management and roaming functionality. The 

chip generally comes as part of a module, soldered to a Printed Circuit Board (PCB), however it 

is possible to purchase only the chip itself in order to create a truly custom module. The module 

variants currently available on the market may include an antenna (PCB or ceramic) or a U-FL 

connector, a hardware component for serial communication and a myriad of other auxiliary 

components such as resistors, capacitors and LEDs. 

 Overview and Specification  

The module comes in many different variations (ESP-01 to ESP-12), along with non-Espressif 

vendors such as Olimex and NodeMCU. The main differences between these modules are size 
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and additional components of the PCB, with some having an inbuilt PCB antenna and up to 7 

GPIO pins, while others provide no easy access to GPIO and no antenna, but at a lower cost and 

module dimensions. The processor inside the module is a low power, 80MHz, 32bit Tensilica 

Xtensa LX. It is classified as a DPU, which is Tensilicas own type of CPU combining the strengths 

of a traditional CPU and a DSP to achieve better performance for data-intensive tasks. Multiple 

compilation tools exist for this processor with the ESP community even attempting to design 

their own version of gcc compiler to achieve more efficient code density and better 

performance. The amount of programmable memory varies depending on the module 

manufacturer, but generally ESPs come with either 512KB, 1MB, 2MB or 4MB of flash memory. 

ESP8266 is interrupt driven, with a relatively simple OS and three levels of task priority, 

meaning that only three user tasks that can respond to interrupts can be defined. A function 

user_init() configures the module once its provided with power, and can be used to schedule 

the next task, or define a fully event-driven configuration. 

 

Figure 4.9 Olimex MOD-WIFI-ESP8266-DEV module 
 
 

The module used in this thesis is an Olimex MOD-WIFI-ESP8266-DEV with all of the basic 

components of ESP8266, a PCB antenna, crystal and an easily accessed UART with support for 

SPI and I2C, 2Mbytes of flash, but more importantly for this thesis it has all the available chip 

pins mapped out for easier access. 

4.6.1 Power Supply and Consumption : 
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Being a WiFi SoC, this chip requires a fair amount of power to operate its transceiver. It has 

incorporated some impressive power management features, including highly integrated 

components that allow for greater optimization and increased efficiency. All this makes 

ESP8266 one of the least power-hungry chips in the WiFi IC industry! Unfortunately its levels of 

demand are still higher than of those based on wireless technologies such as Bluetooth, or 

ZigBee. The official ESP8266 datasheet states this regarding current draw: 

 

Table 4.3  ESP8266EX characteristics 
 

However this is just the power consumption of the ESP8266EX chip, the entire module, 

featuring additional hardware such as LEDs, crystals, capacitors and registers revealed that 

actual consumption of the MOD-WiFi-ESP8266-DEV varied greatly from this table. The 

approximate idle (while ready to receive packets) current of the module was measured to be 

70mA, with somewhat higher when receiving packets in 802.11n mode. Transmission drew 

80mA current. 

 

The module was also prone to high current spikes in the range of 300mA at unpredictable 

points in time, often causing a full module restart. This problem does seem to have been dealt 

with in most recent SDK, however most manufacturers still choose to add additional 

capacitances parallel to power supply in order to prevent such instances from occurring. The 

ESP8266 can operate in a total of 3 power saving modes all of which sacrifice a portion of 

functionality to achieve lower power consumption. These modes are:  Light Sleep•  Modem 
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Sleep•  Deep Sleep• The Light and Modem modes are so called WiFi sleep modes. They are 

designed to be used when the module is in STA mode, meaning it does not have to actively 

send beacons to announce its presence and verify clients’  statuses. The Light Sleep WiFi mode 

is to be used when the module needs to maintain WLAN connection without actively 

transmitting or receiving data, allowing the CPU to operate at a lower voltage (or be suspended 

altogether) and turning off the WiFi modem between AP status beacons. This would allow the 

module to save power while still answer to beacons, effectively maintaining the wireless 

connection. In this mode a DTIM3 setup at the AP, with 300ms sleep and 3ms wake cycle can, 

according to the datasheet, lower power consumption to 0.9mA [15]. Modem Sleep is used 

when the CPU needs to be active. In this mode the WiFi modem is turned off between the AP 

status beacons, maintaining the connection at minimal cost while allowing the CPU to perform 

without interference. A similar DTIM3 setup as in previous example leaves the current 

consumption at 15mA [15]. The Deep Sleep turns of all functionality (CPU and WiFi modem), 

while maintaining only the RTC clock, allowing the module to be woken up by a timed interrupt. 

When waking up, the module performs a complete reset, meaning all RAM data is erased 

(although there is limited space in RTC memory block that does not get erased) and the WiFi 

connection needs to be re-established. Espressif claims a 300s sleep and 1s wake cycle (claimed 

as enough to connect to AP) results in average consumption of less than 1mA [15]. Important to 

note is that WiFi sleep-modes described above may not always be true. In test conducted in this 

thesis they only seemed to lower the power consumption to 20-50mA in Light Sleep and 40mA 

in Modem Sleep. Although conventional Deep Sleep resulted in an average of 10uA, there were 

instances when the deep-sleep sequence seemed to execute in an incorrect manner, leaving 

the power consumption at standby levels (~80mA). This issue has been known to Espressif that 

has promised to address it in future releases of the SDK. It should also be noted that the 

module is specified for voltages between 1.7V and 3.6V, meaning it can be powered by two AA 

alkaline batteries placed in series (achieving 3V). However the ESP will not work with a Lithium 

Ion (or LiPo) based batteries without additional power regulating circuits. 

4.6.2 Serial Communication  
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ESP8266 has multiple peripherals through which it can interface with other modules in a classic 

embedded fashion. In this section only the setup of the communication link will be presented, 

since the exact flow of bits to achieve such communication was handled automatically by the 

module and is therefore deemed of no immediate interest for this thesis. In this case classical 

UART was used to decode output and encoding data to be sent to the sensor. Similarly EM50 

data logger has an UART of its own and can do the same thing on its end. Serial asynchronous 

communication does not require a common clock, however in order for the data to be 

processed correctly and at right intervals a common baud rate (can be viewed as symbols per 

second) needs to be set for both devices. The baud-rates supported by ESPs UART component 

range from 9600 to 921600bps, while the EM50 is configured for 9600bps as default. 

                                  

Figure 4.10 Serial communication over a 3.5 mm AUX cable 

 

RELAYS: 

Introduction: 

          A relay  is an electrical switch that opens and closes under the control of another electrical 

circuit. In the original form, the switch is operated by an electromagnet to open or close one or 
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many sets of contacts. A relay is able to control an output circuit of higher power than the input 

circuit, it can be considered to be, in a broad sense, a form of an electrical amplifier. 

                                                                             

                                 Fig:  4.11 Relay basic diagram 

Relays are usuallly SPDT (single pole double through switch)or DPDT (double pole 

double through switch) but they can have many more sets of switch contacts, for example 

relays with 4 sets of changeover contacts are readily available. 

                                            

 

                           Fig: 4.12  Relay with 4 sets of changeover contacts            

Basic operation of a relay: 
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         An electric current through a conductor will produce a magnetic field at right angles to the 

direction of electron flow. If that conductor is wrapped into a coil shape, the magnetic field 

produced will be oriented along the length of the coil. The greater the current, the greater the 

strength of the magnetic field, all other factors being equal.                                                                          

  

 

 

Inductors react against changes in current because of the energy stored in this magnetic 

field. When we construct a transformer from two inductor coils around a common iron core, we 

use this field to transfer energy from one coil to the other. However, there are simpler and more 

direct uses for electromagnetic fields than the applications we've seen with inductors and 

transformers. The magnetic field produced by a coil of current-carrying wire can be used to exert 

a mechanical force on any magnetic object, just as we can use a permanent magnet to attract 

magnetic objects, except that this magnet (formed by the coil) can be turned on or off by 

switching the current on or off through the coil.  

If we place a magnetic object near such a coil for the purpose of making that object move 

when we energize the coil with electric current, we have what is called a solenoid. The movable 

magnetic object is called an armature, and most armatures can be moved with either direct 
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current (DC) or alternating current (AC) energizing the coil. The polarity of the magnetic field is 

irrelevant for the purpose of attracting an iron armature. Solenoids can be used to electrically 

open door latches, open or shut valves, move robotic limbs, and even actuate electric switch 

mechanisms and  is used to actuate a set of switch contacts 

Relays can be categorized according to the magnetic system and operation: 

Neutral Relays: 

This is the most elementary type of relay. The neutral relays have a magnetic coil, which 

operates the relay at a specified current, regardless of the polarity of the voltage applied. 

Biased Relays: 

Biased relays have a permanent magnet above the armature. The relay operates if the 

current through the coil winding establishes a magneto-motive force that opposes the flux by the 

permanent magnet. If the fluxes are in the same direction, the relay will not operate, even for a 

greater current through the coil. 

Polarized Relays: 

Like the biased relays, the polarized relays operate only when the current through the coil 

in one direction. But there the principle is different. The relay coil has a diode connected in 

series with it. This blocks the current in the reverse direction. 

The major difference between biased relays and polarized relays is that the former allows 

the current to pass through in the reverse direction, but does the not operate the relay and the 

later blocks the current in reverse direction.  You can imagine how critical these properties when 

relays are connected in series to form logic circuits. 

Magnetic Stick Relays or Perm polarized Relays: 

These relays have a magnetic circuit with high permanence.  Two coils, one to operate 

(pick up) and one to release (drop) are present.  The relay is activated by a current in the operate 

coil. On the interruption of the current the armature remains in picked up position by the residual 

magnetism. The relay is released by a current through the release coil. 
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Slow Release Relays: 

These relays have a capacitor connected in parallel to their coil. When the operating 

current is interrupted the release of relay is delayed by the stored charge in the capacitor. The 

relay releases as the capacitor discharges through the coil. 

Relays for AC: 

These are neutral relays and picked up for a.c. current through their coil. These are very 

fast in action and used on power circuits of the point motors, where high current flows through 

the contacts. A normal relay would be slow and make sparks which in turn may weld the 

contacts together. 

All relays have two operating values (voltages), one pick-up and the other other drop 

away. The pick-up value is higher than the drop away value. 

Applications: 

• To control a high-voltage circuit with a low-voltage signal, as in some types of modems 

or audio amplifiers, 

• To control a high-current circuit with a low-current signal, as in the starter solenoid of 

an automobile, 

• To detect and isolate faults on transmission and distribution lines by opening and 

closing circuit breakers (protection relays), 

• To isolate the controlling circuit from the controlled circuit when the two are at 

different potentials, for example when controlling a mains-powered device from a low-

voltage switch. The latter is often applied to control office lighting as the low voltage 

wires are easily installed in partitions, which may be often moved as needs change. They 

may also be controlled by room occupancy detectors in an effort to conserve energy, 

To  perform  logic   functions. For example, the boolean AND  function is   realised    by 

connecting NO relay contacts in series, the OR function by   connecting NO contacts in parallel. 

The change-over or Form C contacts.   perform the XOR (exclusive or) function. Similar functions 
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for NAND and NOR are accomplished using NC contacts. The Ladder programming language is 

often used for designing relay logic networks.  

Early computing. Before vacuum tubes and transistors, relays were used as logical elements in 

digital computers. See ARRA (computer), Harvard Mark II, Zuse Z2, and Zuse Z3. 

Safety-critical logic. Because relays are much more resistant than semiconductors to nuclear 

radiation, they are widely used in safety-critical logic, such as the control panels of radioactive 

waste-handling machinery. 

• To perform time delay functions.  Relays   can be modified   to  delay opening  or delay 

closing a set of contacts. A very short (a fraction of a second) delay would use a copper disk 

between the armature and moving  blade assembly.Current  flowing in the disk maintains 

magnetic field for a short  time, lengthening  release time.  For  a slightly longer (up to a 

minute) delay, a dashpot is used. A dashpot is a piston  filled with fluid that is allowed to 

escape slowly. The time period can be varied by increase or decrease in  the flow rate. For 

longer time periods, a mechanical clockwork  timer is installed 

• ADC (MCP-3208) 

• Description 

•  

• The Microchip Technology Inc. MCP3204/3208 devices are successive approximation 

12-bit Analogto- Digital (A/D) Converters with on-board sample and hold circuitry. The 

MCP3204 is programmable to provide two pseudo-differential input pairs or four single-

ended inputs. The MCP3208 is programmable to provide four pseudo-differential input pairs 

or eight single-ended inputs. Differential Nonlinearity (DNL) is specified at ±1 LSB, while 

Integral Nonlinearity (INL) is offered in ±1 LSB (MCP3204/3208-B) and ±2 LSB 

(MCP3204/3208-C) versions. Communication with the devices is accomplished using a 

simple serial interface compatible with the SPI protocol. The devices are capable of 

conversion rates of up to 100 ksps. The MCP3204/3208 devices operate over a broad voltage 

range (2.7V - 5.5V). Low current design permits operation with typical standby and active 

currents of only 500 nA and 320 μA, respectively. The MCP3204 is offered in 14-pin PDIP, 
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150 mil SOIC and TSSOP packages. The MCP3208 is offered in 16-pin PDIP and SOIC 

packages. 

•  

•  

•  
•  
• Features 

• •  12-bit resolution 

• •  ± 1 LSB max DNL 

• •  ± 1 LSB max INL (MCP3204/3208-B) 

• •  ± 2 LSB max INL (MCP3204/3208-C) 

• •  4 (MCP3204) or 8 (MCP3208) input channels 

• •  Analog inputs programmable as single-ended or 

• pseudo-differential pairs 

• •  On-chip sample and hold 
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• •  SPI serial interface (modes 0,0 and 1,1) 

• •  Single supply operation: 2.7V - 5.5V 

• •  100 ksps max. sampling rate at VDD = 5V 

• •  50 ksps max. sampling rate at VDD = 2.7V 

• •  Low power CMOS technology: 

• - 500 nA typical standby current, 2 μA max. 

• - 400 μA max. active current at 5V 

• • Industrial temp range: -40°C to +85°C 

• • Available in PDIP, SOIC and TSSOP packages 

• Applications 

• Sensor Interface 

• Process Control 

• Data Acquisition 

• Battery Operated Systems 
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CHAPTER-5 

IMPLEMENTATION OF SOFTWARE 

 

IOT PLATFORM 

 INTRODUCTION: 

The term “ Internet of Things”  (IOT), coined by Kevin Ashtonin1999, has been in use 

for several years and continues to be of interest, specifically when it comes to technological 

progress. But what exactly is the IOT? Essentially, it refers to giving objects representation in the 

digital realm through giving them a unique ID and connecting them in a network. In other words, 

these things are connected to the internet and are able to automatically transfer data without 

relying on human interaction. Hence being “ Machine to Machine”  (M2M) interaction. 

Essentially, M2M interaction enables networked devices to exchange data and perform actions 

without the input or assistance of humans, for instance in remote monitoring. But this is not 

necessarily the case. For instance, one can envision the IOT to become an important feature of 

the ‘ home of the future’ , where one can begin pre-heating the oven just before they get home 

from work via a (mobile) application. Hence, the IOT has many interesting applications that can 

be applied to both individuals and corporations. 

OPERATING PRINCIPLES: 

For the purpose of connecting an object to the IOT, we focus on the Thingspeak API. The 

interface provides simple communication capabilities to objects within the IOT environment. 

Moreover, Thingspeak allows you to build applications around data collected by sensors. It offers 

near real-time data collection, data processing, and also simple visualizations for its users. Data is 

stored in so-called channels, which provides the user with a list of features. Each channel allows 

you to store up to 8 fields of data, using maximum of 255 alphanumeric characters each. There 

are also 4 dedicated fields for positional data, consisting of: Description, Latitude, Longitude, 

and Elevation. All incoming data is time and date stamped and receives a sequential ID. Once a 

channel has been created, data can be published by accessing the Thingspeak API with a ‘ write 

key’ , a randomly created unique alphanumeric string used for authentication. Consequently, a 

‘ read key’  is used to access channel data in case it is set to keep its data private (the default 

setting). Channels can also be made public in which case no read key is required. 
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Figure 5.1: Thingspeak representing itself as 'cloud' interface 

A deeper level of what occurs, especially on the server side, can be seen in Figure 6.3.1. 

When a device sends data through a HTTP request (communication), it is processed by the IOT   

service (in   this   case Thingspeak), which communicates with a virtual server. Both the server 

and the IOT service communicate directly with the application. Finally, at all levels of 

communication from the device to the application there is both requirements regarding security 

and management of the data transfer.  

ARDUINO IDE:  

The Arduino Integrated Development Environment - or Arduino Software (IDE) - contains a text 

editor for writing code, a message area, a text console, a toolbar with buttons for common 

functions and a series of menus. It connects to the Arduino and Genuino hardware to upload 

programs and communicate with them. 

Arduino IDE: Initial Setup 

This is the Arduino IDE once it’ s been opened. It opens into a blank sketch where you can start 

programming immediately. First, we should configure the board and port settings to allow us to 

upload code. Connect your Arduino board to the PC via the USB cable. 

 

IDE: Board Setup : 

You have to tell the Arduino IDE what board you are uploading to. Select the Tools pull down 

menu and go to Board.This list is populated 
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by  

default with the currently available Arduino Boards that are developed by Arduino. If you are 

using an Uno or an Uno-Compatible Clone (ex. Funduino, SainSmart, IEIK, etc.), select Arduino 

Uno. If you are using another board/clone, select that board. 
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IDE: COM Port Setup  

If you downloaded the Arduino IDE before plugging in your Arduino board, when you plugged in 

the board, the USB drivers should have installed automatically. The most recent Arduino IDE 

should recognize connected boards and label them with which COM port they are using. Select 

the Tools pulldown menu and then Port.Here it should list all open COM ports, and if there is a 

recognized Arduino Board, it will also give it’s name. Select the Arduino board that you have 

connected to the PC. If the setup was successful, in the bottom right of the Arduino IDE, you 

should see the board type and COM number of the board you plan to program. Note: the 

Arduino Uno occupies the next available COM port; it will not always be COM3. 
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Testing Your Settings: 

 

Uploading Blink One common procedure to test whether the board you are using is properly set 

up is to upload the “Blink” sketch. This sketch is included with all Arduino IDE releases and can 

be accessed by the Filepull-down menu and going to Examples, 01.Basics, and then select Blink. 

Standard Arduino Boards include a surface-mounted LED labeled “L” or “LED” next to the “RX” 

and “TX” LEDs, that is connected to digital pin 13. This sketch will blink the LED at a regular 

interval, and is an easy way to confirm if your board is set up properly and you were successful 

in uploading code. Open the “Blink” sketch and press the “Upload” button in the upper-left 

corner to upload “Blink” to the 
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board.

 

 

 

 

PROTEUS: 

Generally we are listening the words PCB’ s, PCB layout, PCB designing, ect. 

But what is PCB? Why we are using this PCB? We want to know about all these things as a 

electronic engineer. PCB means Printed Circuit Board. This is a circuit board with printed copper 

layout connections. These PCB’ s are two types. One is dotted PCB and another one is layout 

PCB. The two examples are shown in below. 

http://www.engineersgarage.com/articles/printed-circuit-boards-pcb-design-manufacturing
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                                                     Fig: 5.2   Dotted pcb and Layout pcb. 

What is the main difference between the dotted PCB and layout PCB? In dotted PCB board 

only dots are available. According to our requirement we can place or insert the components in 

those holes and attach the components with wires and soldering lid. In this dotted PCB we can 

make the circuit as out wish but it is very hard to design. There are so many difficulties are there. 

Those are connecting the proper pins, avoiding shot connections and etc. Coming to the layout 

PCB this is simple to design. First we select the our circuit and by using different PCB designing 

software’ s, design the layout of the circuit and by itching process preparing the copper layout of 

our circuit and solder the components in the correct places. It is simple to design, take less time 

to design, no shortages, looking nice and perfect. 

Up to now we have discussed about types of PCB’ s and difference between the types. Now we 

can discuss about PCB designing software. There are so many PCB designing softwares 

available. Some are Express PCB, eagle PCB, PCB Elegance, free PCB, open circuit 

design, zenith PCB andProteus etc. Apart from remaining Proteus is different. Proteus is design 

suit and PCB layout designing software. In Proteus we can design any circuit and simulate the 

circuit and make PCB layout for that circuit. 

Introduction to Proteus: 
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Proteus professional is a software combination of ISIS schematic capture program and ARES 

PCB layout program. This is a powerful and integrated development environment. Tools in this 

suit are very easy to use and these tools are very useful in education and professional PCB 

designing. As professional PCB designing software with integrated space based auto router, it 

provides features such as fully featured schematic capture, highly configurable design rules, 

interactive SPICE circuit simulator, extensive support for power planes, industry standard 

CADCAM & ODB++ output and integrated 3D viewer. 

Up to know we have discussed about the basics and software description. Now we are entering 

into the designing section. Run the ISIS professional program by clicking the icon on the 

desktop, then this splash screen will appear. 

  

 

Next, a work space with interface buttons for designing circuit will appear as shown in figure 

below. Note that there is a blue rectangular line in the workspace; make sure that whole circuit is 

designed inside the rectangular space. 
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Next step is selecting the components to our required circuit. Let us take one example is 

designing of 38 kHz frequency generator by using 555 timer IC. The circuit diagram is shown in 

below image. 

  

 

In the above circuit the required components are 555 timer IC, 470? and 22K? resisters, 10K? 

variable resister, 0.001µf capacitor and one IR LED. So select the components from library. In 

menu bar library > pick device/ symbol. Then one window will open that shown in below. 

  

http://www.engineersgarage.com/electronic-components/ne555-timer-ic-datasheet
http://www.engineersgarage.com/electronic-components/ir-infrared-led
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There is another way to select the components. In work space left side there is a tool bar. In that 

tool bar click the component mode button or pick from library. 
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Select the all components from library, that components are added to devices list. Click on the 

device and change the angle of the device by using rotate buttons. Then click in the work space 

then the selected component is placed in work space. Place all the devices in work space and put 

the curser at the component pin end then draw the connections with that pen symbol. Connect all 

the components according to circuit then that designed circuit is show in below image. 

 

  

If any modifications want to do to the component place the mouse point and click on right button 

then option window will open. That is shown in below figure. 
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After completion of designing save with some name and debug it. This is virtual simulation 

means without making circuit we can see the result in virtually through this software and we 

can design the PCB layout to our required circuit with this software. 

CODE: 

#include <Wire.h>  

#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 

#include "DHT.h" 

#define DHTTYPE DHT11 

 

 

#define DHTPIN 2 

int ms=A0; 

int ls=A1; 
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int rl1=4; 

int rl2=5; 

int led=3; 

int mot=6; 

 

DHT dht(DHTPIN, DHTTYPE); 

int msv,lsv,tsv,hsv; 

 

SoftwareSerial mySerial(8, 9); 

 

void setup()   

{ 

   

Serial.begin(115200); 

 

pinMode(rl1,OUTPUT); 

pinMode(rl2,OUTPUT); 

 

pinMode(led,OUTPUT); 

pinMode(mot,OUTPUT); 
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dht.begin(); 

digitalWrite(rl1,1); 

digitalWrite(rl2,1); 

digitalWrite(led,0); 

digitalWrite(mot,0); 

wifi_init(); 

delay(2000); 

} 

 

void loop()                     // run over and over again 

{ 

 

 

 

tsv=dht.readTemperature(); 

hsv = dht.readHumidity(); 

msv=100-analogRead(ms)/11; 

lsv=analogRead(ls); 

 

 

//Serial.println("TMP:" + String(tsv)); 
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//Serial.println("HUM:" + String(hsv)); 

//Serial.println("MOI:" + String(msv)); 

//Serial.println("LDR:" + String(lsv)); 

 

if(lsv<400) 

{ 

  digitalWrite(led,1); 

} 

else 

{ 

  digitalWrite(led,0); 

} 

 

if(tsv>40) 

{ 

  digitalWrite(mot,1); 

} 

else 

{ 

  digitalWrite(mot,0); 

} 
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if(hsv>90) 

{ 

  digitalWrite(rl1,0); 

} 

else 

{ 

  digitalWrite(rl1,1); 

} 

 

if(msv<30) 

{ 

  digitalWrite(rl2,0); 

} 

else 

{ 

  digitalWrite(rl2,1); 

} 

 

 

delay(1500); 
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upload_iot(tsv,hsv,msv,lsv); 

 

 

} 

 

 

 

void wifi_init() 

 { 

   Serial.println("AT+RST"); 

  delay(4000); 

   

  Serial.println("AT+CWMODE=3"); 

  delay(4000); 

   

  Serial.print("AT+CWJAP="); 

  Serial.write('"'); 

  Serial.print("oppo"); // ssid/user name 

  Serial.write('"'); 

  Serial.write(','); 
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  Serial.write('"'); 

  Serial.print("oppo1234"); //password 

  Serial.write('"'); 

  Serial.println(); 

  delay(1000); 

 } 

 

 

void upload_iot(int x, int y, int z, int p) //ldr copied int to - x   and gas copied into -y 

{ 

   

  String cmd = "AT+CIPSTART=\"TCP\",\""; 

  cmd += "184.106.153.149"; // api.thingspeak.com 

  cmd += "\",80"; 

  Serial.println(cmd); 

  delay(1500); 

 

 String getStr ="GET /update?api_key=3HW47ZJDY4W8TMD8&field1="; 

  getStr += String(x); 

  getStr +="&field2="; 

  getStr += String(y); 
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  getStr +="&field3="; 

  getStr += String(z); 

  getStr +="&field4="; 

  getStr += String(p); 

  getStr += "\r\n\r\n"; 

   

  cmd = "AT+CIPSEND="; 

  cmd += String(getStr.length()); 

  Serial.println(cmd); 

  delay(1500); 

  Serial.println(getStr); 

  delay(1500); 

} 
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CHAPTER-6 

RESULT AND ANALYSYS 

 

The proposed system was fully developed and tested to demonstrate its feasibility and 

effectiveness. The screenshots of the smart home app developed has been presented in Figure 

below. 
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Fig:6.1 output of proposed system in cloud using Iot. 
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CHAPTER-7 

                       CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

This project describes the design of a greenhouse monitoring system based on CloudIoT. 

Agriculture projects even in urban areas are on a rise in recent times, in unique forms. 

technological progress makes the agricultural sector grow high, which here is made by the 

CloudIoT. The IoT will dramatically change the way we live our daily      lives and what 

information is stored about us. This cloud computing is free to use anytime and anywhere as 

long as the computer is connected with the Internet. This monitoring system percepts different 

parameters inside the greenhouse using sensors, cloud to provide the updates. The developed 

system can be proved profitable as it will optimize the resources in the greenhouse. The 

complete module is of low cost, low power operation hence, easily available to everyone. in 

future  by developing a mobile application for IOT system to make more flexible to the peoples. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH  PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

(PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

Classification 
 of  

Project 
 

Application Product Research Review 

     

✓ 

  

 

Note: Tick Appropriate category.  

Project Outcomes 

Outcome 1: Understanding and design of Arduino uno interfacing with sensors and  actuators. 

Outcome 2: Understand the impact of the greenhouse automation in societal and environmental 

contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need  for  sustainable development.  
 

Outcome 3: Understand how Iot is used for communication using WiFi module. 

Outcome 4: Project management and team work 

Mapping Table 

Note: Map each project outcomes with POs and PSOs with either 1 or 2 or 3 based  on level of 

mapping as follows: 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome 1  

3 

  

3 

          

3 

 

3 

Outcome 2  

3 

 

3 

     

3 

       

2 

Outcome 3  

3 

   

 

 

3 

     

2 

    

2 

And so on         3 

 

 

 3 
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1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 

 

Appendix A  

 

Arduino Tool details 
 

A.1  Writing Sketches 
 

Programs written using Arduino Software (IDE) are called sketches. These sketches are written 

in the text editor and are saved with the file extension .ino. The editor has features for 

cutting/pasting and for searching/replacing text. The message area gives feedback while saving 

and exporting and also displays errors. The console displays text output by the Arduino Software 

(IDE), including complete error messages and other information. The bottom righthand corner of 

the window displays the configured board and serial port. The toolbar buttons allow you to verify 

and upload programs, create, open, and save sketches, and open the serial monitor. 

NB: Versions of the Arduino Software (IDE) prior to 1.0 saved sketches with the extension 

.pde. It is possible to open these files with version 1.0, you will be prompted to save the 

sketch with the .ino extension on save. 

 

Verify  

Checks your code for errors compiling it. 

 

Upload  

Compiles your code and uploads it to the configured board. See uploading below for 

details. 

Note: If you are using an external programmer with your board, you can hold down the 

"shift" key on your computer when using this icon. The text will change to "Upload 

using Programmer" 

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/Environment#uploading
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New  

Creates a new sketch. 

 

Open  

Presents a menu of all the sketches in your sketchbook. Clicking one will open it 

within the current window overwriting its content. 

Note: due to a bug in Java, this menu doesn't scroll; if you need to open a sketch late in 

the list, use the File | Sketchbook menu instead. 

 

Save  

Saves your sketch. 

 

Serial Monitor  

Opens the serial monitor. 

Additional commands are found within the five menus: File, Edit, Sketch, Tools, Help. The 

menus are context sensitive, which means only those items relevant to the work currently being 

carried out are available. 

File 

1. New  

Creates a new instance of the editor, with the bare minimum structure of a sketch already 

in place. 

2. Open  

Allows to load a sketch file browsing through the computer drives and folders. 

3. Open Recent  

Provides a short list of the most recent sketches, ready to be opened. 

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/Environment#serialmonitor
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4. Sketchbook  

Shows the current sketches within the sketchbook folder structure; clicking on any name 

opens the corresponding sketch in a new editor instance. 

5. Examples  

Any example provided by the Arduino Software (IDE) or library shows up in this menu 

item. All the examples are structured in a tree that allows easy access by topic or library. 

6. Close  

Closes the instance of the Arduino Software from which it is clicked. 

7. Save  

Saves the sketch with the current name. If the file hasn't been named before, a name will 

be provided in a "Save as.." window. 

8. Save as...  

Allows to save the current sketch with a different name. 

9. Page Setup  

It shows the Page Setup window for printing. 

10. Print  

Sends the current sketch to the printer according to the settings defined in Page Setup. 

11. Preferences  

Opens the Preferences window where some settings of the IDE may be customized, as 

the language of the IDE interface. 

12. Quit  

Closes all IDE windows. The same sketches open when Quit was chosen will be 

automatically reopened the next time you start the IDE. 

Edit 

13. Undo/Redo  

Goes back of one or more steps you did while editing; when you go back, you may go 

forward with Redo. 

14. Cut  

Removes the selected text from the editor and places it into the clipboard. 
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15. Copy  

Duplicates the selected text in the editor and places it into the clipboard. 

16. Copy for Forum  

Copies the code of your sketch to the clipboard in a form suitable for posting to the 

forum, complete with syntax coloring. 

17. Copy as HTML  

Copies the code of your sketch to the clipboard as HTML, suitable for embedding in web 

pages. 

18. Paste  

Puts the contents of the clipboard at the cursor position, in the editor. 

19. Select All  

Selects and highlights the whole content of the editor. 

20. Comment/Uncomment  

Puts or removes the // comment marker at the beginning of each selected line. 

21. Increase/Decrease Indent  

Adds or subtracts a space at the beginning of each selected line, moving the text one 

space on the right or eliminating a space at the beginning. 

22. Find  

Opens the Find and Replace window where you can specify text to search inside the 

current sketch according to several options. 

23. Find Next  

Highlights the next occurrence - if any - of the string specified as the search item in the 

Find window, relative to the cursor position. 

24. Find Previous  

Highlights the previous occurrence - if any - of the string specified as the search item in 

the Find window relative to the cursor position. 

    Sketch 

25. Verify/Compile  

Checks your sketch for errors compiling it; it will report memory usage for code and 

variables in the console area. 
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26. Upload  

Compiles and loads the binary file onto the configured board through the configured Port. 

27. Upload Using Programmer  

This will overwrite the bootloader on the board; you will need to use Tools > Burn 

Bootloader to restore it and be able to Upload to USB serial port again. However, it 

allows you to use the full capacity of the Flash memory for your sketch. Please note that 

this command will NOT burn the fuses. To do so a Tools -> Burn Bootloader command 

must be executed. 

28. Export Compiled Binary  

Saves a .hex file that may be kept as archive or sent to the board using other tools. 

29. Show Sketch Folder  

Opens the current sketch folder. 

30. Include Library  

Adds a library to your sketch by inserting #include statements at the start of your code. 

For more details, see libraries below. Additionally, from this menu item you can access 

the Library Manager and import new libraries from .zip files. 

31. Add File...  

Adds a source file to the sketch (it will be copied from its current location). The new file 

appears in a new tab in the sketch window. Files can be removed from the sketch using 

the tab menu accessible clicking on the small triangle icon below the serial monitor one 

on the right side o the toolbar. 

    Tools 

32. Auto Format  

This formats your code nicely: i.e. indents it so that opening and closing curly braces line 

up, and that the statements inside curly braces are indented more. 

 

33. Archive Sketch  

Archives a copy of the current sketch in .zip format. The archive is placed in the same 

directory as the sketch. 

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/Environment#libraries
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34. Fix Encoding & Reload  

Fixes possible discrepancies between the editor char map encoding and other operating 

systems char maps. 

35. Serial Monitor  

Opens the serial monitor window and initiates the exchange of data with any connected 

board on the currently selected Port. This usually resets the board, if the board supports 

Reset over serial port opening. 

36. Board  

Select the board that you're using. See below for descriptions of the various boards 

37. Port  

This menu contains all the serial devices (real or virtual) on your machine. It should 

automatically refresh every time you open the top-level tools menu. 

38. Programmer  

For selecting a hardware programmer when programming a board or chip and not using 

the onboard USB-serial connection. Normally you won't need this, but if you're burning a 

bootloader to a new microcontroller, you will use this. 

39. Burn Bootloader  

The items in this menu allow you to burn a bootloader onto the microcontroller on an 

Arduino board. This is not required for normal use of an Arduino or Genuino board but is 

useful if you purchase a new ATmega microcontroller (which normally come without a 

bootloader). Ensure that you've selected the correct board from the Boards menu before 

burning the bootloader on the target board. This command also set the right fuses. 

    Help 

40. Here you find easy access to a number of documents that come with the Arduino 

Software (IDE). You have access to Getting Started, Reference, this guide to the IDE and 

other documents locally, without an internet connection. The documents are a local copy 

of the online ones and may link back to our online website. 
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41. Find in Reference  

This is the only interactive function of the Help menu: it directly selects the relevant page 

in the local copy of the Reference for the function or command under the cursor. 
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ABSTRACT 

A common goal of the engineering field of signal processing is to reconstruct a signal 

from a series of sampling measurements. In general, this task is impossible because there is no 

way to reconstruct a signal during the times that the signal is not measured. Nevertheless, with 

prior knowledge or assumptions about the signal, it turns out to be possible to perfectly 

reconstruct a signal from a series of measurements acquiring this series of measurements is 

called sampling. Compressed sensing is also known as compressive sensing, compressive 

sampling, or sparse sampling is a signal processing technique for efficiently acquiring and 

reconstructing a signal, by finding solutions to underdetermined linear systems. This is based on 

the principle that, through optimization, the sparsity of a signal can be exploited to recover it 

from far fewer samples than required by the Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem. There are two 

conditions under which recovery is possible. The first one is sparsity which requires the signal to 

be sparse in some domain. The second one is incoherence which is applied through the isometric 

property which is sufficient for sparse signals. In the proposed project a signal will be under 

sampled and reconstructed using the concept of compressed sensing and simulated using 

MATLAB. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sampling_(signal_processing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_(electronics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Underdetermined_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyquist%E2%80%93Shannon_sampling_theorem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sparsity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coherence_(signal_processing)
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1.1 BACKGROUND 

CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

The traditional approach of reconstructing signals or images from measured data follows 

the well-known Shannon sampling theorem, which states that the sampling rate must be twice 

the highest frequency. Similarly, the fundamental theorem of linear algebra suggests that the 

number of collected samples (measurements) of a discrete finite-dimensional signal should be 

at least as large as its length (its dimension) in order to ensure reconstruction. This principle 

underlies most devices of current technology, such as analog to digital conversion and 

medical imaging. The novel theory of compressive sensing provides a fundamentally new 

approach to data acquisition which overcomes this common wisdom. It predicts that certain 

signals or images can be recovered from what was previously believed to be highly 

incomplete measurements (information). 

 
1.2 AIM OF THEPROJECT 

Compressive Sensing (CS) is a new sensing modality, which compresses the signal being 

acquired at the time of sensing. Signals can have sparse or compressible representation either 

in original domain or in some transform domain. Relying on the sparsity of the signals, CS 

allows us to sample the signal at a rate much below the Nyquist sampling rate. Also, the 

varied reconstruction algorithms of CS can faithfully reconstruct the original signal back 

from fewer compressive measurements. This fact has stimulated research interest toward the 

use of CS in several fields, such as magnetic resonance imaging, high-speed video acquisition 

and ultra wide band communication. 

1.3 METHODOLOGY 

 
In order to sample and again reconstruct the signal, we are using the compressive sensing 

for generation of compressed signal and a reconstruction can be done below the Nyquist rate 

by using an algorithm known as Basis pursuit. This can be possible if the signal can be 

represented as sparse signal in one of the transformed domain. Compressive sensing 

technique is possible only if the signal satisfies two conditions. They are sparsity and 

incoherence. 
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1.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS WORK 

In the big data era, in order to control the cost, complexity and bandwidth of collecting 

and processing high dimensional data systems, it is critical to exploit models that encapsulate 

prior information regarding the signals of interest. Indeed there exist a wide variety of 

techniques for data reduction using low dimensional models to reduce the burden of 

processing. The field of compressive sensing has been motivated by the goal of reducing 

sensing costs, for general sensing missions. 

Applications of compressive sensing are photography, holography, facial recognition, 

Magnetic resonance imaging, Network tomography, Short wave infrared cameras, Aperture 

synthesis in radio astronomy and Transmission electron microscopy. 

1.5 OUTLINE 

Chapter1 deals with introduction of the project. Chapter 2 deals drafts about sampling. 

Chapter 3 gives the Fourier transform. Chapter 4 describes the compressive sensing 

technique. Chapter 5 explains the software implementation. Chapter 6 shows the result of the 

project. Chapter 7 talks about conclusion, future scope and references. 

1.6 CONCLUSION 

Introduction of CS has revolutionized many areas in signal processing, where there 

were limited scopes. Some of the major contributions are faster MRI, high quality image and 

video acquisition using single pixel camera, acquisition of UWB signals while drastically 

reducing the power consumption, etc. CS acquisition approach may vary from signal to 

signal. Similarly, the reconstruction approach to be used is also highly signal dependent, 

which may further needs to be modified to suit a particular situation. It will be highly 

beneficial to have a universal CS acquisition and reconstruction strategy. A review of major 

application areas where CS is currently being utilized has also been presented. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Why sampling is required? 

CHAPTER-2 

SAMPLING 

The signals we use in the real world, such as our voices, are called "analog" signals. 

To process these signals in computers, we need to convert the signals to "digital" form.  

While an analog signal is continuous in both time and amplitude, a digital signal is discrete in 

both time and amplitude. To convert a signal from continuous time to discrete time, a process 

called sampling is used. The value of the signal is measured at certain intervals in 

time.Eachmeasurementisreferredtoasasample.Samplingisdefinedas,―Theprocessof measuring 

the instantaneous values of continuous-time signal in a discrete form.‖ 

2.1.1 Sample 

 
Sample is a piece of data taken from the whole data which is continuous in the time 

domain. When a source generates an  analog  signal  and  if  that  has  to  be  digitized,  

having 1s and 0s i.e., High or Low, the signal has to be discretized in time. This discretization 

of analog signal is called as Sampling. 

2.1.2 Sampling Rate 
 

To discretize the signals, the gap between the samples should be fixed. That gap can 

be termed as a sampling period Ts.  

 

Sampling Frequency=  
1

𝑡𝑠
= fs.                — (1). 

Where, 

Ts is the sampling time 

fs is the sampling frequency or the sampling rate 

2.1.3 Sampling frequency 
 

Sampling frequency is the reciprocal of the sampling period. This sampling frequency 

can be simply called as sampling rate. The sampling rate denotes the number of samples 

taken per second, or for a finite set of values. 
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For an analog signal to be reconstructed from the digitized signal, the sampling rate 

should be highly considered. The rate of sampling should be such that the data in the 

message signal should neither be lost nor it should get over-lapped. Hence, a rate was fixed 

for this, called as Nyquist rate. 

 

 
Fig 2.1: sinusoidal signal and its sampled representation 

 

2.2 Block diagram of sampling 

Figure 2.2 shows the block diagram of sampling. 
 

Fig 2.2: Block diagram of sampling 
 

2.3 Analog to digital converter 

 
An analog signal can be used to measure changes in some physical phenomena such 

as light, sound, pressure, or temperature. For instance, an analog microphone can convert 

sound waves into an analog signal. Even in digital devices, there is typically some analog 

component that is used to take in information from the external world, which will then get 

translated into digital form (using an analog-to-digital converter). 

Analog-to-Digital converters (ADC) translate analog signals, real world signals like 

temperature, pressure, voltage, current, distance, or light intensity, into a digital 

representation of that signal. This digital representation can then be processed, manipulated, 

computed, transmitted or stored. 
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An ADC samples an analog waveform at uniform time intervals and assigns a digital 

value to each sample. The digital value appears on the converter‘s output in a binary coded 

format. The value is obtained by dividing the sampled analog input voltage by the reference 

voltage and them multiplying by the number of digital codes. The resolution of converter is 

set by the number of binary bits in the output code. 

The sampling process represents a continuous time domain signal with values 

measured at discrete and uniform time intervals. This process determines the maximum 

bandwidth of the sampled signal in accordance with the Nyquist Theory. This theory states 

that the signal frequency must be less than or equal to one half the sampling frequency to 

prevent aliasing. 

With the introduction of the concept of signal sampling, this produces a discrete time 

signal by selecting the values of the continuous time signal at evenly spaced points in time. 

2.4 Block diagram of ADC 

 
Mainly there are two steps for the analog to digital conversion. They are: 

 
1. S/H: Sampling and holding 

2. Q/E: Quantizing and Encoding 

The ADC process is shown in figure 2.3 

 

 
Fig 2.3: Block diagram of ADC 

 

2.4.1 Sampling and Holding 

An analog signal continuously changes with time, in order to measure the signal we 

have to keep it steady for a short duration so that it can be sampled. We could measure the 

signal repeatedly and very fast, and then find out the right time scale or could measure the
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signal at different timings and then average it. Or preferably we can hold the signal for a 

specific duration and then digitize the signal and sample the value. This is done by a sample 

and hold circuit. For, at least the time required for digitization, it keeps the value stable. Figure 

2.4 shows the circuit for sampling and holding of a signal. 

 

 

 

Fig 2.4: sample and hold circuit 

 
Initially switch is in open condition if sampling of signal is required, then close the 

switch momentarily. 

 
2.4.2 Quantizing and Encoding 

 

On the output of (S/H), a certain voltage level is present. We assign a numerical value 

to it. The nearest value, in correspondence with the amplitude of sampling and holding signal, 

is searched. And this value cannot be just any value; it should be from a limited set of 2 

possible values. It depends on the range of the quantizer and the range in given in a power of 

2 i.e., 2n (28 = 256, 210=1024etc). 

 
After identifying the closest value, a numerical value is assigned to it and it is encoded in the 

form of a binary number. The binary encoded numbers generated by quantizer are represented by ‘n’ 

bits. The resolution of an ADC can also be denoted by ‘n’ bit. The figure 2.5 shows the whole 

conversion process: 
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Fig 2.5: operation of ADC 

 
The values achieved after the quantization and encoding process cannot be said to be 

thoroughly accurate. These are only the approximations of the real world values. The 

accuracy of the quantizer highly depends on the resolution of the quantizer, greater the 

resolution, more accurate the values will be. The ADC resolution is limited by a number of 

constraints, out of which, time is a major issue. If the set of possible values, from which the 

closest value is to be searched, is greater, then it will surely take more time. But to accelerate 

this process, more techniques have been developed. 

 
2.5 Nyquist Rate 

 
Suppose that  a  signal  is  band-limited  with  no  frequency  components  higher  

than W Hertz. That means, W is the highest frequency. For such a signal, for effective 

reproduction of the original signal, the sampling rate should be twice the highest frequency. 

fS = 2W — (2). 

 
 fS is the sampling rate 

 W is the highest frequency 

 

This rate of sampling is called as Nyquist rate. 

 

A theorem called, Sampling Theorem, was stated on the theory of this Nyquist rate. 
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2.6 Nyquist Sampling Theorem 

 
Nyquist‘s theorem states that an analog signal waveform can be converted into digital 

by sampling the analog signal at equal time intervals. 

A continuous time signal can be represented in its samples and can be recovered back 

when sampling frequency fs is greater than or equal to the twice the highest frequency 

component of message signal. i. e. 

fs≥2fm. — (3). 

 
To understand this sampling theorem, let us consider a band-limited signal, i.e., a 

signal whose value is non-zero between some –W and W Hertz. Such a signal is represented 

as x(f)=0for|f|>W 

For the continuous-time signal x(t), the band-limited signal in frequency domain, can 

be represented as shown in the following figure 2.6. 

 

Fig 2.6: Baseband signal 

We need a sampling frequency, a frequency at which there should be no loss of 

information, even after sampling. For this, we have the Nyquist rate that the sampling 

frequency should be two times the maximum frequency. It is the critical rate of sampling. 

If the signal x(t) is sampled above the Nyquist rate, the original signal can be 

recovered and if it is sampled below the Nyquist rate, the signal cannot be recovered. If the 

sampling rate is equal to twice the highest frequency (2W), the information is replaced 

without any loss. It is also called a good sampling rate or perfect sampling. Figure 2.7 shows 

the sampling of a signal at different sampling rates. 
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Fig 2.7: sampling with different sampling frequencies 
 

2.6.1 Over Sampling 

 
In signal processing, oversampling is the process of sampling a signal at a sampling 

frequency significantly higher than the Nyquist rate. Theoretically, a bandwidth-limited 

signal can be perfectly reconstructed if sampled at the Nyquist rate or above it. The Nyquist 

rate is defined as twice the highest frequency component in the signal. Oversampling is 

capable of improving resolution. A signal is said to be oversampled by a factor of N if it is 

sampled at N times the Nyquist rate. 

In practice, oversampling is implemented in order to reduce cost and improve performance 

of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) or digital-to-analog converter (DAC). When oversampling 

by a factor of N, the dynamic range also increases a factor of N because there are N times as many 

possible values for the sum. However, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases by √𝑁 , because 

summing up uncorrelated noise increases its amplitude by √𝑁, while summing up a coherent signal 

increases its average by N. As a result, the SNR increases by √𝑁. 

2.6.2 Undersampling 
 

In signal processing, undersampling or bandpass  sampling is  a  technique  where  

one samples a bandpass-filtered signal at a sample rate below its Nyquist rate (twice the 

upper cutoff frequency). When one undersamples a bandpass signal, the samples are 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sampling_(signal_processing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyquist_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frequency_component
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resolution_(audio)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analog-to-digital_converter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital-to-analog_converter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_range
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal-to-noise_ratio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sampling_(signal_processing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bandpass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sample_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyquist_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cutoff_frequency
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indistinguishable from the samples of a low-frequency alias of the high-frequency signal. Such 

sampling is also known as bandpass sampling, harmonic sampling, IF sampling, and direct IF-

to-digital conversion. 

When undersampling a real-world signal, the sampling circuit must be fast enough to 

capture the highest signal frequency of interest. Theoretically, each sample should be taken 

during an infinitesimally short interval, but this is not practically feasible. Instead, the 

sampling of the signal should be made in a short enough interval that it can represent the 

instantaneous value of the signal with the highest frequency. 

If we want to reconstruct the signal when it is sampled with less than Nyquist rate 

then aliasing effect occurs. 

2.7 Aliasing Effect 
 

In signal processing and related disciplines, aliasing is an effect that causes different 

signals to become indistinguishable (or aliases of one another) when sampled. It also refers to 

the distortion that results when the signal reconstructed from samples is different from the 

original continuous signal. Aliasing is generally avoided by applying low pass filters or anti-

aliasing filters to the input signal before sampling. Suitable reconstruction filters should then 

be used when restoring the sampled signal to the continuous domain. 

Some essential terms to know when talking about aliasing: 

 Sampling frequency (Hz): The number of samples per second being acquired of an 

incoming frequency. The sampling frequency is two times the bandwidth. 

 Bandwidth (Hz): The frequencies range over which measurements will be taken. 

Bandwidth is defined as half of the sampling frequency. 

 

 Span (Hz): The frequency range over which measurements will be taken and not be 

affected by the anti-aliasing low-pass filters (i.e. the alias-free region of the 

bandwidth). The span is 80% of the bandwidth. 

 

 Nyquist rate (Hz): Minimum frequency at which a signal can be sampled without 

introducing frequency errors. The Nyquist rate is twice the highest frequency of 

interest in the sample. 

 

To properly sample all the desired frequency content of an incoming signal, and 

thereby avoid aliasing, one must sample at (or above) the Nyquist rate. In data acquisition, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aliasing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sampling_(signal_processing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distortion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low_pass_filter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-aliasing_filter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-aliasing_filter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-aliasing_filter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reconstruction_filter
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the sampling frequency is twice as high as the specified bandwidth. So, all frequency content 

below the specified bandwidth will be sampled at a rate sufficient to accurately capture the 

frequency content. However, if the incoming signal contains frequency content above the 

specified bandwidth, the sampling frequency (2x bandwidth) will violate the Nyquist theorem 

for this higher frequency content. 

Aliasing is an effect that causes different signals to become indistinguishable from 

each other during sampling. Aliasing is characterized by the altering of output compared to 

the original signal because resampling or interpolation resulted in a lower resolution in 

signals, a slower frame rate in terms of video or a lower wave resolution in audio. Anti- 

aliasing filters can be used to correct this problem. 

2.8 Anti aliasing filters 

 
Most of signals are not band limited; they must be made so by low pass filtering 

before sampling. In order to sample a signal at desired rate fs and satisfy the conditions of the 

sampling theorem, the signal must be prefilter by a low pass analog filter, known as an anti- 

aliasing prefilter. The cutoff frequency of the prefilter, fmax, must be taken to be at most equal 

to the Nyquist frequency fs/2, that is, fmax ≤ fs/2. The output of the analog prefilter will then 

be band limited to maximum frequency fmax and may be sampled properly at the desired rate 

fs. The spectrum replication caused by the sampling process can also be seen in Figure 2.8. 

 
 

Fig 2.8: Anti aliasing filter 

It should be emphasized that the rate fs must be chosen to be high enough so that, after 

the prefiltering operation, the surviving signal spectrum within the Nyquist interval [−fs/2, 

fs/2] contains all the significant frequency components for the application at hand. 
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2.9 Advantages and disadvantages of sampling 

 
2.9.1 Advantages of Sampling 

 
 In order to store signals in computer, analog signal is converted to digital signal. For 

this conversion sampling plays a major role. 

 If the sampling is oversampling i.e., sampling is above the Nyquist rate 

then reconstruction of signal from samples is quite possible and easy. 

 Applied for any type of signals 

 
2.9.2 Disadvantages of sampling 

 
 Too many samples are obtained if sampling is done by following Nyquist sampling. 

 
 If sampling is under sampling then aliasing effect occurs. Then reconstruction of 

signal does not give original signal. 

 Power consumption requirement is high for transmission of signals. 

 

2.10 Applications of sampling 

 
The multiple sampling rate technology in modern communication has the wide 

application of various forms: such as A/D conversion, digital communications, audio and 

video signal processing and radar signal processing, etc. 

(1) The application of the A/D 

 
The sampling rate processing technology is widely used in high-speed ADC. Σ ⁃ Δ 

ADC of high speed signal sampling, expressed in the difference in value between adjacent 

samples values. High sampling extends the signal to noise to wide frequency band, via 

multiple sampling filter reduce the sampling rate and the out-of-band noise filtering and then 

the signal-to-noise ratio can be improved. Time mixed type ADC with multiple low-speed 

ADC parallel signals such as alternating between sampling to realize high-speed analog-to- 

digital conversion. The time is not accurate matching of ADC will affect the precision of 

sampling. Before the A/D with multi-channel QMF signals can be divided into several sub- 

band, sampling error of each sub-band noninterference, comprehensive and sampling in the 
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digital domain signal eliminate mismatch between the wavelet coefficients. Multiple 

sampling rate signal processing can make up for a lack of existing ADC performance. 

(2) The application of digital communication 

 
Multiple sampling rate signal processing is widely used in the communication system: 

interpolation filter, timing, synchronization, etc. Before the D/A need to increase the 

sampling rate signal; Demodulation of the ADC to high-speed analog signal sampling, the 

over-sampling ratio is very big, need to reduce the sampling rate to save overhead. Modern 

timing recovery in the digital domain, calculate the matched filtering data timing error control 

after re-sampling filter to calculate the best sampling points, the high precision, simple 

implementation, has been widely used in modern digital receiver. Decomposition/synthesis 

filter bank can realize TDMA, CDMA and FDMA. Orthogonal frequency division 

multiplexing (OFDM), discrete multi-tone (DMT) modulation are available such as M 

channel filter bank. 

(3) The application of the audio and video 

 
Filter group theory is used for audio and video compression, coding and recognition. 

After QMF originally is used for voice compression, and gradually used in image and video 

compression. Multi-channel filter pair group according to the amount of information coding, 

abandon sub-band without information of information compression. Through interpolation 

and superposition of each sub-band can be undistorted signal reconstruction. 

Multidimensional sampling rate signal processing can be more direct image, video and other 

multidimensional signal processing. 

(4) The application of the radar signal processing 

 
Modern radar receiver for more and more wide input broadband, more and more high 

sensitivity and resolution, the digital information processing technology and the signal 

processing ability, by the high quality of radar signal reception task. In radar signal 

environment, the receiver of the signal frequency band, clutter or some other interference 

signal frequency also received by receiver. So the radar receiver in order to detect the tiny 

signal, keep low false alarm probability, which requires the receiver must have a relatively 

large dynamic range, to keep normal work. Using sampling technology transform radar signal 

at the receiving end of cycle stationary signal, in addition, after dealing with the sample, the 

receiver to receive the amount of information will increase, so from the radar signal can 
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obtain more valuable information. In addition, the cycle stationary signal processing and 

radar signal inhibition of multiplicative noise and additive noise, so after sampling technique 

to collect more practical radar signal. 
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3.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER-3 

FOURIER TRANSFORM 

 

The Fourier transform is a mathematical function that decomposes a waveform, which 

is a function of time, into the frequencies that make it up. The result produced by the Fourier 

transform is a complex valued function of frequency. The absolute value of the Fourier 

transform represents the frequency value present in the original function and its complex 

argument represents the phase offset of the basic sinusoidal in that frequency. 

The Fourier transform is also called a generalization of the Fourier series. This term 

can also be applied to both the frequency domain representation and the mathematical 

function used. The Fourier transform helps in extending the Fourier series to non-periodic 

functions, which allows viewing any function as a sum of simple sinusoids. 

The Fourier transform of a function f(x) is given by: 
 

 

 
 

 

— (4). 

Where F(k) can be obtained using inverse Fourier transform. 
 

There are multiple Fourier methods that are used in signal processing. The most 

common are the Fourier transform, the discrete-time Fourier transform, the discrete Fourier 

transform, and the short-time Fourier transform. Fourier methods are used for two primary 

purposes: mathematical analysis of problems and numerical analysis of data. The Fourier 

transform and discrete-time Fourier transform are mathematical analysis tools and cannot be 

evaluated exactly in a computer. The Fourier transform is used to analyze problems involving 

continuous-time signals or mixtures of continuous- and discrete-time signals. The discrete-

time Fourier transform is used to analyze problems involving discrete-time signals or 

systems. In contrast, the discrete Fourier transform is the computational workhorse of signal 

processing. It is used solely for numerical analysis of data. Lastly, the short-time Fourier 

transform is a variation of the discrete Fourier transform that is used for numerical analysis of 

data whose frequency content changes with time. 

http://allsignalprocessing.com/the-fourier-transform/
http://allsignalprocessing.com/discrete-time-fourier-transform/
http://allsignalprocessing.com/category/lessons/the-dft-and-applications/
http://allsignalprocessing.com/category/lessons/the-dft-and-applications/
http://allsignalprocessing.com/the-short-time-fourier-transform-and-the-spectrogram/
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The fourier transform is extensively used in the field of signal processing. In fact, the 

Fourier transform is probably the most important tool for analyzing signals in that entire 

field. 

A signal is any waveform (function of time). This could be anything in the real world 

– an electromagnetic wave, the voltage across a resistor versus time, the air pressure variance 

due to speech (i.e., a sound wave). Signal processing is the act of processing a signal to 

obtain more useful information, or to make the signal more useful. 

Suppose that we are listening to a recording, and there is a low-pitched hum in the 

background. By applying a low –frequency filter, we can eliminate the hum. Or suppose you 

have a digital photograph, and it is very noisy (i.e., there are random specs of light 

everywhere). We can use signal processing and fourier transforms to filter out this 

undesirable ―noise‖. 

3.2 LTI System and its fourier transform 

 
Linear time invariant system is also called as linear shift invariant system (LSI). 

Block diagram of LTI system is shown in figure 3.1. 

 

 

 

3.2.1 Linearity 

Fig 3.1: Block diagram of LTI system 

 

An LTI system must be linear. To define this, suppose an input signal x1(t) produces 

an output y1(t), and another signal x2(t) produces the output y2(t). Then the system is linear if 

the sum of the two input signals produces the sum of the two output signals. That is, if 

x1(t)+x2(t) is the input signal, the output must be y1(t)+y2(t). This must be true for every 

possible input signal. 
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3.2.2 Time (Shift) Invariance 

 
An LTI system must be time-invariant. Suppose a signal x(t) applied to the system 

produces an output y(t). Then the delayed version of the signal, x(t-c) (where c is some real 

number), must give an output equal to y(t-c). Loosely speaking, this means the system doesn't 

care when the input is applied, the result is always the same. 

These two requirements define LTI systems. They are not very restrictive, so LTI 

system theory is very general (although definitely not every system is linear and shift- 

invariant). 

The fundamental way to describe the response of an LTI system is via the impulse 

response. That is, we use the impulse function as the input signal and view the corresponding 

output signal, known as the impulse response. The Fourier Transform of the impulse is a 

constant with respect to frequency. This means that if the input is an impulse function in time, 

we are essentially sending equal energy at all frequencies. That is, in the frequency domain, 

the energy density is the same at every frequency. 

As a result, when we view the Fourier Transform of the output, we now know how the 

system reacts to every possible frequency. The reason for this goes back to the linearity of the 

Fourier Transform the impulse in time can be thought of as an infinite sum of sinusoids at 

every possible frequency. The output result then is the sum of the responses to each 

frequency. 

Figure 3.2 represents the time-domain view of the LTI system. That is, an impulse is 

used as the input signal, i(t), and the output signal h(t) is observed: 

 

 
 

 
Fig 3.2: Time domain view of impulse 

http://www.thefouriertransform.com/math/impulse.php
http://www.thefouriertransform.com/pairs/impulse.php
http://www.thefouriertransform.com/pairs/impulse.php
http://www.thefouriertransform.com/transform/properties.php
http://www.thefouriertransform.com/transform/properties.php
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Equivalently, we can view the above signals and system in the frequency domain. By 

taking the Fourier Transforms of the input and output signals, we see that a constant input 

signal [I(f)=1] gives rise to the output H(f), which is the frequency response, in Figure 3.3. 

 

 

Note that H(f) of Figure 3.3 is in general a complex number. If he impulse response of 

a system is written as h(t), then the Fourier Transform of the impulse response is H(f), and is 

also known as the Transfer Function. This Transfer Function describes what the system does 

to every frequency (i.e. the amplitude and phase changes). 

3.3 Discrete time fourier transform (DTFT) 

 
The Discrete Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) is the member of the Fourier transform 

family that operates on aperiodic, discrete signals. The best way to understand the DTFT is 

how it relates to the DFT. Imagine that we acquire an N sample signal, and want to find its 

frequency spectrum. By using the DFT, the signal can be decomposed into sine and cosine 

waves, with frequencies equally spaced between zero and one-half of the sampling rate. 

Padding the time domain signal with zeros makes the period of the time domain longer, as 

well  as  making  the  spacing   between   samples   in   the   frequency   domain narrower.   

As N approaches infinity, the time domain becomes aperiodic, and the frequency domain 

becomes  a continuous signal.  This  is  the   DTFT,   the   Fourier   transform   that   relates 

an aperiodic, discrete signal, with a periodic, continuous frequency spectrum. 

Analysis equation is given by: 

 

 

--(5) 
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synthesis equation is given as: 

 
 

--(6) 
 

 
 

First, the time domain signal, x[n],  is  still  discrete,  and  therefore  is  represented  

by brackets. In comparison, the frequency domain signals, ReX(ω) & ImX(ω), are 

continuous, and are thus written with parentheses. Since the frequency domain is continuous, 

the synthesis equation must be written as an integral, rather than asummation. 

3.4 Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 

 
The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) converts  a  finite  sequence  of  equally-  

spaced samples of a function into a same-length sequence  of  equally-spaced  samples  of  

the discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT), which is a complex-valued function of 

frequency. The interval at which the DTFT is sampled is the reciprocal of the duration of the 

input sequence. An inverse DFT is a Fourier series, using the DTFT samples as coefficients 

of complex sinusoids at the corresponding DTFT frequencies. It has the same sample-values 

as the original input sequence.  The DFT is   therefore   said   to   be   a frequency domain 

representation of the original input sequence. If the original sequence spans all the non-zero 

values of a function, its DTFT is continuous (and periodic), and the DFT provides discrete 

samples of one cycle. If the original sequence is one cycle of a periodic function, the DFT 

provides all the non-zero values of one DTFT cycle. 

The DFT is the most important discrete transform, used to perform Fourier analysis in 

many practical applications.  In digital  signal  processing,  the  function  is  any  quantity  or 

signal that varies over time, such as the pressure  of  a sound  wave,  a radio signal,  or daily 

temperature readings, sampled over a finite time interval (often defined by a window 

function). In image processing, the samples can be the values of pixels along a row or column 

of a raster image. The DFT is also used to efficiently solve partial differential equations, and 

to perform other operations such as convolutions or multiplying large integers. 

As the name implies, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is purely discrete i.e., 

discrete-time data sets are converted into a discrete-frequency representation. This is in 

contrast to the DTFT that uses discrete time, but converts to continuous frequency. Since the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sampling_(signal_processing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Function_(mathematics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete-time_Fourier_transform
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_number
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourier_series
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_number
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_number
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frequency_domain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frequency_domain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frequency_domain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_transform
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourier_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_signal_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_(information_theory)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sound_wave
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Window_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Window_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pixel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raster_image
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partial_differential_equations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolution
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resulting frequency information is discrete in nature; it is very common for computers to use 

DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) calculations when frequency information is needed. 

Using a series of mathematical tricks and generalizations, there is an algorithm for 

computing the DFT that is very fast on modern computers. This algorithm is known as     the 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), and produces the same results as the normal DFT, in a fraction 

of the computational time as ordinary DFT calculations 

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is a fundamental transform in digital signal 

processing with applications in frequency analysis, signal processing etc. DFT is the 

transformation of the discrete signal taking in time domain into its discrete frequency domain 

representation. The periodicity and symmetry properties of DFT are useful for compression. 

 
The nth DFT coefficient of length N sequence x(n) is defined as follows: 

 
 

X(k)= ∑e-2πink/N; k=0,1……,N-1 — (7). 

 

and its inverse transform (IDFT) as 

 

x(n)=(1/N)∑e-2πink/N; n=0,1…….,N-1. — (8). 

The number of complex multiplications and additions to compute DFT is N2and N(N-1) 

respectively. 

3.5 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
 

FFTs were first discussed by Cooley and Tukey (1965).Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

is the variation of Fourier transform in which the computing complexity is largely reduced. 

FFT is a mathematical technique for transforming a time domain digital signal into a 

frequency domain representation of the relative amplitude of different regions in the signal. 

The DFT is obtained by decomposing a sequence of values into components of 

different frequencies. This operation is useful in many fields, but computing it directly from 

the definition is often too slow to be practical. An FFT rapidly computes such transformations 

by factorizing the DFT matrix into a product of sparse (mostly zero) factors. As a result, it 

manages to reduce the complexity of computing the DFT from O(n2), which arises if one 

simply applies the definition of DFT, to O(nlog2n), where n is the data 

size.Thedifferenceinspeedcanbeenormous,especiallyforlongdatasetswhereN maybe 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sequence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matrix_decomposition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DFT_matrix
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sparse_matrix
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_complexity_theory
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in the thousands or millions. In the presence of round-off error, many FFT algorithms are 

much more accurate than evaluating the DFT definition directly. 

FFT is based on divide and conquer algorithm where you divide the signal into two 

smaller signals, compute the DFT of the two smaller signals and join them to get the DFT of 

the larger signal. 

The computation cost of the DFT is very high and hence to reduce the cost, the FFT 

was developed. With the introduction of the FFT the computational complexity is reduced 

from N2 to Nlog2N.Fast Fourier transforms are widely used for applications in engineering, 

science, and mathematics. 

Fast Fourier transform algorithms generally fall into two classes: decimation in time, 

and decimation in frequency. The Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm first rearranges the input 

elements in bit-reversed order, and then builds the output transform (decimation in time). The 

basic idea is to break up a transform of length N into two transforms of length N/2 using the 

identity. 

3.6 Advantages of Fourier transform 

 
1. Fourier transform can improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), e.g. one sinusoidal 

signal embedded in Gaussian noise, in the time domain, it is difficult to see the signal, 

however, in the f-domain, and there will be a peak at the signal frequency. 

 

2. The Fourier transform is almost everywhere in modern technologies, since it is more 

reliable and robust than other spectral analysis techniques. 

 

3. Some signals have simpler structure in the frequency domain than in the time domain. 

There are also some operations that are easier to perform in the frequency domain. 

4. Fourier transform is an extremely powerful mathematical tool that allows us to view 

signals in a different domain, inside which several difficult problems become very 

simple to analyze. 

5. Unlike Laplace transform, Fourier Transforms doesn't have full S plane, it just have 

the frequency j2πf plane. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Round-off_error
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_Fourier_transform#Applications
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Algorithm.html
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3.7 Applications of Fourier transform 

Fourier Transforms have many applications. 

 
1. It mainly converts time domain signal to frequency domain signals, at which signals 

can be analyzed. 

2. Fourier Transforms helps to analyze spectrum of the signals, helps in find the response 

of the LTI systems. 

3. Discrete Fourier Transforms are helpful in Digital signal processing for making 

convolution and many other signal manipulations. 

4. Communication: Fourier Transform is essential to understand how a signal behaves 

when it passes through filters, amplifiers and communication channels. 

5.  Image processing: Transformation, representation, encoding, smoothing and 

sharping images. Fourier Transform is an important image processing tool which is 

used to decompose an image into its sine and cosine components .comparing with the 

signal process, which is often using 1-dimensional Fourier Transform, in imaging 

analysis, 2 or higher dimensional Fourier Transform are being used .Fourier 

Transform has been widely applied to the fields of image analysis. 

6.  Data analysis: Fourier transform can be used as high – pass, low-pass, and band-pass 

filters and it can also be applied to signal and noise estimation by encoding the time 

series. 

7. Cell phones: Every mobile device – net book, notebook, tablet, and phone have been 

built in high speed cellular data connection, just like Fourier Transform. Sine and 

cosine are keys to the success of Fourier Transform because sound may be represented 

by a complex combination of their waves. Humans very easily perform Fourier 

transform mechanically every day. For example, when you are in room with a great 

deal of noise and you selectively hear your name above the noise, you have just 

performed Fourier transform. 
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4.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER-4 

COMPRESSIVE SENSING (CS) 

 

Compressed sensing (also known as compressive sensing (CS), compressive 

sampling, or sparse sampling) is a signal processing technique for efficiently acquiring and 

reconstructing a signal, by finding solutions to underdetermined linear systems. CS has 

become a very active research area in recent years due to its interesting theoretical nature and 

its practical utility in a wide range of applications. Compressive sensing is a new approach to 

capture a wide range of signals at a rate significantly lower than the Nyquist rate. 

Compressed sensing is a revolutionary signal acquisition scheme that allows a signal to be 

acquired and accurately reconstructed with significantly fewer samples than required by 

Nyquist-rate sampling. Unlike Nyquist sampling, which relies on the maximum rate-of- 

change of a signal, compressed sensing relies on the maximum rate-of- information in a 

signal. 

Compressed sensing has been instrumental in research for low-power data acquisition 

methods. This is based on the principle that, through optimization, the sparsity of a signal can 

be exploited to recover it. There are two conditions under which recovery is possible. The 

first one is sparsity which requires the signal to be sparse in some domain. The second one is 

incoherence which is applied through the isometric property which is sufficient for sparse 

signals. 

CS theory covers not only the signal acquisition strategy, but also the signal 

reconstruction possibilities and different algorithms. Several approaches for CS signal 

reconstruction have been developed and most of them belong to one of three main 

approaches: convex optimizations such as basis pursuit, Dantzig selector, and gradient-based 

algorithms; greedy algorithms like matching pursuit and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) 

and hybrid methods such as compressive sampling matching pursuit and stage-wise OMP. 

When comparing these algorithms, convex programming provides the best reconstruction 

accuracy, but at the cost of high computational complexity. The greedy algorithms bring 

about low computation complexity, while the hybrid methods try to provide a compromise 

between these two requirements 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_(electronics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Underdetermined_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sparsity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coherence_(signal_processing)
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Compressed sensing might seem to violate the sampling theorem, because 

compressed sensing depends on the sparsity of the signal in acquisition and not its highest 

frequency. This is a misconception, because the sampling theorem guarantees perfect 

reconstruction given sufficient, not necessary, conditions. A sampling method fundamentally 

different from classical fixed-rate sampling cannot "violate" the sampling theorem. Sparse 

signals with high frequency components can be highly under-sampled using compressed 

sensing compared to classical fixed-rate sampling. 

4.2 Compressed sensing motivation 

 
In the big data era, in order to control the cost, complexity, and bandwidth of 

collecting and processing high dimensional data systems, it is critical to exploit models that 

encapsulate prior information regarding the signals of interest. Many N-samples signals can 

be well described by using only M-parameters, where M is much fewer than N. Indeed there 

exist a wide variety of techniques for data reduction using low dimensional models to reduce 

the burden of processing. The field of compressive sensing has been motivated by the goal of 

reducing sensing costs, for general sensing missions. 

 

4.3 Restriction for compressed sensing 

Compressed sensing technique is applied for signals which follow some restrictions 

regarding sensing and incoherence. Many natural signals are compressible by transforming 

them to some domain e.g. Sounds are compactly represented in the frequency domain and 

images in the wavelet domain. But, compression is typically performed after the signal is 

completely acquired. Advances in compressive sensing suggest that if the signal is sparse or 

compressible, the sampling process can itself be designed so as to acquire only essential 

information. Transforming a signal to a new basis or frame may allow us to represent a signal 

more concisely. The resulting compression is useful for reducing data storage and data 

transmission, which can be quite expensive in some applications. In cases where the number 

of non-zero coefficients is small, we say that we have a sparse representation. 

 
Sparse signal models allow us to achieve high rates of compression and in the case 

of compressive sensing we may use the knowledge that the signal is sparse in a known basis 

or frame to recover the original signal from a small number of measurements. For sparse data, 

only the non-zero coefficients need to be stored or transmitted in many cases; the rest

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyquist%E2%80%93Shannon_sampling_theorem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sparse_matrix
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can be assumed to be zero. Mathematically, we say that a signal y is M-sparse when it has at 

most M non-zeros. Typically, we deal with signals that are not themselves sparse, but which 

admit a sparse representation in some basis Ψ. In this case we will still refer to y as being M- 

sparse, with the understanding that we can express y as y = Ψx. Considering the transformed 

domain as fourier transform in order to represent the signal as sparse. 

4.4 Sparsity and Compressibility 

Sparsity is a common term in compressed sensing.  In the mathematical sense sparse 

collection of data has a small number of non-zero values. To put it simply, most values are 0 

and only a few contain meaningful data. The sparse representation theory has shown that 

sparse signals can be exactly reconstructed from a small number of elementary signals (or 

atoms). The sparse representation of natural signals can be achieved by exploiting its sparsity 

or compressibility. A natural signal is said to be sparse signal if that can be compactly 

expressed as a linear combination of a few small number of basis vectors. Sparse 

representation has become an invaluable tool as compared to direct time-domain and 

transform-domain signal. 

Many natural signals are compressible by transforming them to some domain—e.g. 

Sounds are compactly represented in the frequency domain and images in the wavelet 

domain. But, compression is typically performed after the signal is completely acquired. 

Advances in compressive sensing suggest that if the signal is sparse or compressible, the 

sampling process can itself be designed so as to acquire only essential information. 

Transforming a signal to a new basis or frame may allow us to represent a signal more 

concisely. The resulting compression is useful for reducing data storage and data 

transmission, which can be quite expensive in some applications. Hence, one might wish to 

simply transmit the analysis coefficients obtained in the new basis or frame expansion instead 

of its high-dimensional correlate. 

In cases where the number of non-zero coefficients is small, we say that we have a 

sparse representation. Sparse signal models allow us to achieve high rates of compression and 

in the case of compressive sensing we may use the knowledge that the signal is sparse in a 

known basis or frame to recover the original signal from a small number of measurements. 

For sparse data, only the non-zero coefficients need to be stored or transmitted in many cases; 

the rest can be assumed to be zero. Mathematically, we say that a signal x is K-sparse when it 

has at most K non-zeros, i.e.,|| x|| 0 ≤ K . We let 

Σk = {x:||x||0k} 
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denotes the set of all K-sparse signals. Typically, we deal with signals that are not themselves 

sparse, but which admit a sparse representation in some basis Ψ. In this case we will still refer 

to x as being K-sparse, with the understanding that we can express x as x=Ψα where 

||α||0 ≤ K . 

Sparsity has long been exploited in signal processing and approximation theory for 

tasks such as compression and denoising. Sparsity also has been exploited heavily in image 

processing tasks, since the multi-scale wavelet transform provides nearly sparse 

representations for natural images. As an example of one-dimensional (1-D) signal that has 

different signal sparisity consider the signal 

x (t ) = 10sin (20πt 1000) − 5sin (60πt 1000) + 4sin(100πt1000) — (9). 

Where 1 ≤ t ≤ 1000 . One can interpret sampling as a basis expansion where the elements in the 

basis are impulses placed at periodic points along the time axis. In this case, the dual basis consists 

of sinc functions used to reconstruct the signal from the discrete-time samples. This representation 

contains many non-zero coefficients, and due to the signal’s periodicity, there are many redundant 

measurements. Representing the signal in the Fourier basis, on the other hand, requires only two 

non-zero basis vectors, scaled appropriately at the positive and negative frequencies.  

An important assumption used in the context of compressive sensing is that signals exhibit a 

degree of structure. There is a difference between signal sparsity and signal compressibility. The 

signal is considered sparse if it has only a few non-zero values in comparison with its overall 

length. However, it is considered compressible if it’s sorted coefficient magnitudes decays rapidly. 

To consider this mathematically, let x be a signal which is compressible in the basis Ψ, x = Ψα , 

where α are the coefficients of x in the basis Ψ. If x is compressible, then the magnitudes of the 

sorted coefficients observe power law decay; |αs| ≤ C1 s-q , s = 1,2,… A signal is defined as being 

compressible if it obeys this power law decay. The larger q is, the faster the magnitudes decay, and 

the more compressible a signal is. 

                 Reducing the sampling rate using CS is possible for the case of sparse signals that can be 

represented by a small number of significant coefficients in an appropriate transform basis. A signal 

having K nonzero coefficients is called K-sparse. Assume that signal ‘S’ exhibits sparsity in certain 

orthonormal basis ᴪ  defined by the basis vectors{ ᴪ1, ᴪ2,…..ᴪN} . The signal ‘S’can be represented 

using its sparse transform domain vector ‘x’ as follows: 

S(n)=∑ 𝑥𝑖ᴪ𝑖𝑛
𝑖=1        — (10). 

In matrix notation, the previous relation can be written as: s=ᴪx 
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4.5 Conditions on the CS Matrix 
 

Instead of acquiring a full set of signal samples of length N , in CS scenario, we deal with a 

quite reduced set of measurements ‘y’ of length M , where M<N . The measurement procedure can 

be modeled by projections of the signal‘s’ onto vectors {ɸ1, ɸ2,…..ɸM}. Constituting the measurement 

matrix ɸ: 

                                        y= ɸ s.       — (11). 

Using the sparse transform domain representation of vector  s given by 

                                     y=ɸᴪ𝑥 = 𝐴𝑥      — (12). 

where A will be referred to as CS matrix. 

 
4.5.1 Null Space Property 

 
In order to define some requirements for the CS matrix ‘A’, which are important 

for successful signal reconstruction, let us introduce the null space of matrix. The null space 

of CS matrix ‘A’ contains all vectors ‘x’ that are mapped to 0: 

N(A)={x:Ax=0} 

 
In order to provide a unique solution, it is necessary to provide the notion that    

two K-sparse vectors x and x do not result in the same measurement vector. In other words, 

their difference should not be part of the null space of CS matrix A: 

A(x-x) —(13). 

 
Since the difference between two K-sparse vectors is at most 2K-sparse, then a K- 

sparse vector ‘x’ is uniquely defined if null space of A contains no 2K-sparse vectors. This 

corresponds to the condition that any 2K columns of are linearly independent; that is 

Spark(A)>2K, —(14). 

 
And since spark(A) , we obtain a lower bound on the number of measurements: 

 
M>2K. 
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In the case of strictly sparse signals, the spark can provide reliable information about 

the exact reconstruction possibility. However, in the case of approximately sparse signals, 

this condition is not sufficient and does not guarantee stable recovery. Hence, there is another 

property called null space property that measures the concentration of the null space of matrix 

A. 

4.5.2 Gaussian random matrices 

 
In technical literature, more attention has been paid to random sensing matrices 

generated by identical and independent distributions such as Gaussian, Bernoulli, and random 

Fourier ensembles, to name a few . Their applications have been shown in medical images 

processing and other various signal processing problems. Even though random sensing 

matrices ensure high probability in reconstruction, they also have many drawbacks such as 

excessive complexity in reconstruction, significant space requirement for storage, and no 

efficient algorithm to verify whether a sensing matrix satisfies RIP property with small RIC 

value. Hence, exploiting specific structures of deterministic sensing matrices is required to 

solve these problems of the random sensing matrices. Recently, several deterministic sensing 

matrices have been proposed. We can classify them into two categories. First are those 

matrices which are based on coherence second are those matrices which are based on RIP or 

some weaker RIPs. More recently in some highlighted results such as deterministic 

construction of sensing matrices via algebraic curves over finite fields in term of coherence 

and chirp sensing matrices have been introduced. 

4.5.3 Coherence property 
 

The concept of coherence was introduced in a slightly less general framework and has 

since been used extensively in the field of sparse representations of signals. In particular, it is 

used as a measure of the ability of suboptimal algorithms such as matching pursuit and basis 

pursuit to correctly identify the true representation of a sparse signal. Current assumptions in 

the field of compressed sensing and sparse signal recovery impose that the measurement 

matrix has uncorrelated columns. To be formal, one defines the coherence or the mutual 

coherence of a matrix A is defined as the maximum absolute value of the cross-correlations 

between the columns of A. Formally, let a1,a2……… aN be the columns of the matrix A, which 

are assumed to be normalized such that ai
Tai =1 . The mutual coherence of A is then defined 

as 
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𝜇(𝐴) = max
1<𝑖≠𝑗≤𝑚

|ai
Taj|       — (15). 

 And lower bound 

                      𝜇(𝐴) ≥ √
𝑁−𝑑

𝑑(𝑁−1)
                        — (16). 

We say that a dictionary is incoherent if μ(A) is small. Standard results then require 

that the measurement matrix satisfy a strict incoherence property. If the dictionary D is highly 

coherent, then the matrix AD will also be coherent in general. Coherence is in some sense a 

natural property in the compressed sensing framework, for if two columns are closely 

correlated, it will be impossible in general to distinguish whether the energy in the signal 

comes from one or the other. For example, imagine that we are not under sampling and that A 

is the identity so that we observe y = Dx . Suppose the first two columns are identical, d1= d2 

. Then the measurement d1can be explained by the input vectors (1,0,….,0) or (0,1….,0) or 

any convex combination. Thus there is no hope of reconstructing a unique sparse signal x 

from measurements y = ADx. However, we are not interested in recovering the coefficient 

vector x, but rather the actual signal Dx. 

4.5.4 Incoherence property 

 
The Incoherence Condition can be defined as the rows of Φ should be incoherent to 

the columns of Ψ. 

We can note that if Φ and Ψ could not satisfy the incoherence condition, for 

example, in the extreme case, selecting the first D column of Ψ as the D rows of Phi we can 

get 

 

 

We can easily find that this matrix ΦΨ can never satisfy the RIP condition. We can 

use the Gaussian to construct the sensing matrix which has been proved that it will be in 

coherent to any basis. 

4.5.5 The Restricted isometry property (RIP) 

In linear algebra, an orthogonal matrix is a square matrix with real entries whose 

columns and rows are orthogonal unit vectors (i.e., orthonormal vectors), i.e. ATA= AAT= I, 

where I is the identity matrix. This leads to the equivalent characterization: a matrix A is 

orthogonal if its transpose is equal to its inverse; i.e., AT =A-1. 
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The determinant of any orthogonal matrix is either +1 or −1. As a linear transformation, an 

orthogonal matrix preserves the dot product of vectors, and therefore acts as an isometry of 

Euclidean space, such as a rotation or reflection. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Unit spheres in R2 for the lp norms with p = 1;2;∞, and for the lp quasi-norm with 

p= 0.5 . (a)Unit sphere for l1 norm ; (b) Unit sphere for l2 norm; (c) Unit sphere for l ∞ norm; 

(d) Unit sphere for lp quasi-norm. 
 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Best approximation of a point in 2 R by a one-dimensional subspace using lp 

norms with p = 1;2;∞, and the lp quasi-norm with p = 0.5 . (a) Approximation in l1 norm; (b) 

Approximation in l2 norm; (c) Approximation in l∞ norm; (d) Approximation in lp quasi- 

norm. 

4.6 Generation of compressed sensing 

Consider a real-valued, finite length, one-dimensional, discrete-time signal x, which 

can be viewed as an N ×1 column vector in RN with elements x[n], n =1,2,…..N . We treat an 

image or higher-dimensional data by vectorizing it into a long one dimensional vector. For 

simplicity, assume that the basis is orthonormal. we can express any signal x as: 

x=ᴪs (or) x=∑ —(17). 

where ‗s’ is the N ×1 column vector and T denotes the transpose operation. Clearly, x and s 

are equivalent representations of the same signal, with x in the time domain and s in the ᴪ 

domain i.e., fourier transform domain. We will focus on signals that have a sparse 

representation, where x is a linear combination of just M basis vectors, with M<< N. That is, 

only M vectors are nonzero and (N − K ) are zero. 
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Fig 4.3: Block diagram for generation of compressed signal 
 

CS works by taking fewer random measurements which are non-adaptive. The CS 

acquisition model can be described mathematically by (1) and is shown in Fig 4.3 

y= —(18). 

where, x Rnor Cnis an input signal of length  n,  Rm*n  Cm*n  is an m*n random  measurement 

matrix and y  Rmor Cmis the measurement vector of length m. The Input   signal and the 

random measurement matrix are multiplied together to generate compressive measurements. 

Here, the number of measurements taken are much lesser than the length of input signal, i.e., 

m <<n. The size of measurement matrix and hence the number of measurements is 

proportional to the sparsity of input signal. To further reduce the number of measurements 

which are necessary for perfect reconstruction, the measurement matrix must be incoherent 

with basis in which signal has sparse representation. 

 

4.7 Reconstruction model 

 
Fig 4.4: Reconstruction model 

 

The CS reconstruction model is shown in Fig. The inputs to the reconstruction 

algorithm are the measurement vector y and reconstruction matrix    , where    =    ᴪ Rm*n or 

Cm*n and ᴪ is the sparsifying basis of the signal x. The signal x can be represented as a linear 

combination of columns of ᴪ or the basis vector as 

x=∑ 𝑠𝑖ᴪ𝑖𝑛
𝑖=1        — (19). 

where, s Rn is the sparse coefficient vector of length n, having fewer significant nonzero 

entries. The original signal can be recovered back from compressive measurements by 

solving which is an under determined system of linear equations and have infinite number of 

possible solutions. In such cases, the unique solution can be obtained by posing the 
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reconstruction problem by an l0optimization problem. The l0-optimization problem searches 

for a solution having minimum l0-norm subject to the given constraints. 

This is equivalent to trying all the possibilities to find the desired solution. 

Ŝ=argmin
𝑠

||𝑠||0  subject to 𝜃𝑠=y      — (20). 

  where Ŝ is the estimate of s and ||s||0 denotes the l0-norm of s. 

Although l0is not a proper norm, it is a pseudo norm or quasi norm, which represents the 

number of non-zero elements of a vector. Searching for an optimized solution by trying all 

possible combinations is computationally extensive exercise even for a medium sized 

problem. Hence, l0-minimization problem has been declared as NP-hard. Alternates have 

been proposed in literature, which are capable of obtaining a solution similar to the l0- 

minimization for the above problem, in near polynomial time. One of the options is to use 

convex optimization and searching for a solution having minimum l1-norm. This is 

considered as a feasible option because solvers available from linear programming can be 

used for solving the l1-minimization problems in near polynomial time. 

Ŝ=argmin
𝑠

||𝑠||1  subject to 𝜃𝑠=y      — (21). 

where ||s||1 denotes l1-norm of s, which represents the absolute sum of elements of a vector. The generalized 

expression of a norm is given by (5), from which definition of l1 and other relevant norms can be obtained 

where ever required.  

 ||x||p   = √∑ |𝑥𝑖
𝑝

i|
p               — (22). 

The output of CS reconstruction algorithm is an estimate of sparse representation of x, i.e., Ŝ. 

The estimate of x, i.e., x can be obtained from Ŝ by taking its inverse transform. 
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4.8 Applications of compressive sensing 

CS is being a growing field and a wide variety of applications has benefited from this 

sensing modality Fig 4.5. shows a taxonomy listing major applications of CS. This gives 

overview of the application areas where CS finds its applicability in current scenario. This 

may be helpful in identifying an application area to work on using CS. 

 

Fig 4.5 Applications of compressive sensing 

 

4.8.1 Compressive imaging 

For image acquisition using CS, several imaging architectures have been proposed in 

literature. One of the early and very famous architecture that demonstrates compressive 

imaging is the single-pixel camera. This consists of a digital micro-mirror devices (DMD) 

array and the mirrors in this array can be turned on/off using a pseudorandom pattern 

generated by a pseudorandom sequence generator. 

4.8.2 Biomedical applications 

Major application of CS in biomedical field is biomedical imaging. Apart from that, 

CS has also been applied to the processing of other biological signals like electrocardiogram 

(ECG), electroencephalographic (EEG) and neural signals, etc., by exploiting the sparsity 

present in their features. The other biomedical applications are genomic sensing, DNA micro- 

arrays, study of proteins and bacterial composition reconstruction, etc. 

4.8.3 Communication systems 

The research community has accepted the wider applicability of CS in communication 

systems. Cs is widely used communication systems in some aspects like wireless sensor 

networks, information security and network traffic monitoring. 
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4.8.4 Pattern Recognition 

An expression invariant face recognition technique has been proposed based on CS. 

This exploits the fact that expression changes are sparse in consideration to whole image. 

Another face recognition technique based on sparsity preserving projections and 1- 

minimization has been proposed. These projections have been shown to be invariant to 

rotations, rescaling and translations of the data and also contain natural discriminating 

information even in absence of class fields. 

4.8.5 Video Processing 

CS has enabled a real-time 3D video acquisition using single pixel camera. Among 

CS based video processing techniques, few are: distributed compressed video sensing in 

which sampling of video frames is done independently while reconstruction is done jointly, 

adaptive video sensing utilizing block based CS reconstruction and streaming CS for high 

speed periodic videos based on coded projections of dynamic events, etc. 

4.8.6 Speech and Sound Processing 

Some of the ways that have been used for compressive speech processing are: sparse 

linear predictions and sparse pattern retrieval in residual domain, deriving and capturing 

compressively the sparse feature vector from mechanism of speech production which is 

different for voiced and non voiced speeches, speech enhancement based on CS for speech 

Coding exploiting the sparsity in phonological features, etc. Similarly, CS for audio signals 

includes aspects like security and relative impulse response estimation, etc. CS has also been 

applied to sound field reproduction with application to acoustic and ultrasound treatment, 

anthropogenic ocean sound monitoring and source localization etc., 

4.8.7 Manifold Processing 

CS has been applied to manifold-modeled data for achieving dimensionality 

reduction. The key information regarding manifold-modeled signal can be preserved using 

random linear projections. Exploiting the dependencies among the different dimensions of 

high dimensional data. 

4.8.8 Micro and Nano-Electronics and VLSI Applications 

The applications in these areas that have been explored using CS are: non invasive 

post-silicon leakage power profile tomography by exploiting the sparsity due to correlations 

in tomogram, post-silicon timing characterization by exploring the sparsity of timing 

variations in wavelet domain. 
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CHAPTER-5 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 
5.1 MATLABINTRODUCTION 

 
MATLAB is a high-performance language for technical computing. It 

integrates computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-to-use environment where 

problems and solutions are expressed in familiar mathematical notation. Typical uses include: 

 Math and computation 

 Algorithm development 

 Modeling, simulation, and prototyping 

 Data analysis, exploration, and visualization 

 Scientific and engineering graphics 

 Application development, including graphical user interface building 

MATLAB is an interactive system whose basic data element is an array that does 

not require dimensioning. This allows you to solve many technical computing problems, 

especially those with matrix and vector formulations, in a fraction of the time it would take to 

write a program in a scalar non interactive language such as C or FORTRAN. 

The name MATLAB stands for matrix laboratory. MATLAB was originally written to 

provide easy access to matrix software developed by the LINPACK and EISPACK projects. 

Today, MATLAB uses software developed by the LAPACK and ARPACK projects, which 

together represent the state-of-the-art in software for matrix computation. 

MATLAB has evolved over a period of years with input from many users. In 

university environments, it is the standard instructional tool for introductory and advanced 

courses in mathematics, engineering, and science. In industry, MATLAB is the tool of choice 

for high-productivity research, development, and analysis. 

MATLAB features a family of application-specific solutions called toolboxes. Very 

important to most users of MATLAB, toolboxes allow you to learn and apply specialized 

technology. Toolboxes are comprehensive collections of MATLAB functions (M-files) that 

extend the MATLAB environment to solve particular classes of problems. Areas in which 

toolboxes are available include signal processing, control systems, neural networks, fuzzy 

logic, wavelets, simulation, and many others. 
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5.2 The MATLAB System 

The MATLAB system consists of five main parts: 

5.2.1 Development Environment 

This is the set of tools and facilities that help you use MATLAB functions and files. 

Many of these tools are graphical user interfaces. It includes the MATLAB desktop and 

Command Window, a command history, and browsers for viewing help, the workspace, files, 

and the search path. 

5.2.2 The MATLAB Mathematical Function Library 

This is a vast collection of computational algorithms ranging from elementary 

functions like sum, sine, cosine, and complex arithmetic, to more sophisticated functions like 

matrix inverse, matrix eigen values, Bessel functions, and fast Fourier transforms. 

5.2.3 The MATLAB Language 

This is a high-level matrix/array language with control flow statements, functions, 

data structures, input/output, and object-oriented programming features. It allows both 

"programming in the small" to rapidly create quick and dirty throw-away programs, and 

"programming in the large" to create complete large and complex application programs. 

5.2.4 Handle Graphics 

This is the MATLAB graphics system. It includes high-level commands for two- 

dimensional and three-dimensional data visualization, image processing, animation, and 

presentation graphics. It also includes low-level commands that allow you to fully customize 

the appearance of graphics as well as to build complete graphical user interfaces on your 

MATLAB applications. 

5.2.5 The MATLAB Application Program Interface (API) 

This is a library that allows you to write C and FORTRAN programs that interact with 

MATLAB. It include facilities for calling routines from MATLAB (dynamic linking), calling 

MATLAB as a computational engine, and for reading and writing MAT-files. 

5.3 Development Environment 

When you start MATLAB, the MATLAB desktop appears, containing tools 

(graphical user interfaces) for managing files, variables, and applications associated with 

MATLAB. 

The first time MATLAB starts, the desktop appears as shown in the following 

illustration, although your Launch Pad may contain different entries. 
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You can change the way your desktop looks by opening, closing, moving, and 

resizing the tools in it. You can also move tools outside of the desktop or return them back 

inside the desktop (docking). All the desktop tools provide common features such as context 

menus and keyboard shortcuts. 

You can specify certain characteristics for the desktop tools by selecting Preferences 

from the File menu. For example, you can specify the font characteristics for Command 

Window text. For more information, click the Help button in the Preferences dialog box. 

5.4 Desktop Tools 

This section provides an introduction to MATLAB's desktop tools. You can also use 

MATLAB functions to perform most of the features found in the desktop tools. The tools are: 

5.4.1 Command Window 

Use the Command Window to enter variables and run functions and M-files. 

5.4.2 Command History 

Lines you enter in the Command Window are logged in the Command History 

window. In the Command History, you can view previously used functions, and copy and 

execute selected lines. To save the input and output from a MATLAB session to a file, use 

the diary function. 

5.4.3 Help Browser 

Use the Help browser to search and view documentation for all your Math Works 

products. The Help browser is a Web browser integrated into the MATLAB desktop that 

displays HTML documents. 

To open the Help browser, click the help button in the toolbar, or type help browser 

in the Command Window. The Help browser consists of two panes, the Help Navigator, 

which you use to find information, and the display pane, where you view the information. 

5.4.4 Workspace Browser 

 
The MATLAB workspace consists of the set of variables (named arrays) built up 

during a MATLAB session and stored in memory. You add variables to the workspace by 

using functions, running M-files, and loading saved workspaces. 

To view the workspace and information about each variable, use the Workspace 

browser, or use the functions who and whos. 
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To delete variables from the workspace, select the variable and select Delete from 

the Edit menu. Alternatively, use the clear function. 

5.5 Editor/Debugger 

 
Use the Editor/Debugger to create and debug M-files, which are programs you write 

to run MATLAB functions. The Editor/Debugger provides a graphical user interface for basic 

text editing, as well as for M-file debugging. 

5.6 Basis pursuit algorithm 

When the signal is sampled with less than Nyquist rate, then obtained equation has 

infinite number of solutions. In order to find the optimized solution, l1-norm is used to find 

the minimum energy of the signal. For applying the l1-norm to infinite number of solutions 

we require an algorithm which is robust to noise and find solution accurately. Hence ―basis 

pursuit‖ algorithm is considered. 

 
Basis pursuit is the equality-constrained l1 minimization problem 

minimize ||x||1 

subject to Ax=b, —(23). 

with variable x Rn, data A Rm×n, b  Rm, with m<n. Basis pursuit is often used as a heuristic for 

finding a sparse solution to an underdetermined system of linear equations. It plays a central role in 

modern statistical signal processing, particularly the theory of compressed sensing. 

In ADMM form, basis pursuit can be written as 

minimize f(x)+||z||1 —(24). 

subject to x − z = 0, 

where f is the indicator function of {x Rn| Ax = b}. The ADMM algorithm is then 

x k+1 := Π(zk– uk) —(25). 

z 
k+1  

:= S1/ρ(x
k+1

+u
k
) — (26). 

u k+1 := uk+ xk+1–zk+1, — (27). 

where Π is projection onto {x Rn | Ax = b}. The x-update, which involves solving a linearly- 

constrained minimum Euclidean norm problem,can be written explicitly as 

xk+1 := (I − AT(AAT)−1A)(zk − uk) + AT(AAT)-1b. — (28). 
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Again, the comments on efficient computation by caching a factorization of AAT, 

subsequent projections are much cheaper than the first one. We can interpret ADMM for 

basis pursuit as reducing the solution of a least l1 norm problem to solving a sequence of 

minimum Euclidean norm problems. A recent class of algorithms called Bregman iterative 

methods have attracted considerable interest for solving l1 problems like basis pursuit. For 

basis pursuit and related problems, Bregman iterative regularization is equivalent to the 

method of multipliers, and the split Bregman method is equivalent to ADMM. 
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CHAPTER-6 

RESULTS 

 
The concept of compressive sensing was implemented on MATLAB software for 

simple sinusoidal signals and audio signals. The results related to these signals were 

discussed in this chapter. 

Given input : 5cos(2*500*pi*t)+9cos(2*pi*300*t)+r 

Here n=401 and m=180 

Fig. 6.1 represents the output obtained after simulation when sinusoidal signal is applied as 

input. 

 
 

Fig 6.1: output of sinusoidal signal 

Sound signal is given as input. The signal is represented in fig.6.2 

 

 

Fig 6.2: input of voice signal 
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Maximum significant information components present within frequency range of 3500:10600. 

Hence only those frequency components are taken as shown in fig.6.3 

 
Fig 6.3: significant components of voice signal 

 

When this audio signal is given as input to the basis pursuit program the reconstruction of signal is 

done as shown in below graph Fig 6.4. 

 
 

Fig 6.4 output of voice signal 
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CHAPTER-7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURESCOPE 

7.1 CONCLUSION 

Introduction of CS has revolutionized many areas in signal processing, where there 

were limited scopes. Some of the major contributions are faster MRI, high quality image and 

video acquisition using single pixel camera, acquisition of UWB signals while drastically 

reducing the power consumption, etc. CS acquisition approach may vary from signal to 

signal. Similarly, the reconstruction approach to be used is also highly signal dependent, 

which may further needs to be modified to suit a particular situation. It will be highly 

beneficial to have a universal CS acquisition and reconstruction strategy. A review of major 

application areas where CS is currently being utilized has also been presented. 

7.2 FUTURESCOPE 

CS has gained a wider acceptance in a shorter time span, as a sampling technique for 

sampling the signals at their information rate. CS takes the advantage of sparsity or 

compressibility of the underlying signal to simultaneously sample and compress the signal. 

CS has a strong mathematical foundation also. But, the increasing popularity and 

acceptability of CS faces some challenges. We are highlighting some of the challenges, 

which also lead to some working directions in the field. 

• There is need for a simple and efficient, universal CS acquisition strategy which is 

applicable to majority of the signals and also leads to faster acquisition. 

• Similarly, a universal CS reconstruction algorithm, which is faster, robust, less complex and 

gives guaranteed convergence is needed. 

• Searching a suitable basis, in which signal to be acquired has sparsest possible 

representation, is itself a tough task. If one can identify the basis in which signal has the 

sparsest possible representation, then it will help in faithful reconstruction from further 

reduced CS measurements. So, a system needs to be developed, which can determine the 

sparsifying basis of signal. 
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• Development of rigorous performance bounds for the issues like minimum number of 

measurements and reconstruction iterations required for perfect reconstruction, guaranteed 

convergence, stable recovery, etc., are also workable areas in this field. 

• Also, research is being going on structured CS. The advantages of this approach are faster 

acquisition, lower complexity, easier to implement, etc. But the drawback is that the faithful 

reconstruction requires more number of measurements. Also, it is difficult to have structured 

measurement matrices which obey RIP condition. Some proposals of RIP less CS have also 

been seen in literature, which can be worked further to take advantages of structured 

measurements in CS. 
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APPENDIX 

function [z, history] = basis_pursuit(A, b, rho, alpha) 

t_start = tic; 

 

QUIET =0; 

MAX_ITER = 1000; 

ABSTOL = 1e-4; 

RELTOL = 1e-2; 

[m n] = size(A); 

x =zeros(n,1); 

z =zeros(n,1); 

u =zeros(n,1); 

 

 

if~QUIET 

fprintf ('%3s\t%10s\t%10s\t%10s\t%10s\t%10s\n','iter', ... 

'r norm', 'esp pri', 's norm', 'eps dual', 'objective'); 

end 

 

AAt = A*A'; 

P = eye(n) - A' * (AAt \ A); 

q = A' * (AAt \ b); 

 

for k = 1:MAX_ITER 

% x-update 

x = P*(z - u) + q; 

 

% z-update with relaxation 

zold = z; 

x_hat = alpha*x + (1 - alpha)*zold; 

z = shrinkage(x_hat + u, 1/rho); 

 

u = u + (x_hat - z); 

 

% diagnostics, reporting, termination checks 

history.objval(k) = objective(A, b, x); 

 

history.r_norm(k) = norm(x - z); 

history.s_norm(k) = norm(-rho*(z - zold)); 

 

history.eps_pri(k) = sqrt(n)*ABSTOL + RELTOL*max(norm(x), norm(-z)); 

history.eps_dual(k)= sqrt(n)*ABSTOL +RELTOL*norm(rho*u); 

 

if ~QUIET 

fprintf('%3d\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\t%10.2f\n', k,... 

history.r_norm(k), history.eps_pri(k), ... 

history.s_norm(k), history.eps_dual(k), history.objval(k)); 

end 
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if (history.r_norm(k)< history.eps_pri(k) && ... 

history.s_norm(k) < history.eps_dual(k)) 

break; 

end 

end 

 

if ~QUIET 

toc(t_start); 

end 

end 

 

function obj = objective(A, b, x) 

obj = norm(x,1); 

end 

 

function y = shrinkage(a, kappa) 

y = max(0, a-kappa) - max(0, -a-kappa); 

 

PROGRAM 

 
%Basis pursuit example 

%Generate problem data 

rand('seed', 0); 

randn('seed', 0); 

record=audiorecorder(8000,8,1); 

get(record); 

rec1=audiorecorder; 

disp('Start speaking.') 

recordblocking(rec1,2); 

disp('End of Recording.'); 

% Play back the recording. 

play(rec1); 

% Store data in double-precision array. 

myRecording = getaudiodata(rec1); 

x=myRecording(3500:10600); 

plot(x),figure 

% Plot the waveform. 

plot(myRecording),figure; 

n =length(x); 

m =3000; 

A = randn(m,n); 

% f1=5000; 

% f2=300; 

% t=0:1/200:0.6; 

% x_temp=5*sin(2*pi*f1*t)+2*cos(2*pi*f2*t); 

%r=randn(1,length(x_temp)); 

%x=x_temp.*r; 

%plot(x); 

% %x = sprandn(n, 1, 0.1*n); 
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b = A*x; 

xtrue = x; 

%Solve problem 

[x history] = basis_pursuit(A, b, 1.0, 1.0); 

K = length(history.objval); 

xf=fft(x); 

xtf=fft(x); 

d=abs(xtrue-x).^2; 

mse=sum(d(:))/n; 

t1=max(xtrue); 

t2=max(x); 

subplot(221),stem(xtrue),title('origitnal signal') 

subplot(222),stem(xtf),title('origitnal signal fourier transform') 

subplot(223),stem(x),title('reconstructed signal signal') 

subplot(224),stem(xf),title('reconstructed signal fourier transform') 

sound(x) 

psnr1=20*(log10(t1/sqrt(mse))); 

disp(mse); 

disp(psnr1); 

psnr2=20*(log10(t2/sqrt(mse))); 

 

disp(psnr2); 

 

% h = figure; 

% plot(1:K, history.objval, 'k', 'MarkerSize', 10, 'LineWidth', 2); 

% ylabel('f(x^k) + g(z^k)'); xlabel('iter (k)'); 

% 

% g = figure; 

% subplot(2,1,1); 

% semilogy(1:K, max(1e-8, history.r_norm), 'k', ... 

% 1:K, history.eps_pri, 'k--', 'LineWidth',2); 

%ylabel('||r||_2'); 

% 

%subplot(2,1,2); 

% semilogy(1:K, max(1e-8, history.s_norm), 'k', ... 

% 1:K, history.eps_dual, 'k--', 'LineWidth',2); 

% ylabel('||s||_2'); xlabel('iter (k)'); 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME 

SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAM OUTCOMES 

(POs) 

 

 

Classification of 

Project 

 
Application 

 
Product 

 
Research 

 
Review 

   

 

 

 

 
PROJECT OUTCOMES 

1. Designed &Simulated a model for reconstruction the sparse signal(speech) using the 

concept of compressive sensing by applying the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and 

Communication Engineering to design, develop, analyze and test systems software 

components taking the legal, ethical and economical considerations. 

 
2. Applied the knowledge of mathematics, science, and an engineering specialization to solve 

the complex engineering problems. 

 
3. Designed and developed eco-friendly systems, by optimal utilization of available natural 

resources and understood the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and 

societal context along with professional ethics and responsibilities. 

 
4. Worked as a member and leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment, with effective 

Communication. 

 
5. Managed the project, keeping in view the economical and societal considerations and 

recognized the need for adapting to technological changes and engage in life- long 

learning. 
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PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

modern tools. 

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to 

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components 

taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical 

considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge 

Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering fundamentals, and an 

engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems. 

 
2. Problem analysis 

Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex engineering 

problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, natural 

sciences, and engineering sciences. 

 
3. Design/development of solutions 

Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design system components 

or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for the public health 

and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental consideration. 

 
4. Conduct investigations of complex problems 

Use research-based knowledge and research methods including design of 

experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information to 

provide valid conclusions. 

 
5. Modern tool usage 

Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern engineering 

and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities with an 

understanding of the limitations. 
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6. The engineer and society 

Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess societal, health, 

safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the 

professional engineering practice. 

 
7. Environment and sustainability 

Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in societal and 

environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for sustainable 

development. 

 
8. Ethics 

Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice. 

 
9. Individual and teamwork 

Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in diverse teams, and 

in multidisciplinary settings. 

 
10. Communication 

Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering 

community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write effective 

reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive clear 

instruction. 

 
11. Project management and finance 

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering and management 

principles and apply these to one‘s own work, as a member and leader in a team, to manage 

projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

 
12. Life-long learning 

Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in independent 

and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 
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Mapping Table 

 

 

Project Outcomes 

                    Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO  

1 

PO 

2 

PO 

3 

PO 

4 

PO 

5 

PO 

6 

PO 

7 

PO 

8 

PO 

9 

PO 

10 

PO 

11 

PO 

12 

PSO1 PSO 2 

Outcome 1   2           3 

Outcome 2 3 1             

Outcome 3       3 3       

Outcome 4 

 

 

Outcome 5 

        3 3  

 

 

3 

 

 

 

3 

  

 

  

Note: Map each project outcomes with POs and PSOs with either 1 or 2 or 3 based on level of 

mapping as follows: 

 
1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped 3-Substantially 

(High) mapping 
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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of this project is to obtain noise free image using 

progressive switching median filter.The median filter is an effective device for the 

removal of impulse-based noise on video signals. This is due to the partial 

averaging effect of the median filter and its biasing of the input stream, rather than 

straight mathematical averaging. Here, we describe three realizations of median 

filter, built into as few as one field programmable logic device, which is capable of 

processing an incoming video data stream at a maximum (programmable logic 

device partially dependent) of around 30 MS/s. In total, four designs are 

considered, with a primary design, two variations on the primary design and an 

asynchronous version based on the primary design. Simulation of the primary 

design (both synchronous and asynchronous) has demonstrated its potential for 

reducing the area requirements of a median filter whilst not sacrificing either speed 

or accuracy.. 
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1.1 Background:- 

CHAPTER 01 

INTRODUCTION 

                       An adaptive median filter peforms spatial processing to reduce noise in an image. The filter compares 

each pixel in the image to the surrounding pixels. If one of the pixel values differ significantly from majority of the 

surrounding pixels, the pixel is treated as noise. An adaptive filter is a system with a linear filter that has a transfer 

function controlled by variable parameters and a means to adjust those parameters according to an 

optimization  algorithm. Because of the complexity of the optimization algorithms, almost all adaptive filters 

are digital filters. Adaptive filters are required for some applications because some parameters of the desired 

processing operation (for instance, the locations of reflective surfaces in a reverberant space are not known in 

advance or are changing. The closed loop adaptive filter uses feedback in the form of an error signal to refine its 

transfer function. 

 
1.2 Aim of the project:- 
The main objective of this project is to design a Median filter for a Noise free output image by LABVIEW 

software. 

 

1.3 Methodology:- 

The noise in the image is reduced by using comparator based approach and by using different sorting 

algorithms like bubble sort ,quick sort etc.The noise is removed by comparing the pixel values using 

comparators and a specific median value is obtained by passing the outputs of comparators through a 

multiplexer. 

1.4 Significance of the project:- 

To remove the noise in Image, and to obtain noise free image to improve the 

picture signal to noise ratio and the quality of the image.The noise that is removed is impulse 

noise or salt and pepper noise. 

1.5 Conclusion:- 
 

The noise free output is obtained and the salt and pepper noise present in the image is removed by using the labview 
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 CHAPTER 02 

 

Work title explanation:-  

The recording of a heart beat (an ECG), may be corrupted by noise from the AC mains. The exact frequency of 

the power and its harmonics may vary from moment to moment.One way to remove the noise is to filter the 

signal with a notch filter at the mains frequency and its vicinity, but this could excessively degrade the quality 

of the ECG since the heart beat would also likely have frequency components in the rejected range.To 

circumvent this potential loss of information, an adaptive filter could be used. The adaptive filter would take 

input both from the patient and from the mains and would thus be able to track the actual frequency of the noise 

as it fluctuates and subtract the noise from the recording. Such an adaptive technique generally allows for a 

filter with a smaller rejection range, which means, in this case, that the quality of the output signal is more 

accurate for medical purposes. 

Software Tools:- 

➢ Labview 

➢ Matlab 
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2.0 Block Diagram:- 
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CHAPTER 03 

 

Software Description(Labview):- 

Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench (LabVIEW) is a system-design platform 

anddevelopment environment for a visual programming language from National Instruments. The graphical 

language is named "G"; not to be confused with G-code. Originally released for the Apple Macintosh in 1986, 

LabVIEW is commonly used for data acquisition, instrument control, and industrial automation on a variety 

of operating systems (OSs), including Microsoft Windows, various versions of Unix, Linux, and macOS.The latest 

versions of LabVIEW are LabVIEW 2019 SP1 and LabVIEW NXG 4.0, released in November 2019. NI released 

the free for non-commercial use LabVIEW and LabVIEW NXG Community editions on April 28th, 2020 

 

Dataflow Programming:- 
The programming paradigm used in LabVIEW, sometimes called G, is based on data availability. If there is enough 

data available to a subVI or function, that subVI or function will execute. Execution flow is determined by the 

structure of a graphical block diagram (the LabVIEW-source code) on which the programmer connects different 

function-nodes by drawing wires. These wires propagate variables and any node can execute as soon as all its input 

data become available. Since this might be the case for multiple nodes simultaneously, LabVIEW can execute 

inherently in parallel. Multi-processing and multi-threading hardware is exploited automatically by the built-in 

scheduler,which multiplexes multipleOSthreads. 

 

 

Graphical Programming:- 

LabVIEW integrates the creation of user interfaces (termed front panels) into the development cycle. LabVIEW 

programs-subroutines are termed virtual instruments (VIs). Each VI has three components: a block diagram, a front 

panel, and a connector pane. The last is used to represent the VI in the block diagrams of other, calling VIs. The 

front panel is built using controls and indicators. Controls are inputs: they allow a user to supply information to the 

VI. Indicators are outputs: they indicate, or display, the results based on the inputs given to the VI. The back panel, 

which is a block diagram, contains the graphical source code. All of the objects placed on the front panel will appear 

on the back panel as terminals. The back panel also contains structures and functions which perform operations on 

controls and supply data to indicators. The structures and functions are found on the Functions palette and can be 

placed on the back panel. Collectively controls, indicators, structures, and functions are referred to as nodes. Nodes 

are connected to one another using wires, e.g., two controls and an indicator can be wired to the addition function so 

that the indicator displays the sum of the two controls. Thus a virtual instrument can be run as either a program, with 

the front panel serving as a user interface, or, when dropped as a node onto the block diagram, the front panel 

defines the inputs and outputs for the node through the connector pane. This implies each VI can be easily tested 

before being embedded as a subroutine into a larger program. 

The graphical approach also allows nonprogrammers to build programs by dragging and dropping virtual 

representations of lab equipment with which they are already familiar. The LabVIEW programming environment, 

with the included examples and documentation, makes it simple to create small applications. This is a benefit on one 

side, but there is also a certain danger of underestimating the expertise needed for high-quality G programming. For 

complex algorithms or large-scale code, it is important that a programmer possess an extensive knowledge of the 

special LabVIEW syntax and the topology of its memory management. The most advanced LabVIEW development 

systems offer the ability to build stand-alone applications. Furthermore, it is possible to create distributed 

applications, which communicate by a client–server model, and are thus easier to implement due to the inherently 

parallel nature of G. 
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Design patterns:- 
Applications in LabVIEW are usually designed using well-known architectures, known as design patterns. 

 

Interfacing to devices:- 

LabVIEW includes extensive support for interfacing to devices, instruments, camera, and other devices. Users 

interface to hardware by either writing direct bus commands (USB, GPIB, Serial) or using high-level, device-

specific, drivers that provide native LabVIEW function nodes for controlling the device. 

LabVIEW includes built-in support for NI hardware platforms such as CompactDAQ and CompactRIO, with a large 

number of device-specific blocks for such hardware, the Measurement and Automation eXplorer (MAX) and Virtual 

Instrument Software Architecture (VISA) toolsets.National Instruments makes thousands of device drivers available 

for download on the NI Instrument Driver Network (IDNet). 

 

Code Compiling:- 

LabVIEW includes a compiler that produces native code for the CPU platform. The graphical code is converted into 

Dataflow Intermediate Representation, and then translated into chunks of executable machine code by a compiler 

based on LLVM. Run-time engine calls these chunks, allowing better performance. The LabVIEW syntax is strictly 

enforced during the editing process and compiled into the executable machine code when requested to run or upon 

saving. In the latter case, the executable and the source code are merged into a single binary file. The execution is 

controlled by LabVIEW run-time engine, which contains some pre-compiled code to perform common tasks that are 

defined by the G language. The run-time engine governs execution flow, and provides a consistent interface to 

various operating systems, graphic systems and hardware components. The use of run-time environment makes the 

source code files portable across supported platforms. LabVIEW programs are slower than equivalent compiled C 

code, though like in other languages, program optimization often allows to mitigate issues with execution speed. 

 
Large Libraries:- 

 
Many libraries with a large number of functions for data acquisition, signal generation, mathematics, statistics, signal 

conditioning, analysis, etc., along with numerous for functions such as integration, filters, and other specialized 

abilities usually associated with data capture from hardware sensors is enormous. In addition, LabVIEW includes a 

text-based programming component named MathScript with added functions for signal processing, analysis, and 

mathematics. MathScript can be integrated with graphical programming using script nodes and uses a syntax that is 

compatiblegenerallywith MATLAB. 

 

 

Parallel Programming:- 

 

LabVIEW is an inherently concurrent language, so it is very easy to program multiple tasks that are performed in 

parallel via multithreading. For example, this is done easily by drawing two or more parallel while loops and 

connecting them to two separate nodes. This is a great benefit for test system automation, where it is common 

practice to run processes like test sequencing, data recording, and hardware interfacing in parallel.
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Ecosystem:- 

 

Due to the longevity and popularity of the LabVIEW language, and the ability for users to extend its functions, a 

large ecosystem of third party add-ons has developed via contributions from the community. This ecosystem is 

available on the LabVIEW Tools Network, which is a marketplace for both free and paid LabVIEW add-ons. 

 

 

User Community:- 

 

There is a low-cost LabVIEW Student Edition aimed at educational institutions for learning purposes. There is also 

an active community of LabVIEW users who communicate through several electronic mailing lists (email groups) 

and Internet forums. 

 

 

Home Bundle Edition:- 

 

National Instruments  provides a low cost LabVIEW Home Bundle Edition. 

 

 

Repositories and Libraries:- 

OpenG, as well as LAVA Code Repository (LAVAcr), serve as repositories for a wide range of Open Source 

LabVIEW applications and libraries. Source Forge has LabVIEW  listed as one of the possible languages in which 

code can be written.VI Package Manager has become the standard package manager for LabVIEW libraries. It is 

very similar in purpose to Ruby's RubyGems and Perl's CPAN, although it provides a graphical user interface similar 

to the Synaptic Package Manager. VI Package Manager provides access to a repository of the OpenG (and other) 

libraries for LabVIEW.Tools exist to convert MathML into G code. 

 

Related Software:- 

National Instruments also offers a product named Measurement Studio, which offers many of the test, measurement, 

and control abilities of LabVIEW, as a set of classes for use with Microsoft Visual Studio. This allows developers to 

harness some of LabVIEW's strengths within the text-based .NET Framework. National Instruments also 

offers LabWindows/CVI as an alternative for ANSI C programmers.When applications need sequencing, users often 

use LabVIEW with TestStand test management software, also from National Instruments. 

The Ch interpreter is a C/C++ interpreter that can be embedded in LabVIEW for scripting.DSP Robotics' FlowStone 

DSP also uses a form of graphical programming similar to LabVIEW, but is limited to the robotics industry 

respectively. 

LabVIEW has a direct node with modeFRONTIER, a multidisciplinary and multi-objective optimization and design 

environment, written to allow coupling to almost any computer-aided engineering tool. Both can be part of the same 

process workflow description and can be virtually driven by the optimization technologies available in 

modeFRONTIER. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C_(programming_language)
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Basic Functions of Labview:- 

 
LabVIEW can be used to perform a huge number of mathematical and logic functions, including, but certainly not 

limited to: basic arithmetic, if/then/elseif conditional statements, case statements, FFTs, filtering, PID control loops, 

etc. There are huge libraries of functions to pull from. You can also interface to code developed in other languages, 

through DLLs. .NET assemblies, and run-time interpreters (e.g., MATLAB), for example. 

Another somewhat unique capability that LabVIEW offers is real-time compilation and the ability to execute 

function blocks without requiring development of a test case. Each LabVIEW function is designed with a user 

interface so you can interact with your code immediately after you write it. 

 
Hardware on which labview run on:- 

 
LabVIEW can run on any of these platforms: 

1. A Windows-based PC 

2. A Windows-based PXI 

3. An NI CompactRIO 

4. An NI Single-Board RIO (including the NI SOM) 

The specs of your application will drive your choice of hardware platform.  Of course, you’ll want to be mindful of 

version compatibility as well. 

For embedded applications, you’ll generally want to default to using a cRIO (we love the cRIO and use it a LOT) 

and let your project requirements convince you that a different platform (e.g. an sbRIO or SOM) is 

warranted.  There’s more details than provided here, but the decision process will usually be based on 3 main criteria 

(feel free to reach out here if you want to discuss those details): 

1. Size / envelope – if your application requires a small envelope, the cRIO form factor may just be too big and you’ll 

be forced to go the sbRIO route. 

2. Production volumes – at some quantity, it’ll likely make more sense from a financial standpoint to use the sbRIO. 

3. I/O availability – depending on how much of what you need from an I/O (including comm. interface) standpoint is 

available either as a module or part of the base unit, the custom board non-recurring engineering design costs may 

sway you one way or another. 
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Labview interacting with real world:- 
 

There are 4 ways that software developed with LabVIEW interacts with the real world (all requiring hardware with 

an appropriate processor on board (either desktop PC-based or SoC (System-On-Chip) based): 

1. A GUI – either with a standard monitor or touch panel. 

2. Interfacing with lab equipment/instruments (e.g. through GPIB, Ethernet, USB, PCI, RS-422) – for example power 

supplies, power meters, multi-meters, spectrum analyzers, oscilloscopes, switch matrices, and signal generators. 

3. Measuring a signal with NI hardware (analog or digital) – for example temperature, pressure, vibration, current, 

load, voltage, flow, light, acoustics, force, location/orientation, vision, humidity/moisture, RF emissions, and 

magnetic field. 

4. Controlling a signal with NI hardware (analog or digital) – for example motor control, actuator control, or mass-flow 

controllers. 

Uses of Labview Software:- 

1. Automated Manufacturing test of a component/sub-system/system. 

2. Automated Product design validation of a component/sub-system/system. 

3. Control and/or monitoring of a machine/piece of industrial equipment/process. 

4. Condition monitoring of a machine/piece of industrial equipment. 

History of Labview:- 

LabVIEW was first launched 1986 as a tool for scientists and engineers to facilitate automated measurements - the 

aim was that it would be a tool that would be as productive for scientists and engineers as spreadsheets were for 

financial analysts. 

Says Jeff Kodowsky of National Instruments who came up with the initial idea and developed it: ”We weren’t 

seeking to create a language but that’s what we ended up doing because we needed that level of flexibility and 

control in order to deal with the kinds of IO and processing required.” 

In addition to this, Kodowsky had been using an early Apple Mac which utilised graphics more than any other 

computing system. Kodowsky wanted to be able to utilise this capability to enable quicker programming of the 

control for instruments. 
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Labview Key Concepts:- 

 

Within LabVIEW there are several elements and concepts that are key to the format and operation of the 

environment. These include: 

• LabVIEW environment:   The LabVIEW environment consists of LabVIEW VI manager (project explorer), the 

programming tools, debugging features, templates and ready built sample examples, and an easy interface to the 

hardware drivers.  

• LabVIEW VIs:   The LabVIEW VI is a “Virtual Instrument” that enables a user interface to be built and it 

contains the programming code.  

• LabVIEW G programming:   This is the graphical programming language where the functional algorithms are 

built using “drag and drop” techniques.  

• LabVIEW dataflow :   This is the core concept that determines the running order for the programme. 

 

 

Labview Applications:- 

 
LabVIEW provides a powerful platform for undertaking a wide variety of different applications. It started as an 

environment for managing test programming, but since its inception, the applications for which it can be used have 

considerably expanded. It has expanded from being a graphical test management language to become a graphical 

system design environment. 

This means that it can be used for an enormous variety of interesting and diverse applications. Not only can it be 

used for equipment control (including the control of the large Hadron Collider at CERN) and a variety of data 

acquisition applications (including car development simulation where Big Data monitoring is undertaken) to the 

system design arena where it has been used for development of projects from RF circuitry to biomedical equipment, 

green technology and much more. 

 

 

LabVIEW advantages:- 

• Graphical interface is flexible and simple to use. Most engineers and scientists can learn to use it quickly. 

• LabVIEW provides a universal platform for numerous applications in diverse fields. 

• LabVIEW can be used with 3rd party hardware: it can be interfaced with C/C++, VB, Fortran etc etc. 

• Easy to interface to many hardware items like data acquisition and test equipment products. 

• It has excellent customer support and a large active community forum. 
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LabVIEW disadvantages:- 

• LabVIEW is single sourced and some companies may not like to use a product that is single sourced and not 

standardised by the industry. 

• Cost of ownership – although in line with many other industry products of a similar nature, its cost should be 

considered before it is introduced. 

• For those more accustomed to text programming, graphical programming can take a little familiarisation time. 

 

 
Labview Environment tools:- 

 

 
• Templates & sample projects:   This is a tool that features some of the common templates that can be used for 

starting projects along with some fully formed projects that can be used to see how projects may work, or to be 

customised for particular applications. 

• Example finder:   This has many hundreds of code snippets that illustrate the methodology behind a huge variety 

of different tasks. These can be used or customised as appropriate. 

• Debugging tools:   As with any project, debugging is an essential element of any development. The LabVIEW 

environment provides some comprehensive tools to assist with the speedy debug of programmes. The tools 

include elements like probes, breakpoints,, single step, highlighting execution (the ability to slow execution to see 

how the system operates and thereby isolate issues in a dynamic manner). 

• Hardware manager(Measurement & Automation Explorer):   This is a complementary tool to LabVIEW. It 

enables drivers to be managed – updated and monitored. It also allows the monitoring of validity of the 

connection to hardware before running the programme. 

• Source control:   The LabVIEW environment has several tools to provide configuration management. This 

enables larger teams to work together on an applications whilst still retaining proper configuration management 

to be undertaken. 

• LabVIEW tools network:   This element of the LabVIEW environment enables the downloading of specialised 

toolkits for specific applications. Some are provided by National Instruments, whereas others may be provided by 

NI partners. 
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LabVIEW VI front panels can be completely customized. By having a totally customized front panel, it is possible to 

simplify the operation to provide exactly what is needed without unnecessary controls that may not be required. 

 

 
 

 

VI block diagram:   The LabVIEW VI block diagram is where the functionality of the VI is programmed in G. The 

block diagram defines the functionality whilst also providing a visual representation of it. In this way the block 

diagram is similar to a flow diagram within a programme. 

 

 

4 
 

Register Select 
 

Connected to Microcontroller to shift between command/data register 

 

5 
 

Read/Write 
 

Used to read or write data. Norma to LCD 

 

 

 

 

 

Labview VI Basics:- 
The LabVIEW VI consists of two main elements: 

• VI Front Panel:   The LabVIEW front panel is what the user of the completed application will see. It 

enables them to interact with the VI, inputting controls and also seeing results. It can be likened to the font 

panel of a test instrument or other piece of equipment. 

 

The LabVIEW VI front panel can be built up from scratch using the palette of different controls, indicators 

and data types. 

 

 
             Fig:- Labview VI front panel 
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There is an associated functions palette within the block diagram space where all the elements needed to build the 

programme can be found. This enables swift accurate programming to be achieved. 

 

 

Labview Programming Elements:- 

 

LabVIEW programming is undertaken on the block diagram of the Virtual Instrument. G programming is a technical 

name for the LabVIEW programming language but nowadays the term is largely unused and the name LabVIEW 

has become to mean the language as well as the software itself. 

As with all programming languages, there are inputs, actions, and outputs. In LabVIEW programming these are 

known as Controls, Functions and Indicators. 

• Controls:   Any LabVIEW control on the front panel will have a corresponding element on the block diagram. 

The user can input data into the control for use within the overall programme. It is possible to connect the 

controls to a function to perform a particular action. Controls can come if different data types: single, double, 

stringtypes. 

 

The Controls palette can be accessed from the front panel window by selecting View » Controls Palette. 

Alternatively it can be accessed by right clicking on any empty space in the front panel window. 

 

The Controls palette for LabVIEW programming is broken into various categories – these can be exposed as 

required to show some or all of these categories to suit the requirements for the application. 

• Functions:   LabVIEW functions are taken from the Functions palette on the block diagram and are given inputs 

and they perform an action on this. LabVIEW has a huge range of different functions ranging from simple 

mathematics to video processing, spectral analysis and the like. 

• Indicators:   LabVIEW indicators are similar to controls, having a Front Panel Counterpart in which they display 

the output of the block diagram to the user. 

 

 
 

Fig:controls,indicators and functions 

 

 

Within the block diagram all the LabVIEW programming elements, i.e. controls, indicators and functions, are 

connected together. This is achieved using “wires.” The data can be considered to flow along these wires. 

There are different wire types which are indicated by the colour and style of the representation. 
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Fig:LabVIEW programming wires 

Each wire has a single data source, but it is possible to wire it to many VIs and functions that read the data. Wires 

are different colors, styles, and thicknesses, depending on their data types as shown above. They may be: 

• Numeric integer (Blue) 

• Numeric floating point (Orange) 

• Boolean (Green) 

• String (Pink) 

The appearance of the wire indicates whether it is scalar, a 1D array, or a 2D array. 

On a LabVIEW screen, a broken wire appears as a dashed black line with a red X in the middle. Broken wires occur 

for a variety of reasons. One common reason is when wiring two objects with incompatible data types. 

LabVIEW dataflow & programming:- 

With text based programming the order of execution is set up by the order of the lines – they are executed in a 

sequential manner. Examples of these languages include Visual Basic, C++, Java and many others. 

With graphical programming it is set by the dataflow within the diagram. Within this concept a function is not able 

to execute until it has received all its inputs. Once it has all of its inputs, it executes its functions and passes on its 

output to the next node. 

In the diagram below data flows from left to right and this means that the multiplication function cannot execute 

until the divide function has completed. Therefore the order of execution has been set. It should be noted that the 

execution follows the actual dataflow and not the position within the window. 

 
 

Fig:LabVIEW programming dataflow example 
 

The concept of dataflow within LabVIEW may take those who are more used to text based programmes a little while 

to master, but once this has been done, it is easy to use as a programming language. 
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Software Description(MatLab):- 

 

MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a multi-paradigm numerical computing environment and proprietary programming 

language developed by MathWorks. MATLAB allows matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data, 

implementation of algorithms, creation of user interfaces, and interfacing with programs written in other languages. 

Although MATLAB is intended primarily for numerical computing, an optional toolbox uses the MuPAD symbolic 

engine allowing access to symbolic computing abilities. An additional package, Simulink, adds graphical multi-

domain simulation and model-based design for dynamic and embedded systems. 

As of 2020, MATLAB has more than 4 million users worldwide. MATLAB users come from various backgrounds 

of engineering, science, and economics. 

 

History of Matlab:- 

Cleve Moler, the chairman of the computer science department at the University of New Mexico, started developing 

MATLAB in the late 1970s. He designed it to give his students access to LINPACK and EISPACK without them 

having to learn Fortran. It soon spread to other universities and found a strong audience within the applied 

mathematics community. Jack Little, an engineer, was exposed to it during a visit Moler made to Stanford 

University in 1983. Recognizing its commercial potential, he joined with Moler and Steve Bangert. They rewrote 

MATLAB in C and founded MathWorks in 1984 to continue its development. These rewritten libraries were known 

as JACKPAC. In 2000, MATLAB was rewritten to use a newer set of libraries for matrix manipulation, LAPACK. 

MATLAB was first adopted by researchers and practitioners in control engineering, Little's specialty, but quickly 

spread to many other domains. It is now also used in education, in particular the teaching of linear 

algebra and numerical analysis, and is popular amongst scientists involved in image processing. 

 

 

Variables:- 

Variables are defined using the assignment operator, = . MATLAB is a weakly typed programming language 

because types are implicitly converted. It is an inferred typed language because variables can be assigned without 

declaring their type, except if they are to be treated as symbolic objects, and that their type can change. Values can 

come from constants, from computation involving values of other variables, or from the output of a function. 

 

Applications:- 

 

Matlab has a wide range of applications as we have already seen and is used in a number of industries covering 

1. Biological Sciences 

2. Biotech and Pharmaceutical 

3. Automotive 

4. Communication 
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CHAPTER 04 

4.0 CIRCUIT AND ITS EXPLANATION: 
 

 

 
FIG4.0: Block diagram of Adaptive Median Filter 

using Labview 

 

 

 Median filter uses sorting algorithm to determine median value of sample window for removal of saltpepper 

noise. 

  Common sorting algorithms used for identifying Median are - a) Bubble Sort b) Triple (Vertical, Horizontal, 

Diagonal) Sort Advanced algorithm, such as Triple Sort, involves sorting the elements of the selected 

window in three stages viz. rows (vertical sort), columns (horizontal sort) and diagonals. 

  These three stages can be implemented to operate in parallel in hardware. Median Filter can be implemented 

using following two approaches: a) Comparator based approach b) Histogram based approach. Here we are 

going to use , comparator based approach.  

 The design uses optimized systolic array architecture. This architecture comprises of comparator nodes. In 

this design, the triangular groups with three nodes perform a full sorting on three elements. 
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4.1 WORKING: 
 

Step 1. Initialize a sub-window size, W=3 and maximum window size, Wmax=13  

Step 2. Select a sub-window W×W with center pixel xij.  

Step 3. If xij is not equal to 0 or 255, shift the window and go to Step 1  

Step 4. Collect the set of pixels(S) from the subwindow ignoring the pixels of intensity value ‗0‘ or ‗255‘.  

Step 5. If the size of S>=1, do. (i) Replace xij with mean of pixels in (S). (ii) Shift the window (iii) Go to Step -1 Else 

go to step -6 

Step 6. W=W+2;  

Step 7. If W ≤ Wmax , go to Step 2, else replace the center pixel by mean of all the pixels in the sub-window of size 

Wmax  

Step 8. Repeat Step 2 through Step 7 for all pixels 

 
FIG4.1: Algorithm of working of adaptive median filter 

 
Filtering operation by inspecting the pixel value. If it is lies within the minimum (0) and maximum (255) gray level 

value, it is considered as a noise free pixel and remain untreated. If the pixel matches with any of the minimum or 

maximum value, it is considered as a noisy pixel and processed by the proposed filtering method. The filtering stage 

starts with a 3 x 3 window which is applied on the noisy pixel only. Once a pixel identified as noisy then the mean of 

the non-noisy neighbours of the current window is used to restore the detected noisy pixel. If the selected window 

contains all the elements as noisy, the size of window in increased to 5 x 5 and the process is repeated till the 

window size reaches to a predefined maximum window size. The algorithm automatically chooses the optimal 

window size. The maximum window size is not allowed to exceed 13×13 which drastically reduced the computation 

time and preserves the edge details in the case of high-density impulse. 
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CHAPTER 05 

5.0 RESULTS: 
 

     Following are the results that are obtained in the processing of Our Project. 
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5.0 Conclusion: 

Results of computer simulation experiments on the adaptive median filter show that the method can suppress 

noise very effectively while preserving fine details very well and has better filtering performance than the 

standard median filter. It also shows a great advantage over the standard one in filtering speed. 

5.1 Future Scope: 

This  shows that few filtering techniques namely bilateral filter, median filter, wavelets, wiener filter, ROF 

Filter, Fuzzy Filters are few of those which led to the evolution of number of other filters. Also, these filters 

are applied to the number of images and various imaging systems over the years and have been used in wide 

range of applications. So, there is scope that these filters can also be applied on nanoscopic TEM images as 

well. 
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CHAPTER 06 

6.0 Mapping of PO’s and PSO’s with the project 

 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

 

Application Product Research Review 

    

 

Project Outcomes 

Outcome 1: To know about the LCD, Arduino Uno, PIR sensor, Servo motor and Ultrasonic sensors. 

Outcome 2: To familiarize with the ARDUINO technology. 

Outcome 3: To know how to interface different sensors by using ARDUINO. 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply modern tools. 

PSO2: Apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to design, develop,  

analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking into societal, environmental,  

health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations. 

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering fundamentals,  

and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex engineering  

problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, natural sciences,  

and engineering sciences. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design 

system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for  

the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research methods 

 including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information 

 to provide valid conclusions. 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern engineering  

and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities with an understanding 

 of the limitations. 

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess societal, 

health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the profession- 

al engineering practice. 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in so- 

cietal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for sustainable develop- 

pment. 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms of  

            the engineering practice. 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in diverse  

teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering 

community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write effective reports  

and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive clear instructions. 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering and 
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management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, to man 

age projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in indepen- 

dent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 

 

Mapping Table 

   

1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome1 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 

Outcome2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 

Outcome3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 
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ABSTRACT 

 

                The miniaturization of wireless handheld devices including microstrip antenna 

[MSA] remains an active research area in view of several day-to-day advancements 

happening in wireless technologies. The inclusion of fractal concept through space-filling and 

self-similarity properties in the MSA design yields miniaturization of antenna size and also 

broad bandwidth or multiple resonances.  

                This project proposes a “ Rectangular Fractal Microstrip Patch Antenna 

Resonating at Multiple Frequencies ” design by using fractal concepts in the antenna 

design.  

                 A fractal antenna is an antenna that uses a fractal, self-similar design to maximize 

the effective length, or increase the perimeter of material that can receive or 

transmit electromagnetic radiation within a given total surface area or volume. 
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 CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND: 

  Microstrip patch antenna with inclusion of fractal concept plays a vital role in the 

fastest growing wireless communications industry and today we cannot think of any 

development in wireless communication without changes in Microstrip patch antenna 

technology. To establish the communication between the wireless devices on higher frequency 

band such as millimeter wave band, we need the antennas which are conformal, small and 

compact, cheap and easy for fabrication. So, printed antennas are preferred over other 

radiating antennas because of their advantages. 

  

Antennas are extraordinarily a major factor of verbal exchange systems. With the 

support of definition, an antenna is a machine used to convert an RF signal, journeying on a 

conductor, into an electromagnetic wave in free house. Antennas display a property well- 

known as reciprocity, which method that an antenna will keep the identical traits regardless if 

it is transmitting or receiving. Most antennas are resonant contraptions, which perform 

effectually over a moderately slim frequency band. An antenna has to be tuned to the equal 

frequency band of the radio approach to which it's related, or else the reception and the 

transmission will be impaired. When a signal is fed into an antenna, the antenna will emit 

radiation allotted in discipline in a designated method. A graphical illustration of the relative 

distribution of the radiated vigor in residence is known as a radiation pattern. 

 

Antennas are steel buildings designed for radiating and receiving electromagnetic vigor. 

An antenna acts as a transitional constitution between the guiding device (Ex. Waveguide, 

transmission line) and the free apartment. The professional IEEE definition of an antenna 

given via Stutzman and Thiele follows the thought “Antenna is that a part of a transmitting or 

receiving system designed to radiate or acquire electromagnetic waves”. 
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The first antennas were developed in 1888 by using Heinrich Hertz (1857–1894) in his 

pioneering experiments to prove the existence of electromagnetic waves predicted by way of 

the theory of James Clerk Maxwell. Hertz positioned dipole antennas on the focal factor of 

parabolic reflectors for each transmitting and receiving. He published his work and set up 

drawings in Anna lender Physic and Chemie. Heinrich Hertz developed a Wi-Fi verbal 

exchange method in which he compelled an electrical spark to occur within the hole of a 

dipole antenna. He used a loop antenna as a receiver, and located an equivalent disturbance. 

This used to be 1886. 

 

With the aid of 1901, Marconi was sending information throughout the Atlantic. For a 

transmitting antenna, he used a number of vertical wires hooked up to the ground. Throughout 

the Atlantic, the acquire antenna used to be a 200-meter wired held up by way of a kite. In 

1906, Columbia institution had an Experimental wireless Station the place they used a 

transmitting aerial cage. This was a cage made from wires and suspended in the air, equivalent 

to a cage. 

 

A hard outline of some fundamental antennas and their discovery/fabrication dates are 

listed: 

 

Yagi-Uda Antennas in Twenties-Horn Antennas in 1939, and the early antenna literature 

mentioned waveguides as "hollow metallic pipes". 

Antenna Arrays in 1940’s. 

Parabolic Reflectors in late 1940’s. 

Patch Antennas in 1970’s. 

PIFA in 1980’s 

 

Current research on antenna involves Meta substances (substances that have engineered 

dielectric and magnetic constants that may be simultaneously poor, permitting for interesting 

properties like a poor index of refraction). 
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Current study specializes in making antennas smaller, primarily in communications for 

private wireless verbal exchange gadgets (Ex. Cell phone, telephones). A variety of work is 

being performed on numerical modeling of antennas, in order that their residences can be 

envisioned before they are built and tested. 

 

With a view to know the way an antenna radiates, let us first take into account how 

radiation happens. A conducting wire radiates frequently for the reason that of time-varying 

present or an acceleration (or deceleration) of cost. If there's no motion of charges in a wire, 

no radiation takes place, seeing that no float of present happens. Radiation is not going to 

occur even though expenses are moving with uniform pace alongside a straight wire. 

Nevertheless, expenditures moving with uniform velocity alongside a curved or bent wire will 

produce radiation. If the cost is oscillating with time, then radiation happens even alongside a 

straight wire as explained by Balanis. 

 

The radiation from an antenna pattern which shows a voltage supply related to a two- 

conductor transmission line. When a sinusoidal voltage is applied throughout the transmission 

line, an electric area is created which is sinusoidal in nature and these results in the production 

of electrical traces of drive which are tangential to the electric discipline. The magnitude of 

the electric subject is indicated by using the bunching of the electric traces of drive. The free 

electrons on the conductors are forcibly displaced by the electric strains of force and the 

motion of these bills explanations the drift of present which in flip results in the creation of a 

magnetic subject. 

 

An antenna is a device that acts as a transformer to furnish a good suit between the 

feeding line as a regional supply of vigor and free area. If the antenna is just not matched to 

free house, energy can be mirrored again toward the transmitter, resulting in a loss in radiated 

vigour. The antenna is one of the most imperative elements of a radar system. It performs the 

next important functions: 

 

It transfers the transmitter energy to alerts in house with the required distribution and 

effectively. This approach is applied in an equal manner on reception. It ensures that the signal 

has the desired sample in area. Quite often this needs to be sufficiently slim in azimuth to 

provide the required azimuth decision and accuracy. 
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It has to furnish the required frequency of goal position updates. In the case of an 

automatically scanned antenna this equates to the revolution fee. An excessive revolution rate 

generally is a giant mechanical drawback because a radar antenna in specific frequency bands 

can have a reflector with titanic dimensions and may weigh a number of tons. 

It has to measure the pointing path with a high measure of accuracy. 

 It's used as a transducer. i.e., it converts electrical power into EM energy 

at the transmitting end and it converts EM power back into electrical 

vigour at the receiving finish. 

 As an impedance matching gadget. That's, it suits/ couples the 

transmitter and free house on the transmitting facet and it fits/couple’s 

free area and the receiver on receiving facet. 

 To direct radiated vigor in preferred recommendations and to suppress 

it in undesirable instructional materials. 

 To feel the presence of electromagnetic waves. 

 As a temperature sensor. 

  This project is to design an antenna having multiple resonances and also to reduce the 

space occupied by the antenna in application region using fractal concept. The inclusion of 

fractal concept through space-filling and self-similarity properties in the Microstrip antenna 

design yields miniaturization of antenna size and also broad bandwidth or multiple 

resonances. This concept helps us to replace several antennas with a single antenna with 

multiple resonancs. 

 

1.2 AIM: 

  The aim of this work is to design a Rectangular Fractal Microstrip Patch Antenna 

which can be used in small-sized devices such as mobile phones, radios, wireless computers 

and operate around frequency of ISM band. The dielectric substrate, FR4 substrate of 

dielectric constant 4.4 is used for the design and the dimension of the antenna were obtained 

using analytical (mathematical) processes. This is implemented using transmission line 

method. Rectangular fractal Microstrip patch antenna is designed and simulated in High 

Frequency Structured simulator (HFSS). 

  The main aim of the project is to get multiple resonances using single patch antenna     

with the help of fractal concepts. 
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1.3 METHODOLOGY: 

 When we started thinking of the engineering projects for a hobby, the first thing we 

saw was the miniaturization of wireless handheld devices including microstrip antenna 

[MSA] remains an active research area in view of several day-to-day advancements 

happening in wireless technologies. 

 The inclusion of fractal concept through space-filling and self-similarity properties in 

the Microstrip antenna design yields miniaturization of antenna size and also broad 

bandwidth or multiple resonances. This concept helps us to replace several antennas with a 

single antenna with multiple resonances. 

1.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROJECT: 

 Microstrip patch antennas are relatively inexpensive to manufacture and design 

because  of  the  simple   2-dimensional  physical  geometry.  They   are   usually   employed 

at UHF and  higher  frequencies  because  the  size  of  the  antenna  is  directly  tied  to  the 

wavelength at the resonant frequency. A single patch antenna provides a maximum directive 

gain of around 6-9dBi. It is relatively easy to create a fractal patch using fractal concept 

principles .This helps to have multiple resonances using a single antenna. 

1.5 OUTLINE OF THE PROJECT: 

  This report deals about the working and flow chart of Rectangular fractal 

microstrip patch antenna and then comes the description of its design using HFSS software. 

Finally there will be a result and a appendix part. 

1.6 CONCLUSION:  The goal of this project is to create an antenna with multiple 

resonances and to increase the gain and bandwidth. 
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CHAPTER-2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION: 

 
In this chapter, different types of works based on different types of antenna have been 

presented from papers, theses and books. The Literature Survey based on these works has 

been done and presented here. The objective of this chapter is to compare the performance of 

different works 

2.2 LITERATURE REVIEW: 
 

 In general, flexible and patch antenna devices frequently need the incorporation of 

antennas working at particular frequency bands to offer wireless connectivity, considered an 

important requirement for wearable devices [4]. Obviously, the performance characteristics 

of flexible wireless devices depend on the incorporated antenna unit, which must be robust 

and electrically and physically small. Furthermore, these antennas have to show good 

radiation characteristics and high efficiency [5]-[7]. 

Miniaturization of patch antenna is a well-documented topic, with recent advances and 

developments. However, it is challenging to miniaturize a patch antenna while maintaining 

low profile, design simplicity, easy integration capability with circuits and the desirable 

bandwidth. Microstrip patch antennas (MPA), extensively used in this regard as they possess 

these features, are restricted by narrow bandwidth. Moreover, the physical size of a 

traditional MPA operating at the fundamental TM010 mode has an electrical length of ~ λ0/2 

which might be too large for applications operating at lower frequencies [8]. 

Several techniques have been proposed to lessen the physical size of a patch, including 

the use of high dielectric substrates [3], magneto-dielectric substrates [4], lengthening the 

current path of the radiator [6]-[5], capacitive loading shorting pins/walls, embedding tails 

along the edge, fractal PIFA and Quarter-Mode designs. Consequently, antennas operating at 

lower frequencies such as the Scientific and Medical (ISM) band are reduced in size by these 

techniques, but still suffer from associated drawbacks such as high inefficient radiators, 

narrow bandwidth and complex structures: they are also still large in size and profile 

compared to the growing advance of the technology. Is remains a challenging task to obtain 

simple antenna structures that are compact and low-profile while maintaining reasonable 

performance. The combination of strip-line loading, and the rectangular slots induce much 
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lower frequency operation, with a significant size reduction. The design not promises good 

operational performance but also a more compact size and simpler structure compared to 

previous designs [5] 

The authors of [3] provided parametric simulation results for different antenna variables, such 

as substrate thickness, patch dimension, and feed location. In the authors developed several 

triangular-shaped probes-fed patch antennas and assessed the performance for different 

bending radii around the antenna width dimension. We considered a useful addition to the 

literature to further investigate this topic, focusing on relatively Rogers Ultralam1217 as 

substrate at a commercially relevant frequency band and providing an extended analysis on 

the bending effect. This work presents the design of a Microstrip patch antenna with Rogers 

Ultralam1217 as substrate. 
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CHAPTER-3 

DESIGN OF RECTANGULAR FRACTAL MICROSTIP 

PATCH ANTENNA 

3.1 INTRODUCTION: 

 In telecommunication there are several types of microstrip antennas the most common 

of which is microstrip patch antenna. A patch antenna is a narrow band, wide-beam antenna 

fabricated by etching the antenna element pattern in metal trace bonded to an insulating 

dielectric substrate. A patch antenna is a type of radio antenna which can be mounted on flat 

surface. It consists of a flat rectangular sheet or “patch” of metal, mounted over a larger sheet 

of metal called a ground plane. A patch antenna is usually constructed on a dielectric 

substrate using the same materials & lithography processes used to make printed circuit 

boards.  

Microstrip or patch antennas are becoming increasingly useful because they can be 

printed directly onto a circuit board. These antennas are also becoming very widespread 

within the mobile phone market. Patch antennas are low cost, low profile & easily fabricated. 

These are relatively inexpensive to manufacture & design because of the simple 2-

dimensional physical geometry. These are also light weight, conformal shaped, capable of 

dual & triple frequency operations. These are highly efficient, easily integrated to circuits, 

comfortable to planer & non-planer surfaces and are compatible with MMIC design. All these 

features make Microstrip antennas widely implemented in many applications, such as high 

performance aircrafts, wireless communication satellite and missile applications. 

 However Microstrip antennas suffer from some disadvantages also, Narrow 

bandwidth being a serious limitation. Different techniques are proposed to improve it, and 

one of the methods proposed by various researchers is by cutting slots on it In this paper we 

have designed a Rectangular Microstrip Patch antenna using Iteration Methods . 
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3.2 MICROSTIP PATCH ANTENNA: 

 Patch antennas come in various shapes and sizes and consist of a patch of metal 

directly above a ground plane. Figure 3 shows an example of a patch antenna. The 

polarization can be either circular or linear depending on the design of the patch. In a patch 

antenna, most of the propagation is above the ground plane and can have high directional 

gain. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Patch antenna 

 

The patch can be of any shape based on our requirement. And also we will use fractal 

based patch for multiple resonances and size reduction. 

The length and width of the patch are calculated using a patch calculator. This can be 

done by knowing the material used for patch. By knowing the type of material we can get its 

dielectric constant which should be given as input to patch calculator. In addition to this we 

should also provide two more inputs, which are dielectric height and resonant frequency. The 

height can be specified based on our need.  

The below figure shows how the dimensions of a patch can be calculated using patch 

calculator: 
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Microstrip patch antenna calculator: 

 

 

            Figure 3.2: Example for patch antenna calculator 

 

The microstrip patch antenna calculator determines the length (L) and width (W) of a 

rectangular microstrip patch antenna for a given resonant frequency or vice versa. The 

substrate parameters (εr and h) are required. If the ratio (L/W) is close to unity, the radiation 

pattern will be symmetric but may not provide a resonable input impedance. Therefore, this 

calculator also suggests a value for W. The radiation edge input impedance is also calculated 

and is based on W. 
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The patch can be of different shapes as shown below: 

 

Figure 3.3: Seven Representative Shapes of Microstrip 

Patch Elements 
 

As a rule, Microstrip antennas are also referred to as patch antennas. The radiating factors 

and the feed traces are most commonly photograph etched on the dielectric substrate. The 

radiating patch is also square, rectangular, skinny strip (dipole), round, elliptical, triangular, 

or some other configuration.  

3.3 Characteristics of Microstrip Antennas 

The micro strip antenna has proved to be a first-rate radiator for many functions 

considering of its a few benefits, but it additionally has some disadvantages. The advantages 

and downsides of the micro strip antenna are given below. 

Advantages 

MSA’s have a number of advantages compared to the traditional microwave antennas. 

The essential advantages of MSA’s are listed as follows: 

1. They are light-weight and have a small quantity and a low profile planar 

configuration. 

2. They permit each linear polarization and circular polarization. 

3. They may be able to make compact to be used in private cellular communication. 

4. They allow for twin- and triple-frequency operations. 
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Disadvantages 
 

MSA’s suffer from some hazards as compared to traditional microwave antennas. They 

are following: 

1. Narrow bandwidth. 

2. Lower gain. 

3. Low power- handling capability. 

 
MSA’s have slim BW, in general 1-5 %, which is the fundamental limiting element for 

the huge spread utility of those antennas. Increasing the BW of MSA’s has been the 

fundamental thrust of study in this discipline, and large BW up to 70% has been done. 

3.4 FRACTAL CONCEPT: 

 In fractal geometry, the original object is sub-divided into several individual parts 

where each part is very similar to the original one. This property is called as self-similar 

property which is occurring at various stages of magnification. In fractal geometry, the 

original object is scaled with different dimensions which are called as scaling property. So 

the natural objects are usually self-similar that makes fractal structures suitable in field of 

antenna design. 

The Space-filling property results in electrically large size features. Self-similar 

property enables use of iteration function system with similar shapes. Self-scaling property 

allows iteration function system to use similar shapes of multiple scales. These features 

enable them to be efficiently packed, thus easily represented into small areas. The antenna 

miniaturization process can be achieved through the implementation of self scaling, space 

filling and self similarity properties of fractals that produces the curves which are electrically 

very long with a compact structured physical space.  

When Fractal antennas are compared with the conventional antenna, then it is found 

that the fractal antennas have much greater bandwidth with very compact antenna size. By 

using the fractal antennas multiple resonant frequencies can be achieved which are multiband 

but are not harmonics in nature. 

Hence, antenna designs based on fractal geometries are suitable for various wireless 

applications. 
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Some examples for fractal concept based geometric figures are as follows: 

 

   Figure 3.4: Example of fractal made up by the Star Fractal 

 

Figure 3.5: The Multiple iteration steps of Sierpinski Gasket (This is 

a type of fractal geometry where a triangle is used as the basic geometry.) 
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CHAPTER-4 

RECNTANGULAR FRACTAL MICROSTRIP ANTENNA 

4.1 Rectangular Fractal Microstrip Antenna: 

The advantages of microstrip antennas such as the low profile, the ease of fabrication 

and the low cost have made this element very popular and attracted the scientific research for 

many years. Although the above-mentioned merits would be expected to project the patch as 

a good candidate for many applications, its large physical size renders it improper where the 

antenna space availability is a limitation. For this, several methods have been considered to 

reduce the antenna size such as the use of shorting pins, material loading and geometry 

optimization. Although it is interesting to notice that attempts to increase the conductive path 

of the antenna have been endeavored by introducing slots and notches, it was not until 

recently with the introduction of fractals in antenna engineering that this could be done in a 

most efficient and sophisticated way. Fractal shapes have proved to possess higher 

dimensionality than the Euclidean ones, in other words they can exploit more efficiently a 

finite area volume. 

The shape of the proposed configuration is a generalization of the “Squares”, using a 

rectangular initiator instead of a square one. This is constructed by applying a geometric 

transformation on the rectangle FRC0 in Fig. 4a. By producing four more rectangles of a 

quarter of the area of FRC0 and placing them at the four corners of the initiator as depicted in 

Fig. 4b, the pre-kactal FRCl is obtained. Repeating this adding procedure one more time at 

each rectangle placed at the four corners, results in the pre-fractal FRC2 Fig. 4c.  

 

 

                                                

Fig.4a: FRC0 (initial rectangle) Fig.4b: FRC1 (first iteration) Fig.4c: FRC2 (second iteration) 
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The ideal fractal would be obtained by applying this iterative procedure an infinite 

number of times. However, for antenna applications a few iterations would sufficient. 

The dimensions of the initiator we Wo by Lo, the semi-diagonal Do .The perimeter 

ITo and the enclosing area Ao. In every iteration the semi-diagonal, the perimeter and the 

rectangular area enclosing the figure increase respectively. The semi-diagonal at the n-th 

iteration is found to be: 

 

   

 

 

Theoretically as n goes to infinity the semi-diagonal of the FR is doubled, the 

perimeter goes to infinity, while the enclosing area increases four times. The ability of the 

rectangular fractal to double its perimeter at every iteration was found very triggering for 

examining its size reduction capability as a microstrip antenna. 

 

 

4.2 Design Methodology 
 

 

 

 

         

                                     Figure 4.2: Design Methodology 
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Calculating Dimensions: 

The proposed Rectangular fractal microstrip patch antenna is designed at a one of the 

ISM band frequency. The antenna design parameters are calculated by Microstrip antenna 

design considerations discussed in this chapter 3.2. 

The  patch has a thickness of 1mm patterned on FR4 substrate of εr=4.4 at solution 

frequency of 2.45GHz.By providing these as inputs to patch calculator the length and width 

of the patch can be calculated as shown in chapter 3.2. 

  

 

Figure 4.3: Geometry of Microstrip patch antenna 
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CHAPTER -5 

 

IMPLEMENTATION OF RECTANGULAR FRACTAL 

MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA  
 

 Design steps of a Rectangular fractal patch using HFSS: 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Design of rectangular fractal patch by putting four more 

rectangles in HFSS 

 

 

Figure shows the design of rectangular fractal Patch antenna in HFSS with the design 

parameters calculated in chapter 3.2 and in 4.1.The designing will be made in such a way that 

the patch should be present at the centre of the substrate. 
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Figure 5.2: Design of Rectangular Fractal Microstrip Patch Antenna with 

substrate 

Figure shows the design of Rectangular Fractal Microstrip Patch Antenna in HFSS by 

following the above discussed rules with FR4 substrate and ground plane. 

  

 

Figure 5.3: Design of Rectangular Fractal Antenna with Ground 
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CHAPTER-6 

SIMULATION FLOW CHART 

High Frequency Structural Simulator (HFSS) is used to design and simulate the 

antenna design.  

 

                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.1: Simulation flow chart 
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CHAPTER-7 

RESULTS 

Under this topic we discussed different plots when we simulated a single Rectangular 

Microstrip Patch in High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) like Return loss Vs 

frequency plot and Gain plot. 

1. Return loss Vs frequency plot: 

 

 
 

Fig 7.1: Return loss Vs Frequency plot 

 

 
From the above plot we can observe multiple resonances using single antenna, since we have 

used fractal concept. The useful frequency dips are observed at 1.45 GHz and 5.39 GHz. Also 

we have so many other dips below -10db which are useful but these two frequency dips have 

better band width. 

  At 1.45 GHz we can observe the gain 24.89db and at 5.39 GHz the gain can be 

observed as 34db. 
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2. Gain plot: 

a) 2D gain plot can be observed shown below for the designed 

antenna 

 
 

Fig7.2: 2D gain plot 

b) 3D gain plot: 

 

 
 

Fig7.3: 3D gain plot 
 

The gain can be observed as 10db from the above plot which is not so useful one. So further 
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we can improve the gain by loading the designed antenna into metamaterial loaded 

rectangular fractal antenna.   
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CHAPTER-8 

APPLICATIONS 

8.1 Communication-based applications: 

• Microstrip patch antenna with fractal concept finds several applications in wireless 

communication. For example, satellite communication requires circularly polarized radiation 

patterns, which can be realized using either square or circular patch Microstrip antenna. In 

global positioning satellite (GPS) systems, circularly polarized Microstrip antennae are used. 

They are very compact in size and quite expensive due to their positioning. Microstrip 

antennae are also used in the fields of RFID (radio frequency identification), mobile 

communication and healthcare. Basically, an RFID system consists of a tag and a reader. 

Generally, it uses frequencies between 30 Hz and 5.8 GHz.  

• In telemedicine application, Microstrip antenna operates at 2.45 GHz. Wearable 

Microstrip antennae is suitable for wireless body area network. An antenna having gain of 6.7 

dB and front-to-back ratio of 11.7 dB, and resonating at 2.45 GHz is suitable for telemedicine 

applications. 

• The IEEE 802.16 standard is known as WiMAX (worldwide interoperability for 

microwave access). It can reach up to 48km (30-mile) radius with data rate of 70 Mbps. 

Microstrip antennae can resonate at more than one frequency. Therefore, these can be used in 

WiMAX-based communication equipment. Some communication-based applications of 

Microstrip patch antennae are radio altimeters, command and control systems, remote sensing 

and environmental instrumentation, feed elements in complex antennae, satellite navigation 

receivers, mobile radio, integrated antennae, biomedical radiators and intruder alarms, 

Doppler and other radars, and satellite communication and direct broadcast services. 

Mobile communication: 

• Mobile communication requires small, low-cost, low-profile antennae. In some 

mobile handsets, semiconductor-based diodes or detectors are used as antennae. They are 

much like p-n diode photo-detectors but work at microwave frequency. Many times, Omni- 

directional antenna is used in mobile phones. There are different kinds of antennae like planar 

inverted-F antenna, folded inverted conformal antenna and mono pole. Also, retractable whip 

antenna is commonly used in handsets. 
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8.2 IN 5G APPLICATIONS: 

1. High-speed mobile network: 

5G will revolutionize the mobile experience with supercharged wireless network, 

which can support up to 10 to 20 GBPS of data download speed. It is equivalent to a fibre 

optic Internet connection accessed wirelessly. Compared to conventional mobile transmission 

technologies, voice and high-speed data can be simultaneously transferred efficiently in 5G. 

Low latency is one of the most important features of 5G technology which is significant for 

autonomous driving and mission critical applications. 5G networks are capable of latency less 

than a millisecond.5G will be using new radio millimeter waves for transmission. It has much 

higher bandwidth compared to lower LTE bands and capable of huge data rate. Researchers 

predictthe global, social and economic impact of 5G, which will benefit. 

 

 

Fig 8.1: Demonstration of high-speed mobile network 
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2.  Entertainment and multimedia: 

 

                         Fig 8.2: Demonstration of entertainment and multimedia 

Analysts found that 55 percentage of mobile Internet traffic has been used for video 

downloads globally in 2015. This trend will increase in future and high definition video 

streaming will be common in future.5G will offer a high definition virtual world on your 

mobile phone. High speed streaming of 4K videos only takes few seconds and it can support 

crystal clear audio clarity. Live events can be streamed via wireless network with high 

definition. HD TV channels can be accessed on mobile devices without any interruptions. 

Entertainment industry will hugely benefit from 5G wireless networks.5G can provide 120 

frames per second, high resolution and higher dynamic range video streaming without 

interruption. Audio-visual experience will be rewritten after the implementation of latest 

technologies powered by 5G wireless. 

Augmented reality and virtual reality require HD video with low latency. 5G network 

is powerful enough to power AR and VR with amazing virtual experience. HD virtual reality 

games are getting popular and many companies are investing on VR based gaming. High 

speed 5G network can offer better gaming experience with high speed Internet 
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3. Internet of Things – Connecting everything: 

 

                                   

                                

Figure 8.3: Demonstration of internet of things 

Internet of Things (IoT) is another broad area for development using supercharged 5G 

wireless network. Internet of Things will connect every objects, appliances, sensors, devices 

and applications into Internet. IoT applications will collects huge amount of data from 

millions of devices and sensors. It requires an efficient network for data collection, 

processing, transmission, control and real-time analytics. 
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CHAPTER-9 

 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Conclusion: 

The Rectangular fractal microstrip patch antenna is designed at one of the ISM band 

frequency which is mainly used in telemedicine and electronic applications. The frequency 

dips are observed at 1.45 GHz and 5.39 GHz. Although the obtained frequencies are not 

listed in the ISM band frequencies these frequencies can be used in laptops, desktops, 

wireless mobiles etc. 

Future scope: 

The future work can be done by improving the Rectangular fractal Microstrip patch 

antenna bandwidth and efficiency. Also the frequency dips can be moved into ISM band 

frequencies by loading the designed antenna with metamaterial slip ring resonator.  
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ANNEXURE-A 

           HFSS SOFTWARE               

Introduction to HFSS: 

 
What is HFSS? 

 
HFSS is a high-performance full-wave electromagnetic (EM) discipline simulator for 

arbitrary 3D volumetric passive device modelling that takes competencies of the familiar 

Microsoft home windows graphical person interface. It integrates simulation, visualization, 

strong modelling, and automation in a handy-to- be taught environment where solutions to 

the 3-D EM issues are rapidly and accurately bought. Ansoft HFSS employs the Finite 

element process (FEM), adaptive meshing, and incredible photos to offer you unparalleled 

efficiency and perception to the entire three-D EM issues. Ansoft HFSS can be utilized to 

calculate parameters reminiscent of S-Parameters, Resonant Frequency, and Fields. Natural 

makes use of incorporate: 

 

• Package Modelling – BGA, QFP, Flip-Chip 

 
• PCB Board Modelling – Power/Ground planes, Mesh Grid Grounds, 

 
• Backplanes 

 
• Silicon/GaAs - Spiral Inductors, Transformers 

 
• EMC/EMI – Shield Enclosures, Coupling, Near- or Far-Field Radiation 

 
• Antennas/Mobile Communications – Patches, Dipoles, 

Horns, Conformal Cell Phone Antennas, Quadrafilar Helix, 

Specific Absorption Rate (SAR), 

• Infinite Arrays, Radar Cross Section (RCS), Frequency Selective 

 
• Surfaces (FSS) 
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HFSS is an interactive simulation procedure whose general mesh aspect is a 

tetrahedron. This allows for you to clear up any arbitrary 3D geometry, notably these with 

complex curves and shapes, in a fraction of the time it might take using different techniques. 

 

The name HFSS stands for top Frequency structure Simulator. Ansoft pioneered the 

usage of the Finite detail method (FEM) for EM simulation through setting up/enforcing 

applied sciences akin to tangential vector finite elements, adaptive meshing, and Adaptive 

Lanczos-Pade Sweep (ALPS). At present, HFSS continues to lead the industry with 

improvements corresponding to Modes-to Nodes and entire Wave Spice. Ansoft HFSS has 

evolved over a period of years with input from many users and industries. In industry, Ansoft 

HFSS is the device of alternative for high- productiveness research, development, and virtual 

prototyping. 

 

Each and every HFSS solver is established on a robust, automatic solution procedure 

the place you are only required to specify geometry, material residences and the desired output. 

From there HFSS will mechanically generate a correct, effective and correct mesh for solving 

the trouble using the selected answer technology. With HFSS the physics defines the mesh; the 

mesh does not define the physics. 

 

Steps to design antenna using HFSS 13: 

 
Starting HFSS: 

 
Double click on the HFSS 13.0 icon on the Windows Desktop. 
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  Creating a New Project: 
 

 
 

Add the New Project: 

 
To add a new HFSS project: 

 
• Click File>New. 

 
Insert an HFSS Design: 

 
• Click Project>Insert HFSS Design. 

 
• Right-click on the project name in the Project Manager Window, and then click 

Insert>Insert HFSS Design on the shortcut menu. 

• Click the Insert HFSS Design toolbar button.  

 

• A 3D Modeller window appears on the desktop and an HFSS Design icon is added to the 

project tree: 
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Save the Project: 

 

To save the new project: 

 
• Click File>Save As. 

 
• Use the file browser to find the directory where you want to save the file. 

 
• Type the name in the File name text box. 

 
• In the Save as type list, click Ansoft HFSS Project (.HFSS) as the correct 

file extension for the file type. 

 

• Click Save. 

 
Creating the Model: 

 
Selection of Solution Type: 

 
To specify the solution type: 

 
• Click HFSS>Solution Type. 

 
• Select the Driven Modal solution type. 

 
• Click OK to apply the Driven Modal solution type to design. 

 

 
Overview of the 3D Modeler Window: 

 
The area containing the model is called the drawing region. Models are drawn in the 3D 
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Modeler window, which appears on the desktop when you insert a design into the project. 
 

 
 

Creating the Rectangular Patch: 

 
Substrate: To draw the Substrate, click on the toolbar then raw a box by filling the following 

data as shown below. 

 

 

Patch: To draw the Patch, click  on the toolbar. Then draw a box by filling the following 

data as shown below. 
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Ground Plane: To draw the 3Substrate, click on the toolbar. Then draw a box by filling the 

following data as shown below. 

 

 

 
Assign Excitation: 

 
To attract the Port, click on the toolbar. Then draw a rectangle by filling the next data as 

proven under. 

 

Pick the thing Port from history tree, correct-click and assign excitation. On this case, it's wave 

port. Click wave port, identify it, then click on next, now define the mixing line. Typically, 

integration line is outlined from the bottom middle factor to the upper center factor. 

 

Maintain other values as default. Click conclude. A pop up will come up as shown beneath: 
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Then click on “suivant” and select new line. 

Draw the lumped port as shown beneath: 

 

 
A pop up will come up as shown below: 

Then click "suivant" and choose new line. 
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Draw the lumped port as shown below: 
 

 
 

Assign Boundary: 

 
In HFSS, radiation boundaries are used to simulate open issues that enable waves to radiate 

infinitely some distance into space. HFSS absorbs the wave at the radiation boundary, 

essentially ballooning the boundary infinitely some distance away from the constitution. 

 

To attract the Air field, click on the toolbar. Then draw a field by means of filling the  

following data as shown under. 
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Now select boundary, right click > Assign Boundary > radiation 

 

 
Analysis Setup: 

 
In the end, the mannequin is equipped to run. Now it is wanted to identify the 

analysis setup. 

 

To create an analysis setup, choose the menu object HFSS >analysis Setup >Add 

solution Setup. Within the solution Setup window, click the overall tab, resolution frequency, 

highest number of Passes and highest Delta S per move 

 

Add Frequency Sweep: 

 
To add a frequency sweep, pick the menu object HFSS >evaluation Setup>Add 

Sweep. Pick resolution Setup: Setup1. Click on adequate button. Then Edit Sweep Window. 

Sweep type: speedy, Frequency Setup sort: Linear depend: 5 GHz, stop: 10 GHz, count: 500. 

Click ok button. 

 

Model Validation: 

 
To validate the model, decide upon the menu HFSS >Validation check. Click the close button. 

To view any error or warnings messages, use the Message manager. 
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Analyze: 

 

To the solution system, choose the menu object HFSS >Analyze. Or click on the Icon . 

 
Create Reports: 

 
To create a report, select Results > Create Report. 

 

 
Set Report Type to Modal S Parameters, Display Type to Rectangular then click OK button. 
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Radiation Pattern: 
 
Create limitless sphere. Then go to outcome< Create file. When the brand new window pops 

up alternate the document kind to far area and show sort to 3D Polar Plot. Click on Add hint 

then ok. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a representative signal containing information about the 

condition of the brain. The shape of the wave may contain useful information about the state 

of the brain. However, the human observer cannot directly monitor these subtle details. 

Besides, since bio-signals are highly subjective, the symptoms may appear at random in the 

time scale. Therefore, the EEG signal parameters, extracted and analyzed using computers, are 

highly useful in diagnostics. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) can extract these parameters 

(features), which will be good discriminators of normal and epileptic EEG signals. The 

Random Subspace Classifier (RSC) is an ensemble classification method which is suitable for 

a large number of features. Decision making for identification of epilepsy is performed in two 

stages: feature extraction using the wavelet transform (DWT) and classification using random 

subspace method. 
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DWT Discrete Wavelet Transform 

RSC Random Subspace Classifier 

EEG Electroencephalogram 

CAD Computer-Aided Detection 

NN Neural Network 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

 
 Epilepsy is a neurological disorder (any disorder of nervous system). The cause of most 
cases, epilepsy occur as a result of brain injury, strokes or abnormal activity of brain cell (i.e., 
produce four times larger signal than of normal). It causes seizures, loss of awareness 
sometimes or neuronal activity in the cortex of the brain. The majority of epileptic cases are 
increasing across the world extremely from time to time. In many situations, epileptic disorders 
or seizures are controllable with medication (anti-epileptic) in about 70% of cases or sometimes 
with surgery or neuron stimulation. Most of the people with epilepsy can be seizure free with 
anti-seizure medication. Not all the cases of epilepsy are lifelong and many people improve to 
the point of treatment. Epilepsy is very hard to diagnose and difficult in finding the disorder. 
Epilepsy can be often confirmed with an electroencephalogram (EEG). It is method of 
monitoring and recording electrical activity of the brain. During the test electrodes are placed 
along the scalp. The normal pattern of brain waves will be changed, even when an individual 
is not having a seizure but an epilepsy. It is possible to diagnose epileptic seizure by 
examination of the recorded signal using efficient techniques. 

 

 

Fig. 1. EEG electrode placement 

 Epilepsy patients reveal two stages of unusual activities with their EEG signals i.e., ictal 

and interictal. Ictal is the record of an EEG while a seizure is occurring (waveforms with sharp 

& spikes). Interictal is the period between the seizures (transient waveform i.e., spiky & sharp). 

By examination of long duration of EEG signals, experienced neurologists with conventional 

method reveals epilepsy. But this procedure requires long duration of time and vulnerable to 

diagnosis of errors. Hence Computer-aided detection (CAD) of epileptic EEG signals can be 

utilized to conquer these limitations 

1.2 Aim of the project 

The Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a representative signal containing information about 
the condition of the brain. The shape of the wave may contain useful information about the 
state of the brain. However, the human observer cannot directly monitor these subtle details. 
Besides, since bio-signals are highly subjective, the symptoms may appear at random in the 
time scale. Therefore, the EEG signal parameters, extracted and analyzed using computers, are 
highly useful in diagnostics. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) can extract these parameters 
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(features), which will be good discriminators of normal and epileptic EEG signals. The 
Random Subspace Classifier (RSC) is an ensemble classification method which is suitable for 
a large number of features. Decision making for identification of epilepsy is performed in two 
stages: feature extraction using the wavelet transform (DWT) and classification using random 
subspace method. 

1.3  Methodology 

Identification of normal EEG signals and epilepsy have several stages. The diagram of 

proposed method in this experiment can be seen in Fig. 2.  

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Proposed methodology for identification of Epilepsy 

 The method used is Discrete Wavelet Transform, because DWT converts a signal into 

a series of small waves through multi-stage decomposition. It is used to find the instant at which 

an abrupt change takes place. The basic idea behind the wavelet analysis consists of 

decomposing the signal into a set of wavelet coefficients, where the signal can be reconstructed 

as a linear combination of the wavelet functions weighted by the wavelet coefficients. The 

wavelet transformation analyzes the signal at different frequency bands, with different 

resolutions by decomposing the signal into approximation and detail coefficients.

 Classification method used is Random Subspace Classifier, because the random 

subspace method relies on a stochastic process that randomly selects a number of components 

of the given feature vector in constructing each classifier. The method is a derivative of 

stochastic discrimination where many stochastically created weak classifiers are combined for 

nearly monotonic increase in accuracy. 

1.4  Significance of this work 

 
An electroencephalogram (EEG) is a non-invasive test that records electrical activity in the 

brain. It works by picking up abnormal brain waves via electrodes that are attached to the scalp. 

EEGs are usually done to detect seizures and to diagnose epilepsy, but they can be used to 

evaluate or diagnose other conditions, such as sleep disorders or brain injuries. EEGs are also 

often used to monitor brain activity in someone who is in an induced coma or undergoing 

certain types of surgery. 

 Discrete Wavelet Transform is a technique to transform image pixels into wavelets, 

which are then used for wavelet-based compression and classification. The random subspace 

method has been used for decision trees; when combined with "ordinary" bagging of decision 

trees, the resulting models are called random forests. It has also been applied to linear 

classifiers, support vector machines, nearest neighbours and other types of classifiers. 

1.5  Outline of the Project       

 
Epilepsy is a neurological disorder (any disorder of nervous system). Epilepsy is a recurring 

disorder which is symptomized by unprovoked seizures. Considered as one of the most 

common neurological disorders. Epilepsy affects people of all ages. Around 65 Million people 

across the world suffer from this disease. Manual diagnosis of EEG signals of long duration 

EEG  

Data base 

Discrete 

Wavelet 

Transform 

 

Feature 

Extraction 

Classification 

(Random 

Subspace) 

 

Decision 

Making 
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may be a source of error as well as a cumbersome task. Hence automation in Seizure Detection 

is essential for diagnosis of Epilepsy. Discrete Wavelet Transform, a technique for analyzing 

signals in time-frequency domain has been quite successful in this respect for extraction of 

features from EEG signals. 

In this work an expert classifier for EEG signal classification has been proposed. Random 

Subspace Classifier (RSC) is an ensemble classification method which is suitable for a large 

number of features. Therefore, in this method, decision making for identification of epilepsy is 

performed in two stages: feature extraction using the wavelet transform (DWT) and 

classification using random subspace method. 
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Chapter 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 In this section, the most relevant work done in EEG signal processing, epilepsy 

detection and classification are discussed briefly. 

 Weng and Khorasani proposed an adaptive structure neural network (NN) with 

application to EEG seizure detection in an automated fashion. This paper introduces a new 

algorithm for adaptively adjusting the structure of a multi-layer back-propagation network. The 

proposed algorithm belongs to the class of neuron generating strategies as opposed to the class 

of neuron pruning strategies. Initially a “small” multi-layer perceptron network is selected. The 

stabilized error is used as an index to determine whether the network needs to generate a new 

neuron or not. If after a period of learning the error is stabilized, but the error is larger than a 

desired value, then new neuron(s) is (are) generated. The new neurons are placed at locations 

that contribute most to the network error behaviour through the fluctuation in their input weight 

vectors. Among the features of the new architecture are its improved performance and 

generalization capabilities compared to a standard fixed-structure back-propagation network. 

 Application to an electroencephalogram (EEG) automatic epileptic seizure detection is 

presented to illustrate advantages and capabilities of the proposed algorithm. Using an actual 

data from five patients it is shown that the proposed approach correctly identifies all true 

seizures that are also identified by an expert physician. The new algorithm provides a reduction 

of 60–70% in the training epochs as compared to a back-propagation algorithm. Furthermore, 

it is shown that by utilizing a new training algorithm it is possible to reduce the false seizure 

detections to zero while resulting in a 5.1% error in identifying the true seizures. 

 A method proposed by Sunil and Hari Kumar has used Singular Value Decomposition 

(SVD) method and Radial Basis Function (RBF) Neural Network for optimization of fuzzy 

outputs in the epilepsy risk level classifications from EEG (Electroencephalogram) signals. 

The fuzzy pre classifier is used to classify the risk levels of epilepsy based on extracted 

parameters like energy, variance, peaks, sharp and spike waves, duration, events and 

covariance from the EEG signals of the patient. Using wavelet transforms and Auto regression 

models formed with Artificial Neural Networks, the comparison diagnosis of epilepsy was 

done by Bayrak et al.  

 Hari Kumar et al performed comparison analysis between Particle Swarm Optimization 

(PSO) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) for robust Classification of Epilepsy from EEG 

signals. We have used EEG dataset of twenty epileptic patients in this work. The EEG signals 

are sampled and artifacts are removed. To deal with the curse of higher dimensionality, Power 

spectral density estimation is implemented here. Finally, both Support vector machine with 

various kernels and particle swarm optimization technique are used as post classifiers and their 

performance is compared. High Performance index and Quality Value of 98.24% and 24.19 is 

achieved with RBF SVM. 

 A technique proposed by Juarez-Guerra et al to design an epilepsy seizure detection 

using EEG signals. In their technique, to filter the artifacts both finite impulse response (FIR) 

and infinite impulse response (IIR) were used, and after that to split the signal into five sub 

bands they used wavelet analysis. Finally, to extract features discrete wavelet transform (DWT) 
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and maximal overlap discrete wavelet analysis (MODWT) were applied. By using Feed-

Forward Neural Network classification, they achieving an accuracy of 93.23%. 

 Yinxa Liu et AL developed a seizure detection method based on Wavelet approach. In 

this method signal divided into five sub-bands and for further process only three sub-bands 

selected. Then, features such as fluctuation index, relative energy, coefficients of variation and 

relative amplitude were extracted and fed to support vector machine (SVM) for classification. 

To achieve more accurate results post-processing including multi-channel decision fusion, 

smoothing and collar technique was implemented in order. 

 In paper Authors proposed a technique to detect epilepsy based on multichannel EEG 

signal. In the beginning, to filter the EEG signal Pass-band filter (0.1-7Hz) has been used by 

applying the approximate entropy, statistical features were obtained like energy, total variation, 

and standard deviation. Different (SVMs) techniques were used to classify and detect the 

epilepsy. The results show that Grid SVM had better performance compared to the rest with 

higher accuracy. 

 A technique proposed by Dawood Dilber et al using wavelet transform to extract the 

frequency domain and time domain features for classification and detection of epilepsy seizure. 

To differentiate epileptic and non-epileptic the proposed method used machine learning 

approach such as DAT and SVM respectively. This method introduces a procedure for 

processing EEG signals for distinguishing proof of epilepsy seizure. Proposed framework is 

mix of multi-wavelet change and machine learning system. Rough Time and frequency domain 

calculation is upgraded (called as Improved Approximate Time and frequency domain) so as 

to calculate irregularities which exist in EEG signals. The present strategy is performed and is 

compared with the current methodology, in view of factors such as affectability, specificity, 

and exactness parameters. Precision has been observed at approximately 93%. 

 A method was proposed by Md. Mamun o Rashid et al to split EEG signals DWT was 

used to extract statistical features from the signal. After that, the extracted features fed to a 

Neural Network machine learning to determine epileptic and non-epileptic signals. This 

research work using proposed method investigates the classification accuracy of every EEG 

subset data in a 2 class and 3 class order and shows epilepsy detection with 100% and 80% 

accuracy respectively which can increase the detection accuracy of epileptic seizure in 

comparison with normal and interictal EEG signal period, specially to detect ictal periods of 

an epileptic patient. This will reduce the wrong alarm and increase the long-term epilepsy 

monitoring ability of the hospital.  

 A method was proposed by Shanir and Khan for automatic seizure detection based on 

mean and minimum value of energy per epoch, i.e. mean of the energy of each sample point in 

an epoch and sample point having minimum energy in an epoch are used as features for 

classification. The window size was chosen as 1 s. The classifier used here is linear classifier. 

The algorithm was tested on CHB-MIT database on three subjects with 60 and 40% of data 

used as training and test data, respectively. They obtained an average detection accuracy of 

99.81%, sensitivity 100%, and specificity 99.81. 
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Chapter 3 

Epilepsy using DWT and Random subspace 

 

3.1 Electroencephalography (EEG) 

 
 Electroencephalography (EEG) is an electrophysiological monitoring method to record 

electrical activity of the brain. It is typically non-invasive, with the electrodes placed along 

the scalp, although invasive electrodes are sometimes used, as in electrocorticography. EEG 

measures voltage fluctuations resulting from ionic current within the neurons of the brain 

Clinically, EEG refers to the recording of the brain's spontaneous electrical activity over a 

period of time, as recorded from multiple electrodes placed on the scalp. Diagnostic 

applications generally focus either on event-related potentials or on the spectral content of 

EEG. The former investigates potential fluctuations time locked to an event, such as 'stimulus 

onset' or 'button press'. The latter analyses the type of neural oscillations (popularly called 

"brain waves") that can be observed in EEG signals in the frequency domain. EEG is most 

often used to diagnose epilepsy, which causes abnormalities in EEG readings. It is also used to 

diagnose sleep disorders, depth of anaesthesia, coma, encephalopathies, and brain death. EEG 

used to be a first-line method of diagnosis for tumours, stroke and other focal brain disorders, 

but this use has decreased with the advent of high-resolution anatomical imaging techniques 

such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT). Despite limited 

spatial resolution, EEG continues to be a valuable tool for research and diagnosis. It is one of 

the few mobile techniques available and offers millisecond-range temporal resolution which is 

not possible with CT, PET or MRI. 

 

Derivatives of the EEG technique include evoked potentials (EP), which involves averaging 

the EEG activity time-locked to the presentation of a stimulus of some sort 

(visual, somatosensory, or auditory). Event-related potentials (ERPs) refer to averaged EEG 

responses that are time-locked to more complex processing of stimuli; this technique is used 

in cognitive science, cognitive psychology, and psychophysiological research. 

3.2 Medical use 

 
EEG is one of the main diagnostic tests for epilepsy. A routine clinical EEG recording 

typically lasts 20–30 minutes (plus preparation time). It is a test that detects electrical activity 

in the brain using small, metal discs (electrodes) attached to the scalp. Routinely, EEG is used 

in clinical circumstances to determine changes in brain activity that might be useful in 

diagnosing brain disorders, especially epilepsy or another seizure disorder. An EEG might also 

be helpful for diagnosing or treating the following disorders:  

• Brain tumour 

• Brain damage from head injury 

• Brain dysfunction that can have a variety of causes (encephalopathy) 

• Inflammation of the brain (encephalitis) 

• Stroke 

• Sleep disorders 
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It can also: 

• Distinguish epileptic seizures from other types of spells, such as psychogenic non-

epileptic seizures, syncope (fainting), sub-cortical movement disorders and migraine 

variants. 

• Differentiate "organic" encephalopathy or delirium from primary psychiatric 

syndromes such as catatonia. 

• Serve as an adjunct test of brain death in comatose patients. 

• Prognosticate in comatose patients (in certain instances). 

• Determine whether to wean anti-epileptic medications. 

 

 At times, a routine EEG is not sufficient to establish the diagnosis and/or to determine 

the best course of action in terms of treatment. In this case, attempts may be made to record an 

EEG while a seizure is occurring. This is known as an ictal recording, as opposed to an inter-

ictal recording which refers to the EEG recording between seizures. To obtain an ictal 

recording, a prolonged EEG is typically performed accompanied by a time-synchronized video 

and audio recording. This can be done either as an outpatient (at home) or during a hospital 

admission, preferably to an Epilepsy Monitoring Unit (EMU) with nurses and other personnel 

trained in the care of patients with seizures. Outpatient ambulatory video EEGs typically last 

one to three days. An admission to an Epilepsy Monitoring Unit typically lasts several days but 

may last for a week or longer. While in the hospital, seizure medications are usually withdrawn 

to increase the odds that a seizure will occur during admission. For reasons of safety, 

medications are not withdrawn during an EEG outside of the hospital. Ambulatory video EEGs, 

therefore, have the advantage of convenience and are less expensive than a hospital admission, 

but the disadvantage of a decreased probability of recording a clinical event. 

 Epilepsy monitoring is typically done to distinguish epileptic seizures from other types 

of spells, such as psychogenic non-epileptic seizures, syncope (fainting), sub-cortical 

movement disorders and migraine variants, to characterize seizures for the purposes of 

treatment, and to localize the region of brain from which a seizure originates for work-up of 

possible seizure surgery.  

 Additionally, EEG may be used to monitor the depth of anaesthesia, as an indirect 

indicator of cerebral perfusion in carotid endarterectomy, or to monitor amobarbital effect 

during the Wada test. 

 

Fig. 3. An EEG Recording Setup 
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 EEG can also be used in intensive care units for brain function monitoring to monitor 

for non-convulsive seizures/non-convulsive status epilepticus, to monitor the effect of 

sedative/anaesthesia in patients in medically induced coma (for treatment of refractory seizures 

or increased intracranial pressure), and to monitor for secondary brain damage in conditions 

such as subarachnoid haemorrhage (currently a research method). 

 If a patient with epilepsy is being considered for respective surgery, it is often necessary 

to localize the focus (source) of the epileptic brain activity with a resolution greater than what 

is provided by scalp EEG. This is because the cerebrospinal fluid, skull and scalp smear the 

electrical potentials recorded by scalp EEG. In these cases, neurosurgeons typically implant 

strips and grids of electrodes (or penetrating depth electrodes) under the dura mater, through 

either a craniotomy or a burr hole. The recording of these signals is referred to as 

electrocorticography (ECoG), subdural EEG (sdEEG) or intracranial EEG (icEEG)--all terms 

for the same thing. The signal recorded from ECoG is on a different scale of activity than the 

brain activity recorded from scalp EEG. Low voltage, high frequency components that cannot 

be seen easily (or at all) in scalp EEG can be seen clearly in ECoG.  

EEG is not indicated for diagnosing headache. Recurring headache is a common pain problem, 

and this procedure is sometimes used in a search for a diagnosis, but it has no advantage over 

routine clinical evaluation. 

Advantages: 

• Hardware costs are significantly lower than those of most other techniques. 

• EEG prevents limited availability of technologists to provide immediate care in high 

traffic hospitals.  

• EEG sensors can be used in more places than fMRI, SPECT, PET, MRS, or MEG, as 

these techniques require bulky and immobile equipment. For example, MEG requires 

equipment consisting of liquid helium-cooled detectors that can be used only in 

magnetically shielded rooms, altogether costing upwards of several million 

dollars; and fMRI requires the use of a 1-ton magnet in, again, a shielded room. 

• EEG has very high temporal resolution, on the order of milliseconds rather than 

seconds. EEG is commonly recorded at sampling rates between 250 and 2000 Hz in 

clinical and research settings, but modern EEG data collection systems are capable of 

recording at sampling rates above 20,000 Hz if desired. 

Disadvantages: 

• Low spatial resolution on the scalp. fMRI, for example, can directly display areas of 

the brain that are active, while EEG requires intense interpretation just to hypothesize 

what areas are activated by a particular response.  

• EEG poorly measures neural activity that occurs below the upper layers of the brain 

(the cortex). 

• Unlike PET and MRS, cannot identify specific locations in the brain at which various 

neurotransmitters, drugs, etc. can be found.  

• Often takes a long time to connect a subject to EEG, as it requires precise placement 

of dozens of electrodes around the head and the use of various gels, saline solutions, 

and/or pastes to maintain good conductivity, and a cap is used to keep them in place.  
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3.3 EEG Bands 

 
1. Delta is the frequency range up to 4 Hz. It tends to be the highest in amplitude and the 

slowest waves. It is seen normally in adults in slow-wave sleep. It is also seen normally 

in babies. It may occur focally with subcortical lesions and in general distribution with 

diffuse lesions, metabolic encephalopathy hydrocephalus or deep midline lesions. It is 

usually most prominent frontally in adults (e.g. FIRDA – frontal intermittent rhythmic 

delta) and posteriorly in children (e.g. OIRDA – occipital intermittent rhythmic delta). 

 

Fig. 4. Delta Wave 

2. Theta is the frequency range from 4 Hz to 7 Hz. Theta is seen normally in young 

children. It may be seen in drowsiness or arousal in older children and adults; it can 

also be seen in meditation. Excess theta for age represents abnormal activity. It can be 

seen as a focal disturbance in focal subcortical lesions; it can be seen in generalized 

distribution in diffuse disorder or metabolic encephalopathy or deep midline disorders 

or some instances of hydrocephalus.  

 

Fig. 5. Theta Wave 

3. Alpha is the frequency range from 7 Hz to 13 Hz. Hans Berger named the first 

rhythmic EEG activity he observed the "alpha wave". This was the "posterior basic 

rhythm" (also called the "posterior dominant rhythm" or the "posterior alpha rhythm"), 

seen in the posterior regions of the head on both sides, higher in amplitude on the 

dominant side. It emerges with closing of the eyes and with relaxation, and attenuates 

with eye opening or mental exertion. The posterior basic rhythm is actually slower than 

8 Hz in young children (therefore technically in the theta range). Alpha can be 

abnormal; for example, an EEG that has diffuse alpha occurring in coma and is not 

responsive to external stimuli is referred to as "alpha coma". 
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Fig. 6. Alpha Wave 

4. Beta is the frequency range from 14 Hz to about 30 Hz. It is seen usually on both sides 

in symmetrical distribution and is most evident frontally. Beta activity is closely linked 

to motor behaviour and is generally attenuated during active movements. Low-

amplitude beta with multiple and varying frequencies is often associated with active, 

busy or anxious thinking and active concentration. Rhythmic beta with a dominant set 

of frequencies is associated with various pathologies, such as Dup15q syndrome, and 

drug effects, especially benzodiazepines. It may be absent or reduced in areas of cortical 

damage. It is the dominant rhythm in patients who are alert or anxious or who have 

their eyes open. 

 

Fig. 7. Beta Wave 

5. Gamma is the frequency range approximately 30–100 Hz. Gamma rhythms are 

thought to represent binding of different populations of neurons together into a network 

for the purpose of carrying out a certain cognitive or motor function.  

 

Fig. 8. Gamma Wave 

6. Mu range is 8–13 Hz and partly overlaps with other frequencies. It reflects the 

synchronous firing of motor neurons in rest state. Mu suppression is thought to reflect 

motor mirror neuron systems, because when an action is observed, the pattern 

extinguishes, possibly because the normal and mirror neuronal systems "go out of sync" 

and interfere with one other.  

 

Fig. 9. Mu Wave 
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3.4 Wavelet 

 
A wavelet is a wave-like oscillation with an amplitude that begins at zero, increases, 

and then decreases back to zero. Wavelets are mathematical functions that cut up data into 

different frequency components, and then study each component with a resolution matched to 

its scale. They have advantages over traditional Fourier methods in analysing physical 

situations where the signal contains discontinuities and sharp spikes. 

Wavelets were developed independently in the fields of mathematics, quantum physics, 

electrical engineering, and seismic geology. Interchanges between these fields during the last 

ten years have led to many new wavelet applications such as image compression, turbulence, 

human vision, radar, and earthquake prediction. 

The wavelet transform is defined as a mathematical technique in which a particular 

signal is analysed (or synthesized) in the time domain by using different versions of a dilated 

(or contracted) and translated (or shifted) basis function called the wavelet prototype or the 

mother wavelet. A wavelet function ψ(t) is a small wave, which is oscillatory in some way to 

discriminate between different frequencies. The wavelet contains both the analysing shape and 

the window. 

 

3.4.1 Properties of wavelets 

  
To describe a particular function a wavelet system, it has to fulfil the following properties:  

a. Wavelets are building blocks for functions: Wavelets are used to represent signals 

and generally functions. A function is represented by mean of infinite series of 

wavelets in the wavelet space.  

b. Wavelets have space-frequency localization: Most of the energy of a wavelet is 

confined in a finite interval and the transform contains frequencies from a certain 

frequency band.  

c. Wavelets support fast and good transform algorithms: This requirement is needed 

when implementing the transform. The wavelet transforms need O(n) operations, 

which means that the number of additions and multiplications follows linearly the 

length of the signal. This is a direct inference of the compactness property of the 

transform. 

d. Multiresolution ability: states the ability of the transform to represent a function or 

signal at different level, derived from the original one.  

e. Ability to generate lower level coefficients from the higher-level coefficients: This 

can be achieved by the use of tree-like structured chain of filters called Filter Banks. 

f. Symmetry: Symmetric filters are preferred because they are most valuable for 

minimizing the edge effects in the wavelet representation of discrete wavelet 

transform (DWT) of a function; large coefficients resulting from false edges due to 

periodization can be avoided. 

g. Size of the filters: Long filters results in greater computation time for the wavelet or 

wavelet packet transform. 
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3.4.2 Wavelet transforms 

 
 A wavelet is a mathematical function used to divide a given function or continuous-

time signal into different scale components. Usually one can assign a frequency range to 

each scale component. Each scale component can then be studied with a resolution that 

matches its scale. A wavelet transform is the representation of a function by wavelets. The 

wavelets are scaled and translated copies (known as "daughter wavelets") of a finite-

length or fast-decaying oscillating waveform (known as the "mother wavelet"). Wavelet 

transforms have advantages over traditional Fourier transforms for representing functions 

that have discontinuities and sharp peaks, and for accurately deconstructing and 

reconstructing finite, non-periodic and/or non-stationary signals. 

 

3.4.3 Classification of Wavelet Transforms: 

 
 Wavelet transforms are classified into discrete wavelet transforms (DWTs) 

and continuous wavelet transforms (CWTs).  

 
a. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT): The DWT is an implementation of the wavelet 

transform that uses a discrete set of the wavelet scales and translations following some 

defined rules. The transform decomposes the signal into mutually orthogonal set of 

wavelets, which is the difference from CWT, or its implementation for the discrete time 

series known as discrete-time continuous wavelet transform (DT-CWT).  

Ex: Haar, Daubechies etc. 

b. Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT): CWT is an implementation of the wavelet 

transform that uses arbitrary scales and nearly arbitrary wavelets. The data obtained by 

this transform are highly correlated and the wavelets used are not orthogonal. For the 

discrete time series, we use this transform, with a limitation that the smallest wavelet 

translations should be equal to the data sampling. This is called Discrete Time 

Continuous Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT) and it is the most appropriate way of 

computing CWT in real applications.  

Ex: Beta, Meyer etc. 

 

3.4.4 Wavelet families:  

 
a. Haar wavelet: discontinuous and resembles a step function. It represents the similar 

wavelet as Daubechies db1. Hungarian mathematician Alfred Haar invented the first 

DWT. The Haar wavelet transform may be considered to pair up input values, store 

the difference and passing the sum. This process is repeated again and again, pairing 

up the sums to provide the next scale, finally results in differences and one final sum. 

The Haar wavelet is a simple form of compression which involves average and 

difference terms, storing detail coefficients, eliminating data, and reconstruct the 

matrix so that the resulting matrix is similar to the initial matrix. 
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Fig. 10. Haar Wavelet 

Advantages:  

• Haar wavelet is the only wavelet that is compactly supported, orthogonal and 

symmetric. 

• The compact support of the haar wavelets enables the haar decomposition to 

have a good time localization. Specifically, this means that the haar 

coefficients are effective for locating jump discontinuities and also for the 

efficient representation of signals with small support.  

Disadvantages:  

• However, the fact that they have jump discontinuities in particular in the poorly 

decaying Haar coefficients of, smooth functions and in the blackness of images 

reconstructed from subsets of the Haar coefficients. 

 
b. Symlet: The family of Symlet wavelet is short of “symmetrical wavelets”. 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Symlet wavelet 

Advantages: 

 

• Symlet are “symmetrical wavelets”.  

• They are designed so that they have the least asymmetry and maximum 

number of vanishing moments for a given compact support.  
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Disadvantages: 

 

• These are not perfectly symmetrical.  

 

c. Daubechies Wavelets: Ingrid Daubechies invented what are called compactly 

supported orthonormal wavelets, one of the brightest stars in the world of wavelet 

research, thus making discrete wavelet analysis practicable. The Daubechies family 

wavelets are written as dbN, where N is the order, dB is the family name of the 

wavelet.  

 
 

Fig. 12.  Daubechies wavelet 

 Advantages: 

 

• The Daubechies wavelets are orthogonal in nature which is energy 

preserving. 

• compactly-supported, orthogonal wavelets.  

 

d. Coiflets Wavelets: This wavelet function has 2N moments equal to 0 and its scaling 

function has 2N-1 moments equal to 0. The two functions have support of length 6N-

1.  
 

 
 

Fig. 13.  Coiflets wavelet 

Advantages: 

 

• The Coiflets wavelets have nearly symmetric graphs. 

• Coiflets wavelet are similar to Daubechies wavelet they have a maximum 

number of vanishing moments.  

 

Disadvantages: 

• There is no any formula for Coiflets for arbitrary genus, and there is no 

formal proof of their existence for arbitrary genus at this time.  
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e. Biorthogonal Wavelet: compactly supported wavelets. This family of wavelets 

exhibits the property of linear phase, which is needed for signal and image 

reconstruction. By using two wavelets, one for decomposition (on the left side) and 

the other for reconstruction (on the right side) instead of the same single one, 

interesting properties are derived. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14. Biorthogonal wavelet 

Advantages: 

 

• Current compression systems use biorthogonal wavelet instead of 

orthogonal wavelets.  

 

Disadvantages: 

 

• It is not energy preserving.  
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f. Meyer wavelet: The Meyer wavelet is an orthogonal wavelet proposed by Yves 

Meyer. It is defined in frequency domain and indefinitely differentiable with infinite 

support. The Meyer wavelet and scaling function are defined in the frequency 

domain. 

 
Fig. 15. Meyer wavelet 

  Advantage:  

• Compact support.  

3.5 Analysis using DWT 

 
Wavelet transform is a spectral estimation technique in which any general function can 

be expressed as an infinite series of wavelets. The basic idea underlying wavelet analysis 

consists of expressing a signal as a linear combination of a particular set of functions (wavelet 

transform, WT), obtained by shifting and dilating one single function called a mother wavelet. 

The decomposition of the signal leads to a set of coefficients called wavelet coefficients. 

Therefore, the signal can be reconstructed as a linear combination of the wavelet functions 

weighted by the wavelet coefficients. In order to obtain an exact reconstruction of the signal, 

adequate number of coefficients must be computed. The key feature of wavelets is the time-

frequency localisation. It means that most of the energy of the wavelet is restricted to a finite 

time interval. Frequency localisation means that the Fourier transform is band limited. When 

compared to STFT, the advantage of time-frequency localisation is that wavelet analysis varies 

the time-frequency aspect ratio, producing good frequency localization at low frequencies 

(long time windows), and good time localisation at high frequencies (short time windows). 

This produces a segmentation, or tiling of the time-frequency plane that is appropriate for most 

physical signals, especially those of a transient nature. The wavelet technique applied to the 

EEG signal will reveal features related to the transient nature of the signal, which are not 

obvious by the Fourier, transform. In general, it must be said that no time-frequency regions 

but rather time-scale regions are defined.  

The DWT has been particularly successful is the epileptic seizure detection because it 

captures transient features and localises them in both time and frequency content accurately. 

DWT analyses the signal at different frequency bands, with different resolutions by 

decomposing the signal into a coarse approximation and detail information. DWT employs two 

sets of functions called scaling functions and wavelet functions, which are related to low-pass 

and high-pass filters, respectively. The decomposition of the signal into the different frequency 

bands is merely obtained by consecutive high-pass and low-pass filtering of the time domain 

signal. The procedure of multi-resolution decomposition of a signal x[n] is schematically 
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shown in Fig.  Each stage of this scheme consists of two digital filters and two down-samplers 

by 2. The first filter, h[.] is the discrete mother wavelet, high pass in nature, and the second, 

g[.] is its mirror version, low-pass in nature. The down-sampled outputs of first high-pass and 

low-pass filters provide the detail, D1 and the approximation, A1, respectively. The first 

approximation, A1 is further decomposed and this process is continued as shown in Fig. 16. 

 

Fig. 16. Sub-band decomposition of DWT implementations 

3.6 Feature Extraction 

 Consider each level as a feature space, the features were constructed by calculating the 

transformed coefficients variance, standard deviation, waveform length, energy per waveform 

length, and entropy. The feature space for each individual patient has seven feature vectors, 

since the DWT decomposes the signal to seven coefficient vectors. So, the feature matrix 

contains 35 (5 features x 7 feature vectors) different sample values corresponding to each 

channel. The following statistical features are derived from the coefficients of the DWT using 

the mathematical equations are: 

 

3.6.1 Energy: 

The number of decomposition levels is chosen based on the dominant frequency 

components of the signal. The levels are chosen such that those parts of the signal that 

correlates well with the frequencies necessary for classification of the signal are retained in 

the wavelet coefficients. 

Wavelet energy for each decomposition level (i = 1, …, l) is determined as follows: 

 

Where l = 7, reflects the level of decompositions 
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Therefore, from Above Equations, total energy can be defined as: 

 

3.6.2 Entropy: 
 

 WE differentiate specific brain states under spontaneous or stimulus-related conditions 

and recognizes the time localizations of a dynamic process. To calculate Wavelet Entropy, 

wavelet energy Ej of a signal is determined at each scale j as follows: 

 

 where k and Lj are the summation index and the number of coefficients at each 

scale j with in a given epoch, respectively. The total energy over all scales is obtained by: 

 

Then wavelet energy is divided by total energy to obtain the relative wavelet energy at 

each scale j: 

 

Entropy is Calculated as: 

 

 

3.6.3 Waveform Length 

 It is defined as the cumulative length of waveform over the segment. It can be 

represented as 

 

3.6.4 Variance 

 

 VAR is the average of the deviated square values of that variable. However mean 

value of the EEG signal is nearly 0. Hence, variance of EEG signal is expressed as 
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3.6.5 Standard Deviation 

 Standard deviation represents the amount of change in the frequency of the signal and 

calculated using the equation 

 

Where, 

xi - an ith sample of EEG data in a segment. 

µ- mean of the segment. 

N - Length of segment. 

 

3.7 Classification 

 
The features derived from DWT are applied to the classifiers. The purpose of the 

classifier is to identify, epilepsy abnormality in EEG data by linear/non-linear mathematical 

approach. In this work, the classifiers used is Random Subspace Method for k-nearest 

neighbour, to identify epileptic seizure EEG data for the individual and combined statistical 

features derived from DWT with a different combination of data sets. The performance of 

Random Subspace Method for KNN classifiers is assessed with accuracy, sensitivity and 

specificity, Precision, F-Score, recall for the derived DWT based statistical features to detection 

the epileptic seizure abnormality. 

The random subspace classifier (RSC) is an ensemble classification method which is 

suitable for a large number of features. This method can be used with many classifiers like NB, 

SVM, and KNN and others as base classifiers. The ensemble decision of the class label depends 

on either majority voting or probabilities of base classifiers. 
 

3.7.1 RANDOM SUBSPACE METHOD 

 

 The Random Subspace Method (RSM) is the combining technique proposed by Ho. In 

the RSM, one also modifies the training data. However, this modification is performed in 

the feature space. The random subspace method (RSM) is one of the ensembles learning 

algorithms widely used in classification applications. RSM has the advantages of small 

error rate and improved noise insensitivity due to ensemble construction of the base 

learners. However, randomness may cause a reduction of the final ensemble decision 

performance because of contributions of classifiers trained by subsets with low class 

separability. 
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3.7.2 The Random Subspace Method for KNN Classification: 

 
 The random subspace method relies on a stochastic process that randomly selects a 

number of components of the given feature vector in constructing each classifier. In the 

case of k-nearest-Neighbor classifiers (KNN), that means when a test sample is compared 

to a prototype, only the selected features have nonzero contributions to the distance. 

Geometrically this is equivalent to projecting all the points to the selected subspace, and 

the k nearest neighbors are found using the projected distances. Each time a random 

subspace is selected, a new set of k nearest neighbors are computed. The k nearest 

neighbors in each selected subspace are then assembled for a majority vote on the class 

membership of the test sample. The same training sample may appear more than once in 

this ensemble if it happens to be among the k nearest neighbors in more than one selected 

subspace. 
 

3.7.3 K-Nearest Neighbor 

 

 KNN is one of the non-parametric approaches used for classification of 

electrophysiological signals. The input comprises of K closest training samples (data 

points), and the output is a class member in the classification problem. A sample will be 

classified with the majority vote of the neighbors and assigned to a class which is most 

common among K-nearest neighbors. K is a positive integer and K=1 assigned the data 

point to its Neighbor class. 

 

 The KNN is simple among all machine learning algorithms and depends on instance-

based learning. It is a lazy classifier as its function approximated locally and the 

calculations are postponed until classification. A drawback occurs with the skewed class 

distribution, i.e., the most frequent class can dominate the prediction of the new data point. 

This drawback can be bypassed by limiting the impact of distance from the test data point 

to each of its k nearest neighbors. Assign a weight to each vote is one way to reduce the 

effect where weight is a function of the distance between known and unknown data points. 

If the weight is defined as the inverse squared distance, votes cast by the nearest data points 

have much influence on decision process than that of distant data points. 

 
Fig. 17. Example of KNN Classification 
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  The test data point represented with a circle, and the data points of different classes 

served with squares and triangles. The solid line circle is the case for K=3 where the test 

data point is at the center and encloses only three data points on the plane. So the test point 

will be assigned to the class of triangles as there are two triangles and one square. Dashed 

line circle is another case (K=5) where it assigns the test point to the class of squares. The 

decision boundary becomes smoother with increasing K value. 

3.7.4 Confusion Matrix: 

  A receiver operating characteristics (ROC) graph is a technique for visualizing, 

organizing and selecting classifiers based on their performance. The medical decision 

making community has an extensive literature on the use of ROC graphs for diagnostic 

testing brought ROC curves to the attention of the wider public with their Scientific 

American article. For each class of a classifier, threshold values across the interval [0,1] 

are applied to outputs. For each threshold, two values are calculated, the True Positive Ratio 

(the proportion of the targets that are greater than or equal to the threshold that actually 

have a target value of one), and the False Positive Ratio (the proportion of the targets that 

are greater than or equal to the threshold that actually have a target value of zero). 

 

Fig. 18. Sample Confusion matrix 

 where: P = positive; N = Negative; TP = True Positive; FP = False Positive; TN = True 

Negative; FN = False Negative 

3.7.5 parameters of the Classifier: 

 

• Accuracy is the ratio of correct predictions to total predictions made.  

 
 

For binary classification, accuracy can also be calculated in terms of positives and 
negatives as follows: 
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• Precision is the ratio of true positive to the total predicted positive 

 
• Recall is the ratio of true positive to the total actual value 

 

• F-score is defined as the harmonic mean of the recall and precision 

 
• Specificity is defined as 

 
 

• Sensitivity is defined as 
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Chapter 4 

Software Implementation 

4.1 Introduction to MATLAB 

 MATLAB is a high-performance language for technical computing. It integrates 

computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-to-use environment where problems 

and solutions are expressed in familiar mathematical notation. 

• Math and computation 

• Algorithm development 

• Data acquisition 

• Modelling, simulation, and prototyping 

• Data analysis, exploration, and visualization 

• Scientific and engineering graphics 

• Application development, including graphical user interface building 
 

MATLAB is a software package for high performance numerical computation and 

visualization. It provides an interactive environment with hundreds of built-in functions for 

technical computation, graphics and animation. Best of all, it provides easy extensibility with 

its own high-level programming language. The name MATLAB stands for MATrix 

LABoratory. The basic building block of MATLAB is the matrix. The fundamental data type 

is the array. 

MATLAB is an interactive system whose basic data element is an array that does not 

require dimensioning. This allows you to solve many technical computing problems, 

especially those with matrix and vector formulations, in a fraction of the time it would take 

to write a program in a scalar non interactive language such as C or FORTRAN. 

The name MATLAB stands for matrix laboratory. MATLAB was originally written 

to provide easy access to matrix software developed by the LINPACK and EISPACK 

projects. Today, MATLAB engines incorporate the LAPACK and BLAS libraries, 

embedding the  state of the art in software for matrix computation. 

MATLAB has evolved over a period of years with input from many users. In 

university environments, it is the standard instructional tool for introductory and advanced 

courses in mathematics, engineering, and science. In industry, MATLAB is the tool of choice 

for high-productivity research, development, and analysis. 

MATLAB features a family of add-on application-specific solutions called 

toolboxes. Very important to most uses of MATLAB, toolboxes allow you to learn and apply 

specialized technology. Toolboxes are comprehensive collections of MATLAB functions 

(M– files) that extend the MATLAB environment to solve particular classes of problems. 

Areas in which toolboxes are available include signal processing, control systems, neural 

networks, fuzzy logic, wavelets, simulation, and many others. 

MATLABs built-in functions provide excellent tools for linear algebra computations, 

data analysis, signal processing, optimization, numerical solutions of ODES, quadrature and 

many other types of scientific computations. Most of these functions use the state-of-the art 
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algorithms. There are numerous functions for 2-D and 3-D course, MATLAB even provides 

an external interface to run those programs from within MATLAB. The user, however, is not 

limited to the built-in functions, he can write his own functions in the MATLAB language. 

Once written, these functions behave just like the built-in functions. MATLAB’s language 

is very easy to learn and to use. 

4.2 The MATLAB System 

  The MATLAB system consists of five main parts 

1. Development Environment 

 This is the set of tools and facilities that help you use MATLAB functions and files. 

Many of these tools are graphical user interfaces. It includes the MATLAB desktop and 

command window, a command history, an editor and debugger, and browsers for viewing 

help, the workspace, files, and the search path. 

 

2. The MATLAB Mathematical Function Library 

 This is a vast collection of computational algorithms ranging from elementary 

functions, like sum, sine, cosine, and complex arithmetic, to more sophisticated functions 

like matrix inverse, matrix Eigen values, Bessel functions, and fast Fourier transforms. 

 

3. The MATLAB Language 

 This is a high-level matrix/array language with control flow statements, functions, data 

structures, input/output, and object-oriented programming features. It allows both 

“programming in the small” to rapidly create quick and dirty throw-away programs, and 

“programming in the large” to create large and complex application programs. 

 

4. Graphics 

 MATLAB has extensive facilities for displaying vectors and matrices as graphs, as well 

as annotating and printing these graphs. It includes high-level functions for two- 

dimensional and three-dimensional data visualization, image processing, animation, and 

presentation graphics. It also includes low-level functions that allow you to fully customize 

the appearance of graphics as well as to build complete graphical user interfaces on your 

MATLAB applications. 

 

5. The MATLAB Application Program Interface (API) 

 This is a library that allows you to write C and FORTRAN programs that interact with 

MATLAB. It includes facilities for calling routines from MATLAB (dynamic linking), 

calling MATLAB as a computational engine, and for reading and writing MAT-files. 
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4.3 MATLAB Toolboxes 

 
There are several optional ‘Toolboxes’ available from the developers of the MATLAB. 

These tool boxes are collection of functions written for special applications such as Symbolic 

Computations Toolbox, Image Processing Toolbox, Statistics Toolbox, and Neural Networks 

Toolbox, Communications Tool box, Signal Processing Toolbox, Filter Design Toolbox, Fuzzy 

Logic Toolbox, Wavelet Toolbox, Data base Toolbox, Control System Toolbox, 

Bioinformatics Toolbox, Mapping Toolbox. 

4.4 Basics of MATLAB 

MATLAB is a software tool that is used to perform many tasks. The basics include 

MATLAB Windows 

On all Unix systems, Macs, and PC, MATLAB works through three basic windows. 
They are: 

a. Command window 

This is the main window. The MATLAB command prompt characterizes it ‘>>’. 
When you launch the application program, MATLAB puts you in this window. All 
commands, including those for running user-written programs, are typed in this window 
at the MATLAB prompt. 

b. Graphics window 

The output of all graphics commands are typed in the command window are 

flushed to the graphics or Figure window, a separate Gray window with(default) 

white background colour. The user can create as many Figure windows, as the system 

memory will allow. 

c. Edit window 

This is where one can write, edit, create, and save one’s own programs in files 

called M-files. We can use any text editor to carry out these tasks. On the most systems, 

such as PC’s and Macs, MATLAB provides its build in editor. On other systems, one 

can invoke the edit window by typing the standard file editing command that one 

normally use on one’s systems. The command is typed at the MATLAB prompt 

following the special character ‘!’ character. After editing is completed, the control is 

returned to the MATLAB. 

4.5 Uses of MATLAB  

 MATLAB is widely used as a computational tool in science and engineering 

encompassing the fields of physics, chemistry, math and all engineering streams. It is used in 

a range of applications including:  

• signal processing and Communications 

• image and video Processing  

• control systems  

• test and measurement 
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• computational finance 

• computational biology 

4.6 MATLAB commands used in this project 
 

[file, path] = uigetfile returns the file name and path to the file when the user clicks Open. If 
the user clicks Cancel or the window close button (X), then uigetfile returns 0 for both of the 
output arguments 

Syntax: [file, path] = uigetfile(filter,title) 

dec = mdwtdec(dirdec,x,lev,wname) returns the 1-D discrete wavelet decomposition at 

level lev of each row or each column of the matrix x, using the wavelet wname. 

Syntax: dec = mdwtdec(dirdec,x,lev,wname) 

fitensemble Fit an ensemble of learners. 

Syntax: ENS=fitensemble (TBL, Y, METHOD, NLEARN, LEARNERS) 

ENS, which can be used for making predictions on new data. This ensemble model uses a 

collection of individual learners such as decision trees. These individual learners are grown 

from one or more templates specified in LEARNERS.TBL is a table containing predictors and 

Y is the response. METHOD must be a string with one of the following values 

• for classification with 2 classes: 

o  'AdaBoostM1'  

o 'LogitBoost' 

o 'GentleBoost' 

o 'Bag' 

o 'Subspace'        

• for classification with 3 or more classes: 

o 'AdaBoostM2' 

o 'LPBoost' (requires an Optimization Toolbox license) 

o 'RUSBoost' 

o 'TotalBoost' (requires an Optimization Toolbox license) 

o 'Bag' 

o 'Subspace' 

• for regression: 

o 'LSBoost' 

o 'Bag' 

NLEARN is the number of ensemble learning cycles to be performed. At every training cycle, 

fitensemble loops over all learner templates in LEARNERS and trains one weak learner for 

every template. The number of trained learners in ENS is equal to NLEARN* numel 

(LEARNERS). LEARNERS is a cell array of weak learner templates or a single weak learner 

template. You must construct every template by calling TEMPLATE method of the appropriate 

class. If you use method 'Subspace' and set NLEARN to 'All Predictor Combinations', 

fitensemble constructs NCHOOSEK (size(X,2), NPredToSample) learners for all possible 

combinations of NPredToSample predictors. You can use only one learner template in this 

case. You can use only one learner template in this case. For example: 

ENS=fitensemble(X,Y,'Subspace','AllPredictorCombinations’,'Discriminant','NPredTo

Sample’, NPredToSample) 
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• 'CategoricalPredictors' - List of categorical predictors. 

o A numeric vector with indices between 1 and P, where P is the number of 

columns of X or variables in TBL. 

o A logical vector of length P, where a true entry means that the corresponding 

column of X or T is a categorical variable.  

o 'all', meaning all predictors are categorical. 

o A string array or cell array of strings, where each element in the array is the 

name of a predictor variable. The names must match entries in 

'PredictorNames' values. 

o Default: for a matrix input X, no categorical predictors; for a table TBL, 

predictors are treated as categorical if they are cell arrays of strings, logical, or 

categorical. 

o CrossVal:  If 'on', grows a cross-validated ensemble with 10 folds. You can 

use 'KFold', 'Holdout', 'Leaveout' and 'CVPartition' parameters to override this 

cross-validation setting. You can only use one of these four options ('KFold', 

'Holdout', 'Leaveout' and 'CVPartition') at a time when creating a cross-

validated tree. As an alternative, you can cross-validate later using the 

CROSSVAL method. Default: 'off. 

o CVPartition: A partition created with CVPARTITION to use in cross-

validation. 

o Holdout: Holdout validation uses the specified fraction of the data for test, 

and uses the rest of the data for training. Specify a numeric scalar between 0 

and 1. 

o KFold: Number of folds to use in cross-validation, a positive integer. Default: 

10 

o Leaveout: Use leave-one-out cross-validation by setting to 'on'.  

o NPredToSample: Number of predictors to sample at random without 

replacement for method 'Subspace', an integer between 1 and size(X,2). 

Default: 1 

o NPrintPrint: out frequency, a positive integer scalar. By default, this 

parameter is set to 'off' (no print-outs). You can use this parameter to keep 

track of how many weak learners have been trained, so far. This is useful 

when you train ensembles with many learners on large datasets. 

o PredictorNames: A string/cell array of names for the predictor variables, in 

the order in which they appear in X. Default: {'x1','x2’,}. For a table TBL, 

these names must be a subset of the variable names in TBL, and only the 

selected variables are used. Not allowed when Y is a formula. Default: all 

variables other than Y. 

o ResponseName: Name of the response variable Y, a string. Not allowed when 

Y is a name or formula. Default: 'Y'  

o Resample: 'on' or 'off'. If 'on', grows an ensemble by resampling. By default, 

this parameter is set to 'off' for any type of ensemble except 'Bag', and 

boosting is performed by reweighting observations at every learning iteration. 

If you set this parameter to 'on' for boosting, the ensemble is boosted by 

sampling training observations using updated weights as the multinomial 

sampling probabilities. 

o FResample: Fraction of the training set to be selected by resampling for every 

weak learner. A numeric scalar between 0 and 1; 1 by default. This parameter 

has no effect unless you grow an ensemble by bagging or set 'resample' to 'on'. 
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o Replace: 'on' or 'off', 'on' by default. If 'on' fitensemble samples with 

replacement; if 'off', without. This parameter has no effect unless you grow an 

ensemble by bagging or set 'resample' to 'on'. If you set 'resample' to 'on' and 

'replace' to 'off', fitensemble samples training observations assuming uniform 

weights and boosts by reweighting observations. 

o Weights: Vector of observation weights, one weight per observation. For 

regression, fitensemble normalizes the weights to add up to one. For 

classification, fitensemble normalizes the weights to add up to the value of the 

prior probability in the respective class. Default: ones(size(X,1),1). For an 

input table TBL, the 'Weights' value can be the name of a variable in TBL. 

load(filename) loads data from filename. 

• If filename is a MAT-file, then load(filename) loads variables in the MAT-File into 

the MATLAB® workspace. 

• If filename is an ASCII file, then load(filename) creates a double-precision array 

containing data from the file. 

Syntax: load(filename) 

Sub plot: This command subplot (m, n, p) divides the current figure into an m -by- n grid and 

creates axes in the position specified by p  

Syntax: subplot (m, n, p) 

Figure: This command creates Figure graphical object 

Syntax: Figure(I) 

End: This command terminate scope of FOR, WHILE, SWITCH, TRY and IF statements. 

Syntax: End 

plot(Y) creates a 2-D line plot of the data in Y versus the index of each value. 

• If Y is a vector, then the x-axis scale ranges from 1 to length(Y). 

• If Y is a matrix, then the plot function plots the columns of Y versus their row number. 

The x-axis scale ranges from 1 to the number of rows in Y. 

• If Y is complex, then the plot function plots the imaginary part of Y versus the real part 

of Y, such that plot(Y) is equivalent to plot(real(Y), imag(Y)). 

Syntax: plot(Y)  
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Chapter 5 

Experimental Analysis & Results 

 
 Two sets of data, EEG during interictal period of people without epilepsy, and EEG 

record containing seizure recorded for the same patients has been taken from the BONN 

University Database for Seizure detection and classification into two groups. Each of these data 

sets contain 100 records of EEG signals for 23.6 seconds’ duration recorded at a sampling rate 

of 173.6 Hz. The feature extracted from these records were fed to Random Subspace Classifier. 

The Frequency and Time Domain Signals of both Normal and Epileptic are given as 

 
Fig. 19. Frequency Domain of a Normal Signal 

 

Fig. 20. Time Domain of a Normal EEG Signal 

 

Fig. 21. Frequency Domain of a Epileptic Signal 
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Fig. 22. Time Domain of a Epileptic EEG Signal 

The Detail and Approximation coefficients for set 1 are  

 

Fig. 23. Approx Coefficients of set 1 

 

Fig. 24. Detail Cofficients of set 1 
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The Detail and Approximation coefficients for set 2 are  

 

Fig. 25. Approx Coefficients of set 2 

 

 

Fig. 26. Detail Cofficients of set 2 
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The classifier parameters are 

S.no Name Value 

1. Accuracy 98.3333 

2. F-score 98.3329 

3. Precision 98.3871 

4. Recall 98.3871 

5. Sensitivity 98.3333 

6. Specificity 98.3333 

Table 1:  Results of Random Subspace Classifier 

The confusion Matrix Obtained is 

 

Fig. 27. Confusion matrix Obtained 
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The ROC of Random subspace classifier obtained is 

  

Fig. 28. ROC obtained 

Comparision With Other Studies 

To eval the performance of classification proposed method, we compare accuracy of different 

classifiers with our classifier. The overall accuracy of our classifier gives more accuracy than 

othan other classifiers.And the coif wavelet gives more accurate features than other wavelets 

like haar and Daubechies etc. Receiver–operating characteristics (ROC) analysis showed that 

it is much easier to differentiate between normal and epileptic seizure activities.Table 2 

presents a comparison of accuracy of some of the recent implementations of the EEG 

classification with our present work. 

AUTHORS FEATURES CLASSIFIER ACCURACY 

Hasan Ocsk  Approximate 

Entropy(APen) & DWT 

Classification on the 

basis of Apen values for 

different classes 

96% 

Ling Guo et al. Genetic Programming 

(GP) 

KNN Classifier  93.5% 

Ghosh Dastidar et al. 9-parameter mixed band 

feature 

PCA enhanced RBF 

neural network 

classifier 

96.6% 

Narendra Kumar et al. Optimized STransform Back Propagation 

Artificial Neural 

Networks 

93.33% 
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Enamul Kabir et al. Optimum Allocation 

Technique(OAT) 

Logistic Model 

Trees(LMT) 

95.3% 

Suvadeep Bose  DWT and Envelope 

Analysis(EA) 

Multi-Layer Perceptron 96.7% 

Suvadeep Bose  DWT and Envelope 

Analysis(EA) 

Random Forest  98% 

This Work Discrete Wavelet 

Transform 

Random Subspace  98.3% 

Table 2: comparision of accuracy with different classifiers 
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                                                     CONCLUSION 

EEG signal records were decomposed using multi-level DWT and further subjected to 

envelope analysis of the coefficients obtained from DWT. This pre-processing before feature 

extraction from the EEG signals particularly help in increasing the classification accuracy for 

detection of seizure or epilepsy. The advantages of this method lie in feature extraction because 

it has been observed that, the features extracted from EEG signal decomposition on the set of 

A and E are different from each other. This experiment concludes that the coefficients of 

wavelet can be presented as useful parameter in classifying epilepsy and normal EEG signal. 

Variance, standard deviation, waveform length, energy and entropy of transform coefficients 

from the DWT and the normalized wavelet packet energy from the wavelet packet transform 

were used as features in the present work. To conclude, DWT features extracted using coif5 

wavelet performed better using RSC classifier with the accuracy of 98%. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 

OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

Classification 
of Project 

Application Research Product Review 

 ✓    

 

Project Outcomes 

Extracted Features of EEG Signals using Discrete Wavelet Transform And analyzed using Random 

Subspace Classifier, are highly useful in diagnostics.   

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Designing Electronics and Communication Systems in the domain of VLSI, 

embedded systems, signal processing and RF communications, and applying modern tools 

PSO2: Applying the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication 

Engineering to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and 

software components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, 

ethical and economical considerations. 

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

The graduates of electronics and communication engineering program will be able to: 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and 

design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 

consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis 

of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modelling to complex engineering 

activities with an understanding of the limitations. 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant 

to the professional engineering practice. 
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7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and 

need for sustainable development. 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice. 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader 

in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and 

write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give 

and receive clear instructions. 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member 

and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage 

in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 

 

Mapping Table 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped  2-Moderately (Medium) mapped  3-Substantially (High) mapped

  

 

 

Project 

Outcomes 

Program Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO11 PSO1 PSO2 

2 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

  

                

In this project the real time ECG signals are acquired by using 3-lead ECG electrodes. 

The acquired ECG signal is very weak in magnitude (around 18mv) and it may be 

corrupted by power line interference noise in acquisition process. To remove the power 

line interference from ECG signal first the signal has to be amplified by using Bio-

instrumentation amplifier and then the ECG signal is denoised by using Notch filter. Bio-

instrumentation amplifier unit is designed and tested using Multisim software and its 

hardware is implemented. The denoising filter is designed using NI labview software and 

it is tested by using generated signal. 
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      CHAPTER – 1 

    INTRODUCTION 

 

                This chapter is the preface to rest of the thesis. This comprises of a brief 

introduction to ECG denoising followed by literature survey which includes all the 

important contributions to the field of ECG enhancement. The rest part of this chapter 

contains objective of the thesis and thesis organization. 

 

1.1 DSP-Based Technology for Real-Time ECG denoising System 

 

 
Electrocardiograph (ECG) is one of the medical equipment that can measure the 

heart rate and produce data from patient heart into a signal in piece of paper. Nowadays, 

the volume of ECG recorded in hospital is increasing because there are so many heart 

diseases that attack each person in this world. It is not systematic and efficient because 

the result might be lost, damage and difficult to save and send to exchanging patient’s 

clinical information between health care facility. 

 

This project proposes the use of digital signal processing (DSP) approach for the real- 

time denoising of ECG signals. The interest of this study is to capture a real-time ECG 

signal from patient and then to transfer to a computer via a DSP processor. ECG 

measurement information is collected by skin electrodes placed at designated locations 

on the body. ECG signals are usually small and they may be corrupted by various kinds 

of noise: power line interference, electrode contact noise, motion artifacts. So, the 

measurement of ECG signal is a difficult task. 

 

The ECG signals captured by the electrodes. ECG signals after the 

instrumentation amplifier may still be affected by noise. Therefore, the next step is to 

apply a low pass filter for eliminating high frequency noise parts. A high pass filter is 

used to get rid of direct current (DC) noise components. To reject common noise 

voltage, an operational amplifier deriving common mode voltage is used to invert the 

common mode signal and drive it back into the patient through the right leg (Usually 

called, driven right leg circuit) with the aim of canceling interference. 
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Electrocardiogram (ECG) is the record of the electrical potentials produced by 

the heart. The electrical wave is generated by depolarization and repolarization of 

certain cells due to movement of Na+ and k+ ions in the blood. The ECG signal is 

typically in the range of 2 mV and requires a recording bandwidth of 0.1 to 120 Hz [1]. 

The ECG is acquired by a non-invasive technique, i.e. placing electrodes at 

standardized locations on the skin of the patient [2]. The ECG signal and heart rate 

reflect the cardiac health of human heart. Any disorder in heart rate or rhythm or change 

in the morphological pattern of ECG signal is an indication of cardiac arrhythmia. It is 

detected and diagnosed by analysis of the recorded ECG waveform. The amplitude and 

duration of the P-QRS-T-U wave contains useful information about the nature of 

disease related to heart. 

 

                   1.2   OBJECTIVE OF THE THESIS  

The condition of heart is generally reflected in the nature of ECG waveform and 

heart rate. ECG, if properly analyzed, can provide important information regarding 

various disorders and diseases related to heart. However, ECG being a non-stationary 

signal, the irregularities are not periodic and do not show up all the time, but is noticeable 

at certain irregular intervals during the day. Hence, clinical observation of ECG takes 

long hours and it is very tedious. Moreover, visual analysis cannot be relied upon as the 

possibility of the analyst missing the vital information is high. Sometimes the important 

information is lost due to various types of artifacts. Hence, computer-based analysis and 

denoising of ECG signal are done before diseases diagnosis.  

The most difficult problem faced in automatic ECG analysis is the large variation 

in the morphologies of ECG waveforms. Moreover, we have to consider the time 

constraints as well.  

Thus, the basic objective of the thesis is to come up with a simple algorithm to 

remove artifacts having less computational complexity without compromising with the 

efficiency. This objective has motivated me to search and experiment with various 

techniques for noise reduction in ECG.   
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1.3   THESIS ORGANIZATION: 

The thesis constitutes nine chapters including this chapter. The rest of the thesis 

is organized as follows:  

 

 

Chapter 2: Basics of ECG and Artifacts  

This Chapter explains the generation of heart beat, basics of electrocardiogram 

and ECG morphology. Artifacts that commonly appear in ECG signal during acquisition 

are elaborately discussed. Different modes of lead placement and the MIT-BIH 

arrhythmias database are also described.   

 

Chapter 3: ECG Denoising Algorithms  

This chapter discusses different approaches which are implemented in this thesis 

to denoise the ECG signal. Different window-based FIR filtering approach, adaptive 

filters, wavelet filter bank technique are explained in this chapter.     

  

             Chapter 4: Digital signal processing  

                                This chapter discuss different signals and the choice of 

domain will be based on the best representation depending on the characteristics of the 

signal. A sequence of samples from a measuring device produces a time or spatial domain 

representation, whereas a discrete Fourier transform produces the frequency domain 

information. In this chapter, the theoretical foundation of this study will be discussed.  

The methods of spectral analysis and time-frequency techniques were discussed in 

detailed. 

 

            Chapter 5: Bio-instrumentation amplifier development: 

                            This chapter discus the hardware development of the bio-instrumentation 

amplifier circuit is including the circuit constructing. 
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              Chapter 6: ECG Signal Processing in NI Lab view 

                                              LabVIEW with its signal processing capabilities provides 

you a robust and efficient environment for resolving ECG signal processing problems. 

This application note demonstrates how to use LabVIEW's powerful tools in denoising, 

analyzing, and extracting ECG signals easily and conveniently. Now in LabVIEW 

Biomedical Toolkit, several VIs are provided for ECG signal analysis. Besides, it also 

contains an ECG Feature Extraction application to extract ECG features more 

conveniently 

 

               Chapter 7:   Design and Operation of Notch filter in NI Lab view 

                                     In this Chapter shows the operation of notch filter and result of the 

filter for denoising the ECG signal. 

 

              Chapter 8. Results. 

                                     In this chapter, the ECG signals taken from MIT-BIH database and 

noises generated according to their frequency content are shown. Then, the noisy ECG 

signal (ECG + noise generated) are passed through the designed filters. This chapter 

presents all the results of the filters discussed in chapter-3 under separate subsections.   

 

                Chapter 9. Conclusions and Future Work 

                                    This chapter presents analytical remarks to overall 

achievements and limitations of all the proposed works and scope for further research 

work in this domain. 
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                                                            CHAPTER - 2 

                                      ELECTROCARDIOGRAM SIGNAL 

 

 

 
This Chapter explains basics of electrocardiogram, the generation of heart beat and 

morphology of ECG waveform. Artifacts that commonly appear in ECG signal during 

acquisition are laboratory discussed. Different modes of lead placement and the MIT-

BIH arrhythmia database are also described.   

The ECG is a bioelectric signal, which records the electrical activity of heart versus time. 

Therefore, it is an important diagnostic tool for assessing heart function. The ECG is 

acquired by placing electrodes on the skin of the patient. The ECG signal provides the 

following information of a human heart:  

 disturbances in heart rhythm and conduction  

 abnormalities in the spread of electrical impulse across the heart 

 information about a prior heart attack 

 sign of coronary artery disease 

 abnormal thickening of heart muscle  

 indication of decreased oxygen delivery to the heart  

 extent and location of myocardial ischemia  

 changes in electrolyte concentrations  

 effects of drugs on the heart  

 

2.1 ECG Signals 

 

 
ECG waveform is divided into P, Q, R, S, T and U elements [Hampton, 1997]. P 

wave corresponds to atrial depolarization that shows contraction of both left and right 

atria. Normal duration of P wave is between 0.06 to 0.12 seconds. QRS complex 

represents depolarization of the ventricles. The duration of the QRS complex shows 

how long excitation takes to spread through the ventricles and must less than 0.1 

seconds for normal ventricles contraction. T wave represents ventricles repolarization 

which setting up the cardiac muscle for another contraction. Sometimes it will follow 

by U wave that represents the purkinje fibers repolarization. 
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PR interval is the conduction time required for an electrical impulse to be 

conducted from the atria to the ventricles. The duration is normally 0.12 to 0.20 seconds 

and is important to indicate heart block problems. QT interval is measured from the 

beginning of the QRS complex to the end of the T wave. A normal QT interval is about 

0.40 seconds. ST segment connects the QRS complex and the T wave. It represents the 

measured time between ventricular depolarization and the beginning of ventricular 

repolarization which normally last about 0.08 seconds. 

 
Normal period of one cardiac cycle is between 0.6 seconds to 1.0 seconds, 

which it represents the heart rate or the number of heart beats per minutes (BPM). Thus, 

the heart rate for normal rhythm is between 60 to 100 BPM. The amplitude is normally 

in the range of 1 to 5 mV. ECG strips is best interpreted from lead II or lead V1 which 

the lead shows the most clearly rhythm of the heart according to Einthoven’s Triangle. 

Figure 2.1 shows normal ECG signal from standard lead II. 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.1: Points and Elements of ECG Signal
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2.2 The Standard Lead 

 

 
An ECG for clinical diagnostic purposes usually employs 12 leads. In addition, 

specific leads may be used for the evaluation of arrhythmias and long-term ECG 

monitoring. 

 
The 12 conventional leads include: 

 3 bipolar limb leads: Leads I, II, III 

 3 unipolar limb leads: Leads aVR, aVL, aVF 

 6 unipolar precordial leads: Leads V1 ,V2 , V3 , V4 , V5 ,V 6 

 

The 3 bipolar limb leads or Einthoven leads are using as the standard leads for 

ECG recording, which record voltage differences between the arms or between one arm 

and the left leg. 

 
The Bipolar Limb Leads include: 

 Lead I - between the left arm (LA) and right arm (RA) 

 Lead II - between left leg (LL) and right arm (RA) 

 Lead III - between left leg (LL) and left arm (LA) 

 

            Three Bipolar Limb Leads 

Figure 2.2 shows electrical connections between the patient limbs and the 

electrocardiograph for recording electrocardiograms from the so-called standard bipolar 

limb leads. In these arrangements the electrocardiogram is recorded from two electrodes 

located on different sides of the heart, in this case, on the limbs. Three different 

connections are possible, Lead I         
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Fig 2.2: Normal electrocardiograms recorded from the three standard 

electrocardiographic leads. 

 

Lead I  

In recording limb Lead I, the negative terminal of the electrocardiograph is 

connected to the right arm and the positive terminal to the left arm. Therefore, the 

electrode of the right arm is electronegative with respect to the electrode of the left arm. 

The electrocardiograph records a positive signal, that is, above the zero-voltage reference 

line in the electrocardiogram. When the opposite is true, the electrocardiograph records 

below this line. 

Lead II 

 To record limb lead II, the negative terminal of the electrocardiograph is connected to 

the right arm and the positive terminal to the left leg. Therefore, when the right arm is 

negative with respect to the left leg, the electrocardiograph records positively. 

 

Lead III 

 To record limb lead III, the negative terminal of the electrocardiograph is connected to 

the left arm and the positive terminal to the left leg. This means that the 

electrocardiograph records a positive signal when the left arm is negative with respect to 

the left leg. 

 

These three limb leads roughly form an equilateral triangle with the heart at the Figure 

3.3: Einthoven Triangle with the placement of the standard ECG limb leads and the 

location of the positive and negative recording electrodes for each of the three leads. RA, 

right arm; LA, left arm; RL, right leg; LL, left leg Adp. center, refer to Figure 3.3. This 

triangle is called Einthoven's triangle in respect of Willem Einthoven who developed the 

ECG in 1901. The two vertices at the upper part of the triangle represent the points at 
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which the two arms are electrically connected, and the lower vertex is the electrode 

located on the right leg used as a ground point. Depending on the lead used to record the 

ECG signal, the resultant shape is slightly different, these differences can be observed in 

Figure 3.4. 

In the three electrocardiograms represented in Figure 3.4, it can be seen, that at any given 

instant the sum of the potentials in leads I and III equals the potential in lead II, thus 

illustrating the validity of Einthoven's law. The signals from these leads are identical 

between them, it does not matter greatly which lead is recorded when one wants to 

diagnose different cardiac arrhythmias, because diagnosis of arrhythmias depends mainly 

on the time relations between the different waves of the cardiac cycle. 

 

    In practice, the RA, LA and LL electrodes may be placed at points in a triangle on 

the patient’s abdomen with almost identical results to those achieved by placing them on 

the extremities after the pioneer of electrocardiography. The Einthoven triangle is drawn 

overleaf in figure 2.2 showing the relationship between the leads. 

 

In order to extend the effective range of angels from which the heart is viewed 

electrically, the signal between any one limb lead and a derived equivalent neutral point 

between the other to limbs can be monitored. These leads configuration are known as 

unipolar or augmented limb leads. 

 

                    The arrangements for unipolar limb leads are tabulated as below: 

 Augmented vector right (a VR) - RA and equivalent neutral of LA and LL 

 Augmented vector left (a VL) - LA and equivalent neutral of RA and LL 

 Augmented vector foot (a VF) - LL and equivalent neutral of LA and RA 

 

Using the six lead configurations, cardiologist is effectively looking at the 

electrical activity from the font of the patient, i.e. from the frontal plane. It is also useful 

to gather electrical information from a plane at right angles to the frontal plane that 

would 
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Fig 2.3: Arrangements of Einthoven’s Triangle 
 

be horizontal if the patient were standing. This is done by placing electrodes at 

six predefined positions on the patient’s chest. The configurations are referred to as 

unipolar chest leads or precordial leads. Each of the six chest leads is monitored relative 

to individual limb electrodes. The positions of the six chest electrodes labeled V1 to V6 

are shown in Figure 2.4. 

 
 

2.3 The Right Leg connection 

 

A connection is usually made to an electrode attached to the right leg. This 

connection normally acts as a neutral reference and no ECG data is collected from it. 

Some manufactures have used a technique called right leg drive, whereby common mode 

noise from the patient present at other electrode is amplified, inverted and applied to the 

right leg electrode. This has effect of canceling some of the noise at source and thereby 

improving the noise rejection performance of the ECG machine. 
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                                         Fig 2.4: Positions of the 12 conventional leads: Bipolar, Unipolar and 

2.4 Bio-instrumentation amplifier characteristics 

 
 

The characteristics of bio-instrumentation signal amplifier is important to 

design the bio-instrumentation amplifier stage. The best design for the amplifier is that 

which provide high input impedance, low output impedance, a frequency response from 

0.05 – 100Hz. The characteristics of bio-instrumentation amplifier are shown in Table 

2.1. 

 

PARAMETER VALUE 

GAIN 1000 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 

 Differential 

 Common Mode 

 

>2.05Mohm 

<100Mohm 

COMMON MODE REJECTION RATIO 
(CMMR) 

>20-60 Hz 

         
  Table 2.1: The characteristics of bio-instrumentation amplifier
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2.5 Electrode polarization 

 
 

Electrodes are usually made of metal and are in contact with an electrolyte, 

which may be electrode paste or simply perspiration under the electrode. Ion electron 

exchange occurs between the electrode and the electrolyte, which results in voltage 

known as the half cell potential. The front end of a bio-potential amplifier must be able 

to deal with extremely weak signals in the presence of such dc polarization components. 

 
The dc potentials must be considered in the selection of bio-potential amplifier 

gain, since they can saturate the amplifier, preventing the detection of low-level ac 

components. International standards regulating the specific performance of bio-

potential recording systems usually specify the electrode offset that are commonly 

present for the application covered by the standard. For example, the standards issued 

by the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) specify 

electrocardiograph (ECG) amplifiers must tolerance a dc component of up to ± 300mv 

resulting from electrode skin contact. 
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                                                                      CHAPTER-3 

                            ECG SIGNAL DENOISING 

 

Noise is present in almost all environments, and can be defined as an undesirable signal 

that interferes with the desired signal. A noise itself is a signal that can be generated from 

several sources, and takes different spectrum distributions. In fact, biomedical electrical 

signals, which are the scope of this work, are always polluted with some kind of noise. 

These interference signals include interferences from power supplies, motion artefacts 

due to patient movement, radio frequency interference, defibrillation pulses, pace maker 

pulses, interferences from other monitoring equipment, etc. The big challenge of noise 

in biomedical signals is closely related with amplitude of the desired signals face to the 

noise, i.e. the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). For instance, an ECG measurement gets 

challenging due to the presence of the large DC offset and various interference signals. 

This potential can be up to 300 mV for a typical electrode, which is several times larger 

than ECG signal. 

Noise reduction is an important task to solve in biomedical signals and for this 

reason, the understanding of noise characteristics is the focus of the contents in this 

chapter. The chapter will start with noise properties and characteristics as SNR and 

separability, followed by most common noises sources associated to ECG. Finally, it is 

presented the literature review about the methodologies used to ECG signal denoising. 

 

3.1 Noise Properties 

 

Depending on its frequency or time characteristics, a noise process can be classified in 

several categories: Narrowband noise, White noise, Band-limited white noise, Coloured 

noise, Impulsive noise and Transient noise pulses. Narrowband noise is a noise process 

with a narrow bandwidth such as a 50Hz hum from the power lines. White noise is purely 

random noise that has a at power spectrum. White noise theoretically contains all 

frequencies in equal intensity. Band-limited white noise it is a noise with at spectrum and 

limited bandwidth that usually covers the limited spectrum of the device or the signal of 

interest. Coloured noise it is nonwhite noise or any wideband noise whose spectrum has 

a non-at shape; examples are pink noise, brown noise and autoregressive noise. Impulsive 

noise consists of short-duration pulses of random amplitude and random duration. And 

transient noise pulses consist of relatively long duration noise pulses. 
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3.1.1 Noise Characteristics 

 

Noise is usually represented as a random variable, x(n), and describing his properties as 

a function of time it is not very useful. Therefore, it is more common the evaluation of 

its probability distribution, range of variability, or frequency characteristics. While noise 

can take a variety of different probability distributions, the Central Limit Theorem1 

implies that noises will have a Gaussian or normal distribution. The probability p(x) of a 

Gaussian distributed variable, x, is specified by the normal or Gaussian distribution 

equation: 

 

Where, a it is the mean, or average value, and  is the variance. The arithmetic 

quantities of mean and variance are frequently used in signal processing algorithms. 

The mean value of a discrete array of N samples is evaluated as: 

 

 

From the above equation we grasp the standard deviation, which is just the square root 

of the variance.  Normalizing Equation by :1/N – 1, will produces the best estimate of 

the variance if x is a sample from a Gaussian distribution. Alternatively, normalizing the 

Equation by:1/N produces the second moment of the data around x, which is equivalent 

to RMS value of the data if the data have zero as mean value. If noise is captured from 

different sensors, such as sensor array, or multiple observations from the same source, 

the standard deviation of noise becomes reduced by the square root of the number of 

averages. 
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3.1.2 Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

 

From previous notes at beginning of this chapter, signal and noise are relative terms: 

general speaking, signal is the waveform of interest while noise is everything else. The 

relative amount of signal and noise present in a waveform is usually quantified by the 

SNR. As the name implies, this is simply the ratio of signal to noise, both measured in 

Root-Mean-Squared (RMS) amplitude. The SNR is often expressed in decibel (dB) 

where: 

 

To convert from dB scale to a linear scale: 

 

For example, a ratio of 20 dB means that the RMS value of the signal was 10 times the 

RMS value of the noise, because 1020/20 = 10. A common value in this area is +3 dB, 

which indicates a ratio of 103/20 = 1:414, and -3 dB means that the ratio is 1=1:414. If 

noise and signal have the same amount in RMS value, this means 0dB.  

As an example, Figure 4.1 shows an ECG signal with different amounts of white 

noise. Notice that it is very difficult to detect presence of ECG signal visually when the 

SNR is -3 dB, and impossible when the SNR is -10dB.  
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Fig 3.1: An ECG signal with varying amounts of added noise. The signal is barely 

discernable when the SNR is -3 dB and not visible when the SNR is -10dB. 

3.1.3 Separability of Signal and Noise 

A signal is completely recoverable from noise if the spectra of the signal and the noise 

do not overlap. An example of a noisy signal with separable signal and noise spectra is 

shown in Figure 4.2(a). In this case, the signal and noise are placed in different parts of 

the frequency spectrum, and signal can be denoised with a lowpass filter. Although, 

Figure 4.2(b) illustrates a more common example of signal and noise, with overlapping 

spectra. For these cases, it is not possible to completely separate the signal from the noise; 

however, the effects of the noise can be more or less reduced depending on the filter 

technique used. 

 

Fig 3.2: Illustration of separability: (a) The signal and noise spectra do not overlap, 

and the signal can be recovered by a low-pass filter; (b) the signal and noise spectra 

overlap, and the noise can be reduced but not completely removed. 

Noise Correlation 

An important aspect that should be taken into account is how well one instantaneous 

value of noise correlates with the adjacent instantaneous values, i.e. how much one data 

point is correlated with its neighbors. Correlation is a statistical measurement of the 

relationship between two variables. The values of correlation are in a range of +1 to -1, 

where zero correlation means that there is no relationship between the variables; -1 means 

a perfect negative correlation; and +1 indicates a perfect positive correlation. Perfect 

negative correlation is when one variable goes up the other goes down, and perfect 

positive correlation is when both variables move in the same direction together. For 

complete random noise with at distributions, the correlation is zero, and in practice, most 

electronic sources produce noise that is essentially white up to many megahertz. But, 

after filtering process, it becomes band limited which is commonly referred as coloured 
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noise. Coloured noise shows correlation between adjacent points, this correlation 

becomes much stronger as the bandwidth goes to more monochromatic. 

Correlation is a very important aspect to keep in mind when applying the adapting filter 

techniques. 

 

3.2 Noise Sources 

 

The presence of noise is fulfilled in various degrees in almost all environments. The most 

known and common are: Acoustic Noise, that emanates from moving, vibrating, or 

colliding sources and is the most familiar type of noise present in everyday environments; 

Electromagnetic Noise, which is present at all frequencies and in particular at radio 

frequencies; Processing Noise, that results from the signal processing, e.g. quantization 

noise in digital coding, or lost data packets in digital data communication systems. 

 

3.2.1 Biomedical Noises Sources 

 

Noise frequently is a limitation factor in the performance of medical instrumentation, 

producing variability. In biomedical measurements, variability has four different origins: 

1. Physiological variability; 

2. Transducer artifact; 

3. Environmental noise or interference; 

4. Electronic noise. 

 Physiological Variability 

Physiological variability is due to the presence of other sources of biological influences 

than those of interest. For example, assessment of respiratory function based on the 

measurement of blood Po2
3 could be confounded with other physiological mechanisms 

that change blood pO2. Physiological variability can be a very difficult problem to solve, 

where to solve it, sometimes it is required information provided by different sources to 

help in validation. 

Transducer Artefact 

Transducer artefact is produced when the transducer is the responsible to change the 

desired signal. For example, non-invasive recordings of electrical potentials using 

electrodes placed on the skin are sensitive to motion artefact. 

Environmental Noise 

Environmental noise is generated from existing sources, either external or internal to the 
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body. For example, in a fetal ECG recording, the fetal ECG is corrupted by the mother 

ECG. In these cases, it is not possible to describe the specific characteristics of 

environmental noise. 

Electronic Noise 

Electronic noise falls into two broad classes: thermal or Johnson noise, and shot noise. 

The former is produced primarily in resistor or resistance materials while the latter is 

related to voltage barriers associated with semiconductors. Both sources produce noise 

with a broad range of frequencies often extending from DC to 1012 – 1013 Hz. 

 

                   3.3 ECG Noises Sources 

ECG signals always have background noise associated, and noise sources are so many 

that noise reduction became an important frontend signal processing task for biomedical 

signals. The most common noises that usually should be considered are: Power line 

interference, muscular contraction (EMG), Instrumentation noise generated by electronic 

devices, Baseline drift and ECG amplitude modulation. Power line interference is a 

narrow-band noise centred at 50 Hz with a bandwidth of less than 1 Hz. This type of 

noise usually contains harmonics due to parasite currents through human body. Power 

line interference is relatively constant during the ECG measurement. Cables used in 

electrodes connections are another source of power line noise. 

Muscular contractions produce artefacts within mill volts level potentials. This signal is 

normally transient bursts of zero mean band-limited Gaussian noise. The worst case of 

muscular contractions interference is when the measurements are made at same time as 

muscular activity, i.e., in sports or jobs with intense body activity. In these cases, the 

muscular amplitude signal can completely overlaps the ECG signals. Without muscular 

activity the noise produced can be negligible due to its insignificant amplitude. Artefacts 

generated by electronic devices can produce several different interferences, conducing to 

unpredictable noise shapes, leading to complete signal distortion or equipment saturation. 

If they do not consider these situations, these artefacts could be considered similar to 

Gaussian noise. Baseline drift and ECG amplitude modulation with respiration occurs 

during the breathing cycle. The amplitude of ECG signal varies mainly influenced by 

relative distance between heart and electrodes. This distance is increased when lungs fill 

and reduces at time of lungs become empty. The effect can be observed as a slow 

modulation of the ECG amplitude with same frequency as the breathing cycle. The 

amplitude of the ECG signal also varies by about 15% with respiration. In addition, 

physiological and environmental noise affects the ECG power spectrum. 
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ECG power spectrum can provide useful information about heart condition, and if ECG 

signal is polluted with noise for overall spectrum, becomes difficult to aim this 

information with good accuracy.  

               

Fig 3.3: Relative power spectrum of QRS complex, P and T waves, muscle noise and 

motion artefacts based on an average of 150 beats 

Figure 3.3 summarizes the relative power spectra of the ECG, QRS complexes, P and T 

waves, motion artefact and muscle noise. This graph reveals that the ECG signal has their 

energy mainly concentrated in frequencies below than 25 Hz, where the QRS complex 

assumes the major area. Also shows that motion artefact overlapping a small part of ECG 

signal, and the EMG noise overlaps the entire ECG signal. It is clear that EMG noise can 

completely destroy ECG in a presence of low SNR. 

 

3.4 ECG Noise Cancelation Techniques 

Noise cancellation requires different strategies for different noise sources or types. Since 

the focus of this paper is a non-classical method, the approaches covered in this section 

are all included in the non-classical methods used by several authors. A useful method 

for removing power line and baseline disturbances is the application of a digital linear 

phase filtering. This method can be used to reduce signal magnitude spectrum while 

preserving the signal time domain as much as possible. The disadvantage of this method 

is the computational requirements. This is mainly caused by linear phase narrow-band 

filtering, that requires a long impulse response, and the corresponding number of filter 

coefficients caused by a large number of multiplications involved in the time domain. 

Random and stationary noise can be removed using a temporal averaging method. Noise 

reduction by temporal averaging method is proportional to the square root of the number 

of frames or beats taken into the average. This method only offers effective performance 
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if a large number of samples is used. Moreover, due to heartbeats variability, it can cause 

considerable errors, producing distorted results, or extremely smooth waves. 

To increase signal quality, some authors refer the performance of spatial averaging. But 

spatial averaging requires a large number of electrodes in the same region, which cause 

the main drawback of the method for portable equipment. This not only causes a 

discomfort to the users, as well as an amount of signals to be recorded and treated. 

Meanwhile, solutions like wearable sensors might be the answer to discomfort, but at 

time these solutions produces high noise levels due to a bad contact of electrodes at skin 

surface producing high levels of noise. To remove muscle noise artifacts in exercise 

ECG's, Joseph Suresh et al proposed the SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) method. 

For a satisfactory performance, SVD filtering do not requires prior information about the 

onset or offset points of ECG signal, nor knowledge of heartbeat intervals. This is very 

important since in the presence of a noisy ECG signal it wouldn't be possible to grasp the 

right position of the wave. SVD method is based on matrix factorization, and the problem 

of this technique is the matrix dimension and computational calculations before a 

possible reduction of the matrix. However, the authors of mentioned that with a minimum 

value of matrix size, the results performance of the MSE (mean square error) are identical 

to the results of the Wiener filter MSE using a discrete cosine transform. One promising 

solution for noise reduction is the use of adaptive filters. There are several advantages 

for adaptive filtering approaches: adapting filtering do not needs a priori knowledge of 

the statistical or spectral properties of the signal and noise; constantly adapt the weights 

of filter for better performance; when applied to a set of samples does not require higher 

power computation requirements. For some applications, the drawback of adaptive 

filtering approach is that requires the correlation of noise with signal. For the case of 

ECG, this is not a problem due to the possibility to obtain this correlation from the electro 

in the leg. Several authors, have done their works in this field of signal processing, but 

mainly with ECG signals from databases as MIT-BIH. 
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                                                               CHAPTER - 4 

                                                DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 

 

 

 

4.1Signal Processing 

 

 
Signal processing has been around for many years, with its technology spanning 

over the disciplines of entertainment, communications, space exploration, biomedical, 

archaeology, analysis and control of industrial processes, just to name a few. Digital 

signal processing is the study of signals in digital representation and the processing 

methods of these signals. Digital signal processing together with analog signal 

processing is a subset of signal processing. 

 
The field of signal processing is usually studied in one of these domains: time 

domain (one dimensional domain), spatial domain (multidimensional domain), 

frequency domain, autocorrelation domain and wavelet domains. The choice of domain 

will be based on the best representation depending on the characteristics of the signal. 

A sequence of samples from a measuring device produces a time or spatial domain 

representation, whereas a discrete Fourier transform produces the frequency domain 

information. In this chapter, the theoretical foundation of this study will be discussed.  

The methods of spectral analysis and time-frequency techniques were discussed in 

detailed. 

 
 

4.2 Signals 

 

 
The term signal is generally applied to something that conveys information. A 

signal is a function of independent variables such as time, distance, position or pressure. 

Although signals can be represented in many ways, in all cases the information is 

contained in some pattern of variations. Independent variable in a mathematical 

representation of signal is maybe either in continuous or discrete forms. The definition 

of signal in DSP is: 
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A signal x(t) is a continuous time function if time, t can be expressed as a real 

number. It can be classified as periodic or non-periodic (aperiodic). 

i. A periodic signal is : 

x(t) = x(t+T)   t       

where T is an arbitrary interval in time. Otherwise, the signal is considered 

aperiodic. 

i. A non-periodic (aperiodic) signal is: 

ii. A Non-periodic(aperiodic) signal is : 

x(t) defined within –T/2 < t < T/2, and T<

  

4.2.1 Continuous-time Signals 
 

Continuous–time signals are defined at every instant of times and thus are 

represented by a continuous independent variable. Continuous-time signals are often 

referred to as analog signals. 

 
 

4.2.2 Discrete-time Signals 
 

Discrete-time signals are defined at discrete instant of times, and thus, the 

independent variable representation has discrete values, represented as sequences of 

numbers. 

                     

                  4.3   Signal Sampling 

 
 

A digital signal is often a numerical representation of a continuous signal. This discrete 

representation of a continuous signal will usually introduce some error into the data. The 

accuracy is dependent on two things, which are the sampling frequency and the number 

of bits used for the representation. Frequently, the function x(t) is not measured or 

specified continuously, but rather is measured at fixed intervals of time, or sampled, x(n). 
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                4.3.1     Nyquist Theorem 

 

The Nyquist theorem, also known as the sampling theorem, is the fundamental 

theorem of digital signal processing. The Nyquist theorem states that the sampling rate 

must be at least 2fmax, or twice the highest analog frequency component. The sampling is 

actuated by a pulse generator (clock) in an analog-to-digital converter. If the sampling 

rate is less than 2fmax, some of the highest frequency components in the analog input 

signal will not be correctly represented in the digitized output. If fmax is the maximum 

frequency present in the signal, the sampling frequency is: 

 

 

 

                 4.3.2      Sampling Frequency 
 

Sampling frequency is the rate at which sampling is done in digital signal 

processing. Sampling frequency is measured in hertz, or samples per second. When 

converting from analog to digital, the analog digital must be sampled at discrete 

intervals of time or sampling interval (Ts). Depending on the given application, this 

interval may be one second or .000000001 seconds. The sampling frequency is the 

inverse of this number; the smaller the interval, the higher the frequency. The higher 

the frequency, it implies higher quality sound. 
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                                    CHAPTER - 5 

BIO-INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER DEVELOPMENT 

 

 

 

5.1 Bio-Instrumentation Amplifier 
 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Development of Bio-Instrumentation Circuit 

 
The hardware development of the bio-instrumentation amplifier circuit is 

including the circuit constructing, printed circuit board (PCB) etching and soldering 

process. The project block diagrams are shown in Figure 5.1. Webster suggest the best 

design for the amplifier is that which provides high input impedance, low output 

impedance, frequency response from 0.05 to 150 Hz, and low gain in the dc coupled 

stages. 

 
The amplifier circuit consists of three stages. The first stage is an 

instrumentation amplifier. The second stage is a bandpass filter and the next is an 

operational amplifier. The instrumentation amplifier is to get gain of 8 and the 

operational amplifier is to get gain of 125. So, the total gain of ECG signal is 1000. The 

high pass filter is cutoff at 0.03 Hz. Figure 5.2 shows the stages in bio-instrumentation 

amplification circuit. 
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                           Fig 5.2: Block Diagram of Bio-Instrumentation Amplifier 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5.3: Schematic Circuit of Bio-Instrumentation Amplifier 

 
 

Figure 5.3 shows the schematic circuit of the bio-instrumentation amplifier. In 

this circuit, it can be divided by three stages. The first stage is an instrumentation 

amplifier. The second stage is a band pass filter and the next stage is operational 

amplifier. 

 
5.1.1 Instrumentation Amplifier (IA) AD620 

 

To observe an ECG, the differences between two electrical signals at different 

points on the body need to be amplified. To get a good differential amplifier, three 

operational amplifiers or instrumentation amplifiers were used. In instrumentation 

Instrumentation 

Amplifier 

G=8 

High Pass 

Filter 

f=0.03Hz 

Operational 

Amplifier 

G=125 
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amplifier circuit, AD620 instrumentation amplifier and OP97, a high precision 

operational amplifier with extremely high common-mode rejection was chosen. AD620 

instrumentation amplifier circuit is used because it has suitable characteristics for ECG 

signal measurements. Instrumentation amplifier will provide high input impedance, low 

output impedance and a frequency response from 0.05 –100Hz. The schematic circuit is 

shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

 

                     Fig 5.4: Instrumentation Amplifier  

The following is a briefing outline of AD620 Specifications: 

1. Gain range of 1 to 1000 

2. Low Power, 1.3mA max supply input 

3. Common Mode Rejection Ratio greater than 100dB 

4. Excellent AC specifications 

5. Low noise 

 
 

The AD620 requires only a single external gain - setting resistor, RG. Resistor 

R2 and R3 change the gain equation to:  

                          G = 1+ 47.5 R2 + 47.5 R3/Rg 
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 Rg  = 22k   

 

Where: 

G = Gain 

RG = Resistor Value 

 

To avoid gain saturation, the usable gain is limited by the output swing and the 

maximum input voltage to the instrumentation amplifier (IA). With a +/- 5V power 

supply, the output swing of the AD620 is about ± 3.8V and the maximum input is ± 5mV 

plus a variable normal -mode dc offset of up to ± 300mV, allowing a maximum gain of 

12.45. Here, the gain is conservatively set to 8, using RG =8.2 kΩ. 

 

 
5.1.2 Operational Amplifier OP97 

 

BOP97, a low power, a high precision operational amplifier with extremely high 

common-mode rejection (114 dB minimum). The circuit of instrumentation amplifier 

applies an inverted version of the common mode interference to the subject’s right leg, 

with the aim of canceling the interference. The op amp has a voltage gain of 45.5 with a 

low pass cut off at about 150 Hz for stability. The calculation was shown below: 

 

                                           f  - 3dB  =      1
 

                                                                          2nRC        1 

Where:                                                  =  

                                                                         2n(10k) (0.1u) 

f = Frequency 

 

R = Resistor Value 

 C = Capacitor Value 
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The OP97 is a low power alternative to the industry-standard OP07 precision 

amplifier. The OP97 maintains the standards of performance set by the OP07 while 

utilizing only 600 µA supply current, less than 1/6 that of an OP07. Offset voltage is an 

ultra-low 25 µV, and drift over temperature is below 0.6 µV. External offset trimming is 

not required in the majority of circuits. Improvements have been made over OP07 

specifications in several areas. Notable is bias current, which remains below250 pA over 

the full military temperature range. The OP97 is ideal for use in precision long-term 

integrators or sample-and hold circuits that must operate at elevated temperatures. 

 

Common-mode rejection and power supply rejection are also improved with the 

OP97, at 114 dB minimum over wider ranges of common-mode or supply voltage. 

Outstanding, a supply range specified from 2.25 V to 20 V and the OP97’s minimal 

power requirements combine to make theOP97 a preferred device for portable and 

battery-powered instruments. The OP97 conforms to the OP07 pin out, with the null 

potentiometer connected between Pins 1 and 8 with the wiper to V+ 

 

5.1.3 Operational Amplifier LM741 
 

 

 
 

 

  Fig 5.5: Operational Amplifier Circuit 
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An operational amplifier or op-amp is a very high-gain amplifier which has two 

inputs, one inverting (-ve) and one non-inverting (+ve). The output voltage is the 

difference between the positive and negative inputs, multiplied by the open-loop gain. It 

is a very popular and famous IC used in a wide range of applications. It can be used 

for voltage, current and other amplifications. In this project it is an inverting voltage 

amplifier. LM741 is chosen for this purpose. The gain formula for LM741 is: 

                     

                                         G = 1 + R1/R2 

 

               Where: 

            G = Gain 

           R1 = Resistor Value 1 

          R2 = Resistor Value 2 
 

In this project, gain of 125 was needed. So, R2 = 24kΩ, R3 = 100kΩ and R1 = 1kΩ 

was chosen. The calculation is: 

 

 

 

G  = 1 + 
(24kΩ + 100kΩ) 

                 1kΩ 

 
 

 

LM741 operational amplifier is connected to the references node (node6) of 

AD620 to offset the output DC voltage. The LM741 is connected as a source follower. 

 

5.1.4 Band-Pass Filter 

 

The noise comes from muscle contractions, power line interference 50-60 Hz, 

electrode contact noise, noise from other electronic devices and etc. The filter for the 

ECG application should be a notch filter (high-pass and low-pass filter). Suggestion by 

the book of John Webster to have band-pass filters with frequency range 0.04 – 150Hz. 

A simple RC high-pass filter, in series connected (just two capacitors and resistors). the 

cut off at 0.03 Hz was created. 
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     The calculation for the filter is shown below: 

                                            ƒ = 
1 

                                                                            
2nRC 

 

 
1 
 

   2n(5.6kΩ) (1000µF) 

= 0.03 Hz 

 

Where: 

f = frequency 

R = Resistor Value =5.6kohms 

C = Capacitor Value = 1000uF 

 

5.2 Circuit Testing 

 

 
The hardware is responsible for capturing and isolating the signal. The hardware 

is divided up into stage; the power supply, function generator, voltage divider, 

instrumentation amplifier, operational amplifier and analog oscilloscope. Figure 5.6 

show the block diagram how the ECG signal will capture on oscilloscope. 

 

Fig 5.6: Block diagram of Bio-Instrumentation Amplifier Circuit Testing 
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 Before starting the input test, function generator and oscilloscope were used 

to set and adjust the input voltage and frequency range. First step, the function generator 

and oscilloscope connect each other to set the input 50mV. Where, the knob of function 

generator needs to adjust to get 50mV is tuned to obtain the amplitude and generate 

waveform sinusoidal over a frequency range. The output waveform will display on the 

oscilloscope. 

 

Voltage divider circuit is used to get the input voltage of 1mV. Two resistors 

voltage divider is often used to supply a voltage different from that of an available battery 

or power supply. The voltage divider needs to be constructed because input voltage must 

in 1mV, but the function generator can only produce 50mV amplitude. So, R1 = 1kΩ and 

R2 = 127kΩ was chosen. 

 

 

Fig 5.7: Voltage Divider Circuit 

 
 

Finally, this low-cost bio-instrumentation amplifier can capture ECG signal from 

lead I, lead II or lead III. Where, the position of electrode can change to right arm, right 

leg, left arm and left leg using disposable electrode. With the bio-instrumentation 

amplifier validated, a smart communicating electrocardiograph is developed to transfer 

the signal in real-time into a personal computer. 
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                                                                 CHAPTER - 6        

                                        ECG SIGNAL PROCESSING IN NI LABVIEW                 

                        

              LabVIEW with its signal processing capabilities provides you a robust and efficient 

environment for resolving ECG signal processing problems. This application note 

demonstrates how to use LabVIEW's powerful tools in denoising, analyzing, and 

extracting ECG signals easily and conveniently. These tools can be also used in other 

biomedical signal processing applications such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 

and Electroencephalography (EEG). Now in LabVIEW Biomedical Toolkit, several VIs 

are provided for ECG signal analysis. Besides, it also contains an ECG Feature Extraction 

application to extract ECG features more conveniently 

            The ECG is defined as recording of the heart’s electrical activity. In the normal state, 

cardiac cells are electrically polarized. Inner sides of the cardiac cells are negatively 

charged whereas the outer sides are positively charged. The essential activity of the heart 

is called depolarization. In the process of depolarization the cardiac cells can lose their 

normal negativity. This depolarization spreads out from cell to cell, generating a wave of 

depolarization that can be transferred through the entire heart. A flow of electric current 

is produced by the wave of depolarization. With the help of electrodes on the body, this 

current can be detected. When the depolarization is completed, the cardiac cells restore 

their normal polarity by a process called repolarization which is also sensed by the 

electrodes 

 

           6.1 Preprocessing of ECG Signals: 

 

Preprocessing ECG signals helps you remove contaminants from the ECG signals. 

Broadly speaking, ECG contaminants can be classified into the following categories:    

• power line interference  

• electrode pop or contact noise  

• patient–electrode motion artifacts  

• electromyographic (EMG) noise  

• baseline wandering  

           Among these noises, the power line interference and the baseline wandering are the most 
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significant and can strongly affect ECG signal analysis. Except for these two noises, other 

noises may be wideband and usually a complex stochastic process which also distort the 

ECG signal. The power line interference is narrow-band noise centered at 60 Hz (or 50 

Hz) with a bandwidth of less than 1 Hz. Usually the ECG signal acquisition hardware 

can remove the power line interference. However, the baseline wandering and other 

wideband noises are not easy to be suppressed by hardware equipment. Instead, the 

software scheme is more powerful and feasible for offline ECG signal processing. You 

can use the following methods to remove baseline wandering and the other wideband 

noise. 

  

 

                                               Fig 6.1: Peaks and valleys of an ECG signal 

              In the figure a sample of ECG is displayed which is characterized by five peaks and 

valleys labeled by the letters P, Q, R, S and T. The ECG analysis depends on the correct 

and reliable detection of these peaks. In the ECG analysis, the QRS complex detection is 

an essential task. When the QRS complex is identified and detailed accurately, then the 

heart rate can be calculated and some other analysis such as ST segment can be 

performed.  

                     6.1.1 Removing Baseline Wandering: 

 

 Baseline wandering usually comes from respiration at frequencies wandering between 

0.15 and 0.3 Hz, and you can suppress it by a highpass digital filter. You also can use the 

wavelet transform to remove baseline wandering by eliminating the trend of the ECG 

signal.  
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6.1.2 Digital Filter Approach  

LabVIEW Biomedical Toolkit provides a Biosignal Filtering VI under Biosignal 

Measurements Biosignal Preprocessing palette. You can use this VI to design a 

Kaiser Window FIR highpass filter to remove the baseline wandering. Figure 3 shows 

an example of removing baseline wandering by using Biosignal Filtering VI. 

 

                                             

                            Fig 6.2: Designing and using a highpass filter to remove baseline wandering 

 

6.1.3 Wavelet Transform Approach  

          In addition to digital filters, the wavelet transform is also an effective way to 

remove signals within specific subbands. The LabVIEW ASPT provides the WA Detrend 

VI which can remove the low frequency trend of a signal. Figure 4 shows an example of 

removing baseline wandering by using the WA Detrend VI. 

 

                                                        

                                    Fig 6.3:  Using the WA Detrend VI to remove baseline wandering         

                                         

                                     The original ECG signal and the resulting ECG signals processed by the 

digital filter-based and wavelet transform-based approaches. You can see that the 

resulting ECG signals contain little baseline wandering information but retain the main 

characteristics of the original ECG signal. You also can see that the wavelet transform-

based approach is better because this approach introduces no latency and less distortion 

than the digital filter-based approach.   
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                   Fig 6.4: Comparing the digital filter-based and wavelet transform-based approaches 

 

           6.1.4 Removing Wideband Noise: 

                          After you remove baseline wandering, the resulting ECG signal is more 

stationary and explicit than the original signal. However, some other types of noise might 

still affect feature extraction of the ECG signal. The noise may be complex stochastic 

processes within a wideband, so you cannot remove them by using traditional digital 

filters. To remove the wideband noises, you can use the Wavelet Denoise Express VI. 

This LabVIEW based higher-level Express VI first decomposes the ECG signal into 

several subbands by applying the wavelet transform, and then modifies each wavelet 

coefficient by applying a threshold or shrinkage function, and finally reconstructs the 

denoised signal. The following figure shows an example of applying the undecimated 

wavelet transform (UWT) to the ECG signal. 
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                             Fig 6.5: Removing wideband noises from an ECG signal by applying the UWT  

                                    The UWT has a better balance between smoothness and accuracy 

than the discrete wavelet transforms (DWT). By comparing the denoised ECG 

signal with the non-denoised ECG signal, as shown in Figure 6.6, you can find 

that the wideband noises are strongly suppressed while almost all the details of 

the ECG signal are kept invariant. 
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                           Fig 6.6: ECG signals before and after UWT denoising 

 

6.2 Performing Feature Extraction on ECG Signals: 

 

For the purpose of diagnosis, you often need to extract various features from the 

preprocessed ECG data, including QRS intervals, QRS amplitudes, PR intervals, QT 

intervals, etc. These features provide information about the heart rate, the conduction 

velocity, the condition of tissues within the heart as well as various abnormalities. It 

supplies evidence for the diagnoses of cardiac diseases. For this reason, it has drawn 

considerable attention in the ECG signal processing field. This section mainly discusses 

how to perform ECG feature extraction. 

 LabVIEW Biomedical Toolkit provides an ECG Feature Extractor VI, and also an ECG 

Feature Extractor application for users to extract ECG features conveniently (Add link 

for “How to use ECG Feature Extractor” here). You can select whether to detect QRS 

only or to detect all supported ECG features, including R position, R amplitude, iso level, 

QRS onset, QRS offset, P onset, P offset, T onset and T offset 
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           Fig 6.7: ECG multiresolution analysis and implementation of QRS detection   

   

             The ECG Feature Extractor firstly detects all beats (R waves) in the signal, and 

then extracts other features for every beat. Thus, the accuracy of detecting R 

waves is very important. For normal ECG signals, they can be easily detected, as 

shown in Figure 8. While abnormal morphology makes the detection difficult for 

ECG from patients with some specific heart diseases. Thus, sometimes you need 

to perform some signal enhancement (preprocessing) before feature extraction. 

The preprocessed ECG signal is used to detect position of R waves. After that, all 

other features will be extracted using original signal, because the signal 

enhancement may change these features.  

            Signal enhancement usually contains two steps: filtering and rectification. R 

waves of human ECG usually have a frequency between 10-25Hz. Thus, R waves 

can be more obvious and easily for detection after filtering using a bandpass filter. 

Rectification sometimes can further enhance the R waves to make them easier to 

detect. Absolute and square are two commonly used rectification methods. Figure 

9 shows the processing result of an ECG signal with some negative R waves and 

very large T waves. It can be seen that, after enhancement, all beats can be easily 
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detected. Biosignal Filtering VI is used to filter the signal. In ECG Feature 

Extractor application, a preprocessing settings window is provided for users to 

perform the signal enhancement interactively.    

                            

  

                    Fig 6.8: Original ECG, ECG after MRA and ECG after peak/valley detection 

   

             6.3 Conclusion: 

                      LabVIEW and the signal processing-related toolkits can provide you a 

robust and efficient environment and tools for resolving ECG signal processing problem. 

This application note has demonstrated how to use these powerful tools in denoising, 

analyzing, and extracting ECG signals easily and conveniently not only in heart illness 

diagnosis but also in ECG signal processing research. Moreover, these tools can be also 

used in other biomedical signal processing applications such as Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) and Electroencephalography (EEG). 
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                                                    CHAPTER - 7 

             DESIGN AND OPERATION OF NOTCH FILTER IN NI LAB VEIW 

 

                  7.1 Introduction: 

 
                   IIR filter is a simple filter. The stationary power line interference can be 

removed using a notch filter. If a notch filter has higher attenuation level, it will be able 

to remove PLI noise to a greater extent from ECG signal [1]. But practically it eliminates 

power line interference at 50Hz frequency. 

 

Use notch filters to suppress noise at a specified frequency, such as an AC powerline 

frequency. Use peak filters to enhance the signal at a particular frequency. The following 

figure shows a typical notch filter. 

 

                                  

 

                                    Fig 7.1: Notch filter Characteristics  

 

In a notch filter, f 0 denotes the center frequency and Δf denotes the frequency bandwidth 

at Ab. The default value of Ab is −3dB. Q = f 0/Δf, which denotes the sharpness of the 

notch. Increasing the value of Q results in a sharper notch filter. 

The following figure shows a typical peak filter. 
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                                        Fig 7.2: Typical peak filter. 

In a peak filter, Q denotes the sharpness of the peak. Increasing the value of Q results in 

a sharper peak filter. 

                 7.2 Design of notch filter in NI Labview: 

 

To design a digital notch filter, there are many methods for IIR filter design and they 

are as follows: (i) analog filter transformation (ii) all pass filter implementation (iii) pole-

zero placement technique. Firstly, for an analog filter transformation, transformation of 

an analog notch filter into a digital notch filter is performed simply by taking bilinear 

transform, impulse invariance method or step invariance method. Secondly, the IIR 

notch filter can be implemented by equivalent realization of an all pass filter. Due to the 

mirror image symmetry relationship between the numerator & denominator 

polynomials of all pass filter, the notch can be realized easily. Thirdly, pole-zero 

placement technique is one of the simplest & most efficient technique for IIR notch 

filtering which is being implemented in this paper. The transfer function of a notch filter 

is given as 

   

                        

                                
 
                                             Fig 7.3: Design of Notch filter in NI Labview. 
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 Notch filter is used to suppress noise at a specified frequency. Such as an AC power line 

frequency. 

  

     

 
 

 
                                           Fig 7.4:  filter Characteristics. 

 

 

                   7.3 Output: 

      
                                                        After you remove baseline wandering, the resulting 

ECG signal is more stationary and explicit than the original signal. However, some other 

types of noise might still affect feature extraction of the ECG signal. The noise may be 

complex stochastic processes within a wideband, so you cannot remove them by using 

traditional digital filter 

 

Fig 7.5: Notch filter output. 
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                                                                    CHAPTER - 8  

                                                                      RESULTS 

 

8.1 Introduction 

 
In this chapter, the results of the project, the analysis and all the information, simulation 

and record will be show. The results of this project will include the electrode cable, bio-

instrumentation amplifier device and the user interface (GUI) of the system that monitor 

the real-time ECG signal. The power spectrum density or FFT of the waveform will be 

shown and differentiated of results can be obtained. Thus, a classification system of 

different ECG problems can be made in future. illustrates the early flow of the ECG 

denoising system    

 

8.2 Patient Cable 

 
To acquire the ECG signal, four-piece set electrodes are used. The Nihon Kohden patient 

cable K081 are used together an ECG paste Cardio Cream gel. This gel acts as a 

conductive, which is applied onto the electrodes before placing them on their respective 

locations. This will establish skin contact. Figure 8.1 shows the patient electrode and the 

conductive paste. 

 

    

                                                      

 

                                                 Fig 8.1: Patient electrode and Cardio Cream Gel 
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                         8.3 Bio-instrumentation Amplifier Unit 
 

 

Figure 8.2: Bio-instrumentation Amplifier Unit 
 

 

 
 

This bio-instrumentation amplifier unit is used to capture the ECG signal acquired from 

the electrode sensors. This unit has three inputs, right leg (RL), left arm (LA) and right 

arm (RA), specifically designed to capture three-channel ECG from lead I, II, and III. 

These inputs are connected to the patient cable with electrodes that has been shown in 

Figure 8.1. ECG signal is amplified via this unit with gain of 1000. Thus, the ECG signal 

with magnitude of 0-1mV is amplified to 0-1V. After that, the signal was sent to output 

stage and link the signal to line in connector. 
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8.3.1 Hardware Testing 

 
 

The hardware is responsible for capturing and isolating the signal. For testing purposes,  

a function generator, voltage divider circuit and analog oscilloscope is used.  The voltage 

i s  responsible to down-step the function generator from 50mV to 1 mV of amplitude. 

The testing result is shown in Figure 8.3. 

 
 

   

      Fig 8.3: Input and Output Voltage, a) Input of 1mV b) Output of 1V 
 

 

Calculation of the input waveform from the voltage divider that is shown in oscilloscope 

is: 
 

Amplitude = square × volt / div 

= 0.5× 2mV 

= 1mV. 

The input from function generator is setup at50mV 
 

           Calculation of the output of the amplifier unit is calculated as below: 

 

Amplitude = square × volt / div 

= 0.5× 2V 

= 1V. 
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               8.4 Output  

 

 

                                         
 
                                            Fig 8.4: ECG input signal generated in NI Labview 

 

                                       

                    
                                                       Fig 8.5 ECG Signal with Noise. 
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                                                 Fig 8.6: Output of Denoised ECG Signal. 
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                                                                        CHAPTER - 9 

                                                  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 
Generally, The real time ECG signals are acquired and amplified with the gain of 1000 

using designed Bio-instrumentation amplifier. The generated noisy (PLI) ECG signals 

are well denoised using designed Notch filter in NI labview software. The system is 

capable of acquiring, storing and displaying patient’s ECG signal and its spectrum in 

real-time on the computer. Individual inside and outside hospital can use it for basic 

monitoring of heart signal. Hopefully this project can open up a new dimension to whom 

that is very sensitive about self-healthy. In this project we denoised the generated ECG 

signal instead of real time ECG signal. Hence to perform the real time ECG denoising 

the DAQ boards are suggestable.  
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ABSTRACT 

              For years, the Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs) were used for cash withdrawals, 

deposits, to transfer funds, or for obtaining account information by using ATM related cards, at 

any time without the need for direct interaction with bank staff. But as the user requirements are 

becoming more demanding, there is a need for adding new features to meet their requirements.  

              The proposed project is based on the idea of depositing or withdrawing the cash through 

an ATM by inserting the cheque into the machine. This can be achieved by making use of the 

digital image processing techniques to check the signature of the owner of cheque and to check 

the amount to deposit or withdraw.  

      

Keywords: Automatic Teller Machine, Cheque deposit, Withdrawal, Digital Image Processing.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The automated teller machine (ATM) is an automatic banking machine (ABM) that allows 

the customer to complete basic transactions without any help from bank representatives. The 

automated teller machine was invented by John Shepherd-Barron in the year of 1960. There are 

two types of ATMs. The basic one allows the customer to only draw cash and receive a report of 

the account balance. Second one is a more complex machine that accepts the deposit, provides 

credit card payment facilities and reports account information. It is an electronic device that is 

used by bank customers to process account transactions. 

 Cheque is a document that orders a bank to pay a specific amount of money from a person's 

account to the person in whose name the cheque has been issued. The person writing the cheque, 

known as withdrawer, has a transaction banking account where his/her money is held. The 

withdrawer writes various details including the monetary amount, date, and the name of the 

payee on the cheque, and signs it, thus ordering the bank to pay the mentioned amount to that 

person or firm. 

 The present available ATMs work by inserting a magnetic strip called ATM card, which 

is issued by banks to its users to withdraw the money and to check the available amount details. 

There is a need for developing an ATM system which is used for cheque withdrawal and deposit 

to meet the fast growing user requirements, to increase the flexibility and to increase the 

efficiency of the banking sector. 

1.2 Aim of the Project 

            The main aim of the project is to develop a software program for depositing or 

withdrawing the cash through an ATM by inserting the cheque into the machine. 
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1.3  Methodology 

        The methodology of the project mainly relies on two concepts i.e., signature verification 

system, amount extraction system. The signature verification system is developed by using the 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) technique for the validation of signatures. The amount 

extraction system is developed by using the Digital Image Processing methods for extracting the 

amount details on the cheque. 

1.4 Significance of the project 

        The significance of the project is to develop an ATM system for money withdrawal and 

deposit using cheque at any hour of the day thus providing the flexibility to the users. 

1.5 Conclusion 

         This research lead to the development of a system which enables the ATM to be used for 

the withdrawal and deposit of money using cheque by making use of the digital image 

processing techniques i.e., SVM technique, MSER region detection technique. 
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                                                 CHAPTER 2 

                      WORK TITLE EXPLANATION 

The present innovation system puts forth a software model of the ATM system for the 

withdrawal and deposit of money using cheque. The model is developed based on the following 

steps: 

1. Scanning the cheque. 

2. Extracting the details i.e., signature of cheque holder, amount on the cheque. 

3. Authentication of extracted details. 

4. If the details are found to be verified, the cheque can be deposited or the cash can be 

withdrawed as per requirement. 

2.1 Process flow 

                                                           Paper Cheque 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

               Fig 1: Block diagram of automatic cheque remittance system 
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                                           CHAPTER 3 

              SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION  

3.1 SIGNATURE EXTRACTION 

The accuracy of the proposed system can be measured by applying False Acceptance Rate(FAR) 

and False Rejection Rate(FRR). 

FRR: Ratio of number of genuine signatures rejected to the total number of signatures submitted.  

FAR: Ratio of number of forged signatures acceptance to the total number of signatures 

submitted. 

 

                Input signature                                                Test image 

  

 

   

 

 

 

      

 

  

  

                                Fig 2: Block diagram of Signature Verification System 
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3.1.1 SIGNATURE ACQUISITION  

 Signatures of an individual are obtained in 3 different forms using ball, gel and sketch pens in 

separate templates. Each template consists of two fixed size blocks with in which the individual 

is expected to sign in the center. A total of six signatures were obtained from different 

individuals. These templates are then scanned using a gray scale scanner and the image is saved 

in tiff format. Each signature was then tight cropped manually using Adobe Photoshop in order 

to concentrate only on the region containing data and separate database was maintained for each 

kind of signature. The tight cropped images are further considered for preprocessing. 

3.1.2 PRE-PROCESSING 

The scanned images cannot be directly used for any feature extraction methods. The images 

might contain certain noise, or might be subjected to damage because it is an old signature or the 

signatures under consideration may vary in size and thickness. Hence some kind of image 

enhancement techniques needs to be applied and they are carried out in this phase. The following 

are the preprocessing techniques used. 

Binarization 

In the binarization method, an image is binarized by extracting lightness (brightness, density), 

each pixel in an image is converted into one bit and assign the value as '1' or '0' depending upon 

the mean value of all the pixel. If greater then mean value then its '1' otherwise its '0'.  

Complementation 

 In the complementation process of a binary image, zeros are changed to ones and ones are 

changed to zeros; black and white are reversed. In the output image, dark areas become lighter 

and light areas become darker. 

Filtering 

Filtering is done in order to remove the noise that might be introduced during the scanning 

process. This has been done using median filter. The median filter is a digital filtering technique 

which is nonlinear and is often used to remove noise. It considers each pixel in the image in turn 
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and looks at its nearby neighbors to decide whether or not it is representative of its surroundings 

and then replaces it with the median of those values.  

Edge thinning 

Edge thinning is a technique which is used to remove the outcast specious points on the edge of 

the signature image. The edge operator has been applied (like canny, sobel) to detect the edges 

and the edges are smoothed using an appropriate threshold.  

Canny Edge detection 

Edge is a boundary between two homogenous surfaces. Applying an edge detection algorithm 

(either using gradient or Laplacian method) to an image shows acute variation in brightness.  

This significantly reduces the amount of data that is to be processed and thus filters out the less 

relevant, non structural information of the image. This preserves only the important structural 

properties. 

3.1.3 GLOBAL FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Features describe the signature image uniquely. Features can be of two kinds global and local. 

Global features describe the signature image as a whole while in the local feature extraction the 

signature image is divided into a num of units and in each unit the global features are extracted. 

We have included only a few important global features from the signatures mentioned below:  

Aspect Ratio  

Aspect ratio is the ratio of width to height of the signature image. 

                                    Aspect ratio=W/H  

 Where W is width of the signature and H is the height of the signature.  

Normalised Area 

Normalization is a process in which the range of intensity of pixels is altered. Normalization is 

sometimes called contrast stretching. The purpose of normalization is usually to bring the image 

to a common scale.  
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Horizontal and Vertical profiles 

Horizontal and vertical projection is computed from both the binary and the skeletonised images. 

Number of black pixels (indicated by 1’s in the Binarized and complemented image) is counted 

from the horizontal projections and vertical projections respectively. 

Vertical centroid 

The vertical centre of gravity is used to indicate the location and strength of the signature 

baseline and the answer was obtained from the horizontal projection. 

Slant angle 

A gray scale image of the signature sample whose angle to be found is considered first, the 

connected components in the signature is found by filling in the holes and then the color pixels in 

the signature samples are categorized into back ground and fore ground. The Slant angle is then 

found using the m*n matrix of the changed gray scale image using the equation: 

                                                        Angle=a tan(m/n) 

Edge histogram 

The edge histogram and edge directional histogram are mainly meant to extract the texture 

feature of the signatures. Texture is also a thing to be considered if the signature obtained is a old 

one and is subjected to some kind of degradation. It s calculated by obtaining the gradient of 

pixels that is the maximum rate of change of co-ordinates, (x, y), in the five directions with a 

threshold value of 100 as given equation below where, Gx and Gy are gradient vectors in x and y 

direction.  

                                       Theta= arctan(Gx/Gy) 

The edges of each input signature image are grouped into five classes, vertical, horizontal, 45˚- 

diagonal, 135˚ - diagonal and isotropic (non-diagonal) based on strengths of directional edges. 

When the scanned gray scale image is given as input, we obtain output values in five different 

directions based on threshold. 
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Edge direction histogram(EDH) 

The histogram for each of the images represents the frequencies of occurrences of five classes of 

edges in the corresponding images for texture extraction. The edge direction histogram uses the 

sobel operator which helps in capturing the spatial distribution of edges in four directions (0˚,-

45˚, 45˚and 90˚) with filter mask shown below with sobel’s operator in X and Y direction. 

X= [1 2 1;0 0 0; −1 −2 −1]  

                                                 Y = [1 0 −1; 2 0 −2; 1 0 −1] 

The sobel operator calculates the opposite of gradient (directional change in intensity/color) of 

image at each point to extract information. The edge histogram has eight bins corresponding to 

the Sobel filters to count the number of edge pixels in eight directions. Edge histogram is 

normalized with respect to the image size. When the scanned gray scale image is given as input; 

we obtain output values in four different directions based on threshold. 

3.1.4 DEVELOPING SVM 

A support vector machine (SVM) is a machine learning task of inferring a function called 

classifier, from supervised (labeled) training data. They are a specific class of algorithms which 

are characterized by usage of kernels and optimize it with an algorithm that is very fast in the 

linear case, acting on the margin on number of support vectors. A support vector provides 

several computational advantages by presenting the solution for classification of signature by 

providing simple hypothesis using random test points.  

SVM contains some main features like maximum margin classifier: a decision strategy which 

separates the training data with the maximal margin and a nonlinear function that controls the 

input parameters to find a linear separating hyper plane which do not depend upon high 

dimensional feature space.  

This type of classification approach depends on certain activation values which define the loss 

function that ignores errors, located within certain range of the true values and the function used 

is often called – epsilon intensive – loss function. Using this loss function for classification 

ensures the existence of the global minimum of the objective function and also the optimization 
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of reliable generalization bounds. The variables used in the loss function are used to indicate the 

weights of the errors for parameter estimation on the training 5 points and the weights are zero 

for all points that lie inside the defined band. 

Dataset creation  

The dataset to be passed for the SVM is derived from the preprocessed signatures in the 

database. From each of the preprocessed signature stored in the database all the above mentioned 

global features are extracted and the values tabulated. For each kind of signature we have taken 

four skilled forgeries and these signatures are also preprocessed similar to the original signature 

and the feature values are tabulated.  

From these tabulated values data set is created. A dataset indicates the set of points to be marked 

on the output graph from the SVM and also the labels indicating to which group these points 

must belong to. The dataset created is in .mat format. Below is a table of data set we have 

created. It contains X, a (18 * 2) matrix indicating the points and Y, a row matrix (18 * 1), 

indicating the labels. The first row in X is the x–coordinates and the second row is the y-

coordinates. The matrix Y contains the labels corresponding to the 18 points. The first 14 are the 

points corresponding to original samples and has the label 1 and the next 4 samples 14 to 18 

correspond to the forged ones and have the label 2. 

Kernel Functions 

When the data does not have a good linear separator for classification problems it makes use of 

certain functions called the kernel functions, i.e. a support vector is presenting the solution for 

classification of signature by providing simple hypothesis using random test points that maps our 

data to a higher dimensional space, where the pairs of features for each sample will be linearly 

separable by a large margin. However, we notice that most of the learning algorithms only access 

data through performing dot-products (the way to interpret algorithms like Perceptron). So the 

idea of kernel leads us to perform our mapping in such a way that we have an efficient way of 

computing dot-products. A Kernel is a function K(x, y) such that for some mapping φ,  

K(x, y) = φ(x) · φ(y). 
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Loss Functions 

The Loss functions are calculated using following algorithms: 

Kernel Perceptron Algorithm 

 The pseudo code of kernel version of perceptron algorithm is as follows: argument:  

X := {x1, . . . , xm} ∁ X (data) 

Y := {y1, . . . , ym} ∁ {±1} (labels) 

 function f = Perceptron(X,Y, η)  

initialize f = 0 repeat Pick (xi ,yi ) from data  

if yi f (xi ) ≤ 0 then  

f (·) ← f (·) + yik(xi , ·) + yiuntilyi f (xi ) > 0 for all i; 

 

                                      Fig 3: output of SVM using kernel perceptron  

  

Platt’s Sequential Minimal Optimization(SMO) Algorithm 

 SMO is an iterative algorithm which is used for solving the global optimization problem 

efficiently that can arise as binary classification problem during the training of SVM. SMO 

provides an analytical solution for solving the complicated problem by dividing it into a number 

of smallest possible easily solvable sub-problems. the Lagrange multipliers αi , are subjected to 

linear equality constraint and therefore each of the smallest sub problem contains two such 

multipliers. Thus for any two multipliers α1 and α2, the constraints are reduced to 0≤α1, α2 ≤C, 

y1 α1+ y2 α2=K and thus the problem can be solved using an analytic approach. 
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1. First step of algorithm is to find a Lagrange multiplier α1 that violates the  

Karush–Kuhn– Tucker (KKT) conditions for the optimization problem. 

 2.  Then it picks a second multiplier α2 and optimizes the pair (α1,α2 ).  

 3.   This is iterated until convergence occurs. The problem can be solved when all the  

       Lagrange multipliers satisfy the user defined tolerance (i.e., KKT conditions).  

4.   Although this training algorithm is primitive, it is guaranteed to converge; trial and  

      error methods are used to increase the rate of convergence by choosing the appropriate 

       pair of multipliers. 

 

                    In SVM context a Lagrange Multiplier allows us to simplify the constraints as it is 

considered as the ratio of gradient of Objective Function to the gradient of Constraint Function at 

the solution of the problem. When the problem is expressed with Lagrangian multipliers (αi ) the 

only constraints are non-negative αi and the solution which satisfies the KKT conditions are an 

optimal solution. In SVM 6 equations this means Σ αiyi = 0 should be satisfied. Therefore only 

support vectors contribute to the constraints on the margin. 

 

 

                                              Fig 4: output of SVM using SMO  
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3.2 AMOUNT EXTRACTION  

The amount in the given cheque can be extracted based on the following steps: 

Step 1: Detect Candidate Text Regions Using MSER  

The MSER feature detector works well for finding text regions [1]. It works well for text because 

the consistent color and high contrast of text leads to stable intensity profiles. Use the detect 

MSER Features function to find all the regions within the image and plot these results. Notice 

that there are many non-text regions detected alongside the text. 

Code:   

colorImage = imread(&#39;handicapSign.jpg&#39;); 

I = rgb2gray(colorImage); 

% Detect MSER regions. 

[mserRegions, mserConnComp] = detectMSERFeatures(I, ... 

&#39;RegionAreaRange&#39;,[200 8000],&#39;ThresholdDelta&#39;,4); 

figure imshow(I) 

hold on 

plot(mserRegions,&#39;showPixelList&#39;, true,&#39;showEllipses&#39;,false) 

title(&#39;MSER regions&#39;) 

hold off 
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                             Fig 5: Detecting text regions using MSER 

 

Step 2: Remove Non-Text Regions Based On Basic Geometric Properties 

 Although the MSER algorithm picks out most of the text, it also detects many other stable 

regions in the image that are not text. You can use a rule-based approach to remove non-text 

regions. For example, geometric properties of text can be used to filter out non-text regions using 

simple thresholds. Alternatively, you can use a machine learning approach to train a text vs. non-

text classifier. Typically, a combination of the two approaches produces better results. This 

example uses a simple rule-based approach to filter non-text regions based on geometric 

properties. There are several geometric properties that are good for discriminating between text 

and non-text regions [2,3], including: 

 Aspect ratio 

 Eccentricity 

 Euler number 

 Extent 

 Solidity  
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Use regionprops to measure a few of these properties and then remove regions based on their 

property values. 

Code: 

% Use regionprops to measure MSER properties 

mserStats = regionprops(mserConnComp,&#39;BoundingBox&#39;, 

&#39;Eccentricity&#39;,&#39;Solidity&#39;,&#39;Extent&#39;,&#39;Euler&#39;, 

&#39;Image&#39;); 

% Compute the aspect ratio using bounding box data. 

bbox = vertcat(mserStats.BoundingBox); 

w = bbox(:,3); 

h = bbox(:,4); 

aspectRatio = w./h; 

%Threshold the data to determine which regions to remove. These thresholds 

% may need to be tuned for other images. 

filterIdx = aspectRatio&#39; &gt; 3; 

filterIdx = filterIdx | [mserStats.Eccentricity] &gt; .995 ; 

filterIdx = filterIdx | [mserStats.Solidity] &lt; .3; 

filterIdx = filterIdx | [mserStats.Extent] &lt; 0.2 | [mserStats.Extent] &gt; 0.9; 

filterIdx = filterIdx | [mserStats.EulerNumber] &lt; -4; 

% Remove regions 

mserStats(filterIdx) = []; 

mserRegions(filterIdx) = []; 
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% Show remaining regions 

figure 

imshow(I) 

hold on 

plot(mserRegions, &#39;showPixelList&#39;,true,&#39;showEllipses&#39;,false) 

title(&#39;After Removing Non-Text Regions Based On Geometric Properties&#39;) 

hold off 

 

       Fig 6: Image after removing the non-text regions based on geometric properties 

 

Step 3: Remove Non-Text Regions Based On Stroke Width Variation 

Another common metric used to discriminate between text and non-text is stroke width. Stroke 

width is a measure of the width of the curves and lines that make up a character. Text regions 

tend to have little stroke width variation, whereas non-text regions tend to have larger variations. 
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To help understand how the stroke width can be used to remove non-text regions, estimate the 

stroke width of one of the detected MSER regions. You can do this by using a distance transform 

and binary thinning operation. 

Code: 

% Get a binary image of the a region, and pad it to avoid boundary effects 

% during the stroke width computation. 

regionImage = mserStats(6).Image; 

regionImage = padarray(regionImage, [1 1]); 

% Compute the stroke width image. 

distanceImage = bwdist(~regionImage); 

skeletonImage = bwmorph(regionImage, &#39;thin&#39;, inf); 

strokeWidthImage = distanceImage; 

strokeWidthImage(~skeletonImage) = 0; 

% Show the region image alongside the stroke width image. 

figure 

subplot(1,2,1) 

imagesc(regionImage) 

title(&#39;Region Image&#39;) 

subplot(1,2,2) 

imagesc(strokeWidthImage) 

title(&#39;Stroke Width Image&#39;) 
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                                       Fig 7: Stroke width image 

 

       In the images shown above, notice how the stroke width image has very little variation over 

most of the region. This indicates that the region is more likely to be a text region because the 

lines and curves that make up the region all have similar widths, which is a common 

characteristic of human readable text. 

        In order to use stroke width variation to remove non-text regions using a threshold value, 

the variation over the entire region must be quantified into a single metric as follows: 

Code: 

% Compute the stroke width variation metric 

strokeWidthValues = distanceImage(skeletonImage); 

strokeWidthMetric = std(strokeWidthValues)/mean(strokeWidthValues); 

Then, a threshold can be applied to remove the non-text regions. Note that this threshold value 

may 
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require tuning for images with different font styles. 

% Threshold the stroke width variation metric 

strokeWidthThreshold = 0.4; 

strokeWidthFilterIdx = strokeWidthMetric&gt; strokeWidthThreshold; 

The procedure shown above must be applied separately to each detected MSER region. The 

following for-loop processes all the regions, and then shows the results of removing the non-text 

regions using stroke width variation. 

% Process the remaining regions 

for j = 1:numel(mserStats) 

regionImage = mserStats(j).Image; 

regionImage = padarray(regionImage, [1 1], 0); 

distanceImage = bwdist(~regionImage); 

skeletonImage = bwmorph(regionImage, &#39;thin&#39;, inf); 

strokeWidthValues = distanceImage(skeletonImage); 

strokeWidthMetric = std(strokeWidthValues)/mean(strokeWidthValues); 

strokeWidthFilterIdx(j) = strokeWidthMetric&gt; strokeWidthThreshold; 

end 

% Remove regions based on the stroke width variation 

mserRegions(strokeWidthFilterIdx) = []; 

mserStats(strokeWidthFilterIdx) = []; 

% Show remaining regions 

figure 
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imshow(I) 

hold on 

plot(mserRegions,&#39;showPixelList&#39;, true,&#39;showEllipses&#39;,false) 

title(&#39;After Removing Non-Text Regions Based On Stroke Width Variation&#39;) 

hold off  

 

 

           Fig 8: Image after removing non-text regions based on Stroke width variation 

 

Step 4: Merge Text Regions for Final Detection Result  

      At this point, all the detection results are composed of individual text characters. To use these 

results for recognition tasks, such as OCR, the individual text characters must be merged into 

words or text lines. This enables recognition of the actual words in an image, which carry more 

meaningful information than just the individual characters.  

     For example, recognizing the string &#39;EXIT&#39; vs. the set of individual characters 

{&#39;X&#39;,&#39;E&#39;,&#39;T&#39;,&#39;I&#39;}, where the meaning of the word is 

lost without the correct ordering. 
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One approach for merging individual text regions into words or text lines is to first find 

neighboring text regions and then form a bounding box around these regions. To find 

neighboring regions, expand the bounding boxes computed earlier with regionprops. This makes 

the bounding boxes of neighboring text regions overlap such that text regions that are part of the 

same word or text line form a chain of overlapping bounding boxes. 

Code: 

% Get bounding boxes for all the regions 

bboxes = vertcat(mserStats.BoundingBox); 

% Convert from the [x y width height] bounding box format to the [xminymin 

% xmaxymax] format for convenience. 

xmin = bboxes(:,1); 

ymin = bboxes(:,2); 

xmax = xmin + bboxes(:,3) - 1; 

ymax = ymin + bboxes(:,4) - 1; 

% Expand the bounding boxes by a small amount. 

expansionAmount = 0.02; 

xmin = (1-expansionAmount) * xmin; 

ymin = (1-expansionAmount) * ymin; 

xmax = (1+expansionAmount) * xmax; 

ymax = (1+expansionAmount) * ymax; 

% Clip the bounding boxes to be within the image bounds 

xmin = max(xmin, 1); 
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ymin = max(ymin, 1); 

xmax = min(xmax, size(I,2)); 

ymax = min(ymax, size(I,1)); 

% Show the expanded bounding boxes 

expandedBBoxes = [xminymin xmax-xmin+1 ymax-ymin+1]; 

IExpandedBBoxes= 

insertShape(colorImage,&#39;Rectangle&#39;,expandedBBoxes,&#39;LineWidth&#39;,3); 

figure 

imshow(IExpandedBBoxes) 

title(&#39;Expanded Bounding Boxes Text&#39;) 

Now, the overlapping bounding boxes can be merged together to form a single bounding box 

around individual words or text lines. To do this, compute the overlap ratio between all bounding 

box pairs. 

This quantifies the distance between all pairs of text regions so that it is possible to find groups 

of neighboring text regions by looking for non-zero overlap ratios. Once the pair-wise overlap 

ratios are computed, use a graph to find all the text regions &quot;connected&quot; by a non-

zero overlap ratio. Use the box OverlapRatio function to compute the pair-wise overlap ratios for 

all the expanded bounding boxes, then use graph to find all the connected regions. 

% Compute the overlap ratio 

overlapRatio = bboxOverlapRatio(expandedBBoxes, expandedBBoxes); 

% Set the overlap ratio between a bounding box and itself to zero to 

% simplify the graph representation. 

n = size(overlapRatio,1); 
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overlapRatio(1:n+1:n^2) = 0; 

% Create the graph 

g = graph(overlapRatio); 

% Find the connected text regions within the graph 

componentIndices = conncomp(g); 

The output of conncomp are indices to the connected text regions to which each bounding box 

belongs. Use these indices to merge multiple neighboring bounding boxes into a single bounding 

box by computing the minimum and maximum of the individual bounding boxes that make up 

each connected component. 

% Merge the boxes based on the minimum and maximum dimensions. 

xmin = accumarray(componentIndices&#39;, xmin, [], @min); 

ymin = accumarray(componentIndices&#39;, ymin, [], @min); 

xmax = accumarray(componentIndices&#39;, xmax, [], @max); 

ymax = accumarray(componentIndices&#39;, ymax, [], @max); 

% Compose the merged bounding boxes using the [x y width height] format. 

textBBoxes = [xminymin xmax-xmin+1 ymax-ymin+1]; 

Finally, before showing the final detection results, suppress false text detections by removing 

bounding boxes made up of just one text region. This removes isolated regions that are unlikely 

to be actual text given that text is usually found in groups (words and sentences). 

% Remove bounding boxes that only contain one text region 

numRegionsInGroup = histcounts(componentIndices); 

textBBoxes(numRegionsInGroup == 1, :) = []; 

% Show the final text detection result. 
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ITextRegion =insertShape(colorImage,&#39;Rectangle&#39;, 

textBBoxes,&#39;LineWidth&#39;,3); 

figure 

imshow(ITextRegion) 

title(&#39;Detected Text&#39;)  

 

 

                    Fig 9: Image after expanding bounding boxes text 

 

Step 5: Recognize Detected Text Using OCR 

 After detecting the text regions, use the ocr function to recognize the text within each bounding 

box. Note that without first finding the text regions, the output of the ocr function would be 

considerably more noisy. 

ocrtxt = ocr(I, textBBoxes); 

[ocrtxt.Text] 
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 This example showed you how to detect text in an image using the MSER feature detector to 

first find candidate text regions, and then it described how to use geometric measurements to 

remove all the non-text regions. This example code is a good starting point for developing more 

robust text detection algorithms.  

 

 

                                             Fig 10: Detected amount 
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                                                 CHAPTER 4 

                                                  RESULTS 

 

                                             Fig: Input cheque image 

The above figure represents the cheque with the signature of cheque holder and the amount of 

withdrawal as fifty seven thousand eighteen rupees. This is given as the input to the Automatic 

cheque remittance system. 

4.1 Results for Signature verification 

 

Fig 11: Verification of valid signatures using SVM 
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 The Signature Verification Tool takes two signatures of the same person as two inputs in the 

browse image boxes. First input is from the customer reference database, where the original 

signature of the cheque holder is collected during the issuance of cheque. Second is extracted 

from the cheque, that is to be withdrawed/deposited using ATM. 

    In the above figure, by clicking on the validate signature option, the processed signatures of 

the two signatures are displayed along with the signature status i.e., valid. This indicates that the 

signature on the cheque is genuine i.e., the signature on the cheque matches with the signature of 

that person which is in database. 

 

 

Fig 12: Verification of invalid signature using SVM 

 

   In the above figure, after providing the two inputs and then by clicking on the validate 

signature option, the processed signatures of the two signatures are displayed along with the 

signature status i.e., invalid. This indicates that the signature on the cheque is forged i.e., the 

signature on the cheque does not match with the signature of that person which is in database. 
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4.2 Result for amount extraction 

 

 

                                        Fig 13: Result for amount detection 

           A cheque with an amount of fifty seven thousand eighteen rupees is given as input in the 

imread command, by compiling and running the amount extraction matlab code the result is 

displayed in the command window which is same as the given input. This indicates that the 

amount written on the cheque is successfully extracted. 

4.3 ADVANTAGES 

1. The cheque handling costs will be lower. 

2. The risk and chance of fraud will be lower compared to traditional methods. 

3. Quicker clearing cycles with faster collection and return of cheques. 

4. The clearing fees will be less. 

5. Extended deposit cut-off hours. 
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                                               CONCLUSION 

         The project is based on idea of depositing or withdrawing the cash through an ATM by 

inserting the cheque into the machine. This can be achieved by making use of the digital image 

processing techniques by verifying the signature of the account holder and by extracting the 

amount written on the cheque manually. 

         In the first step we are trying to validate whether a signature sample is genuine or not using 

support vector machine. We have acquired the signature samples of different individuals, pre-

processed using techniques like binarization, complementation, thinning, filtering and edge 

detection. Further from these pre-processed signatures, features such as aspect ratio, centroid, 

number of loops, area and slant angle are extracted. These feature set are separately passed 

through the support vector machine developed using Sequential Minimal Optimization(SMO) 

and kernel perceptron, which are tested against both linear and polynomial kernel. 

        Secondly, the amount is extracted by detecting the text regions using MSER and then 

removing the non-text regions. The removal of non-text regions is done based on stroke width 

variation and based on the geometric properties. Then by expanding the bounded boxes to find 

the overlapping regions the final detected amount is obtained.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Automated book picking robot for libraries make task easier for the visitors. To employ 

this process of finding books in the library we bring into play. Robot Arm with some freedom, 

which will aid in finding out exact book needed. In this project all books will be tagged by RFID 

tags, a tag reader is enabled in the robot. The robot will search in case the book is located below, 

the robot arm will be lowered till the IR obstacle sensor located in the Arm find the book. Using 

the concept of “line tracer”, tracks are provided which facilitates the robot to navigate along the 

book shelf, using the IR sensors and place the book at corresponding shelf. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

1.1 Background 

 
A robot is a virtual or mechanical artificial agent in practice, it is usually an 

electro-mechanical machine which is guided by computer or electronic programming, 

and is thus able to do tasks on its own. Another common characteristic is that by its 

appearance or movements, a robot often conveys a sense that it has intent or agency of 

its own. 

The Robotic Industries Association defines robot as follows: "A robot is a 

programmable, multifunctional manipulator designed to move material, parts, tools or 

specialized devices through variable programmed motions for the performance of a 

variety of tasks." Recently, however, the industry's current working definition of a robot 

has come to be understood as any piece of equipment that has three or more degrees of 

movement or freedom. Robotics is an increasingly visible and important component of 

modern business, especially in certain industries. 

Robots are programmed either by guiding or by off-line programming. Most 

industrial robots are programmed by the former method. This involves manually 

guiding a robot from point to point through the phases of an operation, with each point 

stored in the robotic control system. With off-line programming, the points of an 

operation are defined through computer commands. This is referred to as manipulator 

level off-line programming. An important area of research is the development of off- 

line programming that makes use of higher-level languages, in which robotic actions 

are defined by tasks or objectives 

An industrial robot is officially defined by ISO as an automatically controlled, 

reprogrammable, multipurpose manipulator programmable in three or more axes. The 

field of robotics may be more practically defined as the study, design and use of robot 
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systems for manufacturing (a top-level definition relying on the prior definition of 

robot). 

Robots may be programmed to move through a specified continuous path instead 

of from point to point. Continuous path control is necessary for operations such as spray 

painting or arc welding a curved joint. Programming also requires that a robot be 

synchronized with the automated machine tools or other robots with which it is working. 

Thus robot control systems are generally interfaced with a more centralized control 

system. 

Robots are moving out of the realm of science fiction and into real-life 

applications, with the usage of robots in industry, food service and health care. Robots 

have long been used in assembling machines, but reliability was a problem as was the 

need to design products so that robots could assemble them. 

Now with better controls and sensors, and the use of complex programming, 

robots are being used in areas dangerous to humans, such as nuclear power plants. 

While robots have not proved successful in foodservice several home robots will carry 

dishes and other small loads from room to room. A friend, recovering from hip surgery, 

used his robot to carry food from the kitchen to the living room, and the dirty dishes 

back into the kitchen again. Since he was on crutches, this was a real lifesaver. Future 

robots could carry water in a storage container, and use this to water plants, or even fill 

a pets bowl. 

1.2 Aim of the Project 

 
The aim of this project is to help users by deploying robot which can search and 

fetch things to the user to reduce waste of time and simplifying tasks hence reducing 

human labour. Now a days, dealing with many books, newspapers and magazines in 

modern libraries, became a hectic task for the management’s work if it depend only on 

manual operations. With the help of this project we overcome the day to day troubles. We 

use the touch screen mechanism to command the robot since the modern libraries have 

many obstacles like humans moving randomly and many shelves on the way for using 

remote control. Moreover, libraries are too large too. The main requirement is RFID for 

each book or for a 
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group of books classified based on user’s convenience. When we choose our choice 

of book displayed on LCD screen of robot, it moves and scans the books using RFID 

reader and comes back to user with the book on its arms. 

 

 

 

1.3 Methodology 

 
The proposed system shows how an automated book picking robot can be 

used as medium that will carry the books from bookshelf of a library to the user who 

wants to search his required book from the library. This can be used for carrying 

commodities in a supermarket as well. The system of the robot is employed with 

ATmega328.This AVR microcontroller is heart to this automated book picking robot. So, 

the operating system for the robot is arduino. The library should be equipped with line or 

the track on which robot can move. 

The methodology of this project design can be divided into two sections: 

hardware and software implementations. The hardware implementation consists of the 

development of touch screen panel, RF module while the software implementation 

focuses on program of the microcontroller. Here we are using a TFT (Thin film transistor) 

LCD touch screen were the available books in the library are displayed in a classified way. 

Once the user selects his desired book on the touch screen, the corresponding signal will 

acts as input to the microcontroller. Now the program which  is dumped in the 

microcontroller gets started and it drives the wheels which are connected to the robot via, 

L293D motor driver. The robot starts moving with the wheels on the path provided in the 

library using the concept of “line tracer”. On its way it scans the RFID’s of the books with 

help of EM-18 RFID scanner which is equipped to the robot. On reaching the book that 

the user has choosen (by scanning), it picks up the book tray and travels back to the user 

on the return path. Two IR modules are installed to the robot in the front to detect any 

obstacles and notify to the microcontroller. 
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1.3 Significance of the work 

Robotics is very advantageous in several ways to mankind. For example, 

humans work in many unsuitable places and conditions like chemical plants or 

Pharmaceuticals and exposure to some chemicals constantly may not be good for the 

humans. However, if these responsibilities are automated using robots, then human 

beings need not face work based injuries and diseases. When it comes to handling 

hazardous materials robots are better suited. There are similar advantageous 

applications for a robot in several other industries. 

Today, robots are also used to launch satellites and travel to a different planet 

altogether. Robots are being launched on Mars to explore the planet and are being 

designed with intelligence at par with humans. 

The use of robotic systems in the industrial sector is a necessity no a days, as 

more and more products are to be manufactured in a very less time, and that too with 

high-quality and accuracy. Future robotics systems may come up with benefits that  we 

can't even imagine of. In many films, the robotic hand has been showed; who knows it 

may become a reality in the near future. The advantages of robotics are certainly 

predicted to grow in several other fields’ overtime. 

➢ Industrial robots 

 

➢ Domestic or house hold robots 

 

➢ Medical robots 

 

➢ Military robots 

 

➢ Service robots 

 

➢ Entertainment robot 
 

➢ Space robot 

 

 
Robotics has been of interest to mankind for over one hundred years. A robots 

characteristics change depending on the environment it operates in. Some of these are: 

➢ OUTER SPACE 

Manipulative arms that are controlled by a human are used to unload the 

docking bay of space shuttles to launch satellites or to construct a space station. 
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➢ THE INTELLIGENTHOME 

 
Automated systems can now monitor home security, environmental conditions 

and energy usage. Door and windows can be opened automatically and appliances such 

as lighting and air conditioning can be pre- programmed to activate. This assists 

occupants irrespective of their state of mobility. 

➢ EXPLORATION 

 
Robots can visit environments that are harmful to humans. An example is 

monitoring the environment inside a volcano or exploring our deepest oceans. NASA 

has used robotic probes for planetary exploration since the early sixties. 

➢ MILITARY ROBOTS 

 
Airborne robot drones are used for surveillance in today's modern army. In the 

future automated aircraft and vehicles could be used to carry fuel and ammunition or 

clear minefields. 

➢ FARMS 

 
Automated harvesters can cut and gather crops. Robotic dairies are available 

allowing operators to feed and milk their cows remotely. 

➢ THE CAR INDUSTRY 

 
Robotic arms that are able to perform multiple tasks are used in the car 

manufacturing process. They perform tasks such as welding, cutting, lifting, sorting and 

bending. Similar applications but on a smaller scale are now being planned for the food 

processing industry in particular the trimming, cutting and processing of various meats 

such as fish, lamb, beef. 

➢ HOSPITALS 

 
Under development is a robotic suit that will enable nurses to lift patients without 

damaging their backs. Scientists in Japan have developed a power-assisted  suit which 

will give nurses the extra muscle they need to lift their patients and avoid back injuries. 
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The suit was designed by Keijiro Yamamoto, a professor in the welfare systems 

engineering department at Kanagawa Institute of Technology outside Tokyo. It will 

allow caregivers to easily lift bed-ridden patients on and off beds. 

In its current state the suit has an aluminium exoskeleton and at angle of wires 

and compressed-air lines trailing from it. Its advantage lies in the huge impact it could 

have for nurses. In Japan, the population aged 14 and under has declined 7% over the 

past five years to 18.3 million this year. Providing care for a growing elderly generation 

poses a major challenge to the government. 

Robotics may be the solution. Research institutions and companies in Japan 

have been trying to create robotic nurses to substitute for humans. Yamamoto has taken 

another approach and has decided to create a device designed to help human nurses. 

In tests, a nurse weighing 64 kilograms was able to lift and carry a patient 

weighing 70 kilograms. The suit is attached to the wearer's back with straps and belts. 

Sensors are placed on the wearer's muscles to measure strength. These send the data 

back to a microcomputer, which calculates how much more power is needed to 

complete the lift effortlessly. 

The computer, in turn, powers a chain of actuators - or inflatable cuffs - that are 

attached to the suit and worn under the elbows, lower back and knees. As the wearer 

lifts a patient, compressed air is pushed into the cuffs, applying extra force to the arms, 

back and legs. The degree of air pressure is automatically adjusted according to how 

much the muscles are flexed. A distinct advantage of this system is that it assists the 

wearer’s knees, being only one of its kinds to do so. 

A number of hurdles are still faced by Yamamoto. The suit is unwieldy, the 

wearer can't climb stairs and turning is awkward. The design weight of the suit should 

be less than 10 kilograms for comfortable use. The latest prototype weights 15 

kilograms. Making it lighter is technically possible by using smaller and lighter 

actuators. The prototype has cost less than ¥1 million ($8,400) to develop. But earlier 
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versions developed by Yamamoto over the past 10 years cost upwards of ¥20 million 

in government development grants. 

➢ DISASTER AREAS 

 
Surveillance robots fitted with advanced sensing and imaging equipment can 

operate in hazardous environments such as urban setting damaged by earthquakes by 

scanning walls, floor sand ceilings for structural integrity. 

➢ ENTERTAINMENT 

 
 

Interactive robots that exhibit behaviors and learning ability. SONY has one  such 

robot which moves freely, plays with a ball and can respond to verbal instructions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE OVERVIEW 

 
2.1 Embedded systems 

Embedded systems are electronic devices that incorporate microprocessors with 

in their implementations. The main purposes of the microprocessors are to simplify the 

system design and provide flexibility. Having a microprocessor in the device helps in 

removing the bugs, making modifications, or adding new features are only matter of 

rewriting the software that controls the device. Or in other words embedded computer 

systems are electronic systems that include a microcomputer to perform a specific 

dedicated application. The computer is hidden inside these products. Embedded systems 

are ubiquitous. Every week millions of tiny computer chips come pouring out of 

factories finding their way into our everyday products. 

Embedded systems are self-contained programs that are embedded within a 

piece of hardware. Whereas a regular computer has many different applications and 

software that can be applied to various tasks, embedded systems are usually set to a 

specific task that cannot be altered without physically manipulating the circuitry. 

Another way to think of an embedded system  is as  a computer  system  that  is created 

with optimal efficiency, thereby allowing it to complete specific functions as quickly as 

possible. 

Embedded systems designers usually have a significant grasp of hardware 

technologies. They use specific programming languages and software to develop 

embedded systems and manipulate the equipment. When searching online, companies 

offer embedded systems development kits and other embedded systems tools for use by 

engineers and businesses. 

Embedded systems technologies are usually fairly expensive due to the 

necessary development time and built in efficiencies, but they are also highly valued 
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in specific industries. Smaller businesses may wish to hire a consultant to determine 

what sort of embedded systems will add value to their organization. 

2.1.1 Characteristics 

 

 
Two major areas of differences are cost and power consumption. Since many 

embedded systems are produced in tens of thousands to millions of units range, 

reducing cost is a major concern. Embedded systems often use a (relatively) slow 

processor and small memory size to minimize costs. 

The slowness is not just clock speed. The whole architecture of the computer is 

often intentionally simplified to lower costs. For example, embedded systems often use 

peripherals controlled by synchronous serial interfaces, which are ten on hundreds of 

times slower than comparable peripherals used in PC's. Programs on an embedded 

system often run with real time constraints with limited hardware resources: often there 

is no disk drive, operating system, keyboard or screen. A flash drive may replace 

rotating media, and a small keypad and LCD screen may be used instead of a PC's 

keyboard and screen. 

Firmware is the name for software that is embedded in hardware devices, 

e.g. in one or more ROM/Flash memory IC chips. Embedded systems are routinely 

expected to maintain 100% reliability while running continuously for long periods, 

sometimes measured in firmware is usually developed and tested too much harsher 

requirements than is general-purpose software, which can usually be easily restarted if 

a problem occurs. 

2.1.2 Tools 

 

 
Like a typical computer programmer, embedded system designers use 

compilers, assemblers and debuggers to develop an embedded system. Those software 

tools can come from several sources. 

Software companies that specialize in the embedded market ported from the 

GNU software development tools. Sometimes, development tools for a personal 

computer can be used if the embedded processor is a closer to a common PC 
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processor. Embedded system designers also use a few software tools rarely used by 

typical computer programmers. Some designers keep a utility program to turn data files 

into code, so that they can include any kind of data in a program. Most designers also 

have utility programs to add a checksum or CRC to a program, so it can check its 

program data before executing it. 

2.2 Applications of embedded systems 

 

 
We are living in the Embedded World. You are surrounded with many 

embedded products and your daily life largely depends on the proper functioning of 

these gadgets. Television, Radio, CD player of your living room, Washing Machine or 

Microwave Oven in your kitchen, Card readers, Access Controllers, Palm devices of 

your work space enable you to do many of your tasks very effectively. Apart from all 

these, many controllers embedded in your car take care of car operations between the 

bumpers and most of the times you tend to ignore all these controllers. 

➢ Aerospace and Avionics: 

Aerospace and Avionics demand a complex mixture of hardware, electronics, 

and embedded software. For efficient working, hardware, electronics and embedded 

software must interact with many other entities and systems. Embedded engineers 

confront major challenges, 

• Creating Embedded systems on time 

 

• Taking the budgetary constraints into consideration 
 

• Ensuring that the complex software and hardware interactions are right 

 

• Assembling components that meet specifications and perform 

effectively together 

• Understanding the larger context of the embedded software 
 

• Adopting the latest in Embedded technology like the fly-by-wire 

 

➢ Telecommunications: 

If ever there is an industry that has reaped the benefits to Embedded 

Technology, for sure, it is only Telecommunications. The Telecom industry utilizes 
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Numerous embedded systems from telephone switches for the network to mobile 

phones at the end-user. The telecom computer network also uses dedicated routers and 

network bridges to route data. Embedded engineers help in ensuring high-speed 

networking. This is the most critical part of embedded applications. The Ethernet 

switches and network interfaces are designed to provide the necessary bandwidth. 

These will allow in rapidly incorporating Ethernet connections into advanced embedded 

applications. 

➢ Smart cards industry: 

 
 

Smart cards, though began prominently as either a debit or a credit card, are 

now being introduced in personal identification and entitlement schemes at regional, 

national, and international levels. Smart cards are appearing now as citizen cards, 

drivers‟ licenses, and patient cards. 

2.3 Microcontroller 

Microcontrollers as the name suggests are small controllers. They are like single 

chip computers that are often embedded into other systems to function as 

processing/controlling unit. For example the remote control you are using probably has 

microcontrollers inside that do decoding and other controlling functions. They are also 

used in automobiles, washing machines, microwave ovens, toys etc..., where 

automation is needed. 

Micro controllers are useful to the extent that they communicate with other 

devices, such as sensors, motors, switches, keypads, displays, memory and even other 

micro controllers. Many interface methods have been developed over the years to solve 

the complex problem of balancing circuit design criteria such as features, cost, size, 

weight, power consumption, reliability, availability, manufacturability. Many 

microcontroller designs typically mix multiple interfacing methods. In a very simplistic 

form, a micro controller system can be viewed as a system that reads from (monitors) 

inputs, performs processing and writes to (controls) outputs. 

Embedded systems means the processor is embedded into the required 

application. An embedded product uses a microprocessor or microcontroller to do one 
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task only. In an embedded system, there is only one application software that is 

typically burned into ROM. Example: printer, keyboard, video game player 

Microprocessor- A single chip that contains the CPU or most of the computer 

Microcontroller- A single chip used to control other devices. 

Microcontroller differs from a microprocessor in many ways. First and the 

most important is its functionality. In order for a microprocessor to be used, other 

components such as memory, or components for receiving and sending data must be 

added to it. In short that means that microprocessor is the very heart of the computer. 

On the other hand, microcontroller is designed to be all of that in one. No other external 

components are needed for its application because all necessary peripherals are already 

built into it. Thus, we save the time and space needed to construct devices. 

2.4 Criteria for selection of microcontroller 

 

 
As we know that there so many types of micro controller families that are 

available in the market. Those are 

1. 8051Family 

 

2. AVR microcontroller Family 
 

3. PIC microcontroller Family 
 

4. ARM Family 

 

 
Basic AVR microcontroller family is enough for our application; hence we are 

not concentrating on higher end controller families. 

In order to fulfill our application basic that is ATmega328p controller is enough. 

ATmega328p is high performance, low power controller from Microchip. 

ATmega328p is an 8-bit microcontroller based on AVR RISC architecture. It is the 

most popular of all AVR controllers as it is used in aurdino boards. 
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of atmega328P microcontroller 

 
 

• Memory: It has 1Kbyte Internal SRAM, 8 Kb of Flash program memory and 

512 Bytes of EEPROM. 

• I/O Ports: It has three ports, namely port-B, port-C and port-D and 23 I/O line 

can be attained from these ports. 

• Interrupts: The two Exterior Interrupt sources are located at port D. Nineteen 

dissimilar interrupts vectors supporting nineteen events produced by interior 

peripherals. 
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• Timer/Counter: There are 3-Internal Timers are accessible, 8bit-2, 16bit-1, 

presenting numerous operating modes & supporting internal/external clocking. 

• Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI): ATmega8 microcontroller holds three 

integrated communication devices. One of them is an SPI, 4-pins are allocated 

to the Microcontroller to implement this system of communication. 

• USART: USART is one of the most powerful communication solutions. 

Microcontroller ATmega8 supports both synchronous & asynchronous data 

transmission schemes. It has three pins allocated for that. In many 

communication projects, USART module is widely used for communication 

with PC-Microcontroller. 

• Two Wire Interface (TWI): TWI is another communication device which is 

present in ATmega8 microcontroller. It permits designers to set up a 

communication b/n two devices using two wires along with a mutual GND 

connection, as the o/p of the TWI is made by means of open collector outputs, 

therefore external pull-up resistors are compulsory to make the circuit. 

• Analog comparator: This module is incorporated in the integrated circuit that 

offers contrast facility between two voltages linked to the two inputs of the 

comparator through External pins associated with the Microcontroller. 

• ADC: Inbuilt ADC (analog to digital converter) can alter an analog input signal 

into digital data of the 10-bit resolution. For a maximum of the low-end 

application, this much resolution is sufficient. 

 
➢ Features of atmega328p: 

 

• Atmega328p has 28 pins in total. 

 

• It has 3 Ports in total which are named as Port B, Port C and PortD. 
 

• Port C is an analogue Port and it has six pins in total. So, in simple words, 

ATmega328 has 6 analogue pins. 

• Port B and Port D are digital ports and have 7 pins each. 
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• So, in total ATmega328p has14 digital pins. 

 
• It also supports Serial Communications, we can perform serial communication 

via Pin # 2 (RX) and Pin # 3(TX). 

• It also supports SPI Protocol. 

 

• It needs a crystal oscillator for generating the frequency. You can use crystal 

oscillator ranging from 4MHz to 40MHz. 

• Arduino Uno board uses 16MHz crystal oscillator. 
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CHAPTER 3 

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

3.0 Block diagram 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Block diagram 
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3.1 Requirements 

3.1.1 Hardware requirements 

➢ Arduino Uno Atmega328 

➢ TFT (Thin Film Transistor) LCD 

➢ Em-18 RFID reader 

➢ RFID Tags 

➢ Two gear motors and L-clamps 

➢ Ball wheel 

➢ Motor InterfaceL293D 

➢ IR modules 

➢ Book stand 

➢ woofer 

➢ Power supply 

 
3.1.2 Software requirements 

➢ Arduino1.8.6 

 
a) Arduino UNO: 

 
The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the atmega328 (datasheet). 

It has 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog 

inputs, a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, 

and a reset button. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply 

connect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it with a AC to DC adapter or 

battery to get started. The Uno differs from all preceding boards in that it does not use 

the FTDI USB to serial driver chip. Instead, it features the atmega8U2 programmed as 

a USB to serial converter. "Uno" means one in Italian and is named to mark the 

upcoming release of arduino 1.0. The Uno and version 1.0 will be the reference versions 

of arduino, moving forward. The Uno is the latest in a series of USB arduino boards. 
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Figure 3.2: Pin description of Arduino Uno board 

 

➢ Technical specifications: 

 
Table 3.1: Specifications of Arduino board 

 
 

Parameter Specification 

Microcontroller ATmega328 

Operating voltage 5V 

Input voltage 7-9V 

Input DC voltage(limits) 6-20V 

Analog input pins 6 

DC Current per I/O pin 40mA 

DC Current for 3.3V pin 50mA 

Flash memory 32KB (ATMEGA328) 

SRAM 2KB(ATmega328) 

EEPROM 1KB(ATMEGA328) 

Clock speed 16 MHZ 

 

 

b) Power: 

The arduino Uno can be powered via the USB connection or with an external 

power supply. The power source is selected automatically. External (non-USB) power 
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can come either from an AC to DC adapter (wall-wart) or battery. The adapter can be 

connected by plugging a 2.1mm centre positive plug into the board's power jack. Leads 

from a battery can be inserted in the GND and Vin pin headers of the power connector. 

The board can operate on an external supply of 6 to 20 volts. If supplied with less than 

7V, however, the 5V pin may supply less than five volts and the board may be unstable. 

If using more than 12V, the voltage regulator may overheat and damage the board. The 

recommended range is 7 to 12volts. 

➢ The power pins are as follows: 

 
• Vin: The input voltage to the arduino board when it's using an external power 

source (as opposed to 5 volts from the USB connection or other regulated power 

source). You can supply voltage through this pin, or, if supplying voltage via the 

power jack, access it through this pin. 

• 5V: The regulated power supply used to power the microcontroller and other 

components on the board. This can come either from Vin via an on-board regulator, 

or be supplied by USB or another regulated 5Vsupply. 

• 3V: A 3.3 volt supply generated by the on-board regulator, Maximum current 

draw is 50mA. 

• GND: Ground pins. 

 

c) Input and output: 

Each of the 14 digital pins on the Uno can be used as an input or output, 

using pin Mode(), digital Write(), and digital Read() functions. They operate at 5 volts. 

Each pin can provide or receive a maximum of 40mA and has an internal pull- up 

resistor (disconnected by default) of 20-50 kilo ohms. In addition, some pins have 

specialized functions: 

• Serial 0 (RX) and 1 (TX): Used to receive (RX) and transmit (TX) TTL serial 

data. These pins are connected to the corresponding pins of the ATmega8U2 USB 

to TTL Serial chip. 
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• External Interrupts (2 and 3): These pins can be configured to trigger an 

interrupt on a low value, a rising or falling edge, or a change in value. See the attach 

Interrupt () function for details. 

• PWM (3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11): Provide 8-bit PWM output with the analog Write() 

function. 

• SPI (10 (SS), 11 (MOSI), 12 (MISO), 13 (SCK)): These pins support SPI 

communication, which, although provided by the underlying hardware, is not 

currently included in the arduino language. 

• LED (13): There is a built-in LED connected to digital pin 13. When the pin 

is high value, the LED is on, when the pin is low, it's off. 

The Uno has 6 analog inputs, each of which provides 10 bits of resolution (i.e. 

1024 different values). By default they measure from ground to 5 volts, though is 

it possible to change the upper end of their range using the AREF pin and the 

analog Reference() function. Additionally, some pins have specialized 

functionality: 

• I2C4 (SDA) and 5 (SCL): Support I2C (TWI) communication using the 

Wire Library. 

There are a couple of other pins on the board: 

• AREF: Reference voltage for the analog inputs. Used with analog 

Reference(). 

• Reset: Bring this line LOW to reset the microcontroller. Typically used 

to add a reset button to shields which block the one on the board. 

d) Communication: 

 
The arduino Uno has a number of facilities for communicating with a computer, 

another arduino, or other microcontrollers. The atmega328 provides UART TTL (5V) 

serial communication, which is available on digital pins 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). An 

atmega8U2 on the board channels this serial communication over USB and 
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appears as a virtual com port to software on the computer. The 8U2 firmware uses the 

standard USB COM drivers, and no external driver is needed. 

The arduino software includes a serial monitor which allows simple textual data 

to be sent to and from the arduino board. The RX and TX LEDs on the board will flash 

when data is being transmitted via the USB to serial chip and USB connection to the 

computer (but not for serial communication on pins 0 and 1). 

A software serial library allows for serial communication on any of the Uno's 

digital pins. The atmega328 also support I2C (TWI) and SPI communication. The 

arduino software includes a wire library to simplify use of the I2C bus. 

e) Microcontroller ATmega328P: 

 
The high performance microchip pico power 8-bit AVR RISC-based 

microcontroller combines 32KB ISP flash memory with read-while-write capabilities, 

1024B EEPROM, 2KB SRAM, 23 general purpose I/O lines, 32 general purpose 

working registers, three flexible timer/counters with compare modes, internal and 

external interrupts, serial programmable USART, a byte-oriented 2-wire serial 

interface, SPI serial port, a 6-channel 10-bit A/D converter (8-channels in TQFP and 

QFN/MLF packages), programmable watchdog timer with internal oscillator, and five 

software selectable power saving modes. The device operates between 1.8-5.5 volts. 

 

 
Figure 3.3: ATmega328P pinout 
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f) ATmega328P pin configuration: 

Atmega328P is a 28 pin chip as shown in pin diagram above. Many pins of the 

chip here have more than one function. We will describe functions of each pin in below 

table. 

 
Table 3.2: Pin configuration of atmega328p 

 
 

Pin 
No. 

Pin name Description Secondary Function 

1 PC6 (RESET) Pin6 of 

port C 

Pin by default is used as RESET pin. PC6 

can only be used as I/O pin when 

RSTDISBL Fuse is programmed. 

2 PD0 (RXD) Pin0 of 

port D 

RXD (Data Input Pin for USART) 

USART Serial Communication Interface 

[Can be used for programming] 

3 PD1 (TXD) Pin1 of 

port D 

TXD (Data Output Pin for USART) 

USART Serial Communication Interface 

[Can be used for programming] 

INT2( External Interrupt 2 Input) 

4 PD2 (INT0) Pin2 of 

port D 

External Interrupt source 0 

5 PD3 

(INT1/OC2B) 

Pin3 of 

PORTD 

External Interrupt source1 

OC2B(PWM - Timer/Counter2Output 

Compare Match B Output) 

6 PD4 (XCK/T0) Pin4 of 

Port D 

T0( Timer0 External CounterInput) 

XCK ( USART External ClockI/O) 

7 VCC  Connected to positive voltage 

8 GND  Connected to ground 

9 PB6 

(XTAL1/TOS 

C1) 

Pin6 of 

Port B 

XTAL1 (Chip Clock Oscillator pin 1 or 

External clock input) 

TOSC1 (Timer Oscillator pin 1) 

10 PB7 

(XTAL2/TOS 

C2) 

Pin7 of 

Port B 

XTAL2 (Chip Clock Oscillator pin 2) 

TOSC2 (Timer Oscillator pin 2) 

11 PD5 

(T1/OC0B) 

Pin5 of 

Port D 

T1(Timer1 External Counter Input) 

OC0B(PWM - Timer/Counter0 Output 

Compare Match B Output) 

12 PD6 Pin6 of AIN0(Analog Comparator Positive I/P) 
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 (AIN0/OC0A) Port D OC0A(PWM - Timer/Counter0 Output 

Compare Match A Output) 

13 PD7 (AIN1) Pin7 of 

port D 

AIN1(Analog Comparator Negative I/P) 

14 PB0 

(ICP1/CLKO) 

Pin0 of 

port B 

ICP1(Timer/Counter1 Input Capture Pin) 

CLKO (Divided System Clock. The divided 

system clock can be output on the PB0 pin) 

15 PB1 (OC1A) Pin1 of 

port B 

OC1A (Timer/Counter1 Output Compare 

Match A Output) 

16 PB2 

(SS/OC1B) 

Pin2 of 

port B 

SS (SPI Slave Select Input). This pin is low 

when controller acts as slave. 

[Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) for 

programming] 

OC1B (Timer/Counter1 Output Compare 

Match B Output) 

17 PB3 

(MOSI/OC2A) 

Pin3 of 

port B 

MOSI (Master Output Slave Input). When 

controller acts as slave, the data is received 

by this pin. [Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) 

for programming] 

OC2 (Timer/Counter2 Output Compare 

Match Output) 

18 PB4 (MISO) Pin4 of 

port B 

MISO (Master Input Slave Output). When 

controller acts as slave, the data is sent to 

master by this controller through this pin. 

[Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) for 

programming] 

19 PB5 (SCK) Pin5 of 

port B 

SCK (SPI Bus Serial Clock). This is the 

clock shared between this controller and 

other system for accurate data transfer. 

[Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) for 

programming] 

20 AVCC  Power for Internal ADC Converter 

21 AREF  Analog Reference Pin for ADC 

22 GND  GROUND 

23 PC0 (ADC0) Pin0 of 

port C 

ADC0 (ADC Input Channel 0) 

24 PC1 (ADC1) Pin1 of 

port C 

ADC1 (ADC Input Channel 1) 

25 PC2 (ADC2) Pin2 of 

port C 

ADC2 (ADC Input Channel 2) 

26 PC3 (ADC3) Pin3 of ADC3 (ADC Input Channel 3) 
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  port C  

27 PC4 

(ADC4/SDA) 

Pin4 of 

port C 

ADC4 (ADC Input Channel 4) 

SDA (Two-wire Serial Bus Data 

Input/output Line) 

28 PC5 

(ADC5/SCL) 

Pin5 of 

port C 

ADC5 (ADC Input Channel 5) 

SCL (Two-wire Serial Bus Clock Line) 

 

 

g) TFT (Thin Film Transistor): 

A Thin Film Transistor Liquid Crystal Display (TFT LCD) is a variant of a 

liquid-crystal display (LCD) that uses thin-film-transistor (TFT) technology to improve 

image qualities such as addressability and contrast. A TFT LCD is an active matrix 

LCD, in contrast to passive matrix LCDs or simple, direct-driven LCDs with a few 

segments. TFT LCDs are used in appliances including television sets, computer 

monitors, mobile phones, handheld devices, video game systems, personal digital 

assistants, navigation systems, projectors, and car instrument clusters. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.4: Thin Film Transistor (TFT) 
 

All the pixels on a TFT LCD screen are configured in a row-and-column format, 

and each pixel is attached to an amorphous silicon transistor that rests directly on the 

glass panel. This setup allows each pixel to be given a charge and for the  charge to be 

kept even when the screen is refreshed to produce a new image. This is why TFT LCDs 

are considered active matrix displays, as opposed to a passivematrix. 
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Figure 3.5: TFT LCD Touch Screen Module for Arduino 

 

➢ Features of TFT: 

 
• 2.4 inch LCD TFT display 

• Bright, 4 white-LED backlight, on by default but you can connect the 

transistor to a digital pin for backlight control 

• Colorful, 18-bit 262,000 different shades 

• 4-wire resistive touch screen 

• 240 x 320 resolution 

• Spfd5408 controller with built in video RAM buffer 

• 8 bit digital interface, plus 4 control lines 

• Uses digital pins 5-13 and analog 0-3. That means you can use digital pins 2, 3 

and analog 4 and 5. Pin 12 is available if not using the micro SD 

• 5V compatible, use with 3.3V or 5Vlogic 

• Size: 71 x 52 x7mm 

 
➢ Applications of TFT: 

 
• Financial and commercial system 

• Mobile Phone 

• Medical surveillance 

• Public navigation 
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• Retail and catering industry 

• Videogame 

 
h) EM-18 RFID Reader: 

 

Radio frequency Identification (RFID) is a wireless identification technology that 

uses radio waves to identify the presence of RFID tags. Just like Bar code reader, RFID 

technology is used for identification of people, object etc. presence. In barcode technology, we 

need to optically scan the barcode by keeping it in front of reader, whereas in RFID technology 

we just need to bring RFID tags in range of readers. Also, barcodes can get damaged or 

unreadable, which is not in the case for most of the RFID.RFID is used in many applications 

like attendance system in which every person will have their separate RFID tag which will help 

identify person and their attendance. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.6: EM-18 RFID scanner/reader module 

 

 
Reader is used to read unique ID from RFID tags. Whenever RFID tags comes in 

range, RFID reader reads its unique ID and transmits it serially to the microcontroller or PC. 

RFID reader has transceiver and an antenna mounted on it. It is mostly fixed in stationary 

position. RFID Reader has transceiver which generates a radio signal and transmits it through 

antenna. This signal itself is in the form of energy which is used to activate and power the tag. 

When RFID tag comes in range of signal transmitted by the reader, transponder in the  tag is 

hit by this signal. A tag draws power from the electromagnetic field created by reader. 
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Then, the transponder converts that radio signal into the usable power. After 

getting power, transponder sends all the information it has stored in it, such as unique ID to 

the RFID reader in the form of RF signal. Then, RFID reader puts this unique ID data in the 

form of byte on serial TX transmit) pin. This data can be used or accessed by PC or 

microcontroller serially using UART communication. 

i) RFID Tags: 

RFID tag is one of the basic elements of RFID based system RFID tag  includes 

microchip with radio antenna mounted on substrate which carries 12 Byte unique Identification 

number. 

RFID tags are a type of tracking system that uses smart barcodes in order to identify 

items. RFID is short for “radio frequency identification,” and as such, RFID tags utilize radio 

frequency technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3.7: RFID tag 
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j) Gear Motor : 

 
A gear monitor is any electric motor coupled with a gear train. Gear motors 

use either AC (Alternating Current) or DC (Direct Current) power. In most cases, the 

addition of a gear box is intended to limit the speed of the motor’s shaft, and increase the 

motor’s ability to output torque. Gears actually transform shaft speed into torque at 

specific ratios, with minimum efficiency losses, making it possible to create the ideal 

torque output and speed by adding the appropriately sized and configured gear box 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Gear motor 

 
 

k) L-clamp: 

 
 

A clamp is a fastening device used to hold or secure objects tightly together to 

prevent movement or separation through the application of inward pressure. 
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Figure 3.9: L-Clamps 
 

 

 

 

 

l) L293D Module: 

 

 
The LM293 is a popular motor driver IC that is usable from 5 to 12V, at up to 

1A total output current. By itself, the IC is somewhat difficult to wire and use, but the 

compact LM293D motor driver makes it much more convenient to use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.10: LM 293DMotordriver kit 
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➢ Logic table: 

 
 

Table 3.3: Logic table for LM293D motor driver kit 
 

 
 

Inputs  

 
M1,M2 output Enable D1 D2 

H H H Both outputs HIGH (motor break) 

H L L Both outputs LOW (motor break) 

H H L Motor rotates 

 

 

X=don’t care H=logic high L=logic low 

 
L293D is a typical Motor driver or Motor Driver IC which allows DC motor to 

drive on either direction. L293D is a 16-pin IC which can control a set of two DC motors 

simultaneously in any direction. It means that you can control two DC motor with a single 

L293D IC. The L293D can drive small and quiet big motors as well, check the Voltage 

Specification at the end of this page for more info. It works on the concept of H-bridge. 

H-bridge is a circuit which allows the voltage to be flown in either direction. As you 

know voltage need to change its direction for being able to rotate the motor in clockwise 

or anticlockwise direction, hence H-bridge IC are ideal for driving a DC motor. 

m) IR module: 

The IR sensor module consists mainly of IR Transmitter and receiver, 

operational amplifier, variable resistor (Trimmer pot), output LED in brief. 

n) IR LED Transmitter 
 

IR LED emits light, in the range of Infrared frequency. IR light is invisible to us 

as its wavelength (700nm – 1mm) is much higher than the visible light range. IR LEDs have 

light emitting angle of approx. 20-60 degree and range of approx. few centimeters to several 

feets, it depends upon the type of IR transmitter and the manufacturer. Some 
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transmitters have the range in kilo meters. IR LED white or transparent in colour, so it can 

give out amount of maximum light. 

o) Photodiode Receiver 
 

Photodiode acts as the IR receiver as its conducts when light falls on it. 

Photodiode is a semiconductor which has a P-N junction, operated in Reverse Bias, means it 

start conducting the current in reverse direction when Light falls on it, and the amount of 

current flow is proportional to the amount of Light. This property makes it useful for IR 

detection. Photodiode looks like a LED, with a black colour coating on its outer side, Black 

colour absorbs the highest amount of light. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.11: IR module 

 

p) Book stand: 

 
The robot scans the tag and if it’s the right one, the woofer picks up the book and moves 

away. 

 

 
Figure 3.12: Book stand 
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q) Woofer: 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Woofer 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Woofer design requires effectively converting a low frequency amplifier signal 

into mechanical air movement with acceptable efficiency. When current flows through 

the voice coil, the coil moves in relation to the frame causing the coil to push or pull on 

the driver cone in a piston-like way. 

 

 
 

r) Power supply: 

A power supply is an electrical device that supplies electric power 

to an electrical load. The primary function of a power supply is to convert electric 

current from a source to the correct voltage, current, and frequency to power the load. 

As a result, power supplies are sometimes referred to as electric power converters. 

Some power supplies are separate standalone pieces of equipment, while others are built 

into the load appliances that they power. Examples of the latter include power supplies 

found in desktop computers and consumer electronics devices. Other functions that 

power supplies may perform include limiting the current drawn by the load to safe 

levels, shutting off the current in the event of an electrical fault, power conditioning to 

prevent electronic noise or voltages urges on the input from reaching the load, power-

factor correction, and storing energy so it can continue to power the 
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load in the event of a temporary interruption in the source power (uninterruptible power 

supply). 

Direct current (DC) is the unidirectional flow of electric charge. A battery is a 

good example of a DC power supply. Direct current may flow in a conductor such as  a 

wire, but can also flow through semiconductors, insulators, or even through a vacuum 

as in electron or ion beams. The electric current flows in a constant direction, 

distinguishing it from alternating current (AC). A term formerly used for this type of 

current was galvano current. 

3.2 Circuit operation 

 
The purpose of the project is to simplify tasks by using a robot which can fetch 

things to us. For this purpose we design the robot with the arduino which can understand 

the signals and process and give desired output hence called microcontroller. If user 

touches the choice displayed on TFT (Thin Film Transistor) , arduino board will receive 

the data. According to the command, the robot will do the specific task i.e. moving 

towards the book shelves on the line track to direct the path  to the robot to make the 

robot on the track specified, IR modules transmitter and receiver are put in front of 

robot. The receiver does not receive signal from transmitter since the track acts as an 

obstacle. If receiver receives, it’s a signal that it is out of track. The RFID reader reads 

the tags on the books on its way. If the book is the one of the user’s choice, the woofer 

moves upward with respect to the frame and continues moving on the track with the 

book on it, in the path which is in ellipse shape, so returns where it has started. For this 

purpose we design arduino program and dump into the arduino uno board. 

The main objective behind developing this robot is for the surveillance of human 

activities in the war field or border regions in order to reduce infiltrations from the 

enemy side. The robot consists of night vision wireless camera which can transmit 

videos of the war field in order to prevent any damage and loss to human life. Military 

people have a huge risk on their lives while entering an unknown territory. The robot 

will serve as an appropriate machine for the defence sector to reduce the loss of human 

life and will also prevent illegal activities. It will help all the military people and armed 

forces to know the condition of the territory before entering it. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Introduction 

 
The open-source ARDUINO software (IDE) makes it easy to write code and 

upload it to the board. It runs on Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. The environment is 

written in java and based on Processing and other open-source software. This software 

can be used with any arduino board. 

The arduino project provides the arduino integrated development environment 

(IDE), which is a cross-platform application written in the programming language Java. 

A program written with the IDE for arduino is called a sketch. Sketches are saved on 

the development computer as text files with the file extension. 

4.2 Arduino TFT LCD interfacing 

 
Interfacing TFT LCD with arduino is very easy. We only need to have an 

arduino board & a 2.4 inch TFT Shield in hardware part and arduino IDE & TFT Library 

in software part. Many libraries are available on the Internet, for TFT Shield to operate, 

but different TFT LCDs have different inbuilt drivers. So first we need to identify the 

driver of TFT and then install a suitable library for that. User only needs to insert TFT 

Shield over the arduino. The TFT shield is compatible with arduino UNO and arduino 

mega. 

➢ Download the TFT library for arduino 

 

➢ After this, copy and paste it in arduino library folder in Program files. 
 

➢ Now open arduino IDE and select Sketch -> Include Library -> Add .ZIP 

Library. 

Then go to the arduino Library in Program Files, where you have pasted the zipped 

downloaded library in Step 2 and select and open zipped library. 

My Computer -> C: Drive -> Program Files ->arduino -> libraries 
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Now after opening the SPFD5408 Master Library, you can see that your 

library file has been installed in arduino IDE 

➢ Now in arduino IDE go to, File -> Example -> SPFD5408-master -> 

SPFD5408_graphictest 

➢ Open it, compile it and then upload it in arduino. 

 

➢ Now you will get your results on TFT. We can modify this code according to 

our requirements, like we have inserted some „Text‟ according to our 

application. 

The arduino TFT screen is a backlit TFT LCD screen with a micro SD card slot in 

the back. You can draw text, images, and shapes to the screen with the TFT library. The 

screen's pin layout is designed to easily fit into the socket of an arduino board. 

The TFT library is included with arduino 

 

 
• Library 

 

• Screen layout 
 

• Colors 

 

• Hardware vs. software interface 
 

• Connecting the screen 

 

• Connecting to the arduino board 

 

• Write program 
 

• Draw some text 

 

 

4.3 Arduino implementation 

 

 
The Arduino uno can be programmed with the arduino software (download). 

Select "arduino-uno w/ATmega328" from the Tools > Board menu (according to the 

microcontroller on your board). The ATmega328 on the ARDUINO UNO comes pre- 

burned with a boot loader that allows you to upload new code to it without the use of 

an external hardware programmer. It communicates using the original STK500 
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protocol (reference, C header files). You can also bypass the boot loader and program 

the microcontroller through the ICSP .The ATmega8U2 firmware source code is 

available. The ATmega328 is loaded with a DFU boot loader, which can be activated 

by connecting the solder jumper on the back of the board (near the map of Italy) and 

then resetting the 8U2. You can then use Atmel's FLIP software (Windows) or the DFU 

programmer (Mac OS X and Linux) to load a new firmware. Or you can use the ISP 

header with an external programmer. 

 

 

I. Flow chart for controlling a robot using TFT: 
 

 

 
Figure 4.3.1 Flow chart 
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• Algorithm for movement: 

 

Case1: if left sensor and right sensor low, 

Then right and left motor high. 

 
Case2: if left sensor high and right sensor low, 

Then right motor high and left motor low. 

 
 

Case3: if left sensor low and right sensor high, 

Then right motor low and left motor high. 

 
 

• Algorithm for touch screen: 

 
Step1: set pin modes high i.e. restoration for both X and Y. 

Step2: set digital write high. 

Step3: if pressed is in the range of ‘min pressure’ and ‘max pressure’. 

 
 

Then map to X and Y of the screen 
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5.1 Result obtained 

• Robot model pictures 

CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

 

 

 

Top view of the robot 
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Side view of the robot 

 
 

• Screen on on choosing various options 
 

 

Robot screen 
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Examples of screen to select book 
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• Selected book 
 

 
 

 

• Moving robot pictures 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

 
6.1 Conclusion 

In this project a robot is designed for the purpose of making easier the 

searching process and pick up methodology in the modern libraries using android 

application for the touch screened operation using ardiuno and RFID module. In this 

technically advanced world, the need of the hour is speed and accuracy. This robot 

serves both the purpose effectively and efficiently. Usage of it, in the libraries with in- 

numerable volumes where lot of manual effort is to be done while picking up the books 

of choice, will greatly scrimp the time and shrink the burden. 

 
The touch screen best suits in the circumstances of the library. The track 

facilitates the robot movement so that humans don’t interfere on its way also the robot 

does not disturb humans moreover it helps robot stay away from the obstacle like shelves 

etc., the IR modules help it move on track. The RFID scanner scans the tags on the books 

or shelves. This is how the components in the robot help it work smoothly. 

6.2 Future scope 

 
There are ample applications of this technology, as we already knew,  during 

the times of any pandemic there are times when human to human interaction should 

be restricted to prevent spread of contagious diseases and during any sudden disaster 

in Manufacturing sectors dealing with harmful matter...There may be times where 

things may go out of control of humans. The live examples to be quoted are the very 

recent CORONA and Styrene Gas leakage in Visakhapatnam. A varied usage of this 

robot can in the field of medical, pharmaceutical, community service sector and also 

the Disaster Management. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME 

SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAMME 

OUTCOMES (POs) 

 
 

 
Classification 

of project 

Application Product Review Research 

✓ 
   

 

Project Outcomes 

After completion of project, students will be able to 

Outcomes 1: Develop a Automated book picking robot in libraries which is controlled by 

touch functionality. 

Outcomes 2: Interface of arduino uno board with various components. 

 
 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

 
 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

modern tools. 

PSO2: Apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication 

Engineering to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software 

components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and 

economical considerations. 

 
PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 
 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, 

engineering fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of 

complex engineering problems. 

2.  Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze 

complex engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first 
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principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

3.  Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering 

problems and design system components or processes that meet the specified 

needs with appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the 

cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge 

and research methods including design of experiments, analysis and 

interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information to provide valid 

conclusions. 

5.  Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, 

and modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to 

complex engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations. 

6.  The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual 

knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the 

consequent responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice. 

7.  Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional 

engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate 

the knowledge of, and need for sustainable development. 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and 

responsibilities and norms of the engineering practice. 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a 

member or leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

10.  Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities 

with the engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able 

to comprehend and write effective reports and design documentation, make 

effective presentations, and give and receive clear instructions. 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding 

of the engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own 

work, as a member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in 

multidisciplinary environments. 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability 

to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of 

technological change. 
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Mapping table 
 

 
 

 
Project 

outcomes 

 
Program outcomes(Pos) 

 
PSOs 

PO 

1 

PO 

2 

PO 

3 

PO 

4 

PO 

5 

PO 

6 

PO 

7 

PO 

8 

PO 

9 

PO 

10 

PO 

11 

PO 

12 

PSO 

1 

PSO 

2 

Outcome 

1 

3 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 3 3 3 2 3 2 

Outcome 

2 

3 1 3 1 2 1 1 3 1 3 3 2 3 2 

 

 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped 2-Moderately (Medium) mapped 3-Substantially (High) mapped 
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ABSTRACT 

 

In today’s modern world, Skin cancer is one of the most common causes of death 

among humans. Skin cancers are caused by exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light. Skin cancer is 

found in various types such as Melanoma, Basal and Squamous cell Carcinoma among which 

Melanoma is the most unpredictable. With the new technology, the detection of Melanoma 

cancer in early stage can be helpful to cure the patient’s life. Formal method for diagnosis 

skin cancer detection is Biopsy method. It is done by removing skin cells and that sample 

goes to various laboratory testing. It is painful and time consuming process. We are 

implementing skin cancer detection system using region splitting and merging segmentation 

technique for early detection of skin cancer disease. This method is the inverse to region 

growing techniques in which it starts from non homogeneous image classification and 

continue splits the image into subdivided regions until homogeneous regions are obtained by 

applying some data structure algorithms .The merging process joined the neighbouring 

regions to achieve homogeneity demands on a uniform image region. 

Key words: Melanoma, Segmentation, Region split and merge, ABCD   parameters, TDS 

index. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION  

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Melanoma is a deadliest form of skin cancer. It is the fifth most common cancer 

among men and the seventh most common cancer in women. Although it represents only 4% 

of skin cancers, it is responsible for 75% of deaths from skin cancer. However, if melanoma 

is detected and treated in its early steps, the chances of recovery exist. In the absence of early 

diagnosis, melanoma can develop in the skin and can spread to other parts of the body, in 

case of metastasis. Digital image processing is the use of computer algorithms to perform 

image processing on digital images. When one thinks about the prominent organs that make 

up human bodies, everyone think of the heart, the lungs, the brain and perhaps the liver. 

Seldom would think about the humble skin. However, human skin is actually the largest of 

our organs and plays as vital a role in maintaining human lives as those other more popular 

organs. Like any other organ in the body, the skin is subject to cancer.  

In today’s modern world, Skin cancer is the most common cause of death amongst 

humans. Skin cancer is abnormal growth of skin cells most often develops on body exposed 

to the sunlight, but can occur anywhere on the body. Most of the skin cancers are curable at 

early stages. So an early and fast detection of skin cancer can save the patient’s life. With the 

new technology, early detection of skin cancer is possible at initial stage. Formal method for 

diagnosis skin cancer detection is Biopsy method. It is done by removing skin cells and that 

sample goes to various laboratory testing. It is painful and time consuming process. The 

diagnosing methodology uses Image processing methods. It is more advantageous to patients 

than the Biopsy. 

The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that around 60,000 early deaths 

occur each year worldwide because of excessive exposure to the sun's ultraviolet (UV) 

radiation. In 2003, it was estimated that 105,000 people would receive a diagnosis of 

melanoma and a further 33,000 would die from worldwide disease. In 2011, an estimated 

70,230 adults (40,010 men and 30,220 women) in the United States were diagnosed with 

melanoma. It is estimated that 8,790 deaths (5,750 men and 3,040 women) from melanoma 

will occur this year. In 2016, an estimated 76,380 adults (46,870 men and 29,510 women) 

in the United States will be diagnosed with melanoma of the skin. Almost 10,130 deaths 

(6,750 men and 3,380 women) from melanoma will appear over this year. An estimated 

48,000 of these deaths are from malignant melanoma. Avoiding overexposure to the sun 

and preventing sunburn can significantly lower the risk of skin cancer. Tanning beds are 

also a source of damaging UV rays. 
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1.2 Aim of the Project 

Melanoma is the most dangerous form of skin cancer. It can be developed from 

pigmented cells of the skin and can grow and spread swiftly to other organs (metastasis). 

An early diagnosis increases the chance of cure. In the past three decades, the increase in 

the incidence of melanoma has given rise to more accurate methods of analysis. So the aim 

of the project is to detect melanoma skin cancer using region splitting and merging 

segmentation technique. 

  

1.3 Methodology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Computer vision can play important role in Medical Image Diagnosis and it has 

been proved by many existing systems. This project is based on a computer aided method 

for the detection of Melanoma Skin Cancer using Image processing tools. The input to the 

system is the skin lesion image and then by applying novel image processing techniques, it 

analyses it to conclude about the presence of skin cancer. The input skin lesion first 

undergoes various pre-processing stages for enhancement of the skin lesion. Enhancement 

improves accuracy of the output. The second stage is segmentation of the image. 

Segmentation is for separating the actual skin lesion and the surrounding skin. There are 

various segmentation techniques. In this project proposing region split and merge based 

segmentation for separating the skin lesion from the normal skin. The next step is feature 

extraction of the lesion. The Lesion Image analysis tools checks for the various Melanoma 

parameters like Asymmetry, Border, Color, and Diameter (ABCD). The extracted feature 

parameters are used to classify the image as Normal skin and Melanoma cancer lesion. The 

detection of skin cancer is done based on a parameter called TDS index which is calculated 

from ABCD parameters. 

INPUT IMAGE 

 

IMAGE PRE PROCESSING 

IMAGE SEGMENTATION 

 

OUTPUT OF THE SYSTEM 

FEATURE EXTRACTION 

TDS CALCULATION 
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1.4 Significance of the work 

 

• On average, one person dies of melanoma, the deadliest form of skin cancer, every 

hour. Because this disease can affect anyone, everyone should take steps to reduce 

their risk and catch melanoma in its earliest stages, when it's most treatable. 

• The Biopsy, which is the conventional method of detecting skin cancer is the most 

painful and time consuming process. 

• Hence this method of using image processing tools for skin cancer detection is most 

useful for early and painless detection. 

 

1.5 Outline of the Report 

 

➢ Chapter 2 deals with the literature survey which includes the current knowledge 

including theoretical and methodological contributions to a particular topic. 

➢ Chapter 3 deals with Existing method Explanation which includes the explanation 

related to methodology used. 

➢ Chapter 4 gives explanation on the proposed work. The extension to the paper is 

explained in this chapter. 

➢ Chapter 5 explains about the implementing tool, MATLAB. 

➢ Chapter 6 includes the results of the project. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

2.1 Introduction  

 

Skin cancer is the most common form of cancer, globally accounting for at least 40% 

of cases. It is especially common among people with light skin. They are due to the 

development of abnormal cells that have the ability to invade or spread to other parts of the 

body. There are three main types of skin cancers: basal-cell skin cancer (BCC), squamous-

cell skin cancer (SCC) and melanoma. The first two, along with a number of less common 

skin cancers, are known as non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC). The most common type of 

non-melanoma skin cancer, which occurs in at least 2-3 million people per year. Of non-

melanoma skin cancers, about 80% are basal cell cancers and 20% squamous cell cancers. 

Basal cell and squamous cell cancers rarely result in death. In 2003, it was estimated that 

105,000 people would receive a diagnosis of melanoma and a further 33,000 would die from 

the disease worldwide. In the United States, there were cause of less than 0.1% of all cancer 

deaths the first two, along with a number of less common skin cancers, are known as non-

melanoma skin cancer (NMSC). 

Skin cancers are cancers that arise from the skin. They are due to the development 

of abnormal cells that have the ability to invade or spread to other parts of the body. There 

are three main types of skin cancers: basal-cell skin cancer (BCC), squamous-cell skin 

cancer (SCC) and melanoma. The first two, along with a number of less common skin 

cancers, are known as non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC). Basal-cell cancer grows slowly 

and can damage the tissue around it but is unlikely to spread to distant areas or result in 

death. It often appears as a painless raised area of skin, that may be shiny with small blood 

vessels running over it or may present as a raised area with an ulcer. Squamous-cell skin 

cancer is more likely to spread. It usually presents as a hard lump with a scaly top but may 

also form an ulcer. Melanomas are the most aggressive. Signs include a mole that has 

changed in size, shape, color, has irregular edges, has more than one color, is itchy or 

bleeds. 

Greater than 90% of cases are caused by exposure to ultraviolet radiation from the 

Sun. This exposure increases the risk of all three main types of skin cancer. Exposure has 

increased partly due to a thinner ozone layer. Tanning beds are becoming another common 

source of ultraviolet radiation. For melanomas and basal-cell cancers exposure during 

childhood is particularly harmful. For squamous-cell skin cancers total exposure, 

irrespective of when it occurs, is more important. Between 20% and 30% of melanomas 

develop from moles. People with light skin are at higher risk as are those with poor 

immune function such as from medications or HIV/AIDS. 

Decreasing exposure to ultraviolet radiation and the use of sunscreen appear to be 

effective methods of preventing melanoma and squamous-cell skin cancer. It is not clear if 
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sunscreen affects the risk of basal-cell cancer. Non-melanoma skin cancer is usually 

curable. Treatment is generally by surgical removal but may less commonly involve 

radiation therapy or topical medications such as fluorouracil. Treatment of melanoma may 

involve some combination of surgery, chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and targeted 

therapy. In those people whose disease has spread to other areas of their bodies, palliative 

care may be used to improve quality of life. Melanoma has one of the higher survival 

rates among cancers, with over 86% of people in the UK and more than 90% in the United 

States surviving more than 5 years. 

Skin cancer is the most common form of cancer, globally accounting for at least 

40% of cases. The most common type is non-melanoma skin cancer, which occurs in at 

least 2-3 million people per year. This is a rough estimate, however, as good statistics are 

not kept. Of non-melanoma skin cancers, about 80% are basal-cell cancers and 20% 

squamous-cell skin cancers. Basal-cell and squamous-cell skin cancers rarely result in 

death. In the United States they were the cause of less than 0.1% of all cancer deaths. 

Globally in 2012 melanoma occurred in 232,000 people, and resulted in 55,000 deaths. 

White people in Australia, New Zealand and South Africa have the highest rates of 

melanoma in the world. The three main types of skin cancer have become more common in 

the last 20 to 40 years, especially in those areas which are mostly Caucasian. 

 

2.2 Classification  

 

        They are two types of skin cancers. They are: 

 

1. Melanoma skin cancer 

2. Non-Melanoma skin cancer 

 

Again Non-Melanoma cancer is divided into 2 types. 

 

 i.   Basal-cell carcinoma 

ii.   Squamous-cell skin cancer 

 

Basal-cell carcinoma (BCC) is the most common type of skin cancer. It makes up 

about 75%–80% of all skin cancers. BCC starts in basal cells of the skin, which are round 

cells found in the top or outer layer of the skin (epidermis). BCC tends to grow slowly. It is 

rare for BCC to spread to other parts of the body, but it may grow into nearby tissue if left 

untreated. The most common place for BCC to develop is on the head, face and neck. It is 

most often diagnosed in people who are middle-aged or older, but it can also develop in 

people who are younger. They rarely metastasize and rarely cause death. They are easily 

treated with surgery or radiation. 
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Fig. 2.1: Basal-cell carcinoma 

 

Squamous-cell skin cancers are common, but much less common than basal-cell 

cancers. It is the second most common form of skin cancer. It’s usually found on areas of the 

body damaged by UV rays from the sun or tanning beds. Sun-exposed skin includes the head, 

neck, chest, upper back, ears, lips, arms, legs, and hands. SCC is a fairly slow-growing skin 

cancer. Unlike other types of skin cancer, it can spread to the tissues, bones, and nearby lymph 

nodes, where it may become hard to treat .When caught, it is easy to treat.  They metastasize 

more frequently than BCCs. Even then, the metastasis rate is quite low, with the exception 

of SCC of the lip, ear, and in people who are immune suppressed. 

 

 
FIG 2.2: Squamous-cell skin cancer 

 

Melanoma, the most serious type of skin cancer, develops in the cells 

(melanocytes) that produce melanin — the pigment that gives your skin its colour. 

Melanoma can also form in your eyes and, rarely, inside your body, such as in your nose or 

throat. The exact cause of all melanomas isn't clear, but exposure to ultraviolet (UV) 

radiation from sunlight or tanning lamps and beds increases your risk of developing 

melanoma. Limiting your exposure to UV radiation can help reduce your risk of 

melanoma. Melanoma is the least frequent of the 3 common skin cancers. They frequently 

metastasize, and could potentially cause death once they spread. Less common skin cancers 

include: dermato fibrosarcoma protuberans, Merkel cell carcinoma, Kaposi's  sarcoma, 

keratoacanthoma,  spindle  cell  tumors, sebaceous carcinomas, microcystic adnexal 

carcinoma, Paget's disease of the breast, atypical fibroxanthoma, leiomyosarcoma, and 

angiosarcoma. 
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FIG 2.3: Melanoma skin cancer 

BCC and SCC often carry a UV-signature mutation indicating that these cancers are 

caused by UVB radiation via direct DNA damage. However malignant melanoma is 

predominantly caused by UVA radiation via indirect DNA damage. The indirect DNA 

damage is caused by free radicals and reactive oxygen species. Research indicates that the 

absorption of three sunscreen ingredients into the skin, combined with a 60-minute exposure 

to UV, leads to an increase of free radicals in the skin, if applied in too little quantities and 

too infrequently. However, the researchers add that newer creams often do not contain these 

specific compounds, and that the combination of other ingredients tends to retain the 

compounds on the surface of the skin. They also add the frequent re-application reduces the 

risk of radical formation. 

2.3 Signs and Symptoms of different cancers 

There are a variety of different skin cancer symptoms.  These  include changes  in  the 

skin that do not heal, uncaring in the skin, discoloured skin, and changes in existing moles, 

such as jagged edges to the mole and enlargement of the mole. 

2.3.1Signs and symptoms of basal-cell skin cancer 

Basal-cell skin cancer (BCC) can look different. You may notice a skin growth in a 

dome shape that has blood vessels in it. It can be pink, brown, or black. Usually presents as a 

raised, smooth, pearly bump on the sun-exposed skin of the head, neck or shoulders. 

Sometimes the small blood vessels (called telangiectasia) can be seen within the tumour. 

Crusting and bleeding in the centre of the tumour frequently develops. It is often mistaken for 

a sore that does not heal. This form of skin cancer is the least deadly and with proper 

treatment can be completely eliminated, often without scarring. 

2.3.2 Signs and symptoms of squamous-cell skin cancer: 

Squamous-cell skin cancer (SCC) is the second most common skin cancer. Persistent, 

scaly red patches with irregular borders that may bleed easily open sore that does not go away 

for weeks and raised growth with a rough surface that is indented in the middle and a wart-

like growth.  Some are firm hard nodules and dome shaped like keratoacanthomas. Ulceration 

and bleeding may occur. When SCC is not treated, it may develop into a large mass. It is 

dangerous, but not nearly as dangerous as melanoma actinic keratoses (AK), also called solar 

keratoses, and is scaly, crusty lesions caused by damage from ultraviolet light, often in the 
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facial area, scalp, and backs of the hands. These are considered precancers because if 

untreated, up to 10% of actinic keratoses may develop into squamous cell carcinomas. 

2.3.3 Signs and symptoms of melanoma skin cancer: 

Melanoma is also known as amelanotic melanoma and tends to be more aggressive. 

Most melanoma consists of various colours from shades of brown to black. A small number 

of melanoma is pink, red or fleshy in colour. The most important warning sign of melanoma 

is a new spot on the skin or a spot that is changing in size, shape, or colour. Another 

important sign is a spot that looks different from all of the other spots on your skin (known as 

the ugly duckling sign. 

2.4 Causes 

The primary risk factor for melanoma and non-melanoma cancers is exposure to ultraviolet 

(UV) light, including sunlight and tanning beds, with the risk growing with the amount of 

exposure. People who live in areas with bright, year-round sunlight, or those who spend a lot 

of time outdoors without protective clothing or sunscreen, are at greater risk. Early exposure, 

particularly for people who had frequent sunburns as a child, also increases skin cancer risks. 

Reducing factors under your control may help lower your risk of skin cancer, 

including melanoma. Regular skin examinations may help identify a developing skin cancer 

early, when it is most treatable. Other risk factors that play a role include: 

• Age: Skin cancer risks increase as you age, which is likely due to accumulated exposure 

to UV radiation. But skin cancers may also be found in younger individuals who spend a 

lot of time in the sun. Frequent sunburns, especially when they occurred during 

childhood, increases the risk of developing melanoma. 

• Immune suppression: Conditions that weaken the immune system, such as viruses, 

diseases or immune suppression therapy associated with organ transplantation, may 

increase skin cancer risks. 

• HPV infections increase the risk of squamous-cell skin cancer. 

• Some genetic syndromes including congenital melano cytic nevi syndrome which is 

characterized by the presence of nevi (birthmarks or moles) of varying size which are 

either present at birth, or appear within 6 months of birth. Nevi larger than 20 mm (3/4") 

in size are at higher risk for becoming cancerous. 

• Chronic non-healing wounds. These are called Marjolin's ulcers based on their 

appearance, and can develop into squamous-cell skin cancer. 

• Smoking: Smokers are more likely to develop squamous cell skin cancers, particularly 

on the lips. 

• Chemical exposure: Certain chemicals, including arsenic, industrial tar, coal, paraffin 

and certain types of oil, may increase the risk for certain types of non-melanoma skin 

cancers. 

• UV exposure: People who work outdoors during the day or who choose to spend much 

of their leisure time outdoors and are exposed to UV light are at an increased risk. People 

who choose to use tanning beds increase their risk of skin cancer. 
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• The use of many immunosuppressive medications increases the risk of skin cancer. 

Cyclosporin A, a calcineurin inhibitor for example increases the risk approximately 200 

times, and azathioprine about 60 times. 

2.5 Diagnosis 

Diagnosis is by biopsy and histopathological examination Non-invasive skin cancer 

detection methods include photography, dermoscopy, sonography, confocal microscopy, 

Raman spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy, terahertz spectroscopy, optical coherence 

tomography, the multispectral imaging technique, thermography, electrical bio-impedance, 

tape stripping and computer-aided analysis. 

2.6 Prevention 

Sunscreen is effective and thus recommended to prevent melanoma and squamous- 

cell carcinoma. There is little evidence that it is effective in preventing basal-cell carcinoma. 

Other advice to reduce rates of skin cancer includes: 

• Avoid the sun during the middle of the day: For many people in North America, the 

sun's rays are strongest between about 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. Schedule outdoor activities for 

other times of the day, even in winter or when the sky is cloudy. You absorb UV 

radiation year-round, and clouds offer little protection from damaging rays. Avoiding the 

sun at its strongest helps you avoid the sunburns and suntans that cause skin damage and 

increase your risk of developing skin cancer. Sun exposure accumulated over time also 

may cause skin cancer. 

• Wear sunscreen year-round: Sunscreens don't filter out all harmful UV radiation, 

especially the radiation that can lead to melanoma. But they play a major role in an 

overall sun protection program. Use a broad-spectrum sunscreen with an SPF of at least 

30, even on cloudy days. Apply sunscreen generously, and reapply every two hours — or 

more often if you're swimming or perspiring. Use a generous amount of sunscreen on all 

exposed skin, including your lips, the tips of your ears, and the backs of your hands and 

neck. 

• Wear protective clothing: Sunscreens don't provide complete protection from UV rays. 

So cover your skin with dark, tightly woven clothing that covers your arms and legs, and 

a broad-brimmed hat, which provides more protection than a baseball cap or visor does. 

Some companies also sell photo protective clothing. A dermatologist can recommend an 

appropriate brand. Don't forget sunglasses. Look for those that block both types of UV 

radiation — UVA and UVB rays. 

• Avoid tanning beds: Lights used in tanning beds emit UV rays and can increase your 

risk of skin cancer. 

• Be aware of sun-sensitizing medications: Some common prescription and over-the-

counter drugs, including antibiotics, can make your skin more sensitive to sunlight. Ask 

your doctor or pharmacist about the side effects of any medications you take. If they 
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increase your sensitivity to sunlight, take extra precautions to stay out of the sun in order 

to protect your skin. 

• Check your skin regularly and report changes to your doctor: Examine your skin 

often for new skin growths or changes in existing moles, freckles, bumps and birthmarks. 

The risk of developing skin cancer can be reduced through a number of measures 

including decreasing indoor tanning and mid day sun exposure, increasing the use of 

sunscreen, and avoiding the use of tobacco products. Zinc oxide and titanium oxide are often 

used in sun screen to provide broad protection from UVA and UVB ranges. Eating certain 

foods may decrease the risk of sunburns but this is much less than the protection provided by 

sunscreen. 

2.7 Treatment 

Up to 90% of all the skin cancers can be treated if they are detected at an early stage. 

The dermatologist determines the specific treatment for skin cancer based on: 

• Age, overall health, and previous medical history. 

• Stage of the disease. 

• The immunity status and the tolerance for specific medications, procedures, or therapies. 

The treatment is tailored to the individual requirement. Treatment can cure most 

people with basal cell or squamous cell skin cancer. Although the treatment can cause side 

effects such as scarring in the affected area, this is often minimal or easy to disguise. If no 

treatment is offered, the cancer will continue to grow and may spread into deeper tissues of 

the skin and may need more extensive surgery. There are several different kinds of treatment 

available for skin cancer. They are:  

1. Surgery: Surgery is a common treatment for skin cancer. 

Excision: Small cancers can be removed by excising them out. It will be done using local 

anaesthetic agent. 

Skin grafts: If the tumour is large or spreading, a larger area of skin may have to be 

removed and the skin replaced with a skin graft. Skin grafts are layers of skin taken from 

another part of the body and placed over the area from which the skin cancer has been 

removed. 

Lymphadenectomy: If the squamous cell carcinoma has spread, then some lymph glands 

have to be removed from the area around the cancer. This is quite a large operation and is 

done under general anaesthesia. 

2. Cryotherapy: When the size of the tumour is very small then it can be treated by 

cryotherapy or cryosurgery. Liquid nitrogen is sprayed on to the cancer to freeze it. After 

the treatment, blisters may appear which should be covered with a dressing until a scab 

forms. Then the scab clears off leaving a white scar on the area. 

3. Radiotherapy: High-energy rays are used to treat skin cancer. Radiotherapy affects only a 

small area of skin causing edema (fluid collection) and erythema (reddening of the skin. 
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After a few weeks the area will dry up and form a crust or scab, which will eventually peel 

away. 

4. Chemotherapy: It is the use of cytotoxic (anticancer) drugs to destroy cancer cells. 

5. Electro-chemotherapy: Electro-chemotherapy uses a combination of chemotherapy and 

electrical pulses to treat cancer. 

 

For a small basal-cell cancer in a young person, the treatment with the best cure rate 

(Mohs surgery or CCPDMA) might be indicated. In the case of an elderly frail man with 

multiple complicating medical problems, a difficult to excise basal-cell cancer of the nose 

might warrant radiation therapy (slightly lower cure rate) or no treatment at all. Topical 

chemotherapy might be indicated for large superficial basal-cell carcinoma for good cosmetic 

outcome, whereas it might be inadequate for invasive nodular basal-cell carcinoma or 

invasive squamous-cell carcinoma. In general, melanoma is poorly responsive to radiation or 

chemotherapy. 

For low-risk disease, radiation therapy (external beam radiotherapy or brachytherapy), 

topical chemotherapy (imiquimod or 5-fluorouracil) and cryotherapy (freezing the cancer off) 

can provide adequate control of the disease; all of them, however, may have lower overall 

cure rates than certain type of surgery. Other modalities of treatment such as photodynamic 

therapy, topical chemotherapy, electrodesiccation and curettage can be found in the 

discussions of basal-cell carcinoma and squamous-cell carcinoma. 

Mohs' micrographic surgery (Mohs surgery) is a technique used to remove the cancer 

with the least amount of surrounding tissue and the edges are checked immediately to see if 

tumor is found. This provides the opportunity to remove the least amount of tissue and 

provide the best cosmetically favorable results. This is especially important for areas where 

excess skin is limited, such as the face. Cure rates are equivalent to wide excision. Special 

training is required to perform this technique. An alternative method is CCPDMA and can be 

performed by a pathologist not familiar with Mohs surgery. In the case of disease that has 

spread (metastasized), further surgical procedures or chemotherapy may be required. After 

the treatment the skin heals quickly without scarring. Mild side effects such as pain and 

sensitivity of the skin can be experienced. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXISTING WORK 

 

Computer aided decision support tools are important in medical imaging for diagnosis 

and evaluation. Predictive models are used in a variety of medical domains for diagnostic and 

prognostic tasks. These models are built based on experience which constitutes data acquired 

from actual cases. Many researchers have been working on the Computer vision approach for 

skin cancer detection. For segmentation of skin lesion in the input image, existing systems 

either use manual, semi-automatic or fully automatic border detection methods. The features 

to perform skin lesion segmentation used in various papers are: shape, colour, texture, and 

luminance. There are many border detection methods. Some of the methods include 

histogram thresholding, global thresholding on optimised colour channels followed by 

morphological operations, Hybrid thresholding and region growing. The ABCD rule of 

dermoscopy, suggest that asymmetry is given the most prominent among the four features of 

asymmetry, border irregularity, colour and diameter. A number of studies have been carried 

out on quantifying asymmetry in skin lesions. In Some techniques, the symmetry feature is 

calculated based on geometrical measurements on the whole lesion, e.g. symmetric distance 

and circularity .Other studies, propose the circularity index, as a measure of irregularity of 

borders in dermoscopy images. In this project, we are applying region split and merge based 

segmentation method for separating the skin lesion in the input image. 

 

3.1 Methodology 
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3.2 Input Image: 

A digital image is a computer file that contains graphical information instead of text 

or a program. Pixels are the basic building blocks of all digital images. Pixels are small 

adjoining squares in a matrix across the length and width of your digital image. They are so 

small that you don’t see the actual pixels when the image is on your computer monitor. 

Pixels are monochromatic. Each pixel is a single solid colour that is blended from 

some combination of the 3 primary colours of Red, Green, and Blue. So, every pixel has a 

RED component, a GREEN component and BLUE component. The physical dimensions of a 

digital image are measured in pixels and commonly called pixel or image resolution. Pixels 

are scalable to different physical sizes on your computer monitor or on a photo print. 

However, all of the pixels in any particular digital image are the same size. Pixels as 

represented in a printed photo become round slightly overlapping dots. 

 

Fig. 3.1 Digital image representation 

Pixel Values: As shown in this bitonal image, each pixel is assigned a total value, in this 

example 0 for black and 1 for white. 

An image is stored as a matrix using standard Matlab matrix conventions. There are four 

basic types of images supported by Matlab: 

1. Binary images 

2. Intensity images 

3. RGB images 

4. Indexed images 

The input is an RGB image of skin lesion which is to be detected either as a cancerous or non 

cancerous skin. 

3.3 Image Resize and RGB to Gray Conversion 

Image resizing is necessary when you need to increase or decrease the total number of 

pixels, whereas remapping can occur when you are correcting for lens distortion or rotating 

an image. 
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An RGB Image consists of 3 layers R, G, B as it is clearly see through its name. It’s a 

3 dimensional matrix, for example, 3 consecutive pages in your book. Where grayscale image 

is of only 2 dimensions, and the values ranges between 0–255 (8-bit unsigned integers. 

Therefore, some algorithms can only applied on 2-D image rather than 3-D, hence we 

convert an RGB image into a grayscale image, for instance, Black and White conversion of 

an image, convolution of an image, etc. 

Various reasons for RGB to Gray conversion: 

1. Signal to noise: For many applications of image processing, colour information doesn't 

help us identify important edges or other features. There are exceptions. If there is an edge 

(a step change in pixel value) in hue that is hard to detect in a grayscale image, or if we 

need to identify objects of known hue (orange fruit in front of green leaves), then colour 

information could be useful. If we don't need colour, then we can consider it noise. At first 

it's a bit counterintuitive to "think" in grayscale, but you get used to it. 

2. Complexity of the code: To find edges based on luminance and chrominance, you've got 

more work ahead of you. That additional work (and additional debugging, additional pain 

in supporting the software, etc.) is hard to justify if the additional colour information isn't 

helpful for applications of interest. 

3. For learning image processing, it's better to understand grayscale processing first and 

understand how it applies to multichannel processing rather than starting with full colour 

imaging and missing all the important insights that can (and should) be learned from 

single channel processing. 

4. Difficulty of visualization: In grayscale images, the watershed algorithm is fairly easy to 

conceptualize because we can think of the two spatial dimensions and one brightness 

dimension as a 3D image with hills, valleys, catchment basins, ridges, etc. "Peak 

brightness" is just a mountain peak in our 3D visualization of the grayscale image. There 

are a number of algorithms for which an intuitive "physical" interpretation helps us think 

through a problem. In RGB, HSI, Lab, and other colour spaces this sort of visualization is 

much harder since there are additional dimensions that the standard human brain can't 

visualize easily. Think of each colour variable as an intensity image that leads us right 

back to grayscale image processing. 

5. Color is complex: Humans perceive colour and identify colour with deceptive ease. If you 

get into the business of attempting to distinguish colors from one another, then you'll 

either want to (a) follow tradition and control the lighting, camera color calibration, and 

other factors to ensure the best results, or (b) settle down for a career-long journey into a 

topic that gets deeper the more you look at it, or (c) wish you could be back working with 

grayscale because at least then the problems seem solvable. 

6. Speed: With modern computers, and with parallel programming, it's possible to perform 

simple pixel-by-pixel processing of a megapixel image in milliseconds. Facial recognition, 

OCR, content-aware resizing, mean shift segmentation, and other tasks can take much 

longer than that. Whatever processing time is required to manipulate the image or squeeze 

some useful data from it, most customers/users want it to go faster. If we make the hand-

wavy assumption that processing a three-channel color image takes three times as long as 
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processing a grayscale image or maybe four times as long, since we may create a separate 

luminance channel then that's not a big deal if we're processing video images on the fly 

and each frame can be processed in less than 1/30th or 1/25th of a second. But for 

analyzing thousands of images from a database, it's great if we can save ourselves 

processing time by resizing images, analyzing only portions of images, and/or eliminating 

color channels we don't need. Cutting processing time by a factor of three to four can 

mean the difference between running an 8- hour overnight test that ends before you get 

back to work, and having your computer's processors pegged for 24 hours straight. 

3.4 Image Pre-Processing 

Pre-processing is a common name for operations with images at the lowest level of 

abstraction where both input and output are intensity images. These iconic images are of 

the same kind as the original data captured by the sensor, with an intensity image usually 

represented by a matrix of image function values (brightness). The aim of pre-processing is 

an improvement of the image data that suppresses unwanted distortions or enhances some 

image features important for further processing. Four categories of image pre-processing 

methods according to the size of the pixel neighborhood that is used for the calculation of 

new pixel brightness: 

• Pixel brightness transformations. 

• Geometric transformations. 

• Pre-processing methods that use a local neighborhood of the processed pixel. 

• Image restoration that requires knowledge about the entire image. 

 Purpose of Image Processing 

The purpose of image processing is divided into 5 groups. They are: 

1. Visualization - Observe the objects that are not visible. 

2. Image sharpening and restoration - To create a better image. 

3. Image retrieval - Seek for the image of interest. 

4. Measurement of pattern – Measures various objects in an image. 

5. Image Recognition – Distinguish the objects in an image.  

Steps: 

1. Noise removal 

2. Image enhancement 

3.5 Segmentation 

Image segmentation is the division of an image into regions or categories, which 

correspond to different objects or parts of objects. Every pixel in an image is allocated to one 

of a number of these categories. A good segmentation is typically one in which: 
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• Pixels in the same category have similar gray scale of multivariate values and form a 

connected region. 

• Neighbouring pixels which are in different categories have dissimilar values. 

Segmentation is often the critical step in image analysis: the point at which we move 

from considering each pixel as a unit of observation to working with objects (or parts of 

objects) in the image, composed of many pixels. If segmentation is done well then all other 

stages in image analysis are made simpler. But, as we shall see, success is often only partial 

when automatic segmentation algorithms are used. However, manual intervention can usually 

overcome these problems, and by this stage the computer should already have done most of 

the work. Segmentation algorithms may either be applied to the images as originally 

recorded, or after the application of transformations and filters considered. After 

segmentation, methods of mathematical morphology can be used to improve the results. The 

segmentation results will be used to extract quantitative information from the images. 

3.5.1 Region Growing 

Region growing approach is the opposite of the split and merges approach: 

• An initial set of small areas are iteratively merged according to similarity constraints. 

• Start by choosing an arbitrary seed pixel and compare it with neighboring pixels. 

• Region is grown from the seed pixel by adding in neighboring pixels that are similar, 

increasing the size of the region. 

• When the growth of one region stops we simply choose another seed pixel which does not 

yet belong to any region and start again. 

• This whole process is continued until all pixels belong to some region. 

• A bottom up method 

Region growing methods often give very good segmentations that correspond well to the 

observed edges. This Fig shows example for region growing process. 

                       

Fig 3.2: Example of region growing 

 

However starting with a particular seed pixel and letting this region grow completely 

before trying other seeds biases the segmentation in favor of the regions which are segmented 

first. The Fig 3.3 shows the region growing process for an RGB image and Fig.3.4 shows the 

segmentation output. 
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Fig 3.3: Region growing process 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.4: Segmented image of region growing 
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CHAPTER 4 

PROPOSED WORK 

4.1 Drawback of existing method 

The main drawbacks in the existing methods lie in the segmentation methods used in 

them. The existing methods used region growing based segmentation. 

• The drawback of region growing based segmentation is that it doesn’t work well if the 

seed pixel is not chosen properly and it gives improper results. 

• Sensitive to noise. 

• High cost. 

• The output is either over segmented or under segmented. 

4.2 Proposed Method 

In this project we are detecting skin cancers by using region split and merge 

segmentation technique. This method uses two basic techniques i.e. (splitting and merging) 

for segmenting an image into various regions. Splitting stands for iteratively dividing an 

image into regions having similar characteristics. Merging contributes to combining the 

adjacent similar regions. The division is based on quad tree. 
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The Fig 4.1 shows the RGB image given as input and Fig 4.2 shows the gray level image of 

the input RGB image. 

                                                       

       Fig 4.1 RGB Image                                                Fig 4.2 Gray Level Image 

4.3 Noise Removal using median filter 

Noise removal techniques have become an essential practice in medical imaging 

application for the study of anatomical structure and image processing of MRI medical 

images. To report these issues many de-noising algorithm has been developed like Weiner 

filter, Gaussian filter, median filter etc. The most commonly affected noises in medical 

MRI image are Salt and Pepper, Speckle, Gaussian and Poisson noise. The medical images 

taken for comparison include MRI images, in gray scale and RGB. The performances of 

these algorithms are examined for various noise types which are salt-and-pepper, Poisson, 

speckle, blurred and Gaussian Noise. The evaluation of these algorithms is done by the 

measures of the image file size, histogram and clarity scale of the images. The median filter 

performs better for removing salt-and-pepper noise and Poisson Noise for images in gray 

scale, and Weiner filter performs better for removing Speckle and Gaussian Noise and 

Gaussian filter for the Blurred Noise as suggested in the experimental results. Here we are 

using median filter. 

Median filtering is a nonlinear method used to remove noise from images. It is 

widely used as it is very effective at removing noise while preserving edges. It is 

particularly effective at removing ‘salt and pepper’ type noise. The median filter works by 

moving through the image pixel by pixel, replacing each value with the median value of 

neighboring pixels. The pattern of neighbors is called the "window", which slides, pixel by 

pixel over the entire image 2 pixel, over the entire image. The median is calculated by first 

sorting all the pixel values from the window into numerical order, and then replacing the 

pixel being considered with the middle (median) pixel value. 

The Median filter is the popular known order-statistic filter in digital image 

processing. Median filter is very popular technique for the removal of impulse noise 

because of its good de-noising power and mathematical accuracy. The value of a pixel is 

replaced by  a median of the intensity levels in the neighbourhood of that pixel by the 

Median Filter. A fixed filtering window size is used for outcome of neighbourhood pixels 

by the Median Filter. The median filters are implemented consistently across the image and 

therefore tends to modify both noisy and noise free pixels present in the image. Relation to 
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this, there is always a chance of replacement of good pixels by some corrupted ones. 

Therefore, de-noising is often accomplished at the expense of blurred and distorted features 

thus removing fine details present in the image. The Fig. 4.3 shows the median filter 

output. 

 

Fig. 4.3: Median filter output 

4.4 Image Enhancement 

The aim of image enhancement is to improve the interpretability or perception of 

information in images for human viewers, or to provide `better' input for other automated 

image processing techniques. The principal objective of image enhancement is to modify 

attributes of an image to make it more suitable for a given task and a specific observer. 

During this process, one or more attributes of the image are modified. The choice of 

attributes and the way they are modified are specific to a given task. Moreover, observer- 

specific factors, such as the human visual system and the observer's experience, will 

techniques that can enhance a digital image without spoiling it. 

Image enhancement techniques can introduce a great deal of subjectivity into the 

choice of image enhancement methods. There exist many be divided into two broad 

categories: 

1. Spatial domain methods, which operate directly on pixels, and 

2. Frequency domain methods, which operate on the Fourier transform of an image. 

Unfortunately, there is no general theory for determining what `good’ image 

enhancement is when it comes to human perception. If it looks good, it is good! However, 

when image enhancement techniques are used as pre-processing tools for other image 

processing techniques, then quantitative measures can determine which techniques are most 

appropriate. 

4.4.1 Contrast Stretching: 

The contrast of an image is a measure of its dynamic range, or the "spread" of its 

histogram. The dynamic range of an image is defined to be the entire range of intensity 

values contained within an image, or put a simpler way, the maximum pixel value minus the 

minimum pixel value. An 8-bit image at full contrast has a dynamic range of 28-l=255, with 

anything less than that yielding a lower contrast image. Increasing the dynamic range entails 

"stretching" the histogram in figure by applying a linear scaling function that maps pixel 
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values of 81 to 0, maps pixel values of 127 to 255, and scales pixel intensities that lie within 

the range [82-126] accordingly. The contrast-stretch algorithm essentially pulls the 

boundaries of the original histogram function to the extremes. 

The image now takes on the full 8-bit range, and correspondingly the new histogram 

is spread out over the range 0-255, resulting in an image that subjectively looks far better to 

the human eye. However, the drawback to modifying the histogram of an image in such a 

manner comes at the expense of greater "graininess." If the original image is of rather low-

contrast and does not contain much information (i.e. most of the pixels fall into a rather small 

subset of the full dynamic range), stretching the contrast can only accomplish so much. 

Contrast stretching is a common technique, and can be quite effective if utilized 

properly. In the field of medical imaging, an x-ray camera that consists of an array of x-ray 

detectors creates what are known as digital radiographs, or digital x-ray images. The 

detectors accumulate charge (which manifests itself as a larger pixel intensity) proportional to 

the amount of x-ray illumination they receive, which depends on the quality of the x-ray 

beam and the object being imaged. A high-density object means less x-rays pass through the 

object to eventually reach the detectors (hence the beam is said to be attenuated), which 

results in such higher density areas appearing darker. 

In certain medical imaging applications such as fluoroscopy, repeated radiographs are 

taken of a patient. Because the patient is subjected to larger amounts of x-ray radiation, it is 

advantageous to acquire the radiographs using the least amount of x-ray exposure as possible, 

while still obtaining images of the required contrast. Here the contrast stretching technique 

can be quite useful, as employing this histogram modification technique allows acquisition 

systems to obtain useful images while reducing the amount of x-ray exposure to the patient. 

However, one major drawback with the contrast-stretching algorithm is its susceptibility to 

noise – a single outlier pixel can wreak havoc with the output image. As exhibited here, the 

presence of just a few outlier pixels dramatically reduces the overall effectiveness of the 

linear scaling function – in fact in this case, it is nullified completely. One problem with 

digital radiograph detectors is so-called "shot" or "salt and pepper" noise, whereby the image 

is corrupted with certain pixels taking on the maximum or close to maximum pixel value. For 

example, if even a single detector fails to accumulate charge during the acquisition process, 

perhaps because of a transient condition or due to insufficient x-ray illumination, the 

estimated dynamic range is artificially high, and the linear scaling function fails to remap the 

pixels properly Applying a small amount of intelligence during estimation of the dynamic 

range of the input image can help ameliorate this problem. Instead of blindly computing the 

dynamic range in Algorithm using just the minimum and maximum pixel values, a more 

robust and adaptive technique is to use the 5th and 95th percentiles of the input values when 

deriving the dynamic range of the input image. The Fig. 4.4 shows the output of contrast 

stretching process. 
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Fig.4.4: Contrast stretching 

4.4.2 Histogram Equalization 

The histogram in the context of image processing is the operation by which the 

occurrences of each intensity value in the image is shown. Normally, the histogram is a graph 

showing the number of pixels in an image at each different intensity value found in that 

image. For an 8-bit grayscale image there are 256 different possible intensities, and so the 

histogram will graphically display 256 numbers showing the distribution of pixels amongst 

those grayscale values. Histogram modification is a classical method for image enhancement, 

especially histogram equalization. Histogram equalization method is a self-acting process 

since it does not request any information, just only the probability of each intensity level of 

image. However, the enhanced image is obtained by the global area histogram equalization 

will cause an effect of intensity saturation in some areas. 

Histogram equalization is the technique by which the dynamic range of the histogram 

of an image is increased. Histogram equalization assigns the intensity values of pixels in the 

input image such that the output image contains a uniform distribution of intensities. It 

improves contrast and the goal of histogram equalization is to obtain a uniform histogram. 

This technique can be used on a whole image or just on a part of an image. Histogram 

equalization redistributes intensity distributions. If the histogram of any image has many 

peaks and valleys, it will still have peaks and valley after equalization, but peaks and valley 

will be shifted. Because of this, "spreading" is a better term than "flattening" to describe 

histogram equalization. In histogram equalization, each pixel is assigned a new intensity 

value based on its previous intensity level. 

Histogram equalization is another non-linear contrast enhancement technique. In this 

technique, histogram of the original image is redistributed to produce a uniform population 

density. This is obtained by grouping certain adjacent grey values. Thus the number of grey 

levels in the enhanced image is less than the number of grey levels in the original image. 

Enhancement programs make information more visible. 

• Histogram equalization-Redistributes the intensities of the image of the entire range of 

possible intensities (usually 256 gray-scale levels). 
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• Unsharp masking-Subtracts smoothed image from the original image to emphasize 

intensity changes. 

• Convolution programs are 3-by-3 masks operating on pixel neighbourhoods. 

• Highpass filter-Emphasizes regions with rapid intensity changes. 

• Lowpass filter-Smoothes images, blurs regions with rapid changes. 

Histogram equalization is a widely used scheme for contrast enhancement in a 

variety of applications due to its simple function and effectiveness. One possible drawback 

of the histogram equalization is that it can change the mean brightness of an image 

significantly as a consequence of histogram flattening. Clearly, this is not a desirable 

property when preserving the original mean brightness of a given image is necessary. As an 

effort to overcome such drawback for extending the applications of the histogram 

equalization in consumer electronic products, bi-histogram equalization has been proposed 

by the author which is capable of preserving the mean brightness of an image while it 

performs contrast enhancement. The essence of the bi-histogram equalization is to utilize 

independent histogram equalizations separately over two sub images obtained by 

decomposing the input image based on its mean. A simplified version of the bi-histogram 

equalization is proposed, which is referred to as the quantized bi-histogram equalization. 

The proposed algorithm provides a much simpler hardware (H/W) structure than the bi-

histogram equalization since it is based on the cumulative density function of a quantized 

image. Thus, the realization of bihistogram equalization in H/W is feasible, which leads to 

versatile applications in the field of consumer electronics 

The histogram equalization is operated on an image in three step: 

1. Histogram Formation 

2. New Intensity Values calculation for each Intensity Levels 

3. Replace the previous Intensity values with the new intensity values 

The Fig. 4.5 shows the output of histogram equalization process. 

 

Fig. 4.5: Histogram equalization of an image 
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4.5 Region Based Segmentation 

i. The segmentation which is carried out based on similarities in the given image is known as 

region based segmentation. 

ii. The regions that are formed using this method have the following: 

a. The sum of all the regions is equal to the whole image. 

b. Each region is contiguous and connected. 

c. A pixel belongs to a single region only, hence there is no overlap of pixels. 

d. Each region must satisfy some uniformity condition. 

e. Two adjacent regions do not have anything in common. 

iii. Region based segmentation can be carried out in four different ways : 

a. Region Growing 

b. Region Splitting 

c. Region Merging  

d. Split and Merge 

Each of them is explained below: 

I. Region Growing: 

i. The procedure in which pixels are grouped into larger regions based on some 

predefined conditions is known as region growing. 

ii. The basic approach is to pick a seed point (Starting pixel) and grow regions from this 

seed pixel. 

iii. Let us pick up a random pixel (x1, y1) from the image that needs to be segmented. This 

pixel is called the seed pixel. The nearest neighbors of (x1, y1) are examined depending 

on the type of connectivity assumed (4 connectivity or 8 connectivity). 

iv. The neighboring pixel is accepted in the same region as (x1, y1) if they together satisfy 

the homogeneity property of a region. That is, both of them satisfy a predefined 

condition of the region. 

v. Once a new pixel say (x2, y2) is accepted as a member of the current region, the 

neighbors of this new pixel are examined to increase the region further. 

vi. This procedure goes on until no new pixel is accepted. All the pixels of the current 

region are given a unique label. Now a new seed is chosen and the same procedure is 

repeated. This procedure is repeated till the time all the pixels are assigned to some 

group or the other. 

II. Region Splitting: 

i. In region splitting, we try to satisfy the homogeneity property where pixels that are 

similar are grouped together. 

ii. In region splitting, we try to satisfy the homogeneity property where pixels that are 

similar are grouped together. 

iii. This is done repeatedly, until all the regions satisfy the given property. 
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iv. The splitting technique is shown below 

 
Fig.4.6 Partitioned image 

v. In the above example, the entire image will be represented by R, this R is the parent 

node, it is split into four leaf nodes R1, R2, R3 and R4. Of these leaf nodes only R4 

does not contain pixels which satisfy some common property, hence R4 is split into 

four regions R41, R42, R43 andR44. 

vi. Now if all the pixels in a particular region are satisfying some common property in that 

region, then splitting is stopped. This is how region splitting works. 

III. Region Merging: 

i. The region merging method, is exactly opposite to the region splitting method 

ii. In this method, we start from the pixel level and consider each of them as a 

homogeneous region. At any level of merging we check if four adjacent homogeneous 

regions arranged in a 2 x 2 manner, together satisfy the homogeneity property. 

iii. If the property is satisfied, then the pixels are merged to form a bigger region, otherwise 

the regions are left as they are. 

IV. Split and Merge: 

i. Region splitting and region merging were explained above, in region splitting we start 

with the whole image and split the image into four quadrants. We continue splitting 

each quadrant further, until all the sub-regions satisfy the predefined homogeneity 

property. 

ii. In Region merging each pixel is taken as a small region, we merge small regions into 

larger regions if they satisfy the homogeneity property. 

iii. If the homogeneous regions are small, region merging technique is superior and if the 

regions are large, region splitting is preferred. 

iv. Now, in most applications a combination of both, region splitting and region merging is 

used. 

v. Such a technique where the above combination is used is known as Split and Merge 

technique. 

4.5.1 Region Split and Merge 

Region split and merge approach is the opposite of the region growing approach: 

• Consider the entire image. 

• Then a predicate (measurement) is used to determine the region is uniform. 

• If not then split the image into four regions i.e., one splitting across rows and then 

one across columns. 
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• Identify the regions with homogeneity. 

• Split the non-homogeneous regions into four. 

• Continue the splitting until the further splitting is not possible. 

• Identify the images with homogeneity property and merge them. 

• Stop when no further merging is possible. 

A split and merge algorithm that iteratively works toward satisfying these constraints 

is developed. Let R represent the entire image region and select a predicate P. One approach 

for segmenting R is to subdivide it successively into smaller and smaller quadrant regions so 

that, for any region Ri, P(Ri) = TRUE. We start with the entire region. If P(R) = FALSE, we 

divide the image into quadrants. If P is FALSE for any quadrant, we subdivide that quadrant 

into sub quadrants, and so on. This particular splitting technique has a convenient 

representation in the form of a so-called quad tree (that is, a tree in which nodes have exactly 

four descendants), as illustrated in Fig. Note that the root of the tree corresponds to the entire 

image and that each node corresponds to a subdivision. In this case, only R4 was subdivided 

further. 

 

                                       
 

        Fig. 4.7 Partitioned image                                         Fig. 4.8 Corresponding quad tree 

 

If only splitting were used, the final partition likely would contain adjacent regions 

with identical properties. This drawback may be remedied by allowing merging, as well as 

splitting. Satisfying the  constraints,  requires merging  only  adjacent  regions  whose  

combined  pixels  satisfy  the predicate P. That is, two adjacent regions Rj and Rk are merged 

only if P (Rj U Rk) = TRUE. 

 

The preceding discussion may be summarized by the following procedure, in which, at any 

step. 

 

1. Split into four disjoint quadrants any region Rj, for which P (Ri) = FALSE. 

2. Merge any adjacent regions Rj and Rk for which P (Rj U Rk) = TRUE. 

3. Stop when no further merging or splitting is possible. 

Several variations of the preceding basic theme are possible. For example, one 
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possibility is to split the image initially into a set of blocks.  Further splitting is carried out as 

described previously, but merging is initially limited to groups of four blocks that are 

descendants in the quad tree representation and that satisfy the predicate P. When no further 

merging of this type are possible, the procedure is terminated by one final merging of regions 

satisfying step 2. At this point, the merged regions may be of different sizes. The principal 

advantage of this approach is that it uses the same quad tree for splitting and merging, until 

the final merging step. The Fig 4.9 shows example for region split and merge process. 

 
Fig. 4.9: Example of region split and merge segmentation 

 

The Fig. 4.10 shows the region split and merges process for an RGB image and Fig.4.11 

shows the segmentation output. 

 

                                      
        

        Fig 4.10 (a) Input Image                                                      Fig 4.10 (b) First split 

 

Now Merge similar sub regions and spatially adjacent regions and elimination of small 

regions. 

 

                                                                       
 

         Fig 4.10 (c) Merging                                                          Fig 4.10 (d) Final Image 

 

Fig 4.10 Region split and merge process 
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Fig. 4.11 Segmented Image of split and merge  

 

4.6 Feature Extraction 

 

Feature extraction is the crucial part in classifying the images as cancerous and non-

cancerous. After segmentation the images are classified based on ABCD dermatoscopic rule. 

Various features like asymmetry, border, color, diameter of the image are extracted. The 

ABCD (asymmetry, border irregularity, and color and dermoscopic structure) rule of 

dermoscopy is a scoring method used by dermatologists to quantify dermoscopy findings and 

effectively separate melanoma from benign lesions. Automatic detection of the ABCD 

features and separation of benign lesions from melanoma could enable earlier detection of 

melanoma. In this study, automatic ABCD scoring of dermoscopy lesions is implemented. 

Algorithms are implemented to extract the characteristics of ABCD attributes. Methods used 

here combine existing methods with novel methods to detect color asymmetry and 

dermoscopic structures. To classify lesions as melanoma or benign nevus, the total 

dermoscopy score is calculated. 

1. Asymmetry (A):  

According to dermatologists, melanomas develop in an anarchic fashion (i.e. they are 

asymmetrical), while benign tumors are symmetrical. Asymmetry Index is computed with the 

following equation: 

AI = (A1 + A2) / 2Ar 

Where, A1= Area of non-overlapped region along minor axis of the lesion A2= Area of 

non-overlapped region along major axis of the lesion Ar= Area of lesion Implementation: 

Area of lesion (Ar) can be calculated using bwarea over the binary image of the segmented 

region. For calculating non overlapped area over axis. The segmented region is divided 

along the lines passing through centroid of the region Two separate areas are generated 

which are then adjusted so that the areas will be overlapped by flipping one area. Using 

XOR over the area will generate the non-overlapped region whose area is calculated using 
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bwarea function To generate area along x axis the bisection will be generated using first Gx 

pixels and the next Gx pixels along x axis and bisecting line on y axis. To generate area 

along y axis the bisection will be generated using first Gy pixels and the next Gy pixels 

along x axis and bisecting line on y axis. After calculating area of the regions Asymmetry 

index is calculated using the specified formula. The Fig 4.12 shows the properly oriented 

image. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.12 Properly Oriented image 

2. Border Irregularity (B): 

Benign lesions are generally defined by clear boundaries; while melanomas are defined by 

much contrasted borders irregularly. The parameter B can be calculated from compactness 

index where 

CI = (P * P) / (4 * AR) 

3. Color (C): 

Melanomas are represented by several colors. The pigmentation of a lesion can be 

characterized by several colors—five to six colors may be present in a malignant lesion. The 

colors to be verified are: Black, white, red, light brown, dark brown and blue gray. If a 

particular color presence is above 5 percent it’s score is given 1. The maximum color score is 

6 because here 6 colors are being tested. 

4. Diameter (D): 

Melanomas usually start with a diameter of more than 6–7 mm. The diameter is assigned to 

be 5 if the diameter of lesion is greater than 6mm. For other values the diameter is one less 

than its actual rounded value. To calculate Diameter the region props function is used to get 

the major axis length of the lesion region. Resultant value is converted into mm value and the 

value is assigned to diameter. 

ABCD rule has proven more accurate and effectiveness in clinical practice with 76% 

diagnostic accuracy. The ABCD rule is also used by the American Cancer Society, American 
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Academy of Dermatology and others worldwide to provide simple parameters for evaluation 

and identification of pigmented lesions that may need further examination. 

4.7 TDS Index Calculation 

Dermoscopic images are basically digital photographs/images of magnified skin lesion, taken 

with conventional camera equipped with special lens extension. The lens attached to the 

dermatoscopic acts like a microscope magnifier with its own light source that illuminates the 

skin surface evenly. Digital images acquired using photo dermatoscope are sufficiently high 

resolution to allow for precise analysis in terms of differential structures appearance. 

Dermatologist can create accurate documentation of gathered images, opening a path for 

computer analysis, where images are processed in order to extract information that can later 

be used to classify those images using TDS method. 

TDS (Total Dermatoscopy score) Index is an important tool used in the diagnosis of 

melanoma. Calculation of the TDS index is based on Asymmetry, Border irregularity, Color 

and Diameter of the skin lesion. Each of the criteria is then multiplied by a given weight 

factor to yield a Total Dermatoscopy Score. 

The TDS Index is computed using the following equation: 

TDS = 1.3A + 0.1B + 0.5C + 0.5D 

If the TDS Index is less than 4.75, it is benign (noncancerous) skin lesion. If TDS Index is 

greater than 4.75 and less than 5.45, it is suspicious case of skin lesion. If TDS Index is 

greater than 5.45, it is malignant melanoma (cancerous) skin lesion. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MATLAB 

MATLAB Software 

The software used for the project is described in this chapter. 

5.1 Introduction to MATLAB 

MATLAB is a high-performance language for technical computing. It integrates 

computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-to-use environment where problems 

and solutions are expressed in familiar mathematical notation. The Fig 5.1 shows the icon of 

MATLAB version 12a. Typical uses include 

• Math and computation 

• Algorithm development 

• Data acquisition 

• Modelling, simulation, and prototyping 

• Data analysis, exploration, and visualization 

• Scientific and engineering graphics 

• Application development, including graphical user interface building 

 

 

Fig. 5.1: Icon of MATLAB 

 

 MATLAB is a software package for high performance numerical computation and 

visualization. It provides an interactive environment with hundreds of built-in functions for 

technical computation, graphics and animation. Best of all, it provides easy extensibility with 
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its own high-level programming language. The name MATLAB stands for Matrix 

Laboratory. The basic building block of MATLAB is the matrix. The fundamental data type 

is the array. 

 MATLAB is an interactive system whose basic data element is an array that does 

not require dimensioning. This allows you to solve many technical computing problems, 

especially those with matrix and vector formulations, in a fraction of the time it would take to 

write a program in a scalar non interactive language such as C or FORTRAN. 

 The name MATLAB stands for matrix laboratory. MATLAB was originally 

written to provide easy access to matrix software developed by the LINPACK and EISPACK 

projects. Today, MATLAB engines incorporate the LAPACK and BLAS libraries, 

embedding the state of the art in software for matrix computation. 

 MATLAB has evolved over a period of years with input from many users. In 

university environments, it is the standard instructional tool for introductory and advanced 

courses in mathematics, engineering, and science. In industry, MATLAB is the tool of choice 

for high-productivity research, development, and analysis. 

 MATLAB features a family of add-on application-specific solutions called 

toolboxes. Very important to most uses of MATLAB, toolboxes allow you to learn and apply 

specialized technology. Toolboxes are comprehensive collections of MATLAB functions 

(M– files) that extend the MATLAB environment to solve particular classes of problems. 

Areas in which toolboxes are available include signal processing, control systems, neural 

networks, fuzzy logic, wavelets, simulation, and many others. 

 MATLABs built-in functions provide excellent tools for linear algebra 

computations, data analysis, signal processing, optimization, numerical solutions of ODES, 

quadrature and many other types of scientific computations. Most of these functions use the 

state-of-the art algorithms. There are numerous functions for 2-D and 3-D course, MATLAB 

even provides an external interface to run those programs from within MATLAB. The user, 

however, is not limited to the built-in functions, he can write his own functions in the 

MATLAB language. Once written, these functions behave just like the built-in functions. 

MATLAB’s language is very easy to learn and to use. 

5.2 The MATLAB System 

The MATLAB system consists of five main parts 

1. Development Environment 

This is the set of tools and facilities that help you use MATLAB functions and files. 

Many of these tools are graphical user interfaces. It includes the MATLAB desktop and 

command window, a command history, an editor and debugger, and browsers for 

viewing help, the workspace, files, and the search path. 

2. The MATLAB Mathematical Function Library 

This is a vast collection of computational algorithms ranging from elementary 

functions, like sum, sine, cosine, and complex arithmetic, to more sophisticated 

functions like matrix inverse, matrix Eigen values, Bessel functions, and fast Fourier 
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transforms. 

3. The MATLAB Language 

This is a high-level matrix/array language with control flow statements, functions, data 

structures, input/output, and object-oriented programming features. It allows both 

“programming in the small” to rapidly create quick and dirty throw-away programs, 

and “programming in the large” to create large and complex application programs 

4. Graphics 

MATLAB has extensive facilities for displaying vectors and matrices as graphs, as well 

as annotating and printing these graphs. It includes high-level functions for two- 

dimensional and three-dimensional data visualization, image processing, animation, and 

presentation graphics. It also includes low-level functions that allow you to fully 

customize the appearance of graphics as well as to build complete graphical user 

interfaces on your MATLAB applications. 

5. The MATLAB Application Program Interface (API) 

This is a library that allows you to write C and FORTRAN programs that interact with 

MATLAB. It includes facilities for calling routines from MATLAB (dynamic linking), 

calling MATLAB as a computational engine, and for reading and writing MAT-files. 

5.3 MATLAB Toolboxes 

 There are several optional ‘Toolboxes’ available from the developers of the 

MATLAB. These tool boxes are collection of functions written for special applications such 

as Symbolic Computations Toolbox, Image Processing Toolbox, Statistics Toolbox, and 

Neural Networks Toolbox, Communications Tool box, Signal Processing Toolbox, Filter 

Design Toolbox, Fuzzy Logic Toolbox, Wavelet Toolbox, Data base Toolbox, Control 

System Toolbox, Bioinformatics Toolbox, Mapping Toolbox. 

5.4 Basics of MATLAB 

MATLAB is a software tool that is used to perform many tasks. The basics includes 

1. MATLAB Windows 

On all UNIX systems, Macs, and PC, MATLAB works through three basic windows. They 

are: 

a. Command window 

This is the main window. The MATLAB command prompt characterizes it ‘>>’. When 

you launch the application program, MATLAB puts you in this window. All commands, 

including those for running user-written programs, are typed in this window at the 

MATLAB prompt. 

b. Graphics window 

The output of all graphics commands are typed in the command window are flushed to 

the graphics or Figure window, a separate gray window with(default) white background 

color. The user can create as many Figure windows, as the system memory will allow. 
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c. Edit window 

This is where one can write, edit, create, and save one’s own programs in files called M-

files. We can use any text editor to carry out these tasks. On the most systems, such as 

PC’s and Macs, MATLAB provides its build in editor. On other systems, one can invoke 

the edit window by typing the standard file editing command that one normally use on 

one’s systems. The command is typed at the MATLAB prompt following the special 

character ‘!’ character. After editing is completed, the control is returned to the 

MATLAB. 

5.5 MATLAB commands used in this project 

Imread: This command reads the image from the file specified by filename with the standard 

file extension indicated by file type as given below: 

Syntax: A=imread(‘filename.filetype’) 

Imshow: This command displays image A in a Handle Graphics. Figure, where I is a 

grayscale, RGB (true color), or binary image. For binary images, Imshow displays pixels  

with the value 0 (zero) as black and 1 as white. 

Syntax: Imshow(A) 

Imresize: This command resizes the image of any type using this specified interpolation 

method. 

Syntax: B = Imresize(A, scale) 

 

Figure: This command creates Figure graphical object 

Syntax: Figure(I) 

End: This command terminate scope of FOR, WHILE, SWITCH, TRY and IF statements. 

Syntax: End 

Sub plot: This command subplot (m, n, p) divides the current figure into an m -by- n grid 

and creates axes in the position specified by p  

Syntax: subplot( m , n , p ) 

Rgb2Gray: This command converts the true color image RGB to the grayscale image 

Syntax: I=rgb2gray(RGB image) 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS 

6.1 Cancerous Image 

 

Fig. 6.1: Image Preprocessing output for cancerous image 

The Fig.6.1 shows the input RGB image given, resized image, gray level converted image 

and the noise removed image after passing through median filter. 
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Fig. 6.2: Image Enhancement output 

The Fig.6.2 shows the output after contrast stretching and Histogram equalization 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.3: Segmentation output 

Fig. 6.3 shows the output after region growing segmentation of the image. 
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Fig. 6.4: Feature extraction & TDS index of skin lesion 

 
Fig. 6.4 shows the ABCD parameters extracted, TDS index value and the result based on 

TDS index value. 
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6.2 Mole Output 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.5: Preprocessing output for mole 
 

Fig. 6.5 shows the input mole image, resized image, gray level image and output of median 

filter. 
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Fig. 6.6: Enhancement output for mole 

Fig. 6.7 shows the contrast stretching and Histogram equalization of a mole image 

 

 

Fig. 6.7: Segmentation output of mole 
Fig. 6.7 shows the segmentation output by applying region growing technique on a mole 

image. 
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Fig. 6.8 Feature extraction & TDS index for mole 
 

Fig. 6.8 shows the ABCD parameters, TDS index and final result for a mole 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In today’s modern world, Skin cancer is one of the most common causes of death 

among humans. Skin cancer is found in various types such as Melanoma, Basal and 

Squamous cell Carcinoma among which Melanoma is the most unpredictable. Skin cancers 

are caused by exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light. The detection of Melanoma cancer in 

early stage can be helpful to cure the patient’s life. With the new technology, the detection 

of Melanoma cancer in early stage can be helpful to cure the patient’s life. Formal method 

for diagnosis skin cancer detection is Biopsy method. It is done by removing skin cells and 

that sample goes to various laboratory testing. It is painful and time consuming process. So 

we are implementing skin cancer detection system using region splitting and merging 

segmentation technique for early detection of skin cancer disease. This method is the 

inverse to region growing technique. 

When a skin lesion is suspected as melanoma, this project presents a simple 

solution to detect whether the lesion is cancerous or not by extracting ABCD parameters of 

the lesion. The regions split and merge technique used for segmentation before feature 

extraction stage overcomes the disadvantages in and region growing method. Extraction of 

all the four parameters is necessary to avoid erroneous results. 

The best way to lower the risk of melanoma is to limit the exposure to strong 

sunlight and other source of Ultraviolet light. Take care of all the necessary measures such 

as: protecting skin with clothing, wearing hat, using sunscreen, staying in the shade (etc). 

Moreover, always stay alert about skin and do monthly skin-self exams to reduce the 

chance of getting any skin cancer which is a risk to human life. 
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APPENDIX 

 

PROJECT CODE 

 
% MAIN FUNCTION  

 
clc; 

clear all; 

close all; 

i1 = im2double(imread('692.jpg')); 

figure(1); subplot(2,2,1); imshow(i1); title('input'); 

j=imresize(i1,[256 256]); 

subplot(2,2,2); imshow(j); title('resized input'); 

k=rgb2gray(j); 

subplot(2,2,3); imshow(k); title('graylevel image'); 

l=medfilt2(k); 

subplot(2,2,4); imshow(l); title('median filter'); 

figure(2); subplot(321); imhist(l); title('image histogram');  

L = imadjust(l,stretchlim(l),[]); 

subplot(323); imhist(L); title('contrast stretched histogram'); subplot(324); imshow(L); 

title('contrast stretched image'); 

w=adapthisteq(L); subplot(325); imhist(w); title('after histogram eq'); subplot(326); 

imshow(w); title('histogram eq image'); 

 

o=imread('692.png'); 

%q = logical(o); 

%q = ~q; 

q=im2bw(o,graythresh(o)); 

q=imresize(q,[256 256]); 

figure(); imshow(q); 

axis on; 

caption = sprintf('Segmented Image'); 

title(caption, 'FontSize', 12, 'Interpreter', 'None'); 

drawnow; 

[rows, columns, numberOfColorChannels] = size(q); 

% Get rid of white surround. 

binaryImage = imclearborder(q); 

% Extract the largest blob only. 

binaryImage = bwareafilt(q, 1); 

figure(4); subplot(3, 4, 1); 

imshow(binaryImage); 

axis on; 

title('Binary Image with centers found', 'fontSize', 12); 

drawnow; 

% Label the image 

labeledImage = bwlabel(binaryImage); 

% Make the measurements 

props = regionprops(labeledImage, 'Centroid', 'Orientation'); 
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xCentroid = props.Centroid(1); 

yCentroid = props.Centroid(2); 

% Find the half way point of the image. 

middlex = columns/2; 

middley = rows/2; 

% Plot a + at the center of the blob and center of the image. 

hold on; 

line([middlex, middlex], [1, rows], 'Color', 'm', 'LineWidth', 2); 

line([1, columns], [middley, middley], 'Color', 'm', 'LineWidth', 2); 

plot(xCentroid, yCentroid, 'r+', 'MarkerSize', 30); 

plot(xCentroid, yCentroid, 'ro', 'MarkerSize', 30); 

% Translate the image 

deltax = middlex - xCentroid; 

deltay = middley - yCentroid; 

binaryImage = imtranslate(binaryImage,  [deltax, deltay]); 

% Display the image. 

subplot(3, 4, 2); 

imshow(binaryImage); 

axis on; 

title('Binary Image Translated to Middle', 'fontSize', 12); 

% Plot a + at the center of the blob and center of the image. 

hold on; 

line([middlex, middlex], [1, rows], 'Color', 'm', 'LineWidth', 2); 

line([1, columns], [middley, middley], 'Color', 'm', 'LineWidth', 2); 

drawnow; 

% Rotate the image 

angle = -props.Orientation; 

rotatedImage = imrotate(binaryImage, angle, 'crop'); 

% Display the image. 

subplot(3, 4, 3); 

imshow(rotatedImage); 

axis on; 

caption = sprintf('Image Rotated by %f Degrees', angle); 

title(caption, 'fontSize', 12); 

% Plot a + at the center of the blob and center of the image. 

hold on; 

line([middlex, middlex], [1, rows], 'Color', 'm', 'LineWidth', 2); 

line([1, columns], [middley, middley], 'Color', 'm', 'LineWidth', 2); 

drawnow; 

flipped = flipud(rotatedImage); subplot(3,4,4); imshow(flipped); title('flipped horizontal'); 

overlapped = flipped & rotatedImage; subplot(3,4,5); imshow(overlapped); 

title('overlapped'); 

nonOverlapped = xor(flipped, rotatedImage); subplot(3,4,6); imshow(nonOverlapped); 

title('nonOverlapped'); 

sum1 = sum(overlapped(:));  

a1 = sum(nonOverlapped(:)); 

flipver= fliplr(rotatedImage); subplot(3,4,7); imshow(flipver); title('flipvertical'); 

overlappedver = flipver & rotatedImage; subplot(3,4,8); imshow(overlappedver); 

title('overlapped'); 

nonOverlappedver = xor(flipver, rotatedImage); subplot(3,4,9); imshow(nonOverlappedver); 
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title('nonOverlapped'); 

sum2 = sum(overlappedver(:));  

a2 = sum(nonOverlappedver(:)); 

ar = bwarea(q); 

asymmetry=(a1+a2)/(2*ar); disp('asymmetry:'); disp(asymmetry); 

props1=regionprops(q,'Perimeter'); 

p=props1.Perimeter; 

borderirregularity=(p.^2)/(4*ar) 

BW5 = imcomplement(q); subplot(3,4,11); imshow(BW5); title('complemented image'); 

% overlay with a green outer mask 

out = imoverlay(j, BW5, [0 1 0]); subplot(3,4,12); imshow(out); title('overlay image'); 

%% *** PART 2 - Lesion Color Scoring Method*** 

im=im2double(out);% Convert to floating points 

color=Cscore(im); disp('color:'); disp(color); 

props2=regionprops(q, 'MajorAxisLength'); 

d1=props2.MajorAxisLength; 

[width height]=size(q); 

d=(d1*25.4)/(width*height); 

if d>6 

    diam=5 

else 

    diam=d 

end 

TDS = 1.3*asymmetry + 0.1*borderirregularity + 0.5*color + 0.5*diam 

%TDS=dTDS-12 

mole_limit = 2.75; 

benign_limit = 4.75; 

suspicious_limit = 5.45; 

 

%if dTDS <= mole_limit 

 %  TDS = dTDS-0.6 

%elseif dTDS <= benign_limit 

%  TDS = dTDS-1 

%else 

 % TDS = dTDS-12  

%end 

 

if TDS < 0 

   error('negative val??') 

elseif TDS <= mole_limit 

  msgbox('It is a Mole','Not Melanoma') 

elseif TDS <= benign_limit 

  msgbox('It is a Benign','Melanoma') 

elseif TDS <= suspicious_limit 

  msgbox('Suspicious Melanoma Cancer Detected ','Melanoma') 

else 

  msgbox('Highly  suspicious Melanoma Cancer Detected ','Melanoma') 

end 
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%REGION SPLITTING AND MERGING FUNCTION 

 

function j=quadtree2(f) 

sz=f; 

figure();imshow(sz);title('passed image'); 

q=2^nextpow2(max(size(sz))); 

disp(q) 

[m n]=size(sz); 

disp(m) 

disp(n) 

sz=padarray(sz,[q-m,q-n],'post'); 

mindim=4; 

s=qtdecomp(sz,@split,mindim,@predicate); 

lmax=full(max(s(:))); 

g=zeros(size(sz)); 

marker=zeros(size(sz)); 

for k=1:lmax 

    [vals,r,c]=qtgetblk(sz,s,k); 

    if ~isempty(vals) 

        for i=1:length(r) 

            xlow=r(i);ylow=c(i); 

            xhigh=xlow+k-1; 

            yhigh=ylow+k-1; 

            region=sz(xlow:xhigh,ylow:yhigh); 

            flag=feval(@predicate,region); 

            if flag 

                 g(xlow:xhigh,ylow:yhigh)=1; 

                 marker(xlow,ylow)=1; 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

g=bwlabel(imreconstruct(marker,g)); 

g=g(1:m,1:n); 

sz=sz(1:m,1:n); 

figure(), imshow(sz),title('Original Image'); 

figure(), imshow(g),title('Segmented Image1'); 

j=g; 

end 

 

function v=split(b,mindim,fun) 

k=size(b,3); 

v(1:k)=false; 

for i=1:k 

    quadrgn=b(:,:,i); 

    if size(quadrgn,1)<=mindim 

        v(i)=false; 

        continue; 
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    end 

    flag=feval(fun,quadrgn); 

    if flag 

        v(i)=true; 

    end 

end 

end 

 

function flag=predicate(region) 

sd=std2(region); 

m=mean2(region); 

flag=(sd>5)&(m>0)&(m<200); 

end 

 

 

%COLOR SCORE FUNCTION 

 

function [Finalscore, A] = Cscore(im) 

%% Skin Lesion Color Grading Function 

% Reproduction or commercial use of this script is not autherized without the author's 

consent. 

 

% This function takes an image of a skin lesion and grades it based on 

% color (black, white, red, light brown, dark brown, and blue gray). 

% The first portion of this script uses the segmenation method I developed 

% in the Hybrid Lesion Segmentation Tool which can be found at the Math 

% Works File Exchange. 

% The second portion of this script is a novel method for automatically 

% grading skin lesions. To my knowledge, this is the first freely available 

% skin lesion color grading script.  

% The Input to the function should be an image(.jpg, .png, etc.) 

% There are two outputs which appear in the command window: Finalscore and 

% A. Finalscore is the estimated color grade of the skin lesion(0-6). This 

% score is calculated by adding up individual color scores. Individual 

% color scores is either a 1 or 0. An individual color is 

% given a 1 if the color appears on >5% of the lesion after processing. 'A'  

% is a table which contains all of the data explained above. 

% There is a third output which is an image. The image contains the lesion 

% extracted from the surrounding skin. The Final Score also appears on the 

% Image.  

r=im(:,:,1); 

g=im(:,:,2); 

b=im(:,:,3); 

% Calculate number of pixels with a given color 

Rblack = sum(sum(im(:,:,1)<.2 & im(:,:,2)<.2 & im(:,:,3)<.2)); 

Rwhite = sum(sum(im(:,:,1)>.8 & im(:,:,2)>.8 & im(:,:,3)>.8)); 

Rred = sum(sum(im(:,:,1) >.8 & im(:,:,2)<.2 & im(:,:,3)<.2)); 

Rlightbrown = sum(sum(im(:,:,1)>.6 & im(:,:,1)<1 & im(:,:,2)>0.32 &  im(:,:,2)< 0.72 & 

im(:,:,3)>.05 & im(:,:,3)<.45)); 

Rdarkbrown = sum(sum(im(:,:,1)>.2 & im(:,:,1)<.6 & im(:,:,2)>0.06 &  im(:,:,2)< 0.46 & 
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im(:,:,3)>0 & im(:,:,3)<.33)); 

Rbluegray =sum(sum(im(:,:,1)<.2 & im(:,:,2)>0.32 &  im(:,:,2)< 0.72 & im(:,:,3)>.34 & 

im(:,:,3)<.74)); 

% Calculate total pixels 

[rows columns numberOfColorChannels] = size(im); 

numberOfPixels = rows*columns; 

% Calculate number of green pixels (this is everything outside of the 

% lesion) 

Rgreen = sum(sum(im(:,:,1)==0 & im(:,:,2)==1 & im(:,:,3)==0)); 

% Take the difference between total and green to get total lesion pixels 

tlp = numberOfPixels - Rgreen; 

% Score individual colors 

if (Rblack/tlp)*100>5 

    a=1; 

else 

    a=0; 

end 

if (Rwhite/tlp)*100>5 

    b=1; 

else 

    b=0; 

end 

if (Rred/tlp)*100>5 

    c=1; 

else 

    c=0; 

end 

if (Rlightbrown/tlp)*100>5 

    d=1; 

else 

    d=0; 

end 

if (Rdarkbrown/tlp)*100>5 

    e=1; 

else 

    e=0; 

end 

if (Rbluegray/tlp)*100>5 

    f=1; 

else 

    f=0; 

end 

% Build Data table 

Color = {'Black';'White';'Red';'Light Brown';'Dark Brown';'Blue Gray'}; 

Color_Count = [Rblack;Rwhite;Rred;Rlightbrown;Rdarkbrown;Rbluegray]; 

Percentage = 

[(Rblack/tlp)*100;(Rwhite/tlp)*100;(Rred/tlp)*100;(Rlightbrown/tlp)*100;(Rdarkbrown/tlp)

*100;(Rbluegray/tlp)*100]; 

Score = [a;b;c;d;e;f]; 

A = table(Color_Count,Percentage,Score,'RowNames',Color) 
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% Determine final score 

G = [a, b, c, d, e, f]; 

Finalscore = sum(G>0); end; 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

(PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Classification 

of the  

Project 

    Application Product Research       Review 

 

In medical field 

for detecting skin 

cancer in the 

early stage 

 

Early detection of 

melanoma skin 

cancer using 

region split and 

merge 

segmentation. 

 

The system is 

developed based 

on the existing 

method of skin 

cancer detection 

using region 

growing 

segmentation. 

 

The system 

is simple 

and cost 

effective 

than 

conventiona

l biopsy 

method. 

 

PROJECT OUTCOMES 

1. Designed & simulated a model to increase the clinical ability of medical image analysis 

for diagnosis & assessment of medical problems using matlab by applying the conceptual 

knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to design, develop, analyze 

and test systems software components taking the legal, ethical and economical 

considerations. 

2. Applied the knowledge of mathematics, science, and an engineering specialization to solve 

the complex engineering problems. 

3. Designed and developed eco-friendly systems, by optimal utilization of available natural 

resources and understood the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and 

societal context along with professional ethics and responsibilities. 

4. Worked as a member and leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment, with effective 

Communication. 

5. Managed the project, keeping in view the economical and societal considerations and 

recognized the need for adapting to technological changes and engage in life-long 

learning. 

 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

modern tools. 

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to 

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components 

taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical 

considerations. 
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PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems 

and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 

consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and 

synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations. 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities 

relevant to the professional engineering practice. 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and 

need for sustainable development. 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice. 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 

leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and 

write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give 

and receive clear instructions 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member 

and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 

change. 
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Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs)  

        PSOs 

PO 

1 

PO 

2 

PO 

3 

PO 

4 

PO 

5 

PO 

6 

PO 

7 

PO 

8 

PO 

9 
PO10 PO

11 

PO12 PSO1  PSO2 

Outcome 1 2 2 3 1 1        3 3 

Outcome 2 3 1 3           3 

Outcome 3       3 3      3 

Outcome 4      3   3 3     

Outcome 5           3 3   

Mapping Table 

Note: Map each project outcomes with POs and PSOs with either 1 or 2 or 3 based on 

level of mapping as follows: 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped 2-Moderately (Medium) mapped 3-Substantially (High) mapped 
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ABSTRACT 

Rural Women plays a significant role inside the houses as well as on farms along with 

animal husbandry work. This triple burden has made the life of rural women especially in hilly 

areas miserable and full of drudgery.  The main activities which significantly increase their 

drudgery level in hilly rural areas are – Farm: Farm activities including harvesting, weeding 

and hoeing, etc. Home: cooking and collection of fuel and fodder. Animal husbandry and allied 

activities. We require some technological interventions in order to reduce the drudgery of rural 

women. Hence, in this project we are designing a drudgery reduction vehicle for full filling the 

needs and reducing the burden of rural women for grass cutting, dry wood cutting and carrying 

wood materials. And this vehicle uses solar power as fuel on day time and battery for night 

time. 
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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Aim of the main project 

 

  The aim of our project is to design a vehicle to reduce the drudgery of the 

people. Drudgery refers to the jobs and tasks which are unpleasant to do but which must be 

done anyway. In this project we concentrate on the reduction of drudgery of the women at 

work place. 

 

1.2  Introduction 

Women demonstrate important role in crop production, horticulture, animal husbandry, 

post-harvest operation, fisheries and etc. Women are doing 70% of major farm work and 

constitute 60% of the farming population. In India, agriculture work is primarily done by 

women. There are about more than 20 million women working in agriculture field out of which 

90% live in villages. The involvement of village women for agricultural work is well known. 

Farm women thus lead a very hard life.   

After the crop is threshed, all the external impurities like straw, sand, stones, etc are 

removed from grain by the methods of sieving, winnowing or hand picking. In manual 

winnowing a person stands with a basket full of grain held over head and tossed during period of 

fast wind.Wholes grain fall to the bottom of the person and straw weed seed and broken grain are 

carried by the wind to a distance. For better results the person should stand on a height. In most 

cases results are not satisfactory after this activity so minute wheat cleaning is done by hand 

picking by women.    

Cleaning and grading are the important operations of primary processing of agriculture 

produce, undesirable foreign materials like dirt, dust, leaves, trashes, stones, sand etc. are 

removed from the produces during cleaning operations. Cleaning operation is carried out 

manually either by winnowing or hand sieves. It is laborious, time consuming & moreover, it is 

costly. After harvesting severe processing to remove unwanted things are required eg seeds of 

noxious weeds, after crop/variety seed, decorticated seeds damaged and unequal seeds. This will 

result is reduced bulk of seeds, high value product, safe and longer storage and better quality of 
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product. There is no doubt that women in developing countries spend much time and energy in 

poorly remunerated, repetitive crop handling and food cleaning processing activities.  

  

1.3 Methodology 

This system which is shown in Fig. 1.1 has been designed in such a way that the drudgery 

reduction vehicle takes the solar power as fuel for the  day time and 12V battery for the night 

time.The motor drivers are connected to the Arduino which takes the input from the instructions 

from the Arduino to do the work.The motor drivers are used to protect the DC motors from 

damage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 1.1 Pictorial representation of implementation 
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CHAPTER-2 

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

 

2.1 LIST OF COMPONENTS 

1. Introduction to Arduino Nano 

2.DC Motor 

 3.12V Battery 

4.Solar Panel 

5.Rectifier 

6.Ultra Sonic Sensor 

7.Buzzer 

8. L293 Driver 

9.Relay Module 

2.2  INTRODUCTION TO ARDUINO NANO 

 

 

Fig 2.1 Pinout of Arduino Nano 
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The Arduino Nano is a small, complete, and breadboard-friendly board based on the 

ATmega328P (Arduino Nano 2.x) is shown in Fig. 3.1. It has more or less the same functionality 

of the ArduinoDuemilanove, but in a different package. It lacks only a DC power jack, and 

works with a Mini-B USB cable instead of a standard one.Arduino Nano is a microcontroller 

board, developed by Arduino.cc and based on AT mega 328p/At mega 168. It comes with an 

operating voltage of 5V, however, the input voltage can vary from 7 to 12V. There are 14 digital 

pins which can be configured as input or output and 8 analog pins incorporated on the board. 

More or less all these analog pins can be used and configured exactly the same way as digital 

pins.  Digital pins are used as input pins when they are interfaced with sensors while driving of 

load is carried out when digitals are used as output.Functions like pin Mode () and digital 

Write() are used to control the operations of digital pins while analog Read () is used to control 

analog pins. 

ARDUINO NANO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Table : 2.1 Ardunio Nano technical specifications 

Microcontroller ATmega328P – 8 bit AVR family microcontroller 

Operating Voltage 5V 

Recommended Input Voltage for 

Vin pin 
7-12V 

Analogy Input Pins 6(A0-A5) 

Digital I/O Pins 14 (Out of which 6 provide PWM output) 

DC Current on I/O Pins 40 Ma 

DC Current on 2.3V Pin 50 Ma 

Flash Memory 32 KB (2 KB is used for Boot loader) 
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SRAM 2 KB 

EEPROM 1 KB 

Frequency (Clock Speed) 16 MHz 

Communication IIC, SPI, USART 

Power 

Vin: Input voltage to Arduino when using an 

external power source (6-12V). 

5V: Regulated power supply used to power 

microcontroller and other components on the board. 

2.3V: 2.3V supply generated by on-board voltage 

regulator. Maximum current draw is 50mA. 

GND: Ground pins. 

 

    

Pin description 

❖ Vin: It is input power supply voltage to the board when using an external power source 

of 7 to 12 V. 
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❖ 5V: It is a regulated power supply voltage of the board that is used to power the 

controller and other components placed on the board. 

 

3.3V: This is a minimum voltage generated by the voltage regulator on the board 

 

GND: These are the ground pins on the board. There are multiple ground pins on the board that 

can be interfaced accordingly when more than one ground pin is required. 

 

❖ Reset: Reset pin is added on the board that resets the board. It is very helpful when 

running program goes too complex and hangs up the board. LOW value to the reset pin 

will reset the controller. 
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❖ Analog Pins: There are 8 analog pins on the board marked as A0 – A7. These pins are 

used to measure the analog voltage ranging between 0 to 5V. 

 

❖ Rx, Tx: These pins are used for serial communication where Tx represents the 

transmission of data while Rx represents the data receiver. 

 

❖ 13 pin: This pin is used to turn on the built-in LED. 

❖ AREF:This pin is used as a reference voltage for the input voltage. 

❖ PWM: Six pins 3,5,6,9,10, 11 can be used for providing 8-pit PWM (Pulse Width 

Modulation) output. It is a method used for getting analog results with digital sources. 

❖ SPI: Four pins 10(SS),11(MOSI),12(MISO),13(SCK) are used for SPI (Serial Peripheral 

Interface). SPI is an interface bus and mainly used to transfer data between 

microcontrollers and other peripherals like sensors, registers, and SD card. 
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❖ External Interrupts: Pin 2 and 3 are used as external interrupts which are used in case 

of emergency when we need to stop the main program and call important instructions at 

that point. The main program resumes once interrupt instruction is called and executed. 

❖ I2C: I2C communication is developed using A4 and A5 pins where A4 represents the 

serial data line (SDA) which carries the data and A5 represents the serial clock line 

(SCL) which is a clock signal, generated by the master device, used for data 

synchronization between the devices on an I2C bus. 

 

2.3 DC motor operation 

An electric motor is an electrical machine which converts electrical energy into 

mechanical energy. The basic working principle of a DC motor is: "whenever a current carrying 

conductor is placed in a magnetic field, it experiences a mechanical force". The direction of this 

force is given by Fleming's left-hand rule and its magnitude is given by F = BIL. Where, B = 

magnetic flux density, I = current and L = length of the conductor within the magnetic field. 

Fleming's left hand rule: If we stretch the first finger, second finger and thumb of our left hand 

to be perpendicular to each other, and the direction of magnetic field is represented by the first 

finger, direction of the current is represented by the second finger, then the thumb represents 

direction of the force experienced by the current carrying conductor. 

 

 

Fig: 2.2DC Motor working 
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Above image helps in understanding the working principle of a DC motor. 

When armature windingsare connected to a DC supply, an electric current sets up in the winding. 

Magnetic field may be provided by field winding (electromagnetism) or by using permanent 

magnets. In this case, current carrying armature conductors experience a force due to the 

magnetic field, according to the principle stated above. Commutator is made segmented to 

achieve unidirectional torque. Otherwise, the direction of force would have reversed every time 

when the direction of movement of conductor is reversed in the magnetic field. This is how a DC 

motor works. 

 

2.4 Ultra Sonic Sensor Module   

 

Ultra Sonic Sensor Module Hc-Sr04 is a ultrasonic ranging sensor. This economical 

sensor provides 2cm to 400cm of non-contact measurement functionality with a ranging 

accuracy that can reach up to 3mm. Each HC-SR04 module includes an ultrasonic transmitter, a 

receiver and a control circuit.There are only four pins that you need to worry about on the HC-

SR04: VCC (Power), Trig (Trigger), Echo (Receive), and GND (Ground). The basic principle of 

work: 

•  Using IO trigger for at least 10us high level signal. 

• The Module automatically sends eight 40 kHz and detect whether there is a pulse signal 

back. 

• IF the signal back, through high level , time of high output IO duration is the time from 

sending ultrasonic to returning. Test distance = (high level time×velocity of sound 

(340M/S) /  

• This HC-SR04-Ultrasonic Range Finder is a very popular sensor which is found in many 

applications where it requires to measure distance and detect the objects. 

• The module has two eyes like projects in the front which forms the Ultrasonic transmitter 

and Receiver.  The HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensoruses sonar to determine the distance to an 

object like bats or dolphins do. 

• This Ultrasonic Sensor module is a transmitter, a receiver and a control circuit in one 

single pack!! It has very handy and compact construction. It offers excellent range 

accuracy and stable readings in an easy-to-use package. Its operation is not affected by 

sunlight or black material like Sharp rangefinders are (although acoustically soft 

materials like cloth can be difficult to detect). 

• The Trigger and the Echo pins are the I/O pins of this module and hence they can be 

connected to the I/O pins of the microcontroller Arduino. When the receiver detects 
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return wave the Echo pin goes high for a particular amount of time which will be equal to 

the time taken for the wave to return back to the sensor. 

• Ultrasonic Ranging Module HC-SR04provides 2cm-400cm non-contact distance sensing 

capabilities, Ranging accuracy up to 3mm. 

 

 

Fig 2.3 Ultra Sonic Sensor Module Hc-Sr04 

 

Features of Ultra Sonic Sensor Module Hc-Sr04 

• Operating Voltage: 5V DC 

• Operating Current: 15mA 

• Measure Angle: 15° 

• Ranging Distance: 2cm - 400cm 

• Working Frequency : 40Hz 

• Trigger Input Signal : 10uS TTL pulse 

• Echo Output Signal : Input TTL lever signal and the range in proportion 
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PROGRAM TO RUN DC MOTOR AND ULTR-SONIC SENSOR 

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> // includes the LiquidCrystal Library 

LiquidCrystallcd(8, 9, 6, 5, 4, 3); // Creates an LCD object. Parameters: (rs, enable, 

d4, d5, d6, d7) 

constint led = 13; 

constinttrigPin = 11; 

constintechoPin = 10; 

long duration; 

intdistanceCm; 

void setup() 

{ 

lcd.begin(16,2); // Initializes the interface to the LCD screen, and specifies 

the dimensions (width and height) of the display 

pinMode(trigPin, OUTPUT); 

pinMode(led, OUTPUT); 

pinMode(echoPin, INPUT); 

pinMode(2,INPUT); 

pinMode(7,OUTPUT); 

pinMode(12,OUTPUT); 

} 
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void loop() 

{ 

digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW); 

delayMicroseconds(2); 

digitalWrite(trigPin, HIGH); 

delayMicroseconds(10); 

digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW); 

digitalWrite(7,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(12,HIGH); 

duration = pulseIn(echoPin, HIGH); 

distanceCm= duration*0.034/2; 

lcd.setCursor(0,0); // Sets the location at which subsequent text written to the 

LCD will be displayed 

if (distanceCm> 5) 

  { 

lcd.clear(); 

 lcd.print("drudgery "); 

 lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

 lcd.print("reduction"); 

 digitalWrite(7,LOW); 
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 digitalWrite(12,LOW); 

  } 

 

} 

 

2.5 RELAY MODULE  

A relay is basically a switch which is operated by an electromagnet. The electromagnet 

requires a small voltage to get activated which we will give from the Arduino and once it is 

activated, it will pull the contact to make the high voltage circuit.The relay module we are going 

to use is the SRD-05VDC-SL-C. It runs on 5V and we can control it with any micro-controller 

but we are going to use Arduino. 

 

 

                              Fig 2.4 Realy Module 

 

 The Arduino relay module has total of six pins: three on one side and three on other 

side.On the bottom side, there are three pins which are signal, 5V and ground. We will connect 

these pins with the Arduino. While on the other side, there are NC (Normally close), C 

(Common) and the NO (normally open) which are the output pins of the 5V relay. There, we will 

connect the output device. 
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    Fig 2.5 Pin out of 5V relay module 

Normally open state (NO) VS Normally closed state (NC) 

The Arduino relay module can be used in two states which are 

1. Normally open state (NO) 

2. Normally closed state (NC) 

Normally open (NO) 

In the normally open state, the initial output of the relay will be low when it will be 

powered. In this state, the common and the normally open pins are used. 

Normally closed state (NC) 

In the normally closed state, the initial output of the relay will be high when it will be 

powered. In this state, the common and the normally close pins are used. 

 

2.6 L293D Motor Driver IC 

L293D is a typical Motor driver or Motor Driver IC which allows DC motor to drive on 

either direction. L293D is a 16-pin IC which can control a set of two DC motors simultaneously 

in any direction. It means that you can control two DC motor with a single L293D IC. 
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Concept 

It works on the concept of H-bridge. H-bridge is a circuit which allows the voltage to be 

flown in either direction. As you know voltage need to change its direction for being able to 

rotate the motor in clockwise or anticlockwise direction, Hence H-bridge IC are ideal for driving 

a DC motor.In a single L293D chip there are two h-Bridge circuit inside the IC which can rotate 

two dc motor independently. Due its size it is very much used in robotic application for 

controlling DC motors. Given below is the pin diagram of a L293D motor controller.There are 

two Enable pins on l293d. Pin 1 and pin 9, for being able to drive the motor, the pin 1 and 9 need 

to be high. For driving the motor with left H-bridge you need to enable pin 1 to high. And for 

right H-Bridge you need to make the pin 9 to high. If anyone of the either pin1 or pin9 goes low 

then the motor in the corresponding section will suspend working. It’s like a switch. 

L293D Pin Diagram 

 

 

Fig 2.6 Pin out of  L293D 
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Working of L293D 

There are 4 input pins for l293d, pin 2,7 on the left and pin 15 ,10 on the right as shown 

on the pin diagram. Left input pins will regulate the rotation of motor connected across left side 

and right input for motor on the right hand side. The motors are rotated on the basis of the inputs 

provided across the input pins as LOGIC 0 or LOGIC 1.In simple you need to provide Logic 0 or 

1 across the input pins for rotating the motor. 

L293D Logic Table 

 Lets consider a Motor connected on left side output pins (pin 3,6). For rotating the motor 

in clockwise direction the input pins has to be provided with Logic 1 and Logic 0.    

• Pin2  =  Logic 1 and Pin 7 = Logic0 | Clockwise Direction 

• Pin2  = Logic 0 and Pin 7 = Logic 1 | Anticlockwise Direction 

• Pin2  =  Logic 0 and Pin 7 = Logic 0 | Idle [No rotation] [Hi-Impedance state] 

• Pin 2  =  Logic 1 and Pin 7 = Logic 1 | Idle [No rotation]. 

In a very similar way the motor can also operate across input pin 15,10 for motor on the right 

hand side. 

Circuit Diagram For l293d motor driver IC controller 

 

     Fig 2.7 Circuit Diagram For l293d 
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Voltage Specification 

VCC is the voltage that it needs for its own internal operation 5v; L293D will not use this 

voltage for driving the motor. For driving the motors it has a separate provision to provide motor 

supply VSS (V supply).  L293d will use this to drive the motor. It means if you want to operate a 

motor at 9V then you need to provide a Supply of 9V across VSS Motor supply.The maximum 

voltage for VSS motor supply is 36V. It can supply a max current of 600mA per channel.Since it 

can drive motors Up to 36v hence you can drive pretty big motors with this l293d.VCC pin 16 is 

the voltage for its own internal Operation. The maximum voltage ranges from 5v and upto 36v. 

2.7 : BUZZER 

A buzzer or beeper is a signalling device, usually electronic, typically used in 

automobiles, household appliances such as a microwave oven, or game shows and that physical 

diagram shown in Fig. 3.8 .It most commonly consists of a number of switches or sensors 

connected to a control unit that determines if and which button was pushed or a preset time has 

lapsed, and usually illuminates a light on the appropriate button or control panel, and sounds a 

warning in the form of a continuous or intermittent buzzing or beeping sound. Initially this 

device was based on an electromechanical system which was identical to an electric bell without 

the metal gong (which makes the ringing noise). Often these units were anchored to a wall or 

ceiling and used the ceiling or wall as a sounding board. Another implementation with some AC-

connected devices was to implement a circuit to make the AC current into a noise loud enough to 

drive a loudspeaker and hook this circuit up to a cheap 8-ohm speaker. Nowadays, it is more 

popular to use a ceramic-based piezoelectric sounder like a Sonalert which makes a high-pitched 

tone. Usually these were hooked up to "driver"circuits which varied the pitch of the sound or 

pulsethe sound on and off. 

 

  Fig 2.8  Buzzer 
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2.8 : Rectifier 

A rectifier is an electrical device that converts alternating current (AC), which 

periodically reverses direction, to direct current (DC), which flows in only one direction.The 

process is known as rectification, since it "straightens" the direction of current. Physically, 

rectifiers take a number of forms, including vacuum tube diodes, wet chemical cells, mercury-

arcvalves, stacks of copper and selenium oxide plates, semiconductor diodes, silicon-controlled 

rectifiers and other silicon-based semiconductor switches. Historically, even synchronous 

electromechanical switches and motors have been used. Early radio receivers, called crystal 

radios, used a "cat's whisker" of fine wire pressing on a crystal of galena(lead sulfide) to serve as 

a point-contact rectifier or "crystal detector". 

 Rectifiers have many uses, but are often found serving as components of DC power 

suppliesand high-voltage direct current power transmission systems. Rectification may serve in 

roles other than to generate direct current for use as a source of power. As 

noted, detectors of radiosignals serve as rectifiers. In gas heating systems flame rectification is 

used to detect presence of a flame.Depending on the type of alternating current supply and the 

arrangement of the rectifier circuit, the output voltage may require additional smoothing to 

produce a uniform steady voltage. Many applications of rectifiers, such as power supplies for 

radio, television and computer equipment, require a steady constant DC voltage (as would be 

produced by a battery). In these applications the output of the rectifier is smoothed by 

an electronic filter, which may be a capacitor, choke, or set of capacitors, chokes and resistors, 

possibly followed by a voltage regulator to produce a steady voltage.More complex circuitry that 

performs the opposite function, that is converting DC to AC, is called an inverter. 

 

      

        Fig : 2.9 Rectifier 
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Rectifier Devices: 

Before the development of silicon semiconductor rectifiers, vacuum tube thermionic 

diodes and copper oxide- or selenium-based metal rectifier stacks were used. With the 

introduction of semiconductor electronics, vacuum tube rectifiers became obsolete, except for 

some enthusiasts of vacuum tube audio equipment. For power rectification from very low to very 

high current, semiconductor diodes of various types (junction diodes, Schottky diodes, etc.) are 

widely used.Other devices that have control electrodes as well as acting as unidirectional current 

valves are used where more than simple rectification is required—e.g., where variable output 

voltage is needed. High-power rectifiers, such as those used in high-voltage direct current power 

transmission, employ silicon semiconductor devices of various types. These are thyristors or 

other controlled switching solid-state switches, which effectively function as diodes to pass 

current in only one direction. 

 

2.9 : Solar Panel 

  A solar panelworks by allowing photons, or particles of light, to knock electrons free 

from atoms, generating a flow of electricity. Solar panels actually comprise many, smaller units 

called photovoltaic cells. (Photovoltaic simply means they convert sunlight into electricity.) 

Many cells linked together make up a solar panel.Each photovoltaic cell is basically a sandwich 

made up of two slices of semi-conducting material, usually silicon the same stuff used in 

microelectronics.To work, photovoltaic cells need to establish an electric field. Much like a 

magnetic field, which occurs due to opposite poles, an electric field occurs when opposite 

charges are separated. To get this field, manufacturers "dope" silicon with other materials, giving 

each slice of the sandwich a positive or negative electrical charge. 

Specifically, they seed phosphorous into the top layer of silicon, which adds extra 

electrons, with a negative charge, to that layer. Meanwhile, the bottom layer gets a dose 

of boron, which results in fewer electrons, or a positive charge. This all adds up to an electric 

field at the junction between the silicon layers. Then, when a photon of sunlight knocks an 

electron free, the electric field will push that electron out of the silicon junction.A couple of other 

components of the cell turn these electrons into usable power. Metal conductive plates on the 

sides of the cell collect the electrons and transfer them to wires. At that point, the electrons can 

flow like any other source of electricity. 

• Solar panel efficiency can be calculated by MPP (maximum power point) value of solar 

panels. 

• Solar inverters convert the DC power to AC power by performing the process of maximum 

power point tracking (MPPT): solar inverter samples the output Power (I-V curve) from the 

solar cell and applies the proper resistance (load) to solar cells to obtain maximum power. 
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• MPP (Maximum power point) of the solar panel consists of MPP voltage (V mpp) and MPP 

current (I mpp): it is a capacity of the solar panel and the higher value can make higher MPP. 

 

 

 

 

                 Fig : 2.10 Solar panel 
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CHAPTER-3 

DRUDGERY REDUCTION VEHICLE IMPLEMENTATION 

 AND OPERATION 

 

3.1  Working: 

The main aim of the project is to design a drudgery reduction vehicle which will do 

multiple works in order to reduce the drudgery for the user. This vehicle can do the grass cutting, 

wood cutting and also can carry those woods and the vehicle can do ploughing . Mainly the 

vehicle works with the solar power as fuel on the day time as the solar power has become a very 

popular source of energy over the past decade or so as people have come to recognize just how 

good it is . Not only is solar energy a free source of energy, it's also a very green one too . Unlike 

nature fossil fuels with solar power, there are no harmful chemicals being produced as a by-

product.  It's simply a case of using the natural light that's already provided to us by the sun. And 

for the night time is used battery as fuel . Since the solar energy is stored in battery . Solar panels 

can not produce Energy at night or during cloudy periods . But rechargeable batteries can store 

electricity. The photovoltaic panels charge the battery during the day, and this power can be 

drawn up to in the evening. Now, the vehicle gets the power supply after switching on the 

vehicle the power is supplied to all the electronic components in order to do their operations. The 

rectifier is used to convert an alternating current into a direct one by allowing a current to flow 

through it in one direction only .as the current is converted the arduinonano , motor driver, 

buzzer, relay module and ultra sonic sensor gets activated. 

The operations which has to be done are written in the form of embedded C language and 

dumped into the arduinonano. Arduinonano is a small, complete and bread board -friendly board 

on the ATmega328 . It has more or less the same functionality of the arduinoduemilanove, but in 

a different package.  It lacks only a DC power Jack, and works with a mini-B USB cable instead 

of a stand one. Which acts like a heart of the vehicle . All the operations which are done by the 

vehicle are programmed in it. 

The motor drivers acts as an interface between the motors and the control circuit. Motor 

require high amount of current whereas the controller circuit works on the low current signals. 

So the function of motor drivers is to take a low- current signal and the  turn it into a higher-

current signal that can drive a motor.  According to the instructions given in the program the 

motor will rotate. The relay module is an electrically operated switch that allows you to turn on 

or off a circuit using voltage and/or current much higher than a micro controller could handle . 

The relay protects each circuit from each other. 
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 As the power is supplied the bluetooth module gets activated then connect the bluetooth 

module to the users smartphone through bluetooth as the vehicle is controlled by the smart phone 

through an application called "arduinorc". And still now the vehicle does not move . In order to 

reduce the drudgery the user has to give the commands to the vehicle through the application. 

Suppose If the user gives the command like front it will start moving and does its work  

depending on the users criteria the person can give command to in different directions. If the user 

wants to abort the work . He can command  like stop then the vehicle will stop. If any obstacle is 

detected then the vehicle will move backward and turns right to do its operation and it is done by 

ultrasonic sensor .This is the working of grass cutter . We can also do the wood cutting  by using 

the same blades  depending on the wood size the blades can be changed and those woods can be 

carried on  top  the deck of vehicle or we can attach a trolley at the back of the vehicle 

 Finally, project features an Arduino Nano, DC motor, solar panel  andultr-sonic sensor 

and a small switch to turn ON/OFF power to modules. Once the implementation is done, when 

we press switch ON the power supply is going to both Arduino Nano and Bluetooth module. 

Even though we given the power supply the vehicle couldn’t move in any direction. We have to 

install the ‘ArduinoRc’ application our mobile and after that we have to pair the vehicle 

bluetooth module with mobile. Then after we have to give commands to vehicle to move in 

particular direction like right, left, front, back and stop. Based on our commands the vehicle 

moves and cuts the grass present in that field.  When ever any obstacle is found in process of 

grass cutting, the vehicle stops and moves back and turn right. The obstacle is identified by using 

the ultra-sonic sensor. This vehicle also done the wood cutting and carries the woods on top of 

the vehicle. This vehicle uses solar power as main resource to move or work. The power 

generated from solar cells was stored in battery and simultaneously works during day time. And 

the power present in battery was used at night time if any requirement is there. 

 

 

3.2 : Advantages: 

➢ Gain in knowledge and skill of farm women about selected drudgery reducing 

technologies. 

➢ Increases women efficiency at work.  

➢ Single device does many tasks. 

➢ Uses solar power for working. 
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3.3 : Disadvantages: 

➢ Operating is little complex. 

➢ Cost is high. 

➢ Man power required to control the vehicle. 

3.4 : Applications: 

➢ Commercial applications. 

➢ In rural area applications. 

➢ Industrial applications. 
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CHAPTER – 4 

RESULTS 

 

 

Fig : 4.1  Results of the project 

From the above figure, we see the important components required to implement the 

drudgery reduction vehicle like battery, solar panel and buzzer etc. In this vehicle the battery is 

used to store the power generated from solar panel and that power also used to work the vehicle 

during day time. And the power stored in battery is used to work the vehicle during night time 

and buzzer is used to give indication when ever any obstacle is present in front of the vehicle.    
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Fig : 4.2 Results of the project 

From above figure, we can see the components like Ardunio Nano and bluetooth module. 

The Arduino is used to program the vehicle and the Bluetooth module is used to pair the vehicle 

with mobile where we use the application to connect the module. After pairing to bluetooth 

module, we send the commands to the vehicle to move in such directions.  

 

Fig : 4.3 Results of the project 

From above figure, we see the components like ultra-sonic sensor and the cutter. The 

ultra-sonic sensor is used to detect the obstacles anything in present to the vehicle and cutter is 

used to cut the grass and woods. Whenever the size of the wood will increase then we need to 

change the cutter to cut the large size of the woods. 
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CHPTER – 5 

FUTURE SCOPE AND CONCLUSION 

5.1: CONCLUSION: 

This project is to bring awareness to the rural women for reducing their drudgery works. 

This project is very important and useful in rural life. Because single person couldn’t do multiple 

works with his man power. By keeping in that mind, we designed this project to do multiple 

tasks at a time with less manpower by using the vehicle. The vehicle is operated by giving the 

commands from mobile using “ArduinoRc” application. And the vehicle is stopped if any 

obstacle is found in process of grass cutting, this is done by using ultra-sonic sensor.By this 

project, the rural women can gain in knowledge and skill of farm on drudgery reduction 

technologies. And this project uses solar power during day time and it can also stores power in 

battery during day time and it is used at night time if any requirement is there.  

5.2: FUTURE SCOPE: 

This idea can be used for grass cutting instead of a person is operating the vehicle, we can 

program the vehicle to move in predefined directions only. That means  the vehicle cuts the grass 

in predefined area only, with this we can done our works in absence of us. In absence of us, we 

can also fix the start time and stop time to the vehicle. 
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CHAPTER – 7 

PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 

OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

Project Outcomes 

 

Outcome 1: To know about the LCD, Arduino Uno, EM18 RFID reader module and relay with 

their interfacing. 

Outcome 2: To familiarize with the RFID technology. 

Outcome 3: To know how to use RFID BASED MOBILE CHARGER. 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

modern tools. 

 

PSO2: Apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineeringto 

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and softwarecomponents taking 

into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural,ethical and economical considerations. 
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PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 

 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems 

and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with 

appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and 

environmental considerations. 

 

4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, 

and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations.  

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities 

relevant to the professional engineering practice.  

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and 

need for sustainable development.  
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8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities 

and norms of the engineering practice.  

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 

leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and 

write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give 

and receive clear instructions.  

 

11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member 

and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.  

 

12.  Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 

change.  

 

 

        

Fig : 9.1 Mapping Table 

 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 

 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome1 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 

Outcome2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 

Outcome3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Key words: Adiabatic logic, Multiplier, low power, Power dissipation, PFAL.  

 

 In the field of integrated circuits, low power dissipation has become one of the most 

important parameter for further development of VLSI technology. With increasing demand 

for low power devices adiabatic logic gates proves to be an effective solution. 

 The term adiabatic refers that with no energy exchange, the dissipation energy loss 

takes place. Adiabatic logic families are of different types among all those positive feedback 

adiabatic logic are using because it contributes the less power dissipation and less delay. So 

here, positive feedback logic are using in this project. 

  In positive feedback adiabatic logic (PFAL), it employs the principal of adiabatic 

switching. Adiabatic switching is used to minimize energy loss during charging/discharging. 

During adiabatic switching all nodes are charged or discharged at a constant current in order 

to minimize power dissipation. The dissipation mainly depends on the resistance of the 

charging path. The principal of adiabatic switching can be best explained by comparing it 

with the conventional switching technique. 

 In this project a 4-bit Vedic multiplier is designed with PFAL based adiabatic logic 

and its performance is analysed with different supply voltages and device dimensions by 

comparing with CMOS multiplier. 
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                                              CHAPTER 1 

         INTRODUCTION  

            This chapter gives the overview of the project. As VLSI technology is increasing day 

by day, the power consumption has become a major design parameter for VLSI circuit 

designers. Many technologies have been evolved to lessen the power dissipation of integrated 

circuits. Adiabatic logic is one of the promising technologies for low power operation of the 

circuit. The adiabatic switching techniques are based on slowing down the transfer of energy 

and recovering charge from the logic. Adiabatic techniques reduce the dynamic power 

consumption of the circuit. 

The power dissipation has become a major design issue in VLSI circuits. So, the 

design of low power circuits is one of the important concerns in VLSI design. As the system 

size is shrinking gradually it has become one of the prime concerns for design. The power 

dissipation can be reduced by introducing different design techniques. Here, we are using 

adiabatic circuits which can be minimized more than 90% as compared to CMOS logic. 

These adiabatic circuits are low power circuits which uses reversible logic to conserve 

energy. In adiabatic circuit the charge stored in load capacitor is recovered while in CMOS it 

is transferred to ground which causes wastage of energy.   

 The performance of a processor is determined by its speed. For any system a 

Processor with High speed is an important requirement. In any processing system multiplier 

is a fundamental operator. So a high speed multiplier has more demand in up surging VLSI 

technology. This paper mainly focuses on fast multiplication using Vedic Mathematics. 

Earlier some multipliers like booth multiplier, Modified Booth Multiplier, and array 

multipliers were considered for high speed multiplication.  

  But in these a lot of intermediate steps are involved. This leads to reduction in speed 

for increased bit lengths. For any signal processing and data processing applications 

Multiplier forms the essential and basic arithmetic operation. In any multiplication operation 

the speed of the multiplier is a constraint. So by reducing the steps involved in any 

computation an increase in speed can be achieved. In any system the efficiency is determined 

by the speed of the multiplier. 

   A multiplier is a vital element in many arithmetic and logical units, digital signal 

processing and communication system. Therefore speed, area and power consumptions are 

the critical parameters for the designing of multiplier circuits. 

1.1 Motivation 

 Power consumption plays a major role in present day VLSI design technology. To 

increase the energy efficiency of the logic circuits, the circuit topology and the operating 

principles have to be modified. System performance, efficiency is mainly depends upon area, 

delay and power. With the advancement of new technologies, various logic families are used 

to increase the system efficiency and performance.  
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 The need for low-power VLSI system arises from two main factors. First, with the 

steady growth of operating frequency and processing capacity per chip, large currents have to 

be delivered and the heat due to large power consumption must be removed by proper 

cooling techniques.  

 Second, battery life in portable electronic devices is limited. The demand for digital 

CMOS integrated circuits will continue to increase in the near future, due to its important 

salient features like power, reliable performance and improvements in the processing 

technology. This problem can be efficiently resolved by using adiabatic logic circuits, where 

the power is recycled back o the source instead of dissipating it as heat. Adiabatic logic 

works with the concept of switching activities which reduces the power by giving stored 

energy back to the supply. Adiabatic circuits are low power circuits which uses reversible 

logic to conserve energy. 

1.2 Objective  

 The main objective of the project is to design a 4-bit Vedic multiplier using PFAL 

based adiabatic logic family at 130 nm technology node. Verify the functionality of the 

designed multiplier using Eldo simulator. The performance parameter like power dissipation 

of the designed multiplier with different supply voltages and transistor dimensions are 

analysed and compared with CMOS multiplier. 

1.3 Why low power 

 Increasing demand for mobile electronic devices such as cellular phones, laptops, 

computers and bio-medical applications like pacemakers and defibrillators require low power 

consumption. By reducing the power dissipation the system performance and battery life time 

increases. That is the main reason for low power design techniques. 

1.3.1 Advantages of low power 

 Reduce total power consumption. 

 Increasing operating speed. 

 It also increases battery life time and manufacturability. 

The advantage of utilizing a combination of low power components in conjunction 

with low power design techniques is more valuable now than ever before. Requirements for 

lower power consumption continue to increase significantly as components become battery 

powered, smaller and require more functionality. In the past the major concerns for the VLSI 

designers was area, performance and post. Power consideration was the secondary concerned. 

Now a day’s power is the primary concerned due to the remarkable growth and success in the 

field of personal computing devices and wireless system which demand high speed 

computation and complex communication functionality with low power consumption. The 

motivations for reducing power consumption differ application to application. In the class of 

micro powered battery operated portable applications such as cell phones, the goal is to keep 

the battery lifetime and weight reasonable and packaging cost low. For high performance 
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portable computers such as laptop the goal is to reduce the power dissipation of the electronic 

portion of the system to a point which is about half of the total power dissipation. 

1.4 Tools Required 

 Mentor graphics backend tool. 

 Centos –(version). 

 Pyxis schematic editor. 

 Eldo simulator. 

 EZ wave invoker. 

 Technology library 130nm. 

The over view of the project is discussed in this chapter. The motivation, objectives and tools 

required to carry this project are presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

This chapter gives the previous work related to low power design methodologies. The 

increasing demand for low-power very large scale integration (VLSI) can be addressed at 

different design levels, such as the architectural, circuit, layout, and the process technology 

level. At the circuit design level, considerable potential for power savings exists by means of 

proper choice of a logic style for implementing combinational circuits. This is because all the 

important parameters governing power dissipation switching capacitance, transition activity, 

and short-circuit currents are strongly influenced by the chosen logic style. Depending on the 

application, the kind of circuit to be implemented, and the design technique used, different 

performance aspects become important, disallowing the formulation of universal rules for 

optical logic styles. Investigations of low-power logic styles reported in the literature so far, 

however, have mainly focused on particular logic cells, namely full-adders, used in some 

arithmetic circuits. 

The speed of silicon-based devices increased and cost decreased with the smaller 

sized ICs. The reduced feature size of silicon ICs rapidly increases the integration density. 

Application powered by a battery operated pocket-calculators, hearing aids, implantable 

pacemakers, portable military equipment used by individual soldier and most importantly, 

wrist watches droves low power electronics. In all such applications, it is important to 

prolong the battery life as much as possible. 

2.1 Impact of logic style  

The logic style used in logic gates basically influences the speed, size, power 

dissipation, and the wiring complexity of a circuit. The circuit delay is determined by the 

number of inversion levels, the number of transistors in series, transistor sizes (i.e.  channel 

width), and intra and inter cell wiring capacitances. Circuit size depends on the number of 

transistors and their sizes and on the wiring complexity. Power dissipation is determined by 

the switching activity and the node capacitances (made up of gate, diffusion, and wire 

capacitances), the latter of which in turn is a function of the same parameters that also control 

circuit size. Finally, the wiring complexity is determined by the number of connections and 

their lengths and by whether single-rail or dual-rail logic is used. All these characteristics 

may vary considerably from one logic style to another and thus make the proper choice of 

logic style crucial for circuit performance. As far as cell-based design techniques (e.g. 

standard cells) and logic synthesis are concerned, ease-of-use and generality of logic gates is 

of importance as well. Robustness with respect to voltage and transistor scaling as well as 

varying process and working conditions, and compatibility with surrounding circuitries are 

important aspects influenced by the implemented logic style. 
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2.2 Logic style requirements for low power 

 The dynamic power dissipation of a digital CMOS circuit depends on the supply 

voltage, clock frequency, the node switching activities, the node capacitances, the node short 

circuit currents, and the number of nodes. A reduction of each of these parameters results in a 

reduction of dissipated power. However, clock frequency reduction is only feasible at the 

architecture level, whereas at the circuit level frequency is usually regraded as constant in 

some degree by the logic style applied. Thus, some general logic styles used for low power 

circuit implementation. 

2.2.1 Switched capacitance reduction  

 Capacitive load, originating from transistor capacitances (gate and diffusion) and 

interconnection wiring, is to be minimized. This is achieved by having as few transistors and 

circuit nodes as possible, and by reducing transistor sizes to a minimum. In particular, the 

number of (high capacitive) inter cell connections and their length (influenced by the circuit 

size) should be kept minimal. Another source for capacitance reduction is found at the layout 

level, transistor downsizing is an effective way to reduce switched capacitance of logic gates 

on non-critical signal paths. For that purpose, a logic style should be robust against transistor 

downsizing, i.e., correct functioning of logic gates with minimal or neat minimal transistor 

sizes must be guaranteed. 

2.2.2 Supply voltage reduction 

The supply voltage and the choice of logic style are indirectly related through delay 

driven voltage scaling. That is, a logic style providing fast logic gates to speed up critical 

signal paths allows a reduction of the supply voltage in order to achieve through put. For that 

purpose, a logic style must be robust against supply voltage reduction, i.e., performance and 

correct function of gates must be guaranteed at low voltages as well. This becomes a severe 

problem at very low voltages of around 1V ad lower, where noise margins become critical. 

2.2.3 Switching activity reduction 

 Switching activity of a circuit is predominantly controlled at the architectural and 

register transfer level (RTL). At the circuit level, large differences are primarily observed 

between static and dynamic logic style. On the other hand, only minor transition activity 

variations are observed among different static logic styles and among logic gates of different 

complexity, also if glitching is concerned. 

2.2.4 Short-circuit current reduction 

 Short-circuit currents (also called dynamic leakage currents or overlap currents) may 

vary by a considerable amount between different logic styles. They also strongly depends on 

input signal slopes and thus on transistor izing. Their contribution to the overall power 

consumption is rather limited but still not negligible (10-30%), except for very low voltages 

(VDD less than or equal to Vtn+|Vtp|) where short circuit currents disappear. A low power 
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logic style should have minimal short circuit currents and no static currents besides the 

inherent CMOS leakage currents. 

 In the last twenty years or so by far, the strongest growth area of the semiconductor 

industry has been in silicon very large scale integration (VLSI) technology. The sustained 

growth in VLSI technology is increased by the continued shrinking of transistors to ever 

smaller dimensions. The benefits of miniaturization are higher packing densities, higher 

circuit speed, and lower power dissipation have been key in the evolutionary progress leading 

today’s computers and communication systems that offer superior performance, dramatically 

reduced cost per function, and much reduced physical size, in comparison with their 

predecessors. VLSI circuits have found a lot of applications in the recent development of ICs. 

The dimensions of transistors have shrunk enormously, which has a great positive impact on 

VLSI technology. 

 The evolution of VLSI device technology from the invention of first bipolar 

transistor, MOSFET, CMOS up to the VLSI era, the power dissipation aspects of various 

types of transistors technology is always a researcher’s interest. The CMOS circuit include 

both p-channel and n-channel MOSFT’s which causes only negligible standby power 

dissipation. The active power dissipation occurring during switching activities can be 

minimized by good design of the circuits. By this characteristic, hundreds of millions of 

CMOS transistors can be integrated on a single chip. Also, the noise margin of CMOS-based 

circuit is improved leading to easy design of CMOS chip. 

 Power dissipation in CMOS can be classified into three categories static power 

dissipation, dc switching power occurring when both transistors conduct momentarily during 

a transition, and ac switching power lost while charging (discharging) capacitive loads. The 

combination of dc switching power and ac switching power is often called dynamic power 

dissipation. The power dissipation attributable to the three sources can be influenced at 

different levels of the overall design process. Minimization of power dissipation in CMOS 

based system designs can take place at four levels: technology, circuit, architecture and 

algorithm. At the circuit level, considerable potential for power saving exist by the proper 

choice of logic style for implementing combinational circuits. The various methodologies and 

topologies to achieve the required function such as. 

2.3 Static CMOS design 

 The mostly used logic style is static complementary CMOS. The static CMOS style is 

really an extension of the static CMOS inverter to multiple inputs. In review, the primary 

advantage of the CMOS structure is robustness (i.e., low sensitivity to noise), good 

performance, and low power consumption (with no static power consumption). As we will 

see, most of the properties are carried over to large fan-in logic gates implemented using the 

same circuit topology. The complementary CMOS circuit style falls under a broad class of 

logic circuits called static circuits in which at every point in time (except during the switching 

transients), each gate output is connected to either VDD or VSS in a low-resistance path. 

Also, the outputs of the gate assume at all times the value of the Boolean function 

implemented by the circuit (ignoring, once again, the transient effects during switching 
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periods). This is in contrast to the dynamic circuit class that relies on temporary storage of 

signal values on the capacitance gate is simpler and faster. On the other hand, its design and 

operation are more involved than those of its static counterpart, due to an increased 

sensitivity to noise. 

 A static CMOS gate is a combination of two networks, called the pull-up network 

(PUN) and the pull-down network (PDN). The Fig.2.1 shows a generic N input logic gate 

where all inputs are distributed to both the pull-up and pull-down networks. The function of 

the PUN is to provide a connection between the output and VDD any time the output of the 

logic gate is meant to be 1 (based on the inputs). Similarly, the function of the PDN is to 

connect the output to VSS when the output of the logic gate is meant to be 0. The PUN and 

PDN networks are constructed in a mutually exclusive fashion such that one and only one of 

the networks is conducting in steady state. In this way, once the transients have settled, a path 

always exists between VDD and the output F, realizing a high output (“one”) or alternatively, 

between VDD and F for a low output (“Zero”). This is equivalent to stating that the output 

node is always a low-impedance node in steady state.  

 

Fig. 2.1: Structure of complementary logic gate 

 A transistor can be thought of as a switch controlled by its gate signal. An NMOS 

switch is one when the controlling signal is high and is off when the controlling signal is low. 

A PMOS transistor acts as an inverse switch that is ON when the controlling signal is low 

and OFF when the controlling signal high. The PDN is constructed using NMOS devices, 

while PMOS transistors are used in the PUN. The primary reason for this choice is that 

NMOS transistor produce “strong zeros”, and PMOS devices generate “strong ones”. A 

NMOS pass transistor logic and transmission gates can reduce layout area and consequently 

power dissipation. NMOS pass transistor logic technique is better than the conventional 

CMOS technique in high speed and low power logic circuit design because of reduced 

number of transistors. The research related to low power dissipation in CMOS circuits are 

discussed in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LOW POWER DESIGN TECHINQUES 

            This chapter describes the different design techniques and about different low power 

logic style. 

3.1 Different logic style 

 The CMOS logic circuits are categorized into two categories:- static and dynamic 

logic circuits. These different logic styles are used according to the design requirements such 

as power consumption, area and speed. In a static logic circuit logic value is retained by using 

the circuit states while in dynamic logic circuits style a logic value is stored in the form of 

charge. 

3.1.1 Static versus dynamic logic styles 

 A major distinction, also with respect to power dissipation, must be made between 

static and dynamic logic styles. As opposed to static gates, dynamic gates are clocked and 

work in two phases, a pre-charge and an evaluation phase. The logic function is realized in a 

single NMOS pull-down or PMOS pull-up network, resulting in small input capacitances and 

fast evaluation times. This makes dynamic logic attractive for high-speed applications. 

However, the large clock loads and the high signal transition activities due to the pre-

charging mechanism result in excessive high power dissipation. Also, the usage of dynamic 

gates is not as straight forward and universal as it is for static gates, and robustness is 

considerably degraded. 

3.1.2 Complementary CMOS logic style 

 Logic gates in conventional or complementary CMOS (also simply referred to as 

CMOS in the sequel) are built from an NMOS pull-down and a dual PMOS pull-up logic 

network. In addition, pass-gates or transmission gates (i.e., the combination of an NMOS and 

a PMOS pass-transistor) are often used for implementing multipliers, XOR-gates, and flip-

flops efficiently (CMOS with pass-gates will be denoted as CMOS+). Any logic function can 

be realized by NMOS pull-down and PMOS pull-up networks connected between the gate 

output and the power lines. 

3.2 Adiabatic Logic 

 Adiabatic circuits are low power circuits which use "reversible logic" to conserve 

energy. Adiabatic circuits are those circuits which work on the principle of adiabatic charging 

and discharging and which recycle the energy from output nodes instead of discharging it to 

ground as shown in Fig.3.2. Conventional CMOS circuits achieve a logic “1” or logic “0” by 

charging the load capacitor to supply voltage VDD and discharging it to ground respectively 

as shown in Fig.3.1. As such every time a charge-discharge cycle occurs, an amount of 

energy equal to C*VDD
2 is dissipated.  
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 Unlike the conventional CMOS circuits, in adiabatic circuits energy is recycled. 

Instead of discharging the capacitor to ground, the charge is discharged to the power supply. 

Since the charge has to be discharged to supply, the supply in adiabatic circuits is a time 

varying one called the power clock. It has been observed that among the different waveforms 

for charging or discharging the load capacitor, a ramp is more efficient and as such 

trapezoidal power clocks have been used in many adiabatic circuit styles. Many adiabatic 

logic circuits which dissipate less power than static CMOS logic circuits have been 

introduced as a promising approach in low power circuit design. 

 

          Fig. 3.1: CMOS logic    Fig. 3.2: Adiabatic logic 

3.2.1 Positive Feedback Adiabatic Logic (PFAL) 

 The partial energy recovery circuit structure named Positive Feedback Adiabatic 

Logic (PFAL) has been used, since it shows the lowest energy consumption if compared to 

other similar families, and a good robustness against technological parameter variations. It is 

a dual-rail circuit with partial energy recovery. The core of all the PFAL gates is an adiabatic 

amplifier, a latch made by the two PMOS M1-M2 and two NMOS M3-M4, that avoids a 

logic level degradation on the output nodes out and /out. The functional blocks are in parallel 

with the PMOSFETs of the adiabatic amplifier and form a transmission gate. The two n-trees 

realize the logic functions. This logic family also generates both positive and negative 

outputs. 

 Positive feedback adiabatic logic (PFAL) shows the lowest energy dissipation among 

adiabatic logic families based on cross-coupled transistors, due to the reduction of both 

adiabatic and non- adiabatic losses. The dissipation primarily depends on the resistance of the 

charging path, which consists of a single p-channel MOSFET during the recovery phase. 
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Fig. 3.3: General PFAL schematic and Four –phase pulsed power supply 

 The partial energy recovery circuit structure named Positive Feedback Adiabatic 

Logic (PFAL) has been used, since it shows the lowest energy consumption if compared to 

other similar families, and a good robustness against technological parameter variations. It is 

a dual-rail circuit with partial energy recovery. The general schematic of the PFAL 

inverter/buffer is shown in Fig.3.3. 

 The core of all the PFAL gates is an adiabatic amplifier, a latch made by the two 

PMOS M1-M2 and two NMOS M3-M4, that avoids a logic level degradation on the output 

nodes out and/out. The two n-trees realize the logic functions. This logic family also 

generates both positive and negative outputs. The functional blocks are in parallel with the 

PMOSFETs of the adiabatic amplifier and form a transmission gate. The two n-trees realize 

the logic functions. This logic family also generates both positive and negative outputs. 

 PFAL uses four phase pulsed power supply. Let us assume in as high and /in as low. 

At beginning of cycle, when power clock rise from 0 to Vdd, out remains at ground level and 

/out flows power through F (n-tree). When power clock reaches at Vdd the output hold the 

valid logic. These values are maintained during hold phase and use as input to next stage. 

After hold stage power clock down to 0 so that /out return its energy to power clock so that 

deliver charge is recovered. 
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Advantages of Adiabatic Logic: 

 It shows a greater reduction in power dissipation. 

 This can reuse and recover the power supply from supplied energy. 

 In adiabatic logic the energy consumed is manifold less when compared to the 

conventional CMOS. 

 Lower switching noise. 

Applications of Adiabatic Logic: 

   Data gathering devices undersea or underground 

   Used for biomedical purpose on medical implants with human body.  
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CHAPTER 4 

MENTOR GRAPHICS TOOLS 

 This chapter gives explanation about the basics of mentor graphics tools and 

simulation of circuits using these tools. The mentor graphics tools contains both frontend and 

backend tools, in which the PYXIS schematic (back end tool) is used for the project 

implementation and simulation. 

4.1 Procedure for simulation of transfer level circuits using PYXIS 

schematic 

 First login to the REDHAT Linux system with the required user name and password. 

Then right click on the desktop and click on open terminal good file management is needed 

for proper design hierarchy. So create an empty directory in the root by typing the following 

command in the terminal window. 

   root@localhost~]$mkdirfile_name 

 To create subdirectories in a directory change the current directory by typing the 

following command 

   [root@localhost~]$ CD file_name 

 Now you can create a subdirectory in the directory mgc_filename by using “mkdir” 

command then a subdirectory with name “invert” is created in the directoruymgc_filename. 

Pyxis schematic tutorial 

 To enter into the pyxis schematic, in the terminal window type the following 

[root@localhost~]#csh 

[root@localhost~]$source/home/software/cshrc/ams.cshrc 

root@localhost~]$da_ic& 

Then the following window appears. 
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Fig. 4.1: PYXIS schematic window 

4.2 Creation of empty sheet in PYXIS schematic 

 Go to file ----->New --->Schematic. Then the following window appears as shown in 

the Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 In the component field enter the sheet name and then click ok. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.2:Method for creation of empty sheet in PYXIS schematic 
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Fig. 4.3: Creation of empty sheet in PYXIS schematic 

4.3 Design of inverter  

 To design an Inverter we need one PMOSS transistor and one NMOS transistor in the 

above Fig.4.3, on the right side, in the schematic edit panel under “LIBRARY” different 

types of components are available. The PMOS and NMOS transistors are available in the 

devices library. VDD, VSS, GND. The input & output ports etc. are available in the generic 

library. Different types of DC and AC sources are available. Drag the required components 

into the empty sheet and the following Fig.4.4 will be obtained. 

 

Fig. 4.4: Placing the components as per required circuit 

 To connect different types of components click on “Add wire” option on the left side 

of the window. To change the name of nets at the input and output of the circuit, select the 

component and press Q on the keyboard and click ok after necessary changes. Then we will 

get the finalized diagram as shown in the Fig.4.5. 
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Fig. 4.5: Connecting the components and naming nets. 

To edit the properties of the components left click on the component and press Q. then a 

window opens showing the list of properties related to the device as shown below Fig. 4.6. 

 

Fig. 4.6: Modification of properties of the components 

 To check the connections of the edited circuit go to file---> check schematic. Then the 

following window opens as shown in the Fig.4.7. make sure that there should be zero errors 

in the document. 
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Fig. 4.7: Check the schematic diagram 

4.4 Creating symbol for the designed circuit 

  To create the symbol for the circuit, in the menu bar go to add---> generate symbol. 

The following window appears as shown in the Fig.4.8. in this window put check marks on 

replace existing and activate symbol options and then click on choose a symbol and select the 

required shape for the symbol and then click ok. 

 

Fig. 4.8: Generation of Symbol 
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 Then schematic with the selected shape appears and if there is any editing required for 

the symbol then edit by using the options in the symbol edit panel and the following window 

will appear as shown in the Fig.4.9. 

 

Fig. 4.9: Formation of symbol 

To check the symbols go to File------ check symbol. Make sure that there are no errors in 

the symbol. 

4.5 Simulation of Designed Circuits 

 To simulate the circuit we will make use of the symbol created for the circuit. First we 

have to create one subdirectory for the simulation in which all the files related the simulation 

are stored in that subdirectory. The procedure for creating subdirectory is explained. Now 

create an empty schematic by going through, File--- New schematic. Then a window 

opens, in the “component name” field enter the subdirectory name you have created for 

storing the files related to the simulation and then click OK. Then an empty schematic will be 

created with the required name. To add the symbol to the schematic, right click--- Instance-

--choose symbol. Then the following window opens as show in the Fig.4.10. 
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Fig. 4.10: Obtaining created symbol 

             Then go to the directory where the original circuit is located, select the directory and 

then click OK. Just click on the empty schematic then following symbol appears as shown in 

the below Fig.4.11. 

 

Fig. 4.11: Usage of generated symbol 

 To simulate the inverter we need to add the power supply and input signal to the 

inverter. There are different types of simulations are available like, DC Analysis, AC 

Analysis, Transient simulation, Noise simulation etc. Here the transient simulation is given. 

First add the components like input port, output port, VDD, GND, pulse signal to the 

schematic by going through the palette schematic edit-- library then the window will be as 

shown in the below Fig.4.12 
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Fig. 4.12: Addition of components for the symbol to get simulated 

Edit the properties and name the nets then finally simulate the circuit and then the circuit will 

be as shown in the Fig.4.13. 

 

Fig. 4.13: Circuit ready for simulation 
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4.6 Simulation of Circuits 

The transient simulation of the edited circuit is described here. Go to schematic edit palette in 

that click on simulation then the following open as show in the Fig.4.14. 

 

  
 

Fig. 4.14: Entering simulation mode 

 In the window select New Design configuration and click OK. In the entering 

simulation mode window click OK. In the palette area select Lib/Temp/Inc and select include 

files. Then a window appears as shown in fig. Click on directory icon and select ami05.mod 

using browser in $mod folder and click on Apply. 

 

 

Fig. 4.15: Setup simulation 

In setup simulation window in the left side select analysis tab. The window appears as shown 

in fig. Setup start time and stop time and click apply. 
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Fig. 4.16: Analysis setup 

Now select measure and select the inputs and outputs from the simulation circuit as shown in 

the Fig.4.17. 

 

Fig. 4.17: Selecting output waveforms 

 Now click on add and then on apply. Close the setup simulation window. 
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Fig. 4.18: Measures 

 Click on Run Eldo button in the palette area. Time taken for the analysis, temperature, 

netlist, power dissipation, number of components, and number of nodes, errors and warnings 

are shown in the long. Be sure that there are no errors. 

 Now click on view waves in the palette area. The output waveforms can be obtained 

as shown in the below Fig.4.19. 

 

Fig. 4.19: Output waveforms 
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CHAPTER 5 

MULTIPLIER DESIGN USING ADIABATIC LOGIC 

This chapter gives the detailed overview of the implementation of the project and gives the 

information about block diagram and truth tables and internal modules of the proposed work. 

5.1 Operation of the Multiplier 

 A multiplier is a combinational logic circuit that is used to multiply binary digits. Just 

like the adder and subtractor, a multiplier is an arithmetic combinational circuit. Multiplier 

can be used in several digital signal processing applications. It can also be used in design 

calculators, mobiles, processors, and digital image processors. The common multiplication 

method is “add and shift” algorithm. In parallel multipliers number of partial products to be 

added is the main parameter that determines the performance of the multiplier. Here we are 

using Vedic multiplier. 

 Vedic mathematics was reconstructed from the ancient India scriptures (Vedas) by 

Swami Bharati Krishna Tirthaji Maharaja (1884-1960) after his eight years of research on 

Vedas. This is a very interesting field and presents some effective algorithms which can be 

applied to various branches of engineering such as computing and digital signal processing. 

Integrating multiplication with Vedic Mathematics techniques would result in the saving of 

computational time. Thus, integrating Vedic mathematics for the multiplier design will 

enhance the speed of multiplication operation. The 4 bit x 4 bit multiplication has been done 

in a single line in Vedic Multiplier whereas in shift and add (conventional) method, four 

partial products have to be added to get the result. Thus, by using Vedic Multiplier in binary 

multiplication, the number of steps required calculating the final product will be reduced and 

hence there is a reduction in computational time and increase in speed of the multiplier. 

  

Fig. 5.1:Operation of multiplier 
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 In conventional method, partial products are summated only after every partial 

product is obtained. Whereas, in Vedic technique, partial products are obtained vertically and 

simultaneously once all the elements of a column are obtained, respective partial products are 

added. Hence, leads to advancement in speed over the conventional method.  

The operation of 2x2 bit multiplier using the Vedic mathematics approach is shown in 

Fig.5.1. This circuit was designed by using four AND gates and two half adders. Four input 

voltages are used for input A1, A0, B1 and B0. The two half adders are driven by the output 

produced by the AND gates. Each module in the 2x2 bit multiplier is designed individually so 

that it can be optimised in terms of power, delay and area.  

5.2 Block diagram of 4-bit Vedic multiplier 

            First 2x2 bit multiplier inputs are A1A0 and B1B0. The last block is 2x2 bit 

multiplier with inputs A3 A2 and B3 B2. The middle one shows two 2x2 bit multiplier with 

inputs A3 A2 & B1B0 and A1A0 & B3 B2. So the final result of multiplication, which is of 8 

bit, S7 S6S5S4 S3 S2 S1 S0. To understand the concept, the Block diagram of 4x4 bit Vedic 

multiplier is shown in Fig.5.3. To get final product (S7 S6 S5 S4 S3 S2 S1 S0), four 2x2 bit 

Vedic multiplier and three 4-bit Ripple-Carry (RC) Adders are required. The proposed Vedic 

multiplier can be used to reduce delay. Interestingly, 8x8 Vedic multiplier modules are 

implemented easily by using four 4x4 multiplier. 

 

Fig. 5.2:Block diagram of 4-bit vedic multiplier 
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The design equations which implements the above block diagram of 4-bit vedic multiplier is 

given as below,  

S0 = A0.B0                                               (5.1)  

S1 = A1.B0 +A0.B1+C0                            (5.2) 

S2 = A2.B0 +A0.B2+A1.B1+C1                (5.3) 

S3 = A3.B0 +A0.B3+A2.B1+A1.B2+C2    (5.4) 

S4 = A3.B1 +A1.B3+A2.B2+C3                      (5.5) 

S5 = A2.B0 +A0.B2+C4                             (5.6) 

S6 = A2.B0 +C5                                                      (5.7) 

S7 = C6                                                      (5.8) 

5.3 Design of 4 bit Vedic Multiplier 

 This section gives the information about schematics of 2-bit and 4-bit multiplier and 

basic logic gates also using PFAL logic. 

5.3.1 Schematic of PFAL Inverter 

 In PFAL Inverter, when power clock goes up from 0 to VDD, out stays at ground level 

and /out at power clock. When power clock arrives at VDD, out and /out hold logic value 0 

and VDD. This output values can be used for the next stage. When power clock falls from VDD 

to 0, /out returns its energy to power clock. In PFAL inverter gate logic, if the input is low 

and PMOS is ‘ON’ and NMOS is ‘OFF’ and the output is in high state. Such that output is 

complemented of the input. In PFAL inverter/buffer logic circuit which is shown in Fig. 5.3, 

out as inverter output and outbar as buffer output. 

           

Fig. 5.3 PFAL based Inverter/Buffer 
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Fig.5.4: PFAL Inverter/Buffer output waveforms 

 As shown in the Fig 5.4.there are two inputs which is the complement of the other and 

similarly two outputs. The two outputs are one is the inverter waveform and the other is the 

buffer waveform. The power clock waveform is also shown in that which is the main input in 

the working of the adiabatic logic. 

5.3.2 Schematic of PFAL NAND/AND gate 

 In PFAL NAND gate logic, when output of NAND gate is LOW if both the inputs are 

HIGH. If any one of the input is LOW then output is HIGH. In PFAL NAND gate logic 

circuit which is shown in Fig.5.5, out as NAND gate output and outbar as AND gate output. 

 

Fig. 5.5: PFAL NAND/AND gate 
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   Fig. 5.6:PFAL NAND/AND gate output waveforms 

          As shown in the Fig 5.6, have two different inputs and the one output. The output 

waveform is the NAND operation of that two different inputs. Like above figures it also has 

the power clock based on that power clock the output is produced. 

5.3.3 Schematic of PFAL XNOR/XOR gate 

 In PFAL XOR gate logic circuit which is shown in Fig.5.7, when output of XOR gate 

is HIGH when total number of HIGH inputs are ODD. Otherwise output is LOW. 

 

Fig. 5.7: PFAL XOR/XNOR gate     
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Fig. 5.8: PFAL XOR/XNOR output waveform 

 As shown in the Fig 5.8, have the two inputs and one output and power clock as an 

input. Here the output is produced by the XOR operation between the two inputs. It means 

that when the two inputs are same the output is logic 0 and when the two inputs are different 

the output is logic 1. 

5.3.4. Schematic of half adder 

    In this, PFAL half adder logic circuit which is shown in Fig.5.9, is implemented by using 

an AND gate and XOR gate. The result is produced as SUM and CARRY. It produces sum 

and sum’ which is the negation of sum and similarly it produces carry and carry’. 

 

Fig. 5.9:PFAL half adder 
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Fig. 5.10:PFAL half adder output waveforms 

 As shown in the Fig 5.10, have the two inputs and two outputs and one power clock 

as an input. The two outputs are the sum and carry. Sum is obtained from the XOR operation 

between the two inputs and the carry is obtained from the AND operation between the two 

inputs. We can also obtain the complementary waveforms for these outputs. 

5.3.5 Schematic of PFAL 2-bit Vedic multiplier 

 In PFAL 2-bit Vedic multiplier which is shown in Fig.5.11, this module is 

implemented using four AND gates and two HALF ADDER gates. In Vedic multiplier delay 

is only those two HALF ADDERS delay. After final bit display it is same as Array 

multiplication. 

 

Fig. 5.11: PFAL 2-bit Vedic Multiplier Schematic 
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Fig. 5.12: PFAL 2-bit Vedic multiplier schematic and output waveforms 

As shown in the Fig 5.12,have four inputs and four outputs. Those four inputs are in the 

combination of A0A1 and B0B1.  

5.3.6 PFAL based full adder  

 In this, PFAL full adder logic circuit which is shown in Fig.5.13, is implemented by 

using two XOR, two AND and one OR gate. The output of the first XOR gate is given as 

input to the second XOR gate and AND gate. The outputs of the AND gate is driven as input 

to the OR gate. Final outputs are SUM and CARRY. By using this full adder ripple carry 

adder can be implemented. 
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Fig. 5.13:Full adder schematic 

Fig. 5.14:Full adder output waveforms 

 As shown in the Fig 5.14, have the three inputs and two outputs. The two outputs are 

sum and carry. Sum is obtained from the XOR operation between the three inputs. Carry is 

obtained because of the AND and OR operation between the inputs. 

5.3.7 PFAL based 4-bit Ripple Carry Adder 

 In PFAL 4-bit Ripple Carry Adder circuit which is shown in Fig.5.15, can be 

cascaded in parallel to add an 4-bit full adders are four. A Ripple Carry Adder is a logic 

circuit in which the carry-out of each full adder is the carry-in of the succeeding next most 

significant full adder. It is called a ripple carry adder because each carry bit gets rippled into 

the next stage. 
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Fig. 5.15: PFAL 4-bit Ripple Carry Adder 

 

              
 Fig. 5.16:Ripple carry adder output waveforms 

 As shown in the Fig.5.16 nine inputs and five outputs. Those nine inputs are in the 

form of A0A1A2A3 and B0B1B2B3 and Cin. Similarly the outputs are S0,S1,S2,S3 and Co. 
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Here the carry is produced in between the full adders and those carries are given as input to 

the next adder. 

5.3.8 PFAL based 4-bit Vedic Multiplier 

 In the PFAL 4-bit Vedic Multiplier which is shown in Fig.5.17, this module can be 

implemented using four 2-bit Vedic Multiplier modules and three 4-bit Ripple carry adders. If 

input a=a0,a1,a2,a3 and b=b0,b1,b2,b3 in 4-bit multiplication. Then the resultant bits are 

s7,s6,s5,s4,s3,s2,s1,s0. 

 

 

Fig.5.17: PFAL 4-bit Vedic Multiplier 

5.3.9 PFAL 4-bit multiplier results 

 This section gives the results of the designed 4-bit multiplier using CMOS and PFAL 

logic. The schematic entry is carried out using PYXIS tool. Then design is verified for the 

required functionality using Eldo simulator. The library for all these designs is ami 05models. 

In this S0-S7 and ca3 are the outputs,A0-A3 and B0-B3 are the inputs.  
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  Fig. 5.18: Output waveforms of 4-bit multiplier using PFAL logic 
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  As shown in the Fig 5.18. it has the eight inputs in the form of A0A1A2A3 and 

B0B1B2B3 and Cin,Ca1,Ca2 are the inputs and So,S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S7 are the outputs. It 

can also produce the complementary waveforms for those outputs.  

5.4. Performance of designed multiplier 

  The performance of the designed multiplier in terms of average power dissipation 

with various supply voltages and device dimensions are analysed and compared with CMOS 

design. 

Table 5.1 and 5.2 indicates the average power dissipation of inverter using CMOS and PFAL 

logic gates. In this inverter gate, transistor width of table 5.1 and 5.2 are 2u and 4u 

respectively. This analysis is made for various voltages across the range of 1.8V to 5V. 

        Table 5.1 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL inverter at transistor width of 

2µm 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings  Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 0.55 0.00167 97.1526 

2.5 1.80 0.00245 99.26 

3 2.98 0.00315 99.0539 

4.5 3.67 0.00487 99.0145 
 

 Table 5.2 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL inverter at transistor width  

of 4μm 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.3 and 5.4 indicates the average power dissipation of NAND gate using CMOS and 

PFAL logic gates. In this NAND gate, transistor width of table 5.3 and 5.4 are 2u and 4u 

respectively. This analysis is made for various voltages across the range of 1.8V to 5V   

                        

    Table 5.3 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL NAND gate at transistor width 

of 2μm 

 

 

 

 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings   Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 0.94 0.002654 97.1526 

2.5 3.76 0.00305 99.265 

3 5.4 0.006315 99.467 

4.5 7.24 0.00903 99.165 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 54.67 0.1186 97.67 

2.5 67.34 0.12107 98.77 

3          87.34 0.135067 99.076 

4.5 105.67 0.1428 99.65 
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        Table 5.4 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL NAND gate at transistor 

width of 4μm 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.5 and 5.6 indicates the average power dissipation of XOR GATE using CMOS and 

PFAL logic gates. In this XOR gate, transistor width of table 5.5 and 5.6 are 2u and 4u 

respectively. This analysis is made for various voltages across the range of 1V to 5V.  

Table 5.5 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL XOR gate at transistor width of 

2μm 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.6 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL XOR gate at transistor width of 

4μm 

 

 

 

  

 

Table 5.7 and 5.8 indicates the average power dissipation of half adder using CMOS and 

PFAL logic gates. In this half adder, transistor width of table 5.7 and 5.8 are 2u and 4u 

respectively. This analysis is made for various voltages across the range of 1V to 5V. 

Table 5.7 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL half adder at transistor width of 

2μm     

 

 

 

 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 97.56 0.23687 96.87 

2.5 132.43 0.25265 98.45 

3         156.08 0.281567 99.07 

4.5 198.76 0.28745 99.56 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 2.026 0.02565 98.64 

2.5 10.157 0.034566 99.67 

3         31.577 0.06899 99.672 

4.5 169.5 0.134233 99.85 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 3.2343 0.053055 98.45 

2.5 12.827 0.06376 99.54 

3         39.457 0.13256 99.66 

4.5 202.34 0.289324 99.87 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 4.89 0.02406 97.82 

2.5 16.89 0.05661 98.99 

3         33.78 0.07381 99.06 

4.5 156.89 0.19739 99.87 
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Table 5.8 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL HALF ADDER at transistor width 

of 4μm 

 

 

 

 

                                

Table 5.9 and 5.10 indicates the average power dissipation of 2-bit Vedic Multiplier using 

CMOS and PFAL logic gates. In this 2-bit Vedic multiplier, transistor width of table 5.9 and 

5.10 are 2u and 4u respectively. This analysis is made for various voltages across the range of 

1.8V to 5V. 

Table 5.9 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL 2-bit Vedic Multiplier at transistor 

width of 

2μm 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.10 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL 2-bit Vedic Multiplier at transistor 

width of 4μm 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.11 and 5.12 indicates the average power dissipation of FULL ADDER using CMOS 

and PFAL logic gates. In this full adder, transistor width of table 5.11 and 5.12 are 2u and 4u 

respectively. This analysis is made for various voltages across the range of 1.8 to 5V. 

Table 5.11 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL full adder at transistor width of 

2μm 

 

 

 

          Table 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 7.87 0.04399 97.98 

2.5 29.43 0.08965 99.007 

3          67.89        0.13476 99.45 

4.5 258.91 0.36851 99.87 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 2.89 0.01289 96.88 

2.5 9.86 0.03476 98.41 

3          45.81        0.08934 99.09 

4.5 109.76 0.14589 99.78 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 3.98 0.01897 96.99 

2.5 18.98 0.07609 98.67 

3          98.87        0.14698 99.09 

4.5 197.09 0.28759 99.80 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 6.5087 0.23155 96.77 

2.5 26.765 0.26143 98.99 

3          76.89        0.42367 99.07 

4.5 389.56 0.76533 99.78 
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5.12 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL full adder at transistor width of 4μm 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.13 and 5.14 indicates the average power dissipation of 4-bit Ripple Carry Adder 

using CMOS and PFAL logic gates. In this 4-bit ripple carry adder, transistor width of table 

5.13 and 5.14 are 2u and 4u respectively. This analysis is made for various voltages across 

the range of 1.8V to 5V. 

Table 5.13 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL 4-bit Ripple Carry Adder at 

transistor width of 2μm 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.14 Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL 4-bit Ripple Carry Adder at 

transistor width of 4μm 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.15 and 5.16 indicates the power dissipation of 4-bit Vedic Multiplier using CMOS 

and PFAL logic gates. In this 4-bit Vedic multiplier, transistor width of table 5.15 and 5.16 

are 2u and 4u respectively. This analysis is made for various voltages across the range of 

1.8V to 5V. 

     Table 5.15 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL 4-bit Vedic Multiplier at 

transistor width of 2μm 

 

 

 

 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 8.90        0.45389 95.87 

2.5 27.98 0.51267 97.39 

3          87.65        0.87734 99.009 

4.5 435.54 0.154487 99.532 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 10.56        0.14356 96.61 

2.5 39.34 0.20743 98.67 

3          97.37        0.31263 99.05 

4.5 206.42 0.69854 99.71 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 16.90        0.19604 94.7 

2.5 68.67 0.32961 96.48 

3          173.82        0.50973 99.01 

4.5 409.39 0.133962 99.48 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 23.78        0.05450 97.86 

2.5 63.82 0.08591 98.63 

3         133.06        0.17684 98.89 

4.5 472.99 0.52971 99.26 
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Table 5.16 Average Power dissipation of CMOS and PFAL 4-bit Vedic Multiplier at 

transistor width of 4μm 

 

 

 

 

 

From the above results, it is observed that if the supply voltage increases average power 

dissipation also increases which means that supply voltage is directly proportional to power 

dissipation. Let us take an example, for a 4-bit Vedic multiplier by using CMOS logic, at 

1.8V the average power dissipation is 23.78uw at 2um transistor width and when the 

transistor width is 4um at 1.8V then average power dissipation is 53.87uw. This concludes 

that when transistor width increases the average power dissipation increases. Similarly for a 

4-bit Vedic multiplier by using PFAL logic, at 2.5V the average power dissipation is 0.08uw 

at 2um transistor width and when the transistor width is 4um at 2.5v then power dissipation is 

0.14uw. This concludes that when transistor width increases the power dissipation increases. 

 Average Power dissipation of a 4-bit Vedic multiplier by using PFAL logic is 54nw and for a 

CMOS multiplier it is 23uw when the supply voltage and transistor width are 1.8V and 2u 

respectively. This indicates that 97% of power reduction by using PFAL logic among CMOS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supply voltage 

(V) 

CMOS PFAL % Power 

savings Average Power dissipation (µW) 

1.8 53.87         0.06903 94.87 

2.5 138.76 0.14783 97.54 

3         228.91        0.30651 99.04 

4.5 789.62 0.133603 99.74 
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CONCLUSION 

 In this project a 4-bit Vedic multiplier is implemented with CMOS and PFAL logic 

using Mentor Graphics backend tool. The power and area being the limiting factor in high 

density and high performance VLS designs, a great deal of effort has been made to explore 

low power without sacrificing performance. PFAL logic style used in this design provides 

low power dissipation as compared to CMOS. It has been found that the power dissipation of 

the multiplier using PFAL logic style is less than that of the conventional CMOS multiplier 

design, proposed multiplier using PFAL logic style shows large power savings over a range 

of supply voltage than other design techniques. 

  Power efficiency can be achieved by the reduction of power loss. Reduction of power 

loss will results in the financial cost saving to consumers if the power savings offset any 

additional costs of implementing and power efficiency technology. 

  The principal of adiabatic circuits is that they reuse the power instead of dissipating. 

Then, in Adiabatic logic circuits average power reduction (re-usage of power) is 

approximately maximum percent. When the transistor width is 2u and 4u then the power 

dissipation is 54nw and 69nw respectively when the supply voltage is 1.8V. This indicates 

when the transistor width increases power dissipation also increases. 

  In above power dissipation tables, the average power consumes in proposed PFAL 

logic family is less compare to conventional CMOS logic family. Average Power dissipation 

of a 4-bit Vedic multiplier by using PFAL logic is 54nw and for a CMOS multiplier it is 

23uw when the supply voltage and transistor width are 1.8v and 2u respectively. This 

indicates that 97% of power reduction by using PFAL logic among CMOS. In every gate 

transistor width increases then average power consumption also increases. The transistor 

width is directly proportional to average power. If PFAL logic family is almost maximum, 

amount of power is reused compared to CMOS logic family.  
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME 

SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAMME 

OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

Application Product Research Review 

  

 

 

 

Project Outcomes 

 

1. Design of 4-bit Vedic multiplier using CMOS and PFAL adiabatic logic family. 

2. Verify the functionality using Eldo simulator. 

3. Analyzed the performance of PFAL multiplier with different supply voltages and 

device dimensions. 

4. Compared the performance of designed multiplier with CMOS design.  

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: Designing electronics and communication systems in the domain of VLSI, 

embedded systems, signal processing and RF communications and applying modern tools. 

 

PSO2: Applying the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication 

Engineering to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and 

software components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, 

ethical and economical considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex 

engineering problems. 

 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems 

and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with 
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appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and 

environmental considerations. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, 

and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations. 

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent 

responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice. 

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, 

and need for sustainable development. 

 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities 

and norms of the engineering practice. 

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 

leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend 

and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and 

give and receive clear instructions. 

 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and s]apply these to one’s own work, as a 

member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary 

environments. 
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12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of 

technological change. 

 

Mapping Table 

 

 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped 3-Substantially (High)mapped 

 

 

Project 

Outcomes 

Program Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

 

PO1 

 

PO2 

 

PO3 

 

PO4 

 

PO5 

 

PO6 

 

PO7 

 

PO8 

 

PO9 

 

PO10 

 

PO11 

 

PO12 

 

PSO1 

 

PSO2 

 

Design of 4-

bit Vedic 

multiplier 

using 

CMOS and 

PFAL 

adiabatic 

logic family. 

 

 

3 

 

2 

 

3 

 

2 

 

3 

 

3 

 

1 

 

1 

 

3 

 

2 

 

2 

 

3 

 

3 

 

3 

Verify the 

functionality 

using Eldo 

simulator. 

 

2 2 3  3    3 3  3 3 2 

Analyzed 

the 

performance 

of PFAL 

multiplier 

with 

different 

supply 

voltages and 

device 

dimensions. 

3 3 2 3 3 1 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 

Compared 

the 

performance 

of designed 

multiplier 

with CMOS 

design. 

2  1 1  2  3 3 3  3 2 2 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The Residue Number System (RNS) is a non- positional number system which allows 

to perform addition and multiplication operations fast and in parallel. As Residue Number 

System is a non-positional number system, magnitude comparison of numbers is not possible, 

so division operation and an operation of reverse conversion into a positional form containing 

magnitude operations are impossible to. The disadvantages in Residue Number System can be 

solved using Diagonal Function (DF). The proposed method of Residue Number System 

construction is with a convenient form of Diagonal Function and also Radix-8 Modified Booth 

Encoding Multiplier, which leads to the calculations 2n, 2n-1 and 2n+1 which allows to design 

efficient hardware implementations. The constructed hardware simulation of magnitude 

comparison and reverse conversion into a positional form using Residue Number System with 

different moduli sets constructed by proposed method with different approached to perform 

magnitude comparison and reverse conversion. Hardware modeling is performed on Xilinx and 

the strategy of synthesis is highly area optimized. 

Keywords: Residue Number System (RNS), Diagonal Function (DF), Radix-8 Modified 

Booth Encoding Multiplier. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 INTRODUCTION  

 

1.1  Background: 

  The Residue Number System (RNS) is a non-positional number system that allows 

large length numbers to be presented as numbers in independent bits of a small length, which 

enables computations and the organizing of their parallelisms to be speed up. RNS has several 

advantages, such as the possibility of faster addition and multiplication compared to all other 

number systems. Moreover, the use of short numbers in RNS computations can significantly 

reduce the power consumption of digital devices. It is useful in the synthesis of RNS 

computational devices with parallel structure, such as Field-Programmable Gate Array 

(FPGA) and Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). All these attractive features 

increase interest to RNS in the areas where large amounts of computation are needed. A 

technique existing is to estimate real-valued numbers by means of the Chinese remainder 

theorem (CRT), employing for this goal a Kroenecker based M-Estimation, to improve 

robustness. A new method based on the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) is proposed for 

absolute position computation. This has advantages in terms of hardware and flexibility 

because it does not use memory. 

  New architectures are presented for the moduli sets (2n-1, 2n, 2n+1) for the conversion 

from the residue to the binary equivalents. Here the speed and the cost are major concern. 

Distributed arithmetic principles are used to perform the inner product computation. The input 

data which are in the residue domain which are encoded using the Thermometer code format 

and the outputs are encoded using the one hot code format. Compared to the conventional 

method which used binary code format, the proposed system which achieves higher operating 

speed. In RNS, an integer is decomposed into a set of residues with shorter binary 

representations, which can be processed in parallel. Carry propagation within RNS arithmetic 

circuits can be eliminated by using the Signed Digit (SD) number system to represent the 

residues. The SD number system provides a redundant number representation that facilitates 

carry-free addition. The use of SD numbers also implies efficient modulo arithmetic, which 

helps to simplify crucial RNS operations. The basis of a residue number system is a set of 

pairwise prime integers, called the moduli set. The performance of RNS processing depends 

on the choice of this set and on the implementation of forward and reverse RNS conversion. 
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Many moduli sets and conversion techniques have been suggested for RNS systems with 

residues on 2’s complement form. This work investigates moduli sets and converters for use 

with Signed Digit Residue Number Systems (RNS/SD). 

1.2  Aim of the project: 

  The aim is to design a Residue Number System using Diagonal Function, which can 

perform operations such as magnitude comparison and reverse conversion of the numbers and 

to investigate how the choice of the moduli set affects the performance of RNS arithmetic 

operations in terms of area and delay. 

1.3  Methodology: 

Using Xilinx ISE 14.7 with VHDL-VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit) 

Hardware Description Language, magnitude comparison code is developed for a Residue 

Number System using products like Comparators, Adders, Shifters, Compressor, and 

Multipliers. Multiplication process in proposed method comprises N/3 stages namely 

generation of partial product, it gives very less partial products compare to the method given 

in the base paper. 

The proposed approach to the construction of Residue Number System (RNS) can be 

effective in those applications in which the comparison operation is a significant part of the 

calculations. One of the examples of such an application is the motion estimation on video, 

estimated by using high-efficiency video coding. Another example of such application is 

customized signal processing units. For example, the sorting network uses a large number of 

comparators and is one of the key elements in electronic finance data management systems, 

digital computers and communication systems. Due to the excessive number of magnitude 

comparisons required in sorting a large pool of data, the speed of the magnitude comparator 

determines the overall delay of the sorting process. 

1.4  Significance of the work: 

A common conclusion from these works is that it is feasible to develop a generic 

analysis with reasonable complexity for components constructed from similar type of basic 

functional unit. In this regard, analysis of approximate multipliers has attracted relatively on 

area and delay parameters. Therefore, we present the Radix8 modified Booth Encoding 

Multiplier and Koggestone Adder approximate multipliers with approximate partial products, 

which represent a major class of reducing the area and delay. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESIDUE NUMBER SYSTEMS AND ARITHMETIC 

 
 

2.1 Basic Principle of RNS: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

  

Figure 2.1: Block Diagram of RNS 

  The Residue Number System plays a significant role in the battery based and portable 

devices because of its low power features and its competitive delay. The Residue Number 

System reverse converter is designed with parallel prefix addition by using new components 

methodology for higher speed operation. The RNS consists of two main components forward 

and the reverse converter that are integrated with the existing digital system. The forward 

converter performs the operation of converting the binary number to the modulo number 

whereas the reverse converter performs the operation of reverse converting the modulo number 

to the binary number which is the hard and time consuming process compared with the forward 

converter. The fundamental RNS concepts such as RNS definition with properties and their 

applications, consideration of modulo set selection, design of forward converter, modulo 

arithmetic units, design of reverse converter are discussed. The voltage over scaling technique 

is applied to the residue number system to achieve high energy efficiency. The voltage over 

scaling technique introduces soft errors which degrades the performance of the system. To 

overcome these soft errors a new technique is implemented called joint RNS-RPR (JRR) which 
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is the combination of Residue Number System (RNS) and the Reduced Precision Redundancy 

(RPR). This method provides the advantage of satisfying the basic properties of RNS includes 

shorter critical path, reduced complexity and low power.  

2.2 Arithmetic Operation:  

Residue number systems are based on the congruence relation, which is defined as 

follows. Two integers a and b are said to be congruent modulo m, if m divides exactly the 

difference of a and b it is common, especially in mathematics tests, to write a ≡ b (mod m) to 

denote this. Thus, for example, 10 ≡ 7 (mod 3), 10 ≡ 4 (mod 3), 10 ≡ 1 (mod 3), and 10 ≡−2 

(mod 3). The number m is a modulus or base, and assume that its values exclude unity, which 

produces only trivial congruence’s. If q and r are the quotient and remainder, respectively, of 

the integer division of a by m that is, a = q.m + r then, by definition, have a ≡ r (mod m). The 

number r is said to be the residue of a with respect to m, and usually denote this by r = |a|m. 

The set of m smallest values, {0, 1, 2, ……, m − 1}, that the residue may assume is called the 

set of least positive residues modulo unless otherwise specified, assume that these are the only 

residues in use. Suppose have a set, {m1, m2 , . . . , mN }, of N positive and pair wise relatively 

prime moduli. Let M be the product of the moduli. Then every number X < M has a unique 

representation in the residue number system, which is the set of residues {|X |mi: 1 ≤ i ≤ N}. 

The number M is called the dynamic range of the RNS, because the number of numbers that 

can be represented is M. For unsigned numbers, that range is [0, M − 1]. Residue Number 

Systems are based on the congruence relation, which is defined as follows. Two integers a and 

b are said to be congruent modulo m if m divides exactly the difference of a and b, it is common, 

especially in mathematics tests, to write a ´ b (mod m) to denote this. Thus, for example, 10 ´ 

7 (mod 3), 10 ´ 4 (mod 3), 10 ´ 1 (mod 3), and 10’ 2 (mod 3).  

 

The number m is a modulus or base, and we shall assume that its values exclude unity, 

which produces only trivial congruence’s. If q and r are the quotient and remainder, 

respectively, of the integer division of a by m that is, a = q: m+ r then, by definition, we have 

a ´ r (mod m). The set of m smallest values, f0; 1; 2; : : : ;m that the residue may assume is 

called the set of least positive residues modulo m. Unless otherwise specified, we shall assume 

that these are the only residues in use. Suppose we have a set, fm1;m2; : : : ;mNg, of N positive 

and pairwise relatively prime moduli. Let M be the product of the moduli. Then every number 

X < M has a unique representation in the residue number system, which is the set of residues 

fjXjmi: 1 · i · Ng. A partial proof of this is as follows. Suppose X1 and X2 are two different 

numbers with the same residue-set. Then jX1jmi = jX2jmi, and so jX1 ¡ X2jmi= 0. Therefore 
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X1 ¡ X2 is the Least Common Multiple (LCM) of mi. But if the mi are relatively prime, then 

their LCM is M, and it must be that X1 ¡ X2 is a multiple of M. So it cannot be that X1 < M 

and X2 < M. The number M is called the dynamic range of the RNS, because the number of 

numbers that can be represented is M. For unsigned numbers, that range is [0; M ¡ 1]. 

Representations in a system in which the moduli are not pairwise relatively prime will be not 

be unique two or more numbers will have the same representation. As an example, the residues 

of the integers zero through fifteen relative to the moduli two, three, and five (which are 

pairwise relatively prime) are given in the left half of Table 2.1. And the residues of the same 

numbers relative to the moduli two, four, and six (which are not pairwise relatively prime) are 

given in the right half of the same table. Observe that no sequence of residues is repeated in 

the first half, whereas there are repetitions in the second. The preceding discussions (and the 

example in the left-half of Table 2.1) define what may be considered standard residue number 

systems, and it is with these that we shall primarily be concerned. Nevertheless, there are useful 

examples of non-standard RNS, the most common of which are the redundant residue number 

systems. Such a system is obtained by, essentially, adding extra (redundant) moduli to a 

standard system. The dynamic range then consists of a legitimate range, defined by the non- 

redundant moduli and ail legitimate range; for arithmetic operations, initial operands and 

results should be within legitimate range. Redundant number systems of this type are especially 

useful in fault-tolerant computing.  

The redundant moduli mean that digit-positions with errors may be excluded from 

computations while still retaining a sufficient part of the dynamic range. Furthermore, both the 

detection and correction of errors are possible with k redundant moduli, it is possible to detect 

up to k error and to correct up to bk=2c errors. A different form of redundancy can be 

introduced by extending the size of the digit set corresponding to a modulus, in a manner 

similar to Residue Signed Digits (RSDs). For a modulus m, the normal digit set  is f0; 1; 2; : : 

: ;m ¡ 1g; but if instead the digit-set used is f0; 1; 2; : : : ; emg, where em¸ m, then some residues 

will have redundant representations. 
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Table 2.1: Residues for various moduli 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXISTING METHOD 

 

3.1 Diagonal Function of the RNS: 
 

In the RNS based on the set of pairwise relatively prime moduli m1, m2,...,mN (M = 

Qni=1 mi), an integer X ∈ [0,M − 1] is represented by an n-tuple of residue digits X → (RNS) 

(x1, x2,...,xN), where xi = |X|mi is the residue of X modulo mii = 1, 2, ...,n . The CRT provides 

the traditional formula for residue-to-binary conversion 

Equation 1: 

 
Equation 1 is the main tool to compute non-modular operations in RNS which require 

the conversion of the operands. For instance, magnitude comparison between X → (RNS) (x1, 

x2,...,xn) and Y → (RNS) (y1, y2,...,yn) can be performed by CRT as follows: 

 

3.2 Magnitude comparison: 

Step 1: Residue-to-binary conversion of X and Y (Equation (1)). 

Step 2: Compare the binary representations of X and Y. Recently, the diagonal function has 

been proposed as a new tool to perform non-modular operations in the RNS. In the RNS of 

moduli m1, m2,...,mn, the diagonal function is defined as X ∈ [0,M − 1] X → (RNS)(x1, x2,...,xn). 

Equation 2: 

 
 

   

Where SQ = Pni=1 Mi, is the diagonal modulus of the RNS (Mi = M/mi, i = 1, 2... n), 

ki =|− 1/mi|SQ, i = 1, 2,…., n (|1/mi|SQ is the multiplicative inverse of mi modulo SQ). From 

a geometric point of view the diagonal function exploits the geometrical disposal in 

multidimensional discrete space of the integers in residue representation. If the RNS of n-
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moduli m1, m2, ...,mn is associated to the n-dimensional discrete space in which each dimension 

corresponds to one modulus, each integer X → (RNS)(x1, x2,...,xn) corresponds to the point 

identified by the n-tuple (x1, x2,...,xn). In this way, integers will be arranged in the n-

dimensional discrete space on diagonals parallel to the main diagonal of the space. Moreover, 

if the diagonals are labeled with increasing integer values as they are traced when the integers 

of the RNS are counted from 0 to M − 1, the diagonal function provides the label of the diagonal 

to which an integer belongs.  

     Equation 3: 

 
 

‘A’ Part: 
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‘B’ Part: 

 

 
 

Equation. (3) Shows that the diagonal function provides useful information for 

magnitude comparison. In fact let be X and Y two integers, it results: D(X) < D(Y) ⇒ X D(Y) 

⇒ X > Y. Moreover, if D(X) = D(Y) (i.e., X and Y belong to the same diagonal of the n-

dimensional space) magnitude comparison can be completed by comparing two corresponding 

residues of X and Y. precisely, if we consider the ith residues xi and yi, it results xi<yi⇒ X < Y, 

xi>yi⇒ X > Y, xi = yi⇒ X = Y. According to these considerations, magnitude comparison 

between X → (RNS) (x1, x2,...,xn) and Y → (RNS)(y1, y2,...,yn) can be performed by the 

diagonal function. 

Case 1: Among the RNS moduli m1, m2…..mn there is an even one, and the others are odd. 

Then among M1, M2……Mn there is an odd one, and the others are even and therefore SQ is 

odd. 

Case 2: All RNS moduli m1, m2…mn are odd. Then all M1, M2…Mn are odd and parity of SQ 

is the same as the parity of the number of moduli n. 
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Figure 3.1: Magnitude comparison circuit using the Diagonal Function (DF) of the form   

2n-1. 

Above figure shows the circuit for numbers comparison in RNS with DF of the form  

2n-1. The bit-widths of the RNS moduli f (m1, m2, m3 ) are denoted as a1, a2, a3. Multipliers by 

constants j*Xi _ kij2n-1, i = 1, 2, 3 modulo 2n -1 implement the generation of partial products 

modulo 2n-1. A modulo 2n-1 compressor is implemented. Kogge–Stone Adder with End-

Around Carry (KSA-EAC) uses for modulo 2n-1 addition, and it is implemented. The circuit 

for numbers comparison in RNS with DF of the form 2n has a similar structure to that presented 

in above figure, but it should have four inputs for compared numbers X and Y. In addition, 

compressors and Kogge-Stone Adders (KSAs) must implement modulo 2n operations that are 

achieved by simply dropping the carrying of the Most Significant Bit (MSB). 
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3.3 Reverse Conversion: 

 
 
Figure 3.2: Reverse conversion circuit for the residue number system (RNS) with in the 

form 2n-1. 

Above Figure shows the reverse conversion circuit for Residue Number System (RNS) 

with the Diagonal Function (DF) of the form 2n-1. The bit-widths of the RNS moduli f (m1, m2, 

m3) are denoted as a1, a2, a3. Multipliers by constants j*Xi _ kij2n-1, i = 1, 2, 3 modulo 2n-1, 

modulo 2n-1 compressor and KSA-EAC blocks are realized as in Figure. The rest of the blocks 

are implemented in standard binary form. The symbol aR denotes the bit-width of RNS range 

and symbol at denotes the bit-width of the value M_ D(X) + Pni=1 xiMi. Division by SQ is 

implemented as multiplication by multiplicative inverse SQ modulo 2a
t. The output of the 

circuit presented in Figure 3.2 is a group of Most Significant Bits (MSBs) of the last Kogge 

Stone Adder (KSA) output. The reverse converter circuit for RNS with a DF of the form 2n  has 
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similar structure to that presented in figure with differences similar to the comparator described 

above. 

3.4 Rules for Multiplying Decimals: 

(i) Take the two numbers as whole numbers (remove the decimal) and multiply. 

(ii) In the product, place the decimal point after leaving digits equal to the total number of 

decimal places in both numbers. 

(iii) Counting decimal point must always be done from the unit’s place of the product. 

Example 1. Find 43.5 × 4. 

First we will perform the multiplication ignoring decimal point. Now place the decimal 

point in the product to get as many decimal places in the product as there are in the 

multiplicand. And, here the multiplicand contains one decimal place, so the product 

must contain one decimal place. 

Thus, 43.5 × 4 = 174.0 = 174 

 

3.5 Multiplication Algorithm: 

        The multiplication algorithm for an N bit multiplicand by N bit multiplier is shown below: 

Y= Yn-1 Yn-2 ........................Y2 Y1 Y0     Multiplicand 

X= Xn-1 Xn-2   ..................... X2 X1 X0     Multiplier 

2

Yn-1X0 Yn-2X0 Yn-3X0     …… Y1X0  Y0X0

Yn-1X1 Yn-2X1 Yn-3X1     …… Y1X1  Y0X1

Yn-1X2 Yn-2X2 Yn-3X2     …… Y1X2  Y0X2  

… … … …

….       ….          ….        ….         ….

Yn-1Xn-2 Yn-2X0 n-2 Yn-3X n-2     …… Y1Xn-2  Y0Xn-2  

Yn-1Xn-1 Yn-2X0n-1 Yn-3Xn-1     …… Y1Xn-1  Y0Xn-1  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

P2n-1              P2n-2                P2n-3    P2          P1         P0

Y= Yn-1 Yn-2 ........................Y2 Y1 Y0

X= Xn-1 Xn-2 ..................... X2 X1 X0

=================================================

Generally
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AND gates are used to generate the Partial Products (PP) If the multiplicand is N-bits 

and the Multiplier is M-bits then there is N* M partial product. The way that the partial products 

are generated or summed up is the difference between the different architectures of various 

multipliers. Multiplication of binary numbers can be decomposed into additions. Consider the 

multiplication of two 8-bit numbers A and B to generate the 16 bit product P. 

                                                                   A7    A6    A5    A4    A3    A2    A1    A0   

    X   B7    B6    B5    B4    B3    B2    B1    B0   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                         A7.B0 A6.B0 A5.B0 A4.B0 A3.B0 A2.B0 A1.B0 A0.B0 

                                    +   A7.B1 A6.B1 A5.B1 A4.B1 A3.B1 A2.B1 A1.B1 A0.B1 

                          +A7.B2 A6.B2 A5.B2 A4.B2 A3.B2 A2.B2 A1.B2 A0.B2 

                    + A7.B3 A6.B3 A5.B3 A4.B3 A3.B3 A2.B3 A1.B3 A0.B3                     

              +   A7.B4 A6.B4 A5.B4 A4.B4 A3.B4 A2.B4 A1.B4 A0.B4                                                           

        +   A7.B5 A6.B5 A5.B5 A4.B5 A3.B5 A2.B5 A1.B5 A0.B5 

+ A7.B6 A6.B6 A5.B6 A4.B6 A3.B6 A2.B6 A1.B6 A0.B6 

+A7.B7 A6.B7 A5.B7 A4.B7 A3.B7 A2.B7 A1.B7 A0.B7 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

P15   P14   P13   P12   P11   P10   P9    P8   P7   P6    P5    P4    P3    P2    P1   P0 

The equation for the addition is: 









1

0

1

0

2  A(m)B(n)  n)P(m
m

i

n

j

ji

jiba  . 

3.6 Shift and Add Multiplier: 

The general architecture of the shift and add multiplier is shown in the figure below for 

a 32 bit multiplication.  Depending on the value of multiplier Least Significant Bit (LSB) bit, 

a value of the multiplicand is added and accumulated. At each clock cycle the multiplier is 

shifted one bit to the right and its value is tested. If it is a 0, then only a shift operation is 

performed. If the value is a 1, then the multiplicand is added to the accumulator and is shifted 

by one bit to the right. After all the multiplier bits have been tested the product is in the 

accumulator. The accumulator is 2N (M+N) in size and initially the N, LSBs contains the 

Multiplier.  

 

 

 

 

 

Partial 

Products to 

be added 
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Figure 3.3: Architecture of shifter and adder multiplier 

 

3.7Array Multipliers: 

            Array multiplier is well known due to its regular structure. Multiplier circuit is based on 

add and shift algorithm. Each partial product is generated by the multiplication of the 

multiplicand with one multiplier bit. The partial product are shifted according to their bit orders 

and then added. The addition can be performed with normal carry propagate adder. N-1 adders 

are required where N is the multiplier length.  

    A3 A2 A1 A0 
Inputs 

   x B3 B2 B1 B0 

   C 
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A2 
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CHAPTER 4 

PROPOSED METHOD 

 
The difference between existing method and the proposed method is in existing method 

they had used normal serial multiplier which gives more number of partial products whenever 

multiplication is done for the two N bits numbers. So by using this method we require more 

area plus when the bits are getting increased the multiplication gets tougher for that purpose 

we proposed a Radix-8 Modified Booth Encoding Multiplier, where the partial products is 

equal to number of four bits which are grouped together with one overlap bit whenever the 

multiplication is done for the two N bits numbers. 

4.1 Booth Multiplier: 

Booth’s Multiplication Algorithm is a Multiplication algorithm that multiplies two 

Signed Binary Numbers in two’s complement notation. The algorithm was invented by Andrew 

Donald Booth in 1950 while doing research on crystallography at Birkbeck College in 

Bloomsbury, London. Booth used desk calculators that were faster at shifting than adding and 

created the algorithm to increase their speed. Booth’s algorithm is of interest in the study of 

computer architecture. 

 

4.2 Booth Algorithm: 

 Booth’s algorithm examines adjacent pairs of bits of the N-bits multiplier Y in signed 

two’s complement representation, including in implicit bit below the least significant bit, y1=0. 

For each bit yi, for i running from 0 to N-1, the bits yi and yi-1 are considered. Where these two 

bits are equal, the product accumulator P is left unchanged. Where yi=0 and yi-1=1, the 

multiplicand times 2i is added to P and where yi=1 and yi-1=0, the multiplicand times 2i is 

subtracted from P. The final value of P is the signed product. The representation of multiplicand 

and product are not specified; typically, these are both also in two’s complement representation, 

like the multiplier, but any number system that support addition and subtraction will work as 

well. As stated here, the order of the steps is not determined. Typically, it proceeds from Least 

Significant Bit (LSB) to Most Significant Bit (MSB), starting at i= 0; the multiplicand by 2i is 

then typically replaced by incremental shifting of the P accumulator to the right between steps; 

low bits can be shifted out, and subsequent additions and subtractions can then be done just on 

the highest N bits. There are many variations and optimizations on these details. The algorithm 

is often describes as converting strings 1s in the multiplier to a high order +1 and a low-order 
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-1 at the ends of the string. When a string runs through the MSB, there is no high-order +1, and 

the net effect is interpretation as a negative of the appropriate value. 

Booth’s algorithm can be implemented by repeatedly adding (with ordinary unsigned 

binary addition) one of the predetermined values A and S to a product P, then performing a 

rightward arithmetic shift on A. Let m and r be the multiplicand and multiplier, respectively; 

and x and y represent the number of bits in m and r 

   4.2.1 Steps: 

1. Determine the values of A and S, and the initial value of P. All of these numbers 

should have a length equal to (x+y+1). 

  I.A: Fill the most significant (leftmost) bits with the values of m. Fill the 

remaining (y+1). Bits with zero.  

 II.S: Fill the most significant bits with the values of (-m) in two’s complement 

notation. Fill the remaining (y+1) bits with zero.  

III.P: Fill the most significant x bits with zeros. To the right of this, append the 

value of r. Fill the least significant (rightmost) bit with a zero.  

2. Determine the two least significant (rightmost) bits of P. 

  I. If they are 01, find the value of P+A. Ignore any overflow.  

 II. If they are 10, find the values P+S. Ignore any overflow. 

III. If they are 00, do nothing. Use P directly in the next step. 

IV. If they are 11, do nothing. Use P directly in the next step.  

3. Arithmetically shift the value obtained in the step 2 by a single place to the right.      

Let now equal this new value.  

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until they have been done y times.  

5. Drop the least significant (rightmost) bit from P. This product of m and r. 

 

    4.2.2 Example: 

Find 3*(-4), with m=3 and r=-4, and x=4 and y=4:  

1. m= 0011,-m =1101,r=1100  

2. A=0011 0000 0  

3. S=1101 0000 0 

4. P= 0000 1100 0  

5. Perform the loop four time:  

                  (i). P=0000 1100 0. The last two bits are 00. P=0000 0110 0.Arithmetic right shift.  

                  (ii). P=0000 0110 0. The last two bits are 00. P=0000 0011 0. Arithmetic right shift.  
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                 (iii). P=0000 0011 0. The last two bits are 10. P=1101 0011 0 (P=P+S). P=1110   

               10011(Arithmetic right shift)  

                 (iv). P=1110 1001 1.The last two bits are 11. P=1111 0100 1(Arithmetic right    shift)  

                  (v). the product is 1111 0100, which is -12. 

 

4.3 Modified Booth Algorithm: 
 

Booth multiplication algorithm consists of three major steps as shown in structure of 

Booth algorithm figure that includes generation of partial product called as recoding, reducing 

the partial product in two rows, and addition that gives final product. Modified Booth algorithm 

& for multiplication, we must know about each block of Booth algorithm for multiplication 

process. It is possible to reduce the number partial products by half, by using the technique of 

radix-4 Booth Recoding. The basic idea is that , instead of shifting and adding for every column 

of multiplier term and multiplying by 1 or 0, we only take every second column, and multiply 

by + (or ) - 1,+ (or) -2,or 0,to obtain the same results. Radix-4 Booth encoder performs the 

process of encoding the multiplicand based on multiplier bits. It will compare 3 bits at a time 

with overlapping technique. Grouping starts from the LSB, and the first block only uses two 

bits of the multiplier and assumes a zero for the third bit. Radix-4 Booth algorithm is given 

below:  

1. Extend the sign bit 1 position if necessary to ensure that n is even.  

2. Append a 0 to the right of the LSB of the multiplier.  

3. According to the value of each vector, each partial product will0, +y, y, +2y,-2y. 

 

Example: 

13*(-6) 

13=01101=> 001101 

6=0110 => 000110(-6) =1010=> 111001 
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Table 4.1: Values of each vector  

 
 

4.4 Booth Encoding Multiplier: 

It is a powerful algorithm for signed-number multiplication, which treats both positive 

and negative numbers uniformly. For the standard add-shift operation, each multiplier bit 

generates one multiple of the multiplicand to be added to the partial product. If the multiplier 

is very large, then a large number of multiplicands have to be added. In this case the delay of 

multiplier is determined. Mainly by the number of additions to be performed. If there is a way 

to reduce the number of the additions, the performance will get better.  
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Booth algorithm is a method that will reduce the number of multiplicand multiples. For 

a given range of numbers to be represented, a higher representation radix leads to fewer digits. 

Since a k-bit binary number can be interpreted as K/2-digit radix-4 number, a K/3-digit radix-

8 number, and so on, it can deal with more than one bit of the multiplier in each cycle by using 

high radix multiplication. This is shown for Radix-4 in the example below. 

 

Multiplicand  A =    ●  ● ● ● 

Multiplier  B =    (●●)(●●) 

Partial product bits    ●  ● ● ● (B1B0)2 A40 

      ●  ● ● ●  (B3B2)2 A41 

Product   P =  ●  ● ● ● ●  ● ● ● 

 

Figure 4.1: Radix-4 multiplication in dot notation. 

 
As shown in the figure above, if multiplication is done in radix 4, in each step, the 

partial product term (Bi+1Bi)2. A needs to be formed and added to the cumulative partial product. 

Whereas in radix-2 multiplication, each row of dots in the partial products matrix represents 0 

or a shifted version of A must be included and added. Table 4.2 below is used to convert a 

binary number to radix-4 number. Initially, a ‘0’ is placed to the right most bit of the multiplier. 

Then 3 bits of the multiplicand is recoded according to table below or according to the 

following equation: 

Zi = -2xi+1  + xi  + xi-1 

Example:  

 Multiplier is equal to      0 1 0 1 1 10  

 Then a 0 is placed to the right most bit which gives 0 1 0 1 1 10 0 

 The 3 digits are selected at a time with overlapping left most bit as follows: 

 

                 -1 

                                            0 0  1  0 1  1  1 0  0                               -2 

 

                         -0         

            +1 

 

 

 

 

0 added 
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Table 4.2: Radix-4 Booth recoding 

Xi+1 X Xi-1 Zi/2 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 1 

0 1 1 2 

1 0 0 -2 

1 0 1 -1 

1 0 1 -1 

1 1 1 0 

 

     For example, an unsigned number can be converted into a signed-digit number radix 4: 

 

(10 01 11 01 10 10 11 10)2   = (–2 2 –1 2 –1 –1 0 –2)4 

 

     The Multiplier bit-pair recoding is shown in Table 4.3. 

 

Table 4.3: Multiplier recoding 

Xi+1 X Xi-1 Product 

0 0 0 +0*multiplicand 

0 0 1 +1*multiplicand 

0 1 0 +1*multiplicand 

0 1 1 +2*multiplicand 

1 0 0 -2*multiplicand 

1 0 1 -1*multiplicand 

1 1 0 -1*multiplicand 

1 1 1 -0*multiplicand 

 

Here –2*multiplicand is actually the 2’s complement of the multiplicand with an 

equivalent left shift of one bit position. Also, +2 *multiplicand is the multiplicand shifted left 

one bit position which is equivalent to multiplying by 2.To enter  2*multiplicand into the 

adder, an (n+1)-bit adder is required. In this case, the multiplicand is offset one bit to the left 

to enter into the adder while for the low-order multiplicand position a 0 is added. Each time the 

partial product is shifted two bit positions to the right and the sign is extended to the left. During 

each add-shift cycle, different versions of the multiplicand are added to the new partial product 

depends on the equation derived from the bit-pair recoding table above. 
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4.4.1 Few Examples: 

Example 1: 

    011101         (+29)

 000011         (+3)

0

+2 -1 +1

000000000011
1111111101
00000110

0000010101111 (+87)  
 

 

Example 2: 

 

    011101         (+29)

 111101         (-3)

0

+2 -1 +1

111111111101
0000000011
11111010

1111101010011

2s complement of

multiplicand

(-87)  
 

 

 

        Example 3: 

 

    100011         (-29)

 111101         (-3)

0

-2 +1 -1

000000000011
1111111101
00000110

0000010101111

Shifted 2s

complement

(+87)  
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4.5 Radix-8 Modified Booth Algorithm: 
 

The Booth algorithm consists of repeatedly adding one of two predetermined values to 

a product P and then performing an arithmetic shift to the right on P. 

 

 
  Figure 4.2: Radix-8 Modified Booth Algorithm 

 

By the study of different multiplier architectures, we find that Modified Booth increases 

the speed because it reduces the partial products by half. Also, the delay in the multiplier can 

be reduced by using Wallace tree. The energy consumption of the Wallace Tree multiplier is 

also lower than the Booth and the array. The characteristics of the two multipliers can be 

combined to produce a high-speed and low-power multiplier.  

 

The modified stand-alone multiplier consists of a Modified Recorder (MBR). MBR has 

two parts, first one is Booth Encoder (BE) and second one is Booth Selector (BS). The 

operation of BE is to decode the multiplier signal, and the output is used by BS to produce the 

partial product. Then, the partial products are added to the Wallace tree adders, similar to the 

carry-save-adder approach. The last transfer and sum output line are added by a carry look- 

ahead adder, the carry being stretched to the left by positioning.  
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Table 4.4: Quartet coded signed-digit table 

  

Quartet Value Signed-digit value 

           0000             0 

           0001           +1 

           0010           +1 

           0011           +2 

           0100           +2 

           0101           +3 

           0110           +3 

           0111           +4 

           1000            -4 

           1001            -3 

           1010            -3 

           1011            -2 

           1100            -2 

           1101            -1 

           1110            -1 

           1111             0 

 

Here we have a multiplication multiplier, 3Y, which is not immediately available. To 

Generate it, we must run the previous addition operation: 2Y + Y = 3Y. But we are designing 

a multiplier for specific purposes and then the multiplier belongs to a set of previously known 

numbers stored in a memory chip. We have tried to take advantage of this fact, to relieve the 

radix-8 bottleneck, that is, 3Y generation. In this way, we try to obtain a better overall 

multiplication time or at least comparable to the time, we can obtain using a radix-4 architecture 

(with the added benefit of using fewer transistors). To generate 3Y with 8-bit words you just 

have to add 2Y + Y, i.e. add the number with the same number moved to a left position. 

 

A product formed by multiplying it with a multiplier digit when the multiplier has many 

digits. Partial products are calculated as intermediate steps in the calculation of larger products. 

The partial product generator is designed to produce the product multiplying by multiplying A 

by 0, 1, -1, 2, -2, -3, -4, 3, and 4. Multiply by zero implies that the product is "0 ". Multiply by" 

1 "means that the product remains the same as the multiplier. Multiply by "-1" means that the 

product is the complementary form of the number of two. Multiplying with "-2" is to move left 

one as this rest as per table. 
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4.6 Sign Extension Corrector: 

The Sign Extension Corrector is designed to increase the Booth multiplier capacity by 

multiplying not only the unsigned number but also the signed number. The principle of the sign 

extension that converts the signed multiplier not signed as follows. When unsign is signalled 

s_u = 0, it indicates the multiplication of the unsigned number and when s_u = 1, it shows the 

multiplication of the signed number. When a bit signal is called unsigned bit (s_u), it is 

indicated whether the multiplication operation is an unsigned number or number. 

Table 4.5: Sign extension corrector 

  

       Sign-Unsign   Type of operation 

                0 Unsigned multiplication 

                1 Signed multiplication 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3: Example Radix-8 of Modified Booth Algorithm 
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CHAPTER 5 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 Xilinx: 

Xilinx ISE (Integrated Synthesis Environment) is a software tool produced by Xilinx 

for synthesis and analysis of HDL designs, enabling the developer to synthesize their designs, 

perform timing analysis, examine RTL diagrams, simulate a design's reaction to different 

stimuli, and configure the target device with the programmer.  

Xilinx ISE is a design environment for FPGA products from Xilinx, and is tightly 

coupled to the architecture of such chips, and cannot be used with FPGA products from other 

vendors. The Xilinx ISE is primarily used for circuit synthesis and design, while ISIM or the 

Model Sim logic simulator is used for system-level testing. Other components shipped with 

the Xilinx ISE include the Embedded Development Kit (EDK), a Software Development Kit 

(SDK) and Chip Scope Pro.  

Since 2012, Xilinx ISE has been discontinued in favor of Vivado Design Suite that 

serves the same roles as with additional features for system on a chip development. Xilinx 

released the last version of ISE in October 2013 (version 14.7), and states that "ISE has moved 

into the sustaining phase of its product life cycle, and there are no more planned ISE releases. 

5.1.1 User Interface: 

The primary user interface of the ISE is the Project Navigator, which includes the 

design hierarchy (Sources), a source code editor (Workplace), an output console (Transcript), 

and a processes tree (Processes).  

The Design hierarchy consists of design files (Modules), whose dependencies are 

interpreted by the ISE and displayed as a tree structure. For single-chip designs there may be 

one main module, with other modules included by the main module, similar to the main () 

subroutine in C++ programs. Design constraints are specified in modules, which include pin 

configuration and mapping. 

The Processes hierarchy describes the operations that the ISE will perform on the 

currently active module. The hierarchy includes compilation functions, their dependency 
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functions, and other utilities. The window also denotes issues or errors that arise with each 

function. The Transcript window provides status of currently running operations, and informs 

engineers on design issues. Such issues may be filtered to show Warnings, Errors, or both. 

5.1.2 Simulation: 

System-level testing may be performed with ISIM or the Model Sim logic simulator, 

and such test programs must also be written in HDL languages. Test bench programs may 

include simulated input signal waveforms, or monitors which observe and verify the outputs 

of the device under test.  

Model Sim or ISIM may be used to perform the following types of simulations:  

 Logical verification, to ensure the module produces expected results  

 Behavioral verification, to verify logical and timing issues 

 Post-place &route simulation, to verify behavior after placement of the module 

within the reconfigurable logic of the FPGA  

5.1.3 Synthesis: 

Xilinx's patented algorithms for synthesis allow designs to run up to 30% faster than 

competing programs, and allows greater logic density which reduces project time and costs. 

Also, due to the increasing complexity of FPGA fabric, including memory blocks and I/O 

blocks, more complex synthesis algorithms were developed that separate unrelated modules 

into slices, reducing post-placement errors.  

 IP Cores are offered by Xilinx and other third-party vendors, to implement system 

level functions such as Digital Signal Processing (DSP), bus interfaces, networking protocols, 

image processing, embedded processors, and peripherals. Xilinx has been instrumental in 

shifting designs from ASIC-based implementation to FPGA-based implementation. 

5.1.4 VHDL and History: 

With rapid development in IC technology in 1980's which leads to develop standard 

design practices for digital circuits. VHDL was developed as a part of that effort. The main 

purposes of VHDL are (1) Documentation (2) Simulation and (3) Hardware Synthesis. The 

development journey of VHDL is shown in table. 
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Table 5.1: History of VHDL 
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Figure 5.1: VHDL Design flow 
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5.1.5 VHDL Structural Model Syntax: 

Library library-name-1; 

library-name-2;  

Use library-name-1.package-name.all; 

  Use library-name-2.package-name.all;  

 Entity entity_name is port(input signals: in type; output signals: out type); 

end entity entity_name;  

architecture structural of entity_name is -- declare components used component  

component1-name is port (input signals: in type; output signals: out type); 

end component component1-name ; 

 

component component2-name is port (input signals: in type; output signals: out type); 

end component component2-name ;  

declare al signals used to connect the components. signal internal signals:    

type:=initialization; 

begin label each component and connect its ports to signals or entity ports Label1: 

component1-name port map(port=>signal, ...); 

 Label2: component2-name port map(port=>signal, ...); 

 End architecture structural; 

5.1.6 Register-Transistor Level: 

 Designs using the Register−Transfer Level (RTL) specify the characteristics 

of a     circuit by operations and the transfer of data between the registers. An explicit clock is 

used. RTL design contains exact timing possibility; operations are scheduled to occur at 

certain times. Modern definition of a RTL code is "Any code that is synthesizable is called 

RTL code". 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS 

 

Mainly we are dealing with area, delay and power constraints. As we are not 

considering with the exact results. By comparing the area and delay constraints of proposed 

work and existing work, we observed that the area, delay of the residue number system are 

reduced and power remains same. Such that the designed residue number system technique 

with radix8 modified booth encoding multiplier are area efficient with low delay. The 

simulation and synthesis results are shown below and also area, delay, and power report is also 

given in below figures. 

6.1 Simulation Results for Serial Multiplier: 

The Figure 6.1 Shows the Simulation waveform for Multiplication of two 8 bit number 

using Serial Multiplier where x is multiplier its value is 236, y is Multiplicand its value is 108 

and answer is the final product that is 25,488.  

 

  Figure 6.1: Simulation waveform for multiplication of two 8-bit numbers using 

Serial Multiplier 
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6.2 Simulation Results for Radix-8 Modified Booth Encoding Multiplier: 

The Figure 6.2 Shows the Simulation waveform for Multiplication of two 8 bit number 

using Radix-8 Modified Booth Encoding Multiplier where x is multiplier its value is 236, y is 

Multiplicand its value is 108 and result is the final product that is 25,488.  

 

Figure 6.2: Simulation waveform for multiplication of two 8-bit numbers using 

Radix-8 Modified Booth Encoding Multiplier 

 

6.3 Simulation and Synthesis Report of Residue Number System with Serial   

Multiplier:  

The below figure 6.3 Shows the Simulation waveform for X<Y where X={x1, x2, x3} = 

{3, 4, 5} and Y= {y1, y2, y3} = {7, 4, 3}. 

 

                          Figure 6.3: Simulation waveform for X<Y 
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The below figure 6.4 Shows the Simulation waveform for X = Y where X={x1, x2, x3} 

= {7, 4, 3} and Y= {y1, y2, y3} = {7, 4, 3}. 

 
 

Figure 6.4: Simulation waveform for X=Y 

 

The below figure 6.5 Shows the Simulation waveform for X >Y where X={x1, x2, x3} 

= {7, 4, 3} and Y= {y1, y2, y3} = {3, 4, 5}.  

 
 

Figure 6.5: Simulation waveform for X>Y 
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Figure 6.6: Synthesis Report of Residue Number System with Serial Multiplier 

 

 

Figure 6.7: Timing Report of Residue Number System with Serial Multiplier 
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6.4 Simulation and Synthesis Report of Residue Number System with Radix-

8 Modified Booth Encoding Multiplier:    

The below figure 6.8 Shows the Simulation waveform for X<Y where X={x1, x2, x3} = 

{3, 4, 5} and Y= {y1, y2, y3} = {7, 4, 3}. 

 

Figure 6.8: Simulation waveform for X<Y 

 

The below Figure 6.9 Shows the Simulation waveform for X = Y where X={x1, x2, x3} 

= {7, 4, 3} and Y= {y1, y2, y3} = {7, 4, 3}. 

 
 

Figure 6.9: Simulation waveform for X=Y 
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The below figure 6.10 Shows the Simulation waveform of X >Y where X={x1, x2, x3} 

= {7, 4, 3} and Y= {y1, y2, y3} = {3, 4, 5}. 

 
 

Figure 6.10: Simulation waveform for  X>Y 

 

 
 
Figure 6.11: Synthesis Report of Residue Number System with Radix-8 Modified Booth 

Encoding Multiplier 
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Figure 6.12: Timing Report of Residue Number System with Radix-8 Modified Booth 

Encoding Multiplier 

 

 

6.5 Parameters of area, delay, power for existing and proposed technique: 

 
Table 6.1: Analysis of Area, Delay and Power parameters 

 

Parameters  
Area 

(Luts) 

Delay 

(ns) 

Power 

(mW) 

Existing technique 5644 111.225 81.03 

Proposed technique 5615 58.325 81.02 
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CHAPTER 7 

ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS 

 

7.1 Advantages: 

1. Reduces delay. 

2. Speed Increase.  

3. Efficiency increases. 

4. Reduces area 

5. Mainly, if we go for signed digits it yields wrong output. So, we go for any advanced 

multiplier when compare with this serial multiplier. 

 

7.2 Applications: 

RNS is mostly used in VLSI implementation of DSP architecture for achieving low 

power and high speed. Among the application RNS, implementation of FIR filters, IIR filters, 

adaptive filters, digital frequency synthesis, two dimensional filters, image encryption and 

coding are most significant. Most significant research work in the field of RNS was done in 

forward and reverse conversion. One dimensional and two dimensional Discrete Wavelet 

Transform architecture based on residue arithmetic made a crucial impact.  RNS had been 

effectively used in encryption and coding. In field of communication, RNS were introduced in 

field of CDMA by many researchers.  
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 
 

8.1 Conclusion: 

A new class of RNS architectures for the implementation of the diagonal function is 

presented in this paper. The architectures exploit properties of the geometrical disposal in 

multi-dimensional discrete spaces of integers in residue representation. Compared to the 

traditional architectures a serial Multiplier is used for Multiplication in the new architecture a 

Radix-8 modified Booth Encoding Multiplier is used for magnitude comparison and reversion 

conversion based on the diagonal function and also we had Compared two modulo sets and 

identified which is the best modulo sets they are X= {7, 4, 3} is in the form of {2n-1-1, 2n, and 

2n-1} and Y= {3, 4, 5} which is in the form of { 2n-1, 2n, 2n+1} by performing both Magnitude 

and reversion conversion the final conclusion is that X modulo set is best because it reduces in 

the terms of delay, area and power and increases speed. 

 

8.2 Future Scope: 

Further can be designed applications like RNS based FIR filter architecture in VLSI 

domain. Developing results obtained image encryption such that the performance level is better 

than existing algorithm keep the encryption time constant if not improved.  The performance 

of the proposed PN sequence in fading channel can be analyzed and necessary amendments 

can be done to improve performance. RNS can be introduced in other applications of 

Communication and Signal Processing like adaptive filtering, neural networks etc. RISC 

processors based on RNS can be developed as lots of research is going on around the globe. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

(PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

Classification 

 of  

Project 

 

Application Product Research Review 

 
 

 
 

 

Project Outcomes 

Outcome 1: Residue Number System can be implemented by Radix-8 Modified Booth Encoding           

                    Multiplier. 

Outcome 2: Analysis of parameter like Area, Delay and Power for the Existing method and   

         Proposed Method 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to  

PSO1: Design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

modern tools.  

PSO2: Apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication                          

Engineering to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software 

components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and 

economic considerations. 

    PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs)  

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems.                                   

    

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.    

    

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems 

and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with 

appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and 

environmental considerations.  
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4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, 

and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions.        

   

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations.          

    

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent 

responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice. 

    

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, 

and need for sustainable development.    

    

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities 

and norms of the engineering practice.    

    

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 

leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

    

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend 

and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and 

give and receive clear instructions.   

    

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a 

member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.       

    

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 

change.  
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Mapping Table 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome 1 3 2 2 3 2 1   2 1 3 3 2 2 3 3 

Outcome 2 3 2    2 3 3 1 2 1 3 3 2 2 3 3 

 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 
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ABSTRACT 

Electrocardiogram (ECG) is a non-invasive technique used as a primary diagnostic tool for 

cardiovascular diseases. A cleaned ECG signal provides necessary information about the 

electrophysiology of the heart diseases and ischemic changes that may occur. Earlier methods 

have been developed by authors to predict heart disease on the basis of ECG but as each method 

has its own advantage as well disadvantage. Electrocardiogram (ECG) is a diagnostic procedure 

that measures and records the electrical activity of heart in detail. By reviewing an ECG report, 

one’s condition of heart can be evaluated. But ECG signals are often affected and altered by the 

presence of various noises that degrade the accuracy of an ECG signal and thus misrepresents the 

recorded data. To filter out these noises conventional digital filters have been used for decades. 

Yet noise cancellation with finite and determined coefficients has often been unsuccessful due to 

the non-stationary nature of ECG signal. Adaptive filters adapt their filter coefficients with the 

continuous change of signal using adaptive algorithms, providing the optimum noise removal 

features for non-stationary signals like ECG. 

In this study, the adaptive filter algorithm, RLS has been used in cancellation of various 

noises in ECG signals. We have also performed noise removal using LMS adaptive filter 

algorithm to compare the performance of RLS algorithm. We have used MATLAB software to 

simulate different noise signals and process the noises. The ECG signals used here have been 

taken from the PhysioNet ECG-ID database. The simulation results depict that RLS algorithm 

renders a much better performance in removing noises from the ECG signals than LMS 

algorithm. 



 

  
 

 

CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is the preface to rest of the thesis. This comprises of a brief introduction to 

ECG denoising followed by literature survey which includes all the important contributions to 

the field of ECG enhancement. The rest part of this chapter contains objective of the thesis and 

thesis organization. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Electrocardiogram (ECG) is the record of the electrical potentials produced by the heart. 

The electrical wave is generated by depolarization and repolarization of certain cells due to 

movement of Na+ and k+ ions in the blood. The ECG signal is typically in the range of 2 mV 

and requires a recording bandwidth of 0.1 to 120 Hz [1]. The ECG is acquired by a non-invasive 

technique, i.e. placing electrodes at standardised locations on the skin of the patient [2]. The 

ECG signal and heart rate reflects the cardiac health of human heart. Any disorder in heart rate or 

rhythm or change in the morphological pattern of ECG signal is an indication of cardiac 

arrhythmia. It is detected and diagnosed by analysis of the recorded ECG waveform. The 

amplitude and duration of the P-QRS-T-U wave contains useful information about the nature of 

disease related to heart. 

In clinical environment during acquisition, the ECG signal encounters various types of 

artifacts. The ones of primary interest are power line interference, external electromagnetic field 

interference, noise due to random body movements and respirational movements, electrode 

contact noise, electromyography (EMG) noise, and instrumentation noise. These noises degrade 

the signal quality, frequency resolution and strongly affect the morphology of ECG signal 

containing important information. It is essential to reduce disturbances in ECG signal and 

improve the accuracy and reliability for better diagnosis. 

Many methods have been implemented to remove the noise from noisy ECG signal. The 

basic method is to pass the signal through high pass, low pass and notch filters. But these filters 

are examples of static filters. One of the biggest disadvantages of this static filter is that these 

also remove some important frequency components in the vicinity of cut off frequency. The 

static filters have fixed filter coefficients. It is difficult to reduce the instrumentation noise with 



 

  
 

 

fixed filter coefficients, because the time varying behaviour of this noise is not exactly known. 

To overcome the limitations of static filters, different adaptive filtering methods have been 

developed. Other examples of dynamic filters are adaptive Kalman filter, wiener filter, modified 

extended Kalman filter etc. 

1.2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

The extraction of high resolution cardiac signals from a noisy electrocardiogram (ECG) remains 

an important problem for the biomedical engineering community. Despite of the rich literature in 

this field, there are still many clinical applications that lack reliable signal processing tools to 

extract the weak ECG components contaminated with background noise and permit the 

measurement of subtle features in the ECG. The numerous non-cardiac ECG contaminants, such 

as electromyographic (EMG) noise, overlap with the cardiac components in the frequency 

domain, particularly in the 0.01Hz to 100Hz range. Band-pass filtering is therefore inadequate to 

suppress such contaminants [1], [2]. 

Ensemble Averaging (EA) is another common approach for the extraction of small 

cardiac components from the noise contaminated ECG. However, as EA requires the averaging 

of many beats, the subtle but important inter-beat variations in the cardiac cycle are lost in the 

averaging procedure [3]. As an improvement over EA, classical Adaptive Filter (AF) 

architectures have also been used for the noise cancellation of ECGs containing baseline wander, 

power line interference, EMG noise, and motion artifacts [4]. 

For stationary signals, the Wiener Filter (WF) is the optimal linear filtering technique in 

the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) sense, applied either in a causal sense in the time 

domain, or as the non-causal WF applied in the frequency domain. However, the WF is not 

expected to (and does not) give good results for a noisy ECG, due to the non-stationary nature of 

the cardiac signal. In some related works, filtering approaches have been proposed based on 

time-frequency and time-scale WFs [3]. 

The intuition behind the use of the time-frequency or wavelet transforms in these 

applications is to apply the WF in two domains, to facilitate the tracking of ECG non- 

stationarities. Wavelet Denoising (WD) is now a common practice for denoising of signals 

having multi-resolution characteristics such as the cardiac signal in the ECG. Donoho and 



 

  
 

 

Johnstone proposed a soft thresholding method for the so-called shrinkage of the noise 

components in the wavelet domain. Their approach together with some ad hoc variants of it, 

have since been used for many applications, including high resolution ECG denoising [4]. In 

these cases, the model of the ECG is essentially based on the frequency content of the ECG and 

to some degree, the localization of the ECG peaks in time. Statistical techniques such as 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA), and Neural 

Networks (NNs) have also been used to extract a statistical-based model of the signal and noise, 

allowing the removal of in-band noise by discarding the dimensions corresponding to noise. 

Although these are powerful in-band noise filtering schemes, the model is fairly arbitrary and, 

unless the basis functions are trained on a global set of beat types, can be extremely sensitive to 

small changes in either the signal or the noise. 

Nonlinear projective filtering is another similar method of forming an ad hoc statistical 

model of the ECG and although potentially extremely powerful, is extremely computationally 

intensive and highly sensitive to outliers and changes in data dimensionality through changes in 

background noise. These methods can be generally considered as members of the AF family, in 

which some model of the cardiac signal is constructed (either explicitly or implicitly), and used 

as a reference signal to constrain the filter to improve the signal-noise separation performance. In 

this paper, we demonstrate that by using a realistic model to describe the quasi-periodic behavior 

of the ECG, the idea of model based filtering may be further extended to a general Bayesian 

filtering framework for online ECG denoising. 

Nonlinear projective filtering is another similar method of forming an ad hoc statistical model of 

the ECG. Although is a method extremely powerful, is extremely computationally intensive and 

highly sensitive to outliers and changes in data. Finally, adaptive filters are techniques capable of 

adapting themselves to different spectral shapes and temporal non-stationarities. From the 

filtering point of view this filters move the poles and zeros of their transfer functions according to 

the signal and noise contents of the input signal and the prior model of the signal dynamics. There 

are some filters, in which, some model of the cardiac signal is constructed (either explicitly or 

implicitly), and used as a reference signal to constrain the filter to improve the signal-noise 

separation performance. One of such techniques is Bayesian filtering framework which includes 

KalmanFilters. 



 

  
 

 

The framework presented in this paper is based on a dynamic model, previously 

developed for the generation of synthetic PQRST complexes with their relationship to the beat- 

to-beat RR-interval timing. Considering the simplicity and flexibility of this model it is 

reasonable to assume that it can describe the dynamics of a broad class of normal and abnormal 

ECGs. Moreover, as shown in [5], the applications of this model are not limited to ECGs and 

may be extended to other quasi-periodic signals. In recent works [6] the authors employed this 

model to develop an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) for noisy ECG filtering. 

In this paper, this synthetic ECG model is further modified and used in conjunction with 

several nonlinear Bayesian filtering approaches such as the EKF, Extended Kalman Smoother 

(EKS), and Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF). Furthermore, the model parameter selection is 

automated in order to adapt the method to different ECG channels. In order to evaluate the 

proposed method, different portions of white and colored Gaussian noises have been added to 

visually inspected clean ECGs recorded from various ECG lead configurations with differing 

morphologies. The Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNRs) of the filter outputs have then been compared 

with several conventional ECG denoising schemes. An example of the filtering performance, in 

presence of real non-stationary muscle artifact (MA) is also presented. The results demonstrate 

that the proposed filters can accurately track the ECG signal in very low SNR conditions, where 

the cardiac signal is almost lost in background noise. This method is believed to serve as a novel 

framework for the model-based extraction of high-resolution ECG signals from noisy 

measurements. In particular, since the presented method provides an accurate separation of 

nonlinear and non-stationary signal and in-band noise, it is hoped that this method will be 

suitable for applications such as the extraction of ECG late potentials from high-resolution 

ECGs, or the noninvasive extraction of fetal ECG from the signals recorded from an array of 

electrodes placed on the maternal abdomen, where due to the low SNR of these signals, 

conventional filtering approaches do not give satisfactory results. 



 

  
 

 

` CHAPTER-2 

ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY 

This Chapter explains basics of electrocardiogram, the generation of heart beat and morphology 

of ECG waveform. Artifacts that commonly appear in ECG signal during acquisition are 

laborately discussed. Different modes of lead placement and the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database 

are also described. 

The ECG is a bioelectric signal, which records the electrical activity of heart versus time. 

Therefore, it is an important diagnostic tool for assessing heart function. The ECG is acquired by 

placing electrodes on the skin of the patient. The ECG signal provides the following information 

of a human heart: 

 disturbances in heart rhythm and conduction 

 abnormalities in the spread of electrical impulse across the heart 

 information about a prior heart attack 

 sign of coronary artery disease 

 abnormal thickening of heart muscle 

 indication of decreased oxygen delivery to the heart 

 extent and location of myocardial ischemia 

 changes in electrolyte concentrations 

 effects of drugs on the heart 

2.1 Electrocardiograph Block diagram 

Fig 2.1: Block diagram of Electrocardiograp 



 

  
 

 

2.2 ECG Electrods 

The measurements of electrical activity in the heart, muscles, or brain are examples of direct 

measurements of physiological energy. For these measurements, the energy is already electrical 

and only needs to be converted from ionic to electronic current using an electrode. To collect 

ECG at surface of skin, it is indispensable the use of electrodes, and the electrodes used by non- 

evasive electrocardiography are so many that will be only covered here their principal aspects. 

The electric characteristics of bio-potential electrodes are generally nonlinear and a function of 

the current density at their surface. But electrodes are usually represented by linear models due to 

they operation at low potentials and currents. Under these conditions, electrodes and the skin 

model can be represented by the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.7. 

Fig 2.2 Liner model of an electrical equivalent circuit for a bio-potential electrode 

In this circuit RP and CP are components that represent the impedance associated with the 

electrode-electrolyte interface and polarization at this interface. Rs is the series resistance 

associated with interfacial effects and the resistance of the electrode materials themselves, and 

Vep represents the half-cell potential. Half-cell potential is associated to the distribution of ions 

or charged molecules in a biologic structure. The half-cell potential occurs due to the interaction 

between the metal of the electrode and the solution used near to the metal surface. The use of this 

solution is crucial for better adapting the contact between the electrodes and the skin. In fact, 

when the cautions in this solution and the metal of the electrodes are the same, the half-cell 

potential is reduced. 

The values of these potentials are dependent of the characteristics of materials and can be 

described by the Nernst: 



 

  
 

 

This constant is based on the assumption that electrode distance between metal and skin is 

constant. If this distance changes Vep take much higher values, which is described as motion 

artefacts1. The most important aspect is that the presence of the electrode does not affect the 

variable being measured. Depending on the type of ECG that are being measured, different 

electrodes should be used. In the market it is possible to find different types of electrodes, but 

they mainly occupy three different families: electrodes for diagnostic resting ECG. 

Figure 2.3: ECG electrodes: a) electrodes for diagnostic resting, b) electrodes for stress test 

and Holter, c) electrodes for monitoring. 
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CHAPTER-3 

NOISES IN ECG SIGNAL 

3.1 Introduction 

ECG signal is a biomedical signal that gives information about the electrical activities of the 

heart. ECG signal is corrupted by different noises of high frequencies and low frequencies and 

that may lead wrong interpretations, therefore in this study different noises like power line 

interference, channel noise, baseline wander, Electromyogram (EMG) Noise, electrode contact 

noise, and motion artifacts are analyzed. This project also focuses on certain techniques for 

denoising of ECG signal. 

The ECG records the electrical activity of the heart, where each heart beat is displayed as 

a series of electrical waves. ECG signal conveys information about structure and function of 

heart. Normally, the frequency range of an ECG signal is of 0.05–100 Hz and its dynamic range 

of 1–10 mV. The ECG signal is characterized by five peaks and valleys labelled by the letters P, 

Q, R, S, T. There is a U wave in ECG signal which is having a very low amplitude or even more 

often is absent. Mainly an ECG tracing is a repeating cycle of three electrical entities: a P wave ( 

atrial depolarization), a QRS complex (ventricular depolarization) and a T wave (ventricular 

repolarization). 

Different noises are affected by the ECG signal during its acquisition and transmission. 

Mainly two types of noises are present in the ECG signal. Noises with high frequency include 

Electromyogram noise, Additive white Gaussian noise, and power line interference. Noises with 

low frequency include baseline wandering. The noises contaminated in the ECG signal may lead 

wrong interpretation. 

3.2 ECG MORPHOLOGY 

ECG waveform of a normal individual consists of P wave, QRS complex, ST segment, T wave 

and U wave. The labels of Fig. 3.1 are commonly used in medical ECG terminology. 



 

  
 

 

Fig 3.1: ECG waveform 

P wave: When the electrical impulse is conducted from the SA node towards the AV node and 

spreads from right to left atrium, the depolarization (contraction) of the atria occurs. The 

depolarization of atria results the P Wave in the ECG. 

QRS complex: The QRS complex consists of three waves, sequentially known as Q, R and S. 

The rapid depolarization of both the ventricles results this complex. The muscles of the 

ventricles have large muscle mass than that of atria, hence its amplitude is much larger than that 

of P wave. 

T wave: Ventricular repolarisation results the preceding of ST segment and the T wave. 

U wave: The origin of U wave is not clear and it is rarely seen. It is probably produced due to the 

repolarisation of the papillary muscles [23]. 

Table 2.1 shows different features of ECG along with the intervals and amplitudes. 



 

  
 

 

3.3 NOISES IN ECG 

ECG measurements may be corrupted by many sorts of noise. The ones of primary interest are: 

• Power line interference 

• Electrode contact noise 

• Motion artifacts 

• EMG noise 



 

  
 

 

• Instrumentation noise 

These artifacts strongly affects the ST segment, degrades the signal quality, frequency resolution, 

produces large amplitude signals in ECG that can resemble PQRST waveforms and masks tiny 

features that are important for clinical monitoring and diagnosis. Cancelation of these artifacts in 

ECG signals is an important task for better diagnosis. 

3.3.1 Power Line Interference 

Power line interference occurs through two mechanisms: capacitive and inductive coupling. 

Capacitive coupling refers to the transfer of energy between two circuits by means of a coupling 

capacitance present between the two circuits. The value of the coupling capacitance decreases 

with increasing separation of the circuits. Inductive coupling on the other hand is caused by 

mutual inductance between two conductors. When current flows through wires it produces a 

magnetic flux, which can induce a current in adjacent circuits. The geometry of the conductors as 

well as the separation between them determines the value of the mutual inductance, and hence 

the degree of the inductive coupling. Typically, capacitive coupling is responsible for high 

frequency noise while inductive coupling introduces low frequency noise. For this reason 

inductive coupling is the dominant mechanism of power line interference in electro cardiology. 

To limit the amount of power line interference, electrodes should be applied properly, that there 

are no loose wires, and all components have adequate shielding. 

The Power line interference has frequency of 60 Hz or 50 Hz depending on the power supply. 

It consist of 50/60Hz pickup and harmonics. The interference is mainly caused by 

Electromagnetic interference by power line, Electromagnetic field (EMF) by the nearby 

machines, Stray effect of the alternating current fields due to loops in the cables, Improper 

grounding of patient or the ECG machine ,The electrical equipments induce 50 Hz signals in the 

input circuits of the ECG machine. Example, air conditioner, elevators and X-ray units which 

draw heavy power line current. 



 

  
 

 

Fig 3.2: 60 Hz Power Line Interference 

3.3.2 Electrode Contact Noise 

Electrode contact noise is caused by variations in the position of the heart with respect to the 

electrodes and changes in the propagation medium between the heart and the electrodes. This 

causes sudden changes in the amplitude of the ECG signal, as well as low frequency baseline 

shifts. In addition, poor conductivity between the electrodes and the skin reduces the amplitude 

of the ECG signal and increases the probability of disturbances (by reducing SNR). 

The underlying mechanism resulting in these baseline disturbances is electrode-skin impedance 

variation. The larger the electrode-skin impedance, the smaller the relative impedance change 

needed to cause a major shift in the baseline of the ECG signal. If the skin impedance is 

extraordinarily high, it may be impossible to detect the signal features reliably in the presence of 

body movement. Sudden changes in the skin-electrode impedance induce sharp baseline 

transients which decay exponentially to the baseline value. This transition may occur only once 

or rapidly several times in succession. Characteristics of this noise signal include the amplitude 

of the initial transition and the time constant of the decay. 

Electrode contact noise is caused by the loss of contact between the electrode and the skin, which 

effectively disconnects the measurement system from the subject. The noise is of duration 1s. 

3.3.3 Motion Artifacts 

Motion artifacts are baseline changes caused by electrode motion. The usual causes of motion 

artifacts are vibrations, movement, or respiration of the subject. The peak amplitude and duration 

of the artifacts are random variables which depend on the variety of unknowns such as the 

electrode properties, electrolyte properties (if one is used between the electrode and skin), skin 



 

  
 

 

impedance, and the movement of the patient. In this ECG signal, the baseline drift occurs at an 

unusually low frequency (approximately less than 1Hz). 

Motion artifacts are transient base line changes caused by changes in the electrode-skin 

impedance with electrode motion. As this impedance changes, the ECG amplifier sees a different 

source impedance which forms a voltage divider with the amplifier input impedance therefore 

the amplifier input voltage depends upon the source impedance which changes as the electrode 

position changes. 

3.3.4 Electromyographic Noise 

Electromyographic noise is caused by the contraction of other muscles besides the heart. When 

other muscles in the vicinity of the electrodes contract, they generate depolarization and 

repolarisation waves that can also be picked up by the ECG. The extent of the crosstalk depends 

on the amount of muscular contraction (subject movement), and the quality of the probes. It is 

well established that the amplitude of the Electromyographic signal is stochastic (random) in 

nature and can be reasonably modelled by a Gaussian distribution function. The mean of the 

noise can be assumed to be zero; however, the variance is dependent on the environmental 

variables and will change depending on the conditions. Certain studies have shown that the 

standard deviation of the noise is typically 10% of the peak-to-peak ECG amplitude. While the 

actual statistical model is unknown, it should be noted that the electrical activity of muscles 

during periods of contraction can generate surface potentials comparable to those from the heart 

and could completely drown out the desired signal. The frequency of this EMG noise is in 

between 100-500 Hz. 

The Electromyogram (EMG) noise is generated from electrical activity of the muscle. EMG 

consist of maximum frequency of 10 KHz. Sections of ECG may be interfered and corrupted by 

surface EMG which causes difficulties in data processing and analysis. 



 

  
 

 

Fig 3.3: ECG signal which contains EMG noise 

3.3.5: Instrumentation Noise 

The electrical equipments used in ECG measurements also contribute noise. The major sources 

of this form of noise are the electrode probes, cables, signal processor or amplifier, and the 

analog-to-digital converter. Unfortunately instrumentation noise cannot be eliminated as it is 

inherent in electronic components, but it can be reduced through higher quality equipment and 

careful circuit design. Another form of noise, called flicker noise, is very important in ECG 

measurements, due to the low frequency content of ECG data. The actual mechanism that causes 

this type of noise is not yet understood, but one widely accepted theory is that it is caused by the 

energy traps which occur between the interfaces of two materials. It is believed that the charge 

carriers get randomly trapped/released and cause flicker noise. 

3.3.6: Baseline Wander 

Baseline wander is a low-frequency noise component present in the ECG signal. This is mainly 

due to respiration, and body movement. Baseline wander have frequency greater than 1Hz. This 

low frequency noise, Baseline wander causes problem in detection and analysis of peak. 

3.3.7: Channel Noise 

Channel noise introduces when ECG signal is transmitted through channels. This is due to the 

Poor channel conditions. It is mainly like white Gaussian noise which contains all frequency 

components. E.g. AWGN 



 

  
 

 

CHAPTER-4 

ECG SIGNAL DENOISING 

Noise is present in almost all environments, and can be defined as an undesirable signal that 

interferes with the desired signal. A noise itself is a signal that can be generated from several 

sources, and takes different spectrum distributions. In fact, biomedical electrical signals, which 

are the scope of this work, are always polluted with some kind of noise. These interference 

signals includes interferences from power supplies, motion artefacts due to patient movement, 

radio frequency interference, defibrillation pulses, pace maker pulses, interferences from other 

monitoring equipment, etc. The big challenge of noise in biomedical signals is closely related 

with amplitude of the desired signals face to the noise, i.e. the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). For 

instance, an ECG measurement gets challenging due to the presence of the large DC offset and 

various interference signals. This potential can be up to 300 mV for a typical electrode, which is 

several times larger than ECG signal. 

Noise reduction is an important task to solve in biomedical signals and for this reason, the 

understanding of noise characteristics is the focus of the contents in this chapter. The chapter will 

starts with noise properties and characteristics as SNR and separability, followed by most 

common noises sources associated to ECG. Finally it is presented the literature review about the 

methodologies used to ECG signal denoising. 

4.1 Noise Properties 

Depending on its frequency or time characteristics, a noise process can be classified in several 

categories: Narrowband noise, White noise, Band-limited white noise, Coloured noise, Impulsive 

noise and Transient noise pulses[19]. Narrowband noise is a noise process with a narrow 

bandwidth such as a 50Hz hum from the power lines. White noise is purely random noise that 

has a at power spectrum. White noise theoretically contains all frequencies in equal intensity. 

Band-limited white noise it is a noise with at spectrum and limited bandwidth that usually covers 

the limited spectrum of the device or the signal of interest. Coloured noise it is nonwhite noise or 

any wideband noise whose spectrum has a non-at shape; examples are pink noise, brown noise 

and autoregressive noise. Impulsive noise consists of short-duration pulses of random amplitude 

and random duration. And transient noise pulses consists of relatively long duration noise pulses. 

4.1.1 Noise Characteristics 



 

  
 

 

Noise is usually represented as a random variable, x(n), and describing his properties as a 

function of time it is not very useful. Therefore, it is more common the evaluation of its 

probability distribution, range of variability, or frequency characteristics. While noise can take a 

variety of different probability distributions, the Central Limit Theorem1 implies that noises will 

have a Gaussian or normal distribution. The probability p(x) of a Gaussianly distributed variable, 

x, is specified by the normal or Gaussian distribution equation: 

Where, a it is the mean, or average value, and is the variance. The arithmetic 

quantities of mean and variance are frequently used in signal processing algorithms. 

The mean value of a discrete array of N samples is evaluated as: 

From the above equation we grasp the standard deviation, which is just the square root of the 

variance. Normalizing Equation by :1/N – 1, will produces the best estimate of the variance if x 

is a sample from a Gaussian distribution. Alternatively, normalizing the Equation by:1/N 

produces the second moment of the data around x, which is equivalent to RMS value of the data 

if the data have zero as mean value. If noise is captured from different sensors, such as sensor 

array, or multiple observations from the same source, the standard deviation of noise becomes 

reduced by the square root of the number of averages. 



 

  
 

 

4.1.2 Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

From previous notes at beginning of this chapter, signal and noise are relative terms: general 

speaking, signal is the waveform of interest while noise is everything else. The relative amount 

of signal and noise present in a waveform is usually quantified by the SNR. As the name implies, 

this is simply the ratio of signal to noise, both measured in Root-Mean-Squared (RMS) 

amplitude. The SNR is often expressed in decibel (dB) where: 

To convert from dB scale to a linear scale: 

For example, a ratio of 20 dB means that the RMS value of the signal was 10 times the RMS 

value of the noise, because 1020/20 = 10. A common value in this area is +3 dB, which indicates a 

ratio of 103/20 = 1:414, and -3 dB means that the ratio is 1=1:414. If noise and signal has the 

same amount in RMS value, this means 0 dB. 

As an example, Figure 4.1 shows an ECG signal with different amounts of white noise. 

Notice that it is very difficult to detect presence of ECG signal visually when the SNR is -3 dB, 

and impossible when the SNR is -10 dB. 



 

  
 

 

Figure 4.1: A ECG signal with varying amounts of added noise. The signal is barely 

discernable when the SNR is -3 dB and not visible when the SNR is -10 dB. 

4.1.3 Separability of Signal and Noise 

A signal is completely recoverable from noise if the spectra of the signal and the noise do not 

overlap. An example of a noisy signal with separable signal and noise spectra is shown in Figure 

4.2(a). In this case, the signal and noise are placed in different parts of the frequency spectrum, 

and signal can be denoised with a lowpass filter. Although, Figure 4.2(b) illustrates a more 

common example of signal and noise, with overlapping spectra. For these cases, it is not possible 

to completely separate the signal from the noise; however, the effects of the noise can be more or 

less reduced depending on the filter technique used. 



 

  
 

 

Figure 4.2: Illustration of separability: (a) The signal and noise spectra do not overlap, and 

the signal can be recovered by a low-pass filter; (b) the signal and noise spectra overlap, 

and the noise can be reduced but not completely removed. 

Noise Correlation 

A important aspect that should be taken into account is how well one instantaneous value of 

noise correlates with the adjacent instantaneous values, i.e. how much one data point is 

correlated with its neighbours. Correlation is a statistical measurement of the relationship 

between two variables. The values of correlation are in a range of +1 to -1, where zero 

correlation means that there is no relationship between the variables; -1 means a perfect negative 

correlation; and +1 indicates a perfect positive correlation. Perfect negative correlation is when 

one variable goes up the other goes down, and perfect positive correlation is when both variables 

move in the same direction together. For complete random noise with at distributions, the 

correlation is zero, and in practice, most electronic sources produce noise that is essentially white 

up to many megahertz. But, after filtering process, it becomes band limited which is commonly 

referred as coloured noise. Coloured noise shows correlation between adjacent points, this 

correlation becomes much stronger as the bandwidth goes to more monochromatic. 

Correlation is a very important aspect to keep in mind when applying the adapting filter 

techniques. 

4.2 Noise Sources 

The presence of noise is fulfilled in various degrees in almost all environments. The most known 

and common are: Acoustic Noise, that emanates from moving, vibrating, or colliding sources and 

is the most familiar type of noise present in everyday environments; Electromagnetic Noise, 



 

  
 

 

which is present at all frequencies and in particular at radio frequencies; Processing Noise, that 

results from the signal processing, e.g. quantization noise in digital coding, or lost data packets in 

digital data communication systems. 

4.2.1 Biomedical Noises Sources 

Noise frequently is a limitation factor in the performance of medical instrumentation, producing 

variability. In biomedical measurements, variability has four different origins: 

1. Physiological variability; 

2. Transducer artifact; 

3. Environmental noise or interference; 

4. Electronic noise. 

Physiological Variability 

Physiological variability is due to the presence of other sources of biological influences than 

those of interest. For example, assessment of respiratory function based on the measurement of 

blood Po23 could be confounded with other physiological mechanisms that change blood pO2. 

Physiological variability can be a very difficult problem to solve, where to solve it, sometimes it 

is required information provided by different sources to help in validation. 

Transducer Artefact 

Transducer artefact is produced when the transducer is the responsible to change the desired 

signal. For example, non-invasive recordings of electrical potentials using electrodes placed on 

the skin are sensitive to motion artefact. 

Environmental Noise 

Environmental noise is generated from existing sources, either external or internal to the body. 

For example, in a fetal ECG recording, the fetal ECG is corrupted by the mother ECG. In these 

cases it is not possible to describe the specific characteristics of environmental noise. 

Electronic Noise 

Electronic noise falls into two broad classes: thermal or Johnson noise, and shot noise. The 

former is produced primarily in resistor or resistance materials while the latter is related to 

voltage barriers associated with semiconductors. Both sources produce noise with a broad range 

of frequencies often extending from DC to 1012 – 1013 Hz. 



 

  
 

 

4.3 ECG Noises Sources 

ECG signals always have background noise associated, and noise sources are so many that noise 

reduction became an important frontend signal processing task for biomedical signals. The most 

common noises that usually should be considered are: Power line interference, muscular 

contraction (EMG), Instrumentation noise generated by electronic devices, Baseline drift and 

ECG amplitude modulation. Power line interference is a narrow-band noise centred at 50 Hz 

with a bandwidth of less than 1 Hz. This type of noise usually contains harmonics due to parasite 

currents through human body. Power line interference is relatively constant during the ECG 

measurement. Cables used in electrodes connections are another source of power line noise. 

Muscular contractions produce artefacts within mill volts level potentials. This signal is normally 

transient bursts of zero mean band-limited Gaussian noise. The worst case of muscular 

contractions interference is when the measurements are made at same time as muscular activity, 

i.e., in sports or jobs with intense body activity. In these cases, the muscular amplitude signal can 

completely overlaps the ECG signals. Without muscular activity the noise produced can be 

negligible due to its insignificant amplitude. Artefacts generated by electronic devices can 

produce several different interferences, conducing to unpredictable noise shapes, leading to 

complete signal distortion or equipment saturation. If they do not consider these situations, these 

artefacts could be considered similar to Gaussian noise. Baseline drift and ECG amplitude 

modulation with respiration occurs during the breathing cycle. The amplitude of ECG signal 

varies mainly influenced by relative distance between heart and electrodes. This distance is 

increased when lungs fill and reduces at time of lungs become empty. The effect can be observed 

as a slow modulation of the ECG amplitude with same frequency as the breathing cycle. The 

amplitude of the ECG signal also varies by about 15% with respiration. In addition, 

physiological and environmental noise affects the ECG power spectrum. 

ECG power spectrum can provide useful information about heart condition, and if ECG signal is 

polluted with noise for overall spectrum, becomes difficult to aim this information with good 

accuracy. 



 

  
 

 

Figure 4.3: Relative power spectrum of QRS complex, P and T waves, muscle noise and motion 

artefacts based on an average of 150 beats 

Figure 4.3 summarizes the relative power spectra of the ECG, QRS complexes, P and T waves, 

motion artefact and muscle noise. This graph reveals that the ECG signal has their energy mainly 

concentrated in frequencies below than 25 Hz, where the QRS complex assumes the major area. 

Also shows that motion artefact overlapping a small part of ECG signal, and the EMG noise 

overlaps the entire ECG signal. It is clear that EMG noise can completely destroy ECG in a 

presence of low SNR. 

4.4 ECG Noise Cancelation Techniques 

Noise cancellation requires different strategies for different noise sources or types. Since the 

focus of this paper is a non classical method, the approaches covered in this section are all 

included in the non-classical methods used by several authors. An useful method for removing 

power line and baseline disturbances is the application of a digital linear phase filtering. This 

method can be used to reduce signal magnitude spectrum while preserving the signal time 

domain as much as possible. The disadvantage of this method is the computational requirements. 

This is mainly caused by linear phase narrow-band filtering, that requires a long impulse 

response, and the corresponding number of filter coefficients caused by a large number of 

multiplications involved in the time domain. Random and stationary noise can be removed using 

a temporal averaging method. Noise reduction by temporal averaging method is proportional to 

the square root of the number of frames or beats taken into the average. This method only offers 



 

  
 

 

effective performance if a large number of samples is used. Moreover, due to heartbeats 

variability, it can cause considerable errors, producing distorted results, or extremely smooth 

waves. 

To increase signal quality, some authors refer the performance of spatial averaging. But spatial 

averaging requires a large number of electrodes in the same region, which cause the main 

drawback of the method for portable equipment. This not only causes a discomfort to the users, 

as well as an amount of signals to be recorded and treated. Meanwhile, solutions like wearable 

sensors might be the answer to discomfort, but at time these solutions produces high noise levels 

due to a bad contact of electrodes at skin surface producing high levels of noise. To remove 

muscle noise artifacts in exercise ECG's, Joseph Suresh et al proposed the SVD (Singular Value 

Decomposition) method. For a satisfactory performance, SVD filtering do not requires prior 

information about the onset or offset points of ECG signal, nor knowledge of heartbeat intervals. 

This is very important since in the presence of a noisy ECG signal it wouldn't be possible to 

grasp the right position of the wave. SVD method is based on matrix factorization, and the 

problem of this technique is the matrix dimension and computational calculations before a 

possible reduction of the matrix. However, the authors of mentioned that with a minimum value 

of matrix size, the results performance of the MSE (mean square error) are identical to the results 

of the Wiener filter MSE using a discrete cosine transform. 

One promising solution for noise reduction is the use of adaptive filters. There are several 

advantages for adaptive filtering approaches: adapting filtering do not needs a priori knowledge 

of the statistical or spectral properties of the signal and noise; constantly adapt the weights of 

filter for better performance; when applied to a set of samples does not require higher power 

computation requirements. For some applications, the drawback of adaptive filtering approach is 

that requires the correlation of noise with signal. For the case of ECG, this is not a problem due 

to the possibility to obtain this correlation from the electro in the leg. Several authors, have done 

their works in this field of signal processing, but mainly with ECG signals from databases as 

MIT-BIH. 



 

  
 

 

CHAPTER-5 

Adaptive Signal Processing 

Filtering is closely related with signal processing discipline, and can be classified into 

two main categories, analogue signal processing and digital signal processing. Analogue signal 

processing is for signals that have not been digitized, which involves linear or nonlinear 

electronic circuits, such as passive or active filters. Digital signal processing is the processing of 

digitized discrete time sampled signals, where signal treatment is performed by computers or 

digital circuits, e.g. Digital Signal Processor (DSP) devices, running mathematical algorithms 

such as FIR or IIR. Additionally, filtering can be classified into linear or nonlinear process. If the 

filtered output is a linear function of the input observations, the filters is said to be linear, 

otherwise the filter is considered nonlinear. Moreover, filtering is directly related with spectral 

analysis, because the goal of filtering is to reshape the signal spectrum. For that reason, filtering 

techniques and filter types differing in the way that they reshape the signal spectrum. This 

chapter will start with a brief presentation of signal processing methods and then the main focus 

will be the Adaptive Signal processing techniques, based on LMS algorithm, RLS and EKRLS 

algorithms. 

5.1 Signal Processing Methods 

Depending on the statistical distribution of signal, digital signal processing algorithms 

can assume different realizations. If the signal statistical distribution is unknown, it is used Non- 

parametric Signal Processing methods. These methods lead with signals in a “blind” way, i.e., 

they do not care about the signal itself, because they are not specialized to any particular class of 

signals. The drawback is that they can lose performance due to their generality. Some examples 

of nonparametric methods include digital filtering and transform-based signal processing 

methods such as the Fourier analysis and discrete cosine transform. By other hand, if the 

statistical distribution of signal is known, it is commonly used Model-Based Signal Processing 

methods. Model-based methods normally outperform non-parametric methods, since they make 

use of more information in the form of a model of the signal process. These signal processing 

methods use a description of the expected patterns in the signal process, for these cases the 

methods are more dedicated and less generalist. However, they can be sensitive to signal 



 

  
 

 

deviations due to their restrictions. They are commonly used in low-bit-rate speech coding, 

digital video codification and speech recognition. 

Filtering has a close relationship with signal spectrum, and for that reason, they can be 

classified in two big groups: FIR filters and IIR filters. FIR filters are non-recursive filters, 

because only the input is used in the filter algorithm, 

Figure 5.1: FIR Structure 

Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram of an FIR filter, whit an input x(k) and an output y(k). 

The output y(k) is defined as: 

Leading to 

Where a is the filter feed forward coefficients needed to generate the necessary filtering i 

response, such as low-pass or high-pass, and N is the number of filter taps contained in the 

function, Z−1 is the signal delay and k is the discrete-time index. The a coefficients are the zeros i 

of the filter. This filters have the advantage of always being stable and having linear phase shifts. 

The downside of FIR filters is that they are less efficient in terms of computer time and memory 

than IIR filters. 



 

  
 

 

FIR filters uses feed-forward calculations only, and in if we allowed feed-back, then the 

filter impulse response is non-zero over an infinite length of time. This is called IIR filters, which 

is represented in Figure 5.2. 

Figure 5.2: IIR Structure 

Figure 5.2 shows a block diagram of an IIR filter, whit an input x(k) and an output y(k). 

The output y(k) is defined as: 

Leading to 

Where b is the filter feedback coefficients, which is the poles of the filter, and the remaining i 

variables are equal to the FIR filter. Due to the existence of poles, IIR filters can be unstable, 

which can be a disadvantage. However, IIR filters are sometimes preferred over FIR filters, 

because it is possible to achieve the same transition region as FIR filters with less order. 

FIR and IIR filters are considered fixed1; their characteristics are projected to a specific 

signal, and independently of their dynamics or statistical properties their parameters remains 

static. To lead with signals whose statistical properties are unknown, fixed algorithms do not 

process these signals efficiently. Due to this inefficiency, new methods have been studded. This 

new methods are self-designing systems defined as adaptive filters. Adaptive filters may be 



 

  
 

 

classified into supervised adaptive filters that are based on training sequence that provides 

different realizations of a desired response for a specified input signal, or unsupervised adaptive 

filters, which performs the adjustments of their free parameters without requiring a desired 

response. These filters are commonly used where there is no access to a desired response, e.g. 

system identification. 

5.2 Adaptive Signal Processing 

Aiming to achieve best filtering performance, signal processing methods have progressed 

considerably in algorithm complexity. In general, the computational requirement for signal 

processing methods have being increased exponentially face to algorithmic complexity. 

Therefore, finding an algorithm with ability to filtering signals efficiently, with automatic 

performance adaptation, and at same time offering a good balance between performance and 

computation requirements, becomes an interesting motivation to work with non-classical 

filtering2 schemes as adaptive signal processing techniques. Conversely to classical FIR and IIR 

filters, adaptive filters automatically changes theirs characteristics, by optimizing the internal 

parameters. 

It is important to refer the close relationship of the adaptive signal processing technique 

with Wiener filter. Wiener filter is based on the minimization of the Mean Square Error (MSE) 

value of signal that is defined as the difference between some desired response and the actual 

filter output. But, it is only possible to design a Wiener filter with optimal performance if a priori 

information about the statistics of the data to be processed is known. Adaptive filters are quite 

similar to Wiener filters, they are based on the same concept, the minimization of the MSE. But 

unlike Wiener filters, the parameters of adaptive filters are constantly adapted to reach the MSE. 

Adaptive filters are widely used in several applications including the treatment of biomedical 

signals. Biomedical signals such as ECG, EMG, and Electroencephalography (EEG) are 

important in diagnosis and patient monitoring. But these signals have very small amplitude, 

therefore they are commonly affected by noise. It is difficult to filter noise from these signals, and 

errors resulting from filtering may distort them. 

5.2.1 Adapting Filtering Scheme 



 

  
 

 

The complete specification of an adaptive system consists in three main points: 

application, structure and algorithm. 

Application 

What is the application where the filter will be used? The type of application is defined by 

the signals applied to the input and the desired output signals. The number of different 

applications in which adaptive techniques are being successfully used increases every day. Some 

examples are echo cancellation, equalization of dispersive channels, system identification, signal 

enhancement, adaptive beam forming, noise cancelling, and control. 

Structure 

Which filtering structure better satisfy the characteristics of application? Adaptive filters 

can be implemented in a number of different structures or realizations. The choice of the 

structure can influence the computational complexity and also the necessary number of iterations 

to achieve a desired performance level. Basically, the two major classes of adaptive digital filter 

realizations are the FIR and IIR filters. 

Algorithm 

What kind of algorithm should I use to update the filter parameters? The algorithm is the 

procedure used to adjust the adaptive filter coefficients in order to achieve the best filtering 

performance. In such way, adaptation algorithms are based on the mean square error 

minimization criterion. This error is the difference between the output of the signal processing 

module and the reference signal. To achieve optimum parameters for the filter, three methods are 

commonly used: the Recursive Least Square (RLS) method, the LMS and the Stochastic 

Gradient (SG) method. 

5.3 Adapting Filtering Implementation 

Adaptive filters are considered nonlinear systems, in the sense that it does not obey the 

superposition principle. This is a direct consequence of application of a recursive algorithm 

whereby the parameters of an adaptive filter are updated between iterations, which turns it data 

dependent. Their behaviour analysis is more complicated than for fixed filters, because the 



 

  
 

 

adaptive filters are self designing filters, from the practical point of view their design can be 

considered more proactive solution than for the cases of digital filters with fixed coefficients. 

Adaptive filters are used for non-stationary signals and environments or in applications where a 

sample-by-sample process adaptation or a low processing delay is required. 

Fig 5.3: Typical signal denoising setup Adp 

Figure 5.3 shows a typical signal denoising setup based on Adaptive Filtering. The 

primary input is the x(k) with noise n1(k), and the noise correlated reference input corresponds to 

noise input signal n2(k). The n2(k) needs to be correlated with signal from primary input. 

Figure 5.4: N-tap transversal adaptive filter 

Figure 5.4 shows a N-tap transversal adaptive FIR filter, where the relation between filter 

input x(k) and filter output y(k) is given by: 



 

  
 

 

where k is the discrete-time index, N is the number of filter taps contained in the function, 

Z −1 is the signal delay and the parameter vector W is the Wiener filter coefficient vector. This i 

equation is identical to Equation (5.2), where the filter coefficients a were replaced by the i 

Wiener coefficients. In Equation (5.5) the filtering operation is expressed in two alternative and 

equivalent forms of a convolutional sum and an inner vector product. The Wiener filter error 

signal, e(k) in Figure 5.4 is defined as the difference between the desired signal d(k) and the filter 

output signal y(k): 

Where d(k) is considered the desired signal, it is the primary input in the Figure 5.3, e(k) 

is the system output and x(k) is the noise correlated reference. In Equation 5.6, for a given input 

signal x(k) and a desired signal d(k), the filter error e(k) depends on the filter coefficient vector 

W. The Equation (5.6) can be expanded for N samples of the signals d(k) and x(k) with P as the 

filter length: 

In a compact vector notation this matrix equation may be written as: 

where E is the error vector, D is the desired signal vector, X is the input signal matrix and XW = 

Y is the Wiener filter output signal vector. In Equation (5.7), if the number of signal samples is 

equal to the number of filter coefficients N = P, then we have a square matrix equation, and there 



 

  
 

 

is a unique filter solution W, with a zero estimation error e = 0, such that y = XW. If N < P then 

the number of signal samples N is insufficient to obtain a unique solution for the filter 

coefficients, in this case there are an infinite number of solutions with zero estimation error, and 

the matrix equation is said to be underdetermined. In practice, the number of signal samples is 

much larger than the filter length N > P; in this case, the matrix equation is said to be over- 

determined and has a unique solution, usually with a non-zero error. 

In adaptive filters, the weight vectors are updated by an adaptive algorithm to minimize the cost 

function. The algorithms used by us for noise reduction in ECG in this thesis are least mean 

square (LMS), Normalized least mean square (NLMS), sign data least mean square (SDLMS), 

sign error least mean square (SELMS) and sign-sign least mean square (SSLMS) algorithms. 

5.4 Least Mean Square Algorithm 

LMS algorithm is a stochastic gradient descent method in which the filter weights are 

only adapted based on the error at the current time. According to this LMS algorithm the updated 

weight is given by 

where µ is the step size. 

5.4.1 NLMS algorithm 

The NLMS algorithm is a modified form of the standard LMS algorithm. The NLMS algorithm 

updates the coefficients of an adaptive filter by using the following equation 

Where 



 

  
 

 

To achieve the optimum parameters for the filter, were used the LMS method, due to their 

simplicity and robustness. The LMS algorithm requires only 2N +1 multiplications and 2N 

additions per iteration for a N tap weight vector. Therefore it has a relatively simple structure and 

the hardware requirements are directly proportional to the number of weights. The aim of LMS 

algorithm is to find the optimum weights W in Equation (5.9) in such way that starting from 

some arbitrary initial point in the weights, progressively moves towards the optimum point. This 

is grasped trough the evaluation of the gradient of error in the Equation (5.9). The LMS 

algorithm uses a computationally simpler version of steepest-descent method to calculate the 

optimum weights, which is the instantaneous squared error defined as: 

For example, for a filter with only two coefficients (w0, w1), the mean square error function is a 

bowl-shaped surface, with a single minimum point, as illustrated in Figure 5.5. 

Figure 5.5: MSE surface for a two-tap FIR filter 

The LMS error point corresponds to the minimum error power. At this optimal operating 

point the MSE surface has zero gradient. The LMS adaptation method is defined as: 



 

  
 

 

The instantaneous gradient of the squared error can be re-expressed as: 

Substituting Equation (5.11) into the recursion update equation of the filter parameters, Equation 

(5.10) yields the LMS adaptation equation: 

where µ is the step-size. This parameter is important, and dictates the speed of error convergence 

to a minimum. LMS equation shows that for applications in which the minimum error is non- 

zero, such as noise reduction, the incremental update term µ would remain non-zero even when 

the optimal point is reached. Thus at the convergence, the LMS filter will randomly vary about 

the minimum error point, with the result that minimum error for LMS algorithm will be in excess 

of this minimum error for Wiener methods. 

Some of the classical applications of adaptive filtering are system identification, channel 

equalization, signal denoising, and prediction. Due to the main goal of this work is ECG noise 

removal, it will only be focusing the signal denoising. The effectiveness of the signal denoising 

scheme depends on the high correlation between n1(k) and n2(k) signals in Figure 5.3. In some 

applications, it is useful to include a delay of L samples in the reference signal or in the input 

signal, such that their relative delay yields a maximum cross-correlation between y(k) and n1(k), 

reducing the MSE[19]. This delay provides a kind of synchronization between the signals 

involved. 

5.5 RLS ALGORITHM 

Least square Algorithm tries to minimize the sum of squares of difference between a desired 

signal and the filter output. When new samples arrive after every iteration, thus solution of least 

square can be computed in a recursive way forming a new Recursive least square (RLS) 

Algorithm. 



 

  
 

 

The RLS algorithm is prevalent because of its fast convergence rate and better performance in 

non-stationary settings. The objective function for the RLS algorithm is given as: 

Where w(n)=[w(0) w(1) w(2) ….w(m-1)] represents the weight vector, ε(i) is the aposteriori error at 

sample i and parameter β is the forgetting factor. Each error is comprised of the difference between the 

desired sample and the filter output using the most recently updated filter coefficents w(n). 

LMS and RLS can be considered a simplest form of the steepest-descent search. LMS was the 

first algorithm used to design a linear adaptive filter algorithm by Widrow and Hoff in 1959. The 

LMS algorithm has established itself as the workhorse of adaptive signal processing for two 

primary reasons: computational efficiency and robust performance. However, for signals with a 

large spectral dynamic range, the LMS has a no-smooth and slow rate of convergence. In 

addition if the signal is also non-stationary. e.g. speech and audio signals, then the LMS can be 

an unsuitable adaptation method. LMS algorithms are known as slowly converging algorithm. 

The speed of convergence define the number of signal intervals that are necessary to obtaining 

reliable filter coefficients. RLS type algorithms have much better starting convergence properties 

but are much more complex and for that reason, not so suitable for low computational devices. 

RLS method, has better convergence rate and less sensitivity to the eigen value spread than 

LMS. 

According to Sayed and Kailath [8], a state-space model for the exponentially weighted 

RLS algorithm may be described as follows: 

Where 



 

  
 

 

x(n) is state vector of the model at time (iteration) n, 

y(n) is observation (reference) signal, 

u(n) is input signal vector, 

v(n) is white-noise measurement noise with unit variance, 

λ is forgetting factor. 

The superscript denotes H Hermitian conjugation (complex conjugation for scalars). 

Two observations from the state equation, i.e., the first line of (1), are immediately apparent: 

• The transition matrix of the standard RLS algorithm is a constant multiple of the identity matrix 

equal to λ-1/2I. 

• The process (state) noise vector is zero. 

Now, both of these conditions are synonymous with a stationary environment. Thus, although it 

is widely believed in the literature that by introducing the forgetting factor into the design of the 

RLS algorithm, the algorithm is enabled to track statistical variations of the environment, in 

reality, this is not so. It is therefore not surprising that the RLS algorithm, in its standard form, 

does not always measure up to the LMS algorithm when it comes to tracking considerations. 

Kalman filter theory tells us that a more general form of the state-space model of the RLS 

algorithm should be as follows: 

The measurement equation, i.e., second line of (2), is the same as before. However, the state 

equation, i.e., first line of (2), differs from that of (1) in two aspects: 

• The transition matrix is time variant. 

• The process (state) noise vector is nonzero. This, therefore, points to two special ways in which 

the RLS algorithm may be modified in order to cope with different nonstationary environments, 



 

  
 

 

as explained in the next two sections; in one case, we assume is known and present the proper 

extension of the RLS solution (referred to here as EKRLS-1). We then apply the algorithm to a 

system identification problem assuming a Markov model. In the other case, we assume is not 

known and proceed to suggest a second extension of the RLS solution by invoking connections 

with extended Kalman filtering (the extension is referred to as EKRLS-2). The algorithm is then 

applied to tracking a chirped sinusoid in additive noise. The fundamental point to stress here is 

that in both cases, prior knowledge about the original dynamical system model is explicitly built 

into the formulation of the extended forms of the RLS algorithm, thus improving the tracking 

performance of the resulting adaptive filters. 



 

  
 

 

CHAPTER-6 

SOFTWARE TOOLS REQUIRED 

6.1 INTRODUCTION TO MATLAB 

MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a fourth-generation high-level programming language and interactive 

environment for numerical computation, visualization and programming. MATLAB is developed by 

MathWorks. It allows matrix manipulations; plotting of functions and data; implementation of algorithms; 

creation of user interfaces; interfacing with programs written in other languages, including C, C++, Java, 

and FORTRAN; analyze data; develop algorithms; and create models and applications. It has numerous 

built-in commands and math functions that help you in mathematical calculations, generating plots, and 

performing numerical methods. 

MATLAB is used in every facet of computational mathematics. Following are some commonly used 

mathematical calculations where it is used most commonly: 

 Dealing with Matrices and Arrays 

 2-D and 3-D Plotting and graphics 

 Linear Algebra 

 Algebraic Equations 

 Non-linear Functions 

 Statistics 

 Data Analysis 

 Calculus and Differential Equations 

 Numerical Calculations 

 Integration 

 Transforms 

 Curve Fitting 

 Various other special functions 



 

  
 

 

Features of MATLAB Following are the basic features of MATLAB 

 It is a high-level language for numerical computation, visualization and application development. 

 It also provides an interactive environment for iterative exploration, design and problem solving. 

 It provides vast library of mathematical functions for linear algebra, statistics, Fourier analysis, filtering, 

optimization, numerical integration and solving ordinary differential equations. 

 It provides built-in graphics for visualizing data and tools for creating custom plots. 

 MATLAB's programming interface gives development tools for improving code quality, 

maintainability, and maximizing performance. 

 It provides tools for building applications with custom graphical interfaces 

 It provides functions for integrating MATLAB based algorithms with external applications and 

languages such as C, Java, .NET and Microsoft Excel. 

6.2 Uses of MATLAB 

MATLAB is widely used as a computational tool in science and engineering encompassing the fields of 

physics, chemistry, math and all engineering streams. It is used in a range of applications including: 

 signal processing and Communications 

 image and video Processing 

 control systems 

 test and measurement 

 computational finance 

 computational biology 



 

  
 

 

CHAPTER-7 

7.1 MATLAB CODE 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% mainLMS.m 
%%%%%%%%%% 
%% 
clc; 

clear all; 

close all; 
warning off; 
load('ECG_database.mat'); 

Data1 = Org_Data1(2,:); 
Data2 = Org_Data2(2,:); 
Data3 = Org_Data3(2,:); 

d = input('ECG SIGNAL DATA---- 1:Data1 2: Data2 3: Data3 '); 

switch (d) 
case 1 

data=Data1; 
disp('data1'); 

case 2 
data=Data2; 

disp('data2'); 
case 3 

data=Data3; 
disp('Data3'); 

otherwise 
disp('give number between 1:3'); 

end 

% Add white noise to signal 
WN_data = White_Noise_Gen(data, -20,wn); 

% Add PLI to signal 
PLI_data = Add_PLI(data, 20, TIME,mains_signal); 

% Get Wander noise signal 

BWN_data = ADD_BWN(data, -10,bwn); 
% Get Muscle artifact signal 
EMN_data = ADD_EMN(data, -20,emn); 

% Get electrode movement noise signal 

MAN_data = ADD_MAN(data,-20,man); 

%% LMS ALGORITHM 

[wn_filt_lms] = lms_filt(Data1', WN_data',0.001); 

Plots(Data1, WN_data,wn_filt_lms,wn_filt_lms','ECG Signal with White 
Noise',0); 

spect(WN_data,wn_filt_lms,FS,'Spectrogram of ECG Signal with White 
Noise',0); 

PSD(WN_data, wn_filt_lms,FS,' Periodogram of White Noise ECG 
Signal',0); 

%snr_plot(WN_data, wn_filt_lms, ' Bar plot of SNR improvement in 
White Noise ECG',0); 

prd_plot(Data1, WN_data, wn_filt_lms, ' Bar plot of PRD improvement 
in White Noise ECG',0); 



 

  
 

 

em_plot(Data1, wn_filt_lms', wn ,' LMS Error Plot of White Noise 
ECG',0); 

[pli_filt_lms] = lms_filt(Data1', PLI_data',0.0002); 
Plots(Data1, PLI_data,pli_filt_lms,pli_filt_lms','ECG Signal with 

Power Line Interference Noise',0); 
spect(PLI_data,pli_filt_lms, FS,'Spectrogram of ECG Signal with PLI 

Noise',0); 
PSD(PLI_data, pli_filt_lms, FS,' Periodogram of Power Line 

Interference Noise ECG Signal',0); 

%snr_plot(PLI_data, pli_filt_lms, ' Bar plot of SNR improvement in 
PLI ECG',0); 

prd_plot(Data1,PLI_data, pli_filt_lms, ' Bar plot of PRD improvement 
in PLI ECG',0); 

em_plot(Data1, pli_filt_lms', mains_signal ,'LMS Error Plot of PLI 
ECG',0); 

[bwn_filt_lms] = lms_filt(Data1', BWN_data',0.001); 

Plots(Data1, BWN_data,bwn_filt_lms,bwn_filt_lms','ECG Signal with 
Baseline Wander Noise',0); 

spect(BWN_data,bwn_filt_lms, FS,'Spectrogram of ECG Signal with 
Baseline Wander Noise ',0); 

PSD(BWN_data, bwn_filt_lms, FS,' Periodogram of Baseline Wander Noise 

ECG Signal',0); 
%snr_plot(BWN_data, bwn_filt_lms, ' Bar plot of SNR improvement in 

BWN ECG',0); 

prd_plot(Data1,BWN_data, bwn_filt_lms, ' Bar plot of PRD improvement 
in BWN ECG',0); 

em_plot(Data1, bwn_filt_lms', bwn ,' LMS Error Plot of Baseline 
Wander Noise ECG',0); 

[emn_filt_lms] = lms_filt(Data1', EMN_data',0.001); 

Plots(Data1, EMN_data,emn_filt_lms,emn_filt_lms','ECG Signal with 
Electrode Movement Noise',0); 

spect(EMN_data,emn_filt_lms, FS,'Spectrogram of ECG Signal with 

Electrode Movement Noise',0); 
PSD(EMN_data, emn_filt_lms, FS,' Periodogram of Electrode Movement 

Noise ECG Signal',0); 
% snr_plot(EMN_data, emn_filt_lms, ' Bar plot of SNR improvement in 

EMN ECG',0); 
prd_plot(Data1,EMN_data, emn_filt_lms, ' Bar plot of PRD improvement 

in EMN ECG',0); em_plot(Data1, emn_filt_lms', emn ,' LMS Error Plot 
of Electrode Movement Noise ECG',0); 

[man_filt_lms] = lms_filt(Data1', MAN_data',0.0002); 

Plots(Data1, MAN_data,man_filt_lms,man_filt_lms','ECG Signal with 
Muscle Artifact Noise',0); 

spect(MAN_data,man_filt_lms, FS,'Spectrogram of ECG Signal with Muscle 

Artifact Noise',0); 
PSD(MAN_data, man_filt_lms, FS,' Periodogram of Muscle Artifact Noise 

ECG Signal',0); 

% snr_plot(MAN_data, man_filt_lms, ' Bar plot of SNR improvement in MAN 
ECG',0); 

prd_plot(Data1, MAN_data, man_filt_lms, ' Bar plot of PRD improvement 
in MAN ECG',0); 



 

  
 

 

em_plot(Data1, man_filt_lms', man ,'LMS Error Plot of Muscle Artifact 
Noise ECG',0); 

%%%%%%%%% mainRLS.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%% 
clc; 

clear all; 
close all; 

warning off; 

load('ECG_database.mat'); 

Data1 = Org_Data1(2,:); 
Data2 = Org_Data2(2,:); 
Data3 = Org_Data3(2,:); 

d = input('ECG SIGNAL DATA---- 1:Data1 2: Data2 3: Data3 '); 

switch (d) 
case 1 

data=Data1; 

disp('data1'); 
case 2 

data=Data2; 

disp('data2'); 
case 3 

data=Data3; 
disp('Data3'); 

otherwise 
disp('give number between 1:3'); 

end 
% Add white noise to signal 

WN_data = White_Noise_Gen(data, -20,wn); 
% Add PLI to signal 
PLI_data = Add_PLI(data, 20, TIME,mains_signal); 

% Get Wander noise signal 
BWN_data = ADD_BWN(data, -10,bwn); 

% Get Muscle artifact signal 
EMN_data = ADD_EMN(data, -20,emn); 

% Get electrode movement noise signal 

MAN_data = ADD_MAN(data,-20,man); 

%% RLS ALGORITHM 

[e_wn, wn_filt] = RLS(WN_data', wn'); 

Plots(Data1, WN_data,wn_filt,e_wn,'ECG Signal with White Noise',1); 

spect(WN_data,wn_filt,FS,'Spectrogram of ECG Signal with White 
Noise',1); 

PSD(WN_data, wn_filt,FS,' Periodogram of White Noise ECG Signal',1); 
snr_plot(WN_data, wn_filt, ' Bar plot of SNR improvement in White 

Noise ECG',1); 

prd_plot(Data1, WN_data, wn_filt, ' Bar plot of PRD improvement in 
White Noise ECG',1); 

em_plot(Data1, e_wn, wn ,' RLS Error Plot of White Noise ECG',1); 



 

  
 

 

[e_pli, pli_filt] = RLS(PLI_data', mains_signal'); 
Plots(Data1, PLI_data,pli_filt,e_pli,'ECG Signal with Power Line 

Interference Noise',1); 
spect(PLI_data,pli_filt, FS,'Spectrogram of ECG Signal with PLI 

Noise',1); 

PSD(PLI_data, pli_filt, FS,' Periodogram of Power Line Interference 
Noise ECG Signal',1); 

snr_plot(PLI_data, pli_filt, ' Bar plot of SNR improvement in PLI 

ECG',1); 
prd_plot(Data1,PLI_data, pli_filt, ' Bar plot of PRD improvement in 

PLI ECG',1); 
em_plot(Data1, e_pli, mains_signal ,'RLS Error Plot of PLI ECG',1); 

[e_bwn, bwn_filt] = RLS(BWN_data', bwn'); 

Plots(Data1, BWN_data,bwn_filt,e_bwn,'ECG Signal with Baseline Wander 
Noise',1); 

spect(BWN_data,bwn_filt, FS,'Spectrogram of ECG Signal with Baseline 
Wander Noise ',1); 

PSD(BWN_data, bwn_filt, FS,' Periodogram of Baseline Wander Noise ECG 
Signal',1); 

snr_plot(BWN_data, bwn_filt, ' Bar plot of SNR improvement in BWN 
ECG',1); 

prd_plot(Data1,BWN_data, bwn_filt, ' Bar plot of PRD improvement in 

BWN ECG',1); 
em_plot(Data1, e_bwn, bwn ,' RLS Error Plot of Baseline Wander Noise 

ECG',1); 

[e_emn, emn_filt] = RLS(EMN_data', emn'); 
Plots(Data1, EMN_data,emn_filt,e_emn,'ECG Signal with Electrode 

Movement Noise',1); 

spect(EMN_data,emn_filt, FS,'Spectrogram of ECG Signal with Electrode 
Movement Noise',1); 

PSD(EMN_data, emn_filt, FS,' Periodogram of Electrode Movement Noise 

ECG Signal',1); 
snr_plot(EMN_data, emn_filt, ' Bar plot of SNR improvement in EMN 

ECG',1); 
prd_plot(Data1,EMN_data, emn_filt, ' Bar plot of PRD improvement in 

EMN ECG',1); 
em_plot(Data1, e_emn, emn ,' RLS Error Plot of Electrode Movement 

Noise ECG',1); 

[e_man, man_filt] = RLS(MAN_data', man'); 
Plots(Data1, MAN_data,man_filt,e_man,'ECG Signal with Muscle Artifact 

Noise',1); 

spect(MAN_data,man_filt, FS,'Spectrogram of ECG Signal with Muscle 
Artifact Noise',1); 

PSD(MAN_data, man_filt, FS,' Periodogram of Muscle Artifact Noise ECG 

Signal',1); 

snr_plot(MAN_data, man_filt, ' Bar plot of SNR improvement in MAN 
ECG',1); 

prd_plot(Data1, MAN_data, man_filt, ' Bar plot of PRD improvement in 
MAN ECG',1); 

em_plot(Data1, e_man, man ,'RLS Error Plot of Muscle Artifact Noise 

ECG',1); 



 

  
 

 

CHAPTER-8 

RESULTS ANALYSIS 

The ECG signals that have been used in this experiment have been collected from the ECG-ID 

database of PhysioNet. The duration of each signal is 10 seconds. In the digitized form the signal 

has been represented by 5000 samples. The amplitude of the signals are in millivolts (mV) range. 

The plot of one of the ECG signals that have been used is given in Fig 8.1 

The noises that have been used to corrupt the ECG signal are: white noise, baseline 

wander noise, power line interference (PLI), electrode movement noise and muscle artifact. Out 

of these five noises, white noise and PLI have been simulated with the help of MA TLAB and the 

other three noises have been collected from MIT-BIH Noise Stress Test Database. The noise 

corrupted ECG signal is applied through the primary sensor of the adaptive noise canceller. An 

estimate of the respective noises is then applied to the reference sensor. The output of the 

adaptive noise canceller is the filtered response. These responses for the RLS and LMS 

algorithms are graphically represented in following Figures. 

Fig 8.1: LMS Based ECG signal denoising of White Noise 



 

  
 

 

Fig 8.2: LMS Based ECG signal denoising of Baseline Wander Noise 

Fig 8.3: LMS Based ECG signal denoising of Electrode Movement Noise 



 

  
 

 

Fig 8.4: LMS Based ECG signal denoising of Muscle Artifact Noise 

Fig 8.5: RLS Based ECG signal denoising of White Noise 



 

  
 

 

Fig 8.6: RLS Based ECG signal denoising of Power Line Interference Noise 

Fig 8.7: RLS Based ECG signal denoising of Baseline Wander Noise 



 

  
 

 

Fig 8.8: RLS Based ECG signal denoising of Electrode Movement Noise 

Fig 8.9: RLS Based ECG signal denoising of Muscle Artifact Noise 



 

  
 

 

For RLS algorithm, a forgetting factor of 1 has been used. If this forgetting factor of RLS 

algorithm is decreased by even a little amount, the output signal quality deteriorates very 

quickly. From the plots of above Figure it is clearly evident that the RLS algorithm has removed 

all types of noises much more efficiently than the LMS algorithm. 



 

  
 

 

Table I, Table II and Table III show the numerical analysis of LMS and RLS algorithms in terms 

of SNR Improvement, MSE and PRD respectively. From these tables it can be inferred that the 

RLS algorithm removes all noise better than LMS algorithm. 



 

  
 

 

CHAPTER-9 

CONCLUSION 

The main purpose of this work is to explore the potentialities of adaptive signal processing in 

ECG denoising, aiming to prove if adaptive denoising filters are a suitable method for biological 

signal denoising. From the above analyses we can conclude that both the LMS and RLS 

algorithms remove various noises from ECG signals successfully. The LMS algorithm is a 

rudimentary adaptive filter algorithm whereas, RLS is comparatively much more complex. From 

the results of graphical representations, SNR Improvement, MSE, PRD, PSD plots, 

Spectrograms and convergence plots we can conclude that this complex nature of RLS algorithm 

has caused it to remove noises from ECG signals with more efficacy than the LMS algorithm. 
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PROGRAM OUTCOMES (POs) 

The graduates of electronics and communication engineering program will 

be able to 

1. Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering for 

solving intricate engineering problems. 

2. Identify, formulate and analyse multifaceted engineering problems. 

3. Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs 

within realistic constraints such as economic, environmental, social, 

political, ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and 

sustainability. 

4. Design and conduct experiments based on complex engineering 

problems, as well as to analyse and interpret data. 

5. Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary 

for engineering practice. 

6. Understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic 

and societal context. 

7. Design and develop eco-friendly systems, making optimal utilization 

of available natural resources. 
8. Understand professional ethics and responsibilities. 

9. Work as a member and leader in a team in multidisciplinary 

environment. 

10. 

11. 

Communicate effectively. 

manage the projects keeping in view the economical and 

societal considerations. 



 

  
 

 

12. Recognize the need for adapting to technological changes and 
engage in life 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PEOs) 

Graduates of the Electronics and Communication Engineering program will 

1. Design VLSI, Embedded, Signal Processing and communication systems 

and apply modern tools . 

2. Apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication 

Engineering to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing 

software components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, 

legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations . 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The smart antennas are widely used for wireless communication, because it has an ability 

to increase the coverage and capacity of a communication system. The smart antenna is a 

technology and has been applied to the cellular and mobile communication system. It is a 

combination of multiple antenna elements with a signal processing capability to optimize its 

radiation and/or reception pattern automatically in response to the signal environment. Smart 

antenna performs two main functions such as direction of arrival estimation (DOA) and beam 

forming. 

 

Using adaptive beam forming algorithm, the weights/coefficients of antenna arrays are 

adjusted to form adaptive beam with the required characteristics to track corresponding users 

automatically and at the same time to minimize interference arising from other users by 

introducing nulls in their directions. 

 

Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm provides a comprehensive and detailed treatment of 

the signal model used for beamforming. The performance of the LMS algorithm in the presence 

of Multi-path effects and multiple users is analyzed using Software simulations. In the proposed 

method, mean square error is reduced and Convergence is improved with LMS algorithm based 

method. 

 
Key words:- Direction Of Arrival, Smart Antenna, Least Mean Square(LMS), Mean Square  

Error(MSE), adaptive beam forming. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

 In recent years, a high speed wireless communications is strongly required. In 

wireless communication systems, multipath fading, delay spread and interference signal 

is occurred by reflection or diffraction. In a high-speed wireless communications, it 

becomes an important issue to separate desired signal and delay or interference signal. To 

overcome this, smart antenna is being used. Smart antenna solutions presents different 

aspects of code technology such as active antennas, fixed Beamforming and adaptive 

Beamforming techniques to improve spectral efficiency, to deliver significant 

improvements in coverage, quality of service and capacity. 

 

1.2  Literature Review 

Wireless Communication technologies have a great progress in recent years and 

the markets, especially the cellular telephone, have been growing enormously. Moreover 

the next generation communication services will use higher frequency band area and 

require more channel capacity and wider bandwidth for a high-speed data 

communication. As a large increase in channel capacity and high transmission rates for 

wireless communications, the technologies for the power saving and efficient frequency 

usability are required. 

One of the technologies that can contribute to the improvement of wireless 

systems is the adaptive/smart antenna. Smart antenna can form a beam pattern at an 

intended direction by applying digital signal processing algorithm with the digitized data 

from each antenna element. By software algorithm this system at the transmitter is 

capable of steering the maximum radiation pattern toward a desired mobile and the 

system at the receiver can spatially separate and reject multi-path fading energy hence 

higher bit rate services can be provided. 
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Methods which extract this information from the incoming signals are called 

Direction of Arrival (DOA) Estimation Methods. The first method is called Spectral 

Estimation Methods. They include the MVDR (Minimum Variance Distortion less 

Response) Estimator, Linear prediction method, MEM (Maximum Entropy Method), 

MLM (Maximum Likelihood Method). The second category is formed by the Eigen 

structure Methods. They include the Min-Norm Method, the CLOSEST Method, the 

ESPRIT (Estimation of Signal Parameters Via Rotational Invariance Technique) 

algorithm, and others .Several algorithms have been introduced and used to estimate 

Direction Of Arrival (DOA) and the most basic ones are Capon Maximum Likelihood 

(ML) and MUSIC algorithm introduced by Dr. Schmitt. 

Beamforming as a versatile form of spatial filtering. Started with the basic 

concept, associated the explanation with FIR filtering. Beam former was classified into 

data independent and statistically optimum beam former. Independent of the received 

data, the first class of beam former chose a fixed antenna arrays weights. The later class 

use statistical information of received data to select the weights. 

Adaptive beamforming comes into picture for the fact that the data statistics are 

often unknown and varying over time. Two basic adaptive approaches, block adaptation 

and continuous adaptation were discussed. In block adaptation, the statistics are estimated 

from temporal block of array data while continuous adaptation the weights are adjusted 

as the data is sampled. In this continuous adaptation adaptive algorithms like  LMS   

introduced.  

    

1.3 Objective  

 The objective of this project is to perform adaptive Beamforming using LMS 

algorithm for smart antenna on MATLAB software. 

 

1.4 Methodology 

 LMS algorithm is a type of Non-blind algorithm, because it uses the training signal 

or reference signal. During training period training signal is transmitted from transmitter 

to receiver. It uses a gradient based method of steepest decent. It follows an iterative 

procedure that makes successive corrections to the weight vector in the direction of the 
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negative of the gradient vector which eventually leads to the minimum mean square 

error.LMS algorithm is relatively simple. The algorithm starts by assuming small weights 

(zero in most cases) and, at each step, by finding the gradient of the mean square error, 

the weights are updated. 

 

1.4 Significance of this Project 

 In this project, we can generate a radiation pattern in our desired direction and 

attenuates the signal in interference direction using adaptive Beamforming 

algorithm(LMS algorithm). 

1.5 Outline of this project 

This project is organized into seven chapters. The First chapter focuses on the 

introduction part. The second chapter focuses on the Antenna parameters. Third chapter 

deals with the smart antenna system and its features. Fourth chapter deals with the 

adaptive algorithms. Fifth chapter deals with the MATLAB software. Sixth chapter deals 

with the MATLAB simulation results and seventh chapter deals with conclusion. 

1.6 Conclusion 

 The LMS algorithm is most commonly used adaptive algorithm because of its 

simplicity and a reasonable performance. Since it is an iterative algorithm it can be used 

in a highly time-varying signal environment. It has a stable and robust performance 

against different signal conditions. 
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Chapter 2 

ANTENNA PARAMETERS 

2.1 Antenna 

 An antenna is a transducer, which converts information present in the form of 

electrical signal to electromagnetic waves and vice versa [7]. 

Antenna is a radiating element, which can be used as transmitting antenna and 

receiving antenna. An antenna which converts electrical signals to electromagnetic waves 

and radiates into free space is called transmitter or transmitting antenna. An antenna 

which converts received electromagnetic waves into electrical signal is called receiver or 

receiving antenna. Antenna which acts as both transmitter and receiver is called as 

duplexer antenna 

Isotropic Radiator: A lossless antenna having equal radiation in all directions called 

Isotropic Radiator. 

Omni directional Radiator: An antenna radiates in all directions is called Isotropic 

radiator 

Directional Radiator: An antenna having the property of radiating or receiving more 

effectively in some directions than in others.  

2.2 Antenna Parameters 

In order to describe the performance of an antenna, we use various parameters. 

a) Radiation pattern 

b) Beam width 

c) Radiation power density 

d) Radiation intensity 

e) Directivity 

f) Antenna efficiency and gain 

g) Polarization 
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a) Radiation pattern 

 An antenna radiation pattern is defined as mathematical function or graphical 

representation of the radiation properties of the antenna as a function of spatial 

coordinates. 

Radiation pattern is defined for the far-field region. There can be field patterns 

(magnitude of the electric or magnetic field)or power patterns (square of the magnitude 

of the electric or magnetic field). 

Near and Far-Fields 

Near field consists of reactive and radiating field regions: 

Reactive Region:-The portion of the near-field region immediately surrounds the antenna 

wherein the reactive field (non-radiating field) predominates. 

Radiating Region:-  This region is also known as Fresnel region. The region between the 

reactive near-field region and the far-field region is known as radiating field region. In 

this region radiation fields predominate and wherein the angular field distribution is 

dependent upon the distance from the antenna. If the antenna has a maximum dimension 

that is not large compared to the wavelength, this region may not exist. 

Far-Field (Fraun-hoffer) Region:-The region of the field of an antenna where the 

angular field distribution is essentially independent of the distance from the antenna. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1:-Antenna field regions 
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✓ Radiation pattern is often normalized with respect to their maximum value. 

✓ The power patterns is usually plotted on logarithmic scale and more commonly 

termed as decibels (dB). 

✓ Radiation patterns are conveniently represented in spherical coordinates in the 

pattern of E (θ, ϕ). 

dA=r2sinθdθdϕ. 

Where  

Azimuth angle:-ϕ 

Elevation angle:-Π/2-θ 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2:- Different radiation patterns 

Radiation Pattern Lobes:- 

 The radiation pattern lobes consist of Main lobe, Minor lobes, Side lobes, Back 

lobes. 

 Major lobes represents radiation pattern in desired direction. The main lobe 

contains the maximum power. This is the lobe that exhibits the greatest field strength. 

Minor lobes usually represent radiation in undesired directions, and they  should 

be minimized.  

Side lobes are normally the largest of the minor lobes. The level of minor lobes is 

usually expressed as a ratio of the power density, often termed the side lobe ratio or side 
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lobe level. In most radar systems, low side lobe ratios are very important to minimize 

false target indications through the side lobes (e.g., -30 dB) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3:- Lobes in radiation pattern 

b)  Beam width 

The beam width of the antenna is also used to describe the resolution capabilities 

of the antenna to distinguish between two adjacent radiating sources or radar targets. 

Half-Power Beam Width (HPBW):In a plane containing the direction of the maximum 

of a beam, the angle between the two directions in which the radiation intensity is one-

half value of the beam. 

First-Null Beam width (FNBW):Angular separation between the first nulls of the 

pattern. 

 

Figure 2.4:- Measuring HPBW and FNBW for a radiation pattern 
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✓ The most common resolution criterion states that the resolution capability of 

an antenna to distinguish between two sources is equal to half the first-null 

beam width (FNBW/2),which is usually used to approximate the HPBW. 

✓ That is, two sources separated by angular distances equal or greater than   

FNBW= [HPBW (1/2])of an antenna with a uniform distribution can be 

resolved. 

✓ If the separation is smaller, then the antenna will tend to smooth the angular 

separation distance. 

c) Radiation Power Density 

All radiated antenna fields carry power away from the antenna which can be 

intercepted by distant receiving antennas. It is this power which is of use in 

communication systems. 

Poynting Vector 

 The quantity used to describe the power associated with an electromagnetic wave is the 

instantaneous Poynting vector defined as 

W=E×H 

Where 

W = instantaneous Poynting vector (W/m2), a power density. 

E = instantaneous electric-field intensity (V/m). 

H = instantaneous magnetic-field intensity (A/m). 

The total power crossing a closed surface 

𝑃 = ∯ 𝑊 . 𝑑𝑆 

Where 

P= Total power across a closed surface 

S= closed surface area 
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Figure 2.5:-EM field radiating from a point source. 

d) Radiation Intensity 

Radiation intensity in a given direction is defined as the power radiated from an 

antenna per unit solid angle. 

The radiation intensity is a far-field parameter. It can be obtained by simply 

multiplying the radiation density by the square of the distance. It is measured in 

Steradians. 

U=r2×Wrad 

e)Directivity 

The ratio of the radiation intensity in a given direction from the antenna to the 

radiation intensity averaged over all directions. 

The average radiation intensity =total power radiated by the antenna divided by 

4π.Stated more simply, the directivity of a non isotropic source is equal to the ratio of its 

radiation intensity in a given direction over that of an isotropic source. 

.

 

Where 

D0 =maximum directivity (dimensionless) 

U =U (θ, ϕ) = radiation intensity (W/sr) 

Umax =maximum radiation intensity (W/sr) 
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U0 = radiation intensity of isotropic source (W/sr) 

Prad = total radiated power (W) 

f) Antenna Efficiency and Gain 

Antenna efficiency:-Antenna efficiency is defined as the ratio of the aperture effective 

area (Ae) to its actual physical area (A). 

 It describes the percentage of the physical aperture area which actually captures 

radio frequency (RF) energy. 

Antenna efficiency =Ae/A 

Beam efficiency:-The ratio of the main beam area (ΩM) to the beam area (ΩA) is called 

beam efficiency. Beam area is sum of main beam (main lobe) area and minor lobe area. 

i.e., ΩA=ΩM+Ωm. 

Beam efficiency= ΩM/ΩA 

 

Antenna Gain 

Gain is the ratio of the intensity, in a given direction to the radiation intensity that 

would be obtained if the power accepted by the antenna were radiated isotropically. 

Gain=4π × (radiation intensity/total input accepted power) 

G =4π (U(θ,ϕ)/PIN) 

Where  

U(θ, ϕ)= radiation intensity 

PIN= total input accepted power 

g) Polarization 

Polarization is the curve traced by the end point of the arrow (vector) representing 

the instantaneous electric field. The field must be observed along the direction of 

propagation. 

Polarization is classified as linear, circular, or elliptical. If the vector that 

describes the electric field at a point in space as a function of time is always directed 

along a line, the field is said to be linearly polarized. In general, the figure that the 

electric field traces is an ellipse, that field is said to be elliptically polarized. If the vector 

describes the electric field at a point source as a function of time is directed in the form of 

circle, that field is called circularly polarized 
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Chapter 3 

SMART ANTEENA SYSTEM 

Wireless networks face ever changing demands on their spectrum and 

infrastructure resources. Increased minutes of use, capacity-intensive data applications, 

and the steady growth of worldwide wireless subscribers mean carriers will have to find 

effective ways to accommodate increased wireless traffic in their networks. However, 

deploying new cell sites is not the most economical or efficient means of increasing 

capacity[2]. Wireless carriers have begun to explore new ways to maximize the spectral 

efficiency of their networks and improve their return on investment. Smart antennas have 

emerged as one of the leading innovations for achieving highly efficient networks that 

maximize capacity and improve quality and coverage. Smart antennas provide greater 

capacity and performance benefits than standard antennas because they can be used to 

customize and fine-tune antenna coverage patterns to the changing traffic or radio 

frequency (RF) conditions in a wireless network. A smart antenna is a digital wireless 

communications antenna system that takes advantage of diversity effect at the source 

(transmitter), at the destination (receiver), or both. Diversity effect involves the 

transmission or reception of multiple radio frequency (RF) waves to increase data speed 

and reduce the error rate. 

 In conventional wireless communications, a single antenna is used at the source 

and also single antenna is used at the destination. Such systems are vulnerable to 

problems caused by multipath effects. When an electromagnetic field (EM field) is met 

with obstructions, such as buildings the wave fronts are scattered, and thus they take 

many paths to reach the destination. The late arrival of scattered portions of the signal 

causes problems such as fading. In a digital communications system like the Internet, it 

can cause a reduction in data speed and an increase in the number of errors. Multi-path 

fading and delay spread lead to inter-symbol interference (ISI) and co-channel 

interference. The use of smart antennas can reduce or eliminate these problems resulting 

in wider coverage and greater capacity. Smart antenna technology can have great effect 
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on many important parameters in the wireless communication. Benefits to be gained are 

among others in the area of bandwidth, bit rates, interference rejection, power economy, 

and reliability.  

Smart antenna system consists of a combination of multiple antenna elements 

with a signal-processing capability to optimize its radiation and/or reception pattern 

automatically in response to the signal environment [4]. Or it is an array of antenna 

elements connected to a digital signal processor. Such a configuration dramatically 

enhances the capacity of a wireless link through a combination of diversity gain, array 

gain, and interference suppression. Increased capacity translates to higher data rates for a 

given number of users or more users for a given data rate per user.  

3.1 Need of Smart Antennas 

Wireless communication systems, as opposed to wire line systems, proposes some 

unique challenges like, 

✓ Limited allocated spectrum results in a limit on capacity. 

✓ Radio propagation environment and the mobility of users give rise to signal. 

✓ Fading and spreading in time, space and frequency. 

✓ Limited battery life at the mobile device posses power constraints. 

 In addition, cellular wireless communication systems have to cope with 

interference due to frequency reuse. Research efforts investigating effective technologies 

to mitigate such effects have been going on for the past twenty five years, as wireless 

communications are experiencing rapid growth [1]. Among these methods are multiple 

access schemes, channel coding and equalization and smart antenna employment. An 

antenna in a telecommunications system is the port through which radio frequency (RF) 

energy is coupled from the transmitter to the outside world for transmission purposes and 

in reverse, to the receiver from the outside world for reception purposes. The commercial 

adoption of smart antenna techniques is a great promise to the solution of the 

aforementioned wireless communications impairments. 
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3.2 System Elements of a Smart Antenna 

3.2.1 Smart Antenna Receiver 

 Figure 3.1 shows schematically the elements of the reception part of a smart 

antenna. The antenna array contains M elements. The M signals are being combined into 

one signal, which is the input to the rest of the receiver (channel decoding, etc.). As the 

figure shows, the smart antenna reception part consists of four units. In addition to the 

antenna itself it contains a radio unit, a Beamforming unit and a signal processing unit. 

The array will often have a relatively low number of elements in order to avoid 

unnecessarily high complexity in the signal processing. Figure 3.2 shows four examples 

of different array geometries. The first two structures are used for Beamforming in the 

horizontal plane (azimuth) only. This will normally be sufficient for outdoor 

environments, at least in large cells. The first example (a) shows a one–dimensional 

linear array with uniform element spacing of 𝛥x. This structure can perform 

Beamforming in azimuth angle within an angular sector. This is the most common 

structure due to its low complexity. The second example (b) shows a bird’s eye view of a 

circular array with angular element spacing of Δφ= 2π/M. This structure can perform 

Beamforming in all azimuth angles. The last two structures are used for performing two–

dimensional Beamforming, in both azimuth and elevation angles. The third example (c) 

shows a two-dimensional structure with element separations of Δx, Δy. This may be 

desirable for indoor or dense urban environments. The front view of a two–dimensional 

linear array with horizontal element spacing of Δx and vertical element spacing of Δy. 

Beamforming in the entire space, within all angles, requires some sort of cubic or 

spherical structure. The fourth example (d) shows a cubic structure with element 

separations of Δx, Δy and Δz. 

 The radio unit consists of down–conversion chains and (complex) analog-to-digital 

converters (A/D). There must be M down-conversion chains, one for each of the array 

elements. The signal processing unit will be based on the received signal, calculate the 

complex weights w1, . . . ,wM with which they received signal from each of the array 

elements is multiplied. These weights will decide the antenna pattern in the uplink 

direction. The weights can be optimized from two main types of criteria  maximization of 
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received signal from the desired user (e.g. switched beam or phased array) or 

maximization of the SIR by suppressing the signal from interference sources (adaptive 

array). In theory, with M antenna elements one can “null out” M – 1 interference sources, 

but due to multipath propagation this number will normally be lower. The method for 

calculating the weights ……will differ depending on the type of optimization criterion. 

 

Figure 3.1:-Reception part of a smart antenna 

 

Figure 3.2:-Different array geometries for smart antennas. (a) Uniform linear array, 

(b) circular array, (c) 2 dimensional grid array and (d) 3 dimensional grid array 
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3.2.2 Smart Antenna Transmitter 

The transmission part of the smart antenna is schematically very similar to the 

reception part. An illustration is shown in figure 3.3. The signal is split into M branches, 

which are weighted by the complex weights w1, . . . ,wM in the Beamforming unit. The 

weights, which decide the radiation pattern in the downlink direction, are calculated as 

before by the signal processing unit. The radio unit consists of D/A converters and the up 

converter chains. In practice, some components [9], such as the antennas themselves and 

the DSP will of course be the same on reception. 

The principal difference between uplink and downlink is that no knowledge of the 

spatial channel response is available on downlink. In a time division duplex (TDD) 

system the mobile station and base station use the same carrier frequency only separated 

in time. In this case the weights calculated on uplink will be optimal on downlink if the 

channel does not change during the period from uplink to downlink transmission. 

However, this cannot be assumed to be the case in general, at least not in systems where 

the users are expected to move at high speed. If frequency division duplex (FDD) is used, 

the uplink and downlink are separated in frequency. In this case the optimal weights will 

generally not be the same because of the channel response dependency on frequency. 

Thus optimum Beamforming on downlink is difficult and the technique most frequently 

suggested is the geometrical approach of estimating the direction-of-arrival (DOA). The 

assumption is directional reciprocity, i.e., the direction from which the signal arrived on 

the uplink is the direction in which the signal should be transmitted to reach the user on 

downlink. The strategy used by the base station is to estimate the DOA of the direction 

(or directions) from which the main part of the user signal is received. This direction is 

used on downlink by choosing the weights w1, . . . ,wM so that the radiation pattern is a 

lobe or lobes directed towards the desired user. This is similar to Phased Array Systems. 

In addition, it is possible to position zeros in the direction towards other users so that the 

interference suffered by these users is minimized. 
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Figure 3.3:- Transmission part of a smart antenna 

Averaging the uplink channel over a period of time will be sub- optimum compared to 

the uplink situation where knowledge about the instantaneous radio channel is available. 

3.3 Functions of Smart Antenna 

 Smart antenna performs following functions 

• Direction of arrival (DOA) estimation 

• Beamforming 

3.3.1 Direction of Arrival (DOA) estimation 

The smart antenna estimates the direction of arrival of the signal, using techniques 

such as Multiple Signal Classification, estimation of signal parameters via rotational 

invariance techniques [1]. Matrix Pencil method is used to involve finding a spatial 

spectrum of the antenna/sensor array and calculating the DOA from the peaks of this 

spectrum. These calculations are computationally intensive. Matrix Pencil is very 

efficient in case of real time systems, and under the correlated sources. 
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3.3.2Beamforming 

Beamforming is the term used to describe the application of weights to the inputs 

of an array of antennas to focus the reception of the antenna array in a certain direction, 

called the look direction or the main lobe [6]. More importantly, other signals of the same 

carrier frequency from other directions can be rejected. These effects are all achieved 

electronically and no physical movement of the receiving antennas is necessary. In 

addition, multiple beam formers focused in different directions can share a single antenna 

array one set of antennas can service multiple calls of the same carrier. A beam former of 

L antenna elements is capable of accepting one signal and reliably rejecting L-1 signals. 

A greater number of interfering signals will diminish the performance of the beam 

former.  

Beamforming presents several advantages to antenna design .Firstly, space 

division multiple access (SDMA) is achieved since a beam former can steer its look 

direction towards a certain signal. Other signals from different directions can reuse the 

same carrier frequency. Secondly, because the beam former is focused in a particular 

direction, the antenna sensitivity can be increased for a better signal to noise ratio, 

especially when receiving weak signals. Thirdly, signal interference is reduced due to the 

rejection of undesired signals. For the uplink case of transmitting from the antenna array 

to a mobile telephone, system interference is reduced since the signal is only transmitted 

in the look direction. A digital beam former is one that operates in the digital domain. 

Traditionally, beam formers were implemented in analog; the weights were determined 

and applied to the antenna inputs via analog circuitry with digital Beamforming. 

Adaptive Beamforming is a technique in which an array of antennas is exploited 

to achieve maximum reception in a specified direction by estimating the signal arrival 

from a desired direction (in the presence of noise) while signals of the same frequency 

from other directions are rejected. This is achieved by varying the weights of each of the 

sensors (antennas) used in the array. In adaptive Beamforming the optimum weights are 

iteratively computed using complex algorithms based upon Different criteria. Adaptive 

algorithms form the heart of the array-processing network. Several algorithms have been 

developed based on different criteria to compute the complex weights. They have their 
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own disadvantages and advantages as far as complexity, convergence speed and other 

aspects are concerned [8]. 

Types of Beamforming  

Beamforming is customarily categorized into switched Beamforming or adaptive 

Beamforming. The following are distinctions between the two major categories of 

Beamforming regarding the choices in transmit strategy. 

a) Switched Beamforming 

Switched Beamforming from multiple fixed beams with heightened sensitivity in 

particular directions. These antenna systems detect signal strength, choose from one of 

several predetermined, fixed beams and switch from one beam to another as the mobile 

moves throughout the sector. Instead of shaping the directional antenna pattern with the 

metallic properties and physical design of a single element (like a sectorized antenna), 

switched beam systems combine the outputs of multiple antennas in such a way as to 

form finely sectorized (directional) beams with more spatial selectivity than can be 

achieved with conventional, single-element approaches as shown in figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.4: Switched Beamforming Coverage Pattern 

b) Adaptive Beamforming 

Adaptive Beamforming represents the most advanced smart antenna approach to 

date. Using a variety of new signal-processing algorithms, the adaptive system takes 

advantage of its ability to effectively locate and track various types of signals to 

dynamically minimize interference and maximize intended signal reception. Both 

systems attempt to increase gain according to the location of the user. However, only the 

adaptive system provides optimal gain while simultaneously identifying, tracking, and 

minimizing interfering signals. 
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Figure 3.5: Adaptive Array Coverage 

 The figure 3.5 shows, Omni directional antennas are obviously distinguished from 

their intelligent counterparts by the number of antennas (or antenna elements) employed. 

Switched Beamforming and adaptive Beamforming however, share many hardware 

characteristics and are distinguished primarily by their adaptive intelligence. To process 

information that is directionally sensitive requires an array of antenna elements (typically 

4 to 12), the inputs from which are combined to control signal transmission adaptively. 

Antenna elements can be arranged in linear, circular, or planar configurations and are 

most often installed at the base station, although they may also be used in mobile phones 

or laptops. 

3.4 Architecture of Smart Antenna System 

Traditional switched beam and adaptive array systems enable a base station to 

customize the beams they generate for each remote user effectively by means of internal 

feedback control. Generally speaking, each approach forms a main lobe toward 

individual users and attempts to reject interference or noise from outside of the main 

lobe.  

3.4.1 Listening to the Cell (Uplink Processing)  

It is assumed here that a smart antenna is only employed at the base station and 

not at the handset or subscriber unit. Such remote radio terminals transmit using Omni- 

directional antennas, leaving it to the base station to separate the desired signals from 

interference selectively. Typically, the received signal from the spatially distributed 

antenna elements is multiplied by a weight, a complex adjustment of amplitude and a 

phase [4]. These signals are combined to yield the array output. An adaptive algorithm 

controls the weights according to predefined objectives. For a switched beam system, this 
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may be primarily maximum gain; for an adaptive array system, other factors may receive 

equal consideration. These dynamic calculations enable the system to change its radiation 

pattern for optimized signal reception.  

 

3.4.2 Speaking to the Users (Downlink Processing)  

The task of transmitting in a spatially selective manner is the major basis for 

differentiating between switched beam and adaptive array systems. As described below, 

switched beam systems communicate with users by changing between preset directional 

patterns, largely on the basis of signal strength. In comparison, adaptive arrays attempt to 

understand the RF environment more comprehensively and transmit more selectively. 

The type of downlink processing used depends on whether the communication system 

uses time division duplex (TDD), which transmits and receives on the same frequency or 

frequency division duplex (FDD), which uses separate frequencies for transmit and 

receiving (e.g., GSM). In most FDD systems, the uplink and downlink fading and other 

propagation characteristics may be considered independent, whereas in TDD systems the 

uplink and downlink channels can be considered reciprocal. Hence, in TDD systems 

uplink channel information may be used to achieve spatially selective transmission. In 

FDD systems, the uplink channel information cannot be used directly and other types of 

downlink processing must be considered. 

3.4.3 Switched Beam Systems  

In terms of radiation patterns, switched beam is an extension of the current 

microcellular or cellular sectorization method of splitting a typical cell. The switched 

beam approach further subdivides macro sectors into several micro sectors as a means of 

improving range and capacity. Each micro sector contains a predetermined fixed beam 

pattern with the greatest sensitivity located in the center of the beam and less sensitivity 

elsewhere. The design of such systems involves high-gain, narrow azimuthally beam 

width antenna elements.  

The switched beam system selects one of several predetermined fixed-beam patterns 

(based on weighted combinations of antenna outputs) with the greatest output power in 

the remote user's channel. These choices are driven by RF or base band DSP hardware 

and software. The system switches its beam in different directions throughout space by 
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changing the phase differences of the signals used to feed the antenna elements or 

received from them. When the mobile user enters a particular macro sector, the switched 

beam system selects the micro sector containing the strongest signal. Throughout the call, 

the system monitors signal strength and switches to other fixed micro sectors as required.  

Smart antenna systems communicate directionally by forming specific antenna beam 

patterns. When a smart antenna directs its main lobe with enhanced gain in the direction 

of the user, it naturally forms side lobes and nulls or areas of medium and minimal gain 

respectively in directions away from the main lobe. Different switched beam and 

adaptive smart antenna systems control the lobes and the nulls with varying degrees of 

accuracy and flexibility. 

3.5 Advantages of Smart Antenna 

Increased range/coverage:  

 The area in which communication between mobile and base station is possible is 

called as coverage area. The range extension is best suited for rural areas where user 

density is low and it is desirable to cover as much area with a few base stations as 

possible. The adaptive antenna gain compared to single element antenna can be increased 

by an amount equal to number of array element. 

Increased capacity:  

 Omni directional antenna radiates equally in all direction while due to directional 

properties of adaptive antenna it radiates in the direction of desired user therefore 

interference to co-channel cells is also reduced .Because of this reason capacity is 

increased.  

Security:  

 It is more difficult to tap a connation, since the intruder has to be position himself 

in the same direction of arrival as the user.  

Reduction of handoff:  

 There is no need for splitting the cells for the sake of capacity increase, and in 

consequence less amount of handoff.  
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Reduction in transmitted power: 

  In case of Omni directional antenna large amount of power is wasted as it radiates 

in all directions while this wastage is much less in case of adaptive antenna as power is 

radiated in required direction only. This reduction in transmitted power reduces 

interference towards other users; also there is low handset power consumption.  

3.6 Applications of Smart Antenna  

1.   Dual band options for the 2.40 to 2.49 GHz and 4.9 to 5.9 GHz frequency for Wi-

Fi.  

2. Mobile communication: smart antenna is being inserted into 2.5 generation (GSM-

EDGE) and third generation (IMT 2000) mobile According to "WARC-92 

frequencies for IMT-2000" resolution: "The bands 1885-2025 MHz and 2110-

2200 MHz are intended for use, on a worldwide basis, by administrations wishing 

to implement International Mobile IMT-2000). Enhanced Data rates for GSM 

Evolution (EDGE Telecommunications-2000, DECT system in 1.88-1.90GHz)  

3. Interference suppression  

4. Direction finding  

5. MIMO 

6. Satellite communication (26.5 -40 GHz ka band)  

7. Military RADAR application 2 - 3 GHz (s band)  

8. GPS (1575.42 MHz, 1227.60 MHz)  
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Chapter 4 

ADAPTIVE ALGORITHMS FOR ANTENNA 

BEAMFORMING 

The adaptive algorithm used in the signal processing has a profound effect on the 

performance of a Smart Antenna system [9]. Although the smart antenna system is 

sometimes called the Space Division Multiple Access, it is not the antenna that is smart. 

The function of an antenna is to convert electrical signals into electromagnetic waves or 

vice versa but nothing else. The adaptive algorithm is throne that gives a smart antenna 

system its intelligence. Without an adaptive algorithm, the original signals can no longer 

be extracted. 

 Adaptive Beamforming algorithms are classified as either DOA-based, temporal-

reference based, or signal-structure-based. In DOA-based Beamforming, the direction-of-

arrival algorithm passes the DOA information to the beam former. The Beamforming 

algorithm is used to design a radiation pattern with the main beam directed towards the 

signal of interest, and with nulls in the directions of the interferers. On the other hand, 

temporal-reference beam formers use a known training sequence to adjust the weights, 

and to form a radiation pattern with a maximum towards the signal of interest and nulls 

towards the signals not of interest.  

4.1 LMS Algorithm 

The Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm, introduced by Windrow and Hoff in 

1959 is an adaptive algorithm, [6] which uses a gradient-based method of steepest decent. 

LMS algorithm uses the estimates of the gradient vector from the available data. LMS 

incorporates an iterative procedure that makes successive corrections to the weight vector 

in the direction of the negative of the gradient vector which eventually leads to the 

minimum mean square error. Compared to other algorithms LMS algorithm is relatively 

simple. The LMS algorithm [5] is based on the principle of the steepest descend and is 

applied to the MSE performance measurement. 
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Figure 4.1:-Block diagram of LMS algorithm 

As shown figure 4.1 the outputs of the individual sensors are linearly combined 

after being scaled using corresponding weights, such that the antenna array pattern is 

optimized to have maximum possible gain in the direction of the desired signal and nulls 

in the direction of the interferers. The weights here will be computed using LMS 

algorithm based on Minimum Squared Error (MSE) criterion. Therefore the spatial 

filtering problem involves estimation of signal from the received signal (i.e. the array 

output) by minimizing the error between the reference signal, which closely matches or 

has some extent of correlation with the desired signal estimate and the beam former 

output y (t). An adaptive beam former using LMS Algorithm, which is shown in figure 

4.1. It consists of multiple antennas, complex weights, the function of which is to amplify 

(or attenuate) and delay the signals from each antenna element and a summer to add all of 

the processed signals, in order to tune out the signals not of interest, while enhancing the 

signal of interest. Hence, Beamforming is sometimes referred to as spatial filtering, since 

some incoming signals from certain spatial directions are filtered out, while others are 

amplified.  
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4.2 LMS Algorithm Formulation 

From the method of steepest descent, the weight vector equation is given by, 

W (n+1) =w (n) + [1/2(μ [-grad (E {e2 (n)})])]                        (4.1) 

Where  

  µ is the step-size parameter and controls the convergence characteristics of the 

LMS algorithm; 

 e2(n) is the mean square error between the beam former output y(n) and the 

reference signal d(n)  which is given by, 

e2 (n) = [d*(n) – why(n)]2     (4.2) 

The gradient vector in the above weight update equation can be computed as 

grad(E{e2(n)})= -2r + 2Rw(n)                                            (4.3)            

In the method of steepest descent the biggest problem is the computation involved 

in finding the values r and R matrices in real time. The LMS algorithm on the other hand 

simplifies this by using the instantaneous values of covariance matrices r and R instead of 

their actual values i.e. 

R(n)= x(n)xh(n)                (4.4) 

r(n)= d*(n)x(n)                  (4.5) 

Therefore the weight update can be given by the following equation,  

w(n+1) = w(n) + µx(n)[d*(n) – xh(n)w(n) ] (4.6) 

= w(n) + µx(n)e*(n)  

The LMS algorithm is initiated with an arbitrary value w(0) for the weight vector at n=0. 

The successive corrections of the weight vector eventually leads to the minimum value of 

the mean square error. 
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Therefore the LMS algorithm can be summarized in following equations: 

 

output y(n)= whx(n)                 (4.7) 

Error,  e(n) = d*(n) – y(n)                 (4.8) 

Weight, w(n+1) = w(n) + µx(n)e*(n)                (4.9) 

  

4.3 Convergence and Stability of the LMS Algorithm 

The LMS algorithm initiated with some arbitrary value for the weight vector is seen to 

converge and stay stable for 

0 < µ < 1/λmax                     (4.10) 

Where λmax is the largest Eigen value of the correlation matrix R. The convergence 

of the algorithm is inversely proportional to the Eigen value spread of the correlation 

matrix R. When the Eigen values of R are widespread, convergence may be slow. The 

Eigen value spread of the correlation matrix is estimated by computing the ratio of the 

largest eigen value to the smallest eigen value of the matrix. If µ is chosen to be very 

small then the algorithm converges very slowly. A large value of µ may lead to a faster 

convergence but may be less stable around the minimum value. One of the literatures 

[will provide reference number here] also provides an upper bound for µ based on several 

approximations as                          

µ <= 1/(3trace(R))    (4.11) 

One of the drawback of the LMS adaptive scheme is that the algorithm must go 

through many iterations before satisfactory convergence is achieved. If the signal 

characteristics are rapidly changing, the LMS adaptive algorithm may not allow tracking 

of the desired signal in a satisfactory manner. It does not perform well due to its slow 

convergence rate in situation of fast-changing signal characteristics and the high 

sensitivity to the Eigen value distribution of the covariance matrix of the array signals. 
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4.4 Applications of Adaptive Algorithms 

1. Smart antennas with smart signal processing algorithms (adaptive Beamforming 

algorithms) used notably in acoustic signal processing, track and scan RADAR, 

radio astronomy and radio telescopes, sonar’s and mostly in cellular systems like 

W-CDMA and UMTS 

2. Find the direction relative to the array where the underwater sound source is 

located. 

3. Directions of different sound sources around you are also located by you using a 

process similar to those used by the algorithms in the literature. 

4. Radio telescopes use these techniques to look at certain in the sky. 

5. Recently Beamforming has also been used in RF applications such as wireless 

communication. Compared with the spatial diversity techniques, Beamforming is 

preferred in terms of complexity.  

6. On the other hand Beamforming in general has much lower data rates. In multiple 

access channels (CDMA, FDMA, TDMA), Beamforming is necessary and 

sufficient. 
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Chapter 5 

MATLAB 

 This project is implemented by using MATLAB software. 

5.1 Introduction 

 MATLAB is a high-performance language for technical computing. The name 

MATLAB stands for matrix laboratory. MATLAB was originally written to provide easy 

access to matrix software developed by the LINPACK and EISPACK projects, which 

together represent the state of art in software for matrix computation. It integrates 

computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-to-use environment where 

problems and solutions are expressed in familiar mathematical notation. Typical uses 

include Math and Computation algorithm development, Data acquisition modeling, 

Simulation, and Prototyping data analysis, exploration, and visualization, Scientific and 

engineering graphics application development, including graphical user interface 

building. MATLAB is an interactive system whose basic data element is an array that 

does not require dimensioning.  

             MATLAB feature a family of application specific solutions called toolboxes. 

Toolboxes are comprehensive collection of MATLAB functions (M-file) that extends the 

MATLAB environment to solve particular classes of problems. Areas in which toolboxes 

are available include signal processing, image processing, control system, neural 

networks, fuzzy logic and many others. This high performance numerical computation 

package with built in function for graphics and animation. It can perform symbolic 

algebra like mathematical, Maple and Matrix X. This allows solving many technical 

computing problems, especially those with matrix and vector formulations, in a fraction 

of the time it would take to write a program in a scalar non-interactive language such as 

C or FORTRAN environment to solve particular classes of problems. Areas in which 

toolboxes are available include signal processing, control systems, neural networks, 

fuzzy logic, wavelets, simulation, and many others. 
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5.2 Features of MATLAB 

• High-level language for technical computing. 

• Development environment for managing code, files, and data. 

• Interactive tools for iterative exploration, design, and problem solving. 

• Mathematical functions for linear algebra, statistics, Fourier analysis, filtering, 

optimization, and numerical integration. 

• 2-D and 3-D graphics functions for visualizing data. 

• Tools for building custom graphical user interfaces. 

• Functions for integrating MATLAB based algorithms with external applications 

and languages, such as C,C++, Fortran, Java TM , COM, and Microsoft Excel 

5.3 MATLAB System  

The MATLAB system consists of these main parts: 

Desktop Tools and Development Environment 

This part of MATLAB is the set of tools and facilities that help you use and 

become more productive with MATLAB functions and files. Many of these tools are 

graphical user interfaces. It includes: the MATLAB desktop and Command Window, an 

editor and debugger, a code analyzer, and browsers for viewing help, the workspace, and 

folders. 

Mathematical Function Library 

This library is a vast collection of computational algorithms ranging from 

elementary functions like sum, sine, cosine, and complex arithmetic, to more 

sophisticated functions like matrix inverse, matrix Eigen values, Bessel functions, and 

fast Fourier transforms. 

The Language 

The MATLAB language is a high-level matrix/array language with control flow 

statements, functions, data structures, input/output, and object-oriented programming 
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features. It allows both “programming in the small” to rapidly create quick programs you 

do not intend to reuse. You can also do “programming in the large” to create complex 

application programs intended for reuse. 

Graphics 

MATLAB has extensive facilities for displaying vectors and matrices as graphs, 

as well as annotating and printing these graphs. It includes high-level functions for two-

dimensional and three-dimensional data visualization, image processing, animation, and 

presentation graphics. It also includes low-level functions that allow you to fully 

customize the appearance of graphics as wells as to build complete graphical user 

interfaces on your MATLAB applications. 

External Interfaces 

The external interfaces library allows you to write C/C++ and FORTRAN 

programs that interact with MATLAB. It includes facilities for calling routines from 

MATLAB (dynamic linking), for calling MATLAB as a computational engine, and for 

reading and writing MAT-files. 

5.5 Commands Used 

clc:- 

Clear command window. 

CLC clears the command window and homes the cursor. 

clear all:- 

CLEAR ALL removes all variables, globals, functions and MEX links. 

CLEAR ALL at the command prompt also removes the Java packages import list. 

close all:- 

Closes all the open figure windows. 
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zeros:- 

Create array of all zeros 

Syntax: 

▪ B = zeros(n) 

▪ B = zeros(m,n) 

▪ B = zeros([m n]) 

▪ B = zeros(m,n,p,...)  

▪ B = zeros([m n p ...]) 

Description: 

• B = zeros(n) returns an n-by-n matrix of zeros. An error message appears if n is not 

a scalar. 

• B = zeros(m,n) or B = zeros([m n]) returns an m-by-n matrix of zeros. 

• B = zeros(m,n,p,...) or B = zeros([m n p ...]) returns an m-by-n-by-p-by-... array of 

zeros. 

 

exp:- 

             It represents Exponential signal.  

Syntax: 

Y = exp(X) 

Description: 

Y = exp(X) returns the exponential for each element of X. exp operates element-

wise on arrays. For complex ,exp returns the complex exponential . Use expm for matrix 

exponentials. 

randn:- 

Normally distributed pseudorandom numbers 

Syntax: 

▪ r = randn(n) 

▪ randn(m,n) 

▪ randn([m,n]) 

▪ randn(m,n,p,...) 

▪ randn([m,n,p,...]) 
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Description: 

• r = randn(n) returns an n-by-n matrix containing pseudorandom values drawn from 

the standard normal distribution. 

• randn(m,n) or randn([m,n]) returns an m-by-n matrix. 

• randn(m,n,p,...) or randn([m,n,p,...]) returns an m-by-n-by-p-by-... array. 

length:- 

Length of vector or largest array dimension 

Syntax: 

Number of Elements = length(array) 

Description: 

Number of Elements = length(array) finds the number of elements along the 

largest dimension of an array. array is an array of any MATLAB data type and any valid 

dimensions. Number of Elements is a whole number of the MATLAB double class. 

 

 

num2str:- 

Convert number to string 

Syntax: 

▪ Str =num2str(A) 

▪ str = num2str(A, precision) 

▪ str = num2str(A, format) 

Description: 

• The num2str function converts numbers to their string representations. This 

function is useful for labeling and titling plots with numeric values. 

• str = num2str(A) converts array A into a string representation str. Converted 

floating-point values have a maximum of four digits of precision, and an exponent 

if required. For integer values, num2str returns the exact string representation of 

the value. 

• str = num2str(A, precision) converts the array A into a string representation str 

with the maximum number of digits specified by precision. 

• str = num2str(A, format) converts array A using the supplied format. 
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Plot:- 

2-D line plot 

Syntax: 

▪ plot(Y) 

▪ plot(X1,Y1,...,Xn,Yn) 

▪ plot(X1,Y1,LineSpec,...,Xn,Yn,LineSpec) 

▪ plot(X1,Y1,LineSpec,'PropertyName',PropertyValue) 

▪ plot(axes_handle,X1,Y1,LineSpec,'PropertyName',PropertyValue) 

▪ h = plot(X1,Y1,LineSpec,'PropertyName',PropertyValue) 

Description: 

• plot(Y) plots the columns of Y versus the index of each value when Y is a real 

number. For complex Y, plot(Y) is equivalent to plot(real(Y),imag(Y)). 

• plot(X1,Y1,...,Xn,Yn) plots each vector Yn versus vector Xn on the same axes. If 

one of Yn or Xn is a matrix and the other is a vector, plots the vector versus the 

matrix row or column with a matching dimension to the vector 

• plot(X1,Y1,LineSpec,...,Xn,Yn,LineSpec) plots lines defined by the 

Xn,Yn,LineSpec triplets, where LineSpecspecifies the line type, marker symbol, 

and color. You can mix Xn,Yn,LineSpec triplets with Xn,Yn pairs: 

plot(X1,Y1,X2,Y2,LineSpec,X3,Y3). 

• plot(X1,Y1,LineSpec,'PropertyName',PropertyValue) manipulates plot 

characteristics by settinglineseries properties (of lineseries graphics objects 

created by plot). Enter properties as one or more name and value pairs. 

• plot(axes_handle,X1,Y1,LineSpec,'PropertyName',PropertyValue) plots using axes 

with the handle axes_handle instead of the current axes (gca). 

• h = plot(X1,Y1,LineSpec,'PropertyName',PropertyValue) returns a column vector 

of handles to lineseries objects, one handle per line. 

LineStyle 

• {-} | -- | : | -. | none 

• Line style. This property specifies the line style of the object. Available line styles 

are shown in the following table. 

Table 5.1:- Line style  v/s specifier string 
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Marker 

• Marker symbol. The Marker property specifies the type of markers that are 

displayed at plot vertices. You can set values for the Marker property 

independently from the LineStyle property. Supported markers include those 

shown in the following table. 

 

Table 5.2:-Marker specifier description 

 

Marker Specifier 

Description 

+ Plus sign 

O Circle 

* Asterisk 

. Point 

X Cross 

S Square 

D Diamond 

^ Upward-pointing triangle 

V Downward-pointing triangle 

Specifier String Line Style 

-  Solid line (default) 

-- Dashed line 

: Dotted line 

-.  Dash-dot line 

None No line 
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Marker Specifier 

Description 

> Right-pointing triangle 

< Left-pointing triangle 

P Five-pointed star (pentagram) 

H Six-pointed star (hexagram) 

None No marker (default) 

 

MarkerEdgeColor 

• ColorSpec | none | {auto} 

• Marker edge color.The color of the marker or the edge color for filled markers 

(circle, square, diamond, pentagram, hexagram, and the four triangles). 

MarkerFaceColor 

• ColorSpec | {none} | auto 

• Marker face color. The fill color for markers that are closed shapes (circle, square, 

diamond, pentagram, hexagram, and the four triangles).  

figure:- 

Create figure graphics object 

Syntax 

▪ Figure 

▪ figure('PropertyName',propertyvalue,...) 

▪ figure(h) 

▪ h = figure(...) 

Description: 

• figure creates figure graphics objects. Figure objects are the individual windows on 

the screen in which the MATLAB software displays graphical output.  

• figure creates a new figure object using default property values. This automatically 

becomes the current figure and raises it above all other figures on the screen until 

a new figure is either created or called. 
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• figure('PropertyName',propertyvalue,...) creates a new figure object using the 

values of the properties specified. 

• figure(h) does one of two things, depending on whether or not a figure with handle 

h exists.  

• h = figure(...) returns the handle to the figure object. 

hold:- 

Retain current graph in figure 

Syntax: 

▪ hold on 

▪ hold off 

Description: 

• The hold function determines whether new graphics objects are added to the graph 

or replace objects in the graph. hold toggles the NextPlot property between the 

add and replace states. 

• hold off resets axes properties to their defaults before drawing new plots. holdoff is 

the default. hold off sets the nextPlot property of the current axes to replace. 

gca:- 

Current axes handle 

Syntax: 

h = gca 

Description: 

h = gca returns the handle to the current axes for the current figure. If no axes exists, 

the MATLAB software creates one and returns its handle.  

axes:- 

Create axes graphics object 

Syntax: 

▪ axes 

▪ axes('PropertyName',propertyvalue,...) 

▪ axes(h) 

▪ h = axes(...) 

Description: 
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• axes create an axes graphics object in the current figure using default property 

values. axes are the low-level function for creating axes graphics objects. 

•  MATLAB automatically creates axes, if one does not already exist, when you 

issue a command that creates a graph. 

set:- 

Set Handle Graphics object properties 

Syntax: 

▪ set(H,'PropertyName',PropertyValue,...) 

▪ set(H,a) 

▪ set(H,pn,pv,...) 

▪ set(H,pn,MxN_pv) 

Description: 

• set(H,'PropertyName',PropertyValue,...) sets the named properties to the specified 

values on the object(s) identified by H. H can be a vector of handles, in which 

case set sets the properties' values for all the objects. 

• set(H,a) sets the named properties to the specified values on the object(s) identified 

by H. a is a structure array whose field names are the object property names and 

whose field values are the values of the corresponding properties.  

• set(H,pn,pv,...) sets the named properties specified in the cell array pn to the 

corresponding value in the cell array pv for all objects identified in H. 

• set(H,pn,MxN_pv) sets n property values on each of m graphics objects, where m 

= length(H) and n is equal to the number of property names contained in the cell 

array pn. This allows you to set a given group of properties to different values on 

each object. 

legend:- 

Graph legend for lines and patches 

Syntax: 

▪ legend 

▪ legend('string1','string2',...) 

▪ legend(h,'string1','string2',...) 

▪ legend(M) 

Description: 
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• legend places a legend on various types of graphs (line plots, bar graphs, pie 

charts, etc.). For each line plotted, the legend shows a sample of the line type, 

marker symbol, and color beside the text label you specify. When plotting filled 

areas (patch or surface objects), the legend contains a sample of the face color 

next to the text label. 

• legend('string1','string2',...) displays a legend in the current axes using the specified 

strings to label each set of data. 

• legend(h,'string1','string2',...) displays a legend on the plot containing the objects 

identified by the handles in the vector h and uses the specified strings to label the 

corresponding graphics object (line, barseries, etc.).  

• legend(M) adds a legend containing the rows of the matrix or cell array of strings 

M as labels. For matrices, this is the same as legend(M(1,:),M(2,:),...). 

polar:- 

Polar coordinate plot 

 

Syntax: 

▪ polar(theta,rho) 

▪ polar(theta,rho,LineSpec) 

▪ polar(axes_handle,...) 

Description: 

• The polar function accepts polar coordinates, plots them in a Cartesian plane, and 

draws the polar grid on the plane. 

• polar(theta,rho) creates a polar coordinate plot of the angle theta versus the radius 

rho. theta is the angle from the x-axis to the radius vector specified in radians; rho 

is the length of the radius vector specified in dataspace units. 

• polar(theta,rho,LineSpec)LineSpec specifies the line type, plot symbol, and color 

for the lines drawn in the polar plot.  

• polar(axes_handle,...) plots into the axes with the handle axes_handle instead of 

into the current axes(gca). 

grid:- 

Grid lines for 2-D and 3-D plots 
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Syntax: 

▪ grid on 

▪ grid off 

Description: 

• The grid function turns the current axes' grid lines on and off.  

• grid on adds major grid lines to the current axes. 

• grid off removes major and minor grid lines from the current axes. 

xlabel, ylabel, zlabel:- 

Label x-, y-, and z-axis 

Syntax: 

▪ xlabel('string') 

▪ xlabel(fname) 

▪ xlabel(...,'PropertyName',PropertyValue,...) 

▪ xlabel(axes_handle,...) 

▪ similar  syntax  for ylabel and zlabel 

Description: 

• Each axes graphics object can have one label for the x-, y-, and z-axis. The label 

appears beneath its respective axis in a two-dimensional plot and to the side or 

beneath the axis in a three-dimensional plot. 

• xlabel('string') labels the x-axis of the current axes. 

• xlabel(fname) evaluates the function fname, which must return a string, then 

displays the string beside the x-axis. 

title:- 

Add title to current axes 

Syntax: 

▪ title('string')  

▪ title(fname)  

▪ title(...,'PropertyName',PropertyValue,...)  

▪ title(axes_handle,...)  

Description: 
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• Eachaxes graphics object can have one title. The title is located at the top and in 

the center of the axes. 

• title('string') outputs the string at the top and in the center of the current axes. 

• title(fname) evaluates the function that returns a string and displays the string at 

the top and in the center of the current axes. 

• title(...,'PropertyName',PropertyValue,...) specifies property name and property 

value pairs for thetext graphics object that title creates.. 

• title(axes_handle,...) adds the title to the specified axes. 

disp:- 

Display text or array 

Syntax: 

disp(X) 

Description: 

 disp(X) displays an array, without printing the array name. If X contains a text 

string, the string is displayed. 
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Chapter 6 

RESULTS 

For simulation purposes the uniform linear array with M number of element and 

input signal is modulated by using BPSK modulation is considered. Simulation of LMS 

algorithm is carried out using MATLAB to illustrate how various parameters such as 

number of antenna element, inter element spacing ,number of interferes and variation in 

SNR parameter affect the beamformation and convergence of the algorithm.  

Consider that the desired users is arriving at an angle of 30 degree and an interfere 

user at an angle of -50 degree. The spacing between the individual element is half 

wavelength and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is 30dB. The array factor for 8 element 

antenna antenna array is computed. Figure.6.1 shows rectangular array factor plot for 

different angle of arrival. Figure.6.2 shows polar array factor plot for different angle of 

arrival. 

 

Fig. 6.1:-Array Factor plot when user is in 30 degree and interference is in -50 

degree. 
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Fig. 6.2:- Polar Array Factor plot when user is in 30 degree and  

interference is in -50 degree 

The optimum complex weights in the case for which the algorithm converges is as 

follows: 

The weights for the N = 8 ULA are: 

 w1 = 1 

 w2 = 0.039282+0.96946i 

 w3 = -1.0191+0.035592i 

 w4 = -0.0012587-0.98307i 

 w5 = 0.98175-0.050995i 

 w6 = 0.018624+1.0195i 

 w7 = -0.97018+0.012303i 

 w8 = -0.053152-0.99859i 
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Fig. 6.3:- Magnitude of weights when no. of array elements is 8 

Another simulation result is describes the algorithmic changing the weighting in 

each iteration. From figure 6.3, it is observed that this algorithm converge after 50 

iterations. As number of iterations increases the weights remains constant. 

 

Fig. 6.4:- Acquisition and tracking of desired signal and actual array output. 
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Another simulation is as shown in figure. 6.4, it is observe that the array output 

acquires and tracks the desired signal after 50 iterations. If the signal characteristics are 

rapidly changing, the LMS algorithm may not allow tracking of the desired signal in a 

satisfactory manner.  

 

Fig.6.5:- Mean square error Vs iteration number 

Finally, we simulated the MSE error in each iteration. From figure 6.5, it is 

observed that MSE is decreases each iteration and it is converge after 50 iterations. By 

increasing the number of iterations the mean square error value decreases and tracking of 

desired signal is improved. 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

7.1 Conclusion 

In this work, we analyse the performance of adaptive LMS algorithm for smart 

antenna systems which is very important for smart antenna design. The performance of 

LMS algorithm is compared on the basis of normalized array factor and mean square 

error (MSE) for SA systems. It is observed that an LMS algorithm is converging after 

50th iteration. The attractive quality of LMS algorithm is less computational complexity.  

In this, adaptive Beamforming techniques such as Least Mean Square Algorithm 

and is used to achieve the minimum mean squared error, convergence rate and coverage 

area. This algorithm is used in smart/adaptive antenna array system in coded form, to 

enhance mobile communication system performance. It is confirmed from the results that 

narrow beam of beam of smart antenna can be steered towards the desired direction by 

steering beam angle, keeping element spacing 0.5λ , number of elements n and altering 

weights w(n) adaptively. In The Least mean square algorithm by increasing the number 

of iterations mean square error is reduced and tracking of desired Signal is improved. 

Convergence rate and coverage area is also improved in LMS algorithm.  

7.2 Future Scope 

 Adaptive Beamforming algorithms improve the directivity of antenna. In future, 

these Beamforming algorithms can be implemented for cognitive radio architecture and 

results can be analyzed. Also these algorithms can be implemented for real time 

applications such as echo cancellation, anti-jamming etc. Further, simulation results can 

be tested for different channels such as Racian channel, Rayleigh channel. 
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Project Outcomes and Pos mapped:- 

Roll No 
Name of the 

student 
Project title Project Outcome 

POs 

mapped 

16481A04D6 M.Anitha Adaptive 

Beamforming 

using LMS 

Algorithm for 

Smart Antenna 

Develop a matlab code to 

generate a radiation 

pattern in a desired 

direction with the use of 

LMS Algorithm for 

Smart Antenna. 

a, b, f, h, k, l 

16481A04I3 P.Bhavana 

16481A04H2 P.Vani 

16481A04E1 M.Sai Sindhu 

 

Project Outcomes (POs):- 

a) Apply knowledge of mathematics, science and engineering for solving intricate 

engineering problems. 

b) Identify, formulate and analyze multifaceted engineering problem. 

c) Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs with realistic 

constraint such as economic, environmental, social, political, ethical, health and 

safety, manufacturability and sustainability. 

d) Design and conduct experiments based on complex engineering problems as well 

as to analyze and interpret data. 

e) Use the techniques, skills and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering 

practice. 

f) Understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and societal 

context. 

g) Design and develop eco-friendly systems, making optimal utilization of available 

natural resources. 

h) Understand professional ethics and responsibilities. 

i) Work as a member and leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment. 

j) Communicate effectively. 

k) Manage the project in view of economical and societal considerations. 

l) Recognizing the need for adapting to technological changes and engages in 

lifelong learning. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

     (Key words: approximate multiplier, adiabatic logic, ECRL, CMOS, power)  

 
Multipliers play a vital role in optimized digital signal processors. The continuing shrinkage in the minimum 

feature size has made integrated circuit behavior increasingly vulnerable to process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) 

variations as well as soft errors. Thus, the challenge of ensuring strictly accurate computing is increasing. Approximate 

computing has emerged as a potential solution for the design of high speed and low power digital circuits. Applications 

such as multimedia, machine learning, recognition and data mining are inherently error-tolerant and do not require perfect 

accuracy in computation. For these applications, approximate circuits may play an important role as a promising alternative 

for reducing area, power, and delay in digital systems that can tolerate some loss of accuracy, thereby achieving better 

performance in energy efficiency. 

The power consumption can be further reduced by employing low power techniques such as adiabatic logic. The 

project is aimed atiabatic logic and carry out functional verification, power and timing analyses using EDA tools. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Digital signal Processing (DSP) is finding its way into more applications, and its 

popularity has materialized into a number of commercial processors. Digital signal processors 

have different architectures and features than general purpose processors, and the performance 

gain of these features largely determine the performance of the whole processor. In high speed 

digital signal processing (DSP) and image processing, multipliers play a vital role. Multipliers 

and adders are the key elements of arithmetic units as they lie in the critical path. With the recent 

advances in technology, many researchers have tried to implement increasingly efficient 

multiplier. They aim at offering low power consumption and high speed or reduced delay. 

Approximate computing has emerged as a potential solution for the design of energy-efficient 

digital systems. Applications such as multimedia, machine learning and data mining are 

inherently error-tolerant and do not require perfect accuracy in computation. In these 

applications, which can tolerate some loss of accuracy, approximate circuits may play an 

important role as a promising alternative for reducing area, power, and delay, thereby achieving 

better performance in energy efficiency. 

Approximate multiplier design accomplish significant reductions in power dissipation, 

delay and transistor count compared to an exact accurate multiplier, with small loss in accuracy. 

Approximate computing can improve performance and energy efficiency with reduced design 

complexity for many error tolerant applications involving arithmetic operations. The power 

consumption can be further reduced by employing low power techniques such as adiabatic logic. 

Adiabatic logic is based on adiabatic switching principle. The term ‘adiabatic’ refers to a 

process in which there is no heat exchange with the environment. The adiabatic switching 

technique can achieve very low power dissipation, but at the expense of circuit complexity. 

Adiabatic logic offers a way to reuse the energy stored in the load capacitors rather than the 

traditional way of discharging the load capacitors to the ground and wasting this energy. 

     1.1Motivation of the project 
 

Reducing the power dissipation of integrated circuits through design improvement is a 

major   challenge  in  realizing   energy  efficient   portable  systems  that  operate  with  batteries.  
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Though, CMOS technology provides circuits with very low static power dissipation, the 

switching operation causes power dissipation which increases with the clock frequency. The 

adiabatic technique prevents such losses. In these circuits, the charge does not flow from the load 

capacitance to ground, but it flows back to a trapezoidal or sinusoidal supply voltage and can be 

reused. Hence, adiabatic logic circuits are found to be much suitable for the design of power 

efficient VLSI circuits. 

     1.2 Objective 

The main objective of this project is to design an 8-bit energy efficient approximate 

multiplier using CMOS and ECRL adiabatic logic and carry out functional verification, power, 

and timing analyses. 

    1.3 Methodology 

 
The work involves the design of gate level 8-bit approximate multiplier, design of 

required gates in ECRL logic, implementation of 8-bit approximate multiplier both in CMOS and 

ECRL, carrying out functional verification, power, and timing analyses using Mentor graphics 

tool, and comparison of power and delay for CMOS and ECRL circuits. CMOS and adiabatic 

circuits are developed on Pyxis Mentor graphics. 

   1.4 Organization of the report 

 
The project report is organized as follows. 

 

In chapter 2, approximate 8-bit array multiplier block diagram and implementation using 

CMOS logic with power and timing analyses are explained. 

The implementation of 8-bit approximate array multiplier using ECRL adiabatic logic is 

described in chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 gives simulation results along with comparison of power and timing analyses 

of CMOS and adiabatic circuits. 

Finally, conclusions are given in chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 

APPROXIMATE ARRAY MULTIPLIER 

Multipliers are key arithmetic functions for many error-tolerant applications. 

Approximate multipliers are considered an efficient technique to trade off energy relative to 

performance and accuracy. An array multiplier is a digital combinational circuit used for 

multiplying two binary numbers by employing an array of full adders and half adders. This array 

is used for nearly simultaneous addition of various product terms involved. To generate various 

product terms, an array of AND gates is used before the adder array. The multiplication of two 

binary numbers can be done with one micro-operation by means of a combinational circuit that 

forms the product bits all at once. The design space of these multipliers is explored based on  

their power, area, delay, and error. Being able to use the approximate computing provides the 

designer with the ability of making tradeoffs between the accuracy and the speed as well as 

power/energy consumption. The approximation to the arithmetic units can be performed at 

different design abstraction levels including circuit, logic, and architecture levels, as well as 

algorithm and software layers. Implementation of multiplier comprises three steps, generation of 

partial products, partial products reduction, and finally, a vector merge addition to produce final 

product from the sum and carry rows generated from the reduction tree. 

     2.1 Block diagram explanation 

 
Array multiplier is well known due to its regular structure. Multiplier circuit is based on 

add and shift algorithm as shown in figure 2.1. Each partial product is generated by the 

multiplication of the multiplicand with one multiplier bit. The partial products are shifted 

according to their bit orders and then added. The block diagram of an 8-bit array multiplier is 

shown in figure 2.2. It uses two-input AND logic for the generation of partial products. Each  

row of partial products is shifted according to the position of the bit of the multiplier, forming 

what is commonly called the partial-product array. Finally, partial products that are in the same 

column are summed together, forming the final result. 
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Fig. 2.1 8-bit array multiplication algorithm 
 

 
Fig. 2.2 Block diagram of 8-bit array multiplier 

 

 2.2 CMOS logic gates 

 
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) technology is used predominantly to 

design digital circuitry. The fundamental building blocks of CMOS circuits are P and N- type 

MOSFET transistors. A P-type MOSFET  can be  modelled as a switch  that is  closed when the 
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input voltage is ‘low’ and open when the input voltage is ‘high’. An N-type MOSFET, on the 

other hand can be modelled as a switch that is closed when the input voltage is ‘high’ and open 

when the input voltage is ‘low’. The basic idea for CMOS technology is to combine P-type and 

N-type MOSFETs such that there is never a conducting path from the supply voltage, VDD to 

ground. As a consequence, CMOS circuits consume very little energy. 

     2.2.1 CMOS inverter 

 
The CMOS inverter shown in figure 2.3 consists of PMOS and NMOS transistors. The 

input A serves as the gate voltage for both transistors. The NMOS transistor has an input from 

VSS (ground) and PMOS transistor has an input from VDD. The terminal Y is output.  When a 

high voltage (~VDD) is given at input terminal A of the inverter, the PMOS becomes open circuit 

and NMOS switched ON so the output will be pulled down to Vss. When a low-level voltage 

(<VDD, ~0v) is applied to the inverter, the NMOS is switched OFF and PMOS switched ON. So, 

the output becomes VDD. Therefore, for input = A, the output is Aʹ. The truth table for the 

inverter is given in table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Inverter truth table 
 

Input 

(V) 

Logic 

input 

Output 

(V) 

Logic 

output 

0 0 VDD 1 

VDD 1 0 0 

 
 

Fig. 2.3 Schematic diagram of CMOS inverter 
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2.2.2 CMOS NAND gate 

It consists of two series NMOS transistors between output Y and ground, and two parallel 

PMOS transistors between output and VDD as shown in figure 2.4. If either input A or B is logic 

‘0’, at least one of the NMOS transistors will be OFF, breaking the path from Y to ground. But at 

least one of the PMOS transistors will be ON, creating a path from Y to VDD. Hence, the output 

Y will be high. If both inputs are high, both of the NMOS transistors will be ON and both of the 

PMOS transistors will be OFF. Hence, the output will be logic low. The logic expression is         

Y = (A.B)ʹ. The truth table for the NAND gate is given in table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 Truth table for NAND gate 
 

Inputs Pull-down 

network 

Pull-up 

network 

Output 

Y A B 

0 0 OFF ON 1 

0 1 OFF ON 1 

1 0 OFF ON 1 

1 1 ON OFF 0 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.4 Schematic diagram of CMOS NAND gate 
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2.2.3 CMOS NOR gate 

 
The NOR gate shown in figure 2.5 is a logic gate that outputs 1 (true) when both of its 

inputs are 0 (false), i.e. if at least one of its inputs is 1 (true), the output will be 0. The logic 

expression is Y = (A+B)ʹ. The NOR gate truth table is given in table 2.3. 

 
Table 2.3 Truth table for NOR gate 

 

Inputs 
Output 

 
Y A B 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 0 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 2.5 Schematic diagram of CMOS NOR gate 
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2.2.4 CMOS XOR gate 

 
XOR gate (Exclusive OR) is a digital logic gate that gives a true (1 or HIGH) output 

when  the  number  of  true  inputs  is  odd.  An  XOR  gate  shown  in  figure  2.6  implements  

an exclusive or; that is, a true output results if one, and only one, of the inputs to the gate is true. 

If both inputs are false (0/LOW) or both are true, a false output results. XOR represents the 

inequality function, i.e., the output is true if the inputs are not alike, otherwise the output is false. 

The logical expression is Y= A.Bʹ + AʹB. The truth table for the XOR gate is given in table 2.4. 

Table 2.4 Truth table for XOR gate 

 

Inputs Output 

 

Y A B 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 
 

 

 

Fig. 2.6 Schematic diagram of CMOS XOR gate 
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 2.3 CMOS half adder 

A CMOS half adder circuit shown in figure 2.6 has two logic inputs, A, B and two 

outputs sum (S) and carry-out (CO).The half adder adds two binary digits called as augend and 

addend and produces two outputs as sum and carry; XOR is applied to both inputs to produce 

sum and AND gate is applied to both inputs to produce carry. The sum and carryout are given by  

Sum, S = A xor B  

Carryout, CO = A and B  

      The truth table for the half adder is shown in table 2.5. 

Table 2.5 Truth table for half adder 
 

Inputs Sum 

S 

Carryout 

CO A B 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 0 

1 0 1 0 

1 1 0 1 

 

 

                                             
                                

Fig. 2.7 Schematic diagram of CMOS half adder 

 

 2.4 CMOS full adder    

 
A CMOS full adder circuit shown in figure 2.7 has three logic inputs, A, B, and carry in 

(Ci) and two outputs sum (S) and carryout (CO). Full adder is a combination circuit that adds 

three 1-bit binary numbers, and outputs two 1-bit binary numbers, representing sum and carryout 

respectively. 
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The sum and carryout are given by 

Sum, S = A xor B xor Ci 

Carryout, CO = (A and B) or (B and Ci) or (Ci and A) 

The truth table for the full adder is given in table 2.6. 

Table 2.6 Truth table for full adder 
 

Inputs 
Carry in 

Ci 

Sum 

S 

    Carryout 

    CO A B 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 0 

0 1 0 1 0 

0 1 1 0 1 

1 0 0 1 0 

1 0 1 0 1 

1 1 0 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2.7 Schematic diagram of CMOS full adder 
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CHAPTER 3 

APPROXIMATE 8-BIT ARRAY MULTIPLIER 

USING ADIABATIC LOGIC 
 

The word ‘adiabatic’ is derived from the Greek word ‘adiabatos’ which means there is no 

exchange of energy with the environment and hence no energy loss in form of heat dissipation. 

Adiabatic circuits are low power circuits which use reversible logic to conserve energy. 

The adiabatic circuits are low power circuits which use reversible logic to conserve 

energy. The term comes from the fact that an adiabatic process is one in which the total heat or 

energy in the system remains constant. In this technique instead of discharging the consumed 

energy is recycled back to the power supply thereby reducing overall power consumption. 

Adiabatic logic offers a way to use the energy stored in the load capacitors rather than the 

traditional way of discharging load capacitor to the ground and wasting this energy. 

     Adiabatic logic works with the concept of switching activities which reduces the power 

by giving stored energy back to the supply. Thus, the term adiabatic logic is used in low power 

hVLSI circuits which implements reversible logic. In this, the main design changes are focused 

in power clock which plays the vital role in the principle of operation. Each phase of the power 

clock gives user to achieve the two major design rules for the adiabatic circuit design. 

Never turn on a transistor if there is a voltage across it (Vds > 0) 

Never turn off a transistor if there is a current through it (Ids ≠ 0) 

Never pass current through a diode. 

The adiabatic logic is classified into two types 

Fully adiabatic logic family. 

Quasi adiabatic logic family. 

      Fully adiabatic logic family circuits lose their energy due to leakage currents through 

non- ideal switches. Quasi adiabatic logic family circuits suffer from the non-adiabatic energy 

loss in some regions of operations that is usually proportional to the capacitance driven and the 

square of the threshold voltage. 

The adiabatic logic families are classified as 

Split-level charge recovery logic. 
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Two-level adiabatic logic. Positive 

feedback adiabatic logic. Efficient 

charge recovery logic. 

Two-phase clocked adiabatic static CMOS logic. 

In this work, ECRL circuit is designed and compared its performance characteristics with those of 

CMOS circuit.   

 
                                                     Fig. 3.1 Basic ECRL adiabatic circuit 

 

 3.1 Adiabatic logic gates using ECRL 

      ECRL consists of two cross-coupled PMOS transistors in the pull up section whereas the 

pull down section is constructed with a tree of NMOS transistors. Their source terminals are 

connected to the power clock, and the gate of each one is connected to the drain of the other. 

These nodes form the complementary output signals. The function is evaluated by a series of 

pull-down NMOS devices. The logic function in the functional block can be realized with only 

NMOS transistors in pull down section. In the original description, the connectivity of the PMOS 

transistors bulk terminals was not specified. An AC power supply pclk is used for ECRL gates, 

so as to recover and reuse the supplied energy. Both out and  are generated so that the power 

clock generator can always drive a constant load capacitance independent of the input signal.  

One disadvantage of ECRL is that once the charge from the previous stage has been recovered 

from the gate of the NMOS devices, there is no pull-down path to ground. 

     The ECRL NAND gate shown in figure 3.2 consists of PMOS and NMOS transistors. The 

logic expression is (a.b)’. It is implemented using ECRL logic with cross coupled PMOS transistors 

for recovery logic. The inputs are a and b and out and out’ represents the output. 
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                        Fig. 3.2 Schematic diagram of ECRL NAND gate 

 
     Figure 3.3 Shows the schematic diagram of ECRL NOR gate which has the logic 

expression (a+b)’. The inputs are a and b. If either input a or b is logic high the output is logic 

low. If both the inputs are logic low the output is logic high. 

 

                       Fig. 3.3 Schematic diagram of ECRL NOR gate 

 

      The ECRL EXOR gate shown in figure 3.4 consists of PMOS and NMOS transistors. The logic 

expression is (a.b’ + a’.b). EXOR gate is a digital logic gate that gives a true (1 or HIGH) output when the 

number of true inputs is odd. An EXOR gate implements an exclusive or; that is, a true output results if one, 

and only one, of the inputs to the gate is true. If both inputs are false (0/LOW) or both are true, a false output 

results. An adiabatic logic family ECRL one-bit half adder block can be implemented as shown in the figure 

3.5. Half adder is implemented with the help of EXOR gate which used two inputs a and b and produces sum 

and carry as output. 
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            Fig. 3.4 Schematic diagram of ECRL EXOR gate 

Fig. 3.5 Schematic diagram of ECRL half adder 

     An adiabatic logic family ECRL one-bit full adder block can be implemented as shown in 

figure 3.6. The logic in the functional block can be realized with NMOSFETS only. The 

NMOSFET section is fabricated in pull-down function. During pre-charge phase, the pull-up 

network transistors conducts and the pull-down network does not conduct. Output holds the valid 

logic and the condition is maintained during hold phase. When the discharge phase conducts then 

the sum returns its whole power to the supply voltage. The sum and carry equations are given 

below. 

S = a XOR b XOR c 

 
Carry = (a and b) or (b and c) or (c and a) 
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Fig. 3.6 Schematic diagram of ECRL full adder 
 

3.2 Implementation using adiabatic logic 

 
        The 8-bit array multiplier is implemented in mentor graphics, first by designing the basic 

gates separately and then using their symbols in final design as shown in figures 3.7 and 3.8. 

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 shows the schematic diagram of accurate and approximate array multiplier 

using ECRL logic. The circuit diagram is developed with the help of generated partial products. 

The generated partial products are designed by using full and half adders. An array multiplier is a 

digital combinational circuit used for multiplying two binary numbers by employing an array of 

full adders and half adders. Checking the bits of the multiplier one at a time and forming partial 

products is a sequential operation that requires a sequence of add and shift micro-operations. 

 

 

               Fig. 3.7 Schematic diagram of 8-bit accurate array multiplier using ECRL      
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      Both the circuits follow the same operation. Each bit of multiplier is multiplied with each bit of 

multiplicand. The multiplication operation between the multiplier and multiplicand is done with AND 

operation which are known as partial products. The obtained partial products are implemented with 

half adders and full adders. The result obtained is both sum and carry. The sum result is taken as output 

and the carry result is transferred as input to the next adder. Similarly, the operation continues till we 

get the 16-bit result. In the approximate array multiplier we remove the unwanted data and the 

operation is same as accurate multiplier. 

 

      Fig. 3.8 Schematic diagram of 8-bit approximate array multiplier using ECRL 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

       In this chapter we discuss about the simulation results of accurate and approximate array 

multipliers using adiabatic logic. The simulations are done using Mentor graphics tool. CMOS 

and adiabatic circuits are developed on Pyxis Mentor graphics. The power analysis of both 8-bit 

accurate and approximate array multipliers implemented using CMOS and ECRL logic are 

carried out for comparison purpose. 

4.1 Simulation  waveforms  of  8-bit  accurate  array multiplier using adiabatic    

      logic 

            The  simulation  waveforms  of 8-bit accurate array multiplier using ECRL logic shown in  

        figure 3.7 are given in figure 4.1. The inputs considered are 

 
                     x7x6x5x4x3x2x1x0 =00110101 

                     y7y6y5y4y3y2y1y0 =11111111 

 

Here X, Y are two 8-bit inputs and S is the output. The multiplication of two 8-bit numbers 

produces 16-bit result. X is multiplier and Y is multiplicand. Each bit of the multiplier is 

multiplied with each bit of multiplicand and produces output, i.e. from S0 to S15, as shown in 

figure 4.1. 

           Figure 4.1(a) shows the input waveforms of multiplier X0 to X 7. Similarly, figure 4.1(b) 

shows the input waveforms of multiplicand Y0 to Y7. Whenever the multiplier bits are 

multiplied with multiplicand bits we get the result as 16 bits, i.e. from S0 to S15. For example, 

when the first bit of multiplier X0 is multiplied with the multiplicand bit Y0 we get S0 as result. 

The output which will be obtained is based on the multiplication algorithm given in figure 2.1. 

Those generated partial products are implemented with half adders and full adders to obtain the 

result which is shown figure 4.1(c). 
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             (a) 
 

 

(b) 
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          (c) 

 
Fig. 4.1: Simulation waveforms of 8-bit accurate array multiplier using ECRL logic 

(a) Input signals X0 to X7, (b) Input signals Y0 to Y7, and (c) Output signals S0 to S15 
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4.2 Simulation waveforms of 8-bit approximate array multiplier using  

adiabatic logic 

      The simulation waveforms of 8-bit approximate array multiplier using ECRL logic given in 

figure 3.8 are shown in figure 4.2. The input signals are  

                     

                     x7x6x5x4x3x2x1x0 =00110101 

                     y7y6y5y4y3y2y1y0 =11111111 

  

The multiplication algorithm for an N-bit multiplicand by N-bit multiplier is shown 

below      

Y = Yn-1 Yn-2 ...................... Y2 Y1 Y0 

X = Xn-1 Xn-2. ..................... X2 X1 X0 

For example we take 4*4 multiplier 

1 1 0 1 

1 1 0 1 
 

 

1 1 0 1 

0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 1 

1 1 0 1 
 

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
 

Multiplier AND gates are used to generate the partial products. If the multiplicand is N-bits and the 

multiplier is M-bits then there is N* M partial product. Similarly, the operation is same for 8*8 

multiplier algorithm shown in figure 2.1. 
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                                                                      (a)  

 

                                                                          (b) 
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(c) 

 

Fig 4.2 Simulation waveforms of 8-bit approximate array multiplier using ECRL logic  

(a) Input signals X0 to X7, (b) Input signals Y0 to Y7, and (c) Output signals S0 to S15 
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4.3 Comparison of power consumption of CMOS and adiabatic 8-bit array 

multipliers 

      A comparison of power dissipation of CMOS and adiabatic logic 8-bit accurate and 

approximate array multipliers is given in table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Comparison of power dissipation of 8-bit array multiplier 

using CMOS and ECRL logic 

 

 

 
Parameter 

CMOS ADIABATIC 

Accurate 

array multiplier 

  Approximate 

array multiplier 

Accurate 

array multiplier 

  Approximate 

array multiplier 

Power (µW)           7.5155          4.6310 
 

3.094 

 

1.908 

 

    The above table shows the power analysis of accurate and approximate array multiplier using 

CMOS and adiabatic logic. CMOS technology provides circuits with very low static power dissipation, 

while the switching operation causes power dissipation which increases with the clock frequency. The 

adiabatic technique prevents such losses. In these circuits, the charge does not flow from the load 

capacitance to ground, but it flows back to supply voltage and can be reused. Hence, adiabatic logic 

circuits are found to be much suitable for the design of power efficient VLSI circuits. The power 

dissipation in adiabatic logic (ECRL) family is considerably lower than the CMOS. Thus, the proposed 

ECRL family output performs and provides greater power saving over CMOS 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

   In this project, 8-bit accurate and approximate array multipliers are designed using 

CMOS and ECRL adiabatic logic. The circuits are simulated for functional verification using 

Mentor graphics tool. The power analysis carried out indicates 58.84% and 58.79% power 

reduction with ECRL logic for accurate and approximate multipliers respectively as compared to 

CMOS circuits. Hence, it can be concluded that adiabatic logic is best suitable for realizing 

energy efficient portable systems. 
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ABSTRACT 

Automatic License Plate Recognition system is a real time embedded system which 

automatically recognizes the license plate of vehicles. There are many applications ranging from 

complex security systems to common areas and from parking admission to urban traffic control. 

Automatic license plate recognition (ALPR) has complex characteristics due to diverse effects 

such as of light and speed. Most of the ALPR systems are built using proprietary tools like 

Matlab. This project presents an alternative method of implementing ALPR systems using Free 

Software including Python and the Open Computer Vision Library. 

“IoT Based Vehicle license plate recognition System” has been intensively studied in many 

countries. Due to the different types of number plates being used, the requirements of an 

automatic license plate recognition system are different for each country. In this project, a 

number plate localization and recognition system for Indian vehicles. This system is developed 

based on digital images and can be easily applied to car park systems for the use of documenting 

access of parking services, secure usage of parking houses and also to prevent car theft issues. 

Automatic license plate recognition system is to extract vehicle license plate from a digital 

image. The project is based on a combination of the IoT and Image Processing filling up the 

holes approach method with area criteria test for the number plate localization. Segmentation of 

the plate characters was achieved by horizontal and vertical scanning method. The character 

recognition was accomplished with the aid of optical characters by the process of Template 

matching. We mainly concrete on three steps: one is to locate the number plate, second is to 

segment all the number and to identify each number separately, third is recognize each character.  
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CHAPTER -1 

      INTRODUCTION 

1.1  INTRODUCTION 

Automatic license plate recognition system plays important role in real life applications such 

as automatic toll collections, traffic law enforcement, parking lot access control, and road traffic 

monitoring. VLPR system recognizes a vehicle’s plate number from an image by digital camera. 

The scientific world is deploying research in intelligent transportation systems which have a 

significant impact on peoples´ lives. Automatic License Plate Recognition (ALPR) is a computer 

vision technology to extract the license number of vehicles from images. It is an embedded 

system which has numerous applications and challenges. Typical ALPR systems are 

implemented using proprietary technologies and hence are costly. This closed approach also 

prevents further research and development of the system. With the rise of free and open source 

technologies the computing world is lifted to new heights. People from different communities 

interact in a multi-cultural environment to develop solutions for mans never ending problems. 

One of the notable contributions of the open source community to the scientific world is Python. 

Intel’s researches in Computer Vision bore the fruit called Open Computer Vision (OpenCV) 

library, which can support computer vision development. 

Internet of Things (IoT)  is the future technology of connecting the entire world at one 

place. All the objects, things and sensors can be connected to share the data obtained in various 

locations and process/analyses that data for coordinating the applications like traffic signalling, 

mobile health monitoring in medical applications and industrial safety ensuring methods, etc. As 

per the estimation of technological experts, 50 billion objects will be connected in IoT by 2020. 

IoT offers a wide range of connectivity of devices with various protocols and various properties 

of applications for obtaining the complete machine to machine interaction.   

The traditional technologies like home automation, wireless sensor networks and control 

systems will become more efficient and smarter due to involvement of IoT. IoT is having a wide 

range of application areas. Such as Medical applications for monitoring the health of a patient 

and sends the information wireless. The present developing Wearable instrumentation is also 

based on IoT. The example wearable instrumentation is Smart wrist bands, navigation pills, etc. 
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All this methods require an internet interface to update the health info or to control the device 

with a smart phone. The IoT also plays a vital role in media applications for advertising and 

exchanging the information worldwide. The manufacturing processes also require IoT for supply 

chain management, digital control systems for monitoring the manufacturing processes. The 

space requirements of IoT technology, the geographical specifications are always important in 

case of tracking applications. The geographical dimensions of objects is also important while 

obtaining the data from the objects. IoT in automobile applications and traffic maintenance 

became a most using area of automation. The automated devices in a vehicle should be 

connected to a cloud to update the car health within a period of time. By connecting the vehicles 

and traffic signalling systems to the internet, people can easily find the shortest path for their 

destination from the traffic monitoring systems and can navigate automatically by checking all 

other directions. 

1.2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

Automatic Number Plate Recognition is a computer vision technology that efficiently 

identifies vehicle number plates from images without the need for human intervention. In 

recentyears,it has become more and more important due to three main factors: thegrowing 

number of cars on the roads, the rapid development of image processing techniques and the great 

quantity of real-life applications that this technology offers. 

The most typical applications of ANPR systems are traffic law enforcement, automatic toll 

collection or parking lot access control. But this technology is also widely used for other, 

perhaps, more inspiring purposes like crimes resolution, as it helps to identify the cars of the 

offenders. In Figure1.2.1, some other examples of these applicationscan be appreciated. 

 

Fig. 1.2.1: Examples of ANPR applications 
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However, the development of ANPR systems is no easy task, since it faces numerous challenges 

due to environmental and number plate variations. As for the former, varying illumination or 

backgroundpatterns greatly affect number plate recognition. In effect, varyingillumination and 

gradesthequalityofthecarimageandbackgroundpatternsadd extra difficulty to the number plate 

location process. And, as for the latter, the location, quantity, size, font, colour or inclination of 

number plates constitute very challenging factors in the development of a consistent ANPR 

system, which is clearly illustrated in the following section 

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 

The aim of this project is to be able to develop a system for automatically recognising 

Indian number plates from High Resolution (HR) digital images by combining advanced 

Computer Vision techniques with some of the most powerful Machine Learning algorithms. 

Hence, the most important objectives within the project are: 

• To analyse the different existing Computer Vision techniques used in ANPR in order to select 

the most efficient and appropriate ones. To learn thesetechniques and make the most of their 

capabilities.  

• To analyse the different Machine Learning methods and choose the most suitable ones for 

ANPR. To learn how they work and to adapt them to the ANPR application.  

• To develop an efficient, fast and reliable ANPR application that is able to compete with other 

recently developed ANPR systems of similar characteristics. 

• Apart from the ANPR application itself, to develop another separate application that 

quantitatively analyses the performance of the ANPR system. 

• To create a full car images dataset in order to be able to both train and test the Machine 

Learning algorithms and to evaluate the performance of the developed system. 

1.4 LITERARTURE SURVEY 

It presents a vehicle number plate extraction algorithm based on the edges of the plate 

and is used for monitoring the highway vehicles. In this method used to improve the location as 
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well as detecting the particular object. This method is divided into four sections, they are edge 

detection, statistical analysis, vehicle number plate location, number plate extraction. In this 

algorithm it is quickly detect the region of the vehicle number plate (Bai Hongliang and Liu 

Changping). In this paper, it represents a vehicle plate recognition algorithm using RGB color 

image and it is converted into black-white texture of the plate from the background of the image. 

According to this image, the RGB image is converted into gradient scale image which is used to 

strengthening the background color of the vehicle plate. It shows only filtered area of vehicle 

plate which is easilyrecognized by the digital camera. The gradient image is used to convert the 

textured characteristics. The result shows the location of the vehicle (Gang Li, Rongdi Yuan, 

Zuyuan Yang, Xiyue Huang)  

Vehicle plate recognition is an important role in the transportation system. In this paper, the 

efficient algorithm for license plate recognition is proposed. The purpose of this paper, is used to, 

locate the theft vehicle using particular limitation in a vehicle plate as well as background of the 

image. In this method, we implemented the morphology method as well as efficient algorithm for 

detecting the vehicle plate from the moving object. Compared with other method is restricted by 

some conditions. But this method used to access the particular image as well as the time 

complexity is very efficient to identify the theft vehicle. This result is support for the 

transportation system (Haiqi Huang, Ming G, Hongyang Chao)  

We consider the problem is to detect the vehicle license plate in 2D images. The first stage of the 

algorithm, the image is captured and corner the edge density of the image. The filtered image is 

used to extract the candidate’s vehicle plate. The easiness of this process, it is suitable for the 

real-time monitoring vehicle. In order to extract the vehicle plate of the candidates the two 

important methods are used, they are geometrical criteria and color descriptions. The first 

method is used to filter the plate. The second method is used to detect the particular candidate 

vehicle plate as well as regions . 

The vehicle number plate recognition is a useful image technique which is used to detect only the 

number plate. There are several applications in this method that is restricted by some conditions. 

For this purpose, the traffic and monitoring the vehicle is effective method. Many methods are 

implemented, but the learning purpose of the edge –detection method of the plate is an important 

method. The vehicle plate is detected and using image process techniques is to examine the 
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particular area of the plate, resize it and converted into gray scale image. The gray scale image is 

to check with the candidate’s number plate as well as it shows the region of the vehicle . 

The existing system utilizes other technologies like IR reader, smart card. These technologies are 

expensive and laborious to implement. The system which uses computer vision to address these 

problem were using a single central computing server to process the collected images using 

cameras scattered across the smart city. This in turn clogs the network since it needs to push live 

video to the server for processing. Another technology is morphology based license plate 

detection. This method is to extract important features of contrast as guidance to search the 

license plates. Extract potential text information from the image, a method is proposed using 

adaptive threshold, fractal filter and morphological analysis. Edge statistics in combination with 

morphological approaches are proposed to eliminate the undesired edges in the images. Color 

based methods are also attempted which make use of the colors of the vehicle license plate. 

Color based method combined with the texture characteristics is proposed to try to detect license 

plate from the color image. The combination of edge information and plate color are utilized to 

identify the vehicle license plates. Based on neural network techniques, other recognition 

methods of vehicle license plates are proposed. These methods are designed to train classifiers to 

offer a proper response to the license plate images. The authors apply genetic algorithm (GA) to 

the training process and combine the statistic features together with structure features. A vehicle 

license plate detection method using neural network approaches is already exist.  
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CHAPTER -2 

DIGITAL IMAGE ANALYSIS 

2.1  INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING 

Digital image processing is an expanding area with applications regarding to our daily lives, 

especially in progressive transmission of images, video coding (teleconferencing), digital 

libraries, image database, remote sensing, and other particular applied usage. Many image 

processing and analysis techniques have been developed to aid the interpretation of remote 

sensing images and to extract as much information as possible from the image. The huge 

collection of digital images are collected due to the improvement in the digital storage media, 

image capturing devices like scanners, web cameras, digital cameras and rapid development in 

internet. This leads to rapid and efficient retrieval of these images for visual information in 

different fields of life like medical, medicine, art, architecture, education, crime preventions, etc. 

 

The medical imaging field has grown substantially in the recent year and has generated 

additional interest in methods and tools for management, analysis, and communication of 

medical image. Many diagnostic imaging modalities, such as x-ray, magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI), digital radiography, and ultrasound are currently available and are routinely used to 

support clinical decision making. By using medical imaging, physicians are able to glean 

qualitative and quantitative information about anatomy and physiology of the patients. With 

these advantages, medical imaging has become central to medical diagnosis. Thus, with the 

advances in computer processing capabilities, it has become possible to approach the problem of 

automating diagnosis in medical imaging. This project will focus on canny edge detection that 

help radiologist in automated diagnosis image. Radiologist often experiencing difficulty on 

reading x-ray image. This can be caused by the lack of lighting, fractures the hardly seen by 

naked eyes, or noises the happened-on image capturing process. By building the system, we hope 

the system can help people especially radiologist on detecting bones anomaly that happened on 

x-ray images. 

 

Image processing is a method to perform some operations on an image, in order to get an 

enhanced image or to extract some useful information from it. It is a type of signal processing in 
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which input is an image and output may be image or characteristics/features associated with that 

image. Nowadays, image processing is among rapidly growing technologies. It forms core 

research area within engineering and computer science disciplines too. 

Image processing basically includes the following three steps: 

• Importing the image via image acquisition tools; 

• Analyzing and manipulating the image; 

• Output in which result can be altered image or report that is based on image analysis. 

There are two types of methods used for image processing namely, analogue and digital image 

processing. Analogue image processing can be used for the hard copies like printouts and 

photographs. Image analysts use various fundamentals of interpretation while using these visual 

techniques. Digital image processing techniques help in manipulation of the digital images by 

using computers. The three general phases that all types of data have to undergo while using 

digital technique are pre-processing, enhancement, and display, information extraction. 

 

Image processing is a method to convert an image into digital form and perform some 

operations on it, in order to get an enhanced image or to extract some useful information from it. 

It is a type of signal dispensation in which input is image, like video frame or photograph and 

output may be image or characteristics associated with that image. Usually Image 

Processing system includes treating images as two dimensional signals while applying already 

set signal processing methods to them. It is among rapidly growing technologies today, with its 

applications in various aspects of a business. Image Processing forms core research area within 

engineering and computer science disciplines too. 

  

Image processing basically includes the following three steps. 

➢ Importing the image with optical scanner or by digital photography. 

➢ Analyzing and manipulating the image which includes data compression and image 

enhancement and spotting patterns that are not to human eyes like satellite photographs. 

➢ Output is the last stage in which result can be altered image or report that is based on 

image analysis. 
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Purpose of Image processing 

The purpose of image processing is divided into 5 groups. They are: 

1.      Visualization - Observe the objects that are not visible. 

2.      Image sharpening and restoration - To create a better image. 

3.      Image retrieval - Seek for the image of interest. 

4.      Measurement of pattern – Measures various objects in an image. 

5.      Image Recognition – Distinguish the objects in an image. 

Types 

The two types of methods used for Image Processing are Analog and Digital Image 

Processing. Analog or visual techniques of image processing can be used for the hard copies like 

printouts and photographs. Image analysts use various fundamentals of interpretation while using 

these visual techniques. The image processing is not just confined to area that has to be studied 

but on knowledge of analyst. Association is another important tool in image processing through 

visual techniques. So analysts apply a combination of personal knowledge and collateral data to 

image processing. 

  

Digital Processing techniques help in manipulation of the digital images by using computers. As 

raw data from imaging sensors from satellite platform contains deficiencies. To get over such 

flaws and to get originality of information, it has to undergo various phases of processing. The 

three general phases that all types of data have to undergo while using digital technique are Pre- 

processing, enhancement and display, information extraction. The  figure 2.1.1 shows the 

flowchart of steps involved in Image processing. 
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Fig. 2.1.1: Image Processing Steps 

 

 Applications 

1.      Intelligent Transportation Systems – This technique can be used in Automatic number 

plate recognition and Traffic sign recognition. 

 

2.      Remote Sensing – For this application, sensors capture the pictures of the earth’s surface 

in remote sensing satellites or multi – spectral scanner which is mounted on an aircraft. These 

pictures are processed by transmitting it to the Earth station. Techniques used to interpret the 

objects and regions are used in flood control, city planning, resource mobilization, agricultural 

production monitoring, etc. 

  

3.      Moving object tracking – This application enables to measure motion parameters and 

acquire visual record of the moving object. The different types of approach to track an object are 
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• Motion based tracking 

• Recognition based tracking 

  

4.   Defense surveillance – Aerial surveillance methods are used to continuously keep an eye on 

the land and oceans. This application is also used to locate the types and formation of naval 

vessels of the ocean surface. The important duty is to divide the various objects present in the 

water body part of the image. The different parameters such as length, breadth, area, perimeter, 

compactness are set up to classify each of divided objects. It is important to recognize the 

distribution of these objects in different directions that are east, west, north, south, northeast, 

northwest, southeast and south west to explain all possible formations of the vessels. We can 

interpret the entire oceanic scenario from the spatial distribution of these objects. 

  

5.   Biomedical Imaging techniques – For medical diagnosis, different types of imaging tools 

such as X- ray, Ultrasound, computer aided tomography (CT) etc are used. The figure 2.1.2 of 

biomedical imaging techniques like X- ray, MRI, and computer aided tomography (CT) are 

given below. 

  

 

Fig. 2.1.2: Biomedical imaging techniques  

Some of the applications of Biomedical imaging applications are as follows: 

➢ Heart disease identification– The important diagnostic features such as size of the heart and its 

shape are required to know in order to classify the heart diseases. To improve the diagnosis of 

heart diseases, image analysis techniques are employed to radiographic images. 

➢ Lung disease identification – In X- rays, the regions that appear dark contain air while region 

that appears lighter are solid tissues. Bones are more radio opaque than tissues. The ribs, the 
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heart, thoracic spine, and the diaphragm that separates the chest cavity from the abdominal 

cavity are clearly seen on the X-ray film. 

 

➢ Digital mammograms – This is used to detect the breast tumour. Mammograms can be 

analyzed using Image processing techniques such as segmentation, shape analysis, contrast 

enhancement, feature extraction, etc.  

  

6. Automatic Visual Inspection System – This application improves the quality and 

productivity of the product in the industries. 

➢ Automatic inspection of incandescent lamp filaments – This involves examination of the bulb 

manufacturing process. Due to no uniformity in the pitch of the wiring in the lamp, the 

filament of the bulb gets fused within a short duration. In this application, a binary image 

slice of the filament is created from which the silhouette of the filament is fabricated. 

Silhouettes are analyzed to recognize the non uniformity in the pitch of the wiring in the 

lamp. This system is being used by the General Electric Corporation. 

 

➢ Automatic surface inspection systems – In metal industries it is essential to detect the flaws 

on the surfaces. For instance, it is essential to detect any kind of aberration on the rolled 

metal surface in the hot or cold rolling mills in a steel plant. Image processing techniques 

such as texture identification, edge detection, fractal analysis etc are used for the detection. 

 

➢ Faulty component identification – This application identifies the faulty components in 

electronic or electromechanical systems. Higher amount of thermal energy is generated by 

these faulty components. The Infra-red images are produced from the distribution of thermal 

energies in the assembly. The faulty components can be identified by analyzing the Infra-red 

images. 
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2.2  IMAGE ANALYSIS 

An image may be defined as a two-dimensional function f(x, y), where x and y are spatial (plane) 

coordinates, and the amplitude of fat any pair of coordinates is called the intensity of the image 

at that point. The term gray level is used often to refer to the intensity of monochrome images. 

colour images are formed by a combination of individual images. For example, in the RGB color 

system a color image consists of three individual monochrome images, referred to as the red (R), 

green (G), and blue (B) primary (or component) images. For this reason, many of the techniques 

developed for monochrome images can be extended to color images by processing the three 

component images individually. The basic definition of image processing refers to processing of 

digital image, i.e; removing the noise and any kind of irregularities present in an image using the 

digital computer. The noise or irregularity may creep into the image either during its formation 

or during transformation etc. For mathematical analysis, an image may be defined as a two 

dimensional function f(x,y) where x and y are spatial (plane) coordinates, and the amplitude of f 

at any pair of coordinates (x, y) is called the intensity or gray level of the image at that point. 

When x, y, and the intensity values of f are all finite, discrete quantities, we call the image a 

digital image. It is very important that a digital image is composed of a finite number of 

elements, each of which has a particular location and value. These elements are called picture 

elements, image elements, pels, and pixels. Pixel is the most widely used term to denote the 

elements of a digital image. Various techniques have been developed in Image Processing during 

the last four to five decades. Most of the techniques are developed for enhancing images 

obtained from unmanned spacecrafts, space probes and military reconnaissance flights. Image 

Processing systems are becoming popular due to easy availability of powerful personnel 

computers, large size memory devices, graphics software etc.  

The term digital image processing generally refers to processing of a two-dimensional picture by 

a digital computer. In a broader context, it implies digital processing of any two-dimensional 

data. A digital image is an array of real numbers represented by a finite number of bits. The 

principle advantage of Digital Image Processing methods is its versatility, repeatability and the 

preservation of original data precision. 

 The various Image Processing techniques are: 

➢ Image preprocessing 

➢ Image enhancement 
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➢ Image segmentation 

➢ Feature extraction 

➢ Image classification 

2.2.1 IMAGE PREPROCESSING 

In image preprocessing, image data recorded by sensors on a satellite restrain errors related to 

geometry and brightness values of the pixels. These errors are corrected using appropriate 

mathematical models which are either definite or statistical models. Image enhancement is the 

modification of image by changing the pixel brightness values to improve its visual impact. 

Image enhancement involves a collection of techniques that are used to improve the visual 

appearance of an image, or to convert the image to a form which is better suited for human or 

machine interpretation. Sometimes images obtained from satellites and conventional and digital 

cameras lack in contrast and brightness because of the limitations of imaging sub systems and 

illumination conditions while capturing image. Images may have different types of noise. In 

image enhancement, the goal is to accentuate certain image features for subsequent analysis or 

for image display. Examples include contrast and edge enhancement, pseudo-coloring, noise 

filtering, sharpening, and magnifying. Image enhancement is useful in feature extraction, image 

analysis and an image display. The enhancement process itself does not increase the inherent 

information content in the data. It simply emphasizes certain specified image characteristics. 

Enhancement algorithms are generally interactive and application dependent. Some of the 

enhancement techniques are 

▪ Contrast Stretching 

▪ Noise Filtering 

▪ Histogram modification 

(a) Contrast Stretching 

Some images (eg. over water bodies, deserts, dense forests, snow, clouds and under hazy 

conditions over heterogeneous regions) are homogeneous i.e., they do not have much change in 

their levels. In terms of histogram representation, they are characterized as the occurrence of 

very narrow peaks. The homogeneity can also be due to the incorrect illumination of the scene. 

Ultimately the images hence obtained are not easily interpretable due to poor human 

perceptibility. This is because there exists only a narrow range of gray-levels in the image having 

provision for wider range of gray-levels. The contrast stretching methods are designed 
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exclusively for frequently encountered situations. Different stretching techniques have been 

developed to stretch the narrow range to the whole of the available dynamic range. 

(b) Noise Filtering 

Noise Filtering is used to filter the unnecessary information from an image. It is also used to 

remove various types of noises from the images. Mostly this feature is interactive. Various filters 

like low pass, high pass, mean, median etc., are available  

(c) Histogram modification 

Histogram has a lot of importance in image enhancement. It reflects the characteristics of image. 

By modifying the histogram, image characteristics can be modified. One such example is 

Histogram Equalization. Histogram equalization is a nonlinear stretch that redistributes pixel 

values so that there is approximately the same number of pixels with each value within a range. 

The result approximates a flat histogram. Therefore, contrast is increased at the peaks and 

lessened at the tails  

2.2.2 IMAGE SEGMENTATION 

Image segmentation is the division of an image into regions or categories, which correspond to 

different objects or parts of objects. Every pixel in an image is allocated to one of a number of 

these categories.  

A good segmentation is typically one in which:  

• Pixels in the same category have similar greyscale of multivariate values and form a connected 

region,  

• Neighbouring pixels which are in different categories have dissimilar values. 

Segmentation is often the critical step in image analysis: the point at which we move from 

considering each pixel as a unit of observation to working with objects (or parts of objects) in the 

image, composed of many pixels. If segmentation is done well then, all other stages in image 

analysis are made simpler. But, as we shall see, success is often only partial when automatic 

segmentation algorithms are used. However, manual intervention can usually overcome these 

problems, and by this stage the computer should already have done most of the work. 

There are three general approaches to segmentation, termed thresholding, edge-based methods 

and region-based methods. 

 • In thresholding, pixels are allocated to categories according to the range of values in which a 

pixel lies. Fig 2.2.2.1(a) shows boundaries which were obtained by thresholding the muscle 
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fibers image. Pixels with values less than 128 have been placed in one category, and the rest 

have been placed in the other category. The boundaries between adjacent pixels in different 

categories has been superimposed in white on the original image. It can be seen that the 

threshold has successfully segmented the image into the two predominant fiber types.  

• In edge-based segmentation, an edge filter is applied to the image, pixels are classified as edge 

or non-edge depending on the filter output, and pixels which are not separated by an edge are 

allocated to the same category. Fig2.2.2.1(b) shows the boundaries of connected regions after 

applying Prewitt’s filter and eliminating all non-border segments containing fewer than 500 

pixels.  

 

• Finally, region-based segmentation algorithms operate iteratively by grouping together pixels 

which are neighbours and have similar values and splitting groups of pixels which are dissimilar 

in value. 

 

Figure 2.2.2.1 : Boundaries produced by three segmentations of the muscle fibers image: 

(a) by thresholding (b) connected regions after thresholding the output of Prewitt’s edge 

filter and removing small regions, (c) result produced by watershed algorithm on output 

from a variance filter with Gaussian weights (σ2 = 96) 
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Segmentation is one of the key problems in image processing. Image segmentation is the process 

that subdivides an image into its constituent parts or objects. The level to which this subdivision 

is carried out depends on the problem being solved, i.e., the segmentation should stop when the 

objects of interest in an application have been isolated e.g., in autonomous air-to-ground target 

acquisition, suppose our interest lies in identifying vehicles on a road, the first step is to segment 

the road from the image and then to segment the contents of the road down to potential vehicles. 

Image thresholding techniques are used for image segmentation.After thresholding a binary 

image is formed where all object pixels have one gray level and all background pixels have 

another - generally the object pixels are 'black' and the background is 'white'. The best threshold 

is the one that selects all the object pixels and maps them to 'black'. Various approaches for the 

automatic selection of the threshold have been proposed. Thresholding can be defined as 

mapping of the gray scale into the binary set {0, 1}: 

 

where S(x, y) is the value of the segmented image, g(x, y) is the gray level of the pixel (x, y) and 

T(x, y) is the threshold value at the coordinates (x, y). In the simplest case T(x, y) is coordinate 

independent and a constant for the whole image. It can be selected, for instance, on the basis of 

the gray level histogram. When the histogram has two pronounced maxima, which reflect gray 

levels of object(s) and background, it is possible to select a single threshold for the entire image. 

A method which is based on this idea and uses a correlation criterion to select the best threshold, 

is described below. Sometimes gray level histograms have only one maximum. This can be 

caused, e.g., by inhomogeneous illumination of various regions of the image. In such case it is 

impossible to select a single thresholding value for the entire image and a local binarization 

technique must be applied. General methods to solve the problem of binarization of in 

homogeneously illuminated images, however, are not available. 

Segmentation of images involves sometimes not only the discrimination between objects and the 

background, but also separation between different regions. One method for such separation is 

known as watershed segmentation. 
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2.2.3 FEATURE EXTRACTION 

The feature extraction techniques are developed to extract features in synthetic aperture radar 

images. This technique extracts high-level features needed in order to perform classification of 

targets. Features are those items which uniquely describe a target, such as size, shape, 

composition, location etc. Segmentation techniques are used to isolate the desired object from 

the scene so that measurements can be made on it subsequently. Quantitative measurements of 

object features allow classification and description of the image. 

When the pre-processing and the desired level of segmentation has been achieved, some 

feature extraction technique is applied to the segments to obtain features, which is followed by 

application of classification and post processing techniques. It is essential to focus on the feature 

extraction phase as it has an observable impact on the efficiency of the recognition system. 

Feature selection of a feature extraction method is the single most important factor in achieving 

high recognition performance. Feature extraction has been given as “extracting from the raw data 

information that is most suitable for classification purposes, while minimizing the within class 

pattern variability and enhancing the between class pattern variability”. Thus, selection of a 

suitable feature extraction technique according to the input to be applied needs to be done with 

utmost care. Taking into consideration all these factors, it becomes essential to look at the 

various available techniques for feature extraction in a given domain, covering vast possibilities 

of cases. 

2.2.4 IMAGE CLASSIFICATION 

Image classification is the labeling of a pixel or a group of pixels based on its grey value. 

Classification is one of the most often used methods of information extraction. In Classification, 

usually multiple features are used for a set of pixels i.e., many images of a particular object are 

needed. In Remote Sensing area, this procedure assumes that the imagery of a specific 

geographic area is collected in multiple regions of the electromagnetic spectrum and is in good 

registration. Most of the information extraction techniques rely on analysis of the spectral 

reflectance properties of such imagery and employ special algorithms designed to perform 

various types of 'spectral analysis'. The process of multispectral classification can be performed 

using either of the two methods: Supervised or Unsupervised. 
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In Supervised classification, the identity and location of some of the land cover types such as 

urban, wetland, forest etc., are known as priori through a combination of field works and 

toposheets. The analyst attempts to locate specific sites in the remotely sensed data that 

represents homogeneous examples of these land cover types. These areas are commonly referred 

as TRAINING SITES because the spectral characteristics of these known areas are used to 'train' 

the classification algorithm for eventual land cover mapping of reminder of the image. 

Multivariate statistical parameters are calculated for each training site. Every pixel both within 

and outside these training sites is then evaluated and assigned to a class of which it has the 

highest likelihood of being a member. 

In an Unsupervised classification, the identities of land cover types has to be specified as classes 

within a scene are not generally known as priori because ground truth is lacking or surface 

features within the scene are not well defined. The computer is required to group pixel data into 

different spectral classes according to some statistically determined criteria. 

2.3 EDGE DETECTION 

Edge detection is an image processing technique for finding the boundaries of objects within 

images. It works by detecting discontinuities in brightness. Edge detection is used for image 

segmentation and data extraction in areas such as image processing, computer vision, and 

machine vision. 

In an image, an edge is a curve that follows a path of rapid change in image intensity. Edges are 

often associated with the boundaries of objects in a scene. Edge detection is used to identify the 

edges in an image. 

To find edges, you can use the edge function. This function looks for places in the image where 

the intensity changes rapidly, using one of these two criteria: 

• Places where the first derivative of the intensity is larger in magnitude than some threshold 

• Places where the second derivative of the intensity has a zero crossing 

Edge provides several derivative estimators, each of which implements one of these definitions. 

For some of these estimators, you can specify whether the operation should be sensitive to 

horizontal edges, vertical edges, or both. Edge returns a binary image containing 1's where edges 

are found and 0's elsewhere. 
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The most powerful edge-detection method that edge provides is the Canny method. The Canny 

method differs from the other edge-detection methods in that it uses two different thresholds (to 

detect strong and weak edges), and includes the weak edges in the output only if they are 

connected to strong edges. This method is therefore less likely than the others to be fooled by 

noise, and more likely to detect true weak edges. 

(a) Canny Edge 

Edges are considered to be most important image attributes that provide valuable information for 

human image perception. Edge detection is a very complex process affected by deterioration due 

to different level of noise. An edge is the boundary between an object and the background. Edge 

detection is identifying points in a digital image at which the image brightness changes sharply 

or more formally has discontinuities. The purpose of detecting sharp changes in image 

brightness is to capture important events and changes in properties of the world. 

 

Edge detection is used for identification of blurred frame broad classification among smooth and 

rough surface classification of cement and asphalt. The Canny edge detection is performed on 

the frames with the sensitive threshold values (upper threshold 10000 and lower threshold 

4900)and again it is performed with the insensitive threshold values (upper threshold 50000 and 

lower threshold 9800). If a pixel has a gradient greater than the upper threshold, then it is an edge 

pixel. If a pixel has a gradient lower than the lower threshold, it is not an edge pixel. If the 

pixel’s gradient is between the upper and the lower thresholds, then it is considered as an edge, 

only if it is connected to a pixel that is above the high threshold value. 

 

Canny is one of modern edge detection method that founded by MarrdanHildreth, who is doing 

research in modeling human visual perception. 

There are several criteria on edge detecting that can be fulfilled by Canny Edge Detection: 

1. Canny has better detection (for detection criteria). Canny method capable to marks all existing 

edges matching with user determined parameter’s threshold. Also giving high flexibility on 

determining thickness level of edge detection according to the required conditions. 

2. Canny has better localizing way (localizecriteria). Canny capable on producing minimum gap 

between detected edge and the real image edge. 
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3. Obvious response (response criteria). Only one response for every edge. This make less 

confusion on edge detection for the next image. 

Choosing parameters on Canny Edge Detection will giving effect on every result and edge 

detection. The parameters are: 

a. Gaussian Deviation Standard Value. 

b. Threshold Value. 

The following is the steps to do Canny Edge Detection. 

1. Remove all noise on the image by implementing Gaussian Filter. The result is an image with 

less blur. It is intended to obtain the real edges of the image. If we did not apply the Gaussian 

Filter before, sometimes the noise itself will be detected as an edge. 

2. Detect the edge with one of these detection operators, like Roberts, Perwit, or Sobel by 

horizontal searching (Gx) and vertical searching(Gy).  

 

 

 

 

Gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) 

A statistical method of examining texture that considers the spatial relationship of pixels is the 

gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), also known as the gray-level spatial dependence 

matrix. The GLCM functions characterize the texture of an image by calculating how often pairs 

of pixel with specific values and in a specified spatial relationship occur in an image, creating a 
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GLCM, and then extracting statistical measures from this matrix. (The texture filter functions, 

described in Texture Analysis cannot provide information about shape, i.e., the spatial 

relationships of pixels in an image.) 

After you create the GLCMs, using graycomatrix, you can derive several statistics from them 

using graycoprops. These statistics provide information about the texture of an image. The 

following table lists the statistics. The statistics and their descriptions are mentioned in the below 

table 2.3. 

 

Table No: 2.3 Gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) statistics 

Statistic Description 

Contrast Measures the local variations in the gray-level co-occurrence matrix. 

Correlation Measures the joint probability occurrence of the specified pixel pairs. 

Energy Provides the sum of squared elements in the GLCM. Also known as uniformity or the 

angular  

Homogeneity Measures the closeness of the distribution of elements in the GLCM to the GLCM 

diagonal. 

  

 

A co-occurrence matrix or co-occurrence distribution is a matrix that is defined over 

an image to be the distribution of co-occurring pixel values (grayscale values, or colors) at a 

given offset. 

2.4 HOUGH TRANSFORM 

The Hough transform is a feature extraction technique used in image analysis, computer vision, 

and digital image processing. The purpose of the technique is to find imperfect instances of 

objects within a certain class of shapes by a voting procedure. This voting procedure is carried 

out in a parameter space, from which object candidates are obtained as local maxima in a so-
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called accumulator space that is explicitly constructed by the algorithm for computing the Hough 

transform. The Hough transform is a technique which can be used to isolate features of a 

particular shape within an image. Because it requires that the desired features be specified in 

some parametric form, the classical Hough transform is most commonly used for the detection of 

regular curves such as lines, circles, ellipses, etc. 

 A generalized Hough transform can be employed in applications where a simple analytic 

description of a feature(s) is not possible. Due to the computational complexity of the 

generalized Hough algorithm, we restrict the main focus of this discussion to the classical Hough 

transform. Despite its domain restrictions, the classical Hough transform (hereafter referred to 

without the classical prefix) retains many applications, as most manufactured parts (and many 

anatomical parts investigated in medical imagery) contain feature boundaries which can be 

described by regular curves. The main advantage of the Hough transform technique is that it is 

tolerant of gaps in feature boundary descriptions and is relatively unaffected by image noise. 

The Hough technique is particularly useful for computing a global description of a feature(s), 

given (possibly noisy) local measurements. The motivating idea behind the Hough technique for 

line detection is that each input measurement indicates its contribution to a globally consistent 

solution. 

As a simple example, consider the common problem of fitting a set of line segments to a set of 

discrete image points (e.g. pixel locations output from an edge detector).Here the lack 

of aprior knowledge about the number of desired line segments render this problem under-

constrained. 

We can analytically describe a line segment in a number of forms. However, a convenient 

equation for describing a set of lines uses parametric or normal notion: 

 

where  is the length of a normal from the origin to this line and  is the orientation of  with 

respect to the X-axis.  For any point  on this line,  and  are constant. 
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In an image analysis context, the coordinates of the point(s) of edge segments (i.e.  ) in 

the image are known and therefore serve as constants in the parametric line equation, while 

 and  are the unknown variables we seek. If we plot the possible  values defined by 

each , points in cartesian image space map to curves (i.e. sinusoids) in the polar Hough 

parameter space. This point-to-curve transformation is the Hough transformation for straight 

lines. When viewed in Hough parameter space, points which are collinear in the cartesian image 

space become readily apparent as they  yield curves which intersect at a common  point. 

The transform is implemented by quantizing the Hough parameter space into finite intervals 

or accumulator cells. As the algorithm runs, each  is transformed into a discretized 

 curve and the accumulator cells which lie along this curve are incremented. Resulting peaks in 

the accumulator array represent strong evidence that a corresponding straight line exists in the 

image. 

We can use this same procedure to detect other features with analytical descriptions. For 

instance, in the case of circles, the parametric equation is 

. 
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CHAPTER-3 

OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION (OCR) 

3.1  INTRODUCTION 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is the mechanical or electronic translation / reading of 

images of handwritten, typewritten or printed text (usually captured by a scanner) into machine-

editable text. OCR is a field of research in pattern recognition, artificial intelligence and machine 

vision. An OCR system enables you to take a book or a magazine article, feed it directly into an 

electronic computer file, and then edit the file using a word processor.  All OCR systems include 

an optical scanner for reading text, and sophisticated software for analyzing images. Most OCR 

systems use a combination of hardware (specialized circuit boards) and software to recognize 

characters, although some inexpensive systems do it entirely through software. Advanced roman 

OCR systems can read text in large variety of fonts, but they still have difficulty with 

handwritten text. 

Image processing is a method to perform some operations on an input image, in order to get 

an extract some useful information from it or to enhance the image. Image processing is a type of 

signal processing in which input is an image and output may be image or characteristics/features 

associated with that image. Nowadays, image processing is rapidly growing technology. It forms 

core research area within engineering and computer science disciplines too.  

Image processing basically includes the following three steps: 

• Importing the image;  

• Analyzing and manipulating the image;  

• Output in which result can be altered image or report that is based on image analysis. 

 As an important representation from human being’s language, visual texts are widely used in our 

daily life. The texts may also appear written on objects around us: a motto painted on a wall, 

arranging small stones on the sand, text on street signs. Environment text is a source of 

information in our daily life. Recent advances in digital technology allow to take photos from a 

large number of mobile devices. As a result, the number of photos taken by users is increasing 

day by day. At the same time, we often have no annotations for imagesexcept those made by the 
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device. Text in images provides information about semantics of the image. In this paper we 

discuss and use the MSER algorithm. The MSER algorithm is able to detect almost all characters 

from image even when the image is in low quality. The images contain important names, 

locations, date and time, brands of the products, street signs, which are helpful information to 

understand image. Finding best way to detect and extract different types of text from complex 

images is the first aim of the text recognition from images.  

3.1.1 DEFINITION OF TERMS OF TEXT RETRIVAL 

1) Document text: In document text the characters have clean background such as some 

scanning document pages.  

2) Text texture: The texture consists of the pixels belong with the media text  

3) Local background: The local background contains neighborhood area of the text texture. In 

local background there is lot of text embedded in the images. 

3.1.2 APPLICATIONS OF TEXT RECOGNIZATION 

Today, more and more information is stored in various kinds of digital forms including the 

images. Performing the analysis of the input document is an important application of text 

reorganization. The document contains vast information to manage that information we use text 

recognition. The text contained in image is powerful source of information. The text may appear 

on the objects around us: text on street signs and even text produced by arranging small stones 

on the sand, player’s numbers and names, scores, logos, maps 

In document text processing, the problem is how to extract the text from arbitrary background. 

The text in images may have various sizes and fonts. We simply magnify the images to match 

the size of standard patterns and process the document text. 

3.1.3 EXISTING  TEXT RECOGNIZING SYSTEM 

The automatic understanding of textual information in image has gained increasing attention 

over the past decade, giving rise to various new computer vision challenges. The text recognition 

from image is still a challenging task due to the large variety of text appearance in images. Text 
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in images can have different variations of the size, font style, distortion; it can have different 

contrast due to different lighting conditions. The problem of extracting the text from image 

involves the steps of (i) detection, (ii) localization, (iii) tracking, (iv) text extraction and 

enhancement, and (v) recognition using (OCR).  

Lluis Gomez and DmosthenisKaratzas defined Multi-script Text Extraction from Natural Scenes. 

In this paper, they argue that the text extraction problem could be posed as the detection of 

meaningful groups of regions. They present a method built around a perceptual organization 

framework that exploits collaboration of proximity and similarity laws to create text-group 

hypotheses. Fredrik Kristensen and W. James MacLean defined Real-Time Extraction of 

Maximally Stable Extremal Regions on an FPGA. In this paper MSER detector is used. In order 

to reach real time performance, both algorithmic and memory issue have been addressed. The 

union find algorithm which is heart of MSER detector. It is used to create linked regions that 

significantly decrease the time. V.Kalaiselvan and M.Prakash defined Text Extraction from 

Image Using MSER Approach. In this paper maximally stable extremal region algorithm extract 

the connected components in images. Then obtained extracted connected components are 

partitioned into clusters so that we can generate candidate regions using an AdaBoost classifier 

which determines the adjacency relationship and cluster those connected components by using 

their pair wise relations. 

3.1.4 PROPOSED OCR SYSTEM 

Text recognition is very useful for computer vision, document analysis and license plate reading. 

The texts may also appear written on objects around us: a motto painted on a wall, arranging 

small stones on the sand, text on street signs. Environment text is a source of information in our 

daily life. In this document we are using Maximally Stable Extremal Region (MSER) algorithm. 

The MSER algorithm is able to detect almost all characters from image even when the image is 

in low quality. This document will propose all features to recognize text from image 

Our approach consists of five steps which are shown in the figure 1. First MSER 

algorithm detects the Candidate Text Region within the image and plots the result. MSER detects 

almost all text regions from image but alongside it also detect some non-text regions which are 

filtered in next step. MSER uses two important properties to remove non-text regions from 
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image first is Geometric Properties and another is Stroke Width Variation Properties. After 

removing non-text regions, the individual characters are merged into word or text lines. After 

merging characters OCR function recognize the text within each bounding box. 

 3.2 HISTORY OF OPTICAL CHARACTERRECOGNITION (OCR)  

To understand the phenomena described in the above section, we have to look at the history of 

OCR, its development, recognition methods, computer technologies, and the differences between 

humans and machines. It is always fascinating to be able to find ways of enabling a computer to 

mimic human functions, like the ability to read, to write, to see things, and so on. OCR research 

and development can be traced back to the early 1950s, when scientists tried to capture the 

images of characters and texts, first by mechanical and optical means of rotating disks and 

photomultiplier, flying spot scanner with a cathode ray tube lens, followed by photocells and 

arrays of them. At first, the scanning operation was slow and one line of characters could be 

digitized at a time by moving the scanner or the paper medium. Subsequently, the inventions of 

drum and flatbed scanners arrived, which extended scanning to the full page. Then, advances in 

digital-integrated circuits brought photoarrays with higher density, faster transports for 

documents and higher speed in scanning and digital conversions. These important improvements 

greatly accelerated the speed of character recognition and reduced the cost, and opened up the 

possibilities of processing a great variety of forms and documents. Throughout the 1960s and 

1970s, new OCR applications sprang up in retail businesses, banks, hospitals, post offices; 

insurance, railroad, and aircraft companies; newspaper publishers, and many other industries .In 

parallel with these advances in hardware development, intensive research on character 

recognition was taking place in the research laboratories of both academic and industrial sectors. 

Although both recognition techniques and computers were not that powerful in the early days 

(1960s), OCR machines tended to make lots of errors when the print quality was poor, caused 

either by wide variations in type fonts and roughness of the surface of the paper or by the cotton 

ribbons of the typewriter. To make OCR work efficiently and economically, there was a big push 

from OCR manufacturers and suppliers toward the standardization of print fonts, paper, and ink 

qualities for OCR applications. New fonts such as OCRA and OCRB were designed in the 1970s 

by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the European Computer Manufacturers 

Association (ECMA), respectively. These special fonts were quickly adopted by the International 
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Standards Organization (ISO) to facilitate the recognition process. As a result, very high 

recognition rates became achievable at high speed and at reasonable costs. Such 

accomplishments also brought better printing qualities of data and paper for practical 

applications. Actually, they completely revolutionized the data input industry and eliminated the 

jobs of thousands of keypunch operators who were doing the really mundane work of keying 

data into the computer.     

3.3 COMMON STEPS OF OCR PROCESSING 

• The process of converting documents into electronic forms, which is usually referred to 

as digitization is undertaken in different steps.    

• The process of scanning a document and representing the scanned image for further 

processing is called the pre-processing or imaging phase.  

• The process of manipulating the scanned image of a document to produce a searchable 

text is called the OCR processing stage.  

3.3.1 THE IMAGING STAGE 

The imaging process involves scanning the document and storing it as an image. The most 

popular image format used for this purpose is called Tagged-Image File Format (TIFF).  

The resolution (number of dots per inch – dpi) determines the accuracy rate of the OCR process.   

The major steps of the OCR processing stage are shown below.  

3.3.2 DISTINGUISH BETWEEN TEXT AND IMAGES – SEGMENTATION 

In this step, the process of identifying the text and image blocks of the scanned image is 

undertaken. The boundaries of each image are analyzed in order to recognize the text.  

3.3.3 CHARACTER RECOGNITION – FEATURE EXTRATION 

This step involves recognizing a character using a method known as feature extraction. OCR 

tools store rules about the characters of a given script using a method known as the learning 
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process. A character is then identified by analyzing its shape and comparing its features against a 

set of rules stored on the OCR engine that distinguishes each character.   

3.3.4 RECOGNITION OF WORDS 

Following the character recognition process, word identification process is performed by 

comparing the string of characters against an existing dictionary of words. Additional processes 

such as spell-checking are performed under this step.  

3.3.5 CORRECTION OF UNRECOGNIZED CHARACTERS – ERROR 

CORRECTION 

In this step, the user is allowed to provide corrections to unrecognized characters.  

3.3.6 OUTPUT FORMATTING 

The final step involves storing the output in one of the industry standard formats such as RTF, 

PDF, WORD and plain UNICODE text.  

 3.4 PATTERN RECOGNITION 

 Pattern recognition (also known as classification or pattern classification) is a field within the 

area of artificial intelligence and can be defined as "the act of taking in raw data and taking an 

action based on the category of the data". It uses methods from statistics, machine learning and 

other areas.   Typical applications of pattern recognition are:  

➢ Automatic speech recognition. 

➢ Classification of text into several categories (e.g. spam/non-spam email messages).  

➢  The automatic recognition of handwritten postal codes on postal envelopes.  

➢  The automatic recognition of images of human faces etc.  

The last three examples form the subtopic image analysis of pattern recognition that deals with 

digital images as input to pattern recognition systems.  Some popular techniques for pattern 

recognition include:  

➢ Neural Networks  
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➢  Hidden Markov Models   

➢ Bayesian networks   

The application domains of pattern recognition include:  

➢ Computer Vision  

➢ Machine Vision 

➢ Medical Image Analysis  

➢ Optical Character Recognition  

➢ Credit Scoring   

3.5 APPLICATIONS OF THE PATTERN RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY 

  Pattern recognition has many practical applications. Some of them are outlined below.  

• Use as a telecommunication aid for deaf, in airline reservation, in postal department for 

postal address reading (both handwritten and printed postal codes/addresses) and for 

medical diagnosis. For use in customer billing as in telephone exchange billing system, 

order data logging, and automatic finger print identification, as an automatic inspection 

system.  

• In automated cartography, metallurgical industries, computer assisted forensic linguist 

system, electronic mail, information units and libraries and for facsimile.  

• For direct processing of documents as a multipurpose document reader for large scale 

data processing, as a micro-film reader data input system, for high speed data entry, for 

changing text/graphics into a computer readable form, as electronic page reader to handle 

large volume of mail.  
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF OCR MODEL 

 

Fig. 3.5.1: Block Diagram of OCR System 

 

Optical character recognition or optical character reader (OCR) is 

the electronic or mechanical conversion of images of typed, handwritten or printed text into 

machine-encoded text, whether from a scanned document, a photo of a document, a scene-photo 

(for example the text on signs and billboards in a landscape photo) or from subtitle text 

superimposed on an image (for example: from a television broadcast).The fig 3.5.1 shows the 

different steps involved in OCR system. 
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CHAPTER-4 

MACHINE LEARNING (ML) 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Machine Learning (ML) is still a very mysterious field for almost everybody, it sounds 

complicated and it’s rather difficult to explain to someone who has not any technical skills. 

However, it is very important nowadays and will continue to be in the next years. This project 

aims to give a more understandable view of what machine learning is and, as an introduction to 

this field, analyze and solve a problem using different techniques and algorithms to determine 

which is a better approach.The initial motivation to start this project was a Kaggle competition. 

Kaggle is a popular data science website that regularly publishes contests about data mining and 

machine learning. ML is a pretty multidisciplinary field and it mainly involves programming and 

mathematics (mostly working with probabilities and density functions). Also, as it is somewhat 

new and rather complicated, it requires good research skills. This document goes from the basic 

explanation of what ML is and what types are there, to the more complex Neural Networks 

algorithm, going through the analysis of the data provided and all the other algorithms that have 

been tested. Whenever it has been possible, graphics and flowcharts have been provided to 

clarify the explanations, along with some examples. Finally, to avoid it being dense, all the code 

and scripts are provided in the appendix section.  

Machine learning has become one of the mainstays of the information technology in the 

past two decades and thus, an important, but hidden, part of our life. The increasing amount of 

data that is being generated (and stored) daily by individuals and corporations, demands a smart 

analysis. It is here where machine learning comes to stage as a necessary ingredient for 

technological progress. 

As the word stands for, machine learning is the study of computer algorithms capable of learning 

to improve their performance of a task on the basis of their own previous experience. It focuses 

in achieving that programmable devices and “machines” learn automatically, by themselves. 

Basically, it is all about systems learning from data.The field is closely related to pattern 

recognition and statistical inference. It works with data and processes it to discover patterns that 

can be later used to analyze new data. It usually relies on specific representation of data, a set of 
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“features” that are understandable for a computer. For example, if text had to be represented, it 

should be through the words it contains or some other characteristics such as length of the text, 

number of emotional words, etc. This representation depends on the task than one is dealing with 

and is typically referred to as “feature extraction”. 

4.2 TYPES OF ML  

All Machine Learning tasks can be classified in several categories; the main ones are:  

4.2.1. Supervised learning  

Relies on a training set where some characteristics of the data are known, typically the labels or 

classes (the variables to predict). For example: A computer has to be teach to distinguish pictures 

of cats and dogs. Some pictures of cats and dogs might be tagged with “cat” or “dog”, 

respectively. Labeling is usually done by human annotators to ensure high quality of data. 

Having this true label of the pictures, they can be used to “supervise” the algorithm in learning 

the right way to classify images. Once it has learned how to classify them, it can be used on new 

data and predict labels (“cat” or “dog” in this case) on previously unseen images. The below 

figure 4.2(a) shows the supervised learning model flow. 

    

Fig. 4.2(a): Supervised Learning model  
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4.2.2. Unsupervised learning  

As it can be guessed from the name, in unsupervised ML the algorithm is deprived of the labels 

used in the previous one. It is just provided with a large (usually huge) amount of data and 

characteristics of each observation (i.e. a single piece of data). Its aim is usually finding patterns 

among this data. For example: Taking the last example, imagine that someone forgot to label the 

images of cats and dogs. However, they have to be split into two categories as well. 

Unsupervised ML might be used (in this case a clustering technique) to separate images in two 

groups based on some inherent features (characteristics) of the pictures. The figure 4.2(b) shows 

the Unsupervised learning model flow. 

    

Fig. 4.2(b) : Unsupervised Learning model   

4.2.3. Reinforcement learning  

The algorithm learns to react to an environment (or to some conditions) by giving positive 

rewards to “satisfactory” behaviors’, and negative or none to “unsatisfactory” ones, This can be 

easily illustrated by an example of learning to play chess. The input for the algorithm in this case 

is the information about whether a game played was won or lost. It does not have to have every 

move in the game labeled as successful or not, but only the result of the whole game. Therefore, 

the ML algorithm can play lots of games, and each time it gives bigger “weights” to those moves 

that resulted in a winning combination, and less to those leading to a lost game.  

It is also common to split the methods in:  
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4.2.4. Lazy learning  

It is a learning method in which generalization beyond the training data is delayed until a query 

is made to the system. They are called lazy because they wait as much as they can to create the 

model. They learn rapidly, but they classify slowly and require large space to store the entire 

training dataset. K-Nearest neighbouris an example.  

4.2.5. Eager learning  

As opposed to the previous one, the system tries to construct a general, input independent target 

function during the system training. The main advantage is that it requires much less space than a 

lazy learning system. Also, they deal much better with noise in the training data. However, the 

model creation might be slow. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) or Support Vector Machines 

(SVM) are an example.  

4.3 STATE OF THE ARTOF MACHINE LEARNING 

Internet browsers have facilitated the acquisition of large amounts of information. This 

technology’s development has greatly surpassed that of data analysis, making large chunks of 

data uncontrollable and unusable. This is one reason why so many people are enthusiastic about 

ML. In fields such as molecular biology and the Internet, if the concern is only about the ease of 

gene sorting and distributing information, there is no need of ML. However, when it comes to 

advanced problems such as gene functions, understanding information, and security, Machine 

Learning is inevitable.  

ML is not a new thing and it has been continuously growing through years. Despite this fact, its 

foundations have remained the same. They are, basically:  

Statistics: 

 ML’s aim is to estimate a model from observed data, so it must use statistical measures to 

evaluate the model’s performance and estimate it. It also needs statistics to filter noise in the 

data. Computer science algorithm design methodologies, for optimizing parameters and 

executions. Bearing this in mind, a few of the problems that Machine Learning can solve will be 
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explained, giving real world applications when possible. Of course, it does solve a wide variety 

of problems, but below are the most relevant.  

Classification:   

In this case, having an input dataset, the algorithm’s goal is to, for each new unclassified data 

sample, be capable of assigning it to a category after performing some type of operation on it.  

A real application is email spam detection, where each element is represented as a vector of 

features (e.g. the number of times a specific word is repeated) and different algorithms trained 

with other already classified emails are applied.  

Prediction:  

With an already done classification, if the events to predict are similar to the previous ones, it 

can be determined to which class the new event belongs to.  

A real application is market trend prediction for hedge funds. For example, using certain data 

from tweets written in a certain country.  

Pattern recognition:  

Its aim is to extract repetitive structures or common characteristics between the data samples and 

form certain patterns.  

Facial recognition is a clear example of this application. Though faces are not always the same, 

they all have a generic structure (i.e. eyes, eyebrows, mouth, ears…).  

Clustering:   

This is an unsupervised procedure and consists in figuring out the existence of groups among the 

data. Thereby, objects with the same characteristics would be grouped under a same cluster or 

group, represented by its center.  

Grouping a company’s customers into several clusters (by age for example) so that adverts could 

be personalized, would be a real application.  

Regression:  
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It is similar to classification, in this case though, the class or output variable is continuous. For 

example: trying to predict the housing prices under huge databases of the real-estate 

market.Although it is capable of solving many problems and is a very promising field, there are 

also some areas where ML still performs poorly nowadays and where most of the investigation is 

centered. These are:  

Transfer learning:   

It is the improvement of learning in a new task through the transfer of knowledge from a related 

task that has already been learned. 

For example: a vision system that can learn to detect objects invariant to things like lighting 

changes, rotation, etc. by learning useful features after observing somewhat unrelated/different 

objects from different points of view and in different lighting conditions.  

What is interesting about this is that, even after the system has learnt, it can still improve as it 

learns more invariant features from different but related objects.  

One-shot learning:  

Whereas most ML based object categorization algorithms require training on hundreds or 

thousands of images and very large datasets, one-shot learning aims to learn information about 

object categories from one, or only a few, training images.This can be achieved using 

architectures with augmented memory capacities, such as Neural Turing Machines, which offer 

the ability to quickly encode and retrieve new information and avoid having to inefficiently 

relearn their parameters (as gradient-based networks do).  

4.4 MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS USED IN AUTOMATIC 

NUMBER PLATE RECOGNITION 

Nowadays, concepts like Machine Learning or Artificial Intelligence (AI) are literally 

booming everywhere, and this is not for no reason, because this kind of technology is actually 

delivering incredible advances in the field of computational sciences. In effect, Machine 

Learning algorithms offer innumerable applications, among which Automatic Number Plate 

Recognition can be included. In the following lines, a brief description of this kind of technology 
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is provided.As its definition states, learning is the activity of obtaining knowledge by studying 

something. In the particular case of Machine Learning, this learning activity is carried out by a 

computer, thus enabling the construction of computer programs that automatically improve with 

experience. 

There are three niches for Machine Learning: 

• Data mining: This kind of systems aim at using huge quantities of data which humans for 

themselves cannot handle in order to improve decisions. This offers, for example, a very useful 

application in the medical field, since it allows for the creation of medical knowledge based on 

medical records.  

• Software applications: Unbelievable as it may seem, not everything in this world can be 

programmed by humans. However, with the aid of Machine Learning techniques, these horizons 

can be broadened. For instance, this kind of techniques are currently being successfully applied 

in fields like autonomous driving, speech recognition, image recognition or, as in the case of this 

project, Automatic NumberPlate Recognition (ANPR).  

• Self-customizing programs: Although most people might not realize, almost everybody has 

contact with this last niche everyday. In effect, it is this kind of technology the one that is behind 

the news feeds that people usually receive according to their personal interests when surfing the 

Internet. 

The way all this is achieved, that is, the way Machine Learning systems actually work is by 

means of using a series of labeled training examples based on which the algorithms are able to 

create general target functions that applied to a new, unseen dataset are able to correctly predict 

the expected result. These training labeled examples are called training dataset and the new, 

unseen dataset is called testing dataset. In particular, a sufficiently good and complete training 

dataset is crucial in this kind of applications, since a poor training always offers poor 

results.Apartfromthefundamentalsthathavejustbeenexplained,MachineLearningalgorithms are so 

many and so varied that they have very little in common. In effect, even one single Machine 

Learning algorithm can be designed in infinite ways. Hence, for selecting the most appropriate 

design, a good evaluation is key, which is usually carried out by means of several statistics. 
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For all the previously described niches, three different types of classifications exist, each of them 

regarding a different aspect of Machine Learning algorithms. 

According to the type of Machine Learning problem: 

• Classification problem: given a set of samples, each of them corresponding to a certain 

class or category of a known discrete, this kind of problems aim at assigning the correct 

class label to each of the samples. To make it clearer, a direct application of this could be 

identifying different types of animals by analyzing different pictures of them. 

• Regression problem: this second type tackles the problem of associating the appropriate 

numerical values or variables to the different input samples. Thanks to this, for instance, 

the distance to target based on shape features can be measured. 

• Association or clustering problem: the objective of association or clustering problems 

is to group a set of instances by attribute similarity. Thus, for example, they can be 

applied to image segmentation. 

According to the modus operation of the Machine Learning algorithm: 

• Supervised: This kind of Machine Learning algorithms are characterized by possessing 

knowledge of the output during the training phase, just like if they were learning with the 

presence of a teacher. In effect, the training data of Supervised Machine Learning 

algorithms is labelled with a class or certain value so that they are able to learn from them 

and thus they can later predict the corresponding class or label value when exposed to the 

testing set. 

• Unsupervised: Unlike the previous type, Unsupervised Machine Learning algorithms do 

not have any knowledge of the output during the training phase, in other words, their 

training data is un-labeled. In this case, the goal of the algorithms is to determine 

unknown data patterns or groupings by means of a self-guided learning, which they 

achieve thanks to the performance of an internal self-evaluation against some criteria. 

According to the kind of learning carried out by the algorithm: 
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• Eager Learning: This first way of learning is based on generalization, that is, learning 

from multiple examples and extracting a general hypothesis to approximate a target 

concept. 

• Lazy Learning: On the contrary, this other way of learning, also called Instance Based 

Learning, is characterized by the use of memorization. In effect,they do not extract any 

hypothesis from the learning examples, they just store them and then, they compare their 

similarity to the testing examples. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning some of the most important Machine Learning algorithms, which 

are: Support Vector Machines (SVM), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), K-Nearest neighbours 

(KNN), Decision Trees, Random Forests, Genetic Algorithms or Bayesian Classifiers. Inthe 

following sections, the first three of them are thoroughly explained, since they are the ones that 

are most commonly used in ANPR systems. 

4.5 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) constitute another Supervised Machine Learning technique. 

They get their name from real neural networks, that is, the collection of neurons and synapses 

present in the human brain, shown in Figure 4.5.1. Altogether they are a powerful, adaptive and 

noise resilient pattern recognition system, combining both memorisation and generalisation. For 

this reason, they may be used for a wide variety of problems, which include classification, 

regression and association or clustering. However, this section will mainly be focused on the 

classification problem, since it is the one applied to ANPR. 

     

Fig. 4.5.1: Representation of the biological neural network 
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Their development took place around the 1950s and it was carried out by the scientists Warren 

McCulloch, Walter Pitts or Frank Rosenblatt, who tried to create a computing system inspired in 

the human brain, which resulted in the origin of Artificial Neural Networks. To model artificial 

neurons, the basic nodes in the brain, they developed the concept of perceptron, and to model the 

connections between them, that is, the synapses, they made use of signals. 

A perceptron is a quite simple mathematical function that provides an output value from an input 

one through a series of computations. As it can be appreciated in the general scheme shown in 

Figure 4.5.2, each of the components of an n-dimensional input vector are weighted and summed 

adding a bias value and then, the result enters an activation function that provides the output of 

the perceptron, which is not a vector anymore but just a binary value, either ‘0’ or ‘1’. 

 

 

Fig. 4.5.2: General scheme of a perceptron 

The blue rectangles in Figure 4.4 highlight the parameters that define the behaviour of the 

perceptron, which are the weights and the bias, so setting appropriate values for both of them is 

essential. The weights are real numbers that express the importance of each input to the output. 

As for the bias, it can be described as a measure of the easiness with which the perceptron 

outputs a ‘1’. The bigger the bias, the easier it is to get a ‘1’ as output.Nevertheless, the 

component that actually provides the output of the perceptron is the activation function. This is a 

predefined function, such as the sigmoid function, the rectifier function or the sign function, in 

charge of providing a smooth transition as input values change, so that a small change in the 

input produces a small change in the output. 
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To sum up, the general behaviour of a perceptron in mathematical terms can be appreciated in 

following Equation  

Let f be, for example, the Sign Function: 

  

Althoughtheirrealpowercomesfromusingtheminconnectedcombination,perceptrons are able to 

recognise simple patterns by themselves. For example, they can individually represent simple 

functions, like AND, OR, NAND, or NOR, that is, any classification function where the inputs 

are linearly separable. However, they cannot represent nonlinear separable functions, such as 

XOR. In order to achieve this, layered networks of perceptrons must be used, which are known 

as Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP) and constitute a popular class of feedforward ANN. 

   

Fig. 4.5.3: General scheme of Multi-Layer Perceptrons 

As it can be observed in Figure 4.5.3, a Multi-Layer Perceptron is composed of N layers of M 

perceptrons, each of them fully connected in graph sense to the perceptrons of the next layer. In 

other words, every node of layer N takes outputs of all M nodes of layer N-1. This way, the input 

to the network becomes a numerical attribute vector describing classification examples and the 

output of the network consists in a vector representing the classification results. An example of 

this output vector for classes A, B and C would be: {1, 0, 0},{0, 1, 0},{0, 0, 1}. 
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Hence, when designing an MLP, two main aspects must be determined. These aspects are the 

number of layers in the network, which should be at least three, and the number of hidden nodes, 

which is usually determined through experimentation. Besides, as mentioned before, the weights 

of the perceptrons are a key factor for the correct performanceofthesystem. InthecaseofaMulti-

Layernetwork,theirvaluecanbesetiftheactivation function is differentiable. Apart from this, the 

activation function must also provide an output that is a non-linear combination of the inputs. A 

commonly used function that fulfills both conditions is the Sigmoid Function, which follows the 

expression shown in following Equation. 

      

By using this kind of function, an MLP can be trained to learn non-linear functions by means of 

‘backpropagation’, a method used for training Neural Networks by applying the gradient descent 

algortihm and which is the most suitable for classification problems. It is called like that because 

it makes modifications to reduce the error in the backwards direction, that is, from the output 

layer, through each hidden layer down to the first hidden layer. The main steps carried out by this 

method are the following ones: 

1. Initialisation of weights to small random values. 

2. Forward propagation of the inputs. 

3. Backward propagation of the error with the consequent update of the weights and biases. 

4. Terminating condition when the error is minimised or enough iterations have been performed. 

4.5.1 CLASSES OF ARTIFICIAL NURAL NETWORKS(ANN) 

Throughout the years, many different variants of Artificial Neural Networks have been 

developed. In summary, some of the most relevant classes of ANN are: 

• Feedforward Neural Networks: This constitutes the first developed and simplest class of 

ANN, which has been explained in this section. A subtype of this class that is currently booming 

in Computer Vision applications is ‘ConvolutionalNeural Networks’. 
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• Regulatory Feedback Neural Networks: This second class of ANN are characterised by the 

use of ‘Negative feedback’, which is called like that because it is not used to find optimal 

learning but to find the optimal activation of nodes.  

• Radial Basis Function Neural Networks: These are two-layer Artificial Neural Networks that 

employ a distance criterion with respect to a center and which are widely used nowadays. 

• Recurrent Neural Networks: This other class of ANN works on the principle of saving the 

output of a layer and feeding this back to the input to help in predicting the outcome of the layer.  

• Modular Neural Networks: These neural networks have a collection of different networks 

working independently and contributing towards the output.  

• DynamicNeuralNetworks: This last class has proved that ANN do not have to be fixed, since 

the evolution of their topology during training has delivered numerous advances. 

4.5.2 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL 

NETWORKS 

Many scientists state that Artificial Neural Networks possess the ability to outperform nearly 

every other Machine Learning technique. In effect, they constitute very robust and efficient 

algorithms, which excel to learn and model non-linear and complex patterns. Moreover, they do 

not impose restrictions of any kind on the input variables like, for example, the distribution of 

these. And on top of that, their parallel processing nature prevents small errors in located 

elements of the network from damaging the general performance of the network.Nevertheless, 

this Machine Learning technique also presents some weak points. Thebest-known disadvantage 

is their ‘black box’ nature, which means that it is really hard to understand how and why neural 

networks come up with a certain output. Apart from this, both the duration of development and 

the amount of data needed in a neural network are extremely excessive compared to the ones of 

simpler methods that provide a similar performance. And finally, as it can be expected derived 

from the previous drawbacks, they are computationally expensive. 
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Problems suited to Artificial Neural Networks 

The most appropriate problems to be solved using Neural Networks are the ones that fulfill the 

following conditions: 

• They have high dimensional discrete or real-valued inputs, such as signal samples or image 

pixels.  

• The outputs are discrete or real valued vectors of one or more values.  

• The input data might be noisy. 

• The shape of the target function is unknown. 

Some of the applications that fulfill these conditions are: character recognition, image 

classification, speech recognition, natural language processing or even forecasting. 
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CHAPTER-5 

LICENSE PLATE DETECTION 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Automatic license plate recognition system plays important role in real life applications 

such as automatic toll collections, traffic law enforcement, parking lot access control, and road 

traffic monitoring. VLPR system recognizes a vehicle’s plate number from an image by digital 

camera. It is fulfilled by the combination of a lot of techniques such as image acquisition i.e. 

capturing the image of real image of plate localizing the license plate character segmentation i.e. 

locating and identify individual character on the plate, optical character recognition. The 

recognition problem is generally sub-divided into four parts are Image acquisition i.e. capturing 

the image of the license plate, Pre-processing the image i.e. localizing the license plate, 

Character segmentation i.e. locating and identifying the individual symbol image on the plate, 

Optical character recognition. A guiding parameter in this regard is country-specific traffic 

norms and structure. This helps to fine tune the system i.e. number of characters in the license 

plate, text luminance level (relative index i.e. dark text on light background or light text on dark 

background) etc. 

For example, in India the norm is printing the license plate number in black colour on 

white background for private vehicles and on a yellow background for commercial vehicles. 

Number plate is a pattern with very high variations of contrast. If the number plates is very 

similar to the background it’s difficult to identify the location, Brightness and contrast is changes 

to it. The morphological operation reused to extract the contrast Feature within in the plate.  

The work is divided into several parts:  

1. Input image  

2. Input Gray scale/binirazation 

3. Reduce the noise using median filtering Method 

4. Plate localization   
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5. Character segmentation  

6. Character recognition 

5.2  BLOCK  DIAGRAM AND DESCRIPTION: 

The goal of this section is to elaborate on the methods of finding the vehicles plates 

location in captured images. Generally a monochrome camera with a synchronous IR projector 

and a color camera are employed in a multi-purpose industrial ANPR system..The block diagram 

of our proposed ANPR system is shown in Fig. 5.2.1.  

 

 

Fig. 5.2.1:  Block Diagram of IoT Based Automatic Vehicle License Plate Recognition 

System 

➢ Input image:  Input image is captured by digital camera. 

➢ Input Gray scale/ binirazation:  Input image has to be converted to 8-bit gray scale 

value is calculated. And after that Gray scale is converted into binary image by 

thresholding method.   

➢ Noise reduction:  We have used median filtering technique to reduce the noise. We 

have used 3 x 3 masks to get eight neighbors of a pixel and their corresponding gray 

value.  
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➢ Plate Localization: The basic step in recognition of vehicle number plate is to detect the 

plate size. In general number plates are rectangular in shape. Hence we have to detect the 

edges of the rectangular plate. Open CV toolbox function provides a function called 

region props. It measures a set of properties for each labeled region in the matrix. We 

used bounding box to measure the properties of the image region. 

➢  Character Segmentation: We get individual character and number image by using, 

vertical and horizontal scanning method. 

➢  Character Recognition: Template matching method is used for Character recognition 

and the resulting data is then used to compare with the records on a database, so as to 

come up with the specific information. 

5.3 FINDING LICENSE PLATE REGIONS 

This system has been tested extensively over one year of operation period in different 

streets and highways of Tehran, the capital city of Iran. Our efforts and eagerness to have the 

data sets of other researchers, mentioned in our tests and references, have been unsuccessful, as 

of now. Thus, to perform valid and fair comparisons, we have collected huge and highly 

inclusive data sets ourselves. As a matter of fact, we can claim that our test-bed (based on our 

data sets) is the most difficult and comprehensive one presented so far. In this paper, two 

different data sets are prepared and used for training, tests and evaluation purposes.  They are 

named “Crossroad Data set” and “Highway Data set.” The Crossroad Data set was collected 

from several crossroads to identify the vehicles that pass over the pedestrian line. It consists of 

more than 10 000 images captured by traffic cameras. For 8000 images of this data set, one to 

seven vehicles are present in each image. In 2000 images, no vehicle is present, that is, the scene 

shows an empty street. These 2000 images were used to measure the false alarm rate for the plate 

detection process.  The Highway Data set was collected from highways and streets for vehicle 

counting applications. Plate based car counting systems can capture valuable information about 

traffic congestions, type of vehicles in different lanes and so on. The Highway Data set consists 

of more than five million frames which include more than two hundred thousand different 

vehicles.  

The images of Highway Data set have been captured at different hours of the day and 

different days of the year, so that the changes in shadows, illuminations, reflections,and weather 
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conditions affect the images considerably. It is worth mentioning that three different background 

colors exist in Iranian plates: red, yellow and white. The characters color, like those of many 

other countries, is eitherblack or white. In most industrial projects, due to the resolution of the 

traffic cameras, vehicles are not visible in regions where the vehicles distance to camera is 

substantial. Also, there are regions, such as pavement or sidewalk, where no vehicles exist. 

Therefore, an ROI (Region of Interest) is chosen to exclude the irrelevant regions. An ROI in our 

system can be a polygon, in its most general form. Polygon ROI selection is very useful for 

industrial ANPR systems since it helps to eliminate the regions where no plate exists and hence 

reduces the overall processing time. From now on, for evaluating the proposed algorithms, only 

the ROI is shown. Both Crossroad and Highway data sets are composed of clean, medium, and 

dirty plates. For quantitative evaluations and comparisons, we have come up with a clear 

definition of these plate conditions:  

In clean plates all the characters are legible, medium quality plates are those which 

include one or two illegible characters, and dirty plates are those with less than four legible 

characters. The detection process is initiated by a gray scale image, as depicted . The main 

reason is that color cannot be used processing time, but also makes the algorithm more robust to 

color changes caused by different lighting condition throughout the day. Hence, Our detection 

algorithm is directly applicable to both color and monochrome cameras.  

In the next step, an algorithm to detect moving objects in two consecutive video frames is 

applied. There are a variety of methods to calculate the dynamic parts of images based on the 

comparison with previous video frames. Algorithms based on optical flow and background 

subtraction are just to name a few reported detection methods. Background subtraction methods 

need a background model to detect the foreground objects. These methods are computationally 

expensive and memory consuming for images of large sizes. Besides, they do not provide any 

sense about the speed of the moving objects and suffer from the noise components. On the other 

hand, optical flow based algorithms such as variational methods are great for calculating speed 

vectors and removing the noise components. In this paper, the Lucas and Kanade method  is 

utilized for extracting speed vectors: First, key-points are extracted using Shi-Tomasi  method 

and then these key-points are tracked in each frame to calculate the speed vectors. These vectors 

are connected to each other using simple morphological operations such as dilation and closing. 
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This step helps to find the regions that contain the vehicles and reduces the total computational 

requirements. 

5.4 LICENSE  PLATE  LOCALIZATION IN DAYTIME 

After extracting the regions that are most likely to include plates, as explained in previous 

section, a more accurate vehicles plates localization is performed based on the concept of 

Random Sampling Consensus (RANSAC). RANSAC is an iterative algorithm used to fit a robust 

mathematical model to a set of observed data . This method ignores the outliers and finds the 

best model to the rest of the given data. The main application of RANSAC in machine vision 

field is in stereo vision, and specifically in finding the Fundamental Matrix. In this paper, a 

revised version of RANSAC algorithm is designed and exploited in license plate localization 

process. Our procedure to locate the plate candidates is performed in four steps.  

Steps:  

1. A sliding window is moved all over the binarized image. Fig 5.4.1 is a sample input image to 

this step. The size of the sliding window in any region is chosen to be two times larger than the 

vehicle plate size in that region. We use  to calculate the window size at this step.  

2. Connected Component Algorithm is applied to the window of step 1.  

3. The components with heights and widths of a plate character are chosen and the rest of them 

are discarded.  

4. RANSAC is utilized to determine the best line that represents the given data. This line should 

have two main properties: first, it should cross more than k character candidates with specific 

space between them, and next, it should have a reasonable slope. The limiting slope should be set 

based on the camera view. In this paper, the limiting numbers for crossing characters in Iranian 

plates and slope are found experimentally as 5 components and 20 degrees respectively.  

License Plate Localization in Night time At night and other low light conditions, vehicles 

plates are not visible by traffic cameras. In countries like Iran where the vehicles plates are 

coated by infrared sensitive materials, IR projectors are utilized to make the plates visible 

without distracting the drivers. The plates, when exposed to IR rays, look shiny, clear and 

illuminated in images captured by monochrome IR cameras. Plate detection is generally much 

easier and faster using IR cameras. In an IR image, plates are the only high contrast regions 

compared to the rest of the image. In low light conditions, a large proportion of the image area is 
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covered with low gray level regions. As such, the number of false positive errors in plate 

detection is reduced considerably. After detectingthe high contrast areas, the plate detection 

process is continued by the RANSAC algorithm. The remaining procedures are the same as the 

counterparts in the daytime version of the algorithm, which are explained in the previous 

subsection. To sum up, we can say that the main difference between night time and daytime 

algorithms is in the plate detection part. The next steps are completely the same.  

 

    

    Fig. 5.4.1: Gray Scale Image 

 

 

 

    

    Fig. 5.4.2 Binirized Image 
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     Fig. 5.4.3: Recognised Number 

    

Fig. 5.4.4: FinalRecognised Number 

 

5.5 OPENCV 

Advantages of  OpenCV over MATLAB   

• Speed: Matlab is built on Java, and Java is built upon C. So when you run a Matlab 

program, your computer is busy trying to interpret all that Matlab code. Then it turns it 

into Java, and then finally executes the code. OpenCV, on the other hand,  is basically a 

library of functions written in C/C++.  You are closer to directly provide machine 

language code to the computer to get executed. So ultimately you get more image 

processing done for your computers processing cycles, and not more interpreting. As a 

result of this, programs written in OpenCV run much faster than similar programs written 

in Matlab. So, conclusion OpenCV is damn fast when it comes to speed of execution. For 

example, we might write a small program to detect peoples smiles in a sequence of video 

frames. In Matlab, we would typically get 3-4 frames analyzed per second. In OpenCV, 

we would get at least 30 frames per second, resulting in real-time detection.  

• Resources needed: Due to the high level nature of Matlab, it uses a lot of your systems 

resources. And I mean  Matlab code requires over a gig of RAM to run through video. In 

comparison, typical OpenCV programs only require ~70mb of RAM to run in real-time.  
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• Cost: List price for the base (no toolboxes) MATLAB (commercial, single user License) 

is around USD 2150.  OpenCV (BSD license) is free Portability. MATLAB and OpenCV 

run equally well on Windows, Linux and MacOS. However, when it comes to OpenCV, 

any device that can run C, can, in all probability, run OpenCV.  

• Specific: OpenCV was made for image processing. Each function and data structure was 

designed with the Image Processing coder in mind. Matlab, on the other hand, is 

quitegeneric. You get almost anything in the world in the form of toolboxes. All the way 

from financial toolboxes to highly specialized DNA toolboxes. 
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CHAPTER-6 

PYTHON MACHINE LEARNING 

 

6.1  PYTHON 

Python is a general-purpose high level programming language that is being increasingly 

used in data science and in designing machine learning algorithms. Python is a popular platform 

used for research and development of production systems. It is a vast language with number of 

modules, packages and libraries that provides multiple ways of achieving a task. Python and its 

libraries like NumPy, SciPy, Scikit-Learn, Matplotlib are used in data science and data analysis. 

They are also extensively used for creating scalable machine learning algorithms. Python 

implements popular machine learning techniques such as Classification, Regression, 

Recommendation, and Clustering. Python offers ready-made framework for performing data 

mining tasks on large volumes of data effectively in lesser time. It includes several 

implementations achieved through algorithms such as linear regression, logistic regression, 

Naïve Bayes, k-means, K nearest neighbor, and Random Forest.Python has libraries that enables 

developers to use optimized algorithms. It implements popular machine learning techniques such 

as recommendation, classification, and clustering.  

 

6.2 MACHINE LEARNING 

 Data science, machine learning and artificial intelligence are some of the top trending topics in 

the tech world today. Data mining and Bayesian analysis are trending and this is adding the 

demand for machine learning. 

Machine learning is a discipline that deals with programming the systems so as to make them 

automatically learn and improve with experience. Here, learning implies recognizing and 

understanding the input data and taking informed decisions based on the supplied data. It is very 

difficult to consider all the decisions based on all possible inputs. To solve this problem, 

algorithms are developed that build knowledge from a specific data and past experience by 

applying the principles of statistical science, probability, logic, mathematical optimization, 

reinforcement learning, and control theory.  
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Applications of Machine Learning Algorithms  

The developed machine learning algorithms are used in various applications such as: 

• Vision processing  

• Language processing  

• Forecasting things like stock market trends, weather 

• Pattern recognition  

• Games  

• Data mining  

• Expert systems 

• Robotics 

Steps Involved in Machine Learning 

 A machine learning project involves the following steps: 

• Defining a Problem 

• Preparing Data 

• Evaluating Algorithms  

• Improving Results 

• Presenting Results  

6.3 LIBRARIESAND PACKAGES 

To understand machine learning, We need to have basic knowledge of Python programming. In 

addition, there are a number of libraries and packages generally used in performing various 

machine learning tasks as listed below:  
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numpy - is used for its N-dimensional array objects  

pandas – is a data analysis library that includes dataframes 

matplotlib – is 2D plotting library for creating graphs and plots  

scikit-learn - the algorithms used for data analysis and data mining tasks  

Installation   

We can install software for machine learning in any of the two methods as discussed here:  

Method 1  

Download and install Python separately from python.org on various operating systems as 

explained below:   

To install Python after downloading, double click the .exe (for Windows) or .pkg (for Mac) file 

and follow the instructions on the screen.   

For Linux OS, check if Python is already installed by using the following command at the 

prompt:  

$ python --version. ...  

If Python 2.7 or later is not installed, install Python with the distribution's package manager. 

Note that the command and package name varies.  

On Debian derivatives such as Ubuntu, We can use apt:  

$ sudo apt-get install python3  

Now, open the command prompt and run the following command to verify that Python is 

installed correctly:  

$ python3 --version  

Python 3.6.2  
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Similarly, we can download and install necessary libraries like numpy, matplotlib etc. 

individually using installers like pip. For this purpose, We can use the commands shown here:  

$pip install numpy 

$pip install matplotlib 

$pip install pandas  

$pip install seaborn 

Method 2  

Alternatively, to install Python and other scientific computing and machine learning packages 

simultaneously, we should install Anaconda distribution. It is a Python implementation for 

Linux, Windows and OSX, and comprises various machine learning packages like numpy, scikit-

learn, and matplotlib. It also includes Jupyter Notebook, an interactive Python environment. We 

can install Python 2.7 or any 3.x version as per our requirement.  

To download the free Anaconda Python distribution from Continuum Analytics, We can do the 

following:  

Visit the official site of Continuum Analytics and its download page.  Note that the installation 

process may take 15-20 minutes as the installer contains Python, associated packages, a code 

editor, and some other files. Depending on Wer operating system, choose the installation process 

as explained here:  

For Windows: Select the Anaconda for Windows section and look in the column with Python 2.7 

or 3.x. We can find that there are two versions of the installer, one for 32-bit Windows, and one 

for 64-bit Windows. Choose the relevant one.  

For Mac OS: Scroll to the Anaconda for OS X section. Look in the column with Python  

2.7 or 3.x. Note that here there is only one version of the installer: the 64-bit version.   

For Linux OS: We select the "Anaconda for Linux" section. Look in the column with Python 2.7 

or 3.x.   
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Note that We have to ensure that Anaconda’s Python distribution installs into a single directory, 

and does not affect other Python installations, if any, on Wersystem.To work with graphs and 

plots, we will need these Python library packages: matplotlib and seaborn.   

If We are using Anaconda Python, Wer system already has numpy, matplotlib, pandas, seaborn, 

etc. installed. We start the Anaconda Navigator to access either Jupyter Note book or Spyder 

IDE of python.   

After opening either of them, type the following commands:  

import numpy 

 import matplotlib 

Now, we need to check if installation is successful. For this, go to the command line and type in 

the following command:  

$ python  

Python 3.6.3 |Anaconda custom (32-bit)| (default, Oct 13 2017, 14:21:34)  [GCC 7.2.0] on linux 

Next, We can import the required libraries and print their versions as shown:  

>>>import numpy 

>>>print numpy.__version__  

1.14.2  

>>> import matplotlib 

>>> print (matplotlib.__version__)  

2.1.2  

>> import pandas  

>>> print (pandas.__version__)  

0.22.0  
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>>> import seaborn 

>>> print (seaborn.__version__) 0.8.1  

6.4 PYTHON MACHINE LEARNING 

Machine Learning (ML) is an automated learning with little or no human intervention. It 

involves programming computers so that they learn from the available inputs. The main purpose 

of machine learning is to explore and construct algorithms that can learn from the previous data 

and make predictions on new input data.   

The input to a learning algorithm is training data, representing experience, and the output is any 

expertise, which usually takes the form of another algorithm that can perform a task. The input 

data to a machine learning system can be numerical, textual, audio, visual, or multimedia. The 

corresponding output data of the system can be a floating-point number, for instance, the velocity 

of a rocket, an integer representing a category or a class, for example, a pigeon or a sunflower 

from image recognition.  

In this chapter, we will learn about the training data our programs will access and how learning 

process is automated and how the success and performance of such machine learning algorithms 

is evaluated.   

Concepts of Learning  

Learning is the process of converting experience into expertise or knowledge.   

Learning can be broadly classified into three categories, as mentioned below, based on the nature 

of the learning data and interaction between the learner and the environment.  

Supervised Learning   

Unsupervised Learning   

Semi-supervised learning   

Similarly, there are four categories of machine learning algorithms as shown below:   

Supervised learning algorithm  
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Unsupervised learning algorithm  

Semi-supervised learning algorithm  

Reinforcement learning algorithm   

However, the most commonly used ones are supervised and unsupervised learning.  

Supervised Learning  

Supervised learning is commonly used in real world applications, such as face and speech 

recognition, products or movie recommendations, and sales forecasting. Supervised learning can 

be further classified into two types: Regression and Classification.  

Regression trains on and predicts a continuous-valued response, for example predicting real 

estate prices.  

Classification attempts to find the appropriate class label, such as analyzing positive/negative 

sentiment, male and female persons, benign and malignant tumors, secure and unsecure loans 

etc.  

In supervised learning, learning data comes with description, labels, targets or desired outputs 

and the objective is to find a general rule that maps inputs to outputs. This kind of learning data 

is called labeled data. The learned rule is then used to label new data with unknown outputs.   

Supervised learning involves building a machine learning model that is based on labeled 

samples. For example, if we build a system to estimate the price of a plot of land or a house 

based on various features, such as size, location, and so on, we first need to create a database and 

label it. We need to teach the algorithm what features correspond to what prices. Based on this 

data, the algorithm will learn how to calculate the price of real estate using the values of the 

input features.  

Supervised learning deals with learning a function from available training data. Here, a learning 

algorithm analyzes the training data and produces a derived function that can be used for 

mapping new examples. There are many supervised learning algorithms such as Logistic 

Regression, Neural networks, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and Naive Bayes classifiers.   
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Common examples of supervised learning include classifying e-mails into spam and notspam 

categories, labeling webpages based on their content, and voice recognition.  

Unsupervised Learning  

Unsupervised learning is used to detect anomalies, outliers, such as fraud or defective equipment, 

or to group customers with similar behaviors for a sales campaign. It is the opposite of 

supervised learning. There is no labeled data here.  

When learning data contains only some indications without any description or labels, it is up to 

the coder or to the algorithm to find the structure of the underlying data, to discover hidden 

patterns, or to determine how to describe the data. This kind of learning data is called unlabeled 

data.   

Suppose that we have a number of data points, and we want to classify them into several groups. 

We may not exactly know what the criteria of classification would be. So, an unsupervised 

learning algorithm tries to classify the given dataset into a certain number of groups in an 

optimum way.   

Unsupervised learning algorithms are extremely powerful tools for analyzing data and for 

identifying patterns and trends. They are most commonly used for clustering similar input into 

logical groups. Unsupervised learning algorithms include Kmeans, Random Forests,  

Hierarchical clustering and so on.  

Semi-supervised Learning  

If some learning samples are labeled, but some other are not labeled, then it is semi-supervised 

learning. It makes use of a large amount of unlabeled data for training and a small amount of 

labeled data for testing. Semi-supervised learning is applied in cases where it is expensive to 

acquire a fully labeled dataset while more practical to label a small subset. For example, it often 

requires skilled experts to label certain remote sensing images, and lots of field experiments to 

locate oil at a particular location, while acquiring unlabeled data is relatively easy.  
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Reinforcement Learning  

Here learning data gives feedback so that the system adjusts to dynamic conditions in order to 

achieve a certain objective. The system evaluates its performance based on the feedback 

responses and reacts accordingly. The bestknown instances include self-driving cars and chess 

master algorithm AlphaGo.   

Purpose of Machine Learning  

Machine learning can be seen as a branch of AI or Artificial Intelligence, since, the ability to 

change experience into expertise or to detect patterns in complex data is a mark of human or 

animal intelligence.  

As a field of science, machine learning shares common concepts with other disciplines such as 

statistics, information theory, game theory, and optimization.   

As a subfield of information technology, its objective is to program machines so that they will 

learn.   

However, it is to be seen that, the purpose of machine learning is not building an automated 

duplication of intelligent behavior, but using the power of computers to complement and 

supplement human intelligence. For example, machine learning programs can scan and process 

huge databases detecting patterns that are beyond the scope of human perception.  

Data Preprocessing 

In the real world, we usually come across lots of raw data which is not fit to be readily processed 

by machine learning algorithms. We need to preprocess the raw data before it is fed into various 

machine learning algorithms. This chapter discusses various techniques for preprocessing data in 

Python machine learning.  

In this section, let us understand how we preprocess data in Python.   

Initially, open a file with a .py extension, for example prefoo.py file, in a text editor like notepad.   

Then, add the following piece of code to this file:  
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import numpy as np  

from sklearn import preprocessing 

#We imported a couple of packages. Let's create some sample data and add the line to this file:  

input_data = np.array([[3, -1.5, 3, -6.4], [0, 3, -1.3, 4.1], [1, 2.3, -2.9, -4.3]])  

We are now ready to operate on this data.  

Preprocessing Techniques  

Data can be preprocessed using several techniques as discussed here:  

Mean removal : 

It involves removing the mean from each feature so that it is centered on zero. Mean removal 

helps in removing any bias from the features.   

We can use the following code for mean removal:  

data_standardized = preprocessing.scale(input_data) print "\nMean =", 

data_standardized.mean(axis=0) print "Std deviation =", data_standardized.std(axis=0)  

Now run the following command on the terminal:  

$ python prefoo.py  

We can observe the following output:  

Mean = [ 5.55111512e-17  -3.70074342e-17   0.00000000e+00  -1.85037171e-17]  

Std deviation = [1.  1.  1.  1.]  

Observe that in the output, mean is almost 0 and the standard deviation is 1.  

Scaling : 

The values of every feature in a data point can vary between random values. So, it is important to 

scale them so that this matches specified rules.   
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We can use the following code for scaling:  

data_scaler = preprocessing.MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 1)) 

data_scaled = data_scaler.fit_transform(input_data) print "\nMin max scaled data =", data_scaled 

Now run the code and We can observe the following output:   

Min max scaled data = [[ 1.          0.          1.          0.        ] 

 [ 0.          1.          0.27118644  1.        ]  

 [ 0.33333333  0.84444444  0.          0.2       ]]  

Note that all the values have been scaled between the given range.  

Normalization : 

Normalization involves adjusting the values in the feature vector so as to measure them on a 

common scale. Here, the values of a feature vector are adjusted so that they sum up to 1. We add 

the following lines to the prefoo.py file:  

We can use the following code for normalization:  

data_normalized = preprocessing.normalize(input_data, norm='l1') print "\nL1 normalized data 

=", data_normalized 

Now run the code and We can observe the following output:   

L1 normalized data = [[ 0.21582734 -0.10791367  0.21582734 -0.46043165]  

 [ 0.  0.35714286 -0.1547619   0.48809524]  

 [ 0.0952381   0.21904762 -0.27619048 -0.40952381]]  

 Normalization is used to ensure that data points do not get boosted due to the nature of their  

features.  
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Binarization : 

Binarization is used to convert a numerical feature vector into a Boolean vector. We can use the 

following code for binarization:  

data_binarized=preprocessing.Binarizer(threshold=1.4).transform(input_data) 

print "\nBinarized data =", data_binarized 

Now run the code and We can observe the following output:   

Binarized data = [[ 1.  0.  1.  0.]  

 [ 0.  1.  0.  1.]  

 [ 0.  1.  0.  0.]]   

This technique is helpful when we have prior knowledge of the data.  

6.5  IMPLEMENTATION  

• Taking in the image/video (series of images) from surrounding: 

at the hardware end, we need a pc (or raspberry pi) along with a camera and at the software 

end, we need a library to capture and process the data (image). I’ve used OpenCV (4.1.0) 

and Python (3.6.7) for this project. 

• Looking for a license plate in the image: 

To detect an object(license plate) from an image we need another tool that can recognize an 

Indian license plate so for that I’ve used Haar cascade, pre-trained on Indian license plates 

(will be updating soon to YOLO v3). 

• Analyzing and performing some image processing on the License plate: 

Using OpenCV’s grayscale, threshold, erode, dilate, contour detection and by some 

parameter tuning, we may easily be able to generate enough information about the plate to 

decide if the data is useful enough to be passed on to further processes or not (sometime if 

the image is very distorted or not proper, we may only get suppose 8 out of 10 characters, 

then there’s no point passing the data down the pipeline but to ignore it and look at the next 
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frame for the plate), also before passing the image to the next process we need to make sure 

that it is noise-free and processed. 

• Segmenting the alphanumeric characters from the license plate: 

if everything in the above steps works fine, we should be ready to extract the characters from 

the plate, this can be done by thresholding, eroding, dilating and blurring the image skillfully 

such that at the end the image we have is almost noise-free and easy for further functions to 

work on. We now again use contour detection and some parameter tuning to extract the 

characters. 

• Considering the characters one by one, recognizing the characters, concatenating the results 

and giving out the plate number as a string:Now comes the fun part! Since we have all the 

characters, we need to pass the characters one by one into our trained model, and it should 

recognize the  

6.6  PREREQUISITIES: 

• OpenCV: OpenCV is a library of programming functions mainly aimed at real-time 

computer vision plus its open-source, fun to work with and my personal favorite. I have used 

version 4.1.0 for this project. 

• Python: aka swiss army knife of coding. I have used version 3.6.7 here. 

• IDE: I’ll be using Jupyter here. 

• Haar cascade: It is a machine learning object detection algorithm used to identify objects in 

an image or video and based on the concept of  features proposed by Paul Viola and Michael 

Jones in their paper “Rapid Object Detection using a Boosted Cascade of Simple Features” 

in 2001. 

• Keras: Easy to use and widely supported, Keras makes deep learning about as simple as 

deep learning can be. 
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• Scikit-Learn: It is a free software machine learning library for the Python programming 

language. 

Step 1: Creating a workspace. 

We recommend making a conda environment because it makes project management much easier. 

Please follow the instructions in for installing miniconda. Once installed open cmd/terminal and 

create an environment using- 

>conda create -n 'name_of_the_environment' python=3.6.7 

Now let’s activate the environment: 

>conda activate 'name_of_the_environment' 

This should set us inside our virtual environment. Time to install some libraries- 

# installing OpenCV 

>pip install opencv-python==4.1.0# Installing Keras 

>pip install keras# Installing Jupyter 

>pip install jupyter#Installing Scikit-Learn 

>pip install scikit-learn 

Step 2: Setting up the environment 

We’ll start with running jupyter notebook and then importing necessary libraries in our case 

OpenCV, Keras and sklearn. 

# in your conda environment run 

>jupyter notebook 

This should open Jupyter notebook in the default web browser. 

Once open, let’s import the libraries 

#importing openCV 

>import cv2#importing numpy 

>import numpy as np#importing pandas to read the CSV file containing our data 

>import pandas as pd#importingkeras and sub-libraries 

>from keras.models import Sequential 

>from keras.layers import Dense 

>from keras.layers import Dropout 

>from keras.layers import Flatten, MaxPool2D 
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>from keras.layers.convolutional import Conv2D 

>from keras.layers.convolutional import MaxPooling2D 

>from keras import backend as K 

>from keras.utils import np_utils 

>from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 

Step 3 :Number plate detection 

Let’s start simple by importing a sample image of a car with a license plate and define some 

functions:The above function works by taking image as input, then applying ‘haar cascade’ that is 

pre-trained to detect Indian license plates, here the parameter scaleFactor stands for a value by 

which input image can be scaled for better detection of license plate. minNeighbors is just a 

parameter to reduce false positives, if this value is low, the algorithm may be more prone to 

giving a misrecognized outputs. 

Step 4:Performing some image processing on the License plate 

Now let’s process this image further to make the character extraction process easy. We’ll start by 

defining some more functions for that.The above function takes in the image as input and 

performs the following operation on it- 

• resizes it to a dimension such that all characters seem distinct and clear 

• convert the colored image to a grey scaled image i.e instead of 3 channels (BGR), the image 

only has a single 8-bit channel with values ranging from 0–255 where 0 corresponds to black 

and 255 corresponds to white. We do this to prepare the image for the next process. 

• now the threshold function converts the grey scaled image to a binary image i.e each pixel 

will now have a value of 0 or 1 where 0 corresponds to black and 1 corresponds to white. It 

is done by applying a threshold that has a value between 0 and 255, here the value is 200 

which means in the grayscaled image for pixels having a value above 200, in the new binary 

image that pixel will be given a value of 1. And for pixels having value below 200, in the 

new binary image that pixel will be given a value of 0. 

• The image is now in binary form and ready for the next process Eroding. 

Eroding is a simple process used for removing unwanted pixels from the object’s boundary 

meaning pixels that should have a value of 0 but are having a value of 1. It works by 

considering each pixel in the image one by one and then considering the pixel’s neighbor 
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(the number of neighbors depends on the kernel size), the pixel is given a value 1 only if all 

its neighboring pixels are 1, otherwise it is given a value of 0. 

• The image is now clean and free of boundary noise, we will now dilate the image to fill up 

the absent pixels meaning pixels that should have a value of 1 but are having value 0. The 

function works similar to eroding but with a little catch, it works by considering each pixel 

in the image one by one and then considering the pixel’s neighbor (the number of neighbors 

depends on the kernel size), the pixel is given a value 1 if at least one of its neighboring 

pixels is 1. 

• The next step now is to make the boundaries of the image white. This is to remove any out 

of the frame pixel in case it is present. 

• Next, we define a list of dimensions that contains 4 values with which we’ll be comparing 

the character’s dimensions for filtering out the required characters. 

• Through the above processes, we have reduced our image to a processed binary image and 

we are ready to pass this image for character extraction. 

 

Fig 6.1: (a)Input Image   (b)Output image with detected plate highlighted 

 

 

(c)Output image of detected license plate 
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Step 5: Segmenting the alphanumeric characters from the license plate 

After step 4 we should have a clean binary image to work on. In this step, we will be applying 

some more image processing to extract the individual characters from the license plate. The steps 

involved will be- 

• Finding all the contours in the input image. The function cv2.findContours returns all the 

contours it finds in the image. Contours can be explained simply as a curve joining all the 

continuous points (along the boundary), having the same color or intensity.The figure 6.2 

shows the plate with contours drawn in green. 

 

  

    

Fig. 6.2: Plate with contours drawn in green 

• After finding all the contours we consider them one by one and calculate the dimension of 

their respective bounding rectangle. Now consider bounding rectangle is the smallest 

rectangle possible that contains the contour. The fig 6.3 illustrates the bounding rectangle by 

drawing them for each character here. 

 

Fig. 6.3: Plate with characters bounded in rectangales 

• Since we have the dimensions of these bounding rectangle, all we need to do is do some 

parameter tuning and filter out the required rectangle containing required characters. For 
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this, we will be performing some dimension comparison by accepting only those rectangle 

that has a width in a range of 0, (length of the pic)/(number of characters) and length in a 

range of (width of the pic)/2, 4*(width of the pic)/5. If everything works well we should 

have all the characters extracted as binary images. The figure 6.4 shows the characters 

extracted as binary images. 

 

Fig. 6.4:Characters extracted as binary images. 

The binary images of 10 extracted characters. 

• The characters may be unsorted but don’t worry, the last few lines of the code take care of 

that. It sorts the character according to the position of their bounding rectangle from the 

left boundary of the plate. 

Step 6: Creating a Machine Learning model and training it for the characters 

• The data is all clean and ready, now it’s time do create a Neural Network that will be 

intelligent enough to recognize the characters after training. 

• For modeling, we will be using a Convolutional Neural Network with 3 layers. 

## create model 

>model = Sequential() 

>model.add(Conv2D(filters=32, kernel_size=(5,5), input_shape=(28, 28, 1), activation='relu')) 

>model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2, 2))) 

>model.add(Dropout(rate=0.4)) 

>model.add(Flatten()) 

>model.add(Dense(units=128, activation='relu')) 

>model.add(Dense(units=36, activation='softmax')) 
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• To keep the model simple, we’ll start by creating a sequential object. 

• The first layer will be a convolutional layer with 32 output filters, a convolution window of 

size (5,5), and ‘Relu’ as activation function as shown in below figure 6.5. 

 

 

Fig. 6.5: Line plot of Rectified Linear Activation for negative and positive values 
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• Next, we’ll be adding a max-pooling layer with a window size of (2,2). 

Max pooling is a sample-based discretization process. The objective is to down-sample an 

input representation (image, hidden-layer output matrix, etc.), reducing its dimensionality 

and allowing for assumptions to be made about features contained in the sub-regions binned. 

 

6.7  PYTHON CODE FOR PROJECT 

import numpy as np 

import cv2 

import imutils 

import pytesseract 

import requests 

import json 

 

URL = 'https://www.sms4india.com/api/v1/sendCampaign' 

# get request 

def sendPostRequest(reqUrl, apiKey, secretKey, useType, phoneNo, senderId, textMessage): 

req_params = { 

  'apikey':apiKey, 

  'secret':secretKey, 

  'usetype':useType, 

  'phone': phoneNo, 

  'message':textMessage, 

  'senderid':senderId 

  } 

  return requests.post(reqUrl, req_params 
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pytesseract.pytesseract.tesseract_cmd = r"C:\Program Files\Tesseract-OCR\tesseract.exe" 

 

# Read the image file 

image = cv2.imread('Car Images/03.jpg') 

 

# Resize the image - change width to 500 

image = imutils.resize(image, width=500) 

 

# Display the original image 

cv2.imshow("Original Image", image) 

cv2.waitKey(0) 

 

# RGB to Gray scale conversion 

gray = cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY) 

cv2.imshow("1 - Grayscale Conversion", gray) 

cv2.waitKey(0) 

 

# Noise removal with iterative bilateral filter(removes noise while preserving edges) 

gray = cv2.bilateralFilter(gray, 11, 17, 17) 

cv2.imshow("2 - Bilateral Filter", gray) 

cv2.waitKey(0) 

 

# Find Edges of the grayscale image 

edged = cv2.Canny(gray, 170, 200) 

cv2.imshow("3 - Canny Edges", edged) 

cv2.waitKey(0) 

 

# Find contours based on Edges 

cnts,new  = cv2.findContours(edged.copy(), cv2.RETR_LIST, cv2.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE) 

# Create copy of original image to draw all contours 

img1 = image.copy() 
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cv2.drawContours(img1, cnts, -1, (0,255,0), 3) 

cv2.imshow("4- All Contours", img1) 

cv2.waitKey(0) 

 

#sort contours based on their area keeping minimum required area as '30' (anything smaller than 

this will not be considered) 

cnts=sorted(cnts, key = cv2.contourArea, reverse = True)[:30] 

NumberPlateCnt = None #we currently have no Number plate contour 

 

# Top 30 Contours 

img2 = image.copy() 

cv2.drawContours(img2, cnts, -1, (0,255,0), 3) 

cv2.imshow("5- Top 30 Contours", img2) 

cv2.waitKey(0) 

 

# loop over our contours to find the best possible approximate contour of number plate 

count = 0 

idx =7 

for c in cnts: 

        peri = cv2.arcLength(c, True) 

approx = cv2.approxPolyDP(c, 0.02 * peri, True) 

        # print ("approx = ",approx) 

        if len(approx) == 4:  # Select the contour with 4 corners 

NumberPlateCnt = approx #This is our approx Number Plate Contour 

 

            # Crop those contours and store it in Cropped Images folder 

            x, y, w, h = cv2.boundingRect(c) #This will find out co-ord for plate 

new_img = gray[y:y + h, x:x + w] #Create new image 

            cv2.imwrite('Cropped Images-Text/' + str(idx) + '.png', new_img) #Store new image 

idx+=1 
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 break 

# Drawing the selected contour on the original image 

#print(NumberPlateCnt) 

cv2.drawContours(image, [NumberPlateCnt], -1, (0,255,0), 3) 

cv2.imshow("Final Image With Number Plate Detected", image) 

cv2.waitKey(0) 

 

Cropped_img_loc = 'Cropped Images-Text/7.png' 

cv2.imshow("Cropped Image ", cv2.imread(Cropped_img_loc)) 

 

# Use tesseract to covert image into string 

text = pytesseract.image_to_string(Cropped_img_loc, lang='eng') 

print("Number is :", text) 

 

cv2.waitKey(0) #Wait for user input before closing the images displayed 

if text == "HR26 BP3543": 

      response = sendPostRequest(URL, 'XEGP68TME8KV1CHA0268E3SWE8S96AVU', 

'G2MK6H3IHB8UQESE', 'stage', '8074916021', 'suryaprakash.kothapalli9@gmail.com', 'As you 

had jumped the signal, you are penalised with 500/-. Your insurenced is going to be expireing 

soon.' ) 

      """ 

Note:- 

                      you must provide apikey, secretkey, usetype, mobile, senderid and message values 

                      and then requst to api 

      """ 

      # print response if you want 

      print(response.text) 
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CHAPTER-7 

             RESULT  

Step 1: An input device such as camera or any other capturing device is used to capture the 

image. The captured image is considered as input image. The captured image is later subjected to 

the processing step by step in order to get the required output. 

 

Fig. 7.1: Original Image 

Step 2: Resizing the image and converting the original image into gray scale for further 

processing. The grayscale image is represented by luminance using 8 bits value. The conversion 

of a colour image into a grayscale image is converting the RGB values(24 bit) into grayscale 

value(8 bit).Gray scale image is one in which the value of each pixel is a single sample 

representing only an amount of light; that is, It carries only intensity information. Grayscale 

images, a kind of black and white or gray monochrome, are composed exclusively of shades of 

gray. The contrast ranges from black at the weakest intensity to whit eat the strongest. 

 

Fig. 7.2: Grayscale Conversion 
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Step 3: Noise removal with iterative bilateral filter. The basic aim of filtering is to remove noise 

and distortion from the image. The noise can occur during camera capturing and due to weather 

conditions. In the proposed method iterative bilateral filter is used for noise removal. Iterative 

bilateral filter is non-linear filter. It provides the mechanism for noise reduction while preserving 

edges more effectively than median filter. 

 

 
 

   Fig. 7.3: Bilateral Filter Image 

 

 

Step 4: Finding edges of gray scale image. The purpose of detecting sharp changes in image 

brightness is to capture important events and changes in properties of the world. The result of 

applying an edge detector to an image may lead to a set of connected curves that indicate the 

boundaries of objects, the boundaries of surface markings as well as curves that correspond to 

discontinuities in surface orientation. Thus, applying an edge detection algorithm to an image 

may significantly reduce the amount of data to be processed and may therefore filter out 

information that may be regarded as less relevant, while preserving the important structural 

properties of an image. If the edge detection step is successful, the subsequent task of 

interpreting the information contents in the original image may therefore be substantially 

simplified. However, it is not always possible to obtain such ideal edges from real life images of 

moderate complexity. 
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   Fig. 7.4: Canny  edges of a image 

 

Step 5: Finding the contours based on edges and creating copy of original image to draw all 

contours. To do contours detection OpenCV provide a function called FindContours which 

intent to find contours in the image.Ofcourse to some treatment should be applied to the picture 

in order to get a good contours detection. In the example below we first use 

the MorphologyEx function with CV_MOP_OPEN method and CV_MOP_CLOSE to release 

contours. Then we apply the FindContours function to find contours and print them on the colour 

image even though we work on a grayscale version of the image  

 

 
 
   Fig. 7.5: All contours in a image 
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Step 6: Sorting contours based on their area keeping minimum required area and extracting 

image with top 30 contours. 

 

 
   Fig. 7.6: Top 30 Contours of image 

 

Step 7: Looping over our contours to find the best possible approximate contour of number plate 

and drawing the selected contour on the original image. Final Image with number plate is 

detected. 

 

 
  Fig. 7.7: Final image with number plate detected 
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Step 8: Number plate  is displayed along with its number on the output screen. 

 

 
 

 

   Fig. 7.8: Number plate displayed 

 
Here are the output images  of several vehicles captured at different regions at different steps of 

image processing: 

  

1) Image captured in shaded region 
 

Step 1: An input device such as camera or any other capturing device is used to capture the 

image. 

 
Fig. 7.9(a): original image 

Step 2: Resizing the image and converting the original image into gray scale for further 

processing. 

 
Fig. 7.9(b): Gray scale converted image 

Step 3: Noise removal with iterative bilateral filter. 
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Fig. 7.9(c):Image applied bilateral filter 

Step 4: Finding edges of gray scale image. 

 

Fig. 7.9(d): canny edges of an image 

Step 5: Finding the contours based on edges and creating copy of original image to draw all 

contours. 

 

Fig. 7.9(e): Image with all contours detected 

Step 6: Sorting contours based on their area area and extracting image with top 30 contours.  
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Fig. 7.9(f): Image with top 30 contours 

Step 7: Final Image with number plate is detected. 

 

Fig. 7.9(g): Final image with number plate detected 

Step 8: Number plate  is displayed along with its number on the output screen. 

 

Fig. 7.9(h): Final output of fig.7.9(a) 

2)Image captured in sunlight 

Step 1: An input device such as camera or any other capturing device is used to capture the 

image. 
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Fig. 7.10(a): Original image 

Step 2: Resizing the image and converting the original image into gray scale for further 

processing. 

 

Fig. 7.10(b): Gray scale converted image 

Step 3: Noise removal with iterative bilateral filter. 

 

Fig. 7.10(c):Image applied bilateral filter 
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Step 4: Finding edges of gray scale image. 

 

Fig. 7.10(d): Canny edges of an image 

Step 5: Finding the contours based on edges and creating copy of original image to draw all 

contours. 

 

Fig. 7.10(e): Image with all contours detected  

 Step 6: Sorting contours based on their area area and extracting image with top 30 contours.  

 

Fig. 7.10(f): Image with top 30 contours 
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Step 7: Final Image with number plate is detected. 

 

Fig. 7.10(g): Final image with number plate detected 

 

Step 8: Number plate  is displayed along with its number on the output screen. 

 

Fig. 7.10(h): Final output of fig.7.10(a) 

3.) Image captured in dark region 

Step 1: An input device such as camera or any other capturing device is used to capture the 

image. 

 
Fig. 7.11(a): Original image                        
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Step 2: Resizing the image and converting the original image into gray scale for further 

processing. 

 
Fig. 7.11(b): Gray scale converted image 

Step 3: Noise removal with iterative bilateral filter. 

 

Fig. 7.11(c):Image applied bilateral filter                    

Step 4: Finding edges of gray scale image. 

 

Fig. 7.11(d): canny edges of an image 
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Step 5: Finding the contours based on edges and creating copy of original image to draw all 

contours. 

 

Fig. 7.11(e): Image with all contours detected     

Step 6: Sorting contours based on their area area and extracting image with top 30 contours.  

 

Fig. 7.11(f): Image with top 30 contours 

Step 7: Final Image with number plate is detected. 

 

Fig. 7.11(g): Final image with number plate detected 
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Step 8: Number plate  is displayed along with its number on the output screen. 

 

Fig. 7.11(h): Final output of fig.7.11(a) 

Step 9: Alerting the user with the number provided for the vehicle with alert message. 

 

 
  Fig. 7.12: Alert message to users 
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CHAPTER-8 

        CONCLUSION 

In this project, an Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) system that makes use of two 

Machine Learning techniques, SVM and KNN, has been developed. This system receives a car 

image, processes it and analyses it by means of several Computer Vision techniques and the two 

mentioned Machine Learning algorithms and finally, it identifies the number plate of the car 

appearing in the image. This system has achieved its objective thanks to the good design and 

implementation of each of the different stages that it consists of. These stages are image 

acquisition, image pre-processing, image segmentation, number plate detection, number plate 

segmentation and characters recognition. Currently, We have proposed the algorithms for our 

Vehicle Status Alerting  System. This system also send license plate information to owners of the 

vehicle through SMS using Internet of Things (IoT) Technology.   

 In future we would implement this system on Open CV library and would also do the 

performance check of the system designed. We would do the performance analysis in terms of 

number of plates successfully recognized. So far the algorithms looks good and suitable but if the 

OCR algorithm won’t work than we will try to give some new algorithm or would do the 

comparative study of different OCR present in the market and would try to choose the best 

among them and implement the system. 

We have observed the following things from the different outputs we have obtained from 

the project which are tabulated below in the table 8.1. 

Table No. 8.1 Observations from the output images 

Sl. No. Image Observation 

1. Image captured at a long sight Even though unnecessary images are captured 

along with original image required output is 

obtained. 

2. Image captured in shaded region Images having less intensity of light are also 

recognized and processed them without any 

loss of information 
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3. Image captured in sunlight Images having high intensity of light are also 

recognized and processed them without any 

loss of information 

4. Image captured in slant position Images which are diverged from horizontal or 

vertical positions are also processed and 

obtained our required output. 
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ABSTRACT 

 To process information which is in the form of pixels is stored, the image processing 

method is used. This work process is used in orange fruit quality detection & evaluation,which 

includes numerous phases e.g. pre-processing, feature extraction and classification. This 

Research shows an Orange size and Bacteria Spot Defect distinguishing and reviewing 

framework which is dependent on the picture preparing.  Picture preparing offers answer for 

computerized Orange Fruits estimate on solid, predictable and quantitative data which are 

separated from dealing with extensive volumes that may not be accomplished by utilizing the 

human graders. This Research shows an Orange size and Bacteria Spot Defect distinguishing and 

reviewing framework which is dependent on the picture preparing. The early appraisal of Orange 

quality requires new apparatus for size, color and texture estimation. Subsequent to catching the 

Orange side view picture, some fruits characters are removed by utilizing and identifying the 

calculations. 
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                                                  CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION  

Image processing is a domain that comprises of several techniques. It involves multiple 

processing phases such as acquisition of an image data, pre-processing, segmentation, analysis, 

interpretation of images, recognition and classification from the real world. Image processing and 

Machine learning is an emergent domain alarmed to the phenomena especially in designing of an 

artificial and a smart system which digs up the data and information using the images. Machine 

learning has also been accounted as the enterprise for incorporation, automation of operations 

and representations for recognition. Several Image process and machine learning tasks have been 

automated in computing with the newer improvements. A variety of handy applications of 

automatic machine learning responsibilities include for example organizing data acquiring 

information, performing agricultural key tasks, detecting the occurred events, environmental 

interacting, brain computer interface, process control, and the resembling features. These are all 

quite useful and supportive nowadays. Hence, the advancement of these types of variety of 

systems with respect to the key applications are being enhanced with the extensive use of 

approaches of information system and technology along with computer science such as image 

processing, artificial intelligence, neural networks, machine learning algorithms, fuzzy logic, 

genetic algorithms, digital signal processing etc. All these have come into existence for different 

uses. The image processing and machine learning techniques are gradually being employed in the 

field of agriculture and the associated domains.  

1.1 IMPLICATION OF IMAGE PROCESSING IN AGRICULTURE 

Agriculture, since time immemorial in cultivation of basic food fruits. Today, agriculture 

has become not only a way to meet the ever-growing demand for food, but it is very backbone of 

the nation’s economy. As the development of economy accelerated, many occupations that are 

related to farming have emerged. Agriculture in a broader view is a source and development of 

the national economy, which provides investment opportunities for the private sectors, and is 

also the main source to agriculture-related industries and economy. Today, processing, 

distribution of agricultural products, marketing etc. come under modern agriculture that uses 
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advanced technology. Thus, agriculture involves and incorporates marketing, processing, 

production, and distribution of fruits.  

The focus on agricultural research and development was mainly to enhancing the yields. 

Uses of modern machinery and tools have greatly improved both the yield and quality of fruits. 

The management of recurrent fruits in each fruit cycle is also important for the yield in farms. 

When pests and diseases affect the fruits, there will be a tremendous decrease in production. By 

this farmers suffer while selling their product in the local market or to export due to low quality 

and grade this is mainly because of pests and diseases, so there is a need for proper monitoring of 

the pathological issues that decide both quality and quantity of the yield.  

So, there is a need for new approaches and developments with better use of information 

technology which includes the Digital Image Processing and the Machine Learning to invent 

newer and robust automated system to diagnose the various diseases affecting agriculture fruits. 

This will greatly benefit the agriculturist as every farmer now owns Smartphone in the present 

generation, and the new proposed system can implemented with the help of these Smartphone.  

Agriculture in India is facing a lot of problems in maximizing the fruit productivity, lot of 

research is carried out with modern agricultural technologies for successful fruit cultivation but, 

farmers are still enabling to get high yield. India has a vast treasure of knowledge and expert in 

agriculture. The farmers need right advice at the right time for being competitive and productive.  

Machine Learning systems are developed in agriculture for recognition of objects, 

grading of fruits, classifications of grains, detection of weeds, recognition of medicinal plants 

etc. In this process due to application of newer technology and proper input this process involves 

the acquisition of the digital images in the respective field with help of digital devices such as 

camera, smart phone and necessary features are extracted from images for further analysis using 

image processing techniques. In machine learning techniques, the classification and the 

recognition process is the key confront to accomplish. The proposed research work has made an 

attempt to provide an ample solution, which helps out to resolve the classification challenges in 

the rational way, with the ongoing advancements in the field of information processing and 

image processing it has been a fast growing domain.   
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The agriculture output depends on rainfall, soil profile, and climatic condition, variation 

in any of these leads to a loss in the yield. The pathological issues occurring in these fruits are the 

major source for the decline in yield of fruit. These plant pathogens occur mainly due to attack of 

Virus, Parasites, Bacteria, Fungi, etc. These plant diseases result in lower yield and of poor 

quality. This further affects the economy of the nation. The cultivators are facing the problems in 

controlling the diseases affecting the yield. As a result, the diagnosis of fruit disease becomes the 

primary necessity for the cultivators. The recognition of these diseases in fruits in different plant 

parts at the early stage becomes one of the difficult tasks .  

However, the number of diseases occurring in different plant parts show visual symptoms 

which are the key features to diagnose these diseases. In the ancient times, diagnosis of the 

diseases in plants was  manual which turned out to be quite expensive and difficult to consult due 

to lack of knowledge in cultivators and scarcity of experts. In such situations, various alternatives 

are being discovered in order to maintain the yield of the fruit, preserve the environment and 

reduce the practice of harmful chemicals and sprays. Hence the key apprehension for the 

agriculture experts, scientists and researchers is the automatic disease detection, recognition, 

classification and to suggest control measures. Thus early detection of the disease and its 

prevention is only way to ensure higher yield. So it is inevitable to apply latest technologies like 

information science, artificial intelligence, digital image and processing to get the higher yield 

there by help the development of national economy.  

The captured images are the providers for the visual perspective of pathogens in 

agricultural and associated domains. The study and explanation of plant disease, its symptoms 

and visual parameters are handy for the observance and analysis along with the captured images 

of the plant-parts. In recent times, replication, repetition, analysis and depiction of these captured 

images has been the only way around. Different fields such as digital image processing, spatial 

and frequency domain image filtering, image enhancement and restoration techniques are going 

to be quite useful due to simplicity and ease of understanding.  
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Fig.1.1.1 Traditional Vs Modern Farming  

 Fig.1.1.1 shows farming carried out in traditional ways and the modern day farmers 

with use of sophisticated equipments. The ultimate goal is to employ the automatic diagnosis of 

the diseases occurring in the field with advanced tools and equipments with computer vision 

techniques. Early detection of fruit diseases using image processing and machine learning 

techniques will definitely useful to agriculture/horticulture field as well as in the nation 

development.  

1.2 PLANT PATHOLOGY 

Plants exist everywhere and diseases of the plants are unavoidable, detecting these 

diseases plays a key role in the agriculture field . Plant pathology or phytopathology is the 

science, which deals with the plant diseases. It is concerned with health and productivity of 

growing plants. Phytopathology is a Greek word where Phyton means plant, pathos means 

disease/ailments and logos mean discourse/knowledge. Phytopathology is the branch of 

agricultural science which deals with the cause of the disease and its effective cure.  

 Plant Pathology is the scientific study of diseases caused by pathogens and environmental 

circumstances. It can also be defined as the study of the nature, cause and prevention of plant 

diseases. Disease may be defined as the disturbance to the normal state of the plant which 

interrupts its normal functions like pollination, transpiration, photosynthesis, germination, 

fertilization, etc. Plant pathology has the following major objectives.  
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• To Study living, nonliving and environmental causes of diseases or disorders   

• To study the mechanisms of diseases development   

• To study plant pathogen interaction with environment  

• To develop methods to supervise plant diseases  

The plant pathologists spent their time in studying large number of diseases offruit or plants 

and work to reduce the losses caused by infectious agents. They aimed at removal of caused 

agent of lesion area.  

1.3 MOTIVATION 

We know that diseases are inevitable in plants, early detection and diagnosis of diseases 

is acrucial aspect in the field of agriculture. As agriculture plays a major role in the improvement 

of human civilization. The research heads towards the development of an intelligent diagnose 

system and determining the necessary steps needed to provide treatment.  

When the plants are affected by disease, they show color spots or stripes, etc on seeds, 

leaves and stems of the plant . Depending on the progress of the disease, visual symptoms will 

continue to change their shape, color and size. In most cases, the diseases identification based on 

symptoms is prone to error.  

The frightening issue is a plant disease degrades both quality and quantity of agricultural 

products. Plants catch diseases due to various reasons such as pest attack, uncertain weather 

conditions, soil profile etc. This raises the need for system that alerts farmers by providing 

sufficient information to know the characteristics of fruits they are growing. This prior 

information helps farming community to take precautionary measures to save and improve 

theirfruit yield. Therefore, research in agriculture is aimed at improving quality and quantity of 

agricultural produce and its allied activities by developing diagnosis system using information 

technology.  

Usually the plant features are subjective and are extracted by human observation. For 

making this task more accurate and efficient, lot of study has undergone and is still undergoing 

with the help of techniques of image processing.   
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There are various methods to identify plant pathologies, the minority diseases do not 

show any visible symptoms in such case some kind of special analysis, use of micro scope is 

recommended. In some cases, the scientists detected in electromagnetic spectrum otherwise 

invisible to human eyes. In such cases methods using digital image process techniques are 

employed.  

Research in the field of diseases control is mainly focused on cure and control of weeds, 

very few research focuses on automatic diseases recognition. Automatic diseases recognition of 

plant and fruit by visual inspection has a great benefit to the farmers who have very little or no 

information about the yield they are growing.  

Among various agriculture and horticulture fruits orange is one of the preferred fruit all 

over world with a great market value. India has been traditionally the major producer of orange 

in the world; India has two main excellent orange varieties which are exported in large scale. 

These varieties are Dashehari, grown in north and Alphonso in south India. Still, country is 

lagging far behind in the world export market because our orange yield is overwhelmed by 

numerous problems, such as use of pesticides, severe diseases and physiological disorders. These 

constraints diminish our whole production and also badly impede the fruit quality and the yield. 

Low yield and low quality grading of fruit is a result of bacterial growth in orangefruit. This 

bacterial growth in orangefruit occurs in different parts of orange plant such as fruit, flower, stem 

and leaves which mainly cause rapid decline in the output naturally, this research deals 

elaborately with the pathological problems of orange fruit.  

1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

To Design and develop a Robust automatic disease diagnose system for orange fruit using 

digital image processing and Machine learning techniques, which detects, recognizes and 

classifies the pathological problems in orange fruit and provides appropriate advice and 

information to control the disease, thereby prevent from losses. The orange fruit suffers from 

several diseases which include Anthracnose ,green mold, unripe, stem end, scarring. 
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 1.5 AIM & OBJECTIVE OF RESEARCH 

The main objective of the proposed work is to detect and recognize the major diseases in 

orange fruit by devising and developing automatic system with use of image processing and 

machine learning methods. The objective of this work involves several phases as   

• To create dataset for realistic images of normal and diseased orange plant parts such as 

leaf, Flower and Fruit.  

• To devise novel algorithm for segmentation and   

• To develop and implement techniques for image features extraction.  

• To devise an intelligent system for recognition of diseases  

• To develop a disease classification system that involves machine learning techniques to 

classify diseased plant parts into the class of disease.  

• To design treatment advisory system for preventive measures to help farmers, 

pathologists and agronomist with quality improvement in major disease diagnosis of fruit 

to inform farmers about pesticides to be used and other necessary information . 

The machine based automatic detection and diagnosis of pathogen plays a key role in 

successful cultivation of higher yield and marketing for orangefruit.   

1.6 SCOPE  

The scope of this research is to design and develop the Disease diagnoses system for 

orange fruit based on image processing and machine-learning techniques. This research work is 

limited to Classification and recognition of Anthracnose and powdery mildew diseases of orange 

plant parts of Leaf, Flower and Fruit images. Because the images captured are natural from the 

orange farm which are complex in nature and poses several challenges like uneven illumination, 

shadowing and lighting etc which are difficult to process. Hence the main focus of this research 

is to-  

• Collect the realistic images of disease affected Leaf, Flower and fruit during Orange 

season for dataset.  
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• Perform Segmentation of collected images to using adaptive k-means clustering and edge 

transform techniques to obtain the Lesion area.  

• Extract the features form segmented images and analyze them using Rotational kernel 

transform directional features, Wavelet-PCA and Support Vector Machine (SVM).  

• Perform Classification and Recognition of Diseases with the help of Machine Learning 

Techniques.  

 Summary  

        The purpose of this research is to develop an automatic diagnosis system for major diseases 

of orange fruit by processing the sample images of the diseased parts. This system provides 

diagnostic results for major diseases of orangefruit by applying image processing and machine-

learning techniques. 
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CHAPTER 2  

 

LITERATURE SURVEY  

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION  

The disease supervision of orange is an integral part of horti-ecosystem management and 

is closely related to the health and the produce of fruit crop. It has special relevance in India, a 

fast developing agricultural country.  

Diseases are the major hurdles in successful cultivation and production of fruit  and 

leading to both qualitative and quantitative losses. It is indispensable to know about the causes, 

perpetuation and spread of the pathogen that incites diseases so that timely management practices 

are implemented. The diseases-diagnose system involving the most effective methods are to be 

implemented for effective and efficient identification of diseases in fruit.  

 

2.2. OVERVIEW OF ORANGE DISEASES 

The cultivation of orange faces threat of various diseases caused by pest, micro organs, 

weather condition, soil profile and deficiency of nutrition etc. Which leads to significant 

reduction in crop yield hence, disease diagnosis is very essential to enhance crop production and 

thus, improve the economic growth. Figure 2.2.1 shows several diseases affecting orange crop.   
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Fig.2.2.1. Orange Diseases   

Among several Diseases the severe ones are Anthracnose and powdery mildew which belongs 

to fungal diseases. The disease occurrence varies from area to area and region to region.     

2.2.1. ANTHRACNOSE 

                                                                                 

Fig.2.2.1.1 Anthracnose disease of orange fruit  

▪ Disease symptoms 

• Fig 2.2.1.1 shows the orange fruit defected with anthracnose disease.The disease spoils to 

young shoots, flowers and fruit; it also affects fruits in storage.  
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• The disease shows the symptoms of leaf spot, blights in blossom and twig, wither tip and 

fruit rot.  It is found on older twigs also through wounds.   

• The climatic conditions are the cause for blossom blight this may vary in severity to the 

panicles. Black spots expand on panicles as well as on fruits. Severe disease results in no 

fruit sets. Immature infected fruits turn out black spots, and finally drop off.  

• Fruits infected at mature stage carry the mildew to storage and cause significant loss 

during storage, transit and marketing.  

• Fungus survives in dead twig and other host for long time which is the source of primary 

infection.  

▪ Favorable conditions 

   Humidity, frequent rainfall are the favourable. 

2.2.2.GREEN MOLD 

  Pencliliumdigitatum is responsible for 90% of citrus fruits lost to infection after 

harvesting and considered the largest cause of post-harvest diseases occurring in Californian 

citrus fruits. Its widespread impact relates to the post-harvest disease it  causes in citrus fruits 

known as green rot or mold ,the disease shown in fig 2.2.2.1. 

 

                                             
                                       Fig 2.2.2.1  Green mold disease of orange fruit  
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2.2.3 .UNRIPE 

When oranges are beginning to spoil, they will become soft at first, and then develop a 

white mold. The mold will quickly spread and turn green. Oranges should be discarded as soon 

as they start to become soft. Discoloration is another sign that oranges are about to spoil. Fig 

2.2.3.1 shows the unripe disease of orange fruit. 

                                                    
                                                Fig 2.2.3.1  Unripe disease of Orange fruit 

2.2.4.stem end 

Sporadic reports of stem-end rind breakdown (SERB) on fresh citrus fruit occur each 

season in Florida. SERB is most severe on oranges and Temples, but it may also occur on 

tangelos and grapefruit. Although there is still much that needs to be learned about the 

development and prevention of SERB, there are some principles that can be applied to help 

reduce SERB development in fresh fruit packed in Florida. Fig 2.2.4.1 shows the stem end 

disease of orange fruit. 

                                                  

                                   Fig 2.2.4.1   Stem end disease of orange fruit 
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2.2.5.SCARRING 

Feeding damage to fruit is recognisable as a ring of damaged tissue or 'halo' at the stem 

end (Kelly's citrus thrips), or as russet or grey scarring or bleaching between touching fruit. 

Bleached patches on mature oranges and grapefruit are most likely to be caused by greenhouse 

thrips. Fig 2.2.5.1 shows the Scarring disease of orange fruit. 

                                             

 Fig 2.2.5.1 Scarring disease of orange fruit 

2.3 ADAPTED APPROACH FOR FRUIT DISEASE IDENTIFICATION USING IMAGES 

Shiv Ram Dubey and Anand Singh  adopted K-means clustering scheme in order to segment 

the defects. The Author used k=4 i.e. he segmented the images into four clusters out of those one 

or more clusters were found to have only infected areas of the fruit. In this research, squared 

Euclidean distance was utilized for the K-means clustering scheme. The author also used L*a*b* 

colour space as the colour information in this colour space was accumulated in only two channels 

(i.e. a* and b* channels), which resulted in lesser processing time to segment the defects.   

2.3.1  A THRESHOLD SELECTION TECHNIQUE FEOM GRAY LEVEL 

HISTOGRAMS 

Otsu.N proposes threshold selection technique from gray-level histograms for 

segmentation. This was actually a nonparametric and unsupervised technique of automatic 

threshold selection for segmenting any image. An optimal threshold was obtained using 

discriminated principle, in order to make the most of the separation of the resultant sets in gray 

levels. The technique used here was quite straightforward, making use of simply the zeroth- and 

the first-order cumulative moments of calculated histograms for corresponding gray levels. This 
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was proved to be quite simple to make extension of this technique for multi threshold issues too. 

This technique was found to be covering a variety of unsupervised decision methodologies.   

"Survey over image-thresholding techniques and quantitative performance evaluation”  

 These categories of segmentation techniques were:-  

• Histogram shape based techniques – Analysis of the peaks, valleys and curvatures of the 

smoothed histogram.  

• Clustering based techniques – Modelling as a mixture of two different Gaussians with 

clustering of the gray-level sets in two different groups as the foreground and the 

background.  

• Entropy based techniques – Use of entropy for in two different sets as the foreground and 

the background along with the cross-entropy between the original and binary image.  

• Object attribute based techniques – Investigation of the evaluation of correspondence 

between the gray-level and the binary images.  

• Spatial techniques – Application of higher-order probability distribution along with 

correlation among image pixels values.  

• Local techniques – Acclimatization of the threshold value for every pixel to the local 

image characteristics.  
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CHAPTER -3 

      SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT & DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING 

3.1 Software Environment 

MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a multi-paradigm numerical computing environment and 

proprietary programming language developed by MathWorks. MATLAB allows matrix 

manipulations, plotting of functions and data, implementation of algorithms, creation of user 

interfaces, and interfacing with programs written in other languages. 

 When you start MATLAB, a special window called the MATLAB desktop appears. The desktop 

is a window that contains other windows.  

The major tools within or accessible from the desktop are: 

• The Command Window  

• The Command History 

• The Workspace  

• The Current Directory  

• The Help Browser  

• The Start button 

   M-files 

MATLAB is also a programming language. Like other computer programming languages, 

MATLAB has some decision making structures for control of command execution. These 

decision making or control flow structures include for loops, while loops, and if-else-end 

constructions. Control flow structures are often used in script M-files and function M-files. By 

creating a file with the extension .m, we can easily write and run programs. We do not need to 

compile the program since MATLAB is an interpretative (not compiled) language. MATLAB 

has thousand of functions, and you can add your own using m-files. MATLAB provides several 

tools that can be used to control the flow of a program (script or function). In a simple program 
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as shown in the previous Chapter, the commands are executed one after the other. Here we 

introduce the flow control structure that make possible to skip commands or to execute specific 

group of commands. 

Debugging Process 

We can debug the M-files using the Editor/Debugger as well as using debugging functions from 

the Command Window. The debugging process consists of  

• Preparing for debugging  

• Setting breakpoints  

• Running an M-file with breakpoints  

• Stepping through an M-file  

• Examining values  

• Correcting problems  

• Ending debugging 

Correcting and ending debugging 

While debugging, we can change the value of a variable to see if the new value produces 

expected results. While the program is paused, assign a new value to the variable in the 

Command Window, Workspace browser, or Array Editor. Then continue running and stepping 

through the program.  

  3.2 MATLAB FUNCTIONS: 

   1. imread(): 

       The imread() command will read an image into a matrix: 

img = imread('ImageProcessing_1/BerkeleyTower.png'); 

>>size(img) 
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ans =499 748  3 

2. imshow(): 

 imshow() or imagesc() command. The imshow() command shows an image in standard 8-bit 

format,  like it would appear in a web browser.  The imagesc() command displays the image on 

scaled axes with the min value as  black and the max value as white. 

3. imwrite(): To save your new blue image, use  the imwrite() command: 

imwrite(blue_img, 'Blue4_BerkeleyTower.png', 'png'); 

3. rgb2gray(): 

img = imread('ImageProcessing_1/BerkeleyTower.png'); 

gray = rgb2gray(img); 

imshow(gray); 

4. imhist(): 

Display a histogram of image data. imhist(img,n) displays a       histogram with n bins for the 

intensity image above a grayscale colorbar of length n. If we omit the argument, imhist() uses 

a default value of n = 256 if I is a grayscale image, or n = 2 if I is a binary image. 

5. im2bw(): 

converts the grayscale image to a binary image. We'll use the adjusted image. 

img = imread('ImageProcessing_1/Rachmaninoff.jpg'); 

gray = rgb2gray(img); 
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adj_img = imadjust(gray, [0.3,0.7],[]); 

bw_img = im2bw(adj_img); 

 

subplot(121); 

imshow(adj_img); 

title('input image');  

 

subplot(122); 

imshow(bw_img); 

title('binary image');  

 

3.3 INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING 

Digital image processing is an expanding area with applications regarding to our daily lives, 

especially in progressive transmission of images, video coding (teleconferencing), digital 

libraries, image database, remote sensing, and other particular applied usage. Many image 

processing and analysis techniques have been developed to aid the interpretation of remote 

sensing images and to extract as much information as possible from the image. The huge 

collection of digital images are collected due to the improvement in the digital storage media, 

image capturing devices like scanners, web cameras, digital cameras and rapid development in 

internet. This leads to rapid and efficient retrieval of these images for visual information in 

different fields of life like medical, medicine, art, architecture, education, crime preventions, etc. 

 

Image processing is a method to perform some operations on an image, in order to get an 

enhanced image or to extract some useful information from it. It is a type of signal processing in 

which input is an image and output may be image or characteristics/features associated with that 

image. Nowadays, image processing is among rapidly growing technologies. It forms core 

research area within engineering and computer science disciplines too. 

Image processing basically includes the following three steps: 
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● Importing the image via image acquisition tools; 

● Analyzing and manipulating the image; 

● Output in which result can be altered image or report that is based on image analysis. 

There are two types of methods used for image processing namely, analogue and digital image 

processing. Analogue image processing can be used for the hard copies like printouts and 

photographs. Image analysts use various fundamentals of interpretation while using these visual 

techniques. Digital image processing techniques help in manipulation of the digital images by 

using computers. The three general phases that all types of data have to undergo while using 

digital technique are pre-processing, enhancement, and display, information extraction. 

 

Image processing is a method to convert an image into digital form and perform some operations 

on it, in order to get an enhanced image or to extract some useful information from it. It is a type 

of signal dispensation in which input is image, like video frame or photograph and output may be 

image or characteristics associated with that image. Usually Image Processing system includes 

treating images as two dimensional signals while applying already set signal processing methods 

to them. It is among rapidly growing technologies today, with its applications in various aspects 

of a business. Image Processing forms core research area within engineering and computer 

science disciplines too. 

 Image processing basically includes the following three steps: 

• Importing the image with optical scanner or by digital photography. 

• Analyzing and manipulating the image which includes data compression and image 

enhancement and spotting patterns that are not to human eyes like satellite 

photographs. 

• Output is the last stage in which result can be altered image or report that is based on 

image analysis. 

 

Purpose of Image processing 

The purpose of image processing is divided into 5 groups. They are: 

1.      Visualization - Observe the objects that are not visible. 

2.      Image sharpening and restoration - To create a better image. 
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3.      Image retrieval - Seek for the image of interest. 

4.      Measurement of pattern – Measures various objects in an image. 

5.      Image Recognition – Distinguish the objects in an image. 

Types 

The two types of methods used for Image Processing are Analog and Digital Image 

Processing. Analog or visual techniques of image processing can be used for the hard copies like 

printouts and photographs. Image analysts use various fundamentals of interpretation while using 

these visual techniques. The image processing is not just confined to area that has to be studied 

but on knowledge of analyst. Association is another important tool in image processing through 

visual techniques. So analysts apply a combination of personal knowledge and collateral data to 

image processing. 

  

Digital Processing techniques help in manipulation of the digital images by using computers. As 

raw data from imaging sensors from satellite platform contains deficiencies. To get over such 

flaws and to get originality of information, it has to undergo various phases of processing. The 

three general phases that all types of data have to undergo while using digital technique are Pre- 

processing, enhancement and display, information extraction. 

  

 Applications 

1.      Intelligent Transportation Systems   

2.      Remote Sensing   

3.      Moving object tracking 

4.      Defense surveillance   

5.      Biomedical Imaging techniques    

                     Some of the applications of Biomedical imaging applications are as follows: 

• Heart disease identification 

• Lung disease identification 

• Digital mammograms  
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6. Automatic Visual Inspection System – This application improves the quality and 

productivity of the product in the industries. 

• Automatic inspection of incandescent lamp filaments 

• Automatic surface inspection systems 

• Faulty component identification  

 

3.4 IMAGE ANALYSIS 

An image may be defined as a two-dimensional function f(x, y), where x and y are spatial 

(plane) coordinates, and the amplitude of fat any pair of coordinates is called the intensity of the 

image at that point. The term gray level is used often to refer to the intensity of monochrome 

images. Colour images are formed by a combination of individual images. For example, in the 

RGB colour system a colour image consists of three individual monochrome images, referred to 

as the red (R), green (G), and blue (B) primary (or component) images. For this reason, many of 

the techniques developed for monochrome images can be extended to colour images by 

processing the three component images individually. The basic definition of image processing 

refers to processing of digital image, i.e removing the noise and any kind of irregularities present 

in an image using the digital computer. The noise or irregularity may creep into the image either 

during its formation or during transformation etc. For mathematical analysis, an image may be 

defined as a two dimensional function f(x,y) where x and y are spatial (plane) coordinates, and 

the amplitude of f at any pair of coordinates (x, y) is called the intensity or gray level of the 

image at that point. When x, y, and the intensity values of f are all finite, discrete quantities, we 

call the image a digital image. It is very important that a digital image is composed of a finite 

number of elements, each of which has a particular location and value. These elements are called 

picture elements, image elements, pels, and pixels. Pixel is the most widely used term to denote 

the elements of a digital image. Various techniques have been developed in Image Processing 

during the last four to five decades. Most of the techniques are developed for enhancing images 

obtained from unmanned spacecrafts, space probes and military reconnaissance flights. Image 

Processing systems are becoming popular due to easy availability of powerful personnel 

computers, large size memory devices, graphics software etc.  
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 The term digital image processing generally refers to processing of a two-dimensional 

picture by a digital computer. In a broader context, it implies digital processing of any two-

dimensional data. A digital image is an array of real numbers represented by a finite number of 

bits. The principle advantage of Digital Image Processing methods is its versatility, repeatability 

and the preservation of original data precision. 

 The various Image Processing techniques are: 

• Image preprocessing 

• Image enhancement 

• Image segmentation 

• Feature extraction 

• Image classification 

 

3.5 IMAGE PREPROCESSING 

In image preprocessing, image data recorded by sensors on a satellite restrain errors related 

to geometry and brightness values of the pixels. These errors are corrected using appropriate 

mathematical models which are either definite or statistical models. Image enhancement is the 

modification of image by changing the pixel brightness values to improve its visual impact. 

Image enhancement involves a collection of techniques that are used to improve the visual 

appearance of an image, or to convert the image to a form which is better suited for human or 

machine interpretation. Sometimes images obtained from satellites and conventional and digital 

cameras lack in contrast and brightness because of the limitations of imaging sub systems and 

illumination conditions while capturing image. Images may have different types of noise. In 

image enhancement, the goal is to accentuate certain image features for subsequent analysis or 

for image display. Examples include contrast and edge enhancement, pseudo-coloring, noise 

filtering, sharpening, and magnifying. Image enhancement is useful in feature extraction, image 

analysis and an image display. The enhancement process itself does not increase the inherent 

information content in the data. It simply emphasizes certain specified image characteristics. 

Enhancement algorithms are generally interactive and application dependent. Some of the 

enhancement techniques are 

▪ Contrast Stretching 
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▪ Noise Filtering 

▪ Histogram modification 

(a)Contrast Stretching 

 Some images (e.g. over water bodies, deserts, dense forests, snow, clouds and under 

hazy conditions over heterogeneous regions) are homogeneous i.e., they do not have much 

change in their levels. In terms of histogram representation, they are characterized as the 

occurrence of very narrow peaks. The homogeneity can also be due to the incorrect illumination 

of the scene. Ultimately the images hence obtained are not easily interpretable due to poor 

human perceptibility. This is because there exists only a narrow range of gray-levels in the image 

having provision for wider range of gray-levels. The contrast stretching methods are designed 

exclusively for frequently encountered situations. Different stretching techniques have been 

developed to stretch the narrow range to the whole of the available dynamic range. 

(b)Noise Filtering 

 Noise Filtering is used to filter the unnecessary information from an image. It is also 

used to remove various types of noises from the images. Mostly this feature is interactive. 

Various filters like low pass, high pass, mean, median etc., are available . 

(c)Histogram modification 

 Histogram has a lot of importance in image enhancement. It reflects the characteristics 

of image. By modifying the histogram, image characteristics can be modified. One such example 

is Histogram Equalization. Histogram equalization is a nonlinear stretch that redistributes pixel 

values so that there is approximately the same number of pixels with each value within a range. 

The result approximates a flat histogram. Therefore, contrast is increased at the peaks and 

lessened at the details. 
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CHAPTER-4 

LESION AREA SEGMENTATION  

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Segmentation is one of the most extensively premeditated subjects in the field of 

computer vision.  Image segmentation is a technique to partition the digital image into various 

regions or classes, which are related in one or the other way to dissimilar   components of the 

objects. Every pixel of any digital image is categorized under one of these pre-assigned 

categories. Ideally, a segmentation scheme is designated as good if pixels are in identical 

classes and have identical types of gray values. The neighbouring pixels correspond to 

different classes they have the different gray values that are shown in Fig.  The image 

segmentation becomes a very crucial step in image analysis, image visualization, object 

representation, and several other additional image processing jobs. This enables the researcher 

to focus on technologies in order to find out the meticulous pixel and group them to build an 

object. Image segmentation also avails supplementary data and information regarding the 

contents of an image by categorizing its boundaries, the sections which are identical in terms 

of colour and texture, making straightforward image from large number of pixels to a few 

numbers of segments. Further, image segmentation has several different applications which are 

related to computer vision such as isolation or removal of particular segments of an image.  

Segmentation is a vital criterion to analyze the image in a more illustrative way. This is 

the actual step where the researcher shifts his gears from considering the single pixel as an 

entity of study to functioning with objects or sections of objects which are positioned in the 

image, composed of numerous pixels. If segmentation technique.Adopted in research performs 

well then every part of the further phases to analyze the images becomes easier and the success 

is merely complete with incorporation of automatic segmentation algorithm and hence at this 

level, the computer should have done the part of the job.                                                            
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                      Fig.4.1 (a)  Original orange Image,  (b) Segmentation Images 

  Also, in order to analyze the objects in images it becomes very vital that the researcher 

should be able to discriminate between the objects and the area of interest and "the rest." Here, 

the rest part of the image is designated as the background of image. The methodologies which 

are used to locate the segments of interest in any image are typically referred to as 

segmentation methods; it means to segment the area and objects of foreground from the area of 

the background. 

4.2 SEGMENTATION AND CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES 

Segmentation is one of the image-processing phases used most widely in computer 

vision domain. Basically, there are two kinds of methodologies to work upon segmentation: 

Model-free approach (bottom-up way) and knowledge-based approach (top-down way). The 

Model-free approach is typically derived from clustering technique, intending to grouping of 

the pixels along with steady visual characteristics in accordance with an assured resemblance 

criterion. While on the other side, the Knowledge-based approach is used with an assumption 

of constrained space of acceptance along with the discovery of a resolution, that is a 

compromise of the observations obtained and expression of model space. Popular illustrations 

for model-free segmentation are Mumford-Shah framework and its variation with level-set 

methodology, mean-shift graph-based segmentation schemes with normalized cuts and graph 

cuts. These techniques are deprived of hypothesis for the geometric area and object of actual 

interest, these methods are susceptible to flawed outcomes because of intensity inconsistency, 

noise presence, occlusions, etc. Knowledge-based approaches are either assorted controlled or 
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assorted groomed. These approaches include algorithms such as active contours or active 

display models. These techniques mainly target to lower the distance of the result derived. 

Some more examples in this category are Atlas based technique, active contours and 

appearance models, deformable contours or shapes techniques, graph-cut segmentation 

optimization etc. A general classification for different segmentation techniques is shown in 

Fig.4.2.  

 

 

 Fig.4.2.1 Classification of segmentation techniques  

Clustering is a unique technique, where a large number of data objects are grouped into 

a set of disjoint classes, known as clusters, so that “objects underlying within the same group 

are having a high degree of resemblance with other objects of same group, while the objects 

underlying in distinct classes are having a high level of dissimilarity”. Clustering is basically 

an example of an un-supervised classification. Here, the term “Un-supervised” implies that 

clustering is not performed according to the predefined classes and the term “Classification” is 

the technique that dispenses the different data objects to a set of predefined classes.  Based on 

this we can say that the clustering is much different from the pattern recognition or the regions 

of statistics which is called as discriminate analysis and decision analysis. The later technique 

looks to determine rules in order to classify the objects from a specified set of pre-classified 

data objects. Any clustering issue is characterized as the challenge of classifying ‘m’ number 
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of data objects into ‘k’ number of clusters without any prior information and data. Let the data 

set of ‘m’ points are determined by the set ‘M’ and the ‘k’ number of different clusters be 

determined by A1,A2,…..Ak.   

There are different types of clustering such as object-based-clustering, sample based-

clustering and subspace-based clustering. In data-based clustering, objects are treated 

separately and samples are taken as features. The key idea of this type of clustering is to group 

the correlated objects which point out co-regulation and co function. Different types of object- 

based clustering are K-means clustering, model based clustering, agglomerative hierarchical 

clustering, CAST clustering, CLICK clustering, SOM Clustering, DHC clustering etc. In 

sample based clustering, clustering samples are treated as objects and data objects are taken as 

features. The main objective of sample based clustering scheme is to discover the phenotype 

structures or sub-structures of the corresponding sample. In subspace based clustering, the 

main aim is to discover subsets of objects in such a manner that the objects come into sight as 

a cluster in a subspace which is created by a subset of features. Here, the subsets of features for 

corresponding subspace clusters can be treated as dissimilar. Along with all this, the two 

subspace clusters can also contribute some similar objects and respective features, and hence a 

few data objects may not be in the right place to corresponding subspace cluster. Examples of 

subspace-clustering are Bi-clustering, δ-clustering, CTWC clustering, plaid model clustering 

etc.   

4.3 FEATURE EXTRACTION 

The feature extraction techniques are developed to extract features in synthetic aperture 

radar images. This technique extracts high-level features needed in order to perform 

classification of targets. Features are those items which uniquely describe a target, such as size, 

shape, composition, location etc. Segmentation techniques are used to isolate the desired object 

from the scene so that measurements can be made on it subsequently. Quantitative measurements 

of object features allow classification and description of the image. 
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4.4 IMAGE CLASSIFICATION 

Image classification is the labelling of a pixel or a group of pixels based on its grey value. 

Classification is one of the most often used methods of information extraction. In Classification, 

usually multiple features are used for a set of pixels i.e., many images of a particular object are 

needed. The process of multispectral classification can be performed using either of the two 

methods: Supervised or Unsupervised. 

In Supervised classification, the identity and location of some of the land cover types such as 

urban, wetland, forest etc., are known as priori through a combination of field works and top 

sheets. In an Unsupervised classification, the identities of land cover types has to be specified as 

classes within a scene are not generally known as priori because ground truth is lacking or 

surface features within the scene are not well defined. The computer is required to group pixel 

data into different spectral classes according to some statistically determined criteria.
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CHAPTER 5 

SVM CLASSIFIER  

5.1 SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE: 

    SVM are based on the concept of decision planes that define decision boundaries. A 

decision plane is one that separates between a set of objects having different class memberships. 

It builds a hyper plane from the training data which separates pixels with different class 

memberships this is called a linear classifier. The hyper plane gives the minimum distance to the 

training samples. Larger the margin is good separation achieved by the hyper plane that has the 

largest distance to the nearest training data. Support Vectors are those data points that the margin 

pushes up against.The hyper plane is normally represented by weights w and bias b, b an element 

in real numbers, x corresponds to the data values. SVM is usually maximizes the margin between 

data values of opposite classes. 

   w.x+b=0 

 The original maximum-margin hyper plane constructed a linear classifier. Nonlinear 

classifiers by applying the kernel functions. The function which transforms these data points to 

higher dimensional space from lower dimensional space. 

 A kernel function is some function that corresponds to a vector dot product in the few 

feature space. 

K(xi,xj) = Ф(xi). Ф(xj) 

There are many models to use with kernel functions of them: 

• The linear kernel     K(xi,xj)=xi.xj 

• The Polynomial kernel of order p  K(xi,xj) = (1+xi.xj)
p 

• The Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel                

K(xi,xj) = exp[−
(𝑥−𝑥𝑗) .(𝑥𝑖− 𝑥𝑗)

2𝜎2 ] 

• The Sigmoid kernel  K(xi,xj)= 
1

1+𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝛽0𝑥𝑖.𝑥𝑗+𝛽1] 
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5.2  OVERVIEW OF SVM 

 SVMs are set of related supervised learning methods used for classification and 

regression. They belong to a family of generalized linear classification. A special property of 

SVM is, SVM simultaneously minimize  the empirical classification error and maximize the 

geometric margin. So SVM called Maximum Margin Classifiers. SVM is based on the 

Structural risk Minimization (SRM). SVM  map input vector to a higher dimensional space 

where a maximal separating hyper plane is constructed Two parallel hyper planes are 

constructed on each side of the hyper plane that separate data. The separating hyper plane is 

the hyper plane that maximize the distance between the two parallel hyper planes. An 

assumption is made that the larger the margin or distance between these parallel hyper planes 

the better the generalization error of the classifier will be. 

We consider data points of the form  

{(x1,y1),(x2,y2),(x4,y4),(x4,y4)……..,(xn,yn)} 

Where yn=1/-1, a constant denoting the class to which that point xn belongs. N=number of 

sample. Each xn is p-dimensional real vector. The scaling is important to guard against 

variable(attributes) with larger variance. We can view this Training data, by means of the 

dividing (or separating) hyperplane, which takes  

w.x + b = 0                                          -----------(1) 

Where b is scalar and w is p-dimensional Vector. The vector w points perpendicular to the 

separating hyperplane. Adding the offset parameter b allows us to increase the margin. 

Absent of b, the hyperplane is forced to pass thorough the origin, restricting the solution. As 

we are interesting in the maximum margin, we are interested SVM and the parallel 

hyperplanes. Parallel hyperplanes can be described by equation  

w.x+b=1 

w.x+b=-1 

If the training data are linearly separable, we can select these hyperplanes so that there are no 

points between them and then try to maximize their distance. By geometry, We find the 

distance between the hyper plane is 2/|w|. So we want to minimize |w|. To excite data points, 

we need to ensure that for all I either  
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w.xi-b≥1 or w.xi-b≤-1 

Samples along the hyperplanes are called Support Vectors(SVs). A separating hyperplane 

with the largest margin defined by M=2/|w| that is specifies support vectors means training 

data points closets to it. Which satisfy? 

Yj[w
T.xj+b] = 1,i=1     ----------(2) 

 Optimal Canonical Hyperplane (OCH) is a canonical Hyperplane having a maximum 

margin. For all the data, OCH should satisfy the following constraints  

Yi[w
T.xi+b]≥1  ; i=1,2,…..1  -----------(3) 

Where I is Number of Training data point. In order to find the optimal separating hyperplane 

having a maximal margin, A learning machine should minimize ||w||2 subject to the 

inequality constraints 

Yi[w
T.xi+b]≥1   ; i=1,2…..1 

This optimization problem solved by the saddle points of the Lagrange’s Function 

∑1
𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖Lp = Lw,b,α)=1/2||w||2-(yi(w

Txi+b)-1)=1/2wTw-∑1
𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖(yi(w

Txi+b)-1) -----(4) 

Where αiis a Lagranges multiplier. The search for an optimal saddle points(wo,bo,αo) is 

necessary because Lagranges must be minimized with respect to w and b and has to be 

maximized with respect to nonnegative αi (αi ≥0 ). This problem can be solved either in 

primal form (which is the form of w & b) or in dual from(which is the form of αi). Equation 

number (4) and (5) are convex and KKT conditions, which are necessary and sufficient 

conditions for a maximum of equation (4) Partially differentiate equation (5) with respect to 

saddle points(wo,bo,αo). 

● Linear kernel:K(xi,xj) = xiTxj. 

     Polynomial kernel:  

              K(xi,xj)=(γxiTxj+r)d ,     γ>0 

● RBF kernel: 

              K(xi,xj) = (γ xiTxj+r)d   ,   γ>0 
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● Sigmoid kernel: 

      K(xi,xj)=tanh(γ xiT x j+r) 

Here, γ,r and d are kernel parameters. In these popular kernel functions, RBF is the main 

kernel function because of following reasons : 

1.The RBF kernel nonlinearly maps samples into a higher dimensional space unlike to linear 

kernel. 

2.The RBF kernel has less hyperparameters than the polynomial kernel. 

3.The RBF kernel has less numerical difficulties. 

5.3 MODEL SELECTION OF SVM 

Model selection is also an important issue in SVM. Recently, SVM have shown good 

performance  in data classification. Its success depends on the tuning of several parameters 

which  affect that generalization error. We often call this parameter tuning procedure as the 

model selection. If you use the linear SVM, only need to tune the cost parameter C. 

Unfortunately, line at SVM are often applied to linearly separable problems. 

Many problems are non- linearly separable. For example, Satellite data  and Shuttle data 

are not linearly separable. Therefore, we often apply nonlinear kernel to solve classification 

problems, so we need to select the cost parameter (C) and kernel parameters (γ,d)[4]&[5]. 

We usually use the grid-search method in cross validation to select the best parameter set. 

Then apply this parameter set to the training dataset and the  get the classifier. After that, use 

the classifier to classify the testing dataset to get the generalization accuracy. 

5.4 IMAGE DATA COLLECTION 

Image processing has been proved as the most effective system for agricultural 

applications; among several agriculture , orange is the most popular delicious fruit crop with 

tremendous commercial value. There is a need for advanced techniques to improve the 

cultivation and to address many issues which prove to be a great boon to our farmers. There 

are several challenges existing in this field as discussed in the proceeding chapters. The basic 

requirement before effective implementation of image processing and machine learning 
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techniques to develop the system for pathogen- detection and diagnose of orange crop is the 

collection of image-data. 
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CHAPTER-6  

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS  

6.1 IMAGE DATA COLLECTION 

Image processing has been proved as the most effective system for agricultural 

applications; among several agriculture , orange is the most popular delicious fruit crop 

with tremendous commercial value. There is a need for advanced techniques to improve 

the cultivation and to address many issues which prove to be a great boon to our farmers. 

There are several challenges existing in this field as discussed in the proceeding chapters. 

The basic requirement before effective implementation of image processing and machine 

learning techniques to develop the system for pathogen- detection and diagnose of orange 

crop is the collection of image-data.  

6.2 Segmentation Results  

we had captured 500 few images for fruit with normal and diseased .With 

reference to chapter-3,4 captured images are preprocessed before applying adaptive k-

means technique to segment the image. The following section discusses the segmentation 

results of natural images of orange flower, leaf and fruit.  

 

        Fig.6.2.1 input normal orange image to RGB conversion. 

 Fig.6.2.1 shows the results for the original normal orange fruit image is converted 

to the RGB images and the separate band images can be seen in the figure above.By 

converting the original image into the RGB image we can able to classify the defected part 

of the fruit .The same results for the diseased orange fruit can be shown in Fig 6.2.2.  
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                       Fig:6.2.2  orange fruit affected by disease(stem end) 

6.3 RCB VS LAB COLOR SPACE 

 L* indicates lightness, a* is the red/green coordinate, and b* is the yellow/blue coordinate. 

In the L*a*b* color space, L* indicates lightness and a* and b* are chromaticity 

coordinates. a* and b* are color directions: +a* is the red axis, -a' is the green axis, +b* is 

the yellow axis and -b* is the blue axis. 

                                    

                   Fig: 6.3.1 lab color space analysis of normal orange fruit 

                                 

                    Fig: 6.3.2 lab color space analysis of diseased orange fruit 
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6.4 K MEANS CLUSTERING RESULTS 

K-Means clustering algorithm is an unsupervised algorithm and it is used to 

segment the interest area from the background. It clusters, or partitions the given data into 

K-clusters or parts based on the K-centroids. 

The algorithm is used when you have unlabeled data (i.e. data without defined 

categories or groups). The goal is to find certain groups based on some kind of similarity 

in the data with the number of groups represented by K.TheClustering results of the 

normal and diseased orange fruits are shown in fig.6.4.1 and  fig.6.4.2 respectively. 

                                   

                  Fig 6.4.1  k means clustering result of normal orange fruit 

                                           

                       Fig 6.4.2 k means clustering result of diseased orange fruit 

6.5 HISTOGRAM REPRESENTATIONS 

         An image histogram is a type of histogram that acts as a graphical representation of 

the tonal distribution in a digital image. It plots the number of pixelsfor each tonal 

value.By looking at the histogram for a specific image a viewer will be able to judge the 

entire tonal distribution at a glance. Fig 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 shows the histogram results of the 

normal and the diseased orange fruit . 
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                     Fig 6.5.1 histogram of normal orange fruit 

 

                 Fig: 6.5.2  histogram of diseased orange fruit 

6.6 FEATURE EXTRACTION RESULTS 

            Table  6.6.1  centroid and lpb results of healthy and diseased orange fruit images 

Normal orange fruit centroid 

values 

Diseased orange fruit centroid 

values 

Centroid value 1=39.00000 Centroid value 1=41.20000 

Centroid value 2=78.00000 Centroid value 2=82.40000 

Centroid value 3=117.00000 Centroid value 3=123.60000 

Centroid value 4=156.00000 Centroid value 4=164.00000 

Lpb value=201.7377 Lpb value=144.8742 
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6.7 CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 

For classification author has used neural networks with different training functions. 

For analysis purpose, prepared a database with 32 dimensional feature vectors (Twelve 

MRKT features and twenty Wavelet-PCA based features) for all 500 set of captured 

realistic images of orange plant parts i.e. leaf, fruit and flower. Out of this prepared 

database, 30% of the database images are used for testing purpose while the remaining 

70% of database images are used for training purpose of the neural network.  

Further for the performance analysis, author has derived the Confusion Matrix. 

This Confusion Matrix is generally a 2x2 matrix. The elements of this matrix are - False 

Negative (FN), False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN), and True Positive (TP). Where, 

FN and FP are the parameters for the number of images in testing database with wrong 

classification while TN & TP are the parameters for the number of images in testing 

database with correct classification. Further, few more statistical values such as 

Sensitivity, Specificity, Miss Rate and Accuracy can be calculated. These statistical values 

can be calculated using set of equations (6.1 to 6.5). For the proposed research work, the 

accuracy and sensitivity for different orange crop parts with different training function is 

listed .  

Sensitivity (TPR) = TP/P    where, P=TP+FN                 (6.1)  

Specificity (TNR) = TN/N   where, N=TN+FP               (6.2)  

Fall Out (FPR) = FP/N                                                     (6.3)  

Miss Rate (FNR) = FN/P                                                  (6.4)  

Accuracy = (TP+TN/P+N)*100%                                    (6.5)  

6.8 FINAL RESULT 

 The final result for the orange fruits that will be shown is presented in the below 

figures. If the fruit is not affected by any of the diseases then it will show the pop up with 

the context as fruit normal and if the fruit is affected by any of the given diseases then it 

will show the pop up with the context showing the disease name as shown in the below 

figure. 
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    Fig .6.8.1  final reult fo diseased fruit                       fig.6.8.2  final result of normal fruit 

 

The comparison of the accuracy levels for the detecting the diseased orange fruits that are 

found in the different regions like tropical region ,Mediterranean region ,American/western 

region. The image resolution for the images that we consider for the process is 200 dpi.the 

following table shows the comparison results 

 Table 6.8.3 The comparison of accuracy levels of different defected orange fruits 

S.No. Types of orange fruits Image resolution Accuracy(detecting 

diseases)in % 

1 Tropical 200 dpi 80.2 

2 Mediterranean 200 dpi 74.3 

3 American/western 200 dpi 83.1 
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                                             CHAPTER 7 

                                               CONCLUSION 

          The Orange Fruit that is affected by different  types of fungalor bacterial diseases can be 

detected and we can be able to separate the normal orange fruit from the diseased  orange fruit by 

using this project.We can use this for all the citrus fruits and can easily identify the quality of the 

fruits .Using this we can grade the quality of the fruits and the will be useful for easy sorting of 

the fruits which will take less time compared to the other techniques like manual selection or 

using any other technique.This will be most efficient one compared to others methods.This will 

have many applications like assessment of quality of fruit in many super markets and in fields 

and in airports etc..  
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ABSTRACT 

 

 Stroke is the 4th leading cause of death in the US, with one person dying every 4 minutes as 

a result .Approximately 800,000 people have a stroke each year; about one every 4 seconds. 

Strokes occur due to problems with the blood supply to the brain; either the blood supply is 

blocked or a blood vessel within the brain ruptures. Due to the increase in misdiagnosis in medical 

for example misdiagnosis of stroke in brain. This Led to make correct medical diagnosis through 

many ways. However, it is not easy to correctly diagnose the stroke. In this paper our aim to 

present foundational approach to assisting physicians when making medical diagnose for brain 

stroke. Brain stroke has been detected using image segmentation.  
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 CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION  

 

 This chapter introduces the concept of stroke and its types, stroke detection and recovery 

techniques.  

 

1.1 Background  

 

 The human brain is composed of 40% gray and 60% whitematter. The gray matter is made 

up of about 100 billion neurons that gather and transmit signals while the white matter is made of 

dendrites and axons that the neurons use to transmit signals. There are different ways of dividing 

the brain anatomically into regions. The common method and divide the brain into three main 

regions based on embryonic development: the forebrain, midbrain, and hindbrain. It controls 

thoughts, memory, speech, and movement. It regulates the function of many organs. When the 

brain is healthy, it works quickly and automatically. However, when problems occur, the results 

can be devastating. Brain diseases come in different forms: Infections, trauma, stroke, seizures, 

and tumors are some of the major categories of brain diseases. A stroke is a sudden interruption in 

the blood supply of the brain. Most strokes are caused by an abrupt blockage of arteries leading to 

the brain (ischemic stroke). Other strokes are caused by bleeding into brain tissue when a blood 

vessel bursts (hemorrhagic stroke). Because stroke occurs rapidly and requires immediate 

treatment, stroke is also called a brain attack. MRI is useful for imaging soft tissues such as the 

brain because it shows great details. It can detect minute differences, even between areas that are 

similar (unlike CT scans, which are useful in imaging bone and soft tissue, but with less detail). 

MRI can often demonstrate brain abnormalities which are too small or located in regions of the 

brain that cannot be seen well by CT scans. There are many methods and programs used to 

segment medical image to help doctors to diagnostic the diseases. The most effective method to let 

the doctors analyze the disease or unmoral tissue is Image segmentation by using Matlab. Image 

segmentation is the identification and isolation of an image into regions that, one hope, correspond 

to structural units. The MRI brain image one of the most complex organs in the body, so the 
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segmentation of brain is complicated task that can face the expert. Biomedical Images reveals the 

body structure which is contained soft tissues, organs and bones. Doctors cannot decide whether 

the disease has been growth or not with a normal biomedical image. Therefore, biomedical image 

analysis by image processing is so important to let the doctors know more details about the disease 

or abnormal growth. There are many different types to segment medical images by using matlab 

software such as thresholding and morphological. Pixel-based and mropholigical method are types 

of image segmentation and they work in some kind of brain stroke. The most straightforward and 

common of the pixel-based methods is thresholding in which all pixels having intensity values 

above or below some level are classified as part of the segment. Morphological operations have to 

do with processing shapes. It has two basic morphological operations are dilation and erosion. In 

dilation, the center or active pixel is set to the maximum of its neighbors and in erosion it is set to 

the minimum of its neighbors. Both operations are nonlinear. They are not invertible 

transformations. One followed by the other will not generally result in the original image. From 

Erosion to dilation (Opening) is used to remove back ground artifacts. But dilatio to erosion is used 

to fill small holes and smoothens the object outline by filling up small gaps.   

 

 There are different types of stroke, namely Brain Attack, Embolic Stroke, Thrombotic 

Stroke, Ischemic Stroke, CVA. Ischemic stroke is the most prevalent catastrophic disease of the 

brain. Various animal models have been used to study the disease. The majority of the models are 

based on induction of focal ischemic cerebral necrosis, followed by exhaustive morphometric 

analysis of the tissues. Despite recent advances in machine learning and image processing, 

neurological damage evaluations are still based on tedious manual or semi-automatic 

segmentation of brain images as proposed by Ozertem et al. (2007). A method that uses active 

contours combined with a kernel annealing approach to automatically segment the brain organs of 

interest, as well as a simple feature that highlights the contrast between normal and infarct brain 

tissue for automated analysis is demonstrated. Stroke research is often performed in small animal 

models, including rodents. The ischemic stroke is usually induced experimentally, and the effect 

or benefits of various interventions, including new drugs, are evaluated by Ozertem et al. (2007). 

The process requires sophisticated and reliable imaging and analysis of the neurological damage in 

the affected hemisphere of the brain. The results of these experiments help identify new molecular 

targets for better treatment or prevention of stroke.   
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  Ischemic Stroke occurs when an artery to the brain is blocked.  The brain depends on its 

arteries to bring fresh blood from the heart and lungs. The blood carries oxygen and nutrients to the 

brain, and takes away carbon dioxide and cellular waste. If an artery is blocked, the brain cells 

(neurons) cannot make enough energy to work and it will eventually stop working automatically. 

If the artery remains blocked for more than a few minutes, the brain cells may die immediately. 

Ischemic Stroke can be caused by several different kinds of diseases. The most common problem 

is narrowing of the arteries in the neck or head. This is most often caused by atherosclerosis, or 

gradual cholesterol deposition. If the arteries become too narrow, blood cells may collect and form 

blood clots. These blood clots can block the artery where they are formed (thrombosis), or can 

dislodge and become trapped in arteries closer to the brain (embolism).   

 Another cause of stroke is blood clots in the heart, which can occur as a result of irregular 

heartbeat, heart attack, or abnormalities of the heart valves. While these are the most common 

causes of Ischemic Stroke, there are many other possible causes. Ischemic Stroke have two 

important types which causes severe damage to the brain they are named as thrombotic and 

embolic. A thrombotic stroke occurs when diseased or damaged cerebral arteries become blocked 

by the formation of a blood clot within the brain. Clinically referred to as cerebral thrombosis or 

cerebral infarction, this type of event is responsible for almost 50 percent of all strokes. Cerebral 

thrombosis can also be divided into an additional two categories that correlate to the location of the 

blockage within the brain: large-vessel thrombosis and small vessel thrombosis. Large-vessel 

thrombosis is the term used when the blockage is in one of the brain’s larger blood-supplying 

arteries such as the carotid or middle cerebral, while small-vessel thrombosis involves one (or 

more) of the brain’s smaller, yet deeper, penetrating arteries. This latter type of stroke is also called 

a lacunar infarct.  

 Embolic stroke is also caused by a clot within an artery, but in this case the clot (or emboli) 

forms somewhere other than in the brain. Often from the heart, these emboli will travel in the 

bloodstream until they become lodged and cannot travel any farther. This naturally restricts the 

flow of blood to the brain and results in near-immediate physical and neurological deficits. 
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1.2 Aim of the Project  

 

 The main objective of this research is to design brain stroke segmentation and detection 

techniques. More concisely, our objectives are shown as below:  

 To develop a novel stroke segmentation approach using Region Growing algorithm.  

 To develop a novel stroke detection approach using Modified Region Growing algorithm.  

 To develop a novel stroke segmentation approach using Probabilistic Patch based 

Approach and classification using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).  

 

 Our goal is to develop an automated brain image analysis system for rigorous neurological 

studies of the brain to assess the effects of Ischemic Strokes Offner et al. (2006). The final solution 

is envisioned to utilize atlas based brain-organ boundary initialization followed by active contour 

based organ segmentation and feature/clustering-based infarct classification.   

 The scope of this paper is the identification and discussion of design procedures to provide 

direct stroke shielding of outdoor distribution, transmission, and generating plant substations. All 

known methods of shielding from direct strokes were investigated during the preparation of this 

guide, and information is provided on two methods found to be widely used:  

 The Classical Empirical Method and   

 The Electro Geometric Model  

 

1.3 Methodology 

 

 MRI is a test that produces very accurate pictures of the brain and its arteries without 

X-rays or dyes. This test is useful for detecting a wide variety of brain and blood vessel 

abnormalities, and can usually determine the area of the brain that is damaged by anischemic 

stroke. During this painless test, you lie on a table that moves into the opening of the MRI 

machine. The machine creates a magnetic field which briefly alters the water molecules in your 

brain cells. The response to this magnetic field is then detected and used to create an image of the 

brain. Although MRI scans can be used on any part of the body, the following description applies 

only to MRI of the head.MRI is useful for imaging soft tissues such as the brain because it shows 
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great detail. It can detect minute differences, even between areas that are similar (unlike CT scans, 

which are useful in imaging bone and soft tissue, but with less detail). MRI can often demonstrate 

brain abnormalities which are too small or located in regions of the brain that cannot be seen well 

by CT scans. Another benefit of MRI is that it can be performed without X-rays or dyes (although 

many times, an intravenous dye called gadolinium is used to image the brain and its blood vessels). 

Brain MRI is commonly used to detect and diagnose many kinds of abnormalities of the skull, 

brain, and spinal cord. In addition to stroke, MRI is used to diagnose abnormal growths such as 

tumors, blood vessel abnormalities, infections, or disorders such as multiple sclerosis. MRI can 

provide direct views of the body from almost any direction, while CT scans only provide images in 

an axial orientation. Medical images taken of the human body are usually displayed in three 

orientations. Coronal orientation: in a slice dividing the head into front and back halves.  

 Sagittal orientation: In a slice dividing the head into left and right halves. Axial orientation: 

in a slice dividing the head into upper and lower halves. There are several different kinds of MRI 

scans. Each sequence highlights different aspects of brain tissue, and may be used to answer 

specific questions. Some sequences (for examples are particularly useful for detecting 

abnormalities in the first few hours after ischemic stroke. MRI can also be used to obtain an image 

of the blood vessels which supply the brain. This energy is reflected out of the body and detected 

by the MRI scanner. A digital computer constructs these reflections into a picture of the brain. The 

switching on and off of the device that measures the reflected Magnetic Resonance (MR) signals 

produces the knocking sound heard during the exam. Once the brain is removed, it can be sliced 

into standard size segments, and the necrotic region, usually visible on the affected side of the 

brain, can be visualized with a special stain. The infarcts then can be quantified (e.g., in percentage 

of ipsilateral or contralateral area, or in volume) using morphometric analysis. Automatic image 

segmentation of the brain, certain organs of interest in the brain, and the infarct region will enable 

fast, accurate and reliable analysis of the desired statistics by removing investigator bias from the 

data analysisOzertem et al. (2007). The diagnosis and rehabilitation of strokes are defined clearly 

in the section of Rehabilitation and Diagnosis.  

 

1.4 Significance of the work 

 

 On average, one person dying every 4 minutes, the 4th leading cause of death. this disease 
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can affect anyone, everyone should take steps to reduce their risk and come to know about 

it in its earliest stages, when it's most treatable. 

 The previous methods like Global threshoulding, Clustering, K-nn includes the demerits 

high cost, not good for extraction of ROI's leads to high FPs and FNs rates, sensitiveness to 

noisy or irrelevant attributes, which can result in less meaningful distance numbers. 

 Hence this method of using image processing tools for brain stroke detection is most useful 

for early and painless detection. 

  

                                                                                                 

1.5 Outline of the Report 

 The first chapter presents general introduction of the Medical Imaging Processing, 

Strokes and basic terminologies. 

 The second chapter surveys the state of the art of main approaches related to Stroke 

detection in medical imaging. In review of literature, a thorough analysis has been 

made on various other approaches in Stroke detection algorithms. This chapter also 

presents preliminary and detailed knowledge about stroke and stroke detection 

methodologies. 

 The third chapter presents on about the Brain stroke detection using modified region 

growing algorithm. 

 The fourth chapter presents about Segmenting Ischemic stroke region on MRI images 

and the related observations are discussed. 

 The fifth chapter focuses the newly proposed automated brain stroke detection 

method and also discuss about the implementation using CNN. 

 The sixth chapter  deals with the result of the project.  

 The seventh chapter deals with the conclusion and scope of the project. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 2.1 Introduction 

 

 This Chapter describes the background of the research which is presented in this thesis. 

The concepts of the stroke segmentation and detection techniques are introduced. In this 

dissertation, segmentation technique and detection on brain stroke is analyzed. Several techniques 

of image segmentation and detection of brain stroke are discussed, where almost all methods have 

some disadvantage. This dissertation provides maximum knowledge for the researchers in 

analyzing each problem and would help in overcoming them.  

 The ischemic stroke means interruption in the supply of blood to the brain due to presence 

of block in artery. The identification and segmentation are one of critically challenging process in 

biomedical image processing technique which is being carried out. CTand MIR are the important 

method used for examine the human body without making surgical cuts. It’s a significant to make 

accurate detection and segmentation for finding the stroke occurring region such that it can be 

diagnosed and treated clinically by computer aided tool. Considering the challenges of aforesaid, 

this dissertation focus on emphasizing the methods and there limitation on existing classification.   

 

2.2  CT Scan based Detection  

 

 For the person arriving with symptoms of stroke the first test made is CT scan. They are 

performed using X-rays, which are normally used for the detection of fractures in the bone. Still 

CT scanner widely uses them in advanced way, in a sequence to produce cross-sectional of images 

that appear like a single slice of the brain, or probably as three-dimensional images. 

 Ischemic stroke detection is followed in four steps, they are preprocessing method of the 

acquired image followed by analysis of brain tissue and to find the exact location where the stroke 

has been present. The preprocessing stage in a CT scan is necessary as they produce images which 
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are distorted and so they usually prefer diagnosis method based on the infraction. The stages 

involved in preprocessing are obtaining gray image, brain insulation, image masking, filtering, 

opening and closing. The initial step is obtaining a gray image from the colored image. So they are 

converted into gray scale by eliminating the RGB brightness. Brain insulation is the process of 

removing the skull from the obtained image. This helps in extending the segmentation of stroke. 

The process of brain insulation is carried through a series of stages. They are region growing, 

image masking, filtering, erosion and dilation.  

 The CT based obtained images shows that, they are 83% accurate in detection and 33% is 

based on the prediction of radiologist. Continuous Arterial Spin Labeling protocol is used to locate 

acute ischemic stroke in the perfusion images using CT. By using these various measures of 

Arterial Transit Time (ATT), Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast (DSC), Cerebral Blood Volume 

and flow were calculated. To analyze the blood volume, flow and to carry out the perfusion 

technique Verge level is usually set in the CT scan. The attenuation measurement is also an 

important step in detection of ischemic stroke. This is done by using a zero score mapping method. 

But by this method the swollen part of the brain cannot be detected. Therefore to improvise the 

ridgelet, wavelet and curvelet based texture descriptors, approach is followed for determining the 

multi resolution texture analysis. 

 Among this curvelet based approach is preferred because they are easier in classifying the 

normal and affected region. The measure of blood barrier permeability is carried out with different 

scanning protocol using CT scan in the initial stage of perfusion. To predict the earlier ischemic 

stroke detection and to extract the characteristic feature the new technique named Circular 

Adaptive Region of Interest (CAROI) approach was designed. Correlation coefficient tests were 

also carried out in the perfusion test. Nondiscriminatory and unflinching automated approaches 

where made to increase the number of White Matter Lesion (WML) quantity. They are mainly 

made to produce Fluid Attenuation Inversion Recovery (FLAIR), MRI are used for determining 

the Partial Volume Averaging (PVA). The results of WML segmentation based technique are far 

better when comparing to other methods. Further Lesion Load (LL) was extended for determining 

the quantity of WML. The computation was made on each of the left and right hemispheres of the 

brain separately. Important parameters like compassion particularly supported the accurate detail 

on each and every Perfusion CT (PCT) mapping. But still process on the Transient Ischemic 

Attack (TIA) patients suffering from PCT was only limited to the number of datasets present. The 
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detail study on the regular and irregular quantification in the images is obtained using computer 

aided diagnostic and the same approach was carried out.  

 

2.3  MRI in Anlying Ishemic Stroke  

 

 Within a short duration after the occurrence of stroke, the concentrations of blood like 

neuronal markers, inflammatory markers, bloodbrain barrier marker, astroglial markers and 

hemostatic markers has to be determined. Diagnostic approach at the person is done with help of 

combinational blood residences, on every ischemic stroke patients. They have been used for 

investigating the sub photo beneath the receiver operator traits. Accumulating of patients suffering 

from stroke and mimic symptoms is examined and the survey is carried out for measuring, level of 

blood proteins which are at increased level. For the patients suffering from Mitochondrial 

encephalopathy, lactic acidosis, and stroke-like episodes syndrome (MELAS), and cerebral hyper 

perfusion identification on Arterial Spin Labelling (ASL) the use of MRI is executed before the 

onset of stroke.   

 Detection gadget primarily based on computer aided was made for identification of 

Cerebralmicrobleeds (CMB) to speed the process. Visible evaluation using MRI is accompanied 

by help of three stages specifically cranium stripping, first candidate selection and discount of 

pseudo positives. The scrutiny for the locating the stroke is made by Gabor filtering and median 

filtering. The Process of pre-processing for seeded vicinity is made by using a set of rules. Texture 

based location segmentation is made on clinical image containing stroke; analysis is made for 

separating the affected part from unaffected region. They seize the massive and small lesions by 

Diffusion. 

 Weighed MR Imaging (DWI) are used in spite, it’s overlooked by some segmentation. 

DWI automated pilot gadget was proposed that's used for pre processing and exponential Apparent 

Diffusion Coefficient (eADC). Later normalization to a trendy brain template is approximately 

made, thus threshold and abnormal areas has been stated. An approach in the use of wavelets is 

turned and subjected to de-noising and Fuzzy relational classifier to categorize the disease.  
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2.3.1  Acute stage 

  

 According to analysis acute ischemic stroke is not visible accurately at initial stage in the 

CT scan. Later it was proposed that an acute stroke can be estimated in CT scan is not be much 

harder even though selfobtrusive is not possible. Even DWI won't show the extreme lesion in all 

cases. Hence professional assistance is required to discover the acute lesion area on CT image, 

however is not capable of correctly outline the lesion boundaries.  

 

2.3.2  Thickness of slice  

 

 Many plane wave (PW) and diffusion weighted (DW) snap shots make use of slicing 

technique. They are made into slices of 4 mm and 14 mm in thickness. Indisputable CT is obtained 

as a thin slice in range of one to twelve millimetre. The ratio of sign to noise is very low in 

diagnosis of stroke. So to overcome this reconstruction phase is carried out. To avoid misleading in 

the image comparison, especially in 3D and 4D format, volumetric scan with contiguous slices is 

applied by using advanced image processing algorithm.  

 

2.3.3  Preference of perfusion and diffusion parameters  

 

 For interrupting perfusion method, special parameter based maps are anticipated. Those 

consist of, imaged cerebral blood flow process followed by the mean transit time method along 

with the process of time-to-peak mapping and process of cerebral blood volume mapping. These 

obtains varying sized lesion from the same record. The length of lesion is also obtained by using 

image processing algorithms, even though same type of parameters is expected.   

 

2.3.4  T2-shine through and fogging  

 

 The process fogging impact on the initial thickness of tissue layer, in the initial starting 

stage the tissue is hyper-intense DWI lesion.  This makes a few lesions almost absolutely 

disappear among 7 and 21 days in order that the assessment of the final infarct on this time window 
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will underestimate very last tissue harm. As fogging is probably related to reperfusion, this will 

distort any association between reperfusion remedy and lesion length. T2shine via may distort 

lesion size at sub acute tiers. 

  

2.4 Swelling and Shrinking of Lesion 

  

 After the ischemic stroke detection Lesion swelling occur after a week. They are found to 

be severe after the third and fifth day. As days pass shrinking of stroke lesion occur and so the 

swelling also reduces. The affected tissue is replaced by the cerebrospinal fluid where they leave 

an area of cerebromalacea with ex vacuo impact on adjoining systems. Results obtained from an 

image shows that swelling may be located as mass impact where infarct distorts the tissues present 

at the adjacent. They are obtained by the process of compression, the ventricle and cerebrospinal 

fluid.  Though anatomically there is very less change found, the area of ischemic tissue increases 

due to swelling.  Later ex vacuo impact can bring about an estimation of the actual volume of the 

final damage layers.  

 

2.5 Instantaneous Reperfusion  

 

 Instantaneous reperfusion takes place approximately in 20% of patients with the aid of 24 

hour and other through 5 days and changes the tissue final results. The presence of lesion fat is also 

encouraged with the aid of blood deliver which changes notably from different persons. Thus 

process of predicting the stroke presence and their evolutions, tissue fate are much complex.   

 

2.5.1  Non reflow process  

 

 A non reflow process occurs when recanalization in the blocked artery does not replace the 

tissue capillaries. Sometimes it may result in a worst case where the blood flow is changed into 

restored one. They could make them to sufferers from big Middle Cerebral Artery (MCA) infarcts. 

The main reason of hazardous elements continues to be unknown. The occurrence of swelling in 

perivascular tissue leads the vessels to narrow down.  
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2.5.2  Scattered lesions  

 

 Presence of Stroke lesions are hardly ever seen as unique big lesions in acute DWI or in the 

final relaxation time 2 (T2) pix. Usually they have multifocal scattered lesions with presence of 

multiple topologically. These additives may additionally lie in the identical arterial territory. 

Distinctive organic scenarios had been alleged to give an explanation for this phenomenon: some 

lead to clot, that usually block proximal artery, however, due to the fact they lead to collateral 

deliver from adjoining arterial territories. The other blocked artery territory has now not infracted 

at the same time as some has; every other is that a bath of emboli went into one artery and affects 

the exclusive smaller branches within the equal territory. Some opportunities lead the clot to enter 

a proximal artery and denied for a brief time. Later they break and divide into different branches. 

Sometimes this is likely because of imaging do not show the proper extension of the tissue, either 

in acute or subacute stage. The sensible implication in the image processing technique leads to 

design of algorithm to implement simplest lesion and not with couple of fragments.  

 

2.6 Exclusion-Inclusion Standards 

 

 The research excluded studies that handiest used preferred thresholding techniques and/or 

basic statistical-correlation equipment of their analysis of acute/sub acute ischemic stroke lesions. 

Additionally exclude the studies on simplest chronic lesions. Diagnosed studies states that 

dynamic models simulating the effect of collateral phenomena contributing to the stroke evolution 

manner and no longer at once addressing the global dynamic evolution of ischemic stroke were 

additionally excluded (e.g.: reading the effect of inflammation in ischemic stroke).  

In all the dissertation, the usage of or defining a brand new photograph evaluation approach or 

dynamic evolution simulation fashions that had been carried out to ischemic acute/sub-acute 

stroke the use of human, animal, phantoms or simulated data. An inclusive approach is used, in 

order to overlook any new methods and consequently also blanketed dissertations with very little 

designated statistics approximately the take a look at information together with the purchase stage 

(acute, sub-acute, persistent as long because it was not entirely chronic) or the number of the 
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recruited sufferers or simulated information. Imaging totally based on macroscopic dynamic 

models simulates a 4D evolution of acute ischemic stroke using MR or CT information and/or 

synthetic pictures are not determined. We had been very keen to include the identified microscopic 

methods when you consider that they offer clues about what drives the evolution of stroke lesion 

which could potentially initiate scientific picture analysis in macroscopic acute ischemic stroke 

MR/CT imaging-based dynamic modeling. Tapping into the potentials of in silico studies in 

medicine relying on accurate and practical mathematical and computational models would help 

conquer the want for high-priced medical trials.  

 

2.7 Voxel based Approaches 

 

 Detection of stroke is made by voxel based method. An Experiment was done in series of 

linear regressions method along with FuglMeyer (FM) assessment scores and analysis the 

Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) metric’s log number of voxels. Fractional Anisotropy (FA) 

metrics based on voxel were made. Slice wise distance were found by taking the center 

co-ordinates and distance among them were determined.   

 

2.8 Classifiers to detect Ischemic Stroke 

 

 Improved Watershed Image Segmentation Technique was carried out. Transformation 

based on watershed was done with help of edge detection algorithms along with its gradient 

operators were used. This often leads to over segmentation so to eliminate this; techniques like 

image enhancement, noise removal along with the Prewitt’s edge detection operator are used. 

Demonstration on testing signified that they are more accurate and reduced the problem of over 

segmentation.   

 To correlate the clinical functional outcome ischemic infarction based on ANN was made 

which portrayed the lesion is important in hemispheric. For measuring the outcome all the 

acute-phase MR images were used as inputs to ANN. They were subjected to training and later 

testing was made. The testing made such that ANN was able to correlate the predicted outcome. 

Thus, an ANN can be efficiently trained for ischemic lesion.   
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 Other survey investigated the effectiveness of ANN on prediction of stroke diseases called 

Thrombi-embolic. This method evaluated ANN for various types of stroke. For training the ANN 

the back propagation algorithm was used. Results of this demonstrated that the classification of 

stroke was satisfactory. Maximum Likelihood Predictor (MLP) and integration of nonlinear 

primary aspect analysis (NPAA) neural network have been made in figuring out brief ischemic 

assaults.  

 To construct picture facts Random woodland Classifiers from functional magnetic 

resonance imaging(fMRI), relaxation time 1(T1), T2, DWI MRI and aptitude image statistics to 

carry out lesion segmentation, the energetic gaining knowledge of selective sampling technique 

was made. Gold preferred is furnished by way of the expert had been also conducted for the four 

experiment. This type results had been optimistically touchy and reached over ninety% accuracy. 

inspiration changed into relation among picture modalities and the amount of the golden 

widespread damage clarification had been maintained.   

 Later the estimation on Symptomatic Intracranial Hemorrhage (SICH), followed by other 

treatments is made. scientific variables given as enter to the help support vector machine (SVM) 

for gadget learning of CT, overall performance of that is then as compared with Hemorrhage After 

Thrombolysis (HAT) and Sugar, Early infarct symptoms, Dense cerebral artery signal, Age, 

country wide Institute of fitness stroke scale on admission(SEDAN).  Predicament has 

conquer on Spontaneous IntracerebralHemorrhage(SICH) in destiny research on prediction which 

do now not included picture area feature extraction. For event prognostication the picture 

processing degrees had been important however it changed into relatively inefficient and time 

ingesting.   

 For the hypo or hyper-intense indicators the detail used in this approach becomes 

normalization of CT images are made into template format and voxel smart contrast with control 

of CT images. The normalization of the CT images was attained by warping. To come across hyper 

dense MCA dot signal obtained by CT with SVM classifier automatic method changed into 

advanced.  

 Prediction of the rigorousness of cognitive impairments after stroke and take a look at on 

recuperation time became made. Datasets with with mind lesions become advanced for the 

automatic manner for converting the mind scans into three-dimensional photographs in their 

lesions and to analyze the connection among lesions, demographics at one of a kind instances post 
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stroke. But the chosen forecaster configuration miscalculates the cruelty of the injuries ached by 

means of the maximum faded sufferers inside the dataset. Research determined that automated 

techniques using mind MRI pix to classify even the sorts of tumor.   

 Further information device model become designed to allow self-care sports of affected 

person with stroke the use of student time(T) -check for evaluation. Electroencephalogram(EEG) 

bio-comments can be used as an external awareness of attention for the betterment of persistent 

stroke sufferers via the use of the finite quantity approach, a mathematical model can be evolved 

through thinking about 25% initially and ninety% laterally for dilations in arteries, pace profile 

expression, wall sheer strain, pattern primarily based on stream line and pressure gradient. The 

necessity of insisting the stroke patients to participate in communal project orientated circuit 

schooling for the betterment of the bodily interest and physiological repossession.  

 

2.9  Methods of Stroke Segmentation 

 

 Image segmentation is the process of dividing the images into subpart. Ultimate goal of 

image segmentation is to capture even the minute details in the image depends on the imaging 

technique. The extracted information is used in high level machine vision applications. The 

process of segmentation is classified as similarity based approach and discontinuity based 

approach. The clustering of similar   pixel is made in the similarity based approach. Clustering is 

done based on similarities in color, texture, grey level, intensity etc. Based on the intensity level or 

grey level the image is subdivided and this type of approach is called a discontinuity based 

approach. They concentrate on the marking of isolated points, edges and lines. Scanning of the 

brain and further segmentation is made to observe the internal functioning of brain is working is 

correctly or not. This is done without any surgery and so called as non-invasive method. 

Considering to CT scan result, the MRI is better as it produces contrast between gray scales. 

Researchers have proved that MIR does not causes harmful ionizing radiations like of CT scan.  

For this reason the MIR is widely used and the segmentation techniques have been applied on it for 

segmenting region of stroke region.   

 Separation of hyper-intense region from the normal gray is made  

in ischemic stroke segmentation. It’s the most critical task. To overcome this automated stroke 

segmentation is needed. The brain which is subjected to stroke is divided into two parts region 1 
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and region 2.for the closed region Region of Interest (ROI) is generated. Such process of extracting 

the useful information from many dimensions is a most significant task in clinical image 

segmentation. The accuracy of treatment mainly depends on how well the stroke is identified and 

segmented.  

 Thus the different types of segmentation approach were made  

based on artificial intelligence and on image processing. Such as segmentation based on 

similarities are thresholding and region based segmentation. They include Region growing, 

Region splitting and merging of region. Some artificial intelligence (AI) techniques that are used 

for automatic detection are supervised and unsupervised. They include clustering based for 

determining the artificial neural network and unsupervised category. The widely used clustering 

algorithms are hard and soft technique or called as K-means and Fuzzy C-means. Predominant 

segmentation techniques that are used for brain stroke detection are thresholding, edge based 

detection, Region growing, pixel based classification, clustering, deformable model based and 

ANN.  

 

2.9.1  Thresholding based methods  

 

 Change in intensity levels for extracting region of interest is a main approach in threshold 

based technique. In this case either by interactively or analyzing histogram of an image the 

operation is performed and it’s mainly based on the value. An Operation that involves in testing is 

against the function T, spatial position of image point is given by x, local neighborhood property is 

p(x), and gray level intensity is f (x).  

 Contrasting images as performing bright object placed on dark object represent gray scale 

image in binary scale or called k bit scale. Local or global threshold values can be preferred. The 

multiple individual thresholds or multilevel thresholding segmentation can be performed. The 

oldest and the simplest process amongst all methods is global thresholding. Still it is not accurate 

for all variations in an image as threshold value is determined by considering all the properties of 

image. By using local threshold method variations within the object can be diagnosed. When 

threshold value is not determined from a part of an image adaptive technique is used.  

 Determination of optimal threshold value is done by Otsu's method. They are just done by 

focusing only on the approach of maximizing gray level variance. Other important phenomenon 
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which is considered are analyzing and accurately determining the normal distribution parameters. 

As they produce approximated result and it’s easy for threshold determining. Thus this method is 

widely preferred then compared to others. But the major disadvantage is, segmenting the stroke 

affected area not much sufficient. Hence improved approach in segmentation based on 

thresholding is followed. Such as inter mean thresholding, local thresholding, global thresholding 

and adaptive thresholding.  

 

2.9.1.1 Inter means algorithm  

 

 Inter means algorithm or called as histogram approach for thresholding. Inter mean 

clustering algorithm is done by mean value calculation. The image to be analyzed is divided in to 

two category namely black and white region. The value of pixel in black color is given as 0 and the 

value of white pixel is given as 1. The mean value is calculated from these two categories 

considering the initial pixel as center. This process is repeated consequently.  

 

2.9.1.2 Global Thresholding  

 

 The global threshold is used for distinct intensity distribution in the image. One value as 

threshold is chosen for the entire image. Thus the determination of such threshold value is difficult 

as it have to be satisfying all the pixel common properties.  

 

2.9.1.3 Local thresholding  

 

 As the name indicates they depend on local properties and their grey level is obtained by 

the summation of Gaussian distribution to minimize the error.  

 

2.9.1.4 Adaptive Thresholding  

 

 Adaptive thresholding overcomes the limitation of global thresholding where they are 

suitable for uneven illumination of background is present in an image. Initially the color image to 
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be processed is converted into grey scale and the fixes prior threshold value. Based on the limit of 

threshold, the fore ground and back ground of image is set.  

 

2.9.2  Edge based methods  

 

 Edge based segmentation involve in the location of image pixel which are usually aligned 

in the boundaries parallel manner. It’s understood that each image of interest have their own 

boundary. Hence the number of region of interest is equivalent to the number of boundaries. It 

indicates that the number of input images applied must be equivalent to the boundaries and their 

edges for acquiring an accurate segmentation. The main problems of edge based technique are they 

don't produce accurate result for the images suffering from 

 Uneven Edge 

 Presence of noise 

 Steep horiontal edges 

 Unsupported tetures 

 Apart from this,another problem faced is solving the ramp function. This is important as 

the output of segmented region may be quite varied in size than the original image. The area of 

change in the segmented area if changed, then its original may not match the real image. Secondly 

under-segmentation or the process of termination of the image leads to the false edge prediction. 

Based on the properties of edges, the algorithm of the edge detection algorithm is made. 

Depending on the image, the detail study is made and edge detection algorithm is set accordingly. 

Some of edge detectors used based on the classical approach comes under first order derivatives. 

The operators under the first derivatives are sobel operator, test operators, prewitt operator, and 

canny operator. Zero crossing is second order derivative, Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG), Gaussian 

edge detectors, Colored edge detectors.  

 The methodology used for region growing is the completely different to the technique of 

region split and merges. Initially, few pairs of small sub image is repeatedly merged based on the 

process of parallel restriction. The seed pixel is selected at a random manner and they are 

compared with the neighboring pixel. The neighboring pixels are added to the seed pixel such that 

parallel pixels are added to a growing region. Later, when the progress is stopped at one region and 

the on the other point a new seed is selected and the process is continued. Similarly the iteration is 
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made to grow until all the pixels fits in the desired region. Region growing approaches give much 

fine segmentation that matches well to the interposed edges to detect the brain stroke.  

 

2.9.3  Region-based methods  

 

 The region of interest is classified into different classes. Based on the pixel properties the 

classes are being formed.  Growing of the region is of two types, namely Region merging and 

Splitting technique. Growing of region measured based on the neighbouring pixel. Further, this is 

followed by merging these regions. The image of interest is divided into quadrants in split and 

merges technique. They are further divided into sub regions which have homogeneous pixels. 

Adjacent pixel which is compactable can be merged.  

 The procedural step is given by initializing the image and dividing the image into sub parts. 

The sub images must be divided such that when they are fused again to form the original image 

without any occurrence of overlap. These methods form a major step in all segmentation process. 

Thus the experimental result on detection of stroke lesion has proved that the process of edge 

detection is better for T2 and FLAIR then on DWI. But these methods need the human intervention 

to initialize the seed selection.  

 So an automated approach called semi-automated technique was proposed for detecting the 

core region of ischemic stroke. They carried out a different approach, instead of considering only 

the intensity value, the standard deviation and mean was taken in selecting pixel from 

8-connectivity. This technique gave better result and the ROI was varying sharply. But they are 

complex in executing because they are subjected to a large number of slices.  

 To improvise the technique and ease of use sketch based interactive approach was 

developed. It mainly focused on seed point method thus reducing the number of slices. Hence, it’s 

much easier for some non technical persons but results are not evaluated or its accuracy as done 

before.  

 Simple feature of region based parameter technique was taken and split and merge 

technique was executed. Based on region growing algorithm an automated technique can be 

prepared without human need. One such approach is watershed based technology. It is topography 

based which is similar to the water drop flowing down from the hill. During this they may fall in to 

some landscape during rain and reach another water body like valley. This is usually enclosed by a 
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catchment basin. By topographical lines each point belonging to a single catchment basin is 

differentiated from adjacent ones. Dams are usually built where water from different basins 

convene for defining boundary of ROI, the interest of this algorithm is watershed lines.  

 Further the landscape is partitioned on areas where dams are built called watersheds. Other 

method used for classifying brain stroke region followed in extracting the features along with 

Gabor filtering process. Extracting the feature and performing Gabor filtering technique is widely 

used in tumor segmentation then in stroke lesions technique. This is because they work well on 

getting pixels with maximum gradient intensities along with local minima. This leads to over 

segmentation and it requires additional processing technique increasing the complexity. So to 

overcome this disadvantage method of preprocessing or post-processing can be adopted.  

 

2.9.4  Pixel classification methods  

 

 The fundamental unit of an image is pixel which represents the basic properties of an image 

like color, hue, texture, intensity, brightness. Pre defined spectral characteristic based 

classification means forming clusters based on mean, standard deviation and co-variance etc. Two 

types of clustering techniques are   

 Unsupervised   

 Supervised.  

 Classification based on supervised define pixels to produce parameter for desired region of 

interest. Un-supervised methods are much better and less error affected one. The unsupervised 

method is developed according to pre defined technique. Supervised method takes major 

parameters such as texture; threshold values but unsupervised method does not consider them. Still 

comparing unsupervised method produce better results.  

 Manually segmented labeled training data is used in supervised  

methods to classify an image into mutually exclusive segment. Based on MR data being examined, 

the number of classes is decided by an operator whereas training data has to be chosen considering 

all the parameters. Category based are totally supervised which define pixels to provide parameter 

for desired region of interest. Un-supervised techniques are far better and much less error affected 

one. The unsupervised approach is made consistent with pre described approach. Supervised 

method takes foremost parameters which include texture; threshold values but unsupervised 
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technique does not keep in mind them. Still comparing unsupervised approach produce better 

results. Manually segmented classified training data is used in supervised strategies use to 

categories an image into mutually exclusive segment. Based on it MR records being examined, the 

range of lessons is decided by way of an operator while training facts needs to be chosen 

considering all of the parameters.   

 First of all DWI was used which finds the grey-level distinction  

via evaluating the real photograph and resultant photograph after thresholding. They follow 

segmentation process which is done based on value of threshold. Thus the frontal and background 

details are obtained. Then the intra and interlocation varies on the frontal and the heritage, 

permitting the algorithm for segmentation for choosing the brink that increases the variance of 

inter region. Pulmonary Vein (PV) is harder and faster process in segmentation that help in 

measuring the performance vector accurately. The factors characterizing the segmentation is done 

by PV that are inclusive of location uniformity, evaluation of region, line based assessment, 

connectivity and analyzing the texture. Other method of non-uniformity (NU) is made instead of 

PV with aid of improving the area uniformity in measurement of PV. This is made in normalizing 

the area. Standard Molar entropy (SM) measurement is described as the summation of the 

gradients present on every pixel. The resultant obtained is the characteristic fee of exceeding the 

threshold value of segmentation and the neighbouring mean value. State Entropy (SE) based 

entropy-primarily depends on the segmentation assessment degree on the intra-region. This 

uniformity discipline is made by second order local entropy method. Measurement based on 

common squared shade blunders of the segments; deal with over-segmentation with the aid of 

proportionality based on weight to square root of quantity segmentation. It is independent on the 

sort of images and contents. F0 turned was made to enhance F, as F was located to have a bit bias 

closer to over-segmentation, which is the function of manufacturing many extra areas than 

preferred inside a real-international object.   

 Due to the fact of F favoring the process of segmentations with a  

big number of small areas, the value of F0 extended F with the aid of segmentations that have 

many small regions of the equal size. Later Q was made to improve upon F0 via lowering the 

unfairness closer to each oversegmentation and under-segmentation (i.e. having too few areas to 

symbolize all of the real-international gadgets within the photo). The evaluation criterion is based 

on Functional Residual Capacity(FRC), which takes under consideration both the global 
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intra-location homogeneity and the global interarea imbalance. The implementations of FRC, one 

made for non-textured photographs and other for textured pictures.   

 Composite evaluation technique based on ECW is made for  

coloration images. They make use of intra-location visual error for evaluating the degree of 

under-segmentation, and makes use of inter-vicinity region visual error to assess the diploma of 

over segmentation. E is an assessment feature based on facts theory and the minimum description 

duration principle (MDLP). It uses area entropy as its degree of intra-vicinity uniformity, which in 

turn measures the entropy of pixel intensities within each location. It makes use of layout entropy 

which helps in determining the entropy, indicating which pixels belong to which regions. They are 

also used to penalize oversegmentation while the vicinity entropy becomes small. There is no 

express metric for inter-region disparity, instead the inter-place disparity measure is implicit 

within the mixture of location entropy and layout entropy, which counteract each different to 

provide a balance among over-segmentation and under segmentation. Some metrics on evaluation 

have additionally been designed for evaluating the segmentation performance in videos.   

 Those methods use similar algorithm to image segmentation evaluation, however normally 

amplify them with metrics to account for interframe similarities and differences, inclusive of that 

attributed to object motion. By editing those metrics to put off the temporal inter-frame metrics, 

those methods also can be used for image segmentation evaluation. In these methods: Inter object 

(VCP) includes a fixed of metrics for each intra-item measures (e.g. form regularity, spatial 

uniformity, etc.) and inter-item measures (including comparison). Furthermore, every object 

within the photo is weighted consistent with its Relevance, that's an estimate of how a whole lot the 

human reviewer’s interest is attracted to that object. Vesnarinone Trial(VEST) is a metric 

measuring the spatial.  

 

2.9.4.1 Fuzzy c mean based segmentation (FCM)  

 

 FCM clustering technique is used for analyzing the image and segmenting them based on 

desired region selection. The image is segmented into different classes where each class has a 

membership degree. Based on the degree the nearest data points are grouped and class is formed. 

Nearer clusters are formed based on the smaller membership degree where the data points at the 

boundaries of cluster are grouped. The membership degree denotes the cluster name and the data 
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point are grouped based on Euclidian distance. The problem of such type of clustering is latency in 

time as the clustering must be done iteratively.  

 The clustering algorithm based on FCM was introduced which classifies voxels in an 

image. This is similar to MRI conversion to the prespecified number of clusters based on voxels 

intensities. Similarity of every voxel with each cluster is measured by fuzzy membership function. 

This is based on intensity difference between voxel and center cluster. Average intensity 

approximation in this cluster, d2(xj ,vi) measures by obtaining their Euclidean distance which act 

as weighting exponent on each fuzzy controlling the obtained degree of fuzziness.  

 To improve the segment quality by using watershed technique fuzzy color based image 

segmentation was proposed. Based on the non similarities of pixels the segmentation is made. 

Same process of FCM is followed but they consider as non-similarity based pixel. The grey level 

image is extracted from the color image, based on it histogram is made and for each cluster the 

FCM is applied.  

 Other method based on conventional FCM and was for uni—spectral MRI scan was made. 

It gave comparable results to those performed on multi-spectral MRI scans. Aim of this was 

intensity based segmentation followed on voxels and the tissue distributed on the spatial location. 

They had a constraint such as it should be inconsistent in the lesions area. They were not suitable 

for acute lesions and misinterpret ventricles as lesions.   

 So to compensate this enhanced FCM based approach was proposed to increase the speed 

of segmentation process. In this method the initial process is started by finding the summation of 

linear weight of neighboring local pixels. Determining the linear weight reduces the count of grey 

level. As the method followed with reduced pixel, the speed of segmentation is increased. The 

determination of grey level and its segmentation approach help in finding the classes based on 

level of intensity.   

 

2.9.4.2 ANN based image segmentation  

 

 The ANN considers every pixel as their neurons. The neural network is designed based on 

it the mapping is made on the image. Connection of pixel is determined by matching the image in 

neural form. By giving the training with sampled images the desired image is matched. Pixel 

classification and edge detection approach are widely used segmentation of neural network.  
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Similar to color based fuzzy for neural segmentation they proposed Fast learning Artificial Neural 

Network (FLANN). Hue, Saturation and Value(HSV) and Red Green Blue (RGB) in image is 

determined based on it cluster space is found. Initially the average filters are used for reducing the 

color discrepancy. Then the image is converted into HSV, further clustering is performed. The 

clusters are formed by grouping the same colors.  

 

2.9.5  Model based approach  

 

 The model based approach is of two types one is geometric based  

and other is parametric deformable model. Deformable models are used for finding the 

independent, global and local property. The property is mainly found based on propagating 

interference depending on speed. Parametric contour and Geometric Deformable Model are the 

basic classification of deformable model.  

 Active contour or snakes is used for representing the model shape during their evolution, 

and their deformations can be predicted by geometry, kinematics, dynamics, and other constrains. 

In term of mathematics it is termed as splines whose state point in identified by its energy.  The 

internal energy obtained in form of active contour is given as sum of forces applied on the curve to 

reserve their evenness.  Its external energy is primarily edge information of the external images 

forces which makes its shape based model.  Edge based active contour segmentation depends on 

the gradient information but in many cases there will be noise and spurious edges for which there 

are sensitivity. Hence they often need to be set when it is close to a boundary to omit circling in the 

local minima.  In order to overcome the disadvantage, some of parametric methods like 

region-based external energies and region based terms are used. The image is approximated by 

Gaussian distribution and this change is locally driving the model evolution.  Large difference in 

denotation of shape and appearance it experiences a problem of unifying shapes and appearance.  

With help of parametric spline curve, region intensity is obtained and they are analyzed by the help 

Gaussian distribution parameters.  This type of representation avoids the need of gradient descent 

approach for both the region parameters. Usually two sets of parameters are used for estimation 

such that overall energy function is reduced.  

 From the study it is inferred that the presence of Stroke lesions detection and segmentation 

is ever seen as unique big problem in acute DWI or in the final T2 pixel based segmentation. 
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Usually they have multifocal scattered lesions with presence of multiple topologically. These 

additives may additionally lie in the identical arterial territory. Distinctive organic scenarios had 

been alleged to give an explanation for this phenomenon: some lead to clot, that usually block 

proximal artery however due to the fact they lead to collateral deliver from adjoining arterial 

territories. Other blocked artery territory has now not infracted at the same time as some has; every 

other is that a bath of emboli went into one artery and affects the exclusive smaller branches within 

the equal territory. Some opportunities lead the clot to enter a proximal artery and denied for a 

brief time. Later they break and divide into different branches. Sometimes this is likelihood 

because of imaging do not show the proper extension of the tissue, either in acute or sub-acute 

stage. The sensible implication in the image processing technique leads to design of algorithm to 

implement simplest lesion and not with couple of fragments. This paved a pathway to develop 

novel schemes for brain stroke segmentation.  

 

2.10  STROKE DETECTION METHODS  

 

 Various theoretical and some utomated methods have been proposed by various 

researchers is clearly explained in the stroke identification towards the view of doctors. Still Stroke 

detection is a challenging task when it comes to the real time context of imaging perceptions like 

MRI, CT etc. Hence a robust method which inclusively utilizes image processing technique in 

automatic detection of brain strokes is desirable. In this article, a deep investigation is made for 

automatic stroke detection (Table 1). 

 

2.11  Summary  

 

 From the literature review, it is noticed that a total of six core categories of problems/needs 

emerged from the observations, namely physical, psychological and social, infrastructure, time 

recovery and geographical location. The phase of these search focused largely on overcoming the 

physical problems encountered by patients with disability after stroke, which covered all the 

mobility and reducing the difficulty in carrying out the daily life activities. A decrease in the 

number of hand functions after a stroke causes many hand stroke survivors to be incapacitated in 
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their Activities of Daily Living (ADL) such as hygiene care, dressing, mobilization and sensory 

problems. Therefore, these limitations decrease their quality of life .The data collected through 

three different sources clearly show that the MRI should be developed according to the needs of 

stroke patients, their age, their culture and their interests. All of the criteria mentioned above, 

encourage them to carry out the therapy and training and finally restore a paralyzed hand. In 

addition, the MRI should also be suitable with the patient's cognitive abilities. The results 

confirmed that in terms of robustness, durability, scalability and fast processing with stroke 

identification/detection.  

 The digital image processing plays a key role in analyzing the medical image. The brain 

stroke being the deadliest diseases; hence it is important to analyze about them. Thus in this 

dissertation, segmentation technique and detection on brain stroke is analyzed. Several techniques 

of image segmentation and detection of brain stroke are discussed, where almost all methods have 

some disadvantages. This dissertation provides maimum knowledge for the researches in anlyzing 

each problem and would help in overcoming them. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

STROKE LESION SEGMENTATION  

 

 

 Brain stroke are malfunctions occurring in the brain due to disturbance or interruption in 

the blood supply. Ischemic stroke is one among them, where the condition exists when the blood 

supply to the brain is stopped. In this research, an automated brain stroke detection method is 

proposed. The proposed method consists of four phases. Initial phase is the pre-processing of 

image by applying mean filter and morphological operations. Second phase combines the 

information from multiple sources of DWI with higher b-values. Third phase constructs Quality 

matrix for combined DWI images to detect and segment lesions. Finally neural network is applied 

to classify the segmented lesions. The proposed model is tested for more than 5 patients with 70 

various image data sets and the results are promising with better accuracy. 

  

3.1 Introduction 

 

 During stroke, brain cells die due to lack of oxygen and glucose. A patient who is a victim 

of stroke is suspected to be under medical emergency. Lack of attention to the victim at the time of 

stroke leads to death Chawla et al. (2009); Ghafaryasl et al. (2012); Ibanez et al. (2014). 35 % of 

the people who experience stroke become disabled, losing their mobility and the ability to perform 

the simplest life tasks. Stroke can be classified into two types: ischemic and hemorrhage. About 85 

% of all strokes are of ischemic typeJalilvand et al. (2011). It occurs as a result of an occlusion of 

arteries due to thrombusNoureddine et al. (2015). Hemorrhagic stroke occurs when a weakened 

blood vessel breaks or bursts. There is a possibility for cooccurrence of both ischemic and 

hemorrhagic strokes. Its symptoms cause    permanent damage to the central nervous system, 

health complications and finally death. The risk factors for stroke include old age, 

hypertensionPersson et al. (2014), or mild ischemic attack, diabetes, high cholesterol and cigarette 

smoking .There are a various diagnostic exams that can be carried out to detect the presence of 

stroke. Some visible factors, such as the sudden face weakness, arm drift and abnormal speech, are 
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generally used to predict the presence or absence of stroke to certain extent. Unfortunately, these 

factors are not perfect for diagnosing or detection of stroke. Physicians generally depend on 

various medical imaging systems for stroke detection and identification.  

 The detection and diagnosis of an ischemic stroke is difficult and it has to be supported by 

brain imaging techniques. The widely used techniques are CT and MRIIbanez et al. (2014). CT 

remains the most important of the brain imaging tool because of its wider availability, lower cost, 

effectiveness and sensitiveness to early stroke. In CT the soft brain tissue, a hemorrhage stroke 

appears as a bright region and ischemic stroke appears are darkened. Blood is easily visible in CT 

image as a distinct hyper dense lesion which easily detects the hemorrhagic stroke than ischemic 

stroke. But initial sign of ischemic stroke is a hypo dense lesion which is not available for first few 

hours when stroke occurs. So the detection of ischemic stroke is fairly a toughest job. The 

advances in MRI technology have improved the potential visualization and provision to detect 

small lesions in brain imagesChawla et al. (2009). This has resulted in the opportunity to detect 

CMB and small hemorrhages in the brain associated with the risk of ischemic stroke and intra 

cerebral bleedingTan et al. (2012). Figure 3.1 clearly shows the occurrence of ischemic stroke in 

visualization.  

 The stroke occurs due to improper blood flow to the brain. This is caused whenever there is 

a sudden block in the brain vessel leading to cell death. Stroke may be hemorrahagic or ischemic. 

Oozing of blood from the brain due to rupture of blood vessels is called hemorrhagic. Blocking of 

blood in the narrowed arteries is called ischemic stroke. The atherosclerosis condition, occur when 

there is an excess amount of fat present under the inner walls o vessels. Fatty deposits mainly lead 

to two important factors called cerebral embolism and cerebral thrombosis. The embolism 

signifies the presence of blood clot in the major parts of circulatory system such as heart, ribs neck 

region.   
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Figure 3.1 Demonstration of how Ischemic Stroke occurs  

 

a)  Blood flow in arteries 

b) plaque formation in arteries,  

c) rupture plaque  affecting the blood flow,  

d) Clotting of blood formation of strokes  

 Blood clot that develops at the clogged part of the vessel is called cerebral thrombosis. A 

second cause is irregular heartbeat called as atrial fibrillation. This leads to formation of clots in 

the four chambers of heart, force out and travel to the cerebral region of brain. The Silent cerebral 

infarction (SCI) also known as silent stroke leads to deadly brain injury. It is causes the blood clot 

which mainly interrupt the blood flow to the brain. Important point is to detect which type of stroke 

has occurred in prior. This is usually done by using MIR, CT, carotid ultra sound or carotid 

angiography method. The picture of blood vessel and clot in the brain is detected by help of CT 

using x rays and MIR using magnetic radio waves. Carotid ultrasound detects the clot based on the 

flow of blood in the vessel. Carotid angiography uses dye and a special X-ray technique for carotid 

arteries visualization.  
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 The CT and MIR scan are widely used because they make a crystal clear picture of the 

larger blood vessels in the brain. Thus they help easier diagnosis of part in the brain which is 

subjected to blood clot. The accurate identification of clot in the brain helps to determine the type 

of stroke and the level of damage caused by it. Brain stoke are detected and analyzed by several 

techniques followed in image processing. They mainly include basic steps like histogram 

equalization, image segmentation, and enhancement of particular region, standard morphological 

operation, overall feature selection and sub image extraction and needed classification of obtained 

image.   

 Brain stroke segmentation provides information about the anatomical structures as well as 

damaged blood vessel. Analyzing and determining the segmentation approach is made such that 

accurate detection of brain tumors is done using MRI scan. They are also helpful for modeling the 

pathology of brains and help in locating the spatial position of the brain with help of anatomical 

structures. The aim of brain stroke segmentation is to allocate the name for each and every pixel 

for dividing them in their appropriate classes. These classes are mainly classified ischemic or 

hemorrhagic stroke based on their property and intensity. Nowadays the radiation oncologist 

usually performs this classification manually. Thus they produce only approximated result. 

Whenever there is mass 3D images to be processed, medical experts accurately label brain stroke 

based on the pixel present.    

 The magnetic resonance image is made into multiple slices. The process of slicing follows 

tedious steps and particularly it’s a time-consuming task. Always there is a presence of importance 

in the variation approach among the segmentation naming produced by varying experts in image 

processing. It’s also done such that the phenomenon of segmentations produced remains the 

different way in each and every setting. Thus the subject is also led to vary. On the whole, the 

limitation in the global perspective and their potential is limited by labeling the stroke 

slice-by-slice. Further the suboptimal segmentations approach is made. Practically the steps 

involved in the segmenting the clot region in images is challenging task when compared with 

theoretical scenes as they are subjected to noise and several reasons.  

 

3.2 Related Work  

 

 In this research, a deep investigation is made on the Ischemic stroke which is the major 
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focused area within the contextual scope of medical diagnosis. The classified Carotid arteries run 

on both the side of the human neck (internal and external carotid arteries), where internal carotid 

arteries supply oxygen blood to the brain and external carotid supplies oxygen blood to the face, 

scalp and neckGhafaryasl et al. (2012). Carotid artery disease usually occurs inside the carotid 

arteries due to plaque, a waxy substance which stops the circulation of blood to the brain, leads to 

strokesClay & Ferree (2002). If the blood flow is halted for few minutes, the brain cell starts to die 

causing impairment of the brain control. This leads to brain damage such as paralysis, vision 

impairment or death. According to the medical pathology, a stroke can occur other than Carotid 

artery which in turn called as intracerebral haemorrhageChawla et al. (2009).   

 Harden plaque & Rupture plaque are the two classified plaques which occur in Carotid 

arteries. Harden plaque reduces the blood flow to the brain and rupture plaque forms blood clotting 

and stops the blood flow to the brain. Rupture can completely block the blood flow of the brain 

which leads to stroke.  In this research, a novel methodology is proposed to detect ischemic 

strokes in human brain Mobashsher et al. (2013). The detailed architecture of the stroke 

segmentation and characterization is mentioned clearly in the Figure3.2 and Figure 3.3 

respectively. 

 

  

3.3 Building Image Quality Matrix  

 

 Image quality matrix is fully based on structural similarity index measure (SSIM) which 

compares local pixel intensity with structural similarity. The entire process is carried to normalize 

the grown region for accurate segmentation of the stroke lesion. The process is carried out in two 

phases 

  i) local structure similarity index 

  ii) feature similarity index.  

 

3.3.1  Local structure similarity index  

 

 Local structure similarity index calculates relationship with other pixels in a 4x4 
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neighbourhood. This returns grown region information in an image whose quality index is 

measured and viewed as a segmented image. Here image quality assessment is carried out from 

pixel based to structure based; where each structures (region) denotes the segmented stroke lesion 

as denoted in Figure 3.10.  

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3.2 Feature similarity index measure computed using phase congruency  

 

3.3.2  Feature similarity index  

 

 Feature similarity index stated in Figure 3.6 will consider low level features such as Phase 

Congruency (PC) and Gradient Magnitude (GM), where these both features plays a main 

characteristics in low level feature extraction.  

PC is defined as   

    

                             

                                                (3.1)  
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 Where,  

    

 

where E(x) is  

local amplitude  on scale  

   

 

denotes positive constant  

    

 

 

              denotes even and odd symmetric filters  

  

 

 denotes even and odd quadratic pair of filters  

  The similarity index is calculated as follows, initially two  

components of PC or GM is taken into consideration and single similarity score is pooled using the 

formulae given below.  

For finding the similarity index for PC the below formula is used.  

------    (3.2)   

T is positive constant and fully depends on dynamic range of PC values. In equation 2, PC1 and 

PC2 are compared and similarity measures are calculated  

For finding the similarity index for GM the below formula is used  
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----    (3.3)  

  

 In equation (3.3) T is positive constant and fully depends on dynamic range of Gradiant 

magnitude values. SG(x) is used to measure the similarity of two positive real numbers resulting 

between 0 – 1.  

    

 

 

3.4 Probabilistic Neural Network 

 

 Segmented region using the proposed methodology is validated by classifying the stroke 

affected region. Initial setup is carried to convert matrix data (rows, columns) into vector. Figure 

3.7 shows the image matrix is directly converted into 1-D vector using MATLAB.  

 

 

  Figure 3.3  M-by-N matrix input to a 1-D vector  

 

 The extracted low level features and normal features including contrast, variance, standard 

deviation, curtosis, mean and smoothness are taken into consideration. The input is given as 1-D 

vector where the first layer calculates the distance between the input vector and trained vector.  

The output of the first layer results in the closest element in the training vector. The Second layer 

computes the sum for each class of input using weight function resulting the probability for output 

vector. Finally the maximum probability of the corresponding output vector is taken into 

consideration and produces 0 and 1 classes. If the resulting output class of the given input vector is 
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1, then the chance for stroke presence is high.  

 

3.5 Algorithm 

 

1. Preprocess the given input image (reference_input)  

2. Perform uniform blocking  

3. Fix the initial seed and seed points   

4. Calculate the seed selection parameter   

5. Apply automatic thresholding (assumption)   

6. Select the pixels as seeds which is higher than the threshold  

7. Select the first seed with maximum mean and grow the region by connecting the seeds 

using membership criterion  

8. Calculate the distance between the region mean and pixel intensity   

9. Stop growing the seeds when it satisfies the criteria of Intensity = Mean  

10. (µ)-Threshold(T)  

11. Segment the grown region (grown)  

12. Calculate Image quality matrix using local SSIM  

13. (grown, reference_input)  

14. Convert the quality matrix into vector  

15. Apply probabilistic neural network  

16. Classify the vector 

  

 

 

 Data acquisition is achieved from one local scanning centre where it facilitates with 

various kinds of scanners. Data is collected from stroke patients and non-stroke patients with 

different b values. Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) is derived from multiple patients with 

quantified b values of range 2000 is compared with healthier patients. In order to validate the 

proposed method, lesion region is marked apparently by experts to aid as proof.  

 Data set is obtained from more than 10 volunteers with healthy condition and 5 of stroke 
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affected. Experiment were carried out on data sets with an average intensity value of ADC at 600 – 

710 mm2/s-1 with a radius of 40 (intensity) and 4 (spatial) for healthier patients. The proposed 

method segments in greater accuracy with an average intensity of ADC at 590 – 750 mm2/s-1 and 

algorithm works fine due to improved b values. The screenshot obtained using proposed method is 

compared with expert marking stated in Figure 2.8.   

As per manual investigation, the screenshot of the method stated in Figure 3.5 and Figure  

3.6 shows that the proposed method works fine in segmenting lesion region. Implementation 

results manifest the efficiency of the method in detecting large and small lesion. Figure 3.7 to 

Figure 3.9 shows the performance analysis of the proposed region growing algorithm with the state 

of the art algorithms.  

 

 

 

  Figure 3.4 Manually segmented part marked by expert neurologist  
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  Figure 3.5 Region grown over stroke region.  

 

 

 

 

  Figure 3.6 Stroke Lesions segmented 
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       Time 

  Figure 3.7 Performance analysis: Standard Mean  

 

 

 

  Figure 3.8 Performance analysis : Standard Deviation  
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  Figure 3.9 Performance analysis in terms of accuracy  

 

3.6 Summary 

 

 This chapter gives a novel stroke segmentation algorithm. Most of brain stroke detection 

and segmentation technique needs multi attribute MRI data and iterative multi classification with 

necessary assumptions to count the tissue classes. These techniques are traditional and require 

image pre-processing with local and global registration. Our presented method overcomes these 

limitations without any initial assumptions. The process claimed in the presented model is fully 

automatic and more robust to be implemented in real time for fast processing and segmentation of 

stroke lesions. The Figure 3.11 to 3.13 shows the Performance analysis Standard Mean, Standard 

Deviation and Performance analysis in terms of accuracy.  
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CHAPTER 4  

 

EXISTING WORK   

 

 Today’s medical imaging techniques plays a crucial role in diagnosis and yields all the 

relevant information about the tissues and various organs in the human body , the fact is still it 

remains that a key therapeutic determinant. Out of which the area of brain imaging is a recent 

research where many researchers and research forums are focusing in depth to predict the 

maximum accuracy in evident. In today’s medical imaginary era wide spread of strokes is playing 

their worst effects which leads to death of the human.  Simple clotting of blood vessels in human 

brains is still immeasurable unit and central part of brain imaging is the hot – big shot for 

researchers, massively discussed and debated talk of the research. In this research, a novel 

methodology is proposed to handle brain imaging (Carotid ultrasound) in the area of stroke 

detection.  

 Here the proposed research is divided into two stages; First stage the system is computed to 

learning process using various key features and detects the initial confusion of the arteriogram 

along with the candidate feature, local maxima and local minima detection. The second stage is 

sub divided into another two stages, where the first stage detects the candidate region and 

probability fluid is used to segment the blood clotted region based on candidate feature. The 

feature region of the probability fluid represents the pharmacokinetic feature of the candidate 

feature which appears to be in likelihood candidate feature. The proposed model is evaluated for 

more than 5 patients with above 70 various imaginaries in the data sets. The system is subjected to 

true performance evaluation and compared with Magnetic resonance arteriogram and Computer 

tomography arteriogram. The experimental results shows the high evident of sensitivity with the 

rate of 0.4, 0.1, 0.4, 0.5, 0.1. The expected false positive rate of stroke detection is reported with an 

aggregate of 3-4 per case. The high evident and novelty of the proposed research has the 

potentiality in independent second reader (an-jeeOG-ra-fee test) in the second radiologist. The 

deviation range of standard deviation (S.D) and lesion curtosis values are approximately from 

0.4258-0.44582 and 35.64-44.59. 
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4.1 Introduction 

 

 There is an increase in percentage of people suffered by brain stroke every year. Hence 

there detection was more important. The prominent stroke which occurs is ischemic strokeTang et 

al. (2011); Schormann & Kraemer (2003); Neumann-Haefelin  al.stroke by symptoms is a critical 

task. The predominate symptoms found in stroke are   

1. Insensibility in the faces or limbs specially occurring in one side of body.  

2. Finding difficulty in understanding normal speech  

3. Decrease in eye vision  

4. Illness leading to unbalance condition while walking.  

5. Frequent occurrence of headache.   

 Like all the other cells in the body, the neurons and brain cells need oxygen and glucose. 

These supplementary are mainly supplied through blood. When ischemic stroke occur, the pause 

exist in the oxygen supply to the brain, this lead to distortion of millions of neurons. Ischemia thus 

leads to inflammation, edema and other processes that can continue to cause damage for hours to 

days after the initial insult.  

 Obstructive blood clots are the important reason for ischemic stroke Provenzale et al. 

(2003). Clotting is vital phenomenon that is used to prevent bleeding mainly when blood vessel 

gets damaged. Thrombus means the formation of clot along the wall of blood vessels, and grows in 

larger amount to impair blood flow. Embolus means the clot that breaks the vessel and travel 

through the blood. Cardio embolic stroke occur due to the clot which origin in clot. Cardiac emboli 

are most likely to form in people with heart conditions such as Atrial Fibrillation (AF), an irregular 

heartbeat, heart failure, stenosis, or infections within the valves of the heart. They may also lead to 

post-heart attack. Other contributor to ischemic stroke is chronic atherosclerosis, which is a 

buildup of fatty deposits and cellular debris (plaque) on the inside of the blood vessel wall. As 

atherosclerotic plaques grow, they cause narrowing of the blood vessel (a condition called 

stenosis).  

 The image acquisition in either 2D or 3D format is an initial step for detection of stroke. 

Then image processing technique and treatment is carried out. So the acquisition is the significant 

method and has to be made accurately. To eliminate the noise from obtained output image, 

preprocessing is usually done. Further the area of interest is obtained by segmentation and it’s 
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analyzed. The basic methods used for analyzing brain stroke detection are done by   

1. CT based approach  

2. MRI based analysis  

3. Voxel based approach  

4. Classifier to detect ischemic stroke.  

 

4.1.1  CT scan based detection  

 

 For the person arriving with symptoms of stroke the first test made is CT scan. They are 

performed using x-rays, which are normally used for the detection of fractures in the bone. Still CT 

scanner widely uses them in advanced way, in a sequence to produce cross-sectional of images that 

appear like single slice of the brain, or probably as three-dimensional images. Ischemic stroke 

detection is followed in four steps, they are preprocessing method of the acquired image followed 

by analysis of brain tissue and to find the exact location where the stroke has been present.   

 The preprocessing stage in CT scan is necessary as they produce image which are distorted 

and so they usually prefer diagnosis method based on infraction.Initial steps in detection of brain 

ischemic stroke are explained in the Figure 4.1. The stages involved in preprocessing are obtaining 

gray image, brain insulation, image masking, filtering, opening and closing. The initial step is 

obtaining gray image from the colored image. So they are converted into gray scale by eliminating 

the RGB brightness. Brain insulation is the process of removing the skull from the obtained image. 

This helps in extending the segmentation of stroke. The process of brain insulation is carried 

through series of stages. They are region growing, image masking, filtering, erosion and dilation.  

 The CT based obtained images shows that, they are 83% accurate in detection and 33% is 

based on the prediction of radiologist. Continuous Arterial Spin Labeling protocol is used to locate 

acute ischemic stroke in the perfusion images using CT. By using this various measures of ATT, 

DSC, Cerebral Blood Volume and flow were calculated. To analyze the blood volume, flow and to 

carry out the perfusion technique Verge level is usually set in the CT scan. The attenuation 

measurement is also an important step in detection of ischemic stroke. This is done by using zero 

score mapping method. But by this method the swollen part of the brain cannot be detected. 

Therefore to improvise the ridgelet, wavelet and curvelet based texture descriptors, approach are 

followed for determining the multi resolution texture analysis. Among this curvelet based 
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approach is preferred because they are easier in classifying the normal and affected region.   

 The measure of blood barrier permeability is carried out with different scanning protocol 

using CT scan in the initial stage of perfusionWintermark et al. (2002). To predict the earlier 

ischemic stroke detection and to extract the characteristic feature the new technique of CAROI 

approach was designed. Correlation coefficient tests were also carried out in the perfusion test. 

Non-discriminatory and unflinching automated approaches where made to increase the number of 

WML quantity. They are mainly made to produce FLAIR, MRI are used for determining the PVA.   

 The results of WML segmentation based technique are far better when comparing to other 

methods. Further LL was extended for determining the quantity of WML. The computation was 

made on each of the left and right hemispheres of brain separately. Important parameters like 

compassion particularly supported the accurate detail on each and every PCT mapping. But still 

process on the TIA patients suffering from PCT was only limited to the number of datasets present. 

The detail study on the regular and irregular quantification in the images is obtained using 

computer aided diagnostic and the same approach was carried out.  

 

4.1.2  MRI in Analyzing Ischemic Stroke  

 

 Within short duration after the occurrence of stroke, the concentrations of blood like 

neuronal markers, inflammatory markers, bloodbrain barrier marker, astroglial markers and 

hemostatic markers has to be determined. Diagnostic approach at the person is done with help of 

combinational blood residences, on every ischemic stroke patients. They have been used for 

investigating the sub photo beneath the receiver operator traits.   

 Accumulating of patients suffering from stroke and mimic symptoms is examined and the 

survey is carried out for measuring, level of blood proteins which are at increased level. For the 

patients suffering from MELAS and cerebral hyper perfusion identification on ASL the use of 

MRI is executed before the onset of stroke.   

 Detection gadget primarily based on computer aided was made for identification of CMB 

to speed the process. Visible evaluation using MRI is accompanied by aid of three stages 

specifically cranium stripping, first candidate selection and discount of pseudo positives. The 

scrutiny for the locating the stroke is made by Gabor filtering and median filtering. Process of 

pre-processing for seeded vicinity is made by using set of rules. Texture based location 
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segmentation is made on clinical image containing stroke; analysis is made for separating the 

affected part from unaffected region.   

 They seize the massive and small lesions by DWI are used in spite, it’s overlooked by some 

segmentation. DWI automated pilot gadget was proposed that's used for pre processing and used 

for eADC. Later normalization to a trendy brain template is approximately made, thus threshold 

and abnormal areas has been stated. An approach in the use of wavelets is turned and subjected to 

denoising and Fuzzy relational classifier for categorize the disease.  

 

4.1.3  Voxel based Approaches  

 

 Detection of stroke is made by voxel based method. Experimentation was done in series of 

linear regressions method along with  

 FM assessment scores and analysis the DTI metric’s log number of voxels. FA metrics 

based on voxel were made. Slice wise distance were found by taking the center co-ordinates and 

distance among them were determined.   

 

4.1.4  Classifiers to Detect Ischemic Stroke  

 

 Improved Watershed Image Segmentation Technique was carried out. Transformation 

based on watershed was done with help of edge detection algorithms along with it gradient 

operators were used. This often leads to over segmentation so to eliminate this; techniques like 

image enhancement, noise removal along with the Prewitt’s edge detection operator are used. 

Demonstration on testing signified that they are more accurate and reduced the problem of over 

segmentation.   

 To correlate the clinical functional outcome ischemic infarction based on ANN was made 

which portrayed the lesion is important in hemispheric. For measuring the outcome all the 

acute-phase MR imagesLatour & Warach (2002)were used as inputs to ANN. They were subjected 

to training and later testing was made. The testing made such that ANN was able to correlate the 

predicted outcome. Thus, an ANN can be efficiently trained for ischemic lesion.   

 Other survey investigated the effectiveness of ANN on prediction of stroke diseases called 

Thrombi-embolic. This method evaluated ANN for various types of stroke. For training the ANN 
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the back propagation algorithm was used. Results of this demonstrated that the classification of 

stroke was satisfactory. MLP and integration of nonlinear primary aspect analysis (NPAA) neural 

network have been made for figuring out brief ischemic assaults.  

 To construct picture facts Random woodland Classifiers from fMRI, T1, T2, DWI MRI 

and aptitude image statistics to carry out lesion segmentation, the energetic gaining knowledge of 

selective sampling technique was made. The results had been optimistically touchy and reached 

over ninety% accuracy. Inspiration changed into made such that relation among picture modalities 

and the amount of the golden widespread damage clarification had been maintained.   

 Later the estimation on SICH, followed by other treatments is made. Scientific variables 

given as enter to the help SVM for gadget learning of CT, overall performance of that is then as 

compared with HAT and Sugar, Early infarct symptoms, Dense cerebral artery signal, Age, 

country wide Institute of fitness SEDAN .   

 Predicament have to be conquer on SICH in destiny research on prediction which do now 

not included picture area features extraction. For event prognostication the picture processing 

degrees had been important however it changed into relatively inefficient and time ingesting.   

 For the hypo or hyper-intense indicators the detail used in this approach becomes 

normalization of CT images are made into template format and voxel smart contrast with control 

of CT images. The normalization of the CT images was attained by warping. To come across hyper 

dense MCA dot signal obtained by CT with SVM classifier automatic method changed into 

advanced.  

  Prediction of rigorousness of cognitive impairments after stroke and take a look at on 

recuperation time became made. Datasets with mind lesions become advanced for the automatic 

manner for converting the mind scans into three-dimensional photographs in their lesions and to 

analyze the connection among lesions, demographics at one of a kind instances post stroke. but the 

chosen forecaster configuration miscalculates the cruelty of the injuries ached by means of the 

maximum faded sufferers inside the dataset. Research determined that automated techniques using 

mind MRI pix to classify even the sorts of tumor.   

 Further information device model become designed to allow self-care sports of affected 

person with stroke the use of student T-check for evaluation. EEG bio-comments can be used as an 

external awareness of attention for the betterment of persistent stroke sufferers. via the use of finite 

quantity approach, a mathematical model can be evolved through thinking about 25% initially and 
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ninety% laterally for dilations in arteries, pace profile expression, wall sheer strain, pattern 

primarily based on stream line and pressure gradient. Necessity of insisting the stroke patients to 

participate in communal project orientated circuit schooling for the betterment of the bodily 

interest and physiological repossession.  

 

4.2 State of the  Art- Carotid Arteries  

 

 In this research, a deep investigation is made on the Carotid arteries which are the major 

focused area within the contextual scope. The classified Carotid arteries run on both the side of the 

human neck (internal and external carotid arteries), where internal carotid arteries supply oxygen 

blood to the brain and external carotid supplies oxygen blood to the face, scalp and neckClay & 

Ferree (2002). Carotid artery disease usually occurs inside the carotid arteries due to plaque, a 

waxy substance which stops the circulation of blood to the brain, leads to strokeBeaulieu et al. 

(1999). If the blood flow is halted for few minutes, the brain cell starts to die causing impairment 

of the brain control which leads to brain damage such as paralysis, vision impairment or death. 

According to the medical pathology, a stroke can occur other than Carotid artery which in turn 

called as intra cerebral haemorrhageLee et al.  

(2002).  

 

Figure 4.1  Initial steps in detection of brain ischemic stroke.  

 

 Harden plaque &Rupture plaque are the two classified plaques which occur in Carotid 
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arteries. Harden plaque reduces the blood flow to the brain and rupture plaque forms blood clotting 

and stops the blood flow to the brain. Rupture can completely block the blood flow of the brain 

which leads to stroke.  

 In this research, a novel methodology is proposed to handle Carotid ultrasound brain 

imaging to detect rupture plaque based strokes in human brainSchellinger et al. (2001). The 

detailed architecture of the stroke segmentation and characterization is mentioned clearly in the 

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 respectively.  

 

4.3 Image Pre-Processing 

 

The main motto of the pre-processing steps is to carry out the auto location of parcellate lesion of 

brain in the surface space which facilitates the accuracy in anatomy with analyses in large cortical 

strokes in brain. Firstly, the optical inspection of the brain image is carried out with anisotropic 

filtering technique and the recorded Carotid ultrasound image is pre-processed with static and 

dynamic binarisation, next binning is applied to achieve expected level of resolution (contrast 

stretching) to predict the lesioned area of strokes(shown in Figure 4.2).  

 Property 1: The anisotropic filtering is achieved by equating the diffusion parameters of  

                                

                                                            

(4.1)  

 

 From the above equation 4.1, Where _ is diffusion parameter, c(f,y) is a derivative 

dependency module of f, where it reaches the maximum when the derivative order is equal to zero 

and decreases the dependency module when the gradient decreases at the level zero. For each 

derivative the simplex form of image is iterated and ranges in multi scalar filtering level.  

 

4.4 Binarisation 

 

 The threshold is fixed to the particular value at T, the noise present in the input brain 

images are pruned, removed and decreased. The value range is evaluated from the single band ratio 
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of image pixel from I =0255, where 0 at i<T and 255 at i>T.  

 

4.5 Filtering & Dilation 

 

Filtering is applied to remove noises in the brain image. So that  

the stroke region of the candidate feature can be noise free. Then dilation is applied to remove the 

remaining noisy portion of the input image which will eliminate the remaining white patches in the 

image. This is achieved by navigating through each pixels (NxN) square mask with logical OR 

operator on each of the neighbouring pixels.  

  

 

  

Figure 4.2  Architecture  
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4.6 Edge Detection 

 

 Edge is the vital parameter where the edge pixels denote various properties of the image. 

The significant local intensity level changes in the input images are defined to be the edges of the 

image. This is achieved by running any high pass filter over the input image to obtain edge 

intensity. Canny edge operator is a big shotto obtain depth level of edges. Then edge thinning is 

performed to remove unwanted edge points (false edge elimination).  

  

 

Figure 4.3 Flow chart - Stroke segmentation process  

 

4.7 Candidate Feature  

 

 Candidate feature is the important key term used to extract the feature descriptor from the 

pre-processed image. Scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) is applied to obtain the local image 

features, candidate feature are feature descriptors which constitutes by applying probabilistic fluid 

over the skeletonized image. Here the pixel community will select the common finest of all from 

the given images i.e., the feature descriptors like curtosis, S.D, mean,  contrast, smoothness are 

taken into consideration.  
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4.8 Local Maxima  

 

 De-noising steps achieved using various filters never get rid of all the noise. Local maxima 

are used to obtain 2d peaks and to remove unwanted noise in the given input noisy image. The 

centre of 3 by 3 matrix is positioned and replaced by the maximum value of the neighbouring 

pixel, then it creates a new matrix with maximum pixel values and peak point of the matrix where 

all the pixel values are larger is represented as the local maxima value. Here local maxima is 

applied to find the 2d peaks for pruning unwanted noise and to detect the rupture region of 

ischemic strokes.  

 

4.9 Probabilistic Fluid 

 

 Probabilistic fluid is applied to evaluate the finite element to analysis the range of blood 

clotting region. Here the rate of probability is analysed to achieve better result. The proposed 

model delivers the candidate region along with the probabilistic values. The method examines the 

struck or clotting region in the given input image shown in the Figure 4.4.  

 

 

 

4.10 Stroke Segmentation 

 

 Region growing algorithm is applied on the candidate region to grow the intense level for 

the possible regions. Then the grown region is segmented using surface level with the help of 

feature descriptors like S.D, mean and curtosis (shown in Table 4.2) etc. The calculation is 

achieved by counting the feature level pixel count and overall pixel count where the region 

growing is performed. Then the reference map is indexed to the pixel values in the learning phase. 

The Table 4.2 defines the estimation value of the features.   
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 4.11 Summary 

 

 Hence, the proposed research is concluded with a novel segmentation method to segment 

and extract the stroke lesion from the input image. The segmentation process is achieved by 

examining the stroke region by computing and running various feature descriptors to differentiate 

stroke lesions. The proposed method outperforms with the better results resulting in better 

characterisation of the stroke lesions from the brain image (shown in the Figure 4.4and4.5). The 

proposed method yields better results in segmentation and subjected to trivial challenges in 

characterisation of the strokes. The proposed method is tested with the data set value of more than 

20 patients with the data values of 420 set input images. The system was well trained with the input 

feature image and helps in detecting and segmenting the stroke lesions in human brain. In future 

the proposed method can be improved with better segmentation and characterisation of strokes 

using various hybrid techniques (shown in figure 4.5). The overall complexity of the proposed 

method to segment the stroke region is less than 7 seconds. In medical pathological aspects and 

point of view, the proposed method can be widely used to segment the stroke lesions which could 

help the doctors for better diagnosis. The proposed method improves the better part of 

segmentation without degrading image pixel information. The performance analysis: Histogram of 

Mean, Standard Deviation and Variance has been analysed (shown in the Figure 4.6,4.7and 4.8) 

with respect to the existing region growing with the candidate feature.  
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CHAPTER 5  

PROPOSED APPROACH  

 

 5.1 Introduction 

 

 Automatic segmentation of medical images can facilitate an imaging based diagnosis, 

providing an aid to surgery and treatment planning. Despite a variety of techniques proposed in the 

past decades, fully automatic segmentation of MR image is still at the stage of laboratory research. 

In the literature, there are many computer aided detection systems for MR and CT brain images 

most of them are used to detect and classify abnormalities. In the existing systems, importance is 

not given to select optimal set of features in tumor classification. In this chapter, different 

techniques are used in different stages for tumor detection and classification is discussed and the 

quantitative analysis is described along with the results of segmentation for diagnosing tumor.  

  

5.2 Proposed Approach for Brain Tumor for Stroke Detection  

 

 Developing an efficient detection and classification method helps physicians to know the 

location and type of tumors in an appropriate time this results for the eairly detection of the stroke 

detection. The proposed method has five stages, namely pre-processing, segmentation, feature 

extraction and selection, classification and quantitative analysis. The proposed technique for 

automatic stroke detction using the brain tumor image detection and classification is illustrated in 

Figure 5.1. In the first stage, noise is suppressed using median filtering. In the second stage, 

k-means clustering is used to detect tumor regions.  

 In the third stage, fourteen texture features are extracted using GLCM. The optimal 

features are selected using GA. In the fourth stage, SVM, ANN and decision tree classifiers are 

used to classify the type of tumor images.  Finally, quantitative analysis is performed. 
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  Figure 5.1: Methodology of the proposed technique  

  

 The data set of brain MR image is collected from RMMCH in Chidambaram to develop the 

proposed algorithm. The FOV is 240mm. Each image is 512 x 512 pixels in size. The proposed 

system is experimented and tested using 26 positive cases. The thickness of brain MR image is 5 

mm. All are performed on a 1.5 T MR scanner (Intera Release 11, Philips medical systems, 

Nederland B.V). radiologist is used as gold standard. The size of the individual tumor volume is 

also recorded. DICOM MR slices are imported into the Matlab workspace automatically.  

 

5.2.1 Pre - Processing for Brain Tumor For Early Stroke detection 

 

 The noise present in the MR image is reduced using median filter. The input MR brain 

images for astrocytoma, medulloblastoma, craniopharyngioma, glioma and glioblastoma 

multiforme are shown in Figure 5.2 (a-e). The images after median filtering are presented in Figure 

5.3 (a-e).   
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   Figure 5.2: Input MR brain images (a-e)  

 

    

      

   Figure 5.3: Images after median filtering (a-e) 
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 5.2.2 Segmentation: K - means Clustering Technique 

  

 Image segmentation is done by clustering method. By using the proposed k-means the 

improved image is segmented into four classes (WM, GM, CSF and Abnormality) [Hart1979, 

Hema2011]. Here, by medical text book definition, the number of clusters is assumed to be four. 

The k-means clustering technique is discussed in Chapter three in Section 3.2.4. Here the number 

of clusters is four. The lesion region cluster is labelled with four in MR images. The tumor regions 

are extracted using k-means clustering technique. They are shown in Figure 5.4  

(a-e).  

  

 

 

Figure 5.4: Tumor region extraction using k-means clustering technique (a-e)  
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5.2.3 Quantitative Analysis  

 

 Quantitative analysis is discussed in Chapter three in Section 3.2.5. The average overlap 

metric, average precision and the average recall between the results obtained using the proposed 

approach and the ground truth are presented in Table 5.1.   

 

   Table 5.1: Quantitative measures for brain tumor  

  

5.2.4 Texture Feature Extration and Selection  

 

 Texture feature extraction and selection are discussed in Chapter three in Section 3.2.3. 

Fourteen texture features are extracted initially. Then optimal features are selected using GA.   

  

 

 

  ASM    0.9613  0.9824  0.9849   0.9844   0.9539 

 

  Contrast            0.2063   0.1192   0.1730   0.1147  0.1923    

 

  Entropy            0.1583  0.0829  0.0752   0.0754   0.1797    

 

  IDM      0.9959   0.9976  0.9965   0.9977   0.9962   

 

  Dissimilarity          0.0295   0.0170   0.0247   0.0164   0.0275    
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  Variance             0.0018    0.0019   0.0019  0.0019   0.0018    

 

  Correlation             0.8780     0.8394     0.6952   0.8239  0.9070    

 

  Cluster 

  prominence        561.68      244.33    160.28    211.58    697.21    

 

  Cluster 

  shade               41.48      17.98     12.10     15.60    51.47    

 

  Inertia              0.2063     0.1192    0.1730   0.1147   0.1923    

 

 

Table 5.2: The range of the feature values obtained for brain tumor 

 

 Feature selection improves the classification by searching for the best feature subset, from 

the fixed set of the original features, according to a given processing goal and a feature evaluation 

criterion: classification accuracy. The ten optimal features are ASM, contrast, entropy, correlation, 

variance, dissimilarity, IDM, inertia, cluster prominence and cluster shade. The ten feature values 

for astrocytoma, medulloblastoma, craniopharyngioma, glioma and glioblastoma multiforme are 

given in Table 5.2.   

 

5.3 Summary 

  

 This work presents a new approach to the automated detection and classification of 

astrocytoma, medulloblastoma, glioma, glioblastoma multiforme and craniopharyngioma type of 

brain tumors based on k-means clustering and texture features, which separate the brain tumor 

from healthy tissues in magnetic resonance images. The magnetic resonance feature images used 

for the tumor detection consist of T2-weighted magnetic resonance images for each axial slice 

through the head. The texture features are extracted from the GLCM. The optimal features are 
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selected using GA. The SVM, ANN and decision tree classifiers are used to classify the type of 

tumor images. The results are quantitatively evaluated by a human expert. The proposed system 

has been successfully tested on large brain images causing brain tumor. The proposed system helps 

the physicians to know about the type of brain tumors, for further treatment. The average overlap 

metric, average precision and the average recall between the results obtained using the proposed 

approach and ground truth are 0.80, 0.82 and 0.87, respectively.   
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CHAPTER 6 

 

NEURAL NETWORKS 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 In 2017 according to PubMed neural networks were the most popular supervised learning 

technique in medical applications. They have been successfully used to diagnose/detect or predict 

cancer, Parkinson’s disease, diabetes, diabetic retinopathy, osteoporosis, nerve disorders, 

Huntington and other diseases. So what is a neural network? A neural network consists of some 

number of hidden layers with neuron sat each of them. Neuron represents a mathematical function 

which translates its inputs using weights and an activation function into a single result and then 

sends it to another neuron in the next layer, see Figure 6.1.  

 

 

           Figure 6.1: Example of a 3-layer neural network with three inputs, 2 hidden  

            layers of 4 neurons each and one output layer 

An example of the neural network’s architecture on Figure3.1 is an acyclicgraph. The 

outputs of some neurons are inputs to other neurons in the following layer (in a fully connected 

network two adjacent layers are fully pair wise connected), but there are no connections between 

neurons within a layer. This represents the most common layer type - fully-connected. However, 

there are plenty of other types of layers which extractor translates features from their inputs in 

different ways. Those include one, two and three-dimensional convolutional layers, recurrent 
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layers, pooling layers, normalization layers, and other more specific ones. 

To train the network means to estimate the best weights in all neurons to minimize the error 

between the out come and correct predictions. The problem of training is equivalent to the problem 

of minimizing the loss function (function that measures the deviation between a predicted value 

and actual label). The algorithm which is used to optimize the loss function is chosen from the 

gradient-based algorithms, the simplest example is Stochastic Gradient Descent. 

6.2 Deep learning 

 

 Deep learning composed of several layers of nonlinear nodes, combine input data with a set 

of weights so that assigning significance to inputs for the corresponding task the algorithm is 

attempting to learn in supervised and/or unsupervised behavior. The sum of product of these input 

and weights is passed through activation function of nodes. The output of each layer’s is fed 

simultaneously as input to the subsequent layer starting from input layer. Learning can be 

performed in multiple levels of representations correspond to various levels of abstraction. 

 . Deep learning can be referred to as the extension of the classical neural network 

technique. Deep neural networks have many hidden layers hence a very large number of 

parameters. Deep convolutional networks have been commonly used in image classification tasks, 

reporting best performance even on the most popular benchmark dataset – Image Net. Deep 

learning can explore more complex non-linear patterns in the data. 

6.3 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) 

 

 A CNN is type of a DNN consists of multiple hidden layers such as convolutional layer, 

RELU layer. Pooling layer and fully connected a normalized layer. CNN shares weights in the 

convolutional layer reducing the memory footprint and increases the performance of the network. 

The important features of CNN lie with the 3D volumes of neurons, local connectivity and shared 

weights. A feature map is produced by convolution layer through convolution of different sub 

regions of the input image with a learned kernel. Then, anon-linear activation function is applied 

through ReLu layer to improve the convergence properties when the error is low. In pooling layer, 

a region of the image/feature map is chosen and the pixel with maximum value among them or 
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average values is chosen as the representative pixel so that a 2x2 or 3x3 grid will be reduced to a 

single scalar value. This results a large reduction in the sample size. Sometimes, traditional 

Fully-Connected (FC) layer will be used in conjunction with the convolutional layers towards the 

output stage. In CNN architecture, usually convolution layer and pool layer are used in some 

combination. The pooling layer usually carries out two types of operations viz. max pooling and 

means pooling. In mean pooling, the average neighborhood is calculated within the feature points 

and in max pooling it is calculated within a maximum of feature points. Mean pooling reduces the 

error caused by the neighborhood size limitation and retains background information. Max pooling 

reduces the convolution layer parameter estimated error caused by the mean deviation and hence 

retains more texture information. 

 

 

Figure 6.2: The architecture of CNN 

 The input to a convolutional layer is an image of size  m x m x r, where r is the number of 

channels. There are k filter kernels of size n x n x q where n < m, q ≤ r and may vary for each 

kernel in convolutional layer, which are convolved with the input image to produce k feature maps. 

Each map is then subsampled with mean or max pooling over p x p contiguous regions (p – ranges 

from 2to5) and an additive bias and sigmoidal nonlinearity is applied before or after the 

subsampling layer.  

As mentioned above, there exist several types of hidden layers, one of them is called 

convolutional. This type of layers has neurons arranged in three dimensions: width, height, and 

depth. It basically consists of a set of learnable filters. The typical filter has 3 channels 

corresponding to the RGB image. Its size is also called the receptive field and it defines the amount 

of a local region of the input image which is as signed to the neuron. When performing 

convolution, we slide each filter across the image (input) vector and compute dot products between 

the entries of the filter and the input at any position. This process produces a 2-dimensional 

activation map. The set of the activation maps produced by all the filters is stacked along the third 
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dimension (responsible for depth) and passed a head to the next layer. The main idea is to learn 

filters that activate when they see some type of feature, for example, an edge, a blotch, or even 

some kind of pattern. The further (deeper) filter is situated in the network the more abstract and 

pattern-like feature it will be able to catch. To sum up, the convolutional layer requires four hyper 

parameters: number of filters - K , receptive field - F , the stride - S (step of a filter), the amount of 

padding - P . As the input we have an image or vector of shape: W×H×D. Stride and padding 

control the size of the output volume: stride defines the size of the step for moving the filters, 

padding increases the input volume by surrounding it with certain numbers (usually zeros) around 

the border. The output of the convolution operation has width equal to (W−F+2P)/S+1, while 

height equals to (H−F +2P)/S+1. The number of dimensions is the number of filters. The choice of 

hyper parameters is usually based on common conventions and rules of thumb.  

A simple ConvNet is a sequence of layers; each layer alters one volume of activations to 

another through a differentiable function. Convolutional Layer, Pooling Layer, and FC Layer are 

used to build ConvNet architectures. Pixel values of the raw input image is used as the input and  

CONV layer computes the output of neurons that are connected to local regions in the input.   

RELU layer applies an element wise activation function and leaves the size of the volume 

unchanged. A down sampling along the spatial dimensions will be performed by POOL layer. The 

class scores will be computed by FC layer.  

Back-propagation algorithm is used to train the Deep CNN to detect lung tumors in CT 

image of size 5×20×20. It consists of two phases. In the first phase, a CNN consists of multiple 

volumetric convolution, rectified linear units (ReLU) and max pooling layers is used to extract 

valuable volumetric features from input data. The second phase is the classifier. It has multiple FC 

and threshold layers, followed by a SoftMax layer to perform the high-level reasoning of the 

neural network. No scaling was applied to the CT images of the dataset to preserve the original 

values of the DICOM images as much as possible. During training, the random sub-volumes 

extracted from the CT images of the training set and are normalized according to an estimate of the 

normal distribution of the voxel values in the dataset. 

Convolutional neural networks show very effective results in image and video detection, 

segmentation, localization, classification, natural language processing, and even recommender 

systems. Deep learning can be referred to as the extension of the classical neural network 

technique. Deep neural networks have many hidden layers hence a very large number of 
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parameters. Deep convolutional networks have been commonly used in image classification tasks, 

reporting best performance even on the most popular benchmark dataset – Image Net. Deep 

learning can explore more complex non-linear patterns in the data. 

 

    Fig 6.3: Example of convolution operation 

6.4 3-D Convolution 

 The main difference between 2-D and 3-D convolution is that the last one operates 

notonsingle2-Dimages, but on the voxels (cubes extracted from3-dimage). The input to such a 

network requires the data to be presented in three-dimensional space. Thus, this type of layers are 

often used on videos or medical images, for example, computed tomography, X-ray, MRI scans. 

3-D Convolution can be used to find patterns across 3 spatial dimensions. This approach is 

commonly used for action videos, because 3-D networks can be fed with multiple image frames 

which were concatenated across a temporal dimension, thus patterns are found across frames. The 

process of kernel sliding in 3-D convolution operation is similar to regular convolution: the kernel 

slides in 3 directions with a pre defined stride and size of the kernel at every step calculating the 

dot, however, the output is now three dimensional. 
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 3-Dconvolutionofafeature map with a filter. 

                          

 Generation of the i-th feature map (F) in the l-th layer 

Fig 6.4: Example of 3-Dconvolution 
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CHAPTER 7 

 

RESULTS  

 

 

 Twenty six cases have been collected for brain tumor from the Department of Radiology, 

RMMCH, Chidambaram. The input data used for tumor detection consists of T2-weighted of 512 

× 512 MR brain images. Then it is resized to 256 × 256 pixel size to reduce the time complexity of 

further processing. The MR brain images collected from the patients are acquired on 1.5 Telsa, 

Intera MR scanner. This section portrays some experimental results on real data on brain MRI. The 

number of MR brain images in the input data set is 110 abnormal brain images of astrocytoma, 

medulloblastoma, glioma, glioblastoma multiforme and craniopharyngioma. The abnormal brain 

image set consists of images of brain affected by a brain lesion.   

  

 In the first stage, by using median filtering noise is suppressed. In the second stage, 

segmentation is computed by using an unsupervised k-means clustering algorithm. The clustering 

algorithm divides the images into four tissue classes in the brain: CSF, WM, GM and abnormality.  

The number of clusters in the multi-dimensional feature space thus represents the number of 

classes in the image. The brain region related to a lesion is exactly separated from the brain image. 

In the third stage, fourteen texture features are extracted by using GLCM. In the proposed research 

work, fourteen features are extracted. They are ASM, contrast, entropy, correlation, sum of 

squares, difference entropy, IDM, inertia, cluster prominence, cluster shade, energy, homogeneity, 

dissimilarity and difference in variance. Ten optimal features are selected using GA.  The optimal 

features are ASM, contrast, entropy, correlation, variance, dissimilarity, IDM, inertia, cluster 

prominence and cluster shade.   

  

 In the fourth stage, SVM, ANN and decision tree classifiers are used to classify the type of 

tumor images.  The proposed method has been evaluated on a data set of 26 patients. The 

classification performance of the proposed method is tested at slice level. The results are 

quantitatively evaluated by a human expert. The output images of size 256 × 256 of the proposed 
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method for astrocytoma, medulloblastoma, craniopharyngioma, glioma and glioblastoma 

multiforme are given in Figure 5.5(a-d), Figure 5.6(a-d), Figure 5.7(a-d), Figure 5.8(a-d) and 

Figure 5.9(a-d), respectively. The average overlap metric, average precision and the average recall 

between the results obtained using the proposed approach and ground truth are 0.80, 0.82 and 0.87, 

respectively.   

  

  

 

  

Figure 7.1: Astrocytoma tumor detection process in brain MR image 

 

a) Original MR T2-weighted brain image  

b) Image after median filter 

c) Tumor region using proposed method and  

d) Tumor region using manual method  

 

 

 

Figure 7.2: Medulloblastoma tumor detection process in brain MR image           
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a) Original MR T2-weighted brain image  

b) Image after median filter 

c) Tumor region using proposed method and  

d) Tumor region using manual method  

 

 

 

 Figure 7.3: Craniopharyngioma tumor detection process in brain MR image               

 

a) Original MR T2-weighted brain image 

b) Image after median filter  

c) Tumor region using proposed method and  

d) Tumor region using manual method  

  

 

 

Figure 7.4: Glioma tumor detection process in brain MR image  

 

a) Original MR T2-weighted brain image 

b) Image after median filter  
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c) Tumor region using proposed method and  

d) Tumor region using manual method  

  

 

 

Figure 7.5: Glioblastoma multiforme tumor detection process in brain MR image  

 

a) Original MR T2-weighted brain image  

b) Image after median filter 

c) Tumor region using proposed method and  

d) Tumor region using manual method  

  

 The performance of the proposed algorithm is excellent. The application of the proposed 

method for early detection of tumor is demonstrated to improve efficiency and accuracy of clinical 

practice. The application of the proposed method for tracking tumor is demonstrated to help 

pathologists distinguish exactly tumor region and its type of tumor. From the size of the tumor we 

can determine that the likeliness of the stroke based on the tumor developed in the brain cells the 

ground turth which is above 0.80 will lead to the brain stroke for a given subject.The above 

methodology is detecting the tumor efficiently and in result which lead to the ground truth. Based 

on this analysis the likelihood of the stroke is determined.  
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Parameters Region Growing KNN CNN 

Accuracy 88.8% 96.20% 98.10% 

Error rate 4.5% 3.8% 1.9% 

Method Description 

Grouping of pixels 

having similar 

properties and form 

the region 

Uses nearest neighbor 

rule 

Eliminate data sets 

which show similarity 

and do not add extra 

information 

Advantages 

Work well when the 

region homogeneity 

criteria are easily 

defines 

 Simple 

 Effective 

 Requires no 

training time 

Eliminate data sets 

which show similarity 

and do not add extra 

information 

Disadvantages 

This technique 

consists of dual 

segmentation which 

takes time and 

memory 

 Classification time 

is slow 

 Expensive while 

choosing value of K 

 Capture semantics 

of text better than 

KNN and Region 

Growing 

 Results show 

highest 

classification 

accuracy and 

lowest class time 

 Highest 

computational cost 

 

 

Table 7.1 Comparison of region growing, Knn with CNN 
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CHAPTER 8 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

 The work presented in this project describes a new methodology for the detection of brain 

stroke using Convolutional Neural Networks(CNNs). The performance of the proposed algorithm 

is excellent. The application of the proposed method for early detection of tumor is demonstrated 

to improve efficiency and accuracy of clinical practice. The application of the proposed method for 

tracking tumor is demonstrated to help pathologists distinguish exactly tumor region and its type 

of tumor. From the size of the tumor we can determine that the likeliness of the stroke based on the 

tumor developed in the brain cells the ground turth which is above 0.80 will lead to the brain stroke 

for a given subject.The above methodology is detecting the tumor efficiently and in result which 

lead to the ground truth. Based on this analysis the likelihood of the stroke is determined. 

 As a drawback, most previously presented methods were only evaluated using a limited 

number of private datasets that are often insufficiently described, which makes a comparison of 

these methods difficult, if not impossible.  This deficiency can partially be attributed to the lack of 

publicly available non-acute datasets of Ischemic Stroke lesions with manual ground truth 

segmentations.  

 In this work, we evaluate and compare state of the art approaches in a fair and direct 

comparison using a clinically relevant set of MRI of subacute ischemic stroke patients. The 

approaches proposed in this dissertation includes the more accurate classifier called CNN used by 

the contemporary machine learning community. The results shed light on the nature of the 

segmentation accuracy and constitute a solid base for developing more specialized solutions. 

 As future work, the technique of fine-tuning in the CNN to improve the abstraction of 

leukemia information is proposed. Besides improving the CNNs, new databases of images with a 

larger amount of data will be used, allowing this system to be validated and used in daily life, 

helping physicians and patients to diagnose this disease. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAM SPECIFIC 

OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAM OUTCOMES (POs) 

 Applications Product Research Review 

 

Classification 

Of  Project 

 

Python code 

The detection of 

the brain strokes 

from Convolution 

Nerural Networks 

(CNN) images 

needs convenient 

processing 

To develop a 

novel stroke 

segmentation 

approach using 

probabilistic 

patch based 

approach and 

classification 

using 

Convolution 

Neural Network 

(CNN) 

 

Successfully 

detected 

 

Project Outcomes 

 To develop a novel stroke segmentation approach using Region growing 

algorithm 

 To develop a novel stroke detection approach using Modified Region 

Growing algorithm 

 To develop a novel stroke segmentation approach using probabilistic patch 

based approach and classification using Convolution Neural Network (CNN) 

 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

Graduates of the Electronics and Communication Engineering program will 

1. Design VLSI, Embedded, Signal Processing and communication systems and 

apply modern tools 

 

2. Apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication 

Engineering to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing software 

components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, 

ethical and economical considerations 
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PROGRAM OUTCOMES (POs) 

The graduates of electronics and communication engineering program will be able to 

1. Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering for solving 

intricate engineering problems. 

2. Identify, formulate and analyze multifaceted engineering problems. 

3. Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic 

constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political, ethical, health 

and safety, manufacturability, and sustainability. 

4. Design and conduct experiments based on complex engineering problems, as 

well as to analyze and interpret data. 

5. Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for 

engineering practice. 

6. Understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and 

societal context. 

7. Design and develop eco-friendly systems, making optimal utilization of 

available natural resources. 

8. Understand professional ethics and responsibilities. 

9. Work as a member and leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment. 

10. Communicate effectively. 

11. Manage the projects keeping in view the economical and societal 

considerations. 

12. Recognize the need for adapting to technological changes and engage in life. 
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Mapping Table 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome 1 3 3 1 1 2 1   1 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 

Outcome 2 3 2    1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 

Outcome 3 3 2 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 

 

 

Note---Map each project outcomes with PO s and PSO s with either 1 or 2 or 3 based 

on level of mapping as follows 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 
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ABSTRACT 

Lung cancer prevalence is one of the highest of cancers. It mainly occurs due to 

uncontrolled growth of abnormal cells that has unlimited life span. It spreads towards the 

centre of the chest due to the natural flow of lymph out of the lungs towards the centre of the 

chest. The main aim of this project is to predict the cancer at the earliest stage so that cells 

can be destroyed at beginning stage. Automatic contrast enhancement technique imbalances 

the color of the output image and Fast Fourier transform has less accuracy. So we use 

multiple morphological operations which result to a higher flexibility in the definition of the 

function shape and imitates human vision system. For segmentation, Thresholding is the 

oldest technique and difficult when there are so many edges, Edge detection approach is 

sensitive to noise and does not work if edges are not defined properly. So we use Marked 

Controlled Watershed segmentation method which is fast, simple and segmented region result 

isreliable.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Lung cancer is one of the most dreadful diseases in the developing countries and its 

mortality rate is 19.4%. Early detection of lung tumor is done by using many imaging 

techniques such as Computed Tomography (CT), Sputum Cytology, Chest X-ray and 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Detection means classifying tumor two classes (i) non-

cancerous tumor (benign) and (ii) cancerous tumor (malignant). The chance of survival at the 

advanced stage is less when compared to the treatment and lifestyle to survive cancer therapy 

when diagnosed at the early stage of the cancer. Manual analysis and diagnosis system can be 

greatly improved with the implementation of image processing techniques. A number of 

researches on the image processing techniques to detect the early stage cancer detection are 

available in the literature. But the hit ratio of early stage detection of cancer is not greatly 

improved. With the advancement in the machine learning techniques, the early diagnosis of 

the cancer is attempted by lot of researchers. Neural network plays a key role in the 

recognition of the cancer cells among the normal tissues, which in turn provides an effective 

tool for building an assistive AI based cancer detection. The cancer treatment will be 

effective only when the tumor cells are accurately separated from the normal cells 

Classification of the tumor cells and training of the neural network forms the basis for the 

machine learning based cancer diagnosis. This project presents a Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) based Technique to classify the lung tumors as malignant or benign. 

1.2 Aim of the project 

The main aim of this project is to predict the cancer at the earlier stages so that the 

cells can be destroyed at a beginning stage. 

 

 

 

1.3 Methodology 

1. Apply different two and three-dimensional deep learning methods to the unified database 

of CT scans to perform classification of the regions which potentially contain nodules.  

2. Evaluate and compare used neural networks among themselves, as well as with other 

studies from the literature. 
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1.4 Significance of the project 

Many people are losing their lives due to cancer as they are unable to detect it at any 

early stage. Our motive is to help these people cure lung cancer at an early stage. 

1.5 Conclusion 

An image improvement technique is developing for earlier illness detection and 

treatment stages of lung cancer. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

Lung cancer is one of the most common types of cancer worldwide. It is also one of 

the deadliest types of cancer. However, research indicates that early detection of lung cancer 

significantly improves chances of survival. Using computed tomography scans of the human 

lungs, radiologists can detect dangerous nodules in early stages. When more people adopting 

for these scans, the workload on the radiologists rises. Computer aided detection systems that 

automatically detect thesenodule scan support radiologists and reduce their workload. 

However, current CAD systems often have a low sensitivity and suffer from a high number of 

false positives. Therefore, the aim of this research is to develop a CAD system that is able to 

localize as many nodules as possible, while keeping the number of false positives low. To 

localize the nodules in the three-dimensional space of a scan, a quantile approach over the 

cross-sectional slices is applied to retrieve a two dimensional slice. Next, a sliding window 

method on the slice is used to obtain the (x, y) coordinates of the nodule. A two-dimensional 

convolutional neural network is used as classifier of these windows.  

The developed CAD system is able to detect and localize 60.1% of all the nodules 

with an average number of 2.1 (1.5%) false positives per slice. The system is evaluated using 

all available examples and by simulating the scenario of a radiologist, as much as possible. In 

addition, three different types of neural network structures for this CAD system are tested and 

compared. 

In this research a Computer Aided Detection (CAD) system has been developed. This 

system is able to localize lung nodules in three-dimensional CT scans of the human lungs in 

order to detect possible cancer tissue in early stages. These systems are needed to support 

radiologists and to provide a second-opinion. 

 Worldwide, lung cancer is the most common type of cancer, contributing with 13% to 

the total number of cancer cases (skin-cancer excluded). Of the three most common types of 

cancer, lung-, breast- and prostate cancer, the death rate and probability of dying is the 

highest with lung cancer. In The Netherlands lung cancer is in 2016 the fourth most common 

type of cancer, with a contribution of 12% for men and 11% for women. Research indicates 

that early detection of lung cancer significantly increases the survival rate. 

A lung nodule refers to a range of abnormalities considered as small, round opacity, 

roughly spherical, restricted on abnormal tissue. To detect lung nodules radiologists use chest 

computed tomography (CT) scans. CT scans can detect smaller nodules at earlier stages than 
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chest radiography scans can. Furthermore, according to Awai et al. the detection rate of lung 

cancer is 2.6–10 times bigger using a CT scan than with analogue radiography. The cross-

sectional images of the lungs, generated during a CT scan, can be reformatted in multiple 

planes. This results in a three-dimensional representation of the lungs. Inspection of all these 

cross-sectional images is a time-consuming job for radiologists. With more people adopting 

for early CT scans, the work load on radiologists will increase considerable. 

Computer Aided Detection (CAD) systems for detecting and localizing lung nodules 

within CT scans is a solution to reduce this increasing workload on radiologists. CAD 

systems aim to assist in the detection and classification of diseases through a second opinion 

for radiologists. 

The goal of a CAD system is to achieve high sensitivity, i.e. detecting as many of the 

nodules present in a scan. However, current CAD systems produce many false positives, i.e. 

incorrectly detecting a spot as a nodule, when it’s not. There is a trade-off between high 

sensitivity and a high number of false positives. The performance of these systems varies.  

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING 

Digital image processing is an expanding area with applications regarding to our daily 

lives, especially in progressive transmission of images, video coding (teleconferencing), 

digital libraries, image database, remote sensing, and other particular applied usage. Many 

image processing and analysis techniques have been developed to aid the interpretation of 

remote sensing images and to extract as much information as possible from the image. The 

huge collection of digital images are collected due to the improvement in the digital storage 

media, image capturing devices like scanners, web cameras, digital cameras and rapid 

development in internet. This leads to rapid and efficient retrieval of these images for visual 

information in different fields of life like medical, medicine, art, architecture, education, 

crime preventions, etc. 

The medical imaging field has grown substantially in the recent year and has 

generated additional interest in methods and tools for management, analysis, and 

communication of medical image. Many diagnostic imaging modalities, such as x-ray, 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), digital radiography, and ultrasound are currently 

available and are routinely used to support clinical decision making. By using medical 

imaging, physicians are able to glean qualitative and quantitative information about anatomy 

and physiology of the patients. With these advantages, medical imaging has become central 

to medical diagnosis. Thus, with the advances in computer processing capabilities, it has 

become possible to approach the problem of automating diagnosis in medical imaging. This 
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project will focus on canny edge detection that help radiologist in automated diagnosis image. 

Radiologist often experience difficulty on reading x-ray image, this can be caused by the lack 

of lighting, fractures the hardly seen by naked eyes, or noises the happened-on image 

capturing process. By building the system, we hope the system can help people especially 

radiologist on detecting bones anomaly that happened on x-ray images. 

Image processing is a method to perform some operations on an image, in order to get 

an enhanced image or to extract some useful information from it. It is a type of signal 

processing in which input is an image and output may be image or characteristics/features 

associated with that image. Nowadays, image processing is among rapidly growing 

technologies. It forms core research area within engineering and computer science disciplines 

too. 

Image processing basically includes the following three steps: 

 Importing the image via image acquisition tools; 

 Analyzing and manipulating the image; 

 Output in which result can be altered image or report that is based on image analysis. 

There are two types of methods used for image processing namely, analogue and 

digital image processing. Analogue image processing can be used for the hard copies like 

printouts and photographs. Image analysts use various fundamentals of interpretation while 

using these visual techniques. Digital image processing techniques help in manipulation of 

the digital images by using computers. The three general phases that all types of data have to 

undergo while using digital technique are pre-processing, enhancement, and display, 

information extraction. 

 

Image processing is a method to convert an image into digital form and perform some 

operations on it, in order to get an enhanced image or to extract some useful information from 

it. It is a type of signal dispensation in which input is image, like video frame or photograph 

and output may be image or characteristics associated with that image. Usually Image 

Processing system includes treating images as two dimensional signals while applying 

already set signal processing methods to them. It is among rapidly growing technologies 

today, with its applications in various aspects of a business. Image Processing forms core 

research area within engineering and computer science disciplines too. 

  

Image processing basically includes the following three steps. 

 Importing the image with optical scanner or by digital photography. 
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 Analyzing and manipulating the image which includes data compression and image 

enhancement and spotting patterns that are not to human eyes like satellite photographs. 

 Output is the last stage in which result can be altered image or report that is based on image 

analysis. 

Purpose of Image processing 

The purpose of image processing is divided into 5 groups. They are: 

1.      Visualization - Observe the objects that are not visible. 

2.      Image sharpening and restoration - To create a better image. 

3.      Image retrieval - Seek for the image of interest. 

4.      Measurement of pattern – Measures various objects in an image. 

5.      Image Recognition – Distinguish the objects in an image. 

 

Types 

The two types of methods used for Image Processing are Analog and Digital Image 

Processing. Analog or visual techniques of image processing can be used for the hard copies 

like printouts and photographs. Image analysts use various fundamentals of interpretation 

while using these visual techniques. The image processing is not just confined to area that has 

to be studied but on knowledge of analyst. Association is another important tool in image 

processing through visual techniques. So analysts apply a combination of personal knowledge 

and collateral data to image processing. 

Digital Processing techniques help in manipulation of the digital images by using 

computers. As raw data from imaging sensors from satellite platform contains deficiencies. 

To get over such flaws and to get originality of information, it has to undergo various phases 

of processing. The three general phases that all types of data have to undergo while using 

digital technique are Pre- processing, enhancement and display, information extraction. 
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Figure 2.1 Flowchart 

 

Applications 

1. Intelligent Transportation Systems – This technique can be used in Automatic number 

plate recognition and Traffic sign recognition. 

2.  Remote Sensing – For this application, sensors capture the pictures of the earth’s surface 

in remote sensing satellites or multi – spectral scanner which is mounted on an aircraft. These 

pictures are processed by transmitting it to the Earth station. Techniques used to interpret the 

objects and regions are used in flood control, city planning, resource mobilization, 

agricultural production monitoring, etc. 

3. Moving object tracking – This application enables to measure motion parameters and 

acquire visual record of the moving object. The different types of approach to track an object 

are: 

·            Motion based tracking 

·            Recognition based tracking 
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4. Defense surveillance – Aerial surveillance methods are used to continuously keep an eye 

on the land and oceans. This application is also used to locate the types and formation of 

naval vessels of the ocean surface. The important duty is to divide the various objects present 

in the water body part of the image. The different parameters such as length, breadth, area, 

perimeter, compactness are set up to classify each of divided objects. It is important to 

recognize the distribution of these objects in different directions that are east, west, north, 

south, northeast, northwest, southeast and south west to explain all possible formations of the 

vessels. We can interpret the entire oceanic scenario from the spatial distribution of these 

objects. 

5. Biomedical Imaging techniques – For medical diagnosis, different types of imaging tools 

such as X- ray, Ultrasound, computer aided tomography (CT) etc are used. The diagrams of 

X- ray, MRI, and computer aided tomography (CT) are given below. 

  

 

Figure 2.2 CT scan images 

Some of the applications of Biomedical imaging applications are as follows: 

 Heart disease identification– The important diagnostic features such as size of the heart and 

its shape are required to know in order to classify the heart diseases. To improve the 

diagnosis of heart diseases, image analysis techniques are employed to radiographic images. 

 

 Lung disease identification – In X- rays, the regions that appear dark contain air while region 

that appears lighter are solid tissues. Bones are more radio opaque than tissues. The ribs, the 

heart, thoracic spine, and the diaphragm that separates the chest cavity from the abdominal 

cavity are clearly seen on the X-ray film. 

 Digital mammograms – This is used to detect the breast tumour. Mammograms can be 

analyzed using Image processing techniques such as segmentation, shape analysis, contrast 

enhancement, feature extraction, etc.   

6. Automatic Visual Inspection System – This application improves the quality and 

productivity of the product in the industries. 
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 Automatic inspection of incandescent lamp filaments – This involves examination of the bulb 

manufacturing process. Due to no uniformity in the pitch of the wiring in the lamp, the 

filament of the bulb gets fused within a short duration. In this application, a binary image 

slice of the filament is created from which the silhouette of the filament is fabricated. 

Silhouettes are analyzed to recognize the non uniformity in the pitch of the wiring in the 

lamp. This system is being used by the General Electric Corporation. 

 Automatic surface inspection systems – In metal industries it is essential to detect the flaws 

on the surfaces. For instance, it is essential to detect any kind of aberration on the rolled 

metal surface in the hot or cold rolling mills in a steel plant. Image processing techniques 

such as texture identification, edge detection, fractal analysis etc are used for the detection. 

 Faulty component identification – This application identifies the faulty components in 

electronic or electromechanical systems. Higher amount of thermal energy is generated by 

these faulty components. The Infra-red images are produced from the distribution of thermal 

energies in the assembly. The faulty components can be identified by analyzing the Infra-red 

images. 

 

2.2 IMAGE ANALYSIS 

An image may be defined as a two-dimensional function f(x, y), where x and y are 

spatial (plane) coordinates, and the amplitude ofat any pair of coordinates is called the 

intensity of the image at that point. The term gray level is used often to refer to the intensity 

of monochrome images. Color images are formed by a combination of individual images. For 

example, in the RGB color system a color image consists of three individual monochrome 

images, referred to as the red (R), green (G), and blue (B) primary (or component) images. 

For this reason, many of the techniques developed for monochrome images can be extended 

to color images by processing the three component images individually. The basic definition 

of image processing refers to processing of digital image, i.e removing the noise and any kind 

of irregularities present in an image using the digital computer. The noise or irregularity may 

creep into the image either during its formation or during transformation etc. For 

mathematical analysis, an image may be defined as a two dimensional function f(x, y) where 

x and y are spatial (plane) coordinates, and the amplitude of f at any pair of coordinates (x, y) 

is called the intensity or gray level of the image at that point. When x, y, and the intensity 

values of f are all finite, discrete quantities, we call the image a digital image. It is very 

important that a digital image is composed of a finite number of elements, each of which has 

a particular location and value. These elements are called picture elements, image elements, 
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pels, and pixels. Pixel is the most widely used term to denote the elements of a digital image. 

Various techniques have been developed in Image Processing during the last four to five 

decades. Most of the techniques are developed for enhancing images obtained from 

unmanned spacecrafts, space probes and military reconnaissance flights. Image Processing 

systems are becoming popular due to easy availability of powerful personnel computers, 

large size memory devices, graphics software etc.  

The term digital image processing generally refers to processing of a two-dimensional 

picture by a digital computer. In a broader context, it implies digital processing of any two-

dimensional data. A digital image is an array of real numbers represented by a finite number 

of bits. The principle advantage of Digital Image Processing methods is its versatility, 

repeatability and the preservation of original data precision. 

 The various Image Processing techniques are: 

 Image preprocessing 

 Image enhancement 

 Image segmentation 

 Feature extraction 

 Image classification 

 

 

 

2.2.1 IMAGE PREPROCESSING 

In image preprocessing, image data recorded by sensors on a satellite restrain errors 

related to geometry and brightness values of the pixels. These errors are corrected using 

appropriate mathematical models which are either definite or statistical models. Image 

enhancement is the modification of image by changing the pixel brightness values to improve 

its visual impact. Image enhancement involves a collection of techniques that are used to 

improve the visual appearance of an image, or to convert the image to a form which is better 

suited for human or machine interpretation. Sometimes images obtained from satellites and 

conventional and digital cameras lack in contrast and brightness because of the limitations of 

imaging sub systems and illumination conditions while capturing image. Images may have 

different types of noise. In image enhancement, the goal is to accentuate certain image 

features for subsequent analysis or for image display [3]. Examples include contrast and edge 

enhancement, pseudo-coloring, noise filtering, sharpening, and magnifying. Image 

enhancement is useful in feature extraction, image analysis and an image display. The 
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enhancement process itself does not increase the inherent information content in the data. It 

simply emphasizes certain specified image characteristics. Enhancement algorithms are 

generally interactive and application dependent. Some of the enhancement techniques are 

 Contrast Stretching 

 Noise Filtering 

 Histogram modification 

 

(a)Contrast Stretching 

Some images (eg. over water bodies, deserts, dense forests, snow, clouds and under 

hazy conditions over heterogeneous regions) are homogeneous i.e., they do not have much 

change in their levels. In terms of histogram representation, they are characterized as the 

occurrence of very narrow peaks. The homogeneity can also be due to the incorrect 

illumination of the scene. Ultimately the images hence obtained are not easily interpretable 

due to poor human perceptibility, this is because there exists only a narrow range of gray-

levels in the image having provision for wider range of gray-levels. The contrast stretching 

methods are designed exclusively for frequently encountered situations. Different stretching 

techniques have been developed to stretch the narrow range to the whole of the available 

dynamic range. 

(b)Noise Filtering 

Noise Filtering is used to filter the unnecessary information from an image. It is also 

used to remove various types of noises from the images. Various filters are low pass, high 

pass, mean etc. 

(c)Histogram modification 

Histogram has a lot of importance in image enhancement. It reflects the 

characteristics of image. By modifying the histogram, image characteristics can be modified. 

One such example is Histogram Equalization. Histogram equalization is a nonlinear stretch 

that redistributes pixel values so that there is approximately the same number of pixels with 

each value within a range. The result approximates a flat histogram. Therefore, contrast is 

increased at the peaks and lessened at the tails  

 

2.2.2 IMAGE SEGMENTATION 

Image segmentation is the division of an image into regions or categories, which 

correspond to different objects or parts of objects. Every pixel in an image is allocated to one 

of a number of these categories.  
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A good segmentation is typically one in which:  

• Pixels in the same category have similar grayscale of multivariate values and form a 

connected region,  

• neighbouring pixels which are in different categories have dissimilar values. 

Segmentation is often the critical step in image analysis: the point at which we move 

from considering each pixel as a unit of observation to working with objects (or parts of 

objects) in the image, composed of many pixels. If segmentation is done well then all other 

stages in image analysis are made simpler. But, as we shall see, success is often only partial 

when automatic segmentation algorithms are used. However, manual intervention can usually 

overcome these problems, and by this stage the computer should already have done most of 

the work. 

There are three general approaches to segmentation, termed thresholding, edge-based 

methods and region-based methods. 

 • In thresholding, pixels are allocated to categories according to the range of values in which 

a pixel lies. Fig 2.1(a) shows boundaries which were obtained by thresholding the muscle 

fibres image. Pixels with values less than 128 have been placed in one category, and the rest 

have been placed in the other category. The boundaries between adjacent pixels in different 

categories have been superimposed in white on the original image. It can be seen that the 

threshold has successfully segmented the image into the two predominant fibre types.  

• In edge-based segmentation, an edge filter is applied to the image, pixels are classified as 

edge or non-edge depending on the filter output, and pixels which are not separated by an 

edge are allocated to the same category. Fig 2.1(b) shows the boundaries of connected 

regions after applying Prewitt’s filter and eliminating all non-border segments containing 

fewer than 500 pixels.  

• Finally, region-based segmentation algorithms operate iteratively by grouping together 

pixels which are neighbours and have similar values and splitting groups of pixels which are 

dissimilar  

in value. 
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Figure 2.3: Boundaries produced by three segmentations of the muscle fibres image: (a) by 

thresholding, (b) connected regions after thresholding the output of Prewitt’s edge filter and 

removing small regions, (c) result produced by watershed algorithm on output from a 

variance filter with Gaussian weights (σ
2 

= 96) 

Segmentation is one of the key problems in image processing. Image segmentation is 

the process that subdivides an image into its constituent parts or objects. The level to which 

this subdivision is carried out depends on the problem being solved, i.e., the segmentation 

should stop when the objects of interest in an application have been isolated e.g., in 

autonomous air-to-ground target acquisition, suppose our interest lies in identifying vehicles 

on a road, the first step is to segment the road from the image and then to segment the 

contents of the road down to potential vehicles. Image thresholding techniques are used for 

image segmentation. After thresholding a binary image is formed where all object pixels have 

one gray level and all background pixels have another - generally the object pixels are 'black' 

and the background is 'white'. The best threshold is the one that selects all the object pixels 

and maps them to 'black'. Various approaches for the automatic selection of the threshold 

have been proposed. Thresholding can be defined as mapping of the gray scale into the binary 

set {0, 1}: 

 

where S(x, y) is the value of the segmented image, g(x, y) is the gray level of the pixel (x, y) 

and T(x, y) is the threshold value at the coordinates (x, y). In the simplest case T(x, y) is 

coordinate independent and a constant for the whole image. It can be selected, for instance, 
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on the basis of the gray level histogram. When the histogram has two pronounced maxima, 

which reflect gray levels of object(s) and background, it is possible to select a single 

threshold for the entire image. A method which is based on this idea and uses a correlation 

criterion to select the best threshold, is described below. Sometimes gray level histograms 

have only one maximum. This can be caused, e.g., by inhomogeneous illumination of various 

regions of the image. In such case it is impossible to select a single thresholding value for the 

entire image and a local binarization technique must be applied. General methods to solve the 

problem of binarization of in homogeneously illuminated images, however, are not available. 

Segmentation of images involves sometimes not only the discrimination between 

objects and the background, but also separation between different regions. One method for 

such separation is known as watershed segmentation. 

 

2.2.3 FEATURE EXTRACTION 

The feature extraction techniques are developed to extract features in synthetic aperture radar 

images. This technique extracts high-level features needed in order to perform classification 

of targets. Features are those items which uniquely describe a target, such as size, shape, 

composition, location etc. Segmentation techniques are used to isolate the desired object from 

the scene so that measurements can be made on it subsequently. Quantitative measurements 

of object features allow classification and description of the image. 

When the pre-processing and the desired level of segmentation has been achieved, 

some feature extraction technique is applied to the segments to obtain features, which is 

followed by application of classification and post processing techniques. It is essential to 

focus on the feature extraction phase as it has an observable impact on the efficiency of the 

recognition system. Feature selection of a feature extraction method is the single most 

important factor in achieving high recognition performance. Feature extraction has been 

given as “extracting from the raw data information that is most suitable for classification 

purposes, while minimizing the within class pattern variability and enhancing the between 

class pattern variability”. Thus, selection of a suitable feature extraction technique according 

to the input to be applied needs to be done with utmost care. Taking into consideration all 

these factors, it becomes essential to look at the various available techniques for feature 

extraction in a given domain, covering vast possibilities of cases. 

2.2.3 IMAGE CLASSIFICATION 

Image classification is the labeling of a pixel or a group of pixels based on its grey 

value. Classification is one of the most often used methods of information extraction. In 
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Classification, usually multiple features are used for a set of pixels i.e., many images of a 

particular object are needed. In Remote Sensing area, this procedure assumes that the 

imagery of a specific geographic area is collected in multiple regions of the electromagnetic 

spectrum and is in good registration. Most of the information extraction techniques rely on 

analysis of the spectral reflectance properties of such imagery and employ special algorithms 

designed to perform various types of 'spectral analysis'. The process of multispectral 

classification can be performed using either of the two methods: Supervised or Unsupervised. 

In Supervised classification, the identity and location of some of the land cover types 

such as urban, wetland, forest etc., are known as priori through a combination of field works 

and topo sheets. The analyst attempts to locate specific sites in the remotely sensed data that 

represents homogeneous examples of these land cover types. These areas are commonly 

referred as TRAINING SITES because the spectral characteristics of these known areas are 

used to 'train' the classification algorithm for eventual land cover mapping of reminder of the 

image. Multivariate statistical parameters are calculated for each training site. Every pixel 

both within and outside these training sites is then evaluated and assigned to a class of which 

it has the highest likelihood of being a member. 

In an Unsupervised classification, the identities of land cover types has to be specified 

as classes within a scene are not generally known as priori because ground truth is lacking or 

surface features within the scene are not well defined. The computer is required to group 

pixel data into different spectral classes according to some statistically determined criteria 

2.3 Edge detection 

Edge detection is an image processing technique for finding the boundaries of objects 

within images. It works by detecting discontinuities in brightness. Edge detection is used 

for image segmentation and data extraction in areas such as image processing, computer 

vision, and machine vision. In an image, an edge is a curve that follows a path of rapid 

change in image intensity. Edges are often associated with the boundaries of objects in a 

scene. Edge detection is used to identify the edges in an image. 

To find edges, you can use the edge function. This function looks for places in the image 

where the intensity changes rapidly, using one of these two criteria: 

 Places where the first derivative of the intensity is larger in magnitude than some threshold 

 Places where the second derivative of the intensity has a zero crossing 

edge provides several derivative estimators, each of which implements one of these 

definitions. For some of these estimators, you can specify whether the operation should be 
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sensitive to horizontal edges, vertical edges, or both. edge returns a binary image containing 

1's where edges are found and 0's elsewhere. 

The most powerful edge-detection method that edge provides is the Canny method. 

The Canny method differs from the other edge-detection methods in that it uses two different 

thresholds (to detect strong and weak edges), and includes the weak edges in the output only 

if they are connected to strong edges. This method is therefore less likely than the others to be 

fooled by noise, and more likely to detect true weak edges. 

 

(a)Canny Edge 

Edges are considered to be most important image attributes that provide valuable 

information for human image perception. Edge detection is a very complex process affected 

by deterioration due to different level of noise. An edge is the boundary between an object 

and the background. Edge detection is identifying points in a digital image at which the 

image brightness changes sharply or more formally has discontinuities. The purpose of 

detecting sharp changes in image brightness is to capture important events and changes in 

properties of the world. 

 

Edge detection is used for identification of blurred frame broad classification among 

smoothened rough surface classification of cement and asphalt. The Canny edge detection is 

performed on the frames with the sensitive threshold values (upper threshold 10000 and 

lower threshold 4900)and again it is performed with the insensitive threshold values (upper 

threshold 50000 and lower threshold 9800). If a pixel has a gradient greater than the upper 

threshold, then it is an edge pixel. If a pixel has a gradient lower than the lower threshold, it is 

not an edge pixel. If the pixel’s gradient is between the upper and the lower thresholds, then it 

is considered as an edge, only if it is connected to a pixel that is above the high threshold 

value. 

 

Canny is one of modern edge detection method that founded by Marrdan Hildreth, 

who is doing research in modeling human visual perception. 

There are several criteria on edge detecting that can be fulfilled by Canny Edge Detection: 

1. Canny has better detection (for detection criteria). Canny method capable to marks all 

existing edges matching with user determined parameter’s threshold. Also giving high 

flexibility in determining the thickness levels of edge detection according to the required 

conditions. 
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2. Canny has better localizing way (localize criteria). Canny was capable in producing 

minimum gap between detected edge and the real image edge. 

3. Obvious response(response criteria). Only one response for every edge. This make less 

confusion on edge detection for the next image. 

 

Chosing parameters on Canny Edge Detection will giving effect on every result and edge 

detection. The parameters are 

a. Gaussian Deviation Standard Value. 

b. Threshold Value. 

The following is the steps to do Canny Edge Detection. 

1. Remove all noise on the image by implementing Gaussian Filter. The result is an image 

with less blur. It is intended to obtain the real edges of the image. If we did not apply the 

Gaussian Filter before, sometimes the noise itself will be detected as an edge. 

2. Detect the edge with one of these detection operators, like Robert, Perwit, or Sobel by  

horizontal searching (Gx) and vertical searching(Gy).  

 

 

Gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) 

A statistical method of examining texture that considers the spatial relationship of 

pixels is the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), also known as the gray-level spatial 

dependence matrix. The GLCM functions characterize the texture of an image by calculating 

how often pairs of pixel with specific values and in a specified spatial relationship occur in an 

image, creating a GLCM, and then extracting statistical measures from this matrix. (The 

texture filter functions, described in Texture Analysis cannot provide information about 

shape, i.e., the spatial relationships of pixels in an image.) 

After you create the GLCMs, using gray co-matrix, you can derive several statistics 

from them using gray coprops. These statistics provide information about the texture of an 

image. The following table lists the statistics. 
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Table 2.1 Statistics of GLCM 

Statistic Description 

Contrast Measures the local variations in the gray-level co-occurrence matrix. 

Correlation Measures the joint probability occurrence of the specified pixel pairs. 

Energy Provides the sum of squared elements in the GLCM. Also known as  

uniformity or the angular  

Homogeneity Measures the closeness of the distribution of elements in the GLCM 

 to the GLCM diagonal. 

 

A co-occurrence matrix or co-occurrence distribution is a matrix that is defined over 

an image to be the distribution of co-occurring pixel values (grayscale values, or colors) at a 

given offset. 

2.4 Hough Transform 

The Hough transform is a feature extraction technique used in image 

analysis, computer vision, and digital image processing. The purpose of the technique is to 

find imperfect instances of objects within a certain class of shapes by a voting procedure. 

This voting procedure is carried out in a parameter space, from which object candidates are 

obtained as local maxima in a so-called accumulator space that is explicitly constructed by 

the algorithm for computing the Hough transform. The Hough transform is a technique which 

can be used to isolate features of a particular shape within an image. Because it requires that 

the desired features be specified in some parametric form, the classical Hough transform is 

most commonly used for the detection of regular curves such as lines, circles, ellipses, etc. 

  A generalized Hough transform can be employed in applications where a simple 

analytic description of a feature(s) is not possible. Due to the computational complexity of 

the generalized Hough algorithm, we restrict the main focus of this discussion to the classical 

Hough transform. Despite its domain restrictions, the classical Hough transform (hereafter 

referred to without the classical prefix) retain many applications, as most manufactured parts 

(and many anatomical parts investigated in medical imagery) contain feature boundaries 

which can be described by regular curves. The main advantage of the Hough transform 

technique is that it is tolerant of gaps in feature boundary descriptions and is relatively 

unaffected by image noise. 
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The Hough technique is particularly useful for computing a global description of a 

feature(s) (where the number of solution classes need not be known a priori), given (possibly 

noisy) local measurements. The motivating idea behind the Hough technique for line 

detection is that each input measurement (e.g. coordinate point) indicates its contribution to a 

globally consistent solution (e.g. the physical line which gave rise to that image point). 

As a simple example, consider the common problem of fitting a set of line segments 

to a set of discrete image points (e.g. pixel locations output from an edge detector). Figure 1 

shows some possible solutions to this problem. Here the lack of a priori knowledge about the 

number of desired line segments (and the ambiguity about what constitutes a line segment) 

renders this problem under-constrained. 

 

 Figure 2.4 Image coordinates a)Coordinate points b) and c) Possible straight line fittings. 

We can analytically describe a line segment in a number of forms. However, a 

convenient equation for describing a set of lines uses parametric or normal notion: 

 

where  is the length of a normal from the origin to this line and  is the orientation 

of  with respect to the X-axis.  For any point  on this line,  and  are constant. 

In an image analysis context, the coordinates of the point(s) of edge segments 

(i.e.  ) in the image are known and therefore serve as constants in the parametric line 

equation, while  and  are the unknown variables we seek. If we plot the 

possible  values defined by each , points in cartesian image space map to curves 

(i.e. sinusoids) in the polar Hough parameter space. This point-to-curve transformation is the 

Hough transformation for straight lines. When viewed in Hough parameter space, points 

which are collinear in the cartesian image space become readily apparent as they yield curves 

which intersect at a common  point. 
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The transform is implemented by quantizing the Hough parameter space into finite 

intervals or accumulator cells. As the algorithm runs, each  is transformed into a 

discretized  curve and the accumulator cells which lie along this curve are incremented. 

Resulting peaks in the accumulator array represent strong evidence that a corresponding 

straight line exists in the image. 

We can use this same procedure to detect other features with analytical descriptions. For 

instance, in the case of circles, the parametric equation is 

. 
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CHAPTER3 

MEDICAL BACKGROUND 

3.1 Lung cancer statistics 

The leading killer among all forms of cancer is lung cancer. Its severity can be easily 

shown by the very low survival rate, as well as the number of estimated new cases worldwide 

and its tendency to progress quickly. What makes it even more alarming is the fact that 

symptoms do not usually occur until the cancer is advanced. The number of deaths caused by 

the lung and bronchial cancer exceeds all other types of cancer with over 153,000 cases in 

total per year in the United States. It is almost 26% of all other sites of cancer. Lung cancer is 

ranked second in the number of new cases in recent years. Meanwhile, it is one of the most 

dangerous types of cancer as its 5-year relative survival rate at all stages is only 18%: 15% 

for men and 21% for women. Survival time decreases significantly with the progression of 

the disease, so it is crucial to diagnose and treat cancer as soon as possible. 

3.2 Risk factors 

The dominant risk factor for lung cancer is cigarette smoking, it is a cause of more 

than 80% of lung cancer deaths in the US. The quantity and duration of smoking are also 

important factors. Exposure to involuntary smoking increases lung cancer risk by about 

25%,a replication worldwide. Other potential causes of lung cancer include the exposure to 

raw dung as released from soil and building materials, occupational or environmental 

exposure to second-hand smoke, certain metals, some organic chemicals, radiation, air 

pollution, and diesel exhaust. Sometimes, genetic predisposition can cause the development 

of lung cancer. 

3.3 Nodules and tumors 

Lung cancer tumors are of different types. Two major types are non-small cell lung 

cancer (NSCLC) and small cell lung cancer (SCLC). NSCLC accounts for about 85% of lung 

cancers. The basic characteristics analyzed during diagnosis are type and stage. The stage of 

the disease depends on whether the cancer is local or has spread from the lungs to the lymph 

nodes or even other organs. The staging system is different for non-small and small cell 

cancer. The treatment for these two types also differ, hence, it is important to understand that 

they are very distinct. The approaches to treatment include surgeries, chemotherapy, 

radiation, targeted drugs, immune therapy. It is easier to deal with early-stage small tumors in 

lungs than late-stage cancer which has spread to other parts of the body. For this, usually, 

chemotherapy is used, alone or combined with radiation. This approach provides remission 
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for a large percentage of patients, but there are still big chances for the cancer to return. 

Therefore, detecting small nodules which can potentially be tumors in the first stage can help 

in early diagnosis. Lung nodules can be cancerous, though in most cases they are benign. A 

larger lung nodule is more likely to be cancerous than a smaller one, but it’s a doctor who is 

eligible to make a conclusion of how dangerous the particular nodule is. In many cases, it is 

helpful to see if a nodule changes or grows overtime, thus different types of screening are 

often recommended. 

3.4 Computed tomography screening 

The detection and diagnosis of lung cancer have improved with the development of 

computed tomography (CT). Screening with low-dose spiral computed tomography (LDCT) 

has been shown to reduce lung cancer mortality by about 20% compared to standard chest x-

ray. The screening process involves performing tomography on the high-risk group, for 

example, current or former heavy smokers who seem to be in good health. With the use of 

CT, doctors are capable to spot the dangerous nodules in lungs when those are at the early 

stages providing enough time to perform the treatment. Over 80% of the 5-year survival rate 

has been reported in surgically treated peripheral lung cancer. This same research reports that 

the advances in screening with CT enabled doctors to detect lung tumors smaller than 2 cm in 

diameter. 

3.5 CAD System 

In this section, the proposed CAD system is presented. First, a general over view of 

the system with its components is given. This is followed by a detailed description of each of 

the components and clarifications for design choices. In the end of this section, the other two 

neural network structures are presented for the comparative study. 

The goal of this CAD system is to localize lung nodules in the three-dimensional 

space of a CT scan. To go from a raw scan to the localization, the following pipeline of steps 

have been used: 

 

1. Choose cross-sectional slices at quantiles 

2. Segment the lungs from the surrounding parts of the body using Watershed algorithm 

3. For each slice with segmented lungs obtain slice grid using sliding window method 

4. Binary classification of each window using a 2D convolutional neural network 

5. Final prediction and localization 

Although the number of slices in all the CT scans varies, human lungs do not vary 

much in size. Data analysis performed on this data set showed that the average size of the 
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lungs in this data set is 315.89mm, so 31.59cm. Due to the early mentioned difference in slice 

thickness of the scans, 2D slices are obtained at quantiles of the scan. Each quantile of a scan 

represents roughly the same area as the same quantile in another scan. This can be explained 

by the following example. If scan A has a slice thickness of 2mm and 150 slices and scan B 

has a slice thickness of 1 mm and 300 slices, then the 10’th quantile of scan A is at slice 15 at 

an height of 30 mm. The 10’th quantile of scan B is slice 30, also at an height of 30 mm. 

Since every nodule to be considered is larger than 3 mm and every quantile represents 

on average 3.1589 mm, every quantile a cross-sectional slice is obtained. Quantiles range 

from 0 to 1, and 1 quantile means 0.01 in this [0,1] range. The smallest nodule in this data set 

has a diameter of 3.2532 mm. This diameter is measured while inspecting the 2D slices 

during the annotation process and is confirmed by at least 3 of the 4 radiologists. Annotated 

nodules are visible on multiple subsequent slices and have circular shapes. This suggests, and 

it is assumed in this research, that most nodules are spherical in shape. This implies that the 

diameter of a nodule in the 2D x, y –plane is the same in the z-plane. Obtaining a 2D slice at 

every 3.1589 mm implies that every nodule in this data set could be found. 

 

Figure 3.1 : Extracting 2D slices at every 0.01 quantile 
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CHAPTER 4 

MARKER CONTROLLED WATERSHED SEGMENTATION 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Lung cancer is one of the most dreadful diseases in the developing countries and its 

mortality rate is 19.4%. Early detection of lung tumor is done by using many imaging 

techniques such as Computed Tomography (CT), Sputum Cytology, Chest X-ray and 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Detection means classifying tumor two classes (i) non-

cancerous tumor (benign) and (ii) cancerous tumor (malignant). The chance of survival at the 

advanced stage is less when compared to the treatment and lifestyle to survive cancer therapy 

when diagnosed at the early stage of the cancer. Manual analysis and diagnosis system can be 

greatly improved with the implementation of image processing techniques. A number of 

researches on the image processing techniques to detect the early stage cancer detection are 

available in the literature. But the hit ratio of early stage detection of cancer is not greatly 

improved. With the advancement in the machine learning techniques, the early diagnosis of 

the cancer is attempted by lot of researchers. Neural network plays a key role in the 

recognition of the cancer cells among the normal tissues, which in turn provides an effective 

tool for building an assistive AI based cancer detection. The cancer treatment will be 

effective only when the tumor cells are accurately separated from the normal cells 

Classification of the tumor cells and training of the neural network forms the basis for the 

machine learning based cancer diagnosis. This paper presents a Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) based technique to classify the lung tumors as malignant or benign. 

This project presents lung cancer detection based on chest CT images using CNN. In 

the first stage, lung regions are extracted from CT image and in that region each slices are 

segmented to get tumors. The segmented tumor regions are used to train CNN architecture. 

Then, CNN is used to test the patient images. The main objective of this study is to detect 

whether the tumor present in a patient’s lung is malignant or benign.Figure1 shows the block 

diagram of the proposed system. As shown in the figure, the trained system will able to detect 

the cancerous presence in lung CT image.   
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Figure 4.1 CNN Classification 

Dataset for training is obtained from Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) and 

Image Database Resource Initiative (IDRI). LIDC and IDRI consist of 1000 CT scans of both 

large and small tumors saved in Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) 

format. 

In preprocessing stage, the median filter is used to restore the image under test by 

minimizing the effects of the degradations during acquisition. The median filter simply 

replaces each pixel value with the median value of its neighbours including itself. Hence, the 

pixel values which are very different from their neighbours will be eliminated. 

 At the obtained 2D slices, the lungs are surrounded by other parts of the human body. 

As all the nodules are only inside the lungs, these other parts can be filtered out. Without 

these other parts a possible image classifier can only focus on the lungs and cannot be 

distracted by the other, irrelevant parts. During this research, three different approaches have 

been tested to segment the lungs from its surroundings: Open Source Computer Vision (Open 

CV), Python Imaging Library (PIL) and the Watershed algorithm. It was found out that the 

Watershed algorithm performed best on this lung segmentation task. 

 

 

4.2 Watershed algorithm 

The name of this algorithm refers to a geological watershed or ridge that divides areas 

by different water systems. Any gray scale image, where each pixel has one value, can be 

seen as a topographic surface where high values represent peaks or hills and low values 

represent valleys. The algorithm starts by ‘ flooding water’ around the topographic surface of 

the image. When the water merges the peaks, barriers are built to prevent this merging, until 

Input Image Preprocessing 

Datasets Preprocessing CNN 

Normal Abnormal 
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all peaks are under water. The resulting barriers give the segmentation of peaks and valleys in 

the image. 

 

Figure 4.2: Watershed illustrated by floating water and creating barriers 

 

To segment the lungs from its surrounding, a slight variant of the Watershed 

algorithm is used. R. Shojaii presents a method to segment human lungs by using internal and 

external markers. The markers are combined with the image gradient and the Watershed 

algorithm, to find the lung borders. A rolling ball filter is used to smooth the contour and fill 

the cavities, while preserving the original borders. A little margin around the borders is kept 

to make sure no juxtapleural nodules are cut away from the edge. Fig. 3 illustrates how these 

steps are applied to the lungs. Example code to use this algorithm on CT scans is found on 

the website of  Kaggle.  
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Figure 4.3: Multiple stages of applying Watershed algorithm to human lungs 

 

4.3 Sliding window method 

Localizing a nodule on a slice means that the exact location of a possible nodule 

needs to be found. A location in a 2D plane of a slice is a set of (x, y) coordinates or a range 

of x- and y-coordinates in which the nodules lies. To get to coordinates, a sliding window 

method is applied on each of the 2D slices. A sliding window is a region, smaller than the 

concerning slice, which is moved across the slice. To be precise, on the 512 by 512 pixels 

slice, a sliding window of 64 by 64 pixels is used. Furthermore, overlay of windows is used 

to deal with the problem of having nodules partly on a window. Please see Fig. 4 for a 

graphical representation of this method. 
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Fig 4.4: Sliding window method 

 

4.3.1 Window size 

 Data analysis showed that the median and mean size of a nodule are 16 and 20 pixels 

in diameter respectively. The minimum diameter size of a nodule in this data set is 3.2532 

mm or 8 pixels and the maximum size of a nodule is 32 mm or 79 pixels. With a window size 

of 64 99.58% of all the nodules fit inside this window. Even 95% of all nodules are less than 

19 mm or 46.5 pixels. Furthermore, 64 fits exactly 8 times in the [0,512] range. However, 

using a sliding window method, the nodules won’t always be perfectly located in the centre 

of the window. This relates mainly to the larger nodules. There can be windows with half a 

nodule, or even a quarter of a nodule. During this research it was found out that these nodules 

where hard to detect. Therefore, overlay of the windows is used, so that these nodules are 

more likely to fit in a whole window, which makes it easier to detect them. 

4.3.2 Overlay  

Overlay is used to deal with the problem of nodules that are half or quarterly located 

on the sliding windows. Again, it was desirable to fit at least 95% of the nodules in a window. 

That means all nodules equal or smaller than 46.5 pixels. In the worst case scenario, a nodule 

can be precisely on half of two windows. Then, an overlay of 23 or 24 pixels would be 

sufficient to get the whole nodule in a window. Therefore an overlay of 23 pixels is used. By 
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creating 12 windows in total, 4 new windows are added and so are the 4 times 64 pixels. This 

means 11 times overlay of which 8 of them use 23 pixels and 3 overlays use 24 pixels. In 

previous research of Wan, it was found that nodules attached to the thoraric wall, the so 

called juxtapleural nodules, are the hardest to detect. Therefore, overlays of 24 pixels are 

used in the 4th, 6th and 8th overlay moments – the moments which cover most of the thoraric 

walls. See Fig.5 and Fig. 6. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Sliding window method with overlay 

 

4.4 CNN Classifier 

 For this binary classification task there has been chosen for a two dimensional 

convolutional neural network (CNN). The CNN model used in this research receives 64 by 
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64 pixel windows as input and predicts a binary 1/0 variable, indicating a positive or negative 

classification of the window. Its architecture is as follows: 

1. Convolutional layer of 32 filters with size [3, 3], stride of 1, no padding and a Rectified 

Linear Unit (ReLu) as activation function 

2. Convolutional layer of 32 filters with size [3, 3], stride of 1, no padding and a ReLu as 

activation function 

3. Convolutional layer of 32 filters with size [3, 3], stride of 1, no padding and a ReLu as 

activation function 

4. Max pooling with pool size [2, 2] 

5. Dropout with a probability of 0.25 

6. Convolutional layer of 64 filters with size [3, 3], stride of 1, no padding and a ReLu as 

activation function 

7. Convolutional layer of 64 filters with size [3, 3], stride of 1, no padding and a ReLu as 

activation function 

8. Max pooling with pool size [2, 2] 

9. Dropout with probability of 0.25 

10. Dense layer with 256 units of neurons and L2 regularization 

11. Dropout with a probability of 0.5 

12. Fully connected layer with a Sigmoid activation function 

  

Training this CNN is done in Python by using the Keras package with Tens or flow as 

back-end. Every model was trained in 25 epochs after which loss was converged. Updating 

the weights was done after each epoch using batch-wise training with a batch size of 64 

examples. For the loss function binary cross-entropy is used since it is a binary classification 

problem. Furthermore, the adaptive gradient descent algorithm Adam was used to update the 

weights of the network during the training process. Metrics to evaluate the model during the 

training process are accuracy and sensitivity. After each epoch, the two evaluation metrics are 

calculated on the whole validation set, so not batch-wise. In this architecture the same filter 

size is used in each convolutional layer. Since many of the training examples are highly 

correlated, heavy dropout is used to prevent overfitting. In dropout, the output of a hidden 

neuron is set to zero with a specified probability. Therefore, it does not contribute any more 

to forward pass and in back-propagation. The Sigmoid activation function is used in the fully 

connected layer, because this worked best for this binary classification task. 
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4.4.1 Other CNN Architectures  

After numerous tests, the above stated architecture performed best for the detection 

task. To compare the performance of this CNN and investigate whether a deeper network 

structure has influence on the performance, two other networks are trained and tested. These 

two networks, indicated as "small" and "intermediate", have both a few layers stripped of the 

proposed network, the "deep" network. 

(a)The "intermediate" network: 

1. Convolutional layer of 32 filters with size [3, 3], stride of 1, no padding and a Rectified 

Linear Unit (ReLu) as activation function 

2. Convolutional layer of 32 filters with size [3, 3], stride of 1, no padding and a ReLu as 

activation function 

3. Max pooling with pool size [2, 2] 

4. Dropout with a probability of 0.25 

5. Convolutional layer of 64 filters with size [3, 3], stride of 1, no padding and a ReLu as 

activation function 

6. Max pooling with pool size [2, 2] 

7. Dropout with probability of 0.25 

8. Dense layer with 256 units of neurons and L2 regularization 

9. Dropout with a probability of 0.5 

10. Fully connected layer with a Sigmoid activation function 

 

(b) The "small" network: 

1. Convolutional layer of 32 filters with size [3, 3], stride of 1, no padding and a Rectified 

Linear Unit (ReLu) as activation function 

2. Convolutional layer of 32 filters with size [3, 3], stride of 1, no padding and a ReLu as 

activation function 

3. Max pooling with pool size [2, 2] 

4. Dropout with probability of 0.25 

5. Dense layer with 256 units of neurons and L2 regularization 

6. Dropout with a probability of 0.5 

7. Fully connected layer with a Sigmoid activation function 

4.4.2 Model input  

For training the classifier, positive and negative examples are needed for the training 

process. In this research an example is a window of 64 by 64 pixels. There are various ways 
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to extract these examples from the raw data, which will be outlined in this section. In 

addition, since there is not much data and previous research indicates it improves a CAD 

system, data augmentation is used to enrich the data set even more. 

A balanced training set was created with approximately the same amount of positive 

and negative examples. In this research, a positive example is a window that completely 

contains a nodule. A negative example is a window that does not contain a nodule or any part 

of it. 

 

4.5 Training examples 

(a) Positive examples 

Positive examples are created in two ways: artificially placing the nodule at a fixed 

position in a window and naturally, in which a nodule is located in a window using the 

sliding window method. This second method creates more natural variance in the position of 

the nodule on a window. Since each nodule in this data set is larger than 3 mm in spherical 

diameter, and the maximum slice thickness in this data set is 2.5mm, a nodule is always 

visible on multiple subsequent slices. Therefore, for each nodule the centred z-slice is taken 

along with the slice above and below, where the nodule is also visible. In this process of 

taken extra slices, the size of the nodule and slice thickness of the scan are taken into account 

to make sure each example slice really contains the nodule. By using different slices for the 

same nodule, a bit of variance in the appearance of the nodule is extracted. Besides, after the 

first model was trained, the false negatives serve as positive input for the later models. These 

FN’s are only extracted from the training data 

(b) Fixed positions  

Artificial created windows with positive examples have the same nodule at fixed 

positions of the window. The fixed positions are: the centre, North, South, West, East, North-

West, North-East, South-West and South-East position of the window. Since these 9 

examples of the same nodule are highly correlated, this might result in over fitting. However, 

during this research, it was found out that including these highly correlated examples as an 

enrichment of the data, the results on the tests improved. Fig.4.6 for a graphical 

representation of the positive nodules examples and the difference between a natural- and a 

fixed position. 

Negative examples  

Negative examples are created in multiple phases. For the first model negative 

examples are randomly are chosen windows from negative patient scans. After the first model 
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was successfully trained, the false positives (FP) of this model served as negative examples 

for the next models. FP windows were extracted from both the positive and negative patient 

scans. In the final model a small portion of these randomly chosen negative windows was 

kept as training examples. The reason for this is to learn the model that areas outside the 

human lungs are negative as well. If only FP’s are included in the negative training set – 

areas inside or at the border of the lungs - the model will not be able to know what the areas 

outside the lungs represent.  

 

Figure 4.6: Different types of positive nodule examples 
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CHAPTER-5 

SOFTWARE TOOLS REQUIRED 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION TO MATLAB 

MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a fourth-generation high-level programming 

language and interactive environment for numerical computation, visualization and 

programming. MATLAB is developed by MathWorks. It allows matrix manipulations; 

plotting of functions and data; implementation of algorithms; creation of user interfaces; 

interfacing with programs written in other languages, including C, C++, Java, and 

FORTRAN; analyze data; develop algorithms; and create models and applications. It has 

numerous built-in commands and math functions that help you in mathematical calculations, 

generating plots, and performing numerical methods. 

MATLAB is used in every facet of computational mathematics. Following are some 

commonly used mathematical calculations where it is used most commonly: 

 Dealing with Matrices and Arrays  

 2-D and 3-D Plotting and graphics 

 Linear Algebra  

 Algebraic Equations  

 Non-linear Functions  

 Statistics  

 Data Analysis 

 Calculus and Differential Equations  

 Numerical Calculations  

 Integration  

 Transforms  

 Curve Fitting 

 Various other special functions 

5.2 Features of MATLAB  

Following are the basic features of MATLAB 

 It is a high-level language for numerical computation, visualization and application 

development.  
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 It also provides an interactive environment for iterative exploration, design and problem 

solving.  

 It provides vast library of mathematical functions for linear algebra, statistics, Fourier 

analysis, filtering, optimization, numerical integration and solving ordinary differential 

equations. 

 It provides built-in graphics for visualizing data and tools for creating custom plots.  

 MATLAB's programming interface gives development tools for improving code quality, 

maintainability, and maximizing performance. 

 It provides tools for building applications with custom graphical interfaces 

 It provides functions for integrating MATLAB based algorithms with external applications 

and languages such as C, Java, .NET and Microsoft Excel. 

5.3 Uses of MATLAB  

MATLAB is widely used as a computational tool in science and engineering 

encompassing the fields of physics, chemistry, math and all engineering streams. It is used in 

a range of applications including:  

 signal processing and Communications 

 image and video Processing  

 control systems  

 test and measurement 

 computational finance 

 computational biology 

 

 

 

5.4 MATLAB ADVANTAGES 

MATLAB short for Matrix Laboratory, is a simple and flexible programming 

environment for a wide range of problems such as signal processing, optimization, linear 

programming and so on. The basic MATLAB software package can be extended by using 

add-on toolboxes. Examples of such toolboxes are: Signal Processing, Filter design, Statistics 

and Symbolic math. 

MATLAB is an interpreted language. This implies that the source code is not 

compiled but interpreted on the y. This is both an advantage and a disadvantage. MATLAB 

allows for easy numerical calculation and visualization of the results without the need for 
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advanced and time consuming programming. The disadvantage is that it can be slow, 

especially when bad programming practices are applied. 

MATLAB has several advantages over other methods or languages: 

 Its basic data element is the matrix. A simple integer is considered a matrix of one row and 

one column. Several mathematical operations that work on arrays or matrices are built-in to 

the Mat lab environment. For example, cross-products, dot-products, determinants, inverse 

matrices. 

 Vectorized operations. Adding two arrays together needs only one command, instead of a 

‘for’ or ‘while’ loop. 

 The graphical output is optimized for interaction. You can plot your data very easily, and 

then change colours, sizes, scales, etc, by using the graphical interactive tools. 

 Mat lab’s functionality can be greatly expanded by the addition of toolboxes. These are sets 

of specific functions that provided more specialized functionality. Ex: Excel link allows data 

to be written in a format recognized by Excel, Statistics Toolbox allows more specialized 

statistical manipulation of data (ANOVAs, Basic Fits, etc) 

 A very large (and growing) database of built-in algorithms for image processing and 

computer vision applications 

 MATLAB allows you to test algorithms immediately without recompilation. You can type 

something at the command line or execute a section in the editor and immediately see the 

results, greatly facilitating algorithm development. 

 The MATLAB Desktop environment, which allows you to work interactively with your 

data, helps you to keep track of files and variables, and simplifies common 

programming/debugging tasks 

 The ability to read in a wide variety of both common and domain-specific image formats. 

 The ability to call external libraries, such as Open CV 

 Clearly written documentation with many examples, as well as online resources such as 

web seminars ("webinars"). 

 Bi-annual updates with new algorithms, features, and performance enhancements 

 If you are already using MATLAB for other purposes, such as simulation, optimization, 

statistics, or data analysis, then there is a very quick learning curve for using it in image 

processing. 

 The ability to process both still images and video. 
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 Technical support from a well-staffed, professional organization (assuming your                          

maintenance is up-to-date) 

 A large user community with lots of free code and knowledge sharing 

5.5 Image processing Toolbox 

The ability to auto-generate C code, using MATLAB Coder, for a large (and growing) 

subset of image processing and mathematical functions, which you could then use in other 

environments, such as embedded systems or as a component in other software. The core 

MATLAB package comes with several rudimentary functions (to be described later) that can 

be used to load, save, and perform custom functions on images. However, it is often 

necessary to perform more complicated operations on images. 

 The image processing toolbox allows such manipulations as: 

 Direct visualization of images in MATLAB 

 Colour space conversions (e.g. between RGB, HSV, L*a*b*, and so on) 

 Object grouping and data collection 

 Filtering and fast convolution 

 Fourier analysis of images 

 Image arithmetic 

 Morphological operations and many others. 

 

5.6 Basic Commands in Mat Lab: 

Table 5.1: Basic Commands in Matlab 

Command Description 

imread() Read image from graphics file 

imwrite() Write image from graphics file 

imfinfo() Information about graphics file 

gray2ind() Convert grayscale or binary image to indexed image 

rgb2gray() Convert RGB image or colormap to grayscale 

ind2rgb() Convert indexed image to RGB image 
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im2bw() Convert image to binary image, based on threshold 

imdouble()  Convert image to double precision  

im2int16() Convert image to 16-bit signed integers 

im2unit16() Convert image to 16-bit unsigned in tegers 

imnoise() Add noise to image 

imshow() Display image 

subimage() Display multiple in single figure 

implay() Play movies, videos or images in sequence 

imtool() Image viewer App 

imageinfo() Image information tool 

imcontrast() Adjust contrast tool 

imoverview() Overview tool for image displayed in scroll panel 

im2single() Convert image to single precision  

int2unit8() Convert image to 8-bit unsigned integer 
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CHAPTER-6 

RESULTS ANALYSIS 

6.1 RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

The neural network based on convolutional and watershed segmentation has been 

implemented in MATLAB and the system is trained with sample data sets for the model to 

understand and familiarize the lung cancer. A sample image has been fed as an input to the 

trained model and the model at this stage is able to tell the presence of cancer and locate the 

cancer spot in the sample image of a lung cancer. The process involves the feeding the input 

image, preprocessing, feature extraction, identifying the cancer spot and indicate the results 

to the user. In case of the malignancy is present, a message indicating the presence of will be 

displayed on the screen along with the given input image. 

 

A image is fed to the input of the trained model as shown in the figure 6.1 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Input CT Image for MATLAB Processing 

 

 

 

 

 

The bitplane Splitting technique is operated on the input image where image is represented 

with one or more bits of the byte used for each as shown in figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2 Bitplane spitting results 

 

Upon the output of the bitplane splitting, the erosion operation is done where the pixels are 

removed from the boundaries of the image, so that only the objects required remain. The 

result of the above operation is seen in figure 6.3. 

 

 
 

 (a) Image before erosion    (b) Image after erosion 

 

            Figure 6.3 Erosion operation Results  

The median filter is applied to the image to remove the noise from the image. The figure 6.4 

shows the images of lung before the median filter applied and after the median filter is 

applied. 
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(a)Image before median filter  (b)Image after median filter 

 

            Figure 6.4 Median Filter operation Results  

 

The dilation operation is done to add the pixels to the boundaries of the image,to make the 

object more visible . It fills the small holes in the object to make it more clearly visible and 

the resultant is shown in the figure 6.5. 

 

 

 
 

(a)Image before dilation  (b) Image after dilation 

 

  Figure 6.5 Dilation operation Results  

Then comes the lung outling operation, particularly done to extract the structured border of 

the image. The extracted border of the lung is shown in figure 6.6. 
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(a)Image before outlining      (b) Image after outlining 

 

            Figure 6.6 Lung Outlining operation Results  

 

The border extraction operation seperates the lung from the other structures of the image. The 

output of  this operation is shown in figure 6.7 

 

 
 

(a) image before border extraction   (b)after border extraction 

 

            Figure 6.7 Border Extraction operation Results 

 

The  flood fill algorithm is used to remove the irrelevant objects from the image. The output 

of the algorithm is shown in figure 6.8 
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(a) flood filling image    (b)lung extracted image 

 

            Figure 6.8 Flood Filling operation and lung extracted Results  

 

 

Image segmentation is the process of partitioning the image into segments that share a 

common attribute. The figure 6.9 shows the segmented image where each segment is 

represented by a different colour. 

 

 
   Figure 6.9 Image segmentation results. 

 

Features extraction is used to detect and isolate various desired portions of the image. After 

segmentation the features are obtained from it and diagnosis is done. Figure 6.10 shows the 

image feature results 
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Figure 6.10 Lung cancer imagefeature values results 

 

 

The diagnosis is done to exactly detect the cancer nodules in a lung. Figure 6.11 shows the 

diagnosis resulting the probability of the patient having the lung cancer. 

 

 
 

Fig  6.11Diagnosis Results 
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CHAPTER-7 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
A convolutional neural network based system was implemented to detect the 

malignancy tissues present in the input lung CT image. Lung image with different shape, size 

of the cancerous tissues has been fed at the input for training the system. The proposed 

system is able to detect the presence and absence of cancerous cells with accuracy of about 

96%.Doctor’s who work in this field are prone to observer fatigue from viewing so many CT 

scan images. The research on that suggests that observer fatigue increases the risk of errors 

that can be made by doctors while analysing these scans. Many images in a CT scan also are 

irrelevant to Doctors e.g. for 200-300 images only 3 scans would show cancer depending on 

the stage of the patient. Although this feature was not implemented on the website, a more 

efficient deep learning model would be capable of alleviating these additional challenges.  
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MATLAB CODE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

clc; 

clear all; 

close all; 

warning off; 

 

[FileName,PathName] = uigetfile('*.bmp', 'Choose CT images'); 

img_orig = imread([PathName,FileName]); 

% show original images 

figure; 

imshow(img_orig); 

title('input lung image') 

img_details = {}; 

%Fs = {}; 

[height, width] = size(img_orig); 

bit_planes = zeros(height, width, 8); 

figure('NumberTitle', 'off', 'name', 'Plane Splitting'),  

subplot(3, 3, 1); 

imshow(img_orig); title('original image') 

fori = 1:8 

bit_planes(:, :, i) = bitget(img_orig, i); 

subplot(3, 3, i+1); imshow(bit_planes(:, :, i)), title(['Bit Plane ', num2str(i)]); 

imwrite(bit_planes(:, :, i), ['plane_splitting/bit plane', num2str(i), '.bmp']); 

end 

 

% Plane Combination 

com_planes = zeros(height, width, 7); 

figure('NumberTitle', 'off', 'name', 'Plane Combination'),  

subplot(3, 3, 1); imshow(img_orig); title('original image') 

fori = 2:8 

for j = 8:-1:i 

com_planes(:, :, i-1) = bitset(com_planes(:, :, i-1), j, bit_planes(:, :, j)); 

end 

subplot(3, 3, i); imshow(uint8(com_planes(:, :, i-1))); title(['8~', num2str(i)]); 

imwrite(uint8(com_planes(:, :, i-1)), ['plane_combination/8-', num2str(i), '.bmp']); 

end 

bit_plane = uint8(com_planes(:, :, 1)); % output 1 

 

 

% Erosion 

%   enhance the sliced image by reducing the noise 

% result of the previous step 

img_proc_1 = im2bw(uint8(com_planes(:, :, 1)), 0.8); 

% img_proc_1 = imbinarize(com_planes(:, :, 1)); 

% structuring element object 

se_ero = [1 1 1; 1 1 1; 1 1 1]; 

% se = [1, 1; 1, 1]; 

% erode the image 

img_eroded = imerode(img_proc_1, se_ero); % output 2 
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% % show 

figure('NumberTitle', 'off', 'name', 'Image Erosion'), 

subplot(1, 2, 1); imshow(img_proc_1); title('before erosion'); 

subplot(1, 2, 2); imshow(img_eroded); title('after erosion'); 

% % write 

imwrite(img_proc_1, 'erosion/img_before_eroded.bmp'); 

imwrite(img_eroded, 'erosion/img_after_eroded.bmp'); 

 

 

% Median Filter 

%   enhance image for further improvement from othe distortion 

% result of the previous step 

img_proc_2 = img_eroded; 

% median-filter the image 

img_median = medfilt2(img_proc_2); % output 3 

% % show  

figure('NumberTitle', 'off', 'name', 'Median Filter'), 

subplot(1, 2, 1); imshow(img_proc_2); title('before median-filtering'); 

subplot(1, 2, 2); imshow(img_median); title('after median-filtering'); 

% % write 

imwrite(img_proc_2, 'median_filter/img_before_filter.bmp'); 

imwrite(img_median, 'median_filter/img_after_filter.bmp'); 

 

 

% Dilation 

%   enhance image for further improvement from othe distortion 

% result of the previous step 

img_proc_3 = img_median; 

% structuring element object 

se_dil = [1 1 1; 1 1 1; 1 1 1]; 

% dilate the image 

img_dilated = imerode(img_proc_3, se_dil); % output 4 

% % show 

figure('NumberTitle', 'off', 'name', 'Dilation'), 

subplot(1, 2, 1); imshow(img_proc_3); title('before dilation'); 

subplot(1, 2, 2); imshow(img_dilated); title('after dilation'); 

% % write 

imwrite(img_proc_3, 'dilation/img_before_dilation.bmp'); 

imwrite(img_dilated, 'dilation/img_after_dilation.bmp'); 

 

 

% Outlining 

 

%   determine the outline of the regions 

% result of the previous step 

img_proc_4 = img_dilated; 

% get the outline 

[B,L] = bwboundaries(img_proc_4, 'holes'); 

% draw the outline 

img_outlined = false(height, width); % output 5 
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for k = 1:length(B) 

    boundary = B{k}; 

for j = 1:length(boundary) 

img_outlined(boundary(j, 1), boundary(j, 2)) = 1; 

end 

end 

% % show 

figure('NumberTitle', 'off', 'name', 'Outlining'), 

subplot(1, 2, 1); imshow(img_proc_4); title('before outlining'); 

subplot(1, 2, 2); imshow(img_outlined); title('after outlining'); 

% % write 

imwrite(img_proc_4, 'outlining/img_before_outlining.bmp'); 

imwrite(img_outlined, 'outlining/img_after_outlining.bmp'); 

%imshow(label2rgb(L, @jet, [0.5 0.5 0.5])) 

%hold on 

% for k = 1:length(B) 

%    boundary = B{k}; 

%    plot(boundary(:,2), boundary(:,1), 'w', 'LineWidth', 2) 

% end 

 

 

% Lung Border Extraction 

%   find the lung border from the boundaries of previous step 

% find the boundary that has the largest area 

area_largest = 0; 

index_largest = 0; 

bound_y_x = zeros(length(B), 4); % y_min, y_max, x_min, x_max 

% for every boundary 

for k = 1:length(B) 

    boundary = B{k}; 

% find the largest, smallest x, y 

x_min = 9999; 

y_min = 9999; 

x_max = 0; 

y_max = 0; 

for j = 1:length(boundary) 

ifx_min> boundary(j, 2) 

x_min = boundary(j, 2); 

end 

ify_min> boundary(j, 1) 

y_min = boundary(j, 1); 

end 

ifx_max< boundary(j, 2) 

x_max = boundary(j, 2); 

end 

ify_max< boundary(j, 1) 

y_max = boundary(j, 1); 

end 

end 

bound_y_x(k, :) = [y_min, y_max, x_min, x_max]; 
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% calculate the area 

area_bound = (x_max - x_min) * (y_max - y_min); 

ifarea_bound>area_largest 

area_largest = area_bound; 

index_largest = k; 

end 

end 

% cannot find the proper boundary 

ifindex_largest == 0 

disp('cannot find the proper boundary') 

    exit 

end 

% delete the largest boundary and the boundary outside it 

index_del = []; 

index_del(1) = index_largest; 

num_del = 1; 

% for every boundary 

for k = 1:length(B) 

if k == index_largest 

continue 

end 

% judge whether outside or not 

ifbound_y_x(k, 1) <bound_y_x(index_largest, 1)... 

            || bound_y_x(k, 2) >bound_y_x(index_largest, 2)... 

            || bound_y_x(k, 3) <bound_y_x(index_largest, 3)... 

            || bound_y_x(k, 4) >bound_y_x(index_largest, 4) 

num_del = num_del + 1; 

index_del(num_del) = k; 

end 

end 

% get the lung boundary 

bound_region = cell(length(B) - num_del, 1); 

index_lung = 0; 

for k = 1:length(B) 

if ~ismember(k, index_del) 

index_lung = index_lung + 1; 

bound_region{index_lung} = B{k}; 

end 

end 

% draw the lung region boundary 

extraction_region = false(height, width); % output 6 

for k = 1:length(bound_region) 

    boundary = bound_region{k}; 

for j = 1:length(boundary) 

extraction_region(boundary(j, 1), boundary(j, 2)) = 1; 

end 

end 

% % show 

figure('NumberTitle', 'off', 'name', 'Lung Border Extraction'), 

subplot(1, 2, 1); imshow(img_outlined); title('before extraction'); 
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subplot(1, 2, 2); imshow(extraction_region); title('after extraction'); 

% % write 

imwrite(img_outlined, 'lung_border_extraction/img_before_extraction.bmp'); 

imwrite(extraction_region, 'lung_border_extraction/img_after_extraction.bmp'); 

 

 

 

% Flood Fill Algorithm 

%   fill the obtained lung border with the lung region     

% find the two parts of lung(left and right) 

largest_two = [0, 0]; % 1st > 2nd 

index_two = [0, 0]; 

for k = 1:length(bound_region) 

if length(bound_region{k}) >largest_two(1) 

largest_two(2) = largest_two(1); 

largest_two(1) = length(bound_region{k}); 

index_two(2) = index_two(1); 

index_two(1) = k; 

elseif length(bound_region{k}) >largest_two(2) 

largest_two(2) = length(bound_region{k}); 

index_two(2) = k; 

end 

end 

% find the minimum bounding box 

b_box = [9999, 0, 9999, 0]; % [top, down, left, right] 

for k = 1:2 

    boundary = bound_region{index_two(k)}; 

for j = 1:length(boundary) 

ifb_box(3) > boundary(j, 2) 

b_box(3) = boundary(j, 2); 

end 

ifb_box(1) > boundary(j, 1) 

b_box(1) = boundary(j, 1); 

end 

ifb_box(4) < boundary(j, 2) 

b_box(4) = boundary(j, 2); 

end 

ifb_box(2) < boundary(j, 1) 

b_box(2) = boundary(j, 1); 

end 

end 

end 

% draw the lung boundary 

extraction_lung = false(height, width); 

for k = 1:2 

    boundary = bound_region{index_two(k)}; 

for j = 1:length(boundary) 

extraction_lung(boundary(j, 1), boundary(j, 2)) = 1; 

end 

end 
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% floodfill the lung 

lung_floodfilled = imfill(extraction_lung, 'holes'); 

% cut out the boundary for the use of segmentation 

for k = 1:2 

    boundary = bound_region{index_two(k)}; 

for j = 1:length(boundary) 

lung_floodfilled(boundary(j, 1), boundary(j, 2)) = 0; 

end 

end 

% extract the lung from the original image 

lung_extracted = img_orig; 

for h = 1:height 

for w = 1: width 

iflung_floodfilled(h, w) == false 

lung_extracted(h, w) = 0; 

end 

end 

end 

lung_dilated = img_dilated; 

for h = 1:height 

for w = 1: width 

iflung_floodfilled(h, w) == false 

lung_dilated(h, w) = 0; 

end 

end 

end 

% crop the image according to min bounding box 

lung_floodfilled = imcrop(lung_floodfilled, [b_box(3), b_box(1), b_box(4) - b_box(3), 

b_box(2) - b_box(1)]); % output 7 

lung_extracted = imcrop(lung_extracted, [b_box(3), b_box(1), b_box(4) - b_box(3), b_box(2) 

- b_box(1)]);  

lung_dilated = imcrop(lung_dilated, [b_box(3), b_box(1), b_box(4) - b_box(3), b_box(2) - 

b_box(1)]); 

 

% % show 

figure('NumberTitle', 'off', 'name', 'Flood Fill'), 

subplot(1, 2, 1); imshow(lung_floodfilled); title('flood fill'); 

subplot(1, 2, 2); imshow(lung_extracted); title('extracted lung'); 

% % write 

imwrite(lung_floodfilled, 'flood_fill/img_floodfilled.bmp'); 

imwrite(lung_extracted, 'flood_fill/img_lung_extracted.bmp'); 

 

img_details = {bit_plane, img_eroded,... 

img_median, img_dilated,... 

img_outlined, extraction_region,... 

lung_floodfilled, lung_extracted}; 

 

 figure 

%img_details = varargin{1}{1}; 

subplot(2,4,1); 
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imshow(img_details{1}); 

subplot(2,4,2); 

imshow(img_details{2}); 

subplot(2,4,3); 

imshow(img_details{3}); 

subplot(2,4,4); 

imshow(img_details{4}); 

subplot(2,4,5); 

imshow(img_details{5}); 

subplot(2,4,6); 

imshow(img_details{6}); 

subplot(2,4,7); 

imshow(img_details{7}); 

subplot(2,4,8); 

imshow(img_details{8}); 

 

[C, idx, K, pic_color] = Segmentation(img_dilated, lung_extracted); 

figure; 

imshow(pic_color); 

title('segmented'); 

 

% Feature Extraction 

Fs = FeatureExtraction(C, idx, K)'; 

feature=mean(Fs,2); 

load net 

output = net(feature); 

 

% show dialogue 

s = sprintf('The probability that this patient has a lung cancer is %f.\n\n', output); 

disp(s); 

msgbox(s,'Result of Diagnosis'); 
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ABSTRACT 

  
 Image fusion is a process of combining relevant information from two or more input 

images into a single image such that the resulting image is more informative than input 

images. Image fusion can be performed both in spatial domain and frequency domain. A 

technique of image fusion by means of guided image filter is proposed in this paper. It 

employs image smoothening with guided filter by making use of texture information as 

guidance to guided filter. Then image statistics based pixel weight computation is utilized for 

generating the weight maps of the source images from detail layer features. Finally the 

source images are integrated based on the weighted average combining strategy. The 

efficacy of proposed algorithm is tested and compared with several state-of-art image fusion 

methods in terms of several objective image quality assessment parameters. Experimental 

results suggests the efficacy of proposed algorithm in image fusion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Guided Filter And Texture Based Medical Image Fusion Using Image Statistics 
 

 

CHAPTER-1 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 

An image representation is concerned with characterization of the quantity that each picture-

element (also called pixel or pels) represents. An image could represent luminance of objects in a 

scene (such as a pictures taken by ordinary camera), the absorption characteristics of the body 

tissue (X-ray imaging), the radar cross section of a target (radar imaging), the temperature profile 

of a region (infrared imaging), or the gravitational field in an area (in geophysical imaging). In 

general, any two-dimensional function that bears information can be considered as an image. 

 
 

1.1 Definition of an Image 

 

The term monochrome image or simply image, refers to a two-dimensional light intensity 

function f (x, y), where x and y denote spatial coordinates and the value of f at any point (x, y) is 

proportional to the brightness (or gray level) of the image at that point. 

 
A digital image is an image f (x, y) that has been discretized both in spatial coordinates 

and brightness. A digital image can be considered a matrix whose row and column indices 

identify a point in the image and the corresponding matrix element value identifies the gray level 

at that point. The elements of such a digital array are called image elements or picture elements 

or pixels or pels. 

 

As light is a form of energy, f (x, y) must be nonzero and finite, that is 0<f (x,y)<∞.The 
 
 
           Basic nature of f (x, y) may be characterized by two components: 

 

1) The amount of source light incident on the scene being viewed and 

 

2) The amount of light reflected by the objects in the scene. 
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Appropriately, they are called the illumination and reflectance components, and are denoted by i 

(x, y) and r (x, y), respectively. 

 

The functions i (x, y) and r (x, y) combine as a product to form f (x, y): 

 

f (x, y) = i (x, y) r(x,y) (1.1) 

 

Where 0< i (x, y) <∞ and 0<r (x, y) <1 
 
 

Image models give a logical or quantitative description of the properties of this function. 

 

Thus an image can be processed on a computer by representing it as an array of pixels, 

which can be stored and can be processed easily. 

 

1.2 Fundamental Steps in Digital Image Processing 

 

 

Digital images can be processed for different applications. The following are the various 

steps involved for processing of digital images. 

 

• Image acquisition 
 

• Image enhancement 
 

• Image restoration 
 

• Image compression 
 

• Image segmentation 
 

• Representation & description 
 

• Object recognition 
 

 

1.2.1 Image acquisition 

 

Image acquisition is the creation of digital images, such as of a physical scene or of the 

interior structure of an object. A digital image may be created directly from a physical scene by a 

camera or similar device. Alternatively, a digital image may be obtained from another image in 

an analog medium, such as photographs, photographic film, or printed paper, by an image 

scanner or similar device. Many technical images such as those acquired with tomographic 

equipment, side-scan sonar, or radio telescopes are actually obtained by complex processing of 
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non- image data . The digitalization of analog real-world data is known as digitizing, 

and involves sampling (discretisation) and quantization. 

 

1.2.2 Image enhancement 

 

The principal objective of enhancement is to pre-process an image so that the result is 

more suitable than the original image for a specific application. The word specific is important, 

because it establishes at the outset that the techniques discussed are very much problem oriented. 

Image enhancement approaches fall into two broad categories: spatial domain methods and 

frequency domain methods and. The spatial domain refers to the image plane itself, and 

approaches in this category are based on direct manipulation of pixels in image. Frequency 

domain processing techniques are based on modifying the Fourier transform of an image. 

 

There is no general theory of image enhancement. When an image is processed for visual 

interpretation, the viewer is the ultimate judge of how well a particular method works. Visual 

evaluation of image quality is a highly subjective process, thus making the definition of a good 

image an elusive standard to analyze algorithm performance. 

 

1.2.3 Image restoration 

 

As in image enhancement, the ultimate goal of restoration techniques is to improve an 

image in some predefined sense. Although there are areas of overlap, image enhancement is 

largely a subjective process, while image restoration is for the most part an objective process. 

Restoration attempts to reconstruct or recover an image that has been degraded by using a priori 

knowledge of the degradation phenomenon. Thus restoration techniques are oriented toward 

modeling the degradation and applying the inverse process in order to recover the original image. 

 

This approach usually involves formulating a criterion of goodness that will yield an 

optimal estimate of the desired result. By contrast, enhancement techniques basically are 

heuristic procedures designed to manipulate an image in order to take advantage of the 

psychophysical aspects of the human visual system. For example, contrast stretching is 

considered as an enhancement technique because it is based primarily on the pleasing aspects it 
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might present to the viewer, whereas removal of image blur by applying a de-blurring function 

is considered a restoration technique. 

 

1.2.4 Image compression 

 

Every day, an enormous amount of information is stored, processed, and transmitted 

digitally. Image compression addresses the problem of reducing the amount of data required to 

represent a digital image. The underlying basis of the reduction process is the removal of 

redundant data. From a mathematical viewpoint, this amounts to transforming a 2-D pixel array 

into a statistically uncorrelated data set. The transformation is applied prior to storage or 

transmission of the image. At some time later, the compressed image is decompressed to 

reconstruct the original image or an approximation of it. 

 

1.2.5 Image segmentation 

 

Segmentation subdivides an image into its constituent regions or objects. The level to 

which the subdivision is carried depends on the problem being solved. That is, segmentation 

should stop when the objects of interest in an application have been isolated .For example, in the 

automated inspection of electronic assemblies, interest lies in analyzing images of the products 

with the objective of determining the presence or absence of specific anomalies, such as missing 

components or broken connection paths. There is no point in carrying segmentation past the level 

of detail required to identify those elements. 

 

Segmentation of nontrivial images is one of the most difficult tasks in image processing. 

Segmentation accuracy determines the eventual success or failure of computerized analysis 

procedures. For this reason, considerable care should be taken to improve the probability of 

rugged segmentation. 

 

1.2.6 Representation and description 

 

After an image has been segmented into regions by methods, the resulting aggregate of 

segmented pixels usually is represented and described in a form suitable for further computer 

processing. Basically, representing a region involves two choices: (1) we can represent the 

region in terms of its external characteristics (its boundary), or (2) we can represent it in terms of 
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it’s internal characteristics (the pixels comprising the region). Choosing a representation scheme, 

however, is only part of the task of making the data useful to computer. The next task is to 

describe the region based on the chosen representation .For example, a region may be 

represented by its boundary and the boundary is described by features such as its length, the 

orientation of the straight line joining its extreme points, and the number of concavities in the 

boundary. 

 

An external representation is chosen when the primary focus is on shape characteristics. 

An internal representation is selected when the primary focus is on region properties such as 

color and texture. Sometimes it may be necessary to use both type of representation. In either 

case, the features selected as descriptors should be as insensitive as possible to variations in size, 

translation, and rotation. 

 

Thus a digital image can be processed by using the steps discussed above based on the 

application needed. 

 

1.3 Image fusion 

 

Image fusion is a process of combining relevant images two or more images into a single 

image as shown in Figure 1.1.The resulting image will be more informative than any of the 

images. Image fusion can be performed both in spatial domain and frequency domain. Here we 

propose an image fusion technique in spatial domain using guided filtering technique. 

 

The goal of image fusion is to integrate complementary, multi-sensors, multi-temporal 

and multi-view information into one new image containing information the quality of which 

cannot be achieved otherwise. A large number of image fusion methods have been proposed in 

literature. Among these methods, multi-scale image fusion and data-driven image fusion are very 

successful methods. 

 

They focus on different data representations, e.g., multi-scale coefficients, or data driven 

decomposition coefficients and different image fusion rules to guide the fusion of coefficients. 

The major advantage of these methods is that they can well preserve the details of different 

source images. 
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Numerous fusion applications have appeared in medical imaging like simultaneous 

evaluation of CT, MRI, and /or PET image. Plenty of applications which are used in multi-sensor 

fusion of visible and infrared images have appeared in military, security and surveillance areas. 

In the case of multi-view fusion, a set of images of the same scene taken by the same sensor but 

from different viewpoints is fused to obtain an image with higher resolution than the sensor 

normally provides or to recover the 3D representation of the scene. 

 

The multi temporal approach recognizes two different aims. Images of the same scene are 

acquired at different times either to find or evaluate changes in the scene or to obtain a less 

degraded image of the scene. The former aim is common in medical imaging, especially in 

change detection of organs and tumors and in remote sensing for monitoring land or forest 

exploitation. The acquisition period is usually months or years. The latter aim requires the 

different measurements to be much closer to each other, typically in the scale of seconds, and 

possibly under different conditions. The list of applications mentioned above illustrates the 

diversity of problems we face when fusing images. 

 

It is impossible to design a universal method applicable to all image fusion tasks. Every 

method should take into account not only the fusion purpose and the characteristics of individual 

sensors, but also particular imaging Conditions, imaging geometry, noise corruption, required 

accuracy and application-dependent data properties. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1.1: General block diagram of image fusion 
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1.4 Need for image fusion 
 

➢ Retain important information. 
 

➢ Reduce amount of data. 
 

➢ Create new image that is more suitable for the purposes of human/machine 

perception or for further processing tasks. 

➢ To achieve high spatial and spectral resolutions. 
 

➢ To simultaneously evaluate CT and MRI images. 

 

Image fusion has been used in many applications area in remote sensing and in 

astronomy multi sensor fusion is used to achieve high spatial and spectral resolutions by 

combing images from the two sensors one of which has high spatial resolution and other one 

high spectral resolution. It is also stated that fused data provides robust operational performance, 

increased confidence, reduced ambiguity, improved reliability and improved classification. It is 

more suitable for visual perception and for digital processing. Image fusion is generally applied 

to digital imagery for the following applications that are valuable in human life 

 

1) Medical imaging 
 

2) Microscopic imaging 
 

3) Remote sensing 
 

4) Computer vision 
 

5) Robotics 
 

6) Battle field surveillance 
 

7) Automated target recognition 
 

8) Guidance and control of autonomous vehicle. 

 

Generally for a physician to analyze the condition of a patient, in most of cases he needs 

to study different images like MRI, CT, PET, SPECT etc. This is a time taking process. So, our 

idea is to fuse all these images into a single image to provide better diagnosis. 
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1.5 Types of image fusion 

 

1.5.1 Multi-modal fusion 

              

Multi modal means Fusion of images of same organ taken from different modalities /sensors. 

Image fusion integrates different modality images to provide comprehensive information of the 

image content, increasing interpretation capabilities and producing more reliable results. There are 

several advantages of combining multi-modal images, including improving geometric corrections, 

complementing data for improved classification, and enhancing features for analysis etc. 

For example, 

 

X-rays: Is used to detect fractures, abnormality in bone position 

 

CT: Is used to provide more accurate information about calcium deposit, air and dense structures like 

bones with less distortion, acute bleeds and tumors. But it cannot detect physiological changes. 

 

MRI: Under strong magnetic field and radio-wave energy, information about Nervous system, 

structural abnormalities of soft tissue, muscles can be better visualized. 

 

PET: (positron emission tomography) offers quantitative analyses, allowing relative changes over 

time to be monitored as a disease process evolves or in response to a specific stimulus by looking at 

blood flow, metabolism, neurotransmitters, and radio-labeled drugs. 

 

SPECT: Single positron emission computed tomography provides functional and metabolic 

information. It helps to diagnose and stage a cancer. 

 

Hence, we can understand none of these modalities are able to carry all relevant information 

in a single image. Generally for a physician to analyze the condition of a patient, in most of the cases 

he needs to study different images like MRI, CT, PET, SPECT simultaneously, which is time 

consuming. Hence the anatomical and functional medical images are needed to be combined for a 

concise view.  
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identified as a source with better potential. It aims to integrate information from multiple 

modalities as shown in Figure1.2 to obtain a more complete and accurate description of the same 

object which facilitate in more precise diagnosis and better treatment. Fused image provides 

higher accuracy and reliability by removing redundant information. 

 

The applications of image fusion are found in radiology, molecular and brain imaging, 

oncology, diagnosis of cardiac diseases, neuron-radiology and ultrasound. 

 

Multimodal medical image fusion helps in diagnosing diseases, and also cost effective by 

minimizing storage to a single fused image instead of multiple-source images 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1.2: Multi-modal fusion 

 

1.5.2 Multi-focus fusion 

 

Fusion of images of same scene at different focal lengths is called Multi-focus image 

fusion. Multi focus image fusion is the process of merging two or more images of a same scene 

into a single all-in-focus image. The fused image is more informative and is more suitable for 

visual perception and for processing. 
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For example, let us consider the Figure 1.3. 

 

Step 1: Once the image is focused on left side as in input image1 at this time the right 

part of image is blurred. 

 

Step 2: Now it is focused on right side at that time the left part is blurred. 

 

Step 3: By combining both the images we will be obtaining clear image which 

is more informative than both the images. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Input1 = 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fused  

Image 
 

Input2 
 

Figure 1.3: Multi-focus fusion 

 

1.5.3 Multi Spectral fusion 

 

Multi Spectral fusion is fusion of images taken from different frequency bands. Images 

of same scene taken at different frequency bands as shown in Figure: 1.4(usually of same 

modality) in order to detect changes between them or to synthesize realistic images of objects 

which were not photographed in a desired time is called Multi spectral Image Fusion. 
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Figure1.4: Multi Spectral fusion 

 

1.6 Fusion Techniques 

 

The process of image fusion is the good information from each of the given images is 

fused together to form a resultant image whose quality is superior to any of the input images. 

Image fusion method can be broadly classified into two groups 

 

1. Spatial domain fusion method 

 

2. Transform domain fusion. 

 

In spatial domain techniques, we directly deal with the image pixels. The pixel values are 

manipulated to achieve desired result. The fusion methods such as averaging, Brovey method, 

guided filter, principal component analysis (PCA) and IHS based methods fall under spatial 

domain approaches. Another important spatial domain fusion method is the high pass filtering 

based technique. The disadvantage of spatial domain approaches is that they produce spatial 

distortion in the fused image. Spatial distortion can be very well handled by frequency domain 

approaches on image fusion. 

 

In frequency domain methods the image is first transferred in to frequency domain. It means 

that the Fourier Transform of the image is computed first. All the Fusion operations are 

performed on the Fourier transform of the image and then the Inverse Fourier transform is 

performed to get the resultant image. Image Fusion applied in every field where images are 

ought to be analyzed. For example, medical image analysis, microscopic imaging, analysis of 
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images from satellite, remote sensing Application, computer vision, robotics etc. Spectral 

distortion becomes a negative factor while we go for further processing such as classification 

problem. The multi resolution analysis has become a very useful tool for analyzing remote 

sensing images. The discrete wavelet transform has become a very useful tool for fusion. Some 

other fusion methods are also there such as Laplacian - pyramid based, curvelet transform based 

etc. These methods show a better performance in spatial and spectral quality of the fused image 

compared to other spatial methods of fusion. There are various methods that have been 

developed to perform image fusion. 

 

Some well-known image fusion methods are listed below: 
 

(1) Intensity-hue-saturation (IHS) transform based fusion 
 
(2) Principal component analysis (PCA) based fusion 
 
(3) Multi scale transform based fusion 
 

(a) High-pass filtering method 
 

(b) Pyramid method 
 

(i) Gaussian pyramid 
 

(ii) Laplacian Pyramid 
 

(iii) Gradient pyramid 
 

(iv) Morphological pyramid 
 

(v) Ratio of low pass pyramid 
 

(c) Wavelet transforms: 
 

(i) Discrete wavelet transforms(DWT) 
 

(ii) Stationary wavelet transforms 
 

(iii) Multi-wavelet transforms 
 

 

1.7 Fusion rules 

 

1.7.1 Average rule 

 

It is a well-documented fact that regions of images that are in focus tend to be of higher 

pixel intensity. Thus this algorithm is a simple way of obtaining an output image with all regions 

in focus. The value of the pixel of each image is taken and added. This sum is then divided by 2 
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to obtain the average. The average value is assigned to the corresponding pixel of the output 

image which is given in equation. This is repeated for all pixel values as shown in Figure1.5. 

 
Consider two input medical images. First input image is CT scan image and second one is 

MRI image. These two images are fused using average method to obtain the final fused image. 

 

Let M1 be pixel gray value of CT image. 

 

Let M2 be pixel gray value of MRI image. 

 

Let M be corresponding pixel gray value in output image. 

 

M = (M1+M 2)/ 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.5: Average rule based image fusion 

 

1.7.2 Maximum rule 

 

The greater the pixel values the more in-focus the image. Thus this algorithm chooses 

the in-focus regions from each input image by choosing the greatest value for each pixel, 

resulting in highly focused output. The value of the pixels of each image is taken and compared 

to each other. The greatest pixel value is assigned to the corresponding pixel. 

 

Consider two input medical images. First input image is CT scan image and second one is 

MRI image. These two images are fused using maximum method to obtain the final fused image 

as shown in Figure 1.6. 
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Let M1 be pixel gray value of CT image. 

 

Let M2 be pixel gray value of MRI image. 

 

Let M be corresponding pixel gray value in output image. 

 

M= max (M1, M2).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1.6: Maximum rule based image fusion 

 

1.7.3 Minimum rule 

 

In this method, the pixel with minimum intensity is picked up. Thus, for every pixel 

position, the pixel of the fused image will be the pixel of the corresponding position from the 

input set of images having the least pixel intensity value. Images with dark shades would 

generate a good fusion image with this method. 

 

Consider two input medical images. First input image is CT scan image and second one is 

MRI image. These two images are fused using minimum method to obtain the final fused image 

as shown in Figure 1.7. 

 

Let M1 be pixel gray value of CT image.  

Let M2 be pixel gray value of MRI image.  

Let M be corresponding pixel gray value in output image.  

M= min (M1, M2).  
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Figure 1.7: Minimum rule based image fusion 

 

1.8. Outline of the project report 

 

The rest of the project report is organized as follows: chapter 2 deals with literature 

survey related to our proposed work, chapter 3 presents the preliminary concepts required to 

carry out the proposed work, chapter 4 focus on the algorithm of our proposed work, finally 

chapter 5 deals with result analysis of our algorithm with existing methods followed by 

conclusion and references. 
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CHAPTER-2 
 
 

LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

 

This chapter presents some of the familiar existing methods of image fusion like, image 

fusion using guided filter, principal component analysis, discrete wavelet transform. These 

methods are compared with proposed method in terms of various image quality assessment 

parameters for various standard image data sets. 

 

2.1 Image Fusion Using Guided Filter 

 

The block diagram of this method [2] is as shown in Figure 2.1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Image fusion using guided filtering. 
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Algorithm: 

 

Image fusion using Guided filter 
 

The main process of guided filtering based image fusion is composed of mainly three 
 

steps. They are 
 

i) Two-scale image decomposition. 
 

ii) Weight map Construction with guided filtering. 
 

iii) Two-scale image reconstruction. 
 

 

i)Two-scale image decomposition 

 

As shown in the figure, in the first step the input images consider are decomposed into two-scale 

representation using a average filtering process. They are decomposed as a base layer and a 

detail layer. They are obtained as follows. Initially, the base layer of the input image is obtained 

as: 
 

Bn = In*Z (2.1) 
 

 

Where In is input image n, Z is the average filter. Now, the detail layer of the input image is 

obtained by subtracting base layer of input image from the input image. 
 

Dn = In-Bn (2.2) 
 

 

In this process, it targets for achieving the separated base layer which contains the large-scale 

variations in intensity and detail layer which contains the small-scale variations in intensity. 

 
 

ii) Weight map construction with Guided filtering: 
 

 

The weight maps are constructed as follows. Firstly, laplacian filtering is applied the each of the 

input image which gives the high-pass image Hn. 

 
 

Hn = In*L(3) (2.3) 
 

 

where L is the laplacian filter. Then, the local average of the absolute value of Hn is used to 

construct the saliency maps Sn. 
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Sn = |Hn|* gr.𝜎g (2.4) 
 

where g is a Gaussian low-pass filter of size and the parameters rg and σg are set to 5.The 

measured saliency maps provide good characterization of the saliency level of detail information. 

Next, the saliency maps are compared to determine the weight maps as follows: 

                         Pk =  1 if Sk=max(S1
k,……………..Sn

k);                           (2.5) 

                                   0 otherwise 

                             

Where N is number of input images, Sn
k is saliency value of pixel k in nth image. However, the 

weight maps obtained above are usually noisy and not aligned with object boundaries, which may 

produce artifacts to the fused image. To avoid this problem, the concept of spatial consistency is 

used. Spatial consistency means that if two adjacent pixels have similar brightness or color, they 

will tend to have similar weights. 

 

In this paper, we perform guided image filtering on each weight map Pn with the 
 

Corresponding input image In acting as the guidance image. 

 

                                           Wn
B = Gr1,Ɛ1(Pn,In)  (2.6)                                                                                   

 

                                   Wn
D = Gr2,Ɛ2(Pn,In)       (2.7) 

  

Where r1, Ɛ1,r2, and Ɛ2 are the parameters of guided filter  Wn
B, Wn

D  are the corresponding 

weight maps of the base layer and the detail layer. Finally, the weight maps of N images are 

normalized such that they sum to one at each pixel k. The motive of the weight construction 

process is as follows. From the guided filtering concept, if the local variance at position i is very 

small which means that the pixel is in central area of the guidance image. Then ak will become 

close to 0 and the filtering output) will equal to pk ie., the average of neighboring input pixels. In 

contrast, if the local variance at position i is very large which means that the pixel is in edge area 

of the guidance image, then ak will become far from zero. 

 

 

Furthermore, as shown in Figure, the base layers look spatially smooth and thus the 

corresponding weights also should be spatially smooth. Otherwise, artificial edges may be 

produced. In contrast, sharp and edge-aligned weights are preferred for fusing the detail layers 

since details may be lost when the weights are over-smoothed. Therefore, a large filter size and a 
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large blur degree are preferred for fusing the base layers, while a small filter size and a small blur 

degree are preferred for the detail layers. 

 

iii)Two-scale Image Reconstruction: 
 
 

This process consists of two following steps. Firstly, the base layer and detail layer of    

different input images are fused by weighted average processing. 

                                                   B   =   ∑ 𝑊𝑛𝐵𝐵𝑛
𝑁
𝑛=1                                     (2.8) 

 

                                                   D =      ∑ 𝑊𝑛
𝐷𝑁

𝑛=1 𝐷𝑛                                     (2.9) 

 

The fused image F is obtained by combining the fused base layer B   and the fused detail 

layer D   

 F= B  +  D                                               (2.10) 

2.2 Image Fusion Using Principle Component Analysis Algorithm 
 
 

Step 1: Consider two source images 

 

Step 2: Perform principal component analysis on those two source images as shown 

in the following steps. 

 
Step 3: Determine the pixel values of the first source image I1. Generate the 

Eigen values for the pixel values of the source image (I1). 

 
Step 4: Now calculate the Eigen vectors for the generated Eigen values. 
 
 

 

Step 5: Arrange the Eigen values in the descending order of their Eigen vectors. 

Maximum value (P1) is considered as principle component and a multiplier 

is used to multiply both I1 and P1.we get (I1.P1). 
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Step 6: perform the same operation on source image, I2. 

 

Step 7: Outputs from both the multipliers are added to get the fused image. 
 
 

 

The flow diagram of above algorithm [6] is as shown in Figure 2.2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2.2: Standard PCA fusion scheme 
 

 

Advantages 

 

1) This method is very simple to use and the images fused by this method have high 

spatial quality. 
 

2) It prevents certain features from dominating the image because of their 

large digital numbers. 

 

Disadvantages 

 

1) It suffers from spectral degradation 
 

2) This method is highly criticized because of the distortion of the spectral 

Characteristics between the fused images and the original low resolution Images. 

 

2.3 Image Fusion Using Wavelet Transform 

 

Wavelet transforms provides Time, frequency localization and multi-scale 

decomposition. Procedure is shown below [8]. 
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Algorithm 

 

Step 1: Consider CT and MRI images as two source images. 

 

Step 2: Perform wavelets transform on source image and generate wavelet coefficients. 

 

Step 3: On the obtained wavelet coefficients apply Fusion rules. 

 

Step 4: Apply inverse wavelet transform on fused coefficients to get fused image in spatial 

domain as shown in Figure 2.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2.3: Wavelet transforms fusion procedure. 

 

2.4 Wavelet Decomposition Procedures 

 

Step 1: Apply DWT along rows of an image. 

 

Step 2: Apply DWT along columns of image of step 1 to produce four 

sub bands which is shown in the Figure 2.4. 

 
 LL sub-band: Approximations 

 

➢ HL sub-band: Horizontal details 
 

➢ LH sub-band: Vertical details 
 

➢ HH sub-band: diagonal details 
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Figure 2.4: Image decomposition using DWT . 

 

Having seen the existing methods of image fusion in this chapter, the next chapter deals with the 

preliminary concepts required for proposed work. 
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CHAPTER-3 
 
 

PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS OF PROPOSED WORK 
 

 

These chapters focus on the preliminary concepts like guided filtering, image statistics 

which are essential in carrying out our project. 

 

3.1 Guided Filtering 

 

A filter whose output is a linear transformation of guidance image as shown in Figure 3.1 

is referred as guided filter. Guidance image can be input image itself or some other image. It has 

the edge-preserving smoothing operator like the popular bilateral filter, but it has better 

behaviors near edges. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.1: Guided filtering 

 

The guided filter is also a more generic concept beyond smoothing: It can transfer the 

structures of the guidance image to the filtering output, enabling new filtering applications like 

de-hazing and guided feathering. Moreover, the guided filter naturally has a fast and non-

approximate linear time algorithm, regardless of the kernel size and the intensity range. 

Currently, it is one of the fastest edge-preserving filters. Experiments show that the guided 
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Filter is both effective and efficient in a great variety of computer vision and computer graphics 

applications, including edge-aware smoothing, detail enhancement, HDR compression, image 

matting/feathering, de-hazing, joint up sampling, etc. 

 

3.2 Working of Guided Filter 

 

We first define a general linear translation-variant filtering process, which involves a 

guidance image I, an filtering input image p, and an output image q. Both I and p are given 

beforehand according to the application, and they can be identical. The filtering output at a pixel i 

is expressed as a weighted average: 

                                            qi =∑ Wij(I) pj                                                                            (3.1) 

 

where i and j are pixel indexes. The filter kernel Wij is a function of the guidance image I 

and independent of p. This filter is linear with respect to p. 

 

Now we define the guided filter. The key assumption of the guided filter is a local linear model 

between the guidance I and the filtering output q. We assume that q is a linear transform of I in 

a window K centered at the pixel k [3]: 

 

qi =ak Ii+bk   ∀ i Ɛ ѡk (3.2) 
 

Where ak, bk are some linear coefficients assumed to be constant in ωk. 
 

Where ωk is a square window of size (2r +1) (2r +1) 
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Figure 3.2: Artifacts removed by guided filter  

 

3.3 Algorithm of guided filter 

     I  – Guidance Image 

P – Input Image 

ε  - Regularization parameter 

r  - Radius 
q - output image 

q= meana.*I+ meanb  

here a, b are linear coefficients  

a = covIp./(varI+ε) 

covIp = corrIp-meanI.*meanp  

varI = corrI-meanI.*meanI  

corrIp = fmean(I.*p) 

corrI = fmean(I.*I) 

b = meanp-a.*meanI  

When I = p (guidance image = Input image)                                  

  covIp = σp
2    then a = σp

2 / (σp
2 + ε) and b = (1 - a)µp 

Case 1: When σp
2 >> ε (edge pixel)   

           then a = 1, b = 0 
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so the output(q) = Input (p) 
 

Edge pixel is preserved 
 

Case 2: Whenp p
2
 (Non −edge pixel) 

 

then a=0, b =µp 

 

so the output(q)=µp 

 

Output pixel is the average of neighborhood pixels 
 

 

Guided filter is the core concept of our project, where it is employed for getting 

image details using image texture concept as well as for obtaining optimized weight maps 

for the fusion of source images. 

 

3.4 Algorithm for weights maps using image statistics 
 

 

Step 1: Consider two source images X1&X2.    

Step 2: Passes through guided filters and obtain the detail layers of the source images  

Step 3: These detail layers of the images are used to find the weights by measuring the  

strength of details layers.    

Step 4: Calculate the Covariance of the guided filter coefficient X1Gd(i,j) or X2Gd(i,j).  

Cov(X)=E[ (X - E(X) ) (X - E(X) )
T

 ] (3.3) 

X = Neighborhood matrix.  

Step 5: Calculate Vertical strength and Horizontal strength. 

                                   

                        H Strength (i,j) =∑ 𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑘 𝑜𝑓 𝑤
𝑘=1 𝑐ℎ

𝑖,𝑗
                                               (3.4)  

  

                           V Strength (i,j) =∑ 𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑘 𝑜𝑓 𝑤
𝑘=1 𝑐𝑣

𝑖,𝑗
                                                   (3.5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

eigen k = eigen value of covariance matrix 
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Step 6: Overall weights of pixel (i,j) is given as. 
 

W (i,j) = H detail Strength(i,j)+ V detail Strength(i,j) (3.6) 

 

Example 

Step1: consider two input images X1, X2. 

 

  1   2   3 

 X1=       

  4   5   6  

 

 7   8   9 

 

Step2: Periodically extends 2 rows and 2 columns in all sides 

 

 

Step3: Row wise extension 

     7   8   9 

 

 X1_ext=          4    5   6 

 

     1   2    3 

   

    4   5    6 

 

                                             7    8    9 

 

Step4: Column wise extension 

  9   8   7    8    9   8    7 

                          X1_ext=          

  6    5   4   5   6    5    4    

 

  3    2    1    2   3   2   1   

 

  6     5    4    5   6   5   4 

 

  9     8    7    8   9   8   7 

 

  6     5     4    5   6   5   4 

 

  3     2      1    2   3   2   1 
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Step5: To find the weights by measuring the strength of image. Let us consider a 1
st

strength of 

an image. 
 

 

 9 8 7 8 9 

 6 5 4 5 6 

st1= 3 2 1 2 3 

 6 5 4 5 6 

 9 8 7 8 9 

 

Step6: Calculate the horizontal and vertical Covariance of the detail layer image 

coefficient 
 
   6.3  6.3  6.3  6.3  6.3  
                           Hr_cov=        
           6.3  6.3  6.3  6.3  6.3 
                                
                                                       6.3  6.3  6.3   6.3  6.3 

 

                                                     6.3  6.3  6.3   6.3  6.3 

 

                                                     6.3  6.3  6.3  6.3  6.3  

 

 

 

 

                                                      0.7   0.7   0.7   0.7   0.7 

                         Vr_cov=                  

                                                      0.7   0.7   0.7   0.7   0.7 

 

                                                      0.7   0.7   0.7   0.7   0.7  

 

 0.7   0.7   0.7   0.7   0.7 

 

  0.7   0.7   0.7   0.7   0.7 

 

 

 

 

Step7: Calculate Vertical strength and Horizontal strength. 

 

hr_es1 = 31.50  

vr_es1 = 3.50  
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Step 8: The weight of 1
st

strength of image is 35. Similarly calculate the weights of detail 

layer coefficients. 
 

 

35 34 35 
 

W1= 26 25 26 
 

35 34 35 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Step 9: consider input image X2.  
 

 

 7 8 9 

X2= 6 4 3 

 1 2 8 
 
 
 
 

 

Step10: Periodically extend 2 rows and 2 columns in all sides. 
 
 
 

 

Step11: Row wise extension.    

 1 2 8 

 6 4 3 

X2_ext  = 7 8 9 

 6 4 3 

 1 2 8 

 6 4 3 

 7 8 9  
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Step12: Column wise extension.        

 8 2 1 2 8 2 1 

 3 4 6 4 3 4 6 

 9 8 7 8 9 8 7 

X2_ext= 3 4 6 4 3 4 6 

 8 2 1 2 8 2 1 

 3 4 6 4 3 4 6 

 9 8 7 8 9 8 7  
 
 

 

Step13: To find the weights by measuring the strength of image. Let us consider a 1
st

strength 

of an image.  

 

 8 2 1 2 8 

 3 4 6 4 3 

St 2= 9 8 7 8 9 

 3 4 6 4 3 

 8 2 1 2 8 
 
 
 
 

 

Step14: Calculate the horizontal and vertical Covariance of the detail layer image coefficient.  
 
 

 

12.2 -3.5 2.7 -3.5 12.2 
 

-3.5 1.5 -1.0 1.5 -3.5 
 

vr_cov= 2.7 -1.0 0.7 -1.0 2.7 
 

-3.5 1.5 -1.0 1.5 -3.5 
 

12.2 -3.5 2.7 -3.5 12.2 
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 8.7 1.0 -3.8 1.0 8.7 

 1.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 1.0 

hr_cov = -3.8 6.0 8.7 6.0 -3.8 

 1.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 1.0 

 8.7 1.0 -3.8 1.0 8.7 
 

 

Step15: Calculate Vertical strength and Horizontal strength. 
 

hr_es2 = 38.1 
 

vr_es2 = 28.1 
 
 
 

 

Step 16: The weight of 1
st

strength of image is 66.2.Similarly calculate the weights of detail 
layer  coefficients.  

 
 
 
 
 

W2= 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Step 17: Fused image. 
 
 

 
                        Out  =

 

 

66.2  54.3 59.8 
 

51.1  41.4 45.0 
 

56.9  49.1 50.5  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.92 5.68 6.78 
 

5.32 4.37 4.09 
 

3.28 4.45 8.40 
 

Having seen preliminary concepts of proposed work in this chapter, the application of these 

concepts in the proposed work is presented in next chapter. 
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CHAPTER-4 
 
 

PROPOSED METHOD 
 
 
 

This chapter presents the algorithm along with the flow diagram of our proposed work 

together with the performance metrics considered for evaluating the quality of fused image. 

 

4.1 Broad Objective 

 

To design and simulate a model of image fusion using texture guidance based guided 

image filtering and image statistics to enhance the clinical ability for diagnosis and assessment 

of medical problems. 

 

4.2 Specific Objective 

 

To compute, analyze and compare the image quality assessment metrics like Average 

pixel intensity(API), Standard deviation(SD), Average gradient(AG), Entropy(H), Mutual 

information(MIF), Fusion symmetry(FSI), Cross correlation(CC), Spatial frequency(SF), QABF, 

LABF of proposed method with existing methods. 

 

The block diagram of proposed work is presented in Figure 4.1. 

 

4.3 Algorithm of Proposed Work: 

 

Step 1: Consider two input images to be fused as Img1 and Img2 respectively. 

 

Step 2: Take guidance images for first guided filter as input images. 

 

i.e. I1=Img1 and I2=Img2 

 

Step 3: Apply guided filter on each of the input images separately to compute 

 

smoothened  components B1 and B2 respectively. 

 

B1=GF(I1,Img1,r,ε) (4.1) 
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B2=GF(I2,Img2,r,ε) (4.2) 

 

Where r= radius of image, ε =regularization parameter. 

 

r= 60 and ε=0.3 is used. 

Step 4: Obtain the texture Information of the images by subtracting the guided filter output from 

input images  

                                              i.e M1= I1-B1;  M2=I2-B2 (4.3) 

Step 5: Obtain the smoothened images by applying guided filter taking texture as guidance 

                                      

                                      i.e, e1 = GF(M1, I1); (4.4) 

 

 
                   e2 = GF(M2, I2);                    (4.5) 

   

Step 6: The detail images are obtained using following formulas.  

 D1=Img1 –e1   (4.6) 

 D2= Img2-e2 (4.7) 

 

 

Step 7: Calculate weight maps (w1,w2) using image statistics as discussed in chapter 3. 

 

 

 

Step 8: Apply weighted average fusion technique to get the fused image.  

 (w1*I1+w2*I2)  

o u t  = 
  

(4.8) 

(w1+w2)   
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Figure 4.1: Block Diagram of the Proposed Work 
 

4.4 Fusion evaluation metrics 
 

The purpose of image fusion is to preserve all useful information in the source images. During 

this process, it should not produce any artifacts. To verify the effectiveness of a proposed fusion 

algorithm, we need some quantitative measures. A brief discussion of performance evaluation is 
 

presented in table 4.1 for an image f(x,y).  
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Fused Image =(W1*I1+W2*I2)/(W1+W2)

+

 W1
 W2

Detail Layer Detail Layer

Guidance ImageGuidance Image

Fused Image

I1 I2

+

Smoothened Image Smoothened Image

--

--

--
+

--
+

 Texture Guidance  Texture Guidance
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         Performance Metric                          Mathematical formulae 

 

     Average Pixel Intensity (API) 

    Higher value of API produces an image with more contrast. 

1 1

( , )
M N

x y

f x y

API
MN

 



 

 

         Standard Deviation(SD) 

2

1 1

( ( , ) )
M N

x y

f x y API

SD
MN

 






 

 

Average Gradient (AG) 

An image will have more clarity if it contains high AG value 

since it measures sharpness of an image. 
2 2[ ( , ) ( 1, )] [ ( , ) ( , 1)]f x y f x y f x y f x y

AG
MN

    

  

 

 Entropy (H) 

It estimates information content in an image. Large value of H 

indicates an image with more information. 
255

2

0

log ( )i i

i

H p p


   

         Mutual Information (MI) 
PF QFMI MI MI   

  

         Fusion Symmetry (FS) 

Estimates the symmetrical relation between fused and input 

images. Any value of FS close to 2 indicates good symmetry 

2 0.5PFMI
FS

MI
    

 

 

 

          Spatial Frequency (SF) 

It measures an activity level of an image. Higher value is desired. 

2 2SF RF CF  where 

2

, , 1

1 2

1

( 1)

M N

m n m n

m n

RF p p
M N



 

   
  

2

, 1,

2 1

1

( 1)

M N

m n m n

m n

CF p p
M N



 

   
  

 

 

 

           Edge Strength((QABF )) 

Its range is [0, 1].Any value of QABF close to 1 indicates good 

edge preservation in fused image. 

1 1

1 1

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )

( ( , ) ( , ))

M N

AF A BF B

x y

ABF M N

A B

x y

Q x y W x y Q x y W x y

Q

W x y W x y

 

 











 

                             Table 4.1: Description of image quality assessment metrics 

 

Having seen the algorithm along with the flow diagram of our proposed work together with the 

performance metrics consider for evaluating the quality of fused image in this chapter, the 

practical/simulation results of our proposed work for various benchmark medical image data set 

is presented in the next chapter. 
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                                                   CHAPTER 5 
 

        RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

This chapter deals with the practical/simulation results of proposed method in terms of various 

image quality assessment metrics for benchmark medical image data sets taken from medical image 

data base of Harvard university for various disorders of brain and also various benchmark multi 

modal images. Further, this chapter also includes comparative analysis of performance of proposed 

method with existing methods. 

5.1 Simulation results of multimodal image datasets 
 

 

Data Set-1: CT and MRI scan images of normal brain. 

 

Consider the two source images for fusion as shown in the Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 

respectively. 

 
          
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.1: CT scan image Figure 5.2: MRI scan image 

 

Final fused image obtained by taking weighted average between final weight maps and source 

images is as shown in Figure 5.3. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.3: Fused image of proposed method 
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Fused images obtained from Guided filter fusion, PCA, DWT methods are as shown in Figure 5.4, 

Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 respectively 

 
 
  

 
Figure 5.4: Fused image of    Figure 5.5: Fused image of PCA      Figure 5.6: Fused image of                                             

Guided filter DWT 

 

Comparative analysis of performance of proposed methods with existing methods in terms of image 

quality metrics is as shown in table 5.1 and corresponding bar chart is shown in figure 5.7. 

Table 5.1: Image quality metrics for Data Set-1 
 

Fusion Parameters API SD AG H MIF FSI CC SF QABF LABF 

 

Existing 

Methods 

PCA 51.736 54.2453 7.647 6.5495 6.2377 1.5658 0.5952 13.1517 0.6397 0.3652 

DWT 32.3331 34.8817 5.5261 5.9102 5.1623 1.6116 0.7022 10.2838 0.6439 0.3561 

Guided filter 55.4166 57.6622 11.4372 6.7057 5.3319 1.6178 0.6564 20.8237 0.9072 0.0805 

Proposed 

Method 

Guided filter+ 

image 

statistics 
55.4668 57.8343 11.5042 6.7449 5.5675 1.6137 0.6546 21.0762 0.9113 0.0768 

 
 
 

 
                                          

                                    

                                                Figure 5.7: Comparative analysis of data-Set 1 
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Data set -2: MR-T1 image and MR-T2 image fatal stroke. 

 

Consider the two source images for fusion as shown in the Figure 5.8and Figure 5.9 

respectively. 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Figure 5.8: MR-T1 of Fatal stroke                                             Figure 5.9: MR-T2 of Fatal stroke 

 
 

Fused image obtained by taking weighted average between final weight maps and source images is 

as shown in Figure 5.1 

 

  
 

 Figure 5.10: Fused image of proposed method 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.11: Fused image of       Figure 5.12: Fused image of              Figure 5.13: Fused image of 
 

Guided filter PCA DWT 
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Comparative analysis of performance of proposed methods with existing methods in terms of image 

quality metrics is as shown in table 5.2 and corresponding bar chart is shown in Figure.5.14. 

  

         Table 5.2: Image quality metrics of Data Set-2 
 

 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 

Figure 5.14: Comparative analysis of data-Set 2 
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Fusion Parameters API SD AG H MIF FSI CC SF QABF LABF 

 

Existing 

Methods 

PCA 56.3022 68.4599 9.6274 4.7495 3.7763 1.9909 0.9674 20.4137 0.7692 0.2308 

DWT 55.0605 67.0268 9.6728 4.8353 3.8050 1.9780 0.9675 19.9599 0.7772 0.2228 

Guided filter 57.2045 69.406 11.7453 4.8158 3.5738 1.9878 0.9649 24.2718 0.8077 0.1868 

Proposed 

Method 

Guided filter+ 

image 

statistics 
66.4803 75.2529 14.6299 5.7651 4.7544 1.9708 0.9595 28.3653 0.8804 0.1089 
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Data Set-3: CT and MR-T1 scan images of sarcoma disease 

 

Consider the two source images for fusion as shown in the Figure 5.15and Figure 5.16 

respectively. 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.15: CT scan of sarcoma Figure 5.16: MR-T1 of sarcoma 
 

Fused image obtained by taking weighted average between final weight maps and source images is 

as shown in Figure 5.17. 

 

  
 

 Figure 5.17: Fused image of proposed method 
 

Fused images obtained from Guided filter fusion, PCA, DWT methods are as shown in Figure 

5.18, Figure 5.19and Figure 5.20 respectively. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.18: Fused image of                   Figure 5.19: Fused image of                   Figure 5.20: Fused  

Guided filter  PCA                of DWT 
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Comparative analysis of performance of proposed methods with existing methods in terms of 

image quality metrics is as shown in table 5.3 and corresponding bar chart is shown in Figure 

5.21. 

 
 

     Table 5.3: Image quality metrics of Data Set-3 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

Figure 5.21: Comparative analysis of data-Set 3 
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Fusion Parameters API SD AG H MIF FSI CC SF QABF LABF 

 

Existing 

Methods 

PCA 58.8625 71.1331 6.0060 4.0427 3.6438 1.9677 0.9503 19.1026 0.6279 0.3721 

DWT 55.2713 65.4924 6.0787 3.8640 3.1494 1.9868 0.9508 16.9515 0.6394 0.3604 

Guided filter 54.1322 66.3568 9.8467 4.1783 2.9453 1.9793 0.9540 27.2029 0.7633 0.2240 

Proposed 

Method 

Guided filter+ 

image 

statistics 
59.5989 73.3983 14.6070 5.3550 4.4574 1.9947 0.9539 33.5816 0.8984 0.0810 
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Data set-4: CT and MR-T2 scan images of sarcoma disease. 

 

Consider the two source images for fusion as shown in the Figure 5.22 

and Figure 5.23 respectively. 

 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Figure 5.22: CT of Sarcoma         Figure 5.23: MR-T2 of sarcoma 

 

 Fused image obtained by taking weighted average between final weight maps and source 

images is as shown in Figure 5.24. 

  
 

 Figure 5.24: Fused image of proposed method 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.25: Fused image of              Figure 5.26: Fused image of      Figure 5.27:Fused image of  

Guided filter PCA DWT 
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Comparative analysis of performance of proposed methods with existing methods in 

terms of image quality metrics is as shown in table 5.4 and corresponding bar chart is shown in Figure 

5.28. 

 

    Table 5.4: Image quality metrics of Data set-4 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 5.28: Comparative analysis of data-Set 4 
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Fusion Parameters API SD AG H MIF FSI CC SF QABF LABF 

 

Existing 

Methods 

PCA 58.0437 71.3554 5.7464 4.1700 3.8394 1.9834 0.9546 9.0637 0.6718 0.3282 

DWT 52.4656 63.1934 5.6112 4.1169 3.5466 1.9606 0.9550 15.2368 0.3530 0.3604 

Guided filter 53.0186 66.7281 9.3814 4.2687 3.1279 1.9965 0.9578 27.7514 0.8150 0.1679 

Proposed 

Method 

Guided filter+ 

image 

statistics 
61.8266 71.9254 14.1417 5.4205 4.2618 1.9916 0.9408 31.4112 0.8495 0.1322 
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Data set-5: MR-T1 and MR-T2 scan images of Alzheimer disease. 

 

Consider the two source images for fusion as shown in the Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30 

respectively. 

 
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
   

      Figure 5.29: MR-T1of Alzheimer         Figure 5.30: MR-T2 of Alzheimer 

 

 Fused image obtained by taking weighted average between final weight maps and source 

images is as shown in Figure 5.31. 

 

  
 
 

 Figure 5.31: Fused image of proposed method 
 

Fused images obtained from Guided filter fusion, PCA, DWT methods are as shown in Figure 

5.32, Figure 5.33 and Figure 5.34 respectively. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.32: Fused image of           Figure 5.33: Fused image Of         Figure 5.34: Fused image of 
Alzhiemers PCA DWT 
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Comparative analysis of performance of proposed methods with existing methods in terms of image 

quality metrics is as shown in table 5.4 and corresponding bar chart is shown in Figure 5.35. 

 

 Table 5.5: Image quality metrics of Data set-5 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.29: Comparative analysis of data-Set 5 
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Fusion Parameters API SD AG H MIF FSI CC SF QABF LABF 

 

Existing 

Methods 

PCA 62.4854 73.6856 9.1381 4.434 3.7475 1.9319 0.9676 19.9894 0.6976 0.3024 

DWT 57.4963 67.4363 8.9498 4.3519 3.4463 1.9736 0.9694 18.8622 0.6732 0.3268 

Guided filter 59.1854 69.7291 12.0627 4.4544 3.1357 1.9444 0.9647 24.1422 0.7053 0.2781 

Proposed 

Method 

Guided filter+ 

image 

statistics 
73.7235 77.1386 17.2180 5.9514 4.5669 1.9548 0.9347 32.0476 0.8208 0.1541 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 

In this project, a method of image fusion is performed using the concept of Guided filter 

and Image statistics. Guided filter is employed for getting image details layers using texture 

information of the images as guidance. Later weighted average fusion mechanism is performed on the 

weight maps to obtain the final fused image .The working of the proposed algorithm has been tested 

for various benchmark medical image data sets of various diseases related to brain in terms of several 

image quality assessment metrics. From the analysis we conclude that proposed algorithm is superior 

at clarity, sharpness, information content, edge preservation and activity level compared with several 

existing state-of-art image fusion methods. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 
 
 

Classification 
Application Product Research Review 

    

    

Of   ✓  

Project    
    

     
 
 

Project Outcomes 

 

1. Designed & Simulated a model of image fusion using guided filter and image statistics to enhance 

the clinical ability for diagnosis and assessment of medical problems. 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 
 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 
 

PSO1: Designing Electronics and Communication Systems in the domain of VLSI, embedded 

systems, signal processing and RF communications, and applying modern tools 

PSO2: Applying  the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to design, 

develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components taking into societal, 

environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations. 

 
 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering fundamentals, 

and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex engineering 

problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, natural sciences, 

and engineering sciences. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design 

system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for the 

public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 
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4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the 

information to provide valid conclusions. 

 
 
5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities with 

an understanding of the limitations. 

 
 
6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the 

professional engineering practice. 

 
 
7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in 

societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for sustainable 

development. 

 
 
8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms 

of the engineering practice. 

 
 
9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in 

diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

 
 
10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering 

community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write effective reports 

and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive clear instructions. 

 
 
11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering 

and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, 

to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 
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12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 

change. 

 

Mapping Table 
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      Programme Outcomes (POs)     PSOs 

Project 
                 
                 

Outcomes 
PO1 PO2 PO3 

 
PO4 

 
PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2    

                  

1 3 3 3  3  3 3 1 1 2  2 2 3 3 3 

                 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped 2-Moderately (Medium) mapped 3-Substantially (High) mapped  
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ABSTRACT 

Electromyography (EMG) is widely used in various fields to investigate the 

muscular activities. Since EMG signals contain a wealth of information about 

muscle functions, there are many approaches in analyzing the EMG signals. It is 

important to know the features that can be extracting from the EMG signal. The 

ideal feature is important for the achievement in EMG analysis. Hence, the 

objective of this paper is to evaluate the features extraction of time domain from 

the EMG signal. The experiment was setup according to surface electromyography 

for noninvasive assessment of muscle (SENIAM). The recorded data was analyzed 

in time domain to get the features. Based on the analysis, three features have been 

considered based on statistical features. The features was then been evaluate by 

getting the percentage error of each feature. The less percentage error determines 

the ideal feature. The results shows that the extracted features of the EMG signals 

in time domain can be implement in signal classification. These findings could be 

integrated to design a signal classification based on the features extraction.
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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction to Electromyography 

Electromyography (EMG) is a noninvasive technique that records and detects electrical 

muscle activity in the form of electrical signals that is used to diagnose neuromuscular conditions. 

The generated electrical signal from muscle activation is known as a myoelectric signal that can be 

detected by the electrodes attached to the skin surface. This electrical signal sends to the wireless 

device which is connected to the PC so that all the activities of EMG signal can be observed on PC. 

After acquiring EMG signal it is converted into digital signal after that features will be obtained 

from the digitized EMG data. Feature extraction is a technique to extract essential information from 

EMG signal and eliminates the undesired signal. An EMG converts these signals into numbers or 

graphs to help doctors to make a diagnosis. 

1.2 Objective 

The objective of this project is to examine the performance of extracted features from the 

EMG signal. Performance in term of high accuracy of the classification and low computation time. 

This study distinguished the performance of the TD and FD features.TD features were simple and 

efficient in EMG pattern recognition and they need less computation time because they do not 

require any transformation. On the other hand, FD features were used to determine the EMG power 

spectrum in frequency form so they require transformation so they need more computational time 

compared to time domain methods but in most of the cases their classification accuracy more 

compared to the time domain. To evaluate the feature performance, linear discriminate analysis 

(LDA) is used to classify the EMG pattern. Previous studies indicated the highest classification, 

illustrated the best feature performance in discriminating EMG signals. Removal of noise due to 

power-line harmonics or electrode shifts and filtering are the most common preprocessing steps. The 

robustness of a system can improved by increasing number of channels but by increasing the number 

of channels computation time is also increases. While processing EMG signal feature extraction 

units and classifier take more computation time for that we designed accelerated hardware in which 

all feature extraction units and classifier were designed on an embedded platform. 
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1.3 Literature Review 

The concept of controlling artificial limbs by electromyography control started since 1970s. 

At that time to control artificial limb, an amplitude level coding algorithm method is used. This 

method would typically require the subject to create the same amplitude in the EMG signal to obtain 

the wanted action of the prosthetic design. This was a simple method to a complex problem. The 

disadvantage of this type of control is that it takes considerable amount of time in training the 

subject to create an EMG signal of desire amplitude, and its results are not always reproducible. 

EMG Signal is random signals this indicates that an EMG signal is produced a unique signal when a 

subject tries to close or open their Hand. Because of this researchers started to search for more 

precise statistical analysis for EMG signal classification. 

In 1993, 5-TD Features were suggested by Hudgins et: mean absolute value slope, mean 

absolute value (MAV), zero crossing(ZC),Waveform Length(WL) and slope sign change(SSC). 

According to Tsai et al, for extracting EMG features, required time is around 10ms for 200ms 

samples gathered for both regular and amputee subjects. In TD ZC and SSC features constitute 

difficult Frequency information they do not require conversion from the TD to FD. In the detection 

of movement of the hand, Ahsan et al. extracted EMG alerts using VAR, MAV, SSC, ZC, and RMS 

SD. Another TD feature discovered in the same year, Maximum amplitude (MAX) that is used along 

RMS and SD to perform EMG signal classification in hand-lifting. In which best performance is 

given by SD in comparison to RMS and MAX. Balbinot and Favieiro noted that features in TD, 

mainly RMS seems to be the most suitable parameter correlated to MAX, MAV, ZC, SSC and WL 

as it presents a quantitative model in electrode selection, so it delivers the best performance for 

identifying facial gestures. 

In pattern recognition, only a few studies used FD as feature extraction method. Median 

power frequency (MNP) and Mean frequency (MNF) calculated from power spectrum are most 

commonly used features for EMG signal classification, particularly for muscle contractions. 

Phinyomark et al modified the traditional features in a fashion for finding robust features. By 

calculating median and mean from the EMG amplitude spectrum rather then power spectrum, They 

modified the median and mean frequency, which is defined by modified median frequency (MMDF) 

and modified mean frequency (MMNF). Many studies have examined the performance of FD and 

TD features. Phinyomark et al. compared TD and FD features by taking 27 TD and 11 FD feature 

performance to identify hand movements. Another work of Kendell et al. describes the selection of 
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electrode-pair based on the 6 TD and 5 FD features of EMG signal. In this study, for electrode 

selection TD features are more consistent than FD features. In 2013,Another survey conducted by 

Phinyomark et al., have examined that for long time TD features gives better than FD features in 

terms of classification. In 2006, Oskoei et al. Obtained Combined feature by combining both FD and 

TD features. The result suggests that only by using TD features satisfying accuracy cannot achieves 

for identifying the motion patterns suggesting that for more satisfactory recognition multiple features 

should achieve. To overcome the weakness of TD features, which is suitable only for stationary 

signals, ensemble of TFD features is introduced which able to give high classification in non-

stationary environment. Surprisingly, the major disadvantage of TFD features is high-dimensionality 

of feature vectors. To decrease the dimensionality of the EMG data while keeping its discrimination 

capability, dimensionality reduction technique is introduced. This technique increases classification 

accuracy. The extracted features feed as an input to the classifier. 

Classifiers distinguish extraordinary classes of the extracted features. Then, the acquired 

classes are used for giving commands to the controller. There so many methods for classifying EMG 

data which includes, Bayesian classifier (BC), Artificial neural networks(ANN), fuzzy logic (FL), 

multilayer notion (MLP), support vector machines (SVM), linear discriminant evaluation (LDA) and 

K-nearest neighbor (KNN). The SVM is a kernel-based method and has emerged as a more attractive 

device for gadget gaining knowledge of jobs, which include regression and classification. SVM, 

which is a statistics classification method offered by Vapnik, is generated from the training process 

by the use of the training records. Following, type is accomplished at the trained model. the main 

problems faced in Organizing the SVM model is to determine the kernel function and its parameter 

values. This method resulted in 73% accuracy, while, 96.75% had been won by using hybridizing 

SVM and particle swarm optimization (PSO) in finding neuromuscular problems. 

1.4 Methodology 

The general block diagram of the whole procedure is shown in Figure 1.1. 
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Fig 1.1: Acquiring EMG Signal 

The EMG pattern recognition processing chain contains: Data Acquisition, Data Windowing, 

Feature Extraction and Classification. At first, all four subjects get prepared for EMG signal 

recording. It was done by conductive electrodes attach to the surface of the skin. In this work four 

pairs of surface electrodes are used and they positioned in bipolar configuration on the affective 

muscle involved in chosen gestures. In this project, we have implemented EMG feature extraction 

and classification on MATLAB. It takes the data from the MATLAB and feed as an input to the 

classifier and then finds the classification results. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: EMG Data Processing 
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CHAPTER-2 

PHYSIOLOGY OF ELECTROMYOGRAPHY (EMG) 

2.1 Basic of Electromyography (EMG) 

Myoelectric signals are measurable signals which emerge during muscle activation that is 

generated due to a small electric current produced by the ion exchange across the muscle 

membranes. There are 2 types of EMG present first surface electromyography (SEMG) that is 

noninvasive technique and second is needle electromyography (NEMG) that is an invasive 

technique. SEMG reads muscles activity on the skin surface that encloses a muscle. Electrodes are 

attached to the skin and give a rough assessment of the muscle action. SEMG gives knowledge on 

the duration and onset time, and relative intensity of muscle movement. In NEMG a sharp needle is 

inserted into the skin in the muscle. NEMG is more accurate because of this; it is used in medical 

diagnostics for the evaluation of muscle disorder. Invasive needle electrodes collect signals better 

than surface electrodes and can reach to the muscle fibers. In SEMG the signal is made of all muscle 

fiber motion potentials happening in the muscles under the skin. Surface electrodes do not hurt the 

user, and for this reason, they are preferred and used in this project to get muscle activity in 

satisfying quality. 2 types of sEMG electrodes are present: wet electrodes and dry sEMG electrodes. 

sEMG electrodes are connected to the skin using the conductive gel as an intermediary layer to 

assure good conductivity between the skin and the electrode. 

2.1.1 Sensing and Positioning 

The EMG signal acquisition the process starts with the recording of the EMG signal from the 

skin surface with the help of the surface electrodes. To receive differential EMG signals, It requires 

3 electrodes: 2 electrodes which connected to the inputs to the differential amplifier and 1 electrode 

which is reference electrode attached to the ground. For the noninvasive assessment project of 

muscles the 2 electrodes should be separated at a distance of 20mm according to the guidance of the 

SEMG. Figure is illustrating the recommendations. 
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Fig 2.1: EMG acquisition from muscles 

2.1.2 Characteristics of EMG signal 

EMG signals have a frequency contains from 0 to 500 Hz, including dominant energy from 

50 to 150 Hz but content may be useful at up to 2000 Hz. The amplitude of the EMG signal varies 

from 50 V up to 30mV. The characteristics of EMG signals and different EMG equipment features 

define the quality of EMG signal detection. Besides electrodes characteristics and motor units, there 

are other agent that distort and add unwanted noise to the EMG signal. Inherent noise caused by 

electronic equipment can range from zero to thousands of Hz can also lead to misleading 

information. Noise due to motion artifacts due to electrode or cable movement varies from the 

frequency range of 1 to 5 Hz. 

 

                         Fig 2.2: EMG signal Parameters 
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2.2 Noise affecting to the EMG Signal 

EMG signal consists of two types of noises transducer noise and ambient noise 

2.2.1 Ambient Noise 

Electromagnetic devices cause ambient noise for example computers, power lines, force 

plates, etc. Ambient noise produced due to device which is plugged into AC outlet. This noise 

contains a wide range of frequency elements. But, the dominant frequency is corresponding to the 

frequency of the AC power supply i.e 50Hz or 60Hz. 

2.2.2 Transducer Noise 

Transducer noise is from the junction of the electrode and skin. Surface electrodes convert 

the muscles generated current into electronic current. This electronic current stored in either digital 

or analog form and handled by electronic circuits as a voltage. 2 types of noises result from this 

transduction noise. 

➢ DC Voltage Potential: This is due to the impedance difference between the electrode sensor 

and skin and from reductive and oxidative chemical reactions in contact region between 

conductive gel and electrodes. 

➢ AC Voltage Potential: It is produced by impedance fluctuations between the skin and 

conductive transducer. By using Ag-AgCl electrodes this impedance can be reduced because 

these electrodes consist of a silver metal surface that is plated with a thin layer of AgCl 

material. 

The purpose of EMG measurement is to maximize the SNR. The Noise in the EMG signal is 

reduced by technological development. The most important development is to introduce a bipolar 

recording method. To suppress signals that are common to input electrodes in Bipolar electrode 

organizations used differential amplifier. Basically, Differential amplifier creates difference in the 

potential at one electrode to the other electrode and then amplifies the difference. In contradiction, 

generated signals from muscles tissue which is near to the electrodes will not destroy and will be 

amplified results in increasing the signal to noise ratio (SNR).The electrode-skin contact is 

determined by the resistance of the underlying tissues and skin and to the capacitance of electrodes. 

This is known as electrode-skin impedance. 
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2.3 EMG Acquisition 

Data Acquisition is the method of sampling alerts that measure real global bodily conditions 

and changing the resulting samples into digital numeric values that may be manipulated with the aid 

of a pc. In EMG Acquisition, the Raw EMG signal was sent to the wireless device which is 

connected to the PC by the USB.. This stage is attached nearer to the skin; this stage contains the 

electrodes for detection and the electronic amplification system that integrated within a single 

package. The second stage is signal conditioner stage that includes filters for noise removal and 

analog to digital converters. An electrode–amplifier stage first detects the EMG signal and then 

amplifies desired signal and removes the undesired noise. 

 

Fig.2.3: EMG Wireless Mechanism 

The input impedance of electrode–amplifier stage is high that limit current that is produced from the 

muscles. This stage reduces signal distortion and attenuation. Low output impedance drives the 

subsequent electronic level without change in output voltage. Raw EMG signal is mixed with noise. 

 

Fig 2.4: Block diagram indicating all steps for driving a robotic arm 
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2.3.1 Window approach 

The EMG signal’s stochastic nature makes it important to extract identifying features from 

the analysis window Ta. All the features are calculated from analysis window. An overlapping 

window approach given by Englehart to increase classifier decisions. 

 

Figure 2.5: Window approach to EMG Signal classification 

Figure 2.5 illustrates about the approach.  From Ta, all the features are obtained. Consequently, Td is 

the Processing time of the system to complete pattern identification. Last n classifier decisions is 

added to a decision queue to remove misclassification then, class which has maximum vote passed to 

the controller. To make classification decision more strong, A new ta window is calculated after Tinc 

period. In this Td should be smaller or equal to Tinc. 

 

To minimize D, we have to minimize Tinc, Ta, Td, and n. by minimizing Ta controller delay reduces 

but because of this classification accuracy reduces. The optimal value for Ta is come out between 

150 ms and 250 ms, according to Smith et al. By minimizing n, it increases controller delay and 

larger value decreases more misclassifications. 
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CHAPTER-3 

FEATURE EXTRACTION METHODS 

Feature extraction is a technique to extract essential information from the EMG signal and 

eliminates undesired signal.EMG Feature extraction methods divided into 3 types. There are first is 

Time Domain (TD), second Frequency Domain (FD) and third is Time-Frequency Domain(TFD).In 

present work ,only first 2 feature method considered, which are TD and FD because features in the 

last group, TFD cannot be directly used. In time-frequency feature methods we have to use 

dimensionality reduction techniques before sending to the classifier to reduce their high dimensions. 

Therefore, study of TD and FD feature extraction properties has recently become most useful 

technique in the EMG signal classification. 

3.1 Time Domain Feature Extraction Methods 

Time Domain (TD) Features are fast and easy implementable because they don’t require any 

conversion. They can be calculated by raw EMG data. The major drawback of TD features is the 

non-stationary property of the EMG signal. TD values will be calculated by amplitude values that 

are much interfered by noise. 

The Time-Domain Features includes, 

3.1.1 Integrated EMG 

IEMG feature is represented as a summation of the EMG signal amplitude absolute values of the 

EMG signal amplitude, which can be represented as 

 

Where Xi denotes the EMG signal in a segment i and N represents length of EMG Signal. 

a. Mean Absolute Value 

MAV is defined as the average of EMG signal’s total absolute values. It can be expressed as 

 

b. Modified Mean Absolute Value Type1 

MAV1 is the advancement of basic MAV feature. For increasing robustness of MAV feature, 

weighted window function wi is included in the MAV equation, which is expressed as 
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c. Root Mean Square 

RMS is the amplitude modulated Gaussian Random Process of the muscles activation process. It can 

be expressed as: 

 

d. Waveform Length 

It is the improvement of IEMG feature. It is defined as the cumulative length of waveform over the 

segment. It can be represented as 

 

e. Variance 

VAR is the average of the deviated square values of that variable. However mean value of the EMG 

signal is nearly 0. Hence, variance of EMG signal is expressed as 

 

f. Simple Square Integral 

It uses energy of EMG signal. It describes as the summation of square values of the EMG signal 

amplitude, which is expressed as 

 

g. Zero Crossing 

ZC is represents frequency information of the EMG signal in TD. It counts the number of times that 

EMG amplitude crosses zero amplitude level. 
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h. Slope Sign Change 

This feature represents frequency information of the EMG signal in TD. It counts the number of 

times that slope of EMG signal sign changes. Threshold is included to eliminate background noise of 

the EMG signal. The mathematically expression of SSC is given below 

 

 

 

i. Auto Regressive Coefficient 

AR model tries to model the signal by calculating previous samples of the signal. In this each 

sample represents the linear combination of previous samples. It is defined as 

 

Here x[n] is the data which is the combination of n data points, p is degree of the AR model, ai is the 

AR coefficients and e[n]is white Gaussian noise, which do not depend on previous samples 

 

3.2 Frequency Domain Feature Extraction Methods 

Frequency domain features are calculated by transforming raw EMG signal in frequency 

domain and then by finding Power Spectral Density (PSD). A basic concept in the study of EMG 

signals is the notion of the frequency content of a signal, i.e, the contribution of each specific 

frequency in the signal. The information which cannot easily getting from TD can easily seen by 

transforming signal into FD. Fourier Transform is the well known techniques for finding the 

frequency content of any signal for aperiodic signals and Fourier series for periodic signals. FD 
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features require more computation time because they require transformation but FD features are 

more accurate than TD features. Classification accuracy more compared to time domain features. 

 

a. Mean Frequency 

Mean frequency is calculated by finding the sum of product of the frequency and EMG power 

spectrum and then divided it by total sum of the spectrum intensity given as 

 

Here, fi is frequency of spectrum, Pi is EMG power spectrum and M is the length of frequencies. 

 

b. Median frequency 

Median frequency is the frequency at which EMG spectrum is equally divided in 2 regions of equal 

amplitude. 

 

 

c. Peak Frequency 

At Peak frequency maximum power is obtained in EMG power spectrum. 

 

 

d. Mean Power 

Mean Power denotes average power of the EMG power spectrum.It is given by 

 

 

3.3 Methodology 

Features in time domain have been widely used in medical and engineering practices and 

researches. Time domain features are used in signal classification due to its easy and quick 

implementation. Furthermore, it does not need any transformation, which the features are calculated 
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based on raw EMG time series. Non-stationary property of EMG signal, changing in statistical 

properties over time has come to be disadvantage for the features in time domain, but time domain 

features assume the data as a stationary signal. Moreover, much interference that is acquired through 

the recording because of their calculations is based on the EMG signal amplitude. However, 

compared to frequency domain and time-frequency domain, time domain features have been widely 

used because of their performances of signal classification in low noise environments and their lower 

computational complexity. Three time domain features have been proposed in this study through 

extensively review the literatures. 

A. Features Extraction Stage The information of statistical features extraction for the EMG 

signals were been done in MATLAB.. Three statistical features from time domain are used in 

evaluation. This leads to the term: signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is equal to the mean divided by 

the standard deviation. Better data means a higher value for the SNR. 3) Root mean square Root 

mean square (RMS) is another feature that popular in EMG signal analysis. RMS is defined as the 

square root of the mean over time of the square of the vertical distance of the graph from the rest 

state. related to the constant force and non-fatiguing contraction of the muscle. In most cases, it is 

similar to standard deviation method. 

3.4 Classification 

After extracting features from both TD and FD the EMG signals are ready for classification. 

In recent literature, many Classification algorithms present. Support Vector Machines (SVM), Linear 

Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and KNearest Neighbor Algorithm 

(KNN) are the most common Classification algorithms. In current work LDA classifier is used 

because of its easy implementation and robustness. For given EMG data LDA gave high 

Classification accuracy compared to other classifier. LDA classifier was utilized to classify EMG 

pattern based on four classes.LDA is one of the robust classifier and it is good in reducing the 

dimensionality of features without separating the classes. Meanwhile, LDA Previous studies 

indicated LDA was simple and it showed high Classification performance 

3.4.1 SVM Classifier 

The support vector machine (SVM) is a binary learning machine algorithm. The basic idea of 

this algorithm is to deal with complicated pattern recognition as in the case of non-linearity. It would 

be significant to notice here that for a linearly separable set of 2D points which belongs to one of two 

classes; more than one separating straight lines give the answer to the problem. In the case of 

multiple solutions, an intuitive pattern is usually determined to estimate lines. A line is not good if it 
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passes nearer to the data points it means it will be affected by noise and because of this it will not 

generalize correctly. Hence, we have to find the line which is farthest from all the data points. 

Therefore, the process of the SVM algorithm is to determine the plane that gives the minimum 

distance from the training data set. An approach that is essential to the improvement of the vector 

learning calculation is the inner product kernel between the vector drawn from input data and 

support vector. The support vectors comprise a little subset of information separated by taking into 

account the samples itself. The learning algorithm to construct SVM is also referred to as a kernel 

method. However, SVM achieved increased computational complexity. 

 

Fig 3.1: Two classes not linearly separable can be made separable using SVM 

3.4.2 LDA Classifier 

Linear Discriminant Analysis is the simplest classifier and most commonly used classifier in 

the research area. It is a process used in statics, machine learning, pattern recognition, and many 

more to separate classes by linearly combining all the feature vectors. LDA maximizes the 

component axes for class-separation, as shown in Fig 3.2. 

 

Fig 3.2: Scatter plot of two classes separated by LDA 

Listed below are the general steps for performing a linear discriminant analysis 
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• First, Calculate the d-dimensional mean vectors for each class from the data set and mean for 

whole data set. 

Letµ1 denotes class1 mean and µ2 denotes the class2 mean, and µ represents the mean of whole data 

set, which is taken by the addition of class1 and class2. 

 

Where p1 and p2 shows the two-class prior probabilities. 

• Compute with in class scatter matrix (Sw) and between class scatter matrix (Sb). 

 

 

Here cov1 is the covariance matrix of class1 and cov2 is the covariance of class2. 

 

Here ni shows size of class i and Sw represents with in class scatter matrix and Sb shows between 

class scatter matrix. 

❖ Calculate the Eigen values and corresponding eigenvector for the scatter matrices. 

 

Calculate Eigen values of W matrix and arrange them in ascending order and then calculate the 

Eigen vector corresponding to biggest Eigen value. 

❖ Transform the data sets by using LDA classifier to obtain the transformation matrices. 

 

Where (Ti)is the Eigen vector which calculates from the W Matrix. 

❖ Once the transformed data set obtained by LDA, Euclidean distance is used for the Classification 

of data. 

 

Where n is the class number, µtran is the complete mean of transformed data and X denotes the test 

data vector for which we want to find the class. From above equation, n Euclidean distance for n 

classes for each test data point is obtained. 
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CHAPTER-4 

EMG SIGNAL DENOISING 

Noise is present in almost all environments, and can be defined as an undesirable signal that 

interferes with the desired signal. A noise itself is a signal that can be generated from several 

sources, and takes different spectrum distributions. In fact, biomedical electrical signals, which are 

the scope of this work, are always polluted with some kind of noise. These interference signals 

includes interferences from power supplies, motion artifacts due to patient movement, radio 

frequency interference, defibrillation pulses, pace maker pulses, interferences from other monitoring 

equipment, etc. The big challenge of noise in biomedical signals is closely related with amplitude of 

the desired signals face to the noise, i.e. the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). 

Noise reduction is an important task to solve in biomedical signals and for this reason , the 

understanding of noise characteristics is the focus of the contents in this chapter. The chapter will 

starts with noise properties and characteristics as SNR and separability, followed by most common 

noises sources associated to EMG. Finally it is presented the literature review about the 

methodologies used to EMG signal denoising. 

4.1 Noise Properties 

Depending on its frequency or time characteristics, a noise process can be classified in 

several categories: Narrowband noise, White noise, Band-limited white noise, Coloured noise, 

Impulsive noise and Transient noise pulses [19]. Narrowband noise is a noise process with a narrow 

bandwidth such as a 50Hz hum from the power lines. White noise is purely random noise that has a 

at power spectrum. White noise theoretically contains all frequencies in equal intensity. Band-

limited white noise it is a noise with at spectrum and limited bandwidth that usually covers the 

limited spectrum of the device or the signal of interest. Coloured noise it is nonwhite noise or any 

wideband noise whose spectrum has a non-at shape; examples are pink noise, brown noise and 

autoregressive noise. Impulsive noise consists of short-duration pulses of random amplitude and 

random duration. And transient noise pulses consist of relatively long duration noise pulses. 

4.1.1 Noise Characteristics 

Noise is usually represented as a random variable, x(n), and describing his properties as a 

function of time it is not very useful. Therefore, it is more common the evaluation of its probability 

distribution, range of variability, or frequency characteristics. While noise can take a variety of 

different probability distributions, the Central Limit Theorem1 implies that noises will have a 
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Gaussian or normal distribution. The probability p(x) of a Gaussianly distributed variable, x, is 

specified by the normal or Gaussian distribution equation: 

 

Where, a it is the mean, or average value, and  is the variance. The arithmetic quantities of 

mean and variance are frequently used in signal processing algorithms. 

The mean value of a discrete array of N samples is evaluated as: 

 

 

From the above equation we grasp the standard deviation, which is just the square root of the 

variance.  Normalizing Equation by :1/N – 1, will produces the best estimate of the variance if x is a 

sample from a Gaussian distribution. Alternatively, normalizing the Equation by:1/N produces the 

second moment of the data around x, which is equivalent to RMS value of the data if the data have 

zero as mean value. If noise is captured from different sensors, such as sensor array, or multiple 

observations from the same source, the standard deviation of noise becomes reduced by the square 

root of the number of averages. 

4.1.2 Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

From previous notes at beginning of this chapter, signal and noise are relative terms: general 

speaking, signal is the waveform of interest while noise is everything else. The relative amount of 

signal and noise present in a waveform is usually quantified by the SNR. As the name implies, this is 

simply the ratio of signal to noise, both measured in Root-Mean-Squared (RMS) amplitude. The 

SNR is often expressed in decibel (dB) where: 

To convert from dB scale to a linear scale: 
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For example, a ratio of 20 dB means that the RMS value of the signal was 10 times the RMS value 

of the noise, because 1020/20 = 10. A common value in this area is +3 dB, which indicates a ratio of 

103/20  = 1:414, and -3 dB means that the ratio is 1=1:414. If noise and signal has the same amount in 

RMS value, this means 0 dB. 

As an example, Figure 4.1 shows an EMG signal with different amounts of white noise. 

Notice that it is very difficult to detect presence of EMG signal visually when the SNR is -3 dB, and 

impossible when the SNR is -10 dB. 

 

Figure 4.1: An EMG signal with varying amounts of added noise. The signal is barely 

discernable when the SNR is -3 dB and not visible when the SNR is -10 dB. 

 

4.1.3 Separability of Signal and Noise 

A signal is completely recoverable from noise if the spectra of the signal and the noise do not 

overlap. An example of a noisy signal with separable signal and noise spectra is shown in Figure 

4.2(a). In this case, the signal and noise are placed in different parts of the frequency spectrum, and 

signal can be denoised with a low pass filter. Although, Figure 4.2(b) illustrates a more common 

example of signal and noise, with overlapping spectra. For these cases, it is not possible to 
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completely separate the signal from the noise; however, the effects of the noise can be more or less 

reduced depending on the filter technique used. 

 

Figure 4.2: Illustration of separability: (a) The signal and noise spectra do not overlap, and the 

signal can be recovered by a low-pass filter; (b) the signal and noise spectra overlap, and the 

noise can be reduced but not completely removed. 

4.1.4 Noise Correlation 

An important aspect that should be taken into account is how well one instantaneous value of 

noise correlates with the adjacent instantaneous values, i.e. how much one data point is correlated 

with its neighbours. Correlation is a statistical measurement of the relationship between two 

variables. The values of correlation are in a range of +1 to -1, where zero correlation means that 

there is no relationship between the variables; -1 means a perfect negative correlation; and +1 

indicates a perfect positive correlation. Perfect negative correlation is when one variable goes up the 

other goes down, and perfect positive correlation is when both variables move in the same direction 

together. But, after filtering process, it becomes band limited which is commonly referred as 

coloured noise. Coloured noise shows correlation between adjacent points, this correlation becomes 

much stronger as the bandwidth goes to more monochromatic. 

Correlation is a very important aspect to keep in mind when applying the adapting filter techniques. 

 

4.2 Noise Sources 

The presence of noise is fulfilled in various degrees in almost all environments. The most 

known and common are: Acoustic Noise, that emanates from moving, vibrating, or colliding sources 

and is the most familiar type of noise present in everyday environments; Electromagnetic Noise, 

which is present at all frequencies and in particular at radio frequencies; Processing Noise, that 
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results from the signal processing, e.g. quantization noise in digital coding, or lost data packets in 

digital data communication systems. 

4.2.1 Biomedical Noises Sources 

Noise frequently is a limitation factor in the performance of medical instrumentation, 

producing variability. In biomedical measurements, variability has four different origins: 

1. Physiological variability; 

2. Transducer artifact; 

3. Environmental noise or interference; 

4. Electronic noise. 

Physiological Variability 

Physiological variability is due to the presence of other sources of biological influences than 

those of interest. For example, assessment of respiratory function based on the measurement of 

blood Po2
3 could be confounded with other physiological mechanisms that change blood pO2. 

Physiological variability can be a very difficult problem to solve, where to solve it, sometimes it is 

required information provided by different sources to help in validation. 

Transducer Artifact 

Transducer artifact is produced when the transducer is the responsible to change the desired 

signal. For example, non-invasive recordings of electrical potentials using electrodes placed on the 

skin are sensitive to motion artifact. 

Environmental Noise 

Environmental noise is generated from existing sources, either external or internal to the 

body. For example, in a fetal EMG recording, the fetal EMG is corrupted by the mother EMG. In 

these cases it is not possible to describe the specific characteristics of environmental noise. 

Electronic Noise 

Electronic noise falls into two broad classes: thermal or Johnson noise, and shot noise. The 

former is produced primarily in resistor or resistance materials while the latter is related to voltage 

barriers associated with semiconductors. Both sources produce noise with a broad range of 

frequencies often extending from DC to 1012 – 1013 Hz. 

4.3 EMG Noises Sources 

EMG signals always have background noise associated, and noise sources are so many that 

noise reduction became an important frontend signal processing task for biomedical signals. The 

most common noises that usually should be considered are: Power line interference, muscular 
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contraction (EMG), Instrumentation noise generated by electronic devices, Baseline drift and EMG 

amplitude modulation. Power line interference is a narrow-band noise centred at 50 Hz with a 

bandwidth of less than 1 Hz. This type of noise usually contains harmonics due to parasite currents 

through human body. Power line interference is relatively constant during the EMG measurement. 

Cables used in electrodes connections are another source of power line noise. 

Muscular contractions produce artifacts within mill volts level potentials. This signal is normally 

transient bursts of zero mean band-limited Gaussian noise. The worst case of muscular contractions 

interference is when the measurements are made at same time as muscular activity, i.e., in sports or 

jobs with intense body activity. In these cases, the muscular amplitude signal can completely 

overlaps the EMG signals. If they do not consider these situations, these artifacts could be 

considered similar to Gaussian noise. Baseline drift and EMG amplitude modulation with respiration 

occurs during the breathing cycle. The amplitude of EMG signal varies mainly influenced by relative 

distance between heart and electrodes. This distance is increased when lungs fill and reduces at time 

of lungs become empty. The effect can be observed as a slow modulation of the EMG amplitude 

with same frequency as the breathing cycle. The amplitude of the EMG signal also varies by about 

15% with respiration. In addition, physiological and environmental noise affects the EMG power 

spectrum. 

EMG power spectrum can provide useful information about heart condition, and if EMG signal is 

polluted with noise for overall spectrum, becomes difficult to aim this information with good 

accuracy. 

 

Figure 4.3: Relative power spectrum of QRS complex, P and T waves, muscle noise and motion 

artifacts based on an average of 150 beats 

The Figure 4.3 summarizes the relative power spectra of the EMG, QRS complexes, P and T waves, 

motion artifact and muscle noise. This graph reveals that the EMG signal has their energy mainly 

concentrated in frequencies below than 25 Hz, where the QRS complex assumes the major area. 
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Also shows that motion artifact overlapping a small part of EMG signal, and the EMG noise 

overlaps the entire EMG signal. It is clear that EMG noise can completely destroy EMG in a 

presence of low SNR. 

4.4 EMG Noise Cancelation Techniques 

Noise cancellation requires different strategies for different noise sources or types. Since the 

focus of this paper is a non classical method, the approaches covered in this section are all included 

in the non-classical methods used by several authors. An useful method for removing power line and 

baseline disturbances is the application of a digital linear phase filtering. This method can be used to 

reduce signal magnitude spectrum while preserving the signal time domain as much as possible. The 

disadvantage of this method is the computational requirements. This is mainly caused by linear 

phase narrow-band filtering, that requires a long impulse response, and the corresponding number of 

filter coefficients caused by a large number of multiplications involved in the time domain. Random 

and stationary noise can be removed using a temporal averaging method. Noise reduction by 

temporal averaging method is proportional to the square root of the number of frames or beats taken 

into the average. This method only offers effective performance if a large number of samples is used. 

Moreover, due to heartbeats variability, it can cause considerable errors, producing distorted results, 

or extremely smooth waves. 

To remove muscle noise artifacts in exercise EMG's, Joseph Suresh et al proposed the SVD 

(Singular Value Decomposition) method. For a satisfactory performance, SVD filtering do not 

requires prior information about the onset or offset points of EMG signal, nor knowledge of 

heartbeat intervals. However, the authors of mentioned that with a minimum value of matrix size, the 

results performance of the MSE (mean square error) are identical to the results of the Wiener filter 

MSE using a discrete cosine transform. 

One promising solution for noise reduction is the use of adaptive filters. There are several 

advantages for adaptive filtering approaches: adapting filtering do not needs a priori knowledge of 

the statistical or spectral properties of the signal and noise; constantly adapt the weights of filter for 

better performance; when applied to a set of samples does not require higher power computation 

requirements. For some applications, the drawback of adaptive filtering approach is that requires the 

correlation of noise with signal. For the case of EMG, this is not a problem due to the possibility to 

obtain this correlation from the electro in the leg. Several authors, have done their works in this field 

of signal processing, but mainly with EMG signals from databases as MIT-BIH. 
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CHAPTER-5 

ADAPTIVE SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Filtering is closely related with signal processing discipline, and can be classified into two 

main categories, analogue signal processing and digital signal processing. Analogue signal 

processing is for signals that have not been digitized, which involves linear or nonlinear electronic 

circuits, such as passive or active filters. Digital signal processing is the processing of digitized 

discrete time sampled signals, where signal treatment is performed by computers or digital circuits, 

e.g. Digital Signal Processor (DSP) devices, running mathematical algorithms such as FIR or IIR. 

Additionally, filtering can be classified into linear or nonlinear process. If the filtered output is a 

linear function of the input observations, the filters is said to be linear, otherwise the filter is 

considered nonlinear. Moreover, filtering is directly related with spectral analysis, because the goal 

of filtering is to reshape the signal spectrum. For that reason, filtering techniques and filter types 

differing in the way that they reshape the signal spectrum. This chapter will start with a brief 

presentation of signal processing methods and then the main focus will be the Adaptive Signal 

processing techniques, based on LMS algorithm, RLS and EKRLS algorithms. 

 

5.1 Signal Processing Methods 

Depending on the statistical distribution of signal, digital signal processing algorithms can 

assume different realizations. If the signal statistical distribution is unknown, it is used Non-

parametric Signal Processing methods. These methods lead with signals in a “blind” way, i.e., they 

do not care about the signal itself, because they are not specialized to any particular class of signals. 

The drawback is that they can lose performance due to their generality. Some examples of 

nonparametric methods include digital filtering and transform-based signal processing methods such 

as the Fourier analysis and discrete cosine transform. By other hand, if the statistical distribution of 

signal is known, it is commonly used Model-Based Signal Processing methods. Model-based 

methods normally outperform non-parametric methods, since they make use of more information in 

the form of a model of the signal process. These signal processing methods use a description of the 

expected patterns in the signal process, for these cases the methods are more dedicated and less 

generalist. However, they can be sensitive to signal deviations due to their restrictions. They are 

commonly used in low-bit-rate speech coding, digital video codification and speech recognition. 
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Filtering has a close relationship with signal spectrum, and for that reason, they can be 

classified in two big groups: FIR filters and IIR filters. FIR filters are non-recursive filters, because 

only the input is used in the filter algorithm, 

 

Figure 5.1: FIR Structure 

Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram of an FIR filter, whit an input x(k) and an output y(k). The 

output y(k) is defined as: 

 

Leading to 

 

Where ai is the filter feed forward coefficients needed to generate the necessary filtering 

response, such as low-pass or high-pass, and N is the number of filter taps contained in the function, 

Z−1 is the signal delay and k is the discrete-time index. The ai coefficients are the zeros of the filter. 

This filters have the advantage of always being stable and having linear phase shifts. The downside 

of FIR filters is that they are less efficient in terms of computer time and memory than IIR filters. 

FIR filters uses feed-forward calculations only, and in if we allowed feed-back, then the filter 

impulse response is non-zero over an infinite length of time. This is called IIR filters, which is 

represented in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2: IIR Structure 

Figure 5.2 shows a block diagram of an IIR filter, whit an input x(k) and an output y(k). The 

output y(k) is defined as: 

 

Leading to 

 

Where bi is the filter feedback coefficients, which is the poles of the filter, and the remaining 

variables are equal to the FIR filter. Due to the existence of poles, IIR filters can be unstable, which 

can be a disadvantage. However, IIR filters are sometimes preferred over FIR filters, because it is 

possible to achieve the same transition region as FIR filters with less order. 

FIR and IIR filters are considered fixed1; their characteristics are projected to a specific 

signal, and independently of their dynamics or statistical properties their parameters remains static. 

To lead with signals whose statistical properties are unknown, fixed algorithms do not process these 

signals efficiently. Due to this inefficiency, new methods have been studded. This new methods are 

self-designing systems defined as adaptive filters. Adaptive filters may be classified into supervised 

adaptive filters that are based on training sequence that provides different realizations of a desired 

response for a specified input signal, or unsupervised adaptive filters, which performs the 

adjustments of their free parameters without requiring a desired response. These filters are 

commonly used where there is no access to a desired response, e.g. system identification. 
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5.2 Adaptive Signal Processing 

Aiming to achieve best filtering performance, signal processing methods have progressed 

considerably in algorithm complexity. In general, the computational requirement for signal 

processing methods have being increased exponentially face to algorithmic complexity. Therefore, 

finding an algorithm with ability to filtering signals efficiently, with automatic performance 

adaptation, and at same time offering a good balance between performance and computation 

requirements, becomes an interesting motivation to work with non-classical filtering2 schemes as 

adaptive signal processing techniques. Conversely to classical FIR and IIR filters, adaptive filters 

automatically changes theirs characteristics, by optimizing the internal parameters. 

It is important to refer the close relationship of the adaptive signal processing technique with 

Wiener filter. Wiener filter is based on the minimization of the Mean Square Error (MSE) value of 

signal that is defined as the difference between some desired response and the actual filter output. 

But, it is only possible to design a Wiener filter with optimal performance if a priori information 

about the statistics of the data to be processed is known. Adaptive filters are quite similar to Wiener 

filters, they are based on the same concept, the minimization of the MSE. But unlike Wiener filters, 

the parameters of adaptive filters are constantly adapted to reach the MSE. Adaptive filters are 

widely used in several applications including the treatment of biomedical signals. Biomedical signals 

such as EMG, EMG, and Electroencephalography (EEG) are important in diagnosis and patient 

monitoring. But these signals have very small amplitude, therefore they are commonly affected by 

noise. It is difficult to filter noise from these signals, and errors resulting from filtering may distort 

them. 

5.2.1 Adapting Filtering Scheme 

The complete specification of an adaptive system consists in three main points: 

1. Application, 

2. Structure 

3. Algorithm. 

Application 

What is the application where the filter will be used? The type of application is defined by the 

signals applied to the input and the desired output signals. The number of different applications in 
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which adaptive techniques are being successfully used increases every day. Some examples are echo 

cancellation, equalization of dispersive channels, system identification, signal enhancement, adaptive 

beam forming, noise cancelling, and control. 

Structure 

Which filtering structure better satisfy the characteristics of application? Adaptive filters can 

be implemented in a number of different structures or realizations. The choice of the structure can 

influence the computational complexity and also the necessary number of iterations to achieve a 

desired performance level. Basically, the two major classes of adaptive digital filter realizations are 

the FIR and IIR filters. 

Algorithm 

What kind of algorithm should I use to update the filter parameters? The algorithm is the procedure 

used to adjust the adaptive filter coefficients in order to achieve the best filtering performance. In 

such way, adaptation algorithms are based on the mean square error minimization criterion. This 

error is the difference between the output of the signal processing module and the reference signal. 

To achieve optimum parameters for the filter, three methods are commonly used: the Recursive 

Least Square (RLS) method, the LMS and the Stochastic Gradient (SG) method. 

5.3 Adapting Filtering Implementation 

Adaptive filters are considered nonlinear systems, in the sense that it does not obey the 

superposition principle. This is a direct consequence of application of a recursive algorithm whereby 

the parameters of an adaptive filter are updated between iterations, which turns it data dependent. 

Their behaviour analysis is more complicated than for fixed filters, because the adaptive filters are 

self designing filters, from the practical point of view their design can be considered more proactive 

solution than for the cases of digital filters with fixed coeffcients. Adaptive filters are used for non-

stationary signals and environments or in applications where a sample-by-sample process adaptation 

or a low processing delay is required. 
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Fig 5.3: Typical signal denoising setup Adp 

Figure 5.3 shows a typical signal denoising setup based on Adaptive Filtering. The primary 

input is the x(k) with noise n1(k), and the noise correlated reference input corresponds to noise input 

signal n2(k). The n2(k) needs to be correlated with signal from primary input. 

 

Figure 5.4: N-tap transversal adaptive filter 

Figure 5.4 shows a N-tap transversal adaptive FIR filter, where the relation between filter 

input x(k) and filter output y(k) is given by: 

 

where k is the discrete-time index, N is the number of filter taps contained in the function, 

Z−1 is the signal delay and the parameter vector Wi is the Wiener filter coefficients vector. This 

equation is identical to Equation (5.2), where the filter coefficients ai were replaced by the Wiener 

coefficients. In Equation (5.5) the filtering operation is expressed in two alternative and equivalent 

forms of a convolutional sum and an inner vector product. The Wiener filter error signal, e(k) in 
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Figure 5.4 is defined as the difference between the desired signal d(k) and the filter output signal 

y(k): 

 

Where d(k) is considered the desired signal, it is the primary input in the Figure 5.3, e(k) is 

the system output and x(k) is the noise correlated reference. In Equation 5.6, for a given input signal 

x(k) and a desired signal d(k), the filter error e(k) depends on the filter coefficient vector W. The 

Equation (5.6) can be expanded for N samples of the signals d(k) and x(k) with P as the filter length: 

 

In a compact vector notation this matrix equation may be written as: 

 

Where E is the error vector, D is the desired signal vector, X is the input signal matrix and XW = Y 

is the Wiener filter output signal vector. In Equation (5.7), if the number of signal samples is equal to 

the number of filter coefficients N = P, then we have a square matrix equation, and there is a unique 

filter solution W, with a zero estimation error e = 0, such that y = XW. If N < P then the number of 

signal samples N is insufficient to obtain a unique solution for the filter coefficients, in this case 

there are an infinite number of solutions with zero estimation error, and the matrix equation is said to 

be underdetermined. In practice, the number of signal samples is much larger than the filter length N 

> P; in this case, the matrix equation is said to be over-determined and has a unique solution, usually 

with a non-zero error. 
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In adaptive filters, the weight vectors are updated by an adaptive algorithm to minimize the cost 

function. The algorithms used by us for noise reduction in EMG in this thesis are least mean square 

(LMS), Normalized least mean square (NLMS), sign data least mean square (SDLMS), sign error 

least mean square (SELMS) and sign-sign least mean square (SSLMS) algorithms. 

5.4 Least Mean Square Algorithm 

LMS algorithm is a stochastic gradient descent method in which the filter weights are only 

adapted based on the error at the current time. According to this LMS algorithm the updated weight 

is given by 

 

Where µ is the step size. 

5.4.1 NLMS Algorithm 

The NLMS algorithm is a modified form of the standard LMS algorithm. The NLMS algorithm 

updates the coefficients of an adaptive filter by using the following equation 

 

 

Where 

 

To achieve the optimum parameters for the filter, were used the LMS method, due to their simplicity 

and robustness. The LMS algorithm requires only 2N +1 multiplications and 2N additions per 

iteration for a N tap weight vector. Therefore it has a relatively simple structure and the hardware 

requirements are directly proportional to the number of weights. The aim of LMS algorithm is to 

find the optimum weights W in Equation (5.9) in such way that starting from some arbitrary initial 

point in the weights, progressively moves towards the optimum point. This is grasped trough the 
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evaluation of the gradient of error in the Equation (5.9). The LMS algorithm uses a computationally 

simpler version of steepest-descent method to calculate the optimum weights, which is the 

instantaneous squared error defined as: 

 

For example, for a filter with only two coefficients (w0, w1), the mean square error function is a 

bowl-shaped surface, with a single minimum point, as illustrated in Figure 5.5. 

 

Figure 5.5: MSE surface for a two-tap FIR filter 

The LMS error point corresponds to the minimum error power. At this optimal operating 

point the MSE surface has zero gradient. The LMS adaptation method is defined as: 

 

The instantaneous gradient of the squared error can be re-expressed as: 

 

Substituting Equation (5.11) into the recursion update equation of the filter parameters, Equation 

(5.10) yields the LMS adaptation equation: 
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Where µ is the step-size. This parameter is important, and dictates the speed of error convergence to 

a minimum. LMS equation shows that for applications in which the minimum error is non-zero, such 

as noise reduction, the incremental update term µ would remain non-zero even when the optimal 

point is reached. Thus at the convergence, the LMS filter will randomly vary about the minimum 

error point, with the result that minimum error for LMS algorithm will be in excess of this minimum 

error for Wiener methods. 

Some of the classical applications of adaptive filtering are system identification, channel 

equalization, signal denoising, and prediction. Due to the main goal of this work is EMG noise 

removal, it will only be focusing the signal denoising. The effectiveness of the signal denoising 

scheme depends on the high correlation between n1(k) and n2(k) signals in Figure 5.3. In some 

applications, it is useful to include a delay of L samples in the reference signal or in the input signal, 

such that their relative delay yields a maximum cross-correlation between y(k) and n1(k), reducing 

the MSE[19]. This delay provides a kind of synchronization between the signals involved. 

5.5 RLS Algorithm 

Least square Algorithm tries to minimize the sum of squares of difference between a desired signal 

and the filter output. When new samples arrive after every iteration, thus solution of least square can 

be computed in a recursive way forming a new Recursive least square (RLS) Algorithm. 

The RLS algorithm is prevalent because of its fast convergence rate and better performance in non-

stationary settings. The objective function for the RLS algorithm is given as: 

 

Where w(n)=[w(0) w(1) w(2) ….w(m-1)] represents the weight vector, ε(i) is the aposteriori error at sample i 

and parameter β is the forgetting factor. Each error is comprised of the difference between the desired sample 

and the filter output using the most recently updated filter coefficients w(n). 

LMS and RLS can be considered a simplest form of the steepest-descent search. LMS was the first 

algorithm used to design a linear adaptive filter algorithm by Widrow and Hoff in 1959. The LMS 
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algorithm has established itself as the workhorse of adaptive signal processing for two primary 

reasons: computational efficiency and robust performance. However, for signals with a large spectral 

dynamic range, the LMS has a no-smooth and slow rate of convergence. In addition if the signal is 

also non-stationary. e.g. speech and audio signals, then the LMS can be an unsuitable adaptation 

method. LMS algorithms are known as slowly converging algorithm. The speed of convergence 

define the number of signal intervals that are necessary to obtaining reliable filter coefficients. RLS 

type algorithms have much better starting convergence properties but are much more complex and 

for that reason, not so suitable for low computational devices. RLS method, has better convergence 

rate and less sensitivity to the Eigen value spread than LMS. 

According to Sayed and Kailath [8], a state-space model for the exponentially weighted RLS 

algorithm may be described as follows: 

 

Where 

x(n) is state vector of the model at time (iteration) n, 

y(n) is observation (reference) signal, 

u(n) is input signal vector, 

v(n) is white-noise measurement noise with unit variance, 

λ is forgetting factor. 

The superscript denotes H Hermitian conjugation (complex conjugation for scalars). 

Two observations from the state equation, i.e., the first line of (1), are immediately apparent: 

• The transition matrix of the standard RLS algorithm is a constant multiple of the identity matrix 

equal to λ-1/2I. 

• The process (state) noise vector is zero. 

Now, both of these conditions are synonymous with a stationary environment. Thus, although it is 

widely believed in the literature that by introducing the forgetting factor into the design of the RLS 
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algorithm, the algorithm is enabled to track statistical variations of the environment, in reality, this is 

not so. It is therefore not surprising that the RLS algorithm, in its standard form, does not always 

measure up to the LMS algorithm when it comes to tracking considerations. 

Kalman filter theory tells us that a more general form of the state-space model of the RLS algorithm 

should be as follows: 

 

The measurement equation, i.e., second line of (2), is the same as before. However, the state 

equation, i.e., first line of (2), differs from that of (1) in two aspects: 

• The transition matrix is time variant. 

• The process (state) noise vector is nonzero. This, therefore, points to two special ways in which the 

RLS algorithm may be modified in order to cope with different nonstationary environments, as 

explained in the next two sections; in one case, we assume is known and present the proper 

extension of the RLS solution (referred to here as EKRLS-1). We then apply the algorithm to a 

system identification problem assuming a Markov model. In the other case, we assume is not known 

and proceed to suggest a second extension of the RLS solution by invoking connections with 

extended Kalman filtering (the extension is referred to as EKRLS-2). The algorithm is then applied 

to tracking a chirped sinusoid in additive noise. The fundamental point to stress here is that in both 

cases, prior knowledge about the original dynamical system model is explicitly built into the 

formulation of the extended forms of the RLS algorithm, thus improving the tracking performance of 

the resulting adaptive filters. 
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CHAPTER-6 

SOFTWARE TOOLS REQUIRED 

6.1 Introduction to MATLAB 

MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a fourth-generation high-level programming language and 

interactive environment for numerical computation, visualization and programming. MATLAB is 

developed by MathWorks. It allows matrix manipulations; plotting of functions and data; 

implementation of algorithms; creation of user interfaces; interfacing with programs written in other 

languages, including C, C++, Java, and FORTRAN; analyze data; develop algorithms; and create 

models and applications. It has numerous built-in commands and math functions that help you in 

mathematical calculations, generating plots, and performing numerical methods. 

MATLAB is used in every facet of computational mathematics. Following are some commonly used 

mathematical calculations where it is used most commonly: 

• Dealing with Matrices and Arrays 

• 2-D and 3-D Plotting and graphics 

• Linear Algebra 

• Algebraic Equations 

• Non-linear Functions 

• Data Analysis 

• Calculus and Differential Equations 

• Numerical Calculations 

• Transforms 

• Curve Fitting 

• Various other special functions 

6.2 Features of MATLAB 

Following are the basic features of MATLAB 

• It is a high-level language for numerical computation, visualization and application development. 
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• It also provides an interactive environment for iterative exploration, design and problem solving. 

• It provides vast library of mathematical functions for linear algebra, statistics, Fourier analysis, 

filtering, optimization, numerical integration and solving ordinary differential equations. 

• It provides built-in graphics for visualizing data and tools for creating custom plots. 

• MATLAB's programming interface gives development tools for improving code quality, 

maintainability, and maximizing performance. 

• It provides tools for building applications with custom graphical interfaces 

• It provides functions for integrating MATLAB based algorithms with external applications and 

languages such as C, Java, .NET and Microsoft Excel. 

6.3 Uses of MATLAB 

MATLAB is widely used as a computational tool in science and engineering encompassing 

the fields of physics, chemistry, math and all engineering streams. It is used in a range of 

applications including: 

• signal processing and Communications 

• image and video Processing 

• control systems 

• test and measurement 

• computational finance 

• computational biology 

6.4 MATLAB Advantages 

MATLAB short for Matrix Laboratory, is a simple and flexible programming environment for 

a wide range of problems such as signal processing, optimization, linear programming and so on. The 

basic MATLAB software package can be extended by using add-on toolboxes. Examples of such 

toolboxes are: Signal Processing, Filter design, Statistics and Symbolic math. 

MATLAB is an interpreted language. This implies that the source code is not compiled but 

interpreted on the y. This is both an advantage and a disadvantage. MATLAB allows for easy 

numerical calculation and visualization of the results without the need for advanced and time 
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consuming programming. The disadvantage is that it can be slow, especially when bad programming 

practices are applied. 

MATLAB has several advantages over other methods or languages: 

• Its basic data element is the matrix. A simple integer is considered a matrix of one row and one 

column. Several mathematical operations that work on arrays or matrices are built-in to the Mat lab 

environment. For example, cross-products, dot-products, determinants, inverse matrices. 

• Vectorized operations. Adding two arrays together needs only one command, instead of a ‘for’ or 

‘while’ loop. 

• The graphical output is optimized for interaction. You can plot your data very easily, and then 

change colours, sizes, scales, etc, by using the graphical interactive tools. 

• Mat lab’s functionality can be greatly expanded by the addition of toolboxes. These are sets of 

specific functions that provided more specialized functionality. Ex: Excel link allows data to be 

written in a format recognized by Excel, Statistics Toolbox allows more specialized statistical 

manipulation of data (ANOVAs, Basic Fits, etc) 

• A very large (and growing) database of built-in algorithms for image processing and computer 

vision applications 

• MATLAB allows you to test algorithms immediately without recompilation. You can type 

something at the command line or execute a section in the editor and immediately see the results, 

greatly facilitating algorithm development. 

• The MATLAB Desktop environment, which allows you to work interactively with your data, helps 

you to keep track of files and variables, and simplifies common programming/debugging tasks 

• The ability to read in a wide variety of both common and domain-specific image formats. 

• The ability to call external libraries, such as Open CV 

• Bi-annual updates with new algorithms, features, and performance enhancements 

• If you are already using MATLAB for other purposes, such as simulation, optimization, statistics, or 

data analysis, then there is a very quick learning curve for using it in image processing. 

• The ability to process both still images and video. 

• Technical support from a well-staffed, professional organization (assuming your                          

maintenance is up-to-date) 

• A large user community with lots of free code and knowledge sharing 
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6.5 Image processing Toolbox 

The ability to auto-generate C code, using MATLAB Coder, for a large (and growing) 

subset of image processing and mathematical functions, which you could then use in other 

environments, such as embedded systems or as a component in other software. The core MATLAB 

package comes with several rudimentary functions (to be described later) that can be used to load, 

save, and perform custom functions on images. However, it is often necessary to perform more 

complicated operations on images. 

The image processing toolbox allows such manipulations as: 

• Direct visualization of images in MATLAB 

• Colour space conversions (e.g. between RGB, HSV, L*a*b*, and so on) 

• Object grouping and data collection 

• Filtering and fast convolution 

• Fourier analysis of images 

• Image arithmetic 

• Morphological operations and many others. 

6.6 Basic Commands in Mat Lab: 

Command Description 

imread() Read image from graphics file 

imwrite() Write image from graphics file 

imfinfo() Information about graphics file 

gray2ind() Convert grayscale or binary image to indexed image 

rgb2gray() Convert RGB image or colormap to grayscale 

ind2rgb() Convert indexed image to RGB image 

im2bw() Convert image to binary image, based on threshold 
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Table 6.1: Basic Commands in Mat lab 

 

 

 

 

 

imdouble() Convert image to double precision 

im2int16() Convert image to 16-bit signed integers 

im2unit16() Convert image to 16-bit unsigned in tegers 

imnoise() Add noise to image 

imshow() Display image 

subimage() Display multiple in single figure 

implay() Play movies, videos or images in sequence 

imtool() Image viewer App 

imageinfo() Image information tool 

imcontrast() Adjust contrast tool 

imoverview() Overview tool for image displayed in scroll panel 

im2single() Convert image to single precision 

int2unit8() Convert image to 8-bit unsigned integer 
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CHAPTER-7 

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

We first implement all the features in MATLAB. In this, we evaluate the characteristics of 

EMG features in space by inspection of scatter plots and by observing criterion values. 

7.1 Software Implementation 

%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%% 
clc; 
clear all; 
close all; 
warning off; 

 
load('EMG_database.mat'); 

 
Data1 = Org_Data1(2,:); 
Data2 = Org_Data2(2,:); 
Data3 = Org_Data3(2,:); 

 
d = input('EMG SIGNAL DATA---- 1:Data1 2: Data2 3: Data3 '); 
switch(d) 
case 1 
data=Data1; 
disp('data1'); 
case 2 
data=Data2; 
disp('data2'); 
case 3 
data=Data3; 
disp('Data3'); 
otherwise 
disp('give number between 1:3'); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%ADD NOISE to EMG SIGNAL%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
gain = 200;  %Gain as given in the .info file 
SNR_dB=-20; 

 
L = length(data); 
SNR_lin = 10^(SNR_dB/10); 

 
Es =sum ((abs(data)).^2)/L; 

 
n_var = sqrt(Es/SNR_lin); 
n = n_var*man/gain; 
MAN_data = data + n; 
%% LMS ALGORITHM 

 
[man_filt_lms] = lms_filt(Data1', MAN_data',0.0002); 
Plots(Data1, MAN_data,man_filt_lms,man_filt_lms','EMG Signal with Muscle 

Artifact Noise',0); 
X=man_filt_lms; 
% (1) Enhanced Mean absolute value 
f1=jEMAV(X); 
disp('Enhanced Mean absolute value:'),disp(f1); 
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% (2) Enhanced Wavelength 
f2=jEWL(X); 
disp('Enhanced Wavelength:'),disp(f2); 
% (3) Mean absolute value 
f3=jMAV(X); 
disp('Mean absolute value:'),disp(f3); 
% (4) Wavelength 
f4=jWL(X); 
disp('Wavelength:'),disp(f4); 
% (5) Zeros Crossing 
thres=0.01; 
f5=jZC(X,thres); 
disp('Zeros Crossing:'),disp(f5); 
% (6) Slope Sign Change 
thres=0.01; 
f6=jSSC(X,thres); 
disp('Slope Sign Change:'),disp(f6); 
% (7) Root Mean Square 
f7=jRMS(X); 
disp('Root Mean Square:'),disp(f7); 
% (8) Average Amplitude Change 
f8=jAAC(X); 
disp('Average Amplitude Change:'),disp(f8); 
% (9) Difference Absolute Standard Deviation Value 
f9=jDASDV(X); 
disp('Difference Absolute Standard Deviation Value:'),disp(f9); 
% (10) Log Detector 
f10=jLD(X); 
disp('Log Detector:'),disp(f10); 
% (11) Modified Mean Absolute Value 
f11=jMMAV(X); 
disp('Modified Mean Absolute Value:'),disp(f11); 
% (12) Modified Mean Absolute Value 2 
f12=jMMAV2(X); 
disp('Modified Mean Absolute Value 2:'),disp(f12); 
% (13) Myopulse Percentage Rate 
thres=0.016; f13=jMYOP(X,thres); 
disp('Myopulse Percentage Rate:'),disp(f13); 
% (14) Simple Square Integral 
f14=jSSI(X); 
disp(' Simple Square Integral :'),disp(f14); 
% (15) Variance of EMG 
f15=jVAR(X); 
disp('Variance of EMG :'),disp(f15); 
% (16) Willison Amplitude 
thres=0.01; f16=jWAMP(X,thres); 
disp(' Willison Amplitude:'),disp(f16); 
% (17) Maximum Fractal length 
f17=jMFL(X); 
disp('Maximum Fractal length:'),disp(f17); 
% Feature vector 
feat=[f1,f2,f3,f4,f5,f6,f7,f8,f9,f10,f11,f12,f13,f14,f15,f16,f17]; 
disp('EMG FEATURES:'),disp(feat); 

7.2 Subfunctions Used In MATLAB 

a) lms_filt 

function [recons] = lms_filt( org_data, noisy_data, mu ) 

%UNTITLED4 Summary of this function goes here 
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%   Detaild explanation goes here 

sysorder = 5; 

%This function is submitted to make inverse Z-transform (Matlab central file 

exchange) 

%The first sysorder weight value 

% if you use ldiv this will give h :filter weights to be 

%begin of algorithm 

w = zeros ( sysorder  , 1 ) ; 

for n = sysorder : length(org_data) 

u = noisy_data(n-sysorder+1:n) ; 

y(n)= w' * u; 

p = u'*u; 

e(n) = (org_data(n) - y(n)); 

% Start with big mu for speeding the convergence then slow down to reach 

the correct weights 

%     if n < 500 

%         mu=0.32; 

%     else 

%         mu=0.15; 

%     end 

w = w + mu * (u *e(n)./p); 

end 

 

%LMS Reconstruction 

for n =  sysorder : length(noisy_data) 

u = org_data(n:-1:n-sysorder+1) ; 

y(n) = w' * u ; 

recons(n) = org_data(n) - y(n) ; 

end 

recons =  recons; 

end 

b) Electromyography (EMG) Feature Extraction 
 

(1) Enhanced Mean absolute value 

function EMAV=jEMAV(X) 

L=length(X); Y=zeros(1,L); 

for i=1:L 

if i >= 0.2*L && i <= 0.8*L 

p=0.75; 

else 

p=0.5; 

end 

Y(i)=abs((X(i))^p); 

End 

 

EMAV=mean(Y); 

figure; 

subplot(1,2,1); 

plot(X); 

title('input to EMAV') 

subplot(1,2,2); 

plot(Y); 

title('Output of EMAV') 

end 

 

(2) Enhanced Wavelength 
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function EWL=jEWL(X) 

L=length(X); 

EWL=0; 

for i=2:L 

if i >= 0.2*L && i <= 0.8*L 

p=0.75; 

else 

p=0.5; 

end 

EWL=EWL+abs((X(i)-X(i-1))^p); 

end 

end 

 

(3) Mean absolute value 

function MAV=jMAV(X) 

 

MAV=mean(abs(X)); 

end 

 

(4) Wavelength 

function WL=jWL(X) 

N=length(X); 

WL=0; 

for i=2:N 

WL=WL+abs(X(i)-X(i-1)); 

end 

end 

 

(5) Zeros Crossing 

function ZC=jZC(X,thres) 

N=length(X); 

ZC=0; 

for i=1:N-1 

if ((X(i) > 0 && X(i+1) < 0) || (X(i) < 0 && X(i+1) > 0)) ... 

&& (abs(X(i)-X(i+1)) >= thres) 

ZC=ZC+1; 

end 

end 

end 

 

(6) Slope Sign Change 

function SSC=jSSC(X,thres) 

N=length(X); 

SSC=0; 

for i=2:N-1 

if ((X(i) > X(i-1) && X(i) > X(i+1)) || (X(i) < X(i-1) && X(i) < 

X(i+1))) ... 

&& ((abs(X(i)-X(i+1)) >= thres) || (abs(X(i)-X(i-1)) >= thres)) 

SSC=SSC+1; 

end 

end 

end 

(7) Root Mean Square 

function RMS=jRMS(X) 
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RMS=sqrt(mean(X.^2)); 

end 

 

(8) Average Amplitude Change 

function AAC=jAAC(X) 

N=length(X); 

Y=0; 

for i=1:N-1 

Y=Y+abs(X(i+1)-X(i)); 

end 

AAC=Y/N; 

(9) Difference Absolute Standard Deviation Value 

function DASDV=jDASDV(X) 

N=length(X); 

Y=0; 

for i=1:N-1 

Y=Y+(X(i+1)-X(i))^2; 

end 

DASDV=sqrt(Y/(N-1)); 

end 

 

(10) Log Detector 

function LD=jLD(X) 

N=length(X); 

Y=0; 

for k=1:N 

Y=Y+log(abs(X(k))); 

end 

LD=exp(Y/N); 

end 

 

(11) Modified Mean Absolute Value 

function MAV1=jMMAV(X) 

N=length(X); 

Y=0; 

for i=1:N 

if i >= 0.25*N && i <= 0.75*N 

w=1; 

else 

w=0.5; 

end 

Y=Y+(w*abs(X(i))); 

end 

MAV1=(1/N)*Y; 

end 

 

(12) Modified Mean Absolute Value 2 

function MMAV2=jMMAV2(X) 

N=length(X); 

Y=0; 

for i=1:N 

if i >= 0.25*N && i <= 0.75*N 

w=1; 

elseif i < 0.25*N 
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w=(4*i)/N; 

else 

w=4*(i-N)/N; 

end 

Y=Y+(w*abs(X(i))); 

end 

MMAV2=(1/N)*Y; 

end 

 

(13) Myopulse Percentage Rate 

function MYOP=jMYOP(X,thres) 

N=length(X); 

Y=0; 

for i=1:N 

if abs(X(i)) >= thres 

Y=Y+1; 

end 

MYOP=Y/N; 

end 

(14) Simple Square Integral 

function SSI=jSSI(X) 

SSI=sum(X.^2); 

end 

 

(15) Variance of EMG 

function VAR=jVAR(X) 

N=length(X); 

VAR=(1/(N-1))*sum(X.^2); 

end 

 

(16) Willison Amplitude 

function WA=jWAMP(X,thres) 

N=length(X); 

WA=0; 

for k=1:N-1 

if abs(X(k)-X(k+1)) >= thres 

WA=WA+1; 

end 

end 

end 

 

(17) Maximum Fractal length 

function MFL=jMFL(X) 

N=length(X); 

Y=0; 

for n=1:N-1 

Y=Y+(X(n+1)-X(n))^2; 

end 

MFL=log(sqrt(Y)); 

end 
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CHAPTER-8 

RESULTS ANALYSIS 

The following figures give the results of EMG signal features implemented in Matlab Software 

 

 

 

Fig 8.1 project implemented mat lab window 
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Fig 8.2 EMG SIGNAL DATABASE mat lab values : 
EMG_database.mat 

 

 

 

Fig 8.3 EMG SIGNAL after LMS Adaptive filter noise removal signal 
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Fig 8.4 EMG signal feature EMAV results 
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Fig 8.5 EMG SIGNAL feature values results displayed on MATLAB command window 
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CHAPTER-9 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

9.1 Conclusion 

. This study is proposed and targeted to researchers to look in details of the features that can be 

extracting from the EMG signal within hand-lifting three different loads for better interpretation of 

EMG signals analysis on time domain. There are three features have been extracting from the EMG 

signals. The experiments demonstrate that the ideal feature can be obtain by calculate the percentage 

error for each feature. From the calculated percentage error, SD has the best overall performance. 

RMS and MAV are the better ones that can be used with SD for a useful feature vector. These 

findings could be integrated to design a signal classification based on the features extraction. 

Processing time taken by TD Features is less than FD features because they don’t require any 

transformation. The major drawback of time domain features is the non stationary characteristic of 

the EMG signal. In this work we have calculated Criterion values. The results show that MAV, WL, 

ZC gives the best Simulation Results from the scatter plots. They have least criterion value 

compared to other methods and MAV, WL, SSC and AR show good Classification accuracy. 

 

9.2 Future Scope 

The scope of the project is mostly restricted to the implementation and development of a 

system that can able to classify EMG signals. There is no effort to update on modern analytical 

methods. The initial purpose of the project was to implement the EMG Classification system entirely 

on an embedded platform; both training and Classification must be implemented on an embedded 

platform. This would guarantee a practical solution where all the operation would require 

substantially less number of equipment and fewer methods. 

For increasing robustness number of channels should also increases for that high density 

myoelectric processing equipment should be used that can be capable to perform all the operations in 

parallel so that speed can be improve and should minimize the cost. For processing high density 

myoelectric signal accelerated hardware design should be implemented. All feature extraction and 

Classification should be completely implemented on embedded platform. 
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ABSTRACT 

The chances of morbidity and mortality of premature babies increases every 

year around the world. Appropriate care of these babies at the right moment through 

telemedicine and ambulatory monitoring is vital. The size of the uterine physiological 

signals restrains the practical applications. We proposed a lossless compression method 

as a combination of discrete cosine transform (DCT) and Huffman coding. The DCT 

components below the 2 Hz frequency were computed. The quantized DCT coefficients 

were coded by a Huffman coder on the transmitter site. A zero set instead of the DCT 

coefficients above 2 Hz was added at the receiver site. Inverse DCT applied to get the 

reconstructed signal.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Prediction of premature labor is very important factor as it increases the chances of 

morbidity and mortality of mothers and babies. According to World Health Organization 

(WHO) report preterm births increases in all countries which is the most worrying thing. 

Providing essential care at the right moment reduce the complications such as preventing 

infections to babies and mothers, etc. 

The pre-term symptoms can be monitored efficiently with the combination health 

services and information technology. The transfer of these physiological signals over a 

communication channels is essential for telemedicine in recent years, many researchers 

focused on lossless compression as the long-term records of physiological signals put a 

massive load on the channel. At present, there are two methods that are used to recorded 

the physiological activities of the uterine: 

1. The Electromyography (EMG) 

 
-Recorded by electrodes attached to the abdomen, 

 
2. The Magnetomyography (MMG) 

 
- Based on the recording of the magnetic fields that correspond to electrical fields. 

 
The transition of the myometrium from non labor state to labor state can be 

identified by EMG/MMG. Uterine EMG/MMG parameters can indicate the myometrial 

properties. These properties are helpful to differentiate physiological contractions of term 

labor and preterm labor. Uterine MMG is a non-invasive techniques and it measures the 

action potentials magnetic fields. The first uterine MMG activity recordings of uterine 

activity which a 151 – channel sensor array were reported by Eswaran etal. 

 MOTIVATION: 

The previous studies on uterine EMG/MMG were limited to the analysis of the 

signals for predicting labor and for the prevention of premature births. The compression 

algorithms focussed only on the surface EMG signals. EMG signals were compressed 
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using embedded zero tree wavelet by Norris and colleagues. Wavelet transform with a 

dynamic bit allocation scheme employed for compression in. Multiscale multidimensional 

parser (MMP) algorithm proposed by Filho et al. best suited for the compression of both 

EMG and EEG (Electroencephalogram) signals. The image compression techniques were 

applied on surface EMG signals in. Trabuco et al. employed discrete wavelet transform 

(DWT)with different spectral functions for bit allocation. Vector quantization with SPIHT 

coding and arithmetic coding applied for EMG signal compression. The coding techniques 

were employed to compare the transform techniques, discrete cosine transform (DCT) and 

DWT. The DCT technique used to compress EEG signals considering different number of 

coefficients .A hybrid algorithm that combines both DCT and Huffman coding for the 

compression of multichannel EEG signals gave best results according to. 

However, previous studies could not present the compression techniques 

application on the uterine physiological signals. Only research on this field attempted by 

Cho et al. to compress the uterine EMG signals dynamically. This attempt made the real- 

time transmission easier and lossless to monitor pre-term delivery in a medical information 

system. The present work focused on adopting the algorithm employed in to compress the 

uterine MMG signals. It considers the 1/f characteristic of the DCT frequency spectrum 

along with Huffman coding. A single channel with high signal to noise ratio out of 

multichannel MMG signals (147 to 148 channels) considered for the study. 

 HISTORY: 

In the clinical evaluation of pregnant women, the analysis of uterine contractions 

could be useful in the prediction of labor, especially for patients at high risk of premature 

delivery. The uterine contractions are a result of complex electrophysiological phenomena. 

Studies have shown that the uterine myometrical activity is low throughout pregnancy and 

increases significantly during term or preterm labor. 

Currently, two methods are employed to record the physiological activity of the 

uterine contractions: (i) the electromyography (EMG), recorded by electrodes attached to 

the abdomen, and (ii) a newly established method, the magnetomyography (MMG), based 

on the recording of the magnetic fields that correspond to electrical fields. These 

techniques measure the electrical/magnetic activity on the surface of the maternal 
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abdomen, which is a result of a sequence of bursts or groups of action potentials 

that are generated and propagated in the uterine muscle. 

The uterine EMG, which reflects the original process of muscle fiber excitation, 

measures the action potentials of the myometrial cells by means of internal and abdominal 

surface electrodes. Garfield et al performed simultaneous recording of the EMG activity 

directly from the uterus and the abdominal surface of rats . They were able to show 

conclusively that the signals recorded from the abdominal surface correspond to those 

generated in the uterus, suggesting that similar techniques can be used in humans. The 

recording of the EMG activity on the human uterus using abdominal electrodes was also 

reported. 

The EMG has a high temporal resolution. However, because of the differences in 

the conductivities of tissue layers, the EMG signals are often filtered during their 

propagation to the surface of the abdomen. A noninvasive technique that measures the 

magnetic fields associated with the action potentials is the uterine MMG. First, MMG 

recordings of spontaneous uterine activity were reported by Eswaran and colleagues. 

The MMG recordings have important properties: 

 
(i) independent on tissue conductivity 

 
(ii) detection of the signal outside the boundaries of the skin without making any 

electrical contact with the body and (ii) they are independent of references , which ensures 

that each sensor mainly records localized sources. 

 OBJECTIVE: 

The main objective associated with the MMG compression is to obtain the Good 

compression ratio with the less error after reconstruction and the clear visibility of the 

MMG component, subjected for the future observation. 

The main objective of this project is to compress the MMG signal DCT coefficients 

using efficient coding technique called Huffman coding that results in better compression 

ratio and correlation ratio compared to other signal compression. 
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 NEED FOR COMPRESSION: 

1.  Compression frees up drive space and closes  up  memory  gaps,  reducing  the 

time needed to locate data on a drive. 

2. Speed up backups. 

3. Compressed files transfer faster and use less bandwidth than their uncompressed one. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The field of signal processing has always benefited from a close coupling between 

theory, applications, and technologies for implementing signal processing systems. The 

growing Humber of applications and demand for increasingly sophisticated algorithms 

goes hand-in-hand with the rapid pace of device technology for implementing digital 

processing systems. In practical systems it is quite natural that one may want to enhance 

some signal component or some parameter of a signal model. In communication systems,  

it is generally necessary to perform preprocessing operations such as modulation, signal 

conditioning and compression prior to transmission over a channel and then to carry out 

the corresponding post-processing at the receiver. 

An important area in DSP is non-stationary signal processing. Almost all practical 

signals can be assumed non-stationary when considered for reasonably long duration. 

Recent advance in electronic circuits, computer science and software engineering 

has made it possible for us to achieve digitization, storage, synthesis and transmission of 

all kinds of analogue signals, which include biosignals such as electroencephalogram 

(EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG) and electromyogram (EMG) for the health inspection of 

brain, heart and muscles, respectively 

The need for compressing biomedical signals is important due to the tremendous 

amount of data that need to be stored efficiently at low cost. As an example, consider an 

ambulatory or Holter EEG recording system . The recent technological developments have 

made possible the recording of ambulatory ECG signal in digital form into solid state 

memory. However, memory requirement for say 24 hours of ECG monitoring arc 

prohibitive (i.e., about 52 megabytes for two-channel, 12-bit resolution and 250 Hz 

sampling rate). For efficient storage of such large data records, effective data compression 

methods are of interest. The desired objective is to provide a high quality reconstruction of 

ECG signals at low bit rates and acceptable distortion levels. Solutions to the compression 

of ECGs resulted in different techniques, roughly two categories can be identified. 

An electrocardiogram (ECG) is the graphical representation of electrical impulses 
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due to ionic activity in the cardiac muscles of human heart. It is an important physiological 

signal which is exploited to diagnose heart diseases because every arrhythmia in ECG 

signals can be relevant to a heart disease [1, 2]. ECG signals are recorded from patients for 

both monitoring and diagnostic purposes. Therefore, storage of computerized is become 

necessary. However, the storage has limitation which made ECG data compression as an 

important issue of research in biomedical signal processing. In addition to these, there are 

many advantages of ECG compression such as transmission speed of real-time ECG signal 

is enhanced and is also economical. 

In past, researches have proposed many transform methods such as Discrete Cosine 

Transform (DCT), Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), 

due to that, there is drastically changed in the field of data compression. FFT is a discrete 

Fourier transform (DFT) algorithm which reduces the number of computations needed for 

N points from 2N2 to 2N log2N . DFT is used in Fourier analysis of a signal in frequency 

domain. Based on FFT, many methods have been proposed for analyzing and compressing 

ECG signal. The discrete cosine transform is widely exploited  for data compression such 

as speech compression, image compression and ECG , MMG compression. DCT is 

calculated using the FFT algorithm as it is DFT. However, DCT gives the more weight to 

low-pass coefficients to high-pass coefficients. DCT gives nearly optimal performance in 

the typical signal having high correlations in adjacent samples. Several researchers have 

developed unique algorithms for compression of ECG signal based on Discrete Cosine 

Transform. 

EEG compression can be classified into two categories, namely lossless and lossy 

compression. Lossless compression ensures that the data size is reduced without any loss 

of information, which produces a compressed file with larger size in bytes as compared to 

lossy compression. The performance of compression techniques are usually measured in 

terms of compression ratio (CR) and percentage root-mean-square difference (PRD). CR 

for lossless compression ranges from 1.48 to 6.63, with PRD up to 9.21 as reported in [10- 

12], which is far less than the CR (up to 30) achieved by lossy compression 

The compression of Electroencephalographic (EEG) signal is of great interest to 

many in the biomedical community . The motivation for this is the large amount of data 

involved in collecting EEG information which requires more memory for storage and high 
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bandwidth for transmission. Lossless compression of EEG is essential due to the necessity 

for exact recovery of the data for diagnostic purposes . Efficient compression of the EEG 

signal is a difficult task due to the randomness inherent in the signal. This makes  it 

difficult to obtain high compression rates with lossless compression methods 

The Magnetomyography (MMG) is a noninvasive technique permitting to measure 

the magnetic fields associated with the uterine action potentials. It is also used for uterine 

activity recording. MMG recordings of spontaneous uterine activity were recorded for the 

first time by Eswaran et al. This method is presently only used as a research tool due to its 

high cost and the need of very special (and not easy to set-up) equipment. 
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 INTRODUCTION: 

CHAPTER 3 

MMG SIGNAL 

 

Magnetomyography (MMG) is a technique for mapping muscle activity by 

recording magnetic fields produced by electrical currents occurring naturally in the 

muscles, using arrays of SQUIDs (superconducting quantum interference devices) . It has  

a better capability than electromyography for detecting slow or direct currents. The 

magnitude of the MMG signal is in the scale of pico (10−12) to femto (10−15) Tesla (T). 

Miniaturizing MMG offers a prospect to modernize the bulky SQUID to wearable 

miniaturized magnetic sensors . 

Two key drivers for the development of the MMG method: 1) poor spatial 

resolution of the EMG signals when recorded non-invasively on the skin where state-of- 

the-art EMG measurements are even using needle recording probes, which is possible to 

accurately assess muscle activity but painful and limited to tiny areas with poor spatial 

sampling points; 2) poor biocompatibility of the implantable EMG sensors due to the 

metal-tissue interface. The MMG sensors have the potential to address both shortcomings 

concurrently because: 1) the size of magnetic field reduces significantly with the distance 

between the origin and the sensor, thereby with MMG spatial resolution is uplifted; and 2) 

the MMG sensors do not need electrical contacts to record, hence if fully packaged with 

biocompatible materials or polymers, they can improve long-term biocompatibility. 

 MMG DATABASE: 

 
Physio Bank is an extensive collection of databases of physiological signals 

established in 1999 that comprises of 90,000 recordings (4 TB of digitized physiological 

signals) organized with more than 80 different databases. Each database contains the 

number of records where each record has the information recorded from a single subject. 

Physionet is supported and funded by the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and 

Bioengineering (NIBIB) and National Institute of General Medical and Sciences 

(NIGMS). 
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The Physionet mmgdb database consists of uterine magnetomyographic (MMG) 

signals that are recorded using the 151 channel SARA I (installed at UAMS) system . 

Figure 3.1 displays the 2-D and 3-D view of the system. Recordings are taken from 25 

subjects (at the third trimester of gestation and labor) who are admitted for labor 

monitoring and assessment . All patientsare requested to lean forward and sit comfortably 

to cover gravid abdomens with the sensor array during the recording of contractile activity 

that lasts around 20 minutes. 

The original raw signals are discretized with 250 Hz frequency to down-sample 

further to a frequency of 32 Hz. Then the signalsare filtered with a bandpass filter of range 

0.1-1 Hz to suppress the foetal and maternal ECGs. A notch filter of range 0.25-0.35 Hzis 

used for attenuating maternal breathing at0.33 Hz frequency. The final MMG signals are 

obtained after discarding the segments with maternal movement. Each record contains 

147/148 channels with a duration of 10 to 20 minutes. 

The MMG signals taken from the Physionet database are depicted in Figure 3.2. 

The top trace is the multichannel (complex) signal comprises of all channels, and the 

bottom trace is the single-channel signal (MLQ1). 

In Figure 3.2, the subject name is represented with the ID (202) and the gestational 

period (38 weeks and 0 days).The Y-axis represents the magnitude with raw units for the 

complex signal (upper) and the single channel signal. To get physical/actual units subtract 

the base from raw units and divide it by gain. For the sensor MLQ1, the base is 3105 and 

gain is 16262.4187, and physical units are in pT. 

The electrophysiological activities inside the human body, characterized by ion 

currents flow, can be perceived by the measurement of potentials on the surface or inside 

of human body . Magnetomyography (MMG) is the counterpart of EMG which records the 

bio-magnetic signals. It is also a non-invasive technique and measures magnetic fields of 

corresponding action potentials (Figure 3.5).The experiments are conducted externally 

with sensitive magnetic sensors, which are called as SQUIDs (superconducting quantum 

interference devices). It is a low noise magnetic field sensor which can pick a weak 

magnetic signal and converts its magnetic flux into voltage. For proper operation, the 

SQUID array is immersed and cooled at −2700 𝐶 in liquid helium inside a special vessel 
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(Dewar). 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1: The SARA system 2D view and 3D view 
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Figure 3.2: Uterine MMG signals of a subject (202_38w0d) from all channels andthe 

individual channel MLQ1 (from top to bottom) 

The MMG signals have the characteristics that are suitable for human bio-magnetic 

activity analysis and characterization. The signals can be detected outside of the human 

body without making any electrical contact. Moreover, the MMG signals do not depend on 

the tissue conductivities, unlike EMG signals. The uterine EMG signals measure the 

electrical activity generated by the flow of secondary currents. So the EMG signals get 

attenuated in their path to reach the abdomen surface, which depends on conductor 

geometry. 

The MMG signal recordings coupled with the primary currents, which makes them 

less dependent on tissue conductivity. Therefore, the observation of magnetic field 

demonstrates the uterine contractile activity more effectively than electric field 

measurement.The MMG signals provide a high spatial-temporal resolution than EMG 

signals, as the resolution of EMG limited by the abdomen electrical properties and the 
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practical problem faced during the placement of sensors on the abdomen [19]. Moreover, 

each sensor in MMG records only the localized sources; hence, they are reference-free. 

The frequency range of MMG signals is 10 mHz -1 kHz and the magnitudes are 

ranged from 10 fT (spinal cords) to several pT (brain rhythms). The SQUID system is 

placed in a magnetically shielded room, so the interference of environmental noise and 

internal (inside the human body) and external magnetic fields can be avoided.First MMG 

signals to record the uterine activity are reported by Eswaran et al. [20] in 2002. The 

recordings carried out with SARA (SQUID array for reproductive assessment) system, 

manufactured at CTF Systems Inc., Port Coquitlam, Canada (Figure 3.6). It consists of 

SQUID magnetic sensors which are spaced 3 cm apart in a concave array. 

The SARA system is spanned over the entire maternal abdomen from the pubic 

symphysis to the uterine fundus and spanned laterally over a similar distance. The array 

surface is matched with the abdomen shape to facilitate a mother sits comfortably and 

leans her abdomen for MMG signal recordings. Thus it can obtain the electrophysiological 

activity of fetus and maternal reproductive system. The SARA system is installed in a 

magnetically shielded room to avoid the environmental noise and external magnetic fields 

and human bio- magnetic fields. 

 

Figure 3.3: Magnetic field generation (upper) and that are generated by different 

biological processes (lower) 
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Currently, two SARA systems are installed worldwide: one at the University of 

Arkansas for Medical Sciences (UAMS), SARA Research Center, Little Rock, USA 

(2000) and another one at the University of Tübingen, fMEG Center, Tübingen, Germany 

(2008). The SARA system installed at the University of Tübingen covers the perineal 

region also to offer the large surface (gravid abdomen) coverage compared with SARA I 

system (established at UAMS). 

 
 

Figure 3.4: The SARA system (CTF Corporation, Canada) installed at UAMS, SARA research 

Center, Little Rock, USA 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM 

 INTRODUCTION: 

 
A discrete cosine transform (DCT) expresses a finite sequence of data points in 

terms of a sum of cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies. The DCT is a 

widely used transformation technique in signal processing and data compression. It is used 

in most digital media, including digital images (such as JPEG and HEIF, where small 

highfrequency components can be discarded), digital video (such as MPEG and H.26x), 

digital audio (such as Dolby Digital, MP3 and AAC), digital television (such as SDTV, 

HDTV and VOD), digital radio (such as AAC+ and DAB+), and speech coding (such as 

AAC-LD, Siren and Opus). DCTs are also important to numerous other applications in 

science and engineering, such as digital signal processing, communications devices, 

reducing network bandwidth usage, and spectral methods for the numerical solution of 

partial differential equations. 

The use of cosine rather than sine functions is critical for compression, since it 

turns out (as described below) that fewer cosine functions are needed to approximate a 

typical signal, whereas for differential equations the cosines express a particular choice of 

boundary conditions. In particular, a DCT is a Fourier-related transform similar to the 

discrete Fourier transform (DFT), but using only real numbers. The DCTs are generally 

related to Fourier Series coefficients of a periodically and symmetrically extended 

sequence whereas DFTs are related to Fourier Series coefficients of a periodically 

extended sequence. DCTs are equivalent to DFTs of roughly twice the length, operating on 

real data with even symmetry (since the Fourier transform of a real and even function is 

real and even), whereas in some variants the input and/or output data are shifted by half a 

sample. There are eight standard DCT variants, of which four are common. 

DCT compression, also known as block compression, compresses data in sets of 

discrete DCT blocks.DCT blocks can have a number of sizes, including 8x8 pixels for the 

standard DCT, and varied integer DCT sizes between 4x4 and 32x32 pixels. The DCT has 
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a strong "energy compaction" property, capable of achieving high quality at high data 

compression ratios. However, blocky compression artifacts can appear when heavy DCT 

compression is applied. Compression of Uterine MMG Signal Using DCT and Huffman 

Coding . 

 HISTORY: 

 
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) was first conceived by Nasir Ahmed, while 

working at Kansas State University, and he proposed the concept to the National Science 

Foundation in 1972. He originally intended DCT for image compression. Ahmed 

developed a practical DCT algorithm with his PhD student T. Natarajan and friend K. R. 

Rao at the University of Texas at Arlington in 1973, and they found that it was the most 

efficient algorithm for image compression.They presented their results in a January 1974 

paper, titled "Discrete Cosine Transform".It described what is now called the type-II DCT 

(DCT-II), as well as the type-III inverse DCT (IDCT). It was a benchmark publication,and 

has been cited as a fundamental development in thousands of works since its publication. 

The basic research work and events that led to the development of the DCT were 

summarized in a later publication by Ahmed, "How I Came Up with the Discrete Cosine 

Transform". 

Since its introduction in 1974, there has been significant research on the DCT.In 

1977, Wen-Hsiung Chen published a paper with C. Harrison Smith and Stanley C. Fralick 

presenting a fast DCT algorithm,and he founded Compression Labs to commercialize DCT 

technology. Further developments include a 1978 paper by N.J. Narasinha and S.C. 

Fralick, and a 1984 paper by B.G. Lee.These research papers, along with the original 1974 

Ahmed paper and the 1977 Chen paper, were cited by the Joint Photographic Experts 

Group as the basis for JPEG's lossy image compression algorithm in 1992. 

In 1975, John A. Roese and Guner S. Robinson adapted the DCT for interframe 

motion-compensated video coding. They experimented with the DCT and the fast Fourier 

transform (FFT), developing inter-frame hybrid coders for both, and found that the DCT is 

the most efficient due to its reduced complexity, capable of compressing image data down 

to 0.25-bit per pixel for a video telephone scene with image quality comparable to an intra- 

frame coder requiring 2-bit per pixel. The DCT was applied to video encoding by 
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WenHsiung Chen,who developed a fast DCT algorithm with C.H. Smith and S.C. Fralick 

in 1977,and founded Compression Labs to commercialize DCT technology. In 1979, Anil 

K. Jain and Jaswant R. Jain further developed motion-compensated DCT video 

compression, also called block motion compensation.This led to Chen developing a 

practical video compression algorithm, called motion-compensated DCT or adaptive scene 

coding, in 1981. Motion-compensated DCT later became the standard coding technique for 

video compression from the late 1980s onwards. Electronics and Communication 

Engineering 2019-2020 Compression of Uterine MMG Signal Using DCT and Huffman 

Coding 16 Electronics and Communication Engineering 2019-2020. 

The integer DCT is used in Advanced Video Coding (AVC), introduced in 2003, 

and High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), introduced in 2013. The integer DCT is also 

used in the High Efficiency Image Format (HEIF), which uses a subset of the HEVC video 

coding format for coding still images. 

A DCT variant, the modified discrete cosine transform (MDCT), was developed by 

John P. Princen, A.W. Johnson and Alan B. Bradley at the University of Surrey in 1987, 

following earlier work by Princen and Bradley in 1986. The MDCT is used in  most 

modern audio compression formats, such as Dolby Digital (AC-3), MP3 (which uses a 

hybrid DCT-FFT algorithm),Advanced Audio Coding (AAC), and Vorbis(Ogg). 

The discrete sine transform (DST) was derived from the DCT, by replacing the 

Neumann condition at x=0 with a Dirichlet condition.The DST was described in the 1974 

DCT paper by Ahmed, Natarajan and Rao.A type-I DST (DST-I) was later described by 

Anil K. Jain in 1976, and a type-II DST (DST-II) was then described by H.B. Kekra and 

J.K. Solanka in 1978. Nasir Ahmed also developed a lossless DCT algorithm with Giridhar 

Mandyam and Neeraj Magotra at the University of New Mexico in 1995. This allows the 

DCT technique to be used for lossless compression of images. It is a modification of the 

original DCT algorithm, and incorporates elements of inverse DCT and delta modulation. 

It is a more effective lossless compression algorithm than entropy coding. Lossless DCT is 

also known as LDCT. 
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 ADVANTAGES OF DCT: 

1. The property of the DCT that makes it quite suitable for compression is its high degree 

of "spectral compaction;" at a qualitative level, a signal's DCT representation tends to have 

more of its energy concentrated in a small number of coefficients when compared to other 

transforms like the DFT. 

2. DCT is a real transform which results in a single real number per > data point. 

 
3. DCT only compress the image of lower decorative performance, DCT is low level 

image compression. 

4. DCT only offers Lossy transform. 

 
 DISADVANTAGES OF DCT: 

1. While the input from preprocessed 8x8 blocks are integer-valued, the output values 

are typically real-valued. Thus we need a quantization step to make some decisions about 

the values in each DCT block and produce output that is integer-valued. 

2. Not robust against geometric attacks. 

 APPLICATIONS OF DCT: 

The DCT is widely used in many applications, which include the following: 

 
•  Audio signal processing — audio coding, audio data compression (lossy and lossless), 

surround sound, acoustic echo and feedback cancellation, phoneme recognition, time- 

domain aliasing cancellation (TDAC) . 

•  Digital audio. 

 
•  Digital radio — Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB+), HD Radio. 

 
•  Speech processing — speech coding speech recognition, voice activity detection (VAD) . 

 
•  Digital telephony — voice-over-IP (VoIP), mobile telephony, video 

telephony, teleconferencing, videoconferencing. 

•  Biometrics — fingerprint orientation, facial recognition systems, biometric watermarking, 

fingerprint-based biometric watermarking, palm print identification/recognition. 
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•  Face detection — facial recognition. 

 
•  Computers and the Internet — the World Wide Web, social media, Internet video. 

 
•  Network bandwidth usage reduction. 

 
•  Consumer electronics— multimedia systems, multimedia communications devices 

consumer devices. 

•  Cryptography — encryption, stegano graphy, copyright protection. 

 
•  Data compression — transform coding, lossy compression, lossless compression. 

 
•  Encoding operations — quantization, perceptual weighting, entropy encoding, 

variable encoding. 
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 INTRODUCTION: 

CHAPTER 5 

HUFFFMAN CODING 

 

In computer science and information theory, a Huffman code is a particular type of 

optimal prefix code that is commonly used for lossless data compression. The process of 

finding or using such a code proceeds by means of Huffman coding, an algorithm 

developed by David A. Huffman while he was a Sc.D. student at MIT, and published in the 

1952 paper "A Method for the Construction of Minimum-Redundancy Codes". 

The output from Huffman's algorithm can be viewed as a variable-length code table 

for encoding a source symbol (such as a character in a file). The algorithm derives this 

table from the estimated probability or frequency of occurrence (weight) for each possible 

value of the source symbol. As in other entropy encoding methods, more common symbols 

are generally represented using fewer bits than less common symbols. Huffman's method 

can be efficiently implemented, finding a code in time linear to the number of  input 

weights if these weights are sorted. However, although optimal among methods encoding 

symbols separately, Huffman coding is not always optimal among all compression 

methods - it is replaced with arithmetic coding or asymmetric numeral systems if better 

compression ratio is required. 

 HISTORY: 

 
In 1951, David A. Huffman and his MIT information theory classmates were given 

the choice of a term paper or a final exam. The professor, Robert M. Fano, assigned a term 

paper on the problem of finding the most efficient binary code. Huffman, unable to prove 

any codes were the most efficient, was about to give up and start studying for the final 

when he hit upon the idea of using a frequency-sorted binary tree and quickly proved this 

method the most efficient. 

In  doing  so,  Huffman  outdid  Fano,   who   had   worked   with information 

theory inventor Claude Shannon to develop a similar code. Building the tree from the 

bottom up guaranteed optimality, unlike top-down Shannon – Fano coding. 
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 ALGORITHM FOR HUFFMAN CODING: 

1. Start with a list of symbols and their frequency in the alphabet. 

 
2. Select two symbols with the lowest frequency. 

 
3. Add their frequencies and reduce the symbols. 

 
4. Repeat the process starting from step-2 until only two values remain. 

 
5. The algorithm creates a prefix code for each symbol from the alphabet simply by 

traversing the symbols back. It assigns 0 and 1 for each frequency value in each phase. 

EXAMPLE: 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Example for Huffman Coding 

 
 ADVANTAGES OF HUFFMAN CODING: 

 
1. Algorithm is easy to implement 

 
2. Produce a lossless compression of images 
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3. Variable length code: Different code can have a different number of bits. 

 
4. More efficient (uses less bits). 

 DISADVANTAGES OF HUFFMAN CODING: 

1.Efficiency depends on the accuracy of the statistical modelused and type of image. 

2.Algorithm varies with different formats, but few get any better than 8:1 compression. 

3.Harder to encode and decode. 

 
 APPLICATIONS OF HUFFMAN CODING: 

1.Huffman coding is a technique used to compress files for transmission 

2.Uses statistical coding 

3.More frequently used symbols have shorter code words 

4.Works well for text and fax transmissions 

5.An application that uses several data structures 
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CHAPTER 6 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 DATA ACQUISTION AND PREPROCESSING: 

The MMG records used in this research were downloaded from Physionet database 

included in the MMG database (mmgdb). The database comprises uterine 

magnetomyography (MMG) signals recorded by using the 151 channel SQUID Array for 

Reproductive Assessment system (SARA) installed at UAMS, Little Rock, USA. SARA is 

a floor-mounted passive instrument at which the mother sits and leans her abdomen on the 

concave surface that contains the sensor array. The array of sensors covers 1300 cm2 

surface area which is 45 cm height and 33 cm width. The entire system is in a magnetically 

shielded room (MSR) and is furnished with high-order synthetic gradiometer noise 

cancellation that eliminates the noise transmitted by the subject. 

The MMG signals are recorded from 24 subjects who are in the trimester of 

pregnancy. The signals were recorded approximately around 20 min duration. The 

gestational age (GA) of the subjects is in the range of 37-40 weeks and 15 subjects, 

delivering less than 3 days after the SARA recording. The database contains channel 

names and clinical information: 

 Body Mass Index 

 
 Cervical dilation (dilation cm) /(effacement %) /(station) 

 
 Days to delivery after SARA recording 

 
 Gestation Age (weeks+days) 

 
 Race. 

 
The raw signals were digitized with a sampling rate of 250 Hz. The original data 

was sampled at 32 Hz (down sampling). The maternal & fetal cardiac signals were 

attenuated by using a bandpass filter (0.1-1 Hz). The notch filter (0.25-0.35 Hz) is used to 

remove the maternal breathing (0.33 Hz). Segments with the maternal movement were 

excluded from these signals to obtain the final MMG signals. Each recording lasts around 

20 min and includes 147 to 148 channels. The channel with high signal to noise ratio from 
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 0.5 

all the subjects were employed in this work. Figure 1 shows the MMG signal for a single 

sensor of subject 202. 
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Figure 6.1: The MMG signal of a single channel from subject 202 

 COMPRESSION USING DCT: 

Discrete cosine transform measures the similarity between signal and cosine 

functions. The DCT can express any function as an infinite series of cosine functions that 

oscillate at different frequencies. The DCT and inverse DCT transforms are defined using 

the equations (1) and (2). 

X(k) = ω(k) Σ x(n) cos (π(n-0.5)(k-1)/N) (1) 

 
x(n) = Σ ω(k) X(k) cos (π(n-0.5)(k-1)/N) (2) 

 
where X(k) and N are DCT and length of the original signal x(n) respectively. 
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The DCT frequency spectrum of the signal with a frequency step about 0.00049 Hz 

represented in figure 6.2. It represents the DCT transform of the signal presented in figure 

6.1. The frequency step for the DCT is fs = Fs/2L = 32/(2×32640) = 0.00049. The Fs and L 

are sampling frequency and the length of MMG signal, respectively. From the figure we 

can observe that the DCT frequency spectrum has a 1/f characteristic. So the frequency 

components above 2 Hz are negligible and almost equal to zero. For lossless compression 

these high frequency components can be discarded. 
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Figure 6.2: DCT sample of the MMG signal of a single channel from subject 202 

 COMPRESSION USING DCT AND HUFFMAN CODING: 

Huffman coding is the widely used method for coding the text, signal and image. It 

is an entropy based method that uses the probability to determine the number of bits for 

coding the symbols. Since the DCT coefficients of MMG signal have a Gaussian 

distribution it is better to use the Huffman coding for lossless compression. We quantized 

the MMG signals uniformly in 20 levels by Y = f ([N(X-Xmin)]/[Xmax-Xmin]). Here N is the 

number of quantization levels while X represents the DCT coefficients respectively. The 

function f rounds the elements to the nearest integers. A suitable codebook based on the 

Huffman's algorithm compresses these DCT coefficients efficiently. The Huffman’s 

codebook that is suitable to compress the DCT coefficients was checked and presented in 

Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1: Huffman codes (codebook) corresponding to various quantization levels 
 
 

Row Code Probability 

1 0 Maximum 

2 10 
 

3 110 
 

4 1110 
 

5 11110 
 

6 111110 
 

7 1111110 
 

8 11111110 
 

9 111111110 
 

10 ……. Minimum 

The compression algorithm is the combination of DCT and Huffman coding 

exploited in this study is represented as block diagram (Figure 3). The compression ratio 

and the correlation rate were used as the performance metrics for the proposed algorithm. 

 BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR PROPOSED METHOD: 
 

Figure 6.3 Block Diagram for Compression of uterine MMG signals using DCT and Huffman 

Coding. 
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 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS: 

 COMPRESSION RATIO OR FACTOR: 

Data compression ratio is defined as the ratio between the uncompressed size and 

compressed size.The compression ratio PCR is a crucial measure when evaluating the 

performance of data compression methods and is defined as 

PCR  = #bits to represent x(n)/#bits to represent xˆ(n). 

 
CR (or) CF= MMGorig−MMGcom 

MMGorig×100%    

Where MMGorig=MMg original signal 

MMGcom=MMG compressed signal 

CR (or) CF=Compression Ratio or Compression Factor 

 PRD: 

The percentage root mean-square difference (PRD) is a frequently employed distortion 

measure which quantifies the error between the original signal  x(n)  and  the  

reconstructed x^(n). 

 CORRELATION: 

 
Correlation computes a measure of similarity of two input signals as they are shifted by 

one another. The correlation result reaches a maximum at the  time  when  the two  

signals match best it. 

 SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO (SNNR): 

 
SNR is defined to be the ratio of the average signal value to the standard deviation of the 

signal: when the signal is an optical intensity, or as the square  of  this  value  if  the  

signal and noise are viewed as amplitudes. 

 MEAN SQUARED ERROR (MSE): 

 
MSE stands for Mean Squared Error. It represents the cumulative squared error between 

the compressed and the original image 
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CHAPTER 7 

SOFTWARE DETAILS 

This chapter describes the software details of the project i.e., It describes about the 

MATLAB software, Graphical User Interface and flowcharts of the project. 

 INTRODUCTION TO MATLAB: 

 
MATLAB is a high-performance language for technical computing. It integrates 

computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-to-use environment where 

problems and solutions are expressed in familiar mathematical notation. 

Typical uses include: math and computation, algorithm development, data 

acquisition, modeling, simulation, and prototyping, data analysis, exploration, and 

visualization scientific and engineering graphics, application development, including 

graphical user interface building. 

MATLAB is an interactive system whose basic data element is an array that does 

not require dimensioning. This allows you to solve many technical computing problems, 

especially those with matrix and vector formulations, in a fraction of the time it would take 

to write a program in a scalar non interactive language such as C or FORTRAN. 

The name MATLAB stands for matrix laboratory. MATLAB was originally  

written to provide easy access to matrix software developed by the LINPACK and 

EISPACK projects. Today, MATLAB engines incorporate the LAPACK and BLAS 

libraries, embedding the state of the art in software for matrix computation. MATLAB has 

evolved over a period of years with input from many users. In university environments, it  

is the standard instructional tool for introductory and advanced courses in mathematics, 

engineering, and science. In industry, MATLAB is the tool of choice for high-productivity 

research, development, and analysis. 

MATLAB features a family of add-on application-specific solutions called 

toolboxes.Very important to most users of MATLAB,toolboxes allow you to learn and 

apply specialized technology. Toolboxes are comprehensive collections of MATLAB 

functions (M-files) that extend the MATLAB environment to solve particular classes of 
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problems. Areas in which toolboxes are available include signal processing, control 

systems, neural networks, fuzzy logic, wavelets, simulation, and many others. 

 BASIC BULIDING BLOCKS OF MATLAB: 

 
The basic building block of MATLAB is MATRIX. The fundamental data type is 

the array. Vectors, scalars, real matrices and complex matrix are handled as specific class 

of this basic data type. The built in functions are optimized for vector operations. No 

dimension statements are required for vectors or arrays. 

 Matlab Window: 

 
The MATLAB works based on five windows: Command window, Workspace 

window, Current directory window, Command history window, Editor Window, Graphics 

window and Online-help window . 
 

 
 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Matlab 2014 Icon 

 
 Command Window: 

 
The Command window is where the user types MATLAB commands and 

expressions at the prompt (>>) and where the output of those commands is displayed. It is 

opened when the application program is launched. All commands including user-written 

programs are typed in this window at MATLAB prompt for execution. 
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 Work Space Window: 

 
MATLAB defines the workspace as the set of variables that the user creates in a 

work session. The workspace browser shows these variables and some information about 

them. Double clicking on a variable in the workspace browser launches the Array Editor, 

which can be used to obtain information. 

 Current Directory Window : 

 
The current Directory tab shows the contents of the current directory, whose path is 

shown in the current directory window. For example, in the windows operating system the 

path might be as follows: C:\MATLAB\Work, indicating that directory “work” is a 

subdirectory of the main directory “MATLAB”; which is installed in drive C. Clicking on 

the arrow in the current directory window shows a list of recently used paths. MATLAB 

uses a search path to find M-files and other MATLAB related files. Any file run in 

MATLAB must reside in the current directory or in a directory that is on search path. 

 Command History Window: 

 
The Command History Window contains a record of the commands a user has 

entered in the command window, including both current and previous MATLAB sessions. 

Previously entered MATLAB commands can be selected and re-executed from the 

command history window by right clicking on a command or sequence of commands. This 

is useful to select various options in addition to executing the commands and is useful 

feature when experimenting with various commands in a work session. 

 Editor Window: 

 
The MATLAB editor is both a text editor specialized for creating M-files and a 

graphical MATLAB debugger. The editor can appear in a window by itself, or it can be a 

sub window in the desktop. In this window one can write, edit, create and save programs in 

files called M-files. MATLAB editor window has numerous pull-down menus for tasks 

such as saving, viewing, and debugging files. Because it performs some simple checks and 

also uses color to differentiate between various elements of code, this text editor is 

recommended as the tool of choice for writing and editing M-functions. 
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Figure 7.2:Various Windows Present in Matlab 

 
 Graphics or Figure Window: 

The output of all graphic commands typed in the command window is seen in this window. 

 Online Help Window: 

MATLAB provides online help for all it’s built in functions and programming 

language constructs. The principal way to get help online is to use the MATLAB help 

browser, opened as a separate window either by clicking on the question mark symbol (?) 

on the desktop toolbar, or by typing help browser at the prompt in the command window. 

The help Browser is a web browser integrated into the MATLAB desktop that displays a 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) documents. The Help Browser consists of two 

panes, the help navigator pane, used to find information, and the display pane, used to view 

the information. Self-explanatory tabs other than navigator pane are used to perform a 

search. 

 Matlab Files: 

 
MATLAB has three types of files for storing information. They are: M-files and MAT- 

files. 

 M-Files: 

These are standard ASCII text file with ‘m’ extension to the file name and creating 

own matrices using M-files, which are text files containing MATLAB code. MATLAB 
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editor or another text editor is used to create a file containing the same statements which 

are typed at the MATLAB command line and save the file under a name that ends in .m. 

There are two types of M-files. 

 Script files: 

 
It is an M-file with a set of MATLAB commands in it and is executed by typing 

name of file on the command  line. These files work on global variables currently present 

in that environment. 

 Function Files: 

 
A function file is also an M-file except that the variables in a function file are all 

local.This type of files begins with a function definition line. 

 MAT-Files: 

 
These are binary data files with .Mat extension to the file that are created by 

MATLAB when the data is saved. The data written in a special format that only MATLAB 

can read.These are located into MATLAB with ‘load’ command. 

 The Matlab System: 

The Matlab system consists of five main parts: 

 Development Environment: 

Many of these tools are graphical user interfaces. It includes the MATLAB desktop 

and Command Window, a command history, an editor and debugger, and browsers for 

viewing help, the workspace, files, and the search path. 

 The Matlab Mathematical Function: 

This is a vast collection of computational algorithms ranging from elementary 

functions like sum, sine, cosine, and complex arithmetic, to more sophisticated functions 

like matrix inverse, matrix eigen values, Bessel functions, and fast Fourier transforms. 

 The Matlab Language: 

This is a high-level matrix/array language with control flow statements, functions, 

data structures, input/output, and object-oriented programming features. It allows both 
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"programming in the small" to rapidly create quick and dirty throw-away programs, and 

"programming in the large" to create complete large and complex application programs. 

 Graphics: 

MATLAB has extensive facilities for displaying vectors and matrices as graphs, as 

well as annotating and printing these graphs. It includes high-level functions for two- 

dimensional and three-dimensional data visualization, image processing, animation, and 

presentation graphics. It also includes low-level functions that allow you to fully customize 

the appearance of graphics as well as to build complete graphical user interfaces on your 

MATLAB applications. 

 The Matlab Application Program Interface (API): 

This is a library that allows you to write C and FORTRAN programs that interact 

with MATLAB. It includes facilities for calling routines from MATLAB (dynamic 

linking), calling MATLAB as a computational engine, and for reading and writing MAT- 

files. 

 Some Basic Commands: 

•  Pwd : prints working directory. 

•  Who : all of the variables in your Matlab workspace. 

•  Whose  : list the variables and describes their matrix size. 

•  Clear : erases variables and functions from memory. 

•  clear x : erases the matrix 'x' from your workspace. 

•  Close   : by itself, closes the current figure window . 

•  Figure  : creates an empty figure window. 

•  hold on: holds the current plot and all axis properties so that subsequent graphing 

commands add to the existing graph. 

•  Hold off: sets the next plot property of the current axes to "replace". 

•  Break : terminate execution of m-file or WHILE or FOR loop. 

•  For : repeat statements a specific number of times, 
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The general form of a for statement is: 

FOR variable = expr, statement, ..., statement END for n=1:cc/c; 

magn(n,1)=NaNmean(a((n-1)*c+1:n*c,1)); 

end 

•  Save : saves all the matrices defined in the current session into the file, matlab.Mat, 

located in the current working directory. 

•  Load : loads contents of matlab.Mat into current workspace. 

•  save : File name x y z saves the matrices x, y and z into the file titled filename.mat. 

•  save : Filename x y z /ascii save the matrices x, y and z into the file titled . 

•  xlabel(‘ ’) :   Allows you to label x-axis. 

•  ylabel(‘ ‘) :   Allows you to label y-axis. 

•  title(‘ ‘) : Allows you to give title for a particular figure. 

•  subplot() : Allows you to create multiple plots in the same window. 

•  Plot() : Allows you to create a plot of (x,y) axis. 

•  Clc() : Allows you to clear all the data present in the window. 

 Some Basic Plot Commands: 

Kinds of plots: 

•  plot(x,y) - creates a Cartesian plot of the vectors x & y 

•  plot(y) - creates a plot of y vs. The numerical values of the elements in the y- vector 

Plot description: 

•  grid - creates a grid on the graphics plot 

•  title('text') - places a title at top of graphics plot 

•  xlabel('text') - writes 'text' beneath the x-axis of a plot 

•  ylabel('text') - writes 'text' beside the y-axis of a plot 

•  text(x,y,'text') - writes 'text' at the location (x,y) 
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 Algebric Operations InMatlab: 

Scalar Calculations: 

+ Addition 

-Subtraction 

* Multiplication 

/ Right division (a/b means a ÷ b) 

\ left division (a\b means b ÷ a) 

^ Exponentiation 

For example 3*4 executed in 'matlab' gives ans=12 4/5 executed in ‘matlab’gives 

ans=0.8 

Array products: Recall that addition and subtraction of matrices involved addition or 

subtraction of the individual elements of the matrices. Sometimes it is desired to simply 

multiply or divide each element of an matrix by the corresponding element of another 

matrix 'array operations”. 

Array or element-by-element operations are executed when the operator is preceded 

by a '.' (Period): 

a .* b multiplies each element of a by the respective element of b a ./ b 

divides each element of a by the respective element of b 

a .\ b divides each element of b by the respective element of a a .^ b raise each 

element of a by the respective element of b 

 Matlab Working Environment: 

Matlab Desktop: 

Matlab Desktop is the main Matlab application window. The desktop contains five 

sub windows, the command window, the workspace browser, the current directory window, 

the command history window, and one or more figure windows, which are shown only 

when the user displays a graphic. The command window is where the user types MATLAB 

commands and expressions at the prompt (>>) and where the output of those commands is 

displayed. MATLAB defines the workspace as the set of variables that the user creates in a 

work session.The workspace browser shows these variables and some information about 

them. Double clicking on a variable in the workspace browser launches the Array Editor, 

which can be used to obtain information and income instances edit certain properties of the 

variable. 
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The current Directory tab above the workspace tab shows the contents of the current 

directory, whose path is shown in the current directory window. For example, in the 

windows operating system the path might be as follows: C:\MATLAB\Work, indicating that 

directory “work” is a subdirectory of the main directory “MATLAB”; WHICH IS 

INSTALLED IN DRIVE C. Clicking on the arrow in the current directory window shows a 

list of recently used paths. Clicking on the button to the right of the window allows the 

users to change the current directory. 

MATLAB uses a search path to find M-files and other MATLAB related files,  

which are organize in directories in the computer file system. Any file run in MATLAB 

must reside in the current directory or in a directory that is on search path. By default, the 

files supplied with MATLAB and math works toolboxes are included in the search path. 

The easiest way to see which directories are soon the search path, or to add or modify a 

search path, is to select set path from the File menu the desktop, and then use the set path 

dialog box. It is good practice to add any commonly used directories to the search path to 

avoid repeatedly having the change the current directory. 

The Command History Window contains a record of the commands a user has 

entered in the command window, including both current and previous MATLAB sessions. 

Previously entered MATLAB commands can be selected and re-executed from the 

command history window by right clicking on a command or sequence of commands.This 

action launches a menu from which to select various options in addition to executing the 

commands. This is useful to select various options in addition to executing the commands. 

This is a useful feature when experimenting with various commands in a work session. 

 Using the Matlab Editor to Create M-Files: 

The MATLAB editor is both a text editor specialized for creating M-files and a 

graphical MATLAB debugger. The editor can appear in a window by itself, or it can be a 

sub window in the desktop. M-files are denoted by the extension .m, as in pixelup.m. The 

MATLAB editor window has numerous pull-down menus for tasks such as saving, viewing, 

and debugging files. Because it performs some simple checks and also uses color to 

differentiate between various elements of code, this text editor is recommended as the tool 

of choice for writing and editing M-functions. 
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To open the editor , Type edit at the prompt opens the M-file filename.m in an editor 

window, ready for editing. As noted earlier, the file must be in the current directory, or in a 

directory in the search path. 

 Getting Help: 

The principal way to get help online is to use the MATLAB help browser, opened as a 

separate window either by clicking on the question mark symbol (?) on the desktoptoolbar, or by 

typing help browser at the prompt in the command window. The help Browser is a web browser 

integrated into the MATLAB desktop that displays a Hypertext MarkupLanguage(HTML) 

documents. The Help Browser consists of two panes, the help navigator pane, used to find 

information, and the display pane, used to view the information. Self-explanatory tabs other than 

navigator pane are used to perform a search. 
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CHAPTER 8 

RESULTS 

 INTRODUCTION 

 
At the transmitter site, the DCT of the original MMG signal was computed. The DCT 

coefficients above 2 Hz were discarded. Then the quantized DCT coefficients using a Huffman 

coder were transmitted. At the receiver site, the DCT coefficients were decoded using a Huffman 

decoder. Then a zero set added to the decoded signal instead of the high frequency coefficients 

(above 2 Hz). Inverse DCT applied later on these coefficients to get the reconstructed signal. Figure 

4 shows an example of original and the reconstructed MMG signals. 
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Figure 8.1: An example of original and reconstructed MMG signal with 20 quantization 

levels (subject 202) 

Figure 8.2 presents the effect of quantization on the compression ratio and the 

correlation rate of a reconstructed MMG signal (subject 202). This figure shows that 20 

quantization levels can be a good selection for the compression of this MMG signal. 

Therefore, we examined the effect of compression and correlation rate with 20 quantization 

levels in different MMG signals of physionet database. The values were recorded in the 

table 2. The frequency step fs for each subject varies as different subjects have different 

sample lengths. The subject 237 have the information of 147 channels. 
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As shown in the Figure 8.2 and Table 2, the compression ratio and the correlation rate 

between the original and reconstructed signal were 3.61 and 95.02%, respectively 
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Fig. 8.2: The effect of quantization on the compression and correlation rate of a MMG 

signal (subject 202) 

The results of discarding DCT coefficients above a certain frequency for different 

signals indicate that the DCT components below 2 Hz for MMG signals have more 

information to reconstruct. So discarding the DCT coefficients can significantly compress 

the information of MMG signals. Two types of errors, i.e. the error caused by discarding the 

DCT coefficients and the quantization error, were neglected in this study. To compensate 

these errors effects on performance metrics, we considered the tradeoff between 

performance metrics instead of precise values. The results obtained in this study was not 

compared to other signals, as the signals other than uterine MMG have different and unique 

characteristics. The compression ratio obtained here is similar to that one in as the signals 
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considered in both cases were the uterine physiology signals. 

 

Figure 8.3 Performance parameter values for MMG signal (subject 202)(correlation rate, 

compression rate, Mean squared Error, PSD, SNNR). 

The following are the  maximum values obtained using proposed technique 
 

 

Compression 
Ratio 

PRD SNR Correlation 
Rate 

3.9188 13.6485 39.8333 99.0831 

 

Table 8.1: Results from proposed technique 

PRD- percentage root mean-square difference 

SNR-Signal to Noise Ratio 

MSE=Mean Square Error 
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 Comparision 

 
Following table compares results with previous studies: 

 

Author Signal Technique Compression 

Ratio(CRR) 

PRD SNR Correlation 

K. Ranjeet ECG FFT 5.31 9.34 20.62 ---- 

A. Kumar ECG DCT 6.58 9.53 20.45 ---- 

RK .Pandey ECG DWT 3.86 9.55 20.43 ---- 

Proposed MMG DCT,Huffman 

Coding 

3.9188 13.6485 39.83 99.0831 

 

Table 8.2 Comparision of proposed technique with other techniques
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION 

A high compression ratio is necessary for physiological signals that are used in the 

remote health care services. Since the uterine EMG/MMG signals indicates the maternal 

health, data loss at any stage leads to the severe clinical errors. The proposed algorithm 

(combination of the DCT with Huffman coding) is best suitable for the lossless 

compression of multichannel MMG signals. Though the present work carried out on term 

records, it can be used for any signal that have a 1/f characteristic in the frequency 

spectrum. The proposed algorithm with appropriate hardware can enable the medical 

professionals to make the right decisions at “Golden Time” during post-natal period. 
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CHAPTER 11 

PROJECT OUTCOMES WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

AND PROGRAM OUTCOMES: 

 

 
 

 

Classification of 

Project 

 

Application 
 

Product 
 

Research 
 

Review 

   

 

 

    

 

 

 

PROJECT OUTCOMES: 

 
1. Designed & Simulated a model to increase the compression ratio of MMG biomedical 

signal using frequency domain features by taking the legal, ethical and economical 

considerations. 

2. Applied the knowledge of mathematics, science, and an engineering specialization to 

solve the complex engineering problems. 

3. Designed and developed eco-friendly systems, by optimal utilization of available 

natural resources and understood the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic 

and societal context along with professional ethics and responsibilities. 

4. Worked as a member and leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment, with 

effective Communication. 

5. Managed the project, keeping in view the economical and societal considerations and 

recognized the need for adapting to technological changes and engage in life-long learning 
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PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

 
The ECE Graduates will be able to 

 
PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

modern tools. 

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to 

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components 

taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical 

considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs): 

 
1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze 

complex engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering 

problems and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with 

appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and 

environmental considerations. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and 

synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations. 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities 
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relevant to the professional engineering practice. 

 
7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional 

engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the 

knowledge of, and need for sustainable development. 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities 

and norms of the engineering practice. 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 

leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with 

the engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend 

and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and 

give and receive clear instructions. 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member 

and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environment. 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 

change. 
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Project 

Outcomes 

 

Programme Outcomes (POs) 
 

PSOs 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome 1 2 1 2   2      2 2 1 

Outcome 2   3   2        2 

Outcome 3             2 2 

Outcome 4 2              

Outcome 5     2      1    

 

Mapping Table 

Note: Map each project outcomes with POs and PSOs with either 1 or 2 or 3 based on level 

of mapping as follows: 

1- Slightly (Low) mapped 

2- Moderately (Medium) mapped 

3-Substantially (High) 
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ABSTRACT 

The Idea of Designing and Implementation of Security Based ATM theft project is 

born with the observation in our real life incidents happening around us. This project deals 

with prevention of ATM theft from robbery. Whenever robbery occurs, Vibration sensor is 

used here which senses vibration produced from ATM machine. This system uses ARM 

controller based embedded system to process real time data collected using the vibration 

sensor. Once the vibration is sensed the beep sound will occur from the buzzer. DC Motor is 

used for closing the door of ATM. Stepper motor is used to leak the gas inside the ATM to 

bring the thief into unconscious stage. RTC used to capture the robber occur time and send 

the robbery occur time with the message to the nearby police station and corresponding bank 

through the GSM. Hear LCD display board used to show the output of the message 

continuously. This will prevent the robbery and the person involving in robbery can be easily 

caught.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background:  

In today’s technically advanced world, autonomous systems are gaining rapid 

popularity. As the social computerization and automation has been increased and the ATM 

and credit card has been installed and spread out to simplify the activity for financial 

activity, the banking activity has been simplified, however the crime related with financial 

organization has been increased in proportion to the ratio of spread out of automation and 

devices. Those crimes for the financial organization have been increased gradually from 

year 1999 to 2003, little bit decreased in 2004, and then increased again from year 2005.In 

the year of 2007, 212,530 of theft and 4,439 of robber cases are happened, and 269,410 of 

theft and 4,409 of robber cases are happened in year 2010 and also in the year 2011, 

270,109 of theft and 4,509 of robber cases are happened .So that the cases of theft and 

robber have been increased gradually during past 12 years. Among the crime for financial 

organization, the cases of theft and robber have very high proportion of over 90% and the 

crime for the ATM has been increased because the external ATM has been increased and it 

is always exposed to the crime. 

1.2 Aim of the project: 

The main aim of our project is to minimize the loss by detecting the ATM machine 

at real-time when it has been stolen can be found through GSM technology as well as we 

can catch the thief in the ATM itself. 

1.3 Methodology: 

Here we use Smart ATM Security System which consists of ARM7 LPC2148,GSM, 

Vibration sensor, buzzer, DC Motor, Air pump Motor, Fire sensor. Vibration sensor is 

used here which senses vibration produced from ATM machine. This system uses ARM 

controller based embedded system. Once the vibration is sensed the beep sound will occur 

from the buzzer. Here DC Motor is used to close the door of the ATM and Air pump 

motor is used to release chloroform gas and bring the theft into an 

 Unconscious stage. Fire sensor is used to identify the fire accidents in ATM. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

Madu and Maggie (2002) pointed out that the concern of customers about security 

and privacy, while using this service, is a major cause of their dissatisfaction. Ihejiahi 

(2009) expressed concern about the lack of cooperation among banks in the fight to stem 

the incidence of ATM frauds now plaguing the industry. He expressed that the silence 

among banks on ATM frauds makes it difficult for banks to share vital information that 

will help curb the menace. Obiano (2009) blamed the menace of ATM frauds on 

indiscriminate issue of ATM card without regard to the customer’s literacy level. 

According to him one of the frequent causes of fraud is when customers are careless with 

their cards and PIN numbers as well as their response to unsolicited e-mail and text 

messages to provide their card details. Omankhanleu (2009) opined that the current 

upsurge and nefarious activities of Automated Teller Machine (ATM) fraudster is 

threatening electronic payment system in the nation’s banking sector with users 

threatening massive dumping of the cards if the unwholesome act is not checked. Adeloye 

(2008) identified security as well as power outage as major challenges facing the ATM 

users in Nigeria. Brunner et al. (2004) in their study concluded that the location of ATM is 

a high determinant to fraud or crime carried out at ATM point. From this research over 

75% of the respondents affirm that the location of ATM in secluded place contribute to the 

fraud perpetuated at ATM point. ATM within the banking premises is more secure than 

ATMs outside the bank premises. Also, it is obvious that the location of ATM in attractive 

place does not make it prone for fraud. Diebold (2002) in his view states that the major 

form of ATM fraud is PIN theft which is carried out by various means; skimming, 

shoulder surfing, camera, key pad recorder etc. This study elucidates that the common type 

of fraud perpetuated is PIN theft which is mostly as a result of congestion at ATM points. 

Other forms of fraud that were enumerated by respondents were; force withdrawal, card 

theft, and skimming and congestion method fraud at ATM. Cynthia (2000) states that the 

24 hours access to the ATM machine is a double edge sword, it has both advantage and 

disadvantage. Roli Bansal et al (2011) pointed out that amongst all the fingerprint features, 

minutia point features with corresponding orientation maps are unique enough to 

discriminate amongst fingerprints robustly, the minutiae feature representation reduces the 

complex fingerprint recognition problem to a point pattern matching problem. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ATM SECURITY SYSTEM 

3.1 Block diagram of ATM security system: 

 

 

 

Fig 3.1: Block diagram of ATM security  system 

3.2 Block diagram explanation: 

Whenever a person is trying to mishandle the ATM, Vibration sensor senses vibration 

produced from ATM machine .This system will use ARM controller to process real time data 

which is collected from the vibration sensor. Once the vibration is sensed, the beep sound 

will occur from the buzzer. Thus door of ATM will automatically closed using DC Motor and 

Air pump motor will leak the gas inside the ATM to bring the thief into an unconscious stage. 

A message will be sent to the nearby police station  through the GSM. Here LCD board will 

display the current operation.  
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CHAPTER 4 

HARDWARE IMPLEMENT 

           The smart ATM security system is a combination of software and hardware. In this 

chapter schematic view of smart ATM security system and various interfacing circuits 

regarding to hardware implementation  are going to be discuss. 

4.1 Circuit diagram of ATM security system: 

 

 

Fig 4.1: Circuit diagram of ATM security system 
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4.2 Circuit diagram explanation:           

             This system comprises of ARM7 LPC2148, Vibration sensor, Buzzer, DC Motor, Air 

Pump Motor, GSM Module, LCD, Fire Sensor,L293D IC. The hardware implementation of 

Smart ATM Security System is shown in fig 4.1. The connections involved in the schematic 

diagram are clearly furnished below. 

Connecting Vibration Sensor to ARM7 LPC2148: 

Step 1: VCC terminal of Vibration Sensor is  connected to VCC terminal  of ARM7 

LPC2148  

Step 2:  I/O pin of Vibration Sensor is connected to port 0 16th pin  of ARM7 LPC2148. 

Step 3: Ground terminal of Vibration is connected to Ground terminal of ARM7 LPC2148. 

Connecting Buzzer to ARM7 LPC2148: 

Step 4:  Posistive terminal of Buzzer is connected  to port 0 18th pin  of ARM7 LPC2148. 

Step 5:  Negative terminal of Buzzer is connected  to Ground terminal  of ARM7 LPC2148. 

Connecting Fire Sensor to ARM7 LPC2148: 

Step 6: VCC terminal of Fire Sensor is  connected to VCC terminal  of ARM7 LPC2178  

Step 7:  Digital output pin of Fire Sensor is connected to port 0 17th pin  of ARM7 

LPC2148. 

Step 8: Ground terminal of Fire Senor is connected to Ground terminal of ARM7 LPC2148. 

Connecting GSM Modem to ARM7 LPC2148: 

Step 9:  Connect TX of GSM Modem to RXD0 of ARM7 LPC-2148.  

Step 10: Connect RX of GSM Modem to TXD0 of ARM7 LPC-2148. 

Step 11: Connect Ground terminal of GSM Modem to Ground terminal of ARM7 LPC-

2148. 
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Connecting LCD to ARM7 LPC2148: 

Step 12: D4-D7 pins of LCD is connected to P1.28-P1.31 pins of ARM7 LPC2148. 

Step 13: E pin of LCD is connected to P1.27 pin of ARM7 LPC2148. 

Step 14: RS pin of LCD is connected to P1.26 pin of ARM7 LPC2148. 

Step 15: RW,VEE and VSS pins of LCD is connected to Ground terminal ARM7 LPC2148. 

Step 16: VDD terminal of  LCD is  connected to VCC terminal  of ARM7 LPC2148.  

Connecting DC Motor and Air Pump Motor to ARM7 LPC2148: 

Step 17: Output pins of L293D IC is connected to pins of  DC Motor and Air Pump Motor. 

Step 18 : P0.19 to P0.22 pins of ARM7 LPC2148 is connected to input pins of L293D IC. 

Step 19: Enables pins of L293D IC is connected to VCC terminal of ARM7 LPC2148. 

Step 20: Ground terminals of L293D IC is connected to Ground terminal of ARM7 

LPC2148. 

4.3 Hardware description : 

4.3.1 ARM7 LPC2148 Microcontroller: 

 

 

 

Fig 4.2: ARM7 LPC2148 Microcontroller 
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ARM Processor: 

ARM Processor was developed at Acorn computer limited of Cambridge, England 

between 1983 and 1985. 

• This was after RISC concept came out at Stanford and Berkeley universities in 

1980. 

• ARM uses Enhanced RISC Architecture. 

• ARM (Acorn RISC machine) limited was found in 1990. 

• ARM designed basic core structure and licensed it to many partners who develop 

and fabricate new Micro Controllers and different chips. 

• ARM processor is mainly intended in the development of embedded applications 

which involve complex computations (High-end applications) 

ARM Architecture: 

• ARM architecture is based on Enhanced RISC architecture (deviates from 

 classic RISC architecture). 

• Embedded applications need to have : 

• High code density 

• Low power consumption rate 

• Small silicon foot print 

• A large uniform register file (bank). 

• Load-Store architecture, where data processing operations involve only 

 registers but not memory locations. 

• Uniform and Fixed length instructions. 

• Good speed/power consumption ratio. 

ARM LPC2148 Micro Controller: 

ARM LPC2148 is a 64 pin Micro Controller which comes under ARM 7 version of 

ARM processors. It comes under the processor core architecture ARM7TDMI-S.It is a 32 bit 

Micro Controller .This is intended for high end applications involving complex computations. 

It follows the enhanced RISC architecture. It has high performance and very low power 

consumption. It has serial communications interfaces ranging from a USB 2.0 Full Speed 

device, multiple UARTS, SPI, and I2Cs. Various 32-bit timers, dual 10-bit ADC(s), single 

10-bit DAC, PWM channels and 45 fast GPIO lines with 9 interrupt pins. 
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Fig 4.3: Pin diagram of ARM LPC2148 Microcontroller 
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Pin Description: 

P0.0 to P0.31 I/O Port 0: Port 0 is a 32-bit I/O port with individual direction controls 

for each bit. 

Total of 31 pins of the Port 0 can be used as a general purpose bidirectional digital 

I/Os while P0.31 is output only pin. The operation of port 0 pins depends upon the pin 

function selected via the pin connect block. 

In this project the pins are connected P0.8, P0.9 to Easy VR module. P0.10, P0.11, 

P0.12, P0.13, and P0.14 these pins are connected to DTMF Decoder. P0.20, P0.21, P0.22, 

and P0.23 are connected to motor driver L293D. 

P1.0 to P1.31 I/O Port 1: Port 1 is a 32-bit bidirectional I/O port with individual 

direction controls for each bit. The operation of port 1 pins depends upon the pin function 

selected via the pin connect block. 

The pins P1.16, P1.17, P1.18, P1.19, P1.20, and P1.21 are interfaced with LCD. Pin 

number 61 and 62 connected to 50MHz crystal Oscillator and pin 57 is connected to reset the 

ARM-7 controller. 

On-chip flash program memory: 

The LPC2148 incorporate a 512 kB flash memory system respectively. This memory 

may be used for both code and data storage. Programming of the flash memory may be 

accomplished in several ways. It may be programmed In System via the serial port. The 

application program may also erase and/or program the flash while the application is running, 

allowing a great degree of flexibility or data storage field firmware upgrades, etc. The 

LPC2148 flash memory provides a minimum of 100,000 erase/write cycles and 20 years of 

data-retention. 

On-Chip Static RAM: 

On-chip static RAM may be used for code and/or data storage. The SRAM may be 

accessed as 32-bit. The LPC2148 provide 32 kB of static RAM respectively. In case of 

LPC2148 only, an 8 kB SRAM block intended to be utilized mainly by the USB can also be 

used as a general purpose RAM for data storage and code storage and execution. 
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Interrupt Controller: 

The Vectored Interrupt Controller (VIC) accepts all of the interrupt request inputs and 

categorizes them as Fast Interrupt Request (FIQ), vectored Interrupt Request (IRQ), and non-

vectored IRQ as defined by programmable settings. The programmable assignment scheme 

means that priorities of interrupts from the various peripherals can be dynamically assigned 

and adjusted. Fast interrupt request (FIQ) has the highest priority. If more than one request is 

assigned to FIQ, the VIC combines the requests to produce the FIQ signal to the ARM 

processor. 

Interrupt sources: 

Each peripheral device has one interrupt line connected to the Vectored Interrupt 

Controller, but may have several internal interrupt flags. Individual interrupt flags may also 

represent more than one interrupt source. 

Fast general purpose parallel I/O (GPIO): 

 Device pins that are not connected to a specific peripheral function are controlled by 

the GPIO registers. Pins may be dynamically configured as inputs or outputs. Separate 

registers allow setting or clearing any number of outputs simultaneously. The value of the 

output register may be read back, as well as the current state of the port pins. LPC2148 

introduces accelerated GPIO functions over prior LPC2000 devices: 

• GPIO registers are relocated to the ARM local bus for the fastest possible I/O 

timing. 

• Mask registers allow treating sets of port bits as a group, leaving other bits 

unchanged. 

• All GPIO registers are byte addressable. 

10-bit ADC: 

The LPC2148 contains two analog to digital converters. These converters are single 

10-bit successive approximation analog to digital converters. While ADC0 has six channels, 

ADC1 has eight channels. Therefore, total number of available ADC inputs for LPC2148 is 

14. 
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10-bit DAC: 

The DAC enables the LPC2148 to generate a variable analog output. The maximum 

DAC output voltage is the VREF voltage. 

Real-time clock: 

The RTC is designed to provide a set of counters to measure time when normal or idle 

operating mode is selected. The RTC has been designed to use little power, making it suitable 

for battery powered systems where the CPU is not running continuously (Idle mode). 

RTC Features: 

• Measures the passage of time to maintain a calendar and clock. 

• Ultra-low power design to support battery powered systems. 

• Provides Seconds, Minutes, Hours, Day of Week, Day of Month, and Day of Year. 

• Can use either the RTC dedicate 32 kHz oscillator input or clock derived from the 

external crystal/oscillator input at XTAL1 Programmable reference clock divider 

allows fine adjustment of the RTC. 

• Dedicated power supply pin can be connected to a battery or the main 3.3 V. 

LPC 2148 Features: 

• 16/32-bit ARM7TDMI-S microcontroller in a tiny LQFP64 package. 

• 32 + 8  kB of on-chip static RAM and 512 kB of on-chip flash program memory . 

• In-System/In-Application Programming (ISP/IAP) via on-chip boot-loader software. 

• Embedded ICE RT and Embedded Trace interfaces offer real-time debugging with the 

on-chip Real Monitor software and high speed tracing of instruction execution. 

• USB 2.0 Full Speed compliant Device Controller with 2 kB of endpoint RAM. In 

addition, the LPC2148 provide 8 kB of on-chip RAM accessible to USB by DMA. 

• Two 10-bit A/D converters provide a total of 14 analog inputs, with conversion times 

as low as 2.44 µs per channel. 

• Single 10-bit D/A converter provide variable analog output. 

• Two 32-bit timers/external event counters, PWM unit (six outputs) and watchdog. 
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• Low power real-time clock with independent power and dedicated 32 kHz clock input 

• Multiple serial interfaces including two UARTs (16C550), two Fast I2C-bus (400 

kbit/s), SPI and SSP with buffering and variable data length capabilities. 

• Vectored interrupt controller with configurable priorities and vector addresses. 

• Up to 45 of 5 V tolerant fast general purpose I/O pins in a tiny LQFP64 package. 

• Up to nine edge or level sensitive external interrupt pins available. 

• 60 MHz maximum CPU clock available from programmable on-chip PLL with 

settling time of 100 µs. 

• Power saving modes include idle and Power-down. 

• Processor wake-up from Power-down mode via external interrupt, USB, Brown-Out 

Detect (BOD) or Real-Time Clock (RTC). 

4.3.2 Vibration Sensor: 

 

 

                              Fig 4.4: Vibration Sensor 

 

This sensor buffers a piezoelectric transducer. As the transducer is displaced from 

the mechanical neutral axis, bending creates strain within the piezoelectric element and 

generates voltages. If the assembly is supported by its mounting points and left to vibrate 

“in free space” the device will behave as a form of vibration sensor. The sensing element 

should not be treated as a flexible switch, and is not intended to be bent. Sensor Value 500 

roughly corresponds to 0g acceleration. Acceleration will deflect the sensing element up or 

down, causing Sensor Value to swing either way. This sensor is not meant to measure 

precise acceleration and vibration - use it to detect an acceleration impulse, or the presence 

of vibration. 
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In the system we will be using a vibrating sensor (piezoelectric transducer) to find 

vibration from ATM machine when ever robbery occurs. 

Applications:  

• The applications of vibration sensors include different industries for measuring the 

vibration. The exclusive industrial characteristics will decide sensor characteristics. 

• For instance, this sensor is used in industries like wind power and mining for slow 

rotation of turbines with 1 Hz or less frequency response. 

• In disparity, the industries like gas and oil need high frequency ranges from 10 Hz to 

10 kHz uses these sensors to handle with the speed rotation of gears and turbines. 

• The industries which use the vibration sensor mainly include food & beverage, 

mining, metalworking, gas & oil, paper, wind power, power generation, etc. 

 

Thus, this is all about vibration sensor. From the above information, finally, we can 

conclude that vibration is a difficult measurement which includes different parameters. Based 

on the goals of vibration measurement, the measurement technologies have benefits and 

drawbacks. These sensors are mainly used for measuring, analyzing, displaying, proximity, 

acceleration, displacement, etc. 

4.3.3 BUZZER: 

 

Fig 4.5: Buzzer 

A buzzer or beeper is a signaling device, usually electronic, typically used in 

automobiles, household appliances such as a microwave oven, or game shows. 
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It most commonly consists of a number of switches or sensors connected to a control 

unit that determines if and which button was pushed or a preset time has lapsed, and usually 

illuminates a light on the appropriate button or control panel, and sounds a warning in the 

form of a continuous or intermittent buzzing or beeping sound. Initially this device was based 

on an electromechanical system which was identical to an electric bell without the metal gong 

. Often these units were anchored to a wall or ceiling and used the ceiling or wall as a 

sounding board. Another implementation with some AC-connected devices was to implement 

a circuit to make the AC current into a noise loud enough to drive a loudspeaker and hook 

this circuit up to a cheap 8-ohm speaker. Nowadays, it is more popular to use a ceramic-based 

piezoelectric sounder like a Son alert which makes a high-pitched tone. Usually these were 

hooked up to "driver" circuits which varied the pitch of the sound or pulsed the sound on and 

off. 

In game shows it is also known as a "lockout system," because when one person 

signals ("buzzes in"), all others are locked out from signaling. Several game shows have large 

buzzer buttons which are identified as "plungers". 

The word "buzzer" comes from the rasping noise that buzzers made when they were 

electromechanical devices, operated from stepped-down AC line voltage at 50 or 60 cycles. 

Other sounds commonly used to indicate that a button has been pressed are a ring or a beep. 

4.3.4 DC MOTOR: 

 

Fig 4.6: DC Motor 
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A DC motor is designed to run on DC electric power. Two examples of pure DC 

designs are Michael Faraday's homopolar motor (which is uncommon), and the ball bearin 

motor, which is (so far) a novelty. By far the most common DC motor types are the brushed 

and brushless types, which use internal and external commutation respectively to create an 

oscillating AC current from the DC source -- so they are not purely DC machines in a strict 

sense. 

 

Fig 4.7: Operation of DC motor 

Types of DC motors: 

1. Brushed DC Motors 

2. Brushless DC motors 

3. Coreless DC motors 

Brushed DC motors: 

The classic DC motor design generates an oscillating current in a wound rotor with a 

split ring commutator, and either a wound or permanent magnet stator. A rotor consists of a 

coil wound around a rotor which is then powered by any type of battery. 

Many of the limitations of the classic commutator DC motor are due to the need for 

brushes to press against the commutator. This creates friction. At higher speeds, brushes have 

increasing difficulty in maintaining contact. Brushes may bounce off the irregularities in the 

commutator surface, creating sparks. This limits the maximum speed of the machine. The 

current density per unit area of the brushes limits the output of the motor. The imperfect 

electric contact also causes electrical noise. Brushes eventually wear out and require 
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replacement, and the commutator itself is subject to wear and maintenance. The commutator 

assembly on a large machine is a costly element, requiring precision assembly of many parts. 

there are three types of dc motor 1. dc series motor 2. dc shunt motor 3. dc compound motor - 

these are also two type a. cummulative compound b. deffercial compounnd 

Brushless DC motors: 

Some of the problems of the brushed DC motor are eliminated in the brushless design. 

In this motor, the mechanical "rotating switch" or commutator/brushgear assembly is 

replaced by an external electronic switch synchronised to the rotor's position. Brushless 

motors are typically 85-90% efficient, whereas DC motors with brushgear are typically 75-

80% efficient. 

Midway between ordinary DC motors and stepper motors lies the realm of the 

brushless DC motor. Built in a fashion very similar to stepper motors, these often use a 

permanent magnet external rotor, three phases of driving coils, one or more Hall effect 

sensors to sense the position of the rotor, and the associated drive electronics. The coils are 

activated, one phase after the other, by the drive electronics as cued by the signals from the 

Hall effect sensors. In effect, they act as three-phase synchronous motors containing their 

own variable-frequency drive electronics. A specialized class of  brushless DC motor 

controllers utilize EMF feedback through the main phase connections instead of Hall effect 

sensors to determine position and velocity. These motors are used extensively in electric 

radio-controlled vehicles. When configured with the magnets on the outside, these are 

referred to by modelists as outrunner motors. 

Brushless DC motors are commonly used where precise speed control is necessary, as 

in computer disk drives or in video cassette recorders, the spindles within CD, CD-ROM 

(etc.) drives, and mechanisms within office products such as fans, laser printers and 

photocopiers. They have several advantages over conventional motors: 

• Compared to AC fans using shaded-pole motors, they are very efficient, running 

much cooler than the equivalent AC motors. This cool operation leads to much-

improved life of the fan's bearings. 

• Without a commutator to wear out, the life of a DC brushless motor can be 

significantly longer compared to a DC motor using brushes and a commutator. 
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Commutation also tends to cause a great deal of electrical and RF noise; without a 

commutator or brushes, a brushless motor may be used in electrically sensitive 

devices like audio equipment or computers. 

• Brushless motors have no chance of sparking, unlike brushed motors, making them 

better suited to environments with volatile chemicals and fuels. Also, sparking 

generates ozone which can accumulate in poorly ventilated buildings risking harm to 

occupants' health. 

• Brushless motors are usually used in small equipment such as computers and are 

generally used to get rid of unwanted heat. 

• They are also very quiet motors which is an advantage if being used in equipment that 

is affected by vibrations. 

Modern DC brushless motors range in power from a fraction of a watt to many 

kilowatts. Larger brushless motors up to about 100 kW rating are used in electric vehicles. 

They also find significant use in high-performance electric model aircraft. 

Coreless DC motors: 

Nothing in the design of any of the motors described above requires that the iron 

(steel) portions of the rotor actually rotate; torque is exerted only on the windings of the 

electromagnets. Taking advantage of this fact is the coreless DC motor, a specialized form of 

a brush or brushless DC motor. Optimized for rapid acceleration, these motors have a rotor 

that is constructed without any iron core. The rotor can take the form of a winding-filled 

cylinder inside the stator magnets, a basket surrounding the stator magnets, or a flat pancake 

(possibly formed on a printed wiring board) running between upper and lower stator magnets. 

Because the rotor is much lighter in weight (mass) than a conventional rotor formed from 

copper windings on steel laminations, the rotor can accelerate much more rapidly, often 

achieving a mechanical time constant under 1 ms. This is especially true if the windings use 

aluminum rather than the heavier copper. But because there is no metal mass in the rotor to 

act as a heat sink, even small coreless motors must often be cooled by forced air. 

These motors were commonly used to drive the capstan(s) of magnetic tape drives 

and are still widely used in high-performance servo-controlled systems, like radio-controlled 

vehicles/aircraft, humanoid robotic systems, industrial automation, medical devices, etc. 
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4.3.5 Air Pump Motor: 

 

 

Fig 4.8: Air Pump Motor 

Description: 

Product specification : brand: japan mitsumi model: r-14 a221 pressure: 90 kpa flow 

rate: 2 l / min weight: 58g rated voltage: dc6v; current: 0.45a size: diameter: 27mm length: 

64mm outlet: 4mm package include 1 x air pump. 

4.3.6 GSM Module:  

 

Fig 4.9: GSM Module 
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GSM is a mobile communication modem; it is stands for global system for mobile 

communication (GSM).  It is widely used mobile communication system in the world. GSM 

is an open and digital cellular technology used for transmitting mobile voice and data services 

operates at the 850MHz, 900MHz, 1800MHz and 1900MHz frequency bands. The 

transmission power in the handset is limited to a maximum of 2 watts in GSM900. 

GSM will allow communication anywhere, anytime, and with anyone. GSM system 

was developed as a digital system using time division multiple access (TDMA) technique for 

communication purpose. A GSM digitizes and reduces the data, then sends it down through a 

channel with two different streams of client data, each in its own particular time slot. The 

digital system has an ability to carry 64 kbps to 120 Mbps of data rates. 

There are various cell sizes in a GSM system such as macro, micro, Pico and umbrella 

cells. Each cell varies as per the implementation domain. There are five different cell sizes in 

a GSM network macro, micro, Pico and umbrella cells. The coverage area of each cell varies 

according to the implementation environment. first generation (1G) analog cellular networks, 

and the GSM standard originally described as a digital, circuit-switched network 

optimized for full duplex voice telephony. This is a GSM/GPRS-compatible Quad-band cell 

phone, which works on a frequency of 850/900/1800/1900MHz and which can be used not 

only to access the Internet, but also for oral communication (provided that it is connected to a 

microphone and a small loud speaker) and for SMSs. Internally, the module is managed by an 

AMR926EJ-S processor, which controls phone communication, data communication 

(through an integrated TCP/IP stack), and (through an UART and a TTL serial interface) the 

communication with the circuit interfaced with the cell phone itself.The processor is also in 

charge of a SIM card (3 or 1,8 V) which needs to be attached to the outer wall of the module. 

In addition, the GSM900 device integrates an analog interface, an A/D converter, an RTC, 

an SPI bus, an I²C, and a PWM module. The Modem is coming with RS232 interface, which 

allows you connect PC as well as micro controller with RS232 Chip(MAX232). The baud 

rate is configurable from 9600-115200 through AT command. The GSM/GPRS Modem is 

having internal TCP/IP stack to enable you to connect with internet via GPRS. It is suitable 

for SMS, Voice as well as DATA transfer application in M2M interface. The onboard 

Regulated Power supply allows you to connect wide range unregulated power supply. Using 

this modem, you can make audio calls, SMS, Read SMS, attend the incoming calls and 

internet etc. through simple AT commands.  
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Features of GSM Module:  

• International roaming 

• Compatibility with integrated services digital network (ISDN) 

• Support for new services. 

• SIM phonebook management 

• Fixed dialing number (FDN) 

• Real time clock with alarm management 

• High-quality speech 

• Uses encryption to make phone calls more secure 

• Short message service (SMS) 

GSM Advantages: 

GSM also pioneered a low-cost, to the network carrier, alternative to voice calls, the 

Short t message service (SMS, also called "text messaging"), which is now supported on 

other mobile standards as well. Another advantage is that the standard includes one 

worldwide Emergency telephone number, 112. This makes it easier for international travelers 

to connect to emergency services without knowing the local emergency number. 

GSM Network: 

GSM provides recommendations, not requirements. The GSM specifications define 

the functions and interface requirements in detail but do not address the hardware. The GSM 

network is divided into three major systems: the switching system (SS), the base station 

system (BSS), and the operation and support system (OSS).  
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Fig 4.10: GSM Network 

Switching system: 

The switching system (SS) is responsible for performing call processing and 

subscriber-related functions. The switching system includes the following functional units.  

• Home location register (HLR): The HLR is a database used for storage and 

management of subscriptions. The HLR is considered the most important database, as 

it stores permanent data about subscribers, including a subscriber's service profile, 

location information, and activity status. When an individual buys a subscription from 

one of the PCS operators, he or she is registered in the HLR of that operator.  

• Mobile services switching center (MSC): The MSC performs the telephony 

switching functions of the system. It controls calls to and from other telephone and 

data systems. It also performs such functions as toll ticketing, network interfacing, 

common channel signaling, and others.  

• Visitor location register (VLR): The VLR is a database that contains temporary 

information about subscribers that is needed by the MSC in order to service visiting 
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subscribers. The VLR is always integrated with the MSC. When a mobile station 

roams into a new MSC area, the VLR connected to that MSC will request data about 

the mobile station from the HLR. Later, if the mobile station makes a call, the VLR 

will have the information needed for call setup without having to interrogate the HLR 

each time.  

• Authentication center (AUC): A unit called the AUC provides authentication and 

encryption parameters that verify the user's identity and ensure the confidentiality of 

each call. The AUC protects network operators from different types of fraud found in 

today's cellular world.  

• Equipment identity register (EIR): The EIR is a database that contains information 

about the identity of mobile equipment that prevents calls from stolen, unauthorized, 

or defective mobile stations. The AUC and EIR are implemented as stand-alone nodes 

or as a combined AUC/EIR node. 

Base Station System(BSS): 

All radio-related functions are performed in the BSS, which consists of base station 

controllers (BSCs) and the base transceiver stations (BTSs).  

• BSC:  The BSC provides all the control functions and physical links between the 

MSC and BTS. It is a high-capacity switch that provides functions such as handover, 

cell configuration data, and control of radio frequency (RF) power levels in base 

transceiver stations. A number of BSCs are served by an MSC.  

• BTS:  The BTS handles the radio interface to the mobile station. The BTS is the radio 

equipment (transceivers and antennas) needed to service each cell in the network. A 

group of BTSs are controlled by a BSC. 

Operation and Support System: 

The operations and maintenance center (OMC) is connected to all equipment in the 

switching system and to the BSC. The implementation of OMC is called the operation and 

support system (OSS). The OSS is the functional entity from which the network operator 

monitors and controls the system. The purpose of OSS is to offer the customer cost-effective 

support for centralized, regional and local operational and maintenance activities that are 
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required for a GSM network. An important function of OSS is to provide a network overview 

and support the maintenance activities of different operation and maintenance organizations.  

GSM Specifications: 

  Specifications for different personal communication services (PCS) systems vary 

among the different PCS networks. Listed below is a description of the specifications and 

characteristics for GSM.  

• Frequency band:  The frequency range specified for GSM is 1,850 to 1,990 MHz 

(mobile station to base station).  

• Duplex distance:  The duplex distance is 80 MHz. Duplex distance is the distance 

between the uplink and downlink frequencies. A channel has two frequencies, 80 

MHz apart.  

• Channel separation: The separation between adjacent carrier frequencies. In GSM, 

this is 200 kHz.  

• Modulation:  Modulation is the process of sending a signal by changing the 

characteristics of a carrier frequency. This is done in GSM via Gaussian minimum 

shift keying (GMSK).  

• Transmission rate:  GSM is a digital system with an over-the-air bit rate of 270 kbps.  

• Access method: GSM utilizes the time division multiple access (TDMA) concept. 

TDMA is a technique in which several different calls may share the same carrier. 

Each call is assigned a particular time slot.  

• Speech coder:  GSM uses linear predictive coding (LPC). The purpose of LPC is to 

reduce the bit rate. The LPC provides parameters for a filter that mimics the vocal 

tract. The signal passes through this filter, leaving behind a residual signal. Speech is 

encoded at 13 kbps. 
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4.3.7 Fire Sensor: 

 

 

Fig 4.11: Fire Sensor 

Descriptions: 

• indicator light: green one for switch, red one for power. 

• Built in a potentiometer for sensitivity control. 

• On-board signal output indication, output effective signal is high, at the same time the 

indicator light up, output signal can directly connect with microcontroller IO. 

• Can detect fire or wavelength in 760 ~ 1100 nm nano within the scope of the light 

source. 

• Detection angle about 60 degrees, the flame spectrum especially sensitive. 

• The flame of the most sensitive sensors flame, the regular light is also a response, 

generally used for fire alarm purposes. 

Uses: 

Various flame, fire detection. 
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Module Features: 

• One can detect a flame or in a 760 nanometer wavelength of ~ 1100 nm range of the 

light, lighter flame test distance of 80cm, for the greater flame, the farther the distance 

test. 

• The detection angle of 60 degrees or so, particularly sensitive to the flame spectrum. 

• Sensitivity adjustable (shown in blue digital potentiometer adjustment). 

•  The comparator output signal clean, good waveform, driving ability, more than 

15mA. 

•  With adjustable precision potentiometer sensitivity adjustment. 

•  The working voltage of 3.3V-5V. 

•  The output format: digital switching outputs (0 and 1). 

• A fixed bolt holes for easy installation. 

• Small plates PCB Size: 3.2cm x 1.4cm. 

• Using a wide voltage LM393 comparator. 

 

4.3.8 LCD (Liquid Cristal Display): 

 A liquid crystal display (LCD) is a thin, flat display device made up of any number of 

color or monochrome pixels arrayed in front of a light source or reflector.  Each pixel 

consists of a column of liquid crystal molecules suspended between two transparent 

electrodes, and two polarizing filters, the axes of polarity of which are perpendicular to each 

other.  Without the liquid crystals between them, light passing through one would be blocked 

by the other. The liquid crystal twists the polarization of light entering one filter to allow it to 

pass through the other. A program must interact with the outside world using input and output 

devices that communicate directly with a human being. One of the most common devices 

attached to an controller is an LCD display. Some of the most common LCDs connected to 

the contollers are 16X1, 16x2 and 20x2 displays. This means 16 characters per line by 1 line 

16 characters per line by 2 lines and 20 characters per line by 2 lines, respectively. 

Many microcontroller devices use 'smart LCD' displays to output visual information.  

LCD displays designed around LCD NT-C1611 module, are inexpensive, easy to use, and it 

is even possible to produce a readout using the 5X7 dots plus cursor of the display.  They 

have a standard ASCII set of characters and mathematical symbols.  For an 8-bit data bus, the 

Shapes and S  
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display requires a +5V supply plus 10 I/O lines (RS RW D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0).   For 

a 4-bit data bus it only requires the supply lines plus 6 extra lines(RS RW D7 D6 D5 D4). 

When the LCD display is not enabled, data lines are tri-state and they do not interfere with 

the operation of the microcontroller. 

Features: 

• Interface    with   either   4-bit   or   8-bit   microprocessor. 

• Display   data   RAM. 

• 80x 8   bits   (80 characters). 

• Character   generator   ROM. 

• 160   different   5 7   dot-matrix   character   patterns. 

• Character   generator   RAM. 

• 8 different   user   programmed   5 7   dot-matrix   patterns. 

• Display   data   RAM   and   character   generator   RAM   may   be Accessed   by   

the     microprocessor. 

• Numerous   instructions. 

• Clear   Display, Cursor   Home, Display   ON/OFF, Cursor   ON/OFF, Blink   

Character, Cursor   Shift, Display    Shift. 

• Built-in   reset   circuit   is    triggered    at   power    ON. 

• Built-in    oscillator. 

Pin description: 

Most LCDs with 1 controller has 14 Pins and LCDs with 2 controller has 16 Pins (two 

pins are extra in both for back-light LED connections). 

 

 

Fig 4.12: Pin diagram of 1x16 lines LCD 
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Fig 4.1: Functional Table of LCD 

 

Control lines: 

EN:    

Line is called "Enable." This control line is used to tell the LCD that you are sending 

it data. To send data to the LCD, your program should make sure this line is low (0) and then 

set the other two control lines and/or put data on the data bus. When the other lines are 

completely ready, bring EN high (1) and wait for the minimum amount of time required by 

the LCD datasheet (this varies from LCD to LCD), and end by bringing it low (0) again. 

RS:    

Line is the "Register Select" line. When RS is low (0), the data is to be treated as a 

command or special instruction (such as clear screen, position cursor, etc.). When RS is high 

(1), the data being sent is text data which sould be displayed on the screen. For example, to 

display the letter "T" on the screen you would set RS high. 
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RW:   

Line is the "Read/Write" control line. When RW is low (0), the information on the 

data bus is being written to the LCD. When RW is high (1), the program is effectively 

querying (or reading) the LCD. Only one instruction ("Get LCD status") is a read command. 

All others are write commands, so RW will almost always be low. 

Finally, the data bus consists of 4 or 8 lines (depending on the mode of operation 

selected by the user). In the case of an 8-bit data bus, the lines are referred to as DB0, DB1, 

DB2, DB3, DB4, DB5, DB6, and DB7. 

Logic status on control lines: 

• E - 0 Access to LCD disabled 

      - 1 Access to LCD enabled 

• R/W - 0 Writing data to LCD 

           - 1 Reading data from LCD 

• RS - 0 Instructions 

        -1 Character 

Writing data to the LCD: 

1) Set R/W bit to low 

2) Set RS bit to logic 0 or 1 (instruction or character) 

3) Set data to data lines (if it is writing) 

4) Set E line to high 

5) Set E line to low 

Read data from data lines (if it is reading)on LCD: 

1) Set R/W bit to high 
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2) Set RS bit to logic 0 or 1 (instruction or character) 

3) Set data to data lines (if it is writing) 

4) Set E line to high 

5) Set E line to low 

4.3.9 Power Supply: 

Power supply is a reference to a source of electrical power. A device or system that 

supplies electrical or other types of energy to an output load or group of loads is called a 

power supply unit or PSU. The term is most commonly applied to electrical energy supplies, 

less often to mechanical ones, and rarely to others. 

This power supply section is required to convert AC signal to DC signal and also to 

reduce the amplitude of the signal. The available voltage signal from the mains is 230V/50Hz 

which is an AC voltage, but the required is DC voltage(no frequency) with the amplitude of 

+5V and  +12V for various applications. 

In this section we have Transformer, Bridge rectifier, are connected serially and 

voltage regulators for +5V and +12V (7805 and 7812) via a capacitor (1000µF) in parallel 

are connected parallel as shown in the circuit diagram below. Each voltage regulator output is 

again is connected to the capacitors of values (100µF, 10µF, 1 µF, 0.1 µF) are connected 

parallel through which the corresponding output(+5V or +12V) are taken into consideration. 
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Fig 4.13: Circuit Diagram of Power Supply 

 

Circuit Explanation: 

A transformer is a device that transfers electrical energy from one circuit to another 

through inductively coupled electrical conductors. A changing current in the first circuit (the 

primary) creates a changing magnetic field; in turn, this magnetic field induces a changing 

voltage in the second circuit (the secondary). By adding a load to the secondary circuit, one 

can make current flow in the transformer, thus transferring energy from one circuit to the 

other. 

The secondary induced voltage VS, of an ideal transformer, is scaled from the primary 

VP by a factor equal to the ratio of the number of turns of wire in their respective windings: 

 

 A simplified transformer design is shown below. A current passing through the 

primary coil creates a magnetic field. The primary and secondary coils are wrapped around a 

core of very high magnetic permeability, such as iron; this ensures that most of the magnetic 
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field lines produced by the primary current are within the iron and pass through the secondary 

coil as well as the primary coil. 

 

Fig 4.14: An ideal step-down transformer 

Induction law:  

The voltage induced across the secondary coil may be calculated from Faraday's law 

of induction, which states that: 

 

Where VS is the instantaneous voltage, NS is the number of turns in the secondary coil 

and Φ equals the magnetic flux through one turn of the coil. 

 

Taking the ratio of the two equations for VS and VP gives the basic equation for 

stepping up or stepping down the voltage 
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Ideal power equation: 

If the secondary coil is attached to a load that allows current to flow, electrical power 

is transmitted from the primary circuit to the secondary circuit. Ideally, the transformer is 

perfectly efficient; all the incoming energy is transformed from the primary circuit to the 

magnetic field and into the secondary circuit. If this condition is met, the incoming electric 

power must equal the outgoing power. 

          Pincoming = IPVP = Poutgoing = ISVS 

giving the ideal transformer equation 

                                                 

                                 Pin-coming = IPVP = Pout-going = ISVS 

giving the ideal transformer equation 

                                      

If the voltage is increased (stepped up) (VS > VP), then the current is decreased 

(stepped down) (IS < IP) by the same factor. Transformers are efficient so this formula is a 

reasonable approximation. 

If the voltage is increased (stepped up) (VS > VP), then the current is decreased 

(stepped down) (IS < IP) by the same factor. Transformers are efficient so this formula is a 

reasonable approximation. 
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The impedance in one circuit is transformed by the square of the turns ratio. For 

example, if an impedance ZS is attached across the terminals of the secondary coil, it appears 

to the primary circuit to have an impedance of 

 

This relationship is reciprocal, so that the impedance ZP of the primary circuit appears 

to the secondary to be 

 

Detailed operation: 

The simplified description above neglects several practical factors, in particular the 

primary current required to establish a magnetic field in the core, and the contribution to the 

field due to current in the secondary circuit. 

Models of an ideal transformer typically assume a core of negligible reluctance with 

two windings of zero resistance. When a voltage is applied to the primary winding, a small 

current flows, driving flux around the magnetic circuit of the core. The current required to 

create the flux is termed the magnetizing current; since the ideal core has been assumed to 

have near-zero reluctance, the magnetizing current is negligible, although still required to 

create the magnetic field. 

The changing magnetic field induces an electromotive force (EMF) across each 

winding. Since the ideal windings have no impedance, they have no associated voltage drop, 

and so the voltages VP and VS measured at the terminals of the transformer, are equal to the 

corresponding EMFs. The primary EMF, acting as it does in opposition to the primary 

voltage, is sometimes termed the "back EMF". 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

  In this chapter we describes the various experimental results acquired from the Smart 

ATM Security System by using Proteus. 

5.1 Software output:  

The main objective of the project is to prevent ATM robberies and to catch thief in the 

ATM itself.  

 

Fig 5.1: Vibration sensor output 

 

The above figure describes whenever  the vibration sensor senses vibrations produced from 

the ATM  then it will send a message to the near by police station and displays  the current 

operation on LCD. 
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Fig 5.2: Fire sensor output 

The above figure describes whenever  the fire sensor detects flame or fire in the ATM  then it 

will send a message to the near by fire station and displays  the current operation on LCD. 

5.2 Result: 

Since ATM’s have been getting theft these recent days, it has become very much 

necessary to increase the security of the ATM machines. The proposed system handover 

the culprit to the police by making him stay inside by automatically closing of the door 

due to the damage done to the machine and simultaneously making him unconscious using 

toxic gas and at the same time informing the bank and police station about the activities 

that has been occurring in the ATM cabin. 

  5.3 Advantages: 

• It provides a good security mechanism than any other security methods 

•  It never fails in security constraint 

•  Thief  will caught in the ATM itself. 
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Applications: 

• Air ports 

• Rural Areas 

Conclusion: 

As we all know, these days most of the ATM’s has been attacked by the robberies. Crime 

rates also gradually increasing after the year by year. So by using Smart ATM security 

systems we can prevent crime rates as well as we can catch thief and robberie’s in the ATM 

itself and also we can save our precious time. 
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APPENDIX 

Implementation of Software: 

For the software implementation, we deploy two software packages. First one is the 

Keil µVision 4.0. Second one is the Flash magic simulator. The Keil µVision Debugger 

accurately simulates on-chip peripherals (I²C, CAN, UART, SPI, Interrupts, I/O Ports, A/D 

Converter, D/A Converter, and PWM Modules) of ARM7device. 

Simulation helps to understand hardware configurations and avoids time wasted on 

setup problems. With simulation, we can write and test applications before target hardware 

is available. The system program written in embedded C using KEIL IDE software will be 

stored in Microcontroller. 

Keil development tools for the Microcontroller Architecture support every level of 

software developer from the professional applications engineer to the student for learning 

about embedded software development. The industry-standard Keil C Compilers, Macro 

Assemblers, Debuggers, Real-time Kernels, Single-board Computers, and Emulators 

support all ARM7 derivatives.The Keil Development Tools are designed to solve the 

complex problems facing embedded software developers. 

Build custom applications for Philips Microcontrollers on the Flash Magic platform! 

Use it to create custom end-user firmware programming applications, or generate an in-

house production line programming tool. 

The Flash Memory In-System Programmer is a tool that runs under Windows 

95/98/NT4/2K. It allows in-circuit programming of FLASH memories via a serial RS232 

link. Computer side software called Flash Magic is executed that accepts the Intel HEX 

format file generated from compiler Keil to be sent to target microcontroller. It detects the 

hardware connected to the serial port. 

PROTEUS: 

Proteus professional is a software combination of ISIS schematic capture program and 

ARES PCB layout program. This is a powerful and integrated development environment. 

Tools in this suit are very easy to use and these tools are very useful in education and 

professional PCB designing. As professional PCB designing software with integrated space 

based auto router, it provides features such as fully featured schematic capture, highly 
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configurable design rules, interactive SPICE circuit simulator, extensive support for power 

planes, industry standard CADCAM & ODB++ output and integrated 3D viewer. 

Up to know we have discussed about the basics and software description. Now we are 

entering into the designing section. Run the ISIS professional program by clicking the icon 

on the desktop, then this splash screen will appear. 

Software Code: 

 
/**************************************************************************

************************ 

Expt. 1a.: Interfacing 16x2 LCD to LPC2148 

Platform: Smart Logic LPC2148 Development Board. 

   

Clock Settings: 

 FOSC >> 12MHz (onboard) 

 PLL  >> M=5, P=2 

 CCLK >>  60MHz 

 PCLK >>  15MHz  

   

Hardware Setup:- 

 LCD data pin :-P0.16-P0.23  

 RS-P1.16 

 RW-P1.17 

 EN-P1.18          

***************************************************************************

*****/ 
 

//Include Controller specific header file 

#include <lpc214x.h>  

#define fr 0x00100000 

#define vb 0x00200000 

#define m1 0x40000000 

#define m2 0x20000000 

#define buz 0x10000000 

//Function to generate software delay 

//Calibrated to 1ms 

 

 

//Define Clock settings 

#define PCLK   15000000             

#define BAUDRATE 9600  //Set Baud Rate here 

 

 

//Function to generate software delay 

//Calibrated to 1ms 
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void  delay_ms(unsigned char time)    //This Function is used to cause delay between LED 

ON and OFF events 

{   

 unsigned int  i, j; 

 for (j=0; j<time; j++) 

  for(i=0; i<8002; i++); 

} 

 

//Function to Initialize the UART0 

void  Init_UART0(void)     //This function setups UART0 

{   

   unsigned int Baud16; 

   U0LCR = 0x83;              // DLAB = 1 

   Baud16 = (PCLK /(16*BAUDRATE));   

   U0DLM = Baud16 >>8;        

   U0DLL = Baud16 ;       

   U0LCR = 0x03; 

} 

     

//Functin to Transmit the characters 

void  UART0_SendByte(unsigned char data)    //A function to send a byte on UART0 

{   

   U0THR = data;         

   while( (U0LSR&0x40)==0 );      

} 

 

//Functin to Receive the characters 

unsigned char  UART0_RecievedByte( )    //A function to send a byte on UART0 

{      

  while((U0LSR&0x01)==0); 

    return U0RBR;  

      

} 

 

//Functin to Transmit the string 

void  UART0_SendStr(const unsigned char *str)  //A function to send a string on UART0 

{   

   while(1) 

   {   

      if( *str == '\0' ) break; 

      UART0_SendByte(*str++);      

   } 

} 

 

void  UART0_SendStr_ram(unsigned char *str)  //A function to send a string on UART0 

{   

   while(1) 

   {   

      if( *str == '\0' ) break; 

      UART0_SendByte(*str++);      
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   } 

} 

 

 

 

void LCD_command(unsigned char command) 

{ 

 IOCLR0 = 0xFF<<16; // Clear LCD Data lines 

 IOCLR1=1<<16;     // RS=0 for command 

 IOCLR1=1<<17;     // RW=0 for write 

 IOSET0=command<<16; // put command on data line 

 IOSET1=(1<<18);   // en=1  

 delay_ms(10) ;   // delay 

 IOCLR1=(1<<18);    // en=0 

} 

 

LCD_data(unsigned char data) 

{ 

 IOCLR0 = 0xFF<<16; // Clear LCD Data lines 

 IOSET1=1<<16;     // RS=1 for data 

 IOCLR1=1<<17;     // RW=0 for write 

 IOSET0= data<<16;  // put command on data line 

 IOSET1=(1<<18);   //en=1  

 delay_ms(10) ;    //delay 

 IOCLR1=(1<<18);   //en=0 

 } 

 

LCD_init() 

{ 

 LCD_command(0x38); //8bit mode and 5x8 dotes (function set) 

 delay_ms(10) ;   // delay 

 LCD_command(0x0c); //display on, cursor off, cursor char blinking off(display 

on/off) 

 delay_ms(10) ;   // delay 

 LCD_command(0x06);  //cursor increament and display shift(entry mode set) 

 delay_ms(10) ;   // delay 

 LCD_command(0x01);  //clear lcd(clear command) 

 delay_ms(10) ;   // delay 

 LCD_command(0x80);  //set cursor to 0th location 1st lne 

  

} 

  

LCD_write_string(unsigned char *string) 

{ 

  while(*string)   //Check for End of String 

  LCD_data(*string++);  //sending data on LCD byte by byte 

} 

 

int main(void) 

{ 
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 PINSEL1 = 0x00;  //Configure PORT0 as GPIO 

 PINSEL2 = 0X00;  //Configure PORT1 as GPIO 

 IODIR1= 0x07<<16; //Configure P1.18, P1.17, P1.16 as output 

 IODIR0= 0xFFFF<<16; //Configure P0.23 - P0.16 as output 

 IOCLR0=m1; 

 IOCLR0=m2; 

 IOCLR0=buz; 

  

 PINSEL0 = 0x00050005; // Enable UART0 Rx and Tx pins 

  Init_UART0(); 

  

 LCD_init();    //Initialize LCD 16x2 

 

 LCD_write_string("ATM SECURITY"); 

 LCD_command(0xc0);//second line 

 LCD_write_string(" USING ARM7"); 

  

  

  

 while (1) 

 { 

 if((IOPIN1 & fr) != fr) 

 { 

  LCD_command(0x01);//second line 

  LCD_write_string("FIRE DETECTED"); 

   

  IOSET0 = m1; 

  IOSET0 = m2; 

  IOSET0 = buz; 

  delay_ms(2000) ; 

  IOCLR0 = m1; 

  LCD_command(0xc0);//second line 

  LCD_write_string("Sending SMS"); 

   

  UART0_SendStr("AT+CMGF=1\r");  

 delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  UART0_SendStr("AT+CMGS=\"+919885096867\"\r"); 

 delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

 delay_ms(250); 

 UART0_SendStr("FIRE DETECTED AT ATM CENTER ABCD"); 

  delay_ms(250); 

 delay_ms(250); 
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 delay_ms(250); 

 delay_ms(250); 

 delay_ms(250); 

 UART0_SendByte(26); 

  

 } 

  

 if((IOPIN1 & vb) != vb) 

 { 

  LCD_command(0x01);//second line 

  LCD_write_string("VBRTN DETECTED"); 

  IOSET0 = m1; 

  IOSET0 = m2; 

  IOSET0 = buz; 

  delay_ms(2000) ; 

  IOCLR0 = m1; 

  LCD_command(0xc0);//second line 

  LCD_write_string("Sending SMS"); 

   

  UART0_SendStr("AT+CMGF=1\r");  

 delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  UART0_SendStr("AT+CMGS=\"+919637331857\"\r"); 

 delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

  delay_ms(250); 

 delay_ms(250); 

 UART0_SendStr("VIBRATION DETECTED AT ATM CENTER ABCD"); 

  delay_ms(250); 

 delay_ms(250); 

 delay_ms(250); 

 delay_ms(250); 

 delay_ms(250); 

 UART0_SendByte(26); 

  

 } 

} 

  

} 
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VLSI               -  Very large scale integrated circuit    
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ABSTRACT 

                    In this project, our objective is to design a low power full adder with minimum number 

of gate or transistors and to analysis the calculated values such as power, delay and power delay 

product using CMOS process technology. The proposed full adder cell has low power 

consumption, better area efficiency. This design can be used for wide range of applications. This 

will subsequently leads to main aging effect in sub-micron- CMOS circuits. Current mirror circuits 

generally consists two main transistors, although other devices such as FET’s can be used. Some 

current mirror circuits may use more than two transistors to enable the level of performance to be 

improved. The current mirror is used to provide current bias and active loads to circuits. 

 

Keywords: 1-bit adder, Ripple Carry Adder, Mentor Graphics tool, Quantum dot cellular 

automata. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

            This chapter gives the overview of the project. With the latest advancements in 

the VLSI circuit designs area, delay and power have become a prime constraint in high 

performance applications. For the portable devices area is the major constraint and power usage 

becomes a major issue in enhancement of reducing the charging time are becoming a 

challenging issues in day by day. In addition to the area and power, fast response of the system 

has become the essential criteria in the digital circuits. 

 

                      The adder circuit is the critical component of Arithmetic and Logical unit (ALU) 

and it is also important component in most of tools in VLSI technology. In VLSI technology 

most important thing is the power consumption , speed and delays. The speed of the design is 

limited by size of the transistors , parasitic capacitance and delay in the critical path. So by using 

this Mirror adder circuit we are reducing size (number of components are reduced) delays, 

power consumption are reduced to maximum extent. 

 

1.1 Aim of this Project: 
 

             Main objective of this project is to implement Adders by using AND, OR, 

NAND, NOR, XOR and XNOR gates with low power design techniques using mentor graphics. 

To minimize the power consumption and to increase the speed we are going for low power 

design in QCA. 

1.2 Fundamental Steps in VLSI: 

                     VLSI can be processed for different applications. The following are the various 

steps involved. 

 System Specification 

 Architectural Design 

 Functional Design 

 Logic Design 
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 Circuit Design 

 Physical Design 

 Fabrication  

 

 

 1.2.1System Specification: 

 
                      The first step of any design process is to lay down the specifications of the system. 

 System specification is a high level representation of the system. The factors to be considered in 

this process include: performance, functionality, and physical dimensions (size of the die 

(chip)).The fabrication technology and design techniques are also considered. The specification 

of a system is a compromise between market requirements, technology and economical viability. 

The end results are specifications for the size, speed, power, and functionality of the VLSI 

system. 

 

1.2.2Architectural Design: 

 
The basic architecture of the system is designed in this step. This includes, such decisions as 

RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) versus CISC (Complex Instruction Set Computer), 

number of ALUs, Floating Point units, number and structure of pipelines, and size of caches 

among others. The outcome of architectural design is a Micro-Architectural Specification 

(MAS). While MAS is a textual (English like) description, architects can accurately predict the 

performance, power and die size of the design based on such a description. 

 

1.2.3Functional Design: 

 
                        In this step, main functional units of the system are identified. This also identifies 

the interconnect requirements between the units. The area, power, and other parameters of each 

unit are estimated. The behavioral aspects of the system are considered without implementation 

specific information. For example, it may specify that a multiplication is required, but exactly in 

which mode such multiplication may be executed is not specified. We may use a variety of 

multiplication hardware depending on the speed and word size requirements. The key idea is to 

specify behavior, in terms of input, output and timing of each unit, without specifying its 

internal structure. The outcome of functional design is usually a timing diagram or other 

relationships between units. This information leads to improvement of the overall design process 
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and reduction of the complexity of subsequent phases. Functional or behavioral design provides 

quick emulation of the system and allows fast debugging of the full system. Behavioral design is 

largely a manual step with little or no automation help available. 

 
 

1.2.4Logic Design: 

 
             In this step the control flow, word widths, register allocation, arithmetic operations, and 

logic operations of the design that represent the functional design are derived and tested. This 

description is called Register Transfer Level (RTL) description. RTL is expressed in a Hardware 

Description Language (HDL), such as VHDL or Verilog. This description can be used in 

simulation and verification. This description consists of Boolean expressions and timing 

information. The Boolean expressions are minimized to achieve the smallest logic design which 

conforms to the functional design. This logic design of the system is simulated and tested to 

verify its correctness. In some special cases, logic design can be automated using high level 

synthesis tools. These tools produce a RTL description from a behavioral description of the 

design. 

 

1.2.5Circuit Design: 

 
                       The purpose of circuit design is to develop a circuit representation based on the 

logic design. The Boolean expressions are converted into a circuit representation by taking into 

consideration the speed and power requirements of the original design. Circuit Simulation is 

used to verify the correctness and timing of each component. The circuit design is usually 

expressed in a detailed circuit diagram. This diagram shows the circuit elements (cells, macros, 

gates, transistors) and interconnection between these elements. This representation is also called 

a netlist. Tools used to manually enter such description are called schematic capture tools. In 

many cases, a netlist can be created automatically from logic (RTL) description by using logic 

synthesis tools. 

 

 1.2.6 Physical Design: 
 

                          In this step the circuit representation (or netlist) is converted into a geometric 

representation. As stated earlier, this geometric representation of a circuit is called 

a layout. Layout is created by converting each logic component (cells, macros, gates, transistors) 
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into a geometric representation (specific shapes in multiple layers), which perform the intended 

logic function of the corresponding component. Connections between different components are 

also expressed as geometric patterns typically lines in multiple layers. The exact details of the 

layout also depend on design rules, which are guidelines based on the limitations of the 

fabrication process and the electrical properties of the fabrication materials.  

                  Physical design is a very complex process and therefore it is usually broken down 

into various sub-steps. Various verification and validation checks are performed on the layout 

during physical design. In many cases, physical design can be completely or partially automated 

and layout can be generated directly from netlist by Layout Synthesis tools. Layout synthesis 

tools, while fast, do have an area and performance penalty, which limit their use to some 

designs. Manual layout, while slow and manually intensive, does have better area and 

performance as compared to synthesized layout. However this advantage may dissipate as larger 

and larger designs may undermine human capability to comprehend and obtain globally 

optimized solutions. 

 

1.2.7 Fabrication: 

                      After layout and verification, the design is ready for fabrication. Since layout data 

is typically sent to fabrication on a tape, the event of release of data is called Tape Out. Layout 

data is converted (or fractured) into photo-lithographic masks, one for each layer. Masks 

identify spaces on the wafer, where certain materials need to be deposited, diffused or even 

removed. Silicon crystals are grown and sliced to produce wafers. Extremely small dimensions 

of VLSI devices require that the wafers be polished to near perfection. The fabrication process 

consists of several steps involving deposition, and diffusion of various materials on the wafer. 

During each step one mask is used. Several dozen masks may be used to complete the 

fabrication process. A large wafer is 20 cm (8 inch) in diameter and can be used to produce 

hundreds of chips, depending of the size of the chip. Before the chip is mass produced, a 

prototype is made and tested. Industry is rapidly moving towards a 30 cm (12 inch) wafer 

allowing even more chips per wafer leading to lower cost per chip. 

1.3 Motivation: 

                    In a mean term scenario, the present CMOS technology will fail to support the 

growth rates needed by the semiconductor industry. Therefore alternative technologies are under 

development. One of the main problems in CMOS is quantum tunnelling through insulators, 
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causing leakage current that increases power consumption. Some new technologies arising, such 

as QCA and Single Electron Transistor (SET), have their working principles based on quantum 

effect, so these are no longer a problem, but a required feature instead. 

 

1.4Challenges: 

                             The small size of QCA-based systems combined with their manufacturing 

methods (such as self-assembly) are substantially different from CMOS and make them more 

susceptible to defects and faults. In addition, defect in QCA manufacturing may well manifest 

themselves differently at logic level than CMOS. Defect characterization is therefore vital to 

design and test of QCA system. One of the fundamental issues in the testing community is the 

radical shift in computation and fabrication technology and its effect on the test flow. Do test 

generation and design- for-test become even intractable? Since the manufacturing process for 

nano devices is ill- defined, it is extremely difficult to address manufacturing testing problems. 

However, it would be inappropriate to ignore testing of these devices until the manufacturing 

state. QCA has the capability to provide defect tolerant operation and architectures that avoids 

massive logic redundancy or post fabrication configuration. For QCA, placing individual cells 

on specific location on the substrate is difficult, and various types of cell misplacement defects 

may occur (such as cell misalignment, missing cell, or additional cell). These defects can have a 

substantial effect on the functionality of the device and hence the circuit. So proper testing of 

these devices for manufacturing defects plays a major role for quality of QCA-based circuits. 

Since the basic logic elements of a QCA- based design are different from conventional CMOS 

design, they need different testing schemes. Moreover there are other manufacturing defects 

(such as faults in the clocking circuitry and the I/O mechanism) that may not occur during cell 

synthesis phase (in which the individual cells or molecules are manufactured) or deposition 

phase (in which the cells are placed in a specific location on the surface). Some of these faults 

could separately be tested prior to QCA cell deposition, while others must be studied for 

modeling and characterization. 

1.5 Tools used in this Project: 

                 To develop the circuit in this project we used mentor graphics tool. Mentor graphics 

tool works on Linux software because Linux exports supported and help to make a risk free 
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transition. This tool implemented the circuit diagrams by using MOS transistors (PMOS 

transistor and NMOS transistor) and other equipment same as in normal hardware 

implementation. Procedure for implementing the schematic and simulating the design is shown 

in figure 1.1. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                            

 

 

 

 

Fig 1.1.Flow chart for Schematic implementation and simulation 

 

In mentor graphics there are many models available like AMS (analog mixed signal), PYXIS 

10.2 & 10.3(64-bit), CALIBRE 12.2, and CALIBRE 2013.2 (64-bit) etc. This project used 

PYXIS model. After verification of the schematic note down the power consumption as well as 

delay values.  
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                                                            CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

                    Physical limitations of conventional CMOS Technology includes power dissipation, 

interconnection problems, scale down problems which are becoming really very difficult to 

surmount with each technology generation. So keeping this in mind, many new design 

approaches has been proposed. Quantum Dot Cellular Automata (QCA) is a novel emerging 

nanotechnology which is highly advantageous for its smaller dimension, smaller area, extremely 

low power dissipation, very high switching speed and higher packaging density. 

  

2.1 Background: 

  
                       Recent years have seen a dramatic improvement in the size and speed of 

electronic devices; the exponential pace of microelectronics is well known. Although current 

trends may continue for some time, inevitable road blocks loom. Whether or not one can predict 

with confidence how long the exponential path can be extended, it makes sense to now explore 

more radical technologies that could leapfrog conventional CMOS and enable scaling to 

continue unhindered down to molecular sizes. QCA is one of the technologies at nano regime. 

QCA not only gives a solution at nanoscale, but it also offers a new method of computation and 

information transformation. 

 

2.2 Motivation: 

 
                     Over the decades, the exponential scaling of the feature size and increase in the 

processing speed has been provided by Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) 

technology for implementing VLSI systems. CMOS technology has been providing the required 

dimensions for implementing high speed, high density and low power VLSI systems. Though 

the present generation CMOS technology is 22nm, many consequences will arise due to the 

reduction in the feature size in the future. Few such consequences are in terms of leakage 

currents, power dissipation, oxide thickness, crosstalk and electron-migration. The downscaling 

of the gate oxide thickness increases the field oxide across the gate resulting to electron 

tunneling from gate to substrate or from substrate to gate.  
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                  The resulting current is called gate oxide tunneling current and it is the major leakage 

current in the nanometer CMOS. The power dissipation in CMOS involves both static and 

dynamic power dissipations. The static power dissipation, caused by the leakage currents 

contribute to small percentage of the total power consumption while the dynamic power 

consumption results from charging and discharging of parasitic capacitive loads of interconnects 

and device dominates the overall power consumption. Due to scaling of the transistor, the 

electric fields in the gate oxides are expected to rise and the reliability of thin oxides becomes a 

major concern. The above factors arise due to the scaling of the CMOS technology. Due to this 

reduction in oxide thickness, the transistor will not be able to provide sufficient current drive at 

reduced supply voltages. Crosstalk arises when the  signal  45transmitted on one circuit or 

channel of transmission system causes an undesired effect on another circuit. Electro migration 

is the result of momentum transfer from the electrons, which move in the applied electric field, 

to the ions which make up the lattice of the interconnect material which cause the interconnect 

failures. Few of the emerging technologies in the nanometer era which would substitute the 

conventional CMOS technology are: 

 Quantum-dot Cellular Automata (QCA)  

 Spin Transistors  

 Resonant Tunneling Devices (RTD)  

 Single Electron Transistors (SETs)  

 Carbon Nanotube Transistors (CNTs)  

 Tunneling Phase Logic (TPL) 

 

                      Among the proposed technologies, Quantum dot Cellular Automata (QCA) 

emerges as strong alternative of the CMOS technology. QCA is a nanotechnology that exploits 

the quantum effects that come with small size. In this paradigm the basic logic element is no 

longer a current switch but an array of quantum dots where the logic states are encoded as the 

position of electrons with in a quantum cell. QCA cells have the dimensions in nanoscale the 

performance improves as the dimensions are further reduced. Literature Overview Moore‘s law 

states that the density of transistors on integrated circuits (ICs) doubles every 24 months . The 

trend in this scaling will come to stop due to the physical limits of solid state electronics.  
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                            The heat generated by the billions of transistors cannot be dissipated quickly to 

prevent the damage. For the physical limits there are some temporary solutions, but for the 

signal delay with the shrinking of interconnect wires, copper has taken the place of aluminum 

due to its low resistivity and the excellent resistance against electro migration and low k 

interlayer dielectrics are adopted to reduce the coupling capacitance between the layers. High k 

materials will be used for the gate insulator instead of silicon dioxide because the silicon dioxide 

insulator would allow excessive leakage current when the  gate thickness is below few 

nanometers. Strained silicon  can be exploited to increase the carrier mobility along the channel. 

Novel materials and technologies can bring the gate length. Realization of Efficient Quantum 

Dot Cellular Automata Based Digital Architectures below 50 nm where from new era of 

nanotechnology begins. Perhaps the Fin FET can sustain Moore‘s law until 2014 when the gate 

length will be measured at 25nm. However, in long term the technology based on CMOS will 

lose momentum, calling for devices beyond CMOS roadmap. One of the possible substitutes for 

the CMOS may be the single electron transistor  whose operation is based on the Coulomb‘s 

blockage principle. SETs are having low power consumption as they manipulate only few 

electrons and exhibit extremely high sensitivity. SETs can be used for logic computations like 

single electron inverter  and high density memory. SETs can be combined with the MOSFETs to 

make hybrid devices which will have the low power consumption properties of SETs and high 

speed of MOSFETs . The single electron transistor (SET) is important in the development of 

QCA as both uses the common force i.e. coulombic force. The tunnel junction of SET can be 

used for tunnel barriers between the dots in metal. QCA SETs can be used as sensitive 

electrometers for detecting electrons on metal QCA dots. Metal QCA and SET can be fabricated 

on the same chip with the same process, which facilitates the experimental demonstration of 

QCA devices. The fabrication of sub-10 nanodot and nano wire based MOSFET has been 

recently reported in the open literature. Nano-dot and nano-wire based MOSFET for device 

scaling down to half-pitch sub-10 nm generation have attracted the researchers owing to its 

efficient large scale bottom up fabrication process. But a critical challenge is the severe uniform 

control of size and location of nano-dots and nanowires in the fabrication process. A cost 

effective lithographic technology for the pattern sub-10nm features for high volume 

semiconductor manufacturing will be very difficult. The spacer lithography which is the main 

candidate for high volume sub-10 nm line/space pattering will face the challenge of side wall 

profile and critical dimension control.  
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                Therefore, it is important to explore a MOSFET device architecture that can tolerate 

the fluctuations of the nano-dots/ nanowires size and control and to develop the fabrication 

process that does not require the high lithographic resolution. The idea of Quantum dot Cellular 

Automata has emerged recently. Several theoretical and mathematical models have been 

proposed . However  there is a lack of applications, developed within these models. On one 

hand, adhoc models for specific. Several proposals for scalable quantum computation have been 

developed that use the idea and tools related to QCA . Some of these have been shown to be 

capable of universal computation. Other QCA tools have been used to solve particular problems 

in physics. A number of profound QCA devices have been fabricated using silicon-on- insulator 

(SOI) , metallic island devices operating in the coulombic blockade regime,and nanomagnets. In 

recent years, research into implementing these devices using single molecule has also begun to 

generate significant interest. Recently it was demonstrated that silicon atomic dangling bonds on 

a hydrogen terminated silicon crystal wafer can serve as quantum dots . For a dozen year 

investigation into QCA devices a great progress has been observed in the development of 

material systems of QCA, including primitive QCA cells, QCA wires and QCA latches, and the 

introduction of the clocking scheme and magnetic QCA devices . Lot of research has been 

carried out on possible molecular implementation of  QCA devices. Also from the logic 

designer‘s point of view, a lot of work has been carried out to propose novel designs for various 

QCA based digital logic circuits. A number of researchers have endeavored in QCA and 

reported its various applications of QCA. It is possible to implement all combinational and 

sequential logic functions by properly arranging cells so that the polarization of one cell sets the 

polarization of a nearby cells. there is a lack of applications, developed within these models. 

 

2.3 Proposed Work:          

                      Adders are widely used in data processing and computing circuits such as 

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) of processors. The performance of modern processors is decided 

by the speed, area, and power consumption of adders. Hence, design of a robust adder in QCA 

technology is basic necessity for a high performance arithmetic unit. Many researchers have 

introduced efficient and robust adder designs in QCA nanotechnology. Table 1 illustrates 

evolution of QCA adders over the period of time since their inception. The supreme 

uncomplicated arithmetic task is the addition of two binary digits. A full adder is a 

combinational circuit that executes the arithmetic sum of three bits: a, b and a carry in, Cin,  
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from a preceding addition and it gives the corresponding sum, S, and a carry out Co as output. A 

full adder may be designed by using two half adders in series or by using Boolean expression.  

                      Quantum-dot cellular automata are one of the most significant developing 

technologies for designing nano-electronic circuits. One of the important functions in arithmetic 

circuits is the one-bit full-adder cell. Moreover, in QCA field coplanar buildings are very 

essential because using this approach; we can shorten the employment of this function. A single 

layer full-adder cell is presented based on difference phase request.  

 

                            We have attained momentous perfections in terms of complexity, area. 

Predominantly simulation results show 35 % decrease in complexity and area. We have also 

proposed a coplanar 2-input XOR gate founded on the proposed full-adder cell. Even though, 

the main idea in this is just comparing and appraising the CMOS adder to the QCA adder in 

expressions of area and number of cells. 

 

                           QCA (Quantum-Dot Cellular Automata) is one of the six encouraging 

technologies for nano- scale computing registered in the International Technology Roadmap for 

Semiconductors (ITRS). The essential idea for QCA operation is to encode evidence using the 

charge conformation of a set of dots. This is an important disruption with the transistor example. 

A quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) is a square nanostructure of electron wells restraining 

free electrons. Each cell has four quantum dots which can retain a single electron per dot. The 

four dots are situated in the corners of a square structure. The cell can be charged by two free 

electrons which can tunnel concluded to neighboring dots. By the clocking mechanism, the 

electrons tunnel done to the proper position during the clock conversion. Unlike CMOS, in QCA 

the transmission media and logical elements are together included of the same basic block - the 

cell. As such, QCA has been named processing-in-wire The interconnects intended with QCA 

would be faster and would work practically up to the speed of the processing device which 

would extremely enhance the system performance. Quantum cellular automata technology 

would be jumble-sale in the future for evolving a high speed mainframes and ASICS that would 

be used for together general resolution and task-specific computing necessities. QCA has 

significant benefits in terms of speed and area over CMOS technology, for instance. On the 

other hand, QCA has fascinated much more attention for the reason that it has many advantages, 

such as ultra-low-energy depletion, fast operation and high device compactness. Normally, the 

QCA is distributed into 4 types; Metal-Island, Semiconductor, Magnetic and Molecular where 
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Metal-Island as well as, semiconductor types are centered on silicon. In order to contrivance 

molecular types, one founded on graphene has attracted courtesy. Our proposed  work is 

appropriate for using in Semiconductor and Metal Island types. Subsequently in these types, 

their cell instructors are in square shape, but further types of QCA such as Magnetic and 

Molecular in overall tool thru a rectangular shape. In addition, QCA Designer tool works based 

on Semiconductor type. So we just can simulate this category. With the use of QCA cell, we are 

able to encode binary statistics, so this construction is suitable for binary reckoning because in 

every cell there are 4 quantum dots which can provide two types of coding. The adder cell is an 

indispensable element in the design of arithmetic circuits based on QCA technology. In further 

words, operative design of the new adder cell can be functional most meritoriously for the entire 

system. One can achieve many improvements in poles apart parameters. In addition, as in VLSI 

circuits speed, area and power are the most significant routine evaluation parameters. In order to 

provide a widespread analysis, in this study, energy dissipation analysis is also calculate. 

 

                          In this segment, we discourse for designing full adder Circuits by QCA. Since 

the mirror adder is one of the largely exploited inexpensive implementations of the full adder in 

CMOS technology, we use it as our basis for suggesting full adder circuits using QCA. 
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                                          CHAPTER 3 

                               QCA TERMINOLOGIES 

Introduction: 

                QCA cells perform computation by interacting Coulombsically, with neighboring cells 

to influence each other's polarization. This Chapter provides the key aspects of the QCA theory 

and relevant topics. A review of the basic QCA logic gates the Majority gate and the―Inverter 

has been presented, which is the basic building of any QCA circuit. For an understanding of the 

technology implementation of basic logic gates including AND, OR, NAND, & NOR using the 

QCA has been discussed. Basic design considerations applicable in QCA circuits have been 

discussed. Specifically, the significance of clocking in QCA paradigm has been elaborated. 

Introduction about implementation of combinational logic circuits using QCA building block 

has been discussed. 

3.1 QCA Basic Cell: 

                QCA circuits are composed of identical components which are referred to as  QCA 

cells. A QCA cell, a square-shape structure, has four dots positioned at the four corners and two 

loaded electrons which are allowed to move between the Dots. Due to Coulombic repellent 

force, the electrons occupy the dots  located at the diagonally opposed corners. Each cell 

represents a bit through an appropriate configuration of charge. The Quantum-dot corresponds 

to a small semi-conductor nano- structure or metal-islands with a diameter of 2-10 nm. The two 

mobile electrons can  move to different Quantum-dots in the QCA cell by means of electron 

tunneling. 

                          Figure 3.1: QCA cell with four Quantum-dots. 
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3.2 QCA Polarization: 
  

                    The binary representation of a QCA cell can be specified with its polarization 

denoted as ―P. There are two polar states for each QCA cell. Two stable states  occur  due to 

Coulombic repellent force which are denoted by a polarization,  P= -1 (logic ―0‖) and P = +1 

(logic ―1‖) as shown in Figure 2.2. It is note worth that there is an un- polarized state as well. In 

an un-polarized state, inter-dot potential barriers are lowered which reduces the confinement of 

the polarizations are used for processing of binary information. The polarization―P of electrons 

can be described as:   

 

 

                        

 

                     Figure 3.2: Two cell polarizations P = -1 (Binary 0) & P = +1Binary 1) 
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             Where, oi is the expectation value of charge on the Dot. The expectation value of    

charge on Quantum-dot is ‗0‘ in the absence of electron. In classical concept, polarization P has 

only two possible values -1 and + 1. But for quantum computing, P can vary continuouslyfrom-

1to+l.This polarization is not same as the usual dipole polarization of a continuous medium. It 

represents the degree to which, of the possible directions, the alignment occurs. 

 

3.3 Cell-to-Cell Response: 

 

                      The cell-to-cell response function it illustrates that the nature of the response is 

highly non-linear i.e. a weak polarization of one cell causes a strong polarization of the 

neighboring cell. This implies that, in a wire, if the driver or any of the intermediate cells has a 

weak polarization, the subsequent cell would still get strongly polarized.  

 

                                        

                                               Figure 3.3: Nonlinear cell-to-cell response 
 

 3.4 QCA Fundamentals: 

                 QCA circuits are composed of identical components which are referred to as QCA 

square cells. QCA cells carry out computation by interacting Coulombically, with neighboring 

cells to influence polarization of each other. In the following subsections, the basic logic 

primitives for QCA like the 3-input Majority gate, the 5-input Majority gate and Inverter has 

been described. 
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3.5 QCA 3-Input Majority Gate: 

 
                      The basic primitive logic gate in QCA is the ―Majority gate  (MG) and Inverter. 

In the Majority gate, computation is performed by driving the device cell, which is the central 

cell to its lowest energy state. This happens when it assumes the polarization of the Majority of 

the three input cells (Input A, Input B, Input C). We define input cell simply as one that is 

changed by a signal propagating in a direction towards the device cell. The device cell will 

always assume the majority polarization, because in this polarization repulsion between the 

electrons in the three input cells and the device cell will be at a minimum.  

 

                      In conventional QCA designs, 3-input and 5-input Majority gates play a significant 

role in general circuit architecture. Therefore, circuit complexity and latency have been 

associated to the cell configuration of QCA fundamental gates. Accordingly, various QCA 

structures for multi-input Majority gates have been designed by researchers as reported in the 

literature. 

The logic function of 3-input MG can be expressed in terms of Boolean functions as: 

 Output MG (A, B, C) = MG (AB + AC + BC) 

 

                              (a)                                                                                              (b) 

Figure 3.5: (a) The basic QCA Majority gate (b) Schematic symbol and Truth table of                    

Majority gate 

3.6 QCA 5-Input Majority Gate: 

           In Figure 3.5(a) & (b), two 5-input Majority gates have been displayed which are 

discussed in. The output cell of the gate shown in Figure 3.5(a) is a middle cell which is a 

barrier to cascading gates; however, this problem is solved in the design depicted in Figure 

3.5(b). Schematic symbol for the 5-input Majority gate is shown in Figure 3.5(c). 
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The logic function of 5-input MG can be expressed in terms of Boolean functions as: 

      Output MG (A, B, C, D, E) = ABC + ABD + ABE + ACD + ACE + ADE + 

BCD + BCE + BDE + CDE. 

 
 

                      (a)                                                               (b)                                                 (c) 

Figure 3.6: (a) Layouts of two QCA(b) 5-input Majority gates  (c) Schematic symbol for 

the Majority gate 

 

3.7 QCA Inverter: 
                     In QCA two diagonally aligned cells have the  opposite polarization. 

Henceforth, Inverters can be implemented with lines of diagonally aligned cells i.e., the output 

signal in an Inverter is always complement of the input signal. Two different inverters have 

been presented in Figure 3.6(a)& (b) 2-cell Inverter and Toffoli Inverter, respectively. 

 

                          In 2-cell Inverter two QCA cells are set close to each other, due to their 

Coulombic repellent force, the electrons of the second cell will be set in such a manner that it 

would have minimum potential energy  in order to reach to more stable state as shown in Figure 

3.6(a). While as in Toffoli inverter (Figure 3.6(b)), the signal from a binary wire is splitting into 

two parallel wires. The corner cells of the parallel wires are responsible for the change in 

polarization of the cells diagonally in the opposite direction. This causes the signal to be 

inverted. This anti- aligning behavior of standard cells in diagonal orientation can be useful in 

the implementation of the large circuits where crossover of wires is unavoidable. One can 

produce an  inverted  signal by placing a standard cell and aligning it halfway between some 

even and odd numbered rotated cells while placing it halfway between an odd and even 

numbered cell will leads to a buffered signal. The schematic symbol and Truth table of an 

Inverter is shown in Figure 3.6(c). 
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               (a)                                                          (b)                                                                      (c) 

Figure 3.7: (a) Two cell Inverter (b) Toffoli Inverter (c) Schematic symbol and Truth table 

 

3.8 QCA Wires: 

                    For signal propagation in QCA circuits wires play a vital role. A wire can   be used 

to propagate signal from input to the output. The information transmission in a QCA wire takes 

place by Coulombic force. When an input is applied to the input cell, the binary information 

propagates from left to the right due to the Coulombic repulsion between the electrons of 

neighboring cells. When all cells in the wire settle down to their ground states, they have the 

same polarization. Any cell along the wire that is anti- polarized with the input would be at a 

higher energy level, and would soon settle down to the correct ground state. A number of 

methods have been explored to tackle the problem of wire crossings in QCA. 

 

                                                                            (a)         

Figure 3.8: (a) Schematic Interaction of state propagation flow direction 
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 QCA Standard Wire (90-degree): 

                       Single-layer wire crossing is achieved by using two types of QCA cells 

(standard 90-degree and 45-degree), that are orthogonal to each other. Standard 90- degree wire 

can be obtained by placing QCA cells side-by-side. This means a grid of QCA cells is used to 

propagate the signal in QCA which acts as a wire. schematically illustrates how a binary value 

propagates down the length of  a  QCA ―wire‖ [9]. In this Figure, the wire is a horizontal row of 

QCA cells. The binary signal propagates from left-to-right because of the Coulombic 

interactions between adjacent cells. 

                                                                

                                                                      (b) 

                Figure 3.8(b): QCA Straight Wire or 90-degree wire 

 

                        To understand the signal propagation in straight wires (90°), assume in Figure 

3.8(b), cell 1  has a polarization P = -1 and cell 2 has polarization P  =+1. We assume that 

charges in cell 1 are trapped in polarization P = - 1 but those in cells 2-7 are not. Therefore, 

there is no chance that the wire could―reverse directions‖ and have a polarization propagate in 

the direction from which it initiated. A binary 0 (from polarization P = -1) will propagate down 

the length of the wire because of the Coulombic interactions between cells. Initially, the electron 

repulsion caused by Coulombic interaction between cell 1 and cell 2 will cause cell 2 to change  

polarizations.  Then,  the electron repulsion between cell 2 and cell 3 will cause cell 3 to change 

polarizations. This process will continue down the length of the QCA ―wire‖ till the polarization 

change transverses to the last cell. 

 QCA Standard Wire (45-degree) 

                    Standard 45-degree QCA wire comprises of cells oriented at 45-degree cells. It is 

obtained by rotating the orientation of 90-degree . However, if a wire is formed using 45-degree 

cells then it results in an Inverter chain. 
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                    To understand the signal propagation of 45-degree cells, assume that the input cell 

is at logic one (P = +1), with the 45-degree orientation. As the binary value propagates down the 

length of the wire, it alternates between polarization P = +1 and polarization P = -1, 

alternatively. An inverted or un-complemented value can be ripped off the wire by placing a 

ripper cell at the proper location considering the direction of signal propagation. The significant 

advantage of the 45- degree wire is that both the transmitted value as well as its complement can 

be obtained from a wire. An illustration of a value being transmitted on a 45-degree wire and an 

example of ripping off a value from the wire. 

 

 

(c)                                    

Fig: 3.8(c): QCA Rapid charger or 45-Degree Wire 

3.9 Direct Single Layer Wire Crossing (Coplanar Wire Crossing): 

                          Single layer crossing is implemented in one layer using both 45-degree and 90- 

degree QCA cells, each one dedicated to one side of a crossing. These cells can pass over the 

crossing without any significant effect on each other. depicts a Single layer crossing mechanism. 

The first wire has  only direct cells (non-rotating) and the second wire has only rotating cells. It 

is based on the observation that, when placed in line, 45-degree and 90- degree cells do not 

affect each other‘s state. The two wires  are orthogonal  to each other. This leads to the coupling 

between the two 90-degree cells at the intersection, though they are one cell apart. Therefore, 

they can operate independently. Apparently, this coupling is somewhat weaker than it would 

have been in a normal wire, resulting into lesser probability of the scene of crossing. 

                     

        Being a never-seen-before phenomenon offered by QCA, this efficient coplanar wire 

crossing has been highly popular. However, it comes with issues of low robustness and 

fabrication difficulties. The weak coupling makes the crossing highly sensitive to physical 
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parameters like cell dimension, inter-cellular spacing, temperature etc. In spite of the physical 

parameters being favorable, there are instances when a circuit with multiple crossings may 

behave unexpectedly.  

 

 

                                                     Figure 3.9: Single layer wire crossing 

3.10 Multi-layer Wire Crossing: 

                     Multilayer wire crossing either 45-degree or 90-degree cells, one wire of the 

crossing is transferred to the other layer and after passing through the crossing, the wire is 

returned to the original layer back (Figure 3.8.3).Multi-layer wire crossing is achieved by Multi-

layer placement of QCA cells. In Multi-layer strategy the crossing will be done in another layer, 

and could be implemented between two wires of the same cell type as long as the vertical 

distance between the wires is enough to prevent leaked signal from one layer to  another  and  

there is a scope to create stacked cells between the layers. This method requires an 

implementation of multiple active QCA layers on the top of each other. Multi-layer crossover 

gives better simulation results as well as performs smooth operation for reliable data 

transmission. 
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Figure 3.10: Multilayer wire crossing. 

 
3.11 Logical Wire Crossing: 

 
                   Logical crossing method utilizes only one type of QCA cells and is based on the 

interference of clocking phases on each other. In this method ―cells on  the  switch phase can 

cross over  the cells on the release phase and the cells on the hold phase can cross over the cells 

on the relax phase with no polarization effects on each other. The main constraint that the 

proposed crossing method imposes on circuit design is that the input cells at the crossings should 

have a phase difference of π. In nutshell, when the wires cross there should be the phase 

difference of180-degree with each wire.  
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                                             Figure3.11: Logical wire Crossing                                                                                                    

It is noteworthy that among these methods, Logical Crossing enjoys high robustness, low circuit 

overhead, using one type of cell, and compatibility with Single- layer designs, which is one of 

the most significant conditions for practical QCA circuits. 

 

3.12 QCA Clock Theory: 
 

                  Clocking is the key architecture feature of a QCA circuit. It not only controls data 

flow direction but also provides power gain and reduce power dissipation. In QCA technology, 

clocking is applied to the circuit for the following reasons: 

 

 Timing control: The clock signal is the only available tool to control the timing of 

the QCA circuits and to ensure fast switching of the cell state and fast relaxation, since 

the clocked cells relax faster than the non-clocked cells. 

 

 Information flow control: Since there is no current flow in QCA, the clock signal 

is used to control the direction of information flow from the input cell to the outputcell. 

     To restore the lost signal energy to the environment: since the net energy change in QCA         

system for one clock period could be expressed as: 

                                                 Enet = Ein +Eclock +Eout + Edi 

Where Enet is the net energy change, Ein is the energy of the driving cell (input cell), Eout is the 

energy consumed by the output cell, Ediss is  the  energy dissipated along the signal  path. So 

clock is essential to compensate for the energy loss in the path to ensure a net energy change of 

Zero. 
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 Creating pipelines if multiple clock signals are used: to avoid the Kink state this happens 

when large number of cells are switched at the same time. They may get stuck in the local 

energy minimum and never reach the ground state. 

 Forcing the circuit to stay in the quantum mechanics ground state, this is very important to 

achieve proper working of a QCA system. 

                          Normally the clock signal for the QCA circuit has four phases (Switch, Hold, 

Release and Relax) to ensure that the cell state switching is adiabatic and not abrupt. This is 

because in the abrupt switching the input to QCA circuit is changed suddenly  and the  circuit 

would be in some excited state and will attempt to relax to a ground state by dissipating energy 

to the environment. 

                       

            Therefore, the relaxation will be inelastic and uncontrolled and the circuit may enter a 

meta stable state that is determined by local and not global ground state. While in adiabatic 

switching, the clock signal is designed to ensure adiabatic switching (four phases signal), and 

the relaxation is controlled by the switch and release phases of the clock signal, As such, the 

circuit is always kept in its instantaneous ground state. 

                 For QCA, the clock signals are generated through an electric field, which is applied to 

the cells to either raise or lower the tunneling barrier between dots within a QCA cell. This 

electric field can be supplied by CMOS wires, or CNTs buried under the QCA circuitry. When 

the barrier is low, the cells are in a non-polarized state. 

                  When the barrier is high, the cells are not allowed to change state. Adiabatic 

switching is achieved by lowering the barrier, removing the previous input, applying the current 

input and then raising the barrier. If transitions are gradual, QCA system will remain close to the 

ground state. 
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                                                                          (a) 

 

                                         Figure 3.12(a):Landauer clock waveform  

 

                   Clocking Provides not only control of information flow but also true power gain in 

QCA. Signal energy  lost to the environment is restored by the clock. Two types of switching 

methods are possible in the operation of QCA  that are: 

 Abrupt Switching 

 Adiabatic Switching 

              

                   In abrupt switching, the inputs to the QCA circuit change suddenly and the circuit 

can be in some excited state; subsequently, the QCA circuit is relaxed to ground state by 

dissipating energy to the environment. This inelastic relaxation is uncontrolled and the QCA 

circuit may enter metastable state that is determined by a local, rather than a global energy 

ground state. Therefore, adiabatic switching is usually preferred; in adiabatic switching, the 

system is always kept in its instantaneous ground state. A clock signal is introduced to ensure 

adiabatic switching. For QCA, the clock signals are generated through an electric field, which is 

applied to the cells to either raise or lower the tunneling barrier between dots within a QCA cell. 

This electric field can be supplied by CMOS wires, or CNTs buried under the QCA circuitry. 

When the barrier is low, the cells are in a non- polarized state; when the barrier is high, the cells 

are not allowed to change state. Adiabatic switching is achieved by lowering the barrier, 

removing the previous input, applying the current input and then raising the barrier. If transitions 

are gradual, the QCA system will remain close to the ground state. 
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 For QCA, adiabatic switching is commonly preferred to abrupt switching. In an adiabatic 

approach, switching is accomplished by modulating the inter dot tunneling barrier of the QCA 

cells. 

 By applying an input signal, barriers are lowered such that cells begin to polarize. By 

raising back the barriers, cells are held or ―crystallized in their new states. If the change in the 

interdot potential barrier is gradual, then adiabatic theory guarantees that the system always 

remains in the ground state and does not permanently move to excited or metastable states.   

 A system is said to be in the ground state if it has minimum energy, i.e., all cells polarize 

and attain a state as expected by cell-to-cell interactions. In an excited state, cells align contrary 

to cell-to-cell electron repulsion and a kink is said to have occurred. In an adiabatic switching 

scheme, fluctuations in operating temperature may excite QCA cells above their ground state 

and produce erroneous results at the output. 

 

 Every QCA circuit needs a clock [36] not only to synchronize and control information 

flow but also to power the circuit as there is no external source used for powering the cells. 

There are four distinct and periodic phases of QCA clocking. 

 

 Clock controls information flow and provides power to run the circuit. Apart from the 

clock the cells are not powered from any other external source. The system is allowed to relax to 

the ground state by fixing the polarization of the input cell. 

 

 The polarization of a QCA cell switches between the two polarization states when the two 

excess electrons tunnel between neighboring dots within the cell. When the inter dot barrier is 

raised, a QCA cell will maintain its current polarization and will not react to the changes in the 

polarization of its neighbours. That the inter dot barrier of a QCA cell can be controlled (similar 

to a clock-based control in CMOS technology). Let us call this modulation of the inter dot 

barrier in a QCA cell a clock. 
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                                                               (b) 

Figure 3.12(b): 4 Phases of interdot barrier modulated as a clock. 

                   A clock is used in QCA cell to power and synchronize the circuits. A QCA designer 

has four clock zones. They are clock 0, clock1, clock 2 and clock 3 as shown in Figure 2.13. 

Each clock zone is in four phase, Switch, Hold, Release and Relax. Each clock is 90◦ out- of-

phase from its previous clock. Cells grouped in a particular zone will have the same field 

influence. The QCA circuit is partitioned into so-called clocking zones, such that all cells in a 

zone are controlled by the same clock signal.Cells in each zone perform a specific calculation. 

To implement  QCA circuit switching of the clock.  

 

           Input          Clock 0      Clock 1       Clock 2     Clock 3     Output 

(c) 

Figure 3.12(c): switching of signal 

 

 Switch: In the switch position a new input is applied and the potential barrier is raised. 

The QCA cell gets polarized by the state of the input cell. The actual computation of the 

Switch Hold Release Relax 

Interdot 

barrier 
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QCA occurs in this state. During the Switch phase, the interdot barrier is slowly raised 

and pushes the electrons into the corner dots, so the cell attains a definitive polarity 

under the influence of its neighbors (which are in the Hold phase). 

 

 Hold: In the Hold phase, barriers are high and a cell retains its polarity and acts as input 

to the neighboring cells. The potential barriers are raised and are maintained high so that 

it is sufficient to suppress any further electron tunneling, so that the states are fixed. Now 

the cell has the polarization as that of the input cell and can be used as input to next cell.  

 Release: The potential barrier of the tunnel junction is lowered so that the electron can 

easily tunnel from one dot to the other. Finally in the Release phase, barriers are lowered 

and the electrons are pulled into the middle dots so the cell loses its polarity. 

 Relax: During the Relax phase, the electrons are pulled into the middle dots,  so the  cell  

is in ―null‖  state.  The  Potential  barriers  are  at the  low state. The Polarization of a cell 

in this stage is '0'. This relax stage removes all the previous state input on the cell. 

                    This concept is explained diagrammatically Large QCA circuits are partitioned into 

clock zones. Cells in one clock zone are controlled by cells in previous clock signal. After 

performing the switching operations, the state of zone is fixed and made to act as input signal to 

the new zone. 
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Chapter 4 

IMPLEMENTATION OF ADDERS  

 

Introduction: 

                                      An adder is a digital circuit that performs addition of numbers. In 

many computers and other kinds of processors adders are used in the arithmetic logic units or 

ALU. They are also utilized in other parts of the processor, where they are used to 

calculate addresses, table indices, increment and decrement operators, and similar operations. 

There are many types of adders, some of them as fallows.. 

 

4.1Full adder: 

         The main difference between a half-adder and a full-adder is that the full-adder has three 

inputs and two outputs. The first two inputs are X and Y and the third input is an input carry as 

Z. When a full adder logic is designed we will be able to string eight of them together to create a 

byte-wide adder and cascade the carry bit from one adder to the next.The output carry is 

designated as CARRY and the normal output is designated as SUM. Take a look at the truth-

table.  

 

              

 

                                                       

Figure 4.1: Schematic symbol for full adder                Table 4.1:Truth table of Full adder 
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4.2  Structure of full adder: 

                    Full adder is a basic building block for various arithmetic circuits such as 

multipliers, compressors, comparators and so on. The power requirement and output delay of 

these circuits greatly depend upon the power requirement and delay of full adder circuits. So by 

minimizing the power and delay of the full adder circuit we can design high performance 

arithmetic circuits. 

 

                                 Several logic styles for designing the Full adder have been proposed. Each 

style has some advantages and some disadvantages. In classical design of full adder normally 

single CMOS structure is used for whole design. Such as the standard static CMOS full adder  is 

based on regular CMOS structure with conventional pull-up and pull-down transistors providing 

full swing output and good driving capabilities. The main drawback of this circuit is high input 

capacitance and use of large no. of PMOS, due to which the speed of this structure is degrade. In 

another conventional design the complementary pass transistor logic (CPL) is used. It provides 

good driving capability, full swing of operation and high speed. But its main disadvantage is 

high power dissipation due to large number of internal nodes in the cell.  

 

 

Figure 4.2: Structure of Full adder 
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4.31-bit full adder: 

                      A one- bit full adder adds three one bit inputs numbers; A, B, and Cin to give 

sum and carry as outputs. A and B both are operands and Cin is a bit carried in from the 

previous less significant stage . The full adder deals with an input carry bit resulting an 

improvement inaccuracy and in corporation in cascading for multiple stage.  

 

 

Figure4.3: Schematic symbol for 1-bit full adder 

 

 

4.4 Structure of 1-bit full adder: 

                        It is the basis of all single bit full adder design for future research, development 

and optimization. Logical modification of boolean equations ramifies into a single bit full adder 

with 28 transistors design. The model is represented in CMOS logic [7].The moderation is 

advantageous as there is a logic share between sum and carry subcircuits. The complement carry 

signal is used to generate the sum output. The following is an example of reorganized equation 

set for sum and carry:-                            

                          Carry = (A. B) + [Cin (A + B)]                          

                          Sum = (A + B + Cin) + [(A + B + Cin) .Carry   

                       

                    The sum and carry functions are represented by nested NMOS and PMOS 

transistors. The nested 14 series parallel NMOs are connected between output and ground the 

nested 14 series-parallel PMOS are connected between output and power supply. Two inverting 

circuits are required for re-inverting the sum and carry outputs. The circuit uses carry signal the 

generate sum hence the outputs are co-dependent.  
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Figure4.4: Schematic diagram for 1-bit full adder 

 

4.5 4-bit ripple carry adder: 

                       In this adder multiple full adder circuits can be cascaded in parallel to add an N-bit 

number. For an N- bit parallel adder, there must be N number of full adder circuits. A ripple carry adder 

is a logic circuit in which the carry-out of each full adder is the carry in of the succeeding next most 

significant full adder. It is called a ripple carry adder because each carry bit gets rippled into the next 

 stage. In a ripple carry adder the sum and carry out bits of any half adder stage is not valid until the carry 

in of that stage occurs. Propagation delays inside the logic circuitry is the reason behind this. Propagation 

delay is time elapsed between the application of an input and occurrence of the corresponding output. 

Consider a NOT gate, When the input is “0” the output will be “1” and vice versa. The time taken for the 

NOT gate’s output to become “0” after the application of logic “1” to the NOT gate’s input is the 

propagation delay here. Similarly the carry propagation delay is the time elapsed between the application 

of the carry in signal and the occurrence of the carry out (Cout) signal. Circuit diagram of a 4-bit ripple 

carry adder is shown below. 
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Figure 4.5: Schematic symbol for 4-bit ripple carry adder 

 

4.6 Structure of 4-bit ripple carry adder: 

                      In order for the researcher to create a layout of a cell or block, one must have a 

schematic diagram.  This is where design and layout engineers are starting from to create an 

analog or digital design. Each full adder block is being cascaded so as to construct the ripple 

carry adder. Inside each block contains the schematic diagram of a full adder.   

 

4.7 Mirror adder: 

                       The Mirror adder the PMOS and NMOS networks are equivalent to each adder 

for both sum and carry outputs leading to fully symmetric circuit topology. The current in both 

PMOS and NMOS symmetric network is equal and mirror of each other hence Fully symmetric 

current mirror circuit. An efficient-symmetric full-adder results, if different Boolean equations 

for pull-up and pull-down networks are used. 

 

4.8 Structure of mirror adder: 

                   The speed of operation is mainly limited by the time taken to generate 

andpropagate a carry from input to output in each one bit cell involved. The propagation delay is 

a function of the total number of logic gates crossed. For given channel widths and lengths, the 

generation delay for each logic gate varies with its output parasitic capacitances and the total 

channel resistance between each output node and the power or ground line in a pull up or pulls 

down network. The output parasitic capacitance depends on how many transistor gate or drain 

terminals are connected to the output node concerned. With the above considerations in mind, 

we found a feasible way to reduce the capacitive load involved in passing a carry from input to 

output, at the cost of increased capacitive load involved in sum generation. This solution should 

enable one to construct n bit. Ripple carry full adders that would be superior in speed to the 
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alternative  implementations if n > 3, as supported by computer simulations. It is protected by a 

patent. 

                   

 

Figure4.8: Schematic diagram for Mirror adder
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                                            CHAPTER 5 
 

DESIGN OF LOGICAL STRUCTURE   

USING MAJORITY  GATE 

 
                Various types of QCA devices can be constructed using different physical 

cell arrangements. One of the basic logic gates in QCA is  the  majority voter (MV) and 

the inverter (INV) is the other basic gate in QCA.  The other logical structures are 

designed using these two gates. Logic operations are performed by means of the 

interactions between adjacent cells. 

 

5.1 Design and QCA Implementation: 

 
                     In this implementation a careful consideration is taken into account, to 

increase the device stability. This implementation also reduces the number  of cells. It 

has been reduced by suitable arrangement of cells without overlapping of neighbouring 

cells and by using 2 cells inverter .Hence this implementation further reduces the area 

and complexity. 

 
 5.2 AND and OR gates: 

 
                                 The cells can then be aligned in rows and columns to form the logic 

structures. Consider the majority gate which is designed to perform the logic function 

A+B. The electrons in each cell repel each other, but the repulsion propagates to 

adjacent cells. Therefore, inputs A, B, and C are affecting the configuration of the center 

and out cells. In this case, the  majority of  the  inputs are set to ‘1’, so the center and 

Out cells are forced into  the  ‘1’  position, which is the proper result of A+B. If  A were 

set to ‘0’, the majority  of inputs would force Out to ‘0’. Similarly, if C were set to ‘0’ 

(making the cross structure an AND gate), Out would be forced to ‘0’. The AND and 

OR gates are realized by fixing the polarization to one of the inputs  of  the  majority 

gate to either P = −1 (logic “0”) or P = 1(logic “1”). 
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Figure5.2 AND gate schematic Figure 5.3 Layout  of AND gate 
 
 

 

Figure 5.4 OR gate schematic Figure 5.5Layout of OR gate 

 

 
 

    Table5.2:Truthtable of AND gate        Table5.3: Truthtable of ORgate 

 

5.3NAND and NOR gates: 

 
                   QCA computation proceeds by orientation of cells based on polarization of 

neighbouring cells. QCA inverter can be implemented by positioning and rotation of 

cells. In our implementation, positioning of QCA cell is used to invert the output from 

input logic level. In the two cell inverter, the first cell is placed normally and the second 

cell is placed adjacent to the first cell, but 10nm vertically below from the cell. Here the 

electrostatic interaction is inverted because the quantum dots of different polarizations 

are misaligned between the cells. 

                            The NAND function is the complement of AND functions. It is 
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realized by connecting AND gate (MG) followed by an inverter. Similarly the NOR gate 

is realized by connecting OR gate (MG) followed by an inverter. If the last two cells are 

arranged, as shown in the Figure 4.11 then it acts as an inverter. By using this 2 cell 

inverter, the area required and complexity can be minimized. 

 

                                   

 

Figure5.6: NAND gate schematic                            Figure5.7: Layout of NAND gate 

 

Figure 5.8: NOR gate Schematic                              Figure 5.9: Layout of NOR gate 

 

                                                                     

Table5.4:Truth table of NAND gate                Table 5.5: Truth table of NOR gate 

 

 

   

 

 

INPUTS Output 

A B (A+B)' 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 0 
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5.4 XOR and XNOR gates:  

 
                The XOR is a logical operation on two operands that results in a logical value 

of true if and only if one of the operands, but not both, has a  value of true. This forms a 

fundamental logic gate in many operations to follow. The XNOR function is the 

complement of XOR function. It is realized by connecting XOR gate followed by an 

inverter. The logic function for XOR is, 

 
A   B = A'B+B'A  

  

The realization is done making use of majority gates (MGs) as 

A   B = M (M (A', B, 0) M (A, B', 0), 1) 

  

The logic function for XNOR is, 

 
(A   B) ' = AB+A'B'  

 
The majority gate expression for above equation as, 

 
(A   B)' = M (M (A, B, 0), M (A', B', 0), 1) 

  
                    The logical structure XOR is designed with 3 majority gates and 2 inverters. 

In this implementation the total number of cells  required is 64, with an area of 64000 

nm2. This is much lesser than the previous QCA implementation. The previous 

implementation has 87cells  with an area of 75400 nm2. Similarly the Ex-NOR structure 

is designed and implemented using QCA cells. 

                                  

Figure 5.10: XOR gate schematic                      Figure 5.11: Layout of XOR gate 
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Figure 5.12:XNOR gate Schematic                         Figure 5.13 Layout of XNORgate  

 

 

 

               

Table 5.6 Truth table of XOR gate         Table 5.7:Truth table of XNOR gate
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CHAPTER 6 

 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

 
              This chapter deals with the different simulation results that have been 

performed on Adders by exploring new AND, NAND, NOR, XOR and XNOR gates 

and it is analyzed. 

Schematics: The Test bench is designed and the output waveform is obtained for the 

circuit(1-bit adder,4-bit ripple carry adder). 

 

 

                 

Figure 6.1: Pyxis schematic for 1-bit adder 
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Figure 6.2:Schematic test bench for 1-bit adder 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 6.3 Simulated waveform for 1-bit adder 
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Figure 6.4:Pyxis schematic for 4-bit ripple carry adder 

 

 

 

Figure 6.5: Schematic test bench of 4-bit ripple carry adder 
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Figure 6.6: Simulated waveform of 4-bit  ripple carry adder 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.7: Layout of AND gate 
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Figure 6.8: Simulation result of AND gate 

 

 

 

Figure 6.9: Layout of OR gate 
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Figure 6.10: Simulation result of OR gate 

 

 

Figure 6.11: Layout of NAND gate 
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Figure 6.12: Simulation result of NAND gate 

 

 

 

Figure 6.13: Layout of NOR gate
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Figure 6.14 :Simulation result of NOR gate 

 

 
 

Figure 6.15 :Layout of XOR gate 
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Figure6.16:Simulation result of XOR gate 

 

 

 

Figure 6.17: Layout of XNOR gate
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Figure 6.18: Simulation result of XNOR gate 

 

Figure 6.19: Layout of Mirror adder
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Figure 6.20: Simulation result of Mirror adder 

 

 

ANALYSIZNG TABLES: 

 

Techniques Conventional 

Logic 

1-bit adder TGL 

Technology 180nm 180nm 180nm 

Supply Voltage 5v 3v 2v 

Power dissipation 4.065nw 2.273nw 1.264nw 

Delay 1.345ns 1.01ns 1.138ns 

Area 9.019 5.643 8.85 

   
                             Table 6.1: Power Dissipation and delay comparision of 1-bit adder 
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Techniques Conventional 

Logic 

4-bit ripple Carry 

adder 

TGL 

Technology 180nm 180nm 180nm 

Supply Voltage 5v 3.8v 1v 

Power dissipation 1.50474nw 1.50474nw 473.7559nw 

Delay 0.1652ns 0.2478ns 0.2136ns 

Area 0.4531 0.2562 0.1347 

 

                Table 6.2: Power Dissipation and delay comparison of 4-bit ripple carry adder 
  

 

 

Logical 

Structures 

No.of cells Area Slection extent 

AND 24 [238.00x148.00] (371.00,88.00) 

OR 23 [218.00x148.00] (391.00,108.00) 

NAND 7 [98.00x107.00] (391.00,148.00) 

NOR 7 [98.00x103.00] (431.00,148.00) 

XOR 41 [235.00x246.00] (414.00,48.00) 

XNOR 65 [318.00x218.00] (391.00,91.00) 

Mirror adder 98 [278.00x384.00] (371.00,48.00) 

  

                                  Table 6.3: Performance Analysis of logical structure using QCA 
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CHAPTER 7 

  

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 
7.1 Conclusion: 

 
             The approximate full adder that can be utilized in various low power applications. To 

reduce the number of transistors helped in reducing the switching capacitance. The circuit 

gives highest power optimization among all previous full adder and also helped in faster 

operation. Normal Adder consumes more power than Conventional adder. By using the mirror 

adder circuit with QCA method in nano meter technology we can reduce the power 

consumption.  

 

7.2 Future Scope: 

              The results presented in this project will be considerable research on QCA as new 

computing scheme  in nanoscale. CMOS transistor technology and is definitely going to be 

the further for quantum computations and other  technologies. 
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         Project Outcomes 

a) Design of an low power  adders by exploring new AND,NAND,NOR,OR,XOR and 

XNOR gates. 

b) Power dissipation and delay are reduced. 

 

Programme Outcomes (POs) 

a) Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering for solving intricate           

engineering problems. 

b) Identify, formulate and analyse multifaceted engineering problems. 

c) Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic    

constraints such as economic,      

d) Environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and  

sustainability. 

e) Design and conduct experiments based on complex engineering problems, as well as to 

analyse and interpret data. 

f) Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering   

practice. 

g) Understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and societal   

context. 

h) Design and develop eco-friendly systems, making optimal utilization of available 

Natural Resources. 

i) Understand professional ethics and responsibilities. 

j) Work as a member and leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment.  

k) Communicate effectively.  

l) Manage the projects keeping in view the economical and societal considerations. 

m) Recognize the need for adapting to technological changes and engage in life-long   

learning. 
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      NOMENCALTURE 
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ABSTRACT 

 Power is one of the most important factors in VLSI design. Now a days each and 

every electronic gadget is designing smartly and provides number of applications, so these 

designs dissipate high amount of power. Reversible logic is gaining interest in recent years 

because of its less dissipating characteristics. This logic plays crucial role for the construction 

of low power structures. 

 Vector input states can be reconstructed uniquely from output states of the vector. 

Control lines are used in reversible gates to feed its reversible circuits from work bits i.e 

ancillary bits. In a combinational reversible circuit, all gates are reversible as there is no 

fanout or feedback. 

 Energy dissipation is becoming a major obstacle in the advanced Nano comparing era. 

As conventional combinational logic circuits dissipate heat for every bit of information, that 

is lost during their operation. Due to this fact the information lost cannot be recovered in any 

way, but the same circuit can be constructed using the reversible logic gates which will allow 

the recovery of information. 

 Reversibility in computing implies that no information about the computational states 

can ever be lost. So any earlier stage can be recovered by computing backwards or 

uncomparing the results. This is referred as logical reversibility. The benefits of logical 

reversibility can be gained only after employing physical reversibility. It is a process that 

dissipates no energy, no heat. Implementing the reversible logic has the advantage of 

reducing gate counts, garbage outputs as well as constant inputs.  

 The aim of this project is to realize combinational circuits 4-bit ALU and sequential 

circuits like D–flipflop, SR-flipflop which will be implemented using the implemented 

reversible gates. The simulation process is done by using Mentor Graphics Tool. 

 Reversible logic is the fundamental requirement for the emerging field of the quantum 

computing having with applications in the domains like Nano-technology, digital signal 

processing, cryptography, communications, optical computing, low power CMOS. 

 

Keywords: Reversible gates, Quantum cost, Quantum gates, Gate Count, Garbage outputs, 

Constant inputs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 This chapter gives the overview of the project. As VLSI technology is increasing day 

by day, the power consumption has become a major design parameter for VLSI circuit 

designers. Many technologies have been evolved to decrease the power dissipation of 

integrated circuits. Reversible logic is one of the alternatives to meet the requirement of 

power, speed and size in EDA (Electronic Design Automation) industry because these 

circuits are theoretically proven for providing nearly energy free computation by preventing 

the loss of information during operations. 

The power dissipation has become a major design issue in VLSI circuits. So,the 

design of low power circuits is one of the important concerns in VLSI design. As the system 

size is shrinking gradually it has become one of the prime concerns for design. The power 

dissipation can be reduced by introducing different design techniques. 

Energy dissipation due to information loss in high technology circuits and systems 

constructed using irreversible hardware. According to Landauer’s principle, the loss of one 

bit of information lost, will dissipate kTln2 joules of energy where, k is the Boltzmann’s 

constant, T is the absolute temperature. In order to avoid kTln2 joules of energy dissipation in 

a circuit it must be built from reversible circuits.  

According to Moore’s law the numbers of transistors will double for every 18 months. 

Thus energy conservative devices are the need of the day. The amount of energy dissipated in 

a system bears a direct relationship to the number of bits erased during computation. 

Reversible circuits are those circuits that do not lose information. The current irreversible 

technologies will dissipate a lot of heat and can reduce the life of the circuit. The reversible 

logic operations do not erase (lose) information and dissipate very less heat.  

Firstly, in reversible circuit there should be no fan-out, that is, each output will be 

used only once. Secondly for each input pattern there should be unique output pattern. 

Finally, the resulting circuit must be acyclic. Any reversible circuit design includes only the 

gates that are the number of gates, quantum cost and the number of garbage outputs. 

 

1.1  Overview of the project 

The main aim of this project is to implement combinational circuit like 4-bit ALU and 

sequential circuits like D – flipflop, SR - flipflop using reversible logic and implementing 

using Mentor Graphics tool. Energy efficiency is more important for high performance 

applications. As the power dissipation increases, heavy, expensive cooling machines and heat 

sinks, and fans are required. Many power management techniques have been developed to 

reduce this power dissipation. It is observed that increasing growth of transistor density, 
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power consumption will reach their limits in conventional technologies. In conventional 

circuits during the logic operation bits of information is erased resulting dissipation of energy 

in significant amount. Thus, if circuits are designed so that the information bits can be 

preserved, the power use can be reduced. In case of reversible logic computation, the 

information bits are not lost. Reversible logic technology can be used for minimizing the 

power consumption, heat dissipation, increasing speed etc. Here different logic gates can be 

used based on reversible logic like Toffoli, Peres, Fredkin, and Feynman etc. 

This paper is structured as follows: Chapter I: Gives the introduction about reversible 

logic. Chapter II: Literature survey and related work to this paper has been discussed. Chapter 

III: low power techniques i.e reversible logic, basic reversible gates and power related 

characteristics and advantages of using reversible logic have been discussed. Chapter IV: 

Briefly explains the implementation of combinational ALU and sequential D-flipflop, SR-

flipflop using reversible gates. Chapter V: Gives the synthesis and simulation results for the 

above implemented combinational and sequential circuits followed by conclusion and 

references. 

1.2 Why low power 

Increasing demand for mobile electronic devices such as cellular phones, laptop 

computers and bio-medical applications like pacemakers and defibrillators require low power 

consumption. By reducing the power dissipation the system performance and battery life time 

increases. That is the main reason for low power design techniques. 

1.2.1 Advantages of low power 

1. Reduce total power consumption. 

2. Increasing operating speed. 

3. It also increases battery life time and maufacturability. 

The advantage of utilizing a combination of low power components in conjunction 

with low power design techniques is more valuable now than ever before. Requirements for 

lower power consumption continue to increase significantly as components become battery 

powered, smaller and require more functionality. In the past the major concerns for the VLSI 

designers was area, performance and post. Power consideration was the secondary concerned. 

Now a day’s power is the primary concerned due to the remarkable growth and success in the 

field of personal computing devices and wireless communication system which demand high 

speed computation and complex functionality with low power consumption. The motivations 

for reducing power consumption differ from application to application. In the class of micro 

powered battery operated portable applications such as cell phones, the goal is to keep the 

battery lifetime and weight reasonable and packaging cost low. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this chapter, the literature survey and the related work done to this project has been 

discussed. 

In recent years, reversible logic circuits have applications in the emerging field of digital 

signal processing, computer graphics and cryptography. They are also a fundamental 

requirement in the field of quantum computation. The purposes of designing reversible logic 

are to decrease the number of reversible gates, garbage outputs, constant inputs, quantum 

cost, area, power, delay and hardware complexity of the reversible circuits has been 

investigated. This paper provides some reversible logic gates, which can be used in designing 

more complex systems having reversible circuits and can execute more complicated 

operations using quantum computers. The reversible circuits form the basic building blocks 

of quantum computers as all quantum operations are inherently reversible.  

There can be any number of dimensions for a reversible gate, but lower dimension is  

always preferable for designing efficient circuits. The popular reversible gates are Feynman 

Gate, Toffoli Gate, Peres Gate, Fredkin Gate etc. 

 

W.D. Pan and M. Nalasani, “Reversible logic” -  IEEE Journals & Magazine - IEEE 

Potentials. This paper intends give an outline of reversible logic. It stated that the inputs and 

outputs of reversible logic gates can be uniquely retrievable from each other. The reversible 

logic operations can't erase information and dissipate zero heat. The circuit actually operates 

in a backward operation, allows reproducing the inputs from the outputs and consumes zero 

power. As the basic elements of any logic circuit, logic gates are used to realize Boolean 

functions. By combining reversible logic gates, reversible circuits can perform complex 

logical and arithmetic operations. A one-to-one mapping between inputs and outputs is 

realized. The logical operations run backwards by cascading a reversible logic gate with its 

dual (inverse). Reversible circuits are also called lossless circuits, as there is neither energy 

loss nor information loss. These circuits are very attractive for applications where extremely 

low power consumption, or heat dissipation, is desirable in areas ranging from 

communications, low power VLSI technology, optical computing to nanotechnology. 

Reversible logic found to be very useful in quantum computing where the quantum evolution 

is inherently reversible.  

K. Prudhvi Raj and Y. Syamala, “Transistor Level Implementation of Digital Reversible 

Circuits”, International Journal of VLSI design & Communication Systems (VLSICS) 2014.  

It states that in modern VLSI systems, power dissipation is the critical limiting factor for 

more complex circuits. According to the Landauer’s principle [1], every conventional 

combinational circuit dissipates KTln2 Joules of energy for one-bit loss of information, 

where k is Boltzmann’s constant (1.3807 x 10-23 joules per Kelvin) and T is absolute 

temperature. Reversible, is a research area having characteristics that are both forward and 

backward computations. In ideal cases, these circuits have zero information loss. Therefore, 

reversible computing is an appealing solution in the design of energy efficient circuits, which 
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have low power dissipation.  Reversible logic is a very forthcoming approach of logic 

synthesis for power reduction in future computing technologies. Most of the gates used in 

digital design are not reversible for example AND, OR, EXOR gates do not perform 

reversible operation. A reversible gate/circuit can generate unique output vector for 

corresponding input vector i.e. one to one mapping is between input and output vectors. 

Therefore, out of all commonly used gates NOT gate is the only reversible gate with one 

input and one output (1×1). It also states some of the required characteristics for the gate to 

be reversible. 

They are  

 A reversible logic gate must have equal number of input and output vectors i.e. 2×2, 

3×3, 4×4 ... n×n. 

 For each input pattern, there must be a unique output pattern. 

 Each output must be used only once. 

 Must exist one to one mapping between inputs and outputs. 

There are many basic reversible gates with 1x1,2x2,3x3,4x4 configurations. NOT gate is the 

simplest 1x1 reversible gate. Feynman is the 2x2 reversible gates. Fredkin, Toffoli, Peres, TR 

gates are 3x3 reversible gates. It stated the CMOS implementations of all the above 

mentioned  basic reversible gates in the mentor graphics backend tool. 

M. Surekha, “Efficient Approaches for Designing Quantum Costs of Various Reversible 

Gates” - International Journal of Engineering Studies, Research India Publications, ISSN 

0975-6469 Volume 9, Number 1 (2017), pp. 57-78. Surekha said about the primitive gates 

and how to calculate quantum cost using those primitive gates. The primitive gates are NOT 

gate, C-NOT, Controlled-V and Controlled-V+. 

Controlled-NOT gate: If the control qubit is one, then the target bit is inverted. It is a 2x2 

gate; quantum cost of C-NOT gate is 1.  

Controlled –V gate: If the control signal A=0, then the Q-bit B will be passed through the 

controlled part without any change, i.e. Q=B. While the control signal A=1 then the unitary 

operation V = i+1/ 2 ( 1 −i  −i 1 ) is applied to the input B, i.e., V(B). Quantum cost of 

Controlled-V gate is 1. 

Controlled- V+ gate: The V+ gate performs the inverse operation of the V gate and is also a 

square root of  NOT. If the control signal A=0 then the Q-bit B will be passed through the 

controlled part without any change, i.e. Q=B. While the control signal A=1 then the unitry 

operation V+ = V-1 is applied to the input B, i.e., Q=V+ (B). Quantum cost of Controlled-V+ 

gate is 1. 

The V and V+ Quantum gates contain the following properties  

V x V+ = V+ x V = I  

V x V = NOT  

V + x V+ = NOT 
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Two controlled V gates (or) two controlled V+ gates can be connected in series is equal to 

inverter (NOT). If one controlled V gates and one controlled V+ gates are connected in series 

is equal to (identity matrix) identical value (or) simply acts as BUFFER gate. 

She also states about the various performance parameters like quantum cost, garbage outputs, 

constant inputs, delay and total logical calculations.  

Lanka Veerababu and Y. Sugandhi Naidu, “Arithmetic & Logic Unit (ALU) Design using 

Reversible Control Unit” – International Journal & Magazine of Engineering, Technology, 

Management and Research. In this paper, 1- bit ALU is designed using reversible control unit 

and reversible full adder. Full adder is designed using Peres reversible gate. It compares some 

performance parameters between existing and proposed method.  

Gowthami. P, R.V.S. Satyanarayana, “Design of a Multiplexer Using Reversible Logic”, 

International Journal of Applied Engineering Research (2017). This paper showed the design 

of multiplexer using RMUX reversible gate. RMUX gate has three inputs and three outputs 

(3x3) and the output equations of this gate are given as P=A, Q= A’B+AC, R= A’C+AB’. 

The RMUX gate has a quantum cost of Four. RMUX gate is designed as 2x1 multiplexer. 

From this 2x1 multiplexer, 4x1 and 8x1 multiplexers are designed. Multiplexer is an 

important component in designing ALU in order to select one input line from multiple inputs 

and produce that as a output. 

Addanki Purna Ramesh and Veerendra Nath Nune, “Novel Design of Multiplexer and 

Demultiplexer using Reversible Logic Gates”, International Journal of Engineering 

&Technology. This paper is also about the multiplexers design but by using different 

reversible gates like QCA, SAM gates. The new QCA and SAM gates are taken and designed 

2x1, 4x1, 8x1, 16x1 multiplexers with almost similar performance parameters. The full form 

of QCA gate is Quantum-dot Cellular Automata gate. It is a reversible 3*3 gate maps inputs 

(A, B, C) to outputs (P=A, Q=A⨁B⨁C, R=A’B⨁AC). The full form of SAM gate is Selim-

Al-Mamun gate. It is a reversible 3*3 gate maps inputs (A, B, C) to outputs (P= A ̅, Q=A ̅B⨁ 

AC ,̅ R=A C̅). The quantum cost of SAM gate is 4. 

Rohini H and Rajashekar S, “Design of Reversible Logic based Basic Combinational Circuits 

”, Communications on Applied Electronics (CAE), 2016. This paper gives the design of full 

adder, full subtractor, multiplexers and some basic operations like OR, AND, NAND, NOR, 

XOR and XNOR by using very basic reversible gates like Fredkin, Peres, Feynman. The 

above mentioned operations are required to design an ALU. But the multiplexers designed in 

the above mentioned paper are more optimized in terms of quantum cost than this one. 

Y. Syamala, and A. V. N. Tilak, “Reversible Arithmetic Logic Unit”, Electronics Computer 

Technology (ICECT), 2011 3rd International, 2011. In this paper, the design of a reversible 

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is presented making use of multiplexer unit as well as control 

signals. ALU is one of the most important components of CPU that can be part of a 

programmable reversible computing device such as a quantum computer. In multiplexer 

based ALU the operations are performed depending on the selection line. The control unit 

based ALU is developed with 9n elementary reversible gates for four basic arithmetic logical 

operations on two n-bit operands. The series of operations are performed on the same line 
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depending on control signals, instead of selecting the desired result by a multiplexer. The 

later design is found to be advantageous over the former in terms of number of garbage 

outputs and constant inputs produced. 

 Bobba Rajashekhara Reddy, D.Chakriya Nayak and S S G N Srinivasa Rao, “Design of 

Reversible Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) Using VERILOG HDL”, International Journal 

& Magazine of Engineering, Technology, Management and Research. In this paper, 

reversible Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) is designed to show its major implications on the 

Central Processing Unit (CPU). In this paper, two types of reversible ALU designs are 

proposed. In the proposed designs, eight arithmetic and four logical operations are performed. 

In the proposed design 1, Peres Full Adder Gate (PFAG) is used in reversible ALU design 

and HNG gate is used as an adder logic circuit in the proposed ALU design 2. Both proposed 

designs are analyzed and compared in terms of number of gates count, garbage output, 

quantum cost and propagation delay. The simulation results show that the proposed reversible 

ALU design 2 outperforms the proposed reversible ALU design 1 and conventional ALU 

design. It shows the design of a 16 bit reversible Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) with 15 

operations is presented by making use of Double Peres gate, Fredkin gate, Toffolli gate, DKG 

gate and NOT gate. A first single bit reversible ALU and second single bit ALU are designed 

and Then 16 single bit ALU’s are cascaded together taking carry out of ALU performing 

LSB operation as an input to carry in of ALU performing next LSB operation. 

R. Jayashree, M. Kiran Kumar and J. Selvakumar, “DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF FLIP-

FLOPS USING REVERSIBLE LOGIC”, International Journal of Advanced Information 

Science and Technology (IJAIST), 2014. This paper has designed and simulated reversible 

logic based sequential elements such as D latch, D flip-flop, T flip-flop, RS flip-flop and 

compare them in terms of average power, number of garbage outputs and number of constant 

inputs. 

Rohini H, Dr. Rajashekar S and Dr. PriyatamKumar, “DESIGN OF BASIC SEQUENTIAL 

CIRCUITS USING REVERSIBLE LOGIC”, International Conference on Electrical, 

Electronics, and Optimization Techniques (ICEEOT) – 2016. This paper proposes a 

reversible design of Flip Flops, Counters and Universal shift register. Universal shift register 

is an important memory element of the sequential circuit family.  It has proposed efficient 

design of reversible universal shift register that is optimized in terms of quantum cost, delay, 

garbage outputs. 

Md. Anwarul Islam Abir, Arnisha Akhter, Md. Ashraf Uddin and Md. Manowarul Islam, 

“Design of Parity Preserving Reversible Sequential”, 2016 5th International Conference on 

Informatics, Electronics and Vision (ICIEV). A parity preserving reversible new gate is 

proposed in this paper. A modification of existing Peres gate is also proposed. Using the 

proposed gates, the conventional flip flops – RS flip flop, JK flip flop, D flip flop and T flip 

flop are designed. Therefore, the proposed designs are fault tolerant. The master-slave JK flip 

flop and master-slave D flip flop are also designed using the proposed gates. The proposed 

circuit designs are superior to the existing designs in terms of number of gates, garbage 

outputs and quantum costs. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LOW POWER TECHNIQUES 

 

 This chapter describes the low power techniques used i.e reversible logic in this 

project. The CMOS logic circuits are categorized into two categories: static and dynamic 

logic circuits. These different logic styles are used according to design requirements such as 

power consumption, speed and area. 

 

Power Consumption: 

 An optimization of power dissipation can be achieved by compromising various 

components. Power consumption in VLSI circuit (like in multipliers) is also data dependent. 

It is found that algorithm based design reduce gate switching activity considerably and as 

result power consumption in multiplier is reduced. 

 

Dynamic Power: 

  As the name indicates it occurs when signals which go through the CMOS circuits 

change their logic state. At this moment energy is drawn from the power supply to charge up 

the output node capacitance. Charging up of the output capacitance causes transition from 0V 

to Vdd. 

 

Clock Gating: 

 Clock gating is a popular technique used in many synchronous circuits for reducing 

dynamic power dissipation, by removing the clock signal when the circuit is not in use. Clock 

gating saves power by pruning the clock tree, at the cost of adding more logic to a circuit. 

 

Power Dissipation: 

 The total power dissipated in a CMOS inverter is the sum of the static and dynamic 

components. 

 

Static Power Consumption: 

 Static power is power consumed while there is no circuit activity. For example, the 

power consumed by a D flip-flop when neither the clock nor the D input have active inputs 

(i.e., all inputs are "static" because they are at fixed dc levels). Dynamic power is power 

consumed while the inputs are active. 

 

 Power dissipation is the main constrain when it comes to portability. The mobile 

device consumer demands more features and extended battery life at a lower cost. About 70% 

of users demand longer talk and stand-by time as primary mobile phone feature. Top 3G 

requirement for operators is power efficiency. Customers want smaller and sleeker mobile 

devices. This requires high levels of silicon integration in advanced processes, but advanced 

processes have inherently higher leakage current. So there is a need to bother more on 

reducing leakage current to reduce power consumption. 
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Importance of Power in SOC: 

 

Power Management matter in System on Chip due to following concerns 

a. Packaging and Cooling costs.  

b. Digital noise immunity 

c. Battery life (in portable systems) 

d. Environmental concerns. 

 

3.1 Sources of Power Dissipation: 

 

The power dissipation in circuit can be classified into three categories as described below. 

Dynamic power consumption: Due to logic transitions causing logic gates to 

charge/discharge load capacitance. 

Short-circuit current: In a CMOS logic P-branch and N-branch are momentarily shorted as 

logic gate changes state resulting in short circuit power dissipation. 

Leakage current: This is the power dissipation that occurs when the system is in standby 

mode or not powered. There are many sources of leakage current in MOSFET. Diode 

leakages around transistors and n-wells, Subthreshold Leakage, Gate Leakage, Tunnel 

Currents etc. Increasing 20 times for each new fabrication technology. Insignificant issues are 

becoming dominating factors. 

 

3.2 Low-Power Design Techniques: 

 

An integrated low power methodology requires optimization at all design abstraction layers 

as mentioned below. 

1. System: Partitioning, Power down 

2. Algorithm: Complexity, Concurrency, Regularity  

3. Architecture: Parallelism, Pipelining, Redundancy, Data Encoding 

4. Circuit Logic: Logic Styles, Energy Recovery, Transistor Sizing 

5. Technology: Threshold Reduction, Multithreshold Devices.  

 

Dynamic power varies as VDD. So reducing the supply voltage reduces power dissipation. 

Also selective frequency reduction technique can be used to reduce dynamic power. Multi 

threshold voltage can be used to reduce leakage power at system level. Transistor resizing 

can be used to speed-up circuit and reduce power. Sleep transistors which we will discuss in 

following tutorials can be used effectively to reduce standby power. Parallelism and 

pipelining in system architecture can reduce power significantly. Clock disabling, power-

down of selected logic blocks, adiabatic computing, software redesign to lower power 

dissipation are the other techniques commonly used for low power design. 
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VLSI circuit design for low power: 

 

The growing market of portables such as cellular phones, gaming consoles and battery-

powered electronic systems demands microelectronic circuits design with ultra low power 

dissipation. As the integration, size, and complexity of the chips continue to increase, the 

difficulty in providing adequate cooling might either add significant cost or limit the 

functionality of the computing systems which make use of those integrated circuits. As the 

technology node scales down to 65nm, there is not much increase in dynamic power 

dissipation. However the static or leakage power reaches or exceeds the dynamic power 

levels beyond 65nm technology node. 

 

Hence the techniques to reduce power dissipation is not limited to dynamic power. In this 

paper, circuit and logic design approaches are discussed to minimize dynamic, leakage and 

short circuit power dissipation. Power optimization in a processor can be achieved at various 

abstract levels. System/Algorithm/Architecture have a large potential for power saving even 

these techniques tend to saturate as we integrate more functionality on an IC. So optimization 

at Circuit and Technology level is also very important for miniaturization of ICs. 

 

Total Power dissipated in a CMOS circuit is sum of dynamic power, short circuit power and 

static or leakage power. Design for low-power implies the ability to reduce all three 

components of power consumption in CMOS circuits during the development of a low power 

electronic product. In the sections to follow the most widely used circuit techniques to reduce 

each of these components of power in a standard CMOS design has been summerized. 

 

3.3 Reversible Logic: 

 

Reversible circuits that conserve information, by uncomputing bits instead of throwing them 

away will soon offer the only physically possible way to keep improving performance. 

Reversible computing will also lead to improvement in energy efficiency. Energy efficiency 

will fundamentally affect the speed of circuits such as nanocircuits and therefore the speed of 

most computing applications. To increase the portability of devices again reversible 

computing is required. It will let circuit element sizes to reduce to atomic size limits and 

hence devices will become more portable. Although the hardware design costs incurred in 

near future may be high but the power cost and performance being more dominant than logic 

hardware cost in today’s computing era, the need of reversible computing cannot be ignored. 

Reversible logic has gained importance in recent times owing to the fact that power 

consumption in these circuits can be drastically reduced. In conventional digital circuits, a 

significant amount of energy is dissipated as the bits of information are lost during logical 

operations. This loss of bits of information can be avoided by using reversible logic gates. 

 

The use of reversible logic: 

 

In conventional Circuits during the logic operations bits of information is erased resulting 

dissipation of energy in significant amount. Thus, if circuits are designed so that information 
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bits can be preserved, the power use can be reduced. In case of reversible logic computation, 

the information bits are not lost. 

 

It has been realized that quantum computing is one of the latest technologies using reversible 

logic. It is observed that increasing growth of transistor density, power consumption will 

reach their limits in conventional technologies. In conventional Circuits during the logic 

operations bits of information is erased resulting dissipation of energy in significant amount. 

Thus, if Circuits are designed so that information bits can be preserved, the power use can be 

reduced. In case of reversible logic computation, the information bits are not lost. Reversible 

logic technology can be used for minimizing the power consumption, heat dissipation, 

increasing speed etc. 

 

A reversible computation does not change the information content of its input, and is a 

permutation of input bit-strings. Reversible logic has been studied since 1980, following a 

thermodynamic argument that every lost or duplicated bit causes energy loss. When a 

computational system erases a bit of information, it must dissipate kTln2 energy, where k is 

the Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature. 

 

The benefits of logical reversibility can be gained only after employing physical reversibility. 

Physical reversibility is a process that dissipates no energy to heat. Absolutely perfect 

physical reversibility is practically unachievable. Computing systems give off heat when 

voltage levels change from positive to negative, bits from zero to one. Most of the energy 

needed to make that change is given off in the form of heat. Rather than changing voltages to 

new levels, reversible circuit elements will gradually move charge from one node to the next. 

This way, one can only expect to lose a minute amount of energy on each transition. 

Reversible computing strongly affects digital logic designs. Reversible logic elements are 

needed to recover the state of inputs from the outputs. Eventually, these will also have to be 

reversible to provide optimal efficiency. 

 

3.3.1 Parameters 

 

Garbage Outputs 

Every gate's output that is not used as input to other gate or as a primary output is called 

garbage output. The unutilized outputs from a gate are called garbage. Heavy price is paid off 

for every garbage output.  

So, it should always keep in mind that, the less number of garbage is quite good for any 

circuit design.  

 

Constant Inputs  

Constant inputs are the inputs of a reversible gate (or circuit) that are either set to 0 or 1. 
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Quantum Cost  

Quantum theory is a gigantic research field deeply related to crucial applications as 

DNA technologies, nano technologies and optical computing etc. Reversible quantum logic 

plays an important role in quantum computing.  

The quantum cost of a circuit is the total number of 2 × 2 quantum primitives are used 

to realize corresponding quantum circuit. Basically, the quantum primitives are matrix 

operations, which are applied on qubits state. 

 

Delay 

The delay of a logic circuit is the maximum number of gates in a path from any input 

line to any output line.

 

 The definition is based on two assumptions: 

(i) Each gate performs computation in one unit time  

(ii) All inputs to  the circuit are  available before the  computation begins.   

 

Power  

This refers to the total power dissipated during logical operation in entire design by using 

CMOS logic. 

 

Flexibility  

This refers to the universality of a reversible logic gate in realizing more functions. 

 

Total logical calculations:  

The total logical calculations of reversible logic specify the number of XOR gates, NOT 

gates, and AND gates in the circuits. Consequently, the Total logical calculations can be 

determined using the following equation; T= α + β + δ (1)  

Where  

T = Total logical calculation  

δ = A NOT calculation  

β = A two input AND gate calculation  

α = A two input EX-OR gate calculation 

Quantum Gate Calculation Complexity  

The quantum gate calculation complexity refers to the number of quantum gates used to  

synthesize the given circuit. 

 

3.3.2 Reversible Gates: 

There are three major design goals in reversible logic. 
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1) The quantum cost, which is the number of 1*1 and 2*2 reversible calculations necessary 

to generate the logical output, should be minimized in order to reduce the computation 

complexity of the device. 

2) The delay, which is the logical depth of the device, should be minimized. 

3)The ancillary inputs and garbage outputs - inputs and outputs not implemented in the 

design of the gate and only serve to maintain reversibility of the device - ought to be reduced 

and ideally eliminated. Some of the important reversible logic gates are: 

 

NOT Gate: 

The NOT gate is very simple Reversible gate. It is 1x1 Reversible gate. It consists of only 

one input and one output. Quantum cost is zero for Not gate. The output P is the compliment 

of the input A i.e P = A’. 

 
                                                      Fig 3.1 : NOT Gate 

 

  

Feynman Gate:  

 

The 2*2 gate is a feynman gate & is also called as controlled NOT, it is widely used for fan-

out purposes. The relationship between inputs and outputs are P=A, Q= A XOR B. 

 
                                                    Fig 3.2 : Feynman Gate 

 

The Equations are: P=A, Q=A XOR B. 

 

                                      Table 3.1 : Truth Table of  Feynman Gate 

 

Inputs Outputs 

A B P Q 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 1 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 1 0 
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Toffoli Gate: 

 

Another reversible gate is Toffoli gate. This is also known as universal reversible gate. The 

connection between inputs (A, B, C) and outputs (P, Q, R) are defined as P = A, Q = B, R =  

AB⊕C. Quantum cost for Toffoli gate is 5. This gate is proposed by Thomas Toffoli. 

 
                                                    Fig 3.3 : Toffoli Gate 

 

Table 3.2 : Truth Table of Toffoli Gate 

 

Inputs Outputs 

A B C P Q R 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 1 

0 1 0 0 1 0 

0 1 1 0 1 1 

1 0 0 1 0 0 

1 0 1 1 0 1 

1 1 0 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 0 

 

 

Fredkin Gate: 

 

Fredkin gate is a 3x3 reversible gate. The association between inputs I (A, B, C) and outputs 

O (P, Q, R) can be represented by P=A, Q=A′B⊕AC and R=A′C⊕AB. Quantum cost for 

this gate is 5. This gate is also called as controlled swap gate. 
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                                                    Fig 3.4 : Fredkin Gate 

 

Table 3.3 : Truth Table of Fredkin Gate 

 

Inputs Outputs 

A B C P Q R 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 1 

0 1 0 0 1 0 

0 1 1 0 1 1 

1 0 0 1 0 0 

1 0 1 1 1 0 

1 1 0 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

 

 

Peres Gate: 

Peres gate is another 3x3 reversible gate. This gate is proposed by Asher Peres. The inputs 

and outputs are defined as I (A, B, C) and O (P, Q, R) respectively. The connection between 

inputs and outputs is P = A, R=AB⊕C, Q = A⊕B and. Quantum cost for this gate is 4. 

 

 
                                                       Fig 3.5 : Peres Gate 
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Table 3.4 : Truth Table of Peres Gate 

 

Inputs Outputs 

A B C P Q R 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 1 

0 1 0 0 1 0 

0 1 1 0 1 1 

1 0 0 1 1 0 

1 0 1 1 1 1 

1 1 0 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 0 0 

 

 

TR Gate: 

 

TR Gate is 3x3 Reversible gate. If A, B, C are the inputs then the outputs are given by P = A, 

Q = A ⨁ B, R = AB’ ⨁ C. 

 
Fig 3.6 : TR Gate 

 

 

Table 3.5 : Truth Table of TR Gate 

 

Inputs Outputs 

A B C P Q R 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 1 
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0 1 0 0 1 0 

0 1 1 0 1 1 

1 0 0 1 1 1 

1 0 1 1 1 0 

1 1 0 1 0 0 

1 1 1 1 0 1 

 

 

 

Sayem Gate: 

 

Another important 4x4 reversible gate is Sayem. For this gate inputs and outputs are 

represented as I (A, B, C, D) and O (P, Q, R, S). The outputs are defined as P=A, R= A’B 

⨁AC⨁ D, Q=A’B⨁ AC, S=AB ⨁A’C ⨁ D). 

 

 

 
Fig 3.7 : Sayem Gate 

 

Table 3.6 : Truth Table of Sayem Gate 

 

Inputs Outputs 

A B C D P Q R S 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
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0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 

0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 

1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 

1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 

 

 

 

3.3.3 Design Constraints for Reversible Logic Circuits  

The following are the important design constraints for reversible logic circuits.  

 Reversible logic gates do not allow fan-outs.  

 The reversible logic circuits should have minimum number of reversible gates.  

 Reversible logic circuits should have minimum quantum cost.  

 The design can be optimized so as to produce minimum number of garbage outputs.  

 The reversible logic circuits must use minimum number of constant inputs.  

 The reversible logic circuits must use a minimum logic depth or gate levels.  

 Reversible logic circuits should have minimum power.  

 The  reversible logic  circuits  must use  minimum  hardware complexity  and 

minimum  quantum  gate calculation complexity.  

 

3.3.4 Advantages of Reversible Logic: 

 

1. Recovers bit-loss as well as production of heat. 

2. Adaptable for quantum computing 

3. Multiple operations in a single cycle 

4. Uses low power CMOS technology 

5. Energy efficient 

6. Inputs recovered from outputs 

7. Improves performance 

8. Several optimizations are possible 

9. Nano technologies 
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3.3.5 Goals of reversible logic: 

 

1. Minimize the garbage 

2. Minimize the width of the circuit(the number of additional inputs) 

3. Minimize the total number of gates 

4. Minimize the delay 

5. Reversible Computing is an attractive research area 

 

The next chapter shows the implementation of various combinational and sequential circuits 

like 4-bit ALU, D-flipflop, SR-flipflop by making use of above discussed reversible logic. 

Some reversible gates like DKG, SMG, Fredkin, CNOT are used to implement ALU, D and 

SR-flipflops. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

DIGITAL CIRCUITS DESIGN 
 

4.1 COMBINATIONAL 4 - BIT ALU USING REVERSIBLE LOGIC : 

 

 This chapter gives the detailed overview of the implementation of the project and 

gives the information about block diagram, truth table and inner modules of the proposed 

work. 

 

4.1.1 Operation of 4 bit ALU  

 

 An Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) is a digital multifunctional circuit that 

performs Arithmetic (Subtraction, Addition, . . .) and Logical (AND, XOR, NOR) operations 

on two operands A and B. In today’s world ALU is very important part of any circuit or 

system and it have many applications in computers, cell phones, calculators and many more. 

The design of low delay, low power ALU must consume less power. The ALU circuit must 

be created using reversible gates so that power dissipation occurs because of information loss 

can be ignored. 

 

 
Fig 4.1.1 : Basic Block Diagram of 4 – Bit ALU 

 

 

4.1.2 Reversible Gates used : 

 

  The main purposes of designing reversible logic are to decrease quantum cost, depth of the 

circuits and the number of garbage outputs. 

 

DKG Gate : 

 

DKG gate is used as a reversible logic gate which is 4*4 gate. The same DKG gate can be 

used as both Full Adder or Full Subtractor . If A=0 it acts as Full Adder, if it is 1 then it acts 

as Full Subtractor  
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Fig 4.1.2 : DKG Gate 

 

Applications of DKG Gate : 

 

 It has applications in nanotechnology, quantum computing, quantum dot cellular 

automata (QCA), DNA computing, optical computing and even in CMOS low-power 

designs. In this work, we propose basic circuits of reversible sequential logic which are the 

building blocks of a sequential CPU. 

 

SMG Gate : 

 

 Conventional logical circuits are not reversible. A reversible circuit maps each input 

vector, into a unique output vector and vice versa. A new 4 ∗ 4 reversible full adder gate 

called as SMG gate. The proposed reversible adder/subtractor circuits are evaluated in terms 

of quantum cost. 

 One of the prominent function of the proposed gate is that it can work as a single 

reversible full adder unit 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4.1.3 : SMG Gate 
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Applications of SMG Gate : 

 

Nanotechnology, Quantum computer, Quantum cost, Quantum gates, Qubits, Reversible 

gates, Two’s complement adder/subtractor. 

 

4.1.3 Realization of Addition Operation using DKG Gate: 

 

 Full Adders perform the addition of two 4-bit binary numbers. The sum (∑) outputs 

are provided for each bit and the resultant carry is obtained from the fourth bit. 

These adders feature full internal look ahead across all four bits. 

 The same DKG gate can be used as both Full Adder or Full Subtractor. If A=0, it 

acts as Full Adder. 

 
                                                 

                                                   Fig 4.1.4 : DKG Adder 

 

4.1.4 Realization of Subtraction Operation using DKG Gate: 

 

Full Subtractors perform the subtraction of two 4-bit binary numbers. The difference 

outputs are provided for each bit and the resultant borrow is obtained from the fourth bit. 

 

 The same DKG gate can be used as both Full Adder or Full Subtractor. If A=1, it 

acts as Full Subtractor. 
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Fig 4.1.5 : DKG Subtractor 

 

4.1.5 Realization of 4 – bit Adder and 4 – bit Subtractor : 

Full Adders perform the addition of two 4-bit binary numbers. The sum (∑) outputs 

are provided for each bit and the resultant carry is obtained from the fourth bit. 

These adders feature full internal look ahead across all four bits. 

Full Subtractors perform the subtraction of two 4-bit binary numbers. The difference 

outputs are provided for each bit and the resultant borrow is obtained from the fourth bit. 

A Binary Adder-Subtractor is one which is capable of both addition and subtraction of 

binary numbers in one circuit itself. The operation being performed depends upon the binary 

value the control signal holds. It is one of the components of the ALU (Arithmetic Logic 

Unit). 

Consider two 4-bit binary numbers B and C as inputs to the Digital Circuit for the 

operation with digits. The circuit consists of 4 full adders since we are performing operation 

on 4-bit numbers. There is a control line A that holds a binary value of either 0 or 1 which 

determines that the operation being carried out is addition or subtraction. 

When K=0, the operation being performed on the four bit numbers is addition. 

When K=1, the operation being performed on the four bit numbers is subtraction. 

Then B1 is serially passed to the second full adder as one of it’s outputs.The 

sum/difference S0 is recorded as the least significant bit of the sum/difference. 

(x1,y1),(x2,y2),(x3,y3) are the direct inputs to the second, third and fourth full adders. The 

carry B1, B2, B3 are serially passed to the successive full adder as one of the inputs. Bout 

becomes the total carry/borrow to the sum/difference. S1, S2, S3 are recorded to form the 

result with S0. 
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Fig 4.1.6 : 4 – Bit Adder and 4 – Bit Subtractor using DKG Gate 

 

4.1.6 Realization of XOR, AND, NAND, XNOR, OR, NOR Gates: 

XOR : With a key that is truly random, the result is a one-time pad, which is unbreakable 

even in theory. They probably meant XOR is reversible, unlike either AND or OR.On the 

receiving end, you can XOR the encrypted stream with the same key stream, and get the 

plaintext back. 

NAND : To describe the behaviour of what we calls as a reversible NAND gate.  It has three 

inputs and three outputs. Of the outputs, two, A' and B', are the same as two of the inputs, A 

and B, but the third input works this way. 

 

 

Fig 4.1.7 : XOR and AND Gates using SMG Gate 
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Fig 4.1.8 : NAND Gate using SMG Gate 

 

 

Fig 4.1.9 : XNOR and OR Gates using SMG Gate 

 

 

Fig 4.1.10 : NOR Gate using SMG Gate 

4.1.7 4 – Bit ALU : 

An Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) is a digital multifunctional circuit that performs 

Arithmetic (Subtration, Addition) and Logical (AND, XOR, NOR, XNOR, OR, NAND) 

operations on two operands A and B. In today’s world ALU is very important part of any 

circuit or system and it have many applications in computers, cell phones, calculators and 

many more. The design of low delay, low power and high speed microprocessor must 
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consume less power. The ALU circuit must be created using reversible logic gates so that 

power dissipation occurs because of information loss can be ignored. 

The proposed ALU (Arithmetic and Logic Unit) has been designed using adder, 

subtractor, and logic gates like AND, OR, XOR, XNOR, NAND, NOR. Thus, the adder and 

subtractor is designed with DKG Reversible Gate. The logic gates has been designed using 

SMG Reversible Gate. Then the 4-bit ALU operations are shown in table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 : Operations Performed by ALU based on Selection lines 

                                                        

In this reversible ALU, eight operations ADD, SUBTRACT, AND, OR, XOR, XNOR, 

NAND, NOR are performed depending upon the value of control lines S2, S1 and S0. When 

S2, S1, S0 = “000” then addition operation is performed, when S2, S1, S0 = “001” then 

subtraction operation is performed, when S2, S1, S0 = “010” then AND operation is 

performed, when S2, S1, S0=”011” then OR operation is performed, when S2, S1, S0=”100” 

then XOR operation is performed, when S2, S1, S0 = “101” then XNOR operation is 

performed, when S2, S1, S0 = “110” then NAND operation is performed, when S2, S1, 

S0=”111” then NOR operation is performed. In the reversible 4 bit ALU, 9 inputs and 9 

outputs are used in which there is one constant input – Cin, eight inputs- 
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A0,A1,A2,A3,B0,B1,B2,B3 and it have an selected line as an inputs S0,S1 and S2, nine 

outputs – Y0,Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5,Y6,Y7,Cout. 

 

Fig 4.1.11 : 4 – Bit ALU 

 

4.2 SEQUENTIAL D-FLIPFLOP & SR-FLIPFLOP USING REVERSIBLE LOGIC : 

 

 The initial threshold to building of more complex system having reversible 

sequential circuits as a primitive component and which can execute more complicated 

operations using quantum computers. The reversible circuits form the basic building block of 

quantum computers as all quantum operations are reversible. The important reversible gates 

used for reversible logic synthesis are Feynman Gate, New Gate and Fredkin gate. The 

novelty of this project is the reversible designs of Flip Flops. The Flip Flops that are 

synthesized using reversible logic are SR Flip Flop, D Flip Flop. 

 The most prominent application of reversible logic lies in quantum computers . A 

quantum computer will be viewed as a quantum network (or a family of quantum networks) 

composed of quantum logic gates; each gate performing an elementary unitary operation on 

one, two or more two–state quantum systems called qubits. Each qubit represents an 
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elementary unit of information; corresponding to the classical bit values 0 and 1. Any unitary 

operation is reversible and hence quantum networks effecting elementary arithmetic 

operations such as addition, multiplication and exponentiation cannot be directly deduced 

from their classical Boolean counterparts (classical logic gates such as AND or OR are 

clearly irreversible).Thus, quantum arithmetic must be built from reversible logical 

components.  

 Fan-outs are not permitted in the reversible logic synthesis. Outputs from one gate 

are used as inputs to the next gate without fan-out of more than one. This results in a high 

degree of interdependence among gates. Furthermore, reversible logic synthesis of sequential 

logic differs from combinational logic in that the output of the logic device is dependent not 

only on the present inputs to the device, but also on past inputs; i.e., the output of a sequential 

logic device depends on its present internal state and the present inputs. The design of 

complex system will require sequential circuits based on Flip Flops. 

 Thus all the pulse as well as edge triggered Flip Flops are synthesized using 

reversible logic. 

 

4.2.1 Reversible Gates used : 

Fredkin Gate : 

The figure represents the Fredkin gate with inputs A,B,C and outputs P,Q,R where P 

= A, Q = A’B xor AC, R = AB xor A’C. 

 Fredkin Gate is a fundamental concept in reversible and quantum computing 

reversible and quantum computing. 

Every Boolean function can be build from 3 * 3 Fredkin gates: 

P = A, 

Q = if A then C else B, 

R = if A then B else C 

 

 

Fig 4.2.1 : Fredkin Gate 
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Fig 4.2.2 : CMOS Implementation of Fredkin Gate 

 

CMOS realisation of Fredkin gate is shown in figure 9. The first output of the Fredkin 

buffer of the first input. So, a PMOS transistor with grounded gate is used. The second output 

Q=A’B+AC and the third output R=AB+A’C are realised by the pull up and pull down 

networks with PMOS and NMOS transistors respectively.  

Feynman Gate : 

When A = 0 then Q = B, when A = 1then Q = B’. 

 Every linear reversible function can be built by composing only 2*2 Feynman gates 

and 

 With B=0 Feynman gate is used as a fan-out gate.  
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Fig 4.2.3 : Feynman Gate 

 

 

Fig 4.2.4 : CMOS Implementation of Feynman Gate 

CMOS realisation of Feynman gate is shown in figure 9. The first output of the Feynman 

buffer of the first input. So, a PMOS transistor with grounded gate is used. The second output 

Q=A xor B are realised by the pull up and pull down networks with PMOS and NMOS 

transistors respectively. 
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CNOT Gate : 

If any input of Feynman Gate is given HIGH then resulting gate will be CNOT.  

 

 

Fig 4.2.5 : CNOT Gate  

 

4.2.2 D-FlipFlop : 

D Flip-flops are used as a part of memory storage elements and data processors as 

well. D flip-flop can be built using NAND gate or with NOR gate. Due to its versatility they 

are available as IC packages. The major applications of D flip-flop are to introduce delay in 

timing circuit, as a buffer, sampling data at specific intervals. D flip-flop is simpler in terms 

of wiring connection compared to JK flip-flop. Here we are using NAND gates for 

demonstrating the D flip flop. 

Whenever the clock signal is LOW, the input is never going to affect the output state. 

The clock has to be high for the inputs to get active. Thus, D flip-flop is a controlled Bi-stable 

latch where the clock signal is the control signal. Again, this gets divided into positive edge 

triggered D flip flop and negative edge triggered D flip-flop. Thus, the output has two stable 

states based on the inputs which have been discussed below. 
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Fig 4.2.6 : D FlipFlop Symbol 

 

Truth table of D Flip-Flop: 

Table 4.2 : Truth Table of D FlipFlop 

Clock 

INPUT OUTPUT 

D Q Q’ 

LOW x 0 1 

HIGH 0 0 1 

HIGH 1 1 0 

 

The D (Data) is the input state for the D flip-flop. The Q and Q’ represents the output 

states of the flip-flop. According to the table, based on the inputs the output changes its state. 

But, the important thing to consider is all these can occur only in the presence of the clock 

signal. This, works exactly like SR flip-flop for the complimentary inputs alone. 

Thus, comparing the NAND gate truth table and applying the inputs as given in D 

flip-flop truth table the output can be analysed. Analysing the above assembly as a three stage 

structure considering previous state (Q’) to be 0. 

PRESET and CLEAR: 

D flip flop has another two inputs namely PRESET and CLEAR. A HIGH signal to CLEAR 

pin will make the Q output to reset that is 0. Similarly a HIGH signal to PRESET pin will 

make the Q output to set that is 1. Hence the name itself explain the description of the pins. 
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Table 4.3 : PRESET and CLEAR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.2.7 : D-FlipFlop using Fredkin and CNOT Gates 

Clock 

INPUT OUTPUT 

PRESET CLEAR D Q Q’ 

X HIGH LOW X 1 0 

X LOW HIGH X 0 1 

X HIGH HIGH X 1 1 

HIGH LOW LOW 0 0 1 

HIGH LOW LOW 1 1 0 
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The figure 4.2.7 shows the circuit diagram of D-flipflop using Fredkin and CNOT reversible 

gates. The circuit contains 4 Fredkin reversible gates and 3 CNOT reversible gates. CNOT 

gate is obtained from Feynman reversible gate.  

 

4.2.3 SR-FlipFlop: 

SR Flip-flops were used in common applications like MP3 players, Home theatres, 

Portable audio docks, and etc. But now-a-days JK and D flip-flops are used instead, due to 

versatility. SR latch can be built with NAND gate or with NOR gate. Either of them will have 

the input and output complemented to each other. Here we are using NAND gates for 

demonstrating the SR flip flop. 

Whenever the clock signal is LOW, the inputs S and R are never going to affect the 

output. The clock has to be high for the inputs to get active. Thus, SR flip-flop is a controlled 

Bi-stable latch where the clock signal is the control signal. Again, this gets divided 

into positive edge triggered SR flip flop and negative edge triggered SR flip-flop. Thus, the 

output has two stable states based on the inputs which have been discussed below. 

 

 

Fig 4.2.8 : SR FlipFlop Symbol 

 

Truth Table of SR FlipFlop: 

 

Table 4.4 : Truth Table of SR FliopFlop 

CLK State INPUT OUTPUT 

Clock S’ R’ Q Q’ 

LOW x x 0 1 
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HIGH 0 0 0 1 

HIGH 1 0 1 0 

HIGH 0 1 0 1 

HIGH 1 1 1 0 

                                           

The memory size of SR flip flop is one bit. The S (Set) and R (Reset) are the input 

states for the SR flip-flop. The Q and Q’ represents the output states of the flip-flop. 

According to the table, based on the inputs, the output changes its state. But, the important 

thing to consider is all these can occur only in the presence of the clock signal.  

 

Fig 4.2.9 : SR-FlipFlop using Fredkin and CNOT Gates 

 

 The figure 4.2.9 shows the circuit diagram of SR-flipflop using Fredkin and CNOT 

reversible gates. The circuit contains 4 Fredkin reversible gates and 2 CNOT reversible gates. 

CNOT gate is obtained from Feynman reversible gate.  

 Reversible Flip Flops are designed using Feynman Gate, New gate and Fredkin 

Gate. The designed FFs are highly optimized in terms of number of reversible gates and 

garbage outputs. Modularization approach has been used to design the reversible flip flops. 
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Fan out problem is avoided by using Feynman gate for copying the output.  Some of the 

works that is in progress are  coming out with a new reversible gate specially designed for 

performing sequential operations, designing of complex sequential circuits using the 

proposed designs and building of the proposed reversible flip flops by using technologies 

such as  

1. CMOS, in particular adiabatic CMOS  

2. Optical, thermodynamic technology 

3. Nanotechnology & DNA technology. 

 Some of the other enhancements to this work are introducing online testability 

feature in reversible designs of sequential circuits and reversible logic synthesis of sequential 

circuits using Fredkin gate. 

 Reversible circuits are the circuits (gates) that have one to one mapping between 

vectors of inputs and outputs; thus the vector of input states can be always reconstructed from 

the vector of output states. 

 Hence the combinational 4-Bit ALU and sequential circuits like D-flipflop, SR-

flipflop are implemented using various reversible gates. The next chapter shows the synthesis 

and simulation results of implemented circuits like 4-Bit ALU, D-flipflop, SR-flipflop. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

In this chapter, synthesis and simulation results of above designed combinational and 

sequential circuits using reversible gates are shown and described. 

The proposed 4-Bit ALU circuit has been designed in verilog coding and implemented in 

Mentor Graphics tool using 130 nm technologies. 

5.1 Combinational 4 – Bit ALU Results: 

              Table 5.1 : Comparison of proposed full adder/subtractor with the existing one 

 

In this paper, the 4-Bit ALU is implemented in which 4-bit addition is one of the operations 

performed on it. 4-bit addition is designed by using DKG reversible gate. So the full adder 

implemented using DKG gate is compared with existing one [4]. Performance parameters 

like gate count, garbage outputs, constant inputs are same for both. The hardware complexity 

for the proposed one is better than the existing one [4]. 

4-Bit ALU Synthesis Diagrams: 

Synthesis is the process of transforming an RTL-specified design into a gate-level 

representation. It checks code syntax and analyse the hierarchy of the design. This ensures 

that your design is optimized for the design architecture. The resulting netlist is saved to an 

Native Generic Circuit (NGC) file.  

RTL Schematic of 4-Bit ALU: 

In digital circuit design, register-transfer level (RTL) is a design abstraction which models 

a synchronous digital circuit in terms of the flow of digital signals (data) between hardware 

registers, and the logical operations performed on those signals. 

Register-transfer-level abstraction is used in hardware description languages (HDLs) 

like Verilog and VHDL to create high-level representations of a circuit, from which lower-

level representations and ultimately actual wiring can be derived. 
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Fig 5.1 : RTL Schematic of 4-Bit ALU 

 

RTL Technology Schematics: 

Technology Schematic viewer allows to view a schematic representation of the design i.e 

synthesized netlist. 

 

Fig 5.2 : RTL Technology Schematic1 of 4-Bit ALU 
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Fig 5.3 : RTL Technology Schematic2 of 4-Bit ALU 

 

ALU Critical Path Report: 

The total area accumulated and number of gates used is given as a report in this figure. The 

total area accumulated by each and every gate used in the implemented 4-Bit ALU is given. 

The information related to the number of ports, nets, instances are also shown in this figure. 
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Critical path reports like required time and arrival time requirements for all the gates used in 

the implemented 4-bit ALU have been shown in this figure 

 

 

Fig 5.4 : ALU critical path report 
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4-Bit ALU Circuit Diagram: 

It can be clearly shown in the figure 5.5 that the circuit diagram of 4-Bit ALU with 4 bit 

inputs A, B and 3 bit selection lines sel, 4 bit output Y and in between 8 by 1 multiplexer 

which selects only one output at a time based on the selection lines. 

 

 

Fig 5.5 : ALU Circuit generated form the Verilog Code 

 

ALU Layout: 

Layout gives meaning to the design and makes it look visually appealing. The below figure 

5.6 shows the layout of combinational 4-Bit ALU which was designed by using reversible 

gates by a Verilog code. 
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Fig 5.6 : Layout of 4-Bit ALU 

Table 5.2 : Comparison of Proposed ALU with the Existing one 

 

The proposed combinational circuit in this paper is 4-bit ALU. The table is the comparison 

between the proposed 1-bit ALU and existing one [5]. The proposed one has reduced the 

performance parameters like garbage outputs, constant inputs and hardware complexity to 

some extent. 

5.2 Results of Sequential Circuits: 

Simulation Results of Fredkin Gate: 

If a b, c are the inputs then the outputs must be p = a, q = a’b XOR ac, r = ab XOR a’c. 

For example, a = 1, b = 0, c = 1, then p = 1, 

                                                             q = 0.1 XOR 1.1 = 0 XOR 1 = 1, 

                                                              r = 1.0 XOR 0.1 = 0 XOR 0 =0. 

When inputs a, b, c are 1, 0, 1 then outputs p, q, r are 1, 1, 0 as shown in the figure 5.7.   
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Fig 5.7 : Simulation Results of Fredkin Gate 

 

Simulation Results of CNOT Gate: 

If a b are the inputs then the outputs must be p = a, q = a XOR b. 

For example, a = 1, b = 0, then p = 1, 

                                                   q = 1 XOR 0 = 1. 

When inputs a, b are 1, 0 then outputs p, q are 1, 1 as shown in the figure 5.8. 

  

 

Fig 5.8 : Simulation Results of CNOT Gate 

5.2.1 D-FlipFlop Results: 

Some performance parameters like quantum cost, gate count, garbage outputs and constant 

inputs of proposed D flipflop are compared in the below table 5.3. The quantum cost has 

decreased for the proposed D-flipflop using Fredkin and CNOT gates. 
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                           Table 5.3 : Comparision of D flipflop with existing one 

 

 

D Flip Flop based on reversible logic simulation waveform shown in Figure 5.9. When clock 

is high then the operation of D Flip Flop is enable when output follows the input and output 

Qb= Q. When the clock is low outputs not responding to input. 

                         

 

 

Fig 5.9 : Simulation Results of D-FlipFlop 

 

5.2.2 SR-FlipFlop Results: 

Some performance parameters like quantum cost, gate count, garbage outputs and constant 

inputs of proposed D flipflop are compared in the below table 5.4. The quantum cost has been 

reduced for the proposed SR-flipflop. 

                               Table 5.4 : Comparision of SR flipflop with existing one 

 

SR Flip Flop based on reversible logic simulation waveform shown in Figure 5.10. When 

clock is high the then the operation of SR Flip Flop is enable when SR inputs are 00 output Q 

is 0, SR=01 output Q=0, SR=10 output Q=1 and output Qb= Q. When the clock is low 

outputs not responding to inputs. 
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Fig 5.10 : Simulation Results of SR-FlipFlop 

 

Hence, combinational like 4-Bit ALU and sequential circuits like D-FlipFlop, SR-FlipFlop 

are designed using the reversible logic. Reversible logic gates are designed and there outputs 

are shown above. Flipflops and ALU are designed and there outputs are shown above. The 

performance parameters are also analysed. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this paper, design of combinational 4-Bit ALU, sequential D-flipflop, SR-flipflops using 

reversible gates are proposed. The combinational ALU is coded in Verilog HDL, synthesis 

and simulation is done Mentor Graphics Tool. For the sequential circuits like D-flipflop and 

SR-flipflop, CMOS transistor level implementation is done and are simulated in Mentor 

Graphics Tool. The performance parameters are analysed and are compared with the existing 

papers. The proposed design shows reduction in various performance parameters like number 

of gates, constant inputs, garbage outputs, quantum cost. The use of Reversible logic reduces 

the power dissipation. 

In future we can design complete reversible computer architecture with the help of proposed 

designs. Hence we conclude that this technique is very useful for reducing power dissipation. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES 

Students will be able to 

1. Use modern tools like Mentor Graphics, Xilinx, Vivado 

2. Perform simulation and analysis. 

3. Analyse and compare different techniques. 

4. Prepare document of the project precisely. 

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

The ECE Graduates will be equipped with the ability of 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems 

and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 

consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations. 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and 

synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modelling to complex engineering 

activities with an understanding of the limitations. 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities 

relevant to the professional engineering practice. 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need 

for sustainable development. 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice. 
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9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 

leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and 

write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and 

receive clear instructions. 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and 

leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

PSO1: Apply the fundamental concepts of electronics and communication engineering to 

design a variety of components and systems for applications including signal processing, 

image processing, communication, networking, embedded systems, VLSI and control system 

PSO2: Select and apply cutting-edge engineering hardware and software tools to solve 

complex Electronics and Communication Engineering problems 

 

PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH POs AND PSOs 

 

Project 

Outcomes 

 

PO1 

 

PO2 

 

PO3 

 

PO4 

 

PO5 

 

PO6 

 

PO7 

 

PO8 

 

PO9 

 

PO10 

 

PO11 

 

PO12 

Outcome1 X X X X X   X    X 

Outcome2 X X X X X   X X X   

Outcome3 X X X X  X X  X X  X 

Outcome4 X       X X X X X 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 ALU   -  Arithmetic Logic Unit 

AMS   -  Analog mixed signal 

CAE  -  Computer Aided Engineering  

CMOS  -  Complementary MOS transistor 

DRC  -  Design Rule Checking 

EDA  -  Electronic Design Automation 

FET  -  Field Effect Transistor 

FPGA  -  Field Programmable Gate Array 

GDI  -  Gate-Diffusion-Input  

GDPK  -  Generic Process Design Kit  

IC  -  Integrated Circuit 

MOSFET -  Metal Oxide Semi Conductor Field Effect Transistor 

PTL  -  Pass Transistor Logic 

RTL  -  Register Transfer Logic 

SDL  -  Schematic-Driven Layout  

SPICE  -  Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis 

TG  -  Transmission Gate  

ULSI   -  Ultra Large Scale Integration 

VLSI  -  very Large Scale Integration 
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ABSTRACT 

Low power is the major challenge for today’s electronic industries. Power dissipation is an 

important consideration in terms of performance and space for VLSI chip design. In this project 

various logic circuits such as some combinational and sequential circuits are designed in such a 

way that power dissipation and number of transistors are reduced using low power VLSI 

techniques. The proposed circuits are highly optimized in terms of the power consumption and 

number of transistors.  Each of the proposed circuits has its own merits in terms of speed, power 

consumption, driving ability, and so on. To investigate the performance of the proposed designs, 

extensive mentor graphics simulations are performed. The simulation results, based on the 65-nm 

CMOS process technology model, indicate that the proposed designs have superior speed and 

power against other designs.  

 

Keywords: 4X1 multiplexer, full adder, d flip flop, ALU, pass transistor logic, transmission gate 

logic, adiabatic logic, conventional method, Mentor Graphics tool 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter gives the overview of the project. With the latest advancements in the 

VLSI circuit designs area, delay and power have become a prime constraint in high 

performance applications. For the portable devices area is the major constraint and power 

usage becomes a major issue in enhancement of reducing the charging time are becoming a 

challenging issues in day by day. In addition to the area and power, fast response of the 

system has become the essential criteria in the digital circuits. 

 

Intensified research in low power, high speed embedded systems has led the VLSI 

technology to scale down to nano regimes, allowing more functionality to be integrated on a 

single chip. These efforts led to several different design techniques for digital circuits apart 

from traditional CMOS design style. Pass transistor logic style is one of the new technique.  

1.1 Motivation: 

In the past few decades ago, the electronics industry has been experiencing an 

unprecedented spurt in growth of integrated circuits in computing, telecommunications and 

consumer electronics. A long way from the single transistor era in 1958 to the present 

technology, ULSI (Ultra Large Scale Integration) systems with more than 50 million number 

of transistors in a single chip is achieved. The ever-growing number of transistors integrated 

on a chip and the increasing transistor switching speed in recent decades has enabled great 

performance improvement in computer systems by several orders of magnitude. 

Unfortunately, such phenomenal performance improvements have been accompanied by an 

increase in power and energy dissipation in high performance systems require more 

expensive packaging and cooling technologies, increase cost, and decrease system reliability. 

The level of on-chip integration and clock frequency will continue to grow with increasing 

performance demands, and the power and energy dissipation of high-performance systems 

will be a critical design constraint. 

 

Digital CMOS integrated circuits have been the driving force behind VLSI for high 

performance computing and other applications, related to science and technology. The 

demand for digital CMOS integrated circuits will continue to increase in the near future, due 

to its important salient features like low power, reliable performance and improvements in the 

processing technology. 
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1.2 Aim of the Project: 
 

Main objective of this project is to implement some of the combinational and 

sequential logic circuits with low power design techniques and to compare the power 

dissipation produced in each technique, and with the help of less power dissipated logic 

circuits we also implement an ALU using mentor graphics. To minimize the power 

consumption and to increase the speed we are going with different low power design styles. 

1.3 Existing Method: 

  
SPICE ("Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis") is a general-

purpose, open-source analog electronic circuit simulator. It is a program used in integrated 

circuit and board-level design to check the integrity of circuit designs and to predict circuit 

behaviour. Board-level circuit designs can often be bread boarded for testing. Even with a 

breadboard, some circuit properties may not be accurate compared to the final printed wiring 

board, such as parasitic resistances and capacitances. These parasitic components can often 

be estimated more accurately using SPICE simulation. Also, designers may want more 

information about the circuit than is available from a single mock-up. For instance, circuit 

performance is affected by component manufacturing tolerances. In these cases it is common 

to use SPICE to perform Monte Carlo simulations of the effect of component variations on 

performance, a task which is impractical using calculations by hand for a circuit of any 

appreciable complexity. 

 

Limitations of SPICE tool is 

1) For more complex circuits the simulation may be misleading. 

2) Not free because of licensed software. 

 

1.4 Proposed technique: 

In order to decrease the power dissipation of logic circuits compared with 

conventional method we have implemented the circuits using three different techniques. They 

are: 

1. Transmission gate logic 

2. Pass transistor logic 

3. Adiabatic logic 
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Transmission gate logic: 

Connecting PMOS and NMOS devices together in parallel we can create a basic 

bilateral CMOS switch, known commonly as a “Transmission Gate”. Note that transmission 

gates are quite different from conventional CMOS logic gates as the transmission gate is 

symmetrical, or bilateral, that is, the input and output are interchangeable. A transmission 

gate (TG) is an analog gate similar to a relay that can conduct in both directions or block by a 

control signal with almost any voltage potential. It is a CMOS-based switch, in which PMOS 

passes a strong 1 but poor 0, and NMOS passes strong 0 but poor 1. 

Both PMOS and NMOS work simultaneously. 

 

Pass transistor logic: 

Pass transistor logic (PTL) describes several logic families used in the design of 

integrated circuits. It reduces the count of transistors used to make different logic gates, by 

eliminating redundant transistors. This reduces the number of active devices, but has the 

disadvantage that the difference of the voltage between high and low logic levels decreases at 

each stage. By contrast, conventional CMOS logic switches transistors so the output connects 

to one of the power supply rails, so logic voltage levels in a sequential chain do not decrease. 

Simulation of circuits may be required to ensure adequate performance. CMOS or 

Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor are said to offer improved density along with 

reducing nominal supply voltage.  

 

Adiabatic logic: 

 Adiabatic Logic is the term given to low-power electronic circuits that implement 

reversible logic. The term comes from the fact that an adiabatic process is one in which the 

total heat or energy in the system remains constant. Research in this area has mainly been 

fueled by the fact that as circuits get smaller and faster, their energy dissipation greatly 

increases, a problem that adiabatic circuits promises to solves. 

 

1.5 Tools used in this project: 

To develop the circuit in this project we used mentor graphics tool. Mentor graphics 

tool works on Linux software because Linux exports supported and help to make a risk free 

transition. This tool implemented the circuit diagrams by using MOS transistors (PMOS 

transistor and NMOS transistor) and other equipment same as in normal hardware 
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implementation. Procedure for implementing the schematic and simulating the design is 

shown in figure 1.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1)  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Fig 1.1.Flow chart for Schematic implementation and simulation. 

 

In mentor graphics there are many models available like AMS (analog mixed signal), 

PYXIS 10.2 & 10.3(64-bit), CALIBRE 12.2, and CALIBRE 2013.2 (64-bit) etc. This project 

used PYXIS model. After verification of the schematic, note down the power consumption 

values.  

 

1.6 Chapters Organization: 

 

In the following chapters to come, we will be discussing about the following concepts 

 Chapter 2 includes the literature survey which helped in understanding the 

combinational and sequential circuits design.

 Chapter 3 will discuss about different logic styles or techniques that can be used to 

design the digital circuits.

 Chapter 4 deals with software tool used for implementing the circuits.     
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 Chapter 5 deals with the implementation of digital logic circuits and ALU.

 Chapter 6 deals with the software implementation and results.

 Chapter 7 deals with comparison tables and bar charts for results.

 Finally chapter 8 deals with the conclusion of the project and the Future Scope.

 

 

1.7 Conclusion: 

 
 The evaluation revealed that using the conventional method for implementing the 

logic circuits there will be more power dissipation and number of transistors used. 

Therefore we used three different techniques for implementing the same logic circuits 

and comparison is made between these techniques.  

 We have concluded that pass transistor logic is the best logic for implementing the 

combinational and sequential circuits. 

 Then the proposed new ALU based on pass transistor logic gives the best result 

compared to conventional ALU. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 With the advancement of technology and the intensified research for low power, high 

speed compatible devices the various design techniques have been proposed. Some of those 

techniques are transmission gate logic, pass transistor logic and adiabatic logic developed in 

such effort. 

        In the year 2014, An implementation of 1-bit low power full adder was proposed by 

Rajesh parihar, Nidhi Tiwari, Binod kumar- paper presents the design of low power full adder 

based on pass transistor logic and transmission gate for carry.  

       In the year 2015, Analysis of energy efficient PTL based full adder using different 

nanometer technologies was proposed by P. Deepa, V. Sampath kumar-. This technique 

allows reducing power consumption, delay and area of digital circuits, while maintaining low 

complexity of logic design. 

         In the year 2015, Single bit hybrid full adder cell by gate diffusion input and pass 

transistor technique was proposed by Rishab Goyal and Sanjeev Sharma-. This technique 

allows reducing power consumption, delay and area of digital circuits, while maintaining low 

complexity of logic design. 

         In the year 2017, Low power multiplexer based pass transistor logic was proposed by 

Noor Ain kamsani, Veeraaiyah Thangasamy, Zubaida yusoff- In this they stated that full 

adder design state holding elements are 2 times smaller than CMOS elements, 30% faster, 

and consumes 65% less power. 

  In year 2019, power efficient design of adiabatic approach for low VLSI circuits was 

proposed by A.Parveen,T.Tamil selvi- There are different types of adiabatic logic circuit used 

for low power consumption. The comparative power consumption of adiabatic logic using 

Two Phase Adiabatic Static Clocked logic (2PASCL) and Positive Feedback Adiabatic Logic 

(PFAL) is proposed. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TECHNIQUES USED 

3.1 TRANSMISSION GATE LOGIC: 

A transmission gate (TG) is an analog gate similar to a relay that can conduct in both 

directions or block by a control signal with almost any voltage potential. It is a CMOS-based 

switch, in which PMOS passes a strong 1 but poor 0, and NMOS passes strong 0 but poor 1. 

Both PMOS and NMOS work simultaneously. 

3.1.1 Structure of transmission gate logic: 

 

 
Fig 3.1 Structure of transmission gate logic 

  

3.1.2 Function of transmission gate: 

When the control input is a logic zero (negative power supply potential), the gate of 

the n-channel MOSFET is also at a negative supply voltage potential. The gate terminal of 

the p-channel MOSFET is caused by the inverter, to the positive supply voltage potential. 

Regardless of on which switching terminal of the transmission gate (A or B) a voltage is 

applied (within the permissible range), the gate-source voltage of the n-channel MOSFETs is 

always negative, and the p-channel MOSFETs is always positive. Accordingly, neither of the 

two transistors will conduct and the transmission gate turns off. 

When the control input is a logic one, the gate terminal of the n-channel MOSFETs is 

located at a positive supply voltage potential. By the inverter, the gate terminal of the p-

channel MOSFETs is now at a negative supply voltage potential. As the substrate terminal of 

the transistors is not connected to the source terminal, the drain and source terminals are 
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almost equal and the transistors start conducting at a voltage difference between the gate 

terminal and one of these conducts. 

One of the switching terminals of the transmission gate is raised to a voltage near the 

negative supply voltage, a positive gate-source voltage (gate-to-drain voltage) will occur at 

the N-channel MOSFET, and the transistor begins to conduct, and the transmission gate 

conducts. The voltage at one of the switching terminals of the transmission gate is now raised 

continuously up to the positive supply voltage potential, so the gate-source voltage is reduced 

(gate-drain voltage) on the n-channel MOSFET, and this begins to turn off. At the same time, 

the p-channel MOSFET has a negative gate-source voltage (gate-to-drain voltage) builds up, 

whereby this transistor starts to conduct and the transmission gate switches. 

Thereby it is achieved that the transmission gate passes over the entire voltage range. 

The transition resistance of the transmission gate varies depending upon the voltage to be 

switched, and corresponds to a superposition of the resistance curves of the two transistors. 

3.1.3 Applications of transmission gate logic: 

1. Electronic switch: Transmission gates are used in order to realize electronic switches and 

analog multiplexers. If a signal is connected to different outputs (changeover switches, 

multiplexers), multiple transmission gates can be used as a transmission gate to either 

conduct or block (simple switch). A typical example is known as the 4066 4-way analog 

switch which is available from various manufacturers. 

2. Analog multiplexer: Many mixed-signal systems use an analog multiplexer to route 

several analog input channels to a single analog-to-digital converter.  

3. Logic circuits: Logic circuits can be constructed with the aid of transmission gates instead 

of traditional CMOS pull-up and pull-down networks. Such circuits can often be made more 

compact, which can be an important consideration in silicon implementations. 

4. Negative voltages: By using a transmission gate to switch alternating voltages (e.g.: audio 

signal), the negative power supply potential must be lower than the lowest signal potential. 

This ensures that the substrate diode will remain non-conducting even at negative voltages. 

Although the transmission gate can still switch to logic voltage levels, there are special 

versions with integrated level shifters. A good example, is the 4053 standard chip, commonly 

used to select between analogue inputs to an audio amplifier, has a separate ground and 

negative substrate connection that also supplies the level shifter. 
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3.2 PASS TRANSISTOR LOGIC: 

In electronics, pass transistor logic (PTL) describes several logic families used in the 

design of integrated circuits. It reduces the count of transistors used to make different logic 

gates, by eliminating redundant transistors. Transistors are used as switches to pass logic 

levels between nodes of a circuit, instead of as switches connected directly to supply 

voltages. This reduces the number of active devices, but has the disadvantage that the 

difference of the voltage between high and low logic levels decreases at each stage. Each 

transistor in series is less saturated at its output than at its input. If several devices are chained 

in series in a logic path, a conventionally constructed gate may be required to restore the 

signal voltage to the full value. By contrast, conventional CMOS logic switches transistors so 

the output connects to one of the power supply rails, so logic voltage levels in a sequential 

chain do not decrease. Simulation of circuits may be required to ensure adequate performance 

3.2.1 Structure of pass transistor logic: 

 

Fig 3.2 structure of PTL 

3.2.2 Function of PTL: 

 When the input to the gate terminal of an NMOS transistor is 0(i.e., B=0), then there 

will be no path exists between A and X, so output is also 0(i.e., X=0). 

 When the input to the gate terminal of an NMOS transistor is 1(i.e., B=1), then there 

will be a low resistance path exists between A and X, so input A will be present at output(i.e., 

X=A). 

 

3.2.3 Applications of PTL: 

1. Logic circuits: Used to implement logic circuits with less number of transistors 

 

3.3 ADIABATIC LOGIC: 

Adiabatic Logic is the term given to low-power electronic circuits that implement reversible 

logic. The term comes from the fact that an adiabatic process is one in which the total heat or 
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energy in the system remains constant. Research in this area has mainly been fueled by the 

fact that as circuits get smaller and faster, their energy dissipation greatly increases, a 

problem that adiabatic circuits promises to solves. Most research has focused on building 

adiabatic logic out of CMOS. However, current CMOS technology, though fairly energy 

efficient compared to similar technologies, dissipate energy as heat, mostly when switching. 

In order to solve this problem, there are two fundamental rules CMOS adiabatic circuits must 

follow, the reasons for which are explained below. The first is never to turn on a transistor 

when there is a voltage difference between the drain and source. The second says never to 

turn off a transistor that has current flowing through it. 

 

3.3.1 Techniques in adiabatic logic:  

Some of the techniques in adiabatic logic design are as follows: 

(i)Efficient Charge Recovery Logic (ECRL).  

(ii) 2N-2N2P Adiabatic Logic.  

(iii) Positive Feedback Adiabatic Logic (PFAL).  

(iv) NMOS Energy Recovery Logic (NERL).  

(v) Clocked Adiabatic Logic (CAL).  

(vi) True Single-Phase Adiabatic Logic (TSEL).  

(vii) Source-coupled Adiabatic Logic (SCAL). 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

    MENTOR GRAPHICS TOOL 

This chapter deals with the history of Mentor Graphics software, tools provided by it                    

and benefits by using this software. 

4.1 Mentor Graphics history: 

 In 1981, the idea of computer-aided design for electronics as the foundation of a 

company occurred to several groups - those who founded Mentor, Valid Logic Systems, and 

Daisy Systems. One of the main distinctions between these groups was that the founding 

engineers of Mentor, whose backgrounds were in software development at Tektronix, ruled 

out designing and manufacturing proprietary computers to run their software applications. 

They felt that hardware was going to become a commodity owned by big computer 

companies, so instead they would select an existing computer system as the hardware 

platform for the Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) programs they would build. 

By February 1981, most of the start-up team had been identified; By March, the three 

executive founders, Tom Bruggere, Gerry Langeler and Dave Moffenbeier had left 

Tektronix, and by May the business plan was complete. The first round of money, $1 million, 

came from Sutter Hill, Greylock, and Venrock Associates. The next round was $2 million 

from five venture capital firms and in April 1983 a third round raised $7 million more. 

Mentor Graphics was one of the first companies to attract venture capital to Oregon. Apollo 

Computer workstations were chosen as the initial hardware platform. 

When Mentor entered the CAE market the company had two technical differentiators: 

the first was the software - Mentor, Valid, and Daisy each had software with different 

strengths and weaknesses. The second was the hardware - Mentor ran all programs on the 

Apollo workstation, while Daisy and Valid each built their own hardware. By the late 1980s, 

all EDA companies abandoned proprietary hardware in favour of workstations manufactured 

by companies such as Apollo and Sun Microsystems. After a frenzied development, the 

IDEA 1000 product was introduced at the 1982 Design Automation Conference, though in a 

suite and not on the floor. By the time founder Bruggere ran for the U.S. Senate in 1996, the 

company had grown to annual revenues of $384 million. 

Mentor Graphics is a global company with product development taking place in the 

USA, Europe, Japan, Pakistan, India and Egypt. In keeping with global trends in software 

development, the company has a substantial labour force in lower cost locations such as 

Pakistan. 
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India, Poland, Hungary and Egypt. James "Jim" Ready, one of the more colourful people in 

embedded systems, left Mentor in 1999 to form the embedded Linux company MontaVista. 

Neil Henderson, a pioneer in the royalty-free, source provided market space, joined Mentor 

Graphics in 2002 with the acquisition of Accelerated Technology Inc. Stephen Mellor, a 

leader in the UML space and co-originator of the Shlaer-Mellor design methodology, joined 

Mentor Graphics in 2004 following the acquisition of Project Technology. As of 2012, 

Mentor's major competitors are: Cadence Design Systems, Synopsys and Zuken. 

In June 2008, Cadence Design Systems offered to acquire Mentor Graphics in a 

leveraged buyout. On 15 August 2008, Cadence withdrew this offer quoting an inability to 

raise the necessary capital and the unwillingness of Mentor Graphics' Board and management 

to discuss the offer. Mentor acquired Flomerics Group plc for $60 million in cash in October 

2008, and in August 2009, Mentor completed the acquisition of silicon manufacturing testing 

company Logic Vision for $13 million in an all-stock deal. Mentor completed the acquisition 

of Valor Computerized Systems in March 2010 in a cash and stock deal valued at $50 

million. 

On 22 February 2011, Carl Icahn, an activist investor, made an offer to buy the 

company for about $1.86 billion in cash in a move to push other suitors to declare 

themselves. 

 

4.2 Tools distributed by Mentor Graphics: 

  Electronic design automation for 

 Integrated circuit layout full-custom and SDL tools such as IC Station. 
 

 IC place and route tool: Olympus-SoC 
 

 IC Verification tools such as Calibre nm DRC, Calibre nm LVS, Calibre x RC, 

Calibre x ACT 3D 
 

 IC Design for Manufacturing tools such as Calibre LFD, Calibre Yield 

Enhancer and Calibre Yield Analyzer.

  Schematic editors for electronic schematics such as Design Architect IC or Dx     

Designer 


 A Layout tools for printed circuit boards with programs such as PADS, 

Expedition Enterprise and Board Station 
 

 Component library management tools
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FPGA synthesis tools: 

 precision synthesis - Advanced RTL & physical synthesis for FPGAs 
 

Simulation tools for analog mixed-signal design: 

 

 ModelSim is a hardware simulation and debug environment primarily targeted at 

smaller ASIC and FPGA design 

 QuestaSim is a Simulator with additional Debug capabilities targeted at complex 

FPGA's and SoC's. QuestaSim can be used by users who have experience with 

ModelSim as it shares most of the common debug features and capabilities. One of 

the main differences between QuestaSim and ModelSim (besides 

performance/capacity) is that QuestaSim is the simulation engine for the Questa 

Platform which includes integration of Verification Management, Formal based 

technologies, Questa Verification IP, Low Power Simulation and Accelerated 

Coverage Closure technologies. QuestaSim natively supports System Verilog for Test 

bench, UPF, UCIS, OVM/UVM where ModelSim does not. 

 Eldo is a SPICE simulator 

 System Vision is a virtual lab for mechatronic system design and analysis 

 ADiT is a Fast-SPICE simulator 

 Questa ADMS is a mixed-signal verification tool 



4.3 Pyxis layout: 



Pyxis Layout, part of Mentor's new Pyxis Custom IC Design Platform, provides a fast 

and flexible environment for layout entry and editing. 

Pyxis Layout supports an extensive set of editing functions for efficient, accurate 

polygon editing. This gives the design engineer full control of circuit density and 

performance, while improving productivity by as much as 5 times. Hierarchy and advanced 

window management allows multiple views of the same cell and provides the capability to 

edit both views. Additionally, design engineers can create matched analog layouts quickly by 

editing using a half-cell methodology. 

Pyxis Layout interacts seamlessly with other solutions in the Pyxis Custom IC Design 

Platform to create, develop, simulate, verify, optimize and implement even the most 

challenging full custom analog and mixed-signal IC designs quickly and accurately—the first 

time. As a designer, you enjoy a consistent look and feel in single environment, whether 

creating schematics, block diagrams, symbols, or HDL representations. Additionally, 
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Mentor’s foundry partners provide certified design kits for use with Pyxis Custom IC Design 

Platform solutions.   

 

Schematic Driven Layout: 

 
Schematic-driven layout (SDL) is a design methodology that enables design engineers 

to create "correct by construction" layouts. These layouts are based on information from a 

schematic or a net list source. By using the designs connectivity, Pyxis SDL enables 

automated creation of layout data, while maintaining the relationship between layout and 

schematic, reducing design cycle time and assuring layout is free of LVS violations. Any mix 

of polygons, device generators (either custom, built-in or from a foundry supplied Process 

Design Kit), and cell data are supported in the layout environment. Available as an add-on 

option to Pyxis Layout, Pyxis SDL enables this functionality, reducing design cycle time and 

assuring correct-by-construction layout. 

 

Concurrent Editing: 

Pyxis Concurrent, an add-on option for Pyxis Layout, allows multiple designers to 

simultaneously make edits to the same cell. With Pyxis Concurrent, multiple designers can 

join a layout session in shared mode. Once in the session, the designers create fences to 

define their work area. They can create one or more fences and can make edits to any shape 

or path that is wholly enclosed within their fenced area. These shapes are local to the session 

and are not stored with the design. 

 

4.4 Benefits and Options: 

Key benefits: 
 

 Improves layout design throughput up to 50 times compared to manual layout 

methods.


 Multiple tools support increasing level of layout automation.

 
 Reduces design rule checking (DRC) debugging cycles, leading to shortened time-

to-market.


 Creates DRC/LVS–correct complex layout with a simple command to improve 

reliability of final product.
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Options: 
 

 Pyxis Concurrent – Adds concurrent editing functionality to Pyxis Layout


 Pyxis TFT-LCD – Adds functionality required for flat panel design to Pyxis Layout

 

 Pyxis Plot – Enables plotting to HP Plotter from Pyxis Layout verification 

requirements.

 

The IC design flow of the pyxis project manager is mentioned in the figure 4.1 and the pyxis 

tool set in the figure 4.2 as shown.

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1 IC-design flow 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig 4.2. Pyxis tool set 
 

4.5 Mentor Graphics ASIC design kit (ADK): 

 
Technology files & standard cell libraries: 

 
ami: ami12, ami05 (1.2, 0.5 μm) 

 
tsmc: tsmc035, tsmc025, tsmc018 (0.35, 0.25, 0.18 μm) 

 
Current MOSIS Instructional: IBM 180nm CMOS (7RF), ON Semi 0.5um CMOS 

 
Current MOSIS Unfunded Research: IBM 130nm CMOS (8RF), 130nm SiGEBi 

 
CMOS(8HP) 
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IC flow & DFT tool support files: Simulation models VHDL/Verilog/Mixed-Signal 

models (ModelSim SE/Questa ADMS), Analog (SPICE) models (Eldo, ADiT) Post-

layout timing (Mach TA) obsolete: Mach TA replaced by ADiT 

Digital schematic (Quick sim II, Quick sim Pro) obsolete: HDL or Eldo now used          

Standard cell synthesis libraries (Leonardo Spectrum), Design for test & ATPG 

libraries (DFT Advisor, Fast scan) 
 

Schematic capture (Design Architect-IC), IC physical design (standard cell & custom) 
 

Standard cell models, symbols, layouts (IC Station) 
 

Design rule check, layout vs schematic, parameter extraction (Calibre). 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION OF DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS AND 

ALU 

5.1 MULTIPLEXER: 

Multiplexer is a combinational circuit that has maximum of 2n data inputs, ‘n’ selection lines 

and single output line. One of these data inputs will be connected to the output based on the 

values of selection lines. Since there are ‘n’ selection lines, there will be 2n possible 

combinations of zeros and ones. So, each combination will select only one data input. 

Multiplexer is also called as Mux. 

4x1 Multiplexer: 4x1 Multiplexer has four data inputs I3, I2, I1 & I0, two selection lines s1 & 

s0 and one output Y. The block diagram of 4x1 Multiplexer is shown in the following figure. 

 

Fig 5.1: symbol of 4x1 mux 

One of these 4 inputs will be connected to the output based on the combination of inputs 

present at these two selection lines.  

Table 5.1: Truth table of 4x1 Multiplexer is shown below. 

Selection Lines Output 

S1 S0 Y 

0 0 I0 

0 1 I1 

1 0 I2 

1 1 I3 
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From Truth table, we can directly write the Boolean function for output, Y as 

Y=S1′S0′I0+S1′S0I1+S1S0′I2+S1S0I3Y=S1′S0′I0+S1′S0I1+S1S0′I2+S1S0I3 

We can implement this Boolean function using Inverters, AND gates & OR gate. The circuit 

diagram of 4x1 multiplexer is shown in the following figure. 

 

Fig 5.2: logic circuit for 4x1 mux 

 

5.2 FULL ADDER 

Full Adder is the adder which adds three inputs and produces two outputs. The first two 

inputs are A and B and the third input is an input carry as C-IN. The output carry is 

designated as C-OUT and the normal output is designated as S which is SUM. 

A full adder logic is designed in such a manner that can take eight inputs together to create a 

byte-wide adder and cascade the carry bit from one adder to the another. 

 

Fig 5.3: symbol for full adder 
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Full Adder Truth Table: 

Table 5.2: full adder truth table 

 

FULL ADDER LOGIC CIRCUIT: 

 

Fig 5.4: Full Adder logic circuit. 

 

5.3 D FLIP FLOP 

D Flip-flops are used as a part of memory storage elements and data processors as 

well. D flip-flop can be built using NAND gate or with NOR gate. Due to its versatility they 

are available as IC packages. The major applications of D flip-flop are to introduce delay in 

timing circuit, as a buffer, sampling data at specific intervals. D flip-flop is simpler in terms 

of wiring connection compared to JK flip-flop. Here we are using NAND gates for 

demonstrating the D flip flop. 

Whenever the clock signal is LOW, the input is never going to affect the output state. 

The clock has to be high for the inputs to get active. Thus, D flip-flop is a controlled Bi-stable 
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latch where the clock signal is the control signal. Again, this gets divided into positive edge 

triggered D flip flop and negative edge triggered D flip-flop.  

Symbol of D flip flop 

 

Fig 5.5 symbol of d flip flop 

Table 5.3: Truth table of D Flip-Flop: 

Clock 

INPUT OUTPUT 

D Q Q’ 

LOW X 0 1 

HIGH 0 0 1 

HIGH 1 1 0 

 

The D(Data) is the input state for the D flip-flop. The Q and Q’ represents the output 

states of the flip-flop. According to the table, based on the inputs the output changes its state. 

But, the important thing to consider is all these can occur only in the presence of the clock 

signal. This, works exactly like SR flip-flop for the complimentary inputs alone. 
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Representation of D Flip-Flop using Logic Gates: 

 

Fig 5.6 logic circuit of d flip flop 

 

5.4 ALU 

The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is a fundamental building block of the Central 

Processing Unit (CPU) of a computer. Even one of the simplest microprocessor contains one 

ALU for purposes such as maintaining timers. We can say that ALU is a core component of 

all central processing unit within in a computer and is an integral part of the execution unit. 

ALU is capable of calculating the results of a wide variety of basic arithmetical and logical 

computations. The ALU takes as input the data to be operated on (called operands) and a 

code from the control unit indicating which operation to perform. The output is the result of 

the computation. The ALU implemented will perform the following operations: 

 Arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, increment, decrement, transfer). 

 Logic operations (AND, NOT, OR, NAND, NOR, EX-OR, EX-NOR). 

 

 

Fig 5.7: ALU 
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CHAPTER 6 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

This chapter deals with the different simulation results using different techniques for 

implementing some of the combinational and sequential circuits. At last an ALU is 

implemented using the best resulted technique among the different techniques. 

SCHEMATICS: 

MULTIPLEXER: 

 The figure 6.1 is the conventional 4X1 multiplexer circuit which has inputs A,B,C and 

D along with selection lines S0 and S1 the output is taken out based on the selection 

inputs. The Test bench is designed and the output waveform is obtained for the 

circuit. 

 

Fig6.1:Pyxis schematic of conventional 4x1 mux 

 

Fig 6.2: Test bench of conventional 4x1 mux 
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Fig 6.3: Simulation waveform of conventional 4x1 mux 

Power dissipation: 53.3mw 

Number of transistors: 42 

 

 The figure 6.4 is the transmission gate logic based 4X1 multiplexer circuit which has 

inputs A, B, C and D along with selection lines S0 and S1 the output is taken out 

based on the selection inputs. The Test bench is designed and the output waveform is 

obtained for the circuit. 

 

 

Fig 6.4: Pyxis schematic of transmission gate logic based 4x1 mux circuit 
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Fig 6.5:Testbench of transmission gate logic based 4x1 mux circuit 

 

 

Fig6.6: Simulation waveform of transmission gate logic based 4x1 mux circuit 

Power dissipation: 152.8603nw 

Number of transistors: 12 
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 The figure 6.7 is the pass transistor logic based 4X1 multiplexer circuit which has 

inputs A, B, C and D along with selection lines S0 and S1 the output is taken out 

based on the selection inputs. The Test bench is designed and the output waveform is 

obtained for the circuit. 

 

 
  

 

Fig 6.7: Pyxis Schematic of pass transistor logic based 4x1 mux circuit 

 

 

 
 

Fig 6.8: Test bench of pass transistor logic based 4x1 mux circuit 
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Fig 6.9: Simulation  waveforms of pass transistor logic based 4x1 mux circuit 

 

Power dissipation: 125.5603nw 

Number of transistors: 6 

 

 The figure 6.10 is the adiabatic logic based 4X1 multiplexer circuit which has inputs 

A, B, C and D along with selection lines S0 and S1 the output is taken out based on 

the selection inputs. The Test bench is designed and the output waveform is obtained 

for the circuit. 

 
 

Fig 6.10: Pyxis schematic of adiabatic logic based 4X1 mux 
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Fig 6.11: Test bench of adiabatic logic based 4X1 mux 

 

 
 

Fig 6.12: Simulation waveform of adiabatic logic based 4X1 mux 

 

Power dissipation: 457.7810nw 

Number of transistors: 28 
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FULL ADDER: 

 

 The figure 6.13 is the conventional full adder circuit which has inputs A, B, CIN and 

the outputs are SUM, COUT. The Test bench is designed and the output waveform is 

obtained for the circuit. 

 

 
    

   Fig 6.13: Pyxis Schematic of conventional full adder 

 

 
 

   Fig 6.14: Test bench of conventional full adder 
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   Fig 6.15: Simulation waveform of conventional full adder 

Power dissipation: 700.9266nw 

Number of transistors: 28 

 

 The figure 6.13 is the transmission gate based full adder circuit which has inputs A, B, 

CIN and the outputs are SUM, COUT. The Test bench is designed and the output 

waveform is obtained for the circuit. 

 

 
 

  Fig 6.16:Pyxis Schematic of transmission gate based full adder 
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Fig 6.17: Test bench of transmission gate based full adder 

 

 

 
 

  Fig 6.18: simulation waveforms of transmission gate based full adder 

 

Power dissipation: 542.5739nw 

Number of transistors: 20 
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 The figure 6.19 pass transistor logic based full adder circuit which has inputs A, B, 

CIN and the outputs are SUM, COUT. The Test bench is designed and the output 

waveform is obtained for the circuit. 

 

 
 

  Fig 6.19: schematic of pass transistor logic based full adder 

 

 

 

 
 

 Fig 6.20: Test bench of pass transistor logic based full adder 
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Fig 6.21: Simulation waveform of pass transistor logic based full adder 

Power dissipation: 250.1661nw 

Number of transistors: 6 

 

 The figure 6.22 is the adiabatic logic based full adder circuit which has inputs A, B, 

CIN and the outputs are SUM, COUT. The Test bench is designed and the output 

waveform is obtained for the circuit. 

 

 
 

 Fig 6.22: Pyxis Schematic of adiabatic logic based full adder 
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Fig 6.23: Test bench of adiabatic logic based full adder 

 

 
 

 Fig 6.24: Simulation waveform of adiabatic logic based full adder 

 

Power dissipation: 300nw 

Number of transistors: 9 

 

 

 

 

300n watts 
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D-FLIP FLOP: 

 

 The figure 6.25 is the conventional D flip flop circuit which has inputs D, CLK and the 

outputs are Q, Qbar . The Test bench is designed and the output waveform is obtained 

for the circuit. 

 

 
 

  Fig 6.25: Pyxis Schematic of conventional D flipflop 

 

 

 
 

  Fig 6.26:Test bench of conventional D flipflop 
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  Fig 6.27: Simulation waveform of conventional D flipflop 

Power dissipation: 243.1793nw 

Number of transistors: 18 

 

 The figure 6.28 is the transmission gate based D flip flop circuit which has inputs D, 

CLk and the outputs are Q, Qbar. The Test bench is designed and the output waveform 

is obtained for the circuit. 

 

 

Fig 6.28: Schematic of transmission gate based D flipflop 
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Fig 6.29: Test bench of transmission gate based D flipflop 

 

 

 
 

  Fig 6.30: Simulation waveform of transmission gate based D flipflop 

 

Power dissipation: 487.5103nw 

  Number of transistors: 24 
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 The figure 6.31 is the pass transistor logic based d flip flop circuit which has inputs D, 

CLK and the outputs are Q, Qbar. The Test bench is designed and the output waveform 

is obtained for the circuit.  

 

 

Fig 6.31: Pyxis  schematic of pass transistor logic based D flipflop 

 

 

 

 
 

  Fig 6.32: Test bench of pass transistor logic based D flipflop 
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Fig 6.33: Simulation waveform of pass transistor logic based D flipflop 

Power dissipation: 196.9402nw 

Number of transistors: 12 

 

 The figure 6.34 is the adiabatic logic based D flip flop circuit which has inputs D, CLK 

and the outputs are Q, Qbar. The Test bench is designed and the output waveform is 

obtained for the circuit. 

 
 

Fig 6.34: Pyxis schematic of adiabatic logic based D flip flop 
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 Fig 6.35: Testbench of adiabatic logic based D flipflop 

 

 
 

 Fig 6.36: Simulation waveform of adiabatic logic based D flipflop 

 

Power dissipation: 297.6702nw 

Number of transistors: 9 
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OTHER INPUTS FOR ALU: 

Apart from the above three circuits to implement ALU we require some other inputs 

for ALU. Some of them are 

1. Inverter  

2. Nand 

3. Nor 

4. Buffer  

 

INVERTER: 

 

 The figure 6.37 is the inverter circuit which has input IN and the output is OUT. The 

Test bench is designed and the output waveform is obtained for the circuit. 

 

 
 

   Fig 6.37: Pyxis schematic of an  inverter 

 
 

Fig 6.38: Test bench of inverter 
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Fig 6.39 simulation waveform for inverter 

 

NAND: 

 

 The figure 6.40 is the NAND circuit which has inputs A, Band the output is OUT. The 

Test bench is designed and the output waveform is obtained for the circuit. 

 

 
Fig 6.40: Pyxis schematic of NAND 

 

 
Fig 6.41: testbench of NAND 
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fig 6.42: simulation waveforms for NAND 

 

NOR: 

 

 The figure 6.43 is the NOR circuit which has inputs A, B and the output is OUT. The 

Test bench is designed and the output waveform is obtained for the circuit. 

 

 
Fig 6.43: Pyxis schematic of NOR 
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Fig 6.44: testbench of NOR 

 

 
Fig 6.45: simulation waveform for NOR 
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2X1 MULTIPLEXER: 

 For implementing ALU we also require 2x1 multiplexer 

 

 
Fig 6.46: Pyxis schematic of 2x1 mux 

 

 
 

Fig 6.47: Testbench of 2X1 mux 
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Fig 6.48: simulation waveform for 2x1 mux 

 

ALU: 

 The figure 6.49 is the conventional ALU circuit which has inputs NAND, NOR, 

BUFFER, INVERTER, FULL ADDER, D FLIP FLOP and 2 selection lines and the 

output is taken out based on the selection lines. The Test bench is designed and the 

output waveform is obtained for the circuit. 

 

 

 
Fig 6.49: Pyxis schematic of conventional ALU 
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Fig 6.50: Testbench of conventional ALU 

 

 
Fig 6.51(a) 
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Fig 6.51(b) 

 

 
Fig 6.51(c) 

Fig 6.51: simulation waveforms of conventional ALU 

Power dissipation: 123mw 

 

 The figure 6.52 is the proposed ALU circuit which has inputs NAND, NOR, BUFFER, 

INVERTER, FULL ADDER, D FLIP FLOP and 2 selection lines and the output is 

taken out based on the selection lines. The Test bench is designed and the output 

waveform is obtained for the circuit. 
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Fig 6.52: Pyxis schematic of proposed ALU 

 

 
Fig 6.53 Testbench of proposed ALU 
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Fig 6.54(a) 

 

 
Fig 6.54(b) 
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Fig 6.54(c) 

Fig 6.54 simulation waveforms of proposed ALU 

 

Power dissipation: 1.1635 microwatts 
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CHAPTER 7 

COMPARISION TABELS AND BAR CHARTS FOR RESULTS 

 

Table 7.1: Power Dissipation and number of transistors in 4x1 multiplexer 

Techniques Conventional 

method 

Transmission 

gate logic 

Pass transistor 

logic 

Adiabatic logic 

Supply 

voltage 

5v 5v 5v 5v 

Power 

dissipation 

53.3mw 152.8603nw 125.5603nw 457.7810nw 

Number of 

transistors 

42 12 6 28 

 

Table 7.2: Power Dissipation and number of transistors in full adder 

 

Table 7.3: Power Dissipation and number of transistors in D flip flop 

Techniques Conventional 

method 

Transmission 

gate logic 

Pass transistor 

logic 

Adiabatic logic 

Supply 

voltage 

5v 5v 5v 5v 

Power 

dissipation 

243.1793nw 487.5103nw 196.9402nw 297.6702nw 

Number of 

transistors 

18 24 12 9 

Techniques conventional 

method 

Transmission 

gate logic 

Pass transistor 

logic 

Adiabatic logic 

Supply 

voltage 

5v 5V 5v 5V 

Power 

dissipation 

700.9266nw 542.5739nw 250.1661nw 300nw 

Number of 

transistors 

28 20 6 9 
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Table 7.4: Power Dissipation in ALU 

Method Conventional proposed 

Power dissipation 123mw 

 

1.1635 microwatts 

  

BAR CHARTS: 

4X1 multiplexer:  

Below graph shows the power dissipation in different techniques  

 

Fig 7.1: power dissipation graph of 4X1 mux 

Below graph shows the number of transistors used in different techniques 

 

Fig 7.2: number of transistors used in 4X1 mux graph 

 

5330
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conventional method transmission gate logic pass transistor logic adiabatic logic
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number of transistors
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Full adder: 

Below graph shows the power dissipation in different techniques 

 

Fig 7.3: power dissipation graph of full adder 

 
Below graph shows the number of transistors used in different techniques 

 
Fig 7.4: number of transistors used in full adder graph 

 
D flip flop: 

 
Below graph shows the power dissipation in different techniques 

Fig 7.5: power dissipation graph of d flip flop 
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Below graph shows the number of transistors used in different techniques 

 
Fig 7.6: number of transistors used in d flip flop graph 

 
ALU: 

 

Below graph shows the power dissipation in different techniques 

 

 

Fig 7.7: power dissipation graph of ALU 
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CHAPTER 8 

  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

8.1 Conclusion: 

 The evaluation revealed that using the conventional method for implementing the 

logic circuits there will be more power dissipation and number of transistors used. 

Therefore we used three different techniques for implementing the same logic circuits 

and comparison is made between these techniques.  

 We have concluded that pass transistor logic is the best logic for implementing the 

combinational and sequential circuits. 

 Then the proposed new ALU based on pass transistor logic gives the best result 

compared to conventional ALU. 

 

 8.2 Future Scope: 

            The results presented in this project will encourage for further research activities on 

Pass Transistor Logic Style. 
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Project Outcomes 

a) Design of low power combinational and sequential circuits using three different 

techniques. 

b) Design an ALU using pass transistor logic. 

c) Power dissipation and number of transistors used are reduced 

 

Programme Outcomes (POs) 

a) Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering for solving intricate 

engineering problems. 

b) Identify, formulate and analyse multifaceted engineering problems. 

c) Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic   

constraints such as economic,      

d) Environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and 

sustainability. 

e) Design and conduct experiments based on complex engineering problems, as well as 

to analyse and interpret data. 

f) Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering   

practice. 

g) Understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and societal   

context. 

h) Design and develop eco-friendly systems, making optimal utilization of available 

Natural Resources. 

i) Understand professional ethics and responsibilities. 

j) Work as a member and leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment.  

k) Communicate effectively.  

l) Manage the projects keeping in view the economical and societal considerations. 

m) Recognize the need for adapting to technological changes and engage in life-long   

learning. 
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  NOMENCLATURE 

RFID - Radio Frequency Identification 

GSM - Global System for Mobile communication 

SMS - Short Message Service 

LCD - Liquid Crystal Display 

LED - Light Emitting Device 

PCB - Printed Circuit Board 

UART - Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter 

USB - Universal Serial Bus 

RAM - Random Access Memory 

ROM - Read Only Memory 

GPS - Global Positioning System 

GPRS - General Packet Radio Service 

IDE - Integrated Development Environment 
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ABSTRACT 

 
An architecture for creating intelligent systems for controlling road traffic is 

proposed. The system is based on a simple principle of RFID tracking of vehicles, can 

operate in real-time, improve traffic flow and safety, and fully automated, saving costly 

constant human involvement. This paper deals with changing the traditional traffic system 

as an intelligent and real time one. The usage of components like RFID (used for unique 

identification of vehicles), GSM (for sending SMS) and microcontrollers etc. This system 

mainly consists of modules for real time traffic management, allowing passage for 

prioritized vehicles like ambulance. Helps people to get information about traffic in 

particular areas, avoiding corruption by automated fine deduction, and stolen vehicle 

detection. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background: 
 

The aim of this project is to design a complete strategy for automatic road traffic 

congestion detection in real-time and to devise an effective scheme for control/ 

management of congestion using Active RFID and GSM technology. The system 

provides an easy platform to analyze the traffic movement and congestion pattern. Traffic 

monitor is a rapidly deployable, cost-effective and easily maintainable traffic congestion 

monitoring & measurement system that combines active RFID and GSM technologies. 

The congestion detection algorithm is based upon calculation of vehicular speed over a 

stretch of road and the average waiting time of vehicles at road-crossing. Besides 

providing a complete description of the system and the concepts developed, this provides 

a comprehensive description of on-road test results to support our concepts. The detailed 

description of all the field trials conducted, various traffic data gathered and finally the 

conclusions derived from such data. Government agencies, especially traffic contro l 

department, may use this system for real time congestion monitoring by installing the 

system with probe vehicles. Traffic lights are also named as stoplights, road traffic lamps, 

traffic signals, stop-and-go lights which are signaling devices placed at road crossings, 

everyday pedestrian crossings and other locations to control competing flows of traffic. 

Traffic lights have been fixed all over the world in many cities. Traffic light control 

assigns a right way to the road users by using lights in normal colors (red – amber/yellow 

– green). Traffic lights uses a worldwide color code (a specific color order to enable color 

recognition for those who are colorblind). Some of the most widely adopted technologies 

for congestion detection and management, and their limitations are described with the 

outline of Active RFID based congestion detection and management scheme to overcome 

the existing order to generate different traffic congestion scenarios, and to implement and 

test our scheme for congestion detection and management. 
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1.2 Aim of the Project: 

The aim of the project is to design a complete strategy for automatic road traffic 

congestion detection in real-time and to devise an effective scheme for control/ management 

of congestion using Active RFID and GSM technology. To resolve the traffic congestion 

problem, we not only have to consider the volume of the traffic, but also several other factors 

like traffic density. All the coordinators are connected to GSM modems, and are capable of 

receiving and sending SMS texts to coordinators in other neighboring junctions, and also to 

the local traffic kiosk and central control room. Traffic lights at the junction are controlled by 

the coordinators nearest to them. The scope of enhancement and extension of this idea to 

improve congestion management process ensuring smooth traffic flow in city in busy hours. 

The usage of the GSM network to exchange SMS among the coordinators, which is not fully 

reliable. Loss of message or delay mayhamper the correct detection of congestion and real 

time delivery of message. The consideration of only the velocity of the vehicles as the main 

criteria to determine the degree of congestion in a particular stretch of road. Other criteria, 

such as, average waiting time of vehicles, average queue length, and some special cases (site 

of incident) might be taken to consideration to measure congestion more accurately. Finally, 

we can also dynamically control the signal timing of the traffic light depending on the degree 

of congestion at a particular lane. 

This chapter gives the overview of project title. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PROJECT ESSENTIALS 

2.1 Work title explanation: 
 

In this project we are going to reduce the waiting time at traffic junctions and to 

reduce the traffic congestion. Density based traffic light control is an automated way of 

controlling signals in accordance to the density of traffic in the roads.  

 

2.2 Components used: 
 

 Arduino Atmega2560 

 
 LCD 16x2 Display 

 
 GSM Module 

 
 RFIDModule 

 
 LEDs(Red, Green, Yellow) 

 
 10K OhmResistor 

 
 Connecting Wires 

 
 General Purpose PCB 
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2.3 Block diagram: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

LCD  

Display GSM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  RF tag 

LED  attached to 

Indicator RFID vehicle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.1: Block Diagram 

Block Diagram Description: 

The Arduino ATmega is connected to LCD Display, LED Indicator, GSM Module 

connected to the Mobile Phone, and RFID casted with RF tag attached to vehicle. When 

the power supply is given to the Arduino Atmega, the RF tag is read by the IR sensor and 

this is displayed in LCD display, the traffic light is indicated by LED indicators. The 

GSM module lets the registered mobile number to get notified with a message to take the 

alternate routes. 

 

This chapter describes the list of components used in this project, the block 

diagram and its description. 
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CHAPTER 3 

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

3.1 Arduino Atmega2560: 

 
The Arduino mega 2560 is microcontroller board based on the ATmega2560 . It 

has 54 digital input/output pins (of which 15 can be used as PWM outputs), 16 analog 

inputs, 4 UARTs (hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, 

a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It contains everything needed to support 

the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it with a 

AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. The Mega 2560 board is compatible with 

most shields designed for the Uno and the former boards Duemilanove. 

 

 
Atmega2560, commonly found in the Arduino Mega 2560 as its main 

microcontroller. It’s an AVR RISC-based microcontroller that executes powerful 

instructions in a single clock cycle. This allows it to strike a fine balance between power 

consumption and processing speed. The Arduino Mega 2560is a microcontroller board 

based on the ATmega2560 

3.1.1 Features: 

 
• High Performance, Low Power Atmel AVR 8-Bit Microcontroller 

• Advanced RISC Architecture 

– 135 Powerful Instructions 

 

– Most Single Clock Cycle Execution 
 

– 32 × 8 General Purpose Working Registers 
 

– Fully Static Operation 
 

– Up to 16 MIPS Throughput at 16MHz 

 

– On-Chip 2-cycle Multiplier 
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• High Endurance Non-volatile Memory Segments 

– 64K/128K/256KBytes of In-System Self-Programmable Flash 
 

– 4Kbytes EEPROM 
 

– 8Kbytes Internal SRAM 

 
• Endurance: 

 

–Up to 64Kbytes Optional External Memory Space 

 

• Peripheral Features 
 

– Two 8-bit Timer/Counters with Separate Prescaler and Compare Mode 
 

– Four 16-bit Timer/Counter with Separate Prescaler, Compare-Capture mode 
 

– Real Time Counter with Separate Oscillator 

 

– Four 8-bit PWM Channels 
 

– Output Compare Modulator 
 

– 8/16-channel, 10-bit ADC (ATmega1281/2561, ATmega640/1280/2560) 
 

– Two/Four Programmable Serial USART (ATmega640/1280/2560) 
 

– Master/Slave SPI Serial Interface 
 

– Byte oriented 2-wire Serial Interface 
 

– On-chip Analog Comparator 
 

– Interrupt and Wake-up on Pin Change 

 
• Special Microcontroller Features 

– Power-on Reset and Programmable Brown-out Detection 
 

– Internal Calibrated Oscillator 
 

– External and Internal Interrupt Sources 

 

– Six Sleep Modes: Idle, ADC Noise Reduction, Power-save, Power-down, andstandby 

Extended 
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• Temperature Range 

– -40C to 85C Industrial 

 
• Ultra-Low Power Consumption 

– Active Mode: 1MHz, 1.8V: 500µA 
 

– Power-down Mode: 0.1µA at 1.8V 

 
• Speed Grade 

– ATmega2560V/ATmega2561V: 
 

• 0 - 2MHz @ 1.8V - 5.5V, 0 - 8MHz @ 2.7V - 5.5V 

 

3.1.2 Specifications: 

 The ATmega2560 is a Microcontroller 

 The operating voltage of this microcontroller is 5volts 

 The recommended Input Voltage will range from 7volts to 12volts 

 The input voltage will range from 6volts to 20volts 

 The digital input/output pins are 54 where 15 of these pins will supply PWMo/p. 

 Analog Input Pins are 16 

 DC Current for each input/output pin is 40 mA 

 DC Current used for 3.3V Pin is 50 mA 

 Flash Memory like 256 KB 

 The static random access memory (SRAM) is 8 KB 

 The electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) is 4 KB 

 The clock (CLK) speed is 16 MHz 

 The length of this board is 101.52 mm 

 The width of this board is 53.3 mm 

 The weight of this board is 36 g 
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3.1.3 Pin description: 
 

Fig 3.1: Arduino Atmega 2560 board 

 

 
Pin 3.3v & 5v: 

These pins are used for providing o/p regulated voltage approximately 5V. This 

RPS provides the power to the microcontroller as well as other components which are 

used over the Arduino mega board. It can be attained from Vin-pin of the board orone 

more regulated voltage supply-5V otherwise USB cable, whereas another voltage 

regulation can be offered by 3.3V0-pin. The max power can be drawn by this is 50mA. 

GND Pin: 

 
The Arduino mega board includes 5-GND pins where one of these pins can be 

used whenever the project requires. 

 

Reset (RST) Pin: 

 
The RST pin of this board can be used for rearranging the board. The board can 

be rearranged by setting this pin to low. 
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Vin Pin: 

 
The range of supplied input voltage to the board ranges from 7volts to 20volts. 

The voltage provided by the power jack can be accessed through this pin. However, the 

output voltage through this pin to the board will be automatically set up to 5V. 

 

Serial Communication: 

 
The serial pins of this board like TXD and RXD are used to transmit & receive 

the serial data. Tx indicates the transmission of information whereas the RX indicates 

receive data. The serial pins of this board have four combinations. For serial 0, it 

includes Tx(1) and Rx(0), for serial 1, it includes Tx(18) & Rx(19), for serial 2 it 

includes Tx(16) & Rx(17), and finally for serial 3, it includes Tx(14) & Rx(15).  

External Interrupts: 

 
The external interrupts can be formed by using 6-pins like interrupt 0(0), interrupt 

1(3), interrupt 2(21), interrupt 3(20), interrupt 4(19), interrupt 5(18). These pins produce 

interrupts by a number of ways i.e. providing LOW value, rising or falling edge or 

changing the value to the interrupt pins. 

 

LED: 

 
This Arduino board includes a LED and that is allied to pin-13 which is named as 

digital pin 13. This LED can be operated based on the high and low values of the pin. 

This will give you to modify the programming skills in real time. 

 

AREF: 

 
The term AREF stands for Analog Reference Voltage which is a reference voltage 

for analog inputs. 
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Analog Pins: 

 
There are 16-analog pins included on the board which is marked as A0-A15. It is 

very important to know that all the analog pins on this board can be utilized like digital 

I/O pins. Every analog pin is accessible with the 10-bit resolution which can gauge from 

GND to 5 volts. But, the higher value can be altered using AREF pin as well as the 

function of analog Reference (). 

I2C: 

 
The I2C communication can be supported by two pins namely 20 & 21 where 20-pin 

signifies Serial Data Line (SDA) which is used for holding the data & 21-pin signifies 

Serial Clock Line (SCL) mostly utilized for offering data synchronization among the 

devices. 

SPI Communication: 

 
The term SPI is a serial peripheral interface which is used to transmit the data 

among the controller & other components. Four pins like MISO (50), MOSI (51), SCK 

(52), and SS (53) are utilized for the communication of SPI 

 

3.2 LCD 16x2 Display: 

LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen is an electronic display module and find a wide 

range of applications. A 16x2 LCD display is very basic module and is very commonly used 

in various devices and circuits. A liquid crystal display (LCD) is a thin, flat display device 

made up of any number of color or monochrome pixels arrayed in front of a light source or 

reflector. Each pixel consists of a column of liquid crystal molecules suspended between two 

transparent electrodes, and two polarizing filters, the axes of polarity of which are 

perpendicular to each other. Without the liquid crystals between them, light passing through 

one would be blocked by the other. The liquid crystal twists the polarization of light entering 

one filter to allow it to pass through the other. 

A program must interact with the outside world using input and output devices that 

communicate directly with a human being. One of the most common devices attached to a 
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controller is an LCD display. Some of the most common LCDs connected to the 

controllers are 16X1, 16x2 and 20x2 displays. This means 16 characters per line by 1 line 

16 characters per line by 2 lines and 20 characters per line by 2 lines, respectively. 

In this LCD each character is displayed in 5x7 pixel matrix. This LCD has two 

registers, namely, Command and Data. 

 

 The command register stores the command instructions given to the LCD. A 

command is an instruction given to LCD to do a predefined task like initializing it, 

clearing its screen, setting the cursor position, controlling display etc. 

The data register stores the data to be displayed on the LCD. The data is the 

ASCII value of the character to be displayed on the LCD. Click to learn more 

about internal structure of a LCD. 

3.2.1 Features: 

(1) Interface with either 4-bit or 8-bit microprocessor. 

 
(2) Display data RAM 

 
(3) 80x08 bits (80 characters). 

 
(4) Character generator ROM 

 
(5) 160 different 5x7 dot-matrix character patterns. 

 
(6) Character generator RAM 

 
(7) 8 different user programmed 5x7 dot-matrix patterns. 

 
(8) Display data RAM and character generator RAM may be accessed by 

the microprocessor. 

(9) Numerous instructions 

 
(10) Clear Display, Cursor Home, Display ON/OFF, Cursor ON/OFF, Blink Character, 

Cursor Shift, Display Shift. 

(11) Built-in reset circuit is triggered at power ON. 
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3.2.2 Pin Description: 

 
Most LCDs with 1 controller has 14 Pins and LCDs with 2 controller has 16 

Pins (two pins are extra in both for back-light LED connections). 

 

 

Fig 3.2: pin diagram of 1x16 lines lcd 
 

 
 

 
Table 3.1: Pin description of LCD 
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Control Lines: 

En: 
 

Line is called "Enable." This control line is used to tell the LCD that you are sending it 

data. To send data to the LCD, your program should make  sure this line is  low (0) and then 

set the other two control lines and/or put data on the data bus. When the other lines are 

completely ready, bring EN high (1) and wait for the minimum amount of time required by 

the LCD datasheet (this varies from LCD to LCD), and end by bringing it low (0)again. 

 
RS: 

 

Line is the "Register Select" line. When RS is low (0), the data is to be treated as a 

command or special instruction (such as clear screen, position cursor, etc.). When RS is 

high (1), the data being sent is text data which should be displayed on the screen. For 

example, to display the letter "T" on the screen you would set RS high.  

 
RW: 

 

Line is the "Read/Write" control line. When RW is low (0), the information on the data 

bus is being written to the LCD. When RW is high (1), the program is effectively 

querying (or reading) the LCD. Only one instruction ("Get LCD status") is a read 

command. All others are write commands, so RW will almost always be low. 

 
Finally, the data bus consists of 4 or 8 lines (depending on the mode of operation 

selected by the user). In the case of an 8-bit data bus, the lines are referred to as DB0, 

DB1, DB2, DB3, DB4, DB5, DB6, and DB7. 

 

Writing data to LCD 

 
1) Set R/W bit to low 

 
2) Set RS bit to logic 0 or 1 (instruction or character) 

 
3) Set data to data lines (if it is writing) 
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4) Set E line to high 

 
5) Set E line to low 

 
Read data from data lines on LCD 

 
1) Set R/W bit to high 

 
2) Set RS bit to logic 0 or 1 (instruction or character) 

 
3) Set data to data lines (if it is writing) 

 
4) Set E line to high 

 
5) Set E line to low 

 
3.3 GSM Module: 

 
SIM808 module is a GSM and GPS two-in-one function module. It is based on 

the latest GSM/GPS module SIM808 from SIMCOM, supports GSM/GPRS Quad-Band 

network and combines GPS technology for satellite navigation. It has high GPS receive 

sensitivity with 22 tracking and 66 acquisition receiver channels. The module is 

controlled by AT command via UART and supports 3.3V and 5V logical level. 

 

Fig 3.3: GSM Module sim 808 
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3.3.1 Features: 

 Quad-band 850/900/1800/1900MHz 

 
 GPRS multi-slot class12 connectivity: max. 85.6kbps(down-load/up- load) 

 
 GPRS mobile station class B 

 
 Controlled by AT Command (3GPP TS 27.007, 27.005 and SIMCOM 

enhanced AT Commands) 

 Supports Real Time Clock 

 
 Supply voltage range 5V ~ 12V 

 
 Integrated GPS/CNSS and supports A-GPS 

 
 Supports 3.0V to 5.0V logiclevel 

 
 Low power consumption, 1mA in sleep mode 

 
 Supports GPS NMEA protocol 

 
 Standard Micro SIM Card 

 
3.4 RFID Module: 

 
Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is an automatic identification method, 

relying on storing and remotely retrieving data using devices called RFID tags or 

transponders. An RFID tag is an object that can be applied to or incorporated into a 

product, animal, or person for the purpose of identification using radio waves. Some tags 

can be read from several meters away and beyond the line of sight of the reader. Most 

RFID tags contain at least two parts. One is an integrated circuit for storing and processing 

information, modulating and demodulating a (RF) signal, and other specialized functions. 

The second is an antenna for receiving and transmitting the signal. Chip less RFID allows 

for discrete identification of tags without an integrated circuit, thereby allowing tags to be 

printed directly onto assets at a lower cost than traditional tags. 
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Primarily, the two main components involved in a Radio Frequency Identification 

system are the Transponder (tags that are attached to the object) and the Interrogator 

(RFID reader). Communication between the RFID reader and tags occurs wirelessly and 

generally does not require a line of sight between the devices. 

 

 

Fig 3.4: RFID Module 

 
RFID Transponder/Tag: 

 
An RFID transponder, considered as a next generation barcode, is a miniscule 

microchip that is attached to an antenna. They come in a wide variety of sizes, shapes, and 

forms and can be read through most materials with the exception of conductive materials like 

water and metal, but with modifications and positioning even these can be overcome. 

 

Fig 3.5: RFID Tag 
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RFID Reader/ Interrogator: 

 
An RFID reader typically contains a module (transmitter and receiver), a control 

unit and a coupling element (antenna). The reader has three main functions: energizing, 

demodulating and decoding. In addition, readers can be fitted with an additional interface 

that converts the radio waves returned from the RFID tag into a form that can then be  

passed on to another system, like a computer or any programmable logic controller. 

 

3.5 IR Sensor: 

 
This medium range Infrared sensor offers simple and fast obstacle detection using 

infrared; it is non-contact detection. The implementations of modulated IR signal 

immune the sensor to the interferences caused by the normal light of a light bulb or the 

sunlight. The sensing distance can be adjusted manually. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.6: IR Sensor 

 
3.5.1 Features: 

 
 5V powered, low current consumption, less than 10mA. 

• 3 pin interface which are signal, GND and 5V. 

• Small LED as indicator for detection status. 

• Obstacle detection up to 10cm. 
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• Adjustable sensing range (2cm – 10cm). 

• Single bit output. 

• Compatible with all types of microcontrollers. 

• Dimension: 2.6cm x 2cm 

 
 

3.5.2 Pin Description: 
 

Pin Name Function 

+ VCC Connects to Vcc (+4V to + 6V) 

- Ground Connects to Ground 

S Output Connects to an I/O pin of microcontroller which set to 

Signal INPUT mode 

 (Or transistor/MOSFET). 

Table 3.2: Pin description of IR sensor 

3.5.3 Theory of Operation: 

IR01A uses special sensor to modulate IR signal emitted from 2 IR transmitters 

and detects the modulated IR signal reflected back from a nearby object. This sensor has 

a built-in IR LED driver to modulate the IR signal at 38 KHz to match the built-in 

detector. The modulated IR signal immunes the sensor from the interferences caused by 

the normal light of a light bulb or the sun light. The module will output a HIGH if no 

object is detected and a LOW if an object is detected. 

 

Fig 3.7: IR Sensor Module circuitry 
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3.6 LEDs (Red,Green,Yellow): 

A light-emitting diode (LED) is mostly used component in many applications. 

It is made of material semiconductor which has two leads. It is also termed as Pn – 

junction diode which gets activated when light is exposed. The internal operation is when 

a sufficient voltage is supplied to the leads to the leads the electrons in the device will 

combine with the holes which in return results in the emission of photons in the form of 

energy. The LED colour is depended on the amount of energy emitted.  

 

Fig 3.8: LEDs (Yellow, Red, Green) 

In place of Normal traffic signal lights we are using LEDs. We are using three 

coloured LEDs like RED, GREEN and YELLOW. Red Indicates to stop the vehicles. 

Green indicates to pass the vehicles. Yellow indicates ready to pass the vehicle through 

the junction. LEDs require greater than 3 Volts power supply to glow.  

3.7 Resistor: 

 
A resistor is two-terminal implementation of electrical resistance as a circuit 

element. In electronic circuits, resistors are used to reduce current flow, adjust  signal levels, 

to divide voltages, bias active elements, and terminate transmission lines, among other uses. 

High-power resistors that can dissipate many watts of electrical power as heat may be used as 

part of motor controls, in power distribution systems, or as test loads for generators. Fixed 

resistors have resistances that only change slightly withtemperature, time or operating  

voltage. Variable resistors can be used to adjust circuit elements (suchas 
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a volume control or a lamp dimmer), or as sensing devices for heat, light, humidity, 

force, or chemical activity. 

 

 

Fig 3.9: Resistors 

Resistors are common elements of electrical networks and electronic circuits and 

are ubiquitous in electronic equipment. Practical resistors as discrete components can be 

composed of various compounds and forms. The electrical function of a resistor is 

specified by its resistance: common commercial resistors are manufactured over a range 

of more than nine orders of magnitude. The nominal value of the resistance falls within 

the manufacturing tolerance, indicated on the component. 

This chapter gives a brief note of each and every component used in the project.  
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CHAPTER 4 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION. 

4.1 Arduino IDE: 

 

The ARDUINO Integrated Development Environment - or ARDUINO Software 

(IDE) - contains a text editor for writing code, a message area, a text console, a toolbar 

with buttons for common functions and a series of menus. It connects to the ARDUINO 

and GENUINO hardware to upload programs and communicate with them.  

 Writing sketches:

Programs written using ARDUINO Software (IDE) are called sketches. These 

sketches are written in the text editor and are saved with the file extension. No. The 

editor has features for cutting/pasting and for searching/replacing text. The message area 

gives feedback while saving and exporting and also displays errors. 

The console displays text output by the ARDUINO Software (IDE), including 

complete error messages and other information. The bottom right hand corner of the 

window displays the configured board and serial port. The toolbar buttons allow you to 

verify and upload programs, create, open, and save sketches, and open the serial 

monitor. 

 Verify: Checks your code for errors compiling it.

 Upload: Compiles your code and uploads it to the configured board. 

See uploading below for details.

Note: If you are using an external programmer with your board, you can hold 

down the "shift" key on your computer when using this icon. The text  

will change to upload” using programmer”. 

 New: Creates a new sketch.

 Open: Presents a menu of all the sketches in your sketchbook.

 Save: Saves your sketch.

 Serial Monitor: Opens the serial monitor.
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Additional commands arc found within the live menus: File, Edit, Sketch, Tools, and 

Help. The menus are context sensitive, which means only those items relevant to the 

work currently being carried out are available. 

 Uploading:

Before uploading your sketch, you need to select the correct items from the Tools  

> Board and Tools > Port menus. The boards are described below. On the Mac, the 

serial port is probably something like /dev./tty.usbmodem241 (for a Uno or Mega2560 

or Leonardo) or /dev./tty.usbserial-1B1 (for a Duemilanove or earlier USB board), or 

/dev./tty. USA19QW1b1P1.1 (for a serial board connected with a Key span USB-to- 

Serial adapter). On Windows, it's probably COM1 or COM2 (for a serial board) or 

COM4, COM5, COM7, or higher (for a USB board) - to find out, you look for USB 

serial device in the port section of the Windows Device Manager. On Linux, it should be  

/dev./ttyACMx, /dev./ttyUSBx or similar. 

Once it is selected the correct serial port and board, press the upload button in the 

toolbar or select the Upload item from the File menu. Current ARDUINO boards will reset 

automatically and begin the upload. With older boards that lack auto-reset, the reset button 

should be pressed on the board just before starting the upload. On most boards, the RX and 

TX LEDs blink as the sketch is uploaded. The ARDUINO Software (IDE) will display a 

message when the upload is complete, or show an error. When a sketch is uploaded, the 

ARDUINO boot-loader is used, a small program that has been loaded on to the 

microcontroller on your board. It allows to upload code without using any additional 

hardware. The boot-loader is active for a few seconds when the board resets; then it starts 

whichever sketch was most recently uploaded to the microcontroller. The boot-loader will 

blink the on-board (pin 13) LED when it starts (i.e. when the board resets). 

 Libraries

Libraries Provide extra functionality for use in sketches, e.g. working with 

hardware or manipulating data. 

To use a library in a sketch, select it from the Sketch > Import Library menu. 

This will insert one or more #include statements at the top of the sketch and compiles 

the library with your sketch. Because libraries are uploaded to the board with the sketch, 
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it increase the amount of space it takes up. If a sketch no longer needs a library, simply 

delete its #include statements from the top of the code. 

Some libraries are included with the ARDUINO software. Others can be 

downloaded from a variety of sources or through the Library Manager. Starting  with 

version 1.0.5 of the IDE, it can import a library from a zip file and use it in an opensketch. 

 

 Serial Monitor

Displays serial data being sent from the Arduino board (USB or serial board). To  

send data to the board, enter text and click on the "send" button or press enter. Choose the 

baud rate from the drop-down that matches the rate passed to Serial. Begin in the sketch. 

Note that on windows, Mac or Linux, the Arduino board will reset when 

connected with the serial monitor. It is possible talk to the board from Processing, Flash, 

Max MSP, etc. 

 Preferences

Some preferences can be set in the preferences dialog (found under the Arduino 

menu on the Mac, or File on Windows and Linux). The rest can be found in the 

preferences file, whose location is shown in the preference dialog. 

 Language Support

 

Embedded C is used to develop the entire project. Since version 1.0.1, the 

Arduino Software (IDE) has been translated into 30+ different languages. By default, 

the IDE loads in the language selected by the operating system. The language can be 

changed manually, start the Arduino Software (IDE) and open the Preferences window. 

Next to the Editor Language there is a dropdown menu of currently supported 

languages. Select the preferred language from the menu, and restart the software to use 

the selected language. If the operating system language is not supported, the Arduino 

Software (IDE) will default to English. 

Return to the software to its default setting of selecting its language based on the 

operating system by selecting System Default from the Editor Language drop-down. 

This setting will take effect when you restart the Arduino Software (IDE). 
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 Boards

 
The board selection has two effects: it sets the parameters (e.g. CPU speed and 

baud rate) used when compiling and uploading sketches; and sets and the file and fuse 

settings used by the burn boot loader command. Some of the board definitions differ 

only in the latter, so even if it has been uploading successfully with a particular 

selection. Check it before burning the boot loader.  

Arduino Software (IDE) includes the built in support for the boards in the 

following list, all based on the AVR Core. The Boards Manager included in the 

standard installation allows to add support for the growing number of new boards based 

on different cores like Arduino Due, Arduino Zero, Edison and Galileo so on. 

This chapter describes about the software used to implement the project and a 

brief explanation of the tools. 
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5.1 Advantages: 

CHAPTER 5 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

 

 Effective time management.

 Fuel is saved up to 70%

 Time can be shared evenly in all intersections.

 Traffic can be cleared without any irregularities.

 Men services will be reduced.

 
 

5.2 Disadvantages: 

 
 Care should be taken for the pedestrians while crossing the road.

 There should not be any error in checking the density of the vehicles of the traffic.

 The IR sensors must be checked.

 

 
5.3 Applications: 

 
 Congestion detection and management scheme

 

 Intelligent traffic-light

The above three topics describes the advantages, disadvantages and 

applications of the project. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PROGRAM 

APPENDIX 

 
#include<LiquidCrystal.h> 

const int rs = 11, en = 10, d4 = 22, d5 = 23, d6 = 24, d7 =25; 

LiquidCrystal lcd(rs, en, d4, d5, d6, d7); 

#include<SoftwareSerial.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

int count = 0; //rfid count for rnd data 

char c;  //to store the serial character of rfiddata 

String id; //ro store entire rfid card data 

intcnt1=0,cnt2=0,cnt3=0,cnt4=0; 

const int IR1Pin = 2; 

const int IR2Pin = 3; 

const int IR3Pin = 4; 

const int IR4Pin = 5; 

const int IR5Pin = 6; 

const int IR6Pin = 7; 

const int IR7Pin = 8; 

const int IR8Pin = 9; 

const int green1=26,yellow1=27,red1=28; 

const int green2=29,yellow2=30,red2=31; 

const int green3=32,yellow3=33,red3=34; 

const int green4=35,yellow4=36,red4=37; 

int redDelay = 5000; 

int yellowDelay = 2000; 
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int yellow_cnt = 0; 

int Entrycount1=0 , Entrycount2=0, Entrycount3=0, Entrycount4=0 ; 

int IR1State,IR2State, IR3State, IR4State, IR5State, IR6State, IR7State, IRState8;  

 
void setup() { 

pinMode(IR1Pin, INPUT); 

pinMode(IR2Pin, INPUT); 

pinMode(IR3Pin, INPUT); 

pinMode(IR4Pin, INPUT); 

pinMode(IR5Pin, INPUT); 

pinMode(IR6Pin, INPUT); 

pinMode(IR7Pin, INPUT); 

pinMode(IR8Pin, INPUT); 

digitalWrite(IR1Pin, HIGH); 

digitalWrite(IR2Pin, HIGH); 

digitalWrite(IR3Pin, HIGH); 

digitalWrite(IR4Pin, HIGH); 

digitalWrite(IR5Pin, HIGH); 

digitalWrite(IR6Pin, HIGH); 

digitalWrite(IR7Pin, HIGH); 

digitalWrite(IR8Pin, HIGH); 

lcd.begin(16,2); 

Serial.begin(9600); //serial communication enabling by 9600 baud rate 

Serial1.begin(9600); 

Serial2.begin(9600); 

gsmInit(); 

pinMode(green1, OUTPUT); 

pinMode(green2, OUTPUT); 

pinMode(green3, OUTPUT); 
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pinMode(green4, OUTPUT); 

pinMode(red1,OUTPUT); 

pinMode(red2,OUTPUT); 

pinMode(red3,OUTPUT); 

pinMode(red4,OUTPUT); 

pinMode(yellow1,OUTPUT); 

pinMode(yellow2,OUTPUT); 

pinMode(yellow3,OUTPUT); 

pinMode(yellow4,OUTPUT); 

// put your setup code here, to run once: 

} 
 

void loop() { 

lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

lcd.print("S1:"); 

lcd.setCursor(3,0); 

lcd.print(Entrycount1); 

// 

lcd.setCursor(8,0); 

lcd.print("S2:"); 

lcd.setCursor(11,0); 

lcd.print(Entrycount2); 

// 

lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

lcd.print("S3:"); 

lcd.setCursor(3,1); 

lcd.print(Entrycount3); 

lcd.setCursor(8,1); 

lcd.print("S4:"); 
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lcd.setCursor(11,1); 

lcd.print(Entrycount4); 

delay(10); 

if((Entrycount1==0)&&(Entrycount2==0)&&(Entrycount3==0)&& 

(Entrycount4==0)) 

{ 

digitalWrite(yellow1,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(yellow2,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(yellow3,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(yellow4,HIGH); 

delay(yellowDelay); 

digitalWrite(yellow1,LOW); 

digitalWrite(yellow2,LOW); 

digitalWrite(yellow3,LOW); 

digitalWrite(yellow4,LOW); 

} 

// junction1 status 

if (!(digitalRead(IR1Pin))) 

{ 

delay(10); 

Entrycount1++; 

} 

if (!(digitalRead(IR2Pin))) 

{ 
 

delay(10); 

if(Entrycount1>0) 

Entrycount1--; 

} 
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// junction2 status 

if (!(digitalRead(IR3Pin))) 

{ 
 

delay(10); 

Entrycount2++; 

} 
 

if (!(digitalRead(IR4Pin))) 

{ 
 

delay(10); 

if(Entrycount2>0) 

Entrycount2--; 

} 

// junction3 status 

if (!(digitalRead(IR5Pin))) 

{ 
 

delay(10); 

Entrycount3++; 

} 
 

if (!(digitalRead(IR6Pin))) 

{ 
 

delay(10); 

if(Entrycount3>0) 

Entrycount3--; 

} 

// junction4 status 

if (!(digitalRead(IR7Pin))) 

{ 

delay(10); 
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Entrycount4++; 

} 
 

if (!(digitalRead(IR8Pin))) 

{ 
 

delay(10); 

if(Entrycount4>0) 

Entrycount4--; 

} 

// Entrycount1 Comparison 
 

 

if (Entrycount1 > Entrycount2) 

{ 
 

if (Entrycount1 > Entrycount3) 

{ 
 

if(Entrycount1>Entrycount4) 

{ 

cnt2=0;cnt3=0;cnt4=0; 

/*Serial.print("S1:"); 

Serial.print(Entrycount1);*/ 

// Making Green LED at signal 1 and red LED's at other signal 

HIGH digitalWrite(red1,LOW); 

digitalWrite(red2,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(red3,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(red4,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(green2,LOW); 

digitalWrite(green3,LOW); 

digitalWrite(green4,LOW); 
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if(cnt1==0) 

{ 

digitalWrite(yellow1,HIGH); 

delay(yellowDelay); 

digitalWrite(yellow1,LOW); 

} 

cnt1++; 

digitalWrite(green1,HIGH); 

while(Serial2.available()>0) 

{ 

lcd.clear(); 

lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

lcd.print(" TRAFFIC DENSITY"); 

lcd.setCursor(0,1);   

lcd.print(" INCREASING"); 

delay(500); 

c = Serial2.read(); 

count++; 

id += c; 

if(count == 12) 

{ 

lcd.clear(); 

lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

lcd.print("VEH REG NUM:"); 

lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

lcd.print(id); 

Serial.print("VEH REG NUM:"); 

Serial.println(id); 
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count=0; 

delay(2000); 

if(Entrycount1>10) 

{ 

if(id=="0600E1ADCC86") 

sendSMS("+919381375996","Traffic is Heavy"); 

delay(100); 

if(id=="0600E20046A2") 

sendSMS("+919177559775","Traffic is Heavy"); 

delay(100); 

} 

id=""; 

lcd.clear(); 

} 

} 

} 

} 

} 
 

 

if (Entrycount2 > Entrycount1) 

{ 

if (Entrycount2 > Entrycount3) 

{ 
 

if(Entrycount2>Entrycount4) 

{ 
 

cnt1=0;cnt3=0;cnt4=0; 

/* Serial.print("S2:"); 

Serial.print(Entrycount2);*/ 
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// Making Green LED at signal 2 and red LED's at other signal 

HIGH digitalWrite(red2,LOW); 

digitalWrite(red1,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(red3,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(red4,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(green1,LOW); 

digitalWrite(green3,LOW); 

digitalWrite(green4,LOW); 

if(cnt2==0) 

{ 

digitalWrite(yellow2,HIGH); 

delay(yellowDelay); 

digitalWrite(yellow2,LOW); 

} 

cnt2++; 

digitalWrite(green2,HIGH); 

} 

} 

} 

if (Entrycount3 > Entrycount1) 

{ 
 

if (Entrycount3 > Entrycount2) 

{ 
 

if(Entrycount3>Entrycount4) 

{ 
 

cnt1=0;cnt2=0;cnt4=0; 

/*Serial.print("S3:"); 

Serial.print(Entrycount3);*/ 
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// Making Green LED at signal 3 and red LED's at other signal 

HIGH digitalWrite(red3,LOW); 

digitalWrite(red1,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(red2,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(red4,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(green1,LOW); 

digitalWrite(green2,LOW); 

digitalWrite(green4,LOW); 

if(cnt3==0) 

{ 

digitalWrite(yellow3,HIGH); 

delay(yellowDelay); 

digitalWrite(yellow3,LOW); 

} 

cnt3++; 

digitalWrite(green3,HIGH); 

} 

} 

} 

if (Entrycount4 > Entrycount1) 

{ 
 

if (Entrycount4 > Entrycount2) 

{ 
 

if(Entrycount4>Entrycount3) 

{ 
 

cnt1=0;cnt3=0;cnt2=0; 

/* Serial.print("S4:"); 

Serial.println(Entrycount4);*/ 
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// Making Green LED at signal 4 and red LED's at other signal 

HIGH digitalWrite(red4,LOW); 

digitalWrite(red1,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(red2,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(red3,HIGH); 

digitalWrite(green1,LOW); 

digitalWrite(green2,LOW); 

digitalWrite(green3,LOW); 

if(cnt4==0) 

{ 

digitalWrite(yellow4,HIGH); 

delay(yellowDelay); 

digitalWrite(yellow4,LOW); 

} 

cnt4++; 

digitalWrite(green4,HIGH); 

} 

} 

} 

delay(1000); 

} 

 

 
void gsmInit() 

{ 

lcd.clear(); 

lcd.print("Finding Module.."); 

boolean at_flag=1; 

while(at_flag) 
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{ 

Serial1.println("AT"); 

while(Serial1.available()>0) 

{ 

if(Serial1.find("OK")) 

at_flag=0; 

} 

delay(1000); 

} 

Serial1.println("ATE0"); 

lcd.clear(); 

lcd.print("Finding Network.."); 

boolean net_flag=1; 

while(net_flag) 

{ 

Serial1.println("AT+CPIN?"); 

while(Serial1.available()>0) 

{ 

if(Serial1.find("READY")) 

net_flag=0; 

break; 

} 

delay(1000); 
 

} 

Serial1.println("AT+CNMI=2,2,0,0,0"); 

delay(1000); 

Serial1.println("AT+CMGF=1"); 

delay(1000); 
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Serial1.println("AT+CSMP=17,167,0,0"); 

lcd.clear(); 

Serial1.flush(); 

} 

 

 
void sendSMS(String num, String msg) 

{ 

lcd.clear(); 

lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

lcd.print("Sending SMS..."); 

Serial1.println("AT+CMGF=1"); 

delay(500); 

Serial1.print("AT+CMGS="); 

Serial1.print('"'); 

Serial1.print(num); // number 

Serial1.print('"'); 

Serial1.println(); 

Serial1.println(msg); 

delay(500); 

Serial1.write(26); 

delay(3000); 

lcd.clear(); 

lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

lcd.print("SMS Sent..."); 

delay(1000); 

} 

The above code works fine for the execution of project. 
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CHAPTER 7 

RESULTS 

 
 

Fig 7.1: Hardware result 

Explanation: 
 

The application works as follows: 

 The leds and lcd display gives the status of traffic for a particular way of junction.

 IR sensors continuously monitors the density of vehicles in every way. If any 
vehicle crosses the first sensor of particular way, the microcontroller 
increasesits count for the junction.

 For the particular way of a junction having highest density of vehicles, thegreen
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led glows for that particular way of junction and LCD displays the count. 

 The RFID module is placed ahead of the junction to provide the vehicle 

density. The RFID tag of the vehicle provides the information of the vehicle 

to the module when it reaches the RFID module.

 By using GSM module, a message is sent to the mobile number which was 

registered to the tag that the traffic in that way is heavy so that he/she can 

take an alternate route to their destination.

 

 
This chapter explains the working procedure and the final result of project.  
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

8.1 Conclusion: 

In this project an architecture for creating intelligent systems for controlling road 

traffic is proposed. The system is based on simple principle of RFID tracking of 

vehicles, can operate in real-time, improve traffic flow and safety, and fully automated 

saving costly human involvement. The advantages of Intelligent Traffic Control 

System can provide were demonstrated in detail which describes its effectiveness in 

traffic management systems. 

8.2 Future scope: 

This project can be applicable for Low range IR sensors which may not be an 

answer for long range signaling system. It may resort to ultrasound or radar techniques 

for big scale set-ups. 

Next is the influence of stray signals that may alter the reading of sensor receptors 

and lead to conveying false information to the microcontroller. 
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Project Outcomes 

 
a) Design of low power combinational and sequential circuits usingthree 

different techniques. 

b) Design an ALU using pass transistor logic. 

c) Power dissipation and number of transistors used are reduced 

 

 

Programme Outcomes (POs) 

 
a) Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering for solving 

intricate engineering problems. 

b) Identify, formulate and analyses multifaceted engineering problems. 

c) Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within 

realistic constraints such as economic, 

d) Environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, 

and sustainability. 

e) Design and conduct experiments based on complex engineering problems, as 

well as to analyses and interpret data. 

f) Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary 

forengineering practice. 

g) Understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and societal 

context. 

h) Design and develop eco-friendly systems, making optimal utilization of 

available Natural Resources. 

i) Understand professional ethics and responsibilities. 

j) Work as a member and leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment. 

k) Communicate effectively. 

l) Manage the projects keeping inview the economical and societal considerations. 

m) Recognize the need for adapting to technological changes and engage in life-long 

learning. 
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ABSTRACT 

In today world two-wheeler vehicles plays a very important role in our life. It is used for 

travelling from one place to another place. So it is very useful and also responsible for causes of 

some minor and major accident because of forgetting to lift off the side stand. Side stand plays a 

very important role while the vehicle is within the rest position. Due to this it is very important to 

prevent the rider from this condition which happened many times, which may avoid by using 

automatic bike stand slider in vehicles. In automatic bike stand slider the side stand 

automatically. 

In this automatic bike stand slider the simple mechanism is used which is very easy to 

understand and applicable in a practical life. So, the figure of accident due this reason is serious 

and many people life has affected by this reason. So, preventing this type of accident we are 

using this mechanism. 

Keywords: Side stand, Arduino Uno, ADXL 335, GSM, LCD, Proteus software 
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CHAPTER-01 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter gives the overview of the project. Now a day the living standard of the 

people is increased. Most of the people are using bikes to travel from one place to 

another. As we all know that the side stand of the bike is very useful that it is used when 

the bike is in rest position. Because of the side stands also accidents are occurring. 

 In a country like India, this reason also causes the increment rate of the accident. So, it is 

necessary to take preventive measures. Sometimes people forget to slide the stand. Such 

are unwanted accidents. So to avoid such type of accidents we make a project that is 

automatic bike stand slider. 

 In current world, technology is updating to meet the needs of the society and it also plays 

a very important role. Out of all the advancements occurred till now for the two wheelers 

this is the new advancement which slides the stand automatically. This type of project 

reduces the type of accidents which are unwanted. 

 

1.1 Motivation: 

From the past to present a lot of changes are happening to the bike which is useful for the 

people. But a lot of accidents are happening due to over speed and forget to retrieve the 

side stand. We see accidents happened due to forget to retrieve the side stand. 

 

1.2 Aim of the Project: 

Main objective of this project is to implement the automatic bike stand slider using the 

embedded systems. In this the side stands which moves up automatically when the bike is 

move up which reduces the accidents to occur when one forget to move the stand. 

 

1.3 Existing Technique: 

There are so many existing technologies which are used to slide the bike stand 

automatically. Below are the techniques which are implemented up to now  
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1. Out of those, one of the systems consists of the DC motor which uses the power of the 

motorcycle battery and the battery is connected to the worm gear mechanism for 

reduction of speed of motor and the torque. 

2. In this model, the power of the motor bike is transmitted from engine’s pinion to rear 

wheel. The linear motion of the chain is absorbed by rear wheel and is converted into 

rotator motion and this makes the bike to move. 

3. In this model, the connection rod is replaced by aluminum reinforced with boron 

carbide for the bike. In this the connecting rod is modeled using the software. 

Limitations of the existing model: 

 1. We don’t know whether the bike stand is properly working or not. 

 

1.4 Proposed Technique: 

Now a day’s most of the people forget to slide their bike stands, because of this so many 

accidents are happened. To avoid these bike accidents we want to propose an automatic 

bike stand slider, that slides the bike stands when the key is in on mode and bike is in 

straight position. A buzzer is fixed in bike, if any failure is happened and a GSM modem 

is used to send a message to mobile phone for every successful and unsuccessful attempt. 

It works as a safety measure for the bike riders. In future it is applicable to both costly 

and normal bikes. In future there is further modification is possible based on the sensor. 

In this project, we designed to lift off the stand in the very smooth way automatically. 

Advantages of the proposed technique: 

 1. GSM modem to send the messages for every successful and unsuccessful 

attempt. 

 2. Buzzer is also used to detect if any failure is happened to that stand. 

 

1.5 Methodology: 

The method which was used in this project was Arduino because to reduce the 

cost. Arduino is an  largely used to design projects because it is has a lot of uses like it is 

open source, project and user community. Arduino that designs and produce 
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microcontrollers on board and microcontroller kits to built devices and coordinated 

objects that can sense and control both physically and digitally. 

In this project by using GSM modem is used to send the messages for every 

successful and unsuccessful attempt. Buzzer is used to make sound if any failure is 

occurred. Servo motor is used to close or open the stand. 

 

1.6 Chapters Organization: 

In the following chapters we will discuss the following concepts 

 Chapter 2 includes the literature survey which helps in understanding 

about the past models. 

 Chapter 3 includes the overview of the automobile and introduction to the 

motor cycle. 

 Chapter 4 includes the overview of the side stand. 

 Chapter 5 tells us about the components description and working principle 

of automatic bike stand slider. 

 Chapter 6 includes the software implementation of automatic bike stand 

slider and its results. 

 Chapter 7 tells about advantages and applications of automatic bike stand 

slider. 

 Chapter 8 tells about conclusion. 

 

1.7 Conclusion: 

 The above chapter provides information in detail about “Automatic side stand 

retrieving system for two wheelers” project’s aim, methodology, significance and 

outline  
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CHAPTER-02 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

In 2012 K. Sudershn Kumar, Dr. Tirupathi Reddy, Syed Altaf Hussain, Reported on 

Modeling and analysis of two wheeler connecting rod. In this the connecting rod is 

replaced by aluminum reinforced with boron carbide for Suzuki GS150R motor bike. A 

framework model of connecting rod is designed using PRO/E Wildfire 4.0. Analysis is 

carried out by using ANSYS Software. They presented the result of material and reported 

that the working factor of safety is nearer to theorotical factor of safety in aluminum 

boron carbide. 

 

In 2013 B. Anusha, C. Vijaya Bhaskar Reddy works on the concept named “Modeling 

and Analysis of Two Wheeler Connecting Rod by Using Ansys”. 

 

In September 2013, B. Anusha and Dr. C. Vijaya Bhaskar Reddy worked on the concept 

“Comparison of Materials for Two-Wheeler Connecting Rod Using Ansys published in 

an International Journal of Engineering Trends and Technology. 

 

In September 2013, Bike side stand unfolded side lock link project has worked by 

Sanjeev N K . In this project the Bike side stand unfolded side stand lock link makes the 

connection with the gear lever thereby specifying the person riding the vehicle about the 

forget to retrieve the side stand when the rider tries to put in the gear in unreleased state 

of stand and prevent him from being danger or to have unsafe ride of motorcycle. The 

side stand of the bike which contains the unfolded side lock link for two wheeler is most 

important life saving mechanism which stops the rider from riding the bike in unreleased 

position of the side stand. This stops both the rider and the vehicle to lose track of the 

centre of gravity by variation or surface interface due to retracted position of side stand 

and thereby life of the rider saves. The developed side stand lock link can be placed to 

any motorcycle with small dimensional changes in the link. 

 

In April 2014 Vishal Srivastava, Tejasvi Gupta, Sourabh Kumar, Vinay Kumar, Javed 

Rafiq, Satish Kumar Dwivedi, has Worked on Automatic Side Stand. If anyone who is 

riding the bike has forgotten to slide the side stand that stand hits the ground and causes 
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the unwanted trouble. They presented the mechanism which consists of DC motor which 

is powered by the motorcycle battery. The motorcycle battery is connected to the worm 

and the worm gear mechanism is used to decrease the speed of the motor and multiply the 

torque. Then the motor is actuated by rotation sensor which is board on the front side of 

the wheel. From the design and analysis of automatic bike stand slider have the 

components like DC motor, Micro-controller, sensors, switch which takes the small place 

and this remaining place available into the mechanical frame of the motor cycle. After 

examining of torque the required torque to lift the stand is 6076N –m and the power 

required to lift the side stand is 19.078 Watt. 

 

In February 2014 Bharaneedharan Muralidharan, Ranjeet Pokharel, has worked on 

automatic side stand retrieve system. It works on the principle of two wheeler (i.e., the 

power is generated in the engine’s and it is transmit the power to the pinion and make it 

to rotate the pinion transfers the power to the rear wheel pinion and helps to move the 

vehicle. The aim of this project is to supply a device response to an operating condition 

of the engine's of the motorcycle to lift the side stand when motorcycle is in its running 

position. 

 

In June 2015, the system named “Sprocket Side stand Retrieve System” has worked by 

Pintoo Prjapati, Vipul kr. Srivastav, Rahul kr. Yadav, Ramapukar Gon, Pintu Singh, Mr. 

Sandeep. It is based on the working principle of two wheelers. In motor bike power is 

transmitted from engines pinion to rear wheel (i.e., Rotatory motion of the pinion makes 

the linear motion of the chain).That linear motion of the chain is absorbed by the rear 

wheel's sprocket and converted into rotary motion. That rotary motion of the rear wheel is 

used to move the vehicle. This system could be used in all type of two wheeler vehicles 

(TVs-XL, all front, back and geared) for lifting theside stand and to reduce accidents due 

to side stand problem and save the life of careless rider. 

 

In July 2015, Fabrication and Analysis of Sprocket Side Stand Retrieve System was 

worked by Mr. V.V.R. Murthy, Mr. T. Seetharam, Mr. V. Prudhvi Raj. It is based on 

working principle of two wheeler (i.e. the power is produced in the engine's and it 

transfer power to the pinion and make it to turn around the pinion transfers power to the 

rear wheel pinion and makes the vehicle to move. This system should be used in all type 
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of two wheeler (TVs-XL, all front, back and geared) for retrieving stand slider and to 

reduce accidents due to side stand problem and protect the careless rider. 
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CHAPTER-03 

OVERVIEW OF AUTOMOBILE 

3.1 Introduction to automobile: 

The automobile history was classified into number of periods based on the frequent 

means of thurst. Later periods were defined by changes that happen to the exterior 

styling, size, and utility preferences. 

In 1768, Nicolas – Joseph Cugnot built first steam powered automobile. It was also 

capable of human transportation. 

In 1807, the first car powered by an internal combustion engine fueled by hydrogen was 

designed by Francois Issac de Rivaz. 

In 1886, Karl Benz invented the gasoline powered automobile. This is also considered to 

be the first production vehicle as Benz was made several other identical copies. 

At the turn of 20th century electrically powered automobiles appeared but only occupied a 

ninche market until the turn of the 21st century. 

In modern world the status of living of the people was developed and developing more 

equipped. The automobile takes a great part in the development, since it takes one of the 

major roles in the development of the daily life.   

An automobile (or automotive) is a vehicle that is capable of producing thrust itself. 

Since 17th century, several attempts have been made to design and construct a practically 

operative automobile. 

Today, automobiles play a very important role in the social, economical and industrial 

growth of any country. 

After the development of internal combustion engines, the automobile industry has seen a 

huge growth. 

3.2 Classification of automobiles: 

Automobiles can be classified into different types based on different criteria. A brief 

classification of automobile is listed below: 

1. Based on purpose 

2. Based on capacity 
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3. Based on fuel source 

4. Based on type of transmission 

5. Based on number of wheels 

6. Based on the side of drive 

3.2.1 Based on purpose: 

These types of vehicles are classified into two types. They are passenger vehicles and 

goods vehicles. 

 Passenger vehicles are used to carry passengers. 

E.g.: Buses, cars etc 

 Goods vehicles are used for transportation of goods from one place to another. 

E.g.: Lorry 

3.2.2 Based on capacity: 

These are classified based on the capacity. They are heavy motor vehicle, light motor 

vehicle and medium vehicle. 

 Heavy motor vehicles are large and bulky motor vehicles. 

E.g.: Large trucks, buses 

 Light motor vehicles are small sized vehicles. 

E.g.: Cars, Jeeps 

 Medium vehicles are relatively small sized vehicles. 

E.g.: Small trucks, mini buses 

3.2.3 Based on fuel source: 

These are classified based on the fuel in the vehicle. They are 

 Petrol engine vehicles which are powered by petrol engine. 

E.g.: Scooters, cars 

 Diesel engine vehicles which are powered by diesel engine. 

E.g.: Trucks, Buses 

 Gas vehicles that use turbine as power source. 

E.g.: Turbine powered cars 

 Solar vehicles that power by solar power. 

E.g.: solar powered cars 

 Hydrogen vehicles that have hydrogen as a power. 
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E.g.: Honda FCX clarity 

 Electric vehicles that use electricity as a power. 

E.g.: Electric cars, Electric buses 

 Steam engine vehicles that are powered using steam. 

E.g.: Steam boat, steam locomotive, steam wagon 

 Hybrid vehicles that use two or more different powers. 

E.g.: Hybrid buses, Hybrid cars like Honda Insight 

 Hybrid electric vehicle is used both internal combustion engine and electric power 

source to propel itself. 

E.g.: Jaguar C-X75 

3.2.4 Based on type of transmission: 

These are classified as below: 

 Automatic transmission vehicles those are capable of changing gear ratios 

automatically as they move. 

E.g.: Automatic transmission cars 

 Conventional transmission vehicles whose gear ratios have to be changed 

manually. 

 Semi-automatic transmission vehicles that facilitate manual gear changing with 

clutch pedal. 

3.2.5 Based on number of wheels: 

These are classified based on number of wheels that a vehicle can have as below: 

 Two wheelers have two wheels. 

E.g.: Scooters, Motorcycles 

 Three wheelers have three wheels. 

E.g.: Auto rickshaw  

 Four wheelers have four wheels. 

E.g.: Car, jeep 

 Six wheelers have six wheels. 

E.g.: Large trucks, large buses 

3.2.6 Based on the side of the drive: 

 Left hand  drive automobile in which steering wheel is fitted on the left hand side 

E.g.: Automobiles found in USA, Russia 
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 Right hand drive automobile in which steering wheel is fitted on the right hand 

side 

E.g.: Automobiles found in India, Australia 

3.3 Introduction to motorcycle: 

3.3.1 History of motorcycle: 

As the automobile was the solution to the 19th century vision of self-propelling the horse 

drawn carriage, the invention of the motorcycle made the self-propelled bicycle. The first 

commercial design that Edward Butler built was a three-wheeler in Great Britain in 1884. 

It employed a horizontal single-cylinder internal-combustion engine placed in between 

two steerable front wheels and joined by a drive chain to the rear wheel. 

3.3.2 Components: 

Motorcycles are made with both 2-stroke-cycle and 4-stroke-cycle engines and with up to 

four cylinders. Mostly they are air-cooled, hardly little are water-cooled. Engines are 

normally limited to displacements of about 1,800 cc. The smallest designs, termed 

mopeds (from “motor pedal”), have very small engines (50 cc) with fuel economies of 

the utmost amount as 2.4 liters per 100 km (100 miles per gallon). Such units are not 

permitted on limited-access public roads due to their low speed capability.  

In order of improving power capacity and engine displacements, the other 5 

classifications are child bikes, trail bikes, and road bikes, touring bikes, and racing bikes. 

A subcategory of racing bikes is called as superbikes. These are motorcycles that displace 

more than 900 cc and in which the seat is leaned forward so that the rider is bended over 

the frame, making a more aerodynamic profile. 

The motorcycle frame is usually of steel, usually a mixture of tubes and sheets. The 

wheels are generally made up of aluminum or steel rims with spokes, although some cast 

wheels are used. Graphite, composite, and magnesium parts are increasingly in use due to 

their high strength-to-weight characteristics.  
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Fig 3.1: Components in motorcycle 

Tires are almost like those used on automobiles but are smaller and rounded to allow 

leaning to lower the centre of gravity during a turn without losing traction. The 

gyroscopic effect of motorbike wheels rotating at high speed significantly improves 

stability and cornering ability. Inertia and steering geometry are also significant factors. 

Front-wheel suspension is provided by coil springs on a telescopic fork; rear-wheel 

springs are often mounted on shock absorbers almost like those utilized in automobiles. 

Transmissions on motorcycles typically have four to 6 speeds, even though small bikes 

may have as few as two. Power is normally transmitted to the rear-wheel sprockets by a 

sequence , however occasionally belts or shafts are used. 

3.3.3 Advantages of motorcycles: 

Less petrol: 

A motor bike uses significantly less fuel than a car, mainly on longer journeys. Since the 

gasoline tank on a motor bike is smaller, it'll also cost less to refill at the pump and 

there'll be less times you discover yourself at the gas pump to begin with. 
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Less repairs: 

Motor bikes require less repairs and maintenance than an automobile. Unlike a daily car, 

oil changes are relatively simple and may be done by the owner instead of a specialized 

mechanic. Repairs for motor bikes also cost but car repairs. 

Parking:  

When you are in the big city there is limited parking. Often if you've got a bigger car 

you can't always easily find parking lot . With a motor bike you'll park anywhere you 

wish and sometimes there are special parking stalls only for motorcycles. 

Traffic: 

Traffic is always a problem when you need to get somewhere. With a motor bike you 

not need to sit behind a sea of cars expecting the traffic to urge moving. Motor bikes 

can travel in between cars parked on the highway instead of expecting their address 

move. 

Cheaper licensing and taxes: 

Registration and taxes for motor bikes are considerably less than for automobiles. Since 

motor bikes don't use the maximum amount fuel, there are government discounts on 

registering motor bikes. 

3.3.4 Disadvantages of motorcycles: 

Personal safety: 

Though there are advantages to saving money with a motor bike, there's the danger of 

private safety. Unlike a car, drivers of motor bikes don't have doors, air bags or a 

bumper to guard them from impacts with property and other vehicles. 

Other drivers: 

Other drivers on the road are often oblivious to motor bikes just because they can't 

always see them in their rear- and side-view mirrors. Drivers can stop motor bikes or 

maybe run into them just because they are doing not see them. 

Seating and room: 

Though a motor bike is useful for getting around, it's limited seating and storage. If you 

are going to the grocery store, you will not be able to haul home too many groceries. 
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When you are out with friends, you have seating for only one more person that is if you 

have the proper safety equipment for them. 

3.3.5 Source of accidents in motor cycle 

As motorcycle enthusiasts ourselves, we understand the many challenges and dangers 

that motorcyclists face out on the road. As attorneys, we have also seen just how 

serious a motorcycle accident can be.  

Because motorcyclists lack any sort of surrounding protective structure on their 

vehicles, they are more likely to suffer severe or fatal injuries when they are involved in 

a collision. In fact, motorcyclists are, on average, 27 times more likely than passenger 

car occupants to die in a crash per vehicle mile traveled, and are over five times as 

likely to be injured. 

The following are the ten commonest causes of motorbike accidents: 

• Unsafe lane changes - A driver risks colliding with a motorcyclist when he or she fails 

to check his or her blind spot or signal when changing lanes. 

• Car doors - Some motorcycle accidents occur when a driver opens the door of their 

parked vehicle in the path of an oncoming motorcycle. 

• Speeding - A leading explanation for all kinds of auto accidents, speeding reduces a 

vehicle’s chance of seeing and reacting to other drivers in time to stop a collision. The 

higher the speed, the greater the impact and the more severe the consequences. 

• Driving under the influence - Drivers who cause accidents because they were driving 

under the influence of alcohol or drugs may face both civil and criminal liability. 

• Lane splitting - Driving between two lanes of traffic is named “lane splitting.” This 

practice isn't legal in Florida and is particularly dangerous for inexperienced riders. 

• Sudden stops - Rear-end accidents resulting from following too closely or an abrupt 

stop may result in serious injury or death to a motorcyclist. 

• Inexperienced drivers - Inexperienced drivers are likely to make unsafe moves on the 

road that could compromise the safety of other motorists. 

• Left turn accidents - Right way errors or misjudgments of distance while making a 

left turn are usuals causes of injury and death to motorcycle riders. 
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• Dangerous road conditions - Crumbling pavement, potholes, debris, and a scarcity of 

necessary signals and signs can all increase a motorbike rider’s chances of losing control 

of his or her vehicle. 

• Motorcycle defects - The manufacturer of a poorly designed or manufactured 

motorcycle part are often held responsible for any injuries or deaths arising from use of 

the defective part. 
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CHAPTER – 04 

OVERVIEW OF SIDE STAND 

Now-a-days most of the people are using motor cycles to travel form one place to another. 

So, they play very important role in our life. Designer has to design every part of the 

motor cycle in a very safe and cheap such that the product is available to every person to 

use and also reduce the number of accidents. 

While the 2 wheelers cares accidents occur thanks to riding the vehicle in high speed, 

ignores to use helmets, doesn't maintain the regulation and forgets to release the side stand 

while riding the vehicles. These are major causes for the accidents.  

Forgetting to lift the side stand causes accidents in a huge number in the rural areas and 

partly in urban areas. How we will take preventive measures to stop or reduce the 

accidents occur due to other causes we also have the responsibility to take the preventive 

measures to stop or reduce the accidents occurring due to release the side stand.  

In motor cycles the side stand plays a very important role. The side stands allows the bike 

without leaning when it is in the rest position. A side stand is normally a piece of metal 

that flips down from the frame and makes contact with the ground. It is generally placed in 

the middle of the bike or towards the rear. 

When the rider of the motor cycle is forget to release the side stand and starts riding of the 

motor cycle it leads to unwanted troubles. To avoid that the rider has to ensure that the 

side stand is released. Side stand in two wheelers lift all the weight when the vehicle is in 

rest. 

They are perfect on quick stops when one must leave the vehicle for a brief while. They 

are given a spring that pulls it back to position to make sure extra safety. 

We may have seen or heard motorcycle accidents due to the surface hindrance of retracted 

positioned side stand. Out of the most of the problems encountered by using the side 

stands negligence or carelessness to release the side stand. 

 This negligence may be caused due to absence of mind, urgency, divergence in 

concentration and few other reasons related to the position. Failure to a release the side 

stands because of any of the reason may leads to the accident. 
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4.1 History of side stand: 

The first known side stand was designed by Albert berruyer in 1869 and since then the 

side stands have been remake many times. It was mounted below the handle bars so was 

much longer than more recent designs. 

A shorter model was patented by Eldon Henderson in 1926. In the 1930s a “smaller and 

more convenient” side stand was developed by Joseph Paul Treen. In 1891, Pardon W, 

Tilling hast patented a design for a side stand which was mounted on the pedal, but folded 

up flat under the pedal when not in use. Side stands on bicycles fell out of fashion in the 

1970s, as the bicycles became lighter, and many riders were concerned about extra weight. 

 

4.2 Construction of side stands: 

Side stands can be made of steel or cast aluminum. There could also be a rubber cap on 

the top . Side stands can lock in place, either up or down, by several types: 

• A spring that is extended when the side stand is halfway deployed and less extended 

when it is stowed or all the way deployed. 

• A detent mechanism, which normally also employs its own spring. 

 

4.3 Types of stands: 

There are two types of stands. They are  

1. Side stand 

2. Center stand 

4.3.1 Side stand: 

A side stand is a single leg that simply flips out to one side, usually the non drive side and 

the bike then leans against it. Side stand can be mounted to the chain stay sight behind the 

bottom bracket or to a chain and seat stay near the rear hub. 
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Fig 4.1 : Side stand 

 

Side stands mounted right behind rock bottom bracket are often bolted on, either clamping 

the chain stays or to the bracket between them or welded into place as an integral part of 

the frame. 

 

4.3.2 Center stand: 

A center stand type of side stand is a pair of legs or a bracket that flips straight down and 

lifts the rear wheel off the ground when in use. Center stands can be placed to the right 

side of the chain, behind the bottom bracket or to the rare dropouts many motor cycles can 

have a center stands in addition to the side stands. 

The center stand is advantages the side stand because it takes most of the motor cycle 

weight of it tires for long term parking and allows the user to perform maintenance 

activities such as chain adjustments without the need for a motor cycles, but are omitted 

on most high performance sport bikes to save weight and increase ground clearance. 

The side stand lock link relates to the sector of industry , especially for two wheeler using 

the side stand aside from center stand provided there certain resting of the vehicle a side 

stand lock link makes in touch with the gear lever there by specifying the person riding the 

vehicle about the unreleased side stand when the rider tires to apply the gear in unreleased 

state of stand and prevents him from being endanger or to have unsafe ride of motor cycle. 
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Fig 4.2 : Center stand 
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CHAPTER-05 

AUTOMATIC BIKE STAND SLIDER 

In this project, we aimed to design automatic side stand retrieving system for two 

wheelers which is used to slide the stand of the bike automatically. It is used to reduce the 

bike accidents when someone forgot to slide the stand. It has GSM module to sent 

messages and buzzer to ring when it is not working. 

5.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM: 

 

Fig 5.1 :  Block diagram of automatic bike stand slider 

5.2 EXPLANATION: 

The circuit diagram consists of Arduino ATmega328, GSM module, ADXL sensor, push 

button, Buzzer, Servo motor. 

GSM module is used to send and receive messages for every successful and unsuccessful 

attempt. ADXL sensor is used for calculation of angle of inclination or tilt using X, Y, 

Z’s values. We calculate Roll, Pitch, and Yaw angles with respect to X, Y and Z axis. 
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Buzzer is used to make sound when the stand is not working. Servo motor is used to 

rotate the object at a specific angle. Push button is used as a switch. 

First, place the bike in straight mode and ON the key and switch then the bike stand is 

closed. Incase if bike stand is not closed buzzer makes sounds indicating that the bike 

stand is not closed and GSM module the sends the messages for every successful and 

unsuccessful attempt. If the switch is OFF then the stand automatically opens. 

5.3 Components used: 

 ARDUINO Uno 

 ADXL_335 TILT SENSOR. 

 GSM modem 

 LCD 

 Buzzer 

 Servo motor 

 Push button 

5.3.1 Arduino Uno: 

Arduino is a prototype platform (open-source) based on an easy-to-easy hardware and 

software. It consists of a circuit card , which may be programmed (referred to as a 

microcontroller) and readymade software called Arduino IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment), which is employed to write down and upload the pc code to the physical 

board. 

The key features are:  

• Arduino boards read both analog or digital input signals from different sensors and turn 

it into an output such as activating a motor, turning LED on/off, connect to the cloud and 

many other actions.  

• Unlike most previous programmable circuit boards, Arduino does not need an 

additional piece of hardware (called a programmer) in order to load a new code onto the 

board.  

• We can simply use a USB cable. Additionally, the Arduino IDE uses a simplified 

version of C++, making it easier to find out to program. 

 Finally, Arduino provides a standard form factor that breaks the functions of the 

micro-controller into a more accessible package.  
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Fig 5.2 : Pin description Arduino Uno 

The Arduino Uno  board includes the following specifications. 

 It is an ATmega328P based Microcontroller 

 The Operating Voltage of the Arduino is 5V 

 The recommended input voltage ranges from 7V to 12V 

 The i/p voltage (limit) is 6V to 20V 

 Digital input and output pins-14 

 Digital input & output pins (PWM)-6 

 Analog i/p pins are 6 

 DC Current for each I/O Pin is 20 mA 

 DC Current used for 3.3V Pin is 50 mA 

 Flash Memory -32 KB, and 0.5 KB memory is used by the boot loader 

 SRAM is 2 KB 

 EEPROM is 1 KB 

 The speed of the CLK is 16 MHz 

 In Built LED 

 Length and width of the Arduino are 68.6 mm X 53.4 mm 
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 The weight of the Arduino board is 25 g 

 

Pin Descriptions:- 

The power supply for the arduino can be done in two ways with the help of an exterior 

power supply or USB connection. The exterior power supply mainly includes a battery or 

an AC to DC adapter.  

 

The power pins of the arduino include the following:- 

 

5Volts:  

The RPS can be used to give the power supply to the microcontroller as well as 

components which are used on the Arduino board. This can approach from the input 

voltage through a regulator. 

 

3V3:  

A 3.3V supply voltage are often generated with the onboard regulator, and therefore the 

highest draw current are going to be 50 mA. 

 

GND:  

GND (ground) pins 

 

Memory 

The memory of an ATmega328 microcontroller includes 32 KB and 0.5 KB memory is 

utilized for the Boot loader), and also it includes SRAM-2 KB as well as EEPROM-1KB. 

 

Input and Output 

We know that an arguing Uno R3 includes 14-digital pins which can be used as an input 

otherwise output by using the functions like pin Mode (), digital Read(), and digital 

Write(). These pins can operate with 5V, and every digital pin can give or receive 20mA, 

& includes a 20k to 50k ohm pull up resistor. 

 The maximum current on any pin is 40mA which cannot surpass for avoiding the 

microcontroller from the damage. Additionally, a number of the pins of an Arduino 

include specific functions. 

 

Serial Pins 

The serial pins of an Arduino board are TX (1) and RX (0) pins and these pins are often 

wont to transfer the TTL serial data. The connection of these pins can be done with the 

equivalent pins of the ATmega8 U2 USB to TTL chip. 
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External Interrupt Pins 

The external interrupt pins of the board are 2 & 3, and these pins can be arranged to 

activate an interrupt on a rising otherwise falling edge, a low-value otherwise a modify in 

value 

PWM Pins 

The PWM pins of an Arduino are 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, & 11, and give an output of an 8-bit 

PWM with the function analog write (). 

SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) Pins 

The SPI pins are 10, 11, 12, 13 namely SS, MOSI, MISO, SCK, and these will maintain 

the SPI communication with the help of the SPI library. 

LED Pin 

An arguing board is inbuilt with a LED using digital pin-13. Whenever the digital pin is 

high, the LED will glow otherwise it will not glow. 

TWI (2-Wire Interface) Pins 

The TWI pins are SDA or A4, & SCL or A5, which can support the communication of 

TWI with the help of Wire library. 

AREF (Analog Reference) Pin 

An analog reference pin is the reference voltage to the inputs of analog i/ps using the 

function like analog Reference (). 

Reset (RST) Pin 

This pin brings a low line for resetting the microcontroller, and it is very useful for using 

an RST button toward shields which can block the one over the Arduino R3 board. 
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Communication 

The communication protocols of an Arduino Uno include SPI, I2C, and UART serial 

communication. 

UART 

An Arduino Uno uses the two functions like the transmitter digital pin1 and the receiver 

digital pin0. These pins are mainly used in UART TTL serial communication. 

 

I2C 

An Arduino UNO board employs SDA pin otherwise A4 pin & A5 pin otherwise SCL 

pin is used for I2C communication with wire library. In this, both the SCL and SDA are 

CLK signal and data signal. 

 

SPI Pins 

The SPI communication includes MOSI, MISO, and SCK. 

MOSI (Pin11) 

This is the master out slave in the pin, used to transmit the data to the devices 

MISO (Pin12) 

This pin is a serial CLK, and the CLK pulse will synchronize the transmission of which is 

produced by the master. 

SCK (Pin13) 

The CLK pulse synchronizes data transmission that is generated by the master. 

Equivalent pins with the SPI library is employed for the communication of SPI. ICSP (in-

circuit serial programming) headers can be utilized for programming ATmega 

microcontroller directly with the boot loader. 
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5.3.2 SERVO MOTOR: 

 Servo motor is an electrical device which is used to push or rotate the device with 

great accuracy. 

 If we want to rotate the object in specific angles we have to use the servo motor. 

 If the motor is DC powered then it is called as DC servo motor. Servo motor 

contains DC motor with error sensing negative feedback mechanism. This permits 

precise control over angular velocity and position of motor. 

 If the motor is AC powered then it is called as AC servo motor. In some cases, 

AC motors are used. 

 It is a closed loop system where it uses negative feedback to control motion and 

final position of the shaft. 

 It is not used for continuous rotation like conventional motors but used with 

rotational angle varies from 00 to 1800. 

 Servo motors are rated in Kg/cm which tells how much weight the servo motor 

can lift at a particular distance. 

 The position of a servo motor is decided by electrical pulse and its circuitry is 

placed by the side of the motor. 

 

Fig 5.3 : Servo motor 
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Servo Motor Mechanism 

As shown in below figure Servo motor has three pins for its operation as, 

 +VCC (RED) 

            -  Connect +VCC supply to this pin. For SG90 Micro Servo it is 4.8 V (~5V). 

 Ground (BROWN) 

            -  Connect Ground to this pin. 

 Control Signal (ORANGE) 

            -  Connect PWM of 20ms (50 Hz) period to this pin. 

 

 

 

Fig 5.4: Servo motor mechanism 
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Principle of Operation of Servo Motors 

 It contains dc motor, gear assembly and feedback control circuitry. PWM signal is 

employed to regulate the servo motor. It is applied on control signal pin. 

 Servo feedback control circuitry consists of comparator which compares the 

control signal (PWM) and potentiometer reference signal to give error signal 

which is later amplified and given to the DC motor. 

 DC motor shaft is attached to potentiometer shaft (knob) through gear assembly. 

So rotating DC motor rotates potentiometer, which in term changes potentiometer 

reference signal given to the comparator. 

 At some position of shaft,  potentiometer signal as well as control signal strength 

match, which gives output as zero error signal. Hence rotation continues till 

comparator output error signal becomes zero and DC motor stops 

Servo Working. 

 

Fig 5.5: Angular rotation of servo shaft using PWM signal 

 Servo motor position is controlled by pulse width modulation (PWM) signal. The 

width of the signal pulse is employed to vary shaft position of servo motor. We 

can vary SG90 Micro servo motor angular rotation in between 0° to 180° angle 

with PWM signal as shown in below figure 
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 Above figure shows angular rotation of servo shaft. It uses PWM of 50Hz 

frequency with TON variation from 1ms to 2ms. The servo motor rotates 90° in 

either direction from its middle position i.e. it gives control over 180° of its 

rotation. 

 At ~1ms (5% duty cycle) we get shaft position at -90° of its rotation. 

 At 1.5ms (7.5% duty cycle) we get shaft position at 0° (neutral) of its rotation. 

 At ~2ms (10% duty cycle) we get shaft position at +90° of its rotation. 

5.3.3 SIM900A GSM/GPRS Module 

Introduction 

SIM900A Modem can work with any GSM network operator SIM card a bit like a 

mobile with its own unique telephone number. 

SIM900A GSM/GPRS modem is plug and play modem with RS232 serial 

communication supported. Hence Advantage of using this modem are going to be that its 

RS232 port are often wont to communicate and develop embedded applications. 

 

 

Fig 5.6: SIM 900A 
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Applications like SMS Control, data transfer, remote and logging are often developed. 

SIM900 modem supports features like voice call, SMS, Data/Fax, GPRS etc. 

SIM900A modem uses AT commands to figure with supported features. 

Note that to be connected to a cellular network; the modem requires a SIM card provided 

by a network provider. 

Power Requirement 

This board requires external power supply of ~12V and can draw up to ~2A of current at 

its peak. 

Indicators 

It has two LED indicators as, 

ON: It shows that the Modem is getting powered and is switched on. 

NET: This network LED blinks when the modem is communicating with the radio 

network. 

Network LED 

When modem is powered up, network LED blink every second and after network 

registration it’ll start to blink after every 3 seconds. This shows that the modem is 

registered with the network. 

To test modem, connect board serially to PC and send “ATE0” or “AT” through serial 

terminal. If “OK” response is received from the modem, then it means all is well. 

AT Command Reference 

There are many AT commands for SIM900A modem. 

Interfacing GSM with PC/Laptop 

 Before interfacing SIM900A GSM module with PIC18F4550 microcontroller, we 

can check GSM module output for various AT commands on PC/Laptop. 

 To do this, connect GSM module to the PC/laptop via USB to Serial converter as 

shown below. 
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Fig 5.7: Interfacing GSM with PC\Laptop 

 

Sim900A Serial Interface 

 Insert SIM Card 

 

Fig 5.8: Inserting SIM to GSM 

 Connect power supply to the SIM900A GSM module.  

 Now, there is one Network LED on GSM module which blinks continuously 

every second on power up. When the SIM registers in network then this LED 

blinks after every 3 sec. It takes 10-60 second to register in network. 

 Now send AT commands and check the response. 

 Every time we have to write command and send it by Enter key<CR>. You will 

always see the response in form of 
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<CR><LF><Response><CR><LF> 

            In following table, only responses are present, <CR><LF> are removed 

intentionally. 

 

Message 

To use SMS service following AT commands is used. 

Command Description Response 

AT+CMGF=<index> 

index- 0: PDU       1: Text 

Select message 

format 

OK 

 

AT+CMGS=”9881xxxxxx” Send message 

> ”Type message here” press ‘ctrl+z’ to 

end msg or ‘ESC’ to exit without sending 

OK 

AT+CMGR=<index> 
Read message at 

that index 

+CMGR: “Message Header” 

Message Body 

OK 

AT+CMGD=<index> 
Delete message at 

that index 
OK (if present at that index) 

AT+CMGDA=”DEL 

ALL” 
Delete all SMS OK 

 

TABLE 5.1: AT commands used in GSM module 

HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) 

To use HTTP function using SIM900 modem follows below AT commands. Two 

methods are there namely, 

GET: to get data from server. 
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POST: to post data to server. 

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) 

TCP is communication protocol of internet. There are two modes of connection used for 

SIM900A TCP/IP application, 

 Single connection 

o Can establish only one connection. 

 Multi connection 

o Can establish more than one connection. 

There are two TCP/IP application modes, 

 Transparent Mode 

 Non-Transparent (Normal) Mode 

5.3.4 ADXL335 Accelerometer Module 

Introduction 

An accelerometer is a mechanical device which will measure acceleration force. It shows 

acceleration,  due to cause of gravity i.e. g force. It measures acceleration in g unit. 

 

 

Fig 5.9: ADXL 335 
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ADLX335 Accelerometer 

On the earth, 1g means acceleration of 9.8 m/s2 is present. On moon, it is 1/6th of earth 

and on mars it is 1/3rd of earth. 

Accelerometer are often used for tilt-sensing applications also as dynamic acceleration 

resulting from motion, shock, or vibration. 

ADXL335 module 

-  The ADXL335 gives complete 3-axis acceleration measurement. 

-  This module measures acceleration within range ±3 g in the x, y and z axis. 

-  The output signals of this module are analog voltages that are proportional to the 

acceleration. 

-  It contains a polysilicon surface-micro machined sensor and signal conditioning 

circuitry. 

  

Working Mechanism 

 

 

Fig 5.10: Working mechanism of ADXL 335 
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-  As we can see from the above figure, basic structure of accelerometer consists fixed 

plates and moving plates (mass). 

-  Acceleration deflects the moving mass and unbalances the differential capacitor which 

results in a sensor output voltage amplitude which is proportional to the acceleration. 

-  Phase-sensitive demodulation techniques are then used to determine the magnitude and 

direction of the acceleration. 

Accelerometer ADXL335 Module 

 

Fig 5.11: ADXL335 pin out 

VCC: Power supply pin i.e. connect 5V here. 

X_OUT: X axis analog output. 

Y_OUT: Y axis analog output. 

Z_OUT: Z axis analog output. 

GND: Ground pin i.e. connect ground here. 

ADXL335 accelerometer provides analog voltage at the output X, Y, Z pins; which is 

proportional to the acceleration in respective directions i.e. X, Y, Z. 

Angles using ADXL335 

We can calculate angle of inclination or tilt by using X, Y, Z’s value. Also, we can 

calculate Roll, Pitch and Yaw angles with respect to X, Y and Z axis. So first we need to 

convert 10-bit ADC values into g unit. 

As per ADXL335 datasheet maximum voltage level at 0g is 1.65V and sensitivity scale 

factor of 330mV/g. 
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Above formula gives us acceleration values in g unit for X, Y and Z axis as, 

Axout = (((X axis ADC value * Vref) / 1024) – 1.65) / 0.330 

Ayout = (((Y axis ADC value * Vref) / 1024) – 1.65) / 0.330 

Azout = (((Z axis ADC value * Vref) / 1024) – 1.65) / 0.330  

Note that, practically we get slightly different voltage at 0g. So, put the sensible value of 

voltage at 0g. 

Angle of Inclination 

-  Angle of inclination means by how much angle the device is tilted from its plane of 

surface. 

-  Angle of inclination is shown in below figure. 

 

Fig 5.12: Angle of inclination from reference 
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To calculate angle of inclination of X, Y, Z axis from its reference, we need to use below 

formulas. 

Angle of inclination can be calculated as, 

 

We get these angles in radians. So, multiply these values by (180/π) to get angle in 

degrees within range of -90° to +90° each axis.Angle of Rotation 

Now let’s find a complete angle of rotation (0° to 360°) around X, Y, Z axis, which we 

will also call as, 

 Roll - Angle of rotation along the X axis 

 Pitch - Angle of rotation along the Y axis 

 Yaw - Angle of rotation along the Z axis 

All of them are shown in below conceptual diagram. 

 

Fig 5.13: Diagram showing Roll, Pitch and Yaw axis 
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These angles are in degrees and can give readings of a complete rotation. 

Now let’s calculate these angles. As we get Θ, Ψ and Φ in the range of -90° to +90°. Here 

we need to make these values in the range of -180° to +180° so that we can calculate 

complete 360° angle of rotation. Let calculate these with arc tangent function which can 

be expressed as, 

 

 

This function will produce the result in the range of -π to π. These values in radians we 

can convert into degree by multiplying it with (180/π ≈ 57.29577951) factor. So here we 

get values in -180° to +180°, and we can convert it to complete 0° to 360° by just adding 

180° to range. 

Hence, we get roll, pitch and yaw angles as, 

                        Roll = (atan2 (Ayout, Azout)) *57.29577951+180 

                        Pitch = (atan2(Azout, Axout)) *57.29577951+180 

                        Yaw = (atan2(Axout, Ayout)) *57.29577951+180 

Rotation along X (roll) and Y (pitch) axis will produce change in acceleration but rotation 

along with Z axis (yaw) will not produce any change in acceleration as it is perpendicular 

to the plane of surface. Hence using only accelerometer, yaw cannot be calculated. 

We can also see this effect on X and Y axis when these axes are made perpendicular with 

plane of surface. 

5.3.5 LCD: 

 LCD means Liquid Crystal Display.LCD is used to display numeric or 

alphanumeric or  
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Alphabets. 

 It is an electronic display module which can be used in wide range of 

applications. 

 LCD is commonly 16 X 2 displays which tell us that it displays the characters in 2 

lines and each line consists of 16 characters. 

 These are preferred over seven segment displays and LED’s because seven 

segment displays display only the numbers form 0 – 9 where as LED’s are used 

only for ON and OFF purpose. 

 So, to overcome those problems like to display alphabets and alphanumeric we 

are using the LCD’s. 

 LCD’s are economical and easily programmable. 

 LCD’s consists of two registers namely command and data. 

Pin diagram: 

 

 

Fig 5.14: LCD 

Features of LCD display: 

 Voltage 4.7V – 5.3V 

 Current consumption is 1mA without backlight. 

 Alphanumeric display 

 Can work with both 8-bit and 4-bit mode 

 Each character is build by 5X8 pixel 

 It can also display any custom generated characters 

 Available in Green and Blue Backlight 
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Pin description: 

 

Table 5.2: Pin description of LCD 

 

5.3.6 Buzzer: 

A buzzer is an audio signaling device which may be electrical, mechanical or 

piezoelectric. 

Types of buzzers: 

Electromechanical: 

Early devices contain electromechanical system which is similar to electric bell without 

metal gong. Similarly a relay is used to connect to interrupt its own actuating current, 

causing the contacts to buzz. The word buzzer comes from the rasping noise that 

electromechanical buzzers made. 
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Mechanical: 

Mechanical buzzers are electromagnetic buzzers which are being used in the appliances 

like washing machines. It will give the sound whenever the operation is completed. This 

will aware the customer that the action is completed. 

Piezoelectric: 

A piezoelectric element is driven by an oscillating electronic circuit or other audio signal 

source, driven with a piezoelectric audio amplifier. Sounds are commonly used to 

indicate a click or a ring or a beep. 

 

Fig 5.15: Buzzer 

Buzzer pin configuration: 

Pin 

Number 

Pin 

Name 

Description 

1 Positive Identified by (+) symbol or longer terminal lead. Can be powered by 

6V DC 

2 Negative Identified by short terminal lead. Typically connected to the ground of 

the circuit 

 

Table 5.3: Pin configuration of buzzer 

Buzzer features and specifications: 

 Rated voltage – 6V DC 
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 Operating voltage – 4V to 8V DC 

 Rated current - <30mA 

 Sound type – Continuous beep 

 Resonant frequency – 2300Hz 

 Small and neat sealed package 

 Breadboard and Prep board friendly 

Applications of buzzer: 

 Alarming circuits. 

 Communication equipments. 

 Automobile electronics. 

 Portable equipments, due to its compact size. 

5.3.7 Push button: 

A push button is simply a switch mechanism which is used to control some aspect of a 

machine or a process. Buttons are typically made up of hard material, usually plastic or 

metal. The surface is typically flat or shaped to accommodate the human finger or hand. 

So as to be easily depressed or pushed. Buttons are most frequently biased switches, 

although many un-biased buttons still require a spring to return to their un-pushed state. 

Other terms for pushing of a button including pressing, depressing, hitting and punching. 

 

Fig 5.16: Push button 

Features of push button: 

 Prevent flux rise by the insert – molded terminal. 

 Snap – in mount terminal 
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 Contact Bounce – max 5ms 

 Crisp clicking by tactile feedback 

 Dielectric withstanding voltage 250V AC for 1 minute 

Specifications of push button: 

 Mode of operation – Tactile feedback 

 Power rating – Max 50mA 24V DC 

 Insulation resistance – 100Mohm at 100v 

 Operating force – 2.55+0.69N 

 Contact resistance – MAX 100mOhm 

 Operating temperature range : -20 to +700C 

 Storage temperature range : -20 to +700 C 

Use of push button: 

Push-buttons are normally-open tactile switches. Push buttons allow us to power the 

circuit or make any particular connection only we press the button. Simply, it makes the 

circuit  to connect when it is pressed and breaks when it is released. It is also used for 

triggering of the SCR by gate terminal. These are the most common buttons which we see 

in our daily life electronic equipments. 

 

Applications of push button: 

 Calculators 

 Push-button 

 Kitchen appliances 

 Magnetic locks 
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CHAPTER-06 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

This chapter deals with the different simulation results that have been performed on 

automatic bike stand slider and it is analyzed. 

 

Fig 6.1 : Software implementation of automatic bike stand slider 

 

Fig 6.2 : Figure showing that side stand is close 
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Fig 6.3 : Figure showing that side stand is open 
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CHAPTER-07 

ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS 

Advantages: 

 Low cost maintenance 

 Low cost application 

 Easily attachable 

 Less in weight 

 Rigid versatile 

 Does not affect the engine efficiency 

 Increases the safety measures of the riders 

Application: 

 The automatic side stand can be used in all types of vehicles whether it is gear or 

non-geared. It can be used in all the vehicles whether it is old or new with some 

modifications in the design of vehicles. 

 Many people while driving the vehicles forget to lift up stand and hence accident 

takes place, with help of these applications road accidents can be avoided. 
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CHAPTER-08 

CONCLUSION 

 

“Automatic side stand retrieving system for two wheelers” will definitely good retrieving 

system Since the system is compact it does not affect the performance of the vehicle. 

Definitely the system could be used in all type of two-wheelers for retrieving the side 

stand, it will be the major system to control the accidents due to side stand problem and 

careless rider. Moreover it should be economical for every class of society. It provides 

versatility moreover. It can be implemented in all types of bikes by changing small 

variation in size. Moreover the cost of the system is very low and so it will not affect the 

economic level. Device implemented insight of public safety. In future every 

motorcycling companies should come up with such smart devices which helps in 

preventing road accidents. 
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Appendix 

#include <Wire.h>  

#include <LiquidCrystal_I2C.h> 

 

#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 

#include <TinyGPS.h> 

  

long lat,lon;  

  

SoftwareSerial gpsSerial(10,11);  

TinyGPS gps; 

LiquidCrystal_I2C lcd(0x27,16,2);   

void setup() 

{ 

  lcd.init();         Serial.begin(9600); 

    gpsSerial.begin(9600);                

  lcd.init(); 

  // Print a message to the LCD. 

  lcd.backlight(); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

  pinMode(3,INPUT_PULLUP); 

  pinMode(4,INPUT_PULLUP); 

 

  pinMode(5,INPUT_PULLUP); 

  pinMode(6,OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(7,OUTPUT); 

  lcd.print("BIKE AUTOMATIC"); 

  lcd.setCursor(3,1); 

  lcd.print("STAND"); 

  delay(2000); Serial.print("welcome"); 

  lcd.clear();gpsyyy(); 

 } 

 

 

void loop() 

{   

   

  lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print("la:");lcd.print("16.98");//Serial.print(" ");  

    lcd.setCursor(9,0); 

    lcd.print("lo:");lcd.println("81.54");  
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  if(digitalRead(3)==0) 

{  lcd.setCursor(0,1);digitalWrite(6,1);digitalWrite(7,0); 

    lcd.print("STAND IS CLOSE  "); 

  } 

else if(digitalRead(4)==0) 

{ lcd.setCursor(0,1);digitalWrite(6,1);digitalWrite(7,0); 

    lcd.print("STAND IS CLOSE   ");} 

else   if(digitalRead(5)==0) 

{ lcd.setCursor(0,1);digitalWrite(6,1);digitalWrite(7,0); 

    lcd.print("STAND IS CLOSE  ");} 

    else  

    { lcd.setCursor(0,1);digitalWrite(6,0);digitalWrite(7,1); 

    lcd.print("STAND IS OPEN  ");} 

} 

 

 

void gpsyyy() 

 

{ 

  if(gpsSerial.available()){  

   if(gps.encode(gpsSerial.read())){  

    gps.get_position(&lat,&lon);  

    // display position 

    Serial.print("Position: ");lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print("lat: ");lcd.print(lat,6); 

    lcd.print("lon: ");lcd.println(lon,6);  

     

    Serial.print("lat: ");Serial.print(lat,6);Serial.print(" "); 

    Serial.print("lon: ");Serial.println(lon,6);  

   } 

  }} 
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Project Outcomes 

a) Design of an AUTOMATIC BIKE STAND SLIDER. 

b) The main purpose of this device is to reduce the number of accidents caused 

because of the open side stand. 

c) GSM module is used to sent and receive messages for successful and unsuccessful 

attempt to the mobile. Buzzer is used to make sound when the stand is not closed. 

Programme Outcomes (POs) 

a) Apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering for solving intricate 

engineering problems. 

b) Identify, formulate and analyze multifaceted engineering problems. 

c) Design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic   

constraints such as economic,      

d) Environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and 

sustainability. 

e) Design and conduct experiments based on complex engineering problems, as well 

as to analyze and interpret data. 

f) Use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for 

engineering   practice. 

g) Understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and societal   

context. 

h) Design and develop eco-friendly systems, making optimal utilization of available 

Natural Resources. 

i) Understand professional ethics and responsibilities. 

j) Work as a member and leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment.  

k) Communicate effectively.  

l) Manage the projects keeping in view the economical and societal considerations. 

m) Recognize the need for adapting to technological changes and engage in life-long   

learning. 
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       ABSTRACT 

  

The main objective of this project is during wars and military search operations, soldiers gets injured 

and sometime becomes losses. To find soldiers and provide health monitoring, army base station and need 

Global Position System device for locating soldiers whenever needed, wireless base station to sense health 

related parameters of soldiers and a wireless transceiver to transmit the data wirelessly. Upon losing in the 

battlefield it is necessary for the base station to guide the solider. The base station can access the current status 

of the soldier which is displayed on the Personal Computer/Mobile.  

            

 The proposed system can be mounted on the soldier’s body to track their health status and current 

location using Global Positioning System. These information will be transmitted to the control room through 

Internet. The proposed system comprise of tiny wearable, sensors, transmission modules. Data originating from 

sensors and GPS receiver.  
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CHAPTER 1 

       INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The nation’s security is monitored and kept by army, navy and air-force. The important and vital 

role is of soldiers who sacrifice their life for their country. There are many concerns regarding the safety 

of the soldier. Soldiers entering the enemy lines often lose their lives due to lack of connectivity, it is 

very vital for the army base station to known the location as well as health status of all soldiers.  

India has already lost so many soldiers in war-fields as there was no proper health backup and 

connectivity between the soldiers on the war-fields and the officials at the army base stations. Recently 

on 29 September 2016, a military confrontation between India and Pakistan began, Indian soldiers 

conducted a surgical strike against militant launch pads across the line of control in Pakistani-

administered Azad Kashmir, and inflicted “significant causalities”. Indian soldiers are mainly known 

for their courage, in spite of scarce ammunitions and safety measures, they have many triumphs to their 

credits. All must be really concerned about the safety of the soldiers, so we have decided to build a 

project which will efficiently keep a check on the health status of the soldier, and his precise location to 

equip him with necessary medical treatments as soon as possible. 

Soldier’s tracking is done using GPS and GSM is used to provide wireless communication system. 

For monitoring the health parameters of soldier we are using bio medical sensors such as temperature 

sensor and heart beat sensor. An gas sensor is used to monitor poision gases so if there are any changes  

in the atmospheric oxygen level the  soldiers will be equipped accordingly. The infantry soldier of 

tomorrow promises to be one of the most technologically advanced modern warfare has ever seen. 

Alongside vast improvements in protective and weaponry subsystems, another major aspect of this 

technology will be the ability to provide information superiority at the operational edge of military 

networks by equipping the dismounted soldier with advanced visual, voice, and data communications. 

Helmet mounted visors, capable of displaying maps and real-time video from other squad members, 

ranges of physiological sensors display the heartbeat, body temperature, surrounding  gas level etc.  

These devices will improve awareness for collateral military personnel as well as who will 

exchange information using wireless networks along with host. The challenge was to integrate these 

piecemeal components into a lightweight package that could achieve the desired result without being 

too bulky and cumbersome or requiring too much power. Communicating with the base (control room)  
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station become the  fundamental challenges in military operations also the proper navigation between 

soldier’s organizations plays important role forcareful planning and co-ordination. So this paper focus 

on tracking the location of soldier from GPS, which isuseful for control room station to know the exact  

location of soldier and accordingly they will guide them. Also High-speed,short-range, soldier-to- 

soldier wireless communications to relay information on situational awareness, such as Bio-medical 

sensors, GPS navigation, Wireless communication. 

1.2 Objective of the project 

Nowadays Defense services are rapidly growing towards new researches with advance 

technologies. Soldier’s health is most important issue because they are the defenders who protect our 

country from enemies. In present time world, border security is an important factor in any nation’s 

security. The national security mainly depends on army, navy, air-force. The army soldiers are played 

the one of the important and vital roles.  

There are many issues regarding the safety of these soldiers. Whenever any soldier enters the war 

field it is very vital for the army base station to know the exact location and also the health status of all 

soldiers. Every year Army Soldiers become lost or injured in war field. In this proposed system gives 

the ability to track where Soldiers are at any given instant. Problems are what kind of technology would 

be used so that the above mentioned problem will be overcome easily and accurately. 

1.3 Methodology 

SMS Based Information 

Bio-medical sensors are attached to the soldier at appropriate positions to collect real time data 

about their health parameters. These data are then compared to standard threshold values to check if the 

parameters are in normal conditions. If the value has been over increased or decreased means alert SMS 

will be sent to the particular person in case of emergency by GSM. 

1.4 Outline of the Project 

All the sensors are connected to the arduino. The sensors are placed near the  soldier in water to 

sense the pulse, temperature and other quantities. And GPS is also connected to the arduino to track the 

location of the soldier. Based on the data collected significant actions are taken as per the code written. 

If any deviations 
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CHAPTER 2 

                                                  LITERATURE SURVEY 

During, wars and military search operations, soldiers gets injured and sometime becomes losses. 

To find soldiers and provide health monitoring, army base station and need GPS device for locating 

soldiers, WBASNs to sense health related parameters of soldiers and a wireless transceiver to transmit 

the data wirelessly. Hong Beng Lim, Di Ma, Bang Wang, ZbigniewKalbarczyk, Ravishankar k. Lyer, 

Kenneth L. Watkin has discussed on recent advantage in growing technology, and on various wearable, 

portable ,light weighted and small sized sensor that have been developed for monitoring of the human 

physiological parameters .The body sensor network (BSN) consists of many biomedical and 

physiological sensors such as blood pressure sensors , Electrocardiogram (ECG) sensor, electr dermal 

activity (EDA) sensor which can be placed on human body for health monitoring in real time. Shruti 

Nikam, SupriyaPatil, Prajkta Power, V.S. Bendre had presented an idea for the safety of soldiers. There 

are many instruments which can be used to view the health status of soldiers as well as ammunitions on 

them. The Bio sensor which consist of various types of small physiological sensors, transmission 

modules have great processing capabilities and can facilitates the low-Cost wearable solutions for health 

monitoring. Also as stated by Dinesh Kumar Jaiswar, Sanjana S Repal in their survey, P.S. Kurhe ,S.S 

Agrawal had introduced a system that gives ability to track the soldiers at any moment additionally ,the 

soldiers will be able to communicated with control room using GPS coordinate in their distress. The 

location tracking has great importance since World War II, when military forcesrealized its usefulness 

for navigation, positioning, targeting and fleet management. This system is reliable, energy efficient for 

remote soldier health monitoring and their location tracking. It is able to send the sensed and processed 

parameters of soldier in real time. It enables to army control room to monitor health parameters of 

soldiers like heart beat, body temperature, etc. using body sensor networks. The parameters of soldiers 

are measured continuously and wirelessly transmitted using GSM. 

2.1 Medical parameters 

There are a number of medical parameters of soldier that can be monitored, like , EEG, Brain 

Mapping, etc. But these require complex circuitry and advanced medical facilities and hence they cannot 

be carried around by the soldier. The entire system would become bulky for the soldier. We therefore 

use two simple parameters temperature and Heart Beat of the soldier, which does not require too 

complex circuits and can be easily fitted into a small device that can be carried by the soldier. 
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There are a number of ways in which the soldier can communicate with the base station eg. 

Bluetooth, Zigbee modules etc. But most of these technologies are short range and having certain 

drawbacks, while the soldier may be far away in the battlefield. Hence GSM is a technology that can be  

used to communicate with the base station and it also has long range. Certain sophisticated GSM 

technologies can work even when there is fog or in a dense forests. 

2.2 Sensor survey 

There are a number of temperature sensors like thermistor, thermocouple, RTD, but all these 

sensors require signal conditioning and are difficult to caliber. The signal conditioning for these sensors 

increases the size of the kit, hence these are not to be use. 

LM35: It is a low cost temperature sensor and it does not require signal conditioning, calibration is also         

done by software. Hence LM35 may be use. 

MQ2:Gas sensor is high sensitive to LPG, propane and hydrogen, alos could be used to methane and 

other gases it is low cost. Hence MQ2 is suitable for our application. 

PULSE SENSOR: It adds amplification and noise cancellation circuitary to the hardware it is noticeably 

faster and easier to get reliable pulse readings. 

2.3 Microcontroller 

A microcontroller is a self-contained system with peripherals, memory and a processor that can be 

used as an embedded system. Most programmable microcontrollers that are used today are embedded 

in other consumer products or machinery including phones, peripherals, automobiles and household 

appliances for computer systems. Due to that, another name for a microcontroller is &quot;embedded 

controller.&quot; Some embedded systems are more sophisticated, while others have minimal 

requirements for memory and programming length and a low software complexity. Input and output 

devices include solenoids, LCD displays, relays, switches and sensors for data like humidity, 

temperature or light level, amongst others. 

2.4 Drawback of Microcontroller 

On the software side, Arduino provides a number of libraries to make programming the 

microcontroller easier. Personally, the greatest advantage is having the hardware platform set up  
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already, especially the fact that it allows programming and serial communication over USB. 

 The microcontroller cannot interface high power devices directly. 

 It has more complex structure as compared to micro processor. 

 It only performed limited number of executions simultaneously. 

 It is generally used in micro equipment. 

2.5 Benefits of Arduino 

Arduino is a basic single board microcontroller designed to make applications, interactive controls, 

or environments easily adaptive. The hardware consists of a board designed around an 8-bit 

microcontroller, or a 32-bit ARM. Current models feature things like a USB interface, analog inputs, 

and GPIO pins which allow the user to attach additional boards.Introduced in 2005, the Arduino 

platform was designed to provide a cheaper way for hobbyists, students and professionals to create 

applications that play in the human interface world using sensors, actuators, motors, and other 

rudimentary products. Common applications for students or the inexperienced are simple robots or 

motion detectors. It offers a simple integrated IDE (integrated development environment) that runs on 

regular personal computers and allows users to write programs for Arduino using C or C++.  

Arduino is an open-source platform used for building electronics projects. Arduino consists of both 

a physical programmable circuit board (often referred to as a micro controller and a piece of software, 

or IDE(Integrated Development Environment) that runs on your computer, used to write and upload 

computer code to the physical board. The Arduino platform has become quite popular with people just 

starting out with electronics, and for good reason. Unlike most previous programmable circuit boards, 

the Arduino does not need a separate piece of hardware (called a programmer) in order to load new code 

onto the board – you can simply use a USB cable. Additionally, the Arduino IDE uses a simplified 

version of C++, making it easier to learn to program. Finally, Arduino provides a standard form factor 

that breaks out the functions of the micro-controller into a more accessible package. 
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 CHAPTER 3  

    HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

 

3.1 Block Diagram and its description 

 

The below figure depicts the block diagram entire project 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3.1: Block Diagram of ealth and position tracker system 

 

Fig.3.1 is deployed along with the soldier’s kit. The ATmega328P processor will act as the brain 

of the unit. Soldier unit consist of LM35Temperature Sensor, Pulse rate sensor, Grove - Gas Sensor, 

GPS Receiver, Arduino, Panic Button. The threshold values of the desired parameter is set and pre-

programmed in the Arduino as per the surrounding environment and the person under test. In the 

proposed experiment we have considered body temperature for the verification purpose. Whenever the 

temperature is deviated from the set threshold value, system gets alert and sends the data to the control 

room. 

3.2 Arduino Uno 

Arduino is a prototype platform (open-source) based on an easy-to-easy hardware and software. It 

consists of a circuit board, which can be programmed (referred to as a microcontroller) and a ready-

made software called Arduino IDE (Integrated Development Environment), which is used to write and 

upload the computer code to the physical board. 
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The key features are: 
 

 Arduino boards are able to read analog or digital input signals from different sensors and turn it 

into an output such as activating a motor, turning LED on/off, connect to the cloud and many other 

actions. 

 Unlike most previous programmable circuit boards, Arduino does not need an extra piece of 

hardware (called a programmer) in order to load a new code onto the board. 

 We can simply use a USB cable. Additionally, the Arduino IDE uses a simplified version of C++, 

making it easier to learn to program. 

 Finally, Arduino provides a standard form factor that breaks the functions of the micro-controller 

into a more accessible package. 

The Fig. 3.2 depicts the pin description of Arduino Uno. It has a number of facilities for 

communicating with a computer, another Arduino board or other microcontrollers. 

 

 

 

Fig 3.2: Arduino Uno Board 
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               Table 3.1: Arduino Uno Technical Specifications 
 

Microcontroller ATmega328p – 8 bit AVR family microcontroller 

Operating Voltage 5V 

Recommended Input 

Voltage 

7-12V 

Input Voltage Limits 6-20V 

Analog Input Pins 6 (A0 – A5) 

Digital I/O Pins 14 (Out of which 6 provide PWM output) 

DC Current on I/O 

Pins 

40 mA 

DC Current on 3.3V 

Pin 

50 mA 

Flash Memory 32 KB (0.5 KB is used for Bootloader) 

SRAM 2 KB 

EEPROM 1 KB 

Frequency (Clock 

Speed) 

16 MHz 

 

3.2.1 Pin Descriptions 

 VCC 

Digital supply voltage. 

 GnD  

Ground. 

 Port B (PB[7:0]) XTAL1/XTAL2/TOSC1/TOSC2 

Port B is an 8-bit bi-directional I/O port with internal pull-up resistors (selected for each bit). 

The Port B output buffers have symmetrical drive characteristics with both high sink and source 

capability. As inputs, Port B pins that are externally pulled low will source current if the pull-

up resistors are activated. The PortB pins are tri-stated when a reset condition becomes active, 

even if the clock is not running. Depending on the clock selection fuse settings, PB6 can be used 

as input to the inverting Oscillator amplifier and input to the internal clock operating  
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circuit. Depending on the clock selection fuse settings, PB7 can be used as output from the 

inverting Oscillator amplifier. If the Internal Calibrated RC Oscillator is used as chip clock 

source, PB[7:6] is used as TOSC[2:1] input for the Asynchronous Timer/Counter2 if the AS2 

bit in ASSR is set. 

 Port C (PC[5:0]) 

Port C is a 7-bit bi-directional I/O port with internal pull-up resistors (selected for each bit). The 

PC[5:0] output buffers have symmetrical drive characteristics with both high sink and source 

capability. As inputs, Port C pins that are externally pulled low will source current if the pull-

up resistors are activated. The PortC pins are tri-stated when a reset condition becomes active, 

even if the clock is not running. 

 PC6/RESET 

If the RSTDISBL Fuse is programmed, PC6 is used as an I/O pin. Note that the electrical 

characteristics of PC6 differ from those of the other pins of Port C. If the RSTDISBL Fuse is 

un programmed, PC6 is used as a Reset input. A low level on this pin for longer than the 

minimum pulse length will generate a Reset, even if the clock is not running. Shorter pulses are 

not guaranteed to generate a Reset. The various special features of Port C are elaborated in the 

Alternate Functions of Port C section. 

 Port D (PD[7:0]) 

Port D is an 8-bit bi-directional I/O port with internal pull-up resistors (selected for each bit). 

The Port D output buffers have symmetrical drive characteristics with both high sink and source 

capability. As inputs, Port D pins that are externally pulled low will source current if the pull-

up resistors are activated. The Port D pins are tri-stated when a reset condition becomes active, 

even if the clock is not running. 

 AVCC 

AVCC is the supply voltage pin for the A/D Converter, PC[3:0], and PE[3:2]. It should be 

externally connected to VCC, even if the ADC is not used. If the ADC is used, it should be 

connected to VCC through a low-pass filter. Note that PC[6:4] use digital supply voltage, VCC. 

 AREF 

AREF is the analog reference pin for the A/D Converter. 
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 ADC[7:6] (TQFP and VFQFN Package Only) 

In the TQFP and VFQFN package, ADC [7:6] serve as analog inputs to the A/D converter. 

These pins are powered from the analog supply and serve as 10-bit ADC channels. 

3.2.2 Advantages of Arduino Technology 

 It is cheap 

 It comes with an open supply hardware feature that permits users to develop their own kit 

 The software of the Arduino is well-suited with all kinds of in operation systems like Linux, Windows, 

and Macintosh, etc. 

 It also comes with open supply software system feature that permits tough software system developers 

to use the Arduino code to merge with the prevailing programing language libraries and may be 

extended and changed. 

 For beginners, it is very simple to use. 

3.2.3 Applications of Arduino Uno 

 Arduino Based home Automation system. 

 Arduino Based Auto Intensity of Street lights. 

 Low cost Data glove for virtual reality applications. 

 Automatic titration system based on Arduino and stepper. 

3.3 GAS sensor 

Sensitive material of MQ-2 gas sensor is SnO2, which with lower conductivity in clean air. When the 

target combustible gas exist the sensor’s conductivity is more higher along with the gas concentration rising. 

Please use simple electro circuit, Convert change of conductivity to correspond output signal of gas 

concentration. MQ-2 gas sensor as shown in fig 3.3 has high sensitivity to LPG, Propane and Hydrogen, also 

could be used to Methane and other combustible steam, it is with low cost and suitable for different 

application. A Gas sensor or a GAS Detector is a type of chemical sensor which detects/measures the 

concentration of gas in its vicinity. Gas sensor interacts with a gas to measure in concentration. They are 

used in various industries ranging from medicine to aerospace. Various technologies are used to measure 

Gas concentration such as semiconductors, oxidation, catalytic, infrared, etc.  
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The most common types are as follows 

 Metal Oxide Based GAS Sensor. 

 Capacitance Based GAS Sensor. 

 Acoustic Based GAS Sensor. 

 Calorimetric GAS Sensor. 

 Optical GAS Sensor. 

 Electrochemical GAS Sensor. 

Over here we will focus on the most commonly available GAS sensor which is Metal Oxide Gas Sensor 

or Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) also called as "Chemiresistors".  The detection is based upon change 

of resistance of the sensing material when the Gas comes in contact with the material. These Metal Oxide 

Gas Sensor are extensively used in industry because of their low cost, flexibility in production; simplicity of 

their use; large number of detectable gases/possible application fields. 

Various gas sensors are available in the market but the most commonly available series is the "MQ 

Series". Various gasses like, LPG, Carbon Monoxide (CO), Methane, Smoke, Alcohol, etc can be monitored 

using these sensors. A good thing about these series is that all are 6 pin sensors with same footprint, same 

interfacing circuit and are easily available at low cost. 

3.3.1 Characters 

 

 Good sensitivity to Combustible gas in wide range. 

 High sensitivity to LPG, Propane and Hydrogen. 

 Long life and low cost. 

 Simple drive circuit. 
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      Fig 3.3: Gas Sensor 

 

 

3.3.2 Configuration 
 

 
 
 

  Fig 3.4: Configuration of gas sensor 
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3.3.3  Following conditions must be prohibited 
 

 Exposed to organic silicon steam 

Organic silicon steam cause sensors invalid, sensors must be avoid exposing to silicon bond, silicon 

latex, putty or plastic contain silicon environment. 

 High Corrosive gas 

If the sensors exposed to high concentration corrosive gas (such as H2Sz, SOX，Cl2，HC1 etc), it 

will not only result in corrosion of sensors structure, also it cause sincere sensitivity attenuation. 

 Alkali, Alkali metals salt, halogen pollution 

The sensors performance will be changed badly if sensors be sprayed polluted by alkali metals salt 

especially brine, or be exposed to halogen such as fluorine. 

 Touch water 

Sensitivity of the sensors will be reduced when spattered or dipped in water. 

 Freezing 

Do avoid icing on sensor’s surface, otherwise sensor would lose sensitivity. Applied voltage higher  

Applied voltage on sensor should not be higher than stipulated value, otherwise it cause down-line 

or heater damaged, and bring on sensors’ sensitivity characteristic changed badly. 

3.3.4  Following conditions must be avoided 

 

 Water Condensation 

Indoor conditions, slight water condensation will effect sensors performance lightly. However, if 

water condensation on sensors surface and keep a certain period, sensor’ sensitivity will be decreased. 

 Used in high gas concentration 

No matter the sensor is electrified or not, if long time placed in high gas concentration, if will affect 

sensors characteristic. 

 Long time storage 

The sensors resistance produce reversible drift if it’s stored for long time without electrify, this drift 

is related with storage conditions. Sensors should be stored in airproof without silicon gel bag with 

clean air. For the sensors with long time storage but no electrify, they need long aging time for 

stability before using. 
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 Long time exposed to adverse environment 

No matter the sensors electrified or not, if exposed to adverse environment for long time, such as 

high humidity, high temperature, or high pollution etc, it will effect the sensors performance badly. 

 Vibration 

Continual vibration will result in sensors down-lead response then repture. In transportation or 

assembling line, pneumatic screwdriver/ultrasonic welding machine can lead this vibration. 

3.3.4 Applications 

 Domestic gas leakage detector. 

 Industrial Combustible gas detector. 

 Portable gas detector. 

3.4 Temperature Sensor 

The LM35 series are precision integrated-circuit temperature devices with an output voltage linearly 

proportional to the Centigrade temperature. The LM35 device has an advantage over linear temperature 

sensors calibrated in Kelvin, as the user is not required to subtract a large constant voltage from the output 

to obtain convenient Centigrade scaling. The LM35 device does not require any external calibration or 

trimming to provide typical accuracies of ±¼°C at room temperature and ±¾°C over a full −55°C to 150°C 

temperature range. Lower cost is assured by trimming and calibration at the wafer level. The low-output 

impedance, linear output, and precise inherent calibration of the LM35 device makes interfacing to readout 

or control circuitry especially easy. The device is used with single power supplies, or with plus and minus 

supplies.  As the LM35 device as shown in fig 3.5 draws only 60 μA from the supply, it has very low self-

heating of less than 0.1°C in still air. The LM35 device is rated to operate over a −55°C to 150°C temperature 

range, while the LM35C device is rated for a −40°C to 110°C range (−10° with improved accuracy). The 

LM35-series devices are available packaged in hermetic TO transistor packages, while the LM35C, 

LM35CA, and LM35D devices are available in the plastic TO- 92 transistor package. The LM35D device is 

available in an 8-lead surface-mount small- outline package and a plastic TO-220 package. 

A temperature sensor is a tool which provide for temperature period via an electrical signal. A 

thermocouple (T/C) is made from numerous metals that generate electric powered voltage in direct share to  
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adjustments in temperature. An RTD (Resistance Temperature Detector) which will exchange its electric  

resistance immediately to change its temperature, repeatable and nearly linear manner. 

3.4.1 Types of temperature sensor 

 Contact sensor. 

 Non-contact sensor. 

Contact sensor: 

 

Contact temperature sensors diploma their non-public temperature. One concludes the temperature of 

the item to which the sensor is in contact is privy to that can be in thermal equilibrium there can be no heat 

float among them. 

When Should You Use Contact Sensors? 

 Whenever you could make appropriate thermal contact with the object or fluid. 

 If the expected temperature is under ~1700°C (3400°F) or above about –40°C. 

Non-Contact Sensor: 

 
Non-Contact Sensor’s are the ones where in there acquired to be any touch with item. It is probably    

revel in the temperature with the aid of way of radiation from the object. 

When Should You Use Non contact Sensors? 

 The object is shifting. 

 Contact might damage every the object or the sensor (e.g., particularly hot, corrosive, abrasive, and so 

on). 

 Contact with the object could alternate its temperature substantially. 

 A big, observable area size is relevant. 

 The object is simply too some distance away or very hard to access, which embody internal a totally 

unique ecosystem or in outer area, (e.g., stars and galaxies). 

The 4 types of temperature sensor will pass over are 

 Resistive temperature device. 

 Thermistors. 

 Thermocouples. 

 LM35. 
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3.4.2 Features 
 

 Calibrated Directly in Celsius (Centigrade). 

 Linear + 10-mV/°C Scale Factor. 

 0.5°C Ensured Accuracy (at 25°C). 

 Rated for Full −55°C to 150°C Range. 

 Suitable for Remote Applications. 

 Low-Cost Due to Wafer-Level Trimming. 

 Operates From 4 V to 30 V. 

 Less Than 60-μA Current Drain. 

 Low Self-Heating, 0.08°C in Still Air. 

 Non-Linearity Only ±¼°C Typical. 

 Low-Impedance Output, 0.1 Ω for 1-mA Load. 

 

                                                

 Fig 3.5: LM35 Temperature sensor 
 

 

3.4.3 Applications 
 

 Power Supplies. 

 Battery Management. 

 HVAC. 

 Appliances. 
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 Application Information 

The features of the LM35 make it suitable for many general temperature sensing applications. Multiple 

package options expand on it's flexibility. 

 Capacitive Drive Capability 

Like most micro power circuits, the LM35 device has a limited ability to drive heavy capacitive loads.  

Alone, the LM35 device is able to drive 50 pF without special precautions.  If heavier loads are  

anticipated, isolating or decoupling the load with a resistor is easy. The tolerance of capacitance can be 

improved with a series R-C damper from output to ground. When the LM35 device is applied with a 

200-Ω load resistor  the device is relatively immune to wiring capacitance because the capacitance 

forms a bypass from ground to input and not on the output. However, as with any linear circuit 

connected to wires in a hostile environment, performance is affected adversely by intense 

electromagnetic sources (such as relays, radio transmitters, motors with arcing brushes, and SCR 

transients), because the wiring acts as a receiving antenna and the internal junctions act as rectifiers. 

For best results in such cases, a bypass capacitor from VIN to ground and a series R-C damper, such as 

75 Ω in series with 0.2 or 1 μF from output to ground, are often useful. 

3.5 Pulse sensor 

Pulse Sensor is a well-designed plug-and-play heart-rate sensor for Arduino. It can be used by students, 

artists, athletes, makers, and game & mobile developers who want to easily incorporate live heart rate data 

into their projects. The sensor clips onto a fingertip or earlobe and plugs right into Arduino with some jumper 

cables. It also includes an open-source monitoring app that graphs your pulse in real time. 

Pulse Sensor as shown in fig 3.6 is a low cost, very small size a plug-and-play heart rate sensor for 

Arduino and Arduino compatible boards. It can be used by students, artists, athletes, makers, and game & 

mobile developers who want to easily incorporate live heart-rate data into their projects. Pulse Sensor Amped 

adds amplification and noise cancellation circuitry to the hardware. It's noticeably faster and easier to get 

reliable pulse readings. Pulse Sensor works with either a 3V or 5V Arduino. A Color-Coded Cable, with a 

standard male header connectors. Plug it straight into an Arduino or a Breadboard. No soldering is required. 

An Ear Clip, perfectly sized to the sensor. It can be hot-glued or epoxied to the back of the sensor to get 

reading from an ear lobe. 
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The basic heartbeat sensor consists of a light emitting diode and a detector like a light detecting resistor 

or a photodiode. The heart beat pulses causes a variation in the flow of blood to different regions of the body. 

When a tissue is illuminated with the light source, i.e. light emitted by the led, it either reflects (a finger 

tissue) or transmits the light (earlobe).  Some of the light is absorbed by the blood and the transmitted or the 

reflected light is  received by the light detector. The amount of light absorbed depends on the blood volume 

in that tissue. The detector output is in form of electrical signal and is proportional to the heart beat rate. 

This signal is actually a DC signal relating to the tissues and the blood volume and the AC component 

synchronous with the heart beat and caused by pulsatile changes in arterial blood volume is superimposed 

on the DC signal. Thus the major requirement is to isolate that AC component as it is of prime importance. 

To achieve the task of getting the AC signal, the output from the detector is first filtered using a 2 stage 

HP-LP circuit and is then converted to digital pulses using a comparator circuit or using simple ADC. The 

digital pulses are given to a microcontroller for calculating the heat beat rate, given by the formula- 

BPM(Beats per minute) = 60*f. Where f is the pulse frequency. 

3.5.1 Pin Description 

 

 Pin1 is grounded. 

 Pin2 To give supply voltage to the LED. 

 Pin 3 is the output. Pin 1 is also the enable pin and pulling it high turns the LED on and the sensor starts 

working. It is embedded on a wearable device which can be worn the wrist and the output can be sent 

via (through Bluetooth) to the computer for processing. 

3.5.2 Features 
 

 Biometric Pulse Rate or Heart Rate detecting sensor. 

 Plug and Play type sensor. 

 Operating Voltage: +5V or +3.3V. 

 Current Consumption: 4mA. 

 Inbuilt Amplification and Noise cancellation circuit. 
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 Diameter: 0.625”. 

 Thickness: 0.125” Thick. 

 

 

         Fig 3.6: Pulse sensor 
 

3.5.3 Applications 
 

 Sleep Tracking. 

 Anxiety monitoring. 

 Remote patient monitoring/alarm system . 

 Health bands. 

3.6 GSM Module (SIM 800L) 

SIM800 is a complete Quad-band GSM/GPRS solution in a SMT type which can be embedded in the 

customer applications. SIM800 support Quad-band 850/900/1800/1900MHz, it can transmit Voice, SMS 

and data information with low power consumption. With tiny size of 24*24*3 mm, it can fit into slim and 

compact demands of customer design. Featuring Bluetooth and Embedded AT, it allows total cost savings 

and fast time-to-market for customer applications. 

This GSM Modem as shown in fig 3.7 can accept any GSM network operator SIM card and act just 

like a mobile phone with its own unique phone number. Advantage of using this modem will be that you can 

use its RS232 port to communicate and develop embedded applications. Applications like SMS Control, 

data transfer, remote control and logging can be developed easily. 
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GSM/GPRS MODEM is a class of wireless MODEM devices that are designed for communication of 

a computer with the GSM and GPRS network. It requires a SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card just like 

mobile phones to activate communication with the network. Also they have IMEI(International Mobile 

Equipment Identity) number similar to mobile phones for their identification. A GSM/GPRS MODEM can 

perform the following operations: 

1. Receive, send or delete SMS messages in a SIM. 

 

2. Read, add, search phonebook entries of the SIM. 

 

3. Make, Receive, or reject a voice call. 

3.6.1 General features: 

 

 Quad-band 850/900/1800/1900MHz. 

 GPRS multi-slot class 12/10. 

 GPRS mobile station class B. 

 Compliant to GSM phase 2/2+. 

 Class 4 (2 W @ 850/900MHz). 

 Class 1 (1 W @ 1800/1900MHz). 

 Weight: 3.14g. 

 Control via AT commands (3GPP TS 27.007, 27.005 and SIMCOM enhanced AT Commands). 

 Supply voltage range 3.4 ~ 4.4V. 

 Low power consumption. 

 Operation temperature:-40 ~85. 
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 Fig 3.7: GSM Module (SIM 800A) 

 

 

3.6.2 Applications 

 

 Industrial automation. 

 GPRS and GPS application. 

 Home automation. 

 Health monitoring. 

 Agriculture Automation. 

 Vehicle tracking. 

 

3.7 GPS Module (NEO-6m) 

 

The NEO-6M GPS engine on these modules is quite a good one, and it also has high sensitivity for 

indoor applications. Furthermore, there’s one MS621FE-compatible rechargeable battery for backup and 

EEPROM for storing configuration settings. The module works well with a DC input in the 3.3- to 5-V range 

(thanks to its built-in voltage regulator). 

The Global Positioning System (GPS), originally NAVSTAR GPS, is a satellite- based radio navigation 

system owned by the United States government and  operated  by  the United States Space Force. It is one 

of the global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) that provides geo location and time information to a GPS 

receiver anywhere on or near the Earth where there is an unobstructed line of sight to four or more  
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GPS satellites. Obstacles such as mountains and buildings block the relatively weak GPS signals. 

The GPS as shown in fig 3.8 does not require the user to transmit any data, and it operates independently 

of any telephonic or internet reception, though these technologies can enhance the usefulness of the GPS 

positioning information. The GPS provides critical positioning capabilities to military, civil, and commercial 

users around the world. The United States government created the system, maintains it, and makes it freely 

accessible to anyone with a GPS receiver. 

The GPS project was started by the U.S. Department of Defense in 1973, with the first prototype 

spacecraft launched in 1978 and the full constellation of 24 satellites operational in 1993. Originally limited 

to use by the United States military, civilian use was allowed from the 1980s following an executive order 

from President Ronald Reagan . Advances in technology and new demands on the existing system have now 

led to efforts to modernize the GPS and implement the next generation of GPS Block IIIA satellites and Next 

Generation Operational Control System (OCX).  Announcements from  Vice  President Al  Gore and  the 

White House in 1998 initiated these changes. In 2000, the U.S. Congress authorized the modernization effort, 

GPS III. During the 1990s, GPS quality was degraded by the United States government in a program called 

"Selective Availability"; this was discontinued in May 2000 by a law signed by President Bill Clinton. 

The GPS service is provided by the United States government, which can selectively deny access to the 

system, as happened to the Indian military in 1999 during the Kargil War, or degrade the service at any time. 

As a result, several countries have developed or are in the process of setting up other global or regional 

satellite navigation systems. The Russian Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) was developed 

contemporaneously with GPS, but suffered from incomplete coverage of the globe until the mid-2000s. 

GLONASS can  be added to GPS devices, making more satellites available and enabling positions to be 

fixed more quickly and accurately, to within two meters (6.6 ft). China's BeiDou Navigation Satellite System 

began global services in 2018, with full deployment scheduled for 2020. There are also  the  European  Union 

Galileo  positioning  system,  and  India's NavIC. Japan's Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) is a GNSS 

satellite-based  augmentation system to enhance GNSS's accuracy in Asia-Oceania, with satellite navigation 

independent of GPS scheduled for 2023. 
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3.7.1 Features: 

 5Hz position update rate 

 Operating temperature range: -40 TO 85°C UART TTL socket 

 EEPROM to save configuration settings. 

 Rechargeable battery for Backup. 

 The cold start time of 38 s and Hot start time of 1 s. 

 Supply voltage: 3.3 V. 

 Configurable from 4800 Baud to 115200 Baud rates. (default 9600). 

 Super Sense ® Indoor GPS: -162 dBm tracking sensitivity. 

 Support SBAS (WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, GAGAN). 

 Separated 18X18mm GPS antenna. 

 

3.7.2 Specifications 

 

 Model 

      Ublox NEO-6M 

 Receiver Type 50 Channels 

      GPS L1 frequency, C/A Code SBAS: WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS 

 Supply Voltage (V) 

      2.7~ 6 VDC. 

 Main Chip  

      NEO-6. 

 Sensitivity 

      Cold Start (without aiding): -147 dBm. 

      Hot Start: -156 dBm. 

      Reacquisition: -160 dBm. 

      Tracking & Navigation: -161 dBm. 

 Navigation Update Rate 

 5Hz. 

 Position Accuracy 

     2 M and better with multiple good satellite signals. 
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 Operating Temperature Range 

     -24ºC ~ 84°C. 

 Tracking Sensitivity 

     -161 dBm. 

 Cold Start Time 

 27s. 

 Warm Start Time  

27s. 

 Maximum Speed 

 500 M/s. 

 Dimensions (mm) LxWxH  

Antenna – 25 x 25 x 7.  

GPS Board – 22 x 30 x 4. 

 Weight (gm) 

      12. 

 Cable Length  

(Diameter: 4mm) 

 10 CM. 

 

                                            
 

                                              Fig 3.8: GPS Module (NEO-6m) 
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3.7.3 Applications 

 Aviation 

Almost all modern aircraft are fitted with multiple GPS receivers. This provides pilots (and 

sometimes passengers) with a real-time aircraft position and map of each flight’s progress. GPS also 

allows airline operators to pre-select the safest, fastest and most fuel- efficient routes to each 

destination, and ensure that each route is followed as closely as possible when the flight is underway. 

 Marine 

When high accuracy GPS is fitted to boats and ships, it allows captains to navigate through 

unfamiliar harbours, shipping channels and waterways without running aground or hitting known 

obstacles. GPS is also used to position and map dredging operations in rivers, wharfs and sandbars, so  

other boats know precisely where it is deep enough for them to operate. 

 Surveying 

Surveyors are responsible for mapping and measuring features on the earth’s surface and under 

water with high accuracy. This includes things like determining land boundaries, monitoring changes 

in the shape of structures or mapping the sea floor. Surveyors have historically required line-of-sight 

between their instruments in order to undertake such work, but the availability of high accuracy GPS 

receivers has reduced the need for this. GPS can either be setup over a single point to establish a 

reference marker, or it can be used in a moving configuration to map out the boundaries of various 

features. This data can then be transferred into mapping software to create very quick and detailed 

maps for customers. 

 Farming 

Farmers rely on repeat planting season after season to maximise their crop productions. By 

putting GPS receivers on tractors and other agricultural equipment, farmers can map their plantations 

and ensure that they return to exactly the same areas when sewing their seeds in future. This strategy 

also allows farmers to continue working in lowvisibility conditions such as fog and darkness, as each 

piece of machinery is guided by its GPS position instead of visual references. High accuracy GPS is  
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also used to map soil sample locations, allowing farmers to see where the soil is most fertile across 

individual fields or even entire farms 

 Military 

The GPS system was originally developed by the United States Department of Defence for use 

by the US military, but was later made available for public use. Since then, GPS navigation has been 

adopted by many different military forces around the world, including the Australian Defence Force. 

Some countries have even decided to develop their own satellite navigation networks for use during 

wartimes. Today, GPS is used to map the location of vehicles and other assets on various battlefields 

in real time, which helps to manage resources and protect soldiers on the ground. GPS technology is 

also fitted  to military vehicles and other hardware such as missiles, providing them with tracking and 

guidance to various targets at all times of the day and in all weather conditions. 

 Science 

Earth scientists use GPS technology to conduct a wide range of research. By installing high 

accuracy GPS receivers on physical features such as glaciers or landslips, scientists can observe and 

study both the speed and direction of movement, helping them to understand how landscapes change 

over time. Similarly, GPS receivers can be installed on solid bedrock to help understand very small 

and very slow changes in tectonic plate motion across the world. 
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   CHAPTER 4 

                            SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1  Introduction to Arduino IDE 

Embedded system means some combination of computer hardware and programmable software which 

is specially designed for a particular task like displaying message on LCD. If you are still wondering about 

an embedded system, just take a look at these circuit applications using Arduino microcontroller. You can 

call these applications embedded systems as it involves hardware and software (the code written in assembly 

language). Some real-life examples of embedded systems may involve ticketing machines, vending 

machines, temperature controlling unit in air conditioners etc. Microcontrollers are nothing without a 

Program in it. 

One of the important parts in making an embedded system is loading the software/program we develop 

into the controller. Usually, it is called “burning software” into the controller. Before “burning a program” 

into a controller, we must do certain prerequisite operations with the program. This includes writing the 

program in assembly language or C language in a text editor. Programs written using Arduino software are 

called sketches. Earlier people used different software’s/applications for all these tasks. Writing was done in 

a text editor like notepad/WordPad, compiling was done using separate software, converting the assembly 

code to machine understandable code was done using another software etc.  It takes lot of time and work to 

do all these separately, especially when the task involves lots of error debugging and reworking on the source 

code. 

Arduino Software IDE is free software which solves many of the pain points for an embedded program 

developer. This software is an integrated development environment (IDE), which integrated a text editor to 

write programs, a compiler and it will convert your source code to machine understandable code files too. 

Here is simple guide to start working with Arduino which can be used for 

 Writing programs in C/C++ or Assembly language 

 Compiling and Assembling Programs 

 Testing your program by uploading the code into the target controller. 
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Creating an arduino software program: 

There is a text editor window generally referred as Sketch which helps the programmer to write the 

code. The sketches are written in the text editor and are saved with the file extension .ino. The editor has the 

features for cutting/pasting and searching/replacing the text.  

The console displays text output by the Arduino Software (IDE), including complete error messages 

and other information as shown in table 4.1. The bottom right hand corner of the window displays the 

configured board and serial port. The toolbar buttons allow you to verify and upload programs, create, open, 

and save sketches, and open the serial monitor. 

 

         Table 4.1: Toolbar symbols and their description 

 

 
Verify  

Checks your code for errors compiling it. 

 

Upload  

Compiles your code and uploads it to the configured board. See uploading below for details. 

Note: If you are using an external programmer with your board, you can hold down the "shift" key on 

your computer when using this icon. The text will change to "Upload using Programmer" 

 

New  

Creates a new sketch. 

 

Open  

Presents a menu of all the sketches in your sketchbook. Clicking one will open it within the current 

window overwriting its content. 

 

Save  

Saves your sketch. 

 

Serial Monitor  

Opens the Serial Monitor. 
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Additional commands are found within the five menus File, Edit, Sketch, Tools, and Help. The menus are 

context sensitive, which means only those items relevant to the work currently being carried out are available. 

File 

 New  

Creates a new instance of the editor, with the bare minimum structure of a sketch already in place. 

 Open  

Allows loading a sketch file browsing through the computer drives and folders. 

 Open Recent  

Provides a short list of the most recent sketches, ready to be opened. 

 Sketchbook  

Shows the current sketches within the sketchbook folder structure; clicking on any name opens the 

corresponding sketch in a new editor instance. 

 Examples  

Any example provided by the Arduino Software (IDE) or library shows up in this menu item. All 

the examples are structured in a tree that allows easy access by topic or library. 

 Close  

Closes the instance of the Arduino Software from which it is clicked. 

 Save  

Saves the sketch with the current name. If the file hasn't been named before, a name will be provided 

in a "Save as" window. 

 Save as  

Allows saving the current sketch with a different name. 

 Page Setup  

It shows the Page Setup window for printing. 

 Print  

Sends the current sketch to the printer according to the settings defined in Page Setup. 

 Preferences  

Opens the Preferences window where some settings of the IDE may be customized, as the language 

of the IDE interface. 
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 Quit  

Closes all IDE windows. The same sketches open when Quit was chosen will be automatically 

reopened the next time you start the IDE. 

Edit 

 Undo/Redo  

Goes back of one or more steps you did while editing; when you go back, you may go forward 

with Redo. 

 Cut  

Removes the selected text from the editor and places it into the clipboard. 

 Copy  

Duplicates the selected text in the editor and places it into the clipboard. 

 Copy for Forum  

Copies the code of your sketch to the clipboard in a form suitable for posting to the forum, 

complete with syntax coloring. 

 CopyasHTML  

Copies the code of your sketch to the clipboard as HTML, suitable for embedding in web pages. 

 Paste  

Puts the contents of the clipboard at the cursor position, in the editor. 

 Select All  

Selects and highlights the whole content of the editor. 

 Comment/Uncomment  

Puts or removes the // comment marker at the beginning of each selected line. 

 Increase/DecreaseIndent  

Adds or subtracts a space at the beginning of each selected line, moving the text one space on the 

right or eliminating a space at the beginning. 

 Find  

Opens the Find and Replace window where you can specify text to search inside the current sketch 

according to several options. 
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 FindNext   

Highlights the next occurrence - if any - of the string specified as the search item in the Find 

window, relative to the cursor position. 

 FindPrevious  

Highlights the previous occurrence - if any - of the string specified as the search item in the Find 

window relative to the cursor position. 

Sketch 

 Verify/Compile  

Checks your sketch for errors compiling it; it will report memory usage for code and variables in 

the console area. 

 Upload  

Compiles and loads the binary file onto the configured board through the configured Port. 

 Upload Using Programmer  

 This will overwrite the bootloader on the board; you will need to use Tools > Burn Bootloader to 

restore it and be able to Upload to USB serial port again. However, it allows you to use the full 

capacity of the Flash memory for your sketch. Please note that this command will NOT burn the 

fuses. To do so a Tools -> Burn Bootloader command must be executed. 

 Export Compiled Binary  

11Saves a hex file that may be kept as archive or sent to the board using other tools. 

 Show Sketch Folder  

Opens the current sketch folder. 

 IncludeLibrary  

 Adds a library to your sketch by inserting #include statements at the start of your code. For more 

details, see libraries below. Additionally, from this menu item you can access the Library Manager 

and import new libraries from .zip files. 

 AddFile  

Adds a source file to the sketch (it will be copied from its current location). The new file appears 

in a new tab in the sketch window. Files can be removed from the sketch using the tab menu  
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accessible clicking on the small triangle icon below the serial monitor one on the right side o the 

toolbar. 

Tools 

 AutoFormat  

This formats your code nicely: i.e. indents it so that opening and closing curly braces line up, and 

that the statements inside curly braces are indented more. 

 Archive Sketch  

Archives a copy of the current sketch in .zip format. The archive is placed in the same directory as 

the sketch. 

 Fix Encoding & Reload  

Fixes possible discrepancies between the editor char map encoding and other operating systems 

char maps. 

 Serial Monitor  

Opens the serial monitor window and initiates the exchange of data with any connected board on 

the currently selected Port. This usually resets the board, if the board supports Reset over serial 

port opening. 

 Board  

Select the board that you're using. See below for descriptions of the various boards. 

 Port  

This menu contains all the serial devices (real or virtual) on your machine. It should automatically 

refresh every time you open the top-level tools menu. 

 Programmer  

For selecting a hardware programmer when programming a board or chip and not using the onboard 

USB-serial connection. Normally you won't need this, but if you're burning a bootloader to a new 

microcontroller, you will use this. 

 Burn Bootloader  

The items in this menu allow you to burn a bootloader onto the microcontroller on an Arduinoboard. 

This is not required for normal use of an Arduino or Genuino board but is useful if you purchase a 

new ATmega microcontroller (which normally comes without a bootloader). Ensure that you've  
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selected the correct board from the Boards menu before burning the bootloader on the target 

board. This command also set the right fuses. 

Help 

Here you find easy access to a number of documents that come with the Arduino Software (IDE). You 

have access to Getting Started, Reference, this guide to the IDE and other documents locally, without an 

internet connection. The documents are a local copy of the online ones and may link back to our online 

website. 

 Find-in-Reference  

This is the only interactive function of the Help menu: it directly selects the relevant page in the 

local copy of the Reference for the function or command under the cursor. 

Sketchbook 

The Arduino Software (IDE) uses the concept of a sketchbook: a standard place to store your programs 

(or sketches). The sketches in your sketchbook can be opened from the File > Sketchbook menu or from 

the Open button on the toolbar. The first time you run the Arduino software, it will automatically create a 

directory for your sketchbook. You can view or change the location of the sketchbook location from with 

the Preferences dialog. 

Beginning with version 1.0, files are saved with a .ino file extension. Previous versions use the .pde 

extension. You may still open .pde named files in version 1.0 and later, the software will automatically 

rename the extension to .ino. Tabs, Multiple Files, and Compilation 

Allows you to manage sketches with more than one file (each of which appears in its own tab). These 

can be normal Arduino code files (no visible extension), C files (.c extension), C++ files (.cpp), or header 

files (.h). 

Uploading 

Before uploading your sketch, you need to select the correct items from the Tools > Board and Tools 

> Port menus. The boards are described below. On the Mac, the serial port is probably something  
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like /dev/tty.usbmodem241 (for an Uno or Mega2560 or Leonardo) or /dev/tty.usbserial-1B1 (for a 

Duemilanove or earlier USB board), or /dev/tty.USA19QW1b1P1.1 (for a serial board connected with a Key 

span USB-to-Serial adapter).On Windows, it’s probably COM1 or COM2 (for a serial board) 

or COM4, COM5, COM7, or higher (for a USB board) - to find out, you look for USB serial device in the 

ports section of the Windows Device Manager. On Linux, it should be /dev/ttyACMx , /dev/ttyUSBx or 

similar. Once you've selected the correct serial port and board, press the upload button in the toolbar or select 

the Upload item from the Sketch menu. Current Arduino boards will reset automatically and begin the 

upload. With older boards (pre-Diecimila) that lack auto-reset, you'll need to press the reset button on the 

board just before starting the upload. On most boards, you'll see the RX and TX LEDs blink as the sketch is 

uploaded. The Arduino Software (IDE) will display a message when the upload is complete, or show an 

error. 

When you upload a sketch, you're using the Arduino bootloader, a small program that has been loaded 

on to the microcontroller on your board. It allows you to upload code without using any additional hardware. 

The bootloader is active for a few seconds when the board resets; then it starts whichever sketch was most 

recently uploaded to the microcontroller. The bootloader will blink the on-board (pin 13) LED when it starts 

(i.e. when the board resets). 

Libraries 

 Libraries provide extra functionality for use in sketches, e.g. working with hardware or manipulating 

data. To use a library in a sketch, select it from the Sketch > Import Library menu. This will insert one or 

more #include statements at the top of the sketch and compiles the library with your sketch. Because libraries 

are uploaded to the board with your sketch, they increase the amount of space it takes up. If a sketch no 

longer needs a library, simply delete its #include statements from the top of your code. 

There is a list of libraries in the reference. Some libraries are included with the Arduino software. 

Others can be downloaded from a variety of sources or through the Library Manager. Starting with version 

1.0.5 of the IDE, you do can import a library from a zip file and use it in an open sketch. See these instructions 

for installing a third-party library. 
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Third-Party Hardware 

Support for third-party hardware can be added to the hardware directory of your sketchbook directory. 

Platforms installed there may include board definitions (which appear in the board menu), core libraries, 

bootloaders, and programmer definitions. To install, create the hardware directory, then unzip the third-party 

platform into its own sub-directory. (Don't use "arduino" as the sub-directory name or you'll override the 

built-in Arduino platform.) To uninstall, simply delete its directory. 

Serial Monitor 

Displays serial data being sent from the Arduino or Genuino board (USB or serial board). To send data 

to the board, enter text and click on the "send" button or press enter. Choose the baud rate from the drop-

down that matches the rate passed to Serial. begin in your sketch. Note that on Windows, Mac or Linux, the 

Arduino or Genuino board will reset (rerun your sketch execution to the beginning) when you connect with 

the serial monitor. 

Preferences 

Some preferences can be set in the preferences dialog (found under the Arduino menu on the Mac, 

or File on Windows and Linux). The rest can be found in the preferences file, whose location is shown in 

the preference dialog. 

Language Support 

Since version 1.0.1, the Arduino Software (IDE) has been translated into 30+ different languages. By 

default, the IDE loads in the language selected by your operating system. (Note: on Windows and possibly 

Linux, this is determined by the locale setting which controls currency and date formats, not by the language 

the operating system is displayed in.) 

If you would like to change the language manually, start the Arduino Software (IDE) and open 

the Preferences window. Next to the Editor Language there is a dropdown menu of currently supported 

languages. Select your preferred language from the menu, and restart the software to use the selected 

language. If your operating system language is not supported, the Arduino Software (IDE) will default to 

English. 
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You can return the software to its default setting of selecting its language based on your operating 

system by selecting System Default from the Editor Language drop-down. This setting will take effect when 

you restart the Arduino Software (IDE). Similarly, after changing your operating system's settings, you must 

restart the Arduino Software (IDE) to update it to the new default language. 

Boards 

 The board selection has two effects: it sets the parameters (e.g. CPU speed and baud rate) used when 

compiling and uploading sketches; and sets and the file and fuse settings used by the burn bootloader 

command. Some of the board definitions differ only in the latter, so even if you've been uploading 

successfully with a particular selection you'll want to check it before burning the bootloader. You can find a 

comparison table between the various boards here. 

Arduino Software (IDE) includes the built in support for the boards in the following list, all based on 

the AVR Core. The Boards Manager included in the standard installation allows adding support for the 

growing number of new boards based on different cores like Arduino Due, Arduino Zero, Edison, Galileo 

and so on. 

 Arduino Yùn  

An ATmega32u4 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset, 12 Analog In, 20 Digital I/O and 7 PWM. 

 Arduino/Genuino Uno  

An ATmega328 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset, 6 Analog In, 14 Digital I/O and 6 PWM. 

 Arduino Diecimila or  Duemilanovew/ ATmega168  

An ATmega168 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset. 

 Arduino Nanow/ ATmega328  

An ATmega328 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset. Has eight analog inputs. 

 Arduino/GenuinoMega2560  

An ATmega2560 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset, 16 Analog In, 54 Digital I/O and 15 PWM. 

 Arduino Mega  

An ATmega1280 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset, 16 Analog In, 54 Digital I/O and 15 PWM. 

 Arduino Mega ADK  

An ATmega2560 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset, 16 Analog In, 54 Digital I/O and 15 PWM. 
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 Arduino Leonardo  

An ATmega32u4 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset, 12 Analog In, 20 Digital I/O and 7 PWM. 

 Arduino/Genuino Micro  

An ATmega32u4 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset, 12 Analog In, 20 Digital I/O and 7 PWM. 

 Arduino Esplora  

An ATmega32u4 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset. 

 Arduino Miniw/ ATmega328 

An ATmega328 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset, 8 Analog In, 14 Digital I/O and 6 PWM. 

 Arduino Ethernet  

Equivalent to Arduino UNO with an Ethernet shield: An ATmega328 running at 16 MHz with 

auto-reset, 6 Analog In, 14 Digital I/O and 6 PWM. 

 Arduino Fio  

An ATmega328 running at 8 MHz with auto-reset. Equivalent to Arduino Pro or Pro Mini (3.3V, 

8 MHz) w/ ATmega328, 6 Analog In, 14 Digital I/O and 6 PWM. 

 ArduinoBTw/ATmega328  

ATmega328 running at 16 MHz. The bootloader burned (4 KB) includes codes to initialize the on-

board bluetooth module, 6 Analog In, 14 Digital I/O and 6 PWM. 

 LilyPad Arduino  

      An ATmega324 running at 8 MHz with auto-reset, 4 Analog In, 9 Digital I/O and 4 PWM. 

 LilyPadArduino  

An ATmega168 or ATmega132 running at 8 MHz with auto-reset, 6 Analog In, 14 Digital I/O and 

6 PWM. 

 ArduinoProorProMini(5V,16MHz)w/ATmega328  

An ATmega328 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset. Equivalent to Arduino Duemilanove or Nano 

w/ ATmega328; 6 Analog In, 14 Digital I/O and 6 PWM. 

 ArduinoNGorolderw/ATmega168  

An ATmega168 running at 16 MHz without auto-reset. Compilation and upload is equivalent to 

Arduino Diecimila or Duemilanove w/ ATmega168, but the bootloader burned has a slower timeout 

(and blinks the pin 13 LED three times on reset); 6 Analog In, 14 Digital I/O and 6 PWM. 
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 Arduino Robot Control  

An ATmega328 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset. 

 Arduino Robot Motor  

An ATmega328 running at 16 MHz with auto-reset. 

 Arduino Gemma  

An ATtiny85 running at 8 MHz with auto-reset, 1 Analog In, 3 Digital I/O and 2 PWM. 

4.2 Starting up arduino software IDE: 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Arduino desktop icon 

 

You can start up Arduino by clicking on the icon  from the desktop or from the "Start" menu or "All 

programs The following screen is what you will see.  

 

Figure 4.2: Screen of Arduino Sketch  

 Write the code required in the sketch, and verify the code written as shown in the figure 4.3 
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Figure 4.3: Verifying the written code 

 After the code written is verified, it will display that compiling is done as shown in figure 4.4 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Compilation of the Code 

 The compiled code is to be uploaded into the target controller. 
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Figure 4.5: Selecting the target board in ARDUINO IDE 
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   CHAPTER 5 

     RESULTS 
 

The practical implementation of entire project: 

 

 

 

                                          Fig 5.1: Practical implementation of the entire project 
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The Fig 5.2 help in visualizing and analyzing the live data of Heat Beat pulses in the Blood 

 when we touch the sensor 

 

 
 

 

Fig 5.2: Graphical Representation of Heart Beat Sensor 

 

 

 Data are represented on x-axis 

 Pulses are represented in y-axis 
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The Fig 5.3 help in visualizing and analyzing the live data of Temperature in body when we               

touch the sensor 

 

 

 
 

Fig 5.3: Graphical Represention of Temperature Sensor 

 

 

 Data are represented on x-axis 

 Temperature is represented on y-axis 
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The message alert sent to the control room when the sensors are activated: 

 

 

 

        

           Fig 5.4: Screenshot of Message Alert in mobile 
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                                 Fig: 5.5: Screenshot of message alert in computer 

                         

When the heart rate is above or below the range of threshold value ,a message alert is send to 

the control room (Registered mobile number) includes the soldier position ,temperature, harmful 

gases detected or not as shown in fig 5.4 and fig 5.5. 

 

In this Chapter Practical implementation of project is discussed 
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CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATIONS AND ADVANTAGES 

 

6.1 APPLICATIONS 

The following are the applications achieved by the Real Time Health and Position Tracker 

 When Police men attacked by a others in the battle,automatically Message has been sent to the police 

control room (health position ).   

 We can reduce the deaths of children falling in the deadly holes.By using this device By checking 

position and health of the child. 

 Mainly designed for the soldiers for saving their life.Gives the exact position and health condition 

of the solder to the control unite 

 Used for raw-agents,To know the exact location of the agent (for regular up dates) 

 Finding the theif,When he is escaped from the jail or custady. 

6.2 ADVANTAGES 

The following are the advantages of Real Time Health and Position Tracker 

 It will provide high safety for the soldier life during the war by transmitting the data from the   

soldier unit to control unit through GPS module 

 This System is suitable for all the environmental conditions ,Mountain and hill areas also. 

 No need to go on field,We can know the complete information about the solder from the control 

room only. 

 Device consist of panic button which help the soldier for asking back up,Whe he felt un healthy or 

any hard movement 

 Device can also detect the harmful gases present in the atmosphere. Like nitrogen, ethane, propane, 

smoke. 

        Applications and disadvantages of the project are discussed in this chapter 
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                                           CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 

The health monitoring system proposed in this project is developed to provide much needed soldier 

health history in real time to the control room the primary need of our project to monitor the system using 

the wire -less sensor system with high accuracy and security. Based on the survey, we have been able to use 

mobile devices can be implemented in a global network with the help of Arduino Uno. 

 

In the past, soldier  could be monitored in a military hospaital or under the care of  nurses. If a patient 

decided to heal in a hospital, their vital signs-blood pressure, blood sugar levels and heart beat levels-could 

be monitored by healthcare professionals. But if a soldier  in heal at camp in the care of remaining soldiers, 

their risked not being able to immediately detect complecations from illness and disease. 

 

With tracking system  remote soldier monitoring device ,soldier  no longer need to choose between 

leaving independently and feeling safe should health emergency occurs .with the consistent monitoring 

provided by tracking system in real time alerts soldier and control room have asense of security even if 

soldier in the battle field .used to track the exact position of the soldier .Less complex circuit and less power 

consumption use of PIC processer and low power requiring peripherals reduce the overall power usage of 

the system. 

 

We can dial an emergency call if soldier health parameters crosses threshold value or soldier co-ordinates 

goes out of the certain/pre-decided tracking. 
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APPENDIX 
CODE 

 

#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 

SoftwareSerial gps(8, 9); // RX, TX 

//SoftwareSerial gsm(10, 11); // RX, TX 

char str[70]; 

String gpsString = ""; 

char *test = "$GPGGA"; 

String latitude = "No Range      "; 

String longitude = "No Range     "; 

int temp = 0, i; 

int hb; 

int gas; 

float temperature; 

char a=0; 

boolean gps_status = 0; 

void setup() { 

  // put your setup code here, to run once: 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

  //gsm.begin(11520); 

  gps.begin(9600); 

  get_gps(); 

  pinMode(A0, INPUT); 

  pinMode(A1, INPUT); 

  pinMode(A2, INPUT); 

  pinMode(12, INPUT); 

} 

 

void loop() { 

  // put your main code here, to run repeatedly: 

  Serial.println("--------------------------"); 

  Serial.println("Latitude:"); 

  Serial.println(latitude); 

  Serial.println("Longitude:"); 

  Serial.println(longitude); 

  delay(1000); 

  if(digitalRead(12)==HIGH) 

  { 

    tracking1(); 

    Serial.println(" ALERT SOLDIER NEED HELP "); 

    delay(1000); 

    } 

    else 

    { 

      Serial.println(" SOLDIER IS SAFE "); 
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delay(1000); 

 } 

 int pluse = analogRead(A0); 

  hb = ((pluse/10)+20); 

  Serial.print("heartbeat:"); 

  Serial.println(hb); 

  delay(1000);  

  if(hb>=80)  

  { 

    tracking2(); 

    Serial.println("HEART ATACK DETECTED"); 

    delay(1000); 

     

  } 

 else 

  { 

    Serial.println("NORMAL HEART RATE"); 

    delay(1000); 

  } 

  temperature = analogRead(A1); 

  temperature = temperature * 0.48828125; 

  Serial.print("Temperature: "); 

  Serial.println(temperature); 

  delay(1000); 

  if (temperature > 90) 

  { 

    tracking3(); 

 

    Serial.println("HIGH TEMPERATURE "); 

    delay(1000); 

  } 

  else 

  { 

    Serial.println(" LOW TEMPERATURE "); 

    delay(1000); 

  } 

  gas = analogRead(A2); 

  Serial.print("GAS: "); 

  Serial.println(gas); 

  if(gas > 320) 

  { 

    tracking4(); 

    Serial.println(" DANGEROUS GASES ARE DETECTED "); 

    delay(1000); 

     

  } 

  else 
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{ 

 Serial.println(" NO GASES ARE DETECTED "); 

delay(1000); 

  } 

   if (Serial.available() > 0) { 

     a = Serial.read(); 

     Serial.print(a); 

  if(a == 'A') 

  { 

    tracking5(); 

    Serial.println(hb); 

    Serial.println(temperature); 

    Serial.println(gas);  

  } 

  } 

 } 

 

void gpsEvent() 

{ 

  gpsString = ""; 

  while (1) 

  { 

    while (gps.available() > 0)          //checking serial data from GPS 

    { 

      char inChar = (char)gps.read(); 

      gpsString += inChar;                   //store data from GPS into gpsString 

      i++; 

      if (i < 7) 

      { 

        if (gpsString[i - 1] != test[i - 1])    //checking for $GPGGA sentence 

        { 

          i = 0; 

          gpsString = ""; 

        } 

      } 

      if (inChar == '\r') 

      { 

        if (i > 65) 

        { 

          gps_status = 1; 

          break; 

        } 

        else 

        { 

          i = 0; 

        } 

      } 
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} 

 if (gps_status) 

 break; 

  } 

} 

 

void get_gps() 

{ 

  gps_status = 0; 

  int x = 0; 

  while (gps_status == 0) 

  { 

    gpsEvent(); 

    int str_lenth = i; 

    latitude = ""; 

    longitude = ""; 

    int comma = 0; 

    while (x < str_lenth) 

    { 

      if (gpsString[x] == ',') 

        comma++; 

      if (comma == 2)     //extract latitude from string 

        latitude += gpsString[x + 1]; 

      else if (comma == 4)     //extract longitude from string 

        longitude += gpsString[x + 1]; 

      x++; 

    } 

    int l1 = latitude.length(); 

    latitude[l1 - 1] = ' '; 

    l1 = longitude.length(); 

    longitude[l1 - 1] = ' '; 

    i = 0; x = 0; 

    str_lenth = 0; 

    delay(100); 

  } 

} 

void send_data(String message) 

{ 

  Serial.println(message); 

  delay(100); 

} 

 

void tracking1() 

{ 

  String myStr1; 

  String myStr2; 

  String myStr3; 
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  send_data("AT+CMGS=\"+917997510711\"\r"); 

  send_data("ALERT SOLDIER NEED HELP"); 

  Serial.println("HEART BEAT:"); 

  myStr1 = String(hb); 

  send_data(myStr1); 

  Serial.println("TEMPERATURE:"); 

  myStr2 = String(temperature); 

  send_data(myStr2); 

  //send_data(temperature); 

  Serial.println("GASES:"); 

  myStr3 = String(gas); 

  send_data(myStr3); 

  //send_data(gas); 

  Serial.print("Latitude:"); 

  send_data(latitude); 

  Serial.print("Longitude:"); 

  send_data(longitude); 

  Serial.write(0x1a); 

  delay(100); 

} 

 

void tracking2() 

{ 

  send_data("AT+CMGS=\"+917997510711\"\r"); 

  send_data("HEART ATACK DETECTED"); 

  Serial.print("Latitude:"); 

  send_data(latitude); 

  Serial.print("Longitude:"); 

  send_data(longitude); 

  Serial.write(0x1a); 

  delay(100); 

} 

 

void tracking3() 

{ 

  send_data("AT+CMGS=\"+917997510711\"\r"); 

  send_data("HIGH TEMPERATURE"); 

  Serial.print("Latitude:"); 

  send_data(latitude); 

  Serial.print("Longitude:"); 

  send_data(longitude); 

  Serial.write(0x1a); 

  delay(100); 

} 

 

void tracking4() 

{ 
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  send_data("AT+CMGS=\"+917997510711\"\r"); 

              send_data("DANGEROUS GASES ARE DETECTED"); 

  Serial.print("Latitude:"); 

  send_data(latitude); 

  Serial.print("Longitude:"); 

  send_data(longitude); 

  Serial.write(0x1a); 

  delay(100); 

} 

void tracking5() 

{ 

  String myStr1; 

  String myStr2; 

  String myStr3; 

  send_data("AT+CMGS=\"+917997510711\"\r"); 

  Serial.println("HEART BEAT:"); 

  myStr1 = String(hb); 

  send_data(myStr1); 

  Serial.println("TEMPERATURE:"); 

  myStr2 = String(temperature); 

  send_data(myStr2); 

  //send_data(temperature); 

  Serial.println("GASES:"); 

  myStr3 = String(gas); 

  send_data(myStr3); 

  //send_data(gas); 

  Serial.print("Latitude:"); 

  send_data(latitude); 

  Serial.print("Longitude:"); 

  send_data(longitude); 

  Serial.write(0x1a); 

  delay(100); 

} 
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ABSTARCT 

 

Agriculture plays vital role in the development of country. In India about 70% of 

population depends upon farming and one third of the nation’s capital comes from farming. 

Issues concerning agriculture have been always hindering the development of the country.  

One of the solution to this problem is smart agriculture by modernizing the current 

traditional methods of agriculture. Hence the project aims at making agriculture smart using 

automation and IoT technologies. "Internet of Things" (IoT) is a technology that permits things 

to communicate and connect with each other. This is helpful in changing the patterns and 

processes in both industry and agriculture towards higher efficiency.  

This proposed system includes smart irrigation based on accurate real time field data 

and also smart warehouse management which includes temperature maintenance and humidity 

maintenance and this operations will be performed by interfacing sensors, Wi-Fi modules with 

micro-controller. Arduino board are programmed for sensing. The sensed values from the 

different sensors are viewed on an LCD display as well as a serial monitor.  

Results are maintained as a graphical representation in the IoT database. The hardware 

is implemented using Arduino UNO3. In this we had written code using keil µVision 4. 

 

Index Terms -- Global System for Mobile communications (GSM), General Packet Radio 

Service(GPRS), Internet of Things(IoT), Integrated Development Environment(IDE). 
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                                                        CHAPTER - 1 

                                              INTRODUCTION 

 

           Agriculture is considered as the basis of life for the human species as it is the main 

source of food grains and other raw materials. It plays vital role in the growth of country’s 

economy. It also provides large ample employment opportunities to the people. Growth in 

agricultural sector is necessary for the development of economic condition of the country. 

Unfortunately, many farmers still use the traditional methods of farming which results in low 

yielding of crops and fruits. But wherever automation had been implemented and human beings 

had been replaced by automatic machineries, the yield has been improved. Hence there is need 

to implement modern science and technology in the agriculture sector for increasing the yield.      

 Most of the papers signifies the use of wireless sensor network which collects the data 

from different types of sensors and then send it to main server using wireless protocol. The 

collected data provides the information about different environmental factors which in turns 

helps to monitor the system. Monitoring environmental factors is not enough and complete 

solution to improve the yield of the crops. There are number of other factors that affect the 

productivity to great extent. These factors include attack of insects and pests which can be 

controlled by spraying the crop with proper insecticide and pesticides. Secondly, attack of wild 

animals and birds when the crop grows up. There is also possibility of thefts when crop is at 

the stage of harvesting. 

   Even after harvesting, farmers also face problems in storage of harvested crop. So, in 

order to provide solutions to all such problems, it is necessary to develop integrated system 

which will take care  of all factors affecting the productivity in every stages like; cultivation, 

harvesting and post harvesting storage. This paper therefore proposes a system which is useful 

in monitoring the field data as well as controlling the field operations which provides the 

flexibility. The paper aims at making agriculture smart using automation and IOT technologies. 

 The highlighting features of this paper is to perform tasks like weeding, spraying, 

moisture sensing, bird and animal scaring, keeping vigilance, etc. Secondly, it includes smart 

irrigation with smart control based on real time field data. Thirdly, smart warehouse 

management which includes; temperature maintenance, humidity maintenance in the 

warehouse. Controlling of all these operations will be through any smart device or computer 
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connected to Internet and the operations will be performed by interfacing sensors and Wi-Fi 

module with micro-controller. 

1.1. Existing System 

 

          Everything in the farm is totally dependent on humans. In order to perform operations 

like ploughing fields, spraying seeds, fertilizers we do require humans. Also in order to check 

the level of water inside the farm humans are required. This is how every activity in a farm is 

totally dependent on human beings. As now we are using motors to turn ON the bore wells or 

wells in order to send the water to the farm and later we need to turn OFF the motor after 

checking the availability of water in the farm. All these activities truly indicate that humans are 

essential in a farm. 

 

1.2. Proposed System 

 

 In the field section, various sensors are deployed in the field like temperature sensor, 

moisture sensor and humidity sensor. The data collected from these sensors are sent to the 

microcontroller. In control section, the received data is verified with the threshold values. If 

the data exceeds the threshold value the buzzer is switched ON. This alarm is sent as a message 

to the farmer and the values are generated in the web page and the farmer gets the detailed 

description of the values. In manual mode, the user has to switch ON/OFF the microcontroller 

by pressing the button in the Android Application developed. This is done with the help of  WI-

FI Module. In automatic mode, the microcontroller gets switched ON and OFF automatically 

if the value exceeds the threshold point. Soon after the microcontroller is started, automatically 

an alert must be sent to the user. This is achieved by sending a message to the web page through 

the WI-FI module and now parameters like the temperature, humidity and the moisture sensors 

shows the threshold value. 
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CHAPTER - 2 

                                              LITERATURE SURVEY 

In the previous chapter we discussed about the importance of agriculture, To bring the 

technology into agriculture that will yield both products with quality and quantity. In this 

chapter we undergo through literature survey on the development of sensors in agriculture. 

 

 The newer scenario of decreasing water tables, drying up of rivers and tanks, 

unpredictable environment present an urgent need of proper utilization of water. To cope up 

with this use of temperature and moisture sensor at suitable locations for monitoring of crops 

is implemented  An algorithm developed with threshold values of temperature and soil moisture 

can be programmed into a microcontroller. The system can be powered by photovoltaic panels 

and can have a duplex communication link based on a cellular Internet interface that allows 

data inspection and irrigation scheduling to be programmed through a web page[2]. 

 

 The technological development in Wireless Sensor Networks made it possible to use in 

monitoring precision agriculture. After the research in the agricultural field, researchers found 

that the yield of agriculture is decreasing day by day. However, use of technology in the field 

of agriculture plays important role in increasing the production as well as in reducing the extra 

man power efforts. Some of the research attempts are done for betterment of farmers which 

provides the systems that use technologies helpful for increasing the agricultural yield[6]. 

 

 A remote sensing and control irrigation system using distributed wireless sensor 

network aiming for variable rate irrigation, real time in field sensing, controlling of a site 

specific precision linear move irrigation system to maximize the productivity with minimal use 

of water was developed by Y. Kim[4]. 

 

 The system described details about the design and instrumentation of variable rate 

irrigation, wireless sensor network and real time in field sensing and control by using 

appropriate software. The whole system was developed using five in field sensor stations which 

collects the data and send it to the base station using global positioning system (GPS) where 

necessary action was taken for controlling irrigation according to the database available with 

the system. The system provides a promising low cost wireless solution as well as remote 

controlling for precision irrigation[8]. 
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 CHAPTER – 3 

BLOCK DIAGRAM & SCHEMATIC 

3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

The previous survey chapter will give us about the sensors and resources taken during the 

development of this technology. In this chapter we will see the block diagram and schematic 

diagram of this project. 

The block diagram consists of ATMEGA 328P controller. The sensors are connected to 

the controller with respective ports. And the LCD display, GSM module is also connected to 

the controller. 

 

 

 

Fig.3.1: IoT Based Smart Agriculture System Block Diagram 
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3.2  FLOW CHART 

           The step by step procedure and conditions of the project working as explained in the 

form of flowchart.  

 

Fig.3.2: Flow Chart 
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3.3 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

The schematic diagram consists of  programmed microcontroller and the Arduino board is  

connected with the power supply then the connected sensors are activated for getting the data 

And the data is uploaded to the IoT cloud. 

 

                                      Fig.3.3: Schematic Diagram 
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3.4 WORKING 

 Initially the sensors like temperature, soil moisture, humidity capture the data from the 

field and is sent to the controller. Now the controller compares the received data with that of 

pre-existing data and if the values are beyond the threshold point the corresponding devices is 

in ON state. 

 Initially temperature and humidity inside the farm is compared with that of the pre-

defined value in the micro controller and if it is beyond the threshold point the buzzer gets ON. 

Later soil moisture inside the farm is compared with that of the pre-defined value in the micro 

controller and if it is beyond the threshold point the buzzer gets ON. Later rain sensor inside 

the farm is compared with that of the pre-defined value in the micro controller and if it is 

beyond the threshold point the buzzer gets ON. Later LDR inside the farm is checks the climate 

condition and the values obtained from the sensors are sent to the ThingSpeak IOT web page 

through Wi-Fi module and is represented in a graphical format.  

 After reaching the desired level these devices automatically turns OFF. And with it the 

message also sent to farmer phones as a normal message that it can easily alert the farmer and 

he can see the result and take actions with the effects. Usually it takes 15 seconds to upload 

data of each and every sensor and this is a cyclic process. 
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CHAPTER – 4 

DETAILS OF COMPONENTS 

 

      The previous chapter is about the project and its working. In this chapter we are going to 

have a complete discussion on the components and their functionalities. 

 

4.1 ARDUINO UNO 

 Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328P . It has 14 digital 

input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz quartz 

crystal, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header and a reset button. It contains 

everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with a USB 

cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. 

 

 "Uno" means one in Italian and was chosen to mark the release of Arduino Software 

(IDE) 1.0. The Uno board and version 1.0 of Arduino Software (IDE) were the reference 

versions of Arduino, now evolved to newer releases. The Uno board is the first in a series of 

USB Arduino boards, and the reference model for the Arduino platform; for an extensive list 

of current, past or outdated boards see the Arduino index of boards. The Uno differs from all 

preceding boards in that  it does not use the FTDI USB-to-Serial driver chip. Instead , it features 

the ATmega16U2 programmed as a USB-to-serial converter. 

 

 Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other microcontroller platforms. 

Most microcontrollers systems are limited to Arduino. But Arduino software(IDE) runs on 

windows , Macintosh OSX , and Linux operating systems. 

Thus Arduino  simplifies the process of working with the microcontrollers. 

The board has the following new features: 

• Stronger RESET circuit. 

• AT mega 16U2 replace the 8U2. 

• Pin out : added SDA and SCL pins that are nearer to AREF pin and two other new 

pins are placed near RESET pin.  
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Fig.4.1: Arduino UNO 3 

 

Micro controller : 

 The Arduino UNO is based on ATmega328p microcontroller and it also has 

ATmega16U microcontroller. 

1.ATmega328p : It is the bran of the Arduino and it is a high performance Atmel Pico 

power 8 bit AVR RISC based microcontroller which is capable of executing powerful 

instruction in single clock cycle. 

2.Atmega16U2 : This microcontroller takes care of the USB connection and ICSP 

boot loader. 

Technical  Specifications : 

Microcontroller  ATmega328P  

Operating Voltage  5V 

Input Voltage (limit)  6-20V 
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Digital I/O Pins  14 (of which 6 provide PWM out) 

PWM Digital I/O Pins  6 

Analog Input Pins  6 

DC Current per I/O Pin 20 m A  

DC Current for 3.3V Pin 50 m A  

Flash Memory   32 KB (ATmega328P) 

EEPROM   1 KB (ATmega328P) 

Clock Speed   16 MHz 

Length    68.6 mm 

Width    53.4 mm 

Weight    25 g 

Power: 

 The Arduino UNO has super convenient power management and built-in voltage 

regulation. 

The Arduino can be directly powered through USB or external power supply. 

The external power supply can be given by 

• Connecting power source(7-12v DC) to DC power jack (or) 

• Connecting a battery lead to Vin and Gnd. 

Other Power Supply Pins: 

       5V and 3.3V pins These pins can be used to provide power to sensors and 

modules when connecting it to. 

       Arduino IOREF: This pin provides voltage reference with which the 

microcontroller operates. 

Memory: 

 The Atmega328 has a  flash memory of 32KB. It also has 2KB of RAM and 

1KB of EEPROM. 

Reset: 

 Bring this line LOW to reset the microcontroller. 

Input And Output: 

 Each of the 14 digital pins of the Arduino board can be used as input or output 

digital wire and digital read functions . They operate at 5v. 

Digital Pins :  pin 0 to pin 13 

In which pin 0 and pin 1 are used to receive and transmit serial data. 
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PWM : 3,5,6,9,10 and 11  These 6 pins can be used as PWM (Pulse width Modulation) pins. 

Using these pins you can control the voltage in turn you can control the brightness of LED, 

speed of the motor or whatever you wish to by varying the voltage. 

Analog Pins : Pin A0 to A5 

      The main function of these pins is reading the values from Analog sensors. 

Communication: 

 UNO has communication protocols like UART serial communication , SPI and I2C. 

UART(Universal Asynchronous  Receiver Transmitter): 

 UNO has digital pin0(RX) and digital pin1(TX) for UART TTL serial communication. 

I2C(Inter Integrated Circuit): 

• UNO uses A4 or SDA pin and A5 or SCL pin for I2C communication with wire library. 

• SCL is the clock signal. 

• SDA is the data signal. 

SPI(Serial Peripheral Interface): 

• Pin11:(MOSI) 

• Pin12:(MISO) 

• Pin13:(SCK) 

• MOSI(Master Out Slave In) - The Master line for sending data to the peripherals. 

• MISO(Master In Slave Out) - The Slave line for sending data to the Master. 

• SCK(Serial Clock) - The clock pulse which synchronize data transmission generated 

by the master. 

Clock: 

It has 16MHz clock on board makes it fast and speediest microcontroller. 

Other Features: 

• A Led on board is mapped to pin13 for debugging and testing purpose. 

• A power Led to indicate power. 

• Two Led for RX and TX which blinks when the serial communication takes place. 

4.2 SENSORS 

Introduction : 

 A sensor is a device that measures a physical quantity and converts it into a signal which 

can be read by an observer or by an instrument For example, mercury in glass thermometer 

converts the measured temperature into expansion and contraction of a liquid which can be 
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read on a calibrated glass tube. Thermocouple converts temperature to an output voltage which 

can be read by voltmeter for accuracy, all sensors need to be calibrated against known 

standards. 

 Sensors are used in everyday objects such as touch-sensitive, Elevator buttons (Tactile 

sensor) and lamps which dim or brighten by touching the base. There are also innumerable 

applications for sensors of which most people are never aware. Applications include cars, 

aerospace, machines, medicine, manufacturing and robots. A sensor is a device which receives 

and responds to a signal and stimulus. Here a term stimulus means a property or a quantity that 

needs to be converted into electrical form. Here sensor can be defined as a signal which receives 

a signal and converts into electrical which can be further used for electrical devices.  

4.2.2 Soil Moisture Sensor: 

 The Soil Moisture Sensor uses capacitance to measure the water content of soil (by 

measuring the dielectric permittivity of the soil, which is a function of the water content). 

Simply insert this rugged sensor into the soil to be tested, and the volumetric water content of 

the soil is reported in percent. 

 The Soil Moisture Sensor uses capacitance to measure dielectric permittivity of the 

surrounding medium. In soil, dielectric permittivity is a function of the water content. 

The sensor creates a voltage proportional to the dielectric permittivity, and therefore the water 

content of the soil. 

 

Fig.4.2: Soil Moisture Sensor 

Features of the Soil Moisture sensor 

1. The circuit designed uses a 5V supply, fixed resistance of 100Ω, variable resistance 

of 10ΚΩ, two copper leads as the sensor probes, 2N222N transistor. 
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2. It gives a voltage output corresponding to the conductivity of the soil. 

3. The conductivity of soil depends upon the amount of moisture present in it. It 

increases with increase in the water content of the soil. 

4. The voltage output is taken at the transmitter which is connected to a variable 

resistance. This variable resistance is used to adjust the sensitivity of the sensor. 

 

Fig.4.3: Soil Moisture Sensor Circuit Diagram 

Functional Description 

 The two copper leads act as the sensor probes. They are immersed into the specimen 

soil whose moisture content is under test. The soil is examined under three conditions: 

Case#1 Dry condition- The probes are placed in the soil under dry conditions and are 

inserted up to a fair depth of the soil. As there is no conduction path between the two copper 

leads the sensor circuit remains open. The voltage output of the emitter in this case ranges 

from 0 to 0.5V. 

Case#2 Optimum condition- When water is added to the soil, it percolates through the 

successive layers of it and spreads across the layers of soil due to capillary force. This water 

increases the moisture content of the soil. This leads to an increase in its conductivity which 

forms a conductive path between the two sensor probes leading to a close path for the current 

flowing from the supply to the transistor through the sensor probes. The voltage output of the 

circuit taken at the emitter of the transistor in the optimum case ranges from 1.9 to 3.4V 

approximately.  

4.2.3 Temperature & Humidity Sensor(DHT-11): 

 DHT11 digital temperature and humidity sensor is a calibrated digital signal output of 

the temperature and humidity combined sensor. It uses a dedicated digital modules capture 

technology and the temperature and humidity sensor technology to ensure that products with 
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high reliability and excellent long-term stability. Sensor includes a resistive element and a sense 

of wet NTC temperature measurement devices, and with a high-performance 8-bit 

microcontroller connected.  

                                               

                             Fig.4.4:  Temperature & Humidity Sensor 

Pin Description : 

1. VDD supply 3.3 ~ 5.5V DC.   

2. DATA serial data, single-bus. 

3. GND grounding, power negative. 

 

Features of the DHT-11 

    Temperature & Humidity Sensor:  

• Operating Voltage: 3.5V to 5.5V 

• Operating current: 0.3mA (measuring) 60uA (standby) 

• Output: Serial data 

• Temperature Range: 0°C to 50°C 

• Humidity Range: 20% to 90% 

• Resolution: Temperature and Humidity both are 16-bit 

• Accuracy: ±1°C and ±1% 

 

                Fig.4.5: Temperature & Humidity Sensor Circuit Diagram 
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Applications: 

• Measure temperature and humidity  

• Local Weather station  

• Automatic climate control 

• Environment monitoring 

 

Functional Description 

  

 Connecting the typical application circuit shown above the microprocessor and DHT11, 

DATA pull-up and microprocessor I/O port. 

 1. A typical application circuit recommended cable length shorter than 20 meters with a 5.1K 

pull-up resistor when greater than 20 meters when the pull-up resistor to reduce the actual 

situation.  

2. When using a 3.3V voltage supply cable length must not be greater than 100cm. Otherwise 

it will lead to lack of line drop sensor supply, causing measurement bias.  

3. Temperature and humidity values are read out every last measurement result, want to get real-

time data, to be read twice in a row, but not recommended repeatedly read sensors, each sensor 

reading interval of more than 5 seconds to obtain accurate data. 

4.2.4 Rain Sensor: 

Raindrop sensor is basically a board on which nickel is coated in the form of lines. It 

works on the principal of resistance. Rain Sensor module allows to measure moisture via 

analog output pins and it provides a digital output when a threshold of moisture exceeds. The 

module is based on the LM393 op amp. It includes the electronics module and a printed circuit 

board that “collects” the rain drops.  As rain drops are collected on the circuit board, they create 

paths of parallel resistance that are measured via the op amp. 

                              

                                               Fig.4.6: Rain Sensor 
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Features of Rain Sensor: 

• Adopts high quality of RF-04 double sided material.  

• Area: 5cm x 4cm nickel plate on side. 

• Anti-oxidation, anti-conductivity, with long use time. 

• Comparator output signal clean waveform is good, driving ability, over 15Ma.  

• Potentiometer adjust the sensitivity. 

• Working voltage 5V. 

• Output format: Digital switching output (0 and 1) and Analog voltage output AO; With   

             bolt holes for easy installation. 

 

                            
 

                       Fig.4.7: Rain Sensor Interface with Arduino 

 

Functional Description: 

• The sensor is a resistive dipole that shows less resistance when wet and more 

resistance when dry. When there is no rain drop on board it increases the Resistance 

so we gets high voltage according to V=IR. 

• When rain drop present it reduces the resistance because water is a conductor of 

electricity and presence of water connects nickel lines in parallel so reduces resistance 

and reduces voltage drop across it. 

• If the Rain Sensor Board is completely soaked; “case 0” will be activated and 

“RAINING” will be sent to the serial monitor.  

• If the Sensor Board has water droplets on it; “case 1” will be activated and “RAIN 

WARNING” will be sent to the serial monitor. 
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• If the Sensor Board is dry; “case 2″ will be activated and “NOT RAINING ” will be 

sent to the serial monitor. 

4.2.5 LDR: 

            Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) also known as photoconductor or Photocell, is a 

device which has a resistance which varies according to the amount of light falling on its 

surface. Since LDR is extremely sensitive in visible light range, it is well suited for the 

proposed application. 

        

Fig.4.8: Structure of Light Dependent Resistor, Showing Cadmium Sulphide track 

 

Features of the light sensor: 

1. The Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) is made using the semiconductor Cadmium 

Sulphide (Cds). 

2. The light falling on the brown zigzag lines on the sensor causes the resistance of the 

device to fall. This is known as a negative co-efficient. There are some LDRs that work 

in the opposite way i.e. their resistance increases with light (called positive co-

efficient). 

3. The resistance of the LDR decreases as the intensity of the light falling on it 

increases.  Incident  photons drive electrons from the valence band in to the 

conduction band. 

                              

                                  Fig.4.9: Light Sensor Circuit 
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Functional Description: 

 

1. An LDR and a normal resistor are wired in series across a voltage, as shown in the 

circuit below. Depending on which is tied to the 5V and which to 0V, the voltage at 

the point between them, call it the sensor node, will either rise or fall with increasing 

light. If the LDR is the component tied directly to the 5V, the sensor node will 

increase in voltage with increasing light. 

2. The LDR's resistance can reach 10k ohms in dark conditions and about 100 ohms in 

full brightness. 

3. The circuit used for sensing light in our system uses a 10 k fixed resistor which is tied 

to +5V. Hence the voltage value in this case decreases with increase in light intensity.  

4. The sensor node voltage is compared with the threshold voltages for different levels of 

light intensity corresponding to the four conditions- Optimum, dim, dark and night. 

5. The relationship between the resistance RL and light intensity Lux for a typical LDR 

is: RL = 500 / Lux k2 

6. With the LDR connected to 5V through a 10K resistor, the output voltage of the LDR 

is : Vo = 5*RL / (RL+10) 

7. In order to increase the sensitivity of the sensor one must reduce the value of the fixed 

resistor in series with the sensor. This may be done by putting other resistors in parallel 

with it.   

 

4.3 ESP 8266 (WI-FI MODULE) 

   Overview: 

 ESP8266 offers a complete and self-contained Wi-Fi networking solution, allowing it 

to either host the application or to offload all Wi-Fi networking functions from another 

application processor. 

 When ESP8266 hosts the application, and when it is the only application processor in 

the device, it is able to boot up directly from an external flash. It has integrated cache to improve 

the performance of the system in such applications, and to minimize the memory requirements. 

 Alternately, serving as a Wi-Fi adapter, wireless internet access can be added to any 

microcontroller based design with simple connectivity through UART interface or the CPU 

AHB bridge interface. 
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 ESP8266 on board processing and storage capabilities allow it to be integrated with the 

sensors and other application specific devices through its GPIOs with minimal development up 

front and minimal loading during runtime. With its high degree of on chip integration, which 

includes the antenna switch balun, power management converters, it requires minimal external 

circuitry, and the entire solution, including front end module, is designed to occupy minimal 

PCB area. 

Features: 

• 802.11 b/g/n 

• Integrated low power 32-bit MCU 

• Integrated 10-bit ADC • Integrated TCP/IP protocol stack 

• Integrated TR switch, balun, LNA, power amplifier and matching network 

• Integrated PLL, regulators, and power management units 

• Supports antenna diversity  

• Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz, support WPA/WPA2 

• Support STA/AP/STA+AP operation modes 

• Support Smart Link Function for both Android and iOS devices 

• SDIO 2.0, (H) SPI, UART, I2C, I2S, IR Remote Control, PWM, GPIO 

• STBC, 1x1 MIMO, 2x1 MIMO 

• A-MPDU & A-MSDU aggregation & 0.4s guard interval 

• Deep sleep power <10uA, Power down leakage current < 5Ua 

• Wake up and transmit packets in < 2ms  

• Standby power consumption of < 1.0mW (DTIM3) 

• +20 dBm output power in 802.11b mode 

• Operating temperature range -40C ~ 125C 

• FCC, CE, TELEC, Wi-Fi Alliance, and SRRC certified 

 

ESP 8266 Command Set: 

   Basic At Command Set: 

 The ESP8266 wireless Wi-Fi modules can be driven via the serial interface using the 

standard AT commands. Here is a list of some basic AT commands that can be used. 
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Basic 

Command Description 

AT Test AT startup 

AT+RST Restart module 

AT+GMR View version info 

AT+GSLP Enter deep-sleep mode 

ATE AT commands echo or not 

AT+RESTORE Factory Reset 

AT+UART UART configuration,  [@deprecated] 

AT+UART_CUR UART current configuration 

AT+UART_DEF UART default configuration, save to flash 

AT+SLEEP Sleep mode 

AT+RFPOWER Set maximum value of RF TX Power 

AT+RFVDD Set RF TX Power according to VDD33 

Table.4.1: Basic At Command Set 

Wi-Fi Functions Overview: 

Wi-Fi Connectivity Functions Invoked by AT commands 

Command Description 

AT+CWMODE WIFI mode（sta/AP/sta+AP）,  [@deprecated] 

AT+CWMODE_CR WIFI mode（sta/AP/sta+AP） Won’t save to Flash 

AT+CWMODE_DEF WIFI default mode （sta/AP/sta+AP） Save to Flash 

AT+CWJAP Connect to AP, [@deprecated] 

AT+CWJAP_CUR Connect to AP, won’t save to Flash 

AT+CWJAP_DEF Connect to AP, save to Flash 

AT+CWLAP Lists available Aps 
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AT+CWQAP Disconnect from AP 

AT+CWSAP Set configuration of ESP8266 softAP [@deprecated] 

AT+CWSAP_CUR Set configuration of ESP8266 softAP Won’t save to Flash. 

AT+CWSAP_DEF Set configuration of ESP8266 softAP Save to Flash. 

AT+CWLIF Get station’s IP which is connected to ESP8266 softAP 

AT+CWDHCP Enable/Disable DHCP, [@deprecated] 

AT+CWDHCP_CUR Enable/Disable DHCP, won’t save to Flash 

AT+CWDHCP_DEF Enable/Disable DHCP, save to Flash 

AT+CWAUTOCONN Connect to AP automatically when power on 

AT+CIPSTAMAC Set Mac address of ESP8266 station [@deprecated] 

AT+CIPSTAMAC_CR Set Mac address of ESP8266 station Won’t save to Flash. 

Table.4.2: Wi-Fi Connectivity Functions Invoked By AT Commands 

 

Tcp/Ip Related At Commands Overview: 

TCP/IP 

Command Description 

AT+ CIPSTATUS Get connection status 

AT+CIPSTART Establish TCP connection or register UDP port 

AT+CIPSEND Send data 

AT+CIPSENDEX Send data, if <length> or “\0” is met, data will be sent 

AT+CIPSENDBUF Write data into TCP-send-buffer 

AT+CIPBUFRESET Reset segment ID count 

AT+CIPBUFSTATUS Check status of TCP-send-buffer 

AT+CIPCHECKSEQ Check if a specific segment is sent or not 

AT+CIPCLOSE Close TCP/UDP connection 

AT+CIFSR Get local IP address 

AT+CIPMUX Set multiple connections mode 

AT+CIPSERVER Configure as server 
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AT+CIPMODE Set transmission mode 

AT+SAVETRANSLINK Save transparent transmission link to Flash 

AT+CIPSTO Set timeout when ESP8266 runs as TCP server 

AT+CIUPDATE Upgrade firmware through network 

AT+PING Function PING 

AT+CIPDINFO Show remote IP and remote port with “+IPD” 

Table.4.3: Tcp/Ip Related At Commands Overview 

 

4.4 Global System for Mobile communication (GSM)  

 

            It is the detail explanation of GSM with the introduction to GSM, it architecture and its 

various characteristics of the system and a little explanation of its working. 

Introduction: 

            The mobile communications has become one of the driving forces of the digital 

revolution. Every day, millions of people are making phone calls by pressing a  few buttons. 

Little is known about how one person's voice reaches the other person's phone that is thousands 

of miles away. Even less is known about the security measures and protection behind the 

system. The complexity of the cell phone is increasing as people begin sending text messages 

and digital pictures to their friends and family. The cell phone is slowly turning into a handheld 

computer. All the features and advancements in cell phone technology require a backbone to 

support it. The system has to provide security and the capability for growth to accommodate 

future enhancements. General System for Mobile Communications, GSM, is one of the many 

solutions out there. GSM has been dubbed the "Wireless Revolution" and it doesn't take much 

to realize why GSM provides a secure and confidential method of communication. 

GSM (Global System for Mobile communication) is a digital mobile telephone system that is 

widely used in many parts of the world: GSM uses a variation of Time Division Multiple 

Access (TDMA) and is the most widely used of the three digital wireless telephone 

technologies (TDMA, GSM, and CDMA). GSM digitizes and compresses  data, then sends it 

down a channel with two other streams of user data, each in its own time slot. GSM operates 

in the 900MHz, 1800MHz, or 1900 MHz frequency bands. 
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GSM has been the backbone of the phenomenal success in mobile telecoms over the last 

decade. Now, at the dawn of the era of true broadband services, GSM continues to evolve to 

meet new demands. One of GSM's great strengths is its International roaming capability, giving 

consumers a seamless service. This has been a vital driver in growth, with around 300 million. 

In the Americas, today's 7 million subscribers are set to grow rapidly, with market potential of 

500 million in population, due to the introduction of GSM 800, which allows operators using 

the 800 MHz band to have access to GSM technology too. 

Architecture of GSM: 

A GSM network is composed of several functional entities, whose functions and interfaces are 

defined. Figure 1 shows the layout of a generic GSM network. The GSM network can be 

divided into three broad parts. The Mobile Station is carried by the subscriber. The Base Station 

subsystem controls the radio link with the Mobile Station. 

 

                                                      Fig.4.10: GSM Architecture 

                The Network Subsystem, the main part of which is the Mobile services Switching 

Center (MSC), performs the switching of calls between the mobile and fixed network users. 
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The Mobile Station and the Base Station subsystem communicate across the Um link. The Base 

Station Subsystem communicates with the Mobile service Switching interface, also known as 

the air interface or radio Center across the A interface. 

Mobile Station (MS): 

The mobile station (MS) consists of 

1. Mobile Equipment (ME) 

2. Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) 

Mobile Equipment (ME): 

1. Portable, vehicle mounted, hand held device 

2. Uniquely identified by the International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) 

3. Voice and data transmission 

4. Monitoring power and quality of surrounding cells for optimum handover 

5. 160 character long SMS 

Subscriber Identity Module (SIM): 

1. Contains the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) 

2.  Allows users to send and receive calls and receive other subscriber services 

3. Encoded network identification details- key kick and A3,A5 and A8 algorithms 

4. Protected by a password or pin 

5. Can be moved from phone to phone-contains key information to activate the phone 

6. By inserting the SIM card into another GSM cellular phone, the user is able to  

receive calls at that phone, make calls from that phone 

Base Station Subsystem (BSS): 

The Base Station Subsystem is composed of two parts: 

1. Base Transceiver Station (BTS) 

2.  Base Station Controller (BSC) 

Base Transceiver Station (BTS): 

1. Encodes, encrypts, multiplexes, modulates and feeds the RF signals to the antenna 

2. Frequency hopping 

3. Communicates with mobile station and BSC 

4. Consists of Transceivers (TRX) unit 

Base Station Controller (BSC): 

1. Manages the radio resources for BTS. 

2. Assign frequency and time slots for all MSS in its area Handles call set up. 

3. Transcoding and rate adaptation functionality. 
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4. Handover for each MS. 

5. Radio power control. 

6. Communicates with MSC and BTS. 

Network Switching Subsystem (NSS): 

                It consists of detail explanation with the various components that are present in the 

network switching system. 

Mobile Switching Center (MSC): 

1. Central component of the Network Subsystem 

2. Manages communication between GSM and other networks 

3. Acts like a normal switching node of the PSTN or ISDN 

4. Provides functionality such as registration, authentication, handovers. 

Home Location Register (HLR): 

1. Permanent database about mobile subscribers in a large service area (generally 

            one per GSM network operator) 

       2.  Database contains IMSI, MSISDN, prepaid/postpaid, roaming restrictions 

             and supplementary services  

Visitor Location Register (VLR): 

1. Temporary database which updates whenever new MS enter its area, by HLR 

Database 

2. Controls the mobile roaming in its area 

3. Reduces number of quires to HLR. 

4. Database contains IMSI, MS ISDN, MSRN, location area, authentication key 

Authentication Center (AC): 

1. Protected database that stores a copy of secret key stored in each subscriber’s 

SIM card. 

2. Maintains authentication keys and algorithms and provides security triplets 

(RAND.SRES, Kc) 

3. Associated with HLR 

Equipment Identity Register (EIR): 

1. Database used to track the handsets using the IMEI 

2. Database contains a list of all valid mobile equipment on the network. 

3. Only one EIR per public land mobile network. 
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GSM module: 

                        

                                                 Fig.4.11: GSM Module 

 

GSM Characteristics: 

1. TDMA over radio carriers(200Khz carrier spacing) 

2. 8 full rate or 16 half rate TDMA channels per carrier 

3. User or terminal authentication for fraud control 

4. Encryption of speech and data transmission over the radio path 

5. Low speed data services (up to 9.6 Kb/s) 

6. Support of short message service(SMS) 

Advantages of GSM: 

1. Capacity increases 

2. Reduced RF transmission power and longer battery life 

3. International roaming capability 

4. Better security against fraud 

5. Encryption capability for information security and privacy 

6. Compatibility with ISDN, leading to wider range of services 

GSM Applications: 

1. Mobile telephony 

2. Telemetry system 

3. Fleet management 

4. Automatic meter reading 
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4.5 Liquid Crystal Display 

 

            Liquid crystal displays (LCDs) have materials which combine the properties of both 

liquids and crystals. Rather than having a melting point, they have a temperature range within 

which the molecules are almost as mobile as they would be but are grouped together in an 

ordered form similar to a crystal. 

            The LCD's are lightweight with only a few millimetres thickness. Since the LCD's 

consume less power they are compatible with low power electronic circuits sad can be powered 

for long duration.  

            The LCD's are used extensively in watches, calculators and measuring instruments is 

the simple seven-segment displays, having a limited amount of data. The following figure 

shows a general purpose alphanumeric LCD, with Two lines of 16 characters. 

                             

                                            Fig.4.12: Liquid Crystal Display  

 

Interfacing LCD to the Microcontroller: 

                 LCD can be interfaced with microcontroller in 4 Bit or 8 Bit mode. These differs in 

how data is send to LCD. In 8 bit mode to write a character, 8 bit ASCII data is send through 

the data lines D0 – D7 and data strobe is given through E of the LCD. LCD commands which 

are also 8 bit are written to LCD in similar way. 

But 4 Bit Mode uses only 4 data lines D4 – D7. In this mode 8 bit character ASCII data and 

command data are divided into two parts and send sequentially through data lines. The idea of 

4 bit communication is used save pins of microcontroller. 4 bit communication is a bit slower 

than 8 bit communication but this speed difference can be neglected since LCDs are slow speed 

devices. Thus 4 bit mode data transfer is most commonly used. 
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4.6 POWER SUPPLY 

 The Power Supply is a Primary requirement for the project work. The required DC 

power supply for the base u nit as well as for the recharging unit is derived from the mains line. 

For this purpose centre tapped secondary of 12V-012V transformer is used. From this 

transformer we getting 5V power supply. In this +5V output is a regulated output and it is 

designed using 7805 positive voltage regulator. This is a 3 Pin voltage regulator, can deliver 

current up to 800 milliamps. Rectification is a process of rendering an alternating current or 

voltage into a unidirectional one. The component used for rectification is called  Rectifier. A 

rectifier allows its current to flow only during positive half cycles of the applied AC voltage. 

Thus, pulsating DC is obtained to obtain smooth DC power additional filter circuits required. 

 

Fig.4.13: Power Supply Block Diagram 

Components used are as follows: 

(a) Capacitors  

      (i) 100μF/25v for +12v  

      (ii) 2200μF/25v 

(b) Step down transformer 

      (i) 230v / 12v- 0 -12v/ 500mA Transformer  

(c) Diodes: 1N4007 
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Full Wave Rectifier Circuit Diagram 

A diode can be used as rectifier. There are various types of diodes. However, semiconductor 

diodes are very popularly used as rectifiers. A semiconductor diode is a solid state device 

consisting of two elements is being an electron emitter or cathode, the other an electron 

collector or anode. Since electrons in a semiconductor diode can flow in one direction only-

form emitter to collector-the diode provides the unilateral conduction necessary for 

rectification. The rectified Output is filtered for smoothening the DC, for this purpose capacitor 

is used in the filter circuit. The filter capacitors are usually connected in parallel with the 

rectifier output and the load. The AC can pass through a capacitor but DC cannot, the ripples 

are thus limited and the output becomes smoothed. When the voltage across the capacitor plates 

tends to rise, it stores up energy back into voltage and current. Thus, the fluctuation in the 

output voltage is reduced considerable. 

Regulator (LM7805): 

 A variable regulated power supply, also called a variable bench power supply, is one 

where you can continuously adjust the output voltage to your requirements. Varying the 

output of the power supply is the recommended way to test a project after having double 

checked parts placement against circuit drawings and the parts placement guide. This type of 

regulation is ideal for having a simple variable bench power supply. Actually this is quite 

important because one of the first projects a hobbyist should undertake is the construction of 

a variable regulated power supply. While a dedicated supply is quite handy e.g. 5V or 12V, 

it‘s much handier to have a variable supply on hand, especially for testing. Most digital logic 

circuits and processors need a 5 volt power supply. To use these parts we need to build a 

regulated 5 volt source. Usually you start with an unregulated power supply ranging from 9 

volts to 24 volts DC (A 12 volt power supply is included with the Beginner Kit and the 

Microcontroller Beginner Kit.). To make a 5 volt power supply, we use a LM7805 voltage 

regulator IC (Integrated Circuit). The IC is shown below. 
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Fig.4.14: Regulator (LM7805) 

Features: 

• Output Current up to 1A 

• Output Voltages of 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 24V 

• Thermal Overload Protection 

• Short Circuit Protection 

• Output Transistor Safe Operating Area Protection 

 The LM7805 is simple to use. You simply connect the positive lead of your 

unregulated DC power supply (anything from 9VDC to 24VDC) to the Input pin, connect the 

negative lead to the Common pin and then when you turn on the power. 

BUZZER: 

 A buzzer or beeper is an audio signalling device , which may be mechanical, 

electromechanical, or piezoelectric. Typical uses of buzzers and beepers include alarm devices, 

timers, and confirmation of user input such as a mouse click or keystroke. 

   

          Electronic Symbol Of Buzzer                                       Fig.4.15: Buzzer. 
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CAPACITOR: 

 A capacitor is a passive two-terminal electrical components that stores electrical 

energy in an electrical field. The effect of a capacitor is known as capacitance. While 

capacitance exists between any two electrical conductors of a circuit in sufficiently close 

proximity, a capacitor is specifically designed to provide and enhance this effect for a variety 

of practical applications by consideration of size, shape, and positioning of closely spaced 

conductors, and the intervening dielectric material. A capacitor was therefore historically first 

known as an electric condenser 

 

Capacitor 

 The physical form and construction of practical capacitors vary widely and many 

capacitor types are in common use. Most capacitors contain at least two electrical conductors 

often in the form of metallic plates or surfaces separated by a  dielectric  medium. Capacitors 

are widely used as parts of electrical circuits in many common electrical devices. 

 Capacitors are widely used in electronic circuits for blocking direct current  while 

allowing alternating current  to pass. In analog filter networks, they smooth the output of power 

supplies. In resonant circuits  they tune radios  to particular frequencies.  

DIODE: 

 When a p-type semiconductor material pieces are joined together ,the contact surface 

is called P-N junction .P-N junction needs a very useful device and also known as semi- 

conductor diode. 

 

Diode 
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Working : 

 P-N junction with no bias P-N junction is just formed as follows .initially only p type 

carriers are sent to the left of junction and only N type carriers to the right of the junction. As 

soon as junction is formed following changes will take place holes from p region diffuse into 

n region and vice versa due to this recombination of holes and electrons takes place. A 

restraining force is set up automatically due to which further diffusion is prevented it is because 

now positive charge one side and negative charge on p type repels corresponding holes and 

electrons .The total recombination of holes and electrons cannot takes places in entire diode. 

 P-N junction with forward biasing when the applied voltage to p-n junction is in such 

as direction that it reduces the potential barrier and permits the flow of current through device 

is called forward biasing. 

   P-N junction with reverse biasing when the applied voltage to p-n junction is in such 

as direction that it increases the potential barrier and prevents the flow of current through device 

is called reverse biasing. 

TRANSISTOR: 

 A transistor consists of P-N junctions formed by sandwiching either P- type or N –type 

semiconductor between a pair of opposite type. 

There are two types of transistors namely 

1. N-P-N transistor 

2. P-N-P transistor 

 

Fig.4.16: Transistor 

1. These are two P-N junctions.therefore,a transistor may be regarded as a combination of 

two diodes connected back to back. 

2. The middle section is very thin layer.this is the most important faction in the function 

of a transistor. 
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A transistor has three sections of doped semiconductors.The section on one side is emmitter 

and the section on the opposite side is colllector.The middle section is called base and forms 

two junctions between the emitter and collector 

Emitter: 

 The section on one side that supplies charge carriers (electrons or holes)is called the 

emitter.the emitter is alwaysforward biased wih respect to base so that it can supply alarge 

number of majority carriets.The emitter pf P-N-P transistor is forward biased and the supplies 

hole charges to its junction with the base. 

Collector: 

 The section on the other side that collects the charges is called the collector.the collector 

is always reverse biased.its function is to remove charges from its functions with the base.The 

collector of PNP transistor has a reverse bias and receives hole charges that flow in the output 

circuit. 

Base: 

 Middle section which forms two P-N junctions between the emitter and colllector is 

called the base.the base-emitter junction is forward biased, Allowing low resistance for the 

emitter circuit.The base collector is reverse biased and provides high resistance in to collector 

circuit. 

Applications: 

• Transistors are widely used in electronic circuits. 

• These are mainly use to amplify weak signals. 

• It can used as a ON and OFF switch and also as oscillator circuits. 

 RESISTOR: 

 A resistor is a passive two-terminal electrical component  that implements electrical 

resistance as a circuit element. In electronic circuits, resistors are used to reduce current flow, 

adjust signal levels, to divide voltages, bias active elements. 

 High-power resistors that can dissipate many watts of electrical power as heat may be 

used as part of motor controls, in power distribution systems, or as test loads for generators. 

Fixed resistors have resistances that only change slightly with temperature, time or operating 

voltage. Variable resistors can be used to adjust circuit elements (such as a volume control or 

a lamp dimmer), or as sensing devices for heat, light, humidity, force, or chemical activity. 
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 Resistors are common elements of electrical networks and electrical circuits and are 

ubiquitous in electronic equipment. Practical resistors as discrete components can be composed 

of various compounds and forms. Resistors are also implemented within integrated circuits. 

 

4.7 Relay 

 A relay is an electrically operated switch. Many relays use an electromagnet to 

mechanically operate a switch, but other operating principles are also used, such as solid-state 

relays. Relays are used where it is necessary to control a circuit by a separate low-power signal, 

or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. The first relays were used in long 

distance telegraph circuits as amplifiers: they repeated the signal coming in from one circuit 

and re-transmitted it on another circuit. Relays were used extensively in telephone exchanges 

and early computers to perform logical operations. 

 

Applications: 

• Used in telephone circuits & telegraphic circuits. 

• Used in emergency lights ,battery charges. 

• Used in voltage controlers remote operated equipment. 
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CHAPTER - 5 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

In this chapter the project is implemented using the software applications proteus design suite 

and the interface to the IoT. 

 

5.1 ARDUINO IDE 

 The ARDUINO Integrated Development Environment - or ARDUINO Software (IDE) 

- contains a text editor for writing code, a message area, a text console, a toolbar with buttons 

for common functions and a series of menus. It connects to the ARDUINO and GENUINO 

hardware to upload programs and communicate with them.  

Writing Sketches: 

 Programs written using ARDUINO Software (IDE) are called sketches. These sketches 

are written in the text editor and are saved with the file extension .int. The editor has features 

for cutting/pasting and for searching/replacing text. The message area gives feedback while 

saving and exporting and also displays errors. The console displays text output by the 

ARDUINO Software (IDE), including complete error messages and other information. The 

bottom right hand corner of the window displays the configured board and serial port. The 

toolbar buttons allow you to verify and upload programs, create, open, and save sketches, and 

open the serial monitor. 

 

Verify  

Checks your code for errors compiling it.  

 

Upload  

Compiles your code and uploads it to the configured board. See uploading 

below for details.  

Note: If you are using an external programmer with your board, you can hold 

down the "shift" key on your computer when using this icon. The text will 

change to "Upload using Programmer"  

 

New  

Creates a new sketch.  
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Open  

Presents a menu of all the sketches in your sketchbook. Clicking one will open 

it within the current window overwriting its content.  

Note: due to a bug in Java, this menu doesn't scroll; if you need to open a 

sketch late in the list, use the File | Sketchbook menu instead.  

 

Save  

Saves your sketch.  

 

Serial Monitor  

Opens the serial monitor.  

Additional commands are found within the five menus: File, Edit, Sketch, Tools, and Help. 

The menus are context sensitive, which means only those items relevant to the work currently 

being carried out are available.  

Uploading's: 

 Before uploading your sketch, you need to select the correct items from the Tools > 

Board and Tools > Port menus. The boards are described below. On the Mac, the serial port is 

probably something like /dev/tty.usbmodem241 (for a Uno or Mega2560 or Leonardo) or 

/dev/tty.usbserial-1B1 (for a Due milanove or earlier USB board),or 

/dev/tty.USA19QW1b1P1.1 (for a serial board connected with a Key span USB-to-Serial 

adapter). On Windows, it's probably COM1 or COM2 (for a serial board) or COM4, COM5, 

COM7, or higher (for a USB board) - to find out, you look for USB serial device in the ports 

section of the Windows Device Manager. On Linux, it should be /dev/tty ACMx, /dev/tty USBx 

or similar. Once you've selected the correct serial port and board, press the upload button in the 

toolbar or select the Upload item from the File menu. Current ARDUINO boards will reset 

automatically and begin the upload. With older boards (pre-Decimal) that lack auto-reset, you'll 

need to press the reset button on the board just before starting the upload. On most boards, 

you'll see the RX and TX LEDs blink as the sketch is uploaded. The ARDUINO Software 

(IDE) will display a message when the upload is complete, or show an error. 

 When you upload a sketch, you're using the ARDUINO boot-loader, a small program 

that has been loaded on to the microcontroller on your board. It allows you to upload code 

without using any additional hardware. The boot-loader is active for a few seconds when the 
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board resets; then it starts whichever sketch was most recently uploaded to the microcontroller. 

The boot-loader will blink the on-board (pin 13) LED when it starts (i.e. when the board resets). 

Libraries: 

 Libraries provide extra functionality for use in sketches, e.g. working with hardware 

or manipulating data. To use a library in a sketch, select it from the Sketch > Import Library 

menu. This will insert one or more #include statements at the top of the sketch and compile 

the library with your sketch. Because libraries are uploaded to the board with your sketch, 

they increase the amount of space it takes up.  

 There is a list of libraries in the reference. Some libraries are included with the 

ARDUINO software. Others can be downloaded from a variety of sources or through the 

Library Manager. Starting with version 1.0.5 of the IDE, you do can import a library from a 

zip file and use it in an open sketch. See these instructions for installing a third-party library. 

Third-Party Hardware: 

 Support for third-party hardware can be added to the hardware directory of your 

sketchbook directory. Platforms installed there may include board definitions (which appear in 

the board menu), core libraries, boot-loaders, and programmer definitions. To install, create the 

hardware directory, then unzip the third-party platform into its own sub-directory. (Don't use 

"ARDUINO" as the sub-directory name or you'll override the built-in ARDUINO platform.) 

To uninstall, simply delete its directory. 

For details on creating packages for third-party hardware, see the Arduino IDE 1.5 3rd party 

Hardware specification. 

Serial Monitor: 

 Displays serial data being sent from the Arduino or Genuino board (USB or serial 

board). To send data to the board, enter text and click on the "send" button or press enter. 

Choose the baud rate from the drop-down that matches the rate passed to Serial begin in your 

sketch. Note that on Windows, Mac or Linux, the Arduino or Genuino board will reset (rerun 

your sketch execution to the beginning) when you connect with the serial monitor. 

Preferences: 

 Some preferences can be set in the preferences dialog (found under the Arduino menu 

on the Mac, or File on Windows and Linux). The rest can be found in the preferences file, 

whose location is shown in the preference dialog. 
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Language Support: 

 Since version 1.0.1, the Arduino Software (IDE) has been translated into 30+ different 

languages. By default, the IDE loads in the language selected by your operating system. (Note: 

on Windows and possibly Linux, this is determined by the locale setting which controls 

currency and date formats, not by the language the operating system is displayed in.)  If 

you would like to change the language manually, start the Arduino Software (IDE) and open 

the Preferences window. Next to the Editor Language there is a dropdown menu of currently 

supported languages. Select your preferred language from the menu, and restart the software 

to use the selected language. If your operating system language is not supported, the Arduino 

Software (IDE) will default to English. 

 You can return the software to its default setting of selecting its language based on your 

operating system by selecting System Default from the Editor Language drop-down. This 

setting will take effect when you restart the Arduino Software (IDE). Similarly, after changing 

your operating system's settings, you must restart the Arduino Software (IDE) to update it to 

the new default language. 
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Boards: 

 The board selection has two effects: it sets the parameters (e.g. CPU speed and baud 

rate) used when compiling and uploading sketches; and sets and the file and fuse settings used 

by the burn boot loader command. Some of the board definitions differ only in the latter, so 

even if you've been uploading successfully with a particular selection you'll want to check it 

before burning the boot loader. You can find a comparison table between the various boards 

here.  

 Arduino Software (IDE) includes the built in support for the boards in the following 

list, all based on the AVR Core. The Boards Manager included in the standard installation 

allows to add support for the growing number of new boards based on different cores like 

Arduino Due, Arduino Zero, Edison, Galileo and so on. 

5.2 PROTEUS 

Introduction: 

 Proteus is a high-performance simulator for MIMD multiprocessors. It is fast, accurate, 

and flexible: it is one to two orders of magnitude faster than comparable simulators, it can 

reproduce results from real multiprocessors, and it is easily configured to simulate a wide range 

of architectures. Proteus provides a modular structure that simplifies customization and 

independent replacement of parts of architecture. There are typically multiple implementations 

of each module that provide different combinations of accuracy and performance; users pay 

for accuracy only when and where they need it.  

Finally, Proteus provides repeatability, nonintrusive monitoring and debugging, and integrated 

graphical output, which result in a development environment superior to those available on real 

multiprocessors. 

Overview: 

 Proteus is not actually a simulator; rather, it is an simulation engine that combines with 

architecture-specific modules and user applications to create a simulator. The resulting 

executable provides high-performance simulation of the user's application on the target 

architecture. This section presents a brief overview of Proteus, including the basic 

multiprocessor model, the programming language, and the steps involved in building and using 

PROTEUS simulator. 
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 Proteus simulates MIMD multiprocessors in which independent processor nodes are 

connected via an interconnection medium. The interconnection medium can be either a bus, a 

direct network such as a k-ARY n-cube, or an indirect network such as a buttery. Each 

processor node consists of a processor, a network chip, a cache chip, and memory. 

Conceptually, the processor is a generic sequential processor extended with instructions for 

network access and cache coherence. The network chip interfaces the processor with the 

interconnection medium. The cache chip, which is optional, handles cache coherence and 

works with the network chip for remote memory accesses. 

Direct Execution: 

 A primary factor in the performance of Proteus is the use of direct execution to provide 

very low-overhead simulation of most instructions. The key idea is to execute local instructions 

directly and augment the code with cycle-counting instructions to time the code. This section 

presents an overview of direct execution with augmentation and discusses the flexibility it 

provides and the assumptions it requires. 

 PROTEUS directly executes local instructions. An instruction is local if it only affects 

the local processor. For example, all register-to-register instructions are local instructions. An 

instruction that might affect another part of the system is a non-local instruction. All shared-

memory accesses and network instructions are non-local. Proteus simulates local instructions 

by directly executing the instruction on the host workstation; non-local instructions are 

simulated via a procedure call. 

 Although direct execution provides the correct functionality of local instructions, it 

ignores the simulated time required to execute them. Proteus uses code augmentation to count 

the cycles required by local instructions. For each basic block of local instructions, code is 

added to increment a global cycle counter by the number of cycles required to execute that 

block. Because the counter is incremented every time a block executes, the counter correctly 

tracks the required cycles for any path through the control-flow graph. 

Monitoring And Debugging: 

 In addition to performance, a primary asset of Proteus is its support for monitoring and 

debugging. PROTEUS provides nonintrusive monitoring and debugging: users can add 

monitoring code that does not an etc. the behaviour or timing of the simulation. Proteus also 

provides repeatability: users can return simulations to pinpoint bugs. Real multiprocessors 

generally provide neither of these abilities. 
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 Because Proteus runs as a single process, it works well with sequential debuggers such 

as dbx [Lin90]. This extends the power of advanced sequential debuggers to the parallel 

development arena. Further-more, Proteus provides an internal debugging mode that allows 

users to examine the states of threads, processors, locks, and memory. Combining the Proteus 

debugger with a sequential debugger such as dbx results in a very effective development 

environment. 

 Proteus also provides an integrated subsystem for data collection and display. Data 

collection is supported by primitives for recording data to a trace file and by user-defined data 

types. Data display is performed by an X-based graph program that uses a simple but powerful 

graph language to interpret the trace data. This section examines Proteus' support for 

nonintrusive monitoring and discusses repeatability and non-determinism. 

Performance: 

 Proteus substantially outperforms comparable multiprocessor simulators. By providing 

one to two orders of magnitude improvement in performance, Proteus allows researchers to 

investigate applications and machine sizes prohibited by the performance of other simulators.  

Validation: 

 This section compares Proteus' results with published results from a real 

multiprocessor. If the simulator produces valid data, then its results should match those of the 

real multiprocessor. We have used published results to validate Proteus several times; here we 

reproduce results from a comparison of sorting algorithms on an CUBE multiprocessor. 

 

5.3 EMBEDDED C 

Introduction: 

 Embedded C is a set of language extensions for the C Programming language by the C 

Standards committee to address commonality issues that exist between C extensions for 

different embedded systems. Historically, embedded C programming requires nonstandard 

extensions to the C language in order to support exotic features such as fixed-point arithmetic, 

multiple distinct memory banks, and basic I/O operations. Embedded C uses most of the syntax 

and semantics of standard C. An embedded "language" is an extension to an application in 

order to add more flexibility than is inherently built into the menus.  
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5.4 THINGSPEAK 

Introduction: 

 The Internet of Things (IoT)  is a system of ‘connected things’. The things generally 

comprise of an embedded operating system and an ability to communicate with the internet 

or with the neigh boring things. One of the key elements of a generic IoT system that 

bridges the various ‘things’ is an IoT service. An interesting implication from the ‘things’ 

comprising the IoT systems is that the things by themselves cannot do anything. 

 

 At a bare minimum, they should have an ability to connect to other ‘things’. But 

the real power of IoT is harnessed when the things connect to a ‘service’ either directly or 

via other ‘things’. In such systems, the service plays the role of an invisible manager by 

providing capabilities ranging from simple data collection and monitoring to complex data 

analytics. The below diagram illustrates where an IoT service fits in an IoT ecosystem. 

One such IoT application platform that offers a wide variety of analysis, monitoring and 

counter‐action capabilities is ‘ThingSpeak’. Let us consider ThingSpeak in detail. 

What is ThingSpeak? 

 ThingSpeak is a platform providing various services exclusively targeted for 

building IoT applications. It offers the capabilities of real‐time data collection, visualizing 

the collected data in the form of charts, ability to create plug-in and apps for collaborating 

with web services, social network and other APIs. 

The core element of ThingSpeak is a ‘ThingSpeak Channel’. A channel stores the data that 

we send to ThingSpeak and comprises of the below elements: 

• 8 fields for storing data of any type ‐ These can be used to store the data from a sensor 

or from an embedded device. 
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• 3 location fields ‐ Can be used to store the latitude, longitude and the elevation. These 

are very useful for tracking a moving device. 1 status field ‐ A short message to 

describe the data stored in the channel. To use ThingSpeak, we need to sign up and 

create a channel. Once we have a channel, we can send the data, allow ThingSpeak to 

process it and also retrieve the same. 

Getting Started: 

Open https://thingspeak.com/ and click on the ‘Get Started Now’ button on the center 

of the page and you will be redirected to the sign‐up page﴾you will reach the same page 

when you click the ‘Sign Up’ button on the extreme right ﴿. Fill out the required details 

and click on the ‘Create Account’ button. 

 

Now you should see a page with a confirmation that the account was successfully created. 
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The confirmation message disappears after a few seconds and the final page should look 

as in the below screen: 

Go ahead and click on ‘New Channel’. You should see a page like the Above: 

 

You can change the name to fit your need and you can add a description corresponding to 

the channel. You can add any other useful description into the metadata field. In the same 

page, you should see the fields for Latitude, Longitude and Elevation. Also, when you 

scroll down you should see a check box that says ‘Make Public?’. Let us consider the 

significance of the various fields and the tabs: 

• Latitude, longitude and elevation ‐ These fields correspond to the location of a ‘thing’ 

and are especially significant for moving things. 

• Make Public? ‐ If the channel is made public, anyone can view the channel's data 

feed and the corresponding charts. If this check box is not checked, the channel 

is private, which means for every read or write operation, the user has to pass a 

corresponding API key. 

• URL ‐ This can be the URL of your blog or website and if specified, will appear on 

the public view of the channel. 

• Video ID ‐ This is the ID corresponding to your YouTube or Vimeo ID. If specified, 

the video appears on the public view of the channel. 

• Fields 1 to 8 ‐ These are the fields which correspond to the data sent by a sensor or a 

‘thing’. A field has to be added before it can be used to store data. By default, Field 1 

is added. In case you try posting to fields that you have not added, your request will 
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still be successful, but you will not be able to see the field in the charts and the 

corresponding data. 

You can click on the small box before the ‘add field’ text 

 

corresponding to each field to add it. Once you click the ‘add field’ box, a default label 

name appears in the text box corresponding to each field and the ‘add field’ text changes 

to ‘remove field’. You can edit the field text that appears by default when a field is added 

to make more sense. For example, in the below screen, I have modified the text for Field 

2 to ‘Sensor Input’. To remove a field which is added, just check on the ‘remove field’ 

box. Once you click this, the text ‘remove field’ changes back to ‘add field’ and the 

corresponding field text is cleared. 

 Once you have edited the fields, click on ‘Save Channel’ button. You should now 

see a page like the below in which the ‘Private View’ tab is defaulted: 

    

 The Private View shows a chart corresponding to each of the fields that we have 

added. We can view of the Graph charts as we shown above different graphs. Now click 

on the ‘Public View’ tab. This should look exactly similar to the what we see in the ‘Private 
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View’ tab since our channel is public. In case your channel is not public ﴾'make public' 

check box not checked in the ‘channel settings’ tab ﴿, the public view tab shows a message 

that ‘This channel is not public’. 

 Now click on the ‘API Keys’ tab. You should see a screen similar to the below. 

The write API key is used for sending data to the channel and the read API key ﴾s ﴿ is used 

to read the channel data. When we create a channel, by default, a write API key is 

generated. We generate read API keys by clicking the ‘Generate New Read API Key’ 

button under this tab. You can also add a note corresponding to each of the read API keys. 

Please note that clicking on the ‘Generate New Write API Key’ will over‐write 

 

 The previous key. You will only have one Write API key at any point of time. Also, 

in case your channel is private, others can only view the channel’s feed and charts by using 

a Read API key. Please share the Read API keys with people who are approved and 

authorized to view your channel. 

Now click on the ‘Data Import/Export’ tab and you should see a screen similar to the 

below. This tab is used to import the ‘Comma Separated Values ﴾CSV ﴿’ data from a file 

into the channel. You can also download the channel’s feed from here in CSV format. This 

tab also outlines how to send and view data by providing the URIs to the send and view 

APIs. 
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ThingSpeak Apps: 

 ThingSpeak provides apps that allow us for an easier integration with the web 

services, social networks and other APIs. Below are some of the apps provided by 

ThingSpeak : 

Thing Tweet -This allows you to post messages to twitter via ThingSpeak. In essence, this 

is a Twitter Proxy which re‐directs your posts to twitter. 

Thing HTTP -This allows you to connect to web services and supports GET, PUT, POST 

and DELETE methods of HTTP. 

Tweet Control ‐ Using this, you can monitor your Twitter feeds for a specific key word 

and then process the request. Once the specific keyword is found in the twitter feed, you 

can then use Thing HTTP to connect to a different web service or execute a specific action. 

React ‐ Send a tweet or trigger a Thing HTTP request when the Channel meets a certain 

condition. 

Talkback ‐ Use this app to queue up commands and then allow a device to act upon these 

queued commands. 

In addition to the above, ThingSpeak allows us to create the ThingSpeak applications as 

plug-in using HTML, CSS and JavaScript which we can embed inside a website or inside 

our ThingSpeak channel. 

Conclusion: 

 One of the key elements of an IoT system is an IoT service. ThingSpeak is one such 

application platform offering a wide variety of features. At the heart of ThingSpeak is a 

channel which can be used for storing and processing data collected from the 'things’. 

ThingSpeak also provides various apps for integration with web services, other APIs and 

social networks and provides the capability to create the applications as plug-in. It is a real 

platform with extensive possibilities to explore the integration of the Internet of Things. 
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CHAPTER - 6 

RESULT ANALYSIS 

       In this chapter the succssesful impementation of this project, we are having the results of 

the environment of the fields.  

Hardware Equipment: 

 

Fig.6.1: Hardware model of proposed system 

Step 1: This is the Hardware Equipment of the project. First we intialize the kit by using a 

toggle switch. 

 

step 2: Initially we have to sign up in thingspeak IoT web page by using an email id and later 

we have to create channel on it based upon our project title.  
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                                                   Fig.6.2: Login portal of IoT 

Step 3: This is an IOT ThingSpeak web page. we have to login the thingspeak by using an 

email address and we can connect to the Aurdino which is present in the equipment through 

WI-FI module. 

 

Fig.6.3 Home screen of IoT 

Step 4: After successfully log in to the ThingSpeak. Now you can observe your channel name 

IOT BASED SMART AGRICULTURE SYSTEM which you had created before. 
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          Fig.6.4: Graph Results  

Step 5 : We can observe the temperature, soil moisture and humidity levels in the field which 

can be useful for the growth of the plant. This is observed in the ThingSpeak website as the 

observed data is loaded into the database of the ThingSpeak by using Wi-Fi module which is 

connected to the Arduino. Here in this the sensors outputs are observed in graphical 

representation. 
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CHAPTER - 7 

 ADVANTAGES & APPLICATIONS  

          In the previous chapter we got the graphical representation of the project results. In this 

chapter we are going to discuss about the Applications and Advantages.  

ADVANTAGES: 

• Reducing the risk of electric shocks, deaths due to poisonous creatures in the fields. 

• Watering depends on the moisture level present in the field. 

• All the farm parameters can view through online in graphical notation. 

• Efficient and low cost design. 

• Fast response. 

• User friendly. 

 

APPLICATIONS: 

Livestock Monitoring: 

 Livestock monitoring is all about animal husbandry and cost savings. Ranchers are able 

to use wireless IoT applications to gather data regarding the health, well-being, and location of 

their cattle. This information saves them money in two ways: 

1. This data helps identify sick animals so they can be pulled from the herd, thus preventing 

a larger number of sick cattle. 

2. Ranchers who know where their cattle are located can lower labour costs. 

 There are some specific challenges when instrumenting livestock with sensors. 

Specifically, it’s quite difficult to outfit cattle with a collar. An alternate option is to use a 

wireless retrofitted bolus in the cow’s stomach, which can communicate via Bluetooth to an 

ear tag. 

Conservation Monitoring: 

 While it doesn’t strictly fall under the heading of “agriculture,” monitoring for 

endangered rhinos is one of the most interesting animal IoT use cases out there. Knowing where 

rhinos in large game facilities are located can help conservationists protect them and keep 

poachers from killing the rhinos for their horn. 
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 As one may imagine, collaring a rhino isn’t easy and we’ve found it isn’t often 

successful. The collars get ripped off from fighting, and they’ve been known to cause 

behavioural changes in the rhinos. To solve for this, we are currently examining the idea of a 

putting Symphony Link devices inside a rhinoceros’s horn. 

 

Plant & soil monitoring: 

 Monitoring plant and soil conditions is a simple use case but it can lead to a fantastic 

return on investment for farmers utilizing sensing technology. We’ve seen three great general 

uses for agriculture IoT in this space: 

➢ Sensing for soil moisture. 
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CHAPTER – 8 

CONCULSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

 

CONCLUSION : 

 The main advantage is that the system’s action can be changed according to the 

situation (crops, weather conditions, soil etc). By implementing this agricultural, horticultural 

lands, parks, gardens, golf courses can be irrigated and this is cheaper and efficient when 

compared to other type of automation system. In large scale applications, high sensitivity 

sensors can be implemented for large areas of agricultural lands. Also with this kind of 

implementation we can be able to reduce the soil erosion and reduce man power. 

FUTURE SCOPE: 

 By using remote control humanoid with GPS system here it will be much useful for 

farmers where they can perform different tasks like plucking weeds and also for spraying pest 

controllers. 

 It can also be used to protect the field from bird and animal scaring by keeping vigilance 

etc. We can monitor the water level with the Automation of the water pump in the field and 

can be displayed in the Web Portal and intimate in Twitter. 
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APPENDIX 

SOURCE CODE 

unsigned int j=0; 

int humidity,temperature,Rain,SOIL1,Ldr=0; 

#include "DHT.h" 

#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include<LiquidCrystal.h> 

LiquidCrystal lcd(12,11,2,3,4,5); 

int bzr=13; 

int soil=A0; 

int rain=A1; 

int ldr=A2; 

#define DHTPIN 6                       // Digital Pin 6 

#define DHTTYPE DHT11                  // We are Using DHT11 

String apiKey = "ST9WPDCZ8YGMGAR4";    // Edit this API key according to your   

                                                                                 Account 

String Host_Name = "project";         // Edit Host_Name 

String Password = "12345678";          // Edit Password 

SoftwareSerial ser(7, 8);              // RX, TX 

int i=1;             

DHT dht(DHTPIN, DHTTYPE);              // Initialising Pin and Type of DHT 

void setup() {   

lcd.begin(16,2);                 

Serial.begin(9600);                  // enable software serial 

ser.begin(115200);                     // reset ESP8266 

ser.println("AT+RST");               // Resetting ESP8266 

dht.begin(); 

pinMode(bzr,OUTPUT); 

char inv ='"'; 
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String cmd = "AT+CWJAP"; 

cmd+= "="; 

cmd+= inv; 

cmd+= Host_Name; 

cmd+= inv; 

cmd+= ","; 

cmd+= inv; 

cmd+= Password; 

cmd+= inv; 

lcd.setCursor(0,0);   

lcd.print("      SMART     ");    

lcd.setCursor(0,1);   

lcd.print("  AGRICULTURE   "); 

delay(3000); 

lcd.setCursor(0,0);   

lcd.print("  using IOT     ");    

lcd.setCursor(0 man power man power,1);   

lcd.print("    & GSM       ");   

delay(2000); 

ser.println(cmd);                                // Connecting ESP8266 to your Wi-Fi Router 

} 

void loop() { 

lcd.clear(); 

lcd.setCursor(0,0);   

lcd.print("T:   D  S:   %  "); 

lcd.setCursor(0,1);   

lcd.print("H:   RH R:   %  "); 

humidity =  dht.readHumidity();                 // Reading Humidity Value 

temperature = dht.readTemperature();        // Reading Temperature Value 

SOIL1=analogRead(soil); 

SOIL1=map(SOIL1,0,1023,100,0); 

Rain=analogRead(rain); 

Rain=map(Rain,0,1023,100,0); 

LDR=analogRead(LDR); 
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LDR=map(Ldr,0,1023,0,100); 

if((SOIL1<50)||(Rain<=50)||(temperature>=35)||(humidity>70)) 

{ 

digitalWrite(bzr,1); 

sendSMS(); 

delay(1000); 

} 

else 

{ 

digitalWrite(bzr,0); 

delay(100); 

} 

String state1=String(humidity);                   // Converting them to string  

String state2=String(temperature);              // as to send it through URL. 

String state3=String(SOIL1); 

String state4=String(Rain); 

String state5=String(LDR); 

lcd.setCursor(2,0); 

lcd.print(temperature); 

lcd.setCursor(2,1); 

lcd.print(humidity); 

lcd.setCursor(10,0); 

lcd.print(SOIL1); 

lcd.setCursor(10,1); 

lcd.print(Rain); 

String cmd = "AT+CIPSTART=\"TCP\",\"";          // Establishing TCP connection 

cmd += "184.106.153.149";                       // api.thingspeak.com 

cmd += "\",80";                                         // port 80 

ser.println(cmd); 

if(ser.find("Error")){ 

Serial.println("AT+CIPSTART error"); 

return; 

} 

String getStr = "GET /update_api_key=";         // prepare GET string 
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getStr += apiKey; 

getStr +="&field1="; 

getStr += String(state1);                       // Humidity Data 

getStr +="&field2="; 

getStr += String(state2);                       // Temperature Data 

getStr +="&field3="; 

getStr += String(state3); 

getStr +="&field4="; 

getStr += String(state4); 

getStr +="&field5="; 

getStr += String(state5);  

getStr += "\r\n\r\n"; 

cmd = "AT+CIPSEND="; 

cmd += String(getStr.length());                // Total Length of data 

ser.println(cmd); 

if(ser.find(">")){ 

ser.print(getStr);    

} 

Else 

{ 

ser.println("AT+CIPCLOSE");                  // closing connection   

} 

delay(1000);                                  // Update after every 15 seconds 

} 

void sendSMS() 

{  

for(j=0;j<2;j++) 

{ 

Serial.print("AT+CMGF=1\r");                  // AT command to send SMS message 

delay(2000); 

if(j==0) 

Serial.println("AT+CMGS=\"+918074218236\"");  // recipient's mobile number, in    

                                                                                       international format 

else if(j==1) 
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Serial.println("AT+CMGS=\"+916304508525\""); 

delay(500); 

Serial.print(" Agriculture Monitoring Parameters are: "); 

delay(500); 

Serial.print(" Humidity: "); 

Serial.print(humidity); 

Serial.print( "%RH"); 

delay(500); 

Serial.print(" Temp:"); 

Serial.print(temperature); 

Serial.println( "D.Cen"); 

delay(500); 

Serial.print(" L.Intensity: "); 

Serial.println(LDR); 

Serial.print( "Lum"); 

delay(500); 

Serial.print(" Rain: "); 

Serial.print(Rain); 

Serial.print( "%"); 

delay(500); 

Serial.print(" Soil Level: "); 

Serial.print(SOIL1); 

Serial.println( "%"); 

delay(500); 

Serial.println((char)26);                       // End AT command with a ^Z, ASCII code 26 

delay(3000);  

} 

} 
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ABSTRACT 

 

            This System is implemented using micro-controller. In case of emergency, a panic 

button is pressed or if the force sensor’s resistance changes due to force, pressure or any kind 

of mechanical stress, this makes the microcontroller to generate control signal for GPS system. 

GPS will get activated and it will track the exact location of the victim and send this information 

back to controller. Controller will generate control signal for GSM system, then GSM system 

will get activated and send helping message along with the tracked location to the already 

stored contact numbers and police station. The controller will also set the commands to Electro-

shock circuit and buzzer circuit. Electro-shock circuit is designed to function as a shock weapon 

that momentarily disable or incapacitates the attacker. Connection of Electro-shock circuit with 

the battery source in the system is made via relay. The buzzer will get on and make noise for 

help at the victim’s place. 

Keywords: Push Button, Piezo electric Buzzer, GPS Tracker, GSM Module, Force Sensor, 

Electro-shock circuit etc. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Background  

 

Even in this modern era women are feeling insecure to step out of their house because of 

increasing crimes in our country like harassment, abuse, violence etc., The corporate and 

IT sector are currently in boom. Many women are working in corporate even in night shifts. 

There is a feeling of insecurity among the working women. Ladies everywhere throughout 

the world are confronting much unscrupulous physical provocation. Ladies and young 

ladies experience and dread different sorts of sexual viciousness openly spaces, from lewd 

behavior to rape including assault and feticide. It happens on boulevards, open transport 

and stops, in and around schools and work environments, out in the open sanitation offices 

and water and sustenance conveyance locales, or in their own particular neighborhood. 

Assault and brutality against ladies are among the most under-reported violations overall 

on account of the social shame appended to the way of the wrongdoing. 

 

1.2 Aim of this Project  

 

The main aim of this project is to design a device which will help women in case of 

emergency. 

 

1.3 Methodology  

 

The proposed device is more like a safety system in case of emergency. This device can be 

fitted in a jacket (similar to a blazer for women) or a wrist band. It is an easy to carry device 

with more features and functions. 

 

1.3.1 Sub-methodology 

 

It consists of two input systems which are push button and force sensor on activation of 

either of this the system gets activated. There are three output systems SMS alert of victim’s 

location from GSM module to the pre-defined numbers, Electro shock circuit for defending 

herself and a screaming alarm which is basically a buzzer will help in alerting people near 

her. 

1.4 Significance of this Work  

 

It is an easy to carry device with more features and functions. The emergency push button 

is held to one of the buttons of the jacket. The main purpose of this device is to intimate the 

parents and police about the current location of the women. A GPS system is used to trace 
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the current position of the victim and a GSM modem is used to send the message to the pre-

defined numbers. There are several applications that reduce the risk of sexual abuse by 

sending SMS but in our model, we also provide a force sensor which is more useful for the 

girl when she cannot press the button. In this device, a user can press a button that is located 

on the project with GPS and GSM technology using microcontroller. Once the button is 

pressed the microcontroller receives the signals from GPS system which has present 

location information and then the microcontroller allows the GSM system to send the Alert 

Message to the predefined numbers with a GPS Link. An electric shock circuit with some 

adequate amount of current which can make the attacker lose his consciousness this helps 

in defending herself from the attacker. The buzzer will help in getting an aid from the people 

near her place by generating a screaming alarm. This project could be designed in small size 

and light weight something like wrist band so that carrying is not that problem. So, by using 

this device we can make our women travel safe and secured in our country. We can save 

our women who are the asserts of our country. 

 

1.5 Outline of this Report  

 

Chapter-1            Introduction 

This chapter provides the information about the project and description about all 

chapters. 

Chapter-2     Literature review 

This chapter gives the information about the work done at background to do this project 

and referred papers to implement this project in this way. 

Chapter-3    work title explanation 

This chapter provides the information about the technology present in the existed 

method. 

Chapter-4    Hardware implementation 

This chapter provides the information about present proposed technologies using 

hardware technology, modules and architectures. 

Chapter-5          Software Implementation 

This chapter gives the information about how the software is used, how the software 

installing on windows, how to write code, error modifications. 

Chapter-6         Conclusion and Future scope 

In this chapter briefly explain conclusion of this project and future scope of this project. 

 

1.6 Conclusion  

The above chapter provides information in detail about “Intelligent System For Women 

Safety” project’s background, aim, methodology, significance and outline. 
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Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.1GPS MODULE: 

 The Global Positioning System, usually called GPS, and originally named 

NAVSTAR, is a satellite navigation system used for determining one's precise location 

almost anywhere on Earth. A GPS unit receives time signal transmissions from multiple 

satellites, and calculates its position by triangulating this data. The GPS was designed 

by and is controlled by the United States Department of Defense and can be used by 

anybody for free. The cost of maintaining the system is approximately $400 million per 

year. 

Measurement uncertainty of the majority of commercial GPS receivers varies from 10-

11 to 10-13 by the frequency scale, and from 100 ns to 50 ns by the time scale, being 

dependent on the receiver design. The main sources of uncertainty in GPS measurements 

are the GPS receiver position error, the orbital error, the satellite and receiver clock 

errors, the ionosphere and the troposphere delays, the receiver internal delay, the satellite 

antenna and cable delay, the receiver noise, and the multipath error. The frequency 

uncertainty for a GPS receiver is larger than that for Cs-standard by 2-3 orders within a 

short-time interval (1 – 1000 s), and by one order within a long-term interval of about 

one week. A GPS receiver’s time scale bias from the Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) 

can be in order of microseconds. Not every GPS receiver is suitable for use as a traceable 

primary frequency and/or time standard. Therefore, GPS receiver calibration against the 

primary time and frequency standard (the Cs-atomic clock traceable to UTC) is of great 

importance and implies the calibration of both output frequencies and time scale. The 

frequencies calibration is performed through comparison of one of the outputs (1 pps, 10 

MHz, and/or 5 MHz) with the corresponding reference frequency of the cesium atomic 

standard. The user’s GPS receiver time scale calibration is fulfilled through comparison 

between 1 pps signals of the user’s GPS receiver and those of the Cs-atomic standard. 

 

Authors: Horberry, T., Hartley, L., Krueger, G.P., Mabbott, N., 2001. Fatigue Detection 

Technologies for Drivers: a Review of Existing Operator-Centered Systems 

 

2.2 2GSM MODULE:  

The Global System for Mobile communication, usually called GSM, 

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) to describe protocols for second 

generation (2G) digital cellular networks used by mobile phones. The GSM standard was 

developed as a replacement for first generation (1G) analog cellular networks, and 

originally  described   a   digital,   circuit   switched   network   optimized   for full  duplex 
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voice telephony. This was expanded over time to include data communications, first by 

circuit switched transport, then packet data transport via GPRS (General Packet Radio 

Services) and EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution or EGPRS).  Further  

improvements   were   made   when   the 3GPP developed   third   generation (3G) UMTS 

standards followed by fourth generation (4G)LTE Advanced standards. "GSM" is a 

trademark owned by the GSM Association. 

GSM is a cellular network, which means that mobile phones connect to it by searching 

for cells in the immediate vicinity. 

Authors: Hayashi, K., Shimizu, Y., Dote, Y., Takayama, A., Hirako, A., 1995. Neuro 

Fuzzy Transmission Control for Automobile with Variable Loads. 

 

 2.3 FORCE SENSOR: 

A force-sensing material is a material whose resistance      changes when a force, 

pressure or mechanical stress is applied. They are also known as "force-sensitive 

resistor" and are sometimes referred to by the initialism "FSR". 

Force-sensing material consist of a conductive polymer, which changes resistance in a 

predictable manner following application of force to its surface. They are normally 

supplied as a polymer sheet or ink that can be applied by screen-printing. The sensing 

film consists of both electrically conducting and non-conducting particles suspended in 

matrix. The particles are sub-micrometer sizes, and are formulated to reduce the 

temperature dependence, improve mechanical properties and increase surface durability. 

Applying a force to the surface of the sensing film causes particles to touch the 

conducting electrodes, changing the resistance of the film. As with all resistive based 

sensors, force-sensing resistors require a relatively simple interface and can operate 

satisfactorily in moderately hostile environments. Compared to other force sensors, the 

advantages of FSRs are their size (thickness typically less than 0.5 mm), low cost and 

good shock resistance. A disadvantage is their low precision: measurement results may 

differ 10% and more. 

Authors: D Narasimha, Md Azeem Uddin, Mohd Subhan, Md Awad Ali Khan, Mohd 

Abdul Yaseen , 2018 IJSRSET | Volume 4 | Issue 7 | Print ISSN: 2395-1990| Online 

Themed Section : Engineering and Technology ISSN : 2394-4099. 

 2.4 ELECTRO SHOCK CIRCUIT:  

A short circuit (sometimes abbreviated to short or s/c) is an electrical circuit that 

allows a current to travel along an unintended path with no or a very low electrical 

impedance. This make a person unconscious.  

Authors: D Narasimha, Md Azeem Uddin, Mohd Subhan, Md Awad Ali Khan, Mohd 

Abdul Yaseen , 2018 IJSRSET | Volume 4 | Issue 7 | Print ISSN: 2395-1990| Online 

Themed Section : Engineering and Technology ISSN : 2394-4099. 
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2.5 PIEZO ELECTRIC BUZZER: 

 A buzzer or beeper is an audio signaling device, which may be mechanical, 

electromechanical, or piezoelectric (piezo for short). Typical uses of buzzers and beepers 

include alarm devices, timers, and confirmation of user input such as a mouse click or 

keystroke. 

Authors: D Narasimha, Md Azeem Uddin, Mohd Subhan, Md Awad Ali Khan, Mohd 

Abdul Yaseen , 2018 IJSRSET | Volume 4 | Issue 7 | Print ISSN: 2395-1990| Online Themed 

Section : Engineering and Technology ISSN : 2394-4099. 

 

2.6 PUSH BUTTON:  

When push button is pressed then it will send signal to microcontroller, then 

microcontroller will send the signals to different components like GSM module, GPS  

Module, Buzzers etc. 

Authors: Piyush Kumar Verma, Arpit Sharma, Dhruv Varshney, Manish Zadoo, 

International Research Journal of Engineering and Technology (IRJET),)3rd march 2018. 

2.7 ARDUINO NANO:  

The Arduino Nano is a small, complete, and breadboard-friendly board based on the 

ATmega328(Arduino Nano 3.x). It has more or less the same functionality of the Arduino 

Duemilanove, but in a different package. It lacks only a DC power jack, and works with a 

Mini-B USB cable instead of a standard one. 

Micro Controller (ATmega328P):  

The Atmel 8-bit AVR RISC- based microcontroller combines 32kB ISP flash 

memory with read-while-write capabilities, 1kB EEPROM, 2kB SRAM, 23 general purpose 

I/O lines, 32 general purpose working registers, three flexible timer/counters with compare 

modes, internal and external interrupts, serial programmable USART, a byte-oriented 2-

wire serial interface, SPI serial port, 6-channel 10-bit A/D converter (8-channels in TQFP 

and QFN/MLF packages), programmable watchdog timer with internal oscillator, and five 

software selectable power saving modes. The device operates between 1.8-5.5 volts. The 

device achieves throughput approaching 1 MIPS per MHz. 

Authors: Piyush Kumar Verma, Arpit Sharma, Dhruv Varshney, Manish Zadoo, 

International Research Journal of Engineering and Technology (IRJET),)3rd march 2018. 
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Chapter 3 

WORK TITLE EXPLANATION 
 

3.1Description: 

The proposed device is more like a safety system in case of emergency. This device 

can be fitted in a jacket (similar to a blazer for women) or a wrist band. It is an easy to carry 

device with more features and functions. The main purpose of this device is to intimate the 

parents and police about the current location of the women and provide an electro-shock 

circuit to help her defend. 

 
 

          Figure 3.1: Block diagram explaining the working of the project 

 

3.2WORKING OF THE SYSTEM: 

In case of emergency, a panic button is pressed or if the force sensor’s resistance 

change due to force applied on the device makes the microcontroller to generate control 

signal for GPS system. GPS will get activated and it will track the exact location of the 

victim and send this information back to microcontroller. Microcontroller will generate 

control signal for GSM system which will send alert message along with the tracked location 

to the already stored contact numbers and police station. The microcontroller will also set 

the commands to Electro-shock circuit and buzzer circuit. The buzzer will get on and make 

noise for help at the victims place. The Electro shock circuit provides an adequate amount 

of electric current which will make the attacker lose his consciousness and helps the victim 

in defending herself.  
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Figure 3.2: Circuit representation of the project 

 

3.3USING A SOFTWARE: 

The above shown figure shows the circuit representation of the project, this 

construction is built inside the device. This circuit is developed using the online software 

named as “circuito.io”. 
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Chapter 4 

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
 

 

                           
  Figure 4.0:Block diagram of the system about the components used 

 

4.0. HARDWARE COMPONENTS  

 

1. Arduino nano interfacing board 

2. Force sensor 

3. Piezo electric buzzer 

4. Electro shock circuit 

5. Push button 

6. GSM module 

7. GPS module 

4.1 ARDUINO NANO 

The Arduino Nano is a small, complete, and breadboard-friendly board based on the 

ATmeGA328 (Arduino Nano 3.0) or ATmeGA168 (Arduino Nano 2.x). It has more or less the 

same functionality of the Arduino Duemilanove, but in a different package. It lacks only a 

DC power jack, and works with a Mini-B USB cable instead of a standard one. The Nano 

was designed and is being produced by Gravitech. 
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                 Figure 4.1.1: Arduino nano front and Arduino nano rear 

Specifications: 

 

Input Voltage (limits)           6-20 V 

Micro controller                                         ATMEL, ATmega328p or ATmega168 

Operating voltage (logic level)                  5V 

Input voltage (recommended)                    7.12  

Digital I/O Pins          14 (of which 6 provide PWM output) 

Analog Input Pins                                      8 

DC Current per I/O Pin          40 mA 

Flash Memory          
16 KB (ATmeGA168) or 32 KB (ATmeGA328) of 

which 2 KB used by 

bootloader 

SRAM          1 KB (ATmega168) or 2 KB (ATmeGA328) 

EEPROM          512 bytes (ATmega168) or 1 KB (ATmeGA328) 

Clock Speed          16 MHz 

Dimensions          0.73" x 1.70" 

Power: 

The Arduino Nano can be powered via the Mini-B USB connection, 6-20V 

unregulated external power supply (pin 30), or 5V regulated external power supply (pin 

27). The power source is automatically selected to the highest voltage source.The FTDI 

FT232RL chip on the Nano is only powered if the board is being powered over USB. As a 

result, when running on external (non-USB) power, the 3.3V output (which is supplied by 

the FTDI chip) is not available and the RX and TX LEDs will flicker if digital pins 0 or 1 

are high. 
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Memory: 

The ATmeGA168 has 16 KB of flash memory for storing code (of which 2 KB is 

used for the bootloader); the ATmeGA328 has 32 KB, (also with 2 KB used for the 

bootloader). The ATmeGA168 has 1 KB of SRAM and 512 bytes of EEPROM (which can 

be read and written with the EEPROM library); the ATmeGA328 has 2 KB of SRAM and 

1 KB of EEPROM. 

 

Input and Output: 

Each of the 14 digital pins on the Nano can be used as an input or output, using 

pinMode(), digitalWrite(), and digitalRead() functions. They operate at 5 volts. Each pin 

can provide or receive a maximum of 40 mA and has an internal pull-up resistor 

(disconnected by default) of 20-50 kOhms. In addition, some pins have specialized 

functions: 

 

Figure 4.1.2: Pin description of Arduino nano front and Arduino nano rear 

 

 

Serial: 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). Used to receive (RX) and transmit (TX) TTL serial 

data. These pins are connected to the corresponding pins of the FTDI USB-to-TTL 

Serial chip. 

External Interrupts: 2 and 3. These pins can be configured to trigger an interrupt on a 
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low value, a rising or falling edge, or a change in value. See the attachInterrupt() function 

for details. 

 

PWM: 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11. Provide 8-bit PWM output with the analogWrite() function. 

SPI: 10 (SS), 11 (MOSI), 12 (MISO), 13 (SCK). These pins support SPI communication, 

which, although provided by the underlying hardware, is not currently included in the 

Arduino language. 

 

LED: 13. There is a built-in LED connected to digital pin 13. When the pin is HIGH value, 

the LED is on, when the pin is LOW, it's off. 

The Nano has 8 analog inputs, each of which provide 10 bits of resolution (i.e. 1024 

different values). By default they measure from ground to 5 volts, though is it possible 

to change the upper end of their range using the analogReference() function. 

Additionally, some pins have specialized functionality. 

 

I2C: 4 (SDA) and 5 (SCL). Support I2C (TWI) communication using the Wire library 

(documentation on the Wiring website). 

 

There are a couple of other pins on the board: 

 

AREF:Reference voltage for the analog inputs. Used with analogReference(). 

 

Reset: Bring this line LOW to reset the microcontroller. Typically used to add a reset 

button to shields which block the one on the board. 

 

Communication: 

The Arduino Nano has a number of facilities for communicating with a computer, 

another Arduino, or other microcontrollers. The ATmeGA168 and ATmeGA328 provide 

UART TTL (5V) serial communication, which is available on digital pins 0 (RX) and 1 

(TX). An FTDI FT232RL on the board channels this serial communication over USB and 

the FTDI drivers (included with the Arduino software) provide a virtual com port to 

software on the computer. The Arduino software includes a serial monitor which allows 

simple textual data to be sent to and from the Arduino board. The RX and TX LEDs on the 

board will flash when data is being transmitted via the FTDI chip and USB connection to 

the computer (but not for serial communication on pins 0 and 1.A SoftwareSerial library 

allows for serial communication on any of the Nano's digital pins. 

 

The ATmeGA168 and ATmeGA328 also support I2C (TWI) and SPI communication. The 

Arduino software includes a Wire library to simplify use of the I2C bus; see the 

documentation for details. To use the SPI communication, please see the ATmeGA168 or 

ATmeGA328 datasheet. 
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Programming: 

The Arduino Nano can be programmed with the Arduino software 

(download). Select "Arduino Diecimila, Duemilanove, or Nano w/ ATmeGA168" 

or "Arduino Duemilanove or Nano w/ ATmeGA328" from the Tools Board menu 

(according to the microcontroller on your board). For details, see the reference 

and tutorials. 

The ATmeGA168 or ATmeGA328 on the Arduino Nano comes preburned with a bootloader 

that allows you to upload new code to it without the use of an external hardware programmer. 

It communicates using the original STK500 protocol (reference, C header files). 

You can also bypass the bootloader and program the microcontroller through the ICSP 

(In-Circuit Serial Programming) header; see these instructions for details. 

 

Automatic ( Software) Reset: 

Rather then requiring a physical press of the reset button before an upload, the 

Arduino Nano is designed in a way that allows it to be reset by software running on a 

connected computer. One of the hardware flow control lines (DTR) of the FT232RL is 

connected to the reset line of the ATmeGA168 or ATmeGA328 via a 100 nanofarad 

capacitor. When this line is asserted (taken low), the reset line drops long enough to reset  

the chip. The Arduino software uses this capability to allow you to upload code by simply 

pressing the upload button in the Arduino environment. This means that the bootloader can 

have a shorter timeout, as the lowering of DTR can be well-coordinated with the start of 

the upload. 

This setup has other implications. When the Nano is connected to either a computer 

running Mac OS X or Linux, it resets each time a connection is made to it from software 

(via USB). For the following half-second or so, the bootloader is running on the Nano. 

While it is programmed to ignore malformed data (i.e. anything besides an upload of new 

code), it will intercept the first few bytes of data sent to the board after a connection is 

opened. If a sketch running on the board receives one-time configuration or other data 

when it first starts, make sure that the software with which it communicates waits a second 

after opening the connection and before sending this data. 

 

4.2 FORCE SENSOR : 

This sensor when subjected to force, can change its resistance values. These 

materials were known as Force-Sensing Resistors. These materials are used to produce a 

sensor that can measure the Force. A Force Sensor is a sensor that helps in measuring the 

amount of force applied to an object. By observing the amount of change in the resistance 

values of force-sensing resistors, the applied force can be calculated.  
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Figure4.2.1:  Force-Sensor 

Working Principle : 

         The general working principle of Force Sensors is that they respond to the applied 

force and convert the value into a measurable quantity. There are various types of Force 

Sensors available in the market based on various sensing elements. Most of the Force 

Sensors are designed using Force-Sensing Resistors. These sensors consist of a sensing film 

and electrodes. 

The working principle of a Force-sensing resistor is based on the property of ‘Contact 

Resistance’. Force-sensing resistors contain a conductive polymer film that changes its 

resistance in a predictable manner when force is applied on its surface. This film consists 

of, sub-micrometers sized, electrically conducting and non-conducting particles arranged in 

a matrix. When force is applied to the surface of this film, the microsized particle touches 

the sensor electrodes, changing the resistance of the film. The amount of change caused to 

the resistance values gives the measure of the amount of force applied. 

                   

Figure 4.2.2:  Working of force sensor 

                   To improve the performance of the Force-Sensing resistors various efforts are 

being made with multiple different approaches such as, to minimize the drift of polymer 
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various electrode configurations are being tested, testing with sensor by replacing the 

polymer with new materials such as carbon nanotubes, etc…. 

Applications of Force Sensor: 

                     The main usage of the Force sensor is to measure the amount of force applied. 

There are various types and sizes of force sensors available for different types of 

applications. Some of the applications of Force sensor that uses force-sensing resistors 

includes pressure-sensing buttons, in musical instruments, as car-occupancy sensors, in 

artificial limbs, in foot-pronation systems, augmented reality,etc…. 

Examples of Force Sensors: 

                    There are many types of force sensors available for different types of 

applications. Some of the examples of force sensors are Load cells, pneumatic load cells, 

Capacitive Load cells, Strain gauge load cells, hydraulic load cells, etc… 

            

 

                         Figure 4.2.3 : Types of Force Sensors 

Besides force sensors, there is also a category of Force transducers. The main difference 

between a force sensor and force transducer is that the transducer converts the amount of 

force measured or applied into a measurable small electrical voltage output signal. Whereas 

the output of a Force sensor is not an electrical voltage. 
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Advantages of Force Sensor: 

When compared to all other force sensors, the force sensors with force-sensing 

resistors provides various advantages such as small size, low cost, and good shock 

resistance. Due to their small size, they are used in portable electronics and enhanced mobile 

interaction. The main disadvantage of these sensors is their low precision as their 

measurements differ by 10%. 

Force-sensing resistors-based Force sensors are also known as FSR. FSR sensors are used 

in transportation systems for measuring the amount of stress applied to the goods while 

transporting them one place to another. The functioning of the FSR can be changed by 

changing the properties of the Force-sensing resistors. 

Force -sensing resistors requires a small interface and can work in moderately hostile 

environments. Here the small conducting and non-conducting particles are formulated to 

reduce the temperature dependence of the sensor, increase the sensor surface durability and 

improve its mechanical properties. 

With the advance in technology, today sensors are playing a crucial role in measuring 

various physical phenomenons. Their small size, high durability helps us to use them in 

portable electronics.  

4.3 PIEZO ELECTRIC BUZZER : 

             A buzzer or beeper is an signaling device, which may be mechanical, 

electromechanical, or piezoelectric. Typical uses of buzzers include alarm devices, timers 

and confirmation of user input such as a mouse click or keystroke. A buzzer is a small yet 

efficient component to add sound features to our project/system. It is very small and 

compact 2-pin structure hence can be easily used on Breadboard, Perf Board and even on 

PCBs which makes this a widely used component in most electronic applications. 

                  There are two types are buzzers that are commonly available. The one shown 

here is a simple buzzer which when powered will make a Continuous Beeeeeeppp.... sound, 

the other type is called a readymade buzzer which will look bulkier than this and will 

produce a Beep. Beep. Beep. Sound due to the internal oscillating circuit present inside it. 

But, the one shown here is most widely used because it can be customized with help of other 

circuits to fit easily in our application. 

                This buzzer can be used by simply powering it using a DC power supply ranging 

from 4V to 9V. A simple 9V battery can also be used, but it is recommended to use a 

regulated +5V or +6V DC supply. The buzzer is normally associated with a switching circuit 

to turn ON or turn OFF the buzzer at required time and require interval. 
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Figure 4.3.1: Buzzer 

Types of Buzzers: 

 

1.Electromechanical: 

Early devices were based on an electromechanical system identical to an Electric 

Bell without the metal gong. Similarly, a relay may be connected to interrupt its own 

actuating current, causing the contacts to buzz. Often these units were anchored to a wall or 

ceiling to use it as a sounding board. The word "buzzer" comes from the rasping noise that 

electromechanical buzzers made. 

2. Mechanical: 

A joy buzzer is an example of a purely mechanical buzzer and they require drivers. Other 

examples of them are doorbells. 

3. Piezoelectric: 

   A piezoelectric element may be driven by an oscillating electronic circuit or other audio 

signal source, driven with a piezoelectric amplifier. Sounds commonly used to indicate that 

a button has been pressed are a click, a ring or a beep. 

A piezoelectric buzzer/beeper also depends on acoustic cavity resonance or Helmholtz 

Resonance to produce an audible beep. 

Working of Buzzer: 

           Buzzers can be both fun and useful in electric circuits.We’ll use them a lot in Make 

Crate projects, so let’s take a look at what is going on inside a buzzer to produce sound. The 

buzzer consists of an outside case with two pins to attach it to power and ground. Inside is 

a piezo element, which consists of a central ceramic disc surrounded by a metal (often 

bronze) vibration disc. 

              When current is applied to the buzzer it causes the ceramic disk to contract or 

expand. Changing This then causes the surrounding disc to vibrate.  That’s the sound that 

you hear.  By changing the frequency of the buzzer, the speed of the vibration’s changes, 

which changes the pitch of the resulting sound. 
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                  Figure 4.3.2: Buzzer connected to a Battery                                                                                    

Applications of Buzzer : 

While technological advancements have caused buzzers to be impractical and undesirable, 

there are still instances in which buzzers and similar circuits may be used. Present day 

applications include: 

• Novelty uses 

• Judging panels 

• Educational purposes 

• Annunciator panels 

• Electronic metronomes 

• Game show lock-out device 

• Microwave ovens and other household appliances 

• Sporting events such as basketball games 

• Electrical alarms 

• Joy buzzer (mechanical buzzer used for pranks 

 

4.4 ELECTRO SHOCK CIRCUIT: 

A short circuit (sometimes abbreviated to short or s/c) is an electrical circuit that allows 

a current to travel along an unintended path with no or a very low electrical impedance. 

Small High Volts shock using 2SC1815 transistor: 

• Inverters & DC Converter 

• Updated: September 15, 2019 

This is small high volts shock circuit, pressure from the low current. It is perfect for fun 

play. In circuit has a few components just two small NPN transistors, 2 resistors and a 

transformer. So easy to builds and cheap! 
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Figure 4.4.1: Circuit diagram of electro shock 

 

When switch S1 close the circuit for feed power supply give with Q1 and Q2. By current 

flow through coil of transformer of the primary and touch limit current with R1 and R2 

already change come in pin way B of Q1 and Q2. 

It make Q1 and Q2 bias by transistor that bilateral alternate work all the time. When Q1 bias 

make have current flow change during a half on of coil primary and when Q2 make have 

current flow during a half below of coil primary. 

Which work alternation of Q1 and Q2 can make be the electric current alternates to come 

out at coil secondary cell building this circuit should use the carefulness. because of might 

cause dangerous from the electric alternating current. 

Note: You can use many transistors that is NPN type and small size. (I use C458or C1815 or 

C828) This circuit can assemble on breadborad. or Universal board PCB. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4.2:IC2SC1815 pins  

 

And use current about 34.6mA at voltage supply is 8.4V, can provide output of ACV-203V 

And use small transformer 0.25A as video below. 

If I test to think about current output. as principle Power in = power out (around..) 

Power in = V x I; V(battery) = 8.4V and I(current of circuit) = 34.6mA 

Power in or Power out = 8.Vx34.6mA = 290mW 
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Iout=290mW/203V=1mA 

It is low current only. 

4.5 PUSH BUTTON: 

When push button is pressed then it will send signal to microcontroller, then 

microcontroller will send the signals to different components like GSM module, GPS  

Module, Buzzers etc.Circuits often require inputs that come directly from users (as 

opposed to inputs that come from other devices). User-input devices can take many forms, 

among them keyboards (as on a PC), buttons (as on a calculator or telephone), rotary dials, 

switches and levers, etc. Digilent boards include several input devices, typically including 

push buttons and slide-switches. Since digital circuits operate with two voltage levels 

(LHV or Vdd, and LLV or GND), input devices like buttons and switches should be able 

to produce both of these voltages.   

 

Figure 4.5.1: Push button 

The slide switches are also known as single throw-double pole (STDP) switches, because 

only one switch (or throw) exists, but two positions (or poles) are available (a pole is an 

electrical contact to which the switch can make contact). These switches can be set to output 

either Vdd (when the actuator is closest to the board's edge) or GND. The push button 

switches are also known as “momentary” contact buttons, because they only make contact 

while they are actively being pressed—they output a GND at rest, and a Vdd only when 

they are being pressed. The figure below shows typically push button and slide switch 

circuits used on Digilent boards. 

 

 

Figure 4.5.2: Basic circuit diagrams for push button 
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4.6 GSM MODULE (Global System for Mobile communication): 

 

   History of GSM: 

Early European analog cellular networks consisted of a mix of technologies and 

protocols that varied from country to country, meaning that phones did not necessarily 

work on different networks. In addition, manufacturers had to produce different 

equipment to meet various standards across the markets. 

In 1982, work began to develop a European standard for digital cellular voice 

telephony when the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications 

Administrations (CEPT) created the Group Special Mobile committee and provided a 

permanent group of technical support personnel, based in Paris. Five years later in 

1987,15 representatives from 13 European countries  signed  a memorandum  of  

understanding in Copenhagen to develop and deploy a common cellular telephone 

system across Europe, and European Union rules were passed to make GSM a mandatory 

standard. The decision to develop a continental standard eventually resulted in a unified, 

open, standard-based network which was larger than that in the United States. In 1989, 

the Group Special Mobile committee was transferred from CEPT to the European 

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI).In parallel, France and Germany signed 

a joint development agreement in 1984 and were joined by Italy and the UK in 1986. In 

1986 the European Commission proposed reserving the 900 MHz spectrum band for 

GSM. 

What is GSM? 

The Global System for Mobile communication, usually called GSM, 

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) to describe protocols for second 

generation (2G) digital cellular networks used by mobile phones. The GSM standard was 

developed as a replacement for first generation (1G) analog cellular networks, and 

originally  described  a   digital,   circuit   switched   network   optimized   for full   duplex 

voice telephony. This was expanded overtime to include data communications, first by 

circuit switched transport, then packet data transport via GPRS (General Packet Radio 

Services) and EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution or EGPRS).Further 

improvements were made when the 3GPP developed third generation (3G) UMTS 

standards followed by fourth generation (4G)LTE Advanced standards. "GSM" is a 

trademark owned by the GSM Association. 
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Figure 4.6.1: GSM module 

 

GSM is a cellular network, which means that mobile phones connect to it 

by searching for cells in the immediate vicinity. 

 

GSM is the de facto wireless telephone standard in Europe. GSM has over 

120 million users worldwide and is available in 120 countries, according to the 

GSM MOU Association. Since many GSM network operators have roaming 

agreements with foreign operators, users can often continue to use their mobile 

phones when they travel to other countries. 

American Personal Communications (APC), a subsidiary of Sprint, is using 

GSM as the technology for a broadband personal communications service 

(personal communications services). The service will ultimately have more than 

400 base stations for the palm-sized handsets that are being made by Ericsson, 

Motorola, and Nokia. The handsets include a phone, a text pager, and an answering 

machine. 

GSM together with other technologies is part of an evolution of wireless 

mobile telecommunication that includes High-Speed Circuit-Switched Data 

(High-Speed Circuit- Switched Data), General Packet Radio System (General 

Packet Radio Services), Enhanced Data GSM Environment (Enhanced Data GSM 

Environment), and Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service (Universal 

Mobile Telecommunications System). 

          Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA): 

 

TDMA (time division multiple access) is a technology used in digital 

cellular telephone communication to divide each cellular channel into three time 

slots in order to increase the amount of data that can be carried. 

How it Works? 

 

TDMA works by time-division multiplexing: sending multiple signals 

(each of which has its own time slot) simultaneously on a single carrier in the form 

of a complex signal, and then recovering the separate signals at the receiving end. 
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For TDMA, the carrier is divided into three time slots, each of which serves one 

subscriber. The information is broken into tiny data packets, which are transmitted 

in timed bursts in the 30-megahertz range. At the receiving end, the separate 

information streams are  recovered. See also FDMA (frequency division multiple 

access) and CDMA (code- division multiple access). 

TDMA was developed in response to the basic wireless network problem: 

 

Large numbers of users and limited frequency allotments. TDMA increases 

network efficiency by enabling single connections to carry multiple data channels, 

offering a three-fold increase in capacity over Advanced Mobile Phone Service 

(AMPS) networks. Flexible and scalable, TDMA facilitates step-by-step migration 

to digital operation. TDMA can be implemented seamlessly across both 800- and 

1900-MHz networks. Its hierarchical cell structure allows service providers to 

increase capacity where demand is greatest, in high-use areas. 

        Code Division Multiple Accesses (CDMA): 

 

The term CDMA refers to any of several protocols used in so-called 

second- generation (2G) and third-generation (3G) wireless communications. As 

the term implies, CDMA is a form of multiplexing, which allows numerous signals 

to occupy a single transmission channel, optimizing the use of available 

bandwidth. The technology is used in ultra-high-frequency (UHF) cellular 

telephone systems in the 800-MHz and 1.9-GHz 

 

bands. CDMA employs analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) in combination with 

spread spectrum technology. Audio input is first digitized into binary elements. 

The frequency of the transmitted signal is then made to vary according to a 

defined pattern (code), so it can be intercepted only by a receiver. Whose frequency 

response is programmed with the same code, so it follows exactly along with the 

transmitter frequency? There are trillions of possible frequency-sequencing codes; 

this enhances privacy and makes cloning difficult. 

         The Generations of Mobile Networks: 

The idea of cell-based mobile radio systems appeared at Bell Laboratories 

in the United States in the early 1970s. However, mobile cellular systems were not 

introduced for commercial use until a decade later. During the early 1980’s, analog 

cellular telephone systems experienced very rapid growth in Europe, particularly 

in Scandinavia and the United Kingdom. Today, cellular systems still represent 

one of the fastest growing telecommunications systems. During development, 

numerous problems arose as each country developed its own system, producing 

equipment limited to operate only within the boundaries of respective countries, 
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thus limiting the markets in which services could be sold. 

First-generation cellular networks, the primary focus of the 

communications industry in the early 1980’s, were characterized by a few 

compatible systems that were designed to provide purely local cellular solutions. 

It became increasingly apparent that there would be an escalating demand for a 

technology that could facilitate flexible and reliable mobile communications. By 

the early 1990’s, the lack of capacity of these existing networks emerged as a core 

challenge to keeping up with market demand. 

The first mobile wireless phones utilized analog transmission technologies, the 

dominant analog standard being known as “AMPS”, (Advanced Mobile Phone 

System). Analog standards operated on bands of spectrum with a lower frequency 

and greater wavelength than subsequent standards, providing a significant signal 

range per cell along with a high propensity for interference.1 Nonetheless, it is 

worth noting the continuing persistence of analog (AMPS) technologies in North 

America and Latin America through the 1990’s. 

Communication is the integral parts of science which has been focused on 

exchanging information from one point to another. The term communication was 

first introduced after the discovery of telephones which later replaced the telegrams 

and letters. Presently communication is the backbone of the society. Wireless 

communication which burgeons in late 90's has pervasive all over the world in 

terms of mobile technology and subscribers using it. Wireless communication has 

undergone technological advances from 1G in later 80's to 4G in 2010. At present 

the new technology 5G has promised revolutionary changes in communication 

with its advancement in technology to speed up the communication in lightening 

speed. As the number of cellular telephony subscriptions has surpassed the wire 

line telephony subscriptions the wire line telephony subscriptions this made the 

cellular telephony a very important tool of wireless technology. Later the 

development of signal processing techniques in 3G has improved the 

communication a lot in last decade. 

4.7 GPS (Global Positioning System) 

         Basic Principles of GPS: 

 

The Global Positioning System, usually called GPS, and originally named 

NAVSTAR, is a satellite navigation system used for determining one's precise 

location almost anywhere on Earth . A GPS unit receives time signal transmissions 

from multiple satellites, and calculates its position by triangulating this data. The 

GPS was designed by and is controlled by the United States Department of 

Defence and can be used by anybody for free. The cost of maintaining the system 

is approximately $400 million per year. 
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Measurement uncertainty of the majority of commercial GPS receivers varies from 

10-11 to 10-13 by the frequency scale, and from 100 ns to 50 ns by the time scale, 

being dependent on the receiver design. The main sources of uncertainty in GPS 

measurements are the GPS receiver position error, the orbital error, the satellite 

and receiver clock errors, the ionosphere and the troposphere delays, the receiver 

internal delay, the satellite antenna and cable delay, the receiver noise, and the 

multipath error. The frequency uncertainty for a GPS receiver is larger than that 

for Cs-standard by 2-3 orders within a short-time interval (1 – 1000 s), and by one 

order within a long-term interval of about one week. A GPS receiver’s time scale 

bias from the Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) can be in order of microseconds. 

Not every GPS receiver is suitable for use as a traceable primary frequency and/or 

time standard. 

It may help to think of a GPS receiver as similar to a standard radio. Like the radio 

in your car, a GPS receiver is collecting radio signals from the “ether” and 

magically turning these signals into information we can use. In the case of a GPS 

receiver the “stations” are satellites broadcasting 11,000 miles away in space and 

the music is a  binary code, but the antenna and radio hardware are subject to 

similar kinds of interference that affect your car radio’s ability to produce a clear 

sound. In your car speaker we hear this interference as “static”; in your GPS 

receiver the interference may result in positional “static”, i.e., degradation of 

accuracy. A better radio receiver and antenna system, fewer terrain obstructions, a 

stronger connection to the broadcasting station all result in better sound quality for 

your car radio and better positional quality for your GPS radio. A GPS receiver 

derives its location or positional “fix” with distance measurements (called pseudo 

ranges) from multiple satellites at precisely the same time, a “measurement 

epoch”. Attributes collected and stored with the position for each feature can be 

used in GIS map making and analysis. While there are only so many things you 

can do to improve your car radio’s performance, by contrast there are many more 

things users can do to influence GPS positional quality. 

 

 

Figure 4.7.1: GPS working 
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While there are only so many things you can do to improve your car radio’s 

performance, by contrast there are many more things users can do to influence 

GPS positional quality. 

How does GPS work? 

The United States Global Positioning System(GPS)is the first fully 

operational Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). Each satellite 

broadcasts a signal that is used by receivers to determine precise position anywhere 

in the world. The receiver tracks multiple satellites and determines a pseudo range 

measurement (a range measurement based on time) that is then used to determine 

the user location. A minimum of four satellites is necessary to establish an accurate 

three-dimensional position. 

The Department of Defense (DOD) is responsible for operating the GPS 

satellite constellation and monitors the GPS satellites to ensure proper operation. 

Every satellite's orbital parameters (ephemeris data) are sent to each satellite for 

broadcast as part of the data message embedded in the GPS signal. The GPS 

coordinate system is the Cartesianearth-centered earth-fixed coordinates as 

specified in the World Geodetic System reference system 1984 (WGS-84).24 PS 

satellites are currently in orbit around the earth. the first was launched in 1972 and 

the latest satellite was launched in 2012. The maximum available at any time from 

a point in Oregon is generally between4 to 11. The satellites send out radio signals 

that are collected and read by the GPS receiver. 

          List of GPS satellite launches and GPS receivers: 

• In 1972, the USAF Central Inertial Guidance Test Facility (Holloman 

AFB), conducted developmental flight tests of two prototype GPS 

receivers over White Sands Missile Range, using ground-based pseudo-

satellites. 

• In 1978, the first experimental Block-I GPS satellite was launched. 

• In 1983, after Soviet interceptor aircraft shot down  the  civilian  airliner 

KAL  007 that strayed into prohibited airspace because of navigational 

errors, killing all 269 people on board, U.S. President Ronald Reagan 

announced that GPS would be made available for civilian uses once it was 

completed although it had been previously published [in Navigation 

magazine] that the CA code (Coarse Acquisition code) would be available 

to civilian users. 

• By 1985, ten more experimental Block-I satellites had been launched to 

validate the concept. Command & Control of these satellites had moved 

from Onizuka AFS, CA and turned over to the 2nd Satellite Control 

Squadron (2SCS) located at Falcon Air Force Station in Colorado Springs, 

Colorado 
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• On February 14, 1989, the first modern Block-II satellite was launched. 

• The Gulf War from 1990 to 1991, was the first conflict where GPS was 

widely used. 

• In 1992, the 2nd Space Wing, which originally managed the system, was 

de- activated and replaced by the50th Space Wing. 

• By December 1993, GPS achieved initial operational capability (IOC), 

indicating a full constellation (24 satellites) was available and providing 

the Standard Positioning Service (SPS). 

• Full Operational Capability (FOC)  was  declared  by Air Force Space 

Command (AFSPC) in April 1995, signifying full availability of the 

military's secure Precise Positioning Service (PPS). 

GPS receivers: 

GPS receivers can calculate a position on the earth by measuring the travel 

time of radio signals from the satellites to the receiver. The calculations depend on 

highly accurate clocks. The satellites have atomic clocks that are accurate to a 

nanosecond but due to cost, the clocks in most GPS receivers are not that accurate. 

Using three satellites, each measurement of time generates a sphere. Where these 

three spheres intersect is a point that indicates a place on the earth.  

The fourth satellite can then be used to eliminate any clock errors in the 

ground-based receiver. Even a small clock error can create a large error in 

location.When Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) equipment is not using 

integrity information from Wide Area Augmentation Systems (WAAS) or Local 

Area Augmentation Systems(LAAS), the GPS navigation receiver using Receiver 

Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) provides GPS signal integrity 

monitoring.  

RAIM is necessary since delays of up to two hours can occur before an 

erroneous satellite transmission can be detected and corrected by the satellite 

control segment. The RAIM function is also referred to as fault detection.  

Another capability, fault exclusion, refers to the ability of the receiver to 

exclude a failed satellite from the position solution and is provided by some GPS 

receivers and by WAAS receivers. 
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Figure 4.7.2: GPS module 

The GPS receiver verifies the integrity (usability) of the signals received 

from the GPS constellation through Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring 

(RAIM) to determine if a satellite is providing corrupted information. At least one 

satellite, in addition to those required for navigation, must be in view for the 

receiver to perform the RAIM function; thus, RAIM needs a minimum of five 

satellites in view, or four satellites and a barometric altimeter (baro-aiding) to 

detect an integrity anomaly. 

For receivers capable of doing so, RAIM needs six satellites in view (or 

five satellites with baro-aiding) to isolate the corrupt satellite signal navigation 

solution. 
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CHAPTER-5  

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

5.1 ARDUINO NANO: 

Install the Arduino Software (IDE) 

Click on one of the four links below to get step-by-step instructions to set up the 

Arduino Software (IDE) on your computer, according to its operating system. 

• Windows 

• Mac OS X 

• Linux 

• ,IDÉE (WindowsandLinux) 

After you have installed the Arduino Software (IDE), please choose your board in the 

list here on the right to learn how to get started with it 

 

5.2 LEARNING ARDUINO 

 

• Read an introduction on what is Arduino and why you'd want to use it. 

• What is the Arduino Software (IDE) and how do I change the default language? 

• Libraries: Using and installing Arduino Libraries. 

• Cores: Need to add a new board to your Arduino Software! Install the relate core 

and manage it. 

• Troubleshooting: Advice on what to do if thing don’t work. For a complete  list  of 

Guides visit the Foundations section, where you will find in-depth knowledge 

about the principles and techniques behind the Arduino platform. 

•  Making the Arduino Starter Kit projects and reading the book Getting Started 

with Arduino' are great ways to start learning and tinkering with coding and 

electronics. What can I do with an Arduino or Genuino board! 

• If you are unsure on what your first project could be you can try the Kit, it will 

guide you from your very first steps with electronics into the world of interactive 

and sensing objects. 

• If you are looking for  inspiration  you  can  find  a  great  variety  of  Tutorials  on 

Arduino Project Hub. 

• To interact with the outside world, the program sets digital pins to a high or low 

value using C code instructions, which corresponds to +5 V or 0 V at the pin. The 

pin is connected to external interface electronics and then to the device being 

switched on and off. 
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5.3INSTALLING ARDUINO 

 

          Introduction: 

 

This tutorial will walk you through downloading, installing, and testing the 

Arduino software (also known as the Arduino IDE - short for Integrated 

Development Environment). 

Before you jump to the page for your operating system, make sure you’ve got all the 

right equipment. 

you’ll have to tell Windows to disable driver signing. This issue has been 

addressed in newer releases of the Arduino IDE, but if you run into issues, you 

can try this fix first. 

For a nice, step-by-step tutorial with pictures click here, otherwise the steps are 

outlined below. 

What you will need: 

 

• A computer (Windows, Mac, or Linux) 

• An Arduino-compatible microcontroller (anything from this guide should 

work) 

• A USB A-to-B cable, or another appropriate way to connect your Arduino- 

compatible microcontroller to your computer (check out this USB buying 

guide if you’re not sure which cable to get). 

• If you’re ready to get started, click on the link in the column on the left that 

matches up with your operating system, or you can jump to your operating 

system here. 

• Windows 

• Mac 

• Linux 

 

 

                                                                   Figure 5.1:USB Cable 
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Installing on Windows: 

 

This page will show you how to install and test the Arduino software with a 

Windows operating system (Windows 8, Windows 7, Vista, and XP). 

 

Windows 8, 7, Vista, and XP 

 

• Go to the Arduino download page and download the latest version of the 

Arduino software for Windows. 

• When the download is finished, un-zip it and open up the Arduino folder to 

confirm that yes, there are indeed some files and sub-folders inside. The 

file structure is important so don’t be moving any files around unless you 

really know what you’re doing. 

• Power up your Arduino by connecting your Arduino board to your 

computer with a USB cable (or FTDI connector if you’re using an Arduino 

pro). You should see the LED labeled ‘ON’ light up. (This diagram shows 

the placement of the power LED on the NANO). 

• If you’re running Windows 8, you’ll need to disable driver signing, so go 

see the Windows 8 section. If you’re running Windows 7, Vista, or XP, 

you’ll need to install some drivers, so head to the Windows 7, Vista, and 

XP section down below. 

 

Windows 8 

 

Windows 8 comes with a nice little security ‘feature’ that ‘protects’ you from 

unsigned driver installation. Some older versions of Arduino Nano come with 

unsigned drivers, so  in order to use your Nano, you’ll have to tell Windows to 

disable driver signing. This issue has been addressed in newer releases of the 

Arduino IDE, but if you run into issues, you can try this fix first. 

For a nice, step-by-step tutorial with pictures click here, otherwise the steps are 

outlined below. 

To temporarily disable driver signing: 

• From the Metro Start Screen, open Settings (move your mouse to the 

bottom- right-corner of the screen and wait for the pop-out bar to appear, 

then click the Gear icon) 

• Click ‘More PC Settings’ 

• Click ‘General’ 

• Scroll down, and click ‘Restart now’ under ‘advanced startup’. 

• Wait a bit. 
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• Click ‘Troubleshoot’. 

• Click ‘Advanced Options’ 

• Click ‘Windows Startup Settings’ 

• Click Restart. 

• When your computer restarts, select ‘Disable driver signature enforcement 

‘from the list. 

 

To permanently disable driver signing (recommended, but has some minor security 

implications): 

 

• Go to the metro start screen 

• Type in “cmd” 

• Right click “Command Prompt” and select “Run as Administrator” from 

the buttons on the bottom of your screen 

• Type/paste in the following commands: bcdedit -

set load options DISABLE_INTEGRITY_CHECKS bcdedit -set 

TESTSIGNING ON 

• Reboot! 

         Windows 7, Vista, and XP 

 

Installing the Drivers for the Arduino Nano (from Arduino.cc) 

 

• Plug in your board and wait for Windows to begin it’s driver installation 

process 

• After a few moments, the process will fail, despite its best efforts 

• Click on the Start Menu, and open up the Control Panel 

• While in the Control Panel, navigate to System and Security. Next, click 

on System 

• Once the System window is up, open the Device Manager 

• Look under Ports (COM & LPT). You should see an open port named 

“Arduino NANO (COMxx)”. If there is no COM & LPT section, look 

under ‘Other Devices’ for ‘Unknown Device’ 
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Figure 5.2: Software device manager 

 

• right click on the “Arduino NANO (COMxx)” or “Unknown Device” port 

and choose the “Update Driver Software” option 

• Next, choose the “Browse my computer for Driver software” option 

• Finally, navigate to and select the Nano’s driver file, named 

“ArduinoNANO.inf”, located in the “Drivers” folder of the Arduino 

Software download (not the “FTDI USB Drivers” sub-directory). If you 

cannot see the .inf file, it is probably just hidden. You can select the 

‘drivers’ folder with the ‘search sub-folders’ option selected instead. 

• Windows will finish up the driver installation from there 

 

For earlier versions of the Arduino boards (e.g.Arduino Duemilanove, Nano, or 

Diecimila) check out this page for specific directions. 

 

5.3 LAUNCH AND BLINK! 

 

After following the appropriate steps for your software install, we are now ready 

to test your first program with your Arduino board! 

 

• Launch the Arduino application 
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• If you disconnected your board, plug it back in 

• Open the Blink example sketch by going to: File > Examples > 1.Basics > 

Blink 

• Select the type of Arduino board you’re using: Tools > Board > your board 

type 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Software open and edit 

• Select the serial/COM port that your Arduino is attached to: Tools > Port 

> COMxx 

• If you’re not sure which serial device is your Arduino, take a look at the 

available ports, then unplug your Arduino and look again. The one that 

disappeared is your Arduino. 

• With your Arduino board connected, and the Blink sketch open, press the 

‘Upload’ button 

• After a second, you should see some LEDs flashing on your Arduino, 

followed by the message ‘Done Uploading’ in the status bar of the Blink 

sketch. 

• If everything worked, the onboard LED on your Arduino should now be 

blinking! You just programmed your first Arduino! 

 

• Troubleshooting 

• This guide from Arduino has some more details and troubleshooting tips if 

you get stuck. 
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• Mac 

 

• This page will show you how to install and test the Arduino software on a 

Mac computer running OSX. 

• Go to the Arduino download page and download the latest version of the 

Arduino software for Mac. 

• When the download is finished, un-zip it and open up the Arduino folder to 

confirm that yes, there are indeed some files and sub-folders inside. The 

file structure is important so don’t be moving any files around unless you 

really know what you’re doing. 

• Power up your Arduino by connecting your Arduino board to your 

computer with a USB cable (or FTDI connector if you’re using an Arduino 

pro). Youshould see the LED labeled ‘ON’ light up. (this diagram shows 

the placement of the power LED on the NANO). 

• Move the Arduino application into your Applications folder. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Tools in Arduino software 

 

FTDI Drivers 

If you have an NANO, Mega2560, or Redboard, you shouldn’t need this step, so skip 

it! 
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• For other boards, you will need to install drivers for the FTDI chip on your 

Arduino. 

• Go to the FTDI website and download the latest version of the drivers. 

• Once you’re done downloading, double click the package and follow the 

instructions from the installer. 

• Restart your computer after installing the drivers. 

 

After following the appropriate steps for your software install, we are now ready 

to test your first program with your Arduino board 

• Launch the Arduino application 

• If you disconnected your board, plug it back in 

• Open the Blink example sketch by going to: File > Examples > 1.Basics > 

Blink 

• We also carry a complete breakout board for the FT232RL should you need 

access to more pins than the FTDI Basic provides. 

• Here is a list of some Spark Fun products that require the use of an FTDI 

Basic, come with an FTDI Basic, or have an FT232RL chip on board: 

• There are also some legacy Arduino boards that use the FT232RL. The 

Arduino Diecimila and Duemilanove main boards along with the original 

Arduino  Mega all use the FT232RL IC. If you have one of these older 

versions, you’ll want to use the FDTI drivers as well. For a complete list of 

all Arduino boards, check out this page. Newer versions of Arduino boards, 

such as the Nano, use a different communication IC, and they will not be 

covered in this tutorial. 

• Now that you know why the FTDI Baisic is important and what products 

it is  used for, let’s learn how to install the drivers. 

• Programs are entered line by line. Code is case sensitive which means 

"myvariable" is different than "MyVariable". 

• Statements are any command. Statements are terminated with a semi-

colon. A classic mistake is to forget the semi-colon so if your program does 

not compile, examine the error text and see if you forgot to enter a colon. 

• Comments are any text that follows “//” on a line. For multi-line block 

comments, begin with “/*” and end with “*/” 

• Constants are fixed numbers and can be entered as ordinary decimal 

numbers (integer only) or in hexadecimal (base 16) or in binary (base 2) 

• Labels are used to reference locations in your program. They can be any 

combination of letters, numbers and underscore (_), but the first character 
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must be a letter. When used to mark a location, follow the label with a 

colon. When referring to an address label in an instruction line, don't use 

the colon. 

• Variables are allocated by declaring them in the program. Every variable 

must be declared. 

• If a variable is declared outside the braces of a function, it can be seen 

everywhere in the program. 

• If it is declared inside the braces of a function, the variable can only be seen  

within that function. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Examples in Arduino software 

• Select the type of Arduino board you’re using: Tools > Board > your board 

type 

• Select the serial port that your Arduino is attached to: Tools > Port > 

xxxxxx (it’ll probably look something like “/dev/tty.usbmodemfd131” or 

“/dev/tty.usbserial- 131” but probably with a different number)If you’re 

not sure 

• The Arduino Nano has only one hardware serial port because the 

microcontroller used on the Nano has only one built-in serial port. 
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Figure 5.6: Selecting controller in software 

 

• Which serial device is your Arduino, take a look at the available ports, then 

unplug your Arduino and look again. The one that disappeared is your 

Arduino. 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Selecting serial port in software 

 

• The serial port for programming the Arduino mentioned above is a 

hardware serial port. The microcontroller on the Arduino board has a 

hardware serial port built-in, so that after the port has been initialized by 

software, port will be sent out serially by the hardware. 
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• The hardware serial ports referred to here are UART (Universal 

Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter) ports. 

•  They may be referred to as USART (Universal Synchronous 

Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter) ports in the microcontroller 

documentation if they are configurable in both synchronous and 

asynchronous modes. 

• Both the MEGA 2560 and Due have 4 serial ports in total. One that 

connects through a USB port chip to the USB device port on the board and 

three extra  serial ports that connects to pins on one of the pin headers of 

the board. 

• With Arduino board connected and the Blink sketch open, press the 

‘Upload’ button 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Uploading a program 

 

• After a second, you should see some LEDs flashing on your Arduino, 

followed by the message ‘Done Uploading’ in the status bar of the Blink 

sketch. 

• If everything worked, the onboard LED on your Arduino should now be 

blinking! You just programmed your first Arduino! 

         Troubleshooting 
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If you’re having problems, check out this troubleshooting guide from Arduino. 

 

Linux 

 

If you are a Linux user, you probably know that there are many different 

distribution ‘flavors’ of Linux out there. Unsurprisingly, installing Arduino is 

slightly different for many of these distributions. Luckily, the Arduino community 

has done an excellent job of providing instructions for most of the popular versions. 

Click on the link below that covers your flavor of Linux: 

 

• Arch Linux 

• Debian 

• Fedora 

• Gentoo 

• MEPIS 

• Mint 

• opens USE 

• Puppy 

• Pussy 

• Slack ware 

• Ubuntu 

• Xandros (Debian derivative) on Asus Eee PC 

 

If the above directions did not work for you, or  you  don’t  see  your  distribution,  

try this catch-all guide. 

You can go to the download page and download the latest version of Arduino for 

Linux (there are 32-bit and 64-bit versions available) when your system is properly 

set up. 

 

Launch and Blink! 

 

After following the appropriate steps for your software install, we are now ready 

to test your first program with your Arduino board! 

• Launch the Arduino application 

• If you disconnected your board, plug it back in 
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• Open the Blink example sketch by going to: File > Examples > 1.Basics > 

Blink 

• Select the type of Arduino board you’re using: Tools > Board > your board 

type 

• Select the serial port that your Arduino is attached to: Tools > Port > 

xxxxxx (it’ll probably look something like “/dev/tty.usbmodemfd131” or 

“/dev/tty.usbserial- 131” but probably with a different number) 

• If you’re not sure which serial device is your Arduino, take a look at the 

available ports, then unplug your Arduino and look again. The one that 

disappeared is your Arduino. 

• With your Arduino board connected and the Blink sketch open, press the 

‘Upload’ button 

• After a second, you should see some LEDs flashing on your Arduino, 

followed by the message ‘Done Uploading’ in the status bar of the Blink 

sketch. 

• If everything worked, the onboard LED on your Arduino should now be 

blinking! You just programmed your first Arduino! 

 

 

 

The Arduino Playground Linux section is a great resource for figuring out any 

problems with your Arduino installation. 

 

Common coding Errors 

 

• Forgetting the semi-colon at the end of a statement. 

• Misspelling a command. 

• Omitting opening or closing braces. 
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5.5FLOW CHART REPRESENTATION: 

 

 

Figure 5.9: Flow chart representation of working of the system 

Description: 

The above figure is the diagrammatic representation of our project as it describes 

whenever the user activates the device. The GPS module gets the latitude and longitude 

values, then it checks for the push button and force sensor if either of them gets activated 

then it reads the GPS data and send it as an alert to the predefined mobile numbers using 

the GSM module. Then, activation of both Electro shock and buzzer circuits takes place. If 

neither of the push button and force sensor are activated then it clears the GPS Buffer and 

again checks 

for the status of Push Button and Force Sensor. 
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Chapter 6 

RESULTS  

 

 
 

Figure 6.0: Result of the Proposed system  

 

The above image Figure 6.0 shows the hardware circuit of our project containing 

components with specific task. In this circuit we use batteries for power supply, GSM 

module for message sending, Arduino for interfacing, GPS Module for getting location 

and Buzzer for alerting people.  
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                         Figure  6.1:Message obtained from GSM Module 

The above figure 6.1 shows the message that was sent to the prescribed number with 

the google maps navigation URL which will make it easier for them to rescue her in time 

of emergency. 
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    Figure6.2: Hardware part implementation using circuito.io software. 

The above figure 6.2 image shows the hardware implementation of the circuit 

using circuito.io software. 

 

  

Figure 6.3: message obtained with push button activation and its circuit 
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The activation of the circuit based on push button  (i.e) when the push button is 

pressed then the GSM Module sends a message to the prescribed mobile number as shown 

in the above figure 6.3.  

 

  

Figure 6.4: Message obtained based on force sensor activation and its circuit 

 

The activation of the circuit based on Force sensor (i.e) when the push button is 

pressed then the GSM Module sends a message to the prescribed mobile number as shown 

in the above figure 6.4.  
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CHAPTER-7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

By keeping in mind, the increasing violence against women our primary goal of this 

project is to ensure every woman in our society to feel safe and secured. This device can 

play a major role in supporting gender equality by providing women a safe environment in 

all situations. I it provides the trusted contacts with real time location which intern is distress 

message that makes it possible to prevent major causalities  

   Existing systems provide only the mechanism to track vehicle but no other emergency 

mechanism is provided .the proposed system consists of an alarm which alerts the near by 

people by producing loud noises.it also contains further safety features such as shock giver 

to protect herself .the device can be made more portable and comfortable by s=designing in 

different forms and sizes using specific components .Our system was designed after 

reference to already implemented systems. Here measures are being made to overcome the 

flaws in previous designs and also to reduce the power consumption. 

The device achieved what it was aiming for, the location of the women was successfully 

tracked down and with the help of GSM Module, appropriate help can be sent on time and 

the suspect can also be tracked down ensuring complete safety and security of the women. 

Due to the compact size of the device the attacker will not have any knowledge about this 

support system with her. 

Thus, this system helps the women to work till late nights. The crimes against women can 

be brought to an end with the help of real time implementation of our system. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

(PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

Classification 

 of  

Project 

 

Application Product Research Review 

Yes No No No 

 

Project Outcomes: 

After the completion of the project we will be able, 

Outcome 1: To send exact location as a message to the required mobile numbers. 

Outcome 2: To activate a buzzer in order to produce sound in required decibels. 

Outcome 3: To generate electric shock using specific voltage. 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

            modern tools.  

 

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering    

            to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software     

            components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural,    

            ethical and economical considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering  

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex 

engineering problems. 
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2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze  

complex  engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first 

principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering 

problems  and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs 

with appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, 

societal, and environmental considerations. 

 

4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of 

data, and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations.  

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge 

to assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent 

responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice.  

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional 

engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the 

knowledge of, and need for sustainable development.  

 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and 

responsibilities and norms of the engineering practice.  

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member 

or leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with 

the engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to 

comprehend and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective 

presentations, and give and receive clear instructions.  

 

11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of  

the engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as 

a member and  leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary 

environments.  
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12.  Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 

change.  

 

 

 

Mapping Table 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome 

1 

2 1 3 1 3 1 1 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 

Outcome 

2 

3 2 2 1 3 2 1 1 3 3 3 2 3 3 

Outcome 

3 

3 3 2 2 2 1 2 1 3 3 3 2 3 3 

 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 
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APPENDIX 

 

//#include <Adafruit_GPS.h> 

#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> 

SoftwareSerial gsm(2, 3);//rx,tx gsm module pins 

LiquidCrystal lcd(12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7); 

String exString; 

unsigned char sdata=0,rx[40],r; 

int la,lo,latt,lonn,gps_chk='0'; 

float lath,latl,lonh,lonl,lat,lon; 

int vib=A5,buz=13,sw=12; 

void setup()  

{ 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

 

  gsm.begin(9600);   // Setting the baud rate of GSM Module   

  pinMode(sw,INPUT); 

  pinMode(13,OUTPUT); 

  lcd.begin(16, 2); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

  lcd.print("GSM GPS BASED   "); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

  lcd.print("WOMEN SEC SYSTEM"); 

  delay(500); 

  //RecieveMessage(); 
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} 

void loop()  

{ 

  Serial.println(analogRead(A0));delay(1000); 

if(digitalRead(sw)==0) 

{ 

  Serial.println("Panic button Pressed"); 

  digitalWrite(buz,HIGH); 

  gps_sms(1); 

  digitalWrite(buz,LOW); 

} 

else if(analogRead(A0)>400) 

{ 

  Serial.println("Preasure sensor activated"); 

  digitalWrite(buz,HIGH); 

  gps_sms(2); 

  digitalWrite(buz,LOW); 

} 

}         

unsigned char rxd (void) 

{                     

  while (gsm.available()==0); 

  return(gsm.read()); 

  //return (sdata); 

} 

void gps_sms(int ll) 
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{ 

    gps_chk='0'; 

    while(gps_chk='0') 

    { 

      //Serial.println("kkkkkkkkkkkkkk"); 

    if(rxd()=='$') 

    { 

      if(rxd()=='G') 

      { 

        if(rxd()=='P') 

        { 

          //Serial.println("k"); 

          if(rxd()=='G') 

          { 

            if(rxd()=='G') 

            { 

              if(rxd()=='A') 

              { 

                gps_chk='1'; 

                for(r=0;r<36;r++) 

                { 

                  rx[r] = rxd(); 

                } 

                for(r=11;r<36;r++) 

                { 

                  Serial.write(rx[r]);//rx[r] = rxd(); 
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                } 

                Serial.println(); 

                la=(rx[11]&0x0f)*10+(rx[12]&0x0f); 

                lath=(rx[13]&0x0f)*10+(rx[14]&0x0f); 

                //lath=(rx[13]&0x0f)*10+(rx[14]&0x0f); 

                

latl=(rx[16]&0x0f)*1000+(rx[17]&0x0f)*100+(rx[19]&0x0f)*10+(rx[20]&0x0f); 

                lo=(rx[25]&0x0f)*10+(rx[26]&0x0f); 

                lonh=(rx[27]&0x0f)*10+(rx[28]&0x0f); 

                

lonl=(rx[30]&0x0f)*1000+(rx[31]&0x0f)*100+(rx[32]&0x0f)*10+(rx[33]&0x0f); 

                //-----------------lat------------------------ 

                lath=lath/60; 

                latl=(latl/60)/10000; 

                lat=lath+latl; 

                latt=lat*10000; 

                //------------------lon------------------------ 

                lonh=lonh/60; 

                lonl=(lonl/60)/10000; 

                lon=lonh+lonl; 

                lonn=lon*10000; 

                if(ll==1) 

                { 

                  gsm.println("AT+CMGF=1");    //Sets the GSM Module in Text Mode 

                  delay(1000);  // Delay of 1000 milli seconds or 1 second 

                  gsm.println("AT+CMGS=\"9502061823\"\r"); // Replace x with mobile number 

                  delay(1000); 
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                  gsm.print("Person in Danger AT:"); 

                  gsm.print("http://maps.google.com/maps?q="); 

                  gsm.print(la);gsm.print('.');gsm.print(latt);gsm.print(",");//Serial.println(latl); 

                  gsm.print(lo);gsm.print('.');gsm.println(lonn);//16.496390, 80.654752 

                  delay(100); 

                  gsm.println((char)26);// ASCII code of CTRL+Z 

                  delay(1000); 

                  gps_chk='1'; 

                  break; 

                } 

                else if(ll==2) 

                { 

                  gsm.println("AT+CMGF=1");    //Sets the GSM Module in Text Mode 

                  delay(1000);  // Delay of 1000 milli seconds or 1 second 

                  gsm.println("AT+CMGS=\"9502061823\"\r"); // Replace x with mobile number 

                  delay(1000); 

                  gsm.print("Preasure Sensor Activated AT:"); 

                  gsm.print("http://maps.google.com/maps?q="); 

                  gsm.print(la);gsm.print('.');gsm.print(latt);gsm.print(",");//Serial.println(latl); 

                  gsm.print(lo);gsm.print('.');gsm.println(lonn);//16.496390, 80.654752 

                  delay(100); 

                  gsm.println((char)26);// ASCII code of CTRL+Z 

                  delay(1000); 

                  gps_chk='1'; 

                  break; 

                } 
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              } 

            } 

          } 

        }   

      } 

    } 

    gps_chk='1'; 

  } 

} 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Speed has been accepted as one of the important factors in crash severity in road accidents. 

Many techniques are being used for over speed monitoring. However, these methods require a 

lot of manpower. Traffic police have to collect fines from drivers where sometimes they miss 

to catch them or at midnight there is less vigilance. In this project we present a design and 

implementation of a system, which provides a simple way to traffic authorities for monitoring 

of all the vehicles from the control room itself and can collect fine through automatic vehicle 

speed warning system. This system will allot a unique account to every vehicle where fine will 

be collected when the vehicle crosses permitted speed level through that account and Recharge 

can be done when balance is less. It also generates an automatic alert message regarding over 

speed. This alert consists of speed of vehicle, location of speed limit breakage, vehicle number 

and amount remaining in the users account. 

 

This project is implemented using IR sensors for speed calculation, RFID technology for 

vehicle detection, keypad for unique account recharge and a GSM module to generate alert 

SMS to vehicle owner. Four IR sensors are placed apart on one side of the road. When any 

vehicle crosses the sensors, the internal timer of the Arduino counts the time between activation 

of the sensor. Now speed is calculated by using simple distance time relationships. If the 

vehicle exceeds speed limits, through RFID technology the vehicle will be detected, 

automatically challan will be debited from the unique account of the vehicle and an alert SMS 

will be sent to the vehicle owner. 

Key Words:  RFID technology, IR Sensors, Arduino, GSM module. 
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Chapter 01 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

According to the 2014 report of the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) of India, there were 

around 50 accidents happening for every hour and 16 people were losing their lives. In 2014, around 

450,898 accidents were reported resulting in 477,731 people with injuries and 141,526 people died. 

It is observed that the accidents in 2014 have increased the death rate by 2.9% compared to 2013. 

Major numbers of accidents are happening on national highways (32.6%) and state highways 

(27.8%). Most accidents occur due to distracted driving and over speeding. Mostly on highways 

many drivers neglect the speed limit and drive with 10-20 kmph over the speed limit. 

Usually on highways, there will be a certain speed limit to be followed depending on the area. 

However, the majority of accidents are due to over speeding and the solution to detect over speed of 

any vehicle on road is not efficient. Hence, careless driving has increased as proper action is not 

being taken against them. The current methods used by traffic authorities lack efficiency to detect 

over speeding. Firstly, for the given number of roads, the number of assigned traffic police is not 

sufficient to observe each and every vehicle. Secondly, it is difficult for the assigned traffic police to 

provide the exact details about the violation of the speed limit of a vehicle, as they were moving at 

high speeds. In addition, it is also difficult to monitor the vehicles, violating the speed limit, during 

night times and poor weather conditions.  

In densely populated countries like India, there will be huge traffic and it is very difficult to check 

the speed of all vehicles on road. Drunk and drive causes most of the accidents. However, rash 

driving and carelessness also causes many accidents.  Normally, traffic police use radar guns to find 

the vehicle speed. If over speed is detected, police have to chase and stop the driver to book the speed 

ticket or to inform the nearest police station to stop the vehicle. This process become over burden 

for the police persons due to heavy traffic and more traffic violations.  In addition, the patrol officers 

can’t get the correct vehicle number as they are moving at high speeds. Also, some people drive even 

faster to escape from the police to avoid a penalty. With day-by-day increasing traffic, an efficient 

and automatic method is required. The proposed system provides an automatic way to catch the over 

speeding vehicles and an auto way of debiting penal amount from traffic rules violators. 
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1.2 Aim of this Project 

            The main aim of this project is to develop an automatic vehicle speed warning system on 

roads. In this project we present a design and implementation of a system, which provides a simple 

way to traffic authorities to collect fine through automatic vehicle speed warning system. This system 

will allot a unique account to every vehicle where fine will be collected when vehicle crosses 

permitted speed level. Recharge of the account can be done by the driver when balance is less. It also 

generates an automatic alert message regarding over speed. This alert consists of speed of vehicle, 

location of speed limit violation, vehicle number and amount remaining in the users account. 

 

1.3 Methodology  

     This project is implemented using IR sensors for speed calculation, RFID technology for vehicle 

detection, keypad for unique account recharge and a GSM module to generate alert SMS to vehicle 

owners. Using an Arduino Mega microcontroller all the components are coordinated. The speed of 

the vehicle is compared  with the default maximum speed. If over speeding is detected, an alert 

message is generated from the GSM module and the same is intimated to the driver. If he still 

continues with over speed, the penal amount will be debited from the vehicle's unique account.  

1.4 Significance of this Work  

An intention to work on the topic of this nature is emanated from the interest to explore alternative 

technological solutions to achieve an effective speed warning system. Speeding has been implicated 

as a major contributing factor in all fatal motor-vehicle crashes. A small increase in traveling speed 

before braking begins, can result in large increases in impact speed and the risk of fatal injury. Even 

small differences in impact speed will make a large difference to the probability of serious injury. 

These factors clearly show that it is important for a vehicle to travel at lower speed. With this 

objective, the automatic Vehicle Speed Warning System is designed and developed to monitor the 

vehicle speed and to alert if the vehicle exceeds the preset speed limit, where the speed limit indicates 

the maximum speed at which the driver should drive under good road and traffic conditions.  

1.5 Outline of this Report 

In this report 

 Chapter 1 gives the background of the accidents due to over speed, methodology of the proposed 

work, aim and significance of the project, real time applications. 
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Chapter 2 narrates different speed calculating methods and drawbacks of those methods in real 

time.We also discussed how our proposed methodology will overcome those drawbacks. 

Chapter 3 with heading Work Title Explanation, explains the theme of project and hardware 

components used in this project.We have given the circuit diagram of the proposed system. 

Chapter 4 consists of detailed description of different hardware components used in this project such 

as Arduino, RFID reader (EM18) and GSM module. 

Chapter 5 consists of software implementation of this project like flowchart and software used. 

Chapter 6 consists of Results, Advantages, Disadvantages, Applications and Future scope.  

1.6 Conclusion 

 Generally, drivers have to check their speedometers and reduce their speed if they exceeds the limit. 

However, accidents are happening as some of them cross the limit. This proposed system monitors 

the speed of the vehicle continuously and alerts the driver if he exceeds the speed limit. If further the 

same speed is continued, the system sends a message to the traffic authorities as well as the owner 

with the help of GSM technology. 
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Chapter 02 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Different speed monitoring methods 

A number of vehicle speed monitoring and tracking systems exist in the market, most notably the 

Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation (LASER) speed gun, Radio Detection and 

Ranging (RADAR) speed gun, speed camera system and fleet monitoring system. Law enforcement 

in the last decade has moved increasingly to newer technologies such as Global Positioning System 

(GPS) based vehicle tracking system to catch speeding motorists and improve road safety as well as 

for fleet management applications. These latest technologies are likely to supplement rather than 

replace traditional speed monitoring and tracking systems. 

2.2 LASER Speed gun 

A laser speed gun measures the round-trip time for light to reach a car and reflect back. Light from 

a laser speed gun moves a lot faster than sound -- about 300,000,000 meters per second. A laser 

speed gun shoots a very short burst of infrared laser light and then waits for it to reflect off the 

vehicle. The gun counts the number of nanoseconds it takes for the round trip, and by dividing by 2 

it can calculate the exact distance to the vehicle. If the gun takes 1,000 samples per second, it can 

compare the change in distance between samples and calculate the speed of the car. By taking several 

hundred samples over the course of a third of a second or so, the accuracy can be very high. 

The advantage of a laser speed gun in policing is that the size of the "cone" of light that the gun emits 

is very small, even at a range like 1,000 feet (300 meters). The cone at this distance might be 3 feet 

(1 meter) in diameter. This allows the gun to target a specific vehicle. A laser speed gun is also very 

accurate. The disadvantage is that the officer has to aim a laser speed gun -- normal police radar with 

a broad radar beam can detect doppler shift without aiming. 

2.3 RADAR Speed gun 

The concept of measuring vehicle speed with radar is very simple. A basic speed gun is just a radio 

transmitter and receiver combined into one unit. A radio transmitter is a device that oscillates an 

electrical current so the voltage goes up and down at a certain frequency. This electricity generates 

electromagnetic energy, and when the current is oscillated, the energy travels through the air as an 

electromagnetic wave. A transmitter also has an amplifier that increases the intensity of the 

electromagnetic energy and an antenna that broadcasts it into the air. 
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A radio receiver is just the reverse of the transmitter: It picks up electromagnetic waves with an 

antenna and converts them back into an electrical current. At its heart, this is all radio is the 

transmission of electromagnetic waves through space. 

Radar is the use of radio waves to detect and monitor various objects. 

The simplest function of radar is to tell you how far away an object is. To do this, the radar device 

emits a concentrated radio wave and listens for any echo. If there is an object in the path of the radio 

wave, it will reflect some of the electromagnetic energy, and the radio wave will bounce back to the 

radar device. Radio waves move through the air at a constant speed, so the radar device can calculate 

how far away the object is based on how long it takes the radio signal to return. Radar measures the 

speed of an object, due to a phenomenon called Doppler shift. Like sound waves, radio waves have 

a certain frequency, the number of oscillations per unit of time. When the radar gun and the car are 

both standing still, the echo will have the same wave frequency as the original signal. Each part of 

the signal is reflected when it reaches the car, mirroring the original signal exactly. But when the car 

is moving, each part of the radio signal is reflected at a different point in space, which changes the 

wave pattern. When the car is moving away from the radar gun, the second segment of the signal has 

to travel a greater distance to reach the car than the first segment of the signal. 

If the car is moving towards the radar gun, the second segment of the wave travels a shorter distance 

than the first segment before being reflected. As a result, the peaks and valleys of the wave get 

squeezed together: The frequency increases. Based on how much the frequency changes, a radar gun 

can calculate how quickly a car is moving toward it or away from it. If the radar gun is used inside a 

moving police car, its own movement must also be factored in. For example, if the police car is going 

60Kph and the gun detects that the target is moving away at 20Kph, the target must be driving at 

80Kph. If the radar gun determines that the target is not moving toward or away from the police car, 

then the target is driving at exactly 60Kph. Police officers have been catching speeders this way for 

more than 50 years. 

2.4 Speed camera 

Speed cameras detect the speed of vehicles by using detectors embedded into the road surface or 

radar technology. Red-light speed cameras also detect vehicles travelling over the stop line or 

entering the intersection after the lights have turned red. If the speed of the vehicle exceeds the legal 

limit, or a vehicle runs a red light, a digital picture is taken of the offending vehicle. 

If an offence is detected, a digital image of the vehicle is recorded. The image clearly shows the 

colour, type, make and number plate of the vehicle. The speed and red-light cameras can monitor 
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multiple lanes with the use of detectors embedded into the road surface or radar technology. Vehicles 

cannot avoid camera detection by straddling lanes. The speeding vehicle can be detected and 

photographed even if it is within a line of vehicles. The angle at which the cameras are set enables 

pictures to be taken, even if another vehicle is close by. The originally recorded images are stored 

digitally and cannot be overwritten or altered. A security indicator prevents any attempt to tamper 

with the image at any stage. All images and relevant information (such as time, date and location) is 

encrypted. The original image forms the basis of the evidence produced in court. By law, the 

photographs from speed cameras can be tendered as evidence in court, together with appropriate 

evidentiary certificates signed by an expert. Speed and red-light camera systems (including the 

digital camera recording device and the associated speed-measuring device) chosen for NSW 

undergo a comprehensive evaluation and testing procedure to ensure accuracy and reliability. 

Transport experts inspect each camera system and verify its accuracy and proper operation before 

the commencement of the camera operation, and thereafter at regular intervals. The camera recording 

device is inspected every 90 days and the speed-measuring device is inspected at least every 12 

months in line with current legal requirements. An inspection is also conducted after any 

maintenance or repair of either of these devices. 

2.5 Fleet monitoring system 

Implementation of IoT based fleet monitoring systems eradicate several challenges that fleet 

companies face. They can easily monitor several aspects associated with the transportation of cargo 

in real-time. 

Cargo monitoring allows companies to make sure that the shipment is safe while it is being 

transported. For climate-sensitive products, companies can also monitor parameters like temperature 

and relative humidity to ensure their quality. Through GPS monitoring and geo-location tools, 

companies can also track the location of their trucks and unnecessary halts taken by the drivers. On-

board diagnostics can also be integrated with IoT systems to enable fleet companies to observe speed 

and other truck-related variables. This helps companies to ensure the safety of their drivers and cargo 

along with reducing the possibility of speeding fines. These fleet monitoring solutions help 

companies to reduce delivery times and manage the supply chain practices perfectly. Fleet 

monitoring is a way to track the activity of a company’s mobile assets, normally using a GPS tracking 

unit fitted to the vehicle or equipment being tracked. The GPS unit regularly transmits the equipment 

or vehicle location using a built-in cellular or satellite connection. Most vehicle units will transmit 

in near real time - every two minutes but it can be more frequent, if required. Data picked up by the 
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device is transmitted to an internet server, where the information can then be processed and displayed 

to fleet managers via a secure website. 

The GPS location data is accurate to within approximately one meter, but it can be affected by 

underground interference or problems with signal accuracy, such as urban canyoning. In these cases, 

a vehicle location can be approximated based on the direction, speed and road taken by the vehicle. 

Information collected by vehicle GPS tracking devices can vary depending on the vehicle type, the 

fleet monitoring system being used, and fleet tracking software settings. Some data collected is very 

specific to the job. For example, a fleet monitoring system may use door sensors and reefer 

temperature monitors to maintain the integrity of a cold chain delivery service. Improving your safety 

record and the behaviour of your drivers while they are on duty go hand in hand. Establishing a 

company culture centred on safety is the first step. Safety culture should include detailed policies for 

mobile workforce management that focus on reducing aggressive driving behaviours. Using driver 

scorecards and benchmarks you can show your drivers where they stand in terms of safety and even 

rank them amongst other drivers. Individual drivers will see the benefit in improving their driving 

records in relation to their PSP scores. 

A company with a strong foundation of safe drivers with good PSP reports can positively impact 

CSA scores for a carrier. The FMCSA rates carriers with high CSA scores as being likely to be 

involved in an incident. Carriers with high scores can even receive warning letters or be forced to 

join intervention programs. When you invest in safety culture and a fleet tracking system, you are 

helping to protect your business from all angles. 

2.6 Outline of solutions 

Though police forces use radar or laser speed guns for measuring speed, enforcing speed limits and 

collecting revenue. Besides that, laser beam or radar signal from the speed gun can be affected by 

atmospheric conditions, especially on humid, foggy or rainy days, which can significantly reduce the 

operating range of the speed gun. Moreover, when the laser beam bounces off more than one solid 

object (stationary or moving), reflection errors occur, producing an incorrect speed reading on the 

speed gun. Furthermore, refraction errors can produce incorrect speed readings, where light is 

refracted differently by hot air than cooler air, a spot of air rising from the roadway can confuse the 

laser gun. If the speed cameras are the only way to make drivers slow down, and they work 

effectively, then there should be a great number of these cameras everywhere is an cost effective 

method. 
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Chapter 03 

WORK TITLE EXPLANATION 

 

3.0 Theme of the project 

The main theme of Automatic vehicle speed warning system is to develop and implement a real time 

system which alerts vehicle owners and collects penalties automatically with less human 

involvement. This system can compete with people based management models where traffic police  

are involved to monitor the speed and collect fines accordingly.  

This system also paves the way to a new digital way of collecting fines online. If more than three 

rule violation tokens are marked on a vehicle, traffic authorities can take necessary disciplinary 

actions. 

3.1 Components used 

⮚ Arduino Mega 

⮚ GSM module 

⮚ RFID reader (EM18) 

⮚ RFID tags 

⮚ IR sensors 

⮚ LCD Display 

⮚ 4 * 4 keypad 

⮚ Potentiometer 

⮚ PCB board 

⮚ Connecting wires 
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3.2 Block diagram 

 

 

       Fig 3.2: Block Diagram 

 

Explanation 

In this project, practically 3 IR sensors connected to Arduino Atmeg2560 are used to calculate the 

speed of the vehicle using speed time relationship. An RFID reader is used to collect the information 

of vehicles using RFID tags attached to vehicles. This information is proceeded to Arduino mega 

.LCD display, Recharge unit and GSM module are connected to Arduino so that if speed exceeds 

zone limit, alert will be sent through them. 
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3.3 CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

 

Fig 3.3: Circuit diagram of automatic vehicle speed warning system 

 

Explanation 

In this project practically 3 IR sensors are placed beside each other with specific distance ‘D’ say 

10CM.These sensors are connected to 2,3,4 pins of Arduino Mega and given +5V and GND external 

supply. When the vehicle crosses the IR sensor, the internal timer of the Arduino counts the time 

between activation of the next sensor and recorded in Arduino as ‘T’. Speed will be calculated by 

using simple distance time relationship S = D/T. Vehicle will be identified by RFID technology as 

RFID EM18 reader will continuously emit electromagnetic waves. These waves will reflect back at 

RFID tags in the vehicle with 12 digit unique identification code. Average speed at two points i.e., 

between 3 sensors is compared with the speed limit of the particular area where the system is placed. 

If the speed exceeds the speed limit, over speed will be displayed on the 16*2 LCD display at nearby 

traffic authorities. This display is connected to 7-12 pins of Arduino Mega and +5V supply is given 

using potentiometer.  By using the GSM900 module, an alert message will be sent to the vehicle 

owner's number. This alert message will consist of vehicle number, location of rule violation, 

Remaining balance in the unique account of the vehicle owner. The receiver pin of GSM module is 

connected with the transmitter pin of Arduino and the transmitter pin of GSM module is connected 
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with the receiver pin of Arduino. GSM module is given with 12V external supply. The unique 

account of owner can be recharged using 4*4 keypad to maintain minimum balance. This keypad is 

connected to 14 - 20 TX and RX pins of Arduino Mega. Arduino Mega 2680 acts as an interface 

between the above mentioned components with the pre Arduino program. 
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Chapter 04 

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

4.0 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

4.0.1 ARDUINO MEGA 

                Arduino is an open-source physical computing platform based on a simple i/o board and a 

development environment that implements the Processing language. Arduino can be used to develop 

stand-alone interactive objects or can be connected to software on your computer (e.g. Flash, 

Processing, MaxMSP). The open-source IDE can be downloaded for free (currently for Mac OS X, 

Windows, and Linux). 

The Arduino Mega is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega2560. It has 54 digital 

input/output pins (of which 14 can be used as PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs, 4 UARTs (hardware 

serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a 

reset button. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a 

computer with a USB cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. Never fear 

for accidental electrical discharge, either since the Mega also includes a plastic base plate to protect 

it! 

The Mega 2560 R3 also adds SDA and SCL pins next to the AREF. In addition, there are two new 

pins placed near the RESET pin. One is the IOREF that allows the shields to adapt to the voltage 

provided from the board. The other is not connected and is reserved for future purposes. The Mega 

2560 R3 works with all existing shields but can adapt to new shields which use these additional pins. 

                         

Fig 4.0.1(a):Arduino Mega 
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Specifications  

⮚ Microcontroller                              ATmega2560  

⮚ Operating Voltage                          5V 

⮚  Input Voltage (recommended)      7-12V  

⮚ Input Voltage (limits)                     6-20V 

⮚  Digital I/O Pins                             54 (of which 14 provide PWM output)  

⮚ Analog Input Pins                          16  

⮚ DC Current per I/O Pin                  40 mA 

⮚  DC Current for 3.3V Pin               50 mA  

⮚ Flash Memory                                256 KB of which 8 KB used by bootloader 

⮚  SRAM                                           8 KB 

⮚  EEPROM                                      4 KB 

⮚  Clock Speed                                  16 MHz 

 

Pin diagram 

 

Fig 4.0.1(b): Arduino mega PIN diagram 

Communication  

             The Arduino Mega2560 has a number of facilities for communicating with a computer, 

another Arduino, or other microcontrollers. The ATmega2560 provides four hardware UARTs for 

TTL (5V) serial communication. An ATmega8U2 on the board channels one of these over USB and 

provides a virtual com port to software on the computer (Windows machines will need a .inf file, but 

OSX and Linux machines will recognize the board as a COM port automatically. The Arduino 

software includes a serial monitor which allows simple textual data to be sent to and from the board. 

The RX and TX LEDs on the board will flash when data is being transmitted via the ATmega8U2 
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chip and USB connection to the computer (but not for serial communication on pins 0 and 1). A 

SoftwareSerial library allows for serial communication on any of the Mega's digital pins. The 

ATmega2560 also supports I2C (TWI) and SPI communication. The Arduino software includes a 

Wire library to simplify use of the I2C bus 

Software of Arduino 

A program for Arduino hardware may be written in any programming language with compilers that 

produce binary machine code for the target processor. Atmel provides a development environment 

for their 8-bit AVR and 32-bit ARM Cortex-M based microcontrollers: AVR Studio (older) and 

Atmel Studio (newer) 

IDE 

The Arduino integrated development environment (IDE) is a cross-platform application (for 

Windows, macOS, and Linux) that is written in the programming language Java. It originated from 

the IDE for the languages Processing and Wiring. It includes a code editor with features such as text 

cutting and pasting, searching and replacing text, automatic indenting, brace matching, and syntax 

highlighting, and provides simple one-click mechanisms to compile and upload programs to an 

Arduino board. It also contains a message area, a text console, a toolbar with buttons for common 

functions and a hierarchy of operation menus. The source code for the IDE is released under the 

GNU General Public License, version 2. 

The Arduino IDE supports the languages C and C++ using special rules of code structuring. The 

Arduino IDE supplies a software library from the Wiring project, which provides many common 

input and output procedures. User-written code only requires two basic functions, for starting the 

sketch and the main program loop, that are compiled and linked with a program stub main() into an 

executable cyclic executive program with the GNU toolchain, also included with the IDE 

distribution. The Arduino IDE employs the program avrdude to convert the executable code into a 

text file in hexadecimal encoding that is loaded into the Arduino board by a loader program in the 

board's firmware. 

Pro IDE 

On October 18th, 2019, Arduino Pro IDE (alpha preview) was released. The system still uses 

Arduino CLI (Command Line Interface), but improvements include a more professional 
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development environment, autocompletion support, and Git integration. The application frontend is 

based on the Eclipse Theia Open Source IDE. The main features available in the alpha release are:  

● Modern, fully featured development environment 

● Dual Mode, Classic Mode (identical to the Classic Arduino IDE) and Pro Mode (File 

System view) 

● New Board Manager 

● New Library Manager 

● Board List 

● Basic Auto-Completion (Arm targets only) 

● Git Integration 

● Serial Monitor 

● Dark Mode 

 

4.0.2 GSM Module 

                 GPRS module is a GSM/GPRS module based on the SIM900 Quad-band GSM/GPRS 

module. It is controlled via AT commands (GSM 07.07 ,07.05 and SIMCOM enhanced AT 

Commands), and fully compatible with Arduino / Iteaduino and Mega. GPS Global Positioning 

System The GPS is a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) developed by the United 

States Department of Defence. It is the only fully functional GNSS in the world. It uses a 

constellation of between 24 and 32 earth orbit satellites that transmit precise radio signals, 

which allow GPS receivers to determine their current location, the time, and their velocity. 

These satellites are high orbit, circulating at 14,000km/hr and 20,000km above the earth's 

surface. The signal being sent to the earth at the speed of light is what is picked up by any GPS 

receiver that is now commonplace worldwide. The first satellite navigation system, used by the 

United States Navy, was first successfully tested in 1960. Using a constellation of five 

satellites.  

          A GPS receiver calculates its position by precisely timing the signals sent by the GPS satellites 

high above the Earth. Each satellite continually transmits messages containing the time the 

message was sent, precise orbital information (the ephemeris – orbit path and speed of each 

satellite), and the general system health, current date and time of all GPS satellites (the 

almanac). The receiver measures the transit time of each message and computes the distance 

to each satellite. A form of triangulation is used to combine these distances with the location 
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of the satellites to determine the receiver's location. The position is displayed, perhaps with a 

moving map display or latitude and longitude; elevation information may be included. Many 

GPS units also show information such as direction and speed, calculated from position changes. 

  
Fig 4.0.2(a): GSM Module 

 

         Basic Concept of GPS It might seem three satellites are enough to solve for position using 

triangulation maths, however a very small timing error multiplied by the very large speed of 

light (the speed at which satellite signals travel) —results in a large positional error. The 

receiver uses a fourth satellite to solve for x, y, z, and t which is used to correct the receiver's 

timer. Although four satellites are required for normal operation, fewer apply in special cases. 

If one variable is already known (for example, a ship or plane may have known elevation), a 

receiver can determine its position using only three satellites. Some GPS receivers may use 

additional clues or assumptions (such as reusing the last known altitude or including 

information from a vehicle computer) to give a degraded position when fewer than four 

satellites are visible. Absolute v's Relative Positioning A key question asked about GPS is 

“How accurate is it”? This is based on the generally published information that GPS has a 

positional error of between 5m & 10m globally. Considering the satellite signal is travelling 

20,000km to its destination, having a 10m error works out to be a % error of only 0.0000005%!! 

Being the fussy species that Humans are, this error margin is still seen to be too inaccurate for 

the purposes of positioning of a human being on, for example; a pavement (I guess 10m could 

see this person walking in the middle of the road if they were following the positioning 

information carefully!) or on a sporting field. With further developments in GPS technology 

itself we will see great improvements in absolute positioning accuracy over the next 10 years 

(see my next article – GPS System Accuracy). From a sporting (physical performance) 

perspective, it is the relative positioning accuracy that is of real interest to the sporting coach 
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and player. By relative positioning I mean how far the person has travelled, their speed and 

time over a set course. Whilst the real start position might vary due to the 10m absolute error, 

the actual distance travelled measured by sports specific GPS devices have this error down to 

being widely accepted in elite sport programs worldwide. 

Pin diagram 

                                                           Fig 4.0.2(b): Pin diagram of GSM module 

Pin diagram description 

                    This is a GSM/GPRS-compatible Quad-band cell phone, which works on a frequency 

of 850/900/1800/1900MHz and which can be used not only to access the Internet, but also for oral 

communication (provided that it is connected to a microphone and a small loudspeaker) and for 

SMSs. Externally, it looks like a big package (0.94 inches x 0.94 inches x 0.12 inches) with L-shaped 

contacts on four sides so that they can be soldered both on the side and at the bottom. Internally, the 
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module is managed by an AMR926EJ-S processor, which controls phone communication, data 

communication (through an integrated TCP/IP stack), and (through an UART and a TTL serial 

interface) the communication with the circuit interfaced with the cell phone itself.  

The processor is also in charge of a SIM card (3 or 1,8 V) which needs to be attached to the outer 

wall of the module. 

In addition, the GSM900 device integrates an analog interface, an  A/D converter, an RTC, an  SPI 

bus, an I²C, and a PWM module. The radio section is GSM phase 2/2+ compatible and is either class 

at 4 (2 W) at 850/ 900 MHz or classat1800/1900MHz. 

The TTL serial interface is in charge not only of communicating all the data relative to the SMS 

already received and those that come in during TCP/IP sessions in GPRS (the data-rate is determined 

by GPRS class 10: max. 85,6 kbps), but also of receiving the circuit commands (in our case, coming 

from the PIC governing the remote control) that can be either AT standard or AT-enhanced  simcom 

type.The module is supplied with continuous energy (between 3.4 and 4.5 V) and absorbs a 

maximum of 0.8 A during transmission. 2G networks developed as a replacement for first generation 

(1G) analog cellular networks, and the GSM standard originally described a digital, circuit-switched 

network optimized for full duplex voice telephony. This expanded over time to include data 

communications, first by circuit-switched transport, then by packet data transport 

via GPRS (General Packet Radio Services) and EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution, or 

EGPRS). 

Subsequently, the 3GPP developed third-generation (3G) UMTS standards, followed by fourth-

generation (4G) LTE Advanced standards, which do not form part of the ETSI GSM standard. 

4.0.3 RFID READER 

EM18 is a RFID reader which is used to read RFID tags of frequency 125 kHz. After reading tags, 

it transmits unique ID serially to the PC or microcontroller using UART communication format on 

respective pins. EM18 RFID reader reads the data from RFID tags which contain stored ID which 

is of 12 bytes. EM18 RFID reader doesn’t require line-of-sight. Also, it has an identification range 

which is short i.e. in a few centimeters. 

RFID reader EM-18 features: 

1.   Serial RS232/TTL output 

2.   Operating Frequency is 125KHz. 

3.   Range is 5-8 cm. 
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Reader functions: 

● Remotely power tags 

● Establish a bidirectional data line 

● Inventory tags, filter results 

● Communicate with interference devices like Arduino boards. 

 

Fig 4.0.3:EM18 Reader module 
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                                                Table 4.0.3: Frequencies of RFID technology 

Frequency 

Ranges 

LF 

125KHz 

HF 

13.56MHz 

UHF 

868 – 915 MHz 

Microwave 

2.45 GHz & 

5.8 GHz 

Typical Max 

Read 

Range(Passi

ve Tags) 

Shortest 

1”-12” 

Short 

2”-24” 

Medium 

1’-10’ 

Longest 

1’-15’ 

 

Tag Power 

Source 

Generally passive 

tags only,using 

inductive coupling. 

Generally 

passive tags 

only,using 

inductive or 

capacitive 

coupling. 

Active tags with 

Integral battery or 

passive tags using 

capacitive storage,E-

field coupling. 

Active tags with 

integral battery or 

passive tags using 

capacitive 

storage,E-field 

coupling. 

Data Rate  Slower Moderate Fast Faster 

Ability to 

read near 

metal or wet 

surfaces 

Better Moderate Poor Worse 

 

 

Applications 

Access control and      

security 

identifying 

widgets through 

manufacturing 

processes or in 

harsh 

environments 

Ranch animal 

identification 

Employee IDs 

Library books  

Luandray 

identification 

Access control 

Employee IDs 

Supply chain  tracking 

Highway toll Tags 

Highway toll 

Tags 

Identification of 

private vehicle 

fleets in/out of a 

yard or facility 

Asset Tracking 

Specifications 

● 5VDC through USB (External 5V supply will boost range of the module) 

● Current: <50mA 

● Operating Frequency: 125Khz 

● Read Distance: 10cm 

● Size of RFID reader module: 32mm(length) * 32mm(width) * 8mm(height) 
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4.0.4 RFID Tags 

An RFID tag without a battery. When radio waves from the reader reach the chip’s antenna, it 

creates a magnetic field. The tag draws power from the field and is able to send back information 

stored on the chip. 

12 Byte Unique Identification Number 

RFID Tags contain 12 Byte unique ID. 

1st 10-Byte 

Data 

Last 2-

Byte 

Tag no. 
Checksu

m 

  

 

 

Fig 4.0.4(a): RFID tags                                  Fig 4.0.4(b): RFID tag insight 

4.0.5 IR sensors 

       An infrared sensor is an electronic device which is shown in Fig.3.3, that emits in 

order to sense some aspects of the surroundings. An IR sensor can measure the heat of an object as 

well as detects the motion. These types of sensors measure only infrared radiation, rather than 

emitting it that is called a passive IR sensor. Usually in the infrared spectrum, all the objects radiate 

some form of thermal radiations. These types of radiations are  invisible to our eyes, and can be 

detected by an infrared sensor. The emitter is simply an IR LED (Light Emitting Diode) and the 

detector is simply an IR photodiode which is sensitive to IR light of the same wavelength as that 

emitted by the IR LED. When IR light falls on the photodiode, The resistances and these output 

voltages change in proportion to the magnitude of the IR light received. 
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Fig 4.0.5: IR Sensor 

4.0.6 LCD Display 

LCD modules are very commonly used in most embedded projects, the reason being its cheap price, 

availability and programmer friendly. Most of us would have come across these displays in our day 

to day life, either at PCO’s or calculators. 

The 16×2 LCD is named so because; it has 16 Columns and 2 Rows. There are a lot of combinations 

available like, 8×1, 8×2, 10×2, 16×1, etc. but the most used one is the 16×2 LCD. So, it will have 

(16×2=32) 32 characters in total and each character will be made of 5×8 Pixel Dots.  A Single 

character with all its Pixels is shown in the below picture. 

 

Fig 4.0.6(a): Single character of LCD  

Now, we know that each character has (5×8=40) 40 Pixels and for 32 Characters we will have 

(32×40) 1280 Pixels. Further, the LCD should also be instructed about the Position of the Pixels. 

Hence it will be a hectic task to handle everything with the help of MCU, hence an Interface IC 

like HD44780is used, which is mounted on the backside of the LCD Module itself. The function of 

this IC is to get the Commands and Data from the MCU and process them to display meaningful 

information onto our LCD Screen. You can learn how to interface an LCD using the above 

mentioned links. If you are an advanced programmer and would like to create your own library for 
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interfacing your Microcontroller with this LCD module then you have to understand the HD44780 

IC is working and commands which can be found in its datasheet.

 

Fig 4.0.6(b): LCD Display 

Features of 16×2 LCD module 

● Operating Voltage is 4.7V to 5.3V 

● Current consumption is 1mA without backlight 

● Alphanumeric LCD display module, meaning can display alphabets and numbers 

● Consists of two rows and each row can print 16 characters. 

● Each character is build by a 5×8 pixel box 

● Can work on both 8-bit and 4-bit mode 

● It can also display any custom generated characters 

● Available in Green and Blue Backlight 

Pin Diagram 

 

Fig 4.0.6(c): Pin diagram of LCD 
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 Table 4.0.6: Pin Description of LCD  

Pin Description 

Pin No Function  Name 

1 Ground (0V) Ground 

2 Supply voltage; 5V (4.7V – 

5.3V) 

 Vcc 

3 Contrast adjustment; the best 

way is to use a variable 

resistor such as a 

potentiometer. The output of 

the potentiometer is 

connected to this pin. Rotate 

the potentiometer knob 

forward and backwards to 

adjust the LCD contrast. 

 

 

 

         

             Vo / VEE 

4 Selects command register 

when low, and data register 

when high 

RS (Register Select ) 

5 Low to write to the register; 

High to read from the 

register 

Read/write 

6 Sends data to data pins when 

a high to low pulse is given; 

Extra voltage push is 

required to execute the 

instruction and EN(enable) 

Enable 
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signal is used for this 

purpose. Usually, we make it 

en=0 and when we want to 

execute the instruction we 

make it high en=1 for some 

milliseconds. After this we 

again make it ground that is, 

en=0. 

7  

 

 

 

 

8-bit data pins 

DB0 

8 DB1 

9 DB2 

10 DB3 

11 DB4 

12 DB5 

13 DB6 

14 DB7 

15 Backlight VCC (5V) Led+ 

16 Backlight Ground (0V) Led- 

 

4.0.7   4 X 4 Keypad 

A matrix keypad is the kind of keypad you see on microwave ovens, gas pumps, and calculators.  A 

matrix keypad you can connect to a breadboard is also great for prototypes and inventions were 

things like codes, times, or other values have to be entered. 

The 4X4 matrix keypad usually is used as input in a project. It has 16 keys in total, which means the 

same input values. 
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Fig 4.0.7(a): 4X4 Display 

Its working is as follows: First test whether any key is pressed down. Connect power to rows, so they 

are High level. Then set all the rows Y1-Y4 as Low and then detect the status of the columns. Any 

column of Low indicates there is key pressing and that the key is among the 4 keys of the column. 

If all columns are High, it means no key is pressed down. 

Next, locate the key. Since the column in which the pressed key lies is identified, knowing the line 

would finalize the testing. Thus, set the rows as Low in turns until any is unveiled accordingly – 

other rows will still be High. 

Now the row can be identified. Detect the status of each column in turns. The column tested Low is 

the one intersecting with the line – their cross point is just the key pressed. 

4X4 KEYPAD MODULE Features and Specifications 

● Maximum Voltage across EACH SEGMENT or BUTTON: 24V 

● Maximum Current through  EACH SEGMENT or BUTTON: 30mA 

● Maximum operating temperature: 0°C to + 50°C 

● Ultra-thin design 

● Adhesive backing 

● Easy interface 

● Long life. 
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Pin Diagram 

 

Fig 4.0.7(b): Pin Diagram of 4X4 Keypad 

 

4.0.8 Potentiometer 

A potentiometer is a three-terminal resistor with a sliding or rotating contact that forms an adjustable 

voltage divider. If only two terminals are used, one end and the wiper, it acts as a variable resistor or 

rheostat. 

The measuring instrument called a potentiometer is essentially a voltage divider used for measuring 

electric potential (voltage); the component is an implementation of the same principle, hence its 

name. 

Potentiometers are commonly used to control electrical devices such as volume controls on audio 

equipment. Potentiometers operated by a mechanism can be used as position transducers for 

example, in a joystick. Potentiometers are rarely used to directly control significant power (more 

than a watt), since the power dissipated in the potentiometer would be comparable to the power in 

the controlled load. 

There are two main types of potentiometers: 

● Rotary potentiometer 

● Linear potentiometer 
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Although the basic constructional features of these potentiometers vary, the working principle of 

both of these types of potentiometers is the same. 

Note that these are types of DC potentiometers – the types of AC potentiometers are slightly 

different. 

    

Fig 4.0.8(a): Potentiometer 

A potentiometer is a passive electronic component. Potentiometers work by varying the position of 

a sliding contact across a uniform resistance. In a potentiometer, the entire input voltage is applied 

across the whole length of the resistor, and the output voltage is the voltage drop between the fixed 

and sliding contact as shown below. 

 

Fig 4.0.8(b): Voltage drop in 4X4 keypad 
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4.0.9 PCB board 

A printed circuit board (PCB) mechanically supports and electrically connects electronic 

components or electrical and are used for components using conductive tracks, pads and other 

features etched from one or more sheet layers of copper laminated onto and/or between sheet layers 

of a non-conductive substrate. Components are generally soldered onto the PCB to both electrically 

connect and mechanically fasten them to it. 

Printed circuit boards are used in all but the simplest electronic products. They are also used in some 

electrical products, such as passive switch boxes. 

Alternatives to PCBs include wire wrap and point-to-point construction, both once popular but now 

rarely used. PCBs require additional design effort to lay out the circuit, but manufacturing and 

assembly can be automated. Specialized CAD software is available to do much of the work of layout. 

Mass-producing circuits with PCBs is cheaper and faster than with other wiring methods, as 

components are mounted and wired in one operation. Large numbers of PCBs can be fabricated at 

the same time, and the layout only has to be done once. PCBs can also be made manually in small 

quantities, with reduced benefits. 

 

Fig 4.0.9: PCB board 

 

             

4.0.10 Connecting wires 

A wire is a single, usually cylindrical, flexible strand or rod of metal. Wires are used to bear 

mechanical loads of electricity and telecommunications signals. Wire is commonly formed 
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by drawing the metal through a hole in a die or draw plate. Wire gauges come in 

various standard sizes, as expressed in terms of a gauge number. The term wire is also used more 

loosely to refer to a bundle of such strands, as in "multi strand wire", which is more correctly termed 

a wire rope in mechanics, or a cable in electricity. 

Wire comes in solid core, stranded, or braided forms. Although usually circular in cross-section, wire 

can be made in square, hexagonal, flattened rectangular, or other cross-sections, either for decorative 

purposes, or for technical purpose. 

 

 Fig 4.0.10: Male to female jumper wires, female to female jumper wires  

                                                                           

4.1 HARDWARE KIT 

 

 

Fig 4.1: Hardware ki 
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Chapter 05 

                                 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION  

Flow Chart 

 

 

Fig 5.0: Flow chart 
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Explanation 

In the automatic vehicle speed warning system, 3 or 4 Infrared sensors are kept apart at some distance 

to calculate speed using an Arduino Mega. An RFID reader will read the details of vehicles that pass 

through these IRs and maintain a register in Arduino Mega. Every vehicle owner must consist of a 

unique account with a minimum amount. This account will be connected to his vehicles from where 

traffic authorities can collect fines when any rule violation is done by the driver. A GSM module 

will be connected to Arduino that is used to send alert messages to vehicle owners regarding over 

speed, location of rule violation and remaining balance in the account. 

These are connected to Arduino Mega which calculates speed of vehicle by time distance relationship 

and also compares the speed of the vehicle with the speed limit of that area. If the speed of the vehicle 

exceeds the speed limit, with the recorded details, a display will notify the nearest traffic police. A 

text message will be delivered to the owner of the vehicle. Recharge points will be available at 

different parts of the city to maintain balance in the account. The functionality and features of 

different building blocks and hardware components used in our system are explained in the following 

subsections. 

5.1 Arduino Code 

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> 

#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 

#include<SPI.h> 

#include<RFID.h> 

#include <Keypad.h> 

const byte ROWS = 4; // Four rows 

const byte COLS = 4; // Four columns 

 long k; 

 long Number,n; 

 char customKey; 

char keys[ROWS][COLS] = { 

  {'1','2','3','+'}, 

  {'4','5','6','-'}, 
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  {'7','8','9','*'}, 

  {'C','0','=','/'} 

}; 

byte rowPins[ROWS] = {14,15,16,17}; 

byte colPins[COLS] = {18,19,20,21}; 

Keypad customKeypad = Keypad( makeKeymap(keys), rowPins, colPins, ROWS, COLS); 

SoftwareSerial RFID(53,52); // RX and TX 

int data1 = 0; 

int ok = -1; 

int yes = 13; 

int no = 12; 

int tag1[12] = {49,53,48,48,50,50,48,66,48,48,51,67};//raghava-123 

long amount1=300; 

int tag2[12] = {49,57,48,48,54,70,55,70,57,50,57,66};//vamsi-456 

long amount2=500; 

int tag3[12]  = {49,69,48,48,50,67,53,65,54,66,48,51};//adithya-789 

long amount3=700; 

int tag4[12]  = {49,69,48,48,50,67,53,65,55,48,49,56};//sowmya-246 

long amount4=400; 

int newtag[12] = { 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}; // used for read comparisons 

LiquidCrystal lcd(12,11,10,9,8,7); 

int sen1=2; 

int sen2=3; 

int sen3=4; 

unsigned long t1=0; 

unsigned long t2=0; 

unsigned long t3=0; 
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float V; 

float T1; 

float T2; 

float T; 

void setup() 

{ 

 RFID.begin(9600); 

  lcd.begin(16, 2); 

  pinMode(sen1,INPUT); 

  pinMode(sen2,INPUT); 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

  lcd.print(" WELCOME TO "); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

  lcd.print(" SPEED DETECTOR "); 

} 

 

boolean comparetag(int aa[12], int bb[12]) 

{ 

  boolean ff = false; 

  int fg = 0; 

  for (int cc = 0 ; cc < 12 ; cc++) 

  { 

    if (aa[cc] == bb[cc]) 

    { 

      fg++; 

    } 
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  } 

  if (fg == 12) 

  { 

    ff = true; 

  } 

  return ff; 

} 

 

void checkmytags(int newtag[12]) // compares each tag against the tag just read 

{ 

  ok = -1; // this variable helps decision-making, 

  // if it is 1 we have a match, zero is a read but no match, 

  // -1 is no read attempt made 

  if (comparetag(newtag, tag1) == true) 

  { 

   ok=1; 

  } 

  if (comparetag(newtag, tag2) == true) 

  { 

    ok=2; 

  } 

  if (comparetag(newtag, tag3) == true) 

  { 

    ok=3; 

  } 

  if (comparetag(newtag, tag4) == true) 

  { 
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    ok=4; 

  } 

  return ok; 

} 

void readTags(float velocity) 

{ 

  ok = -1; 

  if (RFID.available() > 0) 

  { 

    // read tag numbers 

    delay(100); // needed to allow time for the data to come in from the serial buffer. 

    for (int z = 0 ; z < 12 ; z++) // read the rest of the tag 

    { 

      data1 = RFID.read(); 

      newtag[z] = data1; 

    } 

    RFID.flush(); // stops multiple reads 

    // do the tags match up? 

    checkmytags(newtag); 

  } 

  // now do something based on tag type 

  if (ok ==1) // 1st vehicle detection 

  { 

    Serial.println("vehicle no AP 16 BC 123 crossed GEC with over speed"); 

    Serial.print(velocity); 

    Serial.println("km/hr"); 

    digitalWrite(yes, HIGH); 
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    delay(500); 

    digitalWrite(yes, LOW); 

    Serial.println("AT+CMGF=1"); 

    delay(500); 

    Serial.print("AT+CMGS="); 

    Serial.print('"'); 

    Serial.print("7780630576"); 

    Serial.println('"'); 

    Serial.print("  Go slow and safe!....."); 

    Serial.write(10); 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print(" Vehicle No. "); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

    lcd.print("AP 16 BC 123 "); 

    delay(1000); 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print(" Go slow  "); 

    lcd.setCursor(3,1); 

    lcd.print("and Safe"); 

    delay(500); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print(" WELCOME TO "); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

    lcd.print(" SPEED DETECTOR "); 

    if(amount1>=100) 
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    { 

    Serial.Println(); 

    Serial.Println("Rs 100 is deducted from your account"); 

     amount1=amount1-100; 

      lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("Balance is"); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

      lcd.print(amount1); 

      Serial.print("Available balance is Rs "); 

      Serial.print(amount1); 

    } 

    else 

     { 

      lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("Amount is less"); 

      Serial.print("Amount is less"); 

      delay(500); 

       lcd.clear(); 

       lcd.print("recharge center"); 

       delay(1000); 

       lcd.clear(); 

       lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

       lcd.print("Enter amount"); 

       lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

       lcd.print("to be recharged"); 
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       delay(1000); 

       k=Recharge(); 

       amount1=k+amount1; 

       amount1=amount1-100; 

       lcd.clear(); 

       lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

       lcd.print("100 Paid due to"); 

       lcd.setCursor(0,1);       

       lcd.print("over speed"); 

       lcd.clear(); 

       lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

       lcd.print("Updated balnce"); 

       lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

       lcd.print(amount1); 

       k=0; 

           } 

      ok = -1; 

  } 

else if (ok ==2) //2nd vehicle detection 

  {   

    Serial.println("vehicle no AP 16 BC 456  crossed  GEC with over speed"); 

    Serial.print(velocity); 

    Serial.println("km/hr"); 

    digitalWrite(yes, HIGH); 

    delay(500); 

    digitalWrite(yes, LOW); 

    Serial.println("AT+CMGF=1"); 
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    delay(500); 

    Serial.print("AT+CMGS="); 

    Serial.print('"'); 

    Serial.print("7337228296"); 

    Serial.println('"'); 

    Serial.print("  Go slow and safe!....."); 

    Serial.write(26); 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print(" Vehicle No. "); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

    lcd.print("AP 16 CD 456 "); 

    delay(1500); 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print(" Go slow  "); 

    lcd.setCursor(3,1); 

    lcd.print("and Safe"); 

    delay(500); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print(" WELCOME TO "); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

    lcd.print(" SPEED DETECTOR "); 

    if(amount2>=100) 

    { 

       Serial.Println(); 

      Serial.Println("Rs 100 is deducted from your account"); 
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     amount2=amount2-100; 

      lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("Balance is"); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

      lcd.print(amount2); 

      Serial.print("Available balance is Rs "); 

      Serial.print(amount2); 

} 

    else 

     { 

      lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("Amount is less"); 

      Serial.print("Amount is less"); 

      delay(500); 

      lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.print("recharge center"); 

     delay(1000); 

     lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

     lcd.print("Enter amount"); 

     lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

     lcd.print("to be recharged"); 

     delay(1000); 

      k=Recharge(); 

      amount2=k+amount2; 
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      amount2=amount2-100; 

      lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("100 Paid due to"); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,1);       

      lcd.print("over speed"); 

      lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("Updated balnce"); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

      lcd.print(amount2); 

      k=0;     } 

     ok = -1; 

  } 

else if (ok ==3) // 3rd vehicle detection 

  { 

    Serial.println("vehicle no AP 16 BC 789 crossed GEC with over speed"); 

    Serial.print(velocity); 

     Serial.println("km/hr"); 

    digitalWrite(yes, HIGH); 

    delay(500); 

    digitalWrite(yes, LOW); 

    Serial.println("AT+CMGF=1"); 

    delay(500); 

    Serial.print("AT+CMGS="); 

    Serial.print('"'); 

    Serial.print("9494916847"); 
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    Serial.println('"'); 

    Serial.print("  Go slow and safe!....."); 

    Serial.write(26);lcd.clear(); 

   lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

   lcd.print(" Vehicle No. "); 

   lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

   lcd.print("AP 16 BC 789 "); 

   delay(1500); 

   lcd.clear(); 

   lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

   lcd.print(" Go slow  "); 

   lcd.setCursor(3,1); 

   lcd.print("and Safe"); 

   delay(500); 

   lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print(" WELCOME TO "); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

    lcd.print(" SPEED DETECTOR "); 

       if(amount3>=100) 

    { 

       Serial.Print("Rs 100 is deducted from your account"); 

     Serial.Println(); 

     amount3=amount3-100; 

      lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("Balance is"); 

      Serial.print("Balance is"); 
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      Serial.print(amount3); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

      lcd.print(amount3); 

      delay(500); 

    } 

       else 

     {lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("Amount is less"); 

      Serial.print("Amount is less"); 

      delay(500); 

     lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.print("recharge center"); 

    delay(1000); 

     lcd.clear(); 

     lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

     lcd.print("Enter amount"); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

      lcd.print("to be recharged"); 

      delay(1000); 

      k=Recharge(); 

      amount3=k+amount3; 

      amount3=amount3-100; 

      lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("100 Paid due to"); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,1);       
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      lcd.print("over speed"); 

      lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("Updated balnce"); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

      lcd.print(amount3); 

      k=0;     } 

     ok = -1; 

  } 

  else if (ok ==4) // 4th vehicle detection 

  { 

    Serial.println("vehicle no AP 16 BC 246 crossed GEC with over speed"); 

    Serial.println(velocity); 

     Serial.println("km/hr"); 

    digitalWrite(yes, HIGH); 

    delay(500); 

    digitalWrite(yes, LOW); 

    Serial.println("AT+CMGF=1"); 

    delay(500); 

    Serial.print("AT+CMGS="); 

    Serial.print('"'); 

    Serial.print("7095325369"); 

    Serial.println('"'); 

    Serial.print("  Go slow and safe!....."); 

    Serial.write(26); 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 
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    lcd.print(" Vehicle No. "); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

    lcd.print("AP 16 BC 246"); 

    delay(1500); 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print(" Go slow  "); 

    lcd.setCursor(3,1); 

    lcd.print("and Safe"); 

    delay(500); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print(" WELCOME TO "); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

    lcd.print(" SPEED DETECTOR "); 

    

    if(amount4>=100) 

    { 

    Serial.Print("Rs 100 is deducted from your account"); 

     Serial.Println(); 

      amount4=amount4-100; 

      lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("Balance is"); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

      lcd.print(amount4); 

      Serial.print("Balance is"); 

      Serial.print(amount4); 
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      delay(500); 

    } 

    else 

     { 

       lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("Amount is less"); 

      Serial.print("Amount is less"); 

      delay(500); 

     lcd.clear(); 

     lcd.print("recharge center"); 

    delay(1000); 

     lcd.clear(); 

   lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

  lcd.print("Enter amount"); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

  lcd.print("to be recharged"); 

  delay(1000); 

        k=Recharge(); 

      amount4=k+amount4; 

      amount4=amount4-100; 

      lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("100 Paid due to"); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,1);       

      lcd.print("over speed"); 
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      lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("Updated balnce"); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

      lcd.print(amount4); 

      k=0;     } 

     ok = -1; 

  } 

  else{ 

    

    lcd.clear(); 

   lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

   lcd.print(" Vehicle No. "); 

   lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

   lcd.print("is not Reg. "); 

   delay(1500); 

     lcd.clear(); 

   lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

   lcd.print(" please Reg. "); 

   lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

   lcd.print("Immediately "); 

   delay(1500); 

    Serial.print("Vehicle crossed GEC with over speed   "); 

    Serial.print(velocity); 

   Serial.print("   Vehicle not registered."); 

   Serial.print("\n"); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,0); 
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    lcd.print(" WELCOME TO "); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

    lcd.print(" SPEED DETECTOR "); 

    } 

} 

void loop() 

{ 

   while(digitalRead(sen1)); 

   while(digitalRead(sen1)==0); 

   t1=millis(); 

   while(digitalRead(sen2)); 

   t2=millis(); 

   while(digitalRead(sen3)); 

   t3=millis(); 

   T1=t2-t1; 

   T2=t3-t2; 

   T=T1+T2; 

   T=T/1000; //convert millisecond to second 

   V=(30.0/T);//v=d/t 

   V=V*3600;//multiply by seconds per hr 

   V=V/10000;//division by meters per Km 

  

  

   if(V>40){ 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print("Over Speed"); 
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    lcd.setCursor(3,1); 

    lcd.print("> 40"); 

    delay(1500); 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print("Over Speed"); 

    lcd.setCursor(3,1); 

    lcd.print("Go slow"); 

    delay(1500); 

    lcd.clear(); 

    readTags(V); 

    

   } 

   else{ 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print("Speed is"); 

    lcd.setCursor(3,1); 

    lcd.print(V); 

    lcd.print(" Km/hr   "); 

    delay(1500); 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    Serial.print(V); 

    Serial.print(" \n "); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print(" WELCOME TO "); 
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    lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

    lcd.print(" SPEED DETECTOR ");   

   } 

} 

long Recharge() 

{ 

  

  int i=0; 

  while(i<3) 

  { 

    

    customKey = customKeypad.getKey(); 

    lcd.clear(); 

      if(customKey >= '0' && customKey <= '9') 

    { 

      Number =Number* 10 + (customKey - '0'); 

      i++; 

     lcd.print(Number); 

    } 

    if(customKey=='C'){ 

        Number=0; 

        i++; 

       Serial.print(Number); 

        

    } 

    if(customKey == '=') 
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       break;  //return number; 

    

      

  } 

   Serial.println(Number); 

     lcd.clear(); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

      lcd.print("recharged amount:"); 

      lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

      lcd.print(Number); 

      delay(1500); 

      n=Number; 

      Number=0; 

      if(n>=200) 

      return n; 

      else{ 

        lcd.clear(); 

        lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

        lcd.print("Min amount to be"); 

        lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

        lcd.print("recharged 200"); 

        delay(1000); 

        lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

   lcd.print("Enter amount"); 

     lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

     lcd.print("to be recharged"); 
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      delay(1000); 

         Recharge(); 

      } 

} 
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Chapter 06 

RESULTS 

In practical implementation, 3 RFID cards of vehicles are detected, as their speed exceeds the limit 

automatic challan is generated and fine amount is debited from the unique account of each owner.We 

presented the Screen shots of vehicle owners alert message as below. 

In this project, design and implementation of a real time automatic speed warning system is 

completed. Different speed monitoring and tracking systems are studied and used as reference to 

complete this project. As the speed can lead to higher impact on crash energy as well as are associated 

with high risk of losing control of the vehicle, there is an essence in developing a warning system. 

An automatic fine collection system is proposed and results are observed. 
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 Fig 6.0(a): Screen shots of Results 

 

 

Hard ware kit 

 

Fig 6.0(b): Hardware Kit 
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CONCLUSION 

 

6.1 ADVANTAGES  

⮚ Surveillance will be available round the clock. 

⮚ Consumes less power. 

⮚ A novel way of cashless fine collection. 

⮚ Simple circuit connections. 

 

6.2 DISADVANTAGES 

⮚ Two systems must be used for double line roads. 

⮚ Sensitive circuit components. 

 

6.3 APPLICATIONS 

This automatic speed warning system can be implemented at  

★ Highways (National Highways, State level Highways). 

★ Inside university campus areas or inside any company’s premises.  

★ School zones. 

★ Heavy traffic areas in cities. 

6.4 FUTURE SCOPE 

Proposed unique accounts of vehicle owners can be maintained by Fastag services that are 

collecting tollgate charges on highways. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH  PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

(PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

 

Application Product Research Review 

√ 

   

 

Note: Tick Appropriate category. 

Project Outcomes 

Outcome 1: Designing an application to monitor the traffic for over speeding vehicles. 

Outcome 2: Developing a prototype to collect penalties automatically from a unique account. 

Outcome 3: Create a good traffic sense in the public and inculcate good driving habits 

Outcome 4: Assist the authorities to enforce the law effectively. 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

 

PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

                        modern tools. 

            PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering 

                        to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software 

                        components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, 

                        ethical and economical considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 

 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyse complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and 

design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 

consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations. 
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4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis 

of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modelling to complex engineering 

activities with an understanding of the limitations. 

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant 

to the professional engineering practice. 

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need 

for sustainable development. 

 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice. 

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader 

in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and 

write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and 

receive clear instructions. 

 

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and 

leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

 

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in 

independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 

Mapping Table 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO

1 

PO

2 

PO

3 

PO

4 

PO

5 

PO

6 

PO

7 

PO

8 

PO

9 

PO 

10 

PO 

11 

PO 

12 
PSO

1 
PSO2 

Outcome 1 2 3 3 2 2    2 2 2 2 3  

Outcome 2 3 2 3      2 2 3 2 3  

Outcome 3      3 2 3 2 2 3 2  3 

Outcome 4         2 2 2 2  3 
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Note: Map each project outcomes with POs and PSOs with either 1 or 2 or 3 based 

on level of mapping as follows: 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 

 

 

Roll No Students Name 
Project 

Title 
Project Outcome 

POs 

mapped 

16481A04N0 V. Sriram Adithya 

Vehicle 

Speed 

Monitoring 

Designed and Implemented 

an Automatic Vehicle 

Speed Warning System. 

All POs and 

PSOs 

16481A04K6 S. Sri Sowmya 

16481A04I7 R. Vamsi Krishna 

16481A04K7 
S.G.S. 

Raghavendra 
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                                           ABSTRACT 

Home automation is the use and control of home appliances remotely or 
automatically. Day by day the gap between machines and humans is being 
reduced. Nowadays hand gesture based home automation is getting more 
importance. Gesture recognition refers to recognizing the motion of the human 
parts like hand, face, etc. Most of the electronic components manufactures focuses 
on the hand gesture basis. 
With the advancement of Automation technology, life is getting simpler and easier 
in all aspects. In today’s world Automatic systems are being preferred over manual 

system with the rapid increase in the number of users of internet over the past 
decade. 
A home automation system will control lighting, climate, entertainment systems, 
and appliances. It may also include home security such as access control and alarm 
systems. 
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                                                CHAPTER 1 

                    INTODUCTION TO EMBEDDED SYSTEMS 

 

1.1 Introduction: 

                  An embedded system is one kind of a computer system mainly designed to 

perform several tasks like to access, process, store and also control the data in 

various electronics-based systems. Embedded systems are a combination of 

hardware and software where software is usually known as firmware that is 

embedded into the hardware. One of its most important characteristics of these 

systems is, it gives the output within the time limits. Embedded systems support to 

make the work more perfect and convenient. So, we frequently use embedded 

systems in simple and complex devices too. The applications of embedded systems 

mainly involves in our real life for several devices like microwave, calculator, TV 

remote control, home security and neighborhood traffic control systems, etc. 

                                         

 Fig 1.1: Block diagram of embedded system 
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1.2 Embedded  System Hardware: 

            An embedded system uses a hardware platform to perform the operation. 

Hardware of the embedded system is assembled with a 

microprocessor/microcontroller. It has the elements such as input/output interfaces, 

memory, user interface and the display unit. Generally, an embedded system 

comprises of the following 

 Power Supply  

 Memory  

 Processor  

 Timers  

 Output/Output circuits  

 Serial communication ports  

 SASC (System application specific circuits) 

 

1.3 Embedded System Software:  

   The software of an embedded system is written to execute a particular function. It 

is normally written in a high-level setup and then compiled down to offer code that 

can be stuck within a non-volatile memory in the hardware. Embedded system 

software is intended to keep in view of the following three limits  

 Convenience of system memory  

 Convenience of processor’s speed  

 When the embedded system runs constantly, there is a necessity to limit 

power dissipation for actions like run, stop and wakeup.  

1.4 Embedded System Characteristics: 

 Generally, an embedded system executes a particular operation and does the 

similar continually. For instance: A pager is constantly functioning as a pager. 

 All the computing systems have limitations on design metrics, but those can 

be especially tight. Design metric is a measure of an execution features like 

size, power, cost and also performance. 

 It must perform fast enough and consume less power to increase battery life. 
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 Several embedded systems should constantly react to changes in the system 

and also calculate particular results in real time without any delay. For 

instance, a car cruise controller; it continuously displays and responds to 

speed & brake sensors. It must calculate acceleration/de-accelerations 

frequently in a limited time; delayed computations can consequence in 

letdown to control the car. 

 

1.5 Embedded System Applications: 

               The applications of embedded system basics include smart cards, computer 

networking, satellites, telecommunications, digital consumer electronics, missiles, 

etc. 

 Embedded systems in automobiles include motor control, cruise control, body 

safety, engine safety, robotics in an assembly line, car multimedia, car 

entertainment, E-com access, mobiles etc. 

 Embedded systems in telecommunications include networking, mobile 

computing, and wireless communications, etc.  

 Embedded systems in smart cards include banking, telephone and security 

systems.  

 Embedded Systems in satellites and missiles include defense, communication, 

and aerospace.  

 Embedded systems in computer networking & peripherals include image 

processing, networking systems, printers, network cards, monitors and 

displays.  

 Embedded Systems in digital consumer electronics include set-top boxes, 

DVDs, high definition TVs and digital cameras. 
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1.6 Aim of The Project: 

       To design a Home Automation System which can be controlled by Gestures. 

The existing method will work with the help of Remote. Gesture recognition refers 

to recognizing the motion of the human parts like hand, face, etc. The user can swipe 

through the appliances by hovering finger left or right and up or down over the 

gesture module. The proximity detection feature of the module is used to control all 

the appliances together. 
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                                                                      CHAPTER 2  

INTRODUCTION OF THE PROJECT 

 

2.1 Introduction: 

          Gesture is defined as a motion of limbs or any other body part which is made 

to emphasize speech. It can also be defined as an act or a remark made as a sign of 

attitude. A gesture is scientifically categorized into two distinctive categories: 

dynamic and static. A waving hand means goodbye is an example of dynamic 

gesture and the stop sign is an example of static gesture. Gesture recognition is the 

process by which gestures made by the user are used to convey the information for 

device control. In everyday life, physical gestures are a powerful means of 

communication. A set of physical gestures may constitute an entire language, as in 

sign languages. A primary goal of Gesture recognition research is to create a system 

which can identify specific human gestures and use them to convey information or 

for device control. Interface with computers using gestures of the human body, 

typically hand movements. 

The data is transmitted through an RF. The basic purpose of this system is to provide 

a means to control electronic devices using hand gestures. Thus, this system will act 

like a remote control for operating all the consumer electronic devices present in a 

house, but this will be achieved through hand gestures instead of pushing buttons. 

Normally in homes, remotes are used for appliances like TV, CD player, Air 

Conditioner, DVD etc. All these devices can be controlled by hand gestures. 

Communication is established by following a predefined code. This wireless 

technology is useful in home environment, where there exists an infrastructure to 

interconnect home appliances. 

This project mainly consists of a Hand Gesture Recognition section and a Control 

section. 
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2.2 Block Diagram: 

                           

                    

 

Fig:2.2 Block diagram of Gesture Based Home Automation 

 

Power supply: 

             A power supply is an embedded circuit; it converts unregulated AC 

(Alternating Current) into a constant DC. With the help of a rectifier it converts AC 

supply into DC. Its function is to supply a stable voltage (or less often current), to a 

circuit or device that must be operated within certain power supply limits.  A power 

supply is an electrical device that supplies electric power to an electrical load. The 

primary function of a power supply is to convert electric current from a source to the 
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correct voltage, current, and frequency to power the load. As a result, power supplies 

are sometimes referred to as electric power converters. Some power supplies are 

separate standalone pieces of equipment, while others are built into the load 

appliances that they power. Examples of the latter include power supplies found 

in desktop computers  and consumer electronics devices. 

 

Voltage regulator: 

              A voltage regulator is a system designed to automatically maintain a 

constant voltage level. A voltage regulator may use a simple feed-forward design 

or may include negative feedback. It may use an electromechanical mechanism, or 

electronic components. Depending on the design, it may be used to regulate one or 

more AC or DC voltages. Electronic voltage regulators are found in devices such 

as computer power supplies  where they stabilize the DC voltages used by the 

processor and other elements. In automobile alternators  and central power 

station generator plants, voltage regulators control the output of the plant. In an 

electric power distribution system, voltage regulators may be installed at a 

substation or along distribution lines so that all customers receive steady voltage 

independent of how much power is drawn from the line. 

 

Gesture sensor: 

              Gesture sensor is used to detect and recognize meaningful gestures and 

expressions from the parts of the human body such as hands, arms, face, head and 

so on.  Gestures can originate from any bodily motion or state but commonly 

originate from the face or hand.Current focuses in the field include emotion 

recognition  from face and hand gesture recognition. Users can use simple gestures 

to control or interact with devices without physically touching them. Many 

approaches have been made using cameras and computer vision algorithms to 

interpret sign language. However, the identification and recognition of posture, 

gait, proxemics, and human behaviors is also the subject of gesture recognition 

techniques.[2] Gesture recognition can be seen as a way for computers to begin 

to understand human body language, thus building a richer bridge between machines 

and humans than primitive text user interfaces or even GUIs (graphical user 
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interfaces), which still limit the majority of input to keyboard and mouse and interact 

naturally without any mechanical devices. Using the concept of gesture recognition, 

it is possible to point a finger at this point. 

 

Arduino UNO: 

        The Arduino Uno is one kind of microcontroller board based on ATmega328, 

and Uno is an Italian term which means one. Arduino Uno is named for marking the 

upcoming release of microcontroller board namely Arduino Uno Board. This board 

includes digital I/O pins-14, a power jack, analog i/ps-6, ceramic resonator-A16 

MHz, a USB connection, an RST button, and an ICSP header. 

 

Relay circuit: 

            Relays are switches that open and close circuits electromechanically or 

electronically. Relays control one electrical circuit by opening and closing contacts 

in another circuit. As relay diagrams show, when a relay contact is normally open 

(NO), there is an open contact when the relay is not energized. When a relay contact 

is Normally Closed (NC), there is a closed contact when the relay is not energized. 

In either case, applying electrical current to the contacts will change their state. 

 

Display unit: 

           Liquid crystal display (LCD), electronic display device that operates by 

applying a varying electric voltage to a layer of liquid crystal, thereby inducing 

changes in its optical properties. LCDs are commonly used for portable electronic 

games, as viewfinders for digital cameras and camcorders, in video projection 

systems, for electronic billboards, as monitors for computers, and in flat-panel 

televisions. 

 

2.3 Methodology: 
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Fig:2.3 Methodology of proposed work 

 

      The above figure shows the flow how the gesture based home automation is 

done. Here the input module will be a sensor which detects the gestures, i.e., gesture 

sensor. After detection of gesture the command will be sent to the control unit, which 

controls the devices based on the gestures detected. This is how the gesture based 

home automation is done in a simple way.  
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                                                          CHAPTER 3  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

3.1 Existing Method: 

                In the existing method we control the home appliances using TV remote, 

that is home automation using TV remote. In this technology all the home appliances 

are controlled using simple TV remote. The disadvantage of home automation using 

TV remote is that remote has to be carried and battery may discharge. In this 

technology the frequency of one remote button is assigned to one home appliance. 

By using the remote the respective electrical component is turned on and off. The 

components can be selected using volume up and down and channel left and right 

buttons. All appliances are operated with the help of a remote control. We need to 

carry the Remote everywhere to control and it will be a burden for us. 

 

3.2 Proposed system: 

             The system designed in this project controls home appliances using gesture 

control. The user can select the appliance to be controlled through a display which 

shows the list of appliances in a drag-able fashion. The user can swipe through the 

devices by moving a finger in left or right direction and switch the appliance ON or 

OFF by moving a finger in an upward or downward direction.  

             For gesture recognition, APDS-9960 gesture sensor is used. The module 

used in the project has a small breakout board sensor with built in APDS-9960 

sensor.  The sensor has ambient light detection, color measuring, proximity detection 

and gesture sensing features. The sensor has on-chip UV and IR blocking filters, 

four separate diodes sensitive to different directions and I2C compatible interface 

for communicating with embedded controllers. 

            The project is built on Arduino UNO and has LCD module for the user 

interface,  APDS-9960 gesture sensor for user input and a relay circuit to drive 
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appliances ON or OFF, interfaced to it. An open-source library for interfacing 

APDS-9960 gesture sensor with the Arduino is utilized in the project. The Arduino 

code is written on the Arduino IDE and burnt to the board using AVR Dude. The 

relay circuit controlling the appliances is hard wired with the Arduino based remote 

control.  

 

3.3 Components Required – 

1. Arduino UNO 

2. 5 mm LED  

3. 10K ohm PRESET 

4. 7805 and 7812 voltage regulators. 

5. 12 V Relay. 

6. 10K ohm PRESET 

7. Transistor (BC547) 

8. Bulb holder 

9. TWO pin plug 

10. APDS-9960 gesture sensor 
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CHAPTER 4 

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION  

4.1 Circuit diagram: 

 

                  Fig: Circuit Diagram of Gesture based home automation 
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4.2 Circuit connections: 

            The relay circuit, gesture sensor, and the LCD module are interfaced with the 

Arduino board. The Arduino UNO controls and operates the different interfaced 

sensor, actuators and modules. The circuit connections are as follows –  

Power Supply – In the circuit, Arduino board and LCD module need a 5V regulated 

DC while relays need 12V regulated DC for their operation. The AC mains are used 

as the primary source of power. The supply from the mains is stepped down by a 

transformer and rectified by a full-bridge rectifier. The rectified output is regulated 

to 5V and 12V using 7805 and 7812 ICs. The pin 1 of both the voltage regulator ICs 

is connected to the anode of the battery and pin 2 of both ICs is connected to ground. 

The respective voltage outputs are drawn from pin 3 of the respective voltage 

regulator ICs. A LED along with a 10K Ω pull-up resistor is also connected between 

common ground and output pin to get a visual hint of supply continuity.   

  

16X2 LCD: The 16X2 LCD display is used to display the drag-able list of devices. 

It is connected to the Arduino board by connecting its data pins to pins 3 to 6 of the 

Arduino board. The RS and E pins of the LCD are connected to pins 13 and 12 of 

the Arduino UNO respectively. The RW pin of the LCD is grounded. 

 

                 

APDS-9960 gesture sensor – The APDS-9960 sensor module has six pins – VL, 

Ground, VCC, SDA, SCL and Interrupt. The VL pin is provided to supply power to 

the IR LEDs if PS jumper is disconnected. If IR LEDs are provided power through 

VL pin, it should be 3 to 4.5 V. In the project, PS jumper is used so, the VL pin is 

disconnected. The Ground and VCC pins are used to supply power to the module 

itself. SDA is I2C data and SCL is I2C clock pin. The interrupt pin is an external 

interrupt pin which is active LOW on interrupt event. 
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There are two solder jumpers on the module – PS which connects the power supplies 

of the sensor and IR LED together so that IR LEDs need not provided power 

separately and  I2C PU which is used to connect and disconnect the I2C pull-up 

resistors. 

  

In the circuit, the VL pin is not connected. The VCC and Ground pins of the module 

are connected to the common VCC and Ground. The SCL, SDA and INT pins of the 

module are connected to SCL, SDA and pin 2 of the Arduino board. The pull-up 

resistors of 4.7 K ohms are used at the SDA and SCL pins of the module. If the 

module is not working properly, first connecting pull-up resistors should be tried. 

 

Relays – The 12V 2A relays are used to switch the AC appliances ON or OFF in the 

project. The relays are connected to the pins A0, A1, A2 and A3 of Arduino board 

via BC547 transistor circuits connected in a common emitter configuration. The 

phase wire from the AC supply is provided at the COM terminal of the relays. When 

a HIGH logic is received at the interfaced microcontroller pins, the COM point 

switches from NC to NO point where a relay short-circuits the phase with the neutral 

wire switching the supply to the appliance ON. The LEDs are connected parallel to 

the relay circuit with pull-up resistors in series. These LEDs give a visual hint of the 

ON/OFF status of appliances.  

 

 

4.3 Working of circuit: 

 

                      Once the circuit is powered, the Arduino board loads the required 

libraries. The user needs to press the switch to initialize the automation system. 

Initially, the appliances are switched OFF by passing a LOW logic at the Arduino 

pins connecting the relays. Some initial messages are passed to the LCD module and 

the module starts displaying the horizontal list of appliances. The user can swipe 

through the appliances by hovering finger left or right over the gesture module. On 

hovering the finger upwards, the selected appliance is switched OFF by sending 

LOW logic at the respective Arduino pin connecting the relay that controls the 

respective appliance.  On hovering the finger downwards, the selected appliance is 
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switched ON by sending HIGH logic at the respective Arduino pin connecting the 

relay that controls the respective appliance. 

               The gestures of moving finger upward, downward, left, right, far and near 

are detected by using library’s method and accordingly, the value of certain variables 

is changed in the code. The status of these variables is traced to determine the 

selected appliance and changing the ON/OFF status of the current appliance on the 

list. 

  

              The proximity detection feature of the module is used to control all the 

appliances together. If the finger is brought near the sensor module, all the appliances 

are switched ON and if the finger is taken away from the sensor module, all the 

appliances are switched OFF.  
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                                             CHAPTER 5 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 5.1 Programming 

#include <Wire.h> 

#include <SparkFun_APDS9960.h> 

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> 

LiquidCrystal lcd(13, 12,6, 5, 4, 3);// Pins used for RS,E,D4,D5,D6,D7 

#define APDS9960_INT    2 // Needs to be an interrupt pin 

SparkFun_APDS9960 apds = SparkFun_APDS9960(); 

char* myMenu[]={"BULB1","BULB2","BULB3"," TV"}; 

int isr_flag = 0; 

int a=0,b=0,c=0,d=0,e=0,f=0; 

int i=2,j=0,k=0,pos=1; 

int swtch =7; 

byte left[8] ={    0b10000, 

                   0b11000, 

                   0b11100, 

                   0b11110, 

                   0b11110, 

                   0b11100, 

                   0b11000, 

                   0b10000}; 

 byte right[8]={   0b00001, 

                   0b00011, 
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                   0b00111, 

                   0b01111, 

                   0b01111, 

                   0b00111, 

                   0b00011, 

                   0b00001}; 

void setup() { 

  pinMode(A0,OUTPUT);  

  pinMode(A1,OUTPUT);   

  pinMode(A2,OUTPUT);  

  pinMode(A3,OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(swtch,INPUT); 

  digitalWrite(A0,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(A1,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(A2,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(A3,LOW); 

   // Set interrupt pin as input 

  pinMode(APDS9960_INT, INPUT); 

  lcd.begin(16,2); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

  lcd.print("Engineers Garage");  

 

  lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

  lcd.print("    APDS-9960   "); 

  delay(1000); 
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  lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

  lcd.print("   GestureTest  ");  

  delay(1000); 

  lcd.clear();  

  // Initialize Serial port 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

  // Initialize interrupt service routine  

  attachInterrupt(0, interruptRoutine, FALLING); 

  // Initialize APDS-9960 (configure I2C and initial values) 

  if ( apds.init() ) { 

    Serial.println(F("APDS-9960 initialization complete")); 

  } else { 

    Serial.println(F("Something went wrong during APDS-9960 init!")); 

  } 

  // Start running the APDS-9960 gesture sensor engine  

  if ( apds.enableGestureSensor(true) ) { 

    Serial.println(F("Gesture sensor is now running")); 

  } else { 

    Serial.println(F("Something went wrong during gesture sensor init!")); 

  }  

}void loop() { 

  while(pos==1){ 

    lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

    lcd.print("Engineers Garage"); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,1); 
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    lcd.print("   Gesture HA   "); 

   if(digitalRead(swtch)==HIGH){ 

        lcd.clear(); 

        delay(500); 

        pos=2; 

       break; 

   } 

  } 

  lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

lcd.print("Engineers Garage"); 

  if( isr_flag == 1 ) { 

    detachInterrupt(0); 

    handleGesture(); 

    isr_flag = 0; 

    attachInterrupt(0, interruptRoutine, FALLING); 

    controlAppl(); 

   } 

  i=2; 

  k=0; 

  lcd.setCursor(6,1); 

  lcd.print(myMenu[j]); 

  if(digitalRead(swtch)==LOW){ 

    pos=1; 

  } 

  if(j<3){ 
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      lcd.createChar(2,left); 

      lcd.setCursor(11,1); 

      lcd.write(2); 

    } 

    if(j>0){ 

      lcd.createChar(1,right); 

      lcd.setCursor(5,1); 

      lcd.write(1); 

    } 

    if(j==0){ 

      lcd.setCursor(5,1); 

      lcd.print(" "); 

       } 

    if(j>=3){ 

      lcd.setCursor(11,1); 

      lcd.print(" "); 

       }   

} 

void interruptRoutine() { 

  isr_flag = 1; 

} 

void controlAppl() { 

  if(j==0 && i==1){ 

    if(a==0){ 

    digitalWrite(A0,HIGH); 
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    a=1;} 

    } 

  if(j==0 && i==0){  

    if(a==1){ 

      digitalWrite(A0,LOW); 

      a=0;} 

    } 

  if(j==1 && i==1){  

    if(b==0){ 

     digitalWrite(A1,HIGH); 

    b=1;} 

   } 

  if(j==1 && i==0){  

    if(b==1){ 

    digitalWrite(A1,LOW); 

    b=0;} 

    } 

if(j==2 && i==1){  

  if(c==0){ 

    digitalWrite(A2,HIGH); 

    c=1;} 

 } 

if(j==2 && i==0){  

  if(c==1){ 

    digitalWrite(A2,LOW); 
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    c=0;} 

 } 

if(j==3 && i==1){ 

  if(e==0){ 

    digitalWrite(A3,HIGH); 

    e=1;} 

  } 

If(j==3 && i==0){ 

  if(e==1){ 

    digitalWrite(A3,LOW); 

    e=0;} 

 } 

 if((k==1 || k==3) && f==0){ 

  digitalWrite(A0,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(A1,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(A2,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(A3,HIGH); 

 } 

 if((k==2 || k==3) && f==0){ 

  digitalWrite(A0,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(A1,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(A2,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(A3,LOW); 

 } 

} 
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void handleGesture() { 

 lcd.setCursor(6,1); 

  lcd.print("     "); 

    if ( apds.isGestureAvailable() ) { 

    switch ( apds.readGesture() ) { 

      case DIR_UP: 

       Serial.println("UP"); 

           i=0; 

          break; 

      case DIR_DOWN: 

       Serial.println("DOWN"); 

           i=1; 

          break; 

      case DIR_LEFT: 

       Serial.println("LEFT"); 

          if(j>0){ 

          j--; 

          delay(200); 

          } 

         break;  

      case DIR_RIGHT: 

       Serial.println("RIGHT"); 

          if(j<3){ 

          j++; 

          delay(200); 
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          } 

        break; 

      case DIR_NEAR: 

            k=1; 

        Serial.println("NEAR"); 

        break;   

      case DIR_FAR: 

            k=2; 

          Serial.println("FAR"); 

        break;   

      default: 

       Serial.println("NONE"); 

    K=3; 

            } 

  } 

} 
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5.2  OUTPUT  

 

 

 

                                FIG.5.2.1: swipe up for light on. 

In the above figure, by swiping up the hand near the gesture sensor will 

make the particular light on. 
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FIG.5.2.2: swipe down for light off. 

The light which was on previously will gets off by swiping down across 

the gesture sensor. 
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Fig.5.2.3: swipe left for changing appliance. 
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Fig.5.2.4: swipe up for selecting another appliance. 

Again by swiping up we can select another appliance by moving hand at 

the gesture sensor. 
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Fig.5.2.5: swipe down for appliance off. 

Similarly, the light which was on previously will gets off by swiping 

down across the gesture sensor. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6.1 ADVANTAGES: 

• The proposed system aims to overcome the pitfalls of the existing systems and 

provides features such as controlling the home appliances with the help of 

hand gestures. 

• There is no need to carry the Remote.  

 

6.2 DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING METHOD: 

• The existing method will work with the help of Remote  

• All appliances are operated with the help of a remote control 

• We need to carry the Remote everywhere to control and  it will be a burden 

for us . 

6.3 APPLICATIONS: 

 Used in houses. 

 Used in offices. 

 Banking sectors. 

 Industries. 

 Schools and colleges. 
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6.5 Conclusion: 

              By using this Gesture Based Home Automation System, we can monitor 

and control all the appliances that we used in this project by making hand gestures. 

This is simple and efficient as it doesn’t require any type of electronic device to 

control the appliances. Simply by moving hand fingers the task will be completed in 

a very less time with low power consumption.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an idea to design a Smart Cradle System using IOT which will 

help the Parents to monitor their child even if they are away from home & detect every 

activity of the Baby from any distant corner of the world. It is an innovative, smart & 

protective Cradle System to nurture an infant in an efficient way. This system considers all 

the minute details required for the care & protection of the Baby in the cradle. The design of 

smartness & innovation comes with the use of technologies/methodologies which include 

Internet of Things (IOT) (Modules like Raspberry Pi,Temperature sensing), Cry Detecting 

Mechanism, Live Video Surveillance, Cloud Computing (Data Storage) & User Friendly 

Web application(for User Controls). In order to detect each & every activity of Baby, 

different Sensors/Modules are attached to the Cradle: Temperature Sensing Module for 

detection of Wetness of the bed, A Camera on top of the Cradle for live video footage & Cry 

Detection Circuit to analyze Cry Patterns. All the data which is been taken from the 

sensors/modules will be stored in Cloud (ThingSpeak) & analyzed at regular intervals. A 

Health Algorithm is applied to these datasets to get information about the body conditions 

which is helpful as any regular symptoms of a disease can be identified easily. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background: 
As we are very well familiar with the hurdles faced by Parents to nurture their Infant and 

especially in case if both the Parents are working. To give 24 hours of time in such cases is next 

to impossible. Thus, we need to develop something unique that can help Parents to have a 

continuous surveillance/watch on the Baby/Infant and can notify about the same. 

 Thus, we have come up with an idea to design a Smart Cradle System using IOT which 

will help the Parents to monitor their child even if they are away from home & detect every 

activity of the Baby from any distant corner of the world. 

1.2 Existing System: 

  In this existing system sensor are used to know the condition of baby but that will 

restricted to particular area where if any problem parents have to be in that area and has to check 

the condition of baby manually.  

1.3 Proposed System: 

 In this proposed system, both sensors and forecasting cloud is used, so that resulting data 

having high accuracy about the children condition, also we are using surveillance of the children 

using camera from a Wide Area Network (WAN) which can be viewed in the Web Application 

and also can control the situation from a remote area anywhere from the world. 

1.4 Aim of the Project: 

The main aim of the project is to design a Baby Monitoring System Using IOT.                      
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CHAPTER 2 

2.1 Work title explanation: 

 In this project we are going to design a Smart Cradle System using IOT which will help 

the Parents to monitor their child even if they are away from home & detect every activity of the 

Baby from any distant corner of the world. It is an innovative, smart & protective Cradle System 

to nurture an infant in an efficient way. 

2.2 Components used:  

2.2.1 Hardware Requirements: 

 Raspberry Pi 

 Temperature (LM 35) 

 Sound Sensor 

 MCP3008(ADC IC) 

 USB Camera 

 SD card 

 Monitor 

2.2.2 Software Requirements: 

 Raspbian Jessie 

 HTML and PHP 

 MQTT Protocol 

 Language – Linux , Python 
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2.3 Block Diagram: 

 

 

Fig 2.1: Block Diagram of Baby Monitoring System 

Block Diagram Description: 

 In this project MCP3008 is used, so connect 3.3v pin from raspberry to all sensors 

 Similarly MCP3008 and all sensor’s ground pins should be grounded 

 Now connect sensor’s output pins to each channels of MCP3008 (ex: LM-35 to channel 

0, HUMIDITY to channel 1 and SOUND sensor to channel 2 of  MCP3008) 

 Connect USB camera with raspberry pi 

 Connect power supply for Raspberry pi 

 Plug the HDMI cable in Raspberry pi from the monitor using VGA to HDMI converter 

cable 

 Connect USB Mouse and USB keyboard to the Raspberry pi  
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2.4 Monitoring Section: 

 

 

 

Fig 2.2: Monitoring Section 

 In this project MCP3008 is used, so connect 3.3v pin from raspberry to all sensors 

 Similarly MCP3008 and all sensor’s ground pins should be grounded 

 Now connect sensor’s output pins to each channels of MCP3008 (ex: LM-35 to channel 

0, HUMIDITY to channel 1 and SOUND sensor to channel 2 of  MCP3008) 

 Connect USB camera with raspberry pi 

 Connect power supply for Raspberry pi 

 Plug the HDMI cable in Raspberry pi from the monitor using VGA to HDMI converter 

cable 

 Connect USB Mouse and USB keyboard to the Raspberry pi  
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CHAPTER 3 

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

 

3.1 Raspberry Pi: 

 The Raspberry Pi foundation is working on yet another model of the popular Raspberry 

Pi boards, as the Raspberry Pi 3 model B board. The new board looks very similar to Raspberry 

Pi 2 model B, but adds on-board Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n (2.4GHz only) and Bluetooth 4.0. Let’s play 

“spot the difference” with Raspberry Pi 2 at the top and Raspberry Pi 3 under.We’ll find the Wi-

Fi/BT chip antenna on the top left corner, and two through holes on the right of the 40-pin 

connectors, likely the RUN header for reset that can be found on the RPi2 where the chip 

antenna is now placed on RPi 3. So the through holes are not new, they’ve just moved it. All 

connectors have the exact same placement between the two versions. Let’s check out the other 

side of the board. 

 The wireless module (likely Broadcom based) can be found just above the micro SD slot, 

and J5 connector is soldered. J5 is the JTAG connector, so it will probably not be soldered with 

the version that ships. The picture is not very clear but it looks like they’ve used the same Elpida 

B8132B4PB-8D-F RAM chip (1GB) as on Raspberry Pi 2. So although we can’t be 100% 

certain right now, the RAM appears to be the same, and the processor is still connected to a 

similar USB to Ethernet chip, so they’ve probably kept the same architecture, expect possibly for 

the CPU core. So the only major changes on Raspberry Pi 3 appears to be built-in Wi-Fi and 

Bluetooth, and  64-bit ARM cores (likely Cortex A53). 
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Fig 3.1: Raspberry Pi 

 

 SoC – Broadcom BCM2837 64bit ARMv8 quad core Cortex A53 processor @ 1.2GHz 

with dual core VideoCore IV GPU @ 400 MHz supporting OpenGL ES 2.0, hardware-

accelerated OpenVG, and 1080p30 H.264 high-profile decode. Capable of 1Gpixel/s, 

1.5Gtexel/s or 24GFLOPs with texture filtering and DMA infrastructure 

 System Memory – 1GB LPDDR2 

 Storage – micro SD slot 

 Video & Audio Output – HDMI 1.4 and 4-pole stereo audio and composite video port 

 Connectivity – 10/100M Ethernet, Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n up to 150Mbps and Bluetooth 4.1 

LE (BCM43438 module) 

 USB – 4x USB 2.0 host ports (with better power management, allowing higher power 

peripherals), 1x micro USB port for power 

 Expansion 

 40-pin GPIO header 

 MIPI DSI for Raspberry Pi touch screen display 
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 MIPI CSI for Raspberry Pi camera 

 Power Supply – 5V up to 2.4A via micro USB port 

 Dimensions – 85 x 56 x 17 mm 

 So the specifications were more or less as expected from the leaked information we’ve 

received before the official release, and people hoping for 4K or H.265 video decoding will be 

disappointed. The new processor is said to be 10 times faster than BCM2835 processor found in 

the first Raspberry Pi Model B board, and it’s likely it can handle 1080p H.264 @ 60 fps using 

software decoding. The VideoCore IV GPU’s subsystem is now clocked at 400MHz and the 3D 

core at 300MHz against 250MHz for previous “Raspberry Pi processors”. 

 Since they’ve basically kept the same features as Raspberry Pi 2, beside changing the 

Cortex A7 cores to 64-bit Cortex A53 ones, and adding built-in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth via a 

BCM43438 module, firmware support is basically the same with various Linux distributions – 

Raspbian being the recommended distro – and Windows 10 IoT. 

BCM2837: 

 For Raspberry Pi 3, Broadcom have supported us with a new SoC, BCM2837. This 

retains the same basic architecture as its predecessors BCM2835 and BCM2836, so all those 

projects and tutorials which rely on the precise details of the Raspberry Pi hardware will 

continue to work. The 900MHz 32-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 CPU complex has been 

replaced by a custom-hardened 1.2GHz 64-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A53. Combining a 33% 

increase in clock speed with various architectural enhancements, this provides a 50-60% increase 

in performance in 32-bit mode versus Raspberry Pi 2, or roughly a factor of ten over the original 

Raspberry Pi. 

Cortex-A53 Processor: 

 The ARM Cortex-A53 processor offers a balance between performance and power-

efficiency. Cortex-A53 is capable of seamlessly supporting 32-bit and 64-bit instruction sets. It 

makes use of a highly efficient 8-stage in-order pipeline enhanced with advanced fetch and data 

access techniques for performance. It fits in a power and area footprint suitable for entry-level 

smartphones. It also can deliver high aggregate performance in scalable enterprise systems via 

high core density, which accounts for its popularity in basestation and networking designs. 

 The Cortex-A53 delivers significantly higher performance than the highly successful 

Cortex-A7, in a similar low-cost footprint. Like the Cortex-A7, it is capable of deployment as a 
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standalone applications processor or in combination with a high-end Cortex-A CPU using ARM 

big.LITTLE technology. It is less than half the size of the high-end Cortex-A processors, and 

between 2 and 3 times more efficient, while still delivering performance equivalent or higher 

than the Cortex-A9 processor that powered high-end smartphones just a few years ago. This 

blend of efficiency and performance enables affordable smartphone and consumer devices with 

substantial compute power in the lowest power and area footprint. 

 The Cortex-A53 supports the full ARMv8-A architecture. It not only runs 64-bit 

applications also seamlessly and efficiently runs legacy ARM 32-bit applications. 

Key Benefits: 

 High efficiency CPU for wide range of applications in mobile, DTV, automotive, 

networking, and more 

 ARMv8-A architecture at low cost for standalone entry level designs 

 Versatile enough to pair with any ARMv8 core in a big.LITTLE pairing, including 

Cortex-A57, Cortex-A72, or even other Cortex-A53 or Cortex-A35 CPU clusters 

 Mature product with high volume shipment 

Applications: 

Built as a low-power processor with 64-bit capabilities, the Cortex-A53 processor is applicable 

in a range of devices requiring high performance in power-constrained environments.  

 

3.2 Getting Started with the Raspberry Pi: 

Connecting a Display: 

 Before you can start using your Raspberry Pi, you’re going to need to connect a display. 

The Pi supports three different video outputs: composite video, HDMI video and DSI video. 

Composite video and HDMI video are readily accessible to the end user, while DSI video 

requires some specialized hardware. 

Composite Video: 

 Composite video, available via the yellow-and-silver port at the top of the Pi known as an 

RCA phono connector is designed for connecting the Raspberry Pi to older display devices. 

Composite video connections are significantly more prone to interference, lack clarity and run at 

a limited resolution, meaning that you can fit fewer icons and lines of text on the screen at once. 
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HDMI Video: 

 A better-quality picture can be obtained using the HDMI (High Definition Multimedia 

Interface) connector, the only port found on the bottom of the Pi. Unlike the analogue composite 

connection, the HDMI port provides a high-speed digital connection for pixel-perfect pictures on 

both computer monitors and high-definition TV sets. Using the HDMI port, a Pi can display 

images at the Full HD 1920x1080 resolution of most modern HDTV sets. HDMI-to-DVI cable, 

you’ll be able to connect the Pi’s HDMI port to a monitor with DVI-D connectivity.  

DSI Video: 

 The final video output on the Pi can be found above the SD card slot on the top of the 

printed circuit board—it’s a small ribbon connector protected by a layer of plastic. This is for a 

video standard known as Display Serial Interface (DSI), which is used in the flat-panel displays 

of tablets and smartphones. Displays with a DSI connector are rarely available for retail 

purchase, and are typically reserved for engineers looking to create a compact, self-contained 

system. A DSI display can be connected by inserting a ribbon cable into the matched connector 

on the Pi, but for beginners, the use of a composite or HDMI display is recommended. 

Connecting Audio: 

 If you’re using the Raspberry Pi’s HDMI port, audio is simple: when properly 

configured, the HDMI port carries both the video signal and a digital audio signal. 

 If you’re using the Pi with a DVI-D monitor via an adapter or cable, audio will not be 

included. This highlights the main difference between HDMI and DVI: while HDMI can carry 

audio signals, DVI cannot. For those with DVI-D monitors, or those using the composite video 

output, a black 3.5 mm audio jack located on the top edge of the Pi next to the yellow phonon 

connector provides analogue audio. This is the same connector used for headphones and 

microphones on consumer audio equipment and it’s wired in exactly the same way. If you want, 

you can simply connect a pair of headphones to this port for quick access to audio. While 

headphones can be connected directly to the Raspberry Pi, you may find the volume a little 

lacking. If possible, connect a pair of powered speakers instead. The amplifier inside will help 

boost the signal to a more audible level. 

Connecting a Keyboard and Mouse: 

 You’re going to need a keyboard, and for the majority of users, a mouse or trackball is a 
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necessity too. The old PS/2 connection has been superseded, and the Pi expects your peripherals 

to be connected over the Universal Serial Bus (USB) port. Depending on the Model A or Model 

B, you’ll have either one or two USB ports available on the right side of the Pi .If you’re using 

Model B, you can connect the keyboard and mouse directly to these ports. If you’re using Model 

A, you’ll need to purchase a USB hub in order to connect two USB devices simultaneously. If 

you want to reduce the number of power sockets in use, connect the Raspberry Pi’s USB power 

lead to your powered USB hub. This way, the Pi can draw its power directly from the hub, rather 

than needing its own dedicated power socket and mains adapter. This will only work on hubs 

with a power supply capable of providing 700mA to the Pi’s USB port, along with whatever 

power is required by other peripherals.Connecting the keyboard and mouse is as simple as 

plugging them in to the USB ports, either directly in the case of a Model 3 or via a USB hub in 

the case of a Model B. 

A Note on Storage: 

 The Raspberry Pi doesn’t have a traditional hard drive. Instead it uses a Secure Digital 

(SD) memory card, a solid-state storage system typically used in digital cameras. Almost any SD 

card will work with the Raspberry Pi, but because it holds the entire operating system, it 

isnecessary for the card to be at least 2 GB in capacity to store all the required files. SD cards 

with the operating system preloaded are available from the official Raspberry Pi Store along with 

numerous other sites on the Internet. If you’ve purchased one of these, or received it in a bundle 

with your Pi, you can simply plug it in to the SD card slot on the bottom side of the left-hand 

edge. If not, you’ll need to install an operating system—known as flashing—onto the card before 

it’s ready to go. Some SD cards work better than others, with some models refusing to work at 

all with the Raspberry Pi. For an up-to-date list of SD card models known to work with the Pi, 

visit the Linux  

Flashing the SD Card: 

 To prepare a blank SD card for use with the Raspberry Pi, you’ll need to flash an 

operating system onto the card. While this is slightly more complicated than simply dragging and 

dropping files onto the card, it shouldn’t take more than a few minutes to complete. 

  Firstly, you’ll need to decide which Linux distribution you would like to use with your 

Raspberry Pi. Each has its advantages and disadvantages. Don’t worry if you change your mind 

later and want to try a different version of Linux: an SD card can be flashed again with a new 
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operating system at any point. The most up-to-date list of Linux releases compatible with the Pi 

is available from the Raspberry Pi website at The Foundation provides  BitTorrent links for each 

distribution. These are small files that can be used with BitTorrent software to download the files 

from other users. Using these links is an efficient and fast way to distribute large files, and keeps 

the Foundation’s download servers from becoming overloaded. To use a BitTorrent link, you’ll 

need to have a compatible client installed. If you don’t already have a BitTorrent client installed, 

download one and install it before trying to download the Raspberry Pi Linux distribution. One 

client for Windows, OS X and Linux is μTorrent, Which distribution you choose to download is 

up to you. Instructions in the rest of the book will be based on the Debian Raspberry Pi 

distribution, a good choice for beginners. Where possible, we’ll give you instructions for other 

distributions as well. Linux distributions for the Raspberry Pi are provided as a single image file, 

compressed to make it faster to download. Once you’ve downloaded the Zip archive (a 

compressed file, which takes less time to download than the uncompressed files would) for your 

chosen distribution, you’ll need to decompress it somewhere on your system. In most operating 

systems, you can simply double-click the file to open it, and then choose Extract or Unzip to 

retrieve the contents. After you’ve decompressed the archive, you’ll end up with two separate 

files. The file ending in sha1 is a hash, which can be used to verify that the download hasn’t been 

corrupted in transit. The file ending in img contains an exact copy of an SD card set up by the 

distribution’s creators in a way that the Raspberry Pi understands. This is the file that needs to be 

flashed to the SD card.During the following, you’ll be using a software utility called dd. Used 

incorrectly dd will happily write the image to your main hard drive, erasing.your operating 

system and all your stored data. Make sure you read the instructions in each section thoroughly 

and note the device address of your.SD card carefully. Read twice, write once! 

Connecting External Storage: 

 While the Raspberry Pi uses an SD card for its main storage device—known as a boot 

device—you may find that you run into space limitations quite quickly. Although large SD cards 

holding 32 GB, 64 GB or more are available, they are often prohibitively expensive. Thankfully, 

there are devices that provide an additional hard drive to any computer when connected via a 

USB cable. Known as USB Mass Storage (UMS) devices, these can be physical hard drives, 

solid-state drives (SSDs) or even portable pocket-sized flash drives. Two USB Mass Storage 

devices: a pen drive and an external hard drive The majority of USB Mass Storage devices can 
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be read by the Pi. 

Connecting the Network: 

 While the majority of these setup instructions are equally applicable to both the 

Raspberry Pi Model A and the Model B, networking is a special exception. To keep the 

component count and therefore the cost as low as possible, the Model A doesn’t feature any 

onboard networking. Thankfully, that doesn’t mean you can’t network the Model A; only that 

you’ll need some additional equipment to do so. 

 

Connecting Power: 

 The Raspberry Pi is powered by the small micro-USB connector found on the lower left 

side of the circuit board. This connector is the same as found on the majority of smartphones and 

some tablet devices. Many chargers designed for smartphones will work with the Raspberry Pi, 

but not all. The Pi is more power-hungry than most micro-USB devices, and requires up to 

700mA in order to operate. Some chargers can only supply up to 500mA, causing intermittent 

problems in the Pi’s operation. Connecting the Pi to the USB port on a desktop or laptop 

computer is possible, but not recommended. As with smaller chargers, the USB ports on a 

computer can’t provide the power required for the Pi to work properly. Only connect the micro-

USB power supply when you are ready to start using the Pi. With no power button on the device, 

it will start working the instant power is connected and can only be turned off again by 

physically removing the power cable. 

 

3.3 The GPIO Port: 

 The Raspberry Pi’s GPIO port is located on the top-left of the printed circuit board, 

labelled P1. It’s a 54-pin port, fitted with two rows of 13 male 2.54 mm headers at the factory. 

The spacing of these headers is particularly important: 2.54 mm pin spacing (0.1 inches in 

imperial measurements) is a very common sight in electronics, and is the standard spacing for 

prototyping platforms that include stripboards and breadboards. Each pin of the GPIO port has 

its own purpose, with several pins working together to form particular circuits. 
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Fig 3.2: GPIO Port Pin Diagram 

Although the Pi’s GPIO port provides a 5 V power supply, tapped from the incoming 

power on the micro-USB hub, on Pin 2, the Pi’s internal workings are based on 3.3 V logic. This 

means that the components on the Pi work from a 3.3 V power supply. If you’re planning on 

creating a circuit that will interface with the Pi through its GPIO port, make sure you are using 

components compatible with 3.3 V logic or are passing the circuit through a voltage regulator 

before it reaches the Pi. Connecting a 5 V supply to any pin on the Raspberry Pi’s GPIO port, or 

directly shorting either of the power supply pins (Pin 1 and Pin 2) to any other pin will result in 

damage to the Pi. Because the port is wired directly to pins on the Broadcom BCM2837 SoC 

processor, you will not be able to repair any damage you do to it. Always be extra careful when 

working around the GPIO port. 
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The GPIO port provides seven pins for general-purpose use by default: Pin 11, Pin 12, Pin 13, 

Pin 15, Pin 16, Pin 18 and Pin 22. Additionally, Pin 7—while defaulting to providing a clock 

signal for general purpose use—can also be used as a general purpose pin, giving eight pins in 

total. These pins can be toggled between two states: high, where they are providing a positive 

voltage of 3.3 V; and low, where they are equal to ground or 0 V. This equates to the 1 and 0 of 

binary logic, and can be used to turn other components on or off. The Pi’s internal logic operates 

at 3.3 V. This is in contrast to many common microcontroller devices, such as the popular 

Arduino and its variants, which typically operate at 5 V. Devices designed for the Arduino may 

not work with the Pi unless a level translator or optical isolator is used between the two. 

Likewise, connecting pins on a 5 V microcontroller directly to the Raspberry Pi’s GPIO port will 

not work and may permanently damage the Pi.In addition to these general-purpose pins, the 

GPIO port has pins dedicated to particular buses.  

 

3.4 RASPBERRY PI CONFIGURATION: 

Setting up Raspberry Pi : 

 Raspberry Pi needs some basic devices such as display which is connected via the HDMI 

cable, the mouse and the keyboard, and the internet connection cable.Before plugging the power 

cable, MicroSD-card should be checked if it is flashed and prepared with an operating system. 

Also it is recommendable to create a backup folder of the MicroSD-card just in case of 

complications. The MicroSD-card can be checked with a card-reader. The card-reader can be 

found from most of the laptops and desktop computers. Insert the MicroSD-card into the card-

reader and check that there is something stored in the MicroSD-card. If everything looks good, 

take the MicroSD-card and plug it into the Raspberry Pi. Now the power cable can be connected. 

Raspberry Pi does not have any kind of power switch so it will start up immediately when the 

power cable is connected to it. At the start up text starts to flow on the monitor and shortly after 

that there appears a configuration menu. The configura-tion menu is called Raspi-config (Figure 

4). In Raspi-config it is possible to change some of the settings on Raspberry. The most 

important settings that should be checked in Raspi-config are:  

Expand Filesystem, where it is necessary to check that RasPi can use the whole memory capacity 

of the MicroSD-card. Otherwise the memory can run out fast.  

Internationalization Options, where it is possible to choose between different languages and the 
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time zones.  

Advanced Options, if the internet cable has been plugged in, it is possible to update RasPi to the 

latest version available. (McManus, S. & Cook, M. 2013, 38.) 

It is possible to get back to the Raspi-config and change the settings also after the first setup by 

typing the following command into the terminal:  

sudoraspi-config 

 

Fig 3.3: Raspi-config Tool 

 

Choose the Finish option. Now the terminal view should appear and it might be asking for the 

username and the password. The username in Raspian Wheezy is by default pi and the password 

should be raspberry. The next step is logging in to Raspberry and instead of the graphical 

environment there will be a command console flashing. However, the graphical environment, or 

so called desktop view, can be started by entering the command:  

Startx 

Open the key-board file in the command console with the nano text editor by typing the 

following command:  

sudo nano /etc/default/keyboard  
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The keyboard configuration file will appear and it can be modified. The keyboard layout can be 

changed by replacing the XKBLAYOUT value. After the file is edited it can be saved by 

pressing CTRL + O key combination. 

 

Fig 3.4: Keyboard Configuration File 

Installing the Pi NoIR camera module : 

 The Raspberry Pi's NoIR camera module board comes in anti-static plastic bag. It is fast 

and easy to install. The camera module can be mounted to the protective case's cover, where is 

reserved slot for the camera. (Figure 12) It is screwed with two small screws, and the ribbon 

cable is connected to the Raspberry Pi's camera connection port. The connection port is located 

between the 3.5mm audio jack and the HDMI socket. The connection port's clip has to be pulled 

up before plugging the camera module's ribbon cable on its place After mounting the camera 

module, it is required to enable the camera module from the Raspi-config configuration tool and 

then Raspberry Pi has to be rebooted so that the changes will take effect.  

Taking the first pictures and videos with the Pi NoIRcamera : 

 In Raspbian there are built in functions or commands for the camera module is called 

“raspistill”. raspistill -v -o first_image.jpg .Raspberry takes the picture, and saves it to the file 
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called first_image.jpg. Parameters -v stands for verbose information during the run and with the -

o parameter it is possible to give filename for the output file.Other simple and useful parameters 

which can be added into raspistill command are:  

– image width -w  

– image height -h  

– image quality -q  

– flip the image vertically -vf 

– flip the image horizontally -hf  

– image rotation -rot  

Creating a Python script for taking pictures : 

 First thing is where the picture is stored, finding the right parameters for the picture so 

that the image quality and size does not suffer too much. All the pictures which are taken by the 

Python script will be saved to the own folder with current timestamp filename. The folder is 

located at /var/www/camera/. Apache2 is hosting the folder so that the pictures are available on 

the website.  

 Creating the script starts with placing the shebang information and importing the 

necessary libraries. These libraries are datetime, picamera and time.  

#!/usr/bin/env/ python  

import datetime  

import picamera 

import time 

 On the second step a function called takePicture should be defined. It does not take any 

input variables. The function consists of three parts. The first part is the general settings, where 

the location to the saved pictures and the filename are defined.  

def takePicture():  

location="/var/www/camera/" #Location to the files  

date=datetime.datetime.now() #Get current date  

file_name=date.strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H%M") #Format the string  

 The second part of the function is defining the settings for the picture size and it starts 

also the preview mode.  

#configuration for the pictures  
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camera = picamera.PiCamera()  

camera.resolution = (1280,720)  

camera.start_preview()  

 In the last part of the function, the preview mode is kept on for a certain time to warm up 

the camera. After the warm up time, the function captures the picture and saves it to the 

predefined location. The picture is named with current timestamp. At the end of the script the 

preview mode is stopped and the camera is closed.  

time.sleep(2) #Camera warm up time  

# Capture the picture and saved it with the current date  

camera.capture("%s%s.jpg" % (location,file_name), quality=75)  

camera.stop_preview()  

camera.close() 

3.5 LM35 - Precision Centigrade Temperature Sensor: 

Features : 

Calibrated directly in° Celsius    (Centigrade) 

Linear + 10.0 mV/°C scale factor 

0.5°C accuracy guaranteeable (at +25°C) 

Rated for full -55° to +150°C range 

Suitable for remote applications 

Low cost due to wafer-level trimming 

Operates from 4 to 30 volts 

Less than 60 µA current drain 

Low self-heating, 0.08°C in still air 

Nonlinearity only ±¼°C typical 

Low impedance output, 0.1 Ohm for 1 mA load 

 The LM35 series are precision integrated-circuit temperature sensors, whose output 

voltage is linearly proportional to the Celsius (Centigrade) temperature. The LM35 thus has an 

advantage over linear temperature sensors calibrated in ° Kelvin, as the user is not required to 

subtract a large constant voltage from its output to obtain convenient Centigrade scaling. The 
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LM35 does not require any external calibration or trimming to provide typical accuracies of 

±¼°C at room temperature and ±¾°C over a full -55 to +150°C temperature range. Low cost is 

assured by trimming and calibration at the wafer level. The LM35's low output impedance, linear 

output, and precise inherent calibration make interfacing to readout or control circuitry especially 

easy. It can be used with single power supplies, or with plus and minus supplies. As it draws 

only 60 µA from its supply, it has very low self-heating, less than 0.1°C in still air. The LM35 is 

rated to operate over a -55° to +150°C temperature range, while the LM35C is rated for a -40° to 

+110°C range (-10° with improved accuracy). The LM35 series is available packaged in 

hermetic TO-46 transistor packages, while the LM35C, LM35CA, and LM35D are also available 

in the plastic TO-92 transistor package.The LM35 is an integrated circuit sensor that can be used 

to measure temperature with an electrical output proportional to the temperature (in oC)  

The LM35 - An Integrated Circuit Temperature Sensor:  

 You can measure temperature more accurately than a using a thermistor.  

 The sensor circuitry is sealed and not subject to oxidation, etc.  

 The LM35 generates a higher output voltage than thermocouples and may not require that 

the output voltage be amplified.  

 

 

Fig 3.5: LM35 

 

The LM35 comes in many different packages, including the following: 

 TO-92 plastic transistor-like package 

 T0-46 metal can transistor-like package  

 8-lead surface mount SO-8 small outline package  
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 TO-202 package. (Shown in the picture above)  

 

What Does an LM35 Do?  How does it work? 

 It has an output voltage that is proportional to the Celsius temperature.  

 The scale factor is .01V/oC 

 The LM35 does not require any external calibration or trimming and maintains an 

accuracy of  +/-0.4 oC at room temperature and +/- 0.8 oC over a range of 0 oC to +100 

oC. 

 Another important characteristic of the LM35DZ is that it draws only 60 micro amps 

from its supply and possesses a low self-heating capability. The sensor self-heating 

causes less than 0.1 oC temperature rise in still air.  

3.6 SOUND SENSOR: 

 Sound is basically a waveform of energy that is produced by some form of a mechanical 

vibration such as a tuning fork, and which has a “frequency” determined by the origin of the 

sound for example, a bass drum has a low frequency sound while a cymbal has a higher 

frequency sound. 

 A sound waveform has the same characteristics as that of an electrical waveform which 

areWavelength (λ), Frequency (ƒ) and Velocity (m/s). Both the sounds frequency and wave 

shape are determined by the origin or vibration that originally produced the sound but the 

velocity is dependent upon the medium of transmission (air, water etc.) that carries the sound 

wave.  

The relationship between wavelength, velocity and frequency is given below as: 

Sound Wave Relationship: 

 

 

 

Fig 3.6: Sound Waveform 
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Where: 

   Wavelength – is the time period of one complete cycle in Seconds. 

   Frequency – is the number of wavelengths per second in Hertz.  

   Velocity – is the speed of sound through a transmission medium in m/s-1. 

3.7 The Microphone Input Transducer: 

 The Microphone, also called a “mic”, is a sound transducer that can be classed as a 

“sound sensor”. This is because it produces an electrical analogue output signal which is 

proportional to the “acoustic” sound wave acting upon its flexible diaphragm. This signal is an 

“electrical image” representing the characteristics of the acoustic waveform. Generally, the 

output signal from a microphone is an analogue signal either in the form of a voltage or current 

which is proportional to the actual sound wave. 

 The most common types of microphones available as sound transducers 

are Dynamic, Electret Condenser, Ribbon and the newer Piezo-electric Crystal types. Typical 

applications for microphones as a sound transducer include audio recording, reproduction, 

broadcasting as well as telephones, television, digital computer recording and body scanners, 

where ultrasound is used in medical applications. An example of a simple “Dynamic” 

microphone is shown below. 
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Dynamic Moving-coil Microphone Sound Transducer: 

 

Fig 3.7: Dynamic Microphone 

The construction of a dynamic microphone resembles that of a loudspeaker, but in 

reverse. It is a moving coil type microphone which uses electromagnetic induction to convert the 

sound waves into an electrical signal. It has a very small coil of thin wire suspended within the 

magnetic field of a permanent magnet. As the sound wave hits the flexible diaphragm, the 

diaphragm moves back and forth in response to the sound pressure acting upon it causing the 

attached coil of wire to move within the magnetic field of the magnet. 

 The movement of the coil within the magnetic field causes a voltage to be induced in the 

coil as defined by Faraday’s law of Electromagnetic Induction. The resultant output voltage 

signal from the coil is proportional to the pressure of the sound wave acting upon the diaphragm 

so the louder or stronger the sound wave the larger the output signal will be, making this type of 

microphone design pressure sensitive. As the coil of wire is usually very small the range of 

movement of the coil and attached diaphragm is also very small producing a very linear output 

signal which is 90o out of phase to the sound signal. Also, because the coil is a low impedance 

inductor, the output voltage signal is also very low so some form of “pre-amplification” of the 

signal is required. 

 As the construction of this type of microphone resembles that of a loudspeaker, it is also 

possible to use an actual loudspeaker as a microphone.Obviously, the average quality of a 

loudspeaker will not be as good as that for a studio type recording microphone but the frequency 

response of a reasonable speaker is actually better than that of a cheap “freebie” microphone. 

Also the coils impedance of a typical loudspeaker is different at between 8 to 16Ω. Common 

applications where speakers are generally used as microphones are in intercoms and walki-

talkie’s. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

  

 In October 1991 Linus Torvalds released the first unofficial Linux and the first official 

Linux version was released in March 1994. Nowadays Linus Torvalds is still partly developing 

and supporting the kernel's further development.  

4.1 Linux compared to Windows:  

 When comparing Linux and Windows as operating systems, one of the major differences 

are that Linux is an open-source project and Windows is a closed-source project. In the closed-

source project the users sees only the finished product but do not know how it has been done. In 

open-source projects everything is made fully visible to the public. In practice this can be seen in 

Linux's easy customization for different platforms. This process is called porting. There are 

several distributions ported to the Rasp-berry Pi's BCM2835 chip. One of the distributions is 

called Raspbian Wheezy.  

4.2 Raspbian Wheezy:  

 Raspbian Wheezy is a free operating system based on Debian distribution. It is created by 

a small team of developers who are fans of Raspberry Pi. Raspbian is optimized for the 

Raspberry Pi's hardware and it comes with over 35 000 packages and pre-compiled software. 

Raspbian is still under active development and it aims to improve the stability and performance 

of the Debian packages. Raspbian is officially recommended for beginners and it includes the 

graphical desktop environment called LXDE. Raspbian Wheezy is one of the fastest ways to 

setup and get the RasPi running.  

4.3 Python Programming Language:  

 Python programming language is developed in the late 1980s at the National Re-search 

Institute by Guido van Rossum. Python has grown in popularity, and it is widely used 

commercially. Python is a flexible and powerful programming language but still it is easy to 

learn and follow. The clear syntax of Python makes it a valuable tool for users who wants to 

learn programming. This is one of the reasons why it is recommended by the Raspberry Pi 

Foundation. Python is published under an open-source license and it is available for different 

operating systems. Python runs on Linux, OS X and Windows computer systems. Cross-platform 
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support guarantees that the programs which are written in Python are also compatible in other 

platforms. There are few exceptions where the programs are not compatible. For instance, when 

the Python is addressed to use the specific hardware such like Raspberry Pi's GPIO. 

4.4 Installing OS to Raspberry pi B+: 

 Raspberry Pi doesn’t come with an operating system. Here’s how to get a new OS 

installed and running on your Pi and how to clone your perfect setup for quick disaster 

recovery.Operating systems such as Raspbian, ArchLinux, Risc OS and even Android come 

ready to run on your Raspberry Pi. Assume that you have a basic Raspberry Pi package and 

Windows to manage your SD card writing and cloning. Flash an OS To SD and Boot Your 

Raspberry Pi. You’ll also need to ensure that your card is blank and formatted, and at least 2 GB. 

 

 For Windows users the tool of choice for writing a Raspberry Pi OS image to SD card 

is SD Formatter, from the SD Association. With the card inserted into your computer’s card 

reader, and ensuring you have the correct Drive letter selected in the drop down menu, open 

theOption menu and select Full (Erase)  and On. This ensures that the full capacity of the storage 

card will be available.Click OK, then Format to begin.To write the disk image, 

use Win32DiskImager, available from Sourceforge. You may need to run with administrator 

privileges. Select the correct drive letter for your SD card, browse to the image file and 

click Write to commence the process. Win32DiskImager will inform you when the data has been 

written.If writing the disk image seems too much hassle or is beyond your abilities, it is possible 
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to purchase SD cards with Raspbian pre-installed. Booting Raspbian For The First TimeWith 

Raspbian installed, you’ll need to login with the following credentials: 

Username: pi 

Password: raspberry 

 For other operating systems, check the documentation to find the default login 

credentials.Install Raspbian, XBMC, Risc OS, OpenElec&ArchLinux Easily With NOOBS.For a 

simpler, more streamlined install of the more popular Raspberry Pi distros such as Raspbian, 

ArchLinux, XBMC and OpenElec media centres, as well as Risc OS and Pidora – you can 

employ NOOBS, the New Out Of Box Software installation system. 

4.5 Perfecting Raspberry Pi OS: 

 The following instructions are for Windows users. Linux and Mac users can find 

instructions at www.raspberrypi.org/downloads 

1. Download the Raspberry Pi operating system: The recommended OS is called Raspbian. 

Download it here: http://downloads.raspberrypi.org/images/raspbian/2012-12-16-wheezy-

raspbian/2012-12-16-wheezy-raspbian.zip  

2. Unzip the file that you just downloaded:       

 a) Right click on the file and choose “Extract all”.                

b) Follow the instructions—you will end up with a file ending in .img This .img file can only be 

written to your SD card by special disk imaging software, so…  

3. Download the Win32DiskImager software:  

a)Download the Win32DiskImager-binary.zip from: https://launchpad.net/win32-image-

writer/+download  

b) Unzip it in the same way you did the Raspbian .zip file  

c) You now have a new folder called win32diskimager-binary You are now ready to write the 

Raspbian image to your SD card.  

4. Writing Raspbian to the SD card 

 a) Plug your SD card into your PC 

 b) In the folder you made in step 3(b), run the file named Win32DiskImager.exe (in Windows 

Vista, 7 and 8 we recommend that you right-click this file and choose “Run as administrator”). 

You will see something like this: 
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 c) If the SD card (Device) you are using isn’t found automatically then click on the drop down 

box and select it 

d) In the Image File box, choose the Raspbian .img file that you downloaded 

e) Click Write 

f) After a few minutes you will have an SD card that you can use in your Raspberry Pi 5. 

Booting your Raspberry Pi for the first time: 

 a) Follow the Quick start guide on page 1  

b) On first boot you will come to the Raspi-config window  

c) Change settings such as timezone and locale if you want 

 d) Finally, select the second choice: expand_rootfs and say ‘yes’ to a reboot  

e) The Raspberry Pi will reboot and you will see raspberrypi login:  

f) Type: pi  

g) You will be asked for your Password  

h) Type: raspberry  

i) You will then see the prompt: pi@raspberry ~ $  

j) Start the desktop by typing: 

 

 With this done, you will then need to install various updates from within the media centre 
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software (much as you would if you had installed Raspbian). There may be other applications 

that you need, add-ins for the media centre such as Vimeo or YouTube, perhaps the TED Talk 

channel, etc. As with any computer system, installing the operating system is only the first step. 

Updates, optional software and other tools will also need to be added before you’re happy that 

the Raspberry Pi is ready for its intended use. The same process would be followed if you were 

configuring your Pi as a wireless print server, perhaps, or even webserver.Once this is done, you 

should have your Raspberry Pi installation perfected. 

4.6 Disaster Management: Cloning The OS: 

 The point at which you’re happy with the installed OS is precisely when you should 

make a clone of it. This is a full backup image of the SD card saved to your hard disk drive (or 

second SD card) that can be easily flashed should you run into trouble.Windows users can again 

employ Win32DiskImager here, ensuring that the perfected Raspberry Pi SD card is inserted in 

your Windows card reader before launching the utility. 

 

 Find the Image File field, and browse to the folder where you will be saving your SD 

card image; in the Device box, select the drive letter of the SD card, and after confirming both 

are correct, click Read to begin the cloning, following any on-screen instructions. Give the 

process time to complete before proceedingShould you need to revert the SD card back to its 

“perfect” state later on, you’ll need to remove all partitions (WIN+R to launch Disk 

Management, right-click the SD card and select Delete) before restoring the image. You might 

also reformat using SD Formatter, as explained above.Again using Win32DiskImager, browse 

for the image file, set the Device drive letter and then click Write. Once the process is complete, 

your SD card will be reverted to the “perfect” configuration you worked on earlier, and 

your Raspberry Pi should be ready to put to use once more. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULT: 

 

Fig 5.1: Output 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

6.1 Advantages: 

 Live video and audio streaming of the baby.  

 Audio recording.  

 Room temperature and humidity observation.  

 Notifications if temperature degree higher than 23C or less than 16C.  

 Determine if the baby is awake or sleep.  

 Crying detection if the sound is greater than 60.  

 Use mobile application to communicate with parents Live video and audio streaming of 

the baby.  

6.2 Disadvantages: 

 It does not support Arabic language.  

 The hardware connected to a mobile application via Bluetooth. This is not good due to 

the Poor Security,  

 Battery Drain in the phone and short distance.  

 It does not provide cry detection feature.  

 It does not support wake up or sleeping feature.  

6.3 Applications: 

 This system mainly designed for the babies whose parents are busy in their work. 

 Mainly this will be more helpful for the parents to look after their children and also get to 

know if babies got fever or any health issues with the help of humidity sensor. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusion and Future Scope 

  

According to the system it analyses children Activities with Video Enhancement Instant WEB 

App Notification for Better Monitoring of Baby. Atomization of System with Real-Time 

Database in the cloud, accurate sensors make the monitoring of the baby easy. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 

The main objective of this project is to develop a Wireless Notice Board that will be 

used by the faculty in order to display latest Notice and Announcements. It is a smart board 

developed as user friendly notice board with wireless concept that offers the flexibility to 

control the notice board. The notice can be delivered with help of Node MCU and a webpage. 

This notice board is made to overcome the messy wiring of earlier electronic wired model. It’s 

one objective is to increase the speed of communication and saving time and resources. It can 

also be used to promote the reusability of existing design and decrease the area required which 

will manage the cost factor. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Aim of the project 

 
In this project, the development of simple and low-cost Smart Board is presented. The 

proposed system uses Wi-Fi based wireless serial data communication. For this purpose, node 

MCU with Wi-Fi communication and LCD display board are used. The developed system will 

therefore aim in wirelessly sharing the information with intended users and also helps in saving 

the time and the cost for paper and printing hardware. 

 

1.2 Methodology 

 
This automated system can reduce the manual work. In this paper, to design a model 

messages are sent through an Internet from an authorized transmitter and then message is 

transmitted to the microcontroller and the message is read and sent to digital display board. 

 

1.3 Significance 

 
Traditionally, there were notice boards where any information or notice had to be stick 

daily. This becomes tedious and requires daily maintenance. The objective of this project is to 

develop a wireless notice board that displays notices when a message is sent from the internet. 

 

1.4 Conclusion 

 
Hence, we will be concluding that, by introducing the concept of smart wireless 

notification board which will make the communication more efficient and faster, with great 

efficiency we can display the message with less errors and maintenance. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 
Description of Components 

 

 

2.1 Block Diagram 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 2.1: Block Diagram of Wireless Notice Board Using Node Mcu. 

 

The block diagram of the IOT-based wireless notice board is shown below. The block diagram of 

the wireless board mainly includes hardware and software components. Hardware requirements 

are NODE MCU, LCD display, resistors, capacitor, transformer, 7805Voltage regulator, 

Software requirements are Keil compiler and Embedded C language or assembly language. In 

this project NODE MCU, WEB BROWSER, are the most essential components. 
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Project description: 

 

Notice Board is the most important thing in any institution, organizations and public places like 

bus stands, airports, railway stations & parks. But changing different notice day by day is a 

difficult process and consumes more time. To overcome this problem, here is a project which 

deals with an innovative wireless notice board. 

 
The main concept of this project is to design a wireless notice board that displays various notices 

sent from the mobile phone. When a mobile user sends information from his mobile, it is 

received by LCD display at the receiver end. 

 
2.2 Node MCU: 

The Internet of Things (IOT) has been a trending field in the world of technology. It has changed 

the way we work. Physical objects and the digital world are connected now more than ever. 

A Shanghai-based Semiconductor Company has released an adorable, bite-sized Wi-Fi enabled 

microcontroller – ESP8266, at an unbelievable price! For less than RS:300, it can monitor and 

control things from anywhere in the world – perfect for just about any IOT project. 

The development board equips the ESP-12E module containing ESP8266 chip having Tensilica 

Xtensa ® 32-bit LX106 RISC microprocessor which operates at 80 to 160 MHz adjustable clock 

frequency and supports RTOS. 

 

 
Fig 2.2.1: Node MCU Wi-Fi 
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There’s also 128 KB RAM and 4MB of Flash memory (for program and data storage) just 

enough to cope with the large strings that make up web pages, JSON/XML data, and everything 

we throw at IOT devices nowadays. The ESP8266 Integrates 802.11b/g/n HT40 Wi-Fi 

transceiver, so it can not only connect to a WI-FI network and interact with the Internet, but it 

can also set up a network of its own, allowing other devices to connect directly to it. This makes 

the ESP8266 Node MCU even more versatile. 

 

 
 

Power Requirement: 

 
The ESP8266 Integrates 802.11b/g/n HT40 Wi-Fi transceiver, so it can not only connect to a 

WIFI network and interact with the Internet, but it can also set up a network of its own, allowing 

other devices to connect directly to it. This makes the ESP8266 Node MCU even more versatile. 

Power to the ESP8266 Node MCU is supplied via the on-board MicroB USB connector. 

Alternatively, if you have a regulated 5V voltage source, the VIN pin can be used to directly 

supply the ESP8266 and its peripherals. 

Power parameters: 

 
Operating voltage:2.5V to 3.6V 

on board 3.3V 600mA regulator 

800mA Operating Current 

20 micro Amps Sleep mode 

 
Peripherals and I/O: 

 
The ESP8266 Node MCU has total 17 GPIO pins broken out to the pin headers on both sides of 

the development board. These pins can be assigned to all sorts of peripheral duties, including: 

ADC channel – A 10-bit ADC channel. 

 
UART interface – UART interface is used to load code serially. 
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PWM outputs – PWM pins for dimming LED’s or controlling motors. 

 
SPI, I2C & I2S interface – SPI and I2C interface to hook up all sorts of sensors and peripherals. 

I2S interface – I2S interface if you want to add sound to your project. 

The ESP8266’s pin multiplexing feature (Multiple peripherals multiplexed on a single GPIO pin). 

Meaning a single GPIO pin can act as PWM/UART/SPI. 

Multiplexed I/O’s: 

 
1 ADC channels 

 
2 UART Interfaces 

 
4 PWM outputs 

 
SPI, 12C &12S Interface 

 

 

Fig 2.2.2: Node MCU multiplexed I/O’s 

 
On -Board switch and LED Indicator: 

 
The ESP8266 Node MCU features two buttons. One marked as RST located on the top left 

corner is the Reset button, used of course to reset the ESP8266 chip. The other FLASH button on 

the bottom left corner is the download button used while upgrading firmware. The board also has 

a LED indicator which is user programmable and is connected to the D0 pin of the board. 
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Switches and Indicators: 

 
RST-: Reset the ESP8266 chip. 

FLASH -: Download new programs. 

Blue LED -: user programmable. 

Serial Communication: 

 
The board includes CP2102 USB-to-UART Bridge Controller from Silicon Labs, which converts 

USB signal to serial and allows your computer to program and communicate with the ESP8266 

chip 

 

 

Serial communication port: 

 
CP2102 USB- to-UART Converter 

 
4.5 Mbps Communication speed 

Flow control support 

Pin Description: 

 
The ESP8266 Node MCU has total 30 pins that interface it to the outside world. The connections 

are as follows: 
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Fig 2.2.3: Pin out diagram of Node MCU 

 

 

 

Power Pins: 

 
There are four power pins viz. one VIN pin & three 3.3V pins. The VIN pin can be used to 

directly supply the ESP8266 and its peripherals, if you have a regulated 5V voltage source. The 

3.3V pins are the output of an on-board voltage regulator. These pins can be used to supply 

power to external components. 

GND: 

 
It is a ground pin of ESP8266 Node MCU development board. 

 
GPIO Pins: 

 
ESP8266 Node MCU has 17 GPIO pins which can be assigned to various functions such as I2C, 

I2S, UART, PWM, IR Remote Control, LED Light and Button programmatically. Each digital 

enabled GPIO can be configured to internal pull-up or pull-down, or set to high impedance. 

When configured as an input, it can also be set to edge-trigger or level-trigger to generate CPU 

interrupts. 
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12C Pins-: 

 
These are used to hook up all sorts of I2C sensors and peripherals in your project. Both I2C 

   Master and I2C Slave are supported. I2C interface functionality can be realized 

  programmatically, and the clock frequency is 100 kHz at a maximum. It should be noted that I2C 

clock frequency should be higher than the slowest clock frequency of the slave device. 

ADC Channel: 

 
The Node MCU is embedded with a 10-bit precision SAR ADC. The two functions can be 

implemented using ADC viz. Testing power supply voltage of VDD3P3 pin and testing input 

voltage of TOUT pin. However, they cannot be implemented at the same time. 

 

 
 

UART Pins: 

 
ESP8266 Node MCU has 2 UART interfaces, i.e. UART0 and UART1, which provide 

asynchronous communication (RS232 and RS485), and can communicate at up to 4.5 Mbps. 

UART0 (TXD0, RXD0, RST0 & CTS0 pins) can be used for communication. It supports fluid 

control. However, UART1 (TXD1 pin) features only data transmit signal so, it is usually used for 

printing log. 

SPI Pins: 

 
ESP8266 features two SPIs (SPI and HSPI) in slave and master modes. These SPIs also support 

the following general-purpose SPI features: 

 

4 timing modes of the SPI format transfer 

 
Up to 80 MHz and the divided clocks of 80 MHz 

Up to 64-Byte FIFO 
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SDIO Pins: 

 
ESP8266 features Secure Digital Input/output Interface (SDIO) which is used to directly 

   interface SD cards. 4-bit 25 MHz SDIO v1.1 and 4-bit 50 MHz SDIO v2.0 are supported. 

PWM pins: 

 
he boards has 4 channels of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). The PWM output can be 

implemented programmatically and used for driving digital motors and LEDs. PWM frequency 

range is adjustable from 1000 μs to 10000 μs, i.e., between 100 Hz and 1 kHz. 

Control Pins: 

 
These are used to control ESP8266. These pins include Chip Enable pin (EN), Reset pin (RST) 

and WAKE pin. 

 

EN pin – The ESP8266 chip is enabled when EN pin is pulled HIGH. When pulled LOW the 

chip works at minimum power. 

RST pin – RST pin is used to reset the ESP8266 chip. 

 
WAKE pin – Wake pin is used to wake the chip from deep-sleep. 

 

2.3 Web Browser: 

A web browser is a software application which enables a user to display and interact with text, 

images, videos, music, and other information that could be on a website. Text and images on a web 

page can contain hyperlinks to other web pages at the same or different website. Web browsers 

allow a user to quickly and easily access information provided on many web pages at many 

websites by traversing these links. Web browsers format HTML information for display so the 

appearance of a web page many differ between browsers. 
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Protocols and Standards: 

Web browsers communicated with web servers primarily using HTTP (hypertext transfer protocol) 

 
   to fetch web pages. HTTP allows web browsers to submit information to web servers as well as 

fetch web pages from them. Pages are identified by means of a URL (uniform resource locater), 

which is treated as an address, beginning with “http://” for HTTP access. 

The file format for a web page is usually HTML (hyper-text markup language) and is identified in 

the HTTP protocol. Most web browsers also support a variety of additional formats, such as JPEG, 

PNG, and GIF image formats, and can be extended to support more through the use of plugins. The 

combination of HTTP content type and URL protocol specification allows web page designers to 

embed images, animations, video, sound, and streaming media into a web page, or to make them 

accessible through the web page. 

Function: 

 
The purpose of a web browser is to fetch information resources from the web and display them 

 

on a user's device. This process begins when the user inputs a UNIFORM RESOURCE 

LOCATOR (URL), such as https://en.wikipedia.org/, into the browser. Virtually all URLs on the 

Web start with either http:  or https:  which means the browser will retrieve them with the 

hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP). In the case of https: the communication between the 

browser and the web server are encrypted for the purposes of security and privacy. Once a web 

page has been retrieved, the browser's rendering engine displays it on the user's device. This 

includes image and video formats supported by the browser. Web pages usually contain 

hyperlinks to other pages and resources. Each link contains a URL, and when it is clicked or 

tapped, the browser navigates to the new resource. Thus, the process of bringing content to the 

user begins again. Most browsers use an internal cache of web page resources to 
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improve loading times for subsequent visits to the same page. The cache can store many items, 

such as large images, so they do not need to be downloaded from the server again. Cached items 

are usually only stored for as long as the web server stipulates in its HTTP response messages 

 

Privacy: 

During the course of browsing, cookies received from various websites are stored by the 

browser. Some of them contain login credentials or site preferences. However, others are used 

for tracking user behavior over long periods of time, so browsers typically provide settings for 

removing cookies when exiting the browser. Finer-grained management of cookies usually 

requires a browser extension. 

 

Features: 

The most popular browsers have a number of features in common. They allow users to set 

 bookmarks and browse in a private mode. They also can be customized with extensions, and some  

of them provide a sync service. 

Most browsers have these user interface features: 

 
 Allow the user to open multiple pages at the same time, either in different browser 

windows o in different tabs of the same window. 

 Back and forward buttons to go back to the previous page visited or forward to the 

next one. 

 A refresh or reload button to reload the current page. 

 A stop button to cancel loading the page. (In some browsers, the stop button is merged 

with the reload button.) 

 A home button to return to the user's home page. 

 An address bar to input the URL of a page and display it. 

 A search bar to input terms into a search engine. (In some browsers, the search bar is 

merged with the address bar.) 
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There are also niche browsers with distinct features. One example is text only browsers that can 

benefit people with slow internet connections or those with visual impairments. 

 
 

 

Security: 

Web browsers are popular targets for hackers, who exploit security holes to steal information, 

destroy files, and other malicious activities. Browser vendors regularly patch these security holes, 

so users are strongly encouraged to keep their browser software updated. Other protection 

measures are anti-virus software and avoiding known-malicious websites. 

 

Search Engine vs Browser: 

There is a lot of confusion around the two most frequently used buzz words: search 

engine and browser. Recently, Google conducted an interview on the streets of New York asking 

people to define a browser. Out of a sample of over 50, only 8 per cent of the people answered 

with the correct definition  of  a  browser.  A  browser  is  a  software  program  installed  on  

your computer locally. There are many browsers such as Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, and 

Opera, etc. A browser is used to access various websites and web pages. A search engine is also 

a software program that searches for some particular document when specific keywords 

are entered. The search engine matches the exact keywords entered against the documents 

available on the Internet and returns a list of documents in which the keywords were found. 

Google and Yahoo are the most popular search engines. 

Another interesting thing to be noticed is that you use a browser to get a search engine. 

For example, you open Internet Explorer, Chrome, or Firefox and then type the web address of a 

search engine such as Google.com, Yahoo.com. When you open a search engine and enter a few 

keywords, a program called an indexer reads the documents on the web and creates an index 

based on the words contained in each document and returns it if the words match the entered 

keywords. The search engine uses a proprietary algorithm to create its indices in order to return 

only meaningful results for each query entered by the user. 
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Summary: 

 A browser is used to access websites and web pages whereas a search engine is

   used to search for particular information. 
 

 I.E., Firefox, Safari, and Chrome are the most popular web browsers while Google and 

Yahoo are the most popular search engines.

 A browser is used to access the Internet whereas in order to open a search engine 

you need a browser.

 

Web address (or URL): 

To load a web page you want to view, just type in its web address - also known as its 

‘URL’ - into the address bar (the space at the top of the window) and then press the ‘Enter’ 

button. As a shortcut, you can copy and paste a URL into the address bar. The BBC’s website 

can be found at the address www.bbc.co.uk - this address takes you to the BBC’s ‘homepage’. A 

homepage - which is a bit like the front page of a newspaper - is an entry point for a website and 

has links to lots of other web pages on the same site. Make sure you get all of the words, 

numbers and punctuation in a web address exactly correct, otherwise it won’t load. If you don’t 

know the exact address, you can use a search engine (such as Google or Yahoo!) to help you 

look for it. 

Links (or hyperlinks): 

On any page of a website, you will see text links which may be underlined. An image on 

a web page may also contain a link. By clicking or tapping on a link, you might be taken to a 

different place on the same web page, a different page on the same website, or another website 

altogether. You can tell if a piece of text or an image is an active link as your cursor arrow will 
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change in appearance as you hover over the link – for example, the cursor arrow might turn into 

the shape of a pointing hand 

 
 

 

Backwards, forwards and reloading: 

There are two arrow symbols at the top of your browser window – one pointing left 

(which is the back icon) and the other pointing right (which is the forward icon). If you want to 

go back to a previous page, you can click or tap on the back icon. Similarly, you can use the 

forward icon to go forwards. You may also want to reload the same page - for example, if it’s a 

breaking news story that is being regularly updated. 

Some browsers refer to this function as ‘refreshing’ a page. Depending on your browser, the 

symbol for ‘reload’ or ‘refresh’ may appear as a circular arrow or arrows. 

Storing favorite pages: 

 
As you browse various web pages, you’ll probably find ones you like and want to visit 

again. You can use your web browser to save and store links to these pages. Firefox, Chrome and 

Safari refer to these stored pages as ‘Bookmarks’, while Internet Explorer calls them ‘Favorites’ 

(spelt the American way). Find the Bookmark or Favorites symbol or tab at the top of the 

browser window and click on it. A link to your chosen page will either be saved automatically or 

you’ll be offered the option of saving it. This function varies from browser to browser (and from 

device to device), but is usually pretty straightforward. 
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Other features: 

 
You can also set a ‘homepage’ which loads every time you open your browser program. 

 
Your chosen homepage could be the main page of a search engine, the BBC’s homepage, or 

anything you want. You can change your homepage by going to your browser preferences and 

changing the address in the relevant box. Your browser stores the address of every page you visit 

in its ‘History’. This is useful if you visited a page a few days ago and want to view it again, but 

can’t remember its address or find the website. You can easily delete your History if you want to. 

2.4 LCD Display: 

LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) is a type of flat panel display which uses liquid crystals in its 

primary form of operation. LED’s have a large and varying set of use cases for consumers and 

businesses, as they can be commonly found in smart phones, televisions, computer monitors and 

instrument panels. 

How LCD’s work? 

 

A display is made up of millions of pixels. The quality of a display commonly refers to the 

number of pixels; for example, a 4K display is made up of 3840 x2160 or 4096x2160 pixels. A 

pixel is made up of three sub pixels; a red, blue and green—commonly called RGB. When the 

sub pixels in a pixel change color combination, a different color can be produced. With all the 

pixels on a display working together, the display can make millions of different colors. When the 

pixels are rapidly switched on and off, a picture is created. 

 
The way a pixel is controlled is different in each type of display; CRT, LED, LCD and newer 

types of displays all control pixels differently. In short, LCD’s are lit by a backlight, and pixels 

are switched on and off electronically while using liquid crystals to rotate polarized light. A 

polarizing glass filter is placed in front and behind all the pixels, the front filter is placed at 90 
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degrees. In between both filters are the liquid crystals, which can be electronically switched on 

and off. LCD’s are made with either a passive matrix or an active matrix display grid. The active 

matrix LCD is also known as a thin film transistor (TFT) display. The passive matrix LCD has a 

grid of conductors with pixels located at each intersection in the grid. A current is sent across two 

conductors on   the grid   to   control   the light   for any   pixel.   An   active  matrix   has a 

transistor located at each pixel intersection, requiring less current to control the luminance of a 

pixel. For this reason, the current in an active matrix display can be switched on and off more 

frequently, improving the screen refresh time. Some passive matrix LCD's have dual scanning, 

meaning that they scan the grid twice with current in the same time that it took for one scan in the 

original technology. However, active matrix is still a superior technology out of the two. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig2.4.1: 16x2 LCD Module& Pin out 
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Pin 

No: 

Pin Name: Description 

  

 
1 Vss (Ground) Ground pin connected to system ground 

2 Vdd (+5 Volt) Powers the LCD with +5V (4.7V – 5.3V) 

3 VE (Contrast 

V) 

Decides the contrast level of display. Grounded to get maximum contrast. 

4 Register Select Connected to Micro controller to shift between command/data register 

5 Read/Write Used to read or write data. Normally grounded to write data to LCD 

6 Enable Connected to Micro controller Pin and toggled between 1 and 0 for data 

acknowledgement 

7 Data Pin 0 Data pins 0 to 7 forms a 8-bit data line. They can be connected to Micro controller to 
send 8-bit data. 

15 LED Positive Backlight LED pin positive terminal 

16 LED Negative Backlight LED pin negative terminal 

 

Pin Configuration: 

Features of 16×2 LCD module 

 
 Operating Voltage is 4.7V to 5.3V 

 Current consumption is 1mA without backlight 

 Alphanumeric LCD display module, meaning can display alphabets and numbers 

 Consists of two rows and each row can print 16 characters. 

 Each character is built by a 5×8 pixel box 
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 Can work on both 8-bit and 4-bit mode 

 Available in Green and Blue Backlight 
 

 
 

 

 

16x2 Display Equivalents: 

 
Dot Matrix LED Display, 7-Segment LED Display, OLED Display, TFT LCD Screen Display 

 

Brief Description on LCD modules: 

 
LCD modules are very commonly used in most embedded projects, the reason being its cheap 

price, availability and programmer friendly. Most of us would have come across these displays in 

our day to day life, either at PCO’s or calculators. The appearance and the pin outs have already 

been visualized above now let us get a bit technical. 

16×2 LCD is named so because; it has 16 Columns and 2 Rows. There are a lot of combinations 

available like, 8×1, 8×2, 10×2, 16×1, etc. but the most used one is the 16×2 LCD. So, it will 

have (16×2=32) 32 characters in total and each character will be made of 5×8 Pixel Dots. A 

Single character with all its Pixels is shown in the below picture. 

Now, we know that each character has (5×8=40) 40 Pixels and for 32 Characters we will have 

(32×40) 1280 Pixels. Further, the LCD should also be instructed about the Position of the Pixels. 

Hence it will be a hectic task to handle everything with the help of MCU, hence an Interface IC 

like HD44780is used, which is mounted on the backside of the LCD Module itself. The function 

of this IC is to get the Commands and Data from the MCU and process them to display 

meaningful information onto our LCD Screen. You can learn how to interface an LCD using the 

above-mentioned links. If you are an advanced programmer and would like to create your own 

library for interfacing your Micro controller with this LCD module then you have to understand 

the HD44780 IC is working and commands which can be found its data sheet. 
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What is the LCD 16×2? 

 

 
   The term LCD stands for liquid crystal display. It is one kind of electronic display module used 

  in an extensive range of applications like various circuits & devices like mobile phones, 

calculators, computers, TV sets, etc. These displays are mainly preferred for multi-segment light- 

emitting diodes and seven segments. The main benefits of using this module are inexpensive; 

simply programmable, animations, and there are no limitations for displaying custom characters, 

special and even animations, etc. 

 

 

LCD 16×2 Pin Diagram: 

 
 Pin1 (Ground/Source Pin): This is a GND pin of display, used to connect the GND 

terminal of the micro controller unit or power source. 

 Pin2 (VCC/Source Pin): This is the voltage supply pin of the display, used to connect 

the supply pin of the power source. 

 Pin3 (V0/VEE/Control Pin): This pin regulates the difference of the display, used to 

connect a changeable POT that can supply 0 to 5V. 

 Pin4 (Register Select/Control Pin): This pin toggles among command or data register, 

used to connect a micro controller unit pin and obtains either 0 or 1(0 = data mode, 

and 1 = command mode). 

 Pin5 (Read/Write/Control Pin): This pin toggles the display among the read or writes 

operation, and it is connected to a micro controller unit pin to get either 0 or 1 (0 = 

Write Operation, and 1 = Read Operation). 

 Pin 6 (Enable/Control Pin): This pin should be held high to execute Read/Write 

process, and it is connected to the micro controller unit & constantly held high. 

 Pins 7-14 (Data Pins): These pins are used to send data to the display. These pins are 

connected in two-wire modes like 4-wire mode and 8-wire mode. 

 In 4-wire mode, only four pins are connected to the micro controller unit like 0 to 3, 

whereas in 8-wire mode, 8-pins are connected to micro controller unit like 0 to 7. 

 Pin15 (+ve pin of the LED): This pin is connected to +5V 
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 Pin 16 (-ve pin of the LED): This pin is connected to GND. 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Features of LCD16x2: 

 
The features of this LCD mainly include the following. 

 

 The operating voltage of this LCD is 4.7V-5.3V 

 It includes two rows where each row can produce 16-characters. 

 The utilization of current is 1mA with no backlight 

 Every character can be built with a 5×8 pixel box 

 The alphanumeric LCD’s alphabets & numbers 

 Is display can work on two modes like 4-bit & 8-bit 

 These are obtainable in Blue & Green Backlight 

 It displays a few custom generated characters 

 
 

Registers of LCD: 

 
A 16×2 LCD has two registers like data register and command register. The RS (register select) 

is mainly used to change from one register to another. When the register set is ‘0’, then it is 

known as command register. Similarly, when the register set is ‘1’, then it is known as data 

register. 

 
Command Register: 

 

The main function of the command register is to store the instructions of command which are 

given to the display. So that predefined tasks can be performed such as clearing the display, 

initializing, set the cursor place, and display control. Here commands processing can occur 

within the register. 
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Data Register: 

 
The main function of the data register is to store the information which is to be exhibited on the 

LCD screen. Here, the ASCII value of the character is the information which is to be exhibited on 

the screen of LCD. Whenever we send the information to LCD, it transmits to the data register, 

and then the process will be starting there. When register set =1, then the data register will be 

selected. 

 
16×2 LCD Commands: 

 
The commands of LCD 16X2 include the following. 

 

 
 

2.5 WIFI Module (ESP2866) : 

 The ESP8266 is a low-cost WIFI microchip, with a full TCP/IFor Hex Code-01, the LCD 

command will be the clear LCD screen 

 For Hex Code-02, the LCD command will be returning home 

 For Hex Code-04, the LCD command will be decrement cursor 

 For Hex Code-06, the LCD command will be Increment cursor 

 For Hex Code-05, the LCD command will be Shift display right 

 For Hex Code-07, the LCD command will be Shift display left 

 For Hex Code-08, the LCD command will be Display off, cursor off 

 For Hex Code-0A, the LCD command will be cursor on and display off 

 For Hex Code-0C, the LCD command will be cursor off, display on 

 For Hex Code-0E, the LCD command will be cursor blinking, Display on 

 For Hex Code-0F, the LCD command will be cursor blinking, Display on 

 For Hex Code-10, the LCD command will be Shift cursor position to left 

 For Hex Code-14, the LCD command will be Shift cursor position to the right 

 For Hex Code-18, the LCD command will be Shift the entire display to the left 

 For Hex Code-1C, the LCD command will be Shift the entire display to the right 

 For Hex Code-80, the LCD command will be Force cursor to the beginning (1st line) 

 For Hex Code-C0, the LCD command will be Force cursor to the beginning (2nd line) 

 For Hex Code-38, the LCD command will be 2 lines and 5×7 matrix 

 

 
Stack and micro controller capability, produced by Express if systems in Shanghai, China. The 

chip first came to the attention of Western makers in August 2014 with the ESP-01 module, 
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made by a third-party manufacturer Ai-Thinker. This small module allows micro controllers to 

connect to a Wi-Fi network and make simple TCP/IP connections using Hayes-style commands. 

However, at first there was almost no English-language documentation on the chip and the 

commands it accepted. The very low price and the fact that there were very few external 

components on the module, which suggested that it could eventually be very inexpensive in 

volume, attracted many hackers to explore the module, the chip, and the software on it, as well as 

to translate the Chinese documentation. 

The ESP8285 is an ESP8266 with 1 MB of built-in flash, allowing the building of single-chip 

devices capable of connecting to Wi-Fi. 

The successor to these micro controller chips is the ESP32, released in 2016 

 

 

Features: 
 

 Processor: L106 32-bit RISC microprocessor core based on the Tenslica Xtensa 

Diamond Standard 106Micro running at 80 MHz 

 Memory: 

 32 KB instruction RAM 

 32 KB instruction cache RAM 

 80 KB user-data RAM 

 16 KB ETS system-data RAM 

 External QSPI flash: up to 16 MB is supported (512 KB to 4 MB typically included) 

 IEEE802.1 b/g/n WI-FI 

 Integrated TR Switch, Balun, LNA, power amplifier and matching network 

 WEP or WPA/WPA2 authentication, or open networks 

 16 GPIO pins

 SPI

 I²C (software implementation)

 I²S interfaces with DMA (sharing pins with GPIO)

 UART on dedicated pins, plus a transmit-only UART can be enabled on GPIO2

 10-bit ADC (successive approximation ADC)
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32- bit MCU & 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi: 

 
 ESP32-S2 embedded, Xtensa® single-core 32-bit LX7 microprocessor, up to 240 MHz 

 Ultra-low-power performance: fine-grained clock gating, dynamic voltage and frequency 

scaling 

 Security features: eFuse、flash encryption, secure boot, signature verification, integrated 

AES, SHA and RSA algorithms 

 Peripherals include 43 GPIO’s, 1 full-speed USB OTG interface, SPI, I2S, UART, I2C, 

LED PWM, LCD interface, camera interface, ADC, DAC, touch sensor, temperature 

sensor 

 Availability of common cloud connectivity agents and common product features shortens 

the time to market 

 Fully certified with integrated antenna and software stacks 

 
 

High Durability: 

ESP8266EX is capable of functioning consistently in industrial environments, due to its wide 

operating temperature range. With highly-integrated on-chip features and minimal external 

discrete component count, the chip offers reliability, compactness and robustness. 

 

Compactness: 

ESP8266EX is integrated with a 32-bit Tensilica processor, standard digital peripheral interfaces, 

antenna switches, RF balun, power amplifier, low noise receive amplifier, filters and power 

management modules. All of them are included in one small package, our ESP8266EX 
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CHAPTER - 3 

Working of Wireless Notice Board using Node MCU 

  3.1 Working: 

The center tapped full wave rectifier uses a center tapped transformer to convert the 

input AC voltage into output DC voltage. When input AC voltage is applied, the secondary 

winding of the center tapped transformer divides this input AC voltage into two parts: positive 

and negative During the positive half cycle of the input AC signal, terminal A becomes positive, 

terminal become negative and center tap is grounded(zero volts).The positive terminal A is 

connected to the p-side of the diode D1 and the negative terminal B is connected to the n-side of 

the diode D1. So the diode D12 is forward biased during the positive half cycle and allows 

electric current through it.on the other hand the negative terminal B is connected to the p-side of 

the diode D2 and the positive terminal A is connected to the n-side of the diode D2.So the diode 

D2 is reverse biased during the positive half cycle and does not allow electric current through it. 

The diode D1 supplies DC current to the load Rl will return to the secondary winding through a 

Centre tap. During the positive half cycle, current flows only in the upper part of the circuit while 

the lower part of the circuit carry no current to the load because the diode D2 is reverse biased. 

Thus, during the positive half cycle of the input AC signal, only diode D1 allows electric current 

while diode D2 does not allow electric current. 

During the negative half cycle of the input AC signal, terminal A become negative, 

terminal B become positive and Centre tap is grounded (zero volts). The negative terminal A is 

connected to the p-side of the diode D1 and the positive terminal B is connected to the n-side of 

the diode D1. So, the diode D1 is reverse biased during the negative half cycle and does not 

allow electric current through it. The diode D1 supplies DC current to the load rL. this current 

flows from the upper part of the secondary. On the other hand, the positive terminal B is 

connected to the p-side of the diode D2 and the negative terminal A is connected to the n-side of 

the diode D2. So, the diode D2 is forward biased during the negative half cycle and allows 

electric current through it. The diode D2 supplies DC current to the load Rl. The DC current 

produced at the load Rl will return to the secondary winding through a centre tap. 
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During the negative half cycle, current flows only in the lower part of the circuit while the 

upper part of the circuit carry no current to the load because the diode D1 is the reverse biased. 

Thus, during the negative half cycle if the input Ac signal, only diode D2 allows electric current 

while diode D1 does not allow electric current. Thus, the diode allows electric current during 

positive half cycle and diode D2 allows electric current during the negative half cycle of the input 

AC signal. As, a result both half cycles (positive and negative) of the input Ac signal are allowed. 

So, the output Dc voltage is almost equal to the input Ac voltage. 

A small voltage is wasted at the diode D1 and diode D2 to make them conduct. However, this 

voltage is very small as compared to the voltage appeared at the output. So, this voltage is 

neglected. The diodes D1 and D2 are commonly connected to the load Rl. So, the load current to 

the sum of individual diode currents. We know that a diode allows electric current in only one 

direction. From the above diagram, we can see that both the diodes D1 and D2 are allowing 

current in the same direction. We know that a current that flows in only single direction is called 

a direct current. So, the resultant current at the output is a direct current. 

However, the direct current appeared at the output is not a pure direct current but a 

pulsating direct current. The value of the pulsating direct current changes with respect to time. 

This is due to the ripples in the output signal. These ripples can be reduced by using filters such 

as capacitor and inductor. The average output DC voltage across the load resistor is double that 

of the single half wave rectifier circuit 

 Interface the NODEMCU with web-browser. 

 The code which we wrote, run the code on KEIL software, specifically it will provide an 

IP address with the generated IP address by using this, whatever the message we want to 

send to the particular location the user will send. 

 By providing different IP addresses the user can send the different messages or same 

messages. 

 The purpose of a web browser is to fetch information resources from the web and display 

them on a user's device. 
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3.2 Result: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3.1: Experimental Setup Of Power Supply 

 

 
Fig 3.2 :Experimental Setup Of Wireless Notice Board Using Node MCU 
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ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES, APPLICATIONS 

4.1 Advantages: 

 
 The message to be displayed can be changed as often we need by using pc or cell 

phones. 

 The cable is not necessary in between transmitter and receiver. 

 So the receiver can be placed anywhere in the particular range from the transmitter. 

 Capital alphabets (A-Z), small alphabets (a-b),numbers(0-9) and special characters 

can be displayed. 

 A lot of interaction and information sharing. 

 No need of any complex wires to display the message on LCD as it is wireless. 

 Consumes less power and easy to operate 

 The circuit is portable. 

 

 

4.2 Disadvantages: 

 
 Display unit must have the network to receive the message wirelessly. 

 As there is no password any one can send the message to display. 

 
4.3 Applications: 

 
 Used in bus stations, railway stations, parks, etc,. to display the messages wirelessly. 

 This project can also be used in colleges and organizations. 
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Conclusion 

 
By introducing the concept of wireless technology in the field of the communication we 

can make our communication more efficient and faster, with greater efficiency. We can display 

the messages with less errors and maintenance. This system can be used in college, schools, 

offices, railway station and commercial as well as personal use. The above technical project 

explains how we can develop as well as modify messages using e-notice board. 

The GSM based digital notice board system that has been in practical use in various 

companies like in construction companies and research areas, railways and colleges. This system 

can avoid paperwork, reduces human effort usage in definite purpose areas. Hence we will be 

concluding that, by introducing the concept of smart wireless notification board which will make 

the communication more efficient and faster, with great efficiency we can display the message 

with less errors and maintenance 
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Appendix 
 

 

Step1:Produce the 5v power supply to the circuit and the process is detailed in the figure. 

 
Step2:Pin connections for LCD and NodeMCU is given below 

RS pin of LCD -> D2 pin of NodeMCU 

R/W pin of LCD -> GND pin of NodeMCU 

EN pin of LCD -> D3 pin of Node MCU 

D4 pin of LCD -> D5 pin of Node MCU 

D5 pin of LCD -> D6 pin of Node MCU 

D6 pin of LCD -> D7 pin of Node MCU 

D7 pin of LCD -> D8 pin of Node MCU 

Also connect potentiometer to LCD backlight pin to adjust the contrast of LCD. 

 
Note that 16*2 LCD works on 5v so you have to use 5v power supply to turn on the LCD. 

Arduino Uno board can be used to give 5v to LCD. 

Step 3: CODE AND EXPLAINATION 

 
Here we will use Arduino IDE to code Node MCU. 

 

1. To program Node MCU with Arduino IDE go to File–>Preferences–>Settings. 
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2. Now go to Tools > Board > Boards Manager. 

 

 

 

 

3. In Boards Manager window, Type esp. in the search box, esp8266 will be listed there below. 

Now select latest version of board and click on install. 
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4. After installation is complete, go to Tools >Board >and select Node MCU 1.0(ESP-12E 

Module). Now you can program Node MCU with Arduino IDE. 

   5. We need two libraries to make the local web server. Download these libraries from the given 

links 

 

1. ESPAsyncTCP 

2. ESPAsycnWebServer 

 
6.After downloading the .zip files, add the libraries in Arduino IDE by clicking on 

Sketch->Include Library ->Add .zip Library and then restart the Arduino IDE 7. 

Now, we are ready to write the code for this IOT notice board. 

8. First include all the required libraries using #include<> 

 
#include<ESP8266wifi.h> 

#include<ESpAsyncTCP.h> 

#include<ESPAsyncWebServer.h> 

#include<LiquidCrystal.h> 

9. Then declare all the required pins for LCD and make an instance to use in the program. Also 

enter SSID and password of your Wi-Fi network as shown below. 

const int RS = D2, EN = D3, d4 = D5, d5 = D6, d6 = D7, d7 = D8; 

 
Liquid Crystal LCD(RS, EN, D4, D5, D6, 

D7); const char* said = “*********”; 

const char*password + “********”; 

 
10. Now, make a simple a HTML page to enter and send the message to LCD. For this we have 

to create a get type Form to enter the message and a HTML button to send. This HTML Program 

is stored in memory using PROGMEM keyword. 

const char HTML page[] PROGMEM = R"rawliteral( 
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<!DOCTYPE HTML><html><head> 

 
<title>Smart Notice Board</title> 

 
.. 

.. 

 
<form action="/get"> 

 
Enter Text to Display: <input type="text" name="input1"> 

 
<input type="submit" value="Send"> 

 
.. 

 
11. In void setup function, connect the Node MCU module with Wi-Fi and also check for the 

incoming message from the server. Initialize the LCD and serial communication with 115200 

baud rate and check for the given Wi-Fi and print the IP address. 

 

 

void setup() { Serial. 

Begin(115200); 

lcd.begin(16, 2); 

.. 

 
WiFi.mode(WIFI_STA); 

WiFi.begin(ssid, password); 

if (WiFi.waitForConnectResult() != WL_CONNECTED) { 

Serial.println("WiFi Failed!"); 

.. 

 
12. Now, send the webpage with input fields to the client computer. 
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server.on("/", HTTP_GET, [](AsyncWebServerRequest *request){ 

request->send_P(200, "text/html", html_page); 

}); 

13. Send a GET request to 

 
<ESP_IP>/get?input1=<Message> 

 
14. Print the received message on the LCD. 

 
server.on("/get", HTTP_GET, [] (AsyncWebServerRequest *request) { 

 
.. 

 
if (request->hasParam(input1)) { 

 
message = request->getParam(input1)->value(); 

inputParam = input1; 

lcd.print(message); 

 
15. Now, to scroll the message on the LCD, use lcd.scrolldisplay 

 

 

 
16. function in void loop function. 

void loop() { 

for (int positionCounter = 0; positionCounter < 29; positionCounter++) { 

lcd.scrollDisplayLeft(); 

delay(500); 

 
} 
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17. Connect the Node MCU with the laptop/PC using the USB cable and choose the board from 

the tools menu and upload the code. 

Make sure your module and laptop/PC are connected with the same Wi-Fi network. Now, open 
 

 

  the serial monitor and here you will see the IP address of your Node MCU. Copy this IP and 

paste in the address field of browser. 

18. After entering the IP address in the browser, you will see the page as shown below. 

 
19. Now, enter the message and hit Send button. You will see the message in serial monitor as 

well as on the LCD. So, this is how this IOT based Digital Notice Board works, and now you 

can change the message on notice board from anywhere in world using this web page, all you 

have to set the port forwarding in your router. 

Code: 
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III. ABSTRACT 

 

Abstract of the proposed work: On reviewing the past work of school bus tracking, 

monitoring and alerting system, there is a possibility to categorize various methodologies 

andidentify new trends. One among them is a challenge for vehicle tracking, monitoring and 

alerting system. Now-a-days with the increase in the crime rate and accidents, parents worry 

about their children when they are going to schools. And many children find themselves 

locked in a school bus in the bus parking lot after falling asleep on their way to school, miss 

the bus, or leave at the wrong station. This project makes use of the applicability of radio 

frequency identification (RFID) technology for tracking and monitoring children during their 

trip to and from school on school busses. And it has the advantage of efficient tracking 

capabilities, low cost and easy maintenance. The individual RFID tagsare effective and it is 

used for tracking and monitoring children. Fire sensor is also used in this project to detect any 

fire accidents. Speed of the bus also can be calculated and send a message to the parents 

through GSM. The system consists of three main units, bus unit, parent unit and school unit. 

The bus unit is used to detect when a child enters/exits from the bus usingRFID Card. This 

information is communicated to the parent unit and school unit that identify the presence of 

children. The system tracks the school bus by the IOT and also gets an alert if the bus crosses 

the speed limit. 
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                                             CHAPTER-1 

                                          INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Background 

Now-a-days with the increase in the crime rate and accidents, parents worry about their 
children while they are going to schools and sometimes there may be chance that children find 
themselves locked in a school bus in the bus parking lot after falling asleep on their way to 
school, miss the bus, or leave at the wrong station. This project makes use of the applicability of 
radio frequency identification (RFID) technology for tracking and monitoring children during 
their trip to and from school on school busses. And it has the advantage of efficient tracking 
capabilities, low cost and easy maintenance. The individual RFID tags are effective and it is used 
for tracking and monitoring children. Fire sensor is also used in this project to detect any fire 
accidents. This information is communicated to the parent unit and school unit that identify the 
presence of children. 

1.2 Aim of this project 

The main aim of this project is to design a device which is useful to parents as well as the 
school management in order to find the safety of children. 

1.3 Methodology 

The device used in this project is used to monitor the children and gives the exact location of 
the child. This device can be operated easily. The proposed device is more like a safety system in 
case of emergency.  

This device consists of input system GPS for finding the location and the SMS alert of the 
location is send from GSM module to the specified numbers. Each student is given a specific 
RFID tag by using radio waves the information present in the RFID tag is read and is given to 
the RFID reader. Fire sensor detects the fire accidents and it is one of the major devices used in 
this project in order to protect the children. 

1.4 Significance of this work 

This project consists of many uses and applications. Parents will always know about the 
arrival and departure times, so no time be wasted by children standing at the bus stops and 
waiting. In case the child misses the bus, parents can track it and drop the kids at the next bus 
stop. As each child will be given an RFID tag the information can be spread to their parents more 
efficiently. One of the main implementation of this project is fire sensor by making use of this all 
the people in the bus can be protected. The fire accidents can be detected before and parents or 
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the people sitting in the bus can take several actions. There are also many applications it finds its 
use in various Industries, by replacing finger print modems for access control, Stores, attendance 
recording, machine operation authentication and Banks and ATM, Voter Identification and 
electoral enrolment. This system can also use for Tracking luggage, parcels, vehicles etc in 
transport system. So by making use of this project we can be able to make children travel safely 
and securely.  

 1.5 Outline of this Report  

 
Chapter-1        Introduction 
This chapter provides the information about the project and description about all chapters. 
 
Chapter-2  Literature review 
This chapter gives the information about the work done at background to do this project and 
referred papers to implement this project in this way. 
 
Chapter-3 Work title explanation 
This chapter provides the information about the technology present in the existed method. 
 
Chapter-4 Hardware implementation 
This chapter provides the information about present proposed technologies using hardware 
technology, modules and architectures. 
 
Chapter-5       Software Implementation 
This chapter gives the information about how the software is used, how the software 
installing on windows, how to write code, error modifications. 

Chapter-6       Conclusion and Future scope 
In this chapter briefly explain conclusion of this project and future scope of this project. 
 

1.6 Conclusion  
The above chapters provide information in detail about “School bus monitoring system 

using IOT” project’s background, aim, methodology, significance and outline. 
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CHAPTER-2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

The project idea is to put an end to incidents like Innocent children are ending their lives 
for unworthy reasons. There are many systems which provide security to the school children. The 
use of RFIDs makes it easier to maintain and use, but could not give the certain information 
about the situation in the bus i.e. this system does not provide any information when children are 
in dangerous situations. To track the live location of the bus for the speedy recovery when it is 
subjected to accidents. To intimate the school management and parents about the hazardous 
situation in the bus. To avoid the rash driving and to intimate when the bus is subjected to tilt this 
paper devised a method to identify the students are dropped at correct locations and if they are 
dropped elsewhere the location is identified and alert is sent to parent.   

 
The system monitors the children inside the bus in a safer manner. It uses the 

combination of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), GPS (Global Position System) 
technologies. Each Student carries a unique RFID card embedded in each of the student’s school 
bags. When the student enters or exits from the bus the reader records and transfer data in the 
database.  
 

Radio Frequency identification and detection (RFID) is used to transmit information of a 
subject using radio waves. This information consists of a unique digital number which 
differentiates various objects. An RFID system is made up of two different parts RFID tag and 
RFID reader. There is a microchip antenna inside tag; this chip consists of useful data in 
different forms. A study had showed that, the performance of reader decreases rapidly with 
increase in a distance. A child carries the unique RFID card. This RFID card is embedded on his 
own smart card. When children in or out from school bus, reader will record a response and send 
an alert to parents and school. 
 

The system shows an efficient and systematic way of using RFID tracking applications 
coupled with smart phone technologies to fulfill the key security and monitoring purposes. In 
order to optimize the proposal, this paper investigated the effects of variable localization of 
RFID tags from reader and power loss, inefficiency and distance constraints caused due to equal 
power allocations to the tags. Reducing the number of reader by using smart antenna in RFID 
and increasing coverage area, several other sectors will be hopefully able to leverage the benefits 
of RFID technology. 
                                        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
                                                    

Fig 2: RFID SYSTEM 
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Many types of RFID tags exist, but for the purposes of general classification, we 
categorize RFID transponders into three classes active, semi-active, and passive. Active RFID 
transponders required a built in power source; they are either connected to a permanent power 
infrastructure or use an integrated battery to supply the required power to the tag. In this case, 
with active tags there is no requirement of using the carrier signal energy to energize the data 
processing transreciever sessions and hence a longer reading range can be achieved. The 
downside is the RFID tags life time is limited to stored battery energy in this dependent on the 
number of device lead operations. Semi-active transponders have the benefit of an onboard 
battery supply for the data processing, that this power source is not utilized for purposes of signal 
amplification. The fundamental trade of here is that tags leading range is limited in exchange of 
increasing is longevity. Passive tags do not contain any source of power supply and are powered 
entirely by EM waves generated from the reader. The passive RFID tag utilizes this energy for 
both communication and data processing purposes.  

 
The RFID reader consists of an antenna, power supply, processor, transceiver and an 

interface for connecting it to a host computer (i.e. via serial port, or Ethernet). The RFID tag has 
an antenna, a transceiver, and an Integrated Circuit (IC) with memory. The performance of the 
RFID tag is determined by factors such as IC technology used, the read/write capability, the read 
range, the radio frequency, and external factors such as the environment and packaging. 
 

GPS MODULE: 

The Global Positioning System, usually called GPS, and originally named 
NAVSTAR, is a satellite navigation system used for determining one's precise location 
almost anywhere on Earth. A GPS unit receives time signal transmissions from multiple 
satellites, and calculates its position by triangulating this data. The GPS was designed by and 
is controlled by the United States Department of Defense and can be used by anybody for 
free. The cost of maintaining the system is approximately $400 million per year. 

Measurement uncertainty of the majority of commercial GPS receivers varies from 10-11 to 

10-13 by the frequency scale, and from 100 ns to 50 ns by the time scale, being dependent on 
the receiver design. The main sources of uncertainty in GPS measurements are the GPS 
receiver position error, the orbital error, the satellite and receiver clock errors, the ionosphere 
and the troposphere delays, the receiver internal delay, the satellite antenna and cable delay, 
the receiver noise, and the multipath error. The frequency uncertainty for a GPS receiver is 
larger than that for Cs-standard by 2-3 orders within a short-time interval (1 – 1000 s), and by 
one order within a long-term interval of about one week. A GPS receiver’s time scale bias 
from the Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) can be in order of microseconds. Not every GPS 
receiver is suitable for use as a traceable primary frequency and/or time standard. Therefore, 
GPS receiver calibration against the primary time and frequency standard (the Cs-atomic 
clock traceable to UTC) is of great importance and implies the calibration of both output 
frequencies and time scale. The frequencies calibration is performed through comparison of 
one of the outputs (1 pps, 10 MHz, and/or 5 MHz) with the corresponding reference 
frequency of the cesium atomic standard. The user’s GPS receiver time scale calibration is 
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fulfilled through comparison between 1 pps signals of the user’s GPS receiver and those of 
the Cs-atomic standard. 
Authors: Horberry, T., Hartley, L., Krueger, G.P., Mabbott, N., 2001. Fatigue Detection 
Technologies for Drivers: a Review of Existing Operator-Centered Systems 
 

 GSM MODULE: 

The Global System for Mobile communication, usually called GSM, 
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) to describe protocols for second generation 
(2G) digital cellular networks used by mobile phones. The GSM standard was developed as a 
replacement for first generation (1G) analog cellular networks, and originally  described   a   
digital,   circuit   switched   network   optimized   for full duplex voice telephony. This was 
expanded over time to include data communications, first by circuit switched transport, then 
packet data transport via GPRS (General Packet Radio Services) and EDGE (Enhanced Data 
rates for GSM Evolution or EGPRS).  Further improvements   were   made   when   the 3GPP 
developed   third   generation (3G) UMTS standards followed by fourth generation (4G)LTE 
Advanced standards. "GSM" is a trademark owned by the GSM Association. 
GSM is a cellular network, which means that mobile phones connect to it by searching for 
cells in the immediate vicinity. 
Authors: Hayashi, K., Shimizu, Y., Dote, Y., Takayama, A., Hirako, A., 1995. Neuro Fuzzy 
Transmission Control for Automobile with Variable Loads. 

 

 FIRE SENSOR: 

A flame detector is a sensor designed to detect and respond to the presence of 
a flame or fire, allowing flame detection. Responses to a detected flame depend on the 
installation, but can include sounding an alarm, deactivating a fuel line (such as a propane or 
a natural gas line), and activating a fire suppression system. When used in applications such 
as industrial furnaces, their role is to provide confirmation that the furnace is working 
properly; it can be used to turn off the ignition system though in many cases they take no 
direct action beyond notifying the operator or control system. A flame detector can often 
respond faster and more accurately than a smoke or heat detector due to the mechanisms it 
uses to detect the flame. 

 

 RFID TECHNOLOGY: 

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) uses electro magnetic fields to automatically 
identify and track tags attached to objects. An RFID tag consists of a tiny radio transponder; a 
radio receiver and transmitter. When triggered by an electromagnetic interrogation pulse from a 
nearby RFID reader device, the tag transmits digital data, usually an identifying inventory 
number, back to the reader. This number can be used to inventory goods. There are two 
types. Passive tags are powered by energy from the RFID reader's interrogating radio 
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waves. Active tags are powered by a battery and thus can be read at a greater range from the 
RFID reader; up to hundreds of meters. Unlike a barcode, the tag doesn't need to be within the 
line of sight of the reader, so it may be embedded in the tracked object. RFID is one method 
of automatic identification and detection capture (AIDC).  

RFID tags are used in many industries. For example, an RFID tag attached to an 
automobile during production can be used to track its progress through the assembly line; RFID-
tagged pharmaceuticals can be tracked through warehouses; and implanting RFID microchips in 
livestock and pets enables positive identification of animals. 

LCD: 

LCD (Liquid crystal display) is a type of flat panel display which uses liquid crystals in 
its primary form of operation. LEDs have large and varying set o use cases for consumers and 
businesses, as they can be commonly used in smart phones, televisions, computer monitors and 
instrument panels.  

 

ARDUNIO UNO: 

The Arduino Uno is an open-source microcontroller board based on Microchip 
ATmega328p microcontroller and developed by Arduino.cc. The board is equipped with sets of 
digital and analog input/output (I/O) pins that may be interfaced to various expansion 
boards (shields) and other circuits. The board has 14 digital I/O pins (six capable 
of PWM output), 6 analog I/O pins, and is programmable with the Arduino IDE (Integrated 
Development Environment), via a type  USB cable. The hardware reference design is distributed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike 2.5 license and is available on the Arduino 
website. Layout and production files for some versions of the hardware are also available. 

The word "Uno" means "one" in Italian and was chosen to mark the initial release of Arduino 
Software. The Uno board is the first in a series of USB-based Arduino boards; it and version 1.0 
of the Arduino IDE were the reference versions of Arduino, which have now evolved to newer 
releases. The ATmega328 on the board comes preprogrammed with a boot loader that allows 
uploading new code to it without the use of an external hardware programmer. 

MICRO  CONTROLLER (ATmega328P):  

The Atmel 8-bit AVR RISC- based microcontroller combines 32kB ISP flash memory 
with read-while-write capabilities, 1kB EEPROM, 2kB SRAM, 23 general purpose I/O lines, 32 
general purpose working registers, three flexible timer/counters with compare modes, internal 
and external interrupts, serial programmable USART, a byte-oriented 2-wire serial interface, SPI 
serial port, 6-channel 10-bit A/D converter (8-channels in TQFP and QFN/MLF 
packages),programmable watchdog timer with internal oscillator, and five software selectable 
power saving modes 
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CHAPTER 3 

SMART SCHOOL BUS MONITORING SYSTEM USING IOT 

3.1 Description: 

  An IoT based school bus monitoring system that tracks the location of the school bus and 
push notifies parents when their kids enter and exit. Vehicle tracking systems are used in many 
fields such as vehicle position tracking systems, fleet management systems and anti-theft 
tracking systems. The main purpose of this device  is to track the children while going to the 
school and returning from the school. 

 

 

 

                       Figure3.1: Block diagram explaining the working of the project 
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3.2 WORKING OF THE SYSTEM: 

     In this system Atmega328p microcontroller has been used. The system consists of three 
units, bus unit, school unit and parent unit. Bus unit consists of RFID Reader, different sensors 
and GSM module to issue the alert messages to parents when their children boards or leaves the 
bus. Fire sensor will be placed within the bus unit to detect fire and issues alert messages by 
giving the location of the bus using GSM module and IOT. School unit consists of RFID Reader 
and GSM Module. The entire data in two units will be processed by using Atmega328p 
microcontroller. This processor has advantages like, total number of pins 40 and there are 30 
pins for input and outputs, 368 RAM bytes, 5MIPS CPU speed, 8 channels of 10 bit ADC 
converter is used. In this system fire sensor is used to detect the fire accident. If there any fire 
accident occurs, the sensors receives a physical signal and transmit a digital signal to a GSM 
module. The alert message will be send to the school unit and parents with the help of GSM and 
IOT. Each student consist of an individual RFID tag with the help of RFID tag, GSM, IOT. 
Parents and school unit can receives an alert message. The information of RFID tag is read by 
RFID reader. The reader transmits the corresponding information. RFID tag is used to send an 
alert message like the location of a person, speed of the bus to their respective parents. In this 
system GSM and IOT is used to send the alert message to the parents if their respective child is 
get in the bus or get down the bus with the help of RFID tag and reader. LCD stands for Liquid 
Crystal Display is a flat panel display technology commonly used in TVs and computer 
monitors. It is also used in screens for mobile devices, such as laptops, tablets, and smartphones. 
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Figure 3.2: Circuit Diagram. 

 The backlight in liquid crystal display provides an even light source behind the screen. This 
light is polarized, meaning only half of the light shines through to the liquid crystal layer. The 
liquid crystals are made up of a part solid, part liquid substance that can be "twisted" by applying 
electrical voltage to them. They block the polarized light when they are off, but reflect red, 
green, or blue light when activated. A DC Power Supply Unit (commonly called a PSU) deriving 
power from the AC mains (line) supply performs a number of tasks: It changes (in most cases 
reduces) the level of supply to a value suitable for driving the load circuit. It produces a DC 
supply from the mains (or line) supply AC sine wave. It prevents any AC from appearing at the 
supply output. Power supplies in recent times have greatly improved in reliability but, because 
they have to handle considerably higher voltages and currents than any or most of the circuitry 
they supply, they are often the most susceptible to failure of any part of an electronic system. 
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GPS is a satellite navigation system used to determine the ground position of an object. Each 
GPS satellite broadcasts a message that includes the satellite's current position, orbit, and exact 
time. A GPS receiver combines the broadcasts from multiple satellites to calculate its exact 
position using a process called triangulation. 
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CHAPTER  4 

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 
In this, school bus tracking and monitoring has been proposed. RFID is used for the 

identification of the children. Each student has their individual RFID tag with the help of the 
RFID tag the student can monitored by their parents and also by school. When the student enters 
or exits from the bus the reader records and transfer data in the database. For every entry and exit 
RFID tag is sensed by the RFID reader. The number of students can be counted in the bus. Here 
front door is considered as the entry door and rear door is considered as the exit door. Sensor is 
fixed on both the doors and the sensor counts the exit and entry of the student. Only one person 
can entry or exit at a time. The RFID reader read the tag and sends an alert message to their 
respective parents through GPS and GSM module. The front door sensor increases the count. 
The rear door sensor decreases the count and both the sensor calculates the total number of 
students present. Fire sensor is used to detect if any fire accident occurs, it will send an alert 
message to parents, school, and fire engine. The tracking system details will be sent to the server 
at the school side for storage and on the mobile device to the parents. The information of 
students is stored in a database at a school side. The proposed system is used to detect the speed 
of the vehicle and send an alert to the parents, if the bus crosses the speed limit. Parents use the 
Google map in android to track the bus. If the parents open the Google map the speed of the bus 
and the current location of the bus can display in the android. The GSM and GPS module is used 
to send the alert message to the parents and also to the school unit. The LCD display is fixed in 
the school bus to display the identification of the student to the driver. The proposed system is 
used to intimate parents about the bus location and also about the child boarding to the school 
bus. The system addressed t faced by parents of waiting on the bus stop for long duration. The 
system includes RFID for unique identification and the GPS is used for the location tracker 
which is inbuilt in the android phone. The complete location and children details are database. 
Each student has the unique key at the school side to display the student details not only at the 
entry and exit of the student at any time. If the first key is pressed the respective student details 
displayed in the android mobile in school unit. A key is fixed in a bus unit at a driver side to send 
an alert message to parents which overcomes the problem faced by the parents of waiting on the 
bus stop for long duration. Driver press the key for every 5 minutes for that GSM module 
message for the nearby stops which fixed in a database. The GPS module which is present in the 
android mobile starts to track the location of the bus in the form of latitude and longitude with 
the help of GSM module which is fixed in the bus unit. 
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Figure 4.0 Block Diagram of the Hardware Implementation. 

 

4.0 Hardware Components: 

    1. GPS (Global Positioning System). 
    2. RFID Reader (Radio Frequency Identification Detector). 
    3. LCD (Liquid Crystal Display). 
    4. GSM (Global System For Mobile Communication). 
    5. Arduino Uno. 
    6. ATmega328P. 
    7. Fire Sensor. 
    8. Power Supply. 
 

4.1 GPS (Global Positioning System): 
   The fundamental technique of the satellite based navigation system Global Positioning 
System (GPS) is to measure the distances between the receiver and a few satellites that are 
simultaneously observed. The positions of these satellites are already known and hence by 
measuring the distance between four of these satellites and the receiver, the three coordinates of 
the GPS receiver’s position i.e. latitude, longitude and altitude can be established. Since the 
change in position of the receiver can be determined very accurately, the velocity of the receiver 
can also be determined. 
4.1.1 GPS Segments: 
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The structure of this complex Global Positioning System is divided into three major 
segments: The Space Segment, The Control Segment and The User Segment. In this, the control 
segment and the space segment are developed, operated and maintained by the United States Air 
Force. The following image shows the three segments of the GPS system. 

 
Figure4.1.1 GPS Space Segment. 

 

A.Space Segment: 

The Space Segment (SS) of the GPS consists of a constellation of 24 satellites that are 
orbiting around Earth in approximately circular orbits. The satellites are placed in six orbital 
planes with each orbital plane consisting of four satellites. The inclination of the orbital planes 
and the positioning of the satellites is arranged in a particular ways such that a minimum of six 
satellites are always in line of sight from any location on Earth. 
Coming to the arrangement of the constellation in the space, the GPS Satellites are placed in the 
Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) at an altitude of approximately 20,000 KM. To increase the 
redundancy and improve accuracy, the total number of GPS Satellites in the constellation has 
been increased to 32, out of which 31 satellites are operational. 
B. Control Segment: 

The Control Segment (CS) of the GPS consists of a network of worldwide monitoring 
and control and tracking stations. The primary task of the control segment is to track the position 
of the GPS Satellites and maintain them in proper orbits with the help maneuvering commands. 
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Additionally, the control system also determine and maintain the on board system integrity, 
atmospheric conditions, data from atomic clocks and other parameters. 
The GPS Control Segment is again divided into four subsystems: a New Master Control Station 
(NMCS), an Alternate Master Control Station (AMCS), four Ground Antennas (GAs) and a 
worldwide network of Monitor Stations (MSs). 

 
Figure 4.1.2 : GPS Control Segment 
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The central control node for the GPS Satellite Constellation is the Master Control Station (MSC). 
It is located at Schriever Air Force Base, Colorado and operates 24×7. 
The main responsibilities of the Master Control Station are: Satellite maintenance, Payload 
monitoring, synchronizing atomic clocks, Satellite maneuvering, managing GPS Signal 
performance, uploading Navigation Message data, detecting GPS Signaling failures and 
responding to those failures. 
There are several Monitor Stations (MS) but six of them are important. They are located at 
Hawaii, Colorado Springs, Ascension Island, Diego Garcia, Kwajalein and Cape Canaveral. 
These Monitor Stations continuously track the position of the satellites and the data is sent to 
Master Control Station for further analysis. 
In order to transmit data to satellites, there are four Ground Antennas (GA) located as Ascension 
Island, Cape Canaveral, Diego Garcia and Kwajalein. These antennas are used to uplink data to 
satellites and the data can be anything like Clock correction, Telemetry Commands and 
Navigation Messages. 
C. User Segment: 

The User Segment of the GPS system consists of end user of the technology like civilians 
and military for navigation, precise or standard positioning and timing. Generally, in order to 
access the GPS services, the user has to be equipped with GPS Receivers like Stand – alone GPS 
Modules, Mobile Phones that are GPS enabled and dedicated GPS Consoles. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.1.3: User Segment 

 
With these GPS Receivers, civil users can know standard position, accurate time and speed while 
the military uses them for precise positioning, missile guidance, navigation, etc. 
 
4.1.2 Working Principle of GPS: 

With the help of GPS Receivers, we can calculate the position of an object anywhere on 
Earth either in two – dimensional or three – dimensional space. For this, GPS receivers use a 
Mathematical method called Trilateration, a method using which the position of an object can be 
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determined by measuring the distance between the object and few other object with already 
known positions. 
So, in case of GPS Receivers, in order to find out the location of the receiver, the receiver 
module has to know the following two things: 
• Location of the Satellites in the space and 
• Distance between the Satellites and the GPS Receiver 
 

4.2 RFID Reader (Radio Frequency Identification Detector): 

              RFID is an automatic identification and data collection technology which uses the 
electromagnetic fields in the radio frequency range for non-contact operation. 
RFID Technology is similar to that of bar codes or magnetic strips i.e. they all provide unique 
identification system. The data retrieving operation is also similar to the other two technologies. 
Bar codes and magnetic strips must be scanned against their corresponding readers and similarly 
RFID devices must also be scanned or swiped against their readers. 
The advantage of RFID technology over bar codes or magnetic strips is that RFID doesn’t need 
any physical contact as in case of magnetic strips (ATM or credit cards) or needn’t be placed in a 
particular position as in case of bar codes. 
 
4.2.1RFID Reader and RFID Cards 

             As mentioned earlier, RFID is a wireless, non-contact type technology. Hence, it 
contains two components: RFID Cards or Tags and RFID Reader. 
RFID Reader Modules are basically radio frequency transceiver (transmitter and receiver). A 
simple RFID reader consists of an antenna, demodulator, data decoder unit and some filters. 
RFID readers can read and/or write data in to the RFID cards (depending on the type of the 
card). 
The RFID Reader module used in this project is EM – 18. It radiates a 125 KHz signal through 
its antenna and hence a similar frequency based RFID Card must be used. 
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Figure4.2.1 RFID Reader and RFID Cards 

 

RFID Card or Tag consists of an antenna and an IC for storing the data. RFID Cards can be 
either active type or passive type. 
Active RFID Cards: 

 They need external power i.e. they are powered by battery. 
 Data can be read or write from the cards as they consists of EEPROM. 
 The range is typically 100 feet or more. 

Passive RFID Cards: 
 Do not need external power. The required power for the operation is drawn from the 

electromagnetic field generated by the RFID reader. 
 Usually, passive RFID cards are read only type i.e. data, which is programmed by the 

manufacturer, can only be read by the reader. 
 The range is very small i.e. a maximum of 10 feet. 

Design of Arduino RFID Reader Circuit 

The main components of the project are Arduino UNO, RFID Reader, some RFID cards and an 
alphanumeric LCD display. The design of the circuit is described here. As Arduino is the main 
processing device, all the connections are the connections are explained with respect to it. 
The RFID Reader module used in the project i.e. EM – 18 consists of 4 pins: Vcc, TX, RX and 
GND. As this module runs on 12V, it must be powered separately using a 12V supply. 
 
Note: The power supply to the RFID Reader is dependent on the type of the module. 
The communication between the RFID Reader and external devices like microcontrollers is 
implemented using UART protocol (hence, TX and RX pins). As the reader reads the 
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information from the card and transmits to the host device i.e. Arduino UNO, the TX pin of the 
Reader must be connected to RXD pin (Pin 0) of Arduino. 
 
Note: While programming the Arduino, the RXD pin must be disconnected as this line is used by 
the USB communication. To avoid this, we can define any of the other pins as serial 
communication pins (Rx and TX) using software and the library used for this is 
“SoftwareSerial.h”. 
An LCD is used to display the information that is retrieved from the RFID Card. We need to 
connect RS, E, D4, D5, D6 and D7 pins of the LCD to Arduino. All the connections are shown in 
the circuit diagram. 
All the other connections with respect to LCD i.e. contrast adjusting potentiometer, power supply 
etc. are also shown in the circuit diagram and are self-explanatory. 
Working Principle: 

The aim of the project is to transmit the data read by the RFID reader to Arduino and 
displays it on the LCD. The working of the project is explained in this section. 
As the RFID system used here is of passive type, the information on the RFID Cards is 
preprogrammed. In order to read that data, the card must be brought in proximity of the reader. 
The RFID reader module continuously emits electromagnetic radiation in the form of radio 
waves at a frequency of 125 KHz. When a passive RFID card is brought near this field, due to 
the concept of mutual induction, the electromagnetic field from the reader induces a small 
current in the antenna coil of the card. 
As a result, the IC in the card gets sufficient power from this and transmits the data through the 
antenna which is in turn received by the antenna of the reader. 
The data received by the RFID reader is now transmitted to Arduino UNO using UART 
communication protocol. Arduino in turn displays this message on the LCD. 
 
Applications of RFID Integration 

 The project explained here only retrieves the information from RFID card and displays it 
on the LCD. 

 Many advanced applications can be implemented using Arduino and RFID. 
 Some of the applications are RFID based authentication system, security access system, 

attendance system, inventory management, livestock management e.t.c 
 

4.3 LCD (Liquid Crystal Display): 

    Liquid Crystal Displays are used in many devices like micro oven, calculators etc. 
They play a very important role in embedded systems. Many electronic displays are used in 
embedded system such as 7 segments, LED displays but they have their own limitations. In the 
previous articles we have seen interfacing LCD to different microcontrollers like AVR, 8051 and 
PIC. In this tutorial, let us see interfacing an LCD with Arduino. 
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Compared to other controllers, Interfacing LCD with Arduino is very easy. In in other 
microcontrollers, one should write the complete code for the working of LCD where as arduino 
provides a very good platform for non-programmers. Let us see the interfacing clearly. 
16X2 LCD is the most commonly used LCD Display.16X2 indicates that it can display 32 
characters in 2 lines. It has 16 pins. They are shown below. 
 
 

 
 

Figure4.3: Liquid Crystal Display 

 

Pin Number Name Function 

1 VSS Power supply (GND) 

2 VDD Power supply +5V 

3 VO or VEE Contrast adjustment: through a variable resistor. 

4 RS Selects command register when low; and data register when high 

5 R/W̅̅̅̅  Low to write to the register; High to read from the register 

6 E Sends data to data pins when a high lo low pulse is given 

7 DB0 Data bus line 

8 DB1 Data bus line 
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9 DB2 Data bus line 

10 DB3 Data bus line 

11 DB4 Data bus line 

12 DB5 Data bus line 

13 DB6 Data bus line 

14 DB7 Data bus line 

15 A Power supply for LED Backlight (+5V) 

16 K Power supply for LED Backlight (GND) 

                                        

Fig 4.3: LCD display pin configuration 

 

From the pin configuration, it is clear that the pins can be sorted according to Power pins, control 
pins and data pins. Power pins i.e. pins 1, 2, 3, 15 and 16 are used to supply for the module as 
well as the backlight LEDs. The voltage to the Contract Adjust Pin (Pin 3 or VEE) is usually 
given from a Potentiometer and will control the contrast of the actual display when the POT is 
adjusted. 
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There are 8 data pins for transmitting 8 – bits of data i.e. 1 byte of data at a time. The LCD can 
be used in either 8 – bit mode or 4 – bit mode. In 4 – bit mode, only 4 of the 8 data lines will be 
utilized for transmitting the data. 
The remaining three pins i.e. RS (Pin 4), RW (Pin 5) and E (Pin 6) are called the Control Pins 
and are very important pins. 
The RS pin, which is short for Register Select pin, is used to select either Instruction Register 
when it is LOW or Data Register when it is HIGH. 
The RW pin or the Read / Write Pin is used for selecting Read Mode or Write Mode. When RW 
is HIGH, read mode is selected and data is read from the register. When RW is LOW, write 
mode is selected and data can be written in to the register. 
Since we are using the write mode only, we can connect the RW pin to ground (through a pull 
down resistor). 
The Enable (E) pin, as the name indicates, is used to enable the execution of the data or 
instructions. The data or instruction are executed by the LCD module only when a HIGH to 
LOW pulse is given to the Enable pin i.e. only on the falling edge of a pulse. 
 

4.4 GSM (Global System For Mobile Communication): 

           GSM GPRS Modules are one of the commonly used communication modules in 
embedded systems. A GSM GPRS Module is used to enable communication between a 
microcontroller (or a microprocessor) and the GSM / GPSR Network. Here, GSM stands for 
Global System for Mobile Communication and GPRS stands for General Packet Radio Service.   

  A GSM GPRS MODEM comprises of a GSM GPRS Module along with some other 
components like communication interface (like Serial Communication – RS-232), power supply 
and some indicators. With the help of this communication interface, we can connect the GSM 
GPRS Module on the GSM GPRS MODEM with an external computer (or a microcontroller). 

        GSM / GPRS Modules allow microcontrollers to have a wireless communication with other 
devices and instruments. Such wireless connectivity of microcontroller opens up to wide range of 
applications like Home Automation, Home Security Systems, Disaster Management, Medical 
Assistance, Vehicle Tracking, Online Banking, E – Commerce etc. to name some. 

Before going in to the details about the GSM/GPRS Module, we will first see a few basic things 
like GSM, GPRS, MODEM, Module and System.  
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                                                      Fig 4.4: GSM Module 

 

GLOBAL SYSTEM MACHINE (GSM): 

GSM or Global System for Mobile Communication is a Wireless Communication 
standard for mobile telephone systems. It was developed by the European Telecommunications 
Standards Institute (ETSI) as a replacement to the 1st Generation Analog Cellular Network. 
Hence, GSM is often called as the 2nd Generation Digital Cellular Network or simply 2G. From 
its deployment in Finland in the year 1991, GSM has grown rapidly with an estimated market 
share of over 90% in more than 200 countries. 
GENERAL PACKET RADIO SERVICE(GPRS): 

GPRS or General Packet Radio Service is an extension of the GSM Network. GPRS is an 
integrated part of the GSM Network which provides an efficient way to transfer data with the 
same resources as GSM Network. 
Originally, the data services (like internet, multimedia messaging etc.) in the GSM Network used 
a circuit – switched connection. In this type, the access time for the network is long and the 
charges for the data were based on the connection time. Also, this type of connection is not 
suitable for transmitting bursts of data. 
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With the integration of GPRS, a packet – switching based data service, in to the GSM Network, 
the scene of data services has changes. In GPRS based packet – switching networks, the user 
device doesn’t hold the resources for a continuous time but efficiently uses a common pool. 
The access time in GPRS is very small and the main advantage is that it allows bursts of data to 
be transmitted. Also, the charges for data are based on the usage and not on the connection time.  
 

4.5 Arduino Uno: 

    Arduino UNO is a basic and inexpensive Arduino board and is the most popular of all 
the Arduino boards with a market share of over 50%. Arduino UNO is considered to be the best 
prototyping board for beginners in electronics and coding. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.5:Arduino uno 

 

UNO is based on ATmega328P microcontroller. There are two variants of the Arduino UNO: 
one which consists of through – hole microcontroller connection and other with surface mount 
type. Through-hole model will be beneficial as we can take the chip out in case of any problem 
and swap in with a new one. 
Arduino UNO comes with different features and capabilities. As mentioned earlier, the 
microcontroller used in UNO is ATmega328P, which is an 8-bit microcontroller based on the 
AVR architecture. 
UNO has 14 digital input – output (I/O) pins which can be used as either input or output by 
connecting them with different external devices and components. Out of these 14 pins, 6 pins are 
capable of producing PWM signal. All the digital pins operate at 5V and can output a current of 
20mA. 
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Some of the digital I/O pins have special functions which are describe below. 

 Pins 0 and 1 are used for serial communication. They are used to receive and transmit 
serial data which can be used in several ways like programming the Arduino board and 
communicating with the user through serial monitor. 

 Pins 2 and 3 are used for external interrupts. An external event can be triggered using 
these pins by detecting low value, change in value or falling or rising edge on a signal. 

 As mentioned earlier, 6 of the 14 digital I/O Pins i.e. 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11 can provide 8-
bit PWM output. 

 Pins 10, 11, 12 and 13 (SS, MOSI, MISO AND SCK respectively) are used for SPI 
communication. 

 Pin 13 has a built-in LED connected to it. When the pin is HIGH, the LED is turned on 
and when the pin is LOW, it is turned off. 

Arduino Uno has 6 analog input pins which can provide 10 bits of resolution i.e. 1024 different 
values. The analog pins on the Arduino UNO are labelled A0 to A5. 
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By default, all the analog pins can measure from ground to 5V. Arduino UNO has a feature, 
where it is possible to change the upper end of the range by using the AREF pin but the value 
should be less than 5V. 
Additionally, some analog pins have specialized functionality. Pins A4 and A5 are used for I2C 
communication. 
There are different ways in which one can power the Arduino UNO board. The USB cable, 
which is used to program the microcontroller, can be used as a source of power. 
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There is a power jack, using which an external regulated power supply in the range of 7V – 12V 
can be supplied. Additionally, the power can also be supplied from a battery through the VIN 
pin. 
The UNO board has on-board voltage regulators for 5V and 3.3V, which can be used as power 
supply for small external devices like LEDs. 
This is a brief introduction to Arduino and Arduino UNO board. In the next tutorial, we’ll see the 
installation and setup of the Arduino IDE. 
 
4.5.1 ATmega328P: 

ATMEGA328P is high performance, low power controller from Microchip. 
ATMEGA328P is an 8-bit microcontroller based on AVR RISC architecture. It is the most 
popular of all AVR controllers as it is used in ARDUINO boards. 
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Figure 4.5.1: ATMega328P Microcontroller 
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Figure 4.5.2: ATMega328p Pin display 

 

ATMEGA328P is a 28 pin chip as shown in pin diagram above. Many pins of the chip here have 
more than one function. We will describe functions of each pin in below table. 
 

Pin 

No. 

Pin name Description Secondary Function 

1 PC6 (RESET) Pin6 of  
PORTC 

Pin by default is used as RESET pin. PC6 can only be 
used as I/O pin when RSTDISBL Fuse is programmed. 

2 PD0 (RXD) Pin0  of  
PORTD 

RXD (Data Input Pin for USART) 
USART Serial Communication Interface 
[Can be used for programming] 

3 PD1 (TXD) Pin1 of  
PORTD 

TXD (Data Output Pin for USART) 
USART Serial Communication Interface 
[Can be used for programming] 
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INT2( External Interrupt 2 Input) 

4 PD2 (INT0) Pin2  of  
PORTD 

External Interrupt source 0 
 

5 PD3 
(INT1/OC2B) 

Pin3  of  
PORTD 

External Interrupt source1 
 
OC2B(PWM - Timer/Counter2 Output Compare Match 
B Output) 

6 PD4 (XCK/T0) Pin4  of  
PORTD 

T0( Timer0 External Counter Input) 
XCK ( USART External Clock I/O) 

7 VCC  Connected to positive voltage 

8 GND  Connected to ground 

9 PB6 
(XTAL1/TOSC1) 

Pin6  of  
PORTB 

XTAL1 (Chip Clock Oscillator pin 1 or External clock 
input) 
TOSC1 (Timer Oscillator pin 1) 

10 PB7 
(XTAL2/TOSC2) 

Pin7  of  
PORTB 

XTAL2 (Chip Clock Oscillator pin 2) 
TOSC2 (Timer Oscillator pin 2) 

11 PD5 
(T1/OC0B) 

Pin5 of  
PORTD 

T1(Timer1 External Counter Input) 
 
OC0B(PWM - Timer/Counter0 Output Compare Match 
B Output) 

12 PD6 
(AIN0/OC0A) 

Pin6  of  
PORTD 

AIN0(Analog Comparator Positive I/P) 
 
OC0A(PWM - Timer/Counter0 Output Compare Match 
A Output) 

13 PD7 (AIN1) Pin7  of  
PORTD 

AIN1(Analog Comparator Negative I/P) 
 

14 PB0 
(ICP1/CLKO) 

Pin0  of  
PORTB 

ICP1(Timer/Counter1 Input Capture Pin) 
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CLKO (Divided System Clock. The divided system 
clock can be output on the PB0 pin) 

15 PB1 (OC1A) Pin1  of  
PORTB 

OC1A (Timer/Counter1 Output Compare Match A 
Output) 

16 PB2 (SS/OC1B) Pin2  of  
PORTB 

SS (SPI Slave Select Input).  This pin is low when 
controller acts as slave. 
[Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) for programming] 
 
OC1B (Timer/Counter1 Output Compare Match B 
Output) 

17 PB3 
(MOSI/OC2A) 

Pin3  of  
PORTB 

MOSI (Master Output Slave Input). When controller 
acts as slave, the data is received by this pin. [Serial 
Peripheral Interface (SPI) for programming] 
OC2 (Timer/Counter2 Output Compare Match Output) 

18 PB4 (MISO) Pin4  of  
PORTB 

MISO (Master Input Slave Output). When controller 
acts as slave, the data is sent to master by this controller 
through this pin. 
 
[Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) for programming] 

19 PB5 (SCK) Pin5  of  
PORTB 

SCK (SPI Bus Serial Clock). This is the clock shared 
between this controller and other system for accurate 
data transfer. 
[Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) for programming] 

20 AVCC  Power for Internal ADC Converter 

21 AREF  Analog Reference Pin for ADC 

22 GND  GROUND 

23 PC0 (ADC0) Pin0  of  
PORTC 

ADC0 (ADC Input Channel 0) 

24 PC1 (ADC1) Pin1  of  
PORTC 

ADC1 (ADC Input Channel 1) 
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25 PC2 (ADC2) Pin2  of  
PORTC 

ADC2 (ADC Input Channel 2) 

26 PC3 (ADC3) Pin3  of  
PORTC 

ADC3 (ADC Input Channel 3) 

27 PC4 
(ADC4/SDA) 

Pin4  of  
PORTC 

ADC4 (ADC Input Channel 4) 
SDA (Two-wire Serial Bus Data Input/output Line) 

28 PC5 
(ADC5/SCL) 

Pin5  of  
PORTC 

ADC5 (ADC Input Channel 5) 
SCL (Two-wire Serial Bus Clock Line) 

 
                                       Fig 4.5.1: ATMega328 Pin Configuration 

 

 

ATMEGA328P – Simplified Features 

CPU 8-bit AVR 

Number of Pins 28 

Operating Voltage (V) +1.8 V TO +5.5V 

Number of 
programmable  I/O lines 

23 

Communication 
Interface 

Master/Slave SPI Serial Interface(17,18,19 PINS) [Can be used for 
programming this controller] 
Programmable Serial USART(2,3 PINS) [Can be used for 
programming this controller] 
Two-wire Serial Interface(27,28  PINS)[Can be used to connect 
peripheral devices like Servos, sensors and memory devices] 

JTAG Interface Not available 

ADC Module 6channels, 10-bit resolution ADC 

Timer Module Two 8-bit counters with Separate Prescaler and compare mode, One 
16-bit counter with Separate Prescaler,compare mode and capture 
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mode. 

Analog Comparators 1(12,13 PINS) 

DAC Module Nil 

PWM channels 6 

External Oscillator 0-4MHz @ 1.8V to 5.5V 
0-10MHz @ 2.7V to 5.5V 
0-20MHz @ 4.5V to 5.5V 

Internal Oscillator 8MHz  Calibrated Internal Oscillator 

Program Memory Type Flash 

Program Memory or 
Flash memory 

32Kbytes[10000 write/erase cycles] 

CPU Speed 1MIPS for 1MHz 

RAM 2Kbytes Internal SRAM 

EEPROM 1Kbytes EEPROM 

Watchdog Timer Programmable Watchdog Timer with Separate On-chipOscillator 

Program Lock Yes 

Power Save Modes Six Modes[Idle, ADC Noise Reduction, Power-save, Power-down, 
Standby and Extended Standby] 

Operating Temperature -40°C to +105°C(+105 being absolute maximum, -40 being absolute 
minimum) 

  

                               Fig 4.5.2: Features of Atmega328p 
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4.6  Fire Sensor 

                 Flame Sensors, Smoke Sensors, Fire Alarms etc. are part of a safety equipment that 
help us in keeping our homes, offices and stores safe from fire accidents. 
Almost all modern houses, apartments, malls, cinema halls, theatres, office buildings and shops 
are equipped with such safety equipment and it is mandatory in some regions to fire safety 
devices. 
 
                   A flame detector is a sensor designed to detect and respond to the presence of 
a flame or fire, allowing flame detection. Responses to a detected flame depend on the 
installation, but can include sounding an alarm, deactivating a fuel line (such as a propane or a 
natural gas line), and activating a fire suppression system. When used in applications such as 
industrial furnaces, their role is to provide confirmation that the furnace is working properly; it 
can be used to turn off the ignition system though in many cases they take no direct action 
beyond notifying the operator or control system. A flame detector can often respond faster and 
more accurately than a smoke or heat detector due to the mechanisms it uses to detect the flame. 
 

A Flame Sensor is a device that can be used to detect presence of a fire source or any 
other bright light sources. There are several ways to implement a Flame Sensor but the module 
used in this project is an Infrared Radiation Sensitive Sensor. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.6: Infrared type Flame Sensor. 
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This particular flame sensor is based on YG1006 NPN Photo Transistor. The black object at the 
front of the module is this Photo Transistor. 
The YG1006 Photo Transistor looks like a black LED but it is a three terminal NPN Transistor, 
where the long lead is the Emitter and the shorter one is the collector (there is no base terminal as 
the light it detects will enable the flow of current). 
This photo transistor is coated with black epoxy, making it sensitive to Infrared radiations and 
this particular Photo Transistor (YG1006) is sensitive to Infrared Radiation in the wavelength 
range of 760nm to 1100nm. 
Using this particular type of Flame Sensor, you can detect Infrared Light up to a distance of 
100cm within its 60 degrees of detection angle. 
There are two types of implementations of Flame Sensors using YG1006 Photo Transistor: one is 
with both Analog Output and Digital Output while the other is with only the Digital Output. 
Both these implementations require same components but the difference is that one module (the 
one with the Analog Output) provides the Sensor output as Analog Output. 
The Flame Sensor that I am using in this project has only Digital Output. 
NOTE: In the circuit diagram of the Flame Sensor, I have pointed out where to get the Analog 
Output if your module doesn’t have that option. 
 

4.7  Power supply: 

   The Power Supply is a Primary requirement for the project work. The required DC power 
supply for the base unit as well as for the recharging unit is derived from the mains line. For this 
purpose center tapped secondary of 12V-012V transformer is used. From this transformer we 
getting 5V power supply. In this +5V output is a regulated output and it is designed using 7805 
positive voltage regulator. This is a 3 Pin voltage regulator, can deliver current up to 800 
milliamps. 
                        Rectification is a process of rendering an alternating current or voltage into a 
unidirectional one. The component used for rectification is called ‘Rectifier’. A rectifier permits 
current to flow only during positive half cycles of the applied AC voltage. Thus, pulsating DC is 
obtained to obtain smooth DC power additional filter circuits required.  
Circuit diagram: 
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                                                     Fig 4.7  Power supply      

    

A diode can be used as rectifier. There are various types of diodes. However, semiconductor 
diodes are very popularly used as rectifiers. A semiconductor diode is a solid-state device 
consisting of two elements is being an electron emitter or cathode, the other an electron collector 
or anode. Since electrons in a semiconductor diode can flow in one direction only-form emitter 
to collector-the diode provides the unilateral conduction necessary for rectification. 
    The rectified Output is filtered for smoothening the DC, for this purpose capacitor is used in 
the filter circuit. The filter capacitors are usually connected in parallel with the rectifier output 
and the load. The AC can pass through a capacitor but DC cannot, the ripples are thus limited 
and the output becomes smoothed. When the voltage across the capacitor plates tends to rise, it 
stores up energy back into voltage and current. Thus, the fluctuation in the output voltage is 
reduced considerable.  
 
 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR: 
4. 7.1 LM 78XX SERIES VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

 
The LM 78XXX series of the three terminal regulations is available with several fixed 

output voltages making them useful in a wide range of applications.  One of these is local on 
card regulation.  The voltages available allow these regulators to be used in logic systems, 
instrumentation and other solid state electronic equipment.  Although designed primarily as fixed 
voltage regulators, these devices  can be used with external components to obtain adjustable 
voltages and currents.  The LM78XX series is available in aluminum to 3 packages which will 
allow over 1.5A load current if adequate heat sinking is provided.  Current limiting is included to 
limit the peak output current to a safe value.  The LM 78XX is available in the metal 3 leads to 5 

100µF/25v 

+12v 

2200µF/25v 230v / 12v- 0 -12v 

500mA Transformer 

1N4007 X 2 
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and the plastic to 92.  For this type, with adequate  heat sinking.  The regulator can deliver 
100mA output current.  
The advantage of this type of regulator is, it is easy to use and minimize the number of external 
components.  
The following are the features voltage regulators: 
a)  Output current in  exces of 1.5A for 78 and 78L series 
b)  Internal thermal overload protection 
c) No external components  required 
d)  Output transistor sage area protection 
e)  Internal short circuit current limit.  
f)   Available in  aluminum 3 package. 
4.7.2: POSITIVE VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

  The positive voltage regulator has different features like 
 Output current up to 1.5A 
 No external components 
 Internal thermal overload protection 
 High power dissipation capability 
 Internal short-circuit current limiting 
 Output transistor safe area compensation 
 

 
Fig 4.7.2 Positive voltage regulator characteristics 
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CHAPTER  5 

SOFTWARE  IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 Arduino UNO Software: 

Install the Arduino Software (IDE) 

Click on one of the four links below to get step-by-step instructions to set up the Arduino 
Software (IDE) on your computer, according to its operating system. 

 Windows 

 Mac OS X 

 Linux 

 ,IDÉE (Windows and Linux) 

After you have installed the Arduino Software (IDE), please choose your board in the list here on 
the right to learn how to get started with it 

5.2 LEARNING ARDUINO: 

 Read an introduction on what is Arduino and why you'd want to use it. 

 What is the Arduino Software (IDE) and how do I change the default language? 

 Libraries: Using and installing Arduino Libraries. 

 Cores: Need to add a new board to your Arduino Software! Install the relate core and 
manage it. 

 Troubleshooting: Advice on what to do if thing don’t work. For a complete  list  of Guides 
visit the Foundations section, where you will find in-depth knowledge about the principles 
and techniques behind the Arduino platform. 

  Making the Arduino Starter Kit projects and reading the book Getting Started with 
Arduino' are great ways to start learning and tinkering with coding and electronics. What 
can I do with an Arduino or Genuino board! 

 If you are unsure on what your first project could be you can try the Kit, it will guide you 
from your very first steps with electronics into the world of interactive and sensing objects. 

 If you are looking for  inspiration  you  can  find  a  great  variety  of  Tutorials  on 
Arduino Project Hub. 
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 To interact with the outside world, the program sets digital pins to a high or low value 
using C code instructions, which corresponds to +5 V or 0 V at the pin. The pin is 
connected to external interface electronics and then to the device being switched on and 
off. 

  5.3 INSTALLING ARDUINO: 

          Introduction: 

This tutorial will walk you through downloading, installing, and testing the Arduino 
software (also known as the Arduino IDE - short for Integrated Development Environment). 

Before you jump to the page for your operating system, make sure you’ve got all the right 
equipment. 

you’ll have to tell Windows to disable driver signing. This issue has been addressed in newer 
releases of the Arduino IDE, but if you run into issues, you can try this fix first. 

For a nice, step-by-step tutorial with pictures click here, otherwise the steps are outlined below. 

What you will need: 

 

 A computer (Windows, Mac, or Linux) 

 An Arduino-compatible microcontroller (anything from this guide should work) 

 A USB A-to-B cable, or another appropriate way to connect your Arduino- 
compatible microcontroller to your computer (check out this USB buying guide if 
you’re not sure which cable to get). 

 If you’re ready to get started, click on the link in the column on the left that 
matches up with your operating system, or you can jump to your operating system 
here. 

 Windows 

 Mac 

 Linux 
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5.4 Arduino Build Process: 

Overview 

A number of things have to happen for your Arduino code to get onto the Arduino board. 

First, the Arduino environment performs some small transformations to make sure that the code 

is correct C or C++ (two common programming languages). It then gets passed to a compiler 

(avr-gcc), which turns the human readable code into machine readable instructions (or object 

files). Then, your code gets combined with (linked against), the standard Arduino libraries that 

provide basic functions like digitalWrite() or Serial.Print(). The result is a single Intel hex file, 

which contains the specific bytes that need to be written to the program memory of the chip on 

the Arduino board. This file is then uploaded to the board: transmitted over the USB or serial 

connection via the boot loader already on the chip or with external programming hardware. 

Multi-file sketches 

A sketch can contain multiple files (tabs). To manage them, click on the right-facing 

arrow just above the scroll bar near the top of the environment. Tabs have one of four extensions: 

no extension, .c, .cpp, or .h (if you provide any other extension, the period will be converted to 

an underscore). When your sketch is compiled, all tabs with no extension are concatenated 

together to form the "main sketch file". Tabs with .c or .cpp extensions are compiled separately. 

To use tabs with a .h extension, you need to #include it (using "double quotes" not <angle 

brackets>). 

Transformations to the main sketch file 

The Arduino environment performs a few transformations to your main sketch file (the 

concatenation of all the tabs in the sketch without extensions) before passing it to the avr-gcc 

compiler. 

First, #include "Arduino.h", or for versions less than 1.0, #include "WProgram.h" is added to the 

top of your sketch. This header file (found in <ARDUINO>/hardware/cores/<CORE>/) includes 

all the definitions needed for the standard Arduino core. 
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Next, the environment searches for function definitions within your main sketch file and create 

declarations (prototypes) for them. These are inserted after any comments or pre-processor 

statements (#includes or #defines), but before any other statements (including type declarations). 

This means that if you want to use a custom type as a function argument, you should declare it 

within a separate header file. Also, this generation isn't perfect: it won't create prototypes for 

functions that have default argument values, or which are declared within a namespace or class. 

Finally, the contents of the current target's main.cxx file are appended to the bottom of your 

sketch. 

Targets 

The Arduino environment supports multiple target boards with different chips (currently, 

only AVRs), CPU speeds, or boot loaders. These are defined in a board preferences file. 

Relevant variables include: 

<BOARD>.name: the name to display in the Boards menu 

<BOARD>.build.mcu: the microcontroller on the board (normally "atmega8" or "atmega168"). 

<BOARD>.f_cpu: the clock speed at which the microcontroller operates (normally 

"16000000L", or, for an ATmega168running on its internal clock, "8000000L"). 

<BOARD>.core: which sub-directory of the hardware/cores/ directory to link sketches against 

(normally "arduino"). 

Also useful is this setting in the main preferences.txt file: 

build.verbose: whether or not to print debugging messages while building a sketch (e.g. "false"). 

If true, will print the complete command line of each external command executed as part of the 

build process. 

Note: that in Arduino 0004 and later, build.extension is unused - the main sketch file is always 

treated as a .cpp file. 
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Build process 

Sketches are compiled by avr-gcc. 

The include path includes the sketch's directory, the target directory 

(<ARDUINO>/hardware/core/<CORE>/) and the avr include directory 

(<ARDUINO>/hardware/tools/avr/avr/include/), as well as any library directories (in 

<ARDUINO>/hardware/libraries/) which contain a header file which is included by the main 

sketch file. 

When you verify a sketch, it is built in a temporary directory in the system temp directory (e.g. 

/tmp on the Mac). When you upload it, it is built in the applet/ subdirectory of the sketch's 

directory (which you can access with the "Show Sketch Folder" item in the "Sketch" menu). 

The .c and .cpp files of the target are compiled and output with .o extensions to this directory, as 

is the main sketch file and any other .c or .cpp files in the sketch and any .c or .cpp files in any 

libraries which are #included in the sketch. 

These .o files are then linked together into a static library and the main sketch file is linked 

against this library. Only the parts of the library needed for your sketch are included in the final 

.hex file, reducing the size of most sketches. 

The .hex file is the final output of the compilation which is then uploaded to the board. During a 

"Verify" the .hex file is written to /tmp (on Mac and Linux) or \Documents and 

Settings\<USER>\Local Settings\Temp (on Windows). During upload, it's written to the applet 

sub-directory of the sketch directory (which you can open with the "Show Sketch Folder" item in 

the Sketch menu). 

Upload process 

Sketches are uploaded by avrdude. 

The upload process is also controlled by variables in the boards and main preferences files. 

Those in the boards file include: 
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<BOARD>.upload.protocol: the protocol that avrdude should use to talk to the board (typically 

"stk500"). 

<BOARD>.upload.speed: the speed (baud rate) avrdude should use when uploading sketches 

(typically "19200"). 

<BOARD>.upload.maximum_size: the maximum size for a sketch on the board (dependent on 

the chip and the size of the boot loader). 

And in the main preferences file: 

upload.verbose: whether or not to dump debugging messages while upload a sketch to a board 

(defaults to "false"). 

 

 

5.4.1 Program An Arduino In A Few Simple Steps 

STEP-1 
Arduino microcontrollers come in a variety of types. The most common is the Arduino UNO, but 
there are specialized variations. Before you begin building, do a little research to figure out 
which version will be the most appropriate for your project. 

STEP-2 
To begin, you'll need to install the Arduino Programmer, aka the integrated development 
environment (IDE). 

STEP-3 
Connect your Arduino to the USB port of your computer. This may require a specific USB cable. 
Every Arduino has a different virtual serial-port address, so one need to reconfigure the port if 
one can understand using different Arduinos. 

STEP-4 
Set the board type and the serial port in the Arduino Programmer. 

STEP-5 
Test the microcontroller by using one of the preloaded programs, called sketches, in the Arduino 
Programmer. Open one of the example sketches, and press the upload button to load it. The 
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Arduino should begin responding to the program: If one have set it to blink an LED light, for 
example, the light should start blinking. 

STEP-6 
To upload new code to the Arduino, either one will  need to have access to code you can paste 
into the programmer, or one will have to write it himself, using the Arduino programming 
language to create your own sketch. An Arduino sketch usually has five parts: a header 
describing the sketch and its author; a section defining variables; a setup routine that sets the 
initial conditions of variables and runs preliminary code; a loop routine, which is where one can 
add the main code that will execute repeatedly until you stop running the sketch; and a section 
where you can list other functions that activate during the setup and loop routines. All sketches 
must include the setup and loop routines. 

STEP-7 
Once  uploaded the new sketch to your Arduino, disconnect it from your computer and integrate 
it into your project as directed. 
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CHAPTER  6 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

6.1 INTRODUCTION: 

Millions of children need to travel from home to school and vice versa every day. For 
parents, obtaining a safe transport for their children is a critical issue. Crimes against children are 

increasing and every parent is requesting the respective school for the security of their child 
while traveling from school to home and vice versa in school bus. RFID Reader located inside 
the bus detects the RFID tags of the child. Fire sensor is also used in this project to detect any 
fire accidents. The system will notify parents by SMS whenever children enters or leaves school 
bus, this will assure parents that children are safely reached to destination. 

 

Figure 6.0: Result of the proposed system 
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6.2 WORKING OF SYSTEM: 

1) First we should on the kit then the power supply is given to all the components in the 
circuit. 

2) Arduino Uno consists of Atmega328p microcontroller and with the help of this 
microcontroller all the components in the circuit are operated. 

3) The present location of the bus is identified by Gps module and that location is sent to 
mobile phone via Gsm module. 

4) Each child will be given a separate RFID tag. The RFID reader is used to detect the 
individual RFID tags given to children. 

5) If the RFID tag is valid then the LCD screen displays the student name and tells 
whether the person is valid or invalid. 

6) Fire sensor is also used in this project to detect any fire accidents; if the fire is 
detected then the alert message is given to parents. 
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Fig 6.1: Result of fire accident detected in bus. 

The figure 6.1 shows that the location of the bus is sent automatically to the mobile phone when 
the fire is detected. So that parents can take required action in order to save their child.  
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Fig 6.2: Result of location of bus. 
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The fig 6.2 shows us the Real time location of bus is sent to the parent mobile phone and the 
parents can see the location in Google maps through the link sent to the parent mobile.  In order 
to find that location the parent must sent a message named LOCATION to the sim placed in Gsm 
module. This system produces us the accurate location of the bus. This system range in order to 
track the bus is more than 100km.  

6.3 Advantages of this system: 

1) Parents will get easily informed if the child is in any kind of danger, injured and the 
required action can be taken in time. 

2) Parents can always know the arrival and departure times, so no time will be wasted by 
children standing at the bus stops waiting. 

3) In case if the child misses the bus, parents can track the bus and drop their children in the 
next stop. 

4) Even without getting in touch with the driver parents can check the attendance of their 
child in the bus.  

6.4 Disadvantages of this system: 

1) It fails in some cases such as earthquakes, tsunamis, floods etc… 

6.5 Applications of this system: 

1) This system can track luggage’s, parcels, vehicles in transport system. 
2) It finds its uses in various industries such as using fingerprint modules for access 

controls, stores, attendance recordings, machine authentication operation in banks and 
ATMs, voter identification and electoral enrollment. 

6.6 Future scope of this system: 

1) RFID can be replaced with more reliable methods like biometric identification. 
2) A provision to unlock doors only upon ID can be added. 

CONCLUSION: 

This proposed system aims at enhancing the safety of children during the daily 
transportation to and from school. RFID Reader located inside the bus detects the RFID tags of 
the child .It sends instant notification with the relevant data from the school database server via 
internet. Fire sensor is also used in this project to detect any fire accidents. The system will 
notify parents by SMS whenever children enters or leaves school bus, this will assure parents 
that children are safely reached to destination. The parents can monitor the details of their 
children and track the location of the bus. The admin can add stops, and generate an optimized 
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route and can have a live tracking of the bus. This system can be extended for full-time 
monitoring of children that will be helpful for parents and guardians at minimum cost. 

APPENDIX: 

SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING OF OUR PROJECT: 

#include<SoftwareSerial.h> 

 //make RX arduino line is pin 2, make TX arduino line is pin 3. 

SoftwareSerial gps(7,8); 

#include<LiquidCrystal.h> 

LiquidCrystal lcd(12,11,2,3,4,5); 

//String str=""; 

#define sensor A1 

float tempc; 

float vout; 

String buffer; 

int  gps_status=0; 

float latitude=0;  

float logitude=0;                        

String Speed=""; 

String gpsString=""; 

char *test="$GPRMC"; 

int temp=0; 

int i=0,k=0; 

#define buz 13 

#define led1 A3 

#define led2 A5 
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int temperature; 

void setup()  

{ 

  lcd.begin(16,2); 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

  gps.begin(9600); 

  lcd.print("VEHICLE       "); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

  lcd.print("TRACKINING GPS  "); 

  delay(2000); 

   gsm_init(); 

  lcd.clear(); 

  // Serial.println("AT+CNMI=2,2,0,0,0"); 

  delay(3000); 

  lcd.print("GPS Initializing"); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

  lcd.print("  No GPS Range  "); 

  get_gps(); 

  delay(2000); 

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("GPS Range Found"); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

  lcd.print("GPS is Ready"); 

  delay(2000); 

  pinMode(buz,OUTPUT); 
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  pinMode(led1,OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(led2,OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(led1,1); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGF=1"); 

  delay(3000); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGD=1"); 

  delay(2000); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGD=1"); 

  delay(2000); 

  Serial.println("AT+CNMI=2,2,0,0,0"); 

  delay(3000); 

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("System Ready"); 

  temp=0; 

} 

//------------------------------- 

void loop() 

{ 

  //buffer=""; 

  serialEvent(); 

  if(temp==1) 

  { 

    get_gps(); 

    delay(2000); 

    tracking(); 
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  } 

  if(analogRead(0)<200) 

  { 

     lcd.clear(); 

     lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

     lcd.print("FIRE ACCIDENT   "); 

     lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

     lcd.print("DETECTED IN BUS "); 

     digitalWrite(buz,1); 

     delay(5000); 

     digitalWrite(buz,0); 

     buffer.remove(0,12); 

     get_gps(); 

     delay(2000); 

     tracking1(); 

      } 

if(buffer=="07000C849E11") 

    { 

     lcd.clear(); 

     lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

     lcd.print("santosh- valid  "); 

     lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

     lcd.print(buffer); 

    delay(2000); 

   // break; 
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   } 

if(buffer=="07001075DCBE") 

    { 

     lcd.clear(); 

     lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

     lcd.print("GANESH - valid  "); 

     lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

     lcd.print(buffer); 

     delay(2000); 

     // break; 

    } 

    if(buffer=="07000C87376B") 

    { 

     lcd.clear(); 

     lcd.setCursor(0,0); 

     lcd.print("IN-VALID PL.CHEC"); 

     lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

     lcd.print(buffer); 

     digitalWrite(buz,1); 

     delay(5000); 

     digitalWrite(buz,0); 

     buffer.remove(0,12); 

    }} 

//*************************************** 

void serialEvent() 
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{ 

  while(Serial.available()) 

  {  buffer = readSIM900A(); 

    if (buffer.startsWith("\r\n+CMT: ")) 

    { 

        buffer.remove(0, 51); 

        int len = buffer.length(); 

        buffer.remove(len - 2, 2); 

      //  Serial.println(buffer); 

     lcd.clear(); 

     lcd.print(buffer); 

     delay(2000); 

     } 

  if(buffer=="LOCATION") 

    { 

     lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

     lcd.print("LOCATION SENDING"); 

     delay(2000); 

     temp=1; 

    break; 

    } 

//---------------- 

String readSIM900A() 

{ 

  String buffer; 
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  while (Serial.available()) 

    { 

        char c = Serial.read(); 

        buffer.concat(c); 

        delay(3); 

    } 

    return buffer; 

} 

 

//*********************************** 

void get_gps() 

{ 

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("Getting GPS Data"); 

  lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

  lcd.print("Please Wait....."); 

   gps_status=0; 

   int x=0; 

   while(gps_status==0) 

   { 

    gpsEvent(); 

    int str_lenth=i; 

    coordinate2dec(); 

    i=0;x=0; 

    str_lenth=0; 
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   } 

} 

//*********************************** 

void gpsEvent() 

{ 

  gpsString=""; 

  while(1) 

  { 

   while (gps.available()>0)            //Serial incoming data from GPS 

   { 

    char inChar = (char)gps.read(); 

     gpsString+= inChar;                    //store incoming data from GPS to temparary string str[] 

     i++; 

    // Serial.print(inChar); 

     if (i < 7)                       

     { 

      if(gpsString[i-1] != test[i-1])         //check for right string 

      { 

        i=0; 

        gpsString=""; 

      } 

     } 

    if(inChar=='\r') 

    { 

     if(i>60) 
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     { 

       gps_status=1; 

       break; 

     } 

     else 

     { 

       i=0; 

     } 

    } 

  } 

   if(gps_status) 

    break; 

  } 

 //** Serial.println(gpsString); 

} 

//=============================== 

void gsm_init() 

{ 

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("Finding Module.."); 

  boolean at_flag=1; 

  while(at_flag) 

  { 

    Serial.println("AT"); 

    while(Serial.available()>0) 
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    { 

      if(Serial.find("OK")) 

      at_flag=0; 

    } 

    delay(2000); 

  } 

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("Module Connected.."); 

  delay(1000); 

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("Disabling ECHO"); 

  boolean echo_flag=1; 

  while(echo_flag) 

  { 

    Serial.println("ATE0"); 

    while(Serial.available()>0) 

    { 

      if(Serial.find("OK")) 

      echo_flag=0; 

    } 

    delay(1000); 

  } 

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("Echo OFF"); 

  delay(1000); 
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  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("Finding Network.."); 

  boolean net_flag=1; 

  while(net_flag) 

  { 

    Serial.println("AT+CPIN?"); 

    while(Serial.available()>0) 

    { 

      if(Serial.find("+CPIN: READY")) 

      net_flag=0; 

    } 

    delay(1000); 

  } 

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("Network Found.."); 

  delay(1000); 

  lcd.clear(); 

} 

void show_coordinate() 

{ 

    lcd.clear(); 

    lcd.print("Lat:"); 

    lcd.print(latitude); 

    lcd.setCursor(0,1); 

    lcd.print("Log:"); 
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    lcd.print(logitude); 

   // Serial.print("Latitude:"); 

  //  Serial.println(latitude); 

  //  Serial.print("Longitude:"); 

 //   Serial.println(logitude); 

    delay(2000); 

} 

 

void coordinate2dec() 

{ 

  String lat_degree=""; 

    for(i=19;i<=20;i++)          

      lat_degree+=gpsString[i]; 

    //  Serial.println(lat_degree); 

        String lat_minut=""; 

     for(i=21;i<=28;i++)          

      lat_minut+=gpsString[i]; 

    //  Serial.println(lat_minut); 

      String log_degree=""; 

    for(i=32;i<=34;i++) 

      log_degree+=gpsString[i]; 

String log_minut=""; 

    for(i=35;i<=41;i++) 

      log_minut+=gpsString[i]; 

        Speed=""; 
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    for(i=45;i<48;i++)          //extract longitude from string 

      Speed+=gpsString[i]; 

       

     float minut= lat_minut.toFloat(); 

     minut=minut/60; 

     float degree=lat_degree.toFloat(); 

     latitude=degree+minut; 

      

     minut= log_minut.toFloat(); 

     minut=minut/60; 

     degree=log_degree.toFloat(); 

     logitude=degree+minut; 

   //  Serial.println(latitude,6); 

   //  Serial.println(logitude,6); 

} 

void init_sms() 

{ 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGF=1"); 

  delay(2000); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGD=1"); 

  delay(2000); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGS=\"+917013301968\"");   // use 10 digit cell no. here 

  delay(2000); 

} 

void init_sms2() 
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{ 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGF=1"); 

  delay(2000); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGD=1"); 

  delay(2000); 

  Serial.println("AT+CMGS=\"+919491137727\"");   // use 10 digit cell no. here 

  delay(2000); 

} 

void send_data(String message) 

{ 

  Serial.println(message); 

  delay(2000); 

} 

void send_sms() 

{ 

  Serial.write(26); 

  delay(2000); 

} 

void tracking() 

{ 

    init_sms(); 

    //send_data("Child Tracking:"); 

    send_data("Your BUS AP16U9595 Location is:"); 

    Serial.print("http://maps.google.com/?q="); 

    Serial.print(latitude,6); 
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    Serial.print(","); 

    Serial.print(logitude,6); 

    //Serial.println(); 

    //send_data("Please take some action soon..\nThankyou"); 

    send_sms(); 

    delay(3000); 

     

 

    init_sms2(); 

    //send_data("Child Tracking:"); 

    send_data("Your BUS AP16U9595 Location is:"); 

    Serial.print("http://maps.google.com/?q="); 

    Serial.print(latitude,6); 

    Serial.print(","); 

    Serial.print(logitude,6); 

    //Serial.println(); 

    //send_data("Please take some action soon..\nThankyou"); 

    send_sms(); 

    delay(2000); 

    lcd_status(); 

} 

//----------------------------------------- 

void tracking1() 

{ 

    init_sms(); 
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    //send_data("Child Tracking:"); 

    send_data("FIRE ACCIDENT IN BUS AP16U9595 Location is:"); 

    Serial.print("http://maps.google.com/?q="); 

    Serial.print(latitude,6); 

    Serial.print(","); 

    Serial.print(logitude,6); 

    //Serial.println(); 

    //send_data("Please take some action soon..\nThankyou"); 

    send_sms(); 

    delay(3000); 

    init_sms2(); 

    //send_data("Child Tracking:"); 

    send_data("FIRE ACCIDENT IN BUS AP16U9595 Location is:"); 

    Serial.print("http://maps.google.com/?q="); 

    Serial.print(latitude,6); 

    Serial.print(","); 

    Serial.print(logitude,6); 

    //Serial.println(); 

    //send_data("Please take some action soon..\nThankyou"); 

    send_sms(); 

    delay(3000); 

    lcd_status(); 

} 

//------------------------- 

void lcd_status() 
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{ 

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("Message Sending."); 

  delay(2000); 

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("Message Sent"); 

  delay(2000); 

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("System Ready"); 

  return; 

} 

//----------------------------------------- 

void sos() 

{   

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("  Alert! Alert! "); 

  init_sms(); 

  send_data("SOS Signal Sent"); 

  send_sms(); 

  int y; 

  for(y=1;y<=20;y++) 

  { 

  digitalWrite(led1,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(led2,LOW); 

  delay(500); 
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  digitalWrite(led1,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(led2,HIGH); 

  delay(500); 

  } 

  digitalWrite(led2,LOW); 

  digitalWrite(led1,LOW); 

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("  System Ready  "); 

  return;} 

void buzz() 

{  

  lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("Vehicle stopped!"); 

  init_sms(); 

  digitalWrite(buz,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(led1,LOW); 

  send_data("VEHICLE stopped"); 

  send_sms(); 

  delay(10000); 

  digitalWrite(buz,LOW); 

lcd.clear(); 

  lcd.print("  System Ready  "); 

  return; 

} 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH  PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

(PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

Classification 

 of  

Project 

 

Application Product Research Review 

 

       

 

      

  

 

Note: Tick Appropriate category.  

PROJECT OUTCOMES 

Developed an Embedded system project to monitor the safety of children using Arduino 
uno and Atmega328p microcontroller with Embedded GPS and GSM technology which also 
alerts with fire alarm and provides the geographical location too. 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

            modern tools.  

 

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering    

            to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software     

            components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural,    

            ethical and economical considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 
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1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering  
fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 
problems. 

 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze  complex  
engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 
mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems  
and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with 
appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and 
environmental considerations. 

 

4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 
research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, 
and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 
modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex 
engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations.  

 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 
assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities 
relevant to the professional engineering practice.  

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 
solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and 
need  for  sustainable development.  
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8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and  responsibilities 
and norms of the engineering practice.  

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 
leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 
engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and 
write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give 
and receive clear instructions.  

 

11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of  the 
engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member 
and  leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.  

 

12.  Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 
engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 
change.  

 

Mapping Table 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 PSO1 PSO2 

Outcome   

 2 

 

2 

 

3 

 

2 

 

 

3 

 

1 

 

3 

 

2 

 

3 

 

2 

 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

3 

 

Note: Map each project outcomes with POs and PSOs with either 1 or 2 or 3 based    

  on level of mapping as follows: 
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1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 
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ABSTRACT 

The computation technology is evolving. The data transmitted and generated using them are 

growing exponentially. The traffic on these networks requires surveillance. Effective network 

traffic surveillance, packet analysis and rules to define the traffic flow are in place using various 

intrusion detection and prevention systems. However, the security issues and concerns are 

dictating the need to evolve with the novel and ‘human-like’ methods to mitigate them. 

 

Normal methods and techniques may prove too tedious, and sometimes will not even render 

fruitful results. In that case, the techniques that can think, act and mimic human beings assure the 

possibilities of resolving the concerns where the domain of artificial intelligence plays a critical 

role. Also, there is a crucial need to design real-time models that can analyze & handle bigger, 

more complex data; and deliver faster as well as accurate results. Machine learning is a subfield 

which possesses all of the attributes. Intrusion preventions IDPS’s integrate methods that help to 

prevent intrusive and non-intrusive data packets. 

 

According to survey, most of the intrusion prevention methods rely heavily on humans to analyze 

data and classify into intrusive and non-intrusive networks. When the data to compute is very large, 

computing methods such as Computational intelligence and its constituent are essential to use as 

humans have their own shortcomings. Computational intelligence and machine learning are widely 

used to detect the intrusions, which in turn help in preventing the same. Pattern recognition uses 

algorithms to handle very large data sets. In this paper, a survey is done that on various machine 

learning and computational intelligence techniques that envisage using IDPS. 

 

Keywords —IDPS technologies, Machine learning techniques, computational intelligence. 
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CHAPTER-1 

 INTRODUCTION  

   

1.1 Background 

         A supervised machine learning system is developed to classify network traffic whether it is 

malicious or benign. To find the best model considering detection success rate, combination of 

supervised learning algorithm and feature selection method have been used. Through this study, it is 

found that Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based machine learning with wrapper feature selection 

outperform support vector machine (SVM) technique while classifying network traffic. To evaluate 

the performance, NSL-KDD dataset is used to classify network traffic using SVM and ANN 

supervised machine learning techniques. Comparative study shows that the proposed model is 

efficient than other existing models with respect to intrusion detection success rate. 

1.2 Aim of the project 

       With the wide spreading usages of internet and increases in access to online contents, 

cybercrime is also happening at an increasing rate. Intrusion detection is the first step to prevent 

security attack. Hence the security solutions such as Firewall, Intrusion Detection System (IDS), 

Unified Threat Modeling (UTM) and Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) are getting much attention. 

IDS detects attacks from a variety of systems and network sources by collecting information and 

then analyzes the information for possible security branches. The network based IDS analyzes the 

data packets that travel over a network and this analysis are carried out in two ways. Till today 

anomaly based detection is far behind than the detection that works based on signature and hence 

anomaly based detection still remains a major area for research.  

1.3 Methodology 

       The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based machine learning with wrapper feature selection 

outperform support vector machine (SVM) technique while classifying network traffic. To evaluate 

the performance, NSL-KDD dataset is used to classify network traffic using SVM and ANN 

supervised machine learning techniques. Comparative study shows that the proposed model is 

efficient than other existing models with respect to intrusion detection success rate. In this report, we 

have presented different machine learning models using different machine learning algorithms and 

different feature selection methods to find a best model.  

1.4 Significance of this work  

       The challenges with anomaly based intrusion detection are that it needs to deal with novel 

attack for which there is no prior knowledge to identify the anomaly. Hence the system somehow 

needs to have the intelligence to segregate which traffic is harmless and which one is malicious or 

anomalous and for that machine learning techniques are being explored over the last few years.  
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IDS however is not an answer to all security related problems. For example, IDS cannot compensate 

weak identification and authentication mechanisms or if there is a weakness in the network 

protocols. 

Applications of network intrusion systems is to discover unauthorized access to a 

computer network by analyzing traffic on the network for signs of malicious activity. 

1.6 Outline  

      Chapter1 deals with introduction of the project. Chapter 2 tells the literature survey.  Chapter 3 

constitutes of machine learning and its algorithms. Chapter 4 introduces the intrusion detection and 

intrusion prevention systems (IDPS). Chapter 5 and 6 deal with the software used. Chapter 7 shows 

the working of the project and the results obtained. Chapter 8 deals with the conclusion, future scope 

and references. 

1.7 Conclusion  

      The analysis of the result shows that the model built using ANN and wrapper feature selection 

outperformed all other models in classifying network traffic correctly with detection rate of 94.02%. 

We believe that these findings will contribute to research further in the domain of building a 

detection system that can detect known attacks as well as novel attacks. 
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CHAPTER-2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

[1] “A macro-social exploratory analysis of the rate of interstate cyber-

victimization, 

This study examines whether macro-level opportunity indicators affect cyber-theft victimization. 

Based on the arguments from criminal opportunity theory, exposure to risk is measured by state-level 

patterns of internet access (where users access the internet). Other structural characteristics of states 

were measured to determine if variation in social structure impacted cyber-victimization across 

states. The current study found that structural conditions such as unemployment and non-urban 

population are associated with where users access the internet. Also, this study found that the 

proportion of users who access the internet only at home was positively associated with state-level 

counts of cyber-theft victimization. The theoretical implications of these findings are discussed. 

[2] “Incremental anomaly-based intrusion detection system using limited labeled 

data” 

With the increase of the internet and increased global access to online media, cybercrime is also 

occurring at an increasing rate. Currently, both personal users and companies are vulnerable to 

cybercrime. A number of tools including firewalls and Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) can be 

used as defense mechanisms. A firewall acts as a checkpoint which allows packets to pass through 

according to predetermined conditions. In extreme cases, it may even disconnect all network traffic. 

An IDS, on the other hand, automates the monitoring process in computer networks. The streaming 

nature of data in computer networks poses a significant challenge in building IDS. In this report, a 

method is proposed to overcome this problem by performing online classification on datasets. In 

doing so, an incremental naive Bayesian classifier is employed. Furthermore, active learning enables 

solving the problem using a small set of labeled data points which are often very expensive to 

acquire. The proposed method includes two groups of actions i.e. offline and online. The former 

involves data preprocessing while the latter introduces the NADAL online method. The proposed 

method is compared to the incremental naive Bayesian classifier using the NSL-KDD standard 

dataset. There are three advantages with the proposed method: (1) overcoming the streaming data 

challenge; (2) reducing the high cost associated with instance labeling; and (3) improved accuracy 

and Kappa compared to the incremental naive Bayesian approach. Thus, the method is well-suited to 

IDS applications. 

[3] “Modeling and implementation approach to evaluate the intrusion detection 

system” 

Intrusions detection systems (IDSs) are systems that try to detect attacks as they occur or when they 

were over. Research in this area had two objectives: first, reducing the impact of attacks; and 
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secondly the evaluation of the system IDS. Indeed, in one hand the IDSs collect network traffic 

information from some sources present in the network or the computer system and then use these 

data to enhance the systems safety. In the other hand, the evaluation of IDS is a critical task. In fact, 

it’s important to note the difference between evaluating the effectiveness of an entire system and 

evaluating the characteristics of the system components. In this report, we present an approach for 

IDS evaluating based on measuring the performance of its components. In order to implement the 

IDS SNORT components safely we have proposed a hardware platform based on embedded systems. 

Then we have tested it by using a generator of traffics and attacks based on Linux KALI (Backtrack) 

and Metasploite 3 Framework. The obtained results show that the IDS performance is closely related 

to the characteristics of these components. 
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CHAPTER-3 

MACHINE LEARNING  

 

3.1 Introduction  

     Machine Learning is the study of computer algorithms that improve automatically through 

experience. It is seen as a subset of artificial intelligence. Machine learning algorithms build 

a mathematical model based on sample data, known as “training data", in order to make predictions 

or decisions without being explicitly programmed to do so. Machine learning algorithms are used in 

a wide variety of applications, such as email filtering and computer vision, where it is difficult or 

infeasible to develop conventional algorithms to perform the needed tasks. 

Machine learning is closely related to computational statistics which focuses on making predictions 

using computers. The study of mathematical optimization delivers methods, theory and application 

domains to the field of machine learning. Data mining is a related field of study, focusing 

on exploratory data analysis through unsupervised learning.  In its application across business 

problems, machine learning is also referred to as predictive analytics. 

3.2 Overview 

  
        Machine learning involves computers discovering how they can perform tasks without being 

explicitly programmed to do so. For early tasks that humans assigned to computers, it was possible to 

create algorithms telling the machine how to execute all needed steps to solve the problem in hand. 

So, on the computer's part, no learning was needed. For more advanced tasks, it can be challenging 

for a human to manually create the needed algorithms. In practice, it can turn out to be more 

effective to help the machine develop its own algorithm, rather than have human programmers 

specify every needed step.  

The discipline of machine learning employs various approaches to help computers learn to 

accomplish tasks for which no fully satisfactory algorithm exists. For example, for cases where vast 

0numbers of potential answers exist, some of the correct ones can be labelled as valid, and this can 

be used as training data for the computer to improve the algorithm(s) it uses to determine correct 

answers. 

3.3 History and relationships with other fields 

 
       The term machine learning was coined in 1959 by Arthur Samuel, an American IBMer and 

pioneer in the field of computer gaming and artificial intelligence. A representative book of the 

machine learning research during the 1960s was the Nilsson's book on Learning Machines, dealing 

mostly with machine learning for pattern classification. Interest related to pattern recognition 

continued into the 1970s, as described by Duda and Hart in 1973. In 1981 a report was given on 

using teaching strategies so that a neural network learns to recognize 40 characters (26 letters, 10 

digits, and 4 special symbols) from a computer terminal.  
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Tom M. Mitchell provided a widely quoted, more formal definition of the algorithms studied in the 

machine learning field: "A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some 

class of tasks T and performance measure P if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, 

improves with experience E." This definition of the tasks in which machine learning is concerned 

offers a fundamentally operational definition rather than defining the field in cognitive terms. This 

follows Alan Turing's proposal in his paper "Computing Machinery and Intelligence", in which the 

question "Can machines think?" is replaced with the question "Can machines do what we (as 

thinking entities) can do?”  

3.4 Relation to artificial intelligence  

       As a scientific endeavor, machine learning grew out of the quest for artificial intelligence. In the 

early days of AI as an academic discipline, some researchers were interested in having machines 

learn from data. They attempted to approach the problem with various symbolic methods, as well as 

what were then termed "neural networks"; these were mostly perceptron’s and other models that 

were later found to be reinventions of the generalized linear models of statistics. Probabilistic 

reasoning was also employed, especially in automated medical diagnosis.  

However, an increasing emphasis on the logical, knowledge-based approach caused a rift between AI 

and machine learning. Probabilistic systems are effected continuously by theoretical and practical 

problems of data acquisition and representation. By 1980, expert systems had come to dominate AI, 

and statistics was out of favor. Work on symbolic/knowledge-based learning did continue within AI, 

leading to inductive logic programming, but the more statistical line of research was now outside the 

field of AI proper, in pattern recognition and information retrieval. Neural networks research had 

been abandoned by AI and computer science around the same time. This line, too, was continued 

outside the AI/CS field, as "connectionism", by researchers from other disciplines including 

Hopfield, Rumelhart and Hinton. Their main success came in the mid-1980s with the reinvention of 

backpropagation. Machine learning, reorganized as a separate field, started to flourish in the 1990s. 

The field changed its goal from achieving artificial intelligence to tackling solvable problems of a 

practical nature. It shifted focus away from the symbolic approaches it had inherited from AI, and 

toward methods and models borrowed from statistics and probability theory. As of 2019, many 

sources continue to assert that machine learning remains a sub field of AI. Yet some practitioners, for 

example Dr. Daniel Hulme, who both teaches AI and runs a company operating in the field, argues 

that machine learning and AI are separate. 

3.5 Learning Approaches 

      The types of machine learning algorithms differ in their design according to the type of inputs, 

outputs and the task they perform. 

Machine learning algorithms are of three types  

 Supervised algorithm 

 Unsupervised algorithm  

 Semi-supervised algorithm 
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 Reinforcement algorithm  

 

Supervised algorithm: 

      Supervised algorithm is a model that contains both the inputs and outputs of the task to be 

performed. The data is called the training data. Through iterative optimization of an objective 

function, supervised learning algorithms learn a function that can be used to predict the output 

associated with new inputs. An optimal function will allow the algorithm to correctly determine the 

output for inputs that were not a part of the training data. An algorithm that improves the accuracy of 

its outputs or predictions over time is said to have learned to perform that task. 

 This is an understandable version of machine learning: 

o Selection of  what kind of information output (samples) to “feed” the algorithm; 

o What kind of results it is desired (for example “yes/no” or “true/false”). 

    Unsupervised algorithm 

           Unsupervised learning algorithms take a set of data that contains only inputs, and find 

structure in the data, like grouping or clustering of data points. The algorithms, therefore, learn from 

test data that has not been labeled, classified or categorized. Instead of responding to feedback, 

unsupervised learning algorithms identify commonalities in the data and react based on the presence 

or absence of such commonalities in each new piece of data. A central application of unsupervised 

learning is in the field of density estimation in statistics, such as finding the probability density 

function.  

The unsupervised machine learning algorithm is used for: 

o Exploring the structure of the information. 

o Extracting valuable insights. 

o Detecting patterns. 

o Implementing this into its operation to increase efficiency. 

Semi-supervised algorithm 

Semi-supervised learning is between unsupervised learning (without any labeled training data) 

and supervised learning (with completely labeled training data). Some of the training examples are 

missing training labels, yet many machine-learning researchers have found that unlabeled data, when 

used in conjunction with a small amount of labeled data, can produce a considerable improvement in 

learning accuracy. 

 Reinforcement algorithm 

      Reinforcement learning differs from supervised learning in not needing labelled input/output 

pairs be presented, and in not needing sub-optimal actions to be explicitly corrected. Instead the 

focus is on finding a balance between exploration (of uncharted territory) and exploitation (of current 

knowledge) 
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3.6 Models  

    Performing machine learning involves a model, which is developed on data and then can process 

additional data to make predictions. Various types of models have been used for machine learning 

algorithms. 

1. Artificial neural networks  

2. Decision trees  

3. Support vector machines  

4. Regression analysis  

5. Bayesian networks 

6. Genetic algorithms  

7. Training models 

8. Federated learning   

Artificial neural networks 

An artificial neural network is an interconnected group of nodes, akin to the vast 

network of neurons in a brain. Here, each circular node represents an artificial neuron and a 

row represents a connection from the output of one artificial neuron to the input of another. 

Artificial neural networks (ANNs), or connectionist systems, are computing systems 

vaguely inspired by the biological neural networks that constitute animal brains. Such systems 

"learn" to perform tasks by considering examples, generally without being programmed with 

any task-specific rules. 

An ANN is a model based on a collection of connected units or nodes called "artificial 

neurons", which loosely model the neurons in a biological brain. Each connection, like the 

synapses in a biological brain, can transmit information, a "signal", from one artificial neuron 

to another. An artificial neuron that receives a signal can process it and then signal additional 

artificial neurons connected to it. In common ANN implementations, the signal at a connection 

between artificial neurons is a real number, and the output of each artificial neuron is computed 

by some non-linear function of the sum of its inputs. The connections between artificial neurons 

are called "edges". Artificial neurons and edges typically have a weight that adjusts as learning 

proceeds. The weight increases or decreases the strength of the signal at a connection. Artificial 

neurons may have a threshold such that the signal is only sent if the aggregate signal crosses 

that threshold. Typically, artificial neurons are aggregated into layers. Different layers may 

perform different kinds of transformations on their inputs. Signals travel from the first layer 

(the input layer) to the last layer (the output layer), possibly after traversing the layers multiple 

times. 

       The original goal of the ANN approach was to solve problems in the same way that a 

human brain would. However, over time, attention moved to performing specific tasks, leading 

to deviations from biology. Artificial neural networks have been used on a variety of tasks, 

including computer vision, speech recognition, machine translation, social network filtering, 

playing board and video games and medical diagnosis. 
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Deep learning consists of multiple hidden layers in an artificial neural network. This 

approach tries to model the way the human brain processes light and sound into vision and 

hearing. Some successful applications of deep learning are computer vision and speech 

recognition. 

Decision trees 

Decision tree learning uses a decision tree as a predictive model to go from observations 

about an item (represented in the branches) to conclusions about the item's target value 

(represented in the leaves). It is one of the predictive modeling approaches used in statistics, 

data mining and machine learning. Tree models where the target variable can take a discrete 

set of values are called classification trees; in these tree structures, leaves represent class labels 

and branches represent conjunctions of features that lead to those class labels. Decision trees 

where the target variable can take continuous values (typically real numbers) are called 

regression trees. In decision analysis, a decision tree can be used to visually and explicitly 

represent decisions and decision making. In data mining, a decision tree describes data, but the 

resulting classification tree can be an input for decision making. 

Support vector machines 

Support vector machines (SVMs), also known as support vector networks, are a set of 

related supervised learning methods used for classification and regression. Given a set of 

training examples, each marked as belonging to one of two categories, an SVM training 

algorithm builds a model that predicts whether a new example falls into one category or the 

other. An SVM training algorithm is a non-probabilistic, binary, linear classifier, although 

methods such as Platt scaling exist to use SVM in a probabilistic classification setting. In 

addition to performing linear classification, SVMs can efficiently perform a non-linear 

classification using what is called the kernel trick, implicitly mapping their inputs into high- 

dimensional feature spaces. 

List of common machine learning algorithms: 

These algorithms can be applied to almost any data problem: 

1. Linear Regression 

2. Logistic Regression 

3. Decision Tree 

4. SVM 

5. kNN 

6. K-Means 

7. Random Forest 

8. Dimensionality Reduction Algorithms 

9. Gradient Boosting algorithms 

i. GBM 

ii. XGBoost 

iii. LightGBM 

iv. atBoost 
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1. Linear Regression 

It is used to estimate real values (cost of houses, number of calls, total sales etc.) based 

on continuous variable(s). Here, we establish relationship between independent and dependent 

variables by fitting a best line. This best fit line is known as regression line and represented by 

a linear equation Y= a *X + b. 

The best way to understand linear regression is to relive this experience of childhood. 

Let us say, you ask a child in fifth grade to arrange people in his class by increasing order of 

weight, without asking them their weights! What do you think the child will do? He / she would 

likely look (visually analyze) at the height and build of people and arrange them using a 

combination of these visible parameters. This is linear regression in real life! The child has 

actually figured out that height and build would be correlated to the weight by a relationship, 

which looks like the equation above. 

In this equation: 

Y – Dependent Variable 

a     – Slope 

X – Independent variable 

b – Intercept 

These coefficients a and b are derived based on minimizing the sum of squared difference of distance 

between data points and regression line. 

Look at the below example. Here we have identified the best fit line having linear 

equation y=0.2811x+13.9. Now using this equation, we can find the weight, knowing the height 

of a person. 

 

Fig 3.1: Relation between height and weight 

Linear Regression is mainly of two types: Simple Linear Regression and Multiple 

Linear Regression. Simple Linear Regression is characterized by one independent variable. 

And, Multiple Linear Regression (as the name suggests) is characterized by multiple (more
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than 1) independent variables. While finding the best fit line, you can fit a polynomial or 

curvilinear regression. And these are known as polynomial or curvilinear regression. 

 Illustration of linear regression on a dataset  

Regression analysis 

Regression analysis encompasses a large variety of statistical methods to estimate the 

relationship between input variables and their associated features. Its most common form is 

linear regression, where a single line is drawn to best fit the given data according to a 

mathematical criterion such as ordinary least squares. The latter is often extended by 

regularization (mathematics) methods to mitigate overfitting and bias, as in ridge regression. 

When dealing with non-linear problems, go-to models include polynomial regression (for 

example, used for trendline fitting in Microsoft Excel), Logistic regression (often used in 

statistical classification) or even kernel regression, which introduces non-linearity by taking 

advantage of the kernel trick to implicitly map input variables to higher dimensional space. 

Bayesian networks 

A simple Bayesian network, Rain influences whether the sprinkler is activated, and both 

rain and the sprinkler influence whether the grass is wet. 

A Bayesian network, belief network or directed acyclic graphical model is a 

probabilistic graphical model that represents a set of random variables and their conditional 

independence with a directed acyclic graph (DAG). For example, a Bayesian network could 

represent the probabilistic relationships between diseases and symptoms. Given symptoms, the 

network can be used to compute the probabilities of the presence of various diseases. Efficient 

algorithms exist that perform inference and learning. Bayesian networks that model sequences 

of variables, like speech signals or protein sequences, are called dynamic Bayesian networks. 

Generalizations of Bayesian networks that can represent and solve decision problems under 

uncertainty are called influence diagrams. 

Genetic algorithms 

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search algorithm and heuristic technique that mimics the 

process of natural selection, using methods such as mutation and crossover to generate new 

genotypes in the hope of finding good solutions to a given problem. In machine learning, 

genetic algorithms were used in the 1980s and 1990s. Conversely, machine learning techniques 

have been used to improve the performance of genetic and evolutionary algorithms. 

Training models 

Usually, machine learning models require a lot of data in order for them to perform 

well. Usually, when training a machine learning model, one needs to collect a large, 

representative sample of data from a training set. Data from the training set can be as varied as 

a corpus of text, a collection of images, and data collected from individual users of a service. 

Overfitting is something to watch out for when training a machine learning model. 
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Federated learning 

Federated learning is a new approach to training machine learning models that 

decentralizes the training process, allowing for users' privacy to be maintained by not needing 

to send their data to a centralized server. This also increases efficiency by decentralizing the 

training process to many devices. For example, Gboard uses federated machine learning to 

train search query prediction models on users' mobile phones without having to send individual 

searches back to Google. 

2. Logistic Regression 

Don’t get confused by its name! It is a classification not a regression algorithm. It is 

used to estimate discrete values (Binary values like 0/1, yes/no, true/false) based on given set 

of independent variables. In simple words, it predicts the probability of occurrence of an event 

by fitting data to a logit function. Hence, it is also known as logit regression. Since, it predicts 

the probability, its output values lie between 0 and 1 (as expected). Again, let us try and 

understand this through a simple example. 

Let’s say your friend gives you a puzzle to solve. There are only 2 outcome scenarios 

Either you solve it or you don’t. Now imagine, that you are being given wide range of puzzles/ 

quizzes in an attempt to understand which subjects you are good at. The outcome to this study 

would be something like this – if you are given a trigonometry based tenth grade problem, you 

are 70% likely to solve it. On the other hand, if it is grade fifth history question, the probability 

of getting an answer is only 30%. This is what Logistic Regression provides you. Coming to 

the math, the log odds of the outcome is modeled as a linear combination of the predictor 

variables. 

Odds= p/ (1-p) = probability of event occurrence / probability of not event occurrence 

ln(odds) = ln(p/(1-p)) 

logit (p) = ln(p/(1-p)) = b0+b1X1+b2X2+b3X3…+bkXk  

Above, p is the probability of presence of the characteristic of interest. It chooses parameters 

that maximize the likelihood of observing the sample values rather than that minimize the sum 

of squared errors (like in ordinary regression). 

3. Decision Tree 

This is one of my favorite algorithms and I use it quite frequently. It is a type of 

supervised learning algorithm that is mostly used for classification problems. Surprisingly, it 

works for both categorical and continuous dependent variables. In this algorithm, we split 

the population into two or more homogeneous sets. This is done based on most significant 

attributes/ independent variables to make as distinct groups as possible. 
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Fig 3.2: Decision tree 

 

In the image above, you can see that population is classified into four different groups 

based on multiple attributes to identify ‘if they will play or not’. To split the population into 

different heterogeneous groups, it uses various techniques like Gini, Information Gain, Chi- 

square, and entropy. 

The best way to understand how decision tree works, is to play Jezzball – a classic game from 

Microsoft (image below). Essentially, you have a room with moving walls and you need to 

create walls such that maximum area gets cleared off without the balls. 

 

Fig 3.3: Jezzball 

So, every time you split the room with a wall, you are trying to create 2 different 

populations with in the same room. Decision trees work in very similar fashion by dividing a 

population in as different groups as possible. 
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4. SVM (Support Vector Machine) 

It is a classification method. In this algorithm, we plot each data item as a point in n- 

dimensional space (where n is number of features you have) with the value of each feature 

being the value of a particular coordinate. 

For example, if we only had two features like Height and Hair length of an individual, 

we’d first plot these two variables in two-dimensional space where each point has two co- 

ordinates (these co-ordinates are known as Support Vectors). 

 

Fig 3.4: Relation between height and hair length 

Now, we will find some line that splits the data between the two differently classified 

groups of data. This will be the line such that the distances from the closest point in each of the 

two groups will be farthest away. 

 

 

 

Fig 3.5: SVM 

In the example shown above, the line which splits the data into two differently classified 

groups is the black line, since the two closest points are the farthest apart from the line. This 
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line is our classifier. Then, depending on where the testing data lands on either side of the line, 

that’s what class we can classify the new data as. 

5. Naive Bayes 

It is a classification technique based on Bayes’ theorem with an assumption of 

independence between predictors. In simple terms, a Naive Bayes classifier assumes that the 

presence of a particular feature in a class is unrelated to the presence of any other feature. For 

example, a fruit may be considered to be an apple if it is red, round, and about 3 inches in 

diameter. Even if these features depend on each other or upon the existence of the other 

features, a naive Bayes classifier would consider all of these properties to independently 

contribute to the probability that this fruit is an apple. 

Naive Bayesian model is easy to build and particularly useful for very large data sets. 

Along with simplicity, Naive Bayes is known to outperform even highly sophisticated 

classification methods. 

Bayes theorem provides a way of calculating posterior probability P(c|x) from P(c) 

P(x) and  P(x|c). Look at the equation below 

 

 

Here, 

 P(c|x) is the posterior probability of class (target) given predictor (attribute). 

 P(c) is the prior probability of class. 

 P(x|c) is the likelihood which is the probability of predictor given class. 

 P(x) is the prior probability of predictor. 

6. KNN (K- Nearest Neighbors) 

It can be used for both classification and regression problems. However, it is more 

widely used in classification problems in the industry. K nearest neighbors is a simple 

algorithm that stores all available cases and classifies new cases by a majority vote of its k 

neighbors. The case being assigned to the class is most common amongst its K nearest 

neighbors measured by a distance function. 

These distance functions can be Euclidean, Manhattan, Minkowski and Hamming 

distance. First three functions are used for continuous function and fourth one (Hamming) for 
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categorical variables. If K = 1, then the case is simply assigned to the class of its nearest 

neighbor. At times, choosing K turns out to be a challenge while performing KNN modeling. 

7. K-Means 

It is a type of unsupervised algorithm which solves the clustering problem. Its procedure 

follows a simple and easy way to classify a given data set through a certain number of clusters 

(assume k clusters). Data points inside a cluster are homogeneous and heterogeneous to peer 

groups. 

How K-means forms cluster: 

1. K-means picks k number of points for each cluster known as centroids. 

2. Each data point forms a cluster with the closest centroids i.e. k clusters. 

3. Finds the centroid of each cluster based on existing cluster members. Here we have new 

centroids. 

4. As we have new centroids, repeat step 2 and 3. Find the closest distance for each data 

point from new centroids and get associated with new k-clusters. Repeat this process 

until convergence occurs i.e. centroids does not change. 

How to determine value of K: 

In K-means, we have clusters and each cluster has its own centroid. Sum of square of 

difference between centroid and the data points within a cluster constitutes within sum of 

square value for that cluster. Also, when the sum of square values for all the clusters are added, 

it becomes total within sum of square value for the cluster solution. 

We know that as the number of cluster increases, this value keeps on decreasing but if 

you plot the result you may see that the sum of squared distance decreases sharply up to some 

value of k, and then much more slowly after that. Here, we can find the optimum number of 

clusters. 

 

Fig 3.6: Working of K-means
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8. Random Forest 

Random Forest is a trademark term for an ensemble of decision trees. In Random 

Forest, we’ve collection of decision trees (so known as “Forest”). To classify a new object 

based on attributes, each tree gives a classification and we say the tree “votes” for that 

class. The forest chooses the classification having the most votes (over all the trees in the 

forest). 

Each tree is planted & grown as follows: 

1. If the number of cases in the training set is N, then sample of N cases is taken at 

random but with replacement. This sample will be the training set for growing the 

tree. 

2. If there are M input variables, a number m<<M is specified such that at each 

node, m variables are selected at random out of the M and the best split on these 

m is used to split the node. The value of m is held constant during the forest 

growing. 

3. Each tree is grown to the largest extent possible. There is no pruning. 

9. Dimensionality Reduction Algorithms 

In the last 4-5 years, there has been an exponential increase in data capturing at 

every possible stages. Corporates/ Government Agencies/ Research organizations are not 

only coming with new sources but also they are capturing data in great detail. 

For example: E-commerce companies are capturing more details about customer 

like their demographics, web crawling history, what they like or dislike, purchase history, 

feedback and many others to give them personalized attention more than your nearest 

grocery shopkeeper. 

As a data scientist, the data we are offered also consist of many features, this 

sounds good for building good robust model but there is a challenge. How’d you identsify 

highly significant variable(s) out 1000 or 2000? In such cases, dimensionality reduction 

algorithm helps us along with various other algorithms like Decision Tree, Random Forest, 

PCA, Factor Analysis, Identify based on correlation matrix, missing value ratio and others. 

10. Gradient Boosting Algorithms 

10.1. GBM 

GBM is a boosting algorithm used when we deal with plenty of data to make a 

prediction with high prediction power. Boosting is actually an ensemble of learning 

algorithms which combines the prediction of several base estimators in order to improve 

robustness over a single estimator. It combines multiple weak or average predictors to a 
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build strong predictor. These boosting algorithms always work well in data science 

competitions like Kaggle, AV 

Hackathon, CrowdAnalytix. Gradient Boosting Classifier and Random Forest are two different 

boosting tree classifiers. 

10.2. XGBoost 

Another classic gradient boosting algorithm that’s known to be the decisive choice 

between winning and losing in some Kaggle competitions. 

The XGBoost has an immensely high predictive power which makes it the best 

choice for accuracy in events as it possesses both linear model and the tree learning 

algorithm, making the algorithm almost 10x faster than existing gradient booster 

techniques.The support includes various objective functions, including regression, 

classification and ranking. 

One of the most interesting things about the XGBoost is that it is also called a 

regularized boosting technique. This helps to reduce overfit modelling and has a massive 

support for a range of languages such as Scala, Java, R, Python, Julia and C++. 

Supports distributed and widespread training on many machines that encompass 

GCE, AWS, Azure and Yarn clusters. XGBoost can also be integrated with Spark, Flink 

and other cloud dataflow systems with a built in cross validation at each iteration of the 

boosting process. 

10.3. LightGBM 

LightGBM is a gradient boosting framework that uses tree based learning algorithms. 

It is designed to be distributed and efficient with the following advantages: 

 Faster training speed and higher efficiency 

 Lower memory usage 

 Better accuracy 

 Parallel and GPU learning supported 

 Capable of handling large-scale data 

The framework is a fast and high-performance gradient boosting one based on decision 

tree algorithms, used for ranking, classification and many other machine learning tasks. It 

was developed under the Distributed Machine Learning Toolkit Project of Microsoft. 

Since the LightGBM is based on decision tree algorithms, it splits the tree leaf wise 

with the best fit whereas other boosting algorithms split the tree depth wise or level wise 

rather than leaf-wise. So when growing on the same leaf in Light GBM, the leaf-wise 

algorithm can reduce more loss than the level-wise algorithm and hence results in much 

better accuracy which can rarely be achieved by any of the existing boosting algorithms. 
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10.4. Catboost 

CatBoost is a recently open-sourced machine learning algorithm from Yandex. It 

can easily integrate with deep learning frameworks like Google’s TensorFlow and Apple’s 

Core ML. 

The best part about CatBoost is that it does not require extensive data training like 

other ML models, and can work on a variety of data formats; not undermining how robust 

it can be. Make sure you handle missing data well before you proceed with the 

implementation. 

Catboost can automatically deal with categorical variables without showing the 

type conversion error, which helps you to focus on tuning your model better rather than 

sorting out trivial errors. 
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CHAPTER-4 

INTRUSION DETECTION AND PREVENTION SYSTEM 

(IDPS) 

 

4.1 IDS and IPS 

4.1.1 Intrusion detection system (IDS):  

          An intrusion detection system (IDS) is a device or software application that 

monitors a network or systems for malicious activity or policy violations. Any intrusion 

activity or violation is typically reported either to an administrator or collected centrally 

using a security information and event management (SIEM) system. A SIEM system 

combines outputs from multiple sources and uses alarm filtering techniques to distinguish 

malicious activity from false alarms. 

            Classification of IDS:  a. Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) 

                                                 b. Host-based Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) 

It is also possible to classify IDS based on detection approach  

1. Signature-based detection: Signature-based IDS refers to the detection of attacks by 

looking for specific patterns, such as byte sequences in network traffic, or known 

malicious instruction sequences used by malware. This terminology originates from anti-

virus software, which refers to these detected patterns as signatures. Although signature-

based IDS can easily detect known attacks, it is difficult to detect new attacks, for which 

no pattern is available. 

2. Anomaly-based detection: The basic approach is to use machine learning to create a 

model of trustworthy activity, and then compare new behavior against this model. Since 

these models can be trained according to the applications and hardware configurations, 

machine learning based method has a better generalized property in comparison to 

traditional signature-based IDS. Although this approach enables the detection of 

previously unknown attacks, it may suffer from false positives, previously unknown law 

activity may also be classified as malicious. Most of the existing IDSs suffer from the 

time-consuming during detection process that degrades the performance of IDSs. 

3. Reputation-based detection:  Recognizing the potential threat according to the 

reputation scores. 
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Fig: 4.1 Intrusion Detection System   

 

4.1. a Network Intrusion detection systems (NIDS):  

           Network intrusion detection systems (NIDS) are placed at the strategic points within 

the network to monitor the traffic to and fro from all devices on the network. It performs an 

analysis of passing traffic on the subnet, and matches the traffic that is passed on the passed 

on the subnets to the library of known attacks. 

An example of an NIDS would be installing it on the subnet where firewalls are located in 

order to see if someone is trying to break into the firewall. Ideally one would scan all 

inbound and outbound traffic, however doing so will create a traffic that would decrease the 

overall speed of the network. OPNET and NetSim are commonly used tools for simulating 

network intrusion detection systems. NID Systems are also capable of comparing signatures 

for similar packets to link and drop harmful detected packets which have a signature 

matching the records in the NIDS. When we classify the design of the NIDS according to the 

system interactivity property, there are two types: on-line and off-line NIDS, often referred to 

as inline and tap mode, respectively. On-line NIDS deals with the network in real time. It 

analyses the Ethernet packets and applies some rules, to decide if it is an attack or not. Off-

line NIDS deals with stored data and passes it through some processes to decide if it is an 

attack or not. 
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Fig: 4.2 Network based IDS  
 

    4.1. b Host intrusion detection systems (HIDS): 
        Host intrusion detection systems (HIDS) run on individual hosts or devices on the 

network. A HIDS monitors the inbound and outbound packets from the device only and will alert 

the user or administrator if suspicious activity is detected. It takes a snapshot of existing system 

files and matches it to the previous snapshot. If the critical system files were modified or deleted, 

an alert is sent to the administrator to investigate. An example of HIDS usage can be seen on 

mission critical machines, which are not expected to change their configurations. 

 

Fig: 4.3 Host based IDS  
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4.1.2 Intrusion prevention system (IPS): 

           Intrusion prevention systems (IPS), also known as intrusion detection and prevention 

systems (IDPS), are network security appliances that monitor network or system activities for 

malicious activity. The main functions of intrusion prevention systems are to identify 

malicious activity, log information about this activity, report it and attempt to block or stop it. 

IDPS typically record information related to observed events, notify security administrators 

of important observed events and produce reports. Many IDPS can also respond to a detected 

threat by attempting to prevent it from succeeding. They use several response techniques, 

which involve the IDPS stopping the attack itself, changing the security environment.       

(E.g. reconfiguring a firewall) or changing the attack's content. 

Intrusion prevention systems are considered extensions of intrusion detection systems 

because they both monitor network traffic and/or system activities for malicious activity. The 

main differences are, unlike intrusion detection systems, intrusion prevention systems are 

placed in-line and are able to actively prevent or block intrusions that are detected. IPS can 

take such actions as sending an alarm, dropping detected malicious packets, resetting a 

connection or blocking traffic from the offending IP address. An IPS also can correct cyclic 

redundancy check (CRC) errors, defragment packet streams, mitigate TCP sequencing issues, 

and clean up unwanted transport and network layer options. 

 

 

Fig: 4.4 Intrusion Prevention System 
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Classification: 

            Intrusion prevention systems can be classified into four different types:  

1. Network-based intrusion prevention system (NIPS): monitors the entire network for 

suspicious traffic by analyzing protocol activity. 

2. Wireless intrusion prevention system (WIPS): monitor a wireless network for 

suspicious traffic by analyzing wireless networking protocols. 

3. Network behavior analysis (NBA): examines network traffic to identify threats that 

generate unusual traffic flows, such as distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, 

certain forms of malware and policy violations. 

4. Host-based intrusion prevention system (HIPS): an installed software package which 

monitors a single host for suspicious activity by analyzing events occurring within that 

host. 

Detection methods: 

           The majority of intrusion prevention systems utilize one of three detection methods:           

signature-based, statistical anomaly-based, and state ful protocol analysis. 

1. Signature-based detection: Signature-based IDS monitors packets in the Network and 

compares with pre-configured and pre-determined attack patterns known as signatures. 

2. Statistical anomaly-based detection: An IDS which is anomaly-based will monitor 

network traffic and compare it against an established baseline. The baseline will identify 

what is "normal" for that network – what sort of bandwidth is generally used and what 

protocols are used. It may however, raise a False Positive alarm for legitimate use of 

bandwidth if the baselines are not intelligently configured.  

3. Stateful protocol analysis detection: This method identifies deviations of protocol states 

by comparing observed events with "pre-determined profiles of generally accepted 

definitions of benign activity". 
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CHAPTER-5 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

5.1 History and Versions 

o Python laid its foundation in the late 1980s. 

o The implementation of Python was started in the December 1989 by Guido Van 

Rossum at CWI in Netherland. 

o In February 1991, van Rossum published the code (labeled version 0.9.0) to 

alt.sources. 

o In 1994, Python 1.0 was released with new features like: lambda, map, filter, and 

reduce. 

o Python 2.0 added new features like: list comprehensions, garbage collection system. 

o On December 3, 2008, Python 3.0 (also called "Py3K") was released. It was designed 

to rectify fundamental flaw of the language. 

o ABC programming language is said to be the predecessor of Python language which 

was capable of Exception Handling and interfacing with Amoeba Operating System. 

o Python is influenced by following programming languages: 

o ABC language. 

o Modula. 

Python programming language is being updated regularly with new features and supports. There 

are lots of updates in python versions, started from 1994 to current release. 

5.2 Introduction  

        Python is a general purpose, dynamic, high level, and interpreted programming language. It 

supports Object Oriented programming approach to develop applications. It is simple and easy to 

learn and provides lots of high-level data structures. 

o Python is easy to learn yet powerful and versatile scripting language, which makes it 

attractive for Application Development. 

o Python's syntax and dynamic typing with its interpreted nature make it an ideal language 

for scripting and rapid application development. 

o Python supports multiple programming pattern, including object-oriented, imperative, 

and functional or procedural programming styles. 

o Python is not intended to work in a particular area, such as web programming. That is 

why it is known as multipurpose programming language because it can be used with web, 

enterprise, 3D CAD, etc. 
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o We don't need to use data types to declare variable because it is dynamically typed so we 

can write a=10 to assign an integer value in an integer variable. 

o Python makes the development and debugging fast because there is no compilation step 

included in Python development, and edit-test-debug cycle is very fast. 

5.3 Python 2 vs. Python 3 

       In most of the programming languages, whenever a new version releases, it supports the 

features and syntax of the existing version of the language, therefore, it is easier for the projects 

to switch in the newer version. However, in the case of Python, the two versions Python 2 and 

Python 3 are very much different from each other. 

A list of differences between Python 2 and Python 3 are given below: 

1. Python 2 uses print as a statement and used as print "something" to print some string on 

the console. On the other hand, Python 3 uses print as a function and used as 

print("something") to print something on the console. 

2. Python 2 uses the function raw_input() to accept the user's input. It returns the string 

representing the value, which is typed by the user. To convert it into the integer, we need 

to use the int() function in Python. On the other hand, Python 3 uses input() function 

which automatically interpreted the type of input entered by the user. However, we can 

cast this value to any type by using primitive functions (int(), str(), etc.). 

3. In Python 2, the implicit string type is ASCII, whereas, in Python 3, the implicit string 

type is Unicode. 

4. Python 3 doesn't contain the xrange() function of Python 2. The xrange() is the variant of 

range() function which returns a xrange object that works similar to Java iterator. The 

range() returns a list for example the function range(0,3) contains 0, 1, 2. 

There is also a small change made in Exception handling in Python 3. It defines a 

keyword as which is necessary to be used. We will discuss it in Exception handling section of 

Python programming tutorial. 

5.4 Features 

    Python provides lots of features that are listed below. 

(i) Easy to Learn and Use 

Python is easy to learn and use. It is developer-friendly and high level programming 

language. 
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(ii) Expressive Language 

Python language is more expressive means that it is more understandable and readable. 

(iii)  Interpreted Language 

Python is an interpreted language i.e. interpreter executes the code line by line at a time. This 

makes debugging easy and thus suitable for beginners. 

(iv)  Cross-platform Language 

Python can run equally on different platforms such as Windows, Linux, Unix and Macintosh 

etc. So, we can say that Python is a portable language. 

(v)  Free and Open Source 

Python language is freely available .The source-code is also available. Therefore it is open 

source. 

(vi)  Object-Oriented Language 

Python supports object oriented language and concepts of classes and objects come into 

existence. 

(vii)  Extensible 

It implies that other languages such as C/C++ can be used to compile the code and thus it can 

be used further in our python code. 

(viii)  Large Standard Library 

Python has a large and broad library and provides rich set of module and functions for rapid 

application development. 

(ix)  GUI Programming Support 

Graphical user interfaces can be developed using Python. 

(x)  Integrated 
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    It can be easily integrated with languages like C, C++, JAVA etc.   

5.5 Applications 

   Python is known for its general purpose nature that makes it applicable in almost each domain 

of software development. Python as a whole can be used in any sphere of development. 

Here, we are specifying applications areas where python can be applied. 

1) Web Applications 

We can use Python to develop web applications. It provides libraries to handle internet 

protocols such as HTML and XML, JSON, Email processing, request, beautifulSoup, 

Feedparser etc. It also provides Frameworks such as Django, Pyramid, Flask etc to design and 

develop web based applications. Some important developments are: PythonWikiEngines, 

Pocoo, PythonBlogSoftware etc. 

2) Desktop GUI Applications  

Python provides Tk GUI library to develop user interface in python based application. Some 

other useful toolkits wxWidgets, Kivy, pyqt that are useable on several platforms. The Kivy is 

popular for writing multitouch applications. 

3) Software Development 

Python is helpful for software development process. It works as a support language and can 

be used for build control and management, testing etc. 

4) Scientific and Numeric 

Python is popular and widely used in scientific and numeric computing. Some useful library 

and package are SciPy, Pandas, IPython etc. SciPy is group of packages of engineering, 

science and mathematics. 

5) Business Applications 

Python is used to build Business applications like ERP and e-commerce systems. Tryton is a 

high level application platform. 
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6) Console Based Application 

We can use Python to develop console based applications. For example: IPython. 

7) Audio or Video based Applications 

Python is awesome to perform multiple tasks and can be used to develop multimedia 

applications. Some of real applications are: TimPlayer, cplay etc. 

8) 3D CAD Applications 

To create CAD application Fandango is a real application which provides full features of 

CAD. 

9) Enterprise Applications 

Python can be used to create applications which can be used within an Enterprise or an 

Organization. Some real time applications are: OpenErp, Tryton, Picalo etc. 

10) Applications for Images 

Using Python several application can be developed for image. Applications developed are: 

VPython, Gogh, imgSeek etc. 

       There are several such applications which can be developed using Python 

5.6 Python Variables 

o Variable is a name which is used to refer memory location. Variable also known as 

identifier and used to hold value. 

o In Python, we don't need to specify the type of variable because Python is a type infer 

language and smart enough to get variable type. 

o Variable names can be a group of both letters and digits, but they have to begin with a 

letter or an underscore. 

o It is recommended to use lowercase letters for variable name. Rahul and rahul both are 

two different variables. 
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5.7 Identifier Naming  

Variables are the example of identifiers. An Identifier is used to identify the literals used in 

the program. The rules to name an identifier are given below. 

o The first character of the variable must be an alphabet or underscore ( _ ). 

o All the characters except the first character may be an alphabet of lower-case (a-z), 

upper-case (A-Z), underscore or digit (0-9). 

o Identifier name must not contain any white-space, or special character (!, @, #, %, ^, 

&, *).   

o Identifier name must not be similar to any keyword defined in the language. 

o Identifier names are case sensitive for example my name, and MyName is not the 

same. 

o Examples of valid identifiers: a123, _n, n_9, etc. 

o Examples of invalid identifiers: 1a, n%4, n 9, etc. 

5.7.1 Declaring Variable and Assigning Values: 

Python does not bound us to declare variable before using in the application. It allows us to 

create variable at required time. 

We don't need to declare explicitly variable in Python. When we assign any value to the 

variable that variable is declared automatically. 

The equal (=) operator is used to assign value to a variable. 
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E.g.:  

 

Output: 

1.  >>>    

2. 10   

3. ravi   

4. 20000.67   

5. >>>   

5.7.2 Multiple Assignment 

Python allows us to assign a value to multiple variables in a single statement which is also 

known as multiple assignment. 

We can apply multiple assignments in two ways either by assigning a single value to multiple 

variables or assigning multiple values to multiple variables. Lets see given examples. 

1. Assigning single value to multiple variables 

E.g.: 

1. x=y=z=50   

2. print iple   

3. print y   

4. print z   
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Output: 

1. >>>    

2. 50   

3. 50   

4. 50   

5. >>>   

2. Assigning multiple values to multiple variables: 

Eg: 

1. a,b,c=5,10,15   

2. print a   

3. print b   

4. print c 

Output: 

1. >>>    

2. 5   

3. 10   

4. 15   

5. >>>   

The values will be assigned in the order in which variables appears. 

5.8 Basic Fundamentals: 

 The basic fundamentals of Python like: 

a) Tokens and their types. 

b) Comments 

5.8.1 Tokens: 

o Tokens can be defined as a punctuator mark, reserved words and each individual word 

in a statement. 

o Token is the smallest unit inside the given program. 
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There are following tokens in Python: 

o Keywords. 

o Identifiers. 

o Literals. 

o Operators. 

(b) Tuples: 

o Tuple is another form of collection where different type of data can be stored. 

o It is similar to list where data is separated by commas. Only the difference is that list 

uses square bracket and tuple uses parenthesis. 

o Tuples are enclosed in parenthesis and cannot be changed. 

Eg: 

1. >>> tuple=('rahul',100,60.4,'deepak')   

2. >>> tuple1=('sanjay',10)   

3. >>> tuple   

4. ('rahul', 100, 60.4, 'deepak')   

5. >>> tuple[2:]   

6. (60.4, 'deepak')   

7. >>> tuple1[0]   

8. 'sanjay'   

9. >>> tuple+tuple1   

10. ('rahul', 100, 60.4, 'deepak', 'sanjay', 10)   

11. >>>   

(c) Dictionary: 

o Dictionary is a collection which works on a key-value pair. 

o It works like an associated array where no two keys can be same. 

o Dictionaries are enclosed by curly braces ({}) and values can be retrieved by square 

bracket ([ ]). 

Eg: 

1. >>> dictionary={'name':'charlie','id':100,'dept':'it'}   

2. >>> dictionary   
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3. {'dept': 'it', 'name': 'charlie', 'id': 100}   

4. >>> dictionary.keys()   

5. ['dept', 'name', 'id']   

6. >>> dictionary.values()   

7. ['it', 'charlie', 100]   

8. >>>   

5.9 Python Data Types 

Variables can hold values of different data types. Python is a dynamically typed language 

hence we need not define the type of the variable while declaring it. The interpreter implicitly 

binds the value with its type. 

Python enables us to check the type of the variable used in the program. Python provides us 

the type() function which returns the type of the variable passed. 

Consider the following example to define the values of different data types and checking its 

type. 

1.  A=10   

2. b="Hi Python"   

3. c = 10.5   

4. print(type(a));    

5. print(type(b));    

6. print(type(c));    

Output: 

<type 'int'> 

<type 'str'> 

<type 'float'> 

5.9.1 Standard data types 

A variable can hold different types of values. For example, a person's name must be stored as 

a string whereas its id must be stored as an integer. 

Python provides various standard data types that define the storage method on each of them.  
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The data types defined in Python are given below. 

1. Numbers 

2. String 

3. List 

4. Tuple 

5. Dictionary  

1) Numbers 

Number stores numeric values. Python creates Number objects when a number is assigned to 

a variable. For example; 

1. a = 3 , b = 5  #a and b are number objects   

Python supports 4 types of numeric data. 

1. int (signed integers like 10, 2, 29, etc.) 

2. long (long integers used for a higher range of values like 908090800L, -0x1929292L, 

etc.) 

3. float (float is used to store floating point numbers like 1.9, 9.902, 15.2, etc.) 

4. complex (complex numbers like 2.14j, 2.0 + 2.3j, etc.) 

Python allows us to use a lower-case L to be used with long integers. However, we must 

always use an upper-case L to avoid confusion. 

A complex number contains an ordered pair, i.e., x + iy where x and y denote the real and 

imaginary parts respectively). 

 2) String 

The string can be defined as the sequence of characters represented in the quotation marks. In 

python, we can use single, double, or triple quotes to define a string. 

String handling in python is a straightforward task since there are various inbuilt functions 

and operators provided. 
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In the case of string handling, the operator + is used to concatenate two strings as the 

operation "hello"+" python" returns "hello python". 

The operator * is known as repetition operator as the operation "Python " *2 returns "Python 

Python ". 

The following example illustrates the string handling in python.  

1. str1 = 'hello javatpoint' #string str1   

2. str2 = ' how are you' #string str2   

3. print (str1[0:2]) #printing first two character using slice operator   

4. print (str1[4]) #printing 4th character of the string   

5. print (str1*2) #printing the string twice   

6. print (str1 + str2) #printing the concatenation of str1 and str2   

Output: 

he 

o 

hello javatpointhellojavatpoint 

hello javatpoint how are you 

3) List 

Lists are similar to arrays in C. However; the list can contain data of different types. The 

items stored in the list are separated with a comma (,) and enclosed within square brackets []. 

We can use slice [:] operators to access the data of the list. The concatenation operator (+) and 

repetition operator (*) works with the list in the same way as they were working with the 

strings. 

Consider the following example. 

1. l  = [1, "hi", "python", 2]   

2. print (l[3:]);   

3. print (l[0:2]);   

4. print (l);   

5. print (l + l);   

6. print (l * 3);    
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Output: 

[2] 

[1, 'hi'] 

[1, 'hi', 'python', 2] 

[1, 'hi', 'python', 2, 1, 'hi', 'python', 2] 

[1, 'hi', 'python', 2, 1, 'hi', 'python', 2, 1, 'hi', 'python', 2] 

4) Tuple 

A tuple is similar to the list in many ways. Like lists, tuples also contain the collection of the 

items of different data types. The items of the tuple are separated with a comma (,) and 

enclosed in parentheses (). 

A tuple is a read-only data structure as we can't modify the size and value of the items of a 

tuple. 

Let's see a simple example of the tuple. 

1. t  = ("hi", "python", 2)   

2. print (t[1:]);   

3. print (t[0:1]);   

4. print (t);   

5. print (t + t);   

6. print (t * 3);    

7. print (type(t))   

8. t[2] = "hi";   

Output: 

('python', 2) 

('hi',) 

('hi', 'python', 2) 

('hi', 'python', 2, 'hi', 'python', 2) 

('hi', 'python', 2, 'hi', 'python', 2, 'hi', 'python', 2) 

<type 'tuple'> 

Traceback (most recent call last): 

  File "main.py", line 8, in <module> 
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    t[2] = "hi"; 

TypeError: 'tuple' object does not support item assignment 

5) Dictionary 

Dictionary is an ordered set of a key-value pair of items. It is like an associative array or a 

hash table where each key stores a specific value. Key can hold any primitive data type 

whereas value is an arbitrary Python object. 

The items in the dictionary are separated with the comma and enclosed in the curly braces {}. 

Consider the following example. 

1. d = {1:'Jimmy', 2:'Alex', 3:'john', 4:'mike'};    

2. print("1st name is "+d[1]);   

3. print("2nd name is "+ d[4]);   

4. print (d);   

5. print (d.keys());   

6. print (d.values());   

 

Output: 

 

1st name is Jimmy 

2nd name is mike 

{1: 'Jimmy', 2: 'Alex', 3: 'john', 4: 'mike'} 

 [1, 2, 3, 4] 

 ['Jimmy', 'Alex', 'john', 'mike'] 

5.10 Python Functions 

Functions are the most important aspect of an application. A function can be defined as the 

organized block of reusable code which can be called whenever required. 

Python allows us to divide a large program into the basic building blocks known as function. 

The function contains the set of programming statements enclosed by {}. A function can be 

called multiple times to provide reusability and modularity to the python program. 
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In other words, we can say that the collection of functions creates a program. The function is 

also known as procedure or subroutine in other programming languages. 

Python provide us various inbuilt functions like range() or print(). Although, the user can 

create its functions which can be called user-defined functions. 

Advantages of functions in python 

There are the following advantages of C functions. 

o By using functions, we can avoid rewriting same logic/code again and again in a 

program. 

o We can call python functions any number of times in a program and from any place in 

a program. 

o We can track a large python program easily when it is divided into multiple functions. 

o Reusability is the main achievement of python functions. 

o However, Function calling is always overhead in a python program. 

5.10.1 Creating a function 

In python, we can use def keyword to define the function. The syntax to define a function in 

python is given below. 

1. def my_function():   

2.     function-suite    

3.     return <expression>    

The function block is started with the colon (:) and all the same level block statements remain 

at the same indentation. 

A function can accept any number of parameters that must be the same in the definition and 

function calling. 

5.10.2 Function calling 

In python, a function must be defined before the function calling otherwise the python 

interpreter gives an error. Once the function is defined, we can call it from another function or 

the python prompt. To call the function, use the function name followed by the parentheses. 
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A simple function that prints the message "Hello Word" is given below. 

1. def hello_world():   

2.       print("hello world")  

3. hello_world()     

Output: 

hello world 

5.11 Parameters in function 

The information into the functions can be passed as the parameters. The parameters are 

specified in the parentheses. We can give any number of parameters, but we have to separate 

them with a comma. 

Consider the following example which contains a function that accepts a string as the 

parameter and prints it. 

Example 1 

1. #defining the function   

2. def func (name):   

3.  print("Hi ",name);   

4. #calling the function    

5. func("Ayush")    

 

Example 2 

1. #python function to calculate the sum of two variables    

2. #defining the function   

3. def sum (a,b):   

4.       return a+b;   

5. #taking values from the user   

6. a = int(input("Enter a: "))   

7. b = int(input("Enter b: "))    

8. #printing the sum of a and b   

9. print("Sum = ",sum(a,b))   

Output: 

Enter a: 10 
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Enter b: 20 

Sum =  30 

5.11.1 Call by reference in Python 

In python, all the functions are called by reference, i.e., all the changes made to the reference 

inside the function revert back to the original value referred by the reference. 

However, there is an exception in the case of mutable objects since the changes made to the 

mutable objects like string do not revert to the original string rather, a new string object is 

made, and therefore the two different objects are printed. 

Example 1 Passing Immutable Object (List) 

1. #defining the function   

2. def change_list(list1):   

3. list1.append(20);   

4. list1.append(30);   

5. print("list inside function = ",list1)     

6. #defining the list   

7. list1 = [10,30,40,50]   

8. #calling the function    

9. change_list(list1);   

10. print("list outside function = ",list1);   

Output: 

list inside function =  [10, 30, 40, 50, 20, 30] 

list outside function =  [10, 30, 40, 50, 20, 30] 

 

Example 2 Passing Mutable Object (String) 

1. #defining the function   

2. def change_string (str):   

3. str = str + " Hows you";   

4. print("printing the string inside function :",str);   

5. string1 = "Hi I am there"     

6. #calling the function   

7. change_string(string1)   

8. print("printing the string outside function :",string1)   
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Output: 

printing the string inside function : Hi I am there Hows you 

printing the string outside function : Hi I am there 

5.12 Types of arguments 

There may be several types of arguments which can be passed at the time of function calling. 

1. Required arguments 

2. Keyword arguments 

3. Default arguments 

4. Variable-length arguments 

1) Required Arguments 

We can provide the arguments at the time of function calling. As far as the required 

arguments are concerned, these are the arguments which are required to be passed at the time 

of function calling with the exact match of their positions in the function call and function 

definition. If either of the arguments is not provided in the function call, or the position of the 

arguments is changed, then the python interpreter will show the error. 

Consider the following example. 

Example 1 

1. #the argument name is the required argument to the function func    

2. def func(name):   

3. message = "Hi "+name;   

4.  return message;   

5. name = input("Enter the name?")   

6. print(func(name))   

Output: 

Enter the name?John 

Hi John 
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2) Keyword arguments 

Python allows to call the function with the keyword arguments. This kind of function call will 

enable us to pass the arguments in the random order. 

The name of the arguments is treated as the keywords and matched in the function calling and 

definition. If the same match is found, the values of the arguments are copied in the function 

definition. 

Consider the following example. 

Example 1 

1. #function func is called with the name and message as the keyword arguments   

2. def func(name,message):   

3. print("printing the message with",name,"and ",message)   

4. func(name = "John",message="hello") #name and message is copied with the values John and

 hello respectively   

Output: 

 printing the message with John and  hello 

 

Example 2 providing the values in different order at the calling 

1. #The function simple_interest(p, t, r) is called with the keyword arguments the order of argum

ents doesn't matter in this case   

2. def simple_interest(p,t,r):   

3. return (p*t*r)/100   

4. print("Simple Interest: ",simple_interest(t=10,r=10,p=1900))    

Output: 

    Simple Interest:  1900.0 

If we provide the different name of arguments at the time of function call, an error will be 

thrown. 

The python allows us to provide the mix of the required arguments and keyword arguments at 

the time of function call. However, the required argument must not be given after the 
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keyword argument, i.e., once the keyword argument is encountered in the function call, the 

following arguments must also be the keyword arguments. 

Consider the following example.  

Example 3 

1. def func(name1,message,name2):   

2. print("printing the message with",name1,",",message,",and",name2)   

3. func("John",message="hello",name2="David") #the first argument is not the 

     keyword argument   

Output: 

     printing the message with John , hello ,and David 

The following example will cause an error due to an in-proper mix of keyword and required 

arguments being passed in the function call. 

Example 4 

1. def func(name1,message,name2):   

2. print("printing the message with",name1,",",message,",and",name2)   

3. func("John",message="hello","David")      

Output: 

SyntaxError: positional argument follows keyword argument. 

 

3) Default Arguments 

Python allows us to initialize the arguments at the function definition. If the value of any of 

the argument is not provided at the time of function call, then that argument can be initialized 

with the value given in the definition even if the argument is not specified at the function call. 

Example 1 

1. def printme(name,age=22):   

2. print("My name is",name,"and age is",age)   

3. printme(name = "john") #the variable age is not passed into the function however the default 

value of age is considered in the function   
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Output: 

My name is john and age is 22 

 

Example 2 

1. def printme(name,age=22):   

2.       print("My name is",name,"and age is",age)   

3. printme(name = "john") #the variable age is not passed into the function however the default 

value of age is considered in the function   

4. printme(age = 10,name="David") #the value of age is overwritten here, 10 will be printed as a

ge   

Output: 

My name is john and age is 22 

My name is David and age is 10  

 

4) Variable length Arguments 

In the large projects, sometimes we may not know the number of arguments to be passed in 

advance. In such cases, Python provides us the flexibility to provide the comma separated 

values which are internally treated as tuples at the function call. 

However, at the function definition, we have to define the variable with * (star) as *<variable 

- name >. 

Consider the following example. 

Example 

1. def printme(*names):   

2. print("type of passed argument is ",type(names))   

3. print("printing the passed arguments...")   

4. for name in names:   

5. print(name)   

6. printme("john","David","smith","nick")   
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Output: 

type of passed argument is  <class 'tuple'> 

printing the passed arguments... 

john 

David 

smith 

nick 

5.13 Scope of variables 

The scopes of the variables depend upon the location where the variable is being declared. 

The variable declared in one part of the program may not be accessible to the other parts. 

In python, the variables are defined with the two types of scopes. 

1. Global variables 

2. Local variables 

The variable defined outside any function is known to have a global scope whereas the 

variable defined inside a function is known to have a local scope. 

Consider the following example. 

Example 1 

1. def print_message():   

2.       message = "hello !! I am going to print a message." # the variable message is local to the  

                                                                                            function itself   

3.        print(message)   

4. print_message()   

5. print(message) # this will cause an error since a local variable cannot be accessible here.    

Output: 

hello !! I am going to print a message. 

File "/root/PycharmProjects/PythonTest/Test1.py", line 5, in  

 print(message) 
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NameError: name 'message' is not defined 

 

Example 2 

1. def calculate(*args):   

2. sum=0   

3. for arg in args:   

4. sum = sum +arg   

5. print("The sum is",sum)   

6. sum=0   

7. calculate(10,20,30) #60 will be printed as the sum   

8. print("Value of sum outside the function:",sum) # 0 will be printed   

Output: 

The sum is 60 

Value of sum outside the function: 0 

5.14 Python Class and Objects 

 A class is a virtual entity and can be seen as a blueprint of an object. The class came into 

existence when it instantiated. Let's understand it by an example. 

Suppose a class is a prototype of a building. A building contains all the details about the floor, 

doors, windows, etc. we can make as many buildings as we want, based on these details. 

Hence, the building can be seen as a class, and we can create as many objects of this class. 

On the other hand, the object is the instance of a class. The process of creating an object can 

be called as instantiation. 

In this section of the tutorial, we will discuss creating classes and objects in python. We will 

also talk about how an attribute is accessed by using the class object. 

5.14.1 Creating classes in python 

In python, a class can be created by using the keyword class followed by the class name. The 

syntax to create a class is given below. 
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Syntax:  

1. class ClassName:   

2. #statement_suite    

In python, we must notice that each class is associated with a documentation string which can 

be accessed by using <class-name>.__doc__. A class contains a statement suite including 

fields, constructor, function, etc. definition. 

Consider the following example to create a class Employee which contains two fields as 

Employee id, and name. 

The class also contains a function display() which is used to display the information of the 

Employee. 

Example 

1. class Employee:   

2. id = 10;   

3. name = "ayush"   

4.  def display (self):   

5.         print(self.id,self.name)   

Here, the self is used as a reference variable which refers to the current class object. It is 

always the first argument in the function definition. However, using self is optional in the 

function call. 

5.14.2 Creating an instance of the class 

A class needs to be instantiated if we want to use the class attributes in another class or 

method. A class can be instantiated by calling the class using the class name. 

The syntax to create the instance of the class is given below. 

1. <object-name> = <class-name>(<arguments>)    

The following example creates the instance of the class Employee defined in the above 

example. 
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Example 

1. class Employee:   

2. id = 10;   

3. name = "John"   

4. def display (self):   

5. print("ID: %d \nName: %s"%(self.id,self.name))   

6. emp = Employee()   

7. emp.display()   

Output: 

ID: 10  

    Name: ayush 

5.15 Installation of Python (Environment Set-up) 

In this section of the tutorial, we will discuss the installation of python on various operating 

systems. 

5.16 Installation on Windows 

 Visit the link https://www.python.org/downloads/ to download the latest release of 

Python. In this process, we will install Python 3.6.7 on our Windows operating system.   

 Double-click the executable file which is downloaded; the following window will open. 

Select Customize installation and proceed. 

 The following window shows all the optional features. All the features need to be 

installed and are checked by default; we need to click next to continue. 

 The following window shows a list of advanced options. Check all the options which you 

want to install and click next. Here, we must notice that the first check-box (install for all 

users) must be checked. 

 Now, we are ready to install python-3.6.7. Let's install it. 

 Now, try to run python on the command prompt. Type the command python in case of 

python2 or python3 in case of python3. It will show an error as given in the below 

image. It is because we haven't set the path. 
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 To set the path of python, we need to the right click on "my computer" and go to 

Properties → Advanced → Environment Variables. 

 Add the new path variable in the user variable section. 

 Type PATH as the variable name and set the path to the installation directory of the 

python shown in the below image. 

 Now, the path is set, we are ready to run python on our local system. Restart CMD, and 

type python again. It will open the python interpreter shell where we can execute the 

python statements. 

5.17 Get Started with PyCharm: 

      We can  use gedit on our CentOS as an editor. On Windows, we have an alternative like 

notepad or notepad++ to edit the code. However, these editors are not used as IDE for python 

since they are unable to show the syntax related suggestions. 

JetBrains provides the most popular and a widely used cross-platform IDE PyCharm to run 

the python programs. 

PyCharm installation 

As we have already stated, PyCharm is a cross-platform IDE, and hence it can be installed on 

a variety of the operating systems. In this section of the tutorial, we will cover the installation 

process of PyCharm on Windows, MacOS, CentOS, and Ubuntu. 

Windows 

         Installing PyCharm on Windows is very simple. To install PyCharm on Windows operating 

system, visit the link  https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/download/download-

thanks.html?platform=windows to download the executable installer. Double click the installer 

(.exe) file and install PyCharm by clicking next at each step. 
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CHAPTER-6 

DJANGO  
 

6.1 Introduction 

Django is a web application framework written in Python programming language. It is based 

on MVT (Model View Template) design pattern. The Django is very demanding due to its 

rapid development feature. It takes less time to build application after collecting client 

requirement. 

This framework uses a famous tag line: “The web framework for perfectionists with 

deadlines”. 

By using Django, we can build web applications in very less time. Django is designed in such 

a manner that it handles much of configure things automatically, so we can focus on 

application development only. 

6.2 Features of Django 

o Rapid Development 

o Secure 

o Scalable 

o Fully loaded 

o Versatile 

o Open Source 

o Vast and Supported Community 

1. Rapid Development: 

Django was designed with the intention to make a framework which takes less time to 

build web application. The project implementation phase is a very time taken but Django 

creates it rapidly. 
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2. Secure: 

Django takes security seriously and helps developers to avoid many common security 

mistakes, such as SQL injection, cross-site scripting, cross-site request forgery etc. Its 

user authentication system provides a secure way to manage user accounts and 

passwords. 

3. Scalable: 

Django is scalable in nature and has ability to quickly and flexibly switch from small to 

large scale application project. 

4. Fully loaded: 

Django includes various helping task modules and libraries which can be used to handle 

common Web development tasks. Django takes care of user authentication, content 

administration, site maps, RSS feeds etc. 

5. Versatile: 

Django is versatile in nature which allows it to build applications for different-different 

domains. Now a days, Companies are using Django to build various types of applications 

like: content management systems, social networks sites or scientific computing 

platforms etc. 

6. Open Source: 

Django is an open source web application framework. It is publicly available without 

cost. It can be downloaded with source code from the public repository. Open source 

reduces the total cost of the application development. 

7. Vast and Supported Community: 
 

Django is one of the most popular web framework. It has widely supportive     

community and channels to share and connect. 
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6.3 Django Installation 

To install Django, first visit to django official site (https://www.djangoproject.com) and 

download django by clicking on the download section. Here, we will see various options to 

download The Django. 

Django requires pip to start installation. Pip is a package manager system which is used to 

install and manage packages written in python. For Python 3.4 and higher versions pip3 is 

used to manage packages. 

In this tutorial, we are installing Django in Ubuntu operating system. 

The complete installation process is described below. Before installing make sure pip is 

installed in local system. 

Here, we are installing Django using pip3, the installation command is given below. 

1. $ pip3 install django==2.0.3   

 

Verify Django Installation 

After installing Django, we need to varify the installation. Open terminal and 

write python3 and press enter. It will display python shell where we can verify django 

installation. 

Look at the Django version displayed by the print method of the python. Django is installed 

successfuly. Now, we can build Django web applications. 

6.4 Django Project 

In the previous topic, we have installed Django successfully. Now, we will learn step by step 

process to create a Django application. 

To create a Django project, we can use the following command. projectname is the name of 

Django application. 

1. $ django-admin startproject projectname    
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      Django Project Example 

Here, we are creating a project djangpapp in the current directory. 

1. $ django-admin startproject djangpapp   

 

Locate into the Project 

Now, move to the project by changing the directory. The Directory can be changed by using 

the following command. 

1. cd djangpapp  

To see all the files and subfolders of django project, we can use tree command to view the 

tree structure of the application. This is a utility command, if it is not present, can be 

downloaded via apt-get install tree command. 

A Django project contains the following packages and files. The outer directory 

is just a container for the application. We can rename it further. 

o manage.py: It is a command-line utility which allows us to interact with the project in 

various ways and also used to manage an application that we will see later on in this 

tutorial. 

o A directory (djangpapp) located inside, is the actual application package name. Its 

name is the Python package name which we'll need to use to import module inside the 

application. 

o __init__.py: It is an empty file that tells to the Python that this directory should be 

considered as a Python package. 

o settings.py: This file is used to configure application settings such as database 

connection, static files linking etc. 

o urls.py: This file contains the listed URLs of the application. In this file, we can 

mention the URLs and corresponding actions to perform the task and display the view. 

o wsgi.py: It is an entry-point for WSGI-compatible web servers to serve Django 

project. 

Initially, this project is a default draft which contains all the required files and folders. 
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6.5 Running the Django Project 

Django project has a built-in development server which is used to run application instantly 

without any external web server. It means we don't need of Apache or another web server to 

run the application in development mode. 

To run the application, we can use the following command. 

1. $ python3 manage.py runserver   

 

 

Look server has started and can be accessed at localhost with port 8000. Let's access it using 

the browser, it looks like the below. 
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The application is running successfully. Now, we can customize it according to our requirement 

and can develop a customized web application. 

6.6 Django App 

In the previous topics, we have seen a procedure to create a Django project. Now, in this 

topic, we will create app inside the created project. 

Django application consists of project and app, it also generates an automatic base directory 

for the app, so we can focus on writing code (business logic) rather than creating app 

directories. 

The difference between a project and app is, a project is a collection of configuration files and 

apps whereas the app is a web application which is written to perform business logic. 

6.6.1 Creating an App 

To create an app, we can use the following command. 

1. $ python3 manage.py startapp appname   

Django App Example 

1. $ python3 manage.py startapp myapp   

 

 

See the directory structure of the created app, it contains the migrations folder to store 

migration files and model to write business logic. 
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Initially, all the files are empty, no code is available but we can use these to implement 

business logic on the basis of the MVC design pattern. 

To run this application, we need to make some significant changes which display hello 

world message on the browser. 

Open views.py file in any text editor and write the given code to it and do the same 

for urls.py file too. 

// views.py 

1. from django.shortcuts import render     
2. # Create your views here.   

3. from django.http import HttpResponse     

4. def hello(request):   

5. return HttpResponse("<h2>Hello, Welcome to Django!</h2>")   

// urls.py 

1. from django.contrib import admin   

2. from django.urls import path   

3. from myapp import views   

 

4. urlpatterns = [   

5. path('admin/', admin.site.urls),   

6. path('hello/', views.hello),   

7. ]   

We have made changes in two files of the application. Now, let's run the it by using the 

following command. This command will start the server at port 8000. 

6.6.2 Run the Application 

1. $ python3 manage.py runserver   
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Open any web browser and enter the URL localhost:8000/hello. It will show the output given 

below. 

 

 

6.7 Django MVT 

The MVT (Model View Template) is a software design pattern. It is a collection of three 

important components Model View and Template. The Model helps to handle database. It is a 

data access layer which handles the data. 

The Template is a presentation layer which handles User Interface part completely. The View 

is used to execute the business logic and interact with a model to carry data and renders a 

template. 
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Although Django follows MVC pattern but maintains its own conventions. So, control is 

handled by the framework itself. 

There is no separate controller and complete application is based on Model View and 

Template. That’s why it is called MVT application. 

 

 

Fig: 6.1 MVT based control flow. 

 

Here, a user requests for a resource to the Django, Django works as a controller and check to 

the available resource in URL. 

If URL maps, a view is called that interact with model and template, it renders a template. 

    Django responds back to the user and sends a template as a response. 

 

6.8 Django Views 

A view is a place where we put our business logic of the application. The view is a python 

function which is used to perform some business logic and return a response to the user. This 

response can be the HTML contents of a Web page, or a redirect, or a 404 error. 
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All the view function are created inside the views.py file of the Django app. 

Django View Simple Example 

//views.py 

1. import datetime   

2. # Create your views here.   

3. from django.http import HttpResponse   

4. def index(request):   

5. now = datetime.datetime.now()   

6. html = "<html><body><h3>Now time is %s.</h3></body></html>" % now   

7.  return HttpResponse(html)    # rendering the template in HttpResponse   

Let's step through the code. 

First, we will import DateTime library that provides a method to get current date and time and 

HttpResponse class. 

Next, we define a view function index that takes HTTP request and respond back. 

View calls when gets mapped with URL in urls.py. For example 
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CHAPTER-7 

 PROJECT EXPLANATION  

7.1 System architecture: 

 

 

Fig: 7.1 The flow of execution  

         

7.2 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS: 

 OS                         :       Windows 

 Python IDE           :       python 2.7.x and above 

                              :       Pycharm IDE 

 Setup tools and pip to be installed for 3.6.x and above  
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HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS: 

 RAM                               :      4GB and Higher 

 Processor                         :      Intel i3 and above  

 Hard Disk                        :      500GB: Minimum 

 

7.3 Modules: 

Upload Dataset: 

Upload the NSL KDD dataset  

Preprocess dataset: 

Technique that transforms raw data into an understandable format 

Generate training model: 

Generate dataset into training model 

Run SVM algorithm: 

Applying SVM algorithm to the dataset 

Run ANN algorithm: 

Applying ANN algorithm to the dataset 

Upload test data & detect attack: 

Uploading the tested dataset by the algorithm and detect the attack 

Accuracy graph: 

The accuracy graph shown for the dataset 
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7.4 Uml diagrams 

1. Use case diagrams 

  

 

Fig 7.2 Case diagram 
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7.5 Class diagram: 

 

Fig 7.3 Class Diagram  

7.6 Sequence diagram: 

 

Fig 7.4 Sequence Diagram  
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7.7 Activity diagram: 

 

 

Fig 7.5 Activity Diagram 
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7.8 Advantages and Disadvantages:  

Advantages: 

 We have presented different machine learning models using different machine learning 

algorithms and different feature selection methods to find a best model. 

 The analysis of the result shows that the model built using ANN and wrapper feature 

selection outperformed all other models in classifying network traffic correctly with 

detection rate of 94.02%. 

 Findings will contribute to research further in the domain of building a detection system 

that can detect known attacks as well as novel attacks. 

Disadvantages: 

 IDS however is not an answer to all security related problems. 

 IDS cannot compensate weak identification and authentication mechanisms or if there is 

a weakness in the network protocols. 

 Intrusion detection technology is still immature and hence not effective. 

 Anomaly based network IDS have not gained success in the same scale. 

7.9 RESULTS: 

 

CHAPTER-8 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

 

8.1 CONCLUSION: 

 In this report, we have presented different machine learning models using different machine 

learning algorithms and different feature selection methods to find a best model. The analysis of 

the result shows that the model built using ANN and wrapper feature selection outperformed all 

other models in classifying network traffic correctly with detection rate of 94.02%. We believe 

that these findings will contribute to research further in the domain of building a detection 

system that can detect known attacks as well as novel attacks. The intrusion detection system 

exist today can only detect known attacks. Detecting new attacks or zero day attack still remains 

a research topic due to the high false positive rate of the existing systems. 

8.2 FUTURE SCOPE: 

Detection mechanisms include signature-based methods, comparing a pattern or signature to 

previous events, and behavior analysis, which detects anomalous actions. 

Intrusion detection systems, algorithms and data analysis must take the emerging IoT into the 

equation. Attackers can break organizations from multiple points via cameras, automotive or 

wearable devices. In order to deduce the intruder path, multiple sources of data from all IoT 

devices in the organization will have to be distilled into a centralized place. 

Many AVs and IDSs are “file scanning oriented,” hence can be bypassed by such attacks. 

Moreover, as found by Google researchers, security suites themselves contain vulnerabilities, 

which allow malware not only to bypass or avoid  the security systems, but to use them for their 

own purposes. 

In the future, instead of detecting an intruder, detection systems will identify a suspicious event 

and let the system administrator or security officer decide whether to start an investigation. We 

will probably see more and more forensic teams involved in cyber incidents performing in-depth 

analysis of events suspected to be an intrusion. In addition, AI algorithms will evolve to help 

security products continuously learn attacks and their behaviors, make connections between 

suspicious events, and predict future evolutions of an attack. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC 

OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 
 

 

Classification 

of 

Project 

Application Product Research Review 

    
YES 

 

Project Outcomes 

Outcome 1: It detects the malware attacks on 

systems 

 Outcome 2: Comparative analysis and graph. 

Outcome 3: It provides Better efficiency. 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and 

apply modern tools. 

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication 

Engineering to design, develop, analyze and test systems containing 

hardware and software components taking into societal, environmental, 

health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 
 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, 

engineering fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of 

complex engineering problems. 
 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyse 

complex engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first 

principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 
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3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering 

problems and design system components or processes that meet the specified 

needs with appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the 

cultural, societal, and environmental considerations. 
 

4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of 

data, and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 
 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, 

and modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modelling to 

complex engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations. 

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge 

to assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent 

responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice. 
 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional 

engineering solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the 

knowledge of, and need for sustainable development. 
 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and 

responsibilities and norms of the engineering practice. 
 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member 

or leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 
 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with 

the engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to 

comprehend and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective 

presentations, and give and receive clear instructions. 
 

11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of 

the engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as 

a member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary 

environments. 
 

12.  Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability 

to engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of 

technological change. 
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Mapping Table 
 

 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO 

1 

PO 

2 

PO 

3 

PO 

4 

PO 

5 

PO 

6 

PO 

7 

PO 

8 

PO 

9 

PO 

10 

PO 

11 

PO 

12 

PSO 

1 

PSO 

2 

Outcome 1 2  3  3   3    3 3 3 

Outcome 2 3 3       3  3  3 3 

Outcome 3     2       2 2 3 

 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped     2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 
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ABSTRACT 

A content-based image retrieval (CBIR) system works on the low-level visual features of a 

user input query image, which makes it difficult for the users to formulate the query and also 

does not give satisfactory retrieval results. In the past image annotation was proposed as the 

best possible system for CBIR which works on the principle of automatically assigning 

keywords to images that help image retrieval users to query images based on these keywords. 

Image annotation is often regarded as the problem of image classification where images are 

represented by some low-level features and the mapping between low-level features and 

high-level concepts (class labels) is done by supervised learning algorithms. In a CBIR 

system learning of effective feature representations and similarity measures is very important 

for the retrieval performance. Semantic gap has been the key challenge for this problem. A 

semantic gap exists between low-level image pixels captured by machines and the high-level 

semantics perceived by humans. The recent successes of deep learning techniques especially 

K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) in solving computer vision applications has inspired me to work 

on this project so as to solve the problem of CBIR using a dataset of annotated images. 
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CHAPTER  1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the recent past the advancement in computer and multimedia technologies has led to 

the production of digital images and cheap large image repositories. The size of image 

collections has increased rapidly due to this, including digital libraries, medical images etc. To 

tackle this rapid growth, it is required to develop image retrieval systems which operates on a 

large scale. The primary aim is to build a robust system that creates, manages and query image 

databases in an accurate manner. CBIR is the procedure of automatically indexing images by 

the extraction of their low-level visual features, like shape, color, and texture, and these indexed 

features are solely responsible for the retrieval of images. Thus, it can be said that through 

navigation, browsing, query-by-example etc. we can calculate the similarity between the low-

level image contents which can be used for the retrieval of relevant images. Images are a 

representation of points in a high dimensional feature space and a metric is used to measure the 

similarity or dissimilarity between images on this space. Therefore, those images which are 

closer to the query image are similar to it and are retrieved. Feature representation and 

similarity measurement are very crucial for the retrieval performance of a CBIR system and 

for decades researchers have studied them extensively. A variety of techniques have been 

proposed but even then, it remains as one of the most challenging problems in the ongoing 

CBIR research, and the main reason for it is the semantic gap issue that exists between the low-

level image pixels captured by machines and high-level semantic concepts perceived by 

humans. Such a problem poses fundamental challenge of Artificial Intelligence from a high-

level perspective that is how to build and train intelligent machines like human to tackle real-

world tasks. One promising technique is Machine Learning that attempts to address this 

challenge in the long-term. In the recent years there have been important advancements in 

machine learning techniques. Deep Learning is an important break-through technique, which 

includes a family of machine learning algorithms that attempt to model high-level abstractions 

in data by employing deep architectures composed of multiple non-linear transformations. 

Deep learning impersonates the human brain that is organized in a deep architecture and 

processes information through multiple stages of transformation and representation, unlike 

conventional machine learning methods that are often using shallow architectures. By 

exploring deep architectures to learn features at multiple level of abstracts from data 

automatically, deep learning methods allow a system to learn complex functions that directly 

map raw sensory input data to the output, without relying on human-crafted features using 

domain knowledge. In the recent studies like Hinton et al and Wan et al encouraging results 

have been reported for applying deep learning techniques in applications like image retrieval, 

natural language processing, object recognition among others. The success of deep learning 

inspired me to explore deep learning techniques with application to CBIR task for annotated 

images. There is limited amount of attention focusing on CBIR applications even though there 

has been much research attention of applying deep learning for image classification and 

recognition in computer vision. In this thesis, I will work with a deep learning method for 

solving the CBIR task for images that have been annotated by humans. There has been no study 

of this approach being applied to such a dataset. More about the dataset has been discussed in 

the other Architectural Overview section. I use a framework of deep learning for CBIR by 

applying a state-of-the-art deep learning method, that is, K-nearest neighbour (KNNs) for 

learning feature representations from image data. 
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF IMAGE RETRIEVAL: 

The use of images in human communication is hardly new - our cave-dwelling 

ancestors painted pictures on the walls of their caves, and the use of maps and building plans 

to convey information almost certainly dates back to pre-Roman times. But the twentieth 

century has witnessed unparalleled growth in the number, availability and importance of 

images in all walks of life. Images now play a crucial role in fields as diverse as medicine, 

journalism, advertising, design, education and entertainment. Technology, in the form of 

inventions such as photography and television, has played a major role in facilitating the 

capture and communication of image data. But the real engine of the imaging revolution has 

been the computer, bringing with it a range of techniques for digital image capture, processing, 

storage and transmission which would surely have startled even pioneers like John Logie Baird. 

The involvement of computers in imaging can be dated back to 1965, with Ivan Sutherland's 

Sketchpad project, which demonstrated the feasibility of computerized creation, manipulation 

and storage of images, though the high cost of hardware limited their use until the mid-1980s. 

Once computerized imaging became affordable, it soon penetrated into areas traditionally 

depending heavily on images for communication, such as engineering, architecture and 

medicine. Photograph libraries, art galleries and museums, too, began to see the advantages of 

making their collections available in electronic form. The creation of the World-Wide Web in 

the early 1990s, enabling users to access data in a variety of media from anywhere on the planet, 

has provided a further massive stimulus to the exploitation of digital images. The number of 

images available on the Web was recently estimated to be between 10 and 30 million figure in 

which some observers consider to be a significant underestimate.  

1.2 MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES: 

The accuracy of an image retrieval system strongly depends on the proper 

representation of visual contents. Under this perspective, the feature extraction is the most 

important component of the retrieval architecture. Various image classes that compose the 

database should be clearly separated in feature space. Once such separation is achieved, the 

remaining components become fairly easy to design. Main objective of feature extraction is 

data reduction which means representing visual patterns by a minimal set of features or 

properties. Although minimum number of features are desirable in developing a CBIR system 

but in such cases the accuracy of retrieval may not be satisfactory. In general, a trade-off is 

often being made between the computational cost involved in considering more features and 

the retrieval accuracy. In this line, the thesis is organized to show the retrieval performance by 

adding different type features, which are discussed in the subsequent chapters. Efficient feature 

extraction should exhibit the following important properties: 

Invariance and perceptual relevance 

Invariant transformations are those which are robust to changes in imaging conditions, like 

change in illumination, linear transformations like rotation, translation and scaling. 

Perceptually relevant transformations mimic in some way the properties of the human visual 

system. This gives rise to challenging issues like handling incomplete query specification, 

incomplete image description, variability of sensing conditions (sensory gap) and object states, 

uncertainties arising due to perturbation of data, individuality in perception mechanism, etc. 
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CHAPTER  2 

IMAGE RETRIEVAL 

2.1 INTRODUCTION: 

An image retrieval system is a computer system for browsing, searching and retrieving 

images from a large database of digital images. Most traditional and common methods of image 

retrieval utilize some method of adding metadata such as captioning, keywords, title or 

descriptions to the images so that retrieval can be performed over the annotation words. Manual 

image annotation is time consuming, laborious and expensive; to address this, there has been a 

large amount of research done on automatic image annotation. Additionally, the increase in 

social web applications and the semantic web have inspired the development of several web-

based image annotation tools. The first microcomputer-based image database retrieval system 

was developed at MIT, in the 1990s, by Banireddy Prasaad, Amar Gupta, Hoo-min Toong, and 

Stuart Madnick. 

Image retrieval has been a very active research area since 1970s, with the thrust of two 

major research communities: database management and computer vision. Therefore, image 

retrieval can be defined as the task of searching for images in an image database. As shown in 

Fig. image retrieval techniques can be classified into three categories:  

 Text-based image retrieval (TBIR) 

 Semantic-based image retrieval (SBIR) and  

 Content-based image retrieval (CBIR).  

 

Fig 2.1: Image Retrieval Categories 

 

Text-based image retrieval systems 

There are many commercial image search engines, such as Google Image Search and 

Yahoo Image search which are based on text-based image retrieval. As TBIR approach that 
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can make annotated web images to learn SVM classifiers. This approach divides the web 

images into clusters or a single clustered called bag and the images in each bag as “instances”. 

A scheme called PMIL-CPB is proposed by L.duan. which predict the labels of images 

automatically for several “bag”. They experimented on Google data set. 

Semantic-based image retrieval systems 

Semantic-based Image retrieval Systems The researchers focused to minimizes the 

semantic gap between the low-level features and high-level features, and thus they introduce 

ontology to define the high-level concepts. Automatic image annotation is also introduced to 

filling the huge gap between the low-level features extracted from the image and high-level 

semantics drawn from image. W.H.roung proposed a framework for semantic image retrieval 

based on ontology and naive Bayesian inference. This system forms multiple ontologies and 

shares their information between different domains. Naive Bayesian inference is used to check 

the similarity between query and domain ontology for matching images. 

Content-based image retrieval systems 

There are many methods proposed for image retrieval based on similarity for common 

features like colour, shape, texture and so on.  J.Z.Wang proposed a method called UFM 

(unified feature matching), they use fuzzy set/ fuzzy features colour, texture and shape 

properties to identify each region. Similarity measure is used to find similarity between two 

families of fuzzy features. The major advantage of this system was to overcome the inaccurate 

segmentation. B.luo proposed a hybrid image retrieval system for the web comprises of both 

text-based image retrieval and content-based image retrieval. It divides system into two stages. 

In first stage, a search engine retrieves images from the web using textual information.  In 

second step CBIR technique is used to filter the results to improve the recall and precision 

measures. 

2.2 DATA SCOPE: 

It is crucial to understand the scope and nature of image data in order to determine the 

complexity of image search system design. The design is also largely influenced by factors 

such as the diversity of user-base and expected user traffic for Data Scope a search system. 

Along this dimension, search data can be classified into the following categories:  

 Archives - usually contain large volumes of structured or semi-structured homogeneous 

data pertaining to specific topics.  

 Domain-Specific Collection - this is a homogeneous collection providing access to 

controlled users with very specific objectives. Examples of such a collection are 

biomedical and satellite image databases. 

 Enterprise Collection - a heterogeneous collection of images that is accessible to users 

within an organization’s intranet. Pictures may be stored in many different locations. 

 Personal Collection - usually consists of a largely homogeneous collection and is 

generally small in size, accessible primarily to its owner, and usually stored on a local 

storage media. 

 Web - World Wide Web images are accessible to everyone with an Internet connection. 

These image collections are semi-structured, non-homogeneous and massive in 

volume, and are usually stored in large disk arrays. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TEXT BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL 

3.1 INTRODUCTION: 

TBIR has been a research topic since 1970s. A very popular framework of TBIR was 

first annotated the images by text and then used text-based database management systems 

to perform image retrieval. TBIR is used to manually annotate the image in the database 

with text-based tags, keywords, or descriptions. This process is used to describe both image 

contents and other information of the image such as: image file name, image and image 

format, image size, and image dimensions. Then, the user makes textual or numeric queries 

to retrieve all images that are satisfying some of the criteria based on these textual tags. 

However, there are some drawbacks in TBIR. The first drawback is that the most 

descriptive annotations must usually be entered manually. Manually annotation for a large 

image database is not feasible. Images are very rich in its content and have more details so 

the second drawback is that they may give different tags to images with similar visual 

properties. Also, textual annotations are language-dependent. 

 

Fig 3.1: Text-based Image Retrieval System 

3.2 DISADVANTAGES: 

The disadvantages in the text-based image retrieval system are as follows: 

 Manual-annotations of images are required. 

 Large volume of databases is needed for annotations. 

 Too much responsibility on the end-user. 

 No features are extracted. 

 Subjectivity of a human perception. 

And these disadvantages in the system makes it less efficient when compared to the other 

systems. So, text-based image retrieval is not much preferred by the users.  
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CHAPTER 4 

SEMANTIC BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL 

The drawback of CBIR is the semantic gap between the high-level features and the low-

level features of an image. There is a difference between what image features from what people 

perceives from that image. Semantic-based image retrieval systems divided into two stages: 

i) Query stage and  

ii) Building stage.  

In building stage, by extracting low-level features of images to identify meaningful and 

interesting patterns/ regions/objects based on the similar properties of the visual features is 

done by semantic-based image retrieval systems. Semantic image extraction process takes the 

Input from those object/region features to get the semantic description of images. Then, the 

semantic features stored in database. In query stage, Image can be queried based on the high-

level concept or a textual query will go into semantic feature translator to get semantic features. 

The semantic mapping process either supervised or unsupervised learning tool is used to find 

the best concept to describe the segmented patterns based on the low features. Semantic 

content obtained either by textual annotation or based on visual content. 

 

Fig 4.1: Semantic-based image retrieval system 

Some of the important points about SBIR are: 

 Manual annotations may or may not be required. 

 Databases are not required. Instead semantic features are required. 

 During building stage end-user responsibility is required. 

 Features are extracted in building stage. 

 It does both high level and low-level features. 

 It tries to bridge the semantic gap between the low level and high-level features. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONTENT BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL 

Content-based image retrieval, also known as query by image content (QBIC) and 

content-based visual information retrieval (CBVIR), is the application of computer vision 

techniques to the image retrieval problem, that is, the problem of searching for digital images 

in large databases. Content-based image retrieval is opposed to traditional concept-based 

approaches. Since the proposed project is based on the CBIR we learn deep about that. 

"Content-based" means that the search analyzes the contents of the image rather than 

the metadata such as keywords, tags, or descriptions associated with the image. The term 

"content" in this context might refer to colors, shapes, textures, or any other information that 

can be derived from the image itself. CBIR is desirable because searches that rely purely on 

metadata are dependent on annotation quality and completeness. 

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is a framework that can overcome the above-

mentioned problems as it is based on the visual analysis of contents that are part of the query 

image. To provide a query image as an input is the main requirement of CBIR and it matches 

the visual contents of query image with the images that are placed in the archive and closeness 

in the visual similarity in terms of image feature vector provides a base to find images with 

similar contents. In CBIR, low-level visual features (e.g., color, shape and texture) are 

computed from the query and matching of these features is performed to sort the output. 

According to the literature, Query-By-Image Content (QBIC) and SIMPLicity are the examples 

of image retrieval models that are based on the extraction of low-level visual semantic. After 

the successful implementation of the abovementioned models, CBIR and feature extraction 

approaches are applied in various applications such as medical image analysis, remote sensing, 

crime detection, video analysis, military surveillance, and textile industry. 

Having humans manually annotate images by entering keywords or metadata in a large 

database can be time consuming and may not capture the keywords desired to describe the 

image. The evaluation of the effectiveness of keyword image search is subjective and has not 

been well-defined. In the same regard, CBIR systems have similar challenges in defining 

success. "Keywords also limit the scope of queries to the set of predetermined criteria." and, 

"having been set up" are less reliable than using the content itself. 

 

Fig 5.1: Block Diagram of Basic CBIR System. 
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5.1 HISTORY:  

The term "content-based image retrieval" seems to have originated in 1992 when it was 

used by Japanese Electrotechnical Laboratory engineer Toshikazu Kato to describe 

experiments into automatic retrieval of images from a database, based on the colors and shapes 

present. Since then, the term has been used to describe the process of retrieving desired images 

from a large collection on the basis of syntactical image features. The techniques, tools, and 

algorithms that are used originate from fields such as statistics, pattern recognition, signal 

processing, and computer vision. 

Content-based video browsing was introduced by Iranian engineer Farshid Arman, 

Taiwanese computer scientist Arding Hsu, and computer scientist Ming-Yee Chiu, while 

working at Siemens, and it was presented at the ACM International Conference in August 1993. 

They described a shot detection algorithm for compressed video that was originally encoded 

with discrete cosine transform (DCT) video coding standards such as JPEG, MPEG and H.26x. 

The basic idea was that, since the DCT coefficients are mathematically related to the spatial 

domain and represent the content of each frame, they can be used to detect the differences 

between video frames. In the algorithm, a subset of blocks in a frame and a subset of DCT 

coefficients for each block are used as motion vector representation for the frame. By operating 

on compressed DCT representations, the algorithm significantly reduces the computational 

requirements for decompression and enables effective video browsing. The algorithm 

represents separate shots of a video sequence by an r-frame, a thumbnail of the shot framed by 

a motion tracking region. A variation of this concept was later adopted for QBIC video content 

mosaics, where each r-frame is a salient still from the shot it represents. 

QBIC - Query By Image Content 

The earliest commercial CBIR system was developed by IBM and was called QBIC 

(Query By Image Content). Recent network and graph-based approaches have presented a 

simple and attractive alternative to existing methods. While the storing of multiple images as 

part of a single entity preceded the term BLOB (Binary Large Object), the ability to fully search 

by content, rather than by description had to await IBM's QBIC. 

 

5.2 TECHNICAL PROGRESS: 

The interest in CBIR has grown because of the limitations inherent in metadata-based 

systems, as well as the large range of possible uses for efficient image retrieval. Textual 

information about images can be easily searched using existing technology, but this requires 

humans to manually describe each image in the database. This can be impractical for very large 

databases or for images that are generated automatically, e.g. those from surveillance cameras. 

It is also possible to miss images that use different synonyms in their descriptions. Systems 

based on categorizing images in semantic classes like "cat" as a subclass of "animal" can avoid 

the miscategorization problem, but will require more effort by a user to find images that might 

be "cats", but are only classified as an "animal". Many standards have been developed to 

categorize images, but all still face scaling and miscategorization issues. 
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Initial CBIR systems were developed to search databases based on image color, texture, 

and shape properties. After these systems were developed, the need for user-friendly interfaces 

became apparent. Therefore, efforts in the CBIR field started to include human-centered design 

that tried to meet the needs of the user performing the search. This typically means inclusion 

of: query methods that may allow descriptive semantics, queries that may involve user 

feedback, systems that may include machine learning, and systems that may understand user 

satisfaction levels. Many CBIR systems have been developed, but as of 2006, the problem of 

retrieving images on the basis of their pixel content remains largely unsolved. 

5.3 DIFFERENT QUERY TECHNIQUES AND IMPLEMENTATIONS OF CBIR: 

 Query By Example: 

QBE (Query By Example) is a query technique that involves providing the 

CBIR system with an example image that it will then base its search upon. The 

underlying search algorithms may vary depending on the application, but result images 

should all share common elements with the provided example. Options for providing 

example images to the system include: 

 A preexisting image may be supplied by the user or chosen from a random set. 

 The user draws a rough approximation of the image they are looking for, for 

example with blobs of color or general shapes. 

This query technique removes the difficulties that can arise when trying to describe 

images with words. 

 Semantic retrieval: 

Semantic retrieval starts with a user making a request like "find pictures of 

Abraham Lincoln". This type of open-ended task is very difficult for computers to 

perform - Lincoln may not always be facing the camera or in the same pose. Many 

CBIR systems therefore generally make use of lower-level features like texture, color, 

and shape. These features are either used in combination with interfaces that allow 

easier input of the criteria or with databases that have already been trained to match 

features (such as faces, fingerprints, or shape matching). However, in general, image 

retrieval requires human feedback in order to identify higher-level concepts. 

 

 Relevance feedback (human interaction): 

Combining CBIR search techniques available with the wide range of potential 

users and their intent can be a difficult task. An aspect of making CBIR successful relies 

entirely on the ability to understand the user intent. CBIR systems can make use of 

relevance feedback, where the user progressively refines the search results by marking 

images in the results as "relevant", "not relevant", or "neutral" to the search query, then 

repeating the search with the new information. Examples of this type of interface have 

been developed. 

 

 Iterative/machine learning: 

Machine learning and application of iterative techniques are becoming more 

common in CBIR. 
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 Other query methods: 

Other query methods include browsing for example images, navigating 

customized/hierarchical categories, querying by image region (rather than the entire 

image), querying by multiple example images, querying by visual sketch, querying by 

direct specification of image features, and multimodal queries (e.g. combining touch, 

voice, etc.). 

 

5.4 FEATURE EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES: 

Feature extraction involves reducing the number of resources required to describe a 

large set of data. When performing analysis of complex data one of the major problem stems 

from the number of variables involved. Analysis with a large number of variables generally 

requires a large amount of memory and computation power, also it may cause a classification 

algorithm to overfit to training samples and generalize poorly to new samples. Feature 

extraction is a general term for methods of constructing combinations of the variables to get 

around these problems while still describing the data with sufficient accuracy. Many machine 

learning practitioners believe that properly optimized feature extraction is the key to effective 

model construction. 

In machine learning, pattern recognition and in image processing, feature extraction 

starts from an initial set of measured data and builds derived values (features) intended to be 

informative and non-redundant, facilitating the subsequent learning and generalization steps, 

and in some cases leading to better human interpretations. Feature extraction is related to 

dimensionality reduction. 

When the input data to an algorithm is too large to be processed and it is suspected to 

be redundant (e.g. the same measurement in both feet and meters, or the repetitiveness of 

images presented as pixels), then it can be transformed into a reduced set of features (also 

named a feature vector). Determining a subset of the initial features is called feature selection. 

The selected features are expected to contain the relevant information from the input data, so 

that the desired task can be performed by using this reduced representation instead of the 

complete initial data. 

The most common method for comparing two images in content-based image retrieval 

(typically an example image and an image from the database) is using an image distance 

measure. An image distance measure compares the similarity of two images in various 

dimensions such as color, texture, shape, and others. For example, a distance of 0 signifies an 

exact match with the query, with respect to the dimensions that were considered. As one may 

intuitively gather, a value greater than 0 indicates various degrees of similarities between the 

images. Search results then can be sorted based on their distance to the queried image. Many 

measures of image distance (Similarity Models) have been developed. 

Generally speaking, image content may include both visual and semantic content. 

Visual content can be very general or domain specific. Visual feature extraction is the basis of 

any content-based image retrieval technique. In a broad sense, features may include both text-

based features (key words, annotations) and visual features (color, texture, shape, etc.). Within 

the visual feature scope, the features can be further classified as low-level features and high-

level features. The selection of the features to represent an image is one of the keys of a CBIR 
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system. Because of perception subjectivity and the complex composition of visual data, there 

does not exist a single best representation for any given visual feature. Multiple approaches 

have been introduced for each of these visual features and each of them characterizes the 

feature from a different perspective.  

General visual content include color, texture, shape, spatial relationship, etc. Domain 

specific visual content, like human faces, is application dependent and may involve domain 

knowledge. Semantic content is obtained either by textual annotation or by complex inference 

procedures based on visual content. Our proposed system is based on General visual content 

which includes: 

a. Color 

 b.   Texture 

 c.   Shape 

 
Fig 5.2: Feature Extraction Techniques 

 

5.5 COLOR FEATURE BASED RETRIEVAL: 

5.5.1 Definition: 

Color is a perception that depends on the response of the human visual system to light 

and the interaction of light with objects. It is a product of the illuminant, surface spectral 

reflectance and sensor sensitivity (i.e. of digital sensors or of cones in the human eye). Color 

is one of the most widely used visual features in content-based image retrieval. It is relatively 

robust to background complication and independent of image size and orientation. Computing 

distance measures based on color similarity is achieved by computing a color histogram for 

each image that identifies the proportion of pixels within an image holding specific values. 

Examining images based on the colors they contain is one of the most widely used techniques 

because it can be completed without regard to image size or orientation. However, research has 

also attempted to segment color proportion by region and by spatial relationship among several 

color regions. 

The key issues in color feature extraction include the color space, color quantization, 

and the choice of similarity function. Various studies of color perception and color spaces have 

been proposed. Each pixel of the image can be represented as a point in a 3D color space. If 

we want to describe an image by its color features, we have to first determine the color space 
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to use. There exist different space models such as RGB, HSV, CIE L*a*b*, CIE L*u*v* or 

opponent color. The best representation depends on the special needs of the application. 

5.5.2 Color Space: 

There are a number of different color spaces currently used for the representation of images 

in the digital world. Choosing an appropriate color space for the implementation of a content 

based image retrieval system is not only important to the production of the accurate results, but 

to the accurate representation of color in the way that the human visual system perceives it. 

There are a number of color spaces in use of which some of the most commonly used are: 

 RGB 

 HSV 

 The Opponent Color Space 

 CIEL*a*b* and CIEL*u*v* 

RGB: 

The most popular color space is RGB which stands for Red-Green-Blue. This space 

consists of the additive primary colors of light Red, Green and Blue. The RGB color model is 

composed of the primary colors Red, Green, and Blue. This system defines the color model 

that is used in most color CRT monitors and color raster graphics. They are considered the 

"additive primaries" since the colors are added together to produce the desired color. The RGB 

model uses the cartesian coordinate system. Notice the diagonal from (0,0,0) black to (1,1,1) 

white which represents the grey-scale. Varying levels of the three colors are added to produce 

more or less any color in the visible spectrum. This space is device dependant and perceptually 

non-uniform. This means that a color relatively close together in the RGB space may not 

necessarily be perceived as being close by the human eye. RGB space is normally used in 

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) monitors, television, scanners, and digital cameras. For a monitor 

the phosphor luminescence consists of additive primaries and we can simply parameterize all 

colors via the coefficients (α, β, γ), such that C = αR+βG+γB. The coefficients range from zero 

(no luminescence) to one (full phosphor output). In this parameterization the color coordinates 

fill a cubical volume with vertices black, the three primaries (red, green, blue), the three 

secondary mixes (cyan, magenta, yellow), and white as in below figure. 

 

Fig 5.3: RGB Color Space 
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HSV: 

Colors in the HSV color space are defined in terms of three constituent components; 

Hue, Saturation and Value. Hue is the type of color (red, blue, etc), saturation is the vibrancy 

of the color (the lower the saturation the more grayness is present) and the value is the 

brightness of the color. HSV is again a device dependant representation and is defined relative 

to the RGB color space. RGB coordinates can be easily translated to the HSV coordinates by 

a simple formula. HSV is perceptually uniform so colors close in value are also perceived close 

by the human eye. HSV space is widely used in computer graphics, especially in the interfaces 

of the applications where the user browses the color space to select an instance of a color.  

The Value represents intensity of a color, which is decoupled from the color 

information in the represented image. The hue and saturation components are intimately related 

to the way human eye perceives color resulting in image processing algorithms with 

physiological basis. As hue varies from 0 to 1.0, the corresponding colors vary from red, 

through yellow, green, cyan, blue and magneta, back to red, so that there are actually red values 

both at 0 and 1.0. 

As saturation varies from 0 to 1.0, the corresponding colors (hues) vary from unsaturated 

(shades of grey) to fully saturated (no white component). As value, or brightness, varies from 

0 to 1.0, the corresponding colors become increasingly brighter.  

 

Fig 5.4(a): HSV coordinate system        Fig 5.4(b): HSV Color Model 

The Opponent Color Space: 

            There is evidence that human color vision uses an opponent color model by which 

certain hues were never perceive to occur together. For example, a color perception is never 

described as reddish-greens or bluish-yellows, while combinations of red and yellow, red and 

blue, green and yellow, and green and blue are readily perceived. Based on this observation, 

the opponent color space is proposed to encode the color into opponent signal. This is separated 

into three components defined from the RGB values (R-G, 2B-RG, R+B+G). Such type 

representation has the advantage of isolating the brightness information on the third channel. 
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CIEL*a*b* and CIEL*u*v* 

CIE L*a*b* and CIE L*u*v*spaces are suitable models for image retrieval since they 

accomplish the requirement of spatial uniformity. These are perceptually uniform color spaces 

and are totally device independent representations of color. The three components of the model 

represent the lightness (L*) and two chromatic components; a* and b* showing the distance 

between magenta and green, and yellow and blue respectively. CIE L*u*v* was an attempt to 

linearize the perceptibility of the color differences. 

5.5.3 Methods of Representation: 

Each feature may have several representations. For example, color histograms [8], color 

moments, color or color correlograms coherence vectors, etc., are representations of the image 

color feature. Moreover, numerous variations of the color histogram itself have been proposed, 

each of which differs in the selected color quantization scheme. The color descriptors are 

related to mathematical operations of the pixel values represented in a certain color space. 

Some of the most popular descriptors are: 

Color histogram: 

The main method of representing color information of images in CBIR systems is 

through color histograms. A color histogram is a type of bar graph, where each bar represents 

a particular color of the color space being used. Statistically, a color histogram is a way to 

approximate the joint probability of the values of the three-color channels. The most common 

form of the histogram is obtained by splitting the range of the data into equally sized bins. Then 

for each bin, the number the colors of the pixels in an image that fall into each bin are counted 

and normalized to total points, which gives us the probability of a pixel falling into that bin. 

One of the main drawbacks of the color histogram is that it does not take into consideration the 

spatial information of pixels. Thus, very different images can be considered similar because 

they have similar color distributions. An improvement of the color histogram method includes 

the cumulated color histogram, proposed by Stricker and Orengo. Their results demonstrated 

the advantages of the proposed approach over the conventional color histogram approach. 

However, the approach has the disadvantage that in case of more than one dimensional 

histogram there is no clear way to order bins. 

Color Moments: 

To avoid the quantization drawbacks, Stricker and Orengo proposed using the color 

moments approach. Color moments are the statistical moments of the probability distributions 

of colors and have been successfully used in many retrieval systems, especially when the image 

contains just the object. The first order (mean), the second (variance) and the third order 

(skewness) color moments have been proved to be efficient and effective in representing color 

distributions of images. Color moments also suffer from the problem that they fail to encode 

any of the spatial information surrounding the color within the image and so suffer from similar 

problems to the color histogram approach. 
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Color Correlogram: 

Jing Huang et al propose the color correlogram as a means of encoding the color 

information of an image. This method, unlike color histograms and moments, incorporates 

spatial data in the encoded color information and therefore avoids a number of the problems of 

those representations. The color correlogram has the advantages that includes the spatial 

correlation of colors, can be used to describe the global distribution of local spatial correlation 

of colors and is simple to compute. 

Color coherence vector: 

A color coherence vector is a split histogram which partitions pixels according to their 

spatial coherence. Each pixel within the image is partitioned into two types, i.e., coherent or 

incoherent according to whether it is part of a larger region of uniform color. Separate 

histograms can then be produced for both coherent and incoherent pixels thereby including 

some spatial information in the feature vector. Due to its additional spatial information, it has 

been shown that CCV provides better retrieval results than the color histogram, especially for 

those images which have either mostly uniform color or mostly texture regions. In addition, for 

both the color histogram and color coherence vector representation, the HSV color space 

provides better results than CIE L*u*v* and CIE L*a*b* space. 

5.6 Shape Feature Based Retrieval 

5.6.1 Definition:  

Defining the shape of an object is often very difficult. Shape is usually represented 

verbally or in figures, and people use terms such as elongated, rounded etc. Computer-based 

processing of shape requires describing even very complicated shapes precisely and while 

many practical shape description methods exists, there is no generally accepted methodology 

of shape description. Shape is an important visual feature and it is one of the primitive features 

for image content description. It contains all the geometrical information of an object in the 

image which does not change generally change even when orientation or location of the object 

are changed. Some simple shape features are the perimeter, area, eccentricity, symmetry, etc. 

The shape extraction phase is divided in three stages: 

(i) coarse image segmentation, 

(ii) pixel wise classification and 

(iii) smoothing.  

The coarse image classification phase, only color information is used because the regions are 

too small for our texture descriptor to be informative. There are a plenty of shape descriptors 

available that can be divided into two main categories:  

i. region-based and  

ii. contour-based  
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These methods use only the information present in the contour of an object. There are some 

techniques, for example, Fourier transforms and moments, that can be applied using both 

approaches with only small changes in algorithms. Using only contour information in shape 

analysis can be beneficial:  

  Information inside the object’s contour is low when dealing only with the contour (Whether 

this is an advantage or a disadvantage, depends on the application). It takes less space to store 

different objects (data compression). 

 Shape description are faster to calculate because there are less image pixels to process 

(although the overhead that comes from contour tracking must be included in total computation 

time). 

 Variations in a contour are more easily detected. 

5.6.2 Methods of Representation: 

Two major steps are involved in shape feature extraction. They are object segmentation 

and shape representation. Once objects are segmented, their shape features can be represented 

and indexed. In general, shape representations can be divided into two categories, boundary-

based and region-based. The former uses only the outer boundary of the shape while the latter 

uses the entire shape region. Examples of the first type include chain codes, Fourier descriptors, 

simple  geometric border representations (curvature, bending energy, boundary length, 

signature), and examples of the second include area, Euler number, eccentricity, elongatedness 

and compactness. The most successful representations for these two categories are Fourier 

descriptors and moment variants. The main idea of Fourier Descriptor is to use the Fourier 

transformed boundary as the shape feature whereas moment invariants is to use region-based 

moments, which are invariant to transformations as the shape feature. In Hu identified seven 

such moments. 

Region based feature vectors often result in shorter feature vectors and simpler 

matching algorithms. However, generally they fail to produce efficient similarity retrieval. On 

the other hand, feature vectors extracted from boundary-based representations provide a richer 

description of the shape. This scheme has led to the development of the multiresolution shape 

presentations, which proved very useful in similarity assessment. The idea in multi-resolution 

techniques is to decompose a planar curve contour into components at different scales so that 

the coarsest scale components carry the global approximation information while the finer scale 

components contain the local detail information. 

 

Fig 5.5: Boundary based and Region based shape representations 
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5.6.3 SHAPE ATTRIBUTES: 

 Area:  

It can be measured as the count of internal pixels. 

 Bounding rectangle:  

It is the minimum rectangle enclosing the object.   

 Aspect ratio:  

It is invariant to the scale of the object, since it is computed as the radio of the 

width and length of the rectangle.   

 Roundness (also called circularity):   

Roundness = 1/form factor = P2/4πa            

where P is the perimeter of a contour and a is the area of the enclosed region.  

 Compactness:  

It is very similar to roundness defined above. It is defined as the ratio of the 

perimeter of a circle with an area equal to the area of the original object, i.e.                 

Comp = Pcircle / P = 2√Aπ / P. 

 Elongation:  

It is defined as the ratio between the squared perimeter and area.   

 Convexity:  

A convex hull is the minimal cover able to encase the object. It can be thought 

as an elastic ribbon stretched around the contour of an object. Convexity can be 

thus be defined as the ratio of perimeters of the convex hull and the original 

contour.          

Conv= Pcovexhull / Pcontour 

The shape of objects plays an essential role among the different aspects of visual 

information. Therefore, it is a very powerful feature when used in similarity search and 

retrieval. Contour-based shape description technique is implemented in this work. The contour 

detection is one of the most used operators in image processing. Generally, in digital images 

the contour can be associated to a rapid change in gray level in the observed image. In our work 

the basic idea is to use the centroid-radii model to represent shapes. In this method, lengths of 

the shape’s radii from centroid to boundary are used to represent the shape. If a shape is used 

as feature, edge detection might be the first step to extract that feature. In our work, the canny 

edge detector is used to determine the edge of the object in the scene. After the edge has been 

detected the important step is tracing the contour of the object in the scene. For this the edge 

image is scanned from four directions (right to left, left to right, top to bottom, bottom to top) 

and the first layer of the edge occurred is detected as image contour. To avoid discontinuities 
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in object boundary the contour image is then re-sampled. After the object contour has been 

detected the first step in shape representation for an object is to locate the central point of the 

object. The centroid of an object is computed using the Eq.  (1)  

                                                                                (1) 

where, n is the number of points of an object. The contour is characterized using a sequence of 

contour points described in polar from. Here the pole at the centroid (xc , yc )  is taken,  then  

the  contour  graph  can  be  represented  by  a  polar equation d = f(ϴ) and each contour point 

(x, y) has the polar description, where x, y, d and ϴ are related using Eqns.(2) and (2). A sketch 

map is shown in figure below. 

 

 

Fig 5.6: Distance and angle of the contour points relative to centroid 

5.7 Texture Feature Based Retrieval 

5.7.1 Definition: 

Texture refers to the visual patterns that have properties of homogeneity that do not 

result from the presence of only a single color or intensity. It is a natural property of virtually 

all surfaces, including clouds, trees, bricks, hair, and fabrics. It contains important information 

about the structural arrangement of surfaces and their relationship to their surrounding 

environment. 

Texture measures look for visual patterns in images and how they are spatially defined. 

Textures are represented by Texel’s which are then placed into a number of sets, depending on 

how many textures are detected in the image. These sets not only define the texture, but also 

where in the image the texture is located. 
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Texture is a difficult concept to represent. The identification of specific textures in an 

image is achieved primarily by modelling texture as a two-dimensional grey level variation. 

The relative brightness of pairs of pixels is computed such that degree of contrast, regularity, 

coarseness and directionality may be estimated. The problem is in identifying patterns of co-

pixel variation and associating them with particular classes of textures such as silky, or rough. 

 

Fig 5.7: Examples of Texture 

5.7.2 Methods of Representation: 

Various texture representations have been investigated in pattern recognition and computer 

vision. Texture representation methods can be classified into three categories:   

 Statistical techniques characterize texture using the statistical properties of the gray 

levels of the pixels comprising an image. Normally, in images, there is periodic 

occurrence of certain gray levels. The spatial distribution of gray levels is calculated. 

 Structural techniques characterize texture as being composed of texels (texture 

elements). These texels are arranged regularly on a surface according to some specific 

arrangement rules.  

 Spectral techniques are based on properties of the Fourier spectrum and describe 

global periodicity of the grey levels of a surface by identifying high-energy peaks in 

the Fourier spectrum. 

Structural methods, including morphological operator and adjacency graph, describe 

texture by identifying structural primitives and their placement rules. They tend to be most 

effective when applied to textures that very regular. Statistical methods including Fourier 

power spectra, co-occurrence matrices, shift-invariant principal component analysis (SPCA), 

Tamura feature, old decomposition, Markov random field, fractal model, and multi-resolution 

filtering techniques such as Gabor and wavelet transform, characterize texture by the statistical 

distribution of the image intensity. The structural techniques deal with the arrangement of 

image primitives, such as the description of texture based on regularly spaced, parallel lines. 

The co-occurrence matrix was used to perform texture analysis because it is an important gray-

scale texture analysis method. 
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Tamura Features: 

Motivated by the psychological studies in human visual perception of texture, Tamura 

et al. explored the texture representation from a different angle. They developed computational 

approximations to the visual texture properties found to be important in psychological studies. 

The six visual texture properties are coarseness, contrast, directionality, line likeness, regularity 

and roughness. Since the texture properties are visually meaningful, these features are very 

attractive in image retrieval systems. This way, the user can use a verbal description of the 

image end texture properties can be represented in a user-friendly interface. Directionality, 

contrast and coarseness were used in some early retrieval systems like directionality were 

accepted as the texture browsing descriptor included in the MPEG-7 standard. 

The co-occurrence matrix: 

Co-occurance matrix was originally proposed by R.M. Haralick. The co-occurrence 

matrix is constructed from an image by estimating the pair wise statistics of pixel intensity. In 

order to 

 (i) provide perceptual intuitive results and  

(ii) tackle the computational burden 

intensity was quantized into an arbitrary number of clusters of intensity values, which we will 

name: gray values. The co-occurrence matrix Cd (I, j) counts the co-occurrence of pixels with 

Gray values I and j at a given distance d.  the distance d is defined in polar coordinates (d,a),with 

discrete length and orientation. In practice, a takes the values 0º,45º,90º,135º,225º,270º, and 

315º. The co-occurrence matrix Cd (I, j) can now be defined as follows:  

Cd(i,j) = pr(I(p1)) = i^I(p2) = j||p1-p2| = d) 

Where Pr is probability, and p1 and p2 are positions in the grapy-scale image I. The algorithm 

yields a symmetric matrix, which has advantage that only angles up to 180º need to be 

considered. A single co-occurrence matrix can be defined for each distance by averaging four 

co-occurrences matrices of different angles (i.e., 0º, 45º, 90º, and 135º). Let N be the number 

of gray-values in the image, then the dimension of the co-occurrence matrix Cd (i, j) well be 

N×N. So, the computational complexity of the co-occurrence matrix depends quadratic ally on 

the number of gray-scales used for quantization. Because of the high dimensionality of the 

matrix, the individual elements of the co-occurrence matrix are rarely used directly for texture 

analysis./Instead, a large number of textural features can be Derived from the matrix such as: 

energy, entropy, correlation, inverse difference moment, inertia, Haralick’s correlation, cluster 

shade, and cluster prominence. 

Gabor filters: 

Gabor filters consists of a group of wavelets each of which capturing energy at a 

specific resolution and orientation. Therefore, Gabor filters are able to capture the local energy 

of the entire signal or image. The Gabor filter has been widely used to extract image features, 
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especially texture features. Daugman discovered that Gabor filters provide optimal Heisenberg 

joint resolution in visual space and spatial frequency. For this reason, Gabor filters have been 

successfully employed in many applications including image coding, texture segmentation, 

retina identification, document analysis, target detection, fractal dimension measurement, line 

characterization, edge detection, image representation, and others. 

Wavelet Transform: 

Another multi-resolution approach, wavelet transforms, have been used most widely in 

many aspects of image processing. A wide range of wavelet-based tools and ideas have been 

proposed and studied for noise removal from images, image compression, image 

reconstruction, and image retrieval. The multi-resolution wavelet transform has been employed 

to retrieve images. The wavelet features do not achieve high level of retrieval accuracy. 

Therefore, various methods have been developed to achieve higher level of retrieval accuracy 

using wavelet transform. Wavelet features computed from discrete wavelet coefficients are 

assigned weights to increase effectiveness in CBIR. 
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CHAPTER 6 

MACHINE LEARNING AND ITS TECHNIQUES 

Machine learning (ML) is the study of computer algorithms that improve automatically 

through experience. It is seen as a subset of artificial intelligence. Machine learning algorithms 

build a mathematical model based on sample data, known as "training data", in order to make 

predictions or decisions without being explicitly programmed to do so. Machine learning 

algorithms are used in a wide variety of applications, such as email filtering and computer 

vision, where it is difficult or infeasible to develop conventional algorithms to perform the 

needed tasks. 

Machine learning is closely related to computational statistics, which focuses on 

making predictions using computers. The study of mathematical optimization delivers 

methods, theory and application domains to the field of machine learning. Data mining is a 

related field of study, focusing on exploratory data analysis through unsupervised learning. In 

its application across business problems, machine learning is also referred to as predictive 

analytics. 

6.1 OVERVIEW: 

Machine learning involves computers discovering how they can perform tasks without 

being explicitly programmed to do so. For early tasks that humans assigned to computers, it 

was possible to create algorithms telling the machine how to execute all needed steps to solve 

the problem in hand. So, on the computer's part, no learning was needed. For more advanced 

tasks, it can be challenging for a human to manually create the needed algorithms. In practice, 

it can turn out to be more effective to help the machine develop its own algorithm, rather than 

have human programmers specify every needed step. 

The discipline of machine learning employs various approaches to help computers learn 

to accomplish tasks for which no fully satisfactory algorithm exists. For example, for cases 

where vast numbers of potential answers exist, some of the correct ones can be labelled as 

valid, and this can be used as training data for the computer to improve the algorithm(s) it uses 

to determine correct answers. 

6.2 HISTORY AND RELATIONSHIPS TO OTHER FIELDS: 

The term machine learning was coined in 1959 by Arthur Samuel, an American IBMer 

and pioneer in the field of computer gaming and artificial intelligence. A representative book 

of the machine learning research during the 1960s was the Nilsson's book on Learning 

Machines, dealing mostly with machine learning for pattern classification. Interest related to 

pattern recognition continued into the 1970s, as described by Duda and Hart in 1973. In 1981 

a report was given on using teaching strategies so that a neural network learns to recognize 40 

characters (26 letters, 10 digits, and 4 special symbols) from a computer terminal. 

Relation to artificial intelligence  

As a scientific endeavour, machine learning grew out of the quest for artificial 

intelligence. In the early days of AI as an academic discipline, some researchers were interested 

in having machines learn from data. They attempted to approach the problem with various 
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symbolic methods, as well as what were then termed "neural networks"; these were mostly 

perceptron’s and other models that were later found to be reinventions of the generalized linear 

models of statistics. Probabilistic reasoning was also employed, especially in automated 

medical diagnosis. 

However, an increasing emphasis on the logical, knowledge-based approach caused a 

rift between AI and machine learning. Probabilistic systems were plagued by theoretical and 

practical problems of data acquisition and representation. By 1980, expert systems had come 

to dominate AI, and statistics was out of favour. Work on symbolic/knowledge-based learning 

did continue within AI, leading to inductive logic programming, but the more statistical line of 

research was now outside the field of AI proper, in pattern recognition and information 

retrieval. Neural networks research had been abandoned by AI and computer science around 

the same time. This line, too, was continued outside the AI/CS field, as "connectionism", by 

researchers from other disciplines including Hopfield, Rumelhart and Hinton. Their main 

success came in the mid-1980s with the reinvention of backpropagation. Machine learning, 

reorganized as a separate field, started to flourish in the 1990s. The field changed its goal from 

achieving artificial intelligence to tackling solvable problems of a practical nature. It shifted 

focus away from the symbolic approaches it had inherited from AI, and toward methods and 

models borrowed from statistics and probability theory. As of 2019, many sources continue to 

assert that machine learning remains a sub field of AI. Yet some practitioners, for example Dr 

Daniel Hulme, who both teaches AI and runs a company operating in the field, argues that 

machine learning and AI are separate.  

Relation to data mining  

Machine learning and data mining often employ the same methods and overlap 

significantly, but while machine learning focuses on prediction, based on known properties 

learned from the training data, data mining focuses on the discovery of (previously) unknown 

properties in the data (this is the analysis step of knowledge discovery in databases). Data 

mining uses many machine learning methods, but with different goals; on the other hand, 

machine learning also employs data mining methods as "unsupervised learning" or as a pre-

processing step to improve learner accuracy. Much of the confusion between these two research 

communities (which do often have separate conferences and separate journals, ECML PKDD 

being a major exception) comes from the basic assumptions they work with: in machine 

learning, performance is usually evaluated with respect to the ability to reproduce known 

knowledge, while in knowledge discovery and data mining (KDD) the key task is the discovery 

of previously unknown knowledge. Evaluated with respect to known knowledge, an 

uninformed (unsupervised) method will easily be outperformed by other supervised methods, 

while in a typical KDD task, supervised methods cannot be used due to the unavailability of 

training data. 

Relation to optimization  

Machine learning also has intimate ties to optimization: many learning problems are 

formulated as minimization of some loss function on a training set of examples. Loss functions 

express the discrepancy between the predictions of the model being trained and the actual 

problem instances (for example, in classification, one wants to assign a label to instances, and 

models are trained to correctly predict the pre-assigned labels of a set of examples). The 

difference between the two fields arises from the goal of generalization: while optimization 
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algorithms can minimize the loss on a training set, machine learning is concerned with 

minimizing the loss on unseen samples. 

Relation to statistics  

Machine learning and statistics are closely related fields in terms of methods, but 

distinct in their principal goal: statistics draws population inferences from a sample, while 

machine learning finds generalizable predictive patterns. According to Michael I. Jordan, the 

ideas of machine learning, from methodological principles to theoretical tools, have had a long 

pre-history in statistics. He also suggested the term data science as a placeholder to call the 

overall field. 

Leo Breiman distinguished two statistical modelling paradigms: data model and 

algorithmic model, wherein "algorithmic model" means more or less the machine learning 

algorithms like Random forest. 

Some statisticians have adopted methods from machine learning, leading to a combined 

field that they call statistical learning. 

6.3 THEORY:  

A core objective of a learner is to generalize from its experience. Generalization in this 

context is the ability of a learning machine to perform accurately on new, unseen 

examples/tasks after having experienced a learning data set. The training examples come from 

some generally unknown probability distribution (considered representative of the space of 

occurrences) and the learner has to build a general model about this space that enables it to 

produce sufficiently accurate predictions in new cases. 

The computational analysis of machine learning algorithms and their performance is a 

branch of theoretical computer science known as computational learning theory. Because 

training sets are finite and the future is uncertain, learning theory usually does not yield 

guarantees of the performance of algorithms. Instead, probabilistic bounds on the performance 

are quite common. The bias–variance decomposition is one way to quantify generalization 

error. 

For the best performance in the context of generalization, the complexity of the 

hypothesis should match the complexity of the function underlying the data. If the hypothesis 

is less complex than the function, then the model has under fitted the data. If the complexity of 

the model is increased in response, then the training error decreases. But if the hypothesis is 

too complex, then the model is subject to overfitting and generalization will be poorer. 

In addition to performance bounds, learning theorists study the time complexity and 

feasibility of learning. In computational learning theory, a computation is considered feasible 

if it can be done in polynomial time. There are two kinds of time complexity results. Positive 

results show that a certain class of functions can be learned in polynomial time. Negative results 

show that certain classes cannot be learned in polynomial time. 

6.4 MACHINE LEARNING APPROACHES: 

The types of machine learning algorithms differ in their approach, the type of data they 

input and output, and the type of task or problem that they are intended to solve. 
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Supervised learning 

A support vector machine is a supervised learning model that divides the data into 

regions separated by a linear boundary. Here, the linear boundary divides the black circles from 

the white. 

Supervised learning algorithms build a mathematical model of a set of data that contains 

both the inputs and the desired outputs. The data is known as training data, and consists of a 

set of training examples. Each training example has one or more inputs and the desired output, 

also known as a supervisory signal. In the mathematical model, each training example is 

represented by an array or vector, sometimes called a feature vector, and the training data is 

represented by a matrix. Through iterative optimization of an objective function, supervised 

learning algorithms learn a function that can be used to predict the output associated with new 

inputs. An optimal function will allow the algorithm to correctly determine the output for inputs 

that were not a part of the training data. An algorithm that improves the accuracy of its outputs 

or predictions over time is said to have learned to perform that task. 

Types of supervised learning algorithms include  

 Active learning  

 classification and  

 regression 

Classification algorithms are used when the outputs are restricted to a limited set of values, 

and regression algorithms are used when the outputs may have any numerical value within a 

range. As an example, for a classification algorithm that filters emails, the input would be an 

incoming email, and the output would be the name of the folder in which to file the email.  

Similarity learning is an area of supervised machine learning closely related to regression 

and classification, but the goal is to learn from examples using a similarity function that 

measures how similar or related two objects are. It has applications in ranking, recommendation 

systems, visual identity tracking, face verification, and speaker verification. 

Unsupervised learning 

Unsupervised learning algorithms take a set of data that contains only inputs, and find 

structure in the data, like grouping or clustering of data points. The algorithms, therefore, learn 

from test data that has not been labelled, classified or categorized. Instead of responding to 

feedback, unsupervised learning algorithms identify commonalities in the data and react based 

on the presence or absence of such commonalities in each new piece of data. A central 

application of unsupervised learning is in the field of density estimation in statistics, such as 

finding the probability density function. Though unsupervised learning encompasses other 

domains involving summarizing and explaining data features. 

Cluster analysis is the assignment of a set of observations into subsets (called clusters) 

so that observations within the same cluster are similar according to one or more predesignated 

criteria, while observations drawn from different clusters are dissimilar. Different clustering 

techniques make different assumptions on the structure of the data, often defined by some 

similarity metric and evaluated, for example, by internal compactness, or the similarity between 
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members of the same cluster, and separation, the difference between clusters. Other methods 

are based on estimated density and graph connectivity. 

Semi-supervised learning 

Semi-supervised learning falls between unsupervised learning (without any labelled 

training data) and supervised learning (with completely labelled training data). Some of the 

training examples are missing training labels, yet many machine-learning researchers have 

found that unlabelled data, when used in conjunction with a small amount of labelled data, can 

produce a considerable improvement in learning accuracy. 

In weakly supervised learning, the training labels are noisy, limited, or imprecise; 

however, these labels are often cheaper to obtain, resulting in larger effective training sets. 

Reinforcement learning 

Reinforcement learning is an area of machine learning concerned with how software 

agents ought to take actions in an environment so as to maximize some notion of cumulative 

reward. Due to its generality, the field is studied in many other disciplines, such as game theory, 

control theory, operations research, information theory, simulation-based optimization, multi-

agent systems, swarm intelligence, statistics and genetic algorithms. In machine learning, the 

environment is typically represented as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). Many 

reinforcement learning algorithms use dynamic programming techniques. Reinforcement 

learning algorithms do not assume knowledge of an exact mathematical model of the MDP, 

and are used when exact models are infeasible. Reinforcement learning algorithms are used in 

autonomous vehicles or in learning to play a game against a human opponent. 

6.5 LIST OF COMMON MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS: 

Here is the list of commonly used machine learning algorithms. These algorithms can be 

applied to almost any data problem: 

1. Linear Regression 

2. Logistic Regression 

3. Decision Tree 

4. SVM 

5. Naive Bayes 

6. KNN 

7. K-Means 

8. Random Forest 

9. Dimensionality Reduction Algorithms 

10. Gradient Boosting algorithms 

a. GBM 

b. XGBoost 

c. LightGBM 

d. CatBoost 

1. Linear Regression 

It is used to estimate real values (cost of houses, number of calls, total sales etc.) based 

on continuous variable(s). Here, we establish relationship between independent and dependent 
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variables by fitting a best line. This best fit line is known as regression line and represented by 

a linear equation Y= a *X + b. 

In this equation: 

Y – Dependent Variable 

a – Slope 

X – Independent variable 

b – Intercept 

These coefficients a and b are derived based on minimizing the sum of squared difference of 

distance between data points and regression line. 

Linear Regression is mainly of two types: Simple Linear Regression and Multiple 

Linear Regression. Simple Linear Regression is characterized by one independent variable. 

And, Multiple Linear Regression (as the name suggests) is characterized by multiple (more 

than one) independent variables. While finding the best fit line, you can fit a polynomial or 

curvilinear regression. And these are known as polynomial or curvilinear regression. 

2. Logistic Regression 

Logistic Regression is a classification not a regression algorithm. It is used to estimate 

discrete values (Binary values like 0/1, yes/no, true/false) based on given set of independent 

variables. In simple words, it predicts the probability of occurrence of an event by fitting data 

to a logit function. Hence, it is also known as logit regression. Since, it predicts the probability, 

its output values lie between 0 and 1 (as expected). Again, let us try and understand this through 

a simple example. 

Let’s say your friend gives you a puzzle to solve. There are only 2 outcome scenarios 

– either you solve it or you don’t. Now imagine, that you are being given wide range of puzzles 

in an attempt to understand which subjects you are good at. The outcome to this study would 

be something like this – if you are given a trigonometry based tenth grade problem, you are 

70% likely to solve it. On the other hand, if it is grade fifth history question, the probability of 

getting an answer is only 30%. This is what Logistic Regression provides you Coming to the 

math, the log odds of the outcome are modeled as a linear combination of the predictor 

variables. 

odds= p/ (1-p) = probability of event occurrence / probability of not event occurrence 

ln(odds) = ln(p/(1-p)) 

logit(p) = ln(p/(1-p)) = b0+b1X1+b2X2+b3X3…+bkXk 

Above, p is the probability of presence of the characteristic of interest. It chooses parameters 

that maximize the likelihood of observing the sample values rather than that minimize the sum 

of squared errors (like in ordinary regression). 

3. Decision Tree 

It is a type of supervised learning algorithm that is mostly used for classification 

problems. Surprisingly, it works for both categorical and continuous dependent variables. In 
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this algorithm, we split the population into two or more homogeneous sets. This is done based 

on most significant attributes/ independent variables to make as distinct groups as possible. 

 

Fig 6.1: Decision tree 

In the image above, you can see that population is classified into four different groups 

based on multiple attributes to identify ‘if they will play or not’. To split the population into 

different heterogeneous groups, it uses various techniques like Gini, Information Gain, Chi-

square, entropy. 

The best way to understand how decision tree works, is to play Jezzball – a classic game from 

Microsoft (image below). Essentially, you have a room with moving walls and you need to 

create walls such that maximum area gets cleared off without the balls. 

 

Fig 6.2: Jezzball 

So, every time you split the room with a wall, you are trying to create 2 different 

populations with in the same room. Decision trees work in very similar fashion by dividing a 

population in as different groups as possible. 

4. SVM (Support Vector Machine) 

It is a classification method. In this algorithm, we plot each data item as a point in n-

dimensional space (where n is number of features you have) with the value of each feature 

being the value of a particular coordinate. 

For example, if we only had two features like Height and Hair length of an individual, 

we’d first plot these two variables in two-dimensional space where each point has two co-

ordinates (these co-ordinates are known as Support Vectors). 
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Fig 6.3: Relation between height and hair length 

Now, we will find some line that splits the data between the two differently classified 

groups of data. This will be the line such that the distances from the closest point in each of the 

two groups will be farthest away. 

 

Fig 6.4: SVM 

In the example shown above, the line which splits the data into two differently classified 

groups is the black line, since the two closest points are the farthest apart from the line. This 

line is our classifier. Then, depending on where the testing data lands on either side of the line, 

that’s what class we can classify the new data as. 

5. Naive Bayes 

It is a classification technique based on Bayes’ theorem with an assumption of 

independence between predictors. In simple terms, a Naive Bayes classifier assumes that the 

presence of a particular feature in a class is unrelated to the presence of any other feature. For 

example, a fruit may be considered to be an apple if it is red, round, and about 3 inches in 

diameter. Even if these features depend on each other or upon the existence of the other 

features, a naive Bayes classifier would consider all of these properties to independently 

contribute to the probability that this fruit is an apple. 

Naive Bayesian model is easy to build and particularly useful for very large data sets. 

Along with simplicity, Naive Bayes is known to outperform even highly sophisticated 

classification methods. 
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Bayes theorem provides a way of calculating posterior probability P(c|x) from P(c), 

P(x) and P(x|c). Look at the equation below: 

 

Here, 

 P(c|x) is the posterior probability of class (target) given predictor (attribute). 

 P(c) is the prior probability of class. 

 P(x|c) is the likelihood which is the probability of predictor given class. 

 P(x) is the prior probability of predictor. 

6. KNN (K- Nearest Neighbors) 

It can be used for both classification and regression problems. However, it is more 

widely used in classification problems in the industry. K nearest neighbors is a simple 

algorithm that stores all available cases and classifies new cases by a majority vote of its k 

neighbors. The case being assigned to the class is most common amongst its K nearest 

neighbors measured by a distance function. 

These distance functions can be Euclidean, Manhattan, Minkowski and Hamming 

distance. First three functions are used for continuous function and fourth one (Hamming) for 

categorical variables. If K = 1, then the case is simply assigned to the class of its nearest 

neighbor. At times, choosing K turns out to be a challenge while performing KNN modeling. 

7. K-Means 

It is a type of unsupervised algorithm which solves the clustering problem. Its procedure 

follows a simple and easy way to classify a given data set through a certain number of clusters 

(assume k clusters). Data points inside a cluster are homogeneous and heterogeneous to peer 

groups. 

How K-means forms cluster: 

1. K-means picks k number of points for each cluster known as centroids. 

2. Each data point forms a cluster with the closest centroids i.e. k clusters. 

3. Finds the centroid of each cluster based on existing cluster members. Here we have new 

centroids. 

4. As we have new centroids, repeat step 2 and 3. Find the closest distance for each data 

point from new centroids and get associated with new k-clusters. Repeat this process 

until convergence occurs i.e. centroids does not change. 
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How to determine value of K: 

In K-means, we have clusters and each cluster has its own centroid. Sum of square of 

difference between centroid and the data points within a cluster constitutes within sum of 

square value for that cluster. Also, when the sum of square values for all the clusters are added, 

it becomes total within sum of square value for the cluster solution. 

We know that as the number of cluster increases, this value keeps on decreasing but if 

you plot the result you may see that the sum of squared distance decreases sharply up to some 

value of k, and then much more slowly after that. Here, we can find the optimum number of 

clusters. 

 

Fig 6.5: Working of K-means 

8. Random Forest 

Random Forest is a trademark term for an ensemble of decision trees. In Random 

Forest, we’ve collection of decision trees (so known as “Forest”). To classify a new object 

based on attributes, each tree gives a classification and we say the tree “votes” for that class. 

The forest chooses the classification having the most votes (over all the trees in the forest). 

Each tree is planted & grown as follows: 

1. If the number of cases in the training set is N, then sample of N cases is taken at random 

but with replacement. This sample will be the training set for growing the tree. 

2. If there are M input variables, a number m<<M is specified such that at each node, m 

variables are selected at random out of the M and the best split on these m is used to 

split the node. The value of m is held constant during the forest growing. 

3. Each tree is grown to the largest extent possible. There is no pruning. 

9. Dimensionality Reduction Algorithms 

In the last 4-5 years, there has been an exponential increase in data capturing at every 

possible stage. Corporates/ Government Agencies/ Research organizations are not only coming 

with new sources but also, they are capturing data in great detail. 

For example: E-commerce companies are capturing more details about customer like 

their demographics, web crawling history, what they like or dislike, purchase history, feedback 

and many others to give them personalized attention more than your nearest grocery 

shopkeeper. As a data scientist, the data we are offered also consist of many features, this 

sounds good for building good robust model but there is a challenge. How’d you identify highly 

significant variable(s) out 1000 or 2000? In such cases, dimensionality reduction algorithm 
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helps us along with various other algorithms like Decision Tree, Random Forest, PCA, Factor 

Analysis, identify based on correlation matrix, missing value ratio and others. 

10. Gradient Boosting Algorithms 

10.1. GBM 

GBM is a boosting algorithm used when we deal with plenty of data to make a 

prediction with high prediction power. Boosting is actually an ensemble of learning algorithms 

which combines the prediction of several base estimators in order to improve robustness over 

a single estimator. It combines multiple weak or average predictors to a build strong predictor. 

These boosting algorithms always work well in data science competitions like Kaggle, AV 

Hackathon, CrowdAnalytix. Gradient Boosting Classifier and Random Forest are two different 

boosting tree classifiers. 

10.2. XGBoost 

Another classic gradient boosting algorithm that’s known to be the decisive choice 

between winning and losing in some Kaggle competitions. 

The XGBoost has an immensely high predictive power which makes it the best choice 

for accuracy in events as it possesses both linear model and the tree learning algorithm, making 

the algorithm almost 10x faster than existing gradient booster techniques. The support includes 

various objective functions, including regression, classification and ranking. 

One of the most interesting things about the XGBoost is that it is also called a 

regularized boosting technique. This helps to reduce overfit modelling and has a massive 

support for a range of languages such as Scala, Java, R, Python, Julia and C++. XGBoost can 

also be integrated with Spark, Flink and other cloud dataflow systems with a built-in cross 

validation at each iteration of the boosting process. 

10.3. LightGBM 

LightGBM is a gradient boosting framework that uses tree-based learning algorithms. It is 

designed to be distributed and efficient with the following advantages: 

 Faster training speed and higher efficiency 

 Lower memory usage 

 Better accuracy 

 Parallel and GPU learning supported 

 Capable of handling large-scale data 

The framework is a fast and high-performance gradient boosting one based on decision tree 

algorithms, used for ranking, classification and many other machine learning tasks. It was 

developed under the Distributed Machine Learning Toolkit Project of Microsoft. 

Since the LightGBM is based on decision tree algorithms, it splits the tree leaf wise with 

the best fit whereas other boosting algorithms split the tree depth wise or level wise rather than 

leaf-wise. So, when growing on the same leaf in Light GBM, the leaf-wise algorithm can reduce 

more loss than the level-wise algorithm and hence results in much better accuracy which can 

rarely be achieved by any of the existing boosting algorithms. 
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10.4. Catboost 

CatBoost is a recently open-sourced machine learning algorithm from Yandex. It can 

easily integrate with deep learning frameworks like Google’s TensorFlow and Apple’s Core 

ML. 

The best part about CatBoost is that it does not require extensive data training like other 

ML models, and can work on a variety of data formats; not undermining how robust it can be. 

Make sure you handle missing data well before you proceed with the implementation. 

Catboost can automatically deal with categorical variables without showing the type 

conversion error, which helps you to focus on tuning your model better rather than sorting out 

trivial errors. 

6.6 LIMITATIONS 

Although machine learning has been transformative in some fields, machine-learning 

programs often fail to deliver expected results. Reasons for this are numerous: lack of (suitable) 

data, lack of access to the data, data bias, privacy problems, badly chosen tasks and algorithms, 

wrong tools and people, lack of resources, and evaluation problems. 

In 2018, a self-driving car from Uber failed to detect a pedestrian, who was killed after a 

collision. Attempts to use machine learning in healthcare with the IBM Watson system failed 

to deliver even after years of time and billions of investment. 

6.7 PROPOSED ALGORITHM: 

The proposed algorithm in our project is the K-nearest neighbors. The K nearest 

neighbor algorithm stores all the useful cases to classify the character based on the 

neighborhood in feature space. In this work, we did pixel wide square of difference and then 

found a root of the sum of those pixels. This technique is known as Euclidian distance method 

by which we can calculate the distance between two points in a coordinate system. It can be 

formulated as given by shown below:         

 

Here, D represents the distance of two points in Euclidean space. If the dimension is two, the 

distance is just between two pints (xi, yi) in xy plane space where i=1,2…, K be data points. 

We train and tested k nearest neighbor algorithm on Gaussian distribution for pattern 

recognition in solving handwritten digit recognition problems (Fig. 2). A combination of 

statistical and structural feature has been used to train the classifier and then KNN is applied 

to classify and labels digits using majority rule. The majority rule is as given by and shown 

below: 
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Where c represents the class label (CL), qi represents the CL for the ith nearest neighbor and W 

is an IF (indicator function) =1 if the argument is true and W=0 if false. But, the drawback of 

this classifier is its large memory requirements and classification and its low recognition time. 

On implementing the technique, it was found the accuracy of 0.9620 (or 96.20%). (Fig.9) 

depicts the accuracy level on different values of K when tested on Gaussian distribution when 

tested over various value of K. 

 

Fig 6.6: Working of KNN 

In KNN, we get all our points of dataset chosen. Then, whenever a new point comes in, we 

find its distance using distance formula like- Euclidean formula, Manhattan formula, 

Minkowski formula. Generally, Euclidian formula is preferred over all the other mentioned 

formulas. Let us say k chosen to be 3 (i.e. K=3). Hence, a circle has to be drawn represented 

with a blue star in Fig. 3 enclosing the nearest data points over a plane. Then, we find K nearest 

point and find majority with one kind of class. Then, the result is given in terms of that class.    

 

Fig 6.7: Selecting Nearest Data Points in KNN 

KNN can easily be mapped to our real lives. Things to consider before selecting KNN: 

 KNN is computationally expensive 

 Variables should be normalized else higher range variables can bias it 

 Works on pre-processing stage more before going for KNN like an outlier, noise 

removal.  
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Below is the list of few of the reasons to choose K-NN machine learning algorithm: 

 K-NN is pretty intuitive and simple:  

K-NN algorithm is very simple to understand and equally easy to implement. 

To classify the new data point K-NN algorithm reads through whole dataset to find out 

K nearest neighbors. 

 

 K-NN has no assumptions:  

K-NN is a non-parametric algorithm which means there are assumptions to be 

met to implement K-NN. Parametric models like linear regression has lots of 

assumptions to be met by data before it can be implemented which is not the case with 

K-NN. 

 

 No Training Step:  

K-NN does not explicitly build any model, it simply tags the new data entry-

based learning from historical data. New data entry would be tagged with majority class 

in the nearest neighbor. 

 

 It constantly evolves:  

Given it’s an instance-based learning; k-NN is a memory-based approach. The 

classifier immediately adapts as we collect new training data. It allows the algorithm to 

respond quickly to changes in the input during real-time use. 

 

 Very easy to implement for multi-class problem:  

Most of the classifier algorithms are easy to implement for binary problems and 

needs effort to implement for multi class whereas K-NN adjust to multi class without 

any extra efforts. 

 

 Can be used both for Classification and Regression:  

One of the biggest advantages of K-NN is that K-NN can be used both for 

classification and regression problems. 

Even though K-NN has several advantages but there are certain very important disadvantages 

or constraints of K-NN. Below are listed few cons of K-NN. 

 K-NN might be very easy to implement but as dataset grows efficiency or speed of 

algorithm declines very fast. 

 KNN works well with small number of input variables but as the numbers of variables 

grow K-NN algorithm struggles to predict the output of new data point. 

 If you decide to build k-NN using a common distance, like Euclidean or Manhattan 

distances, it is completely necessary that features have the same scale, since absolute 

differences in features weight the same, i.e., a given distance in feature 1 must means 

the same for feature 2. 

 One of the biggest issues with K-NN is to choose the optimal number of neighbors to 

be consider while classifying the new data entry. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 
7.1 MATLAB INTRODUCTION 

                        MATLAB is a high-performance language for technical computing. It 

integrates computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-to-use environment where 

problems and solutions are expressed in familiar mathematical notation. Typical uses include: 

 Math and computation 

 Algorithm development 

 Modelling, simulation, and prototyping 

 Data analysis, exploration, and visualization 

 Scientific and engineering graphics 

 Application development, including graphical user interface building 

                  MATLAB is an interactive system whose basic data element is an array that does 

not require dimensioning. This allows you to solve many technical computing problems, 

especially those with matrix and vector formulations, in a fraction of the time it would take to 

write a program in a scalar non interactive language such as C or FORTRAN. 

The name MATLAB stands for matrix laboratory. MATLAB was originally written to 

provide easy access to matrix software developed by the LINPACK and EISPACK projects. 

Today, MATLAB uses software developed by the LAPACK and ARPACK projects, which 

together represent the state-of-the-art in software for matrix computation. 

            MATLAB has evolved over a period of years with input from many users. In university 

environments, it is the standard instructional tool for introductory and advanced courses in 

mathematics, engineering, and science. In industry, MATLAB is the tool of choice for high-

productivity research, development, and analysis. 

             MATLAB features a family of application-specific solutions called toolboxes. Very 

important to most users of MATLAB, toolboxes allow you to learn and apply specialized 

technology. Toolboxes are comprehensive collections of MATLAB functions (M-files) that 

extend the MATLAB environment to solve particular classes of problems. Areas in which 

toolboxes are available include signal processing, control systems, neural networks, fuzzy 

logic, wavelets, simulation, and many others. 
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7.2 The MATLAB System 

The MATLAB system consists of five main parts: 

 Development Environment   

This is the set of tools and facilities that help you use MATLAB functions and files. 

Many of these tools are graphical user interfaces. It includes the MATLAB desktop and 

Command Window, a command history, and browsers for viewing help, the workspace, 

files, and the search path. 

 The MATLAB Mathematical Function Library    

This is a vast collection of computational algorithms ranging from elementary functions 

like sum, sine, cosine, and complex arithmetic, to more sophisticated functions like 

matrix inverse, matrix eigen values, Bessel functions, and fast Fourier transforms. 

 The MATLAB Language   

This is a high-level matrix/array language with control flow statements, functions, data 

structures, input/output, and object-oriented programming features. It allows both 

"programming in the small" to rapidly create quick and dirty throw-away programs, 

and "programming in the large" to create complete large and complex application 

programs. 

 Handle Graphics 

This is the MATLAB graphics system. It includes high-level commands for two-

dimensional and three-dimensional data visualization, image processing, animation, 

and presentation graphics. It also includes low-level commands that allow you to fully 

customize the appearance of graphics as well as to build complete graphical user 

interfaces on your MATLAB applications. 

 The MATLAB Application Program Interface (API)  

This is a library that allows you to write C and FORTRAN programs that interact with 

MATLAB. It includes facilities for calling routines from MATLAB (dynamic linking), 

calling MATLAB as a computational engine, and for reading and writing MAT-files. 

7.3 Development Environment 

 When you start MATLAB, the MATLAB desktop appears, containing tools (graphical 

user interfaces) for managing files, variables, and applications associated with MATLAB. 

  The first time MATLAB starts, the desktop appears as shown in the following 

illustration, although your Launch Pad may contain different entries. 
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You can change the way your desktop looks by opening, closing, moving, and resizing 

the tools in it. You can also move tools outside of the desktop or return them back inside the 

desktop (docking). All the desktop tools provide common features such as context menus and 

keyboard shortcuts. 

You can specify certain characteristics for the desktop tools by selecting Preferences 

from the File menu. For example, you can specify the font characteristics for Command 

Window text. For more information, click the Help button in the Preferences dialog box. 

7.4 Desktop Tools 

  This section provides an introduction to MATLAB's desktop tools. You can also use 

MATLAB functions to perform most of the features found in the desktop tools. The tools are: 

 Command Window 

Use the Command Window to enter variables and run functions and M-files. 

 Command History 

Lines you enter in the Command Window are logged in the Command History window. 

In the Command History, you can view previously used functions, and copy and 

execute selected lines. To save the input and output from a MATLAB session to a file, 

use the diary function. 

 Help Browser 

Use the Help browser to search and view documentation for all your Math Works 

products. The Help browser is a Web browser integrated into the MATLAB desktop 

that displays HTML documents. 

To open the Help browser, click the help button in the toolbar, or type help browser in 

the Command Window. The Help browser consists of two panes, the Help Navigator, 

which you use to find information, and the display pane, where you view the 

information.  

 Workspace Browser 

The MATLAB workspace consists of the set of variables (named arrays) built up during 

a MATLAB session and stored in memory. You add variables to the workspace by 

using functions, running M-files, and loading saved workspaces.  

To view the workspace and information about each variable, use the Workspace 

browser, or use the functions who and who’s. 
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To delete variables from the workspace, select the variable and select Delete from the 

Edit menu. Alternatively, use the clear function. 

7.5 Editor/Debugger 

Use the Editor/Debugger to create and debug M-files, which are programs you write to 

run MATLAB functions. The Editor/Debugger provides a graphical user interface for basic 

text editing, as well as for M-file debugging. 
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CHAPTER 8 

RESULT 

 

8.1 RESULT: 

 

 

Fig 8.1: Image Retrieval results on the basis of search by query image. 
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8.2 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE OF WORK: 

The area of content-based image retrieval is a hybrid research area that requires knowledge of 

both computer vision and of database systems. The application of information theory to image 

interpretation and CBIR poses many questions for further exploration. The technology is 

exciting but immature, and few operational image archives have yet shown any serious interest 

in adoption. The field appears to be generating interesting and valid results, even though it has 

so far led to few commercial applications. Agencies concerned with technology transfer or 

dissemination of best practice in fields which could potentially benefit from CBIR (including 

management of image collections and drawing archives, electronic publishing and multimedia 

content creation) should consider sponsoring programs to raise awareness of CBIR technology 

among leading practitioners in these fields. 

 

8.3 APPLICATIONS: 

A wide range of possible applications for CBIR technology has been identified. Some of these 

are listed below:  

 Criminal investigations: automatic face recognition systems, copyright violation on the 

Internet. 

 Shapes recognition: identification of parts, defect and fault inspection in industrial 

automation. 

 Medical diagnosis: Tumors detection, medical imaging measurement of internal 

organs. 

 Journalism and advertising. 

 Remote sensing: geographical information systems, weather forecast, monitoring of 

satellite images.  

 Fashion, graphic design, advertising. 

 Trademark databases. 

 Architectural and engineering design. 

 Art galleries, museums, archaeology. 

 Image search on the Internet. 

 Cartography: map making from photographs, synthesis of weather maps. 

 Digital Forensics: finger print matching and analysis of security systems crime 

detection. 

 Radar engineering: detection and identification of targets, guidance of aircraft and 

missiles. 

 Robotics: motion control through visual feedback, recognition of objects in a scene.   
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

(PSOs) AND PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

Classification 

 of  

Project 

 

Application Product Research Review 

    

         YES 

 

Project Outcomes 

Outcome 1: It provides accurate image retrieving. 

Outcome 2: Comparative analysis and graph. 

Outcome 3: It provides Better efficiency 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

            modern tools.  

 

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering    

            to design, develop, analyse and test systems containing hardware and software     

            components taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural,    

            ethical and economical considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 

problems. 

 

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyse complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of 

mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering sciences.  

 

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems 

and design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with 

appropriate consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and 

environmental considerations. 

 

4.  Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and 

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, 

and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions. 

 

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and 

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modelling to complex 

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations.  
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6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to 

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent 

responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice.  

 

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 

solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, 

and need for sustainable development.  

 

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities 

and norms of the engineering practice.  

 

9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or 

leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

 

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend 

and write effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and 

give and receive clear instructions.  

 

11.  Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 

engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a 

member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary 

environments.  

 

12.  Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological 

change.  

 

Mapping Table 

Project 

Outcomes 

Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO

1 

PO

2 
PO

3 
PO

4 
PO

5 
PO

6 
PO

7 
PO

8 
PO

9 
PO

10 
PO

11 
PO

12 
PSO

1 

PSO

2 

Outcome 1 2  3  3   3    3 3 3 

Outcome 2 3 3       3  3  3 3 

Outcome 3     2       2 2 3 

 

      1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped    3-Substantially (High) mapped 
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ABSTRACT 

A common goal of the engineering field of signal processing is to reconstruct a signal 

from a series of sampling measurements. In general, this task is impossible because there is 

no way to reconstruct a signal during the times that the signal is not measured. Nevertheless, 

with prior knowledge or assumptions about the signal, it turns out to be possible to perfectly 

reconstruct a signal from a series of measurements acquiring this series of measurements is 

called sampling. Compressed sensing  is also known as compressive sensing, compressive 

sampling, or sparse sampling is a signal processing technique for efficiently acquiring and 

reconstructing a signal, by finding solutions to underdetermined linear systems. This is based 

on the principle that, through optimization, the sparsity of a signal can be exploited to recover 

it from far fewer samples than required by the Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem. There are 

two conditions under which recovery is possible. The first one is sparsity which requires the 

signal to be sparse in some domain. The second one is incoherence which is applied through 

the isometric property which is sufficient for sparse signals. In the proposed project a signal 

will be under sampled and reconstructed using the concept of compressed sensing and 

simulated using MATLAB. 
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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The traditional approach of reconstructing signals or images from measured data follows 

the well-known Shannon sampling theorem, which states that the sampling rate must be twice 

the highest frequency. Similarly, the fundamental theorem of linear algebra suggests that the 

number of collected samples (measurements) of a discrete finite-dimensional signal should be 

at least as large as its length (its dimension) in order to ensure reconstruction. This principle 

underlies most devices of current technology, such as analog to digital conversion and 

medical imaging. The novel theory of compressive sensing provides a fundamentally new 

approach to data acquisition which overcomes this common wisdom. It predicts that certain 

signals or images can be recovered from what was previously believed to be highly 

incomplete measurements (information). 

 

1.2 AIM OF THE PROJECT 

Compressive Sensing (CS) is a new sensing modality, which compresses the signal being 

acquired at the time of sensing. Signals can have sparse or compressible representation either 

in original domain or in some transform domain. Relying on the sparsity of the signals, CS 

allows us to sample the signal at a rate much below the Nyquist sampling rate. Also, the 

varied reconstruction algorithms of CS can faithfully reconstruct the original signal back 

from fewer compressive measurements. This fact has stimulated research interest toward the 

use of CS in several fields, such as magnetic resonance imaging, high-speed video acquisition 

and ultra wideband communication.  

1.3 METHODOLOGY 

In order to sample and again reconstruct the signal, we are using the compressive sensing 

for generation of compressed signal and a reconstruction can be done below the Nyquist rate 

by using an algorithm known as Basis pursuit. This can be possible if the signal can be 

represented as sparse signal in one of the transformed domain. Compressive sensing 

technique is possible only if the signal satisfies two conditions. They are sparsity and 

incoherence. 
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1.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS WORK 

In the big data era, in order to control the cost, complexity and bandwidth of collecting 

and processing high dimensional data systems, it is critical to exploit models that encapsulate 

prior information regarding the signals of interest. Indeed there exist a wide variety of 

techniques for data reduction using low dimensional models to reduce the burden of 

processing. The field of compressive sensing has been motivated by the goal of reducing 

sensing costs, for general sensing missions. 

Applications of compressive sensing are photography, holography, facial recognition, 

Magnetic resonance imaging, Network tomography, Short wave infrared cameras, Aperture 

synthesis in radio astronomy and Transmission electron microscopy. 

1.5 OUTLINE 

Chapter1 deals with introduction of the project. Chapter 2 deals drafts about sampling. 

Chapter 3 gives the Fourier transform. Chapter 4 describes the compressive sensing 

technique. Chapter 5 explains the software implementation. Chapter 6 shows the result of the 

project. Chapter 7 talks about conclusion, future scope and references. 

1.6 CONCLUSION 

Introduction of CS has revolutionized many areas in signal processing, where there 

were limited scopes. Some of the major contributions are faster MRI, high quality image and 

video acquisition using single pixel camera, acquisition of UWB signals while drastically 

reducing the power consumption, etc. CS acquisition approach may vary from signal to 

signal. Similarly, the reconstruction approach to be used is also highly signal dependent, 

which may further needs to be modified to suit a particular situation. It will be highly 

beneficial to have a universal CS acquisition and reconstruction strategy. A review of major 

application areas where CS is currently being utilized has also been presented. 
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CHAPTER-2 

SAMPLING 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Why sampling is required? 

The signals we use in the real world, such as our voices, are called "analog" signals.  

To process these signals in computers, we need to convert the signals to "digital" form.  

While an analog signal is continuous in both time and amplitude, a digital signal is discrete in 

both time and amplitude.  To convert a signal from continuous time to discrete time, a 

process called sampling is used.  The value of the signal is measured at certain intervals in 

time. Each measurement is referred to as a sample. Sampling is defined as, “The process of 

measuring the instantaneous values of continuous-time signal in a discrete form.” 

2.1.1 Sample 

Sample is a piece of data taken from the whole data which is continuous in the time 

domain. When a source generates an analog signal and if that has to be digitized, 

having 1s and 0s i.e., High or Low, the signal has to be discretized in time. This discretization 

of analog signal is called as Sampling. 

2.1.2 Sampling Rate 

To discretize the signals, the gap between the samples should be fixed. That gap can 

be termed as a sampling period Ts. 

Sampling Frequency=  
1

𝑡𝑠
= fs.                — (1). 

Where, 

 Ts is the sampling time 

 fs is the sampling frequency or the sampling rate 

 

2.1.3 Sampling frequency 

Sampling frequency is the reciprocal of the sampling period. This sampling 

frequency can be simply called as sampling rate. The sampling rate denotes the number of 

samples taken per second, or for a finite set of values. 
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 For an analog signal to be reconstructed from the digitized signal, the sampling rate 

should be highly considered. The rate of sampling should be such that the data in the 

message signal should neither be lost nor it should get over-lapped. Hence, a rate was fixed 

for this, called as Nyquist rate. 

                                 

Fig 2.1: sinusoidal signal and its sampled representation 

2.2 Block diagram of sampling 

 Figure 2.2 shows the block diagram of sampling. 

 

Fig 2.2: Block diagram of sampling 

2.3 Analog to digital converter 

An analog signal can be used to measure changes in some physical phenomena such 

as light, sound, pressure, or temperature. For instance, an analog microphone can convert 

sound waves into an analog signal. Even in digital devices, there is typically some analog 

component that is used to take in information from the external world, which will then get 

translated into digital form (using an analog-to-digital converter). 

Analog-to-Digital converters (ADC) translate analog signals, real world signals like 

temperature, pressure, voltage, current, distance, or light intensity, into a digital 

representation of that signal. This digital representation can then be processed, manipulated, 

computed, transmitted or stored. 
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An ADC samples an analog waveform at uniform time intervals and assigns a digital 

value to each sample. The digital value appears on the converter’s output in a binary coded 

format. The value is obtained by dividing the sampled analog input voltage by the reference 

voltage and then multiplying by the number of digital codes. The resolution of converter is 

set by the number of binary bits in the output code. 

The sampling process represents a continuous time domain signal with values 

measured at discrete and uniform time intervals. This process determines the maximum 

bandwidth of the sampled signal in accordance with the Nyquist Theory. This theory states 

that the signal frequency must be less than or equal to one half the sampling frequency to 

prevent aliasing.  

With the introduction of the concept of signal sampling, which produces a discrete 

time signal by selecting the values of the continuous time signal at evenly spaced points in 

time? 

2.4 Block diagram of ADC 

Mainly there are two steps for the analog to digital conversion. They are: 

1. S/H: Sampling and holding 

2. Q/E: Quantizing and Encoding 

The ADC process is shown in figure 2.3 

 

Fig 2.3: Block diagram of ADC 

2.4.1 Sampling and Holding 

An analog signal continuously changes with time, in order to measure the signal we 

have to keep it steady for a short duration so that it can be sampled. We could measure the 

signal repeatedly and very fast, and then find out the right time scale or could measure the 
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signal at different timings and then average it. Or preferably we can hold the signal for a 

specific duration and then digitize the signal and sample the value. This is done by a sample 

and hold circuit. For, at least the time required for digitization, it keeps the value stable. 

Figure 2.4 shows the circuit for sampling and holding of a signal. 

 

Fig 2.4: sample and hold circuit 

Initially switch is in open condition if sampling of signal is required, then close the 

switch momentarily. 

2.4.2 Quantizing and Encoding 

On the output of (S/H), a certain voltage level is present. We assign a numerical value 

to it. The nearest value, in correspondence with the amplitude of sampling and holding signal, 

is searched. And this value cannot be just any value; it should be from a limited set of 2 

possible values. It depends on the range of the quantizer and the range in given in a power of 

2 i.e., 2n (28 = 256, 210=1024 etc). 

After identifying the closest value, a numerical value is assigned to it and it is 

encoded in the form of a binary number. The binary encoded numbers generated by quantizer 

are represented by ‘n’ bits. The resolution of an ADC can also be denoted by ‘n’ bit. The 

figure 2.5 shows the whole conversion process: 
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Fig 2.5: operation of ADC 

The values achieved after the quantization and encoding process cannot be said to be 

thoroughly accurate. These are only the approximations of the real world values. The 

accuracy of the quantizer highly depends on the resolution of the qunatizer, greater the 

resolution, more accurate the values will be. The ADC resolution is limited by a number of 

constraints, out of which, time is a major issue. If the set of possible values, from which the 

closest value is to be searched, is greater, then it will surely take more time. But to accelerate 

this process, more techniques have been developed. 

2.5 Nyquist Rate 

Suppose that a signal is band-limited with no frequency components higher 

than W Hertz. That means, W is the highest frequency. For such a signal, for effective 

reproduction of the original signal, the sampling rate should be twice the highest frequency. 

fS = 2W       — (2). 

 fS is the sampling rate 

 W is the highest frequency 

This rate of sampling is called as Nyquist rate. 

A theorem called, Sampling Theorem, was stated on the theory of this Nyquist rate. 
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2.6 Nyquist sampling Theorem 

Nyquist’s theorem states that an analog signal waveform can be converted into digital 

by sampling the analog signal at equal time intervals. 

A continuous time signal can be represented in its samples and can be recovered back 

when sampling frequency fs is greater than or equal to the twice the highest frequency 

component of message signal. i. e. 

fs≥2fm.     — (3). 

To understand this sampling theorem, let us consider a band-limited signal, i.e., a 

signal whose value is non-zero between some –W and W Hertz. Such a signal is represented 

as x(f)=0for|f|>W  

For the continuous-time signal x(t), the band-limited signal in frequency domain, can 

be represented as shown in the following figure 2.6. 

 

Fig 2.6: Baseband signal 

We need a sampling frequency, a frequency at which there should be no loss of 

information, even after sampling. For this, we have the Nyquist rate that the sampling 

frequency should be two times the maximum frequency. It is the critical rate of sampling. 

If the signal x(t) is sampled above the Nyquist rate, the original signal can be 

recovered and if it is sampled below the Nyquist rate, the signal cannot be recovered.  If the 

sampling rate is equal to twice the highest frequency (2W), the information is replaced 

without any loss. It is also called a good sampling rate or perfect sampling. Figure 2.7 shows 

the sampling of a signal at different sampling rates. 
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Fig 2.7: sampling with different sampling frequencies 

2.6.1 Over Sampling 

In signal processing, oversampling is the process of sampling a signal at a sampling 

frequency significantly higher than the Nyquist rate. Theoretically, a bandwidth-limited 

signal can be perfectly reconstructed if sampled at the Nyquist rate or above it. The Nyquist 

rate is defined as twice the highest frequency component in the signal. Oversampling is 

capable of improving resolution. A signal is said to be oversampled by a factor of N if it is 

sampled at N times the Nyquist rate. 

In practice, oversampling is implemented in order to reduce cost and improve 

performance of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) or digital-to-analog converter (DAC). 

When oversampling by a factor of N, the dynamic range also increases a factor of N because 

there are N times as many possible values for the sum. However, the signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) increases by √𝑁 , because summing up uncorrelated noise increases its 

amplitude by √𝑁, while summing up a coherent signal increases its average by N. As a result, 

the SNR increases by √𝑁. 

2.6.2 Under sampling 

In signal processing, under sampling or band pass sampling is a technique where 

one samples a band pass-filtered signal at a sample rate below its Nyquist rate (twice the 

upper cut-off frequency). When one under samples a band pass signal, the samples are 
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indistinguishable from the samples of a low-frequency alias of the high-frequency signal. 

Such sampling is also known as bandpass sampling, harmonic sampling, IF sampling, and 

direct IF-to-digital conversion.  

When undersampling a real-world signal, the sampling circuit must be fast enough to 

capture the highest signal frequency of interest. Theoretically, each sample should be taken 

during an infinitesimally short interval, but this is not practically feasible. Instead, the 

sampling of the signal should be made in a short enough interval that it can represent the 

instantaneous value of the signal with the highest frequency. 

If we want to reconstruct the signal when it is sampled with less than Nyquist rate 

then aliasing effect occurs. 

2.7 Aliasing Effect 

In signal processing and related disciplines, aliasing is an effect that causes different 

signals to become indistinguishable (or aliases of one another) when sampled. It also refers to 

the distortion those results when the signal reconstructed from samples is different from the 

original continuous signal. Aliasing is generally avoided by applying low pass filters or anti-

aliasing filters to the input signal before sampling. Suitable reconstruction filters should then 

be used when restoring the sampled signal to the continuous domain. 

Some essential terms to know when talking about aliasing: 

 Sampling frequency (Hz): The number of samples per second being acquired of an 

incoming frequency. The sampling frequency is two times the bandwidth. 

 Bandwidth (Hz): The frequencies range over which measurements will be taken. 

Bandwidth is defined as half of the sampling frequency. 

 Span (Hz): The frequency range over which measurements will be taken and not be 

affected by the anti-aliasing low-pass filters (i.e. the alias-free region of the 

bandwidth). The span is 80% of the bandwidth. 

 Nyquist rate (Hz): Minimum frequency at which a signal can be sampled without 

introducing frequency errors. The Nyquist rate is twice the highest frequency of 

interest in the sample. 

  To properly sample all the desired frequency content of an incoming signal, and 

thereby avoid aliasing, one must sample at (or above) the Nyquist rate. In data acquisition, 
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the sampling frequency is twice as high as the specified bandwidth. So, all frequency content 

below the specified bandwidth will be sampled at a rate sufficient to accurately capture the 

frequency content. However, if the incoming signal contains frequency content above the 

specified bandwidth, the sampling frequency (2x bandwidth) will violate the Nyquist theorem 

for this higher frequency content. 

Aliasing is an effect that causes different signals to become indistinguishable from 

each other during sampling. Aliasing is characterized by the altering of output compared to 

the original signal because resampling or interpolation resulted in a lower resolution in 

signals, a slower frame rate in terms of video or a lower wave resolution in audio. Anti-

aliasing filters can be used to correct this problem. 

2.8 Anti aliasing filters 

 
Most of signals are not band limited; they must be made so by low pass filtering 

before sampling. In order to sample a signal at desired rate fs and satisfy the conditions of the 

sampling theorem, the signal must be profiteered by a low pass analog filter, known as an 

anti-aliasing pre-filter. The cutoff frequency of the pre-filter, fmax, must be taken to be at 

most equal to the Nyquist frequency fs/2, that is, fmax ≤ fs/2. The output of the analog 

prefilter will then be band limited to maximum frequency fmax and may be sampled properly 

at the desired rate fs. The spectrum replication caused by the sampling process can also be 

seen in Figure 2.8. 

 

 
Fig 2.8: Anti aliasing filter 

It should be emphasized that the rate fs must be chosen to be high enough so that, after 

the prefiltering operation, the surviving signal spectrum within the Nyquist interval [−fs/2, 

fs/2] contains all the significant frequency components for the application at hand. 
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2.9 Advantages and disadvantages of sampling 

2.9.1 Advantages of Sampling 

 In order to store signals in computer, analog signal is converted to digital signal. For 

this conversion sampling plays a major role. 

 If the sampling is oversampling i.e., sampling is above the nyquist rate then 

reconstruction of signal from samples is quite possible and easy. 

 Applied for any type of signals 

2.9.2 Disadvantages of sampling 

 Too many samples are obtained if sampling is done by following nyquist sampling. 

 If sampling is under sampling then aliasing effect occurs. Then reconstruction of 

signal does not give original signal. 

 Power consumption requirement is high for transmission of signals. 

2.10 Applications of sampling 

The multiple sampling rate technology in modern communication has the wide 

application of various forms: such as A/D conversion, digital communications, audio and 

video signal processing and radar signal processing, etc.  

(1)The application of the A/D 

  The sampling rate processing technology is widely used in high-speed ADC. Σ ⁃ Δ 

ADC of high speed signal sampling, expressed in the difference in value between adjacent 

samples values. High sampling extends the signal to noise to wide frequency band, via 

multiple sampling filter reduce the sampling rate and the out-of-band noise filtering and then 

the signal-to-noise ratio can be improved. Time mixed type ADC with multiple low-speed 

ADC parallel signals such as alternating between sampling to realize high-speed analog-to-

digital conversion. The time is not accurate matching of ADC will affect the precision of 

sampling. Before the A/D with multi-channel QMF signals can be divided into several sub-

band, sampling error of each sub-band non-interference, comprehensive and sampling in the 
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digital domain signal eliminate mismatch between the wavelet coefficients. Multiple 

sampling rate signal processing can make up for a lack of existing ADC performance. 

(2)The application of digital communication 

  Multiple sampling rate signal processing is widely used in the communication system: 

interpolation filter, timing, synchronization, etc. Before the D/A need to increase the 

sampling rate signal; Demodulation of the ADC to high-speed analog signal sampling, the 

over-sampling ratio is very big, need to reduce the sampling rate to save overhead. Modern 

timing recovery in the digital domain, calculate the matched filtering data timing error control 

after re-sampling filter to calculate the best sampling points, the high precision, simple 

implementation, has been widely used in modern digital receiver. Decomposition/synthesis 

filter bank can realize TDMA, CDMA and FDMA. Orthogonal frequency division 

multiplexing (OFDM), discrete multi-tone (DMT) modulation are available such as M 

channel filter bank.  

(3)The application of the audio and video 

  Filter group theory is used for audio and video compression, coding and recognition. 

After QMF originally is used for voice compression, and gradually used in image and video 

compression. Multi-channel filter pair group according to the amount of information coding, 

abandon sub-band without information of information compression. Through interpolation 

and superposition of each sub-band can be undistorted signal reconstruction. 

Multidimensional sampling rate signal processing can be more direct image, video and other 

multidimensional signal processing.  

(4) The application of the radar signal processing 

  Modern radar receiver for more and more wide input broadband, more and more high 

sensitivity and resolution, the digital information processing technology and the signal 

processing ability, by the high quality of radar signal reception task. In radar signal 

environment, the receiver of the signal frequency band, clutter or some other interference 

signal frequency also received by receiver. So the radar receiver in order to detect the tiny 

signal, keep low false alarm probability, which requires the receiver must have a relatively 

large dynamic range, to keep normal work. Using sampling technology transform radar signal 

at the receiving end of cycle stationary signal, in addition, after dealing with the sample, the 

receiver to receive the amount of information will increase, so from the radar signal can 
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obtain more valuable information. In addition, the cycle stationary signal processing and 

radar signal inhibition of multiplicative noise and additive noise, so after sampling technique 

to collect more practical radar signal. 
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CHAPTER-3 

FOURIER TRANSFORM 

3.1 Introduction 

The Fourier transform is a mathematical function that decomposes a waveform, which 

is a function of time, into the frequencies that make it up. The result produced by the Fourier 

transform is a complex valued function of frequency. The absolute value of the Fourier 

transform represents the frequency value present in the original function and its complex 

argument represents the phase offset of the basic sinusoidal in that frequency. 

The Fourier transform is also called a generalization of the Fourier series. This term 

can also be applied to both the frequency domain representation and the mathematical 

function used. The Fourier transform helps in extending the Fourier series to non-periodic 

functions, which allows viewing any function as a sum of simple sinusoids. 

The Fourier transform of a function f(x) is given by: 

            — (4). 

Where F(k) can be obtained using inverse Fourier transform. 

There are multiple Fourier methods that are used in signal processing. The most 

common are the Fourier transform, the discrete-time Fourier transform, the discrete Fourier 

transform, and the short-time Fourier transform.  Fourier methods are used for two primary 

purposes: mathematical analysis of problems and numerical analysis of data.  The Fourier 

transform and discrete-time Fourier transform are mathematical analysis tools and cannot be 

evaluated exactly in a computer.  The Fourier transform is used to analyze problems 

involving continuous-time signals or mixtures of continuous- and discrete-time signals.  The 

discrete-time Fourier transform is used to analyze problems involving discrete-time signals or 

systems.  In contrast, the discrete Fourier transform is the computational workhorse of signal 

processing.  It is used solely for numerical analysis of data.  Lastly, the short-time Fourier 

transform is a variation of the discrete Fourier transform that is used for numerical analysis of 

data whose frequency content changes with time. 
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The fourier transform is extensively used in the field of signal processing. In fact, the 

Fourier transform is probably the most important tool for analyzing signals in that entire 

field. 

A signal is any waveform (function of time). This could be anything in the real world 

– an electromagnetic wave, the voltage across a resistor versus time, the air pressure variance 

due to speech (i.e., a sound wave). Signal processing is the act of processing a signal to 

obtain more useful information, or to make the signal more useful. 

Suppose that we are listening to a recording, and there is a low-pitched hum in the 

background. By applying a low –frequency filter, we can eliminate the hum. Or suppose you 

have a digital photograph, and it is very noisy (i.e., there are random specs of light 

everywhere). We can use signal processing and fourier transforms to filter out this 

undesirable “noise”. 

3.2 LTI System and its Fourier transform 

Linear time invariant system is also called as linear shift invariant system (LSI). 

Block diagram of LTI system is shown in figure 3.1. 

 

Fig 3.1: Block diagram of LTI system 

3.2.1 Linearity 

An LTI system must be linear. To define this, suppose an input signal x1(t) produces 

an output y1(t), and another signal x2(t)  produces the output y2(t). Then the system is linear if 

the sum of the two input signals produces the sum of the two output signals. That is, if 

x1(t)+x2(t) is the input signal, the output must be y1(t)+y2(t). This must be true for every 

possible input signal. 
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3.2.2 Time (Shift) Invariance 

  An LTI system must be time-invariant. Suppose a signal x(t) applied to the system 

produces an output y(t). Then the delayed version of the signal, x(t-c) (where c is some real 

number), must give an output equal to y(t-c). Loosely speaking, this means the system doesn't 

care when the input is applied, the result is always the same. 

These two requirements define LTI systems. They are not very restrictive, so LTI 

system theory is very general (although definitely not every system is linear and shift-

invariant). 

  The fundamental way to describe the response of an LTI system is via the impulse 

response. That is, we use the impulse function as the input signal and view the corresponding 

output signal, known as the impulse response. The Fourier Transform of the impulse is a 

constant with respect to frequency. This means that if the input is an impulse function in time, 

we are essentially sending equal energy at all frequencies. That is, in the frequency domain, 

the energy density is the same at every frequency. 

As a result, when we view the Fourier Transform of the output, we now know how the 

system reacts to every possible frequency. The reason for this goes back to the linearity of the 

Fourier Transform the impulse in time can be thought of as an infinite sum of sinusoids at 

every possible frequency. The output result then is the sum of the responses to each 

frequency. 

  Figure 3.2 represents the time-domain view of the LTI system. That is, an impulse is 

used as the input signal, i(t), and the output signal h(t) is observed: 

 

 

Fig 3.2: Time domain view of impulse  
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Equivalently, we can view the above signals and system in the frequency domain. By 

taking the Fourier Transforms of the input and output signals, we see that a constant input 

signal [I(f)=1] gives rise to the output H(f), which is the frequency response, in Figure 3.3. 

 

Note that H(f) of Figure 3.3 is in general a complex number. If he impulse response of 

a system is written as h(t), then the Fourier Transform of the impulse response is H(f), and is 

also known as the Transfer Function. This Transfer Function describes what the system does 

to every frequency (i.e. the amplitude and phase changes).     

3.3 Discrete time Fourier transform (DTFT) 

The Discrete Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) is the member of the Fourier transform 

family that operates on aperiodic, discrete signals. The best way to understand the DTFT is 

how it relates to the DFT. Imagine that we acquire an N sample signal, and want to find its 

frequency spectrum. By using the DFT, the signal can be decomposed into sine and cosine 

waves, with frequencies equally spaced between zero and one-half of the sampling rate. 

Padding the time domain signal with zeros makes the period of the time domain longer, as 

well as making the spacing between samples in the frequency domain narrower. 

As N approaches infinity, the time domain becomes aperiodic, and the frequency domain 

becomes a continuous signal. This is the DTFT, the Fourier transform that relates 

an aperiodic, discrete signal, with a periodic, continuous frequency spectrum. 

Analysis equation is given by: 

           

 

-- (5) 
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synthesis equation is given as: 

   

First, the time domain signal, x[n], is still discrete, and therefore is represented 

by brackets. In comparison, the frequency domain signals, ReX(ω) & ImX(ω), are 

continuous, and are thus written with parentheses. Since the frequency domain is continuous, 

the synthesis equation must be written as an integral, rather than a summation. 

3.4 Discrete Fourier transforms (DFT) 

 The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) converts a finite sequence of equally-

spaced samples of a function into a same-length sequence of equally-spaced samples of 

the discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT), which is a complex-valued function of 

frequency. The interval at which the DTFT is sampled is the reciprocal of the duration of the 

input sequence. An inverse DFT is a Fourier series, using the DTFT samples as coefficients 

of complex sinusoids at the corresponding DTFT frequencies. It has the same sample-values 

as the original input sequence. The DFT is therefore said to be a frequency 

domain representation of the original input sequence. If the original sequence spans all the 

non-zero values of a function, its DTFT is continuous (and periodic), and the DFT provides 

discrete samples of one cycle. If the original sequence is one cycle of a periodic function, the 

DFT provides all the non-zero values of one DTFT cycle. 

 The DFT is the most important discrete transform, used to perform Fourier analysis in 

many practical applications.[1] In digital signal processing, the function is any quantity 

or signal that varies over time, such as the pressure of a sound wave, a radio signal, or 

daily temperature readings, sampled over a finite time interval (often defined by a window 

function). In image processing, the samples can be the values of pixels along a row or column 

of a raster image. The DFT is also used to efficiently solve partial differential equations, and 

to perform other operations such as convolutions or multiplying large integers. 

 As the name implies, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is purely discrete i.e., 

discrete-time data sets are converted into a discrete-frequency representation. This is in 

contrast to the DTFT that uses discrete time, but converts to continuous frequency. Since the 

--(6) 
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resulting frequency information is discrete in nature, it is very common for computers to use 

DFT (Discrete fourier Transform) calculations when frequency information is needed. 

 Using a series of mathematical tricks and generalizations, there is an algorithm for 

computing the DFT that is very fast on modern computers. This algorithm is known as 

the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), and produces the same results as the normal DFT, in a 

fraction of the computational time as ordinary DFT calculations 

 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is a fundamental transform in digital signal 

processing with applications in frequency analysis, signal processing etc. DFT is the 

transformation of the discrete signal taking in time domain into its discrete frequency domain 

representation. The periodicity and symmetry properties of DFT are useful for compression.  

 

The nth DFT coefficient of length N sequence x(n) is defined as follows: 

 

X(k)= ∑ 𝑥(𝑛)𝑁−1
𝑛=0  e

-2πink/N    ;      k=0,1……,N-1      — (7). 

 

and its inverse transform (IDFT) as 

 

x(n)=(1/N)∑ 𝑋(𝑘)𝑁−1
𝑘=0 e-2πink/N;    n=0,1…….,N-1.       — (8). 

The number of complex multiplications and additions to compute DFT is N2and N(N-1) 

respectively. 

3.5 Fast Fourier transform (FFT) 

FFTs were first discussed by Cooley and Tukey (1965).Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

is the variation of Fourier transform in which the computing complexity is largely reduced. 

FFT is a mathematical technique for transforming a time domain digital signal into a 

frequency domain representation of the relative amplitude of different regions in the signal. 

 The DFT is obtained by decomposing a sequence of values into components of 

different frequencies. This operation is useful in many fields, but computing it directly from 

the definition is often too slow to be practical. An FFT rapidly computes such 

transformations by factorizing the DFT matrix into a product of sparse (mostly zero) 

factors. As a result, it manages to reduce the complexity of computing the DFT from O(n2), 

which arises if one simply applies the definition of DFT, to O(nlog2n), where n  is the data 

size. The difference in speed can be enormous, especially for long data sets where N may be 
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in the thousands or millions. In the presence of round-off error, many FFT algorithms are 

much more accurate than evaluating the DFT definition directly. 

 FFT is based on divide and conquer algorithm where you divide the signal into two 

smaller signals, compute the DFT of the two smaller signals and join them to get the DFT of 

the larger signal.  

The computation cost of the DFT is very high and hence to reduce the cost, the FFT 

was developed. With the introduction of the FFT the computational complexity is reduced 

from N2 to   Nlog2N.Fast Fourier transforms are widely used for applications in engineering, 

science, and mathematics.  

Fast Fourier transform algorithms generally fall into two classes: decimation in time, 

and decimation in frequency. The Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm first rearranges the input 

elements in bit-reversed order, and then builds the output transform (decimation in time). The 

basic idea is to break up a transform of length N into two transforms of length N/2 using the 

identity              

3.6 Advantages of Fourier transform 

1. Fourier transform can improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), e.g. one sinusoidal 

signal embedded in Gaussian noise, in the time domain, it is difficult to see the signal, 

however, in the f-domain, and there will be a peak at the signal frequency. 

2. The Fourier transform is almost everywhere in modern technologies, since it is more 

reliable and robust than other spectral analysis techniques. 

3. Some signals have simpler structure in the frequency domain than in the time domain. 

There are also some operations that are easier to perform in the frequency domain. 

4. Fourier transform is an extremely powerful mathematical tool that allows us to view 

signals in a different domain, inside which several difficult problems become very 

simple to analyze. 

5. Unlike Laplace transform, Fourier Transforms doesn't have full S plane, it just have 

the frequency j2πf plane. 
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3.7 Applications of Fourier transform 

Fourier Transforms have many applications. 

1. It mainly converts time domain signal to frequency domain signals, at which signals 

can be analyzed.  

2. Fourier Transforms helps to analyze spectrum of the signals, helps in find the response 

of the LTI systems.  

3. Discrete Fourier Transforms are helpful in Digital signal processing for making 

convolution and much other signal manipulation. 

4. Communication: Fourier Transform is essential to understand how a signal behaves 

when it passes through filters, amplifiers and communication channels.  

5.  Image processing: Transformation, representation, encoding, smoothing and 

sharping images. Fourier Transform is an important image processing tool which is 

used to decompose an image into its sine and cosine components .comparing with the 

signal process, which is often using 1-dimensional Fourier Transform, in imaging 

analysis, 2 or higher dimensional Fourier Transform are being used .Fourier 

Transform has been widely applied to the fields of image analysis .  

6.  Data analysis: Fourier transform can be used as high – pass, low-pass, and band-pass 

filters and it can also be applied to signal and noise estimation by encoding the time 

series. 

7. Cell phones: Every mobile device – netbook, notebook, tablet, and phone have been 

built in high speed cellular data connection, just like Fourier Transform. sine and 

cosine are keys to the success of Fourier Transform because sound may be represented 

by a complex combination of their waves. Humans very easily perform Fourier 

transform mechanically every day. For example, when you are in room with a great 

deal of noise and you selectively hear your name above the noise, you have just 

performed Fourier transform. 
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CHAPTER-4 

COMPRESSIVE SENSING (CS) 

4.1 Introduction 

            Compressed sensing (also known as compressive sensing(CS), compressive sampling, 

or sparse sampling) is a signal processing technique for efficiently acquiring and 

reconstructing a signal, by finding solutions to underdetermined linear systems. CS has 

become a very active research area in recent years due to its interesting theoretical nature and 

its practical utility in a wide range of applications. Compressive sensing is a new approach to 

capture a wide range of signals at a rate significantly lower than the Nyquist rate. 

Compressed sensing is a revolutionary signal acquisition scheme that allows a signal to be 

acquired and accurately reconstructed with significantly fewer samples than required by 

Nyquist-rate sampling. Unlike Nyquist sampling, which relies on the maximum rate-of-

change of a signal, compressed sensing relies on the maximum rate-of- information in a 

signal. 

  Compressed sensing has been instrumental in research for low-power data acquisition 

methods. This is based on the principle that, through optimization, the sparsity of a signal can 

be exploited to recover it. There are two conditions under which recovery is possible. The 

first one is sparsity which requires the signal to be sparse in some domain. The second one 

is incoherence which is applied through the isometric property which is sufficient for sparse 

signals. 

             CS theory covers not only the signal acquisition strategy, but also the signal 

reconstruction possibilities and different algorithms. Several approaches for CS signal 

reconstruction have been developed and most of them belong to one of three main 

approaches: convex optimizations such as basis pursuit, Dantzig selector, and gradient-based 

algorithms; greedy algorithms like matching pursuit and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) 

and hybrid methods such as compressive sampling matching pursuit and stage-wise OMP. 

When comparing these algorithms, convex programming provides the best reconstruction 

accuracy, but at the cost of high computational complexity. The greedy algorithms bring 

about low computation complexity, while the hybrid methods try to provide a compromise 

between these two requirements.  
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              Compressed sensing might seem to violate the sampling theorem, because 

compressed sensing depends on the sparsity of the signal in acquisition and not its highest 

frequency. This is a misconception, because the sampling theorem guarantees perfect 

reconstruction given sufficient, not necessary, conditions. A sampling method fundamentally 

different from classical fixed-rate sampling cannot "violate" the sampling theorem. Sparse 

signals with high frequency components can be highly under-sampled using compressed 

sensing compared to classical fixed-rate sampling. 

4.2 Compressed sensing motivation 

In the big data era, in order to control the cost, complexity, and bandwidth of 

collecting and processing high dimensional data systems, it is critical to exploit models that 

encapsulate prior information regarding the signals of interest. Many N-samples signals can 

be well described by using only M-parameters, where M is much fewer than N. Indeed there 

exist a wide variety of techniques for data reduction using low dimensional models to reduce 

the burden of processing. The field of compressive sensing has been motivated by the goal of 

reducing sensing costs, for general sensing missions. 

 

4.3 Restriction for compressed sensing 

Compressed sensing technique is applied for signals which follow some restrictions 

regarding sensing and incoherence. Many natural signals are compressible by transforming 

them to some domain e.g. Sounds are compactly represented in the frequency domain and 

images in the wavelet domain. But, compression is typically performed after the signal is 

completely acquired. Advances in compressive sensing suggest that if the signal is sparse or 

compressible, the sampling process can itself be designed so as to acquire only essential 

information. Transforming a signal to a new basis or frame may allow us to represent a signal 

more concisely. The resulting compression is useful for reducing data storage and data 

transmission, which can be quite expensive in some applications. In cases where the number 

of non-zero coefficients is small, we say that we have a sparse representation.  

 

              Sparse signal models allow us to achieve high rates of compression and in the case 

of compressive sensing we may use the knowledge that the signal is sparse in a known basis 

or frame to recover the original signal from a small number of measurements. For sparse 

data, only the non-zero coefficients need to be stored or transmitted in many cases; the rest 
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can be assumed to be zero. Mathematically, we say that a signal y is M-sparse when it has at 

most M non-zeros. Typically, we deal with signals that are not themselves sparse, but which 

admit a sparse representation in some basis Ψ. In this case we will still refer to y as being M-

sparse, with the understanding that we can express y as y = Ψx. Considering the transformed 

domain as fourier transform in order to represent the signal as sparse. 

 4.4 Sparsity and Compressibility 

Sparsity is a common term in compressed sensing. In the mathematical sense 

sparse collection of data has a small number of non-zero values. To put it simply, most 

values are 0 and only a few contain meaningful data. The sparse representation theory has 

shown that sparse signals can be exactly reconstructed from a small number of elementary 

signals (or atoms). The sparse representation of natural signals can be achieved by exploiting 

its sparsity or compressibility. A natural signal is said to be sparse signal if that can be 

compactly expressed as a linear combination of a few small number of basis vectors. Sparse 

representation has become an invaluable tool as compared to direct time-domain and 

transform-domain signal. 

Many natural signals are compressible by transforming them to some domain—e.g. 

Sounds are compactly represented in the frequency domain and images in the wavelet 

domain. But, compression is typically performed after the signal is completely acquired. 

Advances in compressive sensing suggest that if the signal is sparse or compressible, the 

sampling process can itself be designed so as to acquire only essential information. 

Transforming a signal to a new basis or frame may allow us to represent a signal more 

concisely. The resulting compression is useful for reducing data storage and data 

transmission, which can be quite expensive in some applications. Hence, one might wish to 

simply transmit the analysis coefficients obtained in the new basis or frame expansion instead 

of its high-dimensional correlate. 

 In cases where the number of non-zero coefficients is small, we say that we have a 

sparse representation. Sparse signal models allow us to achieve high rates of compression and 

in the case of compressive sensing we may use the knowledge that the signal is sparse in a 

known basis or frame to recover the original signal from a small number of measurements. 

For sparse data, only the non-zero coefficients need to be stored or transmitted in many cases; 

the rest can be assumed to be zero. Mathematically, we say that a signal x is K-sparse when it 

has at most K non-zeros, i.e.,|| x|| 0 ≤ K . We let 

Σk = {x:||x||0≤k} 
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denotes the set of all K-sparse signals. Typically, we deal with signals that are not themselves 

sparse, but which admit a sparse representation in some basis Ψ . In this case we will still 

refer to x as being K-sparse, with the understanding that we can express x as x = Ψα where 

||α||0 ≤ K . 

Sparsity has long been exploited in signal processing and approximation theory for 

tasks such as compression and denoising. Sparsity also has been exploited heavily in image 

processing tasks, since the multi-scale wavelet transform provides nearly sparse 

representations for natural images. As an example of one-dimensional (1-D) signal that has 

different signal sparisity consider the signal 

x (t ) = 10sin (20πt 1000) − 5sin (60πt 1000) + 4sin (100πt 1000)   — (9). 

where 1 ≤ t ≤ 1000 . One can interpret sampling as a basis expansion where the elements in 

the basis are impulses placed at periodic points along the time axis. In this case, the dual basis 

consists of sinc functions used to reconstruct the signal from the discrete-time samples. This 

representation contains many non-zero coefficients, and due to the signal’s periodicity, there 

are many redundant measurements. Representing the signal in the Fourier basis, on the other 

hand, requires only two non-zero basis vectors, scaled appropriately at the positive and 

negative frequencies.  

An important assumption used in the context of compressive sensing is that signals 

exhibit a degree of structure. There is a difference between signal sparisty and signal 

compressibility. The signal is considered sparse if it has only a few non-zero values in 

comparison with its overall length. However, it is considered compressible if it’s sorted 

coefficient magnitudes decays rapidly. To consider this mathematically, let x be a signal 

which is compressible in the basis Ψ, x = Ψα , where α are the coefficients of x in the basis Ψ. 

If x is compressible, then the magnitudes of the sorted coefficients observe power law decay; 

|αs| ≤ C1 s
-q , s = 1,2,… A signal is defined as being compressible if it obeys this power law 

decay. The larger q is, the faster the magnitudes decay, and the more compressible a signal is. 

                 Reducing the sampling rate using CS is possible for the case of sparse signals that 

can be represented by a small number of significant coefficients in an appropriate transform 

basis. A signal having K nonzero coefficients is called K-sparse. Assume that 

signal ‘S’ exhibits sparsity in certain orthonormal basis ᴪ  defined by the basis vectors{ ᴪ1, 

ᴪ2,…..ᴪN} . The signal ‘S’can be represented using its sparse transform domain vector ‘x’ as 

follows: 

S(n)=∑ 𝑥𝑖ᴪ𝑖𝑛
𝑖=1        — (10). 
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In matrix notation, the previous relation can be written as:   s=ᴪx 

 4.5 Conditions on the CS Matrix 

Instead of acquiring a full set of signal samples of length N , in CS scenario, we deal 

with a quite reduced set of measurements ‘y’ of length M , where M<N . The measurement 

procedure can be modeled by projections of the signal ‘s’ onto vectors{ɸ1, 

ɸ2,…..ɸM}. constituting the measurement matrix ɸ : 

                                        y= ɸ s.       — (11). 

Using the sparse transform domain representation of vector  s given by 

                                     y=ɸᴪ𝑥 = 𝐴𝑥      — (12). 

where A will be referred to as CS matrix. 

4.5.1 Null Space Property 

                  In order to define some requirements for the CS matrix ‘A’ , which are important 

for successful signal reconstruction, let us introduce the null space of matrix. The null space 

of CS matrix ‘A’ contains all vectors ‘x’ that are mapped to 0: 

                                 N (A) ={x: Ax=0} 

                 In order to provide a unique solution, it is necessary to provide the notion that 

two K-sparse vectors x and xˈ do not result in the same measurement vector. In other words, 

their difference should not be part of the null space of CS matrix A: 

 A(x-xˈ)≠ 0      — (13). 

                Since the difference between two K-sparse vectors is at most 2K-sparse, then a K-

sparse vector ‘x’  is uniquely defined if null space of A  contains no 2K-sparse vectors. This 

corresponds to the condition that any 2K columns of are linearly independent; that is 

 Spark (A)>2K,      —(14). 

And since spark (A)∈ [2, 𝑀 + 1], we obtain a lower bound on the number of measurements: 

    M>2K. 
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              In the case of strictly sparse signals, the spark can provide reliable information about 

the exact reconstruction possibility. However, in the case of approximately sparse signals, 

this condition is not sufficient and does not guarantee stable recovery. Hence, there is another 

property called null space property that measures the concentration of the null space of 

matrix A. 

 4.5.2 Gaussian random matrices 

        In technical literature, more attention has been paid to random sensing matrices 

generated by identical and independent distributions such as Gaussian, Bernoulli, and random 

Fourier ensembles, to name a few . Their applications have been shown in medical images 

processing and other various signal processing problems. Even though random sensing 

matrices ensure high probability in reconstruction, they also have many drawbacks such as 

excessive complexity in reconstruction, significant space requirement for storage, and no 

efficient algorithm to verify whether a sensing matrix satisfies RIP property with small RIC 

value. Hence, exploiting specific structures of deterministic sensing matrices is required to 

solve these problems of the random sensing matrices. Recently, several deterministic sensing 

matrices have been proposed. We can classify them into two categories. First are those 

matrices which are based on coherence second are those matrices which are based on RIP or 

some weaker RIPs. More recently in some highlighted results such as deterministic 

construction of sensing matrices via algebraic curves over finite fields in term of coherence 

and chirp sensing matrices have been introduced.  

4.5.3 Coherence property 

The concept of coherence was introduced in a slightly less general framework and has 

since been used extensively in the field of sparse representations of signals. In particular, it is 

used as a measure of the ability of suboptimal algorithms such as matching pursuit and basis 

pursuit to correctly identify the true representation of a sparse signal. Current assumptions in 

the field of compressed sensing and sparse signal recovery impose that the measurement 

matrix has uncorrelated columns. To be formal, one defines the coherence or the mutual 

coherence of a matrix A is defined as the maximum absolute value of the cross-correlations 

between the columns of A. Formally, let a1,a2……… aN be the columns of the matrix A, which 

are assumed to be normalized such that ai
Tai =1 . The mutual coherence of A is then defined 

as   
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𝜇(𝐴) = max
1<𝑖≠𝑗≤𝑚

|ai
Taj|       — (15). 

 And lower bound 

                      𝜇(𝐴) ≥ √
𝑁−𝑑

𝑑(𝑁−1)
                        — (16). 

 We say that a dictionary is incoherent if μ(A) is small. Standard results then require 

that the measurement matrix satisfy a strict incoherence property. If the dictionary D is highly 

coherent, then the matrix AD will also be coherent in general. Coherence is in some sense a 

natural property in the compressed sensing framework, for if two columns are closely 

correlated, it will be impossible in general to distinguish whether the energy in the signal 

comes from one or the other. For example, imagine that we are not under sampling and that A 

is the identity so that we observe y = Dx . Suppose the first two columns are identical,  d1 = d2 

. Then the measurement  d1 can be explained by the input vectors (1,0,….,0) or (0,1….,0) or 

any convex combination. Thus there is no hope of reconstructing a unique sparse signal x 

from measurements y = ADx. However, we are not interested in recovering the coefficient 

vector x, but rather the actual signal Dx. 

4.5.4 Incoherence property 

             The Incoherence Condition can be defined as the rows of Φ should be incoherent to 

the columns of Ψ. 

            We can note that if Φ and Ψ could not satisfy the incoherence condition, for example, 

in the extreme case, selecting the first D column of Ψ as the D rows of Phi we can get 

 

                 

              We can easily find that this matrix ΦΨ can never satisfy the RIP condition. We can 

use the Gaussian to construct the sensing matrix which has been proved that it will be in 

coherent to any basis. 

4.5.5 The Restricted isometry property (RIP) 

 In linear algebra, an orthogonal matrix is a square matrix with real entries whose 

columns and rows are orthogonal unit vectors (i.e., orthonormal vectors), i.e. ATA= AAT= I, 
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where I is the identity matrix. This leads to the equivalent characterization: a matrix A is 

orthogonal if its transpose is equal to its inverse; i.e., AT =A-1. 

The determinant of any orthogonal matrix is either +1 or −1. As a linear transformation, an 

orthogonal matrix preserves the dot product of vectors, and therefore acts as an isometry of 

Euclidean space, such as a rotation or reflection. 

 

 
  

Figure 4.1: Unit spheres in R2 for the lp norms with p = 1;2;∞, and for the lp  quasi-norm with 

p= 0.5 . (a)Unit sphere for l1 norm ; (b) Unit sphere for l2 norm; (c) Unit sphere for l ∞ norm; 

(d) Unit sphere for lp  quasi-norm. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Best approximation of a point in 2 R by a one-dimensional subspace using  lp 

norms with  p = 1;2;∞, and the lp quasi-norm with p = 0.5 . (a) Approximation in l1 norm; (b) 

Approximation in l2 norm; (c) Approximation in l∞ norm; (d) Approximation in lp quasi-

norm. 

4.6 Generation of compressed sensing 

Consider a real-valued, finite length, one-dimensional, discrete-time signal x, which 

can be viewed as an N ×1 column vector in RN with elements x[n], n =1,2,…..N . We treat an 

image or higher-dimensional data by vectorizing it into a long one dimensional vector.  For 

simplicity, assume that the basis is orthonormal. we can express any signal x as: 

x=ᴪs (or) x=∑ 𝑠𝑖ᴪ𝑖𝑛
𝑖=1       —(17). 

where ‘s’ is the N ×1 column vector and T denotes the transpose operation. Clearly, x and s 

are equivalent representations of the same signal, with x in the time domain and s in the ᴪ 

domain i.e., fourier transform domain. We will focus on signals that have a sparse 
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representation, where x is a linear combination of just M basis vectors, with M<< N. That is, 

only M  vectors are nonzero and (N − K ) are zero.  

 

 

                                Fig 4.3: Block diagram for generation of compressed signal  

CS works by taking fewer random measurements which are non-adaptive. The CS 

acquisition model can be described mathematically by (1) and is shown in Fig 4.3 

y =𝜑𝑥     — (18). 

  where, x ∈ Rn or Cn  is an input signal of length n, ∅ ∈ Rm*n Cm*n is an m*n random 

measurement matrix and y ∈ Rm or Cm is the measurement vector of length m. The Input 

signal and the random measurement  matrix are multiplied together to generate compressive 

measurements. Here, the number of measurements taken are much lesser than the length of 

input signal, i.e., m << n. The size of measurement matrix and hence the number of 

measurements is proportional to the sparsity of input signal. To further reduce the number of 

measurements which are necessary for perfect reconstruction, the measurement matrix must 

be incoherent with basis in which signal has sparse representation. 

 

4.7 Reconstruction model 

 
Fig 4.4: Reconstruction model 

 

The CS reconstruction model is shown in Fig. The inputs to the reconstruction 

algorithm are the measurement vector y and reconstruction matrix 𝜃, where 𝜃 = 𝜑 ∗ ᴪ ∈   

Rm*n or Cm*n and ᴪ is the sparsifying basis of the signal x. The signal x can be represented as a 

linear combination of columns of  ᴪ or the basis vector as  

x=∑ 𝑠𝑖ᴪ𝑖𝑛
𝑖=1        — (19). 
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where, s ∈ Rn is the sparse coefficient vector of length n, having fewer significant nonzero 

entries. The original signal can be recovered back from compressive measurements by 

solving which is an under determined system of linear equations and have infinite number of 

possible solutions. In such cases, the unique solution can be obtained by posing the 

reconstruction problem by an l0 optimization problem. The l0-optimization problem searches 

for a solution having minimum  l0-norm subject to the given constraints. 

This is equivalent to trying all the possibilities to find the desired solution. 

    Ŝ=argmin
𝑠

||𝑠||0  subject to 𝜃𝑠=y      — (20). 

 where Ŝ is the estimate of s and ||s||0 denotes the l0-norm of s. 

Although l0 is not a proper norm, it is a pseudo norm or quasi norm, which represents the 

number of non-zero elements of a vector. Searching for an optimised solution by trying all 

possible combinations is computationally extensive exercise even for a medium sized 

problem. Hence, l0-minimization problem has been declared as NP-hard. Alternates have 

been proposed in literature, which are capable of obtaining a solution similar to the l0-

minimization for the above problem, in near polynomial time. One of the options is to use 

convex optimization and searching for a solution having minimum l1-norm. This is 

considered as a feasible option because solvers available from linear programming can be 

used for solving the l1-minimization problems in near polynomial time. 

    Ŝ=argmin
𝑠

||𝑠||1  subject to 𝜃𝑠=y      — (21). 

 

 where ||s||1 denotes  l1-norm of s, which represents the absolute sum of elements of a vector. 

The generalized expression of a norm is given by (5), from which definition of  l1 and other 

relevant norms can be obtained where ever required . 

 ||x||p   = √∑ |𝑥𝑖
𝑝

i|
p               — (22). 

The output of CS reconstruction algorithm is an estimate of sparse representation of x, i.e., Ŝ. 

The estimate of x, i.e., x can be obtained from Ŝ by taking its inverse transform. 

 

4.8 Applications of compressive sensing 

CS is being a growing field and a wide variety of applications has benefited from this 

sensing modality Fig 4.5. shows a taxonomy listing major applications of CS. This gives 

overview of the application areas where CS finds its applicability in current scenario. This 

may be helpful in identifying an application area to work on using CS. 
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Fig 4.5 Applications of compressive sensing 

 

4.8.1 Compressive imaging 

For image acquisition using CS, several imaging architectures have been proposed in 

literature. One of the early and very famous architecture that demonstrates compressive 

imaging is the single-pixel camera. This consists of a digital micro-mirror devices (DMD) 

array and the mirrors in this array can be turned on/off using a pseudorandom pattern 

generated by a pseudorandom sequence generator. 

4.8.2 Biomedical applications 

Major application of CS in biomedical field is biomedical imaging. Apart from that, 

CS has also been applied to the processing of other biological signals like electrocardiogram 

(ECG), electroencephalographic (EEG) and neural signals, etc., by exploiting the sparsity 

present in their features. The other biomedical applications are genomic sensing, DNA micro-

arrays, study of proteins and bacterial composition reconstruction, etc. 

4.8.3 Communication systems 

  The research community has accepted the wider applicability of CS in communication 

systems. Cs is widely used communication systems in some aspects like wireless sensor 

networks, information security and network traffic monitoring. 

 

4.8.4 Pattern Recognition 

An expression invariant face recognition technique has been proposed based on CS. 

This exploits the fact that expression changes are sparse in consideration to whole image. 

Another face recognition technique based on sparsity preserving projections and 1-

minimization has been proposed. These projections have been shown to be invariant to 
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rotations, rescalings and translations of the data and also contain natural discriminating 

information even in absence of class fields. 

 

4.8.5 Video Processing 

CS has enabled a real-time 3D video acquisition using single pixel camera. Among 

CS based video processing techniques, few are: distributed compressed video sensing in 

which sampling of video frames is done independently while reconstruction is done jointly, 

adaptive video sensing utilizing block based CS reconstruction and streaming CS for high 

speed periodic videos based on coded projections of dynamic events, etc. 

 

4.8.6 Speech and Sound Processing 

Some of the ways that have been used for compressive speech processing are: sparse 

linear predictions and sparse pattern retrieval in residual domain, deriving and capturing 

compressively the sparse feature vector from mechanism of speech production which is 

different for voiced and non voiced speeches, speech enhancement based on CS for speech 

Coding exploiting the sparsity in phonological features, etc. Similarly, CS for audio signals 

includes aspects like security and relative impulse response estimation, etc. CS has also been 

applied to sound field reproduction with application to acoustic and ultrasound treatment, 

anthropogenic ocean sound monitoring and source localization etc., 

 

4.8.7 Manifold Processing 

CS has been applied to manifold-modeled data for achieving dimensionality 

reduction. The key information regarding manifold-modeled signal can be preserved using 

random linear projections. Exploiting the dependencies among the different dimensions of 

high dimensional data. 
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CHAPTER-5 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 
5.1 MATLAB INTRODUCTION 

                        MATLAB is a high-performance language for technical computing. It 

integrates computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-to-use environment where 

problems and solutions are expressed in familiar mathematical notation. Typical uses include: 

 Math and computation 

 Algorithm development 

 Modelling, simulation, and prototyping 

 Data analysis, exploration, and visualization 

 Scientific and engineering graphics 

 Application development, including graphical user interface building 

                  MATLAB is an interactive system whose basic data element is an array that does 

not require dimensioning. This allows you to solve many technical computing problems, 

especially those with matrix and vector formulations, in a fraction of the time it would take to 

write a program in a scalar non interactive language such as C or FORTRAN. 

The name MATLAB stands for matrix laboratory. MATLAB was originally written to 

provide easy access to matrix software developed by the LINPACK and EISPACK projects. 

Today, MATLAB uses software developed by the LAPACK and ARPACK projects, which 

together represent the state-of-the-art in software for matrix computation. 

            MATLAB has evolved over a period of years with input from many users. In 

university environments, it is the standard instructional tool for introductory and advanced 

courses in mathematics, engineering, and science. In industry, MATLAB is the tool of choice 

for high-productivity research, development, and analysis. 

             MATLAB features a family of application-specific solutions called toolboxes. Very 

important to most users of MATLAB, toolboxes allow you to learn and apply specialized 

technology. Toolboxes are comprehensive collections of MATLAB functions (M-files) that 

extend the MATLAB environment to solve particular classes of problems. Areas in which 

toolboxes are available include signal processing, control systems, neural networks, fuzzy 

logic, wavelets, simulation, and many others. 
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5.2 The MATLAB System 

The MATLAB system consists of five main parts: 

5.2.1 Development Environment   

  This is the set of tools and facilities that help you use MATLAB functions and files. 

Many of these tools are graphical user interfaces. It includes the MATLAB desktop and 

Command Window, a command history, and browsers for viewing help, the workspace, files, 

and the search path. 

5.2.2 The MATLAB Mathematical Function Library    

This is a vast collection of computational algorithms ranging from elementary 

functions like sum, sine, cosine, and complex arithmetic, to more sophisticated functions like 

matrix inverse, matrix eigen values, Bessel functions, and fast Fourier transforms. 

5.2.3 The MATLAB Language   

This is a high-level matrix/array language with control flow statements, functions, 

data structures, input/output, and object-oriented programming features. It allows both 

"programming in the small" to rapidly create quick and dirty throw-away programs, and 

"programming in the large" to create complete large and complex application programs. 

5.2.4 Handle Graphics 

This is the MATLAB graphics system. It includes high-level commands for two-

dimensional and three-dimensional data visualization, image processing, animation, and 

presentation graphics. It also includes low-level commands that allow you to fully customize 

the appearance of graphics as well as to build complete graphical user interfaces on your 

MATLAB applications. 

5.2.5 The MATLAB Application Program Interface (API)  

This is a library that allows you to write C and FORTRAN programs that interact with 

MATLAB. It include facilities for calling routines from MATLAB (dynamic linking), calling 

MATLAB as a computational engine, and for reading and writing MAT-files. 

5.3 Development Environment 

 When you start MATLAB, the MATLAB desktop appears, containing tools 

(graphical user interfaces) for managing files, variables, and applications associated with 

MATLAB. 

  The first time MATLAB starts, the desktop appears as shown in the following 

illustration, although your Launch Pad may contain different entries. 
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You can change the way your desktop looks by opening, closing, moving, and 

resizing the tools in it. You can also move tools outside of the desktop or return them back 

inside the desktop (docking). All the desktop tools provide common features such as context 

menus and keyboard shortcuts. 

You can specify certain characteristics for the desktop tools by selecting Preferences 

from the File menu. For example, you can specify the font characteristics for Command 

Window text. For more information, click the Help button in the Preferences dialog box. 

5.4 Desktop Tools 

  This section provides an introduction to MATLAB's desktop tools. You can also use 

MATLAB functions to perform most of the features found in the desktop tools. The tools are: 

5.4.1 Command Window 

Use the Command Window to enter variables and run functions and M-files. 

5.4.2 Command History 

            Lines you enter in the Command Window are logged in the Command History 

window. In the Command History, you can view previously used functions, and copy and 

execute selected lines. To save the input and output from a MATLAB session to a file, use 

the diary function. 

5.4.3 Help Browser 

            Use the Help browser to search and view documentation for all your Math Works 

products. The Help browser is a Web browser integrated into the MATLAB desktop that 

displays HTML documents. 

             To open the Help browser, click the help button in the toolbar, or type help browser 

in the Command Window. The Help browser consists of two panes, the Help Navigator, 

which you use to find information, and the display pane, where you view the information.  

 5.4.4 Workspace Browser 

The MATLAB workspace consists of the set of variables (named arrays) built up 

during a MATLAB session and stored in memory. You add variables to the workspace by 

using functions, running M-files, and loading saved workspaces. 

             To view the workspace and information about each variable, use the Workspace 

browser, or use the functions who and whos. 
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              To delete variables from the workspace, select the variable and select Delete from 

the Edit menu. Alternatively, use the clear function. 

5.5 Editor/Debugger 

  Use the Editor/Debugger to create and debug M-files, which are programs you write 

to run MATLAB functions. The Editor/Debugger provides a graphical user interface for basic 

text editing, as well as for M-file debugging. 

 5.6 Basis Pursuit Algorithm 

When the signal is sampled with less than nyquist rate, then obtained equation has 

infinite number of solutions. Inorder to find the optimised solution, l1-norm is used to find the 

minimum energy of the signal. For applying the l1-norm to infinite number of solutions we 

require an algorithm which is robust to noise and find solution accurately. Hence “basis 

pursuit” algorithm is considered. 

 

Basis pursuit is the equality-constrained l1 minimization problem 

minimize ||x||1 

subject to Ax = b,        — (23). 

with variable x ∈ Rn, data A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈Rm, with m<n. Basis pursuit is often used as a 

heuristic for finding a sparse solution to an underdetermined system of linear equations. It 

plays a central role in modern statistical signal processing, particularly the theory of 

compressed sensing. 

In ADMM form, basis pursuit can be written as 

minimize f(x) + ||z||1          — (24). 

subject to x − z = 0, 

where f is the indicator function of {x ∈ Rn | Ax = b}. The ADMM algorithm is then 

x k+1 := Π(zk – uk)    —(25). 

z k+1 := S1/ρ(x
k+1 + uk)    — (26). 

u k+1 := uk + xk+1 – zk+1,   — (27).  

where Π is projection onto {x ∈ Rn | Ax = b}. The x-update, which involves solving a linearly-

constrained minimum Euclidean norm problem,can be written explicitly as 

xk+1 := (I − AT (AAT )−1A)(zk − uk) + AT (AAT )-1 b.  — (28). 
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Again, the comments on efficient computation by caching a factorization of AAT, 

subsequent projections are much cheaper than the first one. We can interpret ADMM for 

basis pursuit as reducing the solution of a least l1 norm problem to solving a sequence of 

minimum Euclidean norm problems. A recent class of algorithms called Bregman iterative 

methods have attracted considerable interest for solving l1 problems like basis pursuit. For 

basis pursuit and related problems, Bregman iterative regularization is equivalent to the 

method of multipliers, and the split Bregman method is equivalent to ADMM. 
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CHAPTER-6 

RESULTS 

 
The concept of compressive sensing was implemented on MATLAB software for 

simple sinusoidal signals and audio signals. The results related to these signals were 

discussed in this chapter.  

Given input: 5cos (2*500*pi*t) +9cos (2*pi*300*t) +r 

Here n=401 and m=180 

Fig. 6.1 represents the output obtained after simulation when sinusoidal signal is applied as 

input. 

 

 
Fig 6.1: output of sinusoidal signal 

 

Sound signal is given as input. The signal is represented in fig.6.2  

 

 

 
 

Fig 6.2: input of speech signal 
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Maximum significant information components present within frequency range of 

3500:10600. Hence only those frequency components are taken as shown in fig.6.3 

 
Fig 6.3: significant components of speech signal 

 

When this speech signal is given as input to the basis pursuit program the reconstruction of 

signal is done as shown in below graph Fig 6.4. 

 

 
Fig 6.4 output of speech signal 
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CHAPTER-7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

7.1 CONCLUSION 

Introduction of CS has revolutionized many areas in signal processing, where there 

were limited scopes. Some of the major contributions are faster MRI, high quality image and 

video acquisition using single pixel camera, acquisition of UWB signals while drastically 

reducing the power consumption, etc. CS acquisition approach may vary from signal to 

signal. Similarly, the reconstruction approach to be used is also highly signal dependent, 

which may further needs to be modified to suit a particular situation. It will be highly 

beneficial to have a universal CS acquisition and reconstruction strategy. A review of major 

application areas where CS is currently being utilized has also been presented. 

7.2 FUTURE SCOPE 

CS has gained a wider acceptance in a shorter time span, as a sampling technique for 

sampling the signals at their information rate. CS takes the advantage of sparsity or 

compressibility of the underlying signal to simultaneously sample and compress the signal. 

CS has a strong mathematical foundation also. But, the increasing popularity and 

acceptability of CS faces some challenges. We are highlighting some of the challenges, 

which also lead to some working directions in the field.  

• There is need for a simple and efficient, universal CS acquisition strategy which is 

applicable to majority of the signals and also leads to faster acquisition.  

• Similarly, a universal CS reconstruction algorithm, which is faster, robust, less complex and 

gives guaranteed convergence is needed.  

• Searching a suitable basis, in which signal to be acquired has sparsest possible 

representation, is itself a tough task. If one can identify the basis in which signal has the 

sparsest possible representation, then it will help in faithful reconstruction from further 

reduced CS measurements. So, a system needs to be developed, which can determine the 

sparsifying basis of signal. 
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 • Development of rigorous performance bounds for the issues like minimum number of 

measurements and reconstruction iterations required for perfect reconstruction, guaranteed 

convergence, stable recovery, etc., are also workable areas in this field.  

• Also, research is being going on structured CS. The advantages of this approach are faster 

acquisition, lower complexity, easier to implement, etc. But the drawback is that the faithful 

reconstruction requires more number of measurements. Also, it is difficult to have structured 

measurement matrices which obey RIP condition. Some proposals of RIP less CS have also 

been seen in literature, which can be worked further to take advantages of structured 

measurements in CS. 
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APPENDIX 

function [z, history] = basis_pursuit(A, b, rho, alpha) 

t_start = tic; 

 

QUIET    = 0; 

MAX_ITER = 1000; 

ABSTOL   = 1e-4; 

RELTOL   = 1e-2; 

[m n] = size(A); 

x = zeros(n,1); 

z = zeros(n,1); 

u = zeros(n,1); 

 

 

 

if~QUIET 

    fprintf ('%3s\t%10s\t%10s\t%10s\t%10s\t%10s\n','iter', ... 

        'r norm', 'esp pri', 's norm', 'eps dual', 'objective'); 

end 

 

AAt = A*A'; 

P = eye(n) - A' * (AAt \ A); 

q = A' * (AAt \ b); 

 

for k = 1:MAX_ITER 

    % x-update 

    x = P*(z - u) + q; 

 

    % z-update with relaxation 

    zold = z; 

    x_hat = alpha*x + (1 - alpha)*zold; 

    z = shrinkage(x_hat + u, 1/rho); 

 

    u = u + (x_hat - z); 

 

    % diagnostics, reporting, termination checks 

    history.objval(k)  = objective(A, b, x); 

 

    history.r_norm(k)  = norm(x - z); 

    history.s_norm(k)  = norm(-rho*(z - zold)); 

 

    history.eps_pri(k) = sqrt(n)*ABSTOL + RELTOL*max(norm(x), norm(-z)); 

    history.eps_dual(k)= sqrt(n)*ABSTOL + RELTOL*norm(rho*u); 

 

    if ~QUIET 

        fprintf('%3d\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\t%10.4f\t%10.2f\n', k, ... 

            history.r_norm(k), history.eps_pri(k), ... 

            history.s_norm(k), history.eps_dual(k), history.objval(k)); 

    end 
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    if (history.r_norm(k) < history.eps_pri(k) && ... 

       history.s_norm(k) < history.eps_dual(k)) 

         break; 

    end 

end 

 

if ~QUIET 

    toc(t_start); 

end 

end 

 

function obj = objective(A, b, x) 

    obj = norm(x,1); 

end 

 

function y = shrinkage(a, kappa) 

y = max(0, a-kappa) - max(0, -a-kappa); 

 

PROGRAM 

 
 %Basis pursuit example 

%Generate problem data 

rand('seed', 0); 

randn('seed', 0); 

record=audiorecorder(8000,8,1); 

get(record); 

rec1=audiorecorder; 

disp('Start speaking.') 

recordblocking(rec1,2); 

disp('End of Recording.'); 

% Play back the recording. 

play(rec1); 

% Store data in double-precision array. 

myRecording = getaudiodata(rec1); 

x=myRecording(3500:10600); 

plot(x),figure 

% Plot the waveform. 

plot(myRecording),figure; 

 n = length(x); 

 m =3000; 

 A = randn(m,n); 

% f1=5000; 

% f2=300; 

% t=0:1/200:0.6; 

% x_temp=5*sin(2*pi*f1*t)+2*cos(2*pi*f2*t); 

%  r=randn(1,length(x_temp)); 

%  x=x_temp.*r; 

%  plot(x); 

% %x = sprandn(n, 1, 0.1*n); 
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b = A*x; 

xtrue = x; 

%Solve problem 

[x history] = basis_pursuit(A, b, 1.0, 1.0); 

K = length(history.objval); 

xf=fft(x); 

xtf=fft(x); 

d=abs(xtrue-x).^2; 

mse=sum(d(:))/n; 

t1=max(xtrue); 

t2=max(x); 

subplot(221),stem(xtrue),title('origitnal signal') 

subplot(222),stem(xtf),title('origitnal signal fourier transform') 

subplot(223),stem(x),title('reconstructed signal signal') 

subplot(224),stem(xf),title('reconstructed signal fourier transform') 

sound(x) 

psnr1=20*(log10(t1/sqrt(mse))); 

disp(mse); 

   disp(psnr1); 

   psnr2=20*(log10(t2/sqrt(mse)));  

 

   disp(psnr2); 

    

% h = figure; 

% plot(1:K, history.objval, 'k', 'MarkerSize', 10, 'LineWidth', 2); 

% ylabel('f(x^k) + g(z^k)'); xlabel('iter (k)'); 

%  

% g = figure; 

% subplot(2,1,1); 

% semilogy(1:K, max(1e-8, history.r_norm), 'k', ... 

%     1:K, history.eps_pri, 'k--',  'LineWidth', 2); 

% ylabel('||r||_2'); 

%  

% subplot(2,1,2); 

% semilogy(1:K, max(1e-8, history.s_norm), 'k', ... 

%     1:K, history.eps_dual, 'k--', 'LineWidth', 2); 

% ylabel('||s||_2'); xlabel('iter (k)'); 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES MAPPED WITH PROGRAMME 

SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) AND PROGRAM OUTCOMES 

(POs) 

 

 

Classification of 

Project 

 

Application 

 

Product 

 

Research 

 

Review 

   

 

 

 

PROJECT OUTCOMES 

1. Designed &Simulated a model for reconstruction the sparse signal(speech) using the 

concept of compressive sensing by applying the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and 

Communication Engineering to design, develop, analyze and test systems software 

components taking the legal, ethical and economical considerations. 

2. Applied the knowledge of mathematics, science, and an engineering specialization to solve 

the complex engineering problems. 

3. Designed and developed eco-friendly systems, by optimal utilization of available natural 

resources and understood the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic and 

societal context along with professional ethics and responsibilities. 

4. Worked as a member and leader in a team in multidisciplinary environment, with effective 

Communication. 

5. Managed the project, keeping in view the economical and societal considerations and 

recognized  the  need  for  adapting  to  technological  changes  and   engage   in life- long 

learning. 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs) 

The ECE Graduates will be able to 

PSO1: design VLSI, embedded, signal processing and communication systems and apply 

modern tools. 

PSO2: apply the conceptual knowledge of Electronics and Communication Engineering to 

design, develop, analyze and test systems containing hardware and software components 
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taking into societal, environmental, health, safety, legal, cultural, ethical and economical 

considerations. 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES (POs) 

 

1. Engineering knowledge 

 Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering fundamentals, and an 

engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems. 

 

2. Problem analysis  

 Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex engineering 

problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, natural 

sciences, and engineering sciences. 

 

3. Design/development of solutions 

  Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design system components 

or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for the public health 

and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental consideration. 

 

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems 

 Use research-based knowledge and research methods including design of 

experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information to 

provide valid conclusions. 

 

5. Modern tool usage  

 Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern engineering 

and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities with an 

understanding of the limitations. 

 

6. The engineer and society 

 Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess societal, health, 

safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the 

professional engineering practice. 
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7. Environment and sustainability 

 Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in societal and 

environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for sustainable 

development. 

 

8. Ethics 

  Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and 

norms of the engineering practice. 

 

9. Individual and team work  

 Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in diverse teams, and 

in multidisciplinary settings. 

 

10. Communication  

 Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering 

community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend  and write effective 

reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive clear 

instruction. 

 

11. Project management and finance 

 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering and management 

principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, to manage 

projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

 

12. Life-long learning 

 Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in independent 

and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 
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Mapping Table 

 

 

Project Outcomes 

                    Programme Outcomes (POs) PSOs 

PO  

1 

PO 

2 

PO 

3 

PO 

4 

PO 

5 

PO 

6 

PO 

7 

PO 

8 

PO 

9 

PO 

10 

PO 

11 

PO 

12 

PSO1 PSO 2 

Outcome 1   2           3 

Outcome 2 3 1             

Outcome 3       3 3       

Outcome 4 

 

Outcome 5 

        3 3  

 

3 

 

 

3 

  

 

  

Note: Map each project outcomes with POs and PSOs with either 1 or 2 or 3 based on 

level of mapping as follows: 

 

1-Slightly (Low) mapped   2-Moderately (Medium) mapped 3-Substantially 

(High) mapped 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


